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Wednesday 27th May 2009 

Today I was working hard at the Hotel Comfort, and we were to see the Champions League Final, but first I had to go 

through HELL where I was brutally attacked and where my computer, telephone and some clothes were stolen before 

we could watch a very entertaining football game, where the result was “fixed” by God. Today also includes short sto-

ries of the misuse of children, which GOD WANTS THE WORLD TO STOP and a story about my good friend and clairvoy-

ant Georgie, who did not know who I am because the Devil was speaking to her. 

 

A “fixed” result of the Champions League final 

At the office we had decided this evening to go to “The African Bar”, which I call it, to watch the Champions League 

final between Manchester United and Barcelona. 

 

Already during the morning, God was saying to me that the result of this game would not be a coincidence. The result 

was planned by God – and YES STIG, nice thought, to be able to win on betting games if you have that information in 

forehand and YES my boys, Stig is also back here and YES YES YES this is my day today, my friends and YES STIG – TELL 

WHO I AM – OK BOYS AND GIRLS THIS IS NOT GOD SPEAKING, THAT IS, IT IS GOD SPEAKING BUT NOW I AM SPEAKING 

AS THE DEVIL AND YES YES YES MORE TO COME (I SEE THE DEVIL CLIPPING THE GRASS AT HIS SUMMERHOUSE, AND 

YES STIG, IT LOOKS LIKE MY FATHER’S OLD SOMMERHOUSE IN RÅGELEJE, DENMARK), AND YES YES YES IN QUITE A 

HURRY, STIG? Yes, this is the story, but more to come on that story with your father later, ok this is what I have to say 

about today’s experiences: 

 

During the last week: God “grabbed” my computer bag 

Approx. one week ago I had the experience when walking from the Gas station in Gachie to Elijah’s home that some-

body “attacked me from behind”, where I felt a very strong physical grab of the shoulder strap of my computer, and 

when I – being very nervous – looked back, there was nobody there. It was God doing this to me. 

 

Since then I have experienced the same grab of the shoulder strap of my computer twice – however not so strong – 

and the last time was this morning once again. I did not pay any special attention to this, I thought that the only mes-

sage was what God was saying to me that white men are normally very nervous carrying a computer bag here, little 

was I to know what would happen today. 

 

My walk from Hotel Comfort and my attack 

I had been working efficiently the whole day and I succeeded finalising my goal of the day, which was to edit the 

scripts of the 9th and 10th May, and when I was done at 20.45 at the Hotel Comfort, I left because I had an agreement 

to meet Elijah and David at the “bar with the loud music” at 21.00. 

 

I walked from the Hotel with my computer bag on my back and after Barclays Bank at the corner of the lunch restau-

rant just before crossing the street, I heard all members of the Council in choir saying to me “We are all in hell” and 

this confused me because this was the first time ever that all members were saying the same message to me at the 

same time and also because I did not know the understanding of the message. What did it mean? Did it mean that 

they are also in hell – like Jesus, my old inner self – and how could that be, are they divided not only with a part in 

“heaven”, a part on “Earth”, but also a part in “hell”? I did not understand, I decided that it was too complicated for 

me to understand, and I crossed the street. 

 

The brutal attack on me 

Less than one minute later, directly in front of the LTO office, suddenly I felt a strong pain on my neck and maybe for 

1-2 seconds I was confused not knowing where the pain came from, and suddenly I realised that I was under attack 

from behind.  

 

I did not think of the sign of God grabbing my computer bag, which he had showed me three times, I was only thinking 

that I could not breathe – not the best feeling I have ever had. I thought it was an arm which was put around my neck 

hurting me – later I was told by David that this is a technique, which is commonly used here and that it was a rope of 

some kind that was put around my neck.  
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In the beginning I tried to get the rope away from my neck in order to breathe, but it was impossible.  I was forced 

down on the ground and laid on my back, where I felt that the computer bag was taken away from me. I had my eyes 

opened, and I believe that it was four young men attacking me; after removing the computer bag, they also emptied 

my pockets from where they took my mobile phone and my USB-key including a backup of all of my scripts and part of 

the newsletter on Dadaab, which the office had no copy of (the so called level 1 and 2 information).  

 

While lying on the ground I decided to be passive, not to resist and even though I was not glad that my things were 

taken away from me, I decided to lay still and wait until they were finished. I don’t know how long it took, my feeling 

was that it was maybe one minute from start until they released the rope around my neck and ran away, before I 

could breathe again and stand up. 

 

The attackers ran in the same direction as they came from and I did not want to run after them or even to look in their 

direction. I accepted straight away what had happened, even though I was confused, and I noticed that God or the 

Council did not speak to me.  

 

Directly after the attack, at the corner a few meters away from the office, a nice Kenyan couple were saying some-

thing nice to me and I believe I said thank you to them before I decided to continue my walk to meet the others. I 

don’t know if this couple were the only witnesses to the crime, I believe there must have been more, because even 

though it was evening, there were people on the street, however not as many as during the daytime. 

 

The computer bag also included clothes ... 

My computer bag also included different kind of clothes, because Elijah had some time before said that it was a good 

idea that I did the washing of my underwear myself – of consideration to Tina - and we had been speaking about using 

a dry cleaner in town. This was the reason why I carried not only underwear, but also socks, shirts and one pair of 

trousers with me, because I was thinking that I could clean this clothes at the same time hereby helping Tina. All this 

clothes was also stolen, and now I have almost no underwear and socks, and only three pair of trousers, four shirts, 2-

3 t-shirts, one jacket, one pair of walking shoes, one pair of running shoes + and running shorts/shirts, which I haven’t 

used yet in Kenya.... 

 

The ultimate test for LTO 

The “bar with the loud music” is only 1-2 minutes from the office opposite to the high media building, so I arrived 

there immediately after the attack. I met Elijah sitting in front of the bar at a chair, and I was still confused when arriv-

ing, because God and the Council had still not talked to me.  

 

I sat down and I started explaining Elijah the truth about what had happened, and when I started to tell the story, God 

decided to help me for the first time since the attack by saying to Elijah – and also to David, who arrived one minute 

later – that THIS IS THE ULTIMATE TEST FOR YOU. I HAVE TOLD YOU THAT I AM PROTECTED BY GOD, THAT SECURITY IS 

OF NO CONCERN TO ME, AND THIS IS THE TEST FROM GOD: GOD IS PROTECTING PEOPLE BEING WITH ME EVEN 

THOUGH HE HAD ME ATTACKED - THE SAME WAY AS GOD WILL CURE THE SICK EVEN THOUGH HE GAVE ME A COLD 

FOR YOU TO SEE, THE SAME WAY AS I HAVE EXPLAINED TO YOU HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO BE STRUCTURED, EF-

FECIENT AND KEEP DEADLINES AT WORK EVEN THOUGH IT HAS BEEN IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO DO LIVE UP TO THIS - AS 

I NORMALLY DO.  

 

God put the words directly in my mouth, and he said that it is now up to you to decide if you want to continue work-

ing with me or if you want to stop. It only took a few seconds before both Elijah and David agreed that OF COURSE 

THEY WANTED TO CONTINUE OUR CO-OPERATION AND THIS MADE ME/GOD VERY GLAD. 

 

What happened to the computer and telephone? 

We also talked about the documents on the computer and the USB disk, which were lost, and YES MY BOYS, here I am 

again, and yes Stig, this is GOD AND ALSO THE DEVIL SPEAKING – BECAUSE BY NOW PEOPLE SHOULD UNDERSTAND 

THAT WE/I WORK TOGETHER AND THIS IS WHAT WE BELIEVE IS THE BEST FOR THE WORLD TO KNOW, THAT I HAVE 

NOW ALSO FELT WHAT IT IS LIKE TO BE ATTACKED AND TO FEEL THE HUMILIANCE AND THE POWERLESS ONE FEELS 

AFTER SUCH AN ATTACK AND YES STIG THIS IS WHAT I WANTED TO SAY HERE and yes yes yes if you had decided not 

to be passive I have told you a story about these young men that maybe they would kill you and yes yes yes WE DON’T 
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KNOW WHAT IS THE TRUTH and yes my boys maybe these young men themselves someday will tell the truth about 

why they decided to attack me, what they did with the computer and telephone, if they sold it without looking at my 

scripts or if they decided to read my scripts and if they did, why they did not return the computer to me. 

 

And if they sold the computer, did they delete the content first and yes Stig, here it comes, who bought the computer 

and if the buyer has read some of my scripts, why did he not contact me, and yes Stig, as you explained Elijah and 

David, yes my boys, you did not want to report this to the police following Elijah’s recommendation, because YES MY 

BOYS, SOMEDAY SOON I WILL KNOW WHO THESE YOUNG PEOPLE ARE and yes Stig, you said that you believed that 

these young people only attacked you because they are suffering themselves and yes Stig, you had the idea that even 

though they were not suffering, maybe they would do it anyway to “earn” some easy money? These are the ques-

tions, I had in my head after the attack – and also that the attackers probably one day will become my good friends.  

 

“The red Devils” were taught a lesson ... 

We decided to watch the football game despite of the attack and despite of the pain in my neck I had the whole eve-

ning – it is not very nice almost being strangulated. We went from the bar with the loud music, where I met Elijah and 

David, maybe 50 meters to “The African Bar”, where we found a table and where we had a beer, and I said, “this will 

probably be the best beer I have ever had in my life”. 

 

The game started and during the first half, David said 4 or 5 times: “They are taught a lesson” – “they” being Manches-

ter United. After some time I decided to tell him my feeling that “they” in fact are “the red Devils” as Manchester 

United are called, and we laughed together.  

 

At the beginning of the second half, David continued saying the same and he added that “the red Devils are taught a 

lesson by the teacher”. AND THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY MY FRIENDS. I DO LIKE FOOTBALL AND YES MY FRIENDS 

DAVID HAD THESE WORDS PUT IN HIS MOUTH AND YES THE TEACHER IS GOD AND YES STIG ALSO SOON YOU AND YES 

HERE IT COMES, THE DEVIL WAS BEATEN IN FOOTBALL, GOD WON AND YES JUST A SYMBOL OF WHAT IS COMING TO 

THE WORLD WHEN GOD WILL BEAT THE DEVIL AND YES SCORING IN FOOTBALL MEANS THAT ALL PEOPLE WILL ENTER 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND YES STIG WE KNOW WE KNOW WE KNOW “SORRY ABOUT KAREN ARE YOU AT THE MO-

MENT” (GOD SHOWS ME THE JEDI MASTER YODA FROM STARWARS speaking the same way as he) AND YES STIG HERE 

IT IS WE ARE ABOUT TO LEARN YOU, YOU WILL BECOME THE MASTER YOURSELF AND YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS SOON 

THE END OF YOUR SCHOOL AND YES YES YES KAREN, BECAUSE STIG/I FEEL SORRY ABOUT THE NEED TO PUBLISH THE 

STORY ABOUT YOU KAREN, AND YES THE ANXIETY YOU MUST GO THROUGH RIGHT NOW KNOWING THAT THIS IN-

FORMATION IS GOING TO BE PUBLISHED AND YES ADD TO THIS THAT THIS IS WRITTEN THE 3RD JUNE 2009 AND YES 

YES YES ☺☺☺. 

 

Georgie and the song: “You are beautiful” 

OK, also a small paragraph about Georgie, yes Stig heard “You are beautiful” by James Blunt at the Hotel Comfort 

again and yes my friends, do you remember Georgie, in the record store in Cambridge: What do you like of music? 

And Georgie answered James Blunt, and every single time Stig has heard this song by James Blunt since, he has been 

thinking of you, and yes, “sorry he is” (I still see Yoda from Starwars) about you and him not speaking and YES MY 

DEAR GEORGIE, YOU DON’T KNOW THAT IT WAS THE DEVIL SPEAKING TO YOU AND RENEE AT THE SEMINAR YOU 

HELD IN COPENHAGEN AND YES MY FRIENDS ALSO YOU RENEE BECAUSE YOU SAID WHAT THE DEVIL WAS SAYING TO 

YOU AND STIG KNEW YOU DID NOT RECEIVE TRUE ANSWERS, BUT YES MY FRIENDS IMPOSSIBLE TO PURSUADE THESE 

WOMEN AND YES YES YES YOU LIKE THEM BOTH VERY MUCH, AND ESPECIALLY YOU GEORGIE, MAYBE YOU WOULD 

LIKE TO DO THE PUNTING AT CAMBRIDGE AGAIN SOMEDAY? More to come, when we speak in private again, AND YES 

A SPECIAL REASON FOR THIS HAPPENING AND YES THREE TIMES BLINKING WITH THE TASK BAR ON THE COMPUTER 

AND YES STIG “BLINKING” THIS IS WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED BETWEEN YOU AND GEORGIE AS I TOLD YOU AND 

YES YOU WERE REALLY NOT INTERESTED BUT VERY NICE WOMAN AND WHAT DID YOU THINK OF HIM AT LEAST IN 

THE BEGINNING, GEORGIE? THIS IS THE STORY FOR YOU AND YES STIG, “VERY GIFTED SHE WAS” (YODA SPEAKING 

AGAIN) AND YES SHE DID NOT FIND OUT WHO YOU ARE AND YES GEORGIE, NOT EVEN YOU FOUND OUT, THIS IS THE 

STORY AND YES STIG, WHO IS SHE REALLY AND YES MY FRIENDS WHO IS SHE REALLY? THAT QUESTION IS NOT TO BE 

ANSWERED TODAY.  

 

How will the stolen documents be “recreated”? 
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And going back to the football game, David, Elijah and I agreed that WE WILL NEVER EVER GIVE UP and we will con-

tinue until we are finished with the work ☺. Sometime during the evening I said with the voice of God that these 

young people have stolen the most “important document in history” – and David and Elijah asked me several times of 

how it would be possible to recreate the lost documents – we had printouts of my scripts from the 1st to the 8th May, 

but my scripts from the 9th and 10th May and all of my notes from the 11th may were lost, and I decided immediately 

after the attack that I am not going to recreate these documents myself – because the quality of a scanning of the 

print outs will not be good and I know that quality is required when working and because I cannot remember all of the 

notes I have written down from the 11th May.  

 

FREEDOM and misuse of children 

In the beginning I said to Elijah and David that I did not want to talk about this before tomorrow, but during the eve-

ning I had to say to them very clearly, because they continued to talk on security and recreation of the documents that 

I have decided to continue my FREEDOM that I will not hear of any security concerns or talks on how to recreate the 

documents. This was final – the decision was taken and YES YES YES MY SON WE KNOW no sugar pops here, my friend, 

the rabbit is still talking – this time as a symbol of misuse of children WHICH IS THE MOST AWFUL VISION HE HAS 

GIVEN ME, but which he has only “indicated” and every single time, he gives me this feeling/vision I feel repulsive and 

think it is truly as awful as it gets, and I truly wish that he would not “indicate” this to me, which he has done daily 

since arriving in Nairobi.  

 

STOP THE MISUSE OF CHILDREN IMMEDIATELY 

The story that God is giving me is this: THIS IS WHAT I WOULD LIKE THE WORLD TO KNOW. I CANNOT SAY HOW MUCH 

I LOVE YOU AND I CANNOT SAY ENOUGH HOW MUCH I RESIST PEOPLE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF CHILDREN. I KNOW 

WHO YOU ARE AND I HAVE SEEN EVERYTHING YOU DO AND YES YES YES WE KNOW A PART OF THE DEVIL MY FRIEND 

BUT TO THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE DECIDED TO DO THIS WITHOUT BEING “BORN” WITH THIS FEELING I WOULD LIKE 

TO SAY: PLEASE STOP THIS BEHAVIOUR IMMEDIATELY – and I see the Gardener washing hands saying:  

 

This was this and that was that. The story of today is now written down almost as we would have imagined, isn’t that 

true all my children, and YES YES YES we say in choir and yes yes yes we know all my children are not listening on the 

radio channel now but one day Stig, you will speak directly to all of your family members on this side too and yes, you 

know Stig that they are here and yes Stig, part of the play as well in 2006 and yes my boys much to read about this and 

yes yes yes, if Sanna wants to share, of course, Sanna? 

 

And by the way, Barcelona won 2-0. Who do you want to thank, guys? 
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Thursday 28th May 2009 

Today all team members decided that they want to continue working with me, GOD WAS HAPPY. The poor Orphans 

are on our minds because we are not able to help them now, God gave me the feeling to understand how people at 

Dadaab are feeling, when they are attacked, I decided not to be afraid anymore, and finally today I started looking for 

a new computer and telephone. 

 

The team passed the test from God ☺☺☺☺ 

This morning we all met at the office and I told the team including Meshack and John about what happened. I asked 

them the same question as I asked David and Elijah the evening before: “Do you want to continue working together 

with me”? 

 

They accepted immediately and I was so happy hearing that, I took my arm to the heart, as I have done so many times 

before - every time done directly by God - and I shook their hands. I believe it was John saying that he and the team 

really want to publish the information on Dadaab and he told me that before working on this, they have heard about 

Dadaab many times but they did really not know how terrible the living conditions are for the poor people living here. 

And I could really feel his commitment, as I have felt with all members of the team all along. 

 

The team is growing – and thinks of the poor Orphans 

And the team is now really working together as a team. Meshack  is also now included, he is not only doing the logis-

tics, as the team had asked him to do, he is also giving valued input to the work, which everybody is doing, and this 

makes me truly very happy. Meshack is showing that he has a higher potential. 

 

The team is still concerned with the living conditions of the Orphans at the rural village, and I truly understand them. 

They have not received food from LTO since April and none of my friends on Facebook have decided to give even a 

small amount to support these poor children, and I can feel how sorry God is about the situation, but he shows me the 

Sun rising, and YES STIG LET ME SAY THIS. NOW I AM GOD AGAIN BECAUSE THIS IS A GOOD DAY TODAY AND YES YES 

YES YOU DECIDED AFTER THE MEETING TODAY TO LOOK FOR A NEW COMPUTER AND PHONE STRAIGHT AWAY AND 

YES STIG THIS WAS THE TASK TODAY FOR YOU MY SON AND YES STIG I WILL SAY THIS TO THE OPPHANS.  

 

PLEASE UNDERSTAND THIS MY CHILDREN, I HAVE DECIDED TO HELP YOU BY BRINGING THE ATTENTION TO THE PEO-

PLE AT DADAAB FIRST AND THEN I WILL ASK THE WORLD TO HELP YOU IMMEDIATELY HEREAFTER. YOU ARE NOT 

FORGOTTEN AND YES YES YES MY PROMISE IS STILL THIS: FROM THE DAY I MET YOU ALMOST ONE MONTH AGO I SAID 

TO YOU THAT I PROMISE TO HELP YOU WITHIN 1-2-3 MONTHS AND THIS WAS WHAT I EXPECTED IT WOULD TAKE FOR 

YOU STIG TO HELP THE LTO AND MY SELF JOIN TOGETHER AND THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE DONE AND YES YES YES NO 

SPEAKERS AND YES WE KNOW MORE TO COME. 

 

Now I understand the feeling of being attacked in Dadaab 

At the team meeting I said that not only do I know of the feeling of starvation (which I tried during the late 1980’s 

without anybody knowing – this is why I was so “slim”) and the anxiety of not being able to pay for rent and food, but 

now I also know the feeling of how it is to be attacked and I said that I have these two feelings inside of me: One feel-

ing is that the attack is no problem at all, I will continue unnoticed and still carry out my work, and the other feeling is 

that I was hurt and I could feel the risk of a breakdown because of this, to give up hope and this was truly the under-

standing I had inside of me, when we at the meeting talked about women and girls being sexually violated by many 

men at the time at Dadaab – how awful this must be. 

 

These poor women and girls may have lost all hope, because only when you have experienced how awful an attack is 

and understand the feeling of being afraid all of the time, you really know how awful it is, and I felt how can these 

women and girls carry on having this anxiety together with all of the other sufferings making their life A LIVING HELL 

ON EARTH?  

 

The Council of eight and the Devil working in Dadaab 

And I remember when writing this that I had people from the Council of eight saying to me that they are with the vic-

tims of Dadaab giving them their support, and maybe the Blessed Mary would like to say something here: Yes, my 
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child, my feeling is that this is not right, and yes Stig you also feel the Devil here and yes he would like to say some-

thing, but he is still not allowed, yes painted white today, and yes Lona and yes yes yes we know later and here it 

comes: Stig, I would like to say this about the children of Dadaab that I really do my best protecting these children and 

yes this is the sad part and why you feel the Devil as well, because we are competing against each other also in 

Dadaab and also right now and now and yes Stig, so often we fear the Devil in this camp and therefore I would like to 

say to the world: Please help these poor children and yes also women ☺. 

 

Looking for a new computer and telephone using the American Express card 

As God said before, I decided after the team meeting to start my research for a new computer. I decided together 

with Elijah and David that I would look at stores to decide on what to buy and that I afterwards would check prices 

through David and his friends, who sell computers/phones with the aim of doing quality work in the research phase.  

 

I spent the whole day looking at computers and phones at many stores and I had many thoughts about which items 

and which quality to buy. To start with I was thinking of a computer of maybe 40,000-50,000 Shillings and a phone in-

cluding 3G of maybe 8,000 Shillings and to do the payment with my American Express card, if possible. 

 

During the day the thought of what to buy developed and I remember before leaving from Copenhagen that I had a 

conversation with Niklas, my sisters oldest son, about a webpage he was going to design, and I said to him with the 

inspiration from God that it could be a good idea to include three dimensional pages and to scroll between the pages 

using the hand or a device directly on the screen. I believe Niklas thought it was a good idea.  

 

After having this thought today I was convinced that it was the wish of God that I should buy a tablet computer and a 

mobile phone including touch sensitive screens. So I decided today to buy a Sony Ericsson Experia X1 phone ASAP, 

which I only saw at one store in Nairobi, and I noticed that the store accepted American Express.  

 

I also saw two stores selling the HP Pavilion TX2525 tablet computer, but these stores did not accept American Ex-

press, so I decided that I the next morning would try to find a store selling this computer, which also accepted the 

American Express card. The reason for this being that my Master Card only has a monthly credit limit of DKK 20,000, 

and that only the Master Card can be used at the Barclay Bank’s ATM – today I don’t know the cash credit limit per 

month, but during May I found out that it is at least more than DKK 5,000 per month. I also knew that it is impossible 

to use the American Express at any of the ATM’s in the city, but on the Internet I learned that people working for the 

UN in Nairobi have an ATM accepting American Express, but maybe this is only for people working at the UN? 

 

Security is of no concern to me – but I am still feeling insecure ... 

So all in all I was happy with the result of the day. Once again I said to the team that security is of no concern to me 

and that I will not hear of this again, or on methods to recreate my lost documents, because God is going to recreate 

these documents. 

 

But I must be honest by saying that even though I believed that God would only allow one attack on me that the feel-

ing from yesterday was still very much inside of me. Can you imagine how it feels like to be attacked from behind not 

being able to breathe and not knowing if you will die? I thought that this is the way that people die, when they stran-

gulate, stab or shoot people to death, and I really had this feeling of humiliation, throwing up and it was very difficult 

when I walked on the streets not to look back over my shoulder all of the time, to see if someone was about to attack 

me. The feeling of anxiety was really not nice. 

 

This morning both Meshack and John told me that they have also experienced attacks, and Meshack has been 

stabbed. They told me that in Gachie the attackers often use a stone, which they throw in the head of people, when 

they attack them. Not a very nice thing to know, when I walk there daily.... 

 

But I decided today that I did not want to look back over my shoulder all of the time and that it would be impossible 

for me to suspect all people, which was what I did and what I believe is a natural feeling. How can you live a life if you 

suspect all people – that is truly impossible. So I took the decision of not being afraid today, and with my logic I knew 

this was the right decision to take, for what would be the alternative? To go home and stop this important work? I 
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never really questioned this, I just had to cope with the feelings and when I felt insecure, The Devil “helped” me by 

saying “Are you sure about ...” etc. hereby strengthening these feelings like no people have ever experienced. 

Friday 29th May 2009 

Today I decided on where and how to buy new computers, but it was impossible to pay with American Express today, 

the story of the Danish traditional Rice Pudding desert and a present from God, today I received several very angry 

emails from Karen, I have decided not to tell my family about my attack because they will only be “concerned”, Ken-

yans don’t keep their agreements, Elijah wants to borrow money from me or my family even though I face the same 

situation as him, Judgement Day: God will transport ALL people from Earth in UFO’s to a new planet and a special holi-

day I had in 1991 to Gran Canaria together with Lars, a good friend of mine. 

 

The final decision of what equipment to buy 

Today I decided to use the morning looking for a HP TX2500, 2525 or 2550 computer at a store also accepting Ameri-

can Express and by 11.00 I had found the store (Neptune) selling a HP2550 computer for 90,000 Shillings, which was a 

10% deduction of their asking price. I said that I would come back later during the day. 

 

Already yesterday, I had decided which phone to buy and where to buy it. During the day today and yesterday I was 

thinking that maybe the attackers or the buyer of my old computer would return the computer to me, so we would 

have two computers at the office hereby improving efficiency. I was also thinking about waiting a few days to buy new 

computer equipment hoping to hear from the attackers or the buyer of the computer, but I decided that I needed to 

take a decision today instead of spending too much time thinking. 

 

I checked the prices through David and his friends 

I met the team at lunch at 12.00 and I talked to David about which Items he should find prices on through his friends. 

We agreed that he would give me feedback before 14.30. When we met again he had found out that he could get a HP 

TX2525 for 76,000 Shillings and that they accepted American Express. I said that I wanted to accept this offer, and we 

agreed that I could collect the computer myself the next morning.  

 

He did not have any prices on the phone yet, because it is a rare phone here, but we agreed that by 16.00 he would 

have the price on this. When I met him again for coffee at 16.00 he said that it after all was not possible to pay the 

computer with American Express, because their credit card machine was broken down.  

 

Together with coffee today, we had bought biscuits as a symbol of a “normal life” coming, and these biscuits really 

made people at the office smile, and pictures were taken.  

 

Buying computers at Neptune with American Express... 

After the coffee David and I therefore went to the Neptune computer store to buy the computer. 

 

On the way I talked to David about his idea to buy a new desk top computer for the office, and we had not had the 

time to speak to the team about this, but I agreed with David on the way also to buy a new desk top and I did not ex-

pect any “problems” from the team about this decision. We agreed that the price of the desktop should be 25,000 

Shillings according to David’s recommendation. 

 

When we arrived at the store we used some time to decide on which desktop to buy. We agreed on a desktop of 

40,000 Shillings because David now recommended a “better” computer with an “old” monitor instead of a flat screen 

to save money, otherwise the price would have been 48,000 Shillings. I also decided to buy “quality” speakers for the 

office so people could listen to music, which would give them an extra symbol of “a normal life” and the price of these 

were 6,500 Shillings. 

 

The store had a sign on the wall saying that they accepted credit cards including American Express, but when they put 

the card through the automatic card reader, it said “invalid card”.  I said that it was important for me to pay with this 

card, in fact that it was a condition, so the store called Barclays Bank, which accepted that the store and I could visit 

the bank Tuesday morning to do the payment at the bank (the bank could not do this on Saturdays and Monday was a 

bank holiday).  
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We were told that the payment with this particular card is to be done by the manual card reader, and I asked the store 

if they had one or if they knew of a place, where we could do the transaction, so we could finalise the buy today, but I 

was told that they did not have the manual card reader anymore, and we therefore decided to meet again Tuesday 

morning.  

 

Before I left the store I said that I was very happy of their commitment in trying to find a solution, however I also said 

that I personally was very sorry that it was not possible for us to take the equipment with us today, because our work 

is truly important. I said this with the voice of God the same way as it was the voice of God asking if they had a manual 

card reader, which they said they did not have.... 

 

Rice pudding and the special Christmas present 

During my evening together with Elijah and Tina, I was inspired by God to speak about Rice Pudding – the Danish de-

sert, which is always served after Christmas Dinner the 24th December – and I did not know in the beginning why God 

wanted me to talk about Rice Pudding, but I found out during his talk through me: Before Christmas, Danes are very 

stressed buying Christmas presents and preparing all the details for Christmas including dinner, Christmas Tree, deco-

ration etc., but when Christmas arrives and people have their Rice Pudding together with cherry berry sauce, all peo-

ple smile and laugh and the reason is that one almond only is put in the Rice Pudding and the person receiving the al-

mond will get a SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT.  

 

I explained how people in Denmark will hide the almond for maybe 15-30 minutes in the mouth and that people – in-

cluding myself - keep eating more rice pudding, because they want to find the almond. I told them that I have not won 

this SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT for many years and YES YES YES STIG, we know why, we don’t say more from here, I 

explained how beautiful the Christmas is in Denmark, especially if it is snowing, when it is A WHITE CHRISTMAS (I 

talked about the song ....) and WHEN SANTA CLAUS being God ARRIVES IN HIS SLEDGE, and I used this as a symbol of 

all of the stress that God is giving us at the LTO team, but when Christmas arrives, we will all RECEIVE THIS SPECIAL 

CHRISTIMAS PRESENT by GOD and everything will be good, and I said that it will be like the morning of the 24th De-

cember, when we publish all of this information. 

 

Angry emails from Karen, who feels hurt by me 

Today I read 3 or 4 angry emails from Karen. Recently we wrote together and maybe 14 days ago I sent her the “Jesus 

in Nairobi in 1988 and Stig in Nairobi in 2009” document for her to read and understand. 

 

I will not write the content of the emails here, all I can say is that the language used in these emails are not suited for 

minors – it is probably the worst emails I have ever received, but the reason being that Karen does not believe in me 

and because I have said to her that I will reveal information about her being Mary Magdalene, and I do understand her 

feelings very much, but as I wrote to her, KAREN PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS YOURSELF SPEAKING NOW, 

MARY MAGDALENE, AND YES STIG, SHE HAS A PURE HEART OF GOLD AND YES SHE IS WOUNDED LIKE NEVER BEFORE 

BECAUSE OF YOU AND YES THE REASON BEING THAT GOD HAS DECIDED YOU AND HER TO FACE THESE DIFFICULTIES 

TOGETHER AND YES TO SUFFER BOTH OF YOU AND KAREN IF YOU ONLY KNEW THAT WHAT YOU DO ALSO MAKES HIM 

SUFFER AND YES YES YES STIG ONE OUT OF MANY SOURCES OF SUFFERING RIGHT NOW  AND KAREN THIS IS LIFE 

COMING TO YOU AND THIS IS ALL I WANTED TO SAY RIGHT NOW AND YES WE WILL BE UNITED SOON AS ONE PERSON 

ON EARTH THE TIME IS COMING FOR ALL OF US MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL TO TAKE OUR PLACE INSIDE OURSELVES 

AS THE PERSONS WE ARE ON EARTH TODAY AND KAREN I WILL SOON SPEAK TO YOU FIRST AND THEN IT IS UP TO YOU 

TO DECIDE IF YOU WANT TO FOLLOW MY RECOMMENDATION AND THE SAME WILL HAPPEN FOR DENIS WITH 

NOSTRADAMUS AND FOR YOUR BEAUTIFUL CHILD CAROLINE WITH JEANNE DA’C AND YES MY BOYS GOD IS ALSO 

SPEAKING NOW AND YES YES YES I WILL GIVE YOU A FLOWER KAREN BECAUSE I LOVE YOU SO – DO YOU UNDER-

STAND? KAREN YOU WILL BE MY WIFE – IF YOU WANT TO – ON EARTH, THE WIFE OF THE LIVING GOD, THIS IS WHAT I 

WILL ASK YOU TO CONSIDER AND ACCEPT ☺☺☺ (God is saying: Isn’t she beautiful Stig? – and my answer right now is 

that at the moment we have absolutely no contact and loving feelings for each other, but I trust in God and the feeling 

inside of me that God keeps on giving me that she is the right woman in my life to come ☺).  

 

I decided to look away from Karen’s language and the negative feelings inside of me and instead I tried to send her a 

positive email with my best intentions saying to her, please use your logic instead of your feelings. What do you think 

happened in March 2006, where I was speaking to you spiritually and where I proposed you to marry me? Do you 
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think it was me, the “normal” Stig, speaking or do you believe it was the Devil, as I have said to you, it was? - Which it 

truly was (The Devil took me completely over for a couple of hours speaking directly and physically through me, but I 

was conscious and I let it happen). Please think, Karen, before you decide to bring your negative feelings and the 

worst language on other people – in this situation me - even though you are hurt yourself. And this is what I want all 

people to do – not to do what Karen did, to bring down other people using their negative feelings, which is wrong. 

 

I will not tell my family of my attack 

Today I also decided that I will not tell my family in Denmark about my attack, because they will only be “concerned” 

instead of really listening to me – I know that from experience and I cannot stop them having and using this negative 

feeling today. I have experienced that hundreds of times before, and my dear family: Feelings are good, but if you 

cannot control them, feelings are only a weapon of hurting yourself and other people – this was and is part of my 

message to you. Use your logic, try to understand and please don’t show your concern so much especially when you 

haven’t understood and when you think you have the right answers, but where the answers in fact are the wrong an-

swers. 

 

Communication with Sanna, who does not believe in me 

And I wish this wouldn’t be necessary. To censor my own communication, not telling the whole truth about what is 

happening here, and this is just one example of many, because today I don’t tell my family about my communication 

with God and the Council of eight. They are not interested hearing this, because they don’t believe in it.  

 

Instead I tell the words of God and the Council to the team here in Kenya, who believes in me. And I have decided to 

only tell a little bit to the team about my own family not believing in me, the reason primarily being my sister – sorry, 

Sanna, but this is the truth – because you had all possibilities to understand that I was telling you the truth if you 

REALLY DECIDED TO READ MY SCRIPTS FROM 2004-2009 CAREFULLY, BUT DID YOU REALLY DO THAT SANNA OR WAS 

IT TOO BORING, MAYBE BECAUSE YOU DECIDED NOT TO BELIEVE IN YOUR OWN BROTHER? – AND YES, SANNA, DOES 

STIG NORMALLY TELL THE TRUTH OR NOT AND YES YOU KNOW IT STIG AND SANNA KNOWS IT, THE FAMILY KNOWS 

IT, STIG NORMALLY TELLS THE TRUTH AND YES YES YES MY BOYS, THE ONLY REASON FOR “SPIRITUAL” COMMUNICA-

TION BETWEEN 2006-2009 NOT ALWAYS BEING THE TRUTH WAS WHEN THE DEVIL WAS SPEAKING DIRECTLY 

THROUGH HIM AND YES VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND IF YOU HAVE A NORMAL COMMUNICATION WHERE YOU ASK 

OPEN QUESTIONS AND LISTEN TO THE PERSON YOU ARE TALKING TO INSTEAD OF LISTENING TO YOURSELF, SANNA, 

DO YOU UNDERSTAND? THIS IS THE TRUTH AND IT SHOULD REALLY NOT BE THAT DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO FIND OUT? 

 

Kenyans don’t keep their agreements 

Today I also finally found out that Kenyans as a normal rule don’t keep their appointments. At least this is what I have 

now seen several times. When we have meeting agreements with people, every single time, they don’t show up on 

time. 

 

I have met two very nice brothers on the street, I have been speaking to them 4-5 times and we agreed that they 

should come to the office Tuesday this week at 10.30. However, they did not come and I therefore went out of the of-

fice to work. Later I learned that they showed up several hours later the same day.  

 

And Elijah has been disappointed now several times from the valuers, who should value Big Katama’s house, because 

they have not followed their agreements with him, and DEAR KENYANS AND OTHER PEOPLE HAVING THE SAME CUL-

TURE, PLEASE UNDERSTAND, THAT THIS IS NOT THE WAY I WOULD LIKE YOU TO BE – WHEN YOU MAKE AN APPOINT-

MENT, PLEASE KEEP IT. And I would like to add, when you don’t follow your agreements, you automatically lose credi-

bility and disappoint other people, and this is not what I would like you to do. 

 

Elijah’s financial concerns and hope to borrow money 

During these days I talked to Elijah about his financial concerns. He has a loan with a Micro Financial company, which 

is to be repaid the 3rd June and if he does not get a new bank loan before this date to cover this loan, the Micro Finan-

cial Company will give him a fine of 20% of the outstanding balance – THIS IS A SHAME TO SAY THE LEAST .... 
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I could feel that Elijah was feeling down because of this situation, and I was really not in my best form during these 

days, but Elijah decided to share his concern with me asking if he could borrow the money from me until his bank loan 

was in place – maybe within 30 days as the bank had explained.  

 

I was so surprised to hear that he thought that I could help him with this kind of money (“a lot of money”), he should 

already know that this would be impossible for me, because I have told him about my situation and he knows my 

“emergency needs”, and again I explained Elijah that I have a lot of debt myself, no income and that I was facing the 

exact same situation as him.  

 

Financials is one of many concerns of mine at the moment, but it doesn’t really affect me, I told him that I owe maybe 

6,000$ to my landlord and that they will probably send lawyers “to hunt me”, and I gave him the following two op-

tions to choose from:  

 

1) If he could get a letter from the bank confirming that they would give him a loan after a satisfactory evaluation of 

the house, I could send the letter to my mother and ask her for a loan of 30 days, or 

 

2) Have faith in God that he is going to give Elijah A NORMAL LIFE and to do the same as I, believe in God and not ask 

my mother for a loan.  

 

Elijah said that he would try to get a letter from the bank, so he could borrow money from my Mother, and he was 

visible glad about the situation – Elijah, do you understand why I write this? I was in the same situation as you, but you 

asked me for money anyway. I said to you that I had not asked my mother for a loan, but you would still like to ask my 

mother for a loan through me. Elijah, you made me hurt because of this and do you understand that this is a learning 

experience for us all? ☺☺☺. 

 

Elijah’s security concerns 

Today Elijah told me that we should always go together to and from town, and again I had to say “Don’t speak about 

security” and Elijah’s reply was “just testing you”. 

 

Judgement Day: God will transport ALL people from Earth in UFO’s to a new planet 

Today I asked Elijah if he believes in life on other planets, which he said, that he does. Hereafter I told him that God 

has decided to collect all people on Earth – this is his goal, ALL people – and to transport the people in UFO’s to a new 

planet, which will be build in front of our eyes before Hell breaks loose on Earth. This is part of Judgement Day coming 

in 2012. 

 

My holiday to Gran Canaria with Lars in 1991 

During the last maybe 1-2 weeks, God has been singing to me: “Haven’t said enough that’s me in the corner ...”, from 

the song “Losing my religion” by REM and YES STIG THE SONG BECAME FAMOUS TO YOU IN 1991 WHEN GOING TO 

GRAN CANARIA, SPAIN, WITH LARS, BECAUSE THIS IS WHERE YOU HEARD IT MANY TIMES AND YES BEFORE LEAVING 

DENMARK YOU WERE THROWN OUT OF YOUR APARTMENT, HAD NO OTHER PLACE TO SLEEP THAN IN A WINTER 

COLD CAR, IT WAS FREEZING COLD AND YES STIG, YOU WORKED FOR TWO DAYS AND TWO NIGHTS IN A ROW AT THE 

OFFICE WITOUT SLEEPING AND YES STIG YOU PACKED YOUR CLOTHES FROM THE TRUNK OF YOUR CAR – THREW IT 

INTO A SUITCASE AND LEFT FOR GRAN CANARIA THAT DAY WITH LARS AND YES LARS, COULD YOU SEE THIS ON STIG?  

 

This is one side of the story and the other side of the story is as simple as it gets: People, have your lost your religion 

that is HAVE YOU LOST YOUR FAITH IN ME and yes yes yes my friends, this is what I have to say about this right now 

☺. 

 

A song by Poul Reichardt 

Today God gave me the Danish song “Er du dus med himlens fugle og skovens grønne træer, så har jeg fundet en, som 

er allermest kær”, and yes Stig, maybe you do remember this song Michael R., which you song in the bus maybe 12 

years ago, when we went on a trip together with Aon? 
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Saturday 30th May 2009 

The difficulties of keeping morning and lunch agreements, trying to establish an agreement with the lunch restaurant 

to have lunch ready by 12.00, today I bought a new telephone, a story about Pia in Denmark, where my sister and 

Karen could have received “spiritual” messages on me, both my mother and Tobias became “sick” today, I have written 

a paper note on my father in Danish, where I was told for the first time, that he is Joseph, the father of Jesus, my déjà 

vu feelings of having been here before, also David had his clothes stolen today, I will soon speak Swahili and other lan-

guages perfectly, which TV Station or newspaper will be the first to “judge” me as a swindler without trying to under-

stand my scripts – this is the test that GOD GIVES MEDIA OF THE WORLD. 

 

Keeping the morning agreements 

During these days, Elijah and I agreed on what time we should wake up the next morning. Friday evening immediately 

before going to bed, we agreed to wake up Saturday at 7.30, but Elijah did not use the alarm, so he first woke up at 

8.30. I don’t have an alarm myself because my mobile phone was stolen. 

 

We talked about this right after leaving the house, because this was the second day in a row that he did not keep the 

morning agreement, and I believe that we now have a better understanding between us, and I do feel the other side 

of Elijah also wanting to keep agreements, but I have the feeling that it is the Kenyan culture that has the influence on 

him not keeping his agreements, but I am sure that ALL OF US SOMEDAY WILL WORK AS GOD WANTS US TO WORK 

and we are still improving day by day, yes my son, important message to tell the world?  

 

Yes, my boys, the test of God, and yes, Elijah, you have also been chosen to challenge Stig with your tests without 

really knowing that Stig by me has been put under the worst stress a man has ever gone through and you smile at him 

when you say, “this is only a test”, and yes Elijah, has Stig been lying to you and yes yes yes we know and you know it, 

when Stig doesn’t lie to you, you believe in him, yes my boys, it is as simple as that and here it comes, yes on purpose 

you have been late for lunch and yes “this was only a test” and yes, Elijah, please follow your good heart and do the 

same as Stig is trying to, show the others what to do – even though it is difficult times – and to follow up on the others 

when they don’t follow agreements instead of “testing” Stig, yes my boys, AND YES ELIJAH YOU HAVE ALSO BEEN 

USED AS A WEAPON AGAINST STIG AND YES YES YES PLEASE SUPPORT HIM AND yes you have done that by being very 

kind and flexible and by welcoming him to your house where you have been a very good host and yes yes yes this is in 

fact the story, Elijah. 

 

Buying the new mobile telephone 

After the story of trying to buy the new computer yesterday, I decided this morning to buy the Sony Ericsson Experia 

X1 telephone at the store, where I found out the other day, and I paid with the American Express card – the store had 

the manual card reader, so the payment was done within maybe half an hour. The asking price was 55,000 Shillings 

and we agreed on a price of 52,000 Shillings, even though I feel that if I talked to the manager, he would be able to 

offer a lower price, but I decided on buying the phone at this price, which I believe is cheaper than most places around 

the world.  

 

Keeping lunch time and “security concerns” 

Elijah and David arrived at lunch today 12.07 even though they said at 11.53 that they would arrive at 12.00 precise. 

Again I told them of the importance of keeping time and Elijah was smiling and saying that it was also a test to see 

how I would react. Yesterday he told me about how important it is that we leave town together because of the secu-

rity. Dear Elijah, how many times must I say to you: “Please don’t talk about security concerns”? 

 

During these days we tried to establish an agreement with the lunch restaurant to be there exactly at 12.00 every day 

and that we would like to have a table reserved for 5 people. We also talked about the possibility to make our orders 

through telephone maybe 15 minutes before arriving, so the food will be ready when we arrive, because as I said: 

 

WE ARE VERY BUSY AT THE OFFICE AND THIS WILL SAVE US TIME. WE DID NOT MANAGE TO MAKE AN AGREEMENT 

TODAY WITH THE RESTAURANT, BUT THE MESSAGE IS THIS TO THE WORLD: PLEASE KEEP YOUR TIME WHEN YOU GO 

TO LUNCHES, UNLESS YOU PAY FOR THE TIME YOURSELF, BECAUSE I HAVE SEEN PEOPLE SPENDING HOURS GOING TO 

LUNCH WITHOUT ACHIEVING ANYTHING JUST BECAUSE THEY LIKE HAVING LUNCHES, AND I HAVE SEEN PEOPLE GET-
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TING DRUNK DURING WORKING HOURS AT LUNCHES, AND THIS IS NOT THE WAY THAT I WANT PEOPLE TO BEHAVE IN 

THE FUTURE.  

 

A short story of Pia in Hørsholm, Denmark 

Today I sent an email to Pia in Hørsholm, who is a very gifted clairvoyant and a good friend of mine, through her hus-

band Peter saying that if she is contacted by my family or Karen – who I have recommended several times to visit Pia - 

that she has my approval to give any information on me that she receives “spiritually” and that what she will receive is 

the truth. I told her that she would be met by sceptical people, if they decide to meet her, and the message I wanted 

to give her was for her to tell the spiritual truth about me and to give her this special authority.  

 

I also wrote that I have not informed her about the details on myself yet – and the reason being that I did not want to 

give Pia this information before any possible visits. But before I left Denmark, I told Pia and Peter about the members 

of the Council that I am one of the members, and that I now was about to start my mission, and dear Pia, you may be 

a little bit confused about Stig, who is he or who is he not?  

 

Have you made up your mind, because some of the things he says to you are the truth and some of the things are not 

the truth, and yes, Pia, the Devil has also given you messages, because it should not be too easy for you to guess, but 

maybe you do have a qualified guess after all – and yes, Stig, you like Pia and Peter very much and yes, the only ones 

in Denmark, who have truly listened to you and some of the messages you received were the truth (from God) and 

some were not the truth (from the Devil) and yes, you said to her, because I asked you to that all of the messages that 

she received was correct, however this information, Pia, was not the total truth, and this is why you have been con-

fused, my dear friend, but your healing power, as we talked about will very soon come to you.  

 

I received a very nice reply from Peter saying that my family had not contacted them. 

 

My mother and Tobias are “sick” at the same time 

Today I also received an email from Sanna, where she said that my mother has received pneumonia, which I was sad 

to hear. Furthermore in another email she told me that Tobias had a qualm, while he was at a discotheque and that he 

was hospitalised at the Trauma Centre of Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen, where he went through different surveys. I 

was also sad to hear this news – that boy has not had an easy life!   

 

A paper note on my father in Danish... 

Today I wrote the following paper note on my father, in Danish, with the help of God: 

 

Efter overfaldet forleden blev jeg vist i et syn, at nu går det mod venstre og så en sidste gang mod højre, før jeg når op 

til Gud i hans hus. Og han giver mig følelsen af, at sidste gang mod højre har noget med min far at gøre. Jeg ved stadig 

ikke ”hvem” min far er, om han er ”Joseph” ligesom min mor er Jomfru Maria, og her kommer historien så: Kære Stig, 

din mor er ikke bare snart historie, det er din far også og når han læser dette, så må jeg lige anbefale dig at gøre dette: 

Din far vil ikke alene fare til himmels, det vil du også en skønne dag – det er hermed sagt – nemlig rigtigt, den gamle 

historie er sand min ven, din far tager plads her hos mig, når først toget kører, og ja ja ja, kære far, du som er i himlen, 

dette er også dit navn her: Peer, og ja også Joseph her. Er det ikke bare morsomt og ja ja ja, hvor? I Rådet, du ved det 

ikke, nej, måske snart? Who knows, to be found out .... 

 

The feeling of déjà vu 

Yes Stig, when working at the Comfort Hotel, you have the feeling that “you have been here before” and yes, you do 

have a “memory” of walking up the stairs, you have seen this Hotel before, you have been walking these streets be-

fore and yes, Stig, we know, you do also remember “the feeling of Jesus in pain” and yes yes yes, you have seen “him” 

lying on the floor of a crib feeling the unbearable pain, God puts on you and Stig, I can only say this: When you were a 

small boy, I gave you these feelings for you to discover when you came to Kenya, and yes, Stig you think of the “soul 

journey” from Janet Parker in 2006 (Sanna, please publish?) and yes the meeting with the Master, which you don’t 

remember, yes, Stig this is the reason why. 

 

David had his clothes stolen 
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David told us today that he had his clothes stolen when it was hanging outside to dry, and yes “what a co-incidence”, a 

few days later after you had some of your clothes stolen, and yes, Stig, you said to David “I know the feeling, David, I 

am sorry for you”. 

 

“I will soon speak your local language” and A TEST OF THE WORLD 

Today I told David, that today I am a “normal person”, who does not speak other languages than Danish, my “school 

English” and a little bit of German, and I told him that “I will soon speak your local language”. And the reason why God 

has decided to bring me to the world as a “normal man” hearing his voice at the level God has decided and using my 

“normal language skills” is for the world to see my development – who will learn Swahili or other languages perfectly 

from one moment to the next, and yes Stig, also a test of the world, if they TRULY will try to read and understand my 

scripts without “judging” me as a swindler and yes Stig, there MIGHT BE NEWSPAPERS AND TV STATIONS WHO WILL 

BRING YOUR STORY AND JUDGE YOU AS A SWINDLER WITHOUT REALLY TRYING TO UNDERSTAND - BECAUSE THIS IS A 

GOOD STORY THAT WILL “SELL” AND HELP YOUR NETWORK AND OWNERS? And yes, WHO WILL BE THE FIRST TO 

BRING THIS NEWS? – And yes, it is truly that sad and very simple, if you ask me ... 

 

And yes, Stig, we are now back to some of the MOST ESSENTIAL OF THESE SCRIPTS: WILL THE WORLD JUDGE ME 

WITHOUT LISTENING, WILL THEY ASK QUESTIONS, WILL THEY TRY TO UNDERSTAND and yes Stig, LACK OF COMMUNI-

CATION is one of the reasons why I have decided to start your mission this way, for the world to understand that 

communication and understanding of other people TRULY IS HURTING and this is WHAT I WANT THE WORLD TO IM-

PROVE ON ☺.
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Sunday 31st May 2009 

Today we were relaxing and the only activity was to attend the church service, where the messages today were: Be-

lieve in God and have hope, I have a message to Pastor James, God says that fasting is not a wish of God, I ASK THE 

MEDIA TO FOLLOW UP ON THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES IMMEDIATELY TO SAVE PEOPLE FROM DYING IN PLACES LIKE 

DADAAB, the story of Kofi Annan and God invented the Internet for people to speak FREELY – however please remove 

what God did not intend to be included. 

 

Believe in God, have hope – and a message to Pastor James 

This Sunday we went to the Deliverance Church as usual, and the Pastor was talking about how important it is to be-

lieve in God. I did not take notes, but among other things he spoke on very inspired was that it is not enough to be-

lieve in yourself, in your money, in your family, in your house etc. BUT THAT IT IS VITAL TO BELIEVE IN GOD AS FOUN-

DATION. 

 

During the service, bread and wine symbolising the body and blood of Jesus was given out to the visitors of the 

church, and the people around me were offered bread and wine, but because of God, I was not offered bread and 

wine. Yes, Stig, because you were thinking that it was “not appropriate” for you to receive the body and blood of Je-

sus, when you are the body and blood of Jesus, and yes, as simple as that, and yes, Tina noticed this and she asked 

why I did not receive bread and wine, and this was the answer I gave Tina. She also asked me if I thought it was not 

appropriate for people to receive this as a symbol of the suffering of Jesus, and yes, Tina, I told you that I believe it is a 

very good symbol for all people to receive – not only for Christians but for all people regardless of the religion they be-

long to today, and I was also thinking of my dear friends, the Muslims. 

 

I thanked the Pastor after the service for his INSPIRATION and maybe one day he would like to share this inspiration of 

BELIEVING IN GOD WITH THE WORLD, DEAR PASTOR? 

 

Last Sunday he was talking about how important it is TO HAVE HOPE and only if you have hope, you can accomplish 

and if you do not have HOPE life will be very difficult. AND THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY TO THE WORLD ABOUT THIS 

PASTOR: DEAR PASTOR JAMES, MAY I CALL YOU THAT OR SHOULD I SAY TO YOU THAT YOU CAN LEAVE YOUR HAT ON?  

 

DEAR PASTOR, THIS IS MY INNER SELF SPEAKING, YES MY FRIENDS STIG OR JESUS AS MY NAME WAS, I WOULD LIKE TO 

SAY TO YOU THAT I HAVE THE DEEPEST RESPECT OF WHAT YOU ARE DOING FOR THE COMMUNITY IN GACHIE BUT I 

WOULD ALSO LIKE TO SAY THAT WHEN I ATTEND YOUR CLASS I CANNOT HELP FEELING THAT I AM IN LOVE WITH YOU 

AND WHEN I SAY THIS I REALLY MEAN IN LOVE IN THE MOST POSITIVE AND NOT ROMANTIC WAY AND YES YES YES MY 

FRIENDS, DEAR PASTOR WILL YOU PLEASE TELL YOUR SECRET TO THE WORLD AND LET THEM KNOW HOW YOU SUF-

FER BECAUSE OF THIS FEELING THAT THE DEVIL HAS GIVEN YOU AND YES YES YES THE PASTOR DOES NOT KNOW WHO 

I AM AS STIG – THAT IS NOT YET – AND YES PASTOR LET ME SAY THIS, THIS MAN IN FRONT OF YOU EVERY SUNDAY IS 

NOT THE JESUS YOU THINK OF? AND YES PASTOR, THIS IS THE TEST THAT GOD HAS GIVEN YOU, TO LET THE WORLD 

KNOW WHAT YOU REALLY THINK OF THIS MAN, AND I MEAN THE SECRET YOU HAVE INSIDE OF YOU. THIS IS THE TEST 

THAT GOD HAS GIVEN YOU AND YES YES YES “NO WOMAN NO CRY”, DO YOU UNDERSTAND? (Thank you Bob Marley). 

 

Fasting is not the wish of God 

After church the men were talking about a rehabilitation project of setting up a football game between drug users in 

Gachie and the football team of another church. I liked the idea very much and I gave them my heart as support for 

this activity. The men were also talking about the way to mark the holy day the next day by meeting at 8.00 in the 

morning, to do prayers all day long WITHOUT EATING AND MY FRIENDS, PLEASE UNDERSTAND THIS. GOD HAS NEVER 

ASKED YOU TO FAST WHEN YOU ARE DOING YOUR PRAYERS AND I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE THIS CLEAR: NO PEOPLE 

SHOULD SUFFER WHEN THEY WANT TO ADDRESS ME. God still shows me himself as the Gardener now cleaning the 

Garden. 

 

The responsibility of the media 

After watching the Kenyan news programmes for a period of time, I have seen that they mainly bring news about 

what has happened in Kenya, and only when very “big” International news like plane crashes occur, these news are 

brought on Kenyan television, and yes, Stig, we would also like to add here:  
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This is my version of the world today: Please don’t always bring the news, you want to, dear media and yes by this I 

mean that I don’t believe in your “objective criteria” and yes Stig, you will bring what YOU BELIEVE IS “GOOD NEWS” 

FOR YOUR TELEVISION STATION OR YOUR NEWSPAPER TO BRING and yes, we are very sorry about this development 

of the world, and we would just like to say: You have the main responsibility of Dadaab and other crisis, which you 

don’t find “interesting” because they “don’t sell” and yes Stig, when it is man-made crisis, you only bring very little in-

formation and people will starve to death, but when it is God making disasters like the Tsunami, it “really sells” and 

when “it really sells” you get the attention from people of the world and when the people of the world react, the Poli-

ticians act and when the Politicians act, money will be given and yes Stig, NGO’s will help these people. 

 

But the sad news is, that people will die when it is Man who creates “disasters” and yes, WHY HAVE YOU NOT 

BROUGHT “REAL NEWS” ABOUT HOW LIFE IS IN REFUGEE CAMPS LIKE DADAAB, why have you not focused on PEOPLE 

instead of bringing short stories where you focus on FACTS and yes, when you don’t focus on people in man-made cri-

sis, you will not get the attention of people and politicians, and yes Stig, why have NOBODY thought of this, and yes, 

Stig some media bring stories of people suffering, and yes, you read a newspaper article about a woman fleeing from 

Somalia to Dadaab three times and yes yes yes IT IS MUCH MORE “INTERESTING” to read about PEOPLE instead of 

hearing “now there are 280,000 people” living at Dadaab and yes yes yes, YOU ASK THE WORLD MEDIA TO COME TO 

DADAAB WITH THE APPROVAL OF UNHCR and yes yes yes we know, THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY with President 

Barack Obama as the chairman to bring WORLD MEDIA and with the approval of people living in the camps, to bring 

weekly documentaries of the life of people living at the camps, the development from week to week, to meet the 

same people and families, see how they live, follow their everyday, their sadness and happiness to come, so people all 

over the world can understand, get to learn “these very nice” people and only through this, people and Politicians will 

react.  

 

IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THAT – and yes, my friends, dear TV STATIONS, WHEN YOU CAN “SELL” REALITY SHOWS 

and yes Stig, singing auditions etc. all over the WORLD, WHERE A PANEL OF JUDGES DECIDE ON WHO WILL PASS AND 

WHO WILL NOT PASS – as WE HAVE CREATED FOR THE WORLD - yes Stig, YOU CAN ALSO “SELL” – and we only mean 

this POSITIVELY – “REALITY SHOWS OF REALITY”, because people in the world react on feelings, they would like to 

know people from these “shows” and when they know people and how much they suffer, they WOULD LIKE TO HELP 

and this is the true story of the responsibility of the MEDIA. YOU ARE THE ONES TO BLAME THAT PEOPLE DIE BECAUSE 

OF MAN-MADE CRISIS, and I WANT YOU TO FOLLOW UP ON THIS IMMEDIATELY. Thank you, my friend ☺. 

 

A story from Kofi Annan? 

And yes, Stig, we know in Europe you will only rarely hear news of Kenya, and yes Stig, you think of the tribunal and 

yes Kofi Annan, and yes yes yes we know Stig, Kofi, you are a dear friend of mine and yes, Stig, we know Kofi was in-

cluded in the scripts earlier, but you were excluded, Kofi, yes yes yes we know, because I told Stig that you were the 

Secretary General of UN and yes, Stig did not remember but found out you are not anymore, and therefore you were 

excluded, and yes Kofi, my dear friend, Ghana, and yes, Stig does not know and I CAN SAY THIS, thank you dear friend 

of mine, Stig, KOFI IS NOT A FRIEND OF MINE YET, but maybe someday, Kofi, YOU WILL TELL YOUR STORY AS WELL 

when I made your suffer at the bureaucratic UN system and yes Stig, KOFI HAVE YOU TAKEN BRIBES TOO, and yes, 

maybe you will answer this question, my friend? 

 

THE FREE INTERNET 

And yes, Stig, my friend, you have decided to write this story as well (this is written the 25th July) – like the two chap-

ters above, yes on basis of your paper notes from approx. the 31st May – and yes Stig, “THE MEDIA WILL DECIDE 

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW”, and yes, my friends, what WILL GOD DO WHEN HE DOES NOT APPROVE OF THE MEDIA 

TODAY, he decides to INVENT THE WORLD WIDE WEB and yes for PEOPLE TO SPEAK FREELY and yes we know, very 

good and also very bad, and therefore my friends, PLEASE REMOVE EVERYTHING ON THE WEB WHICH I DON’T AP-

PROVE OF including crime, threats, negative information on people, abuse of children, porn etc. and YES PLEASE FO-

CUS ON THE BASIC RULES AND THE 10 COMMANDMENTS. Thank you, world, for listening to this request ☺. 

 

And yes, Stig, just a thought: IF YOU DECIDE TO “INVENT” BROADBAND INTERNET without the use of CABLES, ANTEN-

NAS AND SATELLITES IT MIGHT JUST WORK. DO YOU THINK OPTIC CABLES AS AN EXAMPLE WOULD WORK WITHOUT 

THE HELP OF GOD? And yes, STIG, maybe someone would like to “INVENT” THIS BROADBAND CONNECTION without 
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the use of cables, antennas and satellites but solely with the help of GOD?
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Monday 1st June 2009 

Today we went to the City Park, the symbol of the “original people” is the symbol of the Council of eight, Elijah’s family 

“scored goals” meaning that they are the first people in the world to be accepted by God in his new Kingdom, I tell the 

story of Ole – my mother’s ex husband – his suffering and the destiny for him and my mother, I gave the LTO team 

freedom to do the Dadaab newsletter, but now I have taken away some of the freedom, I ask the world NOT TO STEAL, 

and today I heard for the first time in four days from my family about my mother’s “sickness”. 

 

 
 

A visit to the City Park with the family 

On this holiday, we went with the family to the City Park in Nairobi. We were late by one hour according to the agreed 

plan from yesterday ...  

 

We arrived at the park and we met two people selling balloons, which were formed as chaplets and placed on the 

heads of the children. I said to the children that they now belonged to the new tribe called the “balloon people” and 

they smiled. 

 

The park is very beautiful and there are many trees and plans, which I have never seen before, and it is a great experi-

ence to investigate all of the beauty that God has created in the world for people to enjoy.   

 

There was life all over the park, men and women selling all kind of things, people playing, singing and dancing and 

children running and I was happy to see this. One of the attractions of the park is the monkeys, which are fed by the 

public and Tina told me that the monkeys will do everything they can to steal from people or to vandalise their be-

longings, and I said that this is exactly the same experience as in Knuthenborg Safaripark in Denmark, where I remem-

ber I went to as a boy together with my mother, Sanna, Ole and I also believe that Ole’s sons, Thomas and Niels, were 

together with us.  

 

The story of Ole, “normal life” and love that was not meant to be 

At Knuthenborg, the monkeys were vandalising the cars (window vipers, wings etc.) in the park, and I know that God 

has something to say here: And yes my boys, I would like to tell this to you when it comes to Ole: Dear Ole, you are 

one of my best friends and yes yes yes we know, Stig, normal life that was what I created for you, your mother and 

Sanna together with Ole and his sons for a few years and yes yes yes Ole you were not “sane” that is how the story 

still is in this family, Ole you were a hypochondriac? And yes Ole, you had cancer as well? And yes Ole yes yes yes Stig, 

what did Ole think, and yes yes yes did Ole think that he was you? And yes yes yes this is what I have to say to you, my 

friends, Ole is not you, you are not him and yes Stig I would like to say this to the world: God has told me that Ole has 

an idea of who I am and yes yes yes your mother met him in Elsinore a few months ago and yes yes yes he was looking 

at her and yes here it is:  
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My dear friends I have told Stig that Ole and your mother, Lona, will find each other again and yes yes yes, Lona, Ole 

was the “rose man” in Snekkersten many years ago and yes yes yes he has been unlucky to say the least, because love 

was not meant to be between them until they are both approx. 70 years old and here it is my friends: Yes they still 

love each other but when God has decided that love is not meant to be until later – yes Stig, like you and Karen – and 

yes Stig, when God prevents you, my dear children, from having each other, the ones you really love, and yes yes yes 

for all of you, this is where life hurts, isn’t it.  

 

How to involve the team when I don’t have the time to be there 

Normally when I write this, God is more active and he only gives me a few words here, because he tells me that he 

would like to involve me, and yes Stig like you do with the office and yes, they need more from you and yes yes yes 

this is your prioritization, you need to find a balance between all of your tasks and yes my boys, to follow up daily is 

what you have decided and yes yes yes normally you need to do more than what you do with the team at the moment 

to grow them and yes, this is why you have decided to teach Elijah and yes I just wanted to say that and now God is 

more active again giving me the words easier and yes Stig, what would you like to say:  

 

My mother’s husband John 

Yes, Stig, Ole was the best thing that has ever happened to our family – and yes Stig, you really like John a lot too – but 

Ole was also very special to you, and yes yes yes my boys, what will happen to John and here it is: My dear John, we 

have not decided what to do with the rest of your life, you are welcome to follow Stig and his family, yes if you can ac-

cept such a life and yes Stig, John has also been hurting because of the story of Maiken, his ex wife, and yes, she died 

many years ago and yes a hard life for that woman and she was harassing your mother and John, and yes a hard life 

for John’s daughters as well because of this, and yes John, this is my message to you: We love you too and yes there is 

nothing “wrong” with Stig, is there John? And yes, did you believe in him or did you not believe in him and yes, John, 

maybe difficult to decide on? And yes yes yes, this is what I have to say to you today. 

 

Message to the world: Don’t steal! 

And yes, Stig, going back to the story of the monkeys, and the stealing and vandalising and yes Stig I have been saying 

KNUTHENBORG to you many times before today and why? Yes, it is connected to the story of the monkeys today at 

the park, and yes my friends, how beautiful is it that I planned this trip to the park, and here is the first story: Yes the 

monkeys are stealing and yes it is as simple as that, it is a symbol of what is happening in the world and yes, it is as 

simple as that. PEOPLE I ASK YOU NOT TO STEAL OR VANDALISE and yes, next story, stig? 

 

The symbol of the “original people” is the symbol of the Council 

 
 

In the park, we sat down at the grass and the children were face painted, which many children enjoy here, and I was 

thinking of the original people of Kenya, the tribes, and I asked Elijah if face painting was normal for the original peo-

ple and he said yes. I said to Elijah that ORIGINAL PEOPLE is an important symbol for me (see Janet Parker’s session 
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with me in 2006, Sanna? – this is also included on my stolen computer, so unless the receiver of this computer have 

deleted the content, these old scripts are already public to the world and God has nothing to say? Yes, my boys, I am 

still eating my carrot, but I will soon be with you again), I was thinking also of the Indians, and then I received the mes-

sage that the symbols of the Native Indians, the Maasai, the Aborigines and all original people stands for THE COUNCIL 

OF EIGHT as being the true, original people and yes yes yes I found it, my camera, and yes it was in the car and yes yes 

yes we know, Stig, still not God, and therefore I will say this to you:  

 

Development of the Dadaab newsletter and the responsibilities of the team 

I am only God when you work concentrated and yes Stig, I know you are busy once again working at this bar and 

therefore I am with you again, and you wanted to know? Yes the old computer first, OK, here it is, my friends, still not 

God, Stig?  

 

And yes, I will continue myself, God is obviously on holiday and yes Stig, because the office has said they would like 

you to be at the office more and yes yes yes my boys, to activate you in the work maybe, and yes, Stig, you will follow 

up daily after lunch, and yes this is your decision and then you will decide if they need more, and YES HERE IT COMES: 

YOU TRUST IN PEOPLE AND HAND OVER THE RESPONSIBILITY AND YES THEN YOU MONITOR THE PROGRESS AND IF 

THE TEAM REALLY NEED HELP, YOU WILL STEP IN AND DEVELOP THE TEAM, AND YES STIG, YOU HAVE NOW MADE 

THE TASK ON DADAAB EASIER FOR THEM, YOU HAVE DECIDED TO DO THE STRUCTURE AND YES ALSO THE DESIGN OF 

THE DADAAB NEWSLETTER FOR THE TEAM TO LEARN FROM - AND YES BECAUSE YOU HAVE BETTER SKILLS THAN THE 

TEAM TODAY AND YES, THE TEAM’S ROLE IS NOW TO COLLECT MORE INFORMATION AND TO CORRECT THE NEWS-

LETTER AFTER YOU HAVE WRITTEN IT WITH THEIR INPUT AND YES, THIS TEAM HAD THE POSSIBILITIES TO DO THE 

SCRIPT WITH THEIR OWN WORDS, STRUCTURE AND DESIGN, AND YES, STIG, IF THE TEAM CANNOT COLLECT ALL RE-

QUIRED INFORMATION, YOU WILL ALSO STEP IN AND HELP THE TEAM COLLECTING THE INFORMATION, and this was 

all I wanted to know and yes, Stig, and my readers, this is what Stig has decided to do. Instead of doing everything 

himself and deciding on everything himself, he started this job by giving this team the main responsibility to do the 

job, and only when the team was not able to perform, Stig intervened and decided to help the process by working 

more and more directly on the newsletter. Yes, Stig, more to come later, we know ... 

 

The original people: Life is about love and good relations 

And yes, Stig, the story of the original people, and yes, Stig, I would like to say this to you and the world: When I cre-

ated mankind, I did it with love, and it was my expectation that man would develop and build life on love, companion-

ship and good relations, and yes my boy, by good behaviour, and what have I seen, I have seen life develop into what I 

will here call “ROT” and yes, Stig, you know, you need to be careful also when you do these scripts even though you 

are now maybe 11 days behind + all of the notes, which were stolen, and yes, my world, this is only what I require 

from Stig, to be able to perform his best, even though he does not have the calm or work place – maybe until now? – 

to do what he normally do, and yes Stig, what would we like to say about the original people, and yes, Stig, you have 

told it through these scripts, to behave properly, to share the resources of the world and yes yes yes we know, read 

these scripts, and you will have a pretty good idea of what God and I ask the world to do. 

 

Elijah’s family was accepted by God today  

After the face painting in the park we decided to play football, and yes, Stig, you told Elijah about scoring in football as 

the symbol of entering the Kingdom of God, and yes you had a nice time and you suggested Nicole, Joseph and Elijah 

to “score a goal” and you and I decided to say to them all that they have now been accepted by God/you/me/us and 

yes, this is what you said, and the meaning of this was that these PEOPLE ARE THE FIRST PEOPLE ON EARTH TO BE AC-

CEPTED BY GOD and yes Stig, I will say this to you, if you decide to do what you think of, the world will know that YOU 

ARE NORMAL YOURSELF and yes, Stig, you don’t have the time to do this, you suffer, and yes my dear friends, there is 

another reason for the Devil also telling stories today and yes yes yes, Stig, you don’t have the time to meet a local 

woman and yes, it will take away time and work efficiency and yes, this is what I have done to you, given you a task 

which is almost impossible to solve .... And yes, Stig, you are truly sad right now, and yes, tears almost in my eyes, I am 

sorry doing this to you and yes yes yes no more information will be given here, the world will find out maybe ... 

 

Why the Devil has been active today 

Stig without God: The script today is written the 12th June and the information given by God/The Devil is connected 

with development at work the 10th June. It is both God and the Devil speaking in the script today, which is visible when 
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the information is unstructured and when God has “difficulties speaking to me”. This is the first day, when this is hap-

pening and YES STIG, WE ARE ALL BLEEDING WITH YOU. Thank you, Council! 

 

My mother and Tobias became “sick” because of Sanna 

Today I sent an email to John and my mother, where I said that I am thinking about my mother, and that I have sent a 

total of four messages to Sanna and John to receive more information, but I have heard nothing else than she is sick. 

And I was very sorry that I could not get any information from my family about my mother during these days, I was 

feeling ignored. 

 

I received a reply from Sanna saying that our mother is laying down, hardly eats anything but that she hopefully will 

feel better after receiving penicillin, and yes my friends, it was the Devil coming to your mother, Stig, yes entirely be-

cause of Sanna, because she had decided not to visit Pia and not to listen to the truth – another broken promise, 

Sanna?  

 

Sanna also told that Tobias was feeling better after his qualm a few days earlier, the doctors did not find anything, and 

Stig, the story is exactly the same – Sanna, your dear son is a member of the Council and yes the reason for his “sick-

ness” was your missing actions, we are sorry about that, but it is the will of God and yes, Stig, Monty speaking here, 

thanks my friend ☺. 
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Tuesday 2nd June 2009 

Today we just had to pay for the computers, before we could continue our work – however it took five hours to do the 

payment, I have decided to leave Nairobi at 17.00 every day, Nairobi is destroyed by crime and people asking for 

money, I have decided to stay in Kenya, we were “lifted up” by a song by Jeff Lynne, my mother was hospitalised, I was 

detained at two Psychiatric Hospitals in Denmark late 2008 because of my sister, please ask the “patients” if they have 

been healed and about their personal stories, the greatest secret of the Pyramids: The burial chamber of Jesus and why 

do you think Stigmata is called STIGmata? 

 

The “easy” task of buying the computers 

The first thing on the agenda today was to buy the new computers after the weekend and the holiday yesterday. 

David and I met at 8.00 in front of the Neptune store – thank you for being on time, David. All we needed to do now 

was to pay with the American Express card going with people from the store to their bank, to bring the computers 

with us to the office and continue our work. The Barclay Bank promised us Friday last week that we could do the pay-

ment at the bank today, so it should be quite easy, we thought ... 

 

The store called the bank again this morning to confirm the agreement, but another bank employee now said that it 

was not possible after all to do the payment at the bank (it is not always that you can trust the messages you receive 

over the telephone in my experience, but we believed in this one ....), but the bank offered to deliver a new manual 

card reader including a plate with the name of the store the next day before 10.00, and therefore we were left with 

the open question: What should we do? We really wanted to receive the computers today and to continue our work, 

we had now been waiting since Friday. 

 

A number of people at the store were involved and we discussed different payment opportunities with the employees 

and the Manager including payment through friends of the store, however the “friends” were only willing to do this if 

they also received a profit, and the Manager decided himself that he did not want to follow this opportunity, even 

though I was willing to discuss a payment in order to get our equipment.  

 

We talked about getting some of the equipment today and to pay tomorrow as we said: “It is not our problem that you 

cannot accept the American Express card when you clearly sign that you do”. We said that our work is very important 

for many people and that we needed to get the equipment today. I don’t believe that we would succeed if we did not 

put this pressure on the store .... 

 

After using almost four hours at the store waiting and discussing opportunities, suddenly one of the employees said 

that he had found the manual card reader! It had been at the store all of the time, and we could therefore have final-

ised our buy Friday last week, if the store “knew where the card reader was”, but clearly payment with American Ex-

press is not happening every day at this store, and because of this we were delayed with our work for more than three 

days.  

 

I had found no other stores to buy this computer in Nairobi with American Express, which was a necessity, and I still 

believe today when these lines are written the 15th June (without the Devil ...) that this was the best and only oppor-

tunity, we had. And I asked with the inspiration of God Friday last week if they had the manual card reader, they said 

very clearly no – they could just have looked for it, they did have it, so in my opinion this is not a way to run a store, I 

am sorry my friends .... 

 

And finally we could do the payment ... 

So all we needed to do now was to pay with the card, but when the store asked for a credit check of the card through 

telephone, the bank said that the card could not be used because the payment would exceed the credit limit. I asked 

the bank to control how much of the limit was left, but that was not easy to do.  

 

The bank needed to call Denmark, I believe, and after half an hour, we still did not have an answer, so when talking to 

the bank again I asked if they could approve an amount of 85,000 Shillings (I calculated in my head that I had been us-

ing 52,000 Shillings two days earlier buying the phone and I had a credit limit on this card of only DKK 10,000, so I be-

lieved that between 85,000-90,000 Shillings would probably be accepted), and the bank checked and said that 85,000 
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was ok and finally the store could do the payment of 85,000 Shillings through the American Express card and the rest 

of the amount of 143,900 Shillings, I believe, was drawn on my Master Card, so at 13.00 we finally succeeded buying 

the computer equipment.  

 

At the store, I also thought of buying a HP colour Laserjet printer at 22,000 Shillings and I thought that the price was 

reasonable, but I also thought that the printer at the office would cover our short term needs, and that the office 

printer also included a scanner and photocopier. So maybe later ... 

 

Leaving Nairobi at 17.00 every day 

Today I decided that I would leave the office at 17.00 on a daily basis, and I had two reasons:  

 

1) I was still nervous staying in Nairobi during evenings even though I had decided that security is of no concern to 

me, and  

 

2) I wanted to get a “normal life” not working too late, which had been exhausting to me. 

 

So even though I knew that the first reason was not the “right answer”, it was part of my decision, and I knew that the 

second reason was the “right answer” and therefore I was sure that the decision was right, and that “I followed the 

right road” and yes yes yes my boys, we are back, and yes written on the 15th June, and yes Stig, I am sorry about be-

ing the Devil and yes I have cleaned up after him and yes not more of that ... 

 

I will not leave Kenya because of crime 

I was also thinking about my Father and Kirsten some years ago when they told me that they were robbed by gipsies 

in the Prague underground that this experience was so shocking to them that they decided to go home, and I knew 

that this was not the answer for me, to leave Kenya and to go home to Denmark even though I believe that my ex-

perience was more hurting than what my father and Kirsten experienced .... ☺. 

 

Nairobi is destroyed by crime and people asking for money 

I was thinking today that most people are nice here, but that this country - and probably mostly in towns – are de-

stroyed by crime and people always trying to find money and food, and when people approach me on the streets, in 

the beginning they give me the feeling that they just want to talk, but every time it is the same sad story: Later in the 

conversation they ask for money or food, and I feel really sorry about this, I understand they are suffering because of 

very poor living conditions, but because of this terrible situation, I don’t see how people really are. 

 

God is cleaning out the “dark” 

And I was shown today that I am still on the “right road”, because God showed me himself as a CLEANER, who was 

about to sweep all “BLACK” away meaning the symbol of the evil. And yes my boys, you would like me to say some-

thing (I see God with the train whistle as I have seen him so many times before) and yes Stig, just to make it clear, “I 

will not say this twice” (from ‘Allo ‘Allo, one of my favourite TV series ☺) yes my boys BLACK IS BLACK AND WHITE IS 

WHITE and yes Stig LIGHT OR DARK are maybe better words to use when we talk about GOOD AND BAD.  

 

LIFT ME UP – finished what you started 

For a while Elijah and I had been talking about when one of us is down that we “lift each other up”, and I had been 

thinking about the song “Lift me up” by Jeff Lynne – one of my favourite songs – and today I downloaded the song 

from the Internet. I had been very tired the whole day, but I truly felt that God lifted me up after work, because I was 

working hard and again I felt more fresh – I have tried this feeling “thousands of times”. 

 

I played the song for the family, and all were very happy. Elijah was smiling, the children danced and they song “lift me 

up, finish what you started” ☺. Joseph was shaking his knees like Elvis Presley and I felt inspired to tell the story about 

Elvis and the conservative USA, when he started dancing like this in the 1950’s. We listened to the song three times in 

a row and I really felt that the song made a difference. It is now our “anthem” song to “finish what we started” - all of 

our work with the Dadaab newsletter and my scripts. Amazing how a song can lift people .... ☺ 

 

My mother was hospitalised today 
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Today John wrote to me that my mother had had back pain for a while and that she went to the doctor the 29th May 

2009, who gave her the diagnose pneumonia and a description for Penicillin. And today she visited the doctor again, 

he was not happy about her development and he decided to hospitalise my mother, but John assured me that my 

mother is with good spirit. 

 

Helsingør and Hillerød Psychiatric Hospitals, Denmark 

In November 2008 I presented my scripts from 2004-2008 for Sanna as a test. Would she be able to understand the 

scripts and especially would she be able to understand through our communication the meaning of the scripts – the 

words of both God and the Devil? She decided not to ask questions, to listen to her “own voice” and to be “con-

cerned”, she did not keep our agreement of “working together”, she recommended me to visit our family doctor and 

afterwards the local psychiatrist and I recommended us to meet Pia, my good friend and medium. 

 

I kept my promise even though I was not motivated to visit the family doctor and the psychiatrist, my sister wanted 

“to cure me” of what she believed was a mental sickness, and I wanted to show Sanna the true content of the spiritual 

world, but because Sanna was “concerned” and because she did not believe in me, the psychiatrist had me detained 

against my will first at Hillerød and later at Helsingør Psychiatric Hospitals for a period of approx. 3-4 weeks.  

 

I was detained the same day as we had an agreement with Pia to tell us the spiritual messages, she would receive on 

me. Sanna promised me to keep this agreement without me, however she decided not to follow our agreement, 

which made me very sad indeed. 

 

During the period I was detained, maybe 15-20 doctors were involved, none could identify a diagnosis and after a few 

weeks, I requested to leave the Hospital, which was “approved”. I have absolutely nothing positive to say about Psy-

chiatric Hospitals – there is no time for the employees to talk with the patients, which I believe is the only thing that 

really works (all people can do this – just talk, listen and understand), and I can tell you for sure, that the medicine you 

receive in such a place is truly destroying your life, it is HELL, and yes Stig – you can read more about my experiences 

in my old scripts, Sanna? 

 

The reason why I write about this experience here is because I said to the doctors that I would cure all of these psychi-

atric patients – I did not say when - and yes Stig, they are not cured yet, but yes Stig maybe many patients already 

show signs of a positive development – you noticed when you met some of the patients in Hørsholm afterwards – yes 

we know, there is a “home” very close to where I lived in Hørsholm - and yes, there was especially one woman de-

tained at Helsingør, who really had very big pains and could not walk without the company of an employee, yes you 

met her in Hørsholm a few months afterwards, and yes, she was “almost living a normal life”, and yes yes yes THERE 

ARE MORE STORIES TO FIND and yes, Stig, this is also the Blessed Mary speaking, yes we would like to say THANK YOU 

FOR BEING DETAINED AT THESE HOSPITALS, yes it is really as awful as you may believe and yes Stig: EVEN MORE AW-

FUL THAN WHAT YOU CAN IMAGINE.  

 

Have the doctors tried to take the medicine themselves, which they prescribe to patients, have they tried how awful 

life is living with the medicine? IF THEY HAVE NOT, MAYBE THEY WILL TRY TO TAKE THE DOSIS I WAS PRESCRIBED FOR 

SOME DAYS OR A WEEK and try to live a “normal life” as I did before I was detained and which was impossible to do 

when I was “drugged” with this “medicine”. Read my old scripts and you will understand. 

 

And yes the story is that when CHRISTMAS DAY arrives, when I publish these scripts, I ask you to find the “patients”, 

who were detained together with me, ask them how they were and how they are today and maybe you will be sur-

prised. Ask Ben from Hillerød about the spiritual messages he received on me. Are you still with me Ben, and yes, Stig, 

I did not know if it is fact was you: YES I WAS TOLD THAT YOU ARE JESUS, and yes Stig, maybe Ben has a story to tell 

the world?  

 

And try to find “Mesteren” (“The Master”) from Hillerød and maybe he has an answer to the world as well, yes Stig, I 

was really having a “wonderful” time inside of myself but somehow people from the outside thought that I was an-

other person than the TRUE MASTER I am, and yes yes yes, MY DEAR FRIEND, you will soon be liberated too from your 

pain, and yes, Stig: Ask the nice Iranian about how his nose is doing – has it healed, my friend? Thank you for good ta-

ble football and table tennis games – you were better than me ☺. 
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And thank you my dear friend – as usual I don’t remember names – you with the traffic accident, I have been thinking 

about you many times and the HELL of a life you must have being locked up. I liked your very positive approach de-

spite of your own suffering, the “Mathematician” for our good talks, the lovely woman welcoming you to Hillerød, 

Bodil – my dear friend – and all of you others ☺. 

 

And maybe you will try to listen to the doctors of what they really thought of me – please tell the truth – and yes, 

please burn YOUR LEARNING BOOKS, which was the true message I gave you, read Alice Bailey instead and her de-

scription of mental sufferings. THIS IS THE TRUTH – maybe some of you remember my recommendation but how 

many of you have read Alice Bailey? And yes, Sanna, do you think it was an exciting book and yes did you find answers 

on Stig, yes WHEN YOU WANT TO FIND ANSWERS, YOU WILL FIND ANSWERS, but I am sorry Sanna, you were misled 

by the Devil. Maybe you will tell the truth about this book and what you thought of Stig after reading it? 

 

And ask Sanna of the “patients” she is “curing” at her work, which she told me about – yes the painting girl, Sanna, 

maybe you remember? How is she doing today? What did I tell you? – That she will be cured. Do you believe me now? 

 

The greatest secret of the Pyramids 

Today God told me the real truth of the Pyramids: 

 

One day God will open and yes yes yes Stig, LIFT A PYRAMID, where you at the bottom of “this particular Pyramid” will 

find a special burial chamber, which will be revealed to the world. THIS PARTICULAR PYRAMID WILL SHOW THE RE-

MAINS OF JESUS, and yes Stig, we know, who was transported by God to this chamber. THIS IS THE GREATEST SECRET 

OF THE PYRAMIDS and yes, when you will see JESUS AS HE LOOKED LIKE and yes when you will compare the looks of 

Jesus with the looks of Stig, maybe you will be convinced, and yes Stig I will not tell the world more about this future 

event now, only THIS – THIS IS NOT THE DEVIL SPEAKING IT IS STIG SELF, YES MY INNER SELF, and yes, Stig, I was Jesus 

and yes Stig, I will become you, you will become me, and yes STIG WE WILL BE KNOWN AS STIG IN THIS LIFE. 

 

And yes, Stig, when will this event occur – I will only tell you this, not within one year not within two years, yes my 

friends, within one-two years from now.  

 

STIGmata 

Yes, my friends, we are all your friends, and yes Stig, we will say it with these words. Have you heard about the phe-

nomena “STIGmata”, yes when people “mysteriously” bleed from their hands and feet like JESUS, yes my friends, 

maybe you have heard of it and yes, why do you think this suffering is called STIGmata? Maybe someone will guess?  
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Wednesday 3rd June 2009 

I had a dream of going “back to hell”, the Devil blocked the installation of software on my new computer, I walked on 

the streets with my new computer and felt the protection by God again, Dadaab employees are not allowed to share 

confidential information with the world, Jesus has been in Hell for 2,000 years, Karen calls me “an idiot”, I believe that 

my family and Karen/Denis “may” believe that my story “could” be true, a story of NEVER GIVING UP, a sad story of the 

brutal Kenyan police using teargas and killing, a short story of my old best friend Jack and other “good” friends, Presi-

dent Obama will support us, why rich people are not happy and the development of my mother’s “sickness”. 

 

The dream of Tiger Woods being “out of bounds” 

I slept better tonight than what I have done the previous nights and I had the following dream, which I decided to 

write down – it is not all dreams I write down, only a few. 

 

A Swede was playing Golf together with Tiger Woods. Tiger was finished with the golf course, but he was allowed to 

do extra strikes at one of the holes. The judges said that it is a rarely used rule. When hitting the new strike number 

two at one hole, Tiger’s ball reaches 10 metres longer. He strikes again but hits a tree and the ball flies out of bounds 

and down on the beach (“beach” is the symbol of the Devil’s place). There is a long way down to the beach and when 

looking up the very steep hill from the beach, I say to Tiger that he will never get back at the golf course again. The 

steep hill is 100 metres high, but Tiger’s earlier practice strikes showed that it is no problem for him. Tiger is about to 

strike, but all of the time people are disturbing him, so it is difficult for him to get the calm striking – he knows that the 

two other MASTERS are waiting on him at the golf course ... 

 

I know that Tiger Woods can do “impossible golf strikes” and that it is no problem coming back to the golf course and 

to put the ball back in hole, and to “join the two others” (Linie 3: God has used this symbol many times including 

“Irma”, which is a good symbol to me and it stands for God? Yes Stig, my friend here I am back again from my holiday 

so to speak, yes still the Gardener and yes Stig like I showed you and yes the Supermarket is just my symbol of VERY 

GOOD THINGS TO HAPPEN TO YOU). 

 

God/The Devil blocked the installation of software on my computer 

At the office this morning at 7.00 I tried to install connection software between my new mobile phone and my new 

laptop, but it did not succeed. The installation stopped at 99%, then I tried to connect the computer and phone with 

an USB-cable, but Microsoft Vista could not install the driver software, and I noticed that it was impossible to recharge 

my mobile phone and computer at the office even though both were connected to the socket, where it has worked 

every day unless today, and this told me that THIS IS NOT THE TEST OF TODAY MY FRIEND just to let you know, and 

now I see him eating a carrot, what’s up doc, and YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS STIG STIG STIG AND YES YES YES NOW I CAN 

TELL YOU my dear friends still the rabbit speaking and YES THIS WAS A LIE AND YES YES YES STIG I WILL NEVER AGAIN 

DO ALL OF THOSE NASTY THINGS TO YOU, AND YES GOD HAS EXPLAINED THAT TO ME NEVER AGAIN YES I PROMISE 

THIS TIME – ih hvor var det dejligt at være i God tid her til morgen, og ja ja ja vi har jo lovet det, og ja ja ja nå det var så 

det .... 

 

However Microsoft Office Home is up and running today 

After the unsuccessful installation of the connection software – thank you rabbit – I decided to key in the product key 

from my old Microsoft Office software program, which I still had on my Gmail, and then suddenly the new Microsoft 

Office suite, which was preinstalled on the new computer, was up and running, and then God played the song by 

Sebastian “Skatteøen”, which is a symbol for a Caribbean island, which stands for the home of God and yes my friend 

THIS WAS WHAT I DID AND YES THE DEVIL’S GAME WAS WHAT YOU STARTED WITH THIS MORNING AND YES STIG, SO 

WHAT?  

 

Walking the same road as when I was attacked 

Hereafter I decided to walk with my new computer the same route as Wednesday last week when I was attacked and 

YES YES YES I did not know if God wanted me to be attacked again and yes I knew that if I was attacked again that they 

would probably not kill me – with the will of God – but THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO TELL YOU MY DEAR FRIENDS YES I 

KNOW STIG THESE CRIMINALS HAVE NOT YET BEEN FOUND AND YES YES YES ALSO THANK YOU TO THEM FOR WHAT 

THEY DID AND NOT MORE HERE FROM MY GARDEN RIGHT NOW ... 
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But when I walked from the office, God and the Council told me that I was protected again and that I will not be at-

tacked again. I do hope this is the truth because it is actually not a nice feeling to be attacked from behind and forced 

to the ground not being able to breathe and it was not the best feeling today to “challenge destiny” by walking the 

same route again ☺. 

 

The team is collecting information on Dadaab 

I believe the team has done a very good job getting more information on Dadaab, confirming the information we al-

ready have and to improve the newsletter by giving it PERFECT ENGLISH (which these scripts are not). John and Me-

shack know people working in the camps, they have been getting information from these people, and some of it is 

really disturbing news, for example the information about employees, who have been told that they are not allowed 

to share any information from their work in the camp and the true situation there, and if they do, they will be fired! 

 

They are not allowed to publish information about how much or little the refugees receive in food rations etc. AND 

GOD WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU AS WELL TO THE TEAM FOR DOING THIS WORK AND YES YES YES ALSO MY IN-

NER SELF AND YES YES YES THE HOLY SPIRIT IS ONE OF THE THREE YES AND HERE IT COMES:  

 

By having this policy of not sharing information from the camp with the world, the NGO’s are really not helping these 

poor people the best way they could and yes yes yes my friends, POLITICS. 

 

Jesus has been in Hell for 2,000 years ... 

My dear ladies and gentlemen, this is not a game anymore this is GOD SPEAKING TO STIG AND TO THE WORLD: MAY I 

PLEASE INTRODUCE YOU TO THE TEACHER, YES HE IS NOW FREE, YOUR INNER SELF AND YES FROM HELL AND YES YES 

YES YOU HAVE BEEN IN HELL SINCE YOU WERE TAKEN DOWN FROM THE CROSS, MY FRIEND, 2,000 YEARS AGO AND 

THIS IS JUST ANOTHER STORY I WILL SHARE AND YES YES YES SOMEDAY SOON YOU AND HE WILL BE TOGETHER AS 

STIG – NOT AS JESUS – IN THIS LIFE AND YES MORE TO COME. 

 

An outrageous message from Karen 

TODAY I HAD “THE PLEASURE” OF MY FUTURE WIFE TO COME TO BE FURIOUS WITH ME AND YES DEAR KAREN – OR 

SHOULD I SAY MARY MAGDALENE – YES IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE THAT YOUR OLD “FRIEND” STIG IS REALLY JESUS 

OR THAT IS AT THE MOMENT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE AND YES MY FRIENDS, KAREN WHAT DID YOU WRITE ON 

HIS WALL ON FACEBOOK TODAY AND WHY DID YOU DO IT AND YES YES YES KAREN THIS IS NOT THE WAY TO COM-

MUNICATE AND YES YES YES THE WORST COMMUNICATION EVER FROM A PERSON, THAT STIG HAS RECEIVED, AND 

YES YES YES LOOKS LIKE SHE IS SPOILED AND USED TO GET HER WILL AND YES YES YES “IDIOT”, THIS IS WHAT SHE 

SAID, MY FRIENDS, AND YES STIG, DID IT MAKE YOU HAPPY?  

 

NO, AND WHY NOT, STIG, YES BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE YOURSELF THAT YOU TRIED TO WRITE HER NICE EMAILS AND 

YES MY FRIENDS HERE IT IS BECAUSE SHE DOES NOT BELIEVE IN YOU AND BECAUSE SHE DOES NOT WANT TO COM-

MUNICATE WITH YOU AS PEOPLE SHOULD, SHE SUFFERS AND IS BLEEDING RIGHT NOW AND YES MY FRIENDS BE-

CAUSE OF THIS I HAVE REALESED THE DEVIL IN STIG’S MIND ONCE AGAIN AND YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS THE RESULT OF 

YOU NOT BELIEVING OR TRYING TO COMMUNICATE, EVERY TIME THIS HAPPENS, THE DEVIL IS RELEASED INSIDE OF 

STIG AND YES YOU DON’T WANT TO TELL BUT I WILL TELL IT TO THE WORLD YES YOU WERE SHOWN AGAIN THE 

ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YES MY FRIENDS ONLY BECAUSE OF WHAT KAREN DID TODAY.  

 

KAREN, PLEASE UNDERSTAND THIS, THERE IS NO DEVIL ANYMORE IN STIG, THE DEVIL NOW ONLY SHOWS WHEN YOU 

OR PEOPLE AT HOME IN DENMARK EXPRESS THAT THEY DON’T BELIEVE IN HIM, AND YES STIG YOU WANT TO SAY TO 

KAREN:  

 

Karen, because of your communication I have decided that it is not possible to communicate with you at the moment, 

because you don’t want to listen to anything else than your own feelings and your own believes, and your decision is 

only based on feelings and apparently you have decided not to listen to my advice on visiting PIA, EVEN THOUGH STIG 

HAS GIVEN PIA PERMISSION TO GIVE YOU – AND HIS FAMILY – ALL INFORMATION THAT PIA RECEIVES S AS A MEDIUM 

AND THAT ALL YOU ASK PIA TO DO IS FOR HER TO TELL THE TRUTH, THAT IS WHAT SHE RECEIVES. 
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The CRYSTAL clear agreement with Sanna 

AND YES YOU HAVE NOW ASKED SANNA TO FOLLOW UP ON YOUR CRYSTAL CLEAR AGREEMENT FROM NOVEMBER 

2008 TO VISIT PIA AND TO LET HER DO A CLAIRVOYANT READING ON YOU AND YES YES YES SANNA DOES NOT EVEN 

REPLY ON THESE REQUESTS ANYMORE, AND HERE IT COMES ONCE AGAIN: THESE EXAMPLES FROM MY FAMILY ARE 

GIVEN TO THE WORLD AS EVIDENCE ON HOW PEOPLE DON’T COMMUNICATE BUT ONLY LISTEN TO THEIR OWN BE-

LIEFS, AND YES YES YES, YOU SAID TO YOUR FAMILY IN OCTOBER 2008 HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO COMMUNICATE, 

AND YES MY FRIENDS MANY THINGS CAN BE SAID ABOUT THIS BUT THE MESSAGE IS: DON’T DO THIS IN THE FUTURE – 

BUT TRY TO OPEN YOUR EARS AND TRY TO UNDERSTAND, AND MY DEAR FRIEND STEPHEN COVEY WOULD PROBABLY 

SAY: TRY FIRST TO UNDERSTAND BEFORE YOU MAKE YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD, AND THIS IS WHAT THE MAJORITY OF 

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD SHOULD UNDERSTAND. IT IS AS SIMPLE AS THAT. 

 

Maybe my family and Karen/Denis believe that my story could be true 

And I am thinking that when Karen does not believe in me that she may have decided to “share” what she believes is 

the truth with Denis and maybe also others, Karen, telling people THAT STIG IS CRAZY – IS THAT WHAT YOU DO, 

KAREN, WITHOUT LISTENING OR TRYING TO UNDERSTAND ... ☺. People should always listen to a story from both sides 

before making up their minds, and maybe Denis and others will also listen to my version of the story ☺☺☺.  

 

And I have continuously had the feeling that maybe MY FAMILY AND KAREN/DENIS ALSO BELIEVES – without saying 

anything - THAT MY STORY COULD BE TRUE, and yes yes yes, what do you say, dear family members and Karen espe-

cially, does Stig normally tell the truth and yes yes yes do you think, Stig that your family and Karen just might think 

that because of this that your story could be true, and yes my friends, Stig does not know because nobody has really 

told him and yes maybe they will someday tell the world, if they have or have had this feeling too ☺. 

 

Celebration that the printer works – “never give up” 

At 16.00 today, after 3 weeks without success, we finally installed the printer software and I was saying to David and 

Elijah: Please look at the screen, it is installed 100% and I would like to celebrate this with you because we never gave 

up. People were happy about this little success story. 

 

David was earlier trying to get help from HP in Kenya to install the printer software on my old computer, but HP Kenya 

could not help, and I therefore sent an email to HP Denmark – I believe your customer service web system is a bit 

complicated ... – but a very nice technician gave me a very good reply and I believe that with this reply I would have 

been able to install the software on the old computer, even though the software required a screen resolution higher 

than what the computer had ☺☺☺. 

 

Street hawkers, brutal police, teargas and a killing 

At 17.00 Elijah and I decided to leave work and we headed to the Matatus next to the fire station – a walk of maybe 

700-800 metres. We split at the Stanley Hotel, where I often go to take a cigarette, because it is one of the very few 

places in Nairobi, where I can smoke without the obligation to buy anything, and he went to the Tuskeys supermarket, 

where we would meet as we had done several times before. But when I left the Hotel and walked towards the super-

market, I met Elijah coming back from the supermarket to meet me and he was looking very frightened.  

 

He told me quickly that the police was attacking the street hawkers next to the Matatus and we needed to get away, 

and I could see the crowd coming in a rush from that part of the city looking very frightened. Elijah said that the police 

was using tear gas that the shops were quickly closing and that during these attacks it is normal that people will do 

robberies. I said to him that there was nothing to be afraid of and that we should take it easy, and inspired by God, I 

said that “destiny will lead us”, and “destiny” asked me to follow a narrow street to the left, which we followed and 

“destiny” asked Elijah to suggest us taking a beer at the “African Bar” (the name of the bar is almost like the Portu-

guese football player, Ronaldo ...), which we did.  

 

After maybe an hour we went back to the Matatus and the fighting seemed finished, but teargas was still in the air all 

over, people were holding clothes or similar over their mouth and nose, and the gas was not smelling nice to say the 

least. People were sneezing because of the gas, and God gave me two feelings:  
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One feeling in the beginning was that I was not feeling pain because of the gas and the other feeling after a few min-

utes, which most people had, was sneezing and then suddenly in the right eye – and only in the right eye – I had a 

pricking feeling, which was very unpleasant and which led to tears running down my face. So I knew from this experi-

ence that it is God determining the degree of suffering from teargas. 

 

AND YES THIS IS TO SAY TO THE KENYAN POLICE, I DON’T APPROVE OF YOUR POLICIES, WHY DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU 

NEED TO USE THIS FOR ME UNNECESSARY FORCE AND YES STIG, THIS IS NOT GOD OR THE DEVIL, THIS IS MARY SPEAK-

ING, MAGDALENE, AND YES I WILL SAY THIS TO THE POLICE, THESE PEOPLE DON’T WANT TO HARM OTHER PEOPLE, 

THEY ONLY WANT TO MAKE A LIVING, AND WHAT WOULD YOU DO YOURSELF IF YOU WERE IN THE SAME POSITION 

AND YES YES YES MY BOYS, THIS IS STIG’S INNERSELF SPEAKING NOW, I AM STILL NOT OUT OF HELL YET BUT ALMOST, 

STIG, AND YES MY BOYS, I CAN ONLY SAY THIS, ASK NOT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR COUNTRY, BUT WHAT THE 

COUNTRY CAN DO FOR YOU AND THAT IS RIGHT, MY DEAR POLITICIANS, YOU DO HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THE 

POLICE, THAT IS MY MESSAGE TO YOU, PLEASE DO IT, AND DO IT EFFECTIVELY and yes, Stig, afterwards, the story 

spread that the police had shot and killed one person during this “clean up” and yes, this is totally unacceptable. 

 

A short story on Jack and other “good” friends 

Today I received the news that my mother is feeling better at the hospital, and that made me very happy, and today I 

wrote a note that a part of my suffering has been so called EMBARRASING situations I have gone through especially 

since November 2008 with my family and especially with Jack – my old best friend from school - and Kristina, where I 

100% loyal have followed the wish from God and the words, he has “put” in my mouth, yes Stig, your best friend ever?  

 

And yes, when you were school mates and yes almost the same feeling up to Christmas 2008 and yes, Jack, will you 

please explain to the world how it feels to have “the best friend ever” and yes to listen to “your own feelings” instead 

of asking questions and trying to understand, and yes Stig, many more stories on this, other potentially very good 

friends, Christian and Torben – you were too tired (exhausted to say the least) to see them before going to Kenya and 

yes, you told them the truth, and yes done by me, the Devil, and yes you also lost “very good friends” because of this 

and yes, yes, yes Stig, we know Allan, “your closest friend at school” before Jack, and yes you were not to separate 

back then, and Henning Wind and yes others as well. Maybe they all have a story to tell? 

 

President Obama will support us – if you ask him ... 

And this is the story about President Barack Obama. Yes, we can – if the world decides to ask President Obama, he will 

tell the world that “of course I can”, because this is the test that we have given the world. If you decide to ask the 

President about Stig’s and LTO’s newsletter on Dadaab, the President has decided that he will follow up on the rec-

ommendations given by this small team, and yes, if the world – that is the Media – decide not to ask President Obama, 

you will see the Devil in action – then we will not play football as quickly .... 

 

Why rich people are not HAPPY AND JOYFUL 

Another thought I had today is that “rich people” have lost their natural interest in other people compared to what I 

see in many Africans. And I just want to say this: Because these people believe in themselves, their money, their ego-

centric needs and BECAUSE MANY DON’T BELIEVE IN ME and don’t communicate properly, GOD HAS DECIDED NOT TO 

HELP THEM SHOWING THEIR INNER FEELINGS AND HAVE TAKEN AWAY THE TRUE FEELING OF JOY AND HAPPINESS 

INSIDE OF THEM AND ONLY BY CHANGING DIRECTION, BY OPENING UP THEIR HEARTS TO GOD AND TO SHARE THEIR 

WEALTHS, GOD WILL BRING BACK TRUE HAPPINESS IN THEIR LIFES. 

 

The story of my mother’s “sickness” 

Today John wrote to me that he had visited my mother at the hospital, she had water in one of her lungs, which is 

now being drained, and this was the reason why she was in pain and could not lay down on her left side. My mother 

was very impressed of the thoroughness of the hospital and she felt in good hands. 
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Thursday 4th June 2009 

Today the team delivered “their best work” answering my questions on Dadaab, I told the team about my difficult fi-

nancial situation, I made an agreement with Elijah to go to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, next weekend, the sad story of homo-

sexuals influenced by the Devil, why Camilla and I was together for seven years, and I speak on school systems, basic 

rules and for children not to interrupt communication. 

 

Bad sleep again 

I had a bad sleep again tonight. When I woke up I heard this line from a famous song “In the middle of the pouring 

rain”, and God has used the rain as the symbol for The Devil in my dreams for a very long time – especially before 

coming to Kenya as you can see in my old scripts, Sanna? - and I knew that the reason for my bad sleep was because 

of Karen’s reactions. The Devil is hurting me because of her, the same way as the Devil has been hurting me because 

of my sisters reactions since November 2008 .... 

 

So because of this bad sleep, I really just wanted to stay at home sleeping or relaxing, but as so many times before I 

decided today to work as efficient as if I had had a perfect sleep. 

 

The team “and their best work” 

After the team has worked together for two weeks, today they delivered what they said and promised was their “best 

work” without any typing errors etc. Meshack told me that it had been like a Marathon and I was thinking that it is 

good that Kenya has some of the best runners in the world... I decided to start reading their answers on my questions 

tomorrow. 

 

Cleaning up the office 

Today the computers worked at the office without problems, old storage boxes were removed and the office now 

works better and more efficient. 

 

My financial situation, so the team knows ... 

I said to the team today “THAT I DON’T HAVE A STREAMING RIVER OF MONEY”, WHICH IS IMPORTANT FOR ELIJAH 

AND THE TEAM TO UNDERSTAND and I asked Elijah to follow up on this, so the team will understand. I will probably 

run out of money the 1st July and then I still owe 40,000$ and have no income. Dahlberg has still not yet answered my 

request on bonus for 2008 even though they promised an answer not later than Friday last week .... 

 

Elijah decided not to ask my mother for a loan 

It was one of these days that Elijah and I followed up on the possibility for him to take out a loan through my mother. 

Elijah had not been able to receive a letter from his bank, and I said to him more clearly that I would feel very bad, if 

he wanted me to ask my mother for a loan, when she is sick – and because I have not asked her for a loan myself – 

and with this reason Elijah decided that he would not ask me to ask my mother for a loan for him. 

 

Going to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, next weekend 

I decided today to follow Elijah’s and his mother’s recommendation from earlier in the week to attend the wedding of 

Elijah’s best friend at, Matuu, this Saturday and for us to go home Kwawanzilu Sunday. I informed Elijah of my decision 

at the office this morning and he said that he was thinking about how to approach me on this yesterday, which he 

found difficult, and he said that he was thinking of hiring a car for two days so we could visit more people and the cost 

would be 5,000 Shillings per day. 

 

I recommended Elijah for us to take the Matatus to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, and I asked him of the costs of this and he 

said that it would be 300 Shillings. I could not help thinking of Misheck when we went to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, together 

in May, where he said that he would hire a car and therefore I gave him 20,000 Shillings on basis of his calculations. He 

didn’t hire the car as agreed and we took the Matatu together as I have described earlier, but I just have this thought: 

The people of Kenya keep asking for money and don’t understand when the answer is “No”, and that truly makes me 

sorry. 
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Because Elijah was “pressuring” me, he and I agreed that we could go to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, if we could hire a car at 

a good price ONLY SATURDAY and not Sunday and I entered into this agreement both to save time – so I could work 

on Sunday – and to save money, and at the same time I understood that it was important for the family to do the visit. 

Elijah said that he would check car rentals tomorrow.  

 

I said to Elijah that I did not have other clothes than what he knows of and I asked him if he thought this was alright 

for the wedding. He said yes. And I said that we could buy a present together and maybe a better present than what 

he would have bought alone because I will also contribute with the payment ....  

 

Elijah and the “security situation” 

Elijah said that he would leave the office 15.30 today because he had an agreement with the Pastor at the church, he 

recommended me to leave town before 17.00 and he showed me the newspaper, where one person was killed yes-

terday because of the combat between the police and the street hawkers. And again I had to say to him “Please don’t 

talk about security issues”.  

 

No African woman for me ... 

I have decided still not to date any African woman, even though this really hurts all of the time, because I have de-

cided that finishing this work and spending time together with Elijah’s family is more important. 

 

Sanna’s spiritual self 

For the first time today Sanna’s inner self – her spiritual being – was speaking to me and I also saw her, which I nor-

mally do when people from the spiritual world approaches me. I cannot remember the exact words she said, but the 

meaning was that one day, her inner spiritual self will be integrated in her physical being, but that she will not speak 

with God, unless I decide to speak to her as God. 

 

The story of homosexuals 

This evening I was talking to Tina at home, and she really gives me a very good impression. She is intelligent, has a very 

good logical sense and judgement, she is curious in a good sense, she asks many questions, she believes in me, who I 

am, and she listens to what God has to say – for example on homosexuals, where she asked if I believe it is right for 

them to get married and I SAID THAT IT IS THE DEVIL GIVING HOMOSEXUALS THE DESIRE TO LOVE PEOPLE OF THE 

SAME GENDER AND THAT THESE PEOPLE SHOULD FOLLOW THEIR HEART IF THEY HAVE THE COURAGE TO DO THAT 

and here I can add that GOD FEELS SO SORRY FOR GIVING PEOPLE THE HOPE THAT THEY “ARE NORMAL” BECAUSE 

GOD DOES NOT WANT PEOPLE IN THE WORLD TO FOLLOW TO LOVE PEOPLE OF THE SAME GENDER AND THIS WILL BE 

INCLUDED IN THE “NORMAL LIFE” TO COME. I PROMISE ALL OF YOU, MY PEOPLE, TO EXPLAIN WHY I HAVE DECIDED 

TO GIVE YOU THESE FEELINGS AND I CAN ONLY APPOLOGISE THAT IT HAS BEEN NECESSARY TO PUT YOU IN A WORLD 

WHERE THE DEVIL IS SO STRONG AND I WILL SAY THIS TO ALL:  

 

Stig, I have given you this feeling earlier also for you to understand, and yes for you to understand the feelings of ho-

mosexuals, how unpleasant it is, when people do not understand you, and yes, Stig, you know it and yes Stig, today 

Lars – your sister’s husband’s brother – knows it: You have never been a homosexual and yes, Stig, try to explain with 

your own words: Lars, when you have looked at me for years and when we talked together, I have had the feeling that 

you thought that I am a homosexual, and as God is saying: I have never been a homosexual and I have never had the 

desire to be together with a man – the feeling is disgusting to me – and I have felt this with you as I have also always 

felt about Lars, my very good old friend that maybe he did like men and over the years I was always uncertain about 

Lars, my friend, and I have had exactly the same feeling with the both of you: Uncertain if you were homosexuals, and 

yes, Stig, here it comes, maybe the explanation is as simple as this: Lars and Lars: Are both of you really homosexuals 

or maybe bisexuals? This is the question I ask you to answer to the world. 

 

Why Camilla and I was together for seven years 

And yes, Stig, be honest, this is the best thing I like about you. When meeting Camilla in 1994 and when inviting her 

and your family to Malmø, Sweden, the first time together – my thoughts also go to Camilla’s grandfather, who I 

really, really liked – you were embarrassed by your mother as never before or since, when she said for all people to 

hear that she had been thinking that maybe you were a homosexual because you did not bring girlfriends to her 

home, and yes, Stig, your mother is here, Mary will you please explain: Stig, your words and my words are the same, 
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yes, Stig, the only reason for you not to bring girlfriends to your mother’s home was that Camilla was your first girl-

friend because the Devil played you “a trick” and thank you, Camilla, for your patience.  

 

I will never forget what you did to me, Camilla, and my feelings for you – however not love – are still the same as they 

have always been – and I feel tears in my eyes while writing this – I did not love you, but I had the deepest feelings for 

you because of your honesty and trustiness and I can only apologise to you for not being the man to you that a man is 

supposed to be, but this was only because the Devil was playing with me and I am sorry that I had other priorities and 

very often other bedtimes than you.  

 

We did not get children together because God decided that the reason for you and I being together is for you to tell 

the world how you really felt about me, if you really felt love and yes, Stig, you have been thinking about this so often, 

so maybe it is true: Camilla, I was not the man I should have been for you, and I know that you had needs, I felt it, and 

you said it to me so often, and maybe you decided to follow your heart with somebody else instead of me when we 

were still together, and yes, Stig, Camilla – this is the question for you to answer, and yes, Stig, if Camilla decided to do 

this, you have already given her your blessings, a lovely woman and yes, a marriage is only a marriage if people will 

follow their “obligations” and if they really love each other.  

 

People, who don’t follow their heart, and marry because of other reasons or stay inside a marriage because of other 

reasons than love – as I did for many years – are not married with the blessing of God, and yes, Stig, is it alright to live 

together in love without being married, and yes, Stig, will it be up to you to decide? And yes, Stig, you don’t feel quali-

fied to answer this question, and therefore I will say, Stig, yes yes yes, this is my answer to the world, and yes, Stig, I 

will bless a couple if they really love each other even though they are not married ☺. 

 

Speaking on school systems 

At the conversation with Tina, I asked her if the children are disciplined at school here in Kenya, and I was told that 

this is the case, because the children “are afraid of their teachers”, and I had two feelings:  

 

1) It is good that the children are concentrated and focussed, and  

 

2) The children should not fear their teachers. 

 

And this led to the idea that BASIC RULES should also apply in all schools all over the world and that children must 

learn that it will have consequences if they don’t follow classes and agreements, but at the same time, children should 

be stimulated and motivated by the teachers.  

 

I don’t believe in a school not having rules of behaviours leading into “anarchy”, where children will keep on talking in 

private during classes, not participating in the education, using their mobile phone or doing other activities taking 

away their concentration.  

 

And I don’t believe in a school, which only stimulate academic talents, I believe that each talent given by God to all 

children on Earth should be discovered by the school by implementing systems to discover the potential and motiva-

tion of each child. However I do believe that all children should follow basic learning on academic subjects as well as 

subjects, which fit the intelligence of the specific child and which focus on all kind of intelligences: Verbal, creative-

ness, interpersonal, logical, naturalistic, musical etc.  

  

Tim, my old teacher, a role model for the world? 

While speaking with Tina on “discipline” and FREEDOM I was thinking about my own school classes in Albertslund and 

Espergærde in Denmark, and how Danish children normally behave in classes. Because the system and parents don’t 

give the children BASIC RULES or because the consequences of not applying to the rules are too weak, it is very normal 

that private talk and lack of concentration occur in classes, but the extension of this is very different depending on the 

teachers, and I am here thinking of my old Mathematician teacher at Mørdrupskolen in Espergærde, Tim, who had the 

ability to teach and motivate all children, so we were more concentrated in his classes than what I remember we were 

in other classes.  
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We loved him, because we liked to listen to his stories, because he was humorous (still like to swallow one puff at one 

go, Tim?), because he was serious, when he wanted us to be concentrated, because he played games with us, which 

we liked (“bum, bum, bum ....”) and because he had the personal power to silent us, if we talked to much – he only 

used this power, when it was needed – however we knew it was there all of the time, and we respected it.  

 

He used different “techniques” and attitudes and yes, he was not funny all of the time, he was not serious all of the 

time, and that is right, he used variation, also an important part of communication – think about the tools, you have, 

and apply them, when you need to, and yes try always to be positive and if this does not work, you should show your 

POWER OF PENETRATION, and yes, Stig, and yes, Tim, this is what I believe we have in common... 

 

Tim is the role model of how to be a teacher according to my own experiences and yes yes yes, you really liked him 

very much, Stig, too bad that he did not buy the house on Karenvej. Tim: Will you please do the Council the favour of 

telling the world how you performed as a teacher, how you think the Danish school system is like and what you would 

do, IF YOU WERE GRANTED THE POWER TO TEACH THE WORLD? 

 

Don’t let children disturb the communication 

And yes, Stig, you have seen from people in your family and also in “your new family” in Kenya that when children talk 

to their parents, the parents immediately interrupt a conversation with other grownups, because when the child  

speaks, yes, the mother or father think that they must immediately attend to them, and yes my friends, here it comes.  

 

When you were growing up, you were told by your mother – yes, your father did not take part of your raise – that you 

had to wait talking until she was finished talking to another person, and yes, it may be difficult to understand as a 

child, but it is imperative for children to learn this in an early age, don’t ever interrupt other people unless it is so im-

portant that it cannot wait, and yes, as you have told Elijah, when he flickers his eyes, when he does not listen, when 

he is disrupted, you don’t have the desire to continue talking to him and this also applies when the children interrupt, 

which they do all of the time and which they are allowed to do. 

 

Only by learning this from their parents, children will naturally understand that they should not interrupt and this will 

help them not growing big ego’s and will help them naturally in their communication in their future life to come. So 

therefore, all parents please understand this. It is part of your basic rules for your children. 

 

I have also seen examples – again from my sister – that children will get almost everything they desire, if the parents 

can afford it. They will be spoiled by gifts, there are no limits when it comes to playing the computer/Internet, there 

are no or only a few rules, and as a result the children will grow up to “become impossible” if they don’t get what they 

want. They know from their raise that interrupting people is accepted, “suddenly” many parents feel that they have 

lost control over their children, and they don’t know what to do with a child, who is impossible? Ole, you may remem-

ber some of our emails regarding this subject earlier this year? The answer is very simple – to follow the basic rules of 

communication and for the parents to be consequent every single time, it is really as easy as that. 

 

And you will recognise many of these children, when they grow up and become consumers in the modern society. 

When they are demanding, shouting and threatening other people. THIS IS TRULY A DISGRACE and has only become 

worse and worse. I WANT THE WORLD TO STOP THIS ATTITUDE NOW by living the basic rules.  
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Friday 5th June 2009 

Today I have decided that either Microsoft or God will recreate my stolen Outlook 2007, I have stomach problems be-

cause of lack of love, John is suffering, the team gave me their “absolutely best work” – however it was not perfect and 

a learning process for us all, I feel the suffering of other people while I am going through difficult times here, Elijah and 

I made an agreement today to visit Kwawanzilu, Matuu entirely on his premises, a learning process of how not to 

communicate is described and very nice music from the Danish, Muslim group Outlandish. 

 

“I still miss you babe and I don’t want to miss a thing ...” ☺☺☺☺ 

This night I slept well – I had no bad news from home and I am still working concentrated. When I wake up, I heard the 

song “Don’t want to miss a thing” by Aerosmith with the words from God inside my heard: “I still miss you babe and I 

don't want to miss a thing”. I have connected this song with Karen for the last 3-4 years.  

 

Microsoft Outlook 2007  

The only thing missing now on my new computer is Microsoft Outlook 2007, which I bought from www.amazon.co.uk 

in April 2009 and installed on my stolen computer, after which I threw out the package including the CD before leaving 

Denmark, but maybe Microsoft will replace my stolen Outlook? 

 

However it is impossible to get email support from Microsoft if you don’t have the product key, which is exactly my 

problem, because I don’t have the package anymore, and the phones for Denmark were closed today because of the 

Danish national day, so I will need to call again soon.  

 

I have decided that I don’t think it is important if it is Microsoft or God who recreate this software – if I can get it from 

Microsoft, I will do that, and if they say no, I will listen to God’s voice instead saying: OK, my boy, I will say this, yes 

good progress again today and yes yes yes, no medicine for that man ... ☺. 

 

Stomach problems 

During these days I have had the usual stomach problems where I suddenly need to go the toilet, but only one time 

per day, and every time this is happening it is a symbol from God to me meaning lack of love and I think about Karen 

every single time this is happening – I have had this for years, thank you God ....  

 

I had a meeting with the office today at 14.00 and 10 minutes before the meeting God gave me this stomach feeling 

again, but I thought that I could wait going to the toilet until after the meeting, but 10 minutes after the meeting had 

begun, there was no doubt, I needed to go immediately and I had to interrupt the meeting because of this – and God 

said to me that I had the opportunity to visit the toilet before the meeting .... 

 

John is prioritizing LTO and is suffering .... 

John and the office have been working hard on the Dadaab newsletter, and I understood from John today that he has 

prioritized this work over his personal work as a consultant and because of this he has lost income. I have not wanted 

to follow up on a loan of 3,000 Shillings that I gave John maybe two weeks ago. He promised me to repay the loan a 

few days later, however he has not been communicating to me on this and he has not either told me that he is sacri-

ficing because of this work, and I feel right that I have not followed up on the loan under these circumstances, how-

ever I have asked him and the team to communicate direct, frank and positive several times and I have now said to 

the team that they should decide for themselves what they believe is the right balance between doing LTO work and 

other assignments making an income, and that they should communicate how many hours they can work for LTO. 

 

The absolutely best work from the team on Dadaab 

After maybe two weeks of work from the team getting more information on the situation at Dadaab, to include this 

information in the “Dadaab level 3” document, to ensure that all writings are “perfect English”, and after postponing 

the deadline several times, yesterday afternoon I finally received “their absolutely best work”, which I started reading 

this morning. 

 

Yesterday at the office, when I received the work, I asked the team, if this was THE ABSOTELY BEST WORK THEY 

COULD DO, and they said yes. I asked them “even if you had one year, you could not do it better”? The team said “no”. 
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I believed in the team and my expectation was therefore that all of my questions, which we have talked about maybe 

3-5 times were answered that there would be no typing errors that all formulations would be “in perfect English” and 

that the existing structure of the Dadaab level 3 document as a natural thing was followed.  

 

I gave the team my full trust doing this work, and I have several times tried to motivate and empower them to work 

focussed even though I have not communicated as much as I would have liked to and have not given them as precise 

information on the structure of the Dadaab level 3 document, as I should have, but I really thought that it was self ex-

planatory: One subject = one chapter. 

 

Yesterday evening Elijah said to me that he thought the newsletter was 90% ready, which I was surprised to hear as I 

said to him, “if you believe this, then the team must believe the same, and if this is the case, I don’t understand the an-

swers from the team today”. I have also continuously said to the team that clear, honest, direct and positive commu-

nication is required, which they have promised me to do – people hear are always very positive and you will never 

hear what they believe can be “an insult” even though their thinking may be important to communicate to avoid mis-

understandings etc... 

 

When I started reading the revised Dadaab level 3 document, I noticed that much new information was included, 

which I was glad to see, however several of my questions were not answered or did not have the quality that I was ex-

pecting, and especially I noticed that the structure of the document was not followed, which meant that chapters that 

were supposed to include information on only one subject now included information on more or several subjects, for 

example information on “new land” was now also included in the chapter of the “criminal Kenyan police”, and infor-

mation on “criminal Kenyan police” was also included in the chapter of “Registration process” as two examples out of 

many. Furthermore the same information was repeated in different chapters, which did not give a good impression. I 

also noticed that there were several typing errors and even though many formulations now were perfect English, 

there were still formulations, which could be improved. 

 

A learning process for us all 

And at the same time of producing this important document, God gives me the inspiration to write that it is a learning 

process for us all. I learn from the information that these skilled people collect from different sources and I will learn 

them to work focussed, with structure, an attitude of “never give up” and hopefully also with more and more effi-

ciency. This information should in my opinion not have taken maybe two weeks to collect.  

 

When communicating with the team I feel they have a LOT of commitment, motivation and potential to build on, and I 

feel that these people can become the best employees in the world just by helping them to reach their potential by 

giving them tools, by working on their attitudes when it comes to structure, deadlines, focussing and having clear 

communication – and to grow them by giving them responsibilities and learning experiences.  

 

I was hoping that I could finish or almost finish the Dadaab level 3 document today with the information from the 

team, but I realised that there is still much work to do – both with the structure and with the answering of the final 

questions – however I was also feeling that I should have explained the structure of the document better, I took it for 

granted that the structure was so clear that it would be easy to understand, but I could have given John, who was the 

team leader doing this job, a better introduction, and this is also my learning experience, because I was very busy do-

ing my work to say the least, and therefore I did not take the time to introduce the work and the structure as good as I 

could have done. 

 

I did not have the time today to read all of the information from the team, because I decided to improve the quality of 

the structure at the same time, and I said to the team that I would need time to do this work. 

 

How my mother is feeling 

This is the test given by GOD AND YES DEAR STIG AND YES WHO IS SPEAKING NOW AND YES A WOMAN IN BLACK AND 

YES THIS IS ALL I WILL SAY TO YOU NOW. DEAR LITTLE MOTHER, AND YES THINKING OF THAT FANTASTIC SONG BY 

SAVAGE ROSE, AND YES DEAR LITTLE MOTHER, STIG YOU HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT I HAVE GONE THROUGH AND YES 

YES YES THIS IS THE FEELING OF YOUR MOTHER AND YES, MY DEAR MOTHER, I DO HAVE THAT FEELING BECAUSE GOD 

HAS GIVING ME THAT FEELING, BUT THE TRUTH IS MOTHER, THAT YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT I AM GOING THROUGH, I 
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CARRY ALL OF YOUR BURDENS ON ME AT THE SAME TIME AS I EXPERIENCE THE LIVING AND WORK IN KENYA AS DE-

SCRIBED IN THESE SCRIPTS ☺☺☺. 

 

The plan to visit Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

At lunch today, Elijah told me that he was able to hire a car from a very good friend FOR SATURDAY AND SUNDAY FOR 

ONLY 6,000 Shillings and that gasoline would be 3,000 Shillings.  I could see how important it was for him to have me 

accepting his proposal which I therefore did (I believe we shared the costs). However now I will use more money than 

expected and I will not be able to work on Sunday as expected and agreed upon yesterday, and therefore I can ONLY 

SAY THAT MY FIRST SUGGESTION OF TAKING THE MATUTA AND OUR LATER AGREEMENT TO HIRE A CAR FOR ONE 

DAY ONLY HAVE NOT BEEN MET, and that truly makes me sorry, which was the reason why I did not speak much at 

lunch today. 

 

Before going to bed we agreed on a tight schedule where we would wake up early the next morning, to meet the val-

uers during the morning, go to Big Katama’s house to have the house valued in order for Elijah to take out his bank 

loan, to leave town before 9.30 and to arrive at Kwawanzilu, Matuu, before 12.00. This was the plan and I said to 

Elijah that it is your responsibility to carry out this tight plan. 

 

The agreement with the lunch restaurant 

I had asked Elijah if he would follow up on the agreement with the lunch restaurant to have a table ready for us by 

12.00 – yesterday Elijah said that he would follow up this morning – but Elijah did not have the time for this.  

 

So when the restaurant today again did not have a table ready for us at 12.00 I suggested Elijah to follow up on this 

Monday morning by having a positive talk with the manager but instead of listening to my advice, Elijah and also John 

immediately approached the manager and I could hear that they told him very clearly in Swahili what they “felt” and 

what they wanted. It was not an equal dialogue; it was two disappointed men letting their feelings show very directly 

to this man. 

 

At some time the Manager approached me in English saying that in Kenya it is important to be diplomatic, and it was 

clear to me that he was both angry and sad about the way Elijah and John communicated with him. I said to him that 

it is always IMPORTANT to communicate positively and that our suggestion was to arrive at the restaurant every day 

at 12.00 precise, if he would make sure that a table was ready for us – and then he smiled, he was feeling better and 

he accepted the agreement.  

 

Afterwards I told the team that this was a learning experience and that if people have done mistakes you should al-

ways be objective – not showing your negative feelings, which will never lead to any good – ask questions, explain the 

essence of the mistake and what to do to correct it. And to Elijah I said that the reason for my suggestion for him to 

talk to manager alone Monday morning was to talk with him positively and relaxed in order to make a good and clear 

agreement for both parties to follow. The team accepted this learning experience.  

 

African Bar, Aicha and Stephen 

We went to the African Bar after work, where I had ONE beer as usual. I did not feel a lot of personal power, but the 

team needed to be lifted, and I therefore did my best. The mood of the team became better, we had a few drinks, I 

had a few glasses of red wine and I said to the team that this was “normal life” to me for the first time since arriving in 

Kenya. The live band played the song “Aicha” and I told the story about the Muslim men of the Danish music group 

Outlandish playing this and other songs including the appraisal of God, and I said that I loved the music of that group. 

 

At the bar we had the pleasure of being together with Stephen, Meshack’s brother, and we talked about the Dadaab 

situation and the situation of the regional people around the Dadaab camp. Stephen is today working for an Irish 

NGO, which funds local NGO’s in the area, and I was interested to know how the people at this region are suffering 

compared to people at the camp and compared to people at Kwawanzilu, Matuu, where I have seen and heard about 

people suffering, and the message was that the people of North Eastern Kenya is suffering even more than people at 

Kwawanzilu, Matuu, because it is more remote, because they are also hit by draught and no income, and because they 

do not receive any support from people working in town as at least some people do in Kwawanzilu, Matuu. 
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Big support from Tina 

I am happy to say that Elijah and Tina really are supporting my stay with them very good. Without the support Tina is 

given me with food, washing and ironing, I would not have had the same power to do my work, however I feel that 

the roles are not perfect today, and in a “normal life” I will take part of this work myself together with my future wife 

unless we decide to hire help doing this work for us. 

 

My mother’s “sickness” 

Today Sanna wrote to me that she had visited my mother at the hospital that she is doing ok, but that she unfortu-

nately is lying in the corridor and that she is still on Penicillin. John wrote that my mother has had the drain removed 

and that she is without pain and fever, but that more tests are to be carried out. 
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Saturday 6th June 2009 

Today we went for the weekend to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, the time plan was not kept and I was not happy, however God 

was, my father will die because of these scripts, speak your greetings to people, open gifts one at a time, for the first 

time in Kenya I could relax at the village, which is the message for all people: RELAX, when you are not working, I talk 

about an equal society where no one feels superior because of gender, ethnicity, classes, age or religion, the family 

song appraisal songs for me even though I was completely exhausted and I talk about work, where I start and end by 

giving people freedom and in between there is a learning experience. 

 

The travel from Gachie to Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

This morning we were to go to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, for the two day travel by car “which we had agreed upon” the day 

before and I was not in a good mood because this meant that I would not be able to work at least Sunday, and I was 

not becoming happier during the morning, because the tight schedule, we had agreed upon, was not kept – maybe 

the “plan” was not communicated to all people? 

 

We left Gachie too late to go to Big Katama’s house with the valuers, and we left Big Katama’s house too late.  On the 

way to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, we stopped at a supermarket in Thika, where Big Katama would buy us some sodas at the 

supermarket, which we expected would take him 5 minutes, but it took him 45 minutes and he did not say anything to 

Elijah, Tina or me about this. We were just waiting on him, could not find him in the supermarket or elsewhere and I 

believe all of us were very disappointed. 

 

God was happy ☺☺☺☺ 

Even though I was not happy, God was happy this morning. He showed me that everything is prepared in his house 

and that he now only waits on me. He showed me a candle light, which is not lit, but it will be lit, when I arrive.  

 

I still have a lot of work to do, and in the best case it will take 7-10 days to finalise the work depending on the team 

when it comes to the Dadaab newsletter and depending on myself, when it comes to finalising these scripts. The 

documents on my stolen laptop have not been recreated yes, but God has told me that they will be recreated when he 

believes that I need to do this work that is when everything else is prepared and ready, and first then, my son .... ☺ 

 

The mountain stick 

At Big Katama’s house I saw that the house was full of souvenirs, which he has been unable to sell so far because of a 

decline in business – it is also a difficult time for him – and he was inspired to show me a climbing stick, which “people 

use, when they climb Mount Kenya”, as he said. I did not say anything, but the inside of me was smiling, because I saw 

this as THE SYMBOL OF MEETING GOD on top of the mountain I am climbing, which he has showed me so many times 

during the last years and maybe someone working for Dahlberg in Denmark was also “inspired” to visit Mount Kenya 

earlier this year .... ☺. 
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Arriving at Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

Finally we arrived at the village at 14.00 – two hours late compared to the plan, which was unnecessary if the plan was 

communicated to and held by all people. 

 

Arriving at Kwawanzilu, Matuu, I was as mentioned not very happy, and I was told that I could smoke behind the 

church, and sometimes it happens here that people ask me to go to a special place outside smoking, because smoking 

is not well seen here, but every time this happens outside, I believe it is wrong and I feel a very deep non-spoken resis-

tance inside of me. I respect when people don’t want me to smoke inside.  

 

So I went behind the church and smoked a cigarette and I really just wanted to be in private, but this was impossible 

since many, many people both in- and outside the church was looking at me simply because of the fact that I am 

white, and to be honest, it was not a nice feeling to have all eyes on you – I wonder how the future will be, but God 

will probably say OK my friends, good day today, yes yes yes no problem when “we are one”, yes also one of my or-

chestras (Eurythmichs).  

 

My father will die because of my scripts 

At the church God showed me my father, he said that my father will be shocked because of my scripts, and that he will 

die because of this, so I can decide myself, when I want my father to die. And this is not a very nice thought to have to 

be honest with you, and yes, Stig, two feelings as usual, one that does not care because you have never had the rela-

tion with your father as you both have had the potential of and yes Stig, the other feeling saying that I will feel very 

sorry when he dies, because I will lose the father, which could have been so much to me and I for him, if only we were 

able to communicate together and no obstacles came in between us.  

 

Last year I asked my father to see him alone without Kirsten – maybe to do some activities together, and I am thinking 

of Henriette and her father, also a difficult relationship, but she had time together with her father alone – and the rea-

son for my request to my father was that I know when my father and I are together alone, we will find each other and 

speak like father and son, the last time I saw this was when Kirsten decided to leave my father and me alone in the 

spring of 2009 – she was furious with me - and we had a great talk, the best in 30 years. We have not been speaking 

better together during all of these years, when he and Kirsten has been together, because I don’t believe we have 

been speaking together alone without Kirsten all these years.  

 

And I have been thinking, if Kirsten ever sees her children alone without my father, just a thought, and yes Kirsten, this 

is what you have done in your life and what you have been supposed to do, to be an obstacle between Stig and his fa-

ther and yes, Kirsten, you have done a perfect job, thank you ☺. 
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The wedding at Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

 
 

At the wedding God was singing the Danish song “Velkommen til livet” (welcome to the life), and yes, Dragholm, we 

are also very happy today, we just wanted to tell you that (now I see God again working with roses in front of his 

farmhouse). 

  

Elijah and I were sitting outside the church at the wedding at a school bench, where it was impossible for me to move 

at all. There was a speaker outside the church for all the people here, hundreds, to hear what the pastor was saying 

inside the church, and of course it was in Swahili, so I did not understand a word, and the pastor kept talking, and he 

talked, and talked and talked, and I was sitting on this school bench without the ability to move, and the pastor just 

kept on talking ... 

 

After some time we moved to some plastic chairs and I could move again, but still not smoke here, so a few times I 

had to go behind the church, and one time I met the deputy teacher from the school and I was very happy seeing her 

again. We talked a little and I said that my promise of help coming in 1, 2 or 3 months from our first meeting is still my 

promise to her, and some photographs were taken of us together by one of the local men. I also took this photograph: 

 

 
 

Finally the pastor ended his long speech and the newlyweds and all of the guests inside of the church came out, where 

the ceremony continued by all people having a small piece of the wedding cake, and then by the guests to stand in 

line giving their presents to the newlyweds including their greetings, which was spoken through a microphone so all 

guests could hear each and single greeting.  
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The ceremony went on for maybe a couple of hours – so many people were standing in line – and the newlyweds re-

ceived many gifts and warm greetings, including living goats, and I was one of the last in line and I could only say with 

the words of God that I wished the couple a long and good life together.  

 

Open the gifts when you receive them 

I was thinking that if it would be nice if people had the time to open the gifts in front of the givers, because this will 

create happiness both for the receivers and for the givers of the gifts, but I knew that it would be impossible to do to-

day because of the many people and gifts. I believe it is an even greater joy to give gifts than to receive gifts, and I 

have had this feeling for many years.  

 

I was also thinking that very often in Denmark, people will leave their gifts on a table without giving other greetings 

than the greetings they have written in a card, which very often are the same standard phrases, and often the receiv-

ers of the gifts will open the gifts without the givers being present, which I believe is a shame.  

 

At Christmas for example it has always been a joy for me, when one person at a time receives and opens a gift, so all 

people can follow and be happy together with the person receiving the gift. This has been the tradition in my family 

since I was a boy, and always with my sister handing out the gifts, which she has always done to the satisfaction of the 

whole family, but in recent years, I have seen that several gifts are opened at the same time also in my family, and I 

believe that some of the joy and happiness of Christmas has gone because of this.  

 

At birthdays I believe that the receivers of gifts before they open the gifts should read the greeting card up loud for all 

people to hear, because this will give happiness to all of the guests including the person, who has written the card. 

And greetings can of course also been given the same way as in Kenya, as I also like, for all people verbally to give their 

greetings for all people to hear. 

 

God gave me the sword 

Directly after the ceremony, God showed me a very big sword in the sky, which he handed down to me and at the 

same time he gave me the song “By the rivers of Babylon”. God imprinted a cross in the front of my head and he said 

to me “This is your brand”. 

 

It’s all so quiet ... 

After the wedding at the church, we arrived at Elijah’s family’s house. It had been very hot, more than 30 degrees at 

the church, but now at 18.15 it was not too hot, I was sitting at a chair outside the house and I had the feeling that for 

the first time in Kenya, I was able to relax. It was not like in Nairobi or in Gachie, where you will always feel the insecu-

rity, hear noises everywhere, people who talk to you because they want to have money or food and where there is 

always a crowd of people and stress.  

 

There is no electricity here – even though electricity cables have recently been brought to the village (why has it taken 

so many years ...?), only nice and smiling people, no feeling of insecurity, no noise, a beautiful country site, no pollu-

tion, no television, everything is quiet and peaceful – there is no stress here, and I felt that a place like this is what I 

have always been looking for, but never really experienced except from very few situations at my sister’s and her hus-

band’s cottage house in Småland in Sweden.  

 

And this is what I feel, because of the lack of a place to rest, I have always felt stress in my life, and when I was sitting 

at this place, I was thinking that all people should have the ability to relax in a quiet and peaceful place like this in-

stead of living all the time in a crowded town, where you really never can relax because of all of the noise etc., and I 

was thinking that there is so much space all over the world, where only few people live and where there are many, 

many places, people can go and relax during a weekend or a holiday. And again I was thinking of Sweden as just one 

example, where the population density is low and where there are so many beautiful places to find and to experience. 

This is an encouragement for all people to do!  

 

Quietness is also good when working concentrated 
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Sitting here in quiet surroundings with the ability to think also gave me the thought that this is what I want people to 

do in offices etc., when they have writings, paper work etc. to do – to feel the calm, to work concentrated without in-

terruptions from unnecessary meetings, emails, colleagues or telephones, which happens all of the time. Finding the 

right balance and communicating properly without “unnecessary talk” is the “art” for people to do – and for people to 

structure their day working concentrated, when they need to do this, and communicate when they need to do this – 

not to do both at the same time. 

 

Don’t let others plan your life and your everyday without consideration to your work – take action yourself and create 

an effective structure of your working day – agree with your team, so all are happy and let experienced people help 

you get the structure, if you don’t have it already! 

 

Be together with friends without stress, television etc. 

Later, Elijah set up a fire and he, Big Katama and I sat down and talked, looking into the flames, and I had the feeling 

that this is also what life is about, to sit together with good friends for example in a situation like this with the oppor-

tunity to really talk deeply together without the interruption from television, telephones etc., and God gave me the 

thought of having someone playing the guitar and to sing together as I have only experienced very few times in my 

life, but every time it has been a very good experience (Paul in Sweden maybe year 2005, Dahlberg summer party 

2008, Melby camp maybe in the beginning of the 1970’s and this is, I believe, the few “guitar and singing experiences” 

I have had in my life so far, I wish there had been more). 

 

The difference between men and women in Kenya 

While sitting outside with Elijah and Big Katama, the women and children were sitting inside the kitchen talking, and I 

missed the company of the women, which I said to Elijah and Big Katama and I asked why the men and women were 

not sitting together, and I understood from Big Katama that this is the culture of Kenya that men will discuss business 

etc. separately and that women can discuss their subjects separately, and I understood from him that this culture is a 

deep feeling inside of the men that men have a feeling in Kenya that “they are superior” to women and that they de-

serve the respect from women.  

 

This made me sorry to hear, I was thinking about what to say, and I decided to say that I understand the culture of 

Kenya, but I believe it is wrong, because white people are not superior to black people, and men are not superior to 

women. All people are born equal, and I want to change this culture so all people can talk together in an equal society, 

which is not separated by classes and rules for who is allowed to talk to or marry who. It is not God that has created a 

class, gender, ethnic, age or religious separated society that is people, which the Devil then has strengthened.  

 

I said that in Denmark you will never see a group of men and women divided because women are equally as gifted to 

talk about business etc. and men can also talk about food, children or other “traditional” women subjects.... I am not 

sure that Big Katama accepted what I said – he noticed my words “that I understood the Kenyan culture” - but my dear 

friend, it was words coming directly from God, so maybe someday you will understand that this is the wish of God, 

and that the separation of men and women in Kenya – or other places – and the “superior feeling” of men is not a de-

sire from God, but only “poison” inside the minds of people ☺. 

 

The family sang appraisal songs to me 

At 22.00 I was really very tired, I could almost not keep my eyes open, and I was saying to Elijah that I would like to go 

to sleep, but Elijah told me that we were going to have dinner and afterwards the family had a little surprise for me, as 

I remember his words.  

 

I was surprised to hear that we were to have dinner, because we had late lunch at the wedding at the church, and I 

was really not hungry, but I decided to share the dinner with the family – the same dinner as the first time I was visit-

ing the family, Ugali and chicken – and I thought that after dinner I would be allowed to go to bed, but after dinner the 

surprise was that the family had decided to sing appraisal songs, and this was of course a very nice gesture, and the 

family was singing beautifully, but to be very honest, it is very difficult listening to one song after another, even 

though the songs and the singing are beautiful, when your eyelids keep falling down and the only thing you can think 

about is how to keep awake. This was exactly my feeling – have you ever been so tired that it IS IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP 

AWAKE, this was my feeling this evening. 
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But the family was enjoying the singing – even though I could see that I was not the only one feeling very tired – and 

Elijah was very inspired and continuously found new songs, and I believe that the family was singing 25 songs or 

maybe even more, and all I could do FROM MY HEART, WAS TO THANK THE FAMILY FOR THIS VERY NICE GESTURE, 

WHICH I DID and at the same time I truly had the most difficult time, because I had the feeling that the songs were 

also to honour me, and it is truly a very difficult feeling today to be a “normal person” only hearing the voice of God at 

the level, God has decided for today, knowing that someday you will be God on Earth – who wants to be that?  

 

After these maybe 25 songs, I asked Elijah as politely as I could, if I was allowed to go to bed still thanking him for his 

very nice initiative and he listened to me, but I believe that maybe another half an hour went by with thank you 

speeches from his mother to me and from me to her and the family – including the message that within 1, 2 to 3 

months from my first visit, the family will be helped to live a “normal life”, but they still need to be patient - and finally 

a prayer.  

 

So at the same time it was very nice indeed what the family did, they had the absolute best intentions – I WILL NEVER 

FORGET THAT, THANK YOU - but maybe they could have done it another time, where I was not suffering as much. 

 

Having breaks from work is important 

And the message from today is that even though I was not happy this morning spending two days without working, 

God was happy, and now I am happy too. I am happy because I took the break, because I understood the importance 

of having a break, where you really relax, and this IS EXACTLY THE MESSAGE I WANT TO SAY TO THE WORLD – HOW 

MANY PEOPLE CAN RECOGNISE THEMSELVES IN STIG, THAT YOU WORK YOUR ENTIRE LIFE WITHOUT REALLY RELAX-

ING AND ENJOYING YOURSELVES, AND YES, STIG, THIS IS THE REASON WHY YOU HAVE LIVED YOUR LIFE WITHOUT RE-

LAXATION AND ENJOYMENT, FOR YOU TO TELL THE WORLD, THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED AND WHAT I WANT YOU TO 

PRORITIZE AS PART OF A “NORMAL LIFE”. And yes, Stig, one day when I AM YOU AND YOU ARE ME, YES, THAT DAY 

WILL COME SOON AND THAT DAY, THE WORLD WILL SEE GOD ALSO AS A “NORMAL PERSON LIVING A NORMAL LIFE” 

AS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR THE WORLD TO FOLLOW. 

 

When staying at this very nice place, I was also thinking of Elly and Aage in Høng, Denmark, where my sister – and be-

fore her, my father’s sister Inge – spent many holidays and where I went a few times. They had the most beautiful 

farm house, as I recall, and I remember the life with the animals at the farm, the nice summer weather, cereal fields, 

the cats and maybe God would like to say something here?  

 

Start and end by given freedom to people at work 

Yes, dear little farm house, yes I remember and yes yes yes, Inge, my dear friend, let us be frank, Stig, and say like this: 

I have no time communicating with you, how does that feel and yes we know, it does not feel nice and yes, Stig, this is 

the feeling I sometimes have and yes maybe also people at the LTO office and yes yes yes, we know today – this is 

written the 16th June – and yes Stig, you don’t like that I say this when you are writing experiences of another day and 

yes yes yes we know, I do this because the team does not have the structure yet from you on the Dadaab newsletter 

and yes, how many times do you need to say the same, and yes, until it is understood and yes, this is why I am so 

happy with your action plan, because this is included today after lunch, to tell the team again how you would like 

them to write down information and yes my boys, dear Africans, why don’t you really listen and yes, Stig, this is what I 

have given you to found out, yes still not listening and yes yes yes how many times have you asked the same ques-

tions and yes yes yes, do you believe you will receive answers on all of the questions and yes, Stig, you have the feel-

ing and yes, Stig, this is what the team is going to deliver:  

 

Answers on all of the questions and yes, Stig, to remove the negative elements of the Kenyan culture yes my boys 

approx. 1 month after meeting the team for the first time in the most stressful situation in your life to say the least, 

and yes, a decision, if they don’t show this the first, second or third time, you will intervene more and more until it is 

understood and yes a learning experience, and yes they did not learn the importance of delivering on time the first 

time, and yes maybe today and yes, Stig, you are not sure about that, and yes POWER OF PENETRATION, this is what 

we are doing this week of course to lift up the team and yes, you are happy about the opportunities the team has dis-

cussed and found out, yes, they have thought of opportunities, you have not thought of and yes a good feeling, when 

a team does this and yes yes yes my boys, without being present at the office during most of the day, yes this is why 
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we are also happy today and yes yes yes maybe normal communication with your family this evening if you and Skype 

can “work together” without echo sounds and yes yes yes my boys, this is why we are happy today, ok Stig, no music 

in the office and yes, if they don’t want to have this, maybe you will move the speakers home to the family and yes of 

course, the team will decide, but you have decided that you will now do a daily follow up on the team on the Dadaab 

work and yes a daily follow up on Elijah and his personal action plan and yes yes yes you have given him trust and yes, 

my friends, if he does not deliver or do the things you agree upon, you will intervene and help him, empower him until 

he delivers himself, where after you will give him more and more freedom – so you start by giving freedom and you 

end by giving freedom, this is as simple as it gets, and yes a learning experience in between. 
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Sunday 7th June 2009 

Elijah showed his finest communication today at the church, he also invited me to speak too, we decided to visit the 

church again the 12th July instead of inviting President Barack Obama, a visit to Big Katama’s farm, the worst traffic 

jam I have ever witnessed and a short story of my good friend Angela. 

 

The church service at Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

After a night where I slept very badly, because the bed was too hard, even though it was probably one of the best 

beds in the house, we went to church during the morning. I briefly met the pastor the day before and said to him that 

we would attend the church service on Sunday. 

 

Elijah was feeling very inspired at the church. Last Sunday at Gachie, I said to him with the words of God that maybe 

someday he would feel the inspiration to speak in the church – to talk about faith and God, which he will do in the fu-

ture to many people ... – and today Elijah felt the inspiration as the leader, he truly is. 

 

He was allowed to take the word in church and he started by inviting his family to the front to sing a song, which they 

did and they had the whole church singing along. Before and after a group of maybe 20 women including Elijah’s 

mother connected to the church all dressed in the same clothes song beautiful songs and yes, my friend, God enjoyed 

this a lot, thank you to all the beautiful women and what you do to this society. 

 

Elijah and Tina later explained to me that the women help other local women teaching them how to handle a home, 

how to cook, knit etc. The women pray for the society, lift up people, talk to them – and God says, yes, Stig, this is ex-

actly what I mean, just by talking to people who suffer, I will help people with their mental pains – which is what is 

also needed in Dadaab, thanks my friend. 

 

Elijah was showing his true communication skills 

I saw Elijah several times speaking to the church, he was happy, smiling, strong and empowering people with the re-

sult that people was also happy and smiling, and this is the best, I have seen Elijah do and even though he spoke in 

Swahili, it was very clear to me that he touched all of the people in the church. Thank you, Elijah, for doing this. And 

Big Katama was doing the same, and he also has a very nice gesture and the ability to talk and move people, and thank 

you also for doing this, Joseph Big Katama.  

 

The Pastor was very nice, and he decided to give a part of his discourse in English for me to understand. Thank you 

very much, Pastor. You have a very nice aura; you are gentle and polite, which I like. 

 

Elijah invited me to speak 

At the beginning of the service, I was hoping that Elijah would not invite me to speech, because I was really feeling 

very tired after the bad sleep and I was thinking that he would probably not do this without communicating and 

agreeing with me in forehand, but Elijah had decided that this was a good idea, and without preparation, he invited 

me to speak in front of the people at the church. So I stood up and talked maybe 10-15 minutes about myself, my mis-

sion, our work at LTO and a little bit about the story of God speaking to me from the beginning of 2006. I said that the 

reason why I came to Kenya is because people in Kenya are the people in the world closest to the picture of mankind, 

which God has created.  

 

I also said that the people in this village may suffer, as I have seen, but you are still happy, because you have faith – I 

said that God is present at this church today and that God will go with every single one of you. I thanked all people for 

their faith – and afterwards I thought that now there is a village in Kenya believing in me, and God said to me after-

wards, yes Stig, you could have told the whole story about judgement day as well, but you decided not to do this, and 

yes, Stig, the strategy you have chosen is to tell the truth about yourself/me to LTO and Elijah’s wife and a little bit to 

people outside and yes yes yes my boys and friends, how many people at the church do you believe think that you are 

God to come – ALL OR NONE – yes Stig, this is the question you ask yourself and the question I will give to these peo-

ple, how many of you believed that Stig is/was Jesus after this service? 

 

The church reception 
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After the church service I tried to smoke a cigarette outside the church, but Big Katama told me to go to his sister’s 

house to smoke, which I respected but which I was not very happy to hear as usual – freedom taken away from me! 

After the cigarette, I went back to the church, and a reception for maybe 30 people was held, where all had a nice 

lunch, and I noticed that the pastor and a few others received two pancakes and more food than the others, who only 

received one pancake ☺. 

 

At the reception the men were speaking together in Swahili – the women were not participating obviously because of 

the gender divided society – and after a while Elijah was very happy when he said to me that they had agreed on a 

new meeting at the church the 12th July with us as the honoured guests.  

 

They are planning to buy a keyboard and microphones to use in the church like they do at the Deliverance Church in 

Gachie and I remember some of God’s words earlier to me on this – yes my boys, we know all of us and yes we will be 

delighted, we do also like the sound of a keyboard and yes maybe variation someday also at the church (I see God very 

happy with “the things you blow at new years eve” together with the train whistle) and yes yes yes WE DO ALL OF US 

HERE LIKE “LIVE” INSTRUMENTS, this is all we have to say – and they still show me scenes from a New Year’s party and 

yes the new year, Stig, where all people are invited and yes promises for the new year.  

 

A new meeting with the Church at Kwawanzilu or President Barack Obama? 

Elijah was really feeling glad today about coming back to the church the 12th July, and the first thing, I was thinking, 

was “Why did he not think about our work and the invitation to President Barack Obama”, because we had been talk-

ing about planning a visit to Dadaab in connection with Obama’s visit to Africa/Ghana the 10th and 11th July and the 

12th July could be an opportunity, and I thought if I should say anything to Elijah, but I agreed with myself that because 

of the development and the delay I/we have experienced because of the circumstances mentioned in these scripts 

that I was not sure if we would be ready to publish our information in good time before the 12th July and I agreed with 

my old saying “Always keep you first agreement” and don’t feel tempted to make other agreements instead, which is 

what I believe many, many people do all over the world , which I would like people to change – and which is what I 

actually felt Elijah was doing, because maybe he did not remember our talk on inviting President Obama in connection 

with his visit to Ghana? Keep your deadlines, come on time and keep your agreements – the first agreement you 

make! 

 

So maybe there could be an opportunity – and maybe the date could still be an opportunity when these lines are writ-

ten the 16th June – but I am sorry, Obama, we have an agreement with the church in Kwawanzilu, Matuu, Kenya, this 

day and we are therefore not able to meet you, world leaders and the world media at Dadaab – I do hope that you will 

understand ☺. 

 

Bjork and “Fessor” 

After the church we went back to the family house, and when we entered the ground, I heard God playing the line 

from a famous song by the fantastic singer Bjork – whom I enjoy much – for me: “It’s all so quiet, It’s all so peaceful”, 

and I was smiling, because the song is fantastic, and these were the words I was thinking of the day before, thanks 

God – or “Fessor” (“Doc”) as I still would like to call you as God and not the Devil because this was the true meaning, 

when I gave you this nickname maybe a couple of years ago. 
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We would be home at 14.00 ... 

Elijah told me that we would be home at the house at 14.00 today, and I was happy to hear this, because it would give 

me the opportunity to communicate with my family, but what I and obviously Elijah did not know, was that Big 

Katama would like to visit his own farm some kilometres away to see his cows. I was not glad when I heard this, be-

cause it was a change of the plan, we had just agreed on, and because of this I was disappointed again, but I decided 

to accept the change. So when you are a team, you can only make plans, when all people in the team communicate 

and agree. 

 

But first we went to Big Katama’s farm .... 

Arriving at Big Katama’s farm we went outside the car and took a walk where we talked about his place, but the cows 

where no places to be seen.  So after some time the family decided to find the cows including the herdsman and we 

drove on a very narrow “road” where bushes and thorns were scratching the car, which was very clear to hear – and 

the day before one bumper of the car was loosened – and I was thinking that I would never drive on a road like this, 

even if it was in a hired car, and I was also thinking about how much extra Elijah (and I) would be charged for when 

returning the car. At the end of this road, the cows were still no place to be seen, and Elijah therefore turned the car 

and went the same road back! (Afterwards Elijah said that he believed he was being very careful with the car, I can 

only say that his and my background and culture obviously is very different). 

 

So we drove in the other direction and finally we found the cows and the herdsman, and we decided to visit them on 

the field. When Elijah and I approached the cows, God was giving me the idea to talk about one of “the big cows” and I 

therefore asked Elijah what kind of cow it was, and of course it was the bull and exactly at the time when I asked Elijah 

this question, the bull was thinking that we were too close, it became aggressive, but before starting to chase us, the 

bull decided to fall down when it saw us leaving. 

 

The same test to the world as my sister received in November 2008 

Big Katama explained a few minutes later that he had been attacked by this bull earlier that it truly hurt him and yes, 

Stig, this is not Big Katama speaking and yes Stig, you don’t know who is speaking now, and yes, Stig, do you believe it 

is Big Katama’s spiritual self, and yes Stig, do you believe that people will believe in you, when they read these scripts, 

and yes, Stig, maybe many, many people will not believe in me to start with, but yes, Stig, if they really read carefully 

you do believe that there is a better chance that they will believe, and yes especially if they read all documents includ-

ing the miracle script and start following the advices given in the scripts and IF THEY BELIEVE IN GOD and yes, the test 

that was given to Sanna is now given to the world, and yes, Sanna did not believe in you, what do you think the world 

will do, yes to start with it may not be easy, and yes yes yes, Stig you are crazy, this is what many people will believe, 

yes, Stig, but not your new friends, no Stig, I don’t believe that either and therefore Stig, we are still following the right 

road and only therefore, my friends:  
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Because you have starved too? Stig, we know we have said that to you, but the real truth is that these people believe 

in you and yes yes yes – “some doubts you have” (God is showing me Yoda from Starwars) – but yes, you believe in 

them, and yes Stig, they believe in you, and this is the only reason why we are still following this THE BEST ROAD THAT 

YOU HAVE CHOSEN IN YOUR LIFE and yes, yes, yes, I could open other opportunities for you and yes yes yes we know, 

but you have made your decision, you are going to give the world the test that we have longed to give it. What do you 

think, dear world? 

 

The worst traffic jam I have ever witnessed 

After the visit at the farm and the cows, we decided finally to drive home, but at some place there was the worst traf-

fic jam I have ever seen in my life. It was completely chaotic. People were “driving” in up to six lanes at a road only 

consisting of 2 lanes – how this was possible is almost beyond my imagination, they also crossed the road and drove in 

one of the opposite lanes. We did not know how long this would last and I could feel my behind hurting so much after 

sitting on the church bench for several hours today and after having Joseph – the youngest son, not Big Katama! – sit-

ting on me on the front seat, and it was almost impossible to continue sitting on the seat, this is how much I was hurt-

ing every single second – Thank you God, you are welcome, Stig – but after maybe one hour the traffic jam stopped 

when we crossed the place where an accident had happened earlier. 

 

Big Katama was very nice to invite the family for dinner at our local lunch restaurant, and I was very tired indeed, all I 

wanted was to go home, but the family had plenty of time at the restaurant and I believe that we arrived at home 

maybe 21.30 or 22.00 – so there was no time to communicate with my family, which was what I expected to do be-

cause of Elijah’s communication to me earlier in the day, so I was disappointed.  

 

And besides visiting Big Katama’s farm – which was not “planned” – we did not visit any other people, which I under-

stood was the reason for us to hire the car or maybe it was not, I really don’t know – I only know that we spent much 

more money on the car hire than what I was prepared to do, but I am happy that the family had a good trip AND WE 

ARE ALL HAPPY THAT YOU DECIDED TO FOLLOW THROUGH THIS TEST and yes, Stig, you were also happy visiting the 

family and the church again, and you learned about the importance of resting, to find this balance in life ☺.  

 

A short story on Angela, a dear friend 

AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU TOO, and yes yes yes, Angela is also welcome, also one of us that is a very dear friend 

of us, yes Angela you are also invited and yes yes yes your role Angela is to play the organ which you never played and 

yes yes yes, Stig, also Angela a little bit “hot” sometimes, Angela, and yes my boys, the story for you to tell, Angela, 

about “your dear friend” and yes yes yes, you did not want to see Stig again, and why was that Angela, yes the world 

will know someday, please tell first or maybe we will .... ☺. 
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Monday 8th June 2009 

I miss my “normal life” in Denmark, would I be strong enough to carry out this work?, the meaning of the name KAREN, 

finding a place to work efficient is difficult, buying an extension cable, examples of poor communication, the decision 

on avoiding interruptions at the office is not carried out, the “disappointment” with the lunch restaurant, my father is 

thinking of himself, my promise to help Kirsten, the LTO to find the right balance and not to give up, new “security con-

cerns” and information to Sanna about my financial situation. 

 

I miss my “normal life” 

Tonight I slept well again, but when I woke up I could feel that I miss my ”normal life” as I was used to have in Den-

mark and especially a ”normal life” including the love and friendships I have always had the potential of, but which 

God and the Devil has taken away from me during a large part of my life. 

 

I miss my home, my freedom, my family, my music and music equipment, Danish food, my clothes, and I miss this 

more and more and at the same time I feel more and more the “lack of money”, no income and people here depend-

ing on the money, I don’t have, the lunches I buy etc., which gives me the very unpleasant and nervous feeling, which I 

know so well from the past: When you know that you only have money for a short period to come. 

 

Do I have the energy to continue this work? 

I had the feeling this morning: Will I be able to continue doing this work or if I will lose my energy and will power, will I 

be able to lift the LTO team or will the Kenyan culture bring me down, but I decided that I will finalise this work and I 

know that God at the same time has given me the task of finding the right balance in my life, like a “normal life” is 

supposed to be and yes, Stig, when you find this, I will blow the whistle and yes, Stig, with or without a love story with 

a local woman, and yes Stig, it will be up to you to decide and yes yes yes we know, we have nothing against African 

women, just for you to know ☺. 

 

Greetings from Kenya to Denmark but not vice versa? 

Elijah’s family have now given their warmest greetings to my mother and John several times, which I have written in e-

mails to John, but dear John, you have not given your warmest greetings to the family here, and why is this, John, be-

cause you are such a nice and also a “warm” man, yes but maybe not always so interested in company, John, and yes, 

we know, John is not always social and not always thoughtful when it comes to other people, and yes my friend, John, 

you have right now been used as an example of how many people feel all over the world and yes yes yes, John, by the 

way, do you believe in God ... ? 

 

The name “KAREN” and “don’t be tired” 

These lines are written the 16th June, but in my notes from today I have written about Karenvej in Espergærde, and 

yes, Stig, the name KARENvej, and yes KAREN is the middle name of your mother and this is the name of Mary Magda-

lene in her present life, and Mary, what would you like to say:  

 

We are not in trance yet, Stig, and yes yes yes, Stig, I am not in trance yet, and when I say this, it is because this is 

what I have to say to you today, when we are not in trance, I only mean that I, yes Stig, the words don’t come easy to 

you right now and yes, because we ask you to call your mother this evening, and yes Stig, we have no doubt, of course 

you will do this, because this is “the old Stig” coming back, the disciplined Stig that has decided to follow his own ac-

tion plan, because now life is bearable and not too many surprises from God and yes the feeling of you being in con-

trol and therefore, this is what we have been waiting on, for you to be in control, to show leadership and to raise the 

LTO team, to work on the Dadaab newsletter, to find your own true balance and of course to communicate normally 

with people at home and yes, we know we are almost at the end of the road and this is just what we have to say now:  

 

Follow your own action plan again and we will be more and more with you, and Karenvej, you say, yes, what has the 

Gardener to say about this, no Stig, I am not too tired and yes, Stig, not too tired, this is what you have decided also to 

teach these nice Africans and yes, my friends, to keep on working all day long and yes, yes, yes this is therefore the 

sun is shining, because it should not really be necessary but you have the feeling that these people will really become 

tired by doing something which is nothing special to you – for example after a visit to their home village including 
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“long transport”, they are exhausted the next day at work and yes, Stig, when you are used to not working hard and 

you suddenly have a leader asking you to work hard, it is really hard .... 

 

So I was not told about the name KARENvej by God even though he is not tired? Stig, you have decided not to give up, 

yes we know, this is not what you normally do and KARENvej you say – yes “VI ELSKER DIG ALLESAMMEN” = the mes-

sage right now from the Council and yes, Stig, KARENvej is not just an ordinary name, we could tell you all details 

about how this name was planned and yes yes yes, Stig, the name really means, what you believe it means: KAREN as 

a name is important to you so we decided to show your family the road to Karenvej and yes yes yes many more details 

about this “road” alone .... ☺. 

 

Trying to find a place to work efficient 

My new computer only runs approx. 1-1½ hours on battery and I have therefore the last days tried to find a place, 

where my needs can be fulfilled: A place where I can smoke, connect the computer to a socket in the wall, have a cup 

of coffee, have a comfortable chair and table to give me a pleasant work position and a place where I can watch the 

computer screen without the sun shining on it. 

 

So after trying without luck different places, which is a stress to me during these days, I went to Hotel Hilton to see if I 

could work there. I thought that of all places, it should be possible to work at a five star Hotel, and a very nice em-

ployee showed me the pool area and the smoking area inside of this, and I asked him if it was possible to connect the 

computer to a socket, and he said that only if I had a Hotel room next to the pool area it would be possible THROUGH 

AN EXTENSION CABLE and when I heard him saying this, I knew that it was God helping me, because I did not want to 

give up and because I was looking to increase my efficiency while working on these scripts. 

 

Buying an extension cable should be easy .... 

So I was happy, now I only needed to buy an extension cable, and the problem would be solved, because there would 

probably be several places in town where I could connect to a socket when using an extension cable. 

 

So I went to the big supermarket behind the Comfort Hotel, where I also have bought coffee makers and explained my 

purpose of buying an extension cable, but all they had were cables with 4 or 6 outlets and only 1-2 metres of cable 

length. I was surprised that this supermarket with its broad variety of articles did not have an extension cable, but I 

noticed that they sold lose cable and at least a “him-plug”, but I decided that it would be easier to find an extension 

cable another place instead of making my own, so I went to another place – but no luck there either – and maybe I vis-

ited 3-4 other places all giving me the same message and having the same question marks on their faces. “No, we 

don’t have it”. 

 

So this morning was quickly spent on achieving nothing, but I had made a decision and decided not to give up, so after 

lunch I went together with David to find a cable, and the first place we went, they also said no, but they referred us to 

another place opposite the fire station. 

 

Finally I could buy an extension cable, but what was the price? 

We went to this place, where very nice people from India were selling all kinds of electronics, but they did not either 

have an extension cable and this is obviously not a standard article in Kenya, which I was very surprised to find out, 

you will find that in thousands of shops in Denmark, but the gentleman said that he would be willing to make such a 

cable for me in “a few minutes” and he gave me an offer of a total of 1,695 Shillings for 10 metres of cable including a 

“him-plug” and “her-plug”.  

 

The price per one metre of cable was 100 Shillings and I noticed that the supermarket was selling cable for only 50 

Shillings per metre, so I thought about the opportunity to buy the she-plug here and the rest at the supermarket and 

to do the cable myself, but then I thought that I also needed a screw driver that it would take time to do and that 

there could be a risk that it might not work, so therefore I decided to accept this nice gentleman’s offer, even though I 

thought it was expensive also compared to what I believe is the price in Denmark for such a cable, but the gentleman 

promised me that IT WAS QUALITY CABLE AND PLUGS and he said it convincingly.  
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It took him maybe half an hour to assemble the cable and plugs, and afterwards he said that he wanted to give me his 

best offer on the hardware including his personal work, and I was actually offended by this, because we had already 

made an agreement that the price would be 1,695 Shillings. 

 

I said that we were very busy – we had our lunch agreement, which we were late for today and this is very rare for 

me, I will normally meet the team exactly on time, but we called the team saying that we were delayed, because it 

would be impossible for us to make the agreement – and I was thinking that this very nice man now had changed per-

sonality trying to cheat me and I was not happy about this. 

 

But what he did was to give me a discount, which made me totally amazed, so the new prize was now 1,315 Shillings. I 

paid and shook his hand and said that I would never forget this experience also thinking that he would probably feel 

the same, and then I left the shop together with David.  

 

However on our way out, David said to me that I should pay him for his manual work and then I suddenly understood 

the purpose of this man; that he also wanted to receive a payment for his manual work and I decided to give David 

100 Shillings to give him, which he did, but if the man had communicated honestly and directly to me, he would have 

said that the normal price for the hardware is 1,695 Shillings, I can sell it to you for 1,315 Shillings and will you please 

consider how much you will pay me for my manual work, and then I would have given him the 1,695 Shillings and he 

would have earned the difference of 380 Shillings instead of only 100 Shillings. 

 

So this was a learning experience for both him and me, and also for the world of how important communication is. I 

did not know how the system is working here in Kenya, I have never visited a shop in Denmark where they will give 

you an offer, which you accept, and afterwards they will give you a new offer and expect you to pay separately for the 

manual work, but now I know this ☺. 

 

Big Katama joined us for lunch 

At lunch today, Big Katama was now for the second working day in a row joining us. When I started inviting the team 

for lunches, I said to the team that we would do this every day and maybe “Misheck and Big Katama would occasion-

ally join us”, and I have decided not to repeat this invitation in order to save money even though I know that at least 

Misheck is facing difficulties and I really don’t know about Big Katama’s situation other than sales from his business 

has decreased, and that the drought is influencing his farm, but I have not asked about his financial position and he or 

Elijah has not said anything to me. 

 

The previous working day I was surprised to see Big Katama at lunch, which I would have liked to know about in fore-

hand and I don’t expect to see him every day because of what I said. 

 

So today he arrived again and I asked him how he was doing and he said exactly the same as last week: “Come Si, 

come Sa, YOU KNOW ...”, and then I said to him that I really don’t know and that if he has something he would like to 

share with me, he was welcome, otherwise I could only guess, but he did not say anything. During lunch I told the 

story about the extension cable and that I could only guess of how the system works in Kenya, if David did not explain 

it to me, and I said to the team that this is a learning experience for you and yes yes yes we are still here at the farm, 

Stig, just wanted you to know .... ☺. 

 

I paid for the lunch for all of us again, and I really don’t think it is alright for people to come and have lunch on another 

person’s expense without communicating on this in forehand – even though I said that he would be welcome “occa-

sionally”, I still would like to know - and after lunch I asked Big Katama again if there was anything he would like to 

share with me, but he said “no”.  

 

Maybe he and Elijah one day will tell the world the story of these two lunch visits without communicating with me, 

and I was thinking of Elijah in the church not communicating with me before his invitation for me to talk and also the 

invitation of Stephen to attend our Friday beer last Friday, where I felt an expectation from Elijah for me to talk to 

Stephen, but he did not tell me about the visit and his expectations of me.  

 

The story of the “interruptions at the office” 
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Today I followed up on Elijah saying that nothing visible has happened. We agreed maybe one week ago for the office 

not to be interrupted before 16.00 that he and the team would inform the “friends of the house” interrupting us many 

times during the day, and I told Elijah that it was very important to communicate with these people and tell them that 

it is not because they are not welcome but because we work during office hours, we don’t talk private, and also to tell 

them that we value them as our friends that they are welcome at the office at 16.00 for coffee or after office hours.  

 

At the day of the decision, Elijah was very decisive saying that this is exactly what he has been thinking, how to avoid 

interruptions. We also talked about setting up a sign on the door for all people to see and understand, and I gave 

Elijah ideas of what to write on the sign including that people are welcome at 16.00, but nothing had happened and 

Elijah had not communicated anything to me. Today I said to him: “Do as you say you will do” or communicate to us, 

because this is so important when you are a leader, otherwise the team will not respect you as the leader. 

 

Disappointment with the lunch restaurant 

At lunch today Elijah was also very disappointed with the restaurant because they had not followed their agreement 

of reserving a table for us and to prioritize our orders. I said to him that it is important that you as the leader sit down 

and talk to the Manager of the restaurant that you talk positively that you give the manager the proposal that we 

would like to arrive 12.00 precisely that a table is reserved for us and that we would like to do our reservations 

through telephone, and on basis of this the Manager can decide if he wants to follow our proposal and if he declines, 

we will take our business to another restaurant instead.  

 

I said to Elijah that there is no reason to be angry or disappointed because it is all about communication and nothing 

else. So today I gave this message again and the content was really – DO AS YOU SAY YOU WILL DO ☺. 

 

Because of these situations with Elijah, where he has not done as we have agreed upon, today I decided to invite him 

for a meeting to explain how easy true leadership is and for him to practise this at the office. We agreed to meet on 

Thursday. 

 

God is working on my mobile phone 

Earlier in the day I noticed that the clock on my mobile phone by itself had moved 12 hours ahead, and I was thinking 

that this was another example from God. Two hours later, the clock was set back 12 hours again. I am glad that God 

knows the time ☺. 

 

My father is thinking of himself 

And while writing this God gives me pain in my chest and in my heart and he is saying that this is how you father will 

feel and this is what he will die of, and Dear Peer, if you are not dead yet and if you read this, I just want to say to you 

that the meaning of this is for you to enjoy the richness of the world, not the physical world you are living in today and 

yes yes yes Stig, your father have always thought of himself, haven’t you Peer, and yes, Stig, ok he is unemployed 

again and yes, Peer, as a father it would probably be normal to ask your only child about his financial situation and 

yes, Stig, you cannot remember that your father has ever done this and yes, you think about the 10,000 DKK that your 

father and Kirsten gave you, Sanna and each of her children a few years ago and yes that was a very good idea, 

Kirsten, and yes do you know what your father said to Kirsten, and yes Stig, this is the truth, Kirsten what were you 

ready to do, think of Peer’s children, both of them?  

 

A promise to help Kirsten 

Kirsten, maybe you would like to know and yes Stig, you have already promised Kirsten that the day your father dies, 

you will take care of her, and yes, Kirsten that was the promise of God, when you were visiting Stig the LAST TIME at 

Stig’s apartment in Hørsholm maybe two years ago and yes yes yes, Kirsten, this offer still remains and it is up to you 

to decide if you want to accept the offer ☺. And yes Stig, Kirsten’s ex husband was “mad” because he thought he was 

Jesus, how easy do you think it will be for Kirsten to understand you, and yes, Stig, impossible, yes, Kirsten, Stig does 

not believe that you will be able to understand these scripts in the beginning and yes, Stig, you do hope that you will 

be surprised, but let us wait and see .... 

 

President Obama would come, if I gave up ... 
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Today God said to me that if yes Stig, you don’t want to write “President” all of the time, therefore Obama, my dear 

friend, yes Stig that if Obama knew I was about to give up, he would take his Jumbo (also thinking about Jumbo as the 

Elephant ☺) right away, but he knows that I will never give up and that I now work more efficient with my new exten-

sion cable, which I am using at the Comfort Hotel outside on the Balcony, so I don’t need to switch places between the 

balcony and the restaurant inside to use the socket inside. And YES WE CAN THIS IS A GOOD THOUGHT TO YOU, MY 

FRIEND OBAMA AND YES YES YES WE CAN WE CAN WE CAN. 

 

A new “grab” on my computer bag 

Today I felt again a “grab” on my shoulder strap on my new computer without anybody being near to me and at the 

same time I was told that this will not happen again, which I was glad to hear.  

 

Email addresses from the team 

I received many email addresses today from two of the team members on media, NGO’s etc. which we will send all 

this information to. I am happy, because the team thought of opportunities that I did not think of myself. 

 

The LTO team to find the right balance and not to give up 

I have said to the team that it is important that they find the right balance between LTO work, other business giving an 

income and family life, and that this is the test that God has given us. And the message to the world is that these peo-

ple at the office are all suffering and still they do more and more quality work growing each day and each week.  

 

John said that because I pay for lunches, he works hard. I know that, John, my friend – and I also said to the team that 

I am actually the one suffering the most. 

 

I used a lot of power again today lifting the team, who felt down and I said that they should not feel disappointed if I 

don’t only praise them for good work, but also ask them to improve, because this will lift them up to the next level. 

The team accepted this.  

 

Elijah was feeling completely down today and I have said to him that especially as a leader – but it applies for every-

one – you should never feel down because it will bring other people down. It has to do with a decision you take, and 

nothing else. If you decide that you can and will, you can – and God will help lifting you as I have seen demonstrated 

from him so many times, thank you God ☺. I am the one suffering the most and for many days here I have felt com-

pletely exhausted already before going to work, but I have decided not to be down with the risk of dragging down the 

team with me, but instead I try to lift up the team even though it is difficult when you are facing difficulties yourself.  

 

Mary’s salon in Ghana burned down 

Mary’s hair salon in Ghana burned down, she told me today. This is a test for you, dear Mary, and yes Stig, only short 

today, we know ☺. Mary asked for money again – help is coming to you, Mary, but not from me directly as you may 

remember I have said to you several times now? 

 

Going home alone to Gachie in the dark 

I went home alone with the Matatu and I arrived at 19.00 when it was dark in Gachie. Elijah had just told me in town 

that it may be a good idea for me to carry my computer bag in the hand instead of over the shoulder. I know that it is 

even more visible that it is a computer bag I carry, when I have it over my shoulder, and maybe the reason for you to 

tell me this, Elijah, was “security concerns” even though I have communicated many times that I will not listen to your 

concerns? 

 

Besides the computer and my phone, I had 15,000 Shillings in my pocket, and when I arrived at Gachie, I decided de-

liberately to carry the bag over my shoulder and to smoke a cigarette – which in itself can draw attention in this city – 

and to walk in darkness from the gas station to the house. I was a little bit nervous but I decided to do this on purpose 

to tell the world that there is nothing to be afraid of when God is with you. 

 

Communication with Sanna on my finances 

Today I wrote to Sanna that it is not a six months budget I am calculating on today, as I had informed the family about 

before my departure. I said that my money has to last until the 1st July and maybe until the 1st August.  
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I also informed her that I expected to finalise my work within 1-2 weeks, and this is truly what I thought, however I 

had not taken God’s and the Devil’s plan into considerations and therefore this serves as an example of what I have 

been saying to several people about the deadline on this work. I have had the best thoughts behind the deadlines, 

however all of them have been wrong, this is normally not how I work, but THE TEST GIVEN BY GOD and yes, Stig, this 

was truly impossible for you to calculate, however you did your best, and yes the message is of course, THIS IS NOT 

FOR THE WORLD TO FOLLOW. 

 

My mother’s sickness 

Sanna wrote to me today that our mother has been going through surveys and that she will be out of hospital at the 

end of the week, which I was happy to hear.  

 

And I hear two voices now while writing his, one saying that my mother will be well and one voice saying that she will 

be so sick that she will believe that she will die, and I don’t know what to believe, but I know it is God and the Devil 

speaking at the same time.  
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Tuesday 9th June 2009 

Today I was a victim of an act potentially being violent, but God protected me, Mary from Ghana continues to ask for 

money not understanding that I also suffer, the climate crisis is not caused by mankind, but by the Devil and the politi-

cians of the world have not passed the test from God, the 10 new commandments, Elijah is working primarily with his 

own business, buying cooking gas, dancing in the office etc.  

 

Meeting a man about to go to Zanzibar and the police helping me... 

After leaving the Italian restaurant this morning, where I have had many Cappuccinos and worked only a little bit (the 

management will not allow me to use their power sockets), I walked back to the office. On the way I met a nice gen-

tleman, which I also met yesterday. Yesterday he said that he would like to talk to me for 5 minutes and I invited him 

to go with me to the Comfort Hotel, which he refused, however he said that he would like to talk to me just inside an 

alley, which I refused, and therefore we said goodbye. I noticed yesterday that he was looking oddly distracted, but I 

did not think more of it. Yesterday, God said to me that this was an example of a “potential crime”. 

 

When meeting the same man today, he looked nice and he asked me to talk to him for 5 minutes inside the Steers res-

taurant next to the Italian restaurant. I said to him again – like I did yesterday - that I would not be able to give him 

money or food but I decided to talk to him a few minutes on the street, where we met, and in a few words I told him 

about the LTO mission. 

 

He told me that he was coming from Zimbabwe and that Mugabe had 85 people killed at a University; that he now 

was in Kenya and needed to leave today together with two other, sick people. Yesterday he told me that he was a vet 

and that he had Danish contacts. Today he said that they wanted to go to Zanzibar, where a Christian Organisation 

would welcome them and with their help and a Swedish professor from Upsala – I was thinking of Tore from LWF, be-

cause he is from Upsala – they could come to Denmark. I should have understood that something was wrong because 

of the story, but I do believe in people when I listen to them .... 

 

We decided to walk together and again he wanted me to go just inside an open alley – just like yesterday – and today I 

decided that we could continue our talk here, because it was “public enough” for me not to feel nervous and it gave 

us the opportunity to talk without interruptions from the crowded street – and maybe this was a signal he used. Also 

today I noticed that he was looking very indecisive and confused. He asked for my email address, because he wanted 

to send his “thanks” when arriving to Denmark, and I agreed to give him this even though he said that he could not 

give me his ... I should really have been thinking more .... 

 

“Police authority”, which potentially could be brutal 

When I gave him my email address outside the Open Bar, two men approached us, one of them showed me a badge, 

he said that he was from the Police and that they have had problems with this man. The other man and the man from 

Zimbabwe were left behind and I did not see “what happened to them”. The policeman said that he just wanted 5 

minutes of my time to record what the man had been telling me.  

 

When meeting this policeman, God said to me “NOTHING WILL HAPPEN TO YOU IF YOU JUST TELL THE TRUTH”, I 

trusted the man to be a policeman and I followed him to an in-house bar on the other side of the street of the Open 

Bar a few minutes away, the same street where a computer store is located at the corner, and we sat down at the bar. 

He offered me something to drink, but I said no thank you. 

 

I told the policeman the truth about what the “man from Zimbabwe” told me, the policeman asked me where I was 

staying and working and I told him the truth including the names of LTO, Elijah, Gachie, the office location and that he 

was welcome to visit us at the office, if he wanted to. 

 

The policeman told me that the man together with 17 other people was wanted for murder, as I understood him, and 

he told me that tomorrow the man would go to court and my name would me included because I had given him my 

email address. He tried to establish a “connection between us”, which was obviously not there and he kept on asking 

questions about why I had given him my email address. 
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The “policeman” asked me if I wanted to go to jail, and I said that I had no intentions of doing that. Another man came 

in and sat down next to us, he had a shirt on with the name of one of the large banks here, and he told us that the 

man was carrying money in US dollars and other currencies on him, and I was thinking that this man from the bank – if 

he indeed works for a bank - must be working together with the police, but he did not introduce himself. 

 

They asked me what kind of money I was carrying and I told what I believed was the truth that I had 1,500 Shillings on 

me and that I was to pay for lunch for the people at the office – and then it was very clear to me what the true pur-

pose was – to get money from me. I told them what LTO was about in short words that I don’t have an income that I 

owe maybe 40,000 dollars away, and then GOD HELPED THESE PEOPLE THINKING that it was ok to “set me free”, 

which they did. They did not receive any bribes, I was not attacked, and they did not receive my new computer or 

telephone, which I had on me with a total value of 140,000 Shillings.... 

 

Informing the team about this experience 

Shortly thereafter at lunch I told the team about the incident and that I had my heart up in my throat because I was 

very nervous. I said that I don’t know the truth about who they were and if the policeman in fact was a policeman, be-

cause God does not tell me, but THAT GOD HELPED ME HAVE THIS EXPERIENCE TO GIVE ME THE FEELING OF HOW 

THE POOR PEOPLE AT DADAAB FEEL, WHEN THEY MEET CORRUPT AND AUTHORITATIVE POLICEMEN, and I can tell you 

that this in itself is an absolutely terrifying experience, it is a living hell alone, even though this man might not be from 

the police, I thought he was and even though I did not experience violence as many refugees experience – and Stig, 

this man was not from the police and to tell you the truth now, yes, there was in fact a risk of brutal violence and 

maybe this man someday will tell the world what he thought of the experience – otherwise I will. 

 

Elijah wanted to contribute “with a good heart” and he started telling me of what the criminals on the street of Nai-

robi potentially will do to you, but I felt very uncomfortable about him telling me this directly after my experience, it 

was not what I wanted to hear, I was still hurt from the experience and Elijah’s words did not “lift me up” as I told him.  

 

I said that I have decided for FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND SPEECH and God is going to protect me – which he did 

here - and this decision is still effective, but despite of this I am just a human and I was still shivering after the experi-

ence, not the nicest experience I have ever had. 

 

Afterwards Elijah asked me, if I will give my phone to someone on the street asking to use it. And I said “no” – I am not 

going to do that, this is part of my “natural cautions” in this town as I have explained Elijah earlier: I will not cross the 

road if a car is coming and I will not leave my computer at a table in a bar if I need to go to the toilet. This is what I said 

and what I will still follow – however I do have the feeling that it should be possible to lend people a telephone, but 

the sad story is that I don’t feel that people on the street of Nairobi is to be trusted so much today that I can lend 

them my telephone, however I do believe that God also will “protect me” in this situation and this is written because 

this is what God is saying to me, when I write this, but despite of this, my decision at the moment in Nairobi is that I 

will not lend people my telephone. It would be different in Kwawanzilu, Matuu, where I have not felt insecure one 

single time. 

 

After lunch at the office I decided to play “Lift me up” once more, and Elijah and John was smiling. 

 

We know the feelings, we don’t need to visit Dadaab 

As addition to what is written above I can say that God is preparing me by giving me the same feelings like many peo-

ple are having at Dadaab. Earlier in my life I have tried starvation and the anxiety of not being able to pay my rent etc., 

but I have never really felt thirst, I believe. 

 

And this is the answer from God: I know these feelings, the team also know these feelings through me, we have reli-

able sources of how the conditions are at Dadaab and we have been able to get more information than what I believe 

is written elsewhere. Because of this we don’t need to visit the camp ourselves in order to do the newsletter. 

 

This is what I believe in and we did probably have the opportunity to visit the camp before publishing the newsletter, 

but because of the above mentioned, God has accepted that we will wait visiting the camp until the newsletter has 

been published and yes, Stig, this is what I have accepted and I can feel that God is maybe a little bit tired but this is 
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only because I am tired today – when this is written the 15th June but I am working very efficient today at the bar op-

posite the “Kemu Hub” and this is why God is also smiling.  

 

And yes Stig, the reason is also because it would take even longer time to visit Dadaab and the expenditure of going 

there and “living there for how many days ....”? And yes, these are the explanations ☺. And yes Stig, if people at home 

knew what you and the team were doing and yes, believed in you, yes then they would probably like to give you 

money and yes, Stig, also funding for the orphans at Kwawanzilu, Matuu, we know – and the blessed Mary is also smil-

ing here, thank you my boy ☺. 

 

God was shutting down the Internet today 

Today I have again experienced that sometimes the Internet is working and sometimes it is not working. And today I 

was in doubt if it was God doing it, lack of credit with Safaricom or a technical reason and God decided to make it clear 

to me that it in fact was him by closing down the browser window, and then I was in no doubt longer. When I opened 

the browser again, the Internet was working again ☺. 

 

The continuing story of Mary and money ... 

I have been chatting with Mary from Ghana some times, and today again she was asking for money like yesterday, I 

tried to cheer her up again, and I gave her the same answer today as earlier that I would not be able to give her 

money anymore, and even though I understand her difficult situation, she makes me sorry, when she does not listen 

to me, when she repeatedly asks for money – even though I understand her situation - and especially that she does 

not ask any questions, when I say to her that I am also suffering.  

 

Today she decided to stop the conversation without saying goodbye and that also made me sorry. My dear Mary, 

normal life is also coming to you as I have promised you. I asked Mary one of these days if she wanted me to publish 

her name and contact information and I believe I wrote to her that many, many people all over the world will read this 

information and she decided to accept this, which made me happy, because this is really the help that I want people 

to give to her:  

 

To help her, her mother and brother to build a new life – a “normal life”. Mary’s hair salon burned down and she is 

feeling very bad because of this. She decided to sell her computer to help buying medicine for his sick Mother even 

though I asked her to believe in me – I told her the truth of me and I decided to send her the script of Jesus in Nairobi 

in 1988 and Stig in Nairobi in 2009 – but despite of this, she still decided to sell her computer and I was sorry that she 

did that, but later I told her “that I was happy what she did during her mother’s sickness” and Stig, this is Mary speak-

ing yes the blessed one and Stig why don’t you tell it like it is? 

 

OK, when Mary contacted me again saying that her mother was very sick again, I said to her that if she and her mother 

believed in me, God would cure her mother, but I had the feeling that it was impossible for me to get her to listen and 

maybe understand me, Mary?  

 

And yes Stig, both God and also I, the blessed, spoke to her through you and we were feeling very sorry and yes, my 

friend, your message to her was that the world will know that she decided not to listen to me and that she decided to 

follow her own “false” voice, which was a “feeling” saying to her that she needed to buy medicine, and my dear Mary, 

this is what I told you that I, the blessed Mary, was feeling very sorry about your decision.  

 

And yes, Stig, maybe two weeks later, you were inspired by me to say to her that you were very happy about what she 

decided to do during her mother’s sickness not knowing that she in fact had sold her computer, and yes, Stig, the rea-

son for you saying this and afterwards discovering that she had sold the computer, was only to tell the world that this 

is the Devil speaking and yes, Stig, apparently the mother is doing well? And yes, Mary in Ghana, someday you will 

probably tell the world about what “feelings” can do to a person, not listening and yes, Mary, do you think Stig is the 

one he is telling you or .... ? 

 

Please contact Mary Boating and help her and her family getting a “normal life”. She can be contacted through email 

at the following address: boatengmary97@yahoo.com. Or you can find her at Yahoo messenger under “mary boating” 

or at Skype under the name “pius”. 
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“How can we be lovers” 

The other day at the big Supermarket close to the Comfort Hotel, I heard the song “How can we be lovers if we can’t 

be friends” by Michael Bolton and I was thinking of Karen. God is now singing this song to me daily because it really 

fits the situation at the moment with Karen – “there is no communication” .... ☺. 

 

The “climate crisis” and Elijah being close to dismissal by God 

Elijah told me that he had read about the coming climate conference in Copenhagen this November, and I said to him 

that it is not mankind who have created the hole in the ozone layer and a warmer climate because of pollution and 

CO2.  

 

It is the Devil, and yes my friend, Mary Magdalene speaking here and yes Stig, you would like to say, not slept very 

well and yes yes yes we know, because of Elijah’s decisions around 17th-19th June – these lines are written the 20th 

June – yes, Elijah, my dear friend, because of YOUR DECISION, THE DEVIL IS STILL STRONG TODAY however HE IS ON 

HIS WAY BACK HOME TO HIS DOGHOUSE and this is the decision that Stig has given you.  

 

NEVER GIVE UP and yes, Elijah, because of you, Stig has difficulties hearing all of us in the Council and yes yes yes, 

therefore my friend and Stig? Elijah, because of your decision, I have difficulties doing my work writing my scripts and I 

may be delayed because of YOUR DECISION ALONE NOT TO DO WHAT YOU HAVE PROMISED TO DO and YES TO FOL-

LOW YOUR OWN HEART, ELIJAH, BUT STIG HAS DECIDED THAT YOU HAVE PASSED THE TEST, YOU HAVE GROWN AND 

HE IS STILL GOING TO REINSTATE YOU AS THE MANAGER OF LTO, and we are glad about this decision, because ELIJAH 

YOU HAVE BEEN “THIS CLOSE” (God is showing me two fingers very close at each other as I showed Elijah yesterday) 

TO BEEN DISMISSED BY STIG AND GOD AND YES ONLY BY USING ALL OF YOUR POWER, STIG, ON ELIJAH TO TAKE 

AWAY THE DEVIL INSIDE OF HIM, AND YES, YOU HAVE SUCCEEDED SO FAR – more to read about this later ... ☺. 

 

The politicians did not pass God’s test and the new 10 commandments 

So please forgive me, when I write future experiences in chapters of other days, but this is only because, when the 

Devil is strong, he gets the power to do this, but I know that he is weaker today (20th June) so therefore I will ask God 

to put the Devil away and say that when I was telling Elijah and one of the team members at the office about the cli-

mate conference, God gave me instantly a very warm feeling in my left little finger and I told the office about this and 

said “this is pretty funny” and I smiled.  

 

I also said that people before November will know that it was the responsibility of the Devil and not mankind causing 

the climate change, and THAT THIS WAS A TEST FOR THE POLITICIANS TO THE WORLD and yes, Stig, my dear friend, 

still Mary Magdalene, and yes I am “red” as you can see – meaning that I am hurting – and yes Stig, but I can still tell 

you on behalf of God that THE POLITICIANS OF THE WORLD HAVE NOT PAST THIS TEST and yes, Stig, if they had 

agreed, I – GOD IS NOW SPEAKING – WOULD HAVE GIVEN PERFECT WEATHER TO THE WORLD, BUT BECAUSE OF BU-

REAUCRACY AND ECONOMICAL INTERESTS, WHICH HAVE BEEN GIVEN A HIGHER PRIORITY, I HAVE DECIDED TO IN-

CREASE THE POWER OF THE DEVIL AND YES STIG, I WANT TO SAY THIS TO THE WORLD. FOLLOW THE NEW 10 COM-

MANDMENTS GIVEN BY ME TO THE MAN WRITING THESE SCRIPTS – MOSES – AND YES, YOU MAY REMEMBER THAT 

THIS IS NOT THE SECOND COMING, BUT THE THIRD COMING, AND YES, SANNA IF YOU WILL PLEASE BE SO KIND TO 

PUBLISH ALL STIG’S RECORDINGS FROM 2006 INCLUDING THE RECORDING OF THE NEW 10 COMMANDS? Thank you 

☺. 

 

Buying cooking gas for the house 

Elijah’s family have been without cooking gas for a few days – no money, despite of my payments of 5,000 Shillings 

per week and 7,500 Shillings per month for rent – and I therefore decided today to give Tina 1,800 Shillings, because it 

is difficult cooking and heating water without gas. The gas lasts for 1½ month and I was thinking today, why did Elijah 

decide to spend 10,000 Shillings to hire a car and gasoline etc., when the family cannot afford buying cooking gas?  

 

It was difficult for me to understand why he did not follow my original suggestion of taking the Matatus to Kwawan-

zilu, Matuu, – also because of this fact. I know that Elijah gave my weekly payment of 5,000 Shillings to the family in 

Kwawanzilu, Matuu, to pay for the school fees of one of his sisters, and I was happy that he decided to do this – so 

maybe this was the reason, Elijah? 
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Elijah is working mostly with his own business 

Otherwise I notice that Elijah is spending most of his time doing his own business activities and this is the freedom I 

have given the people at the office – to decide for themselves on the “right balance in life”. The team members are 

working harder with the Dadaab newsletter than Elijah, because he is focussing on his own business and maybe be-

cause he feels that I have taken over as a leader?  

 

I have said to Elijah many times since I arrived that I am only trying to help him and the team to grow by giving them 

tips on how to work and to be a leader and to show this myself as an example to them, and then to give back the 

freedom to him as a leader and to the team, when they have learnt. 

 

The office printer uses a lot of ink 

Today I noticed that the office printer – a HP Deskjet 300 – uses the ink from the cartridge we bought only a few days 

ago very quickly. I believe we have only printed the Dadaab newsletter and very few other documents – maybe 50 

pages in total - and it had already used half of the ink. After printing the Dadaab newsletter again today, the ink is now 

below 25%.  

 

The printer is very slow and the quality is not good on normal paper, and I therefore again today considered buying 

the colour laser printer at the Neptune Computer Store, because I know that the ink in this printer will last much 

longer, however it does not have a photocopier and scanner included? Why not, HP and other brands? 

 

Dancing at the office 

The last couple of days I have been dancing when I arrive at the office and hear music, and it was God physically mov-

ing me to show HAPPINESS. Today he used my body again dancing and he said MR. SWING KING to me and I was 

happy for him to say this because of the song by GNAGS, a fantastic song, and because I as the KING OF GOD – even 

though I don’t like saying it - was dancing. 

 

Another symbol of the Devil 

Today I was shown the Devil at the top of the mountain and the Troubadour from Asterix, which I remember sings ter-

rible – and he has also been used by God as a symbol of the Devil – and I see him in all white, which means that the 

Devil is about to become God. 

 

My mother is “alright” 

Today I received the message that my mother is alright, which made me happy. I don’t receive information from 

Sanna and John on a daily basis about my mother as I would have liked. 

 

How I see Africans today 

Today I sent an email to Inge, my father’s sister, about how I see Africans because she was so kind to ask me open 

questions after she had watched a documentary on TV. I was very happy that she did this and I also gave her another 

explanation of why my father and I have never had the relationship we have had the potential of – not only because of 

a jealous wife preferring her own family – but also because my father only hears his own voice and don’t ask open 

questions.  

 

I said to her that I sent an email to my father in May and that he did not ask any questions at all in his reply – a little 

bit strange, when your only child is in Africa? – And that I did really not feel motivated to write to him again but that I 

will maybe send him the same information as I have sent to Inge and yes, we know, Stig, when people don’t listen and 

don’t ask questions, people will lose interest in other people, even if it is your own father, and yes, Stig, we know that 

is your answer to the world – because of these two reasons .... 
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Wednesday 10th June 2009 

Elijah is a learning example of people having a bigger potential than what most people use, a little bit on the financial 

crisis, why Mary Magdalene is happy that I am not dating an African woman, new interruptions from the Devil, Elijah 

asked for a new loan today before the old was paid back, the meaning of the FISH symbol, LTO is in many respects the 

best team I have worked with, FREEDOM by Aretha Franklin, the importance of giving feedback, my experience work-

ing for the General Electric company and my family, who “did not want to talk to me today”. 

 

God has given people a bigger potential than what most use 

I had a meeting with Elijah today, where I noticed that he is a slow thinker and circumstantial and this gives me the 

feeling that the tempo in Kenya is not high.  

 

I believe, my dear friend that you are not used to think and react quickly and that you use much more time on simple 

tasks compared to myself. AND ELIJAH MY FRIEND, THE REASON WHY I WRITE THIS, IS ONLY TO TELL THE TRUTH – not 

to deliver you to the world – but for the world to understand that GOD DOES NOT LIKE PEOPLE BEING SLOW WHEN 

PEOPLE ARE CREATED WITH A MUCH HIGHER POTENTIAL, AND YES MY FRIEND, THIS IS THE EXPERIENCE YOU ARE GO-

ING THROUGH FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND, FOR YOU TO LEARN FROM ME AND YES HEREAFTER FOR YOU TO LEARN 

THE WORLD. This is the reason, my dear friend ☺. 

 

The financial crisis, Karen, African women and the Devil interrupting... 

Today I heard that Chrysler has gone bankrupt and I heard also from God that AIG is also bankrupt, and yes, my friend, 

not God this time, but Mary Magdalene again and yes my friend, please excuse me Stig, I will just change my shoes, 

and yes yes yes, when Karen ”CHANGES HER SHOES”, you WILL BE IN LOVE AGAIN and this is what I am looking so 

much forward to and yes, Stig, you may believe it or not – BUT TOO complicated maybe for you to understand today, 

but when I said three months to you and people, who you have met, I did really mean three months and yes yes yes, 

Stig, no African woman, because you have taken the decision that responsibility is even more important (see experi-

ences the 19th June, these lines are written the 20th June) and yes, Stig, you will also teach Mary, me that I am not al-

lowed to speak about experiences happening at a later day than the script of today and ok – God shows me the black 

pen – and yes, Stig, this is still because of Elijah and his decisions around the 18th-20th June and yes, what did you want 

to write, my dear (Mary Magdalene again), and yes Stig to finalise this story, when I say to the world that you have 

been given freedom to meet a local woman this is what I mean, and yes, Stig, for you to decide, but for me, Mary 

Magdalene, I will say this: Yes, if you should fall in love with one of these VERY NICE WOMEN – and only one of these 

BEAUTIFUL WOMEN – yes we know, Stig, this is the situation I told about earlier, then it would be more difficult for 

you and me/Karen to meet as lovers and friends and this is why I am so happy and yes yes yes this is why we have set 

up this road and story for you to follow, my dear ☺☺☺. 

 

And yes, Stig, you wanted God to speak about AIG and yes, an interruption, which you don’t like – thank you Elijah, 

this was also the reason why ... – and God will you please tell me about AIG, and yes I see God with wet pants on and 

yes, I have just been out fishing and I just need to step out of those wet pants and yes back to my farm, and yes, no 

Stig, I am not at home and yes, my friend, this is the reason why I will not tell you about AIG, only this, my dear Ameri-

can friends, your bonuses, and yes yes yes this is why I told my dear friend Obama to react so strongly on this.  

 

HOW COULD YOU EVEN CONSIDER PAYING OUT BONUSES WHEN THE GOVERNMENT HAD SAVED ALL OF YOUR 

“LIVES” and yes Stig, this company is facing so big problems – I can almost not hear God, he is whispering to me with a 

very low voice – and yes Stig, I did not caught any fish today, and yes, maybe one day, when I gain power again, I will 

tell you more about AIG, and yes, Stig, I can now see that I did really catch a fish, not big, but big enough to tell you 

this, MY DEAR AMERICAN AIG FRIENDS, MANY OF YOU ARE DOING A TREMENDOUS JOB, AND I WILL ONLY SAY THIS. 

PLEASE DISMISS THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR COMPANY AS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT I FEEL THAT MILLIONS OF COM-

PANIES SHOULD DO ALL OVER THE WORLD, THEY ARE DOING THE SAME AS AIG, THINKING OF THEMSELVES INSTEAD 

OF THINKING OF THE SOCIETIES THEY SERVE AND THE VERY BIG RESPONSIBILITIES THAT THEY HAVE TO THE WORLD. 

Are they really bankrupt without themselves knowing it God – I see myself asking God while we are standing in the 

water fishing – and yes, my friend, this is the content of the story, maybe someday I will say more .... ☺. 
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And yes, Elijah, because of your decisions, it is impossible for me today (20th June) to follow the plan I had in order to 

finalize these scripts, to be effective and not to write too long chapters, and yes yes yes, Stig, we are still here all of us 

trying to help both you and Elijah, and yes, you are very close to the goal and almost there ....  

 

So it took me maybe 4-5 times longer writing about AIG than what I had planned on and to finalise this, God just 

showed me a local man at the bar “pretending to come to me to watch the television sitting next to me”, and the 

Devil started by saying to him “SEE THERE IS A WHITE MAN” and yes “CAN I STEAL HIS COMPUTER” and yes Stig, you 

are almost throwing up because of this experience alone – and yes if you sum all of the experiences, you have the pic-

ture – but I DECIDED TO SAY TO THIS NICE YOUNG MAN “NO I DON’T WANT TO ROB HIM”. And yes, Elijah, this is what 

you are doing to your dear friend for not keeping your agreements and deadlines ☺. 

 

A new loan for Elijah 

Going back to the experiences today, Elijah asked me to borrow 30,000 Shillings to ”save his business”, and whenever 

he – or somebody else, but mostly Elijah – ask to borrow money from me, it really STANDS ME UP TO THE NECK, this is 

how unpleasant the feeling is, not because I don’t want to lend people money, but because of the simple fact that I 

don’t have any money that I have an overdraft on my account that I have received no income yet from SP Pension or 

bonus from Dahlberg (is it still you Søren not doing what you should do?) and yes, because Elijah has already bor-

rowed 20,000 Shillings earlier this month, WHICH HE HAS PROMISED TO PAY BACK THIS MONTH “WITHOUT ANY 

PROBLEMS”.  

 

And yes, Stig, this is the snake I have put in yours and Elijah’s tea so to say, for him to ask you for money, which you 

don’t have, for you to accept giving him money and FOR HIM TO DELIVER ON HIS PROMISE, MY DEAR FRIEND, ELIJAH. 

WHAT HAVE YOU DECIDED TO DO? TO USE THE MONEY YOURSELF, WHICH YOU RECEIVE IN JUNE FROM YOUR BUSI-

NESS OR TO FOLLOW YOUR PROMISE AND PAY BACK THE FIRST LOAN??? YOU KNOW THE CONSEQUENCES, ELIJAH!!! 

 

So today I was considering if I should lend him the money or not, and God gave me physical pains in my angle just be-

cause of this. 

 

These scripts are written as honest as I can ...  

And when writing this, I am really feeling pain, and yes, my friend, I feel KAREN – her inner self – speaking. Yes Stig, 

don’t give up, you are still doing the right thing to write this to show the world what you are going through and yes, 

Stig, you just try to be as honest as possible and yes yes yes THIS IS ONLY YOUR STORY and yes, Stig, these very nice 

people may someday ADD TO THIS STORY, WHAT THEY REALLY felt like during these days, because you really don’t 

always know that is right, my son (God is also speaking ☺). 

 

Work on the Dadaab newsletter and the FISH symbol 

I am continuing my work on the Dadaab newsletter. It is now about to take its final form and I have the RIGHT FEEL-

ING as I am used to have when I live up to my potential – this time by having VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION in-

cluded from the team, which I would not have had the opportunity to collect myself.  

 

And God is saying to me: This is what you have been meant to do your whole life, what you have been trained to do all 

your life and the strength you need to get through these experiences. And yes Stig, you did write a note on this today:  

 

Was the war at Somalia planned, when I was born, was Dadaab planned, was the breakdown of the Soviet Union 

planned and many, many other WORLD EVENTS, and yes Stig, will God tell (these lines are also written the 20th June) 

and my friend, Stig, all I can say to you is that God is on holiday, and he has asked me – and yes Stig, you don’t know 

who is speaking now, because we don’t show you – and yes Stig ONE OF US IS SAYING THIS, OK THE POPE, OK STIG, 

THAT WAS YOUR WISH, I WILL SAY THIS – and now I see the pope – THESE EVENTS HAVE NOT BEEN PLANNED BY GOD 

AND US IN DETAIL BUT “WE HAD A PRETTY GOOD IDEA WHAT WOULD HAPPEN” and yes yes yes, I caught a big ONE, 

yes Stig the nicest fish you can ever imagine, and YES GOD IS SO HAPPY ALSO WITH YOU ELIJAH, BECAUSE YOU ARE 

JUST DOING WHAT GOD HAS PLANNED YOU TO DO and YES, ELIJAH, YOU ARE PART OF GOD’S/STIG’S SUFFERING AS 

WELL, MY FRIEND, AND YES NOT ONLY UP TO STIG NOW, BUT TO THE BOTH OF YOU, TO FINALISE THIS WORK and yes 

more to come on this later .... ☺☺☺. And yes, Stig, MY INNER SELF ASKING GOD, DID YOU REALLY CATCH “ME”, GOD. 

AND YES MY FRIEND, THIS IS MY SYMBOL OF YOU, THE FISH ☺.  
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LTO – one of the best teams I have worked together with 

One of my notes from today is also that this team in many respects is the best team I have worked with, with the ex-

ception of the teamwork at Danske Forsikringsmæglere when it comes to quality, but not when it comes to creativity 

and team involvement, and yes Stig, with the exception of the team work you had together with the Excellent Call 

Centre, Thomas, Casper and yes Stig, the nice woman and team leader – we have taken away her name from your 

memory and it is impossible for you to remember – and yes Stig, maybe they will tell what they thought of this team 

work with action plans, weekly meetings and quality, and yes yes yes, very nice woman, but married, but you know, I 

know and she knows the DESIRE I put in both of you and yes, Stig, nothing happened and yes, it was not right, when 

she was married, but nice woman there. THANK YOU ALL OF YOU, YOU DID A FANTASTIC JOB – however cancellations 

were too high and there can be only one reason for this .... ☺. 

 

Obama knows I am working hard 

And today God told me that Obama does not know the details of my work, only that I am doing the hardest work that 

a man has ever done and that I am still working.  

 

FREEDOM by Aretha Franklin 

Today the song ”FREEDOM” by Aretha Franklin was played in the office seven times in a row, and I could not help smil-

ing, because this song was also repeatedly played when I did “road shows” in 2007 at Hotel Sankt Petri in Copenha-

gen, Denmark, for Acta Kapitalforvaltning together with Jesper, Jacob and Even – do you remember guys – hard work 

but also good times? God loves that song too, Aretha ☺. And Jesper may remember how important meeting times are 

when you have weekly team meetings? 

 

The Dadaab teamwork – a learning experience 

At 15.00 we had a team meeting at the office. I praised the team for its very good contribution. I talked about the 

team learning from the Dadaab project to the next project, to use 100% of peoples potential, to work efficient and to 

continuously grow. 

 

Elijah was so kind to tell me that John after the meeting was very happy, he called Elijah after office hours just to say 

this and that the team felt uplifted and I was very happy to hear this.   

 

God has given these people at the office the most difficult conditions to work under, everybody is suffering and John is 

the best example of all people I have ever met of a man suffering, he is not showing this, he lifts people up and makes 

me smile so many times. And his handshake is the best handshake, I have ever had. Also thank you to Meshack for 

showing the same qualities – but “critical situations” are important to talk about ... 

 

Giving feedback and my experience working for GE 

I believe that all people all over the world has a natural wish to receive feedback on what they can improve on, be-

cause people want to grow, and I do also believe that people don’t want to listen to NEGATIVE feedback or to no 

feedback at all, which I have seen many leaders doing in my career, because they don’t how to communicate, to cre-

ate the right balance between positive feedback and feedback on what people can improve on or simply because they 

are afraid of telling the truth in an objective and positive way. 

 

I have learned from the model of General Electric on communication, facilitation, feedback, coaching etc., and even 

though I don’t have the material from that very good course I attended in London in 2000, I believe, I still remember 

the essentials, which I use as part of my communication and I believe that many people can learn from this or similar 

quality courses. 

 

I like the idea that General Electric is trying to educate people on these vital skills, but have you really followed up, GE, 

if people really use these skills in their everyday working for you? As I remember, questions on the skills learned at the 

Management for Leaders and Facilitation for Leaders courses are not included in the 360 degree test that at least GE 

Financial Insurance was using, and what could be the reason for this? A lack of quality in what I believe is the MOST 

ESSENTIAL IN THE WORLD, NAMELY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PEOPLE. It is just a hint, and why did GE dismiss me 
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and which surveys on my working contribution was done by GE Financial Insurance before taking this important deci-

sion? Maybe you took the wrong decision without doing the preparation, which you really should have done .... ☺. 

 

I have never in Denmark experienced the same openness and flexibility in people’s mindset, as I experience here in 

Kenya. In Denmark you very often see A KING RULING a office without people being involved, or if you don’t have 

leadership present, you will see anarchy and people doing what they want to do without care for other people – and 

people fighting each other, and maybe Anders M. remember how Morten and I had “fightings” in GE, which took him 

months to consider without anything happening and finally, when he decided to support me, it was already too late to 

save me.  

 

Anders, it was because of your lack of leadership skills that I was dismissed from GE and because Ian did not really 

care. My dear friends, this is the truth about my exit from GE. Maybe someone else will tell how they felt working to-

gether with me in Denmark, in Sweden, in London, other countries and leaders from other GE companies in Denmark 

and the Nordic countries? This company did not really care in my opinion and at the same time I – and others – were 

“giving our lives” for this company, this was in fact what I did, the company took all of my life, and it was a contribut-

ing factor of why Camilla and I left each other – and the thanks was to be dismissed. There are answers out there not 

given here. 

 

My family “did not want to speak to me” today 

Today I spoke on Skype with Sanna and my mother.  The connection worked fine today; there was only a small delay. 

Before calling Sanna, the Devil was speaking to me, I don’t remember what he said other than “this is how I feel”, 

when you speak to Sanna and yes yes yes my friend obviously only when you speak of me and she does not listen to 

you, not when you speak to her on all other subjects – and yes yes yes Stig, this is totally true. I got the impression 

that Sanna did not want to speak to me and I did not know why. I asked her questions and to me it sounded like she 

did not want to answer or talk and I was very surprised by this, and she kept on saying that she recommended me to 

call our mother, even though I said to her that the call was for free meaning that we could speak for a longer time.  

 

Hereafter I called my mother and we spoke together for seven minutes and I was very happy hearing her voice, we 

talked about her collapsed lung, her weight loss of 10 kilos – and yes, my friend, also Mary speaking here and yes we 

are in a good mood and yes yes yes, Stig, the reason for your mother’s or should I say mine “accident” with the lung 

was LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY MY FRIENDS, I SHALL SAY THIS ONLY ONCE – because this is the plan of God that all peo-

ple of the Council are supposed to suffer and yes, my friend, you must tell this – these lines are written the 24th June 

after receiving the answer from your father yesterday and yes yes yes we know, to be read the 23th June, and yes, my 

friends, this is the reason why these lines are a little bit difficult to write, because your father was not answering  

WHAT WE HAD HOPED HE WOULD REFLECT ON, NAMELY ME TOO – I SEE VIRGIN MARY IN BLACK AND VERY SORRY – 

and yes, Stig, we know what you think, this is part of a bigger plan and the most likely outcome, however we had 

hoped that he would listen to you, but no, he DOES NOT HAVE THE PATIENCE MY FRIENDS, and this can mean the dif-

ference between HEAVEN or HELL for him at least for some time, and yes yes yes, we know GOD IS ALSO HERE MORE 

AND MORE BECAUSE YOU HAVE JUST REMOVED THE DEVIL MY FRIEND AFTER THE MEETING WITH ELIJAH AND YES 

YES YES ESPECIALLY DAVID THIS MORNING, WHEN THIS IS WRITTEN THE 24TH JUNE and yes yes yes, back to the right 

structure and to the 11th June hereafter. 

 

So after my phone conversations with Sanna and my mother, I was thinking why they did not want to talk. Was it be-

cause Sanna did not want to speak to me because of my stories to her on God, my recommendations to her again and 

again to visit Pia in Hørsholm, which she has not given any reply on, was it because she had been speaking to Karen, 

was it because they did a big work for me taking care of my apartment, moving furniture etc. after I left Denmark, and 

why did my mother not want to talk to me for more than seven minutes? Was it because of the influence from Sanna 

and maybe also Hans and John on her about what is the truth or not the truth about “my experiences”? I really did not 

know and it made me sad.  
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Thursday 11th June 2009 

I dreamt about Danske Bank, Free Port, which is a good symbol to me, I wrote an email to Sanna trying to understand 

why we could not speak together yesterday, the world needs fewer but better systems, God did not allow me to send 

an email to my father today, the team wants to have VARIATION in lunches, we decided to build a “lunch credit sys-

tem”, the lunch agreement is still not in place, I am the “technical advicer” or “leader” at the office, I lent Elijah 30,000 

Shillings extra today, I still have difficulties finding a place to work and Kenyan’s don’t really listen. 

 

Dreaming about Danske Bank, Free Port 

Yesterday when going to bed I feared that God would not allow me to sleep because of my bad communication with 

Sanna and my mother, but I fell asleep, but was woken up during the night with very strong dreams – for example I 

had one dream, where I was back at Danske Bank, Free Port Branch, where I worked from 1986-1988, and today the 

bank was a very large bank and I was told that smoking was not longer allowed in the bank, but when I entered the 

first floor, smoking was again allowed when I arrived.  

 

A large bank in the Free Port – which is the symbol of the Safe Haven from God, yes my boy, it is, go on ... – is a very 

clear symbol to me that people in the future will have a good and normal life. Today I was not very tired; however I 

was not in the best shape either. 

 

Writing an email to Sanna 

After my conversation with Sanna and my mother yesterday, I had been thinking a lot about why they did not want to 

talk to me, and I therefore I decided to use maybe a couple of hours today, which I did not really have, to write an 

email to Sanna, where I told her that when you don’t tell me why you will not talk to me, I can only guess, and this is 

what I did in my email. I asked her if the reason was one or another and gave her several possibilities to consider. And 

because of the bad communication the day before, God closed my access to the Internet (Skype with access to the 

Internet was still working .... ☺), so I therefore needed to go to the Muslim cybercafé to send the email, because I had 

decided that I wanted to do this and to surpass the resistance from the Devil. 

 

Later in the day she replied that the only reason for them not wanting to speak to me was that they heard a very clear 

echo from their own voices, and I had not even thought of this as a possibility but I understood immediately because I 

was calling from Skype on my mobile phone and I thought it was a very good idea, however it was impossible for me 

to get their voices through the headphones and therefore I heard their voices through the loudspeaker of the tele-

phone and this was reflected back to them as a very annoying echo because of the small delay of the sound. If only 

they decided to tell me. 

 

Fewer, but better systems 

Earlier, I used a little bit of time to find the answer on solving the “problem” of Skype on the mobile phone using 

headphones on the Internet without luck and I decided that I had no more time to find the answer, normally I could 

use hours to solve problems like this, and this is also a message from God, yes please make systems as easy and flexi-

ble as possible and yes yes yes include all the advanced functions as well and we know Stig systems from different 

manufacturers not working together and yes how much time is spent all over the world by manufacturers to solve this 

problem and yes Stig especially for people like you that “never give up” and yes yes yes funny ha ha you gave up on 

this, but yes Stig it takes away productivity of the world so therefore fewer but better systems, thank you ☺. 

 

No email to my father today 

I succeeded sending the email to Sanna from the Cybercafe, and I decided to forward my email to Inge from the other 

day to my father, but God did not allow me to forward this email, he blocked the Internet at the computer at the cy-

bercafé, and he gave me the thought that I WANT YOU TO SEND ANOTHER MAIL TO YOUR FATHER. I did not know 

what this email should be about, but I understood the message and decided that I would follow up on this later. 

 

Variation in lunches 

Today we also had a meeting at the office. After having lunch at the same lunch restaurant many days in a row, people 

were TIRED of having the same food every single day, even though this restaurant may have approx. 30 different 

dishes.  
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I was smiling and thinking that this is the perfect example that people would like to have variation in food, and HOW 

CAN THE WORLD ACCEPT TO GIVE PEOPLE THE EXACT SAME AND BORING EMERGENCY FOOD TO PEOPLE AT DADAAB 

AND OTHER PLACES EVERY SINGLE DAY? – People will very quickly get the feeling of throwing up eating the same 

again and again and ALL joy of food is taken away from people, and yes yes yes my boys, God is back again, and yes 

yes yes a little about Elijah and bureaucracy, see the 24th June, but now Stig has promised to take care of this and yes 

make an agreement with Elijah and yes, it takes away time from these scripts, my dear Elijah, and yes yes yes, you 

know it, Stig knows it, but you decided to listen to Elijah, because maybe he had a point even though “YOU HAD A 

STRONG FEELING” and yes my friends, this is the truth about that, and yes Stig FOOD IS GIVEN TO PEOPLE TO ENJOY 

AND YES YES YES my friends, a little bit difficult Stig finding the words, when God/I am not speaking to you directly and 

yes yes yes when the Devil is playing the game, I only give a few words and yes yes yes then it is more difficult to write 

the sentences instead of just writing what I tell you and so it is my friends ....  

 

A lunch week plan and a credit system ... 

At the team meeting we decided to have burgers on Tuesdays, when Wimpy has an offer to get two burgers for the 

price of one (one offer to share between two people), and we decided to do a week plan of restaurants to visit. I de-

cided - because of my money situation - to set a maximum of 250 Shillings per person per lunch + a soda, which is 50 

Shillings, which will give a good lunch at the local and cheap lunch restaurants. David was suggesting establishing a 

CREDIT SYSTEM, where credits could be saved for each person if the person “saves” on lunches and uses less than 250 

Shillings hereby enabling people to get money for transports etc. 

 

I asked the team if they wanted to follow this idea, I said that my idea was to give the people at the office at least one 

proper meal per day, and maybe because of this (?), the other team members said that they wanted to have a system 

with a fixed limit of 250 Shillings per day, so David was alone with his suggestion. 

 

However there was also talk on what was saved on lunches one day could be used to buy even better lunches the next 

day. I listened to the team and what they said, and I decided to suggest that it would be up to each person to decide if 

he wanted to use all of the 250 Shillings for lunch or to save a credit of the difference of the amount used and 250 

Shillings, and this “freedom” was accepted by all team members. I was very close to use the majority rule hereby not 

following the suggestion from David, but I decided to find a solution which would fit all, and I was happy that you did 

that my child, my mother/Mary says.  

 

The lunch agreement is still not in place 

Shortly after this meeting, when I had left the office to work at a bar, I send a text message to Elijah asking him to 

communicate this decision of visiting different restaurants to the Manager of our normal lunch restaurant, because 

we had some time before agreed to come to his place every day, and the agreement to have food and table ready by 

12 was still not in place .... 

 

Communication most of the day 

At the meeting John was truly amazing and he gave me his full support. Because of the team meeting, my email to 

Sanna and a new weekly leadership meeting, I started on today, with Elijah – where we more or less talked about the 

content of my script from the 8th May – I used all day to communicate with people instead of doing the Dadaab news-

letter, which I felt very strongly that I needed to do. But because of these very nice people, the Kenyan culture and 

their development needs, I decided to communicate most of the day today still thinking of the suffering people at 

Dadaab. 

 

I am the technical adviser ... 

Last week, John said to me that I am “not only our technical adviser, you are also our leader” and today Elijah was very 

kind saying that “you can do everything and we expect you to lift us up”. I am hoping that he is right, but lifting this 

team up is not the easiest task in the world, when the communication is not always as direct and open, as I could wish 

for even though the people are “open, eager and flexible” to learn – and when I don’t have the time myself to com-

municate as I would like to. 

 

“I’m back” – thanks, Arnold 
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Meshack said that “we are going from one mountain to the next” and I knew that it was a symbol, God gave him and 

again God shows me himself whistling the train whistle, as he has done so many times before, yes Stig, we are ready 

for departure any time you are ready, my friend ☺.  

 

During these days, “by coincidence” I was saying, when I left the office that “I’ll be back” and when I returned to the 

office I said that “I’m back” and yes Stig, you were thinking of my dear friend, Arnold, and yes yes yes, Arnold do you 

want to say something to the world, and yes Stig is surprised, and yes my dear bodybuilder, did you almost die too 

and yes, Stig, and yes Arnold is also my friend, please tell your story, Arnold. 

 

The lunch credit system and difficulties listening 

At lunch today the people were smiling more, they decided to save money from the new credit system and Elijah de-

cided to have the more expensive fish at the African Bar on Saturday. I confronted the team directly at lunch saying 

WHY DO YOU FOLLOW THE NEW CREDIT SYSTEM WHEN IT WAS ONLY DAVID WHO WANTED TO HAVE THIS? Why did 

you not support him? Have you changed your mind?  

 

I received no answers on this according to my best memory – I remember John answering, but I did not understand a 

clear answer from him – so it can be because of this and it can also be because I have had so much stress here in 

Kenya,  so many tests from God almost daily to decide on and sometimes I have been so tired that it has TRULY BEEN 

VERY DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO LISTEN TOO, STIG, AND YES MY FRIENDS, THIS IS THE TASK I HAVE GIVEN HIM, and yes 

Stig, many, many times it has been difficult for you to understand the Kenyan dialect also, and yes my friends, try to 

imagine how it is to MAKE PEOPLE LISTEN TO YOU WHEN YOU YOURSELF HAVE DIFFICULTIES TO UNDERSTAND AND 

YOU NEED ALL OF YOUR STRENGTH TRYING TO LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND, yes yes yes, ok my friend, now this mes-

sage is also given ☺. 

 

Finalise one subject before continuing with the next 

My general impression from many meetings – not only here, but most meetings in Denmark too – is that people don’t 

finalise one subject and decide, before they start talking on the next subject. Do always finalise one subject, so all are 

happy, before you start talking on the next. 

 

A new loan for Elijah of 30,000 Shillings 

Elijah had asked me to lend him 30,000 Shillings to save his business. The bank loan is still not finalised – the bank and 

the valuers are suffering from the “Kenyan disease” not keeping their deadlines. 

 

Elijah told me that his business is suffering much because of the “hard work for LTO”. Elijah had already earlier given 

an order of 80,000 Shillings to his supplier and the sub suppliers were working on it, but they would be unable to final-

ise it without payment of the money – and he needed 30,000 Shillings to pay the whole order. 

 

Elijah told me that it was impossible to reduce the order, it would have consequences for the future and because 

Elijah assured me that a loan from me WAS THE ONLY OPTION I decided to lend him the 30,000 Shillings, so the total 

loan is now 50,000 (I lend him 20,000 earlier this month to cover school fees for Nicole and Joseph). We agreed that 

the loan was to be paid back before the 1st July, because then the bank loan should be ready. I was not happy to lend 

him more money, when the first loan was not repaid. 

 

Where can I work? 

I walk with my computer daily over the shoulder, however working at the Hotel Comfort is not good when the sun is 

shining, because this makes it difficult to watch the computer screen. Today I therefore decided to work at a new bar 

next to the Equity Bank on the first floor close to the African Bar. I visited the bar yesterday with Elijah for the first 

time, and they promised to open 8.00 today, but today the bar was not open at 8.00 and not either at 9.00, so this 

was another “broken promise”. 

 

The Hotel Hilton did not have a socket at the smoking area, another place was also unsuccessful, but at the bar oppo-

site “Kemu Hub” I could work, they have a socket, I can smoke, there is shade and calm, the table has the right height, 

however the chairs are not very comfortably to say the least, but this is the best place I have found to work so far in 

the mornings. 
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No security problems 

Today I had 40,000 Shillings on my pocket and I walked with the money, my computer and telephone on the streets 

without problems – however not without any worry or feeling of insecurity, as I normally have. It is not nice to have 

this constant feeling. 

 

Say the same things again and again ... 

Elijah is often asking the same questions about our future plans and I give him the same answers. He is open but 

somehow he does not remember my answers and often I have to say the same things several times not only to Elijah 

but also at home and at the office in order for people to remember, and this is what I have noticed generally here in 

Kenya, also in the church, people don’t really listen very much and therefore people need to say the same things again 

and again. 
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Friday 12th June 2009 

Again today I had no energy to work, Elijah still have “security concerns”, work is difficult without having a “normal 

life”, 35-40 questions on Dadaab still to be answered, the difference in how to contact companies in Kenya and Den-

mark, communication with Mary in Ghana has broken down, I could not work because the Devil tormented me because 

I chose the wrong road, David “lifted me up”, rich people are suffering too, more and more people are following my 

mission receiving communication from God. 

 

No energy to work 

Today I am very tired after a bad night’s sleep. I really don’t have motivation or energy to do anything, but I decided to 

work efficiently anyway. 

 

We really need a Colour Laserjet printer... 

At the office, the printer has not been used for several days now because of the very high ink usage. Someday we 

need to have a colour laser printer – it is necessary for our work.  

 

Elijah’s security concerns for me ... 

Elijah recommended me this morning to work at the Comfort Hotel and I asked him why. He replied that there are 

white people there and at the new bar, where I have started working, there are only black people. I had explained 

Elijah about the Comfort Hotel and the sun making work difficult, and obviously we had talked about “no security con-

cerns” many times before, so I could not follow his recommendation. 

 

Working without having “a normal life” 

The effect of working hard for a long period of time with stress every day, difficult decisions and with deprivation of 

most things included in a normal life is becoming more and more notable, but I continue working today finding the 

patience and steadiness inside of me – which is a deed I very often need to find in order to do my work concentrated.  

 

And “patience” is a deed you have, in you decide to be patience – for example if you are waiting in as supermarket 

queue or if you are caught up in a traffic jam – if you decide to be patience you will not be annoyed and you will not 

have negative feelings afterwards. I find that many people are very impatient, and this is really not needed. 

 

The continuing work on collecting information on Dadaab 

After lunch we had the first daily follow up meeting on the Dadaab newsletter, and I asked the team open questions 

about how they had divided the work, what opportunities they had discussed and agreed on etc., and first of all they 

had decided to extract all of my approx. 35-40 questions from the newsletter, which was my feedback to them on 

their first work, and put them together to get an overview, and I praised the team for very good work, thinking, struc-

ture and the idea/decision.  

 

“Proper” communication channels 

The team had agreed to contact four of the key NGO’s and a University Professor having information on Dadaab. We 

agreed to start contacting these even though there are maybe 10 potential NGO’s to contact. I asked which persons 

they would contact, and they had agreed to follow the proper channels here in Kenya, which is to contact the Public 

Relations Officer, and I said that it could also be an idea to contact the programme managers or other managers di-

rectly, and John replied that the idea was to contact the PR Officer in order for him to give a reference to the right 

person to talk to, and I replied that this is maybe the normal way of communicating in Kenya, but that the risk is that 

the PR Officer will block communication and that this is not a “normal life” according to God who wants to give free-

dom for all people to talk to all people, and I said that in Denmark I would never contact the PR Officer directly, I 

would contact the programme officer or another employee to get the information. I could feel that the Kenyan culture 

is so much in the blood of people here that they probably did not agree with me. 

 

The Devil stopped my work today 

Instead of writing on my scripts, which I started on this morning, I decided to use the afternoon on the Dadaab news-

letter instead, because it was impossible to work on my scripts because God was playing the Devil, but during the af-

ternoon it was also impossible to work on the Dadaab newsletter, because I needed to find information on the Inter-
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net, and the Devil was blocking the connection on both browsers, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Opera, but as usual 

Skype was still working.  

 

No communication with Mary, Ghana 

So now the time is 14.00 and I just saw that Mary from Ghana is online on Skype - my connection to Yahoo messenger, 

which we normally use to chat is also terminated by the Devil - so now it is exciting to see if Mary wants to communi-

cate again on Skype and maybe ask for money again, or if she has decided to terminate our communication because of 

what happened the other day.  

 

Don’t dance with the Devil ... 

Later: Mary did not contact me when I was on-line, and at 14.40 when I was doing nothing else than searching the fa-

cilities of the computer – because I could not work - and after God and the Blessed Mary warned me that they would 

start doing the same to me as in the Easter of 2009, if I continued “following the wrong roady” (which I have not 

shared with you yet), God shut down the computer entirely - I touched no buttons - and he said that “I will give you a 

new chance to decide” and if I take the right decision, I was given the impression that I could start doing my work 

again and I saw the Council of eight riding their bicycles again, they were dressed in white and I was told that “I am not 

giving many of these chances” and yes yes yes Stig also me Mary and yes yes yes us all and what do you decide? I just 

know that I have the feeling that no people on Earth can hurt me anymore, but when the Devil is playing, I am an easy 

target. He can “just like that” take all motivation away from me, and yes we know Stig, live a normal life, ok Stig, “the 

Internet is working again”. I will try to check and come back in a few minutes.  

 

And one minute later I can clearly say that the Internet is not working, but Skype is still working. So the message is 

probably that this is God and the Devil playing together and that the Internet will work, when I have decided to do 

what God is motivating me to do, and which the Devil is also “motivating” me to do by giving me a life in hell today. It 

is like throwing up and he is also making my stomach uneasy. 

 

Earlier I also tried to play some games on the computer, when I was unable to work, but every time I pushed “play” on 

a game, God closed down the game. There was absolutely nothing I could do. 

 

One hour later the Internet was working again, and the Council said to me that they are also hurting, when I am hurt-

ing, and what I went through today was part of the plan and that there is only one road I can follow. I saw God wash-

ing his car, checking it and he said that the car is ready to go again, so I only have two options now:  

 

1) To continue living without any intimacy, or  

2) To find a local woman, which I would love to, but which I until now have decided that I don’t have the time for.  

 

God also said to me that the plan for me is to find A NORMAL LIFE during this period even though I am feeling stressed 

because of all of my work – but when all of my tools work, I know that I am efficient and God also told me that effi-

ciency is going to help me get through. 

 

David lifted me up ☺☺☺☺ 

After the most difficult day of all in Kenya, I had a very good evening. The team was meeting for beers at the African 

Bar, and I asked David what the British colonisation had meant to Kenya, and without any time to think, he gave me 

the most perfect answer to a question, I believe I have ever received, telling me all of the advantages and disadvan-

tages. I was so amazed by this answer that the answer and the power of it lifted me up from this terrible day. 

 

Elijah was also feeling very positive, and he said during the evening that he believed that he was the one lifting me up, 

and I told him that even though I was happy that he was positive, the true answer was that it was David alone that 

lifted me up because of his answer. Thanks, David! 

 

White people communicating 

I met Stephen at the bar, Meshack’s brother. We talked about white people communicating, and he said that he be-

lieves that white people give more instructions than they listen to the advice of the local people. I was very happy to 
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see Stephen being direct and frank when he communicated to me, which not all Kenyans do.  With the inspiration of 

God I told Stephen about some of the things we are doing at LTO, the vision of God that God is speaking through me, 

and I invited him to come back to LTO in due course and I believe that both he and Elijah was happy hearing this.  

 

God: Rich people are suffering 

During the conversation, I heard the words of God saying to me: “Don’t forget about the rich people suffering – all 

people are to have a normal life and that also includes happiness and a good behaviour” – and these lines are written 

the 4th July on basis of my notes from the day – after my sickness, see more later – and YES STIG, for the first time in a 

long time you have started writing your scripts again and we know, it has been difficult and yes, we are happy, please 

continue .... ☺. 

 

More and more people are following my mission 

After the conversation with Stephen, God said to me that more and more people now know that I have started my 

mission and yes, my friends, the train is almost leaving for these people too, and yes my friends, what I believed to be 

the truth this day was not only the truth, these people all over the world have been following my experiences “with a 

few words from God” telling them if I am on the “right track” or if I am in the power of the Devil and yes my friends, 

“still carry on” (thanks Michael Learns to rock) this is the message to them also today after the Devil has been very 

strong ... 
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Saturday the 13th June 2009 

A short story on Johnny Logan, an unpleasant dream of Karen and Denis, “normal life” is not working on Saturdays, a 

story of a funeral and my money situation, a message to the world: Follow the basic rules or you will see the Devil in 

direct action, the corrupt politicians of Kenya, no bureaucratic tax systems in the future and I/God represent all relig-

ions of the world. 

 

“What do you do when the world is not enough”? 

This morning I was waking up with the song “What do you do when the world is not enough” by Johnny Logan in my 

head, and yes, Stig, all of us this morning LOVE YOU and also Johnny, my friend, how many times did you win the 

European Song Contest and yes, my friend, by the help of God too, and yes my friends, maybe Johnny would like to 

share a story with the world, if you ask him? 

 

A dream of Karen, Denis and my mother 

I was sleeping better than expected, however I did have not very good dreams, one dream was about Karen and Denis 

making love in my apartment only to ”provoke” me. In the dream I feel much stressed, because they need to finish 

making love before my mother will arrive, and she is already on her way. In the dream I also heard Camilla speaking to 

another man exactly the same way as she was speaking to me – with a “loving” tone. The other day I also had a dream 

of Henriette, who did not want to say hello to me in the supermarket.  

 

“Normal life” does not include working on Saturdays 

We did not set the alarm to wake us up this morning; we had no stress like a Saturday is supposed to be. Today I de-

cided not to work on Saturdays, and I seriously considered finding a local African woman for a short love affair. All of 

the signals I received today about this felt right. 

 

Today I introduced a five days working week at the office under condition that all of us work efficient - however this 

plan only lasted for today. During the following weeks we also needed to work on Saturdays ... 

 

The Internet did not work again ... 

At the office the Internet did not work again, Skype was working as usual. And when the Internet is not working, the 

network connection symbol on my mobile phone is on, and the computer is showing “currently connected to the net-

work - Access: local and Internet". I heard God saying “It is not that nebulous today”. God has used the symbol of the 

weather almost daily in his communication with me about how I am doing, where sun is good and rain is the worst. 

 

A funeral and the money situation 

Elijah spoke to his mother on the phone today. When we visited her farm, there was a visit by an “older man” Sunday 

morning. Elijah told me that he gave this man 500 Shillings for his son, and now his mother told him that the son is 

dead, which I was sorry to hear. Elijah said that his mother was asking him for 10,000 Shillings for the burial of this 

man’s son and that Elijah was to give his answer not later than tomorrow.  

 

Elijah did not say anything else, and again I was thinking if I needed to give a loan, and as usual, whenever it comes to 

money, God is giving me the feeling, when I don’t have the money that it is truly very unpleasant to be asked for 

loans, when I don’t know for how long I can continue with my financial situation. 

 

Truly, expenses is giving me the ”throwing up feeling” every single time, I need to pay. Today I paid 4,500 Shillings for 

the office to do more research on Dadaab (taxi bills etc. because it is not always that Matatus drive to where the “fine 

NGO’s” have their offices in Nairobi). My SP Pension in Denmark is delayed and bonus from Dahlberg too ..... I still pay 

5,000 Shillings per week to Elijah for food, 7,500 Shillings per month for “rent” and on the 1st July, my bankruptcy can 

become reality.  I feel that this situation really has to stop now! 

 

Follow the basic rules or you will see the Devil 

In my notes today I have written that my experience yesterday with the Devil was so terrible an experience and that it 

serves as an example of what will happen to the world, if it does not follow the basic rules of God, because God has 

decided that the world will see the Devil working even more including starvation, anarchy, sicknesses (swine flue etc.), 
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natural catastrophes and yes Stig, Mary Magdalene here speaking on behalf of God, like the world has never seen be-

fore, and yes, Stig, this is what God has decided will happen to the world and yes Stig, the people that will follow the 

basic rules, will be protected by God and yes, Stig, only the people that don’t follow the rules will experience the Devil 

when he is truly angry, and yes I could say more on this, but God has said that it will be up to the world to decide if 

they want to see him as God or as the Devil, and God hopes that he can show all of his love to all people because this 

is truly what he is all about and yes, Stig, at the Council we share this goal. 

 

If the world decide to see the Devil in direct action, because this is what they will see, they will soon discover that the 

Devil in direct action is so unpleasant that the world will decide that it will never again want to experience him and yes 

my friends, Stig, another thing on your heart: A part of the Devil – also inside of me – is when you don’t experience 

love as you can do, and you decide to use an “artificial” instead, yes, Stig, then the Devil is also working, and yes, no 

more from yesterday and never again. 

 

Tax cheating and pay raises for politicians in Kenya 

At lunch we discussed the new Kenyan Budget. If all people/employers in Kenya paid taxes, we believe that the coun-

try would be in a much better condition with better infrastructure and reduced suffering and starvation. The new 

budget gives a big pay raise to school teaches and also 25% more to the politicians representing this poor country – 

and the politicians don’t pay taxes. This is corruption where politicians steal money, which is not theirs, directly in 

front of the people. What does the President of Kenya for example do other than holding daily speeches, which are 

prepared and written for him? 

 

No bureaucratic tax systems in God’s new Kingdom 

And yes, Stig, we know, we don’t have the time to talk about tax systems and bureaucracy – let me just say this: In my 

future society, where all people are welcome, I will not let you build the same bureaucratic systems again and yes, 

Stig, I will tell more about this in my next book, when you and I are one.  

 

I/God will represent all religions of the world 

And yes, Stig, today you wrote that BUDDHA IS MOVING FORWARD, yes my friends, you are not only Jesus in this life, 

but all religions of the world will be represented in you, in me, as ONE GOD and this will be my present for all people 

all over the world. Also more to come on this later, if someone will ask me this question? 

 

Invitation from Meshack  

Meshack was very kind indeed, thank you my friend, to invite me to visit his family tomorrow, and I was very sorry to 

say no, Meshack, but I was really very tired indeed and I felt that I really needed the rest and yes, Stig, you could have 

done it, but it would only have increased your stress even more. We agreed to follow up later after the publish of all 

of our work. 

 

God did not want us to use the mobile phone camera 

My mobile phone camera did not work this evening when Elijah wanted to photograph Lucia at the house. It did not 

take pictures, it blurred the pictures, there was a waiting time of a few seconds from pressing the button until the pic-

ture was taken (not normal) and the camera changed menus by itself. I explained this to Elijah and he saw it himself – I 

have seen it at least twice before. 
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Sunday 14th June 2009 

Today I dreamt on God’s house being finished, “no smoking allowed”, God and one of the regular visitors of the church 

speak on “having faith in God” to overcome your problems, what shall I write to my father?, the Kenyan’s are unhappy 

with their fathers, the concept of the Devil is easy to understand and at the same time I had the worst experience ever 

in my life with the Devil, Elijah never gives up ☺, will Abba re-unite?, the stories of Muhammad Ali and “magicians” 

performing “impossible tricks” and the first part of the story, if Microsoft Denmark will replace my stolen Microsoft 

Outlook? 

 

A dream of God’s house 

I had a dream about ”the house” (as I have had so many times before the last years, however the house has never 

been finished), which is now ready for me to move into. I am in the house together with my family. Even though I like 

the house very much, I had the feeling in the dream that I am to move to another place.  

 

My family is in the house, and they want to be involved in everything, so I really don’t feel like talking to them. My fa-

ther and his wife Kirsten is in the house for a visit, there are now many people in the house. I have the feeling that 

Kirsten is not welcome in the house and on the way out of the house, my father says that he would like to show me 

the oil can on the first floor, and he makes me happy because it is he – and not anyone else – that will tell me about 

the can. My father has given an offer to cover the expenses for wooden applications on the windows – it seems ex-

pensive, but the costs are only for the materials and not for his salary. 

 

ELO and expensive Internet 

Today I downloaded the Greatest Hits by the Electric Light Orchestra, approx. 370 mb. The Internet costs was approx. 

DKK 70 – thank you Safari Com, “very good infrastructure in Kenya” .... 

 

No smoking allowed outside the church 

Elijah asked me today not to smoke in front of the church, because the children want to do the same “as white people 

do”. I accepted this, but I really felt that freedom was taken away from me and I was not happy by this. Tobacco is the 

ultimate symbol of freedom that God has given me and as I have said to Elijah in the beginning of my stay – I HAVE 

PERFECT LUNGS and tobacco is only dangerous, when the Devil is playing... 

 

The culture of going to church 

I am not brought up with the same culture of going to church every Sunday as many people are in Kenya. And I really 

felt today that I am bored spending three hours at church every Sunday without smoking, but God spoke on “having 

faith” to me today and I was glad that I did not skip church, because only by going to church and to celebrate once a 

week, you will get this routine and only by doing this, God will say to you all: You are blessed. Good my boy. This is 

also part of my road and if I skipped church I would see the Devil again.  

 

God wants people to keep faith in him 

I was thinking that God through me says how important communication is and the fact is that God for so many years 

has not been communicating to people on Earth. And yes, Stig, I have not communicated with people on Earth be-

cause I want people to keep faith in me like you, my dearest friend.  

 

I was also thinking that it is admirable that these people believe in God at the same time as the Devil is stronger than 

ever with sicknesses (AIDS etc.) and suffering all over the world and I was coming to the same conclusion: Having faith 

is the answer, my friend. 

 

.. and then you can move mountains 

At the bible study at church today, Alice, who was the preacher, was talking on “moving mountains”, which is a sym-

bol of difficulties. Only by having faith in God, you can move mountains and your difficulties. Have a little bit of pa-

tience with God, before you see his accomplishments. Faith is to believe in something you cannot see. Faith and hope 

are united and praying is part of it. You can move any mountain, big or small by having faith in God.  
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And this is exactly what I am doing together with LTO during this work, to move mountains and to climb the mountain, 

where God is on top of the mountain. 

 

What shall I write to my father? 

During the church service I also wrote notes on my telephone about my father. What do you write to a man, who is 

going to die and who will not listen to you? That he will be surprised of the content of my writings that he will be the 

first man on Earth to go through “the test” on the other side: “Do you believe in Stig” and if he says no, he will go to 

Hell, and if he says yes, he will go to Heaven. And yes, Stig, my friend, while writing this, you don’t believe in your fa-

ther, and yes more on this later. 

 

The idea of having guest preachers at church 

At church they have guest preachers – one of the regular visitors – every Sunday to do the bible study, I think it is a 

very good idea and I was thinking that this would probably not be possible most places in Denmark, because the ma-

jority of people don’t know the bible as well as they do in Kenya. 

 

Kenyan’s are unhappy with their fathers 

After church, Tina was talking to me about the day today, which is ”the Father’s day” in Kenya. Most people in Kenya 

are not happy with their fathers. Many of them are drinking, see other women and don’t care for their work. I said to 

Tina that men and women are equal in the eyes of God and that the women at the local church in Kwawanzilu, Matuu, 

(when we were there), in my opinion maybe even better than the men could have discussed and taken decisions, but I 

noticed that they were afraid of speaking. It is WRONG for men to feel superior to women and for white people to feel 

superior to black people. 

 

The concept of the Devil is really very easy to understand 

After church I told Elijah about God and the Devil and I explained that yesterday it was the Devil working with the 

camera, because I did not follow the road – that I know the right road and answers – and that the Devil only exists 

with the purpose to learn people that they are not allowed to do evil things. It has consequences, when you are evil 

and the Devil can be called the system of God; it has direct consequences when you are evil and you will be rewarded, 

when you are good. This is really as simple as this, and this is in this context that the basic rules should be seen. Please 

follow these rules, and God will do you good, and if you don’t follow these rules, you will see the Devil. 

 

The worst experience ever with the Devil when writing this (another date than today’s date) 

I have a note on my phone saying: God, never war again, and yes my friend while writing the above on the Devil, he 

was actually stronger than ever before in Kenya and Stig, you were really “this close” to give up KNOWING THE CON-

SEQUENCES, TO HAVE THE EASTER 2009 EXPERIENCE DIRECTLY AT THIS BAR AND YOU COULD DO NOTHING ABOUT IT, 

YES, and yes, Stig, I will promise you this, if you just carry on being efficient, I will not do this again, and yes, I want to 

tell this to the world. I have not put people in the world to fight each other and yes, my friends, when you enter into 

my Kingdom, I will promise you this: THERE WILL NEVER EVER BE WAR! 

 

It is impossible for me to write JUST HOW AWFUL this experience was, but if you imagine having the Devil speaking to 

you directly as evil as never before, giving you the worst feelings and visions you don’t want to have, and you MUST 

work the hardest you have ever done in your life, which is/was actually impossible to do, and you are “this close” to 

give up knowing that you will get the worst pain imaginable, this is how my experience during this morning. The worst 

experience ever, and words cannot describe it. 

 

Elijah “never give up” ☺☺☺☺ 

Today Elijah was very happy. He had won an order to do 60 menu holders for a Hotel by thinking of new opportunities 

and by “never giving up”, this was what he told me. I was happy because he was happy. 

 

Will Abba re-unite? 

I was playing music for Elijah today, The ELO (Secret Messages, Mr. Blue Sky, Strange Magic and others), who com-

bines rock and classical music as Paul Simon combined Western and African Music. 
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I was also playing Abba, which I have downloaded, because ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD like their music. I was 

thinking of reuniting Abba, if they want to, and I was thinking that they will make a whole world happy, if they decide 

to do so. We also love Abba in the house of Elijah’s family, and people are singing to their songs.  

 

I am thinking of the Abba album “Arrival” from 1976, the helicopter on the front of the album, and I am really smiling, 

Stig, because this picture is on the front of the best Abba album ever and yes “knowing me, knowing you”, your fa-

vourite Abba song of all and yes Stig, it is really as simple as that, and yes my friend, THE HELICOPTER IS MY SYMBOL 

NOT ONLY FOR YOU, MY SON, BUT FOR THE WORLD, TO LIFT YOU UP AND AWAY FROM THE DEVIL – and yes Stig, if 

Paul McCartney, Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Leonard Cohen and many others still can make the world happy by making 

music and playing together, of course Abba can do the same, and yes Stig, let me tell you this, it is maybe not as sim-

ple as that, because if Agneta and the whole group decide to believe in you and me, maybe I will “ask” them – that is 

INSPIRE them – to play together again and yes my friends, to solve any disagreements inside the group too, so Abba 

what do you choose? 

 

The story of Muhammad Ali 

Yes, Stig, you have written about Muhammad Ali in your notes today, and yes my friend, Ali, you are not really called 

Ali are you? Is it OK if I call you Cassius again, my friend? And yes, this is the simple question for you: If you decide to 

give up your Muslim faith and to take back you birth name, I will give you all of your power back, remove your sick-

ness, my very dear friend, and yes, Stig, Muhammad is not my friend and this is the simple answer. Cassius, you are 

the symbol to the world that the Koran is not my work, and yes, this is the reason why the Devil is with you, my friend, 

one of my dearest friends of all .... ☺. 

 

And yes, Stig, Cassius is one of the greatest “leaders” you have ever seen on Earth, thank you my friend ☺. 

 

The story of “magicians” 

I have seen “Magicians” live, on television and on www.youtube.com doing “impossible” things. Levitate, make ele-

phants, the statue of Liberty etc. appear and disappear. I have seen the show of Joe Labero in Copenhagen, where he 

rides on a Motorcycle directly off the stage and in the same fraction of a second he appears from the other side of the 

stage room, I have seen a magician working directly on me in Tivoli, Copenhagen, in the spring of 2009, “removing” 

my watch without touching me, I have seen a girl on youtube being transformed into a young woman etc., and yes, 

my friends, this IS GOD WORKING, not the magicians.  

 

Maybe you would like to ask “the magicians” how they perform these “IMPOSSIBLE TRICKS” and yes, my friends, very 

good money for you, my dear “magicians” and yes, this is the test FOR ALL OF THEM TAKING “ADVANTAGE” OF ME: I 

WANT YOU TO GIVE EVERY SINGLE CENT YOU HAVE EARNED ON MY BEHALF TO THE POOR OF THE WORLD and if you 

decide to continue thereafter as “magicians” I have no objections, and if you decide to find “AN HONEST LIVING” I will 

encourage you to do that. 

 

Elijah did not ask me for 10,000 Shillings 

Today I was happy that Elijah did not ask me to borrow the 10,000 Shillings for the funeral. I was waiting for him to ask 

me all day, but he did not. 

 

Will Microsoft Denmark replace Microsoft Outlook 

Today I also called Microsoft Denmark regarding my lost Microsoft Outlook 2007. And without a product key calling 

was the only way to contact Microsoft Denmark – you cannot get Internet support without a product key....  

 

I was told from the customer service department that despite the fact that I had a receipt from Amazon.co.uk of my 

buy and despite having registered the software program online with Microsoft, it was not possible to get a new 

download link and product key as a “service”. 

 

Afterwards I was thinking, if this really was the right answer, is this the policy of Microsoft or was it because the per-

son, I talked to, did not know the answer? My experience when calling companies is that you cannot always be sure 

that the answers you receive are correct. Maybe I will follow up writing an email to managers of Microsoft to find out. 
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Monday 15th June 2009 

Today I had a dream of Fuggi buying “bread”, Elijah had not finished his action plan as agreed, the lunch agreement 

and the agreement to avoid interruptions at the office are still not in place, how will Elijah prioritize his time?, my suf-

fering because of lack of love, the “task bar” is blinking at me, make agreements with children as you would do with 

adults and today Mary Magdalene gave me a very nice message ☺. 

 

A dream of Fuggi buying bread and meat 

I had several dreams tonight, in one of them I am at a bakery with my very good friend, Fuggi (“Rommel” – one of the 

members of the Council) just before closing time. He buys big breads of more than 500 DKK, and he also buys meat. I 

am considering buying something as well, if there is anything left after Fuggi has bought, which I am not sure there is. 

 

This dream is not entirely true, God, because I have not even come close to consider “buying bread or meat” to use 

your symbol language, here in Kenya, and I have never done it in my life ... ☺. 

 

Elijah was not finished with his action plan as agreed 

Today, I had agreed with Elijah to go through his action plan. We had a clear agreement to go through the plan this 

morning at the office, but I decided to ask him on the way to work, if he was ready to go through the plan or if he 

wanted to have more time, and I was very surprised to hear that he actually wanted to have more time, until the af-

ternoon. I was thinking, how can you be delayed with an action plan, of all things, when the idea of the action plan is 

to remember and keep your agreements. I did not understand that. 

 

When we went through the action plan later today, I thought that he would present a copy of the action plan for the 

office including his own agreements/tasks instead of the office tasks, as I had suggested him to do (to save time), but I 

was very surprised to see that he had tried to “invent” a new plan, and I am sorry, my friend, this is also an example 

for the world to learn from: Don’t start using time producing new plans or templates, if you already have existing and 

well functioning plans and templates at the office. It is a waste of time and in most cases you will not improve quality, 

on the contrary, you will use more time and you will end up with a poorer quality, and this is not what God wants 

people to do.  

 

I looked at the plan and I saw that it was difficult to get an overview, and it did not use any of the automatic tools in 

Microsoft Excel – sorting and filtering – which the existing plan used (I only had a few hours earlier to do the plan, but 

it worked fine for the purpose).  

 

The tasks of lunch agreements and to avoid interruptions 

We went through his tasks and I had to say to Elijah in a very clear voice. Please keep your agreements now, “JUST DO 

IT”! It is now maybe 2-3 weeks ago we talked about 1) a lunch plan including reservations by telephone, and 2) to 

avoid interruptions at the office and to put a clear sign on the door. 

 

I said that we cannot afford to wait on solutions on these simple tasks. Either you will do it, or I will. However, Elijah 

has explained to me some times that he works “in phases”, and that he has talked several times to the people inter-

rupting us at the office, so he believes that it soon should be possible to finalise this work...  

 

I have asked Elijah several times not to talk on the same subjects again and again but “just do it”, when the tasks are 

easy to complete – however Elijah has the feeling that it is not straight forward to agree with the people “interrupting 

us”, because even though they don’t pay the rent today, they are still registered as the tenants and maybe they will 

ask for a sum of money, if we are not very careful, and I therefore said to Elijah that this is why communication is so 

important, for you to sit down with these people, talk to them on how they are doing, listen to them and for you to 

explain our work, so they understand and for you to ask the question, if we can make an agreement, where they don’t 

interrupt us – and at the same time make them understand that we truly value them as our friends, which we really 

do .... 

 

How will Elijah prioritize his time? 
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Continuing the meeting, I was inspired by God to tell Elijah that God asks you to find your inner self, to keep your 

deadlines, afterwards do the same for the people at the office and also to evaluate what is the most important: To de-

liver 60 menu cards for a Hotel or to help doing the most important work ever for God – and this is not the first or 

second coming, but the third coming. This time I will not show myself like Moses or like Jesus, but AS GOD and he has 

decided to use my body.  

 

I told Elijah that he will decide on his own freedom by following the basic rules. I asked him when he would be ready 

with his new action plan, and he suggested on Saturday, which I truly felt was a very long time to wait on a task that 

for me will take one hour to do.  

 

I said to him that we could work on it together tonight, but Elijah told me that he would be busy packing gift items for 

a Hotel, and we therefore decided to go through his plan again the next morning after I promised to finalise the plan 

for him this evening. 

 

The story on Microsoft Denmark and Microsoft Outlook 

Today I was thinking of contacting the management of Microsoft Denmark to hear if the answer from yesterday in fact 

was the policy of the company. On the other hand, I was thinking that it was not really that important because if I 

could not get a replacement, God would replace Outlook for me, and this was TRUTHFULLY my thinking.  

 

One of many visits from the “regular” visitors at the office  

During the afternoon at the office the ”regular” “visitors” arrived to read the paper and they also brought a female 

visitor from Uganda – and God has kept on saying “Uganda” to me the last couple of days, and I don’t know if there is 

a connection to this woman, but they arrived during working hours, where I have decided to focus on my work, so I 

only said hello to them briefly. I heard that she will be going to Canada, and maybe someday I will learn more if there 

is indeed a connection or if it was just one of many test from God ☺. 

 

My suffering because of lack of love 

Today, I have written in my notes that I am free to find a local woman, but the truth is that I am feeling so bad about 

this opportunity, because God in practise has taken LOVE and opportunities like this away from me most of my life, so 

just to get the opportunity again is taking motivation away from me, because I only have so short time left to realise 

my dream and my needs.  

 

No stomach or skin problems 

Today I have had no problems with bad stomach for 14 days, I still have no problems with my skin “because of the 

strong sun” and I still don’t take any pills of any kind. 

 

The “task bar” is “blinking” at me 

For the last maybe 14 days God has used the task bar on my computer ”blinking” at me. I have chosen “the auto-hide” 

function of the taskbar, and when writing this, God very quickly shows and hides the taskbar 3-4 times in less than half 

a second, and when he does this, he is normally in a good mood and again he is using the task bar to blink at me. 

 

Make agreements with children and be consequent  

At home Nicole and Joseph are using my computer to play games, but only when I allow them to use the computer. I 

went outside the house this evening and I told the children not to touch the computer, and when I came back, they 

said that they did not touch the computer.  

 

And this is the same I will say when it comes to children. Make the same type of agreements with children as with 

adults, be positive and consider rewarding them, when agreements are met by the children, and if they cannot follow 

the agreements the only way to learn them, is to be consequent EVERY SINGLE TIME and to consider a system of con-

sequences (DON’T HURT CHILDREN PHYSICALLY OR MENTALLY), so they know what will happen, if they don’t follow 

the agreements and the basic rules. 

 

A beautiful message from Mary Magdalene 
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During the evening, Mary Magdalene said with a beautiful voice and with very deep inner feelings to me: “I am miss-

ing you so much and it has been so long since we have been together”, and she is giving me tears in my eyes, and yes 

yes yes Stig also me your mother in black dress and more to come...
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Tuesday 16th June 2009 

Elijah has decided to use most of his time on business, today we went through his action plan and the assignments, he 

has not kept, I wrote an email to managers at Microsoft Denmark, it is that people behave positively, doing these writ-

ings is  a part of my suffering, today I received the first answers from the team on Dadaab, which inspired me to do a 

separate newsletter on Somalia, personal handshakes are important, always start work including a budget and a dead-

line, Elijah to be reinstated as the leader of the team, music from Paul Simon and ELO was played from a computer 

game,  I had dry fishes for dinner today, the telephone connection to my sister was bad and a short story on Benjamin 

Creme. 

 

Elijah is using most of his time on business 

Today I have written in my notes that Elijah has decided to use most of his time on his business, and that John and 

Meshack is using most of their time on LTO work and the Dadaab newsletter – with the assistance of David. I may 

have said it before, but this is the freedom that I have given to the team to decide on and this is what they have de-

cided to do – and for the team to decide on how to divide the work between them among all team members including 

Elijah, so this is the decision of the team including Elijah. 

 

Elijah’s action plan and examples of agreements not kept 

Today, Elijah and I went through his “new” action plan, which I prepared for him yesterday evening. My thinking is 

that he will get this week to prove that he can deliver on his promises and work with the action plan, otherwise I will 

implement the plans at the office without him. I gave Elijah examples today of tasks that he has not carried out, and 

there were many, I had a list of more than 10 – and I said to him that what you do is say “yes” to tasks, but either 

nothing happens or else I don’t receive feedback from you. And the purpose of Elijah to do the action plan is to help 

him remember all assignments including the deadlines. 

 

I told ELIJAH, THAT YOU ARE STILL MY BEST FRIEND, ELIJAH, BUT GOD HAS DECIDED TO USE YOU AS AN EXAMPLE OF 

WHAT THE WORLD MUST NOT DO AND THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE YOU ARE GOING THROUGH, MY DEAREST FRIEND, 

HAS THE PURPOSE TO TELL THE WORLD, THAT THIS IS THE SAME LEARNING EXPERIENCE THAT I WANT THE WORLD TO 

GO THROUGH – going from not keeping agreements and deadlines TO KEEPING YOUR AGREEMENTS, DEAR WORLD. 

Elijah, this is the truth and the truth alone – I do hope you will understand. 

 

The story of Microsoft Denmark and Microsoft Outlook 

Today I sent a positive email to managers at Microsoft Denmark asking them if it would be possible for them to re-

place my stolen Outlook 2007 on basis of my receipt and online registering.  

 

I had difficulties sending this email – and also other emails today – but directly after I sent it, the computer “had its 

own life” and directly in front of me, God opened an earlier email I sent to HP Denmark asking me “What about this 

email” and he was thinking about being “positive”, and my email to HP was neither positive or negative, it was objec-

tive, and I was met by a very positive reply by Morten in HP, thank you!  

 

Behave positively to other people 

The message is that WHEN YOU ARE POSITIVE instead of being negative, people will be more motivated to help you 

(also thinking of Jesper in Danske Bank), and I am thinking of so many “spoiled” people in Denmark always being nega-

tive beefing at other people when it is really not necessary. I saw this especially when I was working a couple of 

months at the call centre of Fair Forsikring.  

 

IT IS TRULY A SHAME THAT PEOPLE BEHAVE THIS WAY as many of the customers at Fair Forsikring did, even though 

“quality” was not a priority by the management and many people working in the call centre, however I do remember 

how sad many employees became after a customer had been very rough on them. Please don’t behave this way in the 

future – and I am also thinking of the TV show “Airport”, where you see the same attitude with many passengers. 

 

Writing is suffering too ... 

In my notes today, I have written that I have been writing, writing and writing for many years and the volume has just 

kept on increasing the last couple of years, and God knows that I am sick and tired of writing, because this is not what 
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I really want to do as the only thing, it does not give me balance in life just writing – AND TODAY IT IS ONE OF MY 

PAINS -  and I look forward to the day when all of this is finalised and I don’t need to do the same amount of writings 

again. My hands are hurting because of all of the writings I have done today, but at the same time it is a sign of me be-

ing efficient. 

 

A new personal and positive message from the Council 

Today again, the Council said to me “You cannot even imagine how much we are looking forward to see you again” 

and it really gave me tears in my eyes to hear during this time, which is really not very easy. To be understood and re-

ceive warm feelings is what I actually need in my life and which I have missed especially since the spring of 2006, 

where I have went through the most difficult time of all people without having anybody to talk to or understand me. 

 

Still no communication with Mary, Ghana 

I can see that Mary in Ghana is online sometimes at the same time as I but she has obviously decided to stop commu-

nication after hanging up on me the last time. This has probably to do with the meaning of money too and yes, Mary, 

do you believe in me? You don’t know. And yes, Stig, you helped her earlier, but no more communication today and 

this is not good enough – I am truly sorry, Mary that we don’t communicate anymore and yes, my friends, Mary this is 

why you have felt that I don’t want to speak to you anymore, but I have given you an invitation to keep communicat-

ing with me, however not during working hours, when I am working, and someday soon, Mary, I will come to you 

anyway to restore our communication, because you are still one of my very good friends, you just don’t know that to-

day.  

 

The first answers from the team on my questions on Dadaab 

Today – with a delay of one day – I received an answer from John and the team on 8 questions I had given them on 

Somalia, which was part of the 35-40 questions on Dadaab. I was very happy with the presentation from John, which 

he delivered with “level 2 details”, which was what I expected, and it saved us a lot of time – there is no need to go 

through all details in a written document, if people are happy with it – a thought I have always had, but of course that 

requires that people will read the documents, Dahlberg?  

 

God had inspired me to give the team these questions. The information was good – however not perfect, but good – 

and it gave me the inspiration from God to think that we should prepare a separate newsletter on Somalia. I decided 

that I will read the information from the team tomorrow in a greater detail and thereafter give my feedback and rec-

ommendations to the team. 

 

Giving “personal handshakes”. 

The way many people today give a personal handshake is really not the way that a personal handshake is to be given, 

and it truly makes a big difference. Today I learned Meshack and David of the importance to put pressure in the hand-

shake and to look people directly into their eyes at the same time (thank you, Kim S, I still remember). 

 

Starting the work without a budget and deadline ... 

During these days, the LTO team started the work on my questions on Somalia and Dadaab without agreeing on a 

budget and a deadline for the work, which I had asked them to deliver. They wanted “to know more” about meeting 

agreements with people etc. before they felt ready to set a deadline, and I gave them the freedom to do this, however 

time went on without a deadline and a budget. 

 

Later I agreed with Meshack on the budget – I thought that he knew what a budget was including a specification – but 

for him a budget was to agree on an amount to spend and afterwards to specify the expenditures. We sorted that out 

together by communicating on this. And quite some time went on before the team was able to set a deadline on an-

swering all of the questions – I believe the first deadline was set when 40% of the work was done, and yes my friends, 

when you do a project you will agree on deadlines too as a natural thing. 

 

Elijah to be reinstated as the leader 

During the evening I told Elijah that he is to coordinate the team, and this is what is expected from him. I also told him 

that I trust in him. Elijah told me that he was not tired today because I have said to him that this is a feeling, he can 
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overcome. He was working the whole day, he left home at 5.30 and came home 19.45. Thank you very much Elijah, 

this is what I like to see and hear from you, my friend ☺. 

 

Paul Simon and ELO singing from a computer game? 

When Elijah and I were talking at home during the evening, the children were playing games on the computer. Sud-

denly I could hear music by Paul Simon playing on the computer, which I was surprised to hear and I thought that it 

must have been the children starting the music.  

 

So I asked the children if they had turned on the music, but they were concentrated playing the game, and this was 

the only thing they were doing on the computer. So I had a look at the computer myself, and I could see that the Win-

dows Media Player was not turned on, which is the only software program that is used when playing music on this 

particular computer.  

 

I was surprised to see that it was actually the game itself that the children were playing that had started the music.  

When I paused the game, the music also paused, and when I resumed the game, the music instantly started again – 

and the game was still playing the normal sound of the game.  

 

I showed this to Elijah as well, and we decided to keep on talking, and after 10 minutes suddenly the song “Alright” by 

ELO was playing from the computer. And exactly the same happened again, we paused and resumed the game and 

every single time ELO paused or started playing – and the reason being that God wanted to show Elijah and the family 

an example of his power – as God said to me while watching this - the same way as he did with the camera, but even 

more visible today, and this is just a preparation of what he will do some day, when he will recreate the documents 

from my stolen computer. Elijah said it was “very interesting”. 

 

The experience of dry fishes 

This evening Elijah was doing a “small test” on me. We had agreed that if there was something I did not like eating, I 

would tell the family, but I have liked all they have served me or at least I have eaten it without any problems. But this 

evening I did not know what I was eating, it was some kind of stew, and the taste of the “meat” was very salty and I 

did not think that I liked it, and after 4-5 spoons of it, I was sure, I definitely did not like it, which I clearly said, and 

Elijah was smiling. It was small, dried fishes, and only Elijah and Joseph in the family liked it, so maybe I passed your 

test, Elijah? 

 

As my mother has always said to me:  If you haven’t tried eating it, you cannot say that you cannot like it. This is an 

advice that many people and especially children should follow. 

 

Bad connection to my sister ... 

After “the very nice” dinner, I wanted to call my sister, but now neither the Internet nor Skype was working. Skype 

was completely “closed” – no functions were working – but I decided to switch it off, turn off the Internet and to turn 

it on again, and then it worked again. I called my sister’s landline telephone and spoke briefly to Hans – Sanna was not 

at home – but the connection was really very bad, and I therefore called to his computer instead, but the line was still 

very poor and after 5 minutes I decided to stop the conversation because of this. And yes, Stig, this was also done by 

me, a symbol of how the communication has been with Sanna primarily. 

 

My mother is doing better 

Today John wrote that my mother is feeling better, however progress is only coming slowly. John believes that my 

mother was sent home from hospital too early. She still receives medicine. 

 

A short story on Benjamin Creme 

Yes, Stig, my friends, maybe some people would like to hear your version of the story regarding the predictions of 

Benjamin Creme and the coming of the world teacher – Maitreya – and yes yes yes, my son, you will be the leader for 

all religions and Stig, as well as the Christians, the Jews, the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Muslims, yes my dear Ben-

jamin, life has not been easy for you either, and yes my son is here and yes, thank you so much, Benjamin. You have 

done exactly as I have said to you and yes, Stig, you know that feeling, Benjamin, how it is to say something wrong and 

all you do is to pass on the messages that you receive from me too, Benjamin, and yes, my son, and yes, Benjamin 
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from GOD too, this is the one you have been communicating with, and yes, Stig, you have many names, and Maitreya 

is probably a nice name, but I have decided that I like Stig very much, so my dear Benjamin, we cannot and will not 

continue leading you in the dark anymore, we will soon tell you what we have done to you, what was wrong and right 

and we will tell you the answers, thank you my friend. 
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Wednesday 17th June 2009 

Today the Devil was hurting me because Elijah did not keep his agreements, I give more information on action plans, 

the stories of action plans I have done with Green Credit and Acta Kapitalforvaltning examples of unjust experiences I 

have had in my working life with different companies, the fourth dimension is the spiritual, coaching is very important 

to learn and to do etc. 

 

The Devil was hurting me because of Elijah ... 

Tonight I really slept terrible. If Elijah is not keeping his plan, then I suffer directly, and this, my dear friend Elijah, is the 

result of the last couple of days. Today I was so tired because of lack of sleep that I believe most people would have 

thought that it would be impossible to get through a normal working day, but I decided again that I needed to do that.  

 

And Karen is also suffering 

Today I had stomach problems again, and God told me that this was because of Karen, and yes, Stig, when you are suf-

fering, Karen is also suffering, and part of her suffering is the Devil making her think that she would like to meet an-

other nice loverboy ... (sorry Denis too ...). 

 

The story of Green Credit and action plans ... 

I had a dream this night about Anne Mette from Green Credit, who was a client at Dahlberg – earlier I worked to-

gether with her in General Electric. In the dream, she had prepared dinner for me together with four other people – 

and very fine chefs had prepared the dinner symbolising “much money”. 

 

When I remembered the dream, I knew that God wanted me to share the message that while we were working to-

gether in 2008, Anne Mette, I did not want to take over your management responsibility for your team at Green Credit 

of maybe 8-10 people working on quite an easy task: To move insurance company from Genworth to Dahlberg/Gaia, 

but because you did not follow up on your team and because you did not show consequent leadership, the team was 

allowed not to deliver on time, and this is exactly what happened, your team could have delivered on time without 

any problems, but they kept on being late or they never delivered according to what we had agreed on in the Action 

Plan.  

 

This would not have happened, if you were not present, because then I had taken the management responsibility on 

me and the team would have delivered. And yes, Anne Mette, maybe you will tell the world about the size of your pay 

check and maybe the world will decide if they think this is fair compared to what Dahlberg paid me? Maybe the action 

plans and the continuous postponed/new deadlines can be found by someone – and there are still tasks today, which 

have not been carried out. 

 

More on the structure of an action plan  

An action plan should really both be a personal action plan for each member of the team showing all outstanding 

tasks as well as a complete team action plan showing all tasks and projects for all team members and you can only do 

this if you use a professional system – not like my quick Microsoft Excel sheet, which I have created here as an exam-

ple - but I am sure that Microsoft or other companies can show the world an effective system to manage oneself and 

teams including projects? Fewer, but better systems is what I encourage the world to do. 

 

Very few works with action plans today 

For 25 years in Denmark, I have seen NO other than myself working with action plans. By doing action plans and hav-

ing consequent leadership, you will be able to change even the culture of “lazy Africans” as many people believe is 

impossible to do. I believe that all people want to show their best and to have proper tools and management. It is 

really very easy for all people – Africans, Europeans, Asians, Americans – to deliver on your promises and to continue 

learning. It is really as simple as that when you are motivated to learn! 

 

My action plan for Acta Kapitalforvaltning 

I did an action plan as well when working for Acta Kapitalforvaltning in 2007. It was not my responsibility, but some-

one had to do it, because you did not do it, Peter? I received confidence from the team because of this plan alone, 
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however because I had “totally impossible work conditions”, I did not have the energy to do everything alone, but the 

idea was clear for everybody.  

 

The company did not even have a sales and marketing plan for Denmark, so when nothing happened, I decided to 

produce a draft including different sales channels, campaigns etc., but this was not my responsibility, Peter? And HR 

was not my responsibility either, Peter? Maybe the CEO of the company remembers our talk on how important it is to 

choose the right head hunters to work with?  

 

I was dismissed by Acta because of ONE FAULT ESPECIALLY, which God imposed on me when I was holding an intro-

duction to a sales presentation where the founder of the company also was present. God decided that it should be my 

worst presentation ever and it truly was – I could not speak clearly because of the power of God – and yes, the foun-

der did not have the same personal values as the company, I believe this tells it all. Don’t trust anybody, when they 

are not to be trusted – this is the morale of this company. They did not live up to their values, and the values were im-

portant to me, when I choose to work for this company. 

 

Other of my work experiences  

I was dismissed by General Electric, because they did not check my credentials and the work I had done for them 

thoroughly enough – and because there was no management present. Please check this.  

 

I left my job with Fair Forsikring, because Peter, you did not want me as the Business Development Manager, because 

Søren was your dear friend, but did you know how Søren carried out his work and was he still your dear friend after 

you read my memo about his and mine co-operation?  

 

And Dahlberg, I did the work for you, but who made the money, and Bo, could you manage the simple task of having 

an efficient action plan for the team, when you could not manage your own time?  

 

And GE Frankona, why did you not want to establish La Parisienne in Denmark, was it a bad idea or do you believe that 

my business plan was too ambitious and detailed? Did you ever read it and did you ever really try to understand what 

kind of company, Stig, wanted to establish? Maybe you would be surprised to understand that he just wanted to cre-

ate the best insurance company in Denmark.  

 

And why did you Kim S. not want me as a partner after I was dismissed from Aon – did you make a promise to him on 

this? What about Pernille, what about “YOUR reputations” and what about Stig’s trial with Aon, where you recom-

mended him to use your “dear” lawyer Jonquirres, and maybe you would like to tell the plans you really had, which 

you decided to carry out, and maybe Kim, you will tell if you have had a better employee than Stig? 

 

And yes, Stig, I really know you hate doing this, but now it is done, and yes, maybe you will check on which foundation 

Stig was expelled from Aon and try to understand his relations with Niels de Bang, or Niels de Knald as he was known 

in the industry.  

 

Is that justice, my friends, and yes Stig, this is the reason why, you had that experience, there is no justice in Dadaab 

and your “dear friends” did not show you justice, therefore you did not win the trial against Aon, but you were saved 

by Søren Lindbo – and maybe you will tell why, Søren?  

 

But of course the lawyer took all of the money and even more – this is how the WORLD IS NOT TO DO BUSINESS IN 

THE FUTURE. INVESTIGATE THE DETAILS AND YOU WILL KNOW WHY, and I ask all people involved to do is to tell the 

truth, thank you ☺. 

 

The promise from Omar 

My dear friend, Omar, I have now met you five or six times, and you have still not given me the Koran, as you have 

promised me? Not because I am going to read it, I am just thinking about your promise, but maybe someday soon? 

 

One day is written in approx. 45 minutes 
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And yes, Stig, still on plan with your writings, I just want to say that this is still written the 4th July and yes the plan, 

Stig, is for you to write the experience of one day in maybe 45 minutes in average, and shorter, if the chapter is 

shorter and maybe one hour, if the chapter is longer, and yes my friends, this is what I wanted to say, good my boy ☺. 

 

The fourth dimension is the spiritual 

Today I have written a note about the fourth dimension being the spiritual and yes, Stig, you would like me to add a 

few words. OK, I will not tell much, only that when I am born again so to say – when Christmas Day will arrive, the day 

when I publish this information – I will tell people more about this story, if somebody would like to know?  

 

And yes, my dear friends, maybe you have heard about “crystal children” – what do you think is the true hidden 

treasure of these children? That they are born to communicate with the spiritual world, and yes my friends, this is the 

true meaning of these children and yes yes yes all children born the last 8-9 years at least have this special ability. 

More to come on this later, if the world wants to know? 

 

God is tempting me with nice, African women 

Today and yesterday, I have met very nice women on the streets and in the supermarket looking at me, smiling and 

saying “hello”, which they have not done so directly before – unless they are prostitutes. This is God working, I have 

seen that many, many times – and yes, Stig, tempting you, but you decided not to follow up on this. You don’t have 

the time, you say .... ☺. 

 

Coaching is very important 

Today I have written how important it is to coach people, and this is not different than any other thing I have done 

here in Kenya. I have really not had the time to communicate many times, to introduce work properly, to listen and to 

coach as much and as good as I would have liked to, if I had “a normal life” without pressure and stress.  

 

I have decided to give at least some coaching because otherwise the team will not grow as much and maybe they will 

not deliver what I expect from them. But coaching is really coaching – IT IS NOT TELLING, DIRECTING, it is listening, 

helping and to bring in your experience, when needed. Many clever people all over the world can help many compa-

nies and employees all over the world – this is really needed, many leaders don’t really know how to coach, and this is 

important to know and to practise. 

 

I heard from Mary again today 

Today again I heard from Mary in Ghana again. She was feeling good because of the Ghanese football team. I decided 

almost not to ask her any questions trying to see if she wanted to ask me questions, but no, this was not a desire for 

her, and therefore our chat “just stopped” without anyone saying goodbye.  

 

A positive message from Microsoft Denmark 

Microsoft Denmark’s manager for customer and partner satisfaction today gave me a very positive message. She has 

decided to give me a download link and a product code for my Outlook 2007 for free and I understood that this was a 

special service they gave to me, and I was very happy indeed. She said that I would be contacted by the customer ser-

vice department soon. 

 

Elijah is concerned about where to live in the future 

Today Elijah told me that he was concerned about the office and where to live in the future. I told him that he should 

not be concerned that I wanted him to take this concern out of his head. We will move to the Karen Estate after we 

publish the information. 

 

A perfect connection with my mother 

I spoke to my mother this evening and NOW THE CONNECTION WORKED PERFECTLY FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE 

SPEAKING TO NIKLAS A LONG TIME AGO, and I was very happy to re-establish OUR COMMUNICATION because, Stig, 

this was the goal today and yes yes yes the judge and his whistle is saying go ahead, my friend. My mother is feeling 

better however she does not have much energy but she was HAPPY AND JOYFUL. 

 

God is working on the neighbour’s car alarm 
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During the evening the alarm of the neighbour’s Toyota was turned on without anybody being close to the car, which 

God now have done several times, but this was the first time I told the family about it. Maybe it was only Tina, I told, I 

can’t remember.  

 

At 21.25 the music playing on the computer stopped automatically, the screen shut too, and God said to me that it 

was now time to go to bed. A small symbol from God to the family too ☺. 
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Thursday 18th June 2009  

Based on today’s experiences I encourage the world to DECIDE on listening/remembering and to apologise if you don’t 

follow your agreements, the lunch agreement is still not in place, today I developed new templates for resource plans, 

project time and day time sheets, the team members are meeting their “limits” as a wish of God, Elijah would like to 

sing together with Paul Simon, I received a very nice call from Microsoft Denmark, I encouraged my family in Denmark 

to call me – however they did follow up on my request, my SP Pension is on its way .... 

 

Decide that you want to listen and remember 

This morning it took Elijah 30-40 minutes to update his action plan – I have the routine, and normally it takes me 5-10 

minutes. I showed him some of the same things as I also shown him yesterday – how to adjust the row height etc. – 

because he could not remember. 

  

People can only remember things, if they truly listen and if they take a decision that they WANT to remember, and of 

course do it. The goal is for all people to listen very carefully and to understand the first time – and to use lessons 

learned in practise. It takes much longer time, if people don’t understand the first time and efficiency will be lower 

because of this. 

 

Apologise when you don’t follow your agreements 

Yesterday I said to the team that I wanted to have a meeting today with all team members – together with Elijah, I 

wanted to introduce action plans etc. to the team. I said this because David said that he would come at the office to-

day, but this morning he called Elijah and said that he would not be able to make it after all. He is very busy preparing 

a presentation for a book launch, which we will attend this Saturday.  

 

I decided to postpone the team meeting, until David would be back at the office, but I forgot to write it down and 

therefore I forgot to inform the team about my decision, which they followed up on, and I could only apologise be-

cause of this – it was not bad will, but a mistake - and I said to the team that David should also apologise to me, be-

cause he did not come to the office as he had promised me, and this is also a key message.  

 

I felt that the only thing I could do because of my mistake was to apologise, but I cannot remember that the team here 

has apologised to me when they have broken a promise – and every single time you don’t show up at the agreed time 

or deliver according to an agreed deadline or quality level it is a broken promise, and my dear friends, I have seen this 

many times and said that to you many times. I am very happy, as you know, when you deliver and meet up on time, 

but as natural as you accepted my apology, as natural it should have been for you to apologise, when you broke your 

promises, and this is the lesson I want to teach the world.  

 

Please do understand that when you don’t do as promised, you need to communicate, so people will know, and if you 

forget, you can only apologise – but I know for a fact from family members, friends and former colleagues that apolo-

gies don’t come easy today. Please remember this.  

 

The lunch agreement is still not in place 

This morning, I ordered my lunch through Elijah, but when we later met for lunch, my lunch was not ordered through 

telephone. The process was not ready yet, and we had agreed that it should be ready yesterday.  

 

Elijah has lost credibility because of this with the Operations Manager at the lunch restaurant and because of his 

“negative” communication earlier. Because of this I was very disappointed, I did not say anything to lunch and I was 

thinking, how can this take more than 14 days, where I have given him many reminders and recommendations, and it 

is still not ready – this is why, my friend that the only solution is to have structure in your life and your work, and the 

same reasons for saying this as earlier ☺. 

 

New resource plans, project time and day time sheets 

Today I decided to produce new templates for resource plans, project time and day time sheets. The reason is that I 

want to find out available resources at the office for the next 2-3 weeks – I don’t really know which resources are 
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available, because when talking on this with the team and John, as I used as an example, I did not receive any answers 

on my question, which I repeated several times. 

 

I want to use the project time sheets together with the action plans to help people plan better, to think before start-

ing work, and to follow the development of the projects at the same time keeping track of time, so everybody in the 

team can follow if we are still meeting deadlines.  

 

I want to use the day time sheets to see how people are spending their day at the office, how much time is actually 

spent working concentrated and how much time is used for private talk/agreements, reading the newspaper etc., 

which I believe this team – as so many teams all over the world – really use too much time on because it is an inte-

grated part of their culture and daily routines. When you have work to do, you should work, and not spend an hour 

here and there relaxing – it will only delay the work, however I have noticed that people at the office work more and 

more concentrated, and I am very happy with this development, but I believe they also talk too much during working 

hours and are not working as concentrated as they could. 

 

While writing this, I know that the people at the office are sacrificing because of the work we do, because of the in-

formation they are collecting on Dadaab and at the same time they are growing as people and employees, and this 

make me truly proud of this team. We are all suffering, but they are still positive, open and trying to learn what I tell 

them, even when times are very difficult to them. THANK YOU ALL OF YOU FOR THIS ATTITUDE WHICH I TRULY AD-

MIRE. 

 

The team members are reaching their “limits” 

I noticed that John was very down yesterday and today, which I said to Elijah, and later John came to us at the African 

Bar, where Elijah and I went. John had not received any money since I gave him 3,000 Shillings a long time ago, and I 

decided to give him more money today, approx. 3,500 Shillings. He could not afford going home from work. I told John 

that if he only had told me, then I would have reacted earlier, and I said to him that we have talked several times 

about how important it is for all team members to find “the right balance” between LTO work and trying to get an in-

come, so you also can pay your bills and get food on the table, and John decided to go to his limit, and yes, Stig, this 

was what God decided for all team members, to reach their limits, and maybe the team members themselves will tell 

the world someday if they truly felt that they went to the limit, and yes, Elijah, I decided to use Stig to “reach your 

limit”, because you have not suffered like the other team members – this was “my test on you”, my dear friend ☺. 

 

Afterwards I asked Elijah to talk to the other team members – to find out if they have “critical needs”, because I don’t 

want people to suffer this much. Elijah promised to follow up and I was hoping that he would do this as quickly as pos-

sible. We did not set a deadline, but obviously this was very important indeed to do immediately and it was with this 

feeling we talked and with this “feeling” that I thought he would prioritize it very high. 

 

Elijah to sing in Paul Simon’s choir? 

The song “Diamonds on the soles on her shoes” by Paul Simon really makes Elijah – and also the family and me – very 

happy, and Elijah said that maybe he can sing in the choir someday together with Paul and he was smiling at the same 

time.  

 

Elijah sings the deep voice at the local church and even though he is not a big singer, he likes it very much, and I actu-

ally like his deep voice, so maybe with a little bit of training? Maybe you will accept this invitation someday, Paul? And 

Elijah has also suggested you to sing at the World Cup in Football in South Africa in 2010 and maybe if you are in-

spired, Paul, you will do a follow up on your fantastic Graceland album?  

 

A nice phone call from Microsoft Denmark 

Today I received a phone call from Bo at Microsoft’s customer service department saying that they would give me the 

Outlook 2007 and I was very grateful and thanked him many times. He said that he would send an email including the 

download link and product code, so now I thought that I would get my Outlook 2007 replaced, but when he sent the 

email, the download link was for Microsoft Office Professional 2007, which I did not understand.  
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I did not have this package, I had not paid for a package like that (separately I had the Microsoft Office Home 2007 

edition), it would take me a VERY LONG TIME to download it (approx. 1.5 GB) with the Internet speeds here in Kenya 

and it would cost me approx. 5,000 Shillings just to download it, so I sent an email back to Bo asking if it would be pos-

sible to get a link for Outlook 2007 alone, which I had agreed with the manager on.  

 

Bo replied that he was asked to give me the Office package – and he also wrote that he on the phone had said to me 

that the link was for Microsoft Office, however I did not hear this because I was thinking of Microsoft Outlook - but he 

said that he would get back to me and I was thinking that communication can be difficult but probably it was just the 

names OUTLOOK and OFFICE which can be easily mixed. 

 

Encouraging the family to call me 

Today I sent an email to my family in Denmark where I said that now Skype is working perfectly and I encouraged 

them to call me on my Danish telephone number, which will call me on my computer through Skype. I have explained 

that they will only pay local tariffs when calling this number – however I did not receive any calls from my family on 

this number after I sent this email before the 23rd July, when John called me. I tried to restore our normal communica-

tion, but it did not work, and Sanna why did you not call on this number later or anyone else in the family? In Denmark 

my family would call me regularly, but here they have not called me.  

 

My SP Pension is on the way 

I received an email from Sanna, where she said that SP Pension had sent a form stating that I will receive DKK 30,456 

before taxes, and she said that she would sign and return this form and all I could hope for now was that this amount 

would be inserted into my account before the 1st July or at least before the 1st August as I wrote to her – otherwise I 

would need help. 
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Friday 19th June 2009 

 Work is not as complicated as many people believes, use the advanced tools of computers, always be “realistic” about 

yourself, God took away my opportunity to meet a woman because of Elijah’s broken promises, show true leadership 

and you can lift all teams, will the team follow the road of God or the Devil?, what are interruptions taking away time?, 

the team is not happy with interruptions at the office, managers MUST walk the talk, ALL people MUST be open on 

both strengths and weaknesses, learning and improving is a lifelong experience, the world would have seen me half a 

year before if my family had listened to me, my father Peer will be taken away from me like Joseph was taken away 

from Jesus, my father is not the father of my sister, Jesus did not die on the cross. 

 

God decided that I should not hear the alarm 

Today I was woken up by God; I had to go to the toilet. I did not hear the alarm, which has happened a couple of times 

before here. This has been one of many tests here from God. Elijah also slept very poor tonight.  

 

The work is as complicated as you decide it to be 

Yesterday, John was telling me and the team how complicated it would be to work on all of the information that the 

team had received on Dadaab from different NGO’s etc., and yesterday I said that it was a very normal feeling to have 

after the first phase of collecting information and just before starting the second phase of writing down the informa-

tion.  

 

I have tried the same maybe hundreds of times, and I said to him that the most important is to be structured, to know 

how to do the work and then just do it. It you have a lot of information, you really just need to add hours, when you 

know how to do it, and I had agreed with him to use a table with a column for each NGO and to divide the information 

in the same chapters as the Dadaab level 3 document, and today at lunch John said to me that the work is not compli-

cated at all, and I was very happy to hear this.  

 

Use the advanced tools, improve quality and never give up 

I had asked John earlier if he had the necessary skills doing tables in Microsoft Word, and he answered my question 

with a yes. Later I saw the table he and Meshack was working with, and it became clear to me that he did not have the 

“necessary skills”, and I therefore decided to use 5-10 minutes improving the quality of the table making the work eas-

ier for them.  

 

And this is the message to the world: YOU WORK VERY OFTEN WITH VERY GOOD TOOLS, where the quality of your 

work could be so much better, if you used the necessary time to understand the advanced functions of the tools – 

PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT TOOLS ARE USED MUCH BETTER THAN WHAT THEY ARE TODAY ALL OVER THE WORLD, and 

this is a responsibility of both companies and employees – please prepare and implement plans to improve the skills 

of all people working with these tools as part of their work.  

 

And I encourage all people to do the same as I have always done – to focus on the print out, how do you want it to be 

to look the best? And then don’t compromise, but find out how you will be able to do, what you want with the tools 

you work with. You may not know the answer every single time and this is for you to find at the same time improving 

your skills – and yes, you can use the help functions in the programs, the Internet, where you can find many answers 

to questions from people having the same challenges as you, and then continue working until you find the solution, 

have the patience and NEVER GIVE UP. This is the attitude that I want all people to have. 

 

The team shows up every day at 12.00 precise ☺☺☺☺ 

I said to the team today that I AM VERY HAPPY THAT I CAN COUNT ON YOU TO BE AT LUNCH EVERY DAY AT 12 PRE-

CISE, this is what the team has done, and it really makes me equally as happy, when people follow agreements, as it 

makes me disappointed, when they don’t.  

 

Don’t be too optimistic – be realistic 

David also promised to be at the office today, but that was also impossible for him to make, and I know that he really 

wanted to come but that he was too optimistic. And this is the learning experience for all people all over the world: 
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YOU HAVE A TENDENCY TO EVALUATE YOUR OWN WORK, RESULTS AND OPPORTUNITIES TOO OPTIMISTIC, because 

you want to show a positive picture to the world.  

 

What God requires of all people is to be REALISTIC and not to paint a too positive or too negative picture of yourself or 

your company. You must be realistic and objective. This is very important in order to create credibility. 

 

God took away my opportunity to meet a woman because of Elijah’s broken promises 

Today Elijah and I again talked about the lunch plan and process, and I said to him that you could have decided to do 

this plan the first time we talked about it hereby fulfilling your promise. Because of the decision from Elijah not to do 

the tasks with lunches and interruptions at the office, I had no energy or motivation to meet a woman, and this hurts 

me very much, and yes Stig, maybe your worst suffering in Africa – and yes more than the attack but less than the 

later sickness – and yes, my friend, Elijah. This is what Stig has accepted because of “your tests” on him, and yes Stig, I 

can only say this, this is what God has put on you, you really had that opportunity, but I took it away from you and yes 

only like “this”. Do you think, Elijah that you will be able to accept being used as an example to the world of how not 

to work and how to grow? 

 

God is happy with me after all ... 

God has now said to me several times: This has been the task I have given you, to do the impossible, to lift up an Afri-

can team, which other people believe is impossible together with the Devil playing, the worst stress ever and your 

biggest work ever. THANK YOU, MY DEAR FRIEND. 

 

Show true leadership and you can lift all teams 

I still believe that the conclusion is that Africans are very open, eager to learn, motivated and that they have a bigger 

potential than what I have seen in Europe, but that it is a condition to show TRUE LEADERSHIP – which I really have 

not been able to do as much as I could have if I had a “normal life” here – but if leaders don’t do this and don’t know 

the right tools to use, they will not succeed and both parties will be unsatisfied. I SHALL SAY THIS ONLY ONCE. PLEASE 

LISTEN CAREFULLY. Thank you, Michelle, and the cast at ’Allo ’Allo. 

 

Will Elijah and the team follow the road of God or the Devil? 

God already yesterday said to me that if Elijah and the team would follow the new tools and deadlines, they would see 

God, and if not, they would see the Devil, and God told me what this would mean, and in order to avoid any misun-

derstandings, I wrote down the following message to Elijah, which I read and explained to him. After giving him the 

message, I have changed the words a few places, but I do believe that 95-98% of the following message is the same as 

the message I gave him and saved on the desktop computer for him to read again: 

 

“Two days ago (I told Elijah)  

 “I will hurt (from the Devil) if you don’t follow your action plan” 

 

The Devil is gaining power.  

 I was hurting very much when working last night with thoughts and feelings from the Devil  

Slept poorly – both of us, also you.  I am completely “destroyed” today, but I have decided to work again 

hopefully as efficient as usual or at least as efficient as possible. 

I feel the dark spirit of the Devil inside of me today, my right foot is hurting directly because of him 

I also feel God as the Gardener – “You are welcome” – it depends on you, Elijah! 

Tonight will be even worse if you don’t deliver and I don’t know if I can fight the Devil. You will bring both of us 

down and separate us or you will lift both of us. It is your choice. Not in 1 month, but today and on Monday. 

 

God has given you two assignments: 

 

1) Avoid Interruptions 

2) Lunch process. Telephone. Who, when + agreements with restaurants + next week on the wall (tape in 

your action plan?).  

 

Today we will talk about lunch maybe for the 6th or 7th time 
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You have lost credibility with the first lunch restaurant because you did not follow the agreement made 2-3 

weeks ago, but it is not too late. The world will know if you can deliver. 

 

Today 

 When to order per telephone? 

 Who will order? 

 Make clear guidelines for the team and the restaurants to know and follow. 

 Food and table ready by 12 

 Follow up daily! 

 

Monday 

 Agreement for the three not to interrupt before 16.00. 

If they do, tell them every single time that they are violating the agreement and that they are not welcome 

before 16.00 – otherwise lock the door, if needed.” 

 

Elijah was chocked by my message 

After reading this, I believe that Elijah was chocked – he can only tell himself. At the end of the conversation he was 

prepared to delete all of part of this message, but I asked him not to do that. This was, my dear friend, the “tool” I de-

cided to use to have you listening to me and to do the two easy tasks, I gave you. The lunches and the interruptions. 

According to my memory most of the lunch process was finalised today, and together we finalised “the interruptions” 

the following Monday. It was not that difficult to do? 

 

But God was really meaning “business”... 

If these two tasks were not finalised, God would have realised the threat. We would have been separated and he 

would have sent me directly to hell, my friend, which has been my main motivation to work as hard as I have done, 

because I fear Hell more than anything else. The threat that God gave me in the Easter of 2009 “to be physically to-

gether with my mother as real as reality” (this is the power of God on me, and I can tell you for sure that this is exactly 

what he would have done) would have been carried out if you did not finalise these two tasks before Monday. 

 

And I HAVE DONE EVERYTHING, MY FRIEND, AND I MEAN EVERYTHING FOR SEVERAL MONTHS NOW TO AVOID THIS 

THREAT BECOMING REAL, USING ENERGY AND POWER, WHICH NO PEOPLE ON EARTH HAVE EVER USED BEFORE. This 

is what these two “innocent” tasks to you maybe, but extremely serious tasks to me, mean and the reason why I tried 

to get you to understand JUST HOW IMPORTANT THEY ARE. 

 

And to give you an example of the practical meaning of this, just this morning, these very nice people and dear friends 

of LTO – WHICH THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AND WHICH THEY WILL ALWAYS BE – interrupted us 6 times during one 

hour and the team is clearly very unhappy about this as well. 

 

What are interruptions taking away our time? 

Today I also gave Elijah a quickly written document of “interruptions” to avoid, which not all people necessarily see as 

interruptions, but which I believe, they are. This is the reason why I have included these bullet points in this script 

here as well – and this is quickly written to inspire the world to follow up on and to improve. 

 

• Movement of people in and out of the office 

• Cell phones. Turn it off, when you are working concentrated, or at least turn off the ringing signal and call back 

later in the day. 

• Colleagues speaking to you privately at work. Work when you work and talk private in private. 

• Colleagues asking you questions, which are not necessary to ask, because the colleagues have the answers them-

selves. 

• Speaking on the same subjects again and again, like assignments on the action plan, which we have already spo-

ken on, and where the work has not begun. To be talked about again when they work begins. 
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• Speaking on the same decisions again and again. Make sure that all decisions are taken on a sound foundation 

that decisions are communicated clearly and that they are implemented quickly and effectively. We cannot give 

us selves the luxury of not implementing the decisions. 

• BREAKS, which are not necessary. Reading the newspaper in the office, “day dreaming” etc. 

• Work at work, hold lunch break at 12.00 and coffee break at 16.00. Other breaks are unnecessary. Newspaper, 

only when they are directly relevant for work. 

 

Introducing the “writing test” 

Since David was not at the office again today, I had to postpone the team meeting again introducing new tools and 

also a writing test I had decided to do for all team members by the inspiration of God to see who actually works the 

best under pressure and can do the best quality, creativity etc. 

 

I introduced the question for the writing test for the people at the office – and for David soon hereafter - today:  

“What has been your development experience since I arrived at the office? 

 

I said to the team that the team member having the best writing test and the most resources the next two weeks 

would be appointed as the team leader on the Somalia newsletter. I said “think about what to write, how to write it, 

the structure you want to use and take “one-line” notes, which I will ask you to give me after the test”. The reason for 

giving the writing test was also to show how important it is to prepare the work, before you start the work. 

 

John and Meshack are working concentrated together ☺☺☺☺ 

Before leaving the office today, I was very happy seeing Meshack and John working closely together focussed and 

concentrated. It truly made me happy, thank you, both of you ☺. 

 

What does the team believe of Elijah as the manager? 

I have decided not to ask the team about how the team feel about Elijah as the manager – I have considered doing 

this but I BELIEVE IT IS WRONG TO DO WITHOUT INVOLVING THE MANAGER DIRECTLY IN THE CONVERSATION, so 

therefore I have not done it – and yes, maybe some of my previous managers would like to tell the world TRUTHFULLY 

about how they work with communication, where I was not always involved, when you asked the team about me – do 

you believe this was the right way to approach it? 

 

And yes, I could have taken a meeting with Elijah and the team to talk about Elijah as the manager, but I prioritized 

differently because of much work and also because I believe that it would probably be impossible for the team to have 

an open discussion on Elijah in his presence, to talk about his strengths and especially his development needs, be-

cause in my experience, this is not what Kenyan’s like to talk about – they don’t like to “insult” people, even though I 

believe that knowing about ones development needs will help people and not insult them. 

 

The team is not happy with “different priorities” and “interruptions” 

The LTO team today told me that “different people in the team have different priorities” and that “not everyone is con-

tributing equally to the work”. 

 

The team also told me about just how annoying the interruptions from THE NICE PEOPLE are and that the team have 

decided not to speak to them again while they are working, and I could really understand that this is hurting the team.  

 

I told the team that I know that people are contributing differently that I gave people at the office the freedom from 

the beginning to prioritize between LTO work and other assignments and that I am aware that people have prioritized 

differently.  

 

I also said that I have talked with Elijah many times on the people interrupting us asking him to find a solution, and I 

said to the team that Monday is the last deadline for Elijah to prove himself as the leader for the team by finding a so-

lution on this. 

 

Managers MUST walk the talk 
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Elijah, I am afraid that you don’t know that your decisions and priorities have coursed suffering on other people and 

me. But as I have said to you, my goal has all along been to help you, to improve your leadership skills, for me to step 

down as the leader and for you to take over again – I have said this many times to you, but it demands that you not 

only talk, but also act on what you promise to do – and this is the same message to leaders all over the world in the 

same situation.  

 

Employees in millions will know what I talk about – do you have a leader who is very good speaking, but when it 

comes to doing manual work himself, he finds it very difficult or almost impossible to contribute?  

 

This is why God has CREATED you, Elijah, as you are today, for you to be the example for the world, for you to show 

that IT IS POSSIBLE TO GROW AND TO ALSO WORK YOURSELF. This is the true test of you, my friend. 

 

A lesson to the world – ACCEPT your strengths as well as your weaknesses 

When Elijah is under the pressure, I put on him – which I believe no one has done before in his life - he reacts the 

same way as I have seen many people do. He can take much, this man, and he has truly been open, but when he is 

really under pressure – when I reach his limit - he reacts by talking much, not listening at all, defending himself, gives 

excuses, “good explanations”, blames other people or talk on completely different subjects, which of course is wrong.  

 

First of all, ALL PEOPLE NEED TO LOOK AT AND UNDERSTAND THEMSELVES, and I don’t believe that I have given Elijah 

wrong suggestions on how to improve – but that is up to you my friend, to tell the world if you agree on or?  

 

And again, this is the lesson for other people, when you truly sit in front of a MENTOR, when you know that he uses 

his energy with the one purpose alone to help you, you should really not defend yourself or put your anger directly on 

your mentor but you should OPEN UP, listen and try to understand – even if your feelings are hurt, and yes Stig, this is 

all about feelings and the only way to surpass these feelings is for people all over the world to do the same – TO 

TRULY BE OPEN AND NOT TO DEFEND YOURSELF, this is the only way to improve, and yes, Stig, this is the TRUE LIMIT 

OF ELIJAH, which you have met sometimes and yes the most difficult task to do – WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN PEOPLE 

ARE FEELING HURT AND THEY BEHAVE IMPROPER?  

 

You can only try to communicate and try to make them understand that THIS IS TO HELP YOU, for you to accept that 

ALL PEOPLE IN THE WORLD HAVE BOTH STRENGHTS AND WEAKNESSES and yes my boy, you can only improve IF YOU 

TRULY DECIDE TO LISTEN TO AND TO UNDERSTAND YOUR WEAKNESSES – it is almost the same as if you are a drug 

user, if you don’t decide to get out of the misuse, you cannot get out, and this is the test for the both of you, Stig and 

Elijah, for you to communicate on this – even though this is the most difficult task of all – and  for you to get to an un-

derstanding. Elijah, will you please try to understand that it is all about ACCEPTING both your strengths – which is very 

easy to do – and also your weaknesses, even though some weaknesses today are difficult for you to accept? 

 

More threats from God and the Devil 

God gave me during these days several examples that I would be attacked again from people, if Elijah did not deliver 

on his promises according to his new deadlines – I was really scared about this – but this was still not the worst threat 

from the Devil, the Easter 2009 experience potentially coming back was the absolutely worst threat... 

 

Learning and improving is a lifelong experience 

Today I have also written in my notes that it is impossible to improve people’s skills – for example computer skills but 

also the way they work – in a very short time. I have introduced a learning culture in this organisation and I hope that I 

have succeeded doing that and the message is that learning and improving is A LIFELONG EXPERIENCE, not something 

you just decide to improve and then do within a few weeks. 

 

God is in control of electrical power too 

Today and yesterday at the bar where I am working, God turned the electrical power off and on within a fraction of a 

second several times, as I have seen him doing it in Hørsholm, Denmark, a few times earlier. 

 

The world would have seen me ½ year before if my family and Karen had listened to me 
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If my family in Denmark and Karen had decided to listen to me, tried to understand me, God would have made it even 

easier for them to understand – the same way as God is performing only ”small miracles” for the LTO team here – and 

yes, my friends, this would have meant that the world would have seen Stig and me together as God at least half a 

year before. 

 

My father Peer will be taken away from me like Joseph was taken away from Jesus 

At the house Tina told me about a movie, she watched today about Jesus’ father, Joseph – my father in my last life, 

but whom I have no memory or knowledge of today the same way as I don’t have any memory today about being Je-

sus in my last life. Earlier, I have told Tina that my father will be taken away from me in this life when he receives in-

formation from these scripts on who I am and Tina told me that the movie on Joseph was telling exactly the same 

story from the life of Jesus. When she was saying this, God gave me a burning feeling in my chest.  

 

My father is not the father of my sister 

My father’s role in my life has been to put as much suffering on me as possible – which he has succeeded doing to-

gether with his wife Kirsten. My sister has another father than mine, I am the only child of my father, and he has not 

taken care of me in his life, but I am told that when he arrives to his right place in the Council, he will support me and 

the Blessed Mary is saying, yes Stig he is my husband and I once loved him but I don’t love him anymore and yes, Stig, 

the Blessed Mary will tell the world this story someday soon, if the world wants to know? 

 

The spaceship of ELO 

Today I downloaded a new beautiful spaceship logo from ELO’s official website, which I now use as my desktop back-

ground as I have done also on previous computers and yes, Stig, very nice logo, Jeff? Yes, maybe a story of why you 

decided to use a spaceship as your logo? I still remember very clearly when I first saw ELO on Danish television in 

1978, I believe, from their concert on Wembley Stadium and how amazed I was, when I saw the spaceship opening 

and the concert started. Since that day, ELO has been number one at my music list. 

 

Dahlberg again missed a new deadline 

In my notes today, I write that Dahlberg has yet again missed another deadline regarding my bonus for 2008 – how 

much will they give me? Søren has told me that I have bonus to look forward to, because the year turned out better 

than expected... 

 

They are very nice people indeed, the people at Dahlberg – as I have said to them many times - but the work I have 

seen from the people I worked closely together with has been the worst work I have seen in my career of 25 years in 

Denmark. I am sorry my friends, but this is the conclusion. You talked and talked and talked, but you really never de-

livered. 

 

Jesus did not die on the cross 

And today God said to me that Jesus did not die on the cross. He was still living when he was torn down, and suffering 

like no other man before. He was killed when a pole was stuck through him, and YES STIG, THIS MAY NOT BE THE 

WORLD’S BIGGEST SECRET ANYMORE – now that it is revealed – AND YES STIG, THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU IN 

YOUR LAST LIFE AND YES STIG, IN THIS LIFE OF YOURS TODAY, I HAVE DECIDED THAT YOU WILL NOT BE KILLED AGAIN 

BY MANKIND.  
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Saturday 20th June 2009 

Today the lunch agreement was finally in place ☺, I have had no energy to run in Kenya, Meshack was not hungry to-

day, God and the Devil was printing other documents than what we wanted today, God told me that I was attacked 

earlier because Sanna did not listen to me, FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES OF GOD OR IT WILL HAVE CONSEQUENCES, we 

attended a book launch reception “at a very rich place”, a minister not keeping his agreement, the symbol of the head-

set on my phone, I have been close to dying because of exhaustion and I am very happy with the development of the 

team. 

 

Bad sleep again 

Tonight I slept very poorly again, even though I actually approved what Elijah did yesterday. 

  

The progress on Elijah’s action plan 

At Elijah’s action plan today I noticed that ”Critical needs for the team” was not included, which I was surprised to see 

after our conversation. 

 

Finally the lunch plan was finalised 

The goal for Elijah yesterday was to hang up a lunch plan including the process of ordering, and I know he was working 

most of the day to produce this plan of one page – which I believe normally should take maybe 1-2 hours - but at the 

end of the day yesterday the plan was still not hung up, and today it was not included in his action plan.  

 

But finally today, he succeeded hanging up the plan and I decided to approve it. He managed to give the plan a very 

nice design, and I was happy to see this, which I told him. THANK YOU SO MUCH ELIJAH FOR DOING THIS – ALSO 

FROM GOD ☺☺☺. It took him three weeks to do .... 

 

The effect on Elijah about the story of the Devil from yesterday 

Elijah told me today that he had been thinking about my story of the Devil from yesterday all night long. I said to him, 

don't fear, my friend, just make sure that you follow the basic rules and be happy with God – and Elijah, if you don’t 

follow the basic rules including telling the truth, the Devil will still be with both you and me, and this is the worst ex-

perience you can ever imagine. 

 

I have had no energy to run in Kenya 

I have kept my running shoes and clothes here in Kenya all along, I would like to run, but to be honest with you, it has 

in practise been impossible because of work, stress, feeling of insecurity etc. AND THIS IS THE BEST PROOF I CAN GIVE 

THE WORLD THAT MY EXPERIENCE HERE REALLY HAS BEEN AS STRESSFULL AS I SAY. Please look at my 2009 scripts be-

fore coming to Kenya, if Sanna will give it to you, and you will know what I mean. 

 

Meshack was not hungry today 

Today I had lunch with Meshack alone, he told me that he was not hungry because he had a very heavy breakfast this 

morning, and yes, Meshack, my dear friend, was this the whole truth, or was it for you to save on your lunch credits, 

and yes, Meshack, maybe you will tell the world about your true suffering, because you have not said anything to me? 

 

God stopped the printer from working today 

Meshack told me at lunch that during the morning at the office, they wanted to print the word document including all 

of my 36 questions on Dadaab, and this was the only document, which was open at the computer, but instead of 

printing this, the computer printed another document including 8 answers on my questions on Somalia. I told Me-

shack that this was an example of the power of God as I have seen God doing in Denmark too. 

 

And after lunch, I saw this myself at the office. Meshack wanted to print the document with the 36 questions but in-

stead it was two different documents that were printed – documents which were not opened at the computer. And at 

the same time there was a pop up on the screen saying “low ink”, which was clearly not the case, because the car-

tridge was filled yesterday. Later Elijah told me that he during the morning he took the cartridge for a control at the 

store, and they found that it was full. And this was the message from God to the team: If you don’t follow the basic 

rules, which are “the road from God”, the Devil will destroy our work. 
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I was attacked because Sanna did not listen to me 

Today God told me that because Sanna did not listen to me, did not try to understand and did not visit Pia in Hør-

sholm, the Devil decided to attack me. He told me that this was not really necessary. And I am truly sorry, Sanna that 

you did not try to listen seriously. You have absolutely no knowledge today that you have the main responsibility for 

my suffering since November 2008. 

 

FOLLOW GOD OR IT WILL HAVE CONSEQUENCES 

And this is a message to the world. IF YOU DON’T FOLLOW GOD THIS TIME, IF YOU DON’T FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES 

AND IF I SEE EVIL IN YOU, I HAVE DECIDED THAT I WILL NOT LET YOU LIVE IN THE FUTURE. PLEASE BE AWARE OF THIS 

WARNING – IT IS A WARNING TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY BY ALL. 

 

The team will answer all of my questions on Dadaab 

John and Elijah told me that they had a fantastic meeting with GTZ today – the last of the NGO’s, which the team have 

had meetings with - and they promised me to deliver answers on all of my 36 questions. I believe this was the only 

meeting that Elijah went to, and maybe Elijah would like to tell the world if this is the truth and also to tell the world if 

he contributed writing on the Dadaab newsletter or the Somalia newsletter, which was the freedom I gave to the 

team including Elijah to decide on. 

  

The launch reception of a new book 

Today the team except Meshack went to the Nigerian High Commissioner Residence, where the launch of a new book 

by Desmond T. Orjako was to take place. We were invited because David had created an amazing presentation of the 

author with live pictures and video in a slide show. It was really done very professional, and it only had one error in my 

opinion: The author should have spoken live over it, because my expectation was that people would be bored without 

a live speaker, and this was exactly what happened. But I was truly amazed with the result of what you did, my dear 

friend, David, and your very hard work morale to prepare this presentation – you worked around the clock to finalise 

this, and I saw myself in you as younger. 

 

The first thought I had arriving at this place was that it was very rich indeed and I was thinking about the people in Ni-

geria, and I thought it is a MESS that people representing the people of a country decide to live in luxury like this when 

the people is suffering at the same time. And it was emphasized by the ambassador’s very expensive clothes, his 

golden watch and golden ring, which I have noticed that many African leaders wear for some reason or another.  

 

My own experience to OPEN up for my deepest limits 

I told Elijah and John today that when I was 25 years old, I thought that I was a very good employee having very good 

skills, but when I started with Kim S. he completely removed my understanding of myself, and he took me in the most 

difficult school that I believe a person has gone through – and thank you for doing this Kim, I truly appreciate that – 

because I knew you wanted to help me (and yourself), and I was really completely down, before you started to build 

me up again.  

 

This was the only way, I could understand that what I thought was the truth about myself, was not the truth. I had to 

let Kim come in where it really hurts, to accept my limits and weaknesses, and from the point where I decided to do 

this, I grew quickly, but I remember that I was not sure if I would be able to handle the pressure, and Kim, maybe you 

will tell the world what you really did to me and why you haven’t done anything similar to any other person since? 

 

And I told Elijah that this is what I am doing to you, my friend, to take away your perception of yourself and to build 

you up again. You may remember this? 

  

A top politician not keeping his agreement 

The book presentation should have started at 14.00, I believe we arrived approx. 14.30 – and I was annoyed that we 

were late, because Elijah and John did not practise time management at the meeting with GTZ – but this did not mat-

ter, because we were not the only ones being late, in fact many other people arrived after us.  
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And we were presented with an agenda, which did not include any timings – I have never seen an official agenda like 

that before – and by 15.20 nothing had happened, the serving was not started, nobody had given information about 

the delay, we were just wondering, what was happening?  

 

The answer was as simple as this: The guest of honour, the Minister of Information and Communication, was delayed 

by 1½-2 hours and later he explained that it was difficult for him to have two meetings at the same time. My dear 

Minister, you are one of the leading men of Kenya, and you are not able to keep your agreements, do you think you 

are a role model for the society? I am sorry my friend, I don’t believe you are, you kept approx. 100 persons waiting on 

you that is a disgrace.  

 

Don’t be tempted to break your agreements 

When we thought the presentation was finished – after we had been served with all cakes, coffee, wine etc. we could 

wish for – we decided to call for the taxi, and only a few minutes later John and Elijah heard that free dinner was also 

on the programme and I could see them smile because of this, but I had to remind them that “you have made an 

agreement with a taxi driver, so you should not be tempted by changing this agreement”, and they accepted this. 

 

The most important tool I have ever had 

Today I have written in my notes that my Sony Ericsson Experia X1 is the best tool I have ever bought for my work. 

Without the ability easy to write down notes no matter where I am, it would have been impossible for me to produce 

these writings. 

 

The symbol of the headset 

This evening I noticed on my mobile phone that a symbol was shown, which I had not seen before, and it was the 

symbol of a headset, which the phone said was connected, which clearly was not the case. I showed it to Elijah and at 

the same time God said to me that before God started speaking directly to me in 2006, he first showed me the same 

symbol in a vision, and this was the same symbol for Elijah, before God starts speaking to him directly. Elijah’s reply 

was “very interesting” as usual. 

 

I had absolutely no energy left 

At the end of the day I was so tired that I could hardly walk or stand on my feet, as I have experienced several times 

here, and I know this is the same as NO ENERGY LEFT and yes my dear friends, another day when death was very close 

to you .... And yes, Stig, this is what God has been telling you, my friend. 

 

I am satisfied with the team 

After all of our experiences during these days and what I will say truly is a very difficult test from God, I am satisfied 

with the development of the team including Elijah keeping more and more of his agreements - stepping up to “the last 

step”, as God has shown me and as I have explained to the team.  
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Sunday 21st June 2009  

I dreamed about how I can help “my school mates” and how Søren – my old class mate – turns on the light for Adam – 

a business connection through Dahlberg, God recreated a contact on my mobile phone, Gachie is not a safe place, 

Elijah is improving after working on his action plan ☺, the grace of God, my family and closest friends will come to 

Kenya 3 weeks after this is published, a message to the world: “Listen very carefully”, God stopped our mobile phones 

from working, Italian sausages as symbol of a “normal life”, my difficult email to my father and the promise from 

Sanna to help me financially, if need be. 

 

The symbol of us walking the right road 

Tonight I slept well again – from 21.00 to 8.00 – this is how tired I was, and it is a sign of us walking the road of God.  

 

A dream of helping other people 

I had the following dreams: 

 

My old classmates from school were driving in a bus. The bus stopped several times at a hill leading down to a beach 

and was very close of falling down several times. The bus stops and people are leaving the bus, and then it falls down 

the hill. Somebody is asking if there were still people on the bus, and I say yes, at least three. I am in Albertslund far 

away from the beach. I see an outdoor tennis court with a fence around it. There are two young and very muscular 

people at the court. I know that I have to get through that court in order to come to the beach helping my class mates. 

I crawl up the fence, but it is very difficult balancing, but I know that even though I am becoming older that I still have 

the same power as when I was young and I am thinking that it is “piece of cake” for me to get over. 

 

In another dream I am together with people from a business company at a restaurant. I have given Søren from my 

class in Espergærde a boxing glove with a long stick inside and I have shown him how it works. Søren uses the boxing 

glove to turn on the light switch right next to Adam’s face (Adam is a connection to Dahlberg) and Søren is very close 

hitting Adam while turning on the light. 

 

God recreated a contact on my mobile phone 

Today I entered David and Meshack on my phone as new contacts. David was saved immediately, but Meshack’s con-

tact details were not saved, even though I pushed “OK” and did it exactly the same way as I did for David. I checked 

the contacts to be sure, but Meshack was not saved as a contact. 10 minutes after I checked again, and now Meshack 

suddenly was included as one of my contacts. God had recreated this contact – like he is going to recreate the docu-

ments from my stolen computer.  

 

Gachie is not the safest city to live in 

Elijah and I met the female singer at the Deliverance Church in front of her fruit store today and we talked a few min-

utes together. Elijah told me afterwards that her son was shot in the thigh a few weeks before I arrived. I have also 

been told that a Matatu driver was shot and killed one very early morning in the city. This is the city I am living in and 

when I write these words, God is showing me the roaring lion. 

 

Elijah is improving ☺☺☺☺ 

Today I was very happy indeed with Elijah. He wrote down our agreement to call Misheck and he remembered to ask 

me to bring offerings to the church, which I have forgotten twice earlier. Thank you very much, Elijah, and I have no-

ticed that every day you become more and more careful with your action plan and keeping your agreements. This is 

what I wanted to show the world – that with the right tool and with the right attitude, it is quite easy to change and to 

keep your agreements. Today I believe that you keep all or most of your agreements, thank you my friend ☺. 

 

The Grace of God 

At the church one of the regular visitors – one of the very nice men – held the bible study and he was talking on 

GRACE, WHICH WE ALL LIKE HERE AS WELL, my friend. 

 

Among other things, he said: God’s grace helps us grow. Grace is the key to our salvation, to overcome difficult times 

and to become sons of God and Jesus Christ. Before receiving the grace of God, Moses had his own difficulties. Realise 
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your full potential with the grace of God. Like Moses saved the Israelittes with 300 men against thousands of Egyp-

tians. It is so easy with the grace of God. The grace of God will help you overcome challenges in life and to keep your 

faith. The power of Christ cannot rest in you unless weaknesses have become strong. If you can be able to trust the 

word of God I shall make you overcome your difficulties. God’s response to your faith is his grace. Once you believe in 

the word you become a beneficiary of God. We have access to the throne of Christ. Promise 1: Use our weaknesses to 

glorify him. Promise 2: Grace is needed when you are in need. When you have overwhelming challenges you will re-

ceive help. God is going to heal your sicknesses if you are obedient and faithful.  

 

And yes, my dear friend holding the bible study, we are really proud of you, we could hardly say it better ourselves. 

Thank you ☺. 

 

My family and closest friends will come to Kenya 

God has said to me that three weeks after we publish this information, my family, Karen, Fuggi, Jack etc. will come to 

live with me together with Elijah’s family at the Karen Estate.  

 

The video clip “listen very carefully” 

Today I downloaded the video from www.youtube.com, where Michelle from ‘Allo ‘Allo maybe 20 or 30 times says 

“Listen very carefully, I shall say this only once”. I really love that show, one of the best ever. And I thank the up loader 

of the clip.  

 

The goal for the LTO team first and afterwards for the world is to know how to LISTEN carefully and to ask questions 

and follow up so you truly understand the TRUE story of other people. You only need to listen once as a basic rule and 

not 5-8 times as I have experienced here and which is a reason why our work has taken longer than needed. 

 

God stopped our mobile phones from working 

This afternoon I went with the family to the “Village Market”, which in fact is the most luxurious shopping centre I 

have seen in Kenya. God had said the word “salami” to me the whole day, and this was what I wanted to buy when we 

went together to the supermarket, but we lost contact in the supermarket, I could not see the family, and I thought 

that maybe they went outside to the pizza shop, where we had decided to buy pizzas for the family. 

 

But I could not find the family there as well, and I decided to call Elijah, the phone connected, but God unconnected it 

and therefore we could not speak. I tried calling him twice with the same result and Elijah also called me twice, but 

when I answered the phone, the connection was also cut by God. It was a signal from God that we really should have 

communicated the both of us before splitting at the supermarket, yes my friends, it was really as easy as that ☺. But I 

found the family again at the supermarket, we communicated and all was good again.  

 

Italian sausages as symbols of “normal life” 

I bought four different kind of Italian sausages which they had at this supermarket, and which I have seen no place 

else except for one place, where the variety was not as wide, and this place is next to where the employees at the UN 

are working and where they shop. They truly know quality, because this is not food eaten by Kenyans normally, which 

the family confirmed later during the evening.  

 

We bought pizzas and had slices of the sausages on top of them, and the family has never had anything as “sweet” or 

delicious before. 

 

My difficult email to my father 

At the end of the day I sent an email to my father – the email that God had requested me to send earlier. The key 

message was that someday, father, you will be met with the following question by “someone” (being God, when you 

die, as I did not tell you): “Do you believe in Stig” – and while writing this, my best guess is that my father will choose 

not to believe in me, and that he for a period of time will go to Hell.  

 

But I do hope that my email will help him believe and remember when he someday soon, my friend, will be taken 

away from you and yes, Stig, you may not believe this, but this is your father – the spiritual side – speaking (and I also 

“feel” him) and yes yes yes I do know what went wrong, it all started with him/me missing his own father and it con-
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tinued with his mother not calling him – he always needed to call her – and yes, Stig, the last question today: How 

much do you believe you have written today – the day that COULD have been the worst in your life if you decided this 

morning (the 4th July when this is written) not to trust in me that you did have the power to outlast the Devil and yes, 

the toughest decision ever in your life, we know, Stig, THANK YOU (I also see my Fathers mother – how are you Adela? 

And yes yes yes, I have finally, Stig, been allowed to speak briefly, Stig, you were not my favourite grandchild and yes, 

Stig, I know, it was because of your father, not because of you). I don’t know how much I have written but most of the 

scripts from the 11th June – 21st June have been written today the 4th July and tomorrow a new great day is waiting ☺. 

 

At the end of the email I said to my father that I will always like to talk to Kirsten – also in the future – and I was hop-

ing that he would say that to her, and I said that I really like Kirsten for all “the good she represents”, and this is the 

truth. I do hope she received this message and that she will remember it, when my father dies, because this was the 

reason of the message. How can you write such a message to your father that you will help his wife, when he dies? 

And yes Stig, this is the truth, thanks my friend ☺. 

 

The promise from Sanna to lend me money if needed 

Today I received an email from Sanna saying that she will send the form to SP Pension and she said THERE CAN BE A 

WAITING PERIOD, BUT IF IT IS NECESSARY WE WILL TRANSFER MONEY – PLEASE LET ME KNOW. And I was very glad to 

hear that my sister would help me out if I NEEDED IT. THANK YOU, SANNA. 
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Monday 22nd June 2009 

A very big thank you today to Elijah, I introduced the action plan and 10 basic rules at the office, which was more diffi-

cult than expected, the team did their writing test and they did their best, I believe, the lunch reservations are working 

perfectly ☺, however “God was waiting on us after lunch”, the print out of the action plans was “difficult”, new misun-

derstandings at the office, and today we agreed with the very friendly people that they will not interrupt us anymore, 

who is “The Stig” from the BBC show “Topgear”?, Elijah is the prophet Elijah, communication is not working with Mi-

crosoft Denmark and finally, today was my worst day so far in Kenya. 

 

My deepest appreciation to Elijah ☺☺☺☺ 

This morning I had decided to introduce the personal action plan including 10 basic rules, the resource plan, the writ-

ing test, the project time sheet and the day time sheet – I had introduced all plans to Elijah a few days ago, he agreed 

to all plans and solely because of this Elijah, I WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU VERY MUCH. Without your support, it 

would have been impossible, I believe, to follow this wish of God introducing these plans and therefore you have my 

deepest appreciation ☺. 

 

Introducing the action plan and basic rules 

Because I was very busy I had decided to prepare these plans myself and I had decided for a very tight schedule intro-

ducing them. I was sure that I could introduce the plans without problems and have the team working with the plans 

before the end of the day.  However I had also decided to listen to the team and to be flexible with any wishes to do 

amendments, and this was an important decision for me. 

 

I introduced the action plan saying that it is a very important tool to remember all tasks, to be able to plan as good as 

possible and to deliver on time – I did not notice any resistance to the action plan to start with, however Meshack did 

not look convinced to me. 

 

And I said that it is very important that they use the same system every single time - and I was referring to them taking 

notes when they don’t have the action plan at the computer in front of them: That they use a notebook or mobile 

phone and use it the same way each time, the same way as I use my mobile phone, when I take notes, ideas and write 

down new agreements.  

 

I had prepared the action plan, so the team members also could use the plan as a plan for their private and other 

business agreements – to key in all agreements, and this is what I truly believe is also part of the basic rules for all 

people – TO KEEP A SIMILAR PRIVATE ACTION PLAN FOR ALL PEOPLE TO REMEMBER ALL AGREEMENTS AND TO DE-

LIVER ACCORDING TO AGREED DEADLINES. 

 

We went through the basic rules of the Action Plan, which I had prepared without involving the team thinking of what 

I believed was the most important for this unique team – and which I would have done through a brain storm session 

together with the team if I had the time to do it - but these are the rules that I prepared and I said to them that they 

were welcome afterwards when working with the rules, to come with their suggestions for improvements (however I 

did not hear from the team afterwards): 

 

BASIC RULES FOR THE ACTION PLAN AND LTO WORK 

 

1. Action Plan  

a. Write down on paper or mobile phone (if you don't sit next to the computer) new agreements and ideas IM-

MEDIATELTY - otherwise you will forget them. 

b. Update your action plan each morning before you start working. Spend 5, 10 or 15 minutes thinking concen-

trated and God will help you with ideas! Go through the action plan with Elijah (or Stig) directly after you 

have prepared it. 

c. Go through your action plan several times a day - have a printout in front of you, if needed. Make sure you 

reach your deadlines. Read the plan at the end of the day - have you done everything today? If not, decide to 

work over and keep your deadlines or to postpone and inform other people. Don’t be tempted by other 
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things, you would rather do, and NEVER GIVE UP - if you can make the deadline, make it! YOU ARE RESPON-

SIBLE TO DELIVER ACCORDING TO YOUR PROMISES TO OTHER PEOPLE AND TO GOD EVERY SINGLE TIME!  

2. Always THINK ABOUT OPPORTUNIES AND PREPARE YOURSELF BEFORE YOU START THE WORK! Use the new pro-

ject time sheet for this exercise.  

3. Always deliver your finest work, your absolute best quality = PERFECT WORK. Don't say you have delivered PER-

FECT WORK, if there are 20 typing errors or missing/double spaces, and if information is not logically structured! 

Then you MUST use more time and increase your level of work. 

4. Always communicate direct, honest and positive (talk, ask questions, “LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY”, UNDERSTAND 

the first time) and agree on CLEAR decisions. Then JUST DO THE WORK WITHOUT DELAY. Don't talk on the same 

subjects again and again - follow your decision and do the work effectively for all to understand and follow with-

out misunderstandings.  

5. In meetings, agree on agenda, time (keep track and hold time!) and on communication at level 1, 2 or 3. Don't 

communicate at level 3, if people want KEY MESSAGES alone that is level 2 (=saves time), or the opposite (= lack 

of quality). Find the right communication level for every single occasion!  

6. Be focused and avoid interruptions before 16.00 from newspapers ("work"= 5 minutes quick browsing to check 

for articles relevant to work and to read these. "Private" = articles having "private" interest), private vis-

its/telephones, other phones if you are in a meeting, colleagues speaking in private. 

7. Don't feel tired and decide for a break, even though you are tired. Decide to continue working efficient - YES, YOU 

CAN! And God will help you :-). Have two breaks per day: At lunch 12 am and coffee break at 4 pm. No other 

breaks! 

8. Agree on the weekly resource plan, flexible working hours (except when having team meetings), BE RESPONSIBLE 

and HONEST using the project and day time sheet, and follow up on actual working hours vs. plan. Respect peo-

ple’s decision for other business work than LTO. 

9. When all people work to their full potential and delivers on time, decide for personal responsibilities without eve-

rybody needing to do everything together. This will increase productivity many times! When you follow all basic 

rules, you will be given more freedom without the need to register every minute of your time ....  

10. Have personal meetings/coachings with your manager once per month (personal goals and LTO goals, develop-

ment, results vs plan, motivation etc ...). REMEMBER to give POSITIVE feedback to all people when they do a good 

job AND give examples again and again on what can be improved (always objective and positive, but honest!). 

 

I asked each team member to read up one of the basic rules, to talk about it and for the whole team to talk about it, 

and apparently there were no problems for the team to accept the rules – no one objected – however Meshack was 

not happy in the beginning with rule no. 4 – “Listen very carefully, understand the first time” - because we did not un-

derstand each other – more on this to come. 

 

When I went through the action plan before going through the basic rules, we were looking at the plan at the com-

puters in the office, and God inspired me to ask Meshack what was included in different look up tables in different 

cells, which I had prepared. I showed Meshack how to do it once – to click on an arrow in the cell – and when I talked 

about a new cell, I asked Meshack what was included in that cell, but he did not remember and I showed him again, 

and this was also the case the third time, when I asked Meshack what was included in a cell, he could still not remem-

ber what I had just showed him twice – so maybe you did not pay attention, my dear friend Meshack? 

 

When we went through basic rule no. 4 I showed the team the video from ‘Allo ‘Allo and it had a very clear effect as I 

was hoping for. People understood that the message is that you really don’t have to say the same things twice. I said 

how important it is that people understand other people the first time as a head rule, but I could see that Meshack 

was not quite with me.  

 

When I asked people if they would use the action plan, I believe most people at the office was with me – John was 

very positive, Elijah too – but I believe Meshack said that he would like to “think about it” probably because our com-

munication and understanding of each other was not working perfectly. 
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The team said that they wanted to write the action plan by hand and I truly thought that it would be so much better 

for them to write it on the computer because of the sorting options in Microsoft Excel, and Elijah was also trying to 

motivate the team to write it on computer, but because of limited computer resources at the office, we decided after 

lunch to print out the action plans and for people to write their action plans by hand before the end of the day. 

 

The writing test and the agreement with Meshack 

After going through the action plan and the basic rules, Elijah and John started doing their writing test on their devel-

opment experience since I arrived at the office.  

 

When they had started, I invited Meshack for a walk outside, I wanted to talk to him about “understanding the first 

time”, and within two minutes we had agreed and we had got rid of a misunderstanding.  

 

Meshack said that the teacher should always ask “have you understood” and apparently Meshack had understood 

that he needed to understand without the possibility for him to ask questions. I said to Meshack that I agreed with 

him totally that it is a good idea for the “teacher” always to ask “have you understood” and I said that if you say you 

have understood, but if you really have not understood, you do have a problem, and I said that of course people 

should ask away, if they don’t understand and this is truly the only way that you can be sure that people will under-

stand each other.  

 

I took this as granted, but Meshack did not understand it the same way, and I am therefore glad that we had a talk 

and that we agreed on this – we really did not disagree, all we needed was to communicate and understand each 

other, which happens for people all over the world constantly, communication is not perfect, people really agree but 

think they disagree, and yes a learning experience for all and for both Meshack and me today. Later at lunch I told the 

team that we did actually agree and that I was very happy with Meshack s contribution, which I truly was. 

 

The writing test and the notes 

Back at the office Elijah and John was doing the writing test, and they were both of them very concentrated. I had 

asked them to produce one-line notes and I noticed that John truly only had one-line notes, and yesterday I noticed 

Elijah’s stress when he needed to find the time after the visit to the “Village market” to prepare his notes for the test.  

 

I had deliberately asked people to do one-line notes not using too much time, because the test was only for 30 min-

utes, but I noticed at home that Elijah was working very concentrated with the notes from 19.00-22.00, and you spent 

three hours doing your notes, Elijah? I was sitting next to you working, and you were not talking or being interrupted 

during your preparation. 

 

At the end of the test, I saw Elijah visible disturbed, because he could not format the text using my laptop and the lat-

est version of Microsoft Office, which he was not familiar with (I understand him, it took me many hours to under-

stand the advanced functions of the new version) – he had two minutes left and I said to him, please add a comment 

in your test and we will give you additional points because of this. To me you were very concentrated, focused and 

doing your best, Elijah? 

 

The lunch reservations are working perfect ☺☺☺☺ 

The lunch reservation and system worked perfectly today – thank you, Elijah – this saves us 20 minutes waiting time 

every single day and how many places in the world can you do the same, saving the same amount of time? It is all 

about organising and this is why I wanted to show the world that if you can do this in Kenya, all people can do this all 

over the world, and this is exactly what I want you to do ☺. 

 

Afterwards I decided to go for a cigarette, I had not smoked all morning and I really needed one.  

 

God was “waiting on us” 

I was back at the office 12.45 and David was first back at 13.00, and when I tried to use my mobile phone, it showed 

the “pause signal” for a very long time. I showed this to the office, it just kept on waiting and waiting, like it had never 

done before, and God said through me that when we have an agreement to be back at the office at 12.30, I should be 
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there at 12.30 and David too, otherwise we will just keep on waiting forever – this was a very clear signal for all to un-

derstand.  

 

The print out of the action plans was “difficult” 

When trying to print out the action plans after lunch, it was impossible, God had blocked the office printer from work-

ing, and we had to go to the print bureau next door to print, and God said to me that the reason for the office printer 

not working is because of my father and my “communication” with him – I had not heard from my father yet.  

 

And also at the printer bureau it was impossible for the nice lady – maybe you do remember? – to read the content of 

the USB disk, but you kept on and on and on, the system was extremely slow too because of the Devil, and I had actu-

ally lost my patience, but because of the patience of this lady, she succeeded to do the print outs with difficulties. 

 

New misunderstandings at the office... 

People at the office were having different meetings during the afternoon, and I asked Elijah if he would give Meshack 

his action plan and ask him to finalise it before 15.00 where after I would like to go through the resource plan etc., 

when people would be back at the office after their meetings and Elijah accepted. 

 

When I came back to the office by 15.00, I saw the empty action plan in front of Meshack, Elijah was not in the office, 

and I asked Meshack if Elijah had told him to finalise the plan before 15.00 and he said no. I did not understand it and I 

did not understand where Elijah was, because I said to him that we would continue our meeting at 15.00, but he first 

arrived at the office again at 15.30, and then I had decided that we would continue the next morning and that the 

deadline for doing the action plans would be postponed until tomorrow because of this delay. 

 

The meeting with the “friendly people” interrupting us 

Elijah succeeded to set up a meeting today at 16.00 with these very nice people, the friends of the office that are in-

terrupting us many times during the day, which I was very glad that he did ☺. 

 

I had twice before asked Elijah if he would make a meeting agreement with the people and either talk to them alone 

or to have me joining the meeting. I had suggested him to invite the people for coffee and bread, to ask and listen to 

their business and lives, to talk about what we do, so they understand and to ask them if we can be undisturbed until 

16.00 every day (where we would very much like to see them for coffee) except from 12-12.30 where they are wel-

come. The first time when I asked Elijah this question, he said that he would take the meeting alone, and when I asked 

him the second time, he said that he would like me to join, so this is what we did. 

 

I believe we had a very good meeting with this very nice man and woman – and I am sorry that I don’t remember your 

names, but I truly like you very much. They talked about their business, also difficult times for them, their families, I 

talked about my family at home, I introduced them to our work, what we do, how God is communicating through me, 

I explained how important our work is and I asked if it would be possible to make an agreement for them not to inter-

rupt the hard working people at the office before 16.00 except for lunch hours, and they agreed.  

 

There was no problem making such an agreement if you just communicate and they replied that they were happy that 

they now know what we do. Elijah had decided not to participate in the communication even though he was welcome 

and could have spoken like the rest of us, and after the agreement was made, Elijah said that now I had spoken for a 

very long time, and he contributed about other programmes of the LTO.  

 

And yes, my dear friend, Elijah, this was the task given to you by God, and yes, I really don’t know Elijah, if you would 

have made such an agreement by yourself before the end of Monday? If you had not invited me to join the meeting, if 

you had taken the meeting alone without reaching an agreement, HELL WOULD HAVE BROKEN LOSE and yes, Elijah, 

this was how close you came to sending Stig directly to HELL, my friend – but maybe you were not happy with the out-

come of the meeting, Elijah, because you did not participate in the communication? 

 

The Topgear “stunt” on “The Stig” 

Just a note on the Topgear “stunt” on “The Stig” and Michael Schumacher. Who do you really think “THE STIG” is? – 

and yes without the BBC even knowing it themselves. 
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Elijah is the prophet Elijah ☺☺☺☺ 

Today I was told from God that Elijah is the prophet Elijah, it is as simple as that, and yes my friend, he is going to an-

nounce to the world that God is back in the presence of Jesus, today Stig. Already a couple of weeks ago God was say-

ing to me that Elijah is John the Baptist – really the same, you know. I decided not to tell Elijah immediately because I 

thought that we were stressed and I was not sure how he would react on this message, so therefore I decided to wait 

telling him until a day, where he would be very open and relaxed. To find the right time in other words, yes my friend, 

Stig – which I have seen so many times that people don’t really do that they are not considerate. 

 

Communication did not work with Microsoft Denmark 

After four days waiting on Microsoft Denmark to give me the link to download Outlook 2007, finally I heard from them 

today. Another employee at the customer service department sent me a link to a place where I could BUY Outlook 

2007, and now I was confused.  

 

I had asked for a replacement for Outlook 2007, I received a replacement for Office Professional 2007, a package I 

have never had, and finally I received a link, where I could BUY Outlook 2007 and again I thought that communication 

can be difficult .... I sent an email back asking for the replacement of the Outlook 2007 program. 

 

My worst day in Kenya yet ... 

At the end of the day I wrote in my notes: This has been the worst day ever in Kenya and one of the worst days ever. I 

was completely exhausted trying to introduce plans at the office, lift up the team and work with electronic problems, 

which is not what you really want to do, when you are so stressed, thank you father. 
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Tuesday 23rd June 2009 

Elijah was “mad” at me because he thought I did not respect the Kenyan Culture not to “insult” people, all plans were 

done today by the team members ☺, the difficult task of evaluating the writing tests, David was appointed as the new 

team leader on the Somalia newsletter – the most difficult decision in Kenya – I introduced “salary” for the team, did 

Elijah do his best writing test?, God turned off electrical power and showed me “many” UFO’s on the sky, and my fa-

ther wrote today that he does not have “the patience trying to understand my mental universe”! 

 

Following up on Elijah’s communication with Meshack  

This morning I asked Elijah if he did ask Meshack yesterday to do the action plan before 15.00 and Elijah said yes. I had 

no problems at all accepting his answer – I trusted him - and I thought that it must have been Meshack, who did not 

understand Elijah and in order to avoid misunderstandings, I asked Elijah to follow up on Meshack at the team meet-

ing today to talk about this and all I wanted was to show the team how easy it is to misunderstand each other even if 

both parties have a positive will and to say to the team just how important communication, listening and understand-

ing is. 

  

But to my big surprise, Elijah became very insisting on me, talking about the importance of the Kenyan Culture that he 

did not want to create a conflict with Meshack and therefore he decided not to talk to him about it. Elijah confronted 

me directly and asked me with a high and insisting voice, without listening to me, if I had trust in him – and my dear 

friend, of course I trust you, when you say that you have given the message to Meshack, but did you check if he un-

derstood you? 

  

I really believe that Elijah’s reaction was wrong, because obviously there was a misunderstanding, and this misunder-

standing could easily have been cleared without anyone becoming angry or sad, and it would only serve as an example 

to improve communication. This is all I wanted to do, my dear friend, Elijah, to help you and the team, but you be-

came angry with me and I was very sad because of this. 

 

So after this experience, I decided not to confront Elijah anymore today, but instead to be flexible and open in my 

communication and yes my friend, all at the Council were sad about this that you did not understand each other this 

morning. 

 

Introducing the resource plan 

This morning we went through the resource plan for the next 14 days, and we agreed that all would to do the plan, 

which made me happy. Meshack did not want to enter his expected arrival and departure time, but only the total 

amount of working hours, and I said that it was totally alright – it is important for you to have the flexibility to work 

when it suits you, and the most important is that you plan your resources as good as possible and that you will keep 

your promise. 

 

Introducing the project time sheet 

We went through the project time sheet, and David suggested that we integrated this sheet with the action plan, and 

even though I did not think it was the best solution, I decided to accept it, because the team thought it was a good 

idea. I did it later in the evening even though I did not feel I had the time to do it. 

 

Introducing the daily time sheet 

We went through the daily time sheet, and the team accepted to do it on a daily basis. 

 

Evaluation of the writing test was not the easiest thing to do 

I had prepared an evaluation paper for all people at the office to evaluate the writing test from yesterday. I introduced 

the paper, where I asked people to give a character from 0-10 on the following: 

 

• General impression of the text 

• Structure of the text (headlines, clear overview etc.) 

• Quality of sentences and formulations 
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• Quantity of text 

• Perfect text (no typing errors etc.) 

• Thinking creativity (different chapters, relevant information ect.) 

 

During this presentation I was very surprised, when Meshack said that he would not evaluate his colleagues, because 

as I understood it, this is not what you will do according to the Kenyan Culture, but he would be happy for other peo-

ple to evaluate the tests.  

 

I said with the voice of God that the idea is not to bring anyone down, only to help the team and for us to decide on 

who will become the team leader of the Somalia newsletter on basis of the test result and available resources that I 

respected if the team did not want to evaluate the tests, but that I thought it was wrong and that the world would 

know what the team would decide to do. 

 

John was very kind and supportive, as usual, thank you my friend – but I would like to hear YOUR inner voice even 

more – and said that this was normal to do at University, I believe, and that he supported the evaluation. Eventually 

everybody in the office supported doing the evaluation except Meshack, but he said that it would be alright for the 

team to evaluate his test, and yes, Meshack, God is sending your flowers right now, because of the very difficult deci-

sions you feel you have taken, and yes thank you to John, David and Elijah for your support, and Meshack one day you 

will probably tell the world, what you would have done, if you had the power to do it?  

 

And yes, Stig, you had no time to involve the team creating the plans and the evaluation, and yes you had to act as an 

DIRECTOR and yes if you had more time you would have involved the team more like a INSPIRER and yes, you tried to 

find the right communication, and God decided for you TO WIN THIS ONE namely because of the communication, my 

friend, and because you accepted the suggestions from the team. That was the truth, which I had hided in this exer-

cise for all of you, my friends. 

 

I had suggested the team to use 10 minutes reading each of the texts and to evaluate the texts for themselves, but the 

team thought that it would be better to read up loud the texts for all people to HEAR the texts, and I really thought 

that HEARING the texts was not the best solution, when people was about to evaluate WRITTEN texts, which after all 

was the idea of the test, but I decided to follow the wish of the team, because it would certainly be more ENTERTAIN-

ING doing it this way, but in my opinion not a better way. 

 

The writing tests from the team 

Here are the writing tests from the office – I have made no amendments to the tests: 

 

MECHACK - CODE OF CONDUCT AND  ETHICS IN THE OFFICE SINCE YOUR ARRIVAL. 

 

Since your arrival the working in the office in many areas has improved and this can only be done through a diagram 

to drive my point before your arrival and after. 

 

                     BEFORE                    AFTER 

Before I never new what normal life means until  

You gave us some bit of lecture 

 

Today I can tell the difference because normal life means 

having all your needs met as opposed to having only the 

basic needs 

Time management was not all that important to because 

I thought I had all the time to waste. 

Today have come to realize that  budgeting my time will 

enable me to work most efficiently and in so doing 

achieving the required results. 

Agreements were not all kept and this led to a lot of dis-

appointments to many whom I had such agreements 

with. 

Today have learned the importance and I try my best if 

not all to keep agreements. 

Team work was not factored I thought I could work alone 

and achieve a lot. 

Came to realize that working as a team is very effective 

and a lot is achieved through this. 
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Consulting was not factored in my decisions and this led 

to wrong conclusions. 

Consulting before doing any work is very important be-

cause all the in put of every person is factored. 

Morale to my friends was not an issue I could bother my 

self because I thought it a personal matter. 

 Today I know it is my duty to lift up my friend when is 

down. 

 

ELIJAH 

INTRODUCTION 

That fateful call , it’s all I can remember. I was working in the office with my normal routine LTO work when my phone 

ran,i ditched for my phone to answer and all i could hear was the voice of my young brother Meshack.At first,i did not 

know all what was happening, he said to me that he was on his way to the villages accompanied by a friend and that 

they were going to visit our centre and have some fun with the childrens and later on visit our mother,all i remember 

was telling him to pass our regards to the teachers and the orphans and our greetings to our family,minutes not long 

the phone was ringing again and this time when i picked up the phone,guess what it was not Meshack speaking but a 

new voice spoke to me so strong that i had no doubt with the voice i was speakingmthe voice was calm and the gen-

tleman introuduced himself as stig though at first i could not get woerds clearly,he was so happy talking to me over 

the phone and i had no doubt that he was actually happy,i remember us agreeing to see each in the office the next 

day,and as always to me,i called my friends in the office and informed them on the call from Meshack.Nobody 

doubted the call as Meshack has been very active in LTO work,The next day on 5/05/09 stig came to our office,he 

looked tired andworn out,we had a very good time introducing ourselves,what we do,why he was hre in Kenya and 

how we can help each.Later on we fixed on a date to meet anf finalise on our meeting.It was on 7/05/09 when Finally 

stig accepted working with LTO.was this a coincidence?No.This was the turning point.All i can well is the first speech 

stig gaveu and this well supported by the devee=lopments and experience i have learned from stig over a month. 

The developments and experience learned from stig since joining LTO. 

 

Its over a month now since knowing stig,i have no doubt writing this report,as i experienced the fiest time i received 

his call,i remember very well when we requested stig to volunteraly accepppt our offerrr and work as a technical ad-

vicer to our organisation,he took us a brief meeting on the action plan he was to work,it was verrry interrresting to 

hear from him and looking at him one could sssee the wealth of exoerience he had i him something i wanted to bor-

row from him,since then i have learnerd quite a number things from stig,stig has been very active ion having us both 

in the office activemhe has bought gas a computer increasing the efficieny in ythe office,he has been able toprovide 

lucnch and coffee something we never had,but offcourse that is normal life,the experience learned from stig is dem-

onstrated when we started working on the dadaabmemo,truly,i have learnedon a number issues 

Having deadlines and setting goals, 

Working on the best quality work 

Communicating properly 

Organising and having structured meeting,; 

Leadership skills 

Keeping appointments and following the basic, 

The most outstanding experience is setting goals and prioritei in work ,working on the action plan as a guiding tool 

and above all lifting other peoples spirit when they are down. 

I have never experienced such a good working relationship in my life,i have learned alot from the script of 8/05/09 

which has one of my best stories,To thinlk before working,above all i have leanerd to lisyte very carefull and have re-

spect for others.It is always good in life to take the first step that i did ,in myexperience,the experience of having stig 

around me has been overwhelming,i have learned a great deal. 

 

JOHN - KEY AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 

 

 

 

1. TIME MANAGEMENT; 

 

You have helped me to manage and to respect time because as they say, time wasted is never recovered and 

time does not wait for a king. I have learned to keep time as much as possible by being focused on my work, 

respecting appointments and biting deadlines. 
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2. EFFICIENCY; 

 

You have injected professionals in my work. Am able to do my work more professionally and efficiently. Pro-

ducing high quality work has become part of me and am looking forward to learning more on how to improve 

my skills. 

 

3. RESOURCES  MANAGEMENT; 

 

While researching on the Dadaab memo, you allocated some resources to facilitate the information gather-

ing. You gave tips on how to utilize the available resources even though they were not enough but we man-

aged to collect more than we anticipated. You also assisted in making sure that everybody had an access to 

computers by allocating computer usage time to each one of us. I can now manage resources better than be-

fore. 

 

4. MOTIVATION; 

    

      I appreciate you for motivating me by offering lunch on daily basis. This has surely brought  

      normality in my life and it’s a good sign of bigger things to come. Thank you for  

      appreciating my work. 

 

     Thank you 

     JOHN 

 

 

David: My Development since the Arrival of Stig 

 

Listening 

• Prior to his coming, my listening skills were below average. I often interjected before the other person fin-

ished speaking.  

• Currently, I listen better and I’m working hard to be able to talk less. 

 

Speaking 

• I was wont to using many words for simple statements. 

• Presently, I’ve a better way with words. 

 

Coordination 

• As much as I knew what I wanted to achieve, I had a poor prioritization capacity and most of my ideas ended 

up dying. 

• Now I’m able to consider the available options before putting myself to task. 

 

Time Keeping 

• As a Swahili saying goes, “Haraka haraka haina Baraka”, which translates to hurry hurry has no blessing. This 

is what many Kenyans practise. It is not right. 

• I’ve developed the consciousness for being responsible for my time and talking of the time of others in team. 

Team Work 

• I’ve developed greater ability for collective responsibility.  

 

Meditation 

• I’ve learnt that I need to take some time (5 minutes) every day before starting my duties to contemplate on 

the best way to approach the day. 

Faith 

• I’ve learnt to have strong faith in God and not to give up since this is paramount. 
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Seizing opportunities 

• I can now see opportunities better and seize them. Consequently I can make fruitful appointments and make 

the best of these chances 

 

Generosity 

• I’ve learnt to me more generous. Stig has been very generous to LTO and now we have a new PC, lunch and 

some ‘credits’): 

I also: - 

• Remains focused 

• Aim at the products 

• Have stronger research skills 

• Have better organizational capacity 

• Appreciate organizational rules and regulations 

• Put myself in the shoes of the needy as Stig often writes, “ Imagine being raped...or being in a city of 750, 000 

without electricity 

• Have better writing and reporting skills. 

• Have improved IT skills since I can access more Internet and computer facilities. 

 

The test results 

The evaluation of the tests from the team was as follows: 

 

1. John 146 points 

2. David 141 points 

3. Meshack 131 point 

4. Elijah  100 points, after he received 6 points extra for not being able to format the text. 

 

The team members had John as the “winner” of the test. However I thought that David’s test was the best – which 

was also what I expected to see after I have learned about David, his intelligence, creativity and quick thinking – I 

thought he was the most precise, had a good structure and primarily he thought the clearest of all team members and 

came up with the most and best answers. 

 

The team leader on the Somalia newsletter should have been John 

The team had also done the resource plan for the next 14 days, and this plan showed that John had planned to use 

most resources of the team members, so if I was to follow what I had said to the team, we had to appoint John as the 

team leader for the Somalia newsletter as well, however I was not sure that this would be the best solution. 

 

However we needed to think and act quickly 

We had to have a team leader that could write this document himself with the inspiration from the team and me, and 

I could only see David doing this because of his individuality and intelligence. Furthermore we had do it quickly – and 

already earlier today, Meshack  had told the whole team that he thought that it would be “impossible” to do this 

newsletter in only 14 days – and I do believe that he was right, if David would not be appointed as the team leader.  

 

I have been very happy with John as the team leader on answering the Dadaab questions, however I have not seen 

the skill from John (yet) to do a newsletter like this on his own – he has been too dependent on me and my decisions, 

and when I have given him freedom, as I did in the beginning, he did not deliver on structure and yes, John, it has ac-

tually taken you and the team longer than what it should have to do this work, so therefore the only solution was to 

have David as the team leader, but no one else than me thought that David had done the best test .... ☺. 

 

Agreeing with Elijah on having David as the team leader 

So I invited Elijah at a meeting at the Open Bar before lunch, and I told him about my concerns, THAT THE TEAM IS 

NOT ALREADY RIGHT and why I believed that David would be the better choice.  
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Elijah told me that he was very happy that I had noticed David’s qualities, but he was concerned that David does not 

always follow the agreed meeting times at the office, and this was in fact the key: FLEXIBILITY – to convince Elijah of 

David’s skills, his responsibility as he showed doing the presentation of the author, how important it is that people can 

work during mornings, afternoons or evenings – because this is how people will perform their best – and before the 

end of the meeting Elijah said to me that he also thought that David had done the best test – even though he gave 

John 49 points, Meshack 48 points and David 42 points the same morning ..... I did not truly understand that. 

 

But Elijah, I was very happy indeed that you agreed to have David as the team leader – this was the only way to pro-

duce the important newsletter on Somalia – and this was a test from God, for me to see David’s skills and for you to 

understand that this young man is very gifted indeed, the most gifted of the team members today. 

 

And I was also happy that you asked me to give David money doing this job, because otherwise David would continue 

trying to find other consultancy work, as you said, and we agreed to give David an offer. 

 

Elijah and David agreed on David as the team leader 

After lunch at Wimpy today, Elijah met with David and after only maybe 10 or 15 minutes they came back to the of-

fice. They had in principle agreed, but David wanted to have 20,000 Shillings instead of 15,000 Shillings, which was the 

amount I was thinking of – for a job of 2-3 weeks. 

 

I had a brief talk with David and we agreed that he would get 15,000 Shillings and 5,000 Shillings as a bonus if he 

would finish the job in time. He accepted, and I was very happy indeed. 

 

The team also accepted David as the team leader ☺☺☺☺ 

A few minutes later we introduced David as the new team leader on the Somalia newsletter, we explained why – and 

also that it was important for John and Meshack to finalise on the Dadaab questions at the same time as David would 

start up the work on Somalia, and I said that we believed this would be the only way to do the Somalia newsletter, 

otherwise it would be impossible, as Meshack had said. The team accepted and I was happy – it had been difficult to 

reach this point. 

 

“Salary” for the team members 

At the same time I said to the team that they would all get 5,000 Shillings per week and 5,000 Shillings in bonus, if we 

finalise on time, and I do hope that the people were happy to hear that. I did not want to pay salary to David without 

giving a similar pay to Meshack and John. 

 

I had received no feedback from Elijah on “critical needs” of the team members, as we had talked about earlier, and I 

thought that this money would probably do exactly that – cover critical needs and this was also the reason why I de-

cided to do it. 

 

I also said to the team that Elijah and I had agreed to talk on his “payment”, if any, because Elijah had already asked 

me if he would also receive a “salary” like the “employees” and I had said to Elijah that I already pay you 5,000 Shil-

lings per week for food and 7,500 Shillings per month for the rent and you would still like to have salary on top of this? 

I asked Elijah to consider his “critical needs” (rent and food), and if there is a gap, I would like to know. 

 

One of the most important decisions on my travel to Kenya 

So what seemed to become a disastrous day in the morning turned out fine because I decided not to be a director but 

to communicate and listen. And one of the most important and difficult decisions was taken today, one of many tests 

from God and yes my friend, I also thought it was a good decision and yes I love all the team members ☺. 

 

The use of humour can open up people ☺☺☺☺ 

I remember Elijah was very happy when he started reading the first writing test. Before he started, he said “Listen very 

carefully, I shall say this only once” and I was very happy indeed because he had decided to use humour and this was 

really needed. Everybody laughed, and the other team members followed up on his example. Thank you, Elijah ☺. 
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The most difficult task yet 

At the end of the day, I could only say that this was the most difficult task given from God to the team, and that we 

succeeded together. Even Meshack was smiling, thank you my friend. We had done the task, all plans were done, and I 

was happy. And Elijah had been positive and open, and he did the agreement with David for him to be the new team 

leader, which I was very happy that you did, thank you, Elijah. 

 

Did Elijah do his “best writing test”? 

During the day I asked Elijah if he actually did his best writing test or if he could have done better.  

 

He said that it was not the best, he could do that it in fact was his poorest. He said that he wanted to see how the 

team reacted, and that if he was competing, he would do so much better. And he did not want “to take anything away 

from the team” – and yes, Stig, you know, I know, Elijah my dear friend, you used 3 hours concentrated to prepare 

notes for the writing test. 

 

When Stig told the team the “golden rule”, which is to use 1/3 of the time preparing, 1/3 of the time to write and 1/3 

of the time to edit the writings, you “decided” that you had not used 3 hours, but only 15 minutes doing your notes, 

which you told the team and wrote in the evaluation scheme.  

 

And Elijah, after you saw that your test had received the lowest character, maybe you also decided to say that you 

really not did your best, Elijah?  

 

I remember you being very competitive when I gave you the question, I believe you said that you wanted to show the 

team “who is the best”, but maybe I am wrong about this, Elijah? And yes, my friend, this is part of your test too. 

 

God turned off the power ... 

At the evening in the house, the light in the living room suddenly turned off and on constantly, it was blinking for 

maybe 1-2 minutes, and I said to the family that this is an example of the power of God and that he was very happy – 

because these were the words God told me - and yes, Stig, also here again my friend, still happy and still working hard 

today when this is written the 5th July and my farm is looking very good, thanks for asking ☺, and after 1-2 minutes, 

where Tina and Nicole, who were together with me in the living room, were looking nervous because of this demon-

stration, all electrical power was turned off by God. 

 

... and showed me UFO’s on the sky 

Maybe ½-1 hour later I went outside the house to smoke, and I was inspired by God to look up on the sky. I had never 

seen the sky and the stars so clearly before – there was no light disturbing the sight.  

 

God gave me the thought of the “UFO-man” - who calls on UFO’s and then UFO’s appear visible on the sky (you can 

find him on the Internet) – and I thought that maybe God wanted to show UFO’s to me, and first I saw one very far 

away blinking, the light was not more visible than a star, but it happened many, many places all over the sky – they 

were not stars - and God said to me, why is nobody talking about this, how many knows about this and he said that 

President Barack Obama has told the leaders of the world that this is a symbol of Judgement Day coming – and please 

feel free to ask the President if he wants to give you proof on UFO’s. Can he? Yes, he can! 

 

The continuing story of Microsoft Denmark 

Today the Manager of Microsoft Denmark sent me an email saying that she would let the customer service depart-

ment solve my question on the missing Outlook 2007 .... 

 

My father does not have “the patience trying to understand my mental universe” 

Today I received a reply from my father. How would he react on my email to him the other day that someone would 

ask him the question if he believes in me, and this was his reply:  

 

NOTHING – he did not comment it, he only said that he does not have “the patience trying to understand my mental 

universe”, but he respects that I have another opinion than him.  
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I was hoping that at least he would comment, but this is my father as I know him, “spirituality” does not interest him, 

he has absolutely no knowledge of it, even though he knows that it is a “big part” of my life.  

 

This is how life can be with one of your parents; if they are not interested, they are not interested in their child, and 

this is truly the message to the world: TRY TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER and as parents DO WHAT YOU CAN TO UN-

DERSTAND YOUR CHILDREN – many parents don’t listen to or understand their children. Sanna and Hans, you may un-

derstand Niklas, because he does what you find suitable, but do you understand TOBIAS, OR DO YOU TRY TO MAKE 

HIM DO THINGS YOUR WAY? Stig, this is why I have given you this father too, for you to give this message to the 

world, thank you ☺. 
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Wednesday 24th June 2009 

This morning I saw more UFO’s on the sky, Elijah is working carefully with his action plan, I introduced the work on the 

Somalia newsletter to David and Elijah, I reached the credit limit of my Master Card, money made the team happy to-

day, but it made me sad, do I need a work permit and shall I hide the truth of my work for LTO?, Kenyans walk VERY 

slowly, I am even more tempted by nice women these days, does the world want to see Pope John Paul II again?, an 

overview of my sufferings in Kenya, Elijah is visibly changing, Vivian is the only one seeing my true feelings without re-

strains and I received the credit card bills to be paid the 1st July, which I cannot pay myself. 

 

New UFO sights this morning 

Tonight I slept very badly again. The electrical power was still off, when we woke up.  

 

I went outside to smoke at 05.30, it was still dark, and God wanted to show me the UFO’s flying. And this is what I 

saw: UFO’s very far away changing lights, turning off and on the lights, I don’t know how many there were, but they 

were all over the sky in all directions, and they “flew with the speed of light” as far as I could see. When writing this I 

am thinking of the two UFO’s I saw at Citta del Mare, Sicily/Italy in the summer of 1978. They were much closer to 

Earth and were “hanging” in the sky, when I saw them and this vision has been with me since, and I am sure that many 

other people must have seen these UFO’s too? 

 

(After the sights this morning, several times afterwards I saw UFO’s moving “very” quickly in the sky, changing lights 

and turning on and off the lights. Within a fraction of a second they change positions which look like “very far dis-

tances” – and I have been sending them nice thoughts including “this is a good sign”).  

 

Elijah is working carefully with his action plan 

Today and more and more every day, I have noticed that Elijah is working carefully with his action plan – he has been 

positive with this plan since I introduced it to him, and I would therefore like to say THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 

YOUR POSITIVE ATTITUDE on this, my friend. I truly appreciate that.  

 

Using the computer to update the action plans 

And today Elijah and the team decided to use the computer to update all action plans, and this is also something that I 

WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR, ELIJAH, FOR YOUR INFLUENCE AND INSPIRATION on the team – 

this was a good decision and thank you for not giving up ☺. And also, my friend, I have noticed more and more valued 

inputs and good ideas from you in our talks - also THANK YOU VERY MUCH – I AM HAPPY WITH THIS. 

 

Reaching the limit of Elijah 

And yes, Stig, Elijah was almost breaking down because of you, and this was my job for you and the test for him. You 

went to his limit and I have started to grow him because of this. Also thank you, Elijah, for the idea of setting up the 

basic rules on the wall. I am happy that Elijah follow up on the action plans and the other plans with the team, he is 

very dedicated doing this task. 

 

Introducing the work on the Somalia newsletter 

This morning I had a meeting with David and Elijah to introduce the work on the Somalia newsletter in a greater de-

tail.  

 

I said to David that he and the team first need to do the detailed level 3 description of the newsletter, and first hereaf-

ter it will be possible to do the level 1 and 2 description. David is truly very gifted, I don't believe I have met his equal 

anywhere, and I do believe that he has a better talent than me when it comes to “immediate thinking capabilities”. 

 

I said to David that I will only give you tips on how to structure the work and my ideas as input the same way as I want 

you to receive input and ideas from the other team members – like we did the preparation of the writing test, how-

ever I said to David that he could decide to ask the team members to contribute with their ideas as “level 1” or “level 

2” ideas (one-line notes or ideas including small chapters on each idea). 

 

We also talked about “the golden rule” to do this kind of work: 
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Phase 1: Preparation, write down ideas, collect information from colleagues, Internet, books, newspapers etc. (1/3 of 

the time). 

Phase 2: Structure the information in logical chapters and writing the newsletter (1/3 of the time). 

Phase 3: Edit the newsletter, improve structure, design and formulations, remove typing errors etc. (1/3 of the time). 

 

I said to David that getting ideas for this work and collecting information (phase 1) is not just a work of 5-10 minutes; 

it can take days or weeks if you allow it, to write down ideas coming from God and collect all information. You need a 

lot of patience, “curiosity”, commitment and WILLPOWER doing this phase. 

 

After phase 1, when you have collected all information, you may think that the work is complex, but when you start 

phase 2 you will logically collect all information in different chapters, where the information naturally belongs, and the 

structure will automatically come to you, and then the work is not difficult. You just need to add hours, when you 

know how to do it. 

 

When you are finished with phase 2 you will have the first draft of the newsletter, however you will not be finished 

with the work yet (as I have seen most people in Denmark working ....), but you will start phase 3 by reading your own 

work with the attitude that it is someone’s else’s work (this is the only way to work, trust me) and you will edit the 

structure, formulations, design, remove typing errors, make 100 percent perfect grammar and commas (which I can-

not do in English today) and also double check and add information when needed. You will do this maybe 3-5 times 

until you have a perfect document. 

 

And I gave him my ideas for the head chapters of the newsletter (“history”, “today” and “roadmap to peace”), which I 

had also written in a document of 4 pages to him, which also included much of the same information I said to him and 

my ideas. 

 

I gave him the freedom to do this work and I focused on helping him with the structure and “some ideas”, but the 

purpose was for David together with the team to do the work themselves, to find opportunities/solutions, for the 

team to decide on how to divide and who to include in the work, and I said that he was welcome to use all team 

members including Elijah. 

 

I also said that I will coach him, when he needs it and that he will get total flexibility in working hours, which I believe 

he was glad to hear. 

 

And God was so happy when we did this thorough introduction that he through me said: “Listen to God (I showed my 

ears listening), he brings flowers to us all”. 

 

I reached the credit limit on my Master Card 

Today I wanted to take out 40,000 Shillings from the ATM. I wanted to give the team members 15,000 Shillings each 

for three weeks, but my monthly credit limit on the Master Card was reached. I was only allowed to take out 20,000 

Shillings and consequently I was only able to give the team members 5,000 Shillings each for one week and a budget 

of 5,000 to David to start his work on Somalia (expenses for taxi’s, telephone etc.).  

 

So hereafter I will only have money if Elijah gets his bank loan and repays his loan of 50,000 Shillings or if I can borrow 

money from my family at home, which they have promised to do if needed - so my credit cards will not be closed by 

my bank the 1st July. 

 

Money made the team happy, but it made me sad... 

At lunch people were really happy, they laughed and talked like I have not seen them before. And I connected this to 

the money I had given them – but I did not feel good myself because of the same, but opposite reason: What will hap-

pen the 1st July? 
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I could not help thinking that I am deeply impressed that the team have worked hard and concentrated for a long pe-

riod of time without receiving anything else from me than lunches on a daily basis.  

 

Do I need a work permit? 

Today I talked with John and Elijah on the “importance” of getting a work permit. We also talked about this in the be-

ginning when I arrived, but we had no money to pay for a work permit and in the beginning I was not sure for how 

long I would work for LTO.  

 

According to “the rules”, as they explained to me, I need to be registered with the Governmental NGO office, which 

costs 16,000 Shillings (why do you need to receive payment on this? – it is only taking away money from the suffering 

people) and to have my name and picture in the newspaper, which costs 25,000 Shillings, a total of 41,000 Shillings for 

“nothing”. 

 

I said to John and Elijah that it would be impossible for me to raise 41,000 Shillings that if I was to take the decision 

alone, I would not register because I will be finished working for LTO in July and thereafter I will not have “a normal 

working relation” anymore with LTO, however I will always talk about LTO. 

 

Shall I “hide” the truth working for LTO? 

I also said that the Government will know that I have worked for LTO as a volunteer when they read my scripts and I 

explained that I only write the truth and this led Elijah to ask me, if it would be possible for me to change my scripts, 

so it does not appear that I have been working for LTO from the 7th May – and Elijah my dear, dear friend – how is 

your true relation with THE TRUTH? Is the truth alright as long as it is “fitting” and is it alright to tell a lie, when this is 

“fitting”? I said very clearly that I will only write the truth in my scripts and that I will not change the information given 

in the scripts from when I started working for LTO. 

 

On basis of this, John thought it was alright for me to continue working on my tourist visa, which expires 1st August, 

but Elijah said that maybe he could find the 25,000 Shillings so we could start the registration process, but the final 

result of the meeting was that we agreed that I would ask the Danish Embassy to receive their advice and come back.  

 

God’s feedback to me on the “work permit” 

After the meeting, God gave me some additional input. He told me that he believes this process is bureaucratic, and a 

waste of time and good manpower to set up completely unnecessary processes like this. This is about helping people, 

LTO have no money and you still want them to pay 16,000 Shillings to be registered and you believe it is a “need” to 

have a photo in the newspaper? Work is FREEDOM for all people and it does not require permission from a bureau-

cratic organisation. 

 

Kenyans walk very slowly 

This is the first time I write this, but I have noticed every single day , when I walk behind Kenyans on the street that 

many people “really walk very slowly indeed”, and it annoys me when I need to wait passing these people. It is all 

people: People at work and people off work, and this is the most visible sign I can give of the slow pace in Kenya – 

people in Denmark don’t walk that slowly! 

 

Temptation of nice women 

The last couple of days it has been very hot here with temperatures of 25-30 degrees and I do wish that I had the time 

to date one of the beautiful women, which I can see even more clearly now because of the summer clothes, they 

wear.  

 

Does the world want see John Paul II again? 

And I know there is a message from John Paul II? Yes, Stig, here it is. My dear friends, I am not very good holding excit-

ing and long speeches, but I will do everything I can to become even better, and yes Benedict, my dear friend, this 

could be you speaking, not me, and yes, as Stig has noticed some times and yes, condoms and other not very memo-

rable speeches, you have held, and yes, my dear, dear friend, I would like to offer you the following:  
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TO COME BACK AS YOUR DEAR FRIEND AGAIN AND TO ASSIST YOU DURING THIS VERY IMPORTANT TIME TO PREPARE 

MANKIND TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD, and yes, Stig, and yes, Benedict, what do you say – would you like to see 

me again and what does the world want – would you like to see me again?  

 

And yes, Stig, I will tell the world exactly what I did and yes yes yes if they focus on what I did with “boys” I will just say 

this – then you will ask the Devil to step forward and this is not the reason why I would like to join you again. 

 

Feeling “destroyed” 

Today I am really completely “destroyed” to be honest with you, and thank you father, of course you don’t know that 

it is because of you, when you don’t have the patience to listen to me as you wrote in your email. 

 

An overview of my sufferings in Kenya 

God has asked me to produce a list of my “sufferings” here in Kenya inspired by the list I have done in the Dadaab 

newsletter under the chapter “Mental sufferings” – I don’t know if I can remember all of my sufferings, but here is a 

try: 

 

• Karen – I am not interested in her today as my future wife. It is like an “arranged marriage” and I REALLY don’t 

feel good about it today. And God has also given me and her this feeling for us to understand the feelings of many 

people in the same situation – arranged marriages is NOT what God wants you to do.  

• I have no home here in Kenya, no personal belongings, no music equipment and cd’s (which is VERY important to 

me, my way to relax). I miss having a “normal life” – which we don’t have here, we don’t have wine and many, 

many other “normal” things as I had in Denmark. And I miss Danish food and culture. 

• I miss a “normal family life”, to love and feel loved, to feel understood and to feel that “my loved one” is my clos-

est friend. 

• The Devil has almost daily given me “indications” on the misuse of children to “hurt me”, and this has truly been 

as unpleasant as I cannot express. I have never had any desire to misuse children; it truly makes me feel repulsive.  

• Very bad sleeping and many days have been “impossible” to work and to “survive” and yes, my dear friend, not 

very nice to work hard, to lift up people, when you “are dying”, but this is what you have done. 

• A “terrible sickness” from 25th June – see the next chapters. 

• No romance or private life at all and God is still given me “a lot of hormones” and the desire to meet a beautiful 

woman here. 

• My brutal attack and CONSTANT NERVOUSNESS to be attacked again even though I know I am protected by God - 

not very nice you know ... 

• The worst stress in the world, very difficult decisions every single day without having the time to really think and 

trying to agree with the team when “removing” the Kenyan culture at the same time. And the Devil speaking to 

me daily on my stress “now I should do this, and this and this, and what do you want to do with this, and this and 

this” hereby strengthening the stress many times. Not an easy task. 

• New tests from God – big and small - on a daily basis for me/us to pass. 

• Trying to lift up Elijah as a true leader – when God has decided to give him very good communication skills, but 

not yet professional skills at the same level. 

• My family in Denmark, who don’t believe in me, don’t want to talk to me on “spiritual” issues, don’t understand 

me, are “concerned”, try to put their decisions “for my best” on me, don’t call me – and most of all, I miss my 

family at home. 

• To be God one day without wanting to be God – this feeling alone, when thinking of it, is the most difficult of all 

feelings. It is like being afraid of dying and you don’t know what will happen after death – I have had that feeling 

my entire life, a feeling from God too ☺. 
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• To have direct communication not only with God but also the Devil and to undergo the worst sufferings a man has 

ever gone through – not very nice, you know. The “Easter 2009” experience etc. 

• To know that your father will die soon. 

• I have lost more or less all friends in Denmark, and this makes me sad. 

• To give out money, I don’t have, to withdraw money from the ATM (who is looking?), to meet people on the 

streets asking me for money or food, I have no money from 1st July – what shall I do? 

• I have no energy and power to run, bodybike etc., which has always been important to me.  

• To write all of these scripts, to do the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters NOT KNOWING IF I HAVE THE POWER TO 

DO ALL OF THIS or if the Kenyan Culture or the Devil will bring me down before I am finished. 

 

The reason why I have written the above sufferings is to say to the world – it may not seem to you that I have suf-

fered, but the truth is – if you carefully read and understand these scripts – that WHAT I DO HERE IN KENYA IS THE 

HARDEST WORK ANY MAN HAS EVER DONE and that each of my sufferings can make me throw up and yes, Stig, the 

same way as you have summarised in the Dadaab chapter “mental sufferings”. 

 

This is the connection that I/GOD WANT TO SAY TO ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD – I HAVE MADE YOU SUFFER, 

STIG, SO THE DEGREE OF YOUR SUFFERING CAN BE COMPARED TO THE DEGREE OF THE SUFFERING OF THE PEOPLE AT 

DABAAB, AND YOU HAVE STILL DONE THIS JOB AT THE SAME TIME, and yes yes yes, my friends, this is my true mes-

sage ☺. 

 

A lovely email from Vivian 

Today I read a lovely, but short email, from Vivian, my dear old friend, and she made me very happy, in fact more than  

any no other - except from my mother - has ever done, and therefore Vivian is the only person, who has seen my true 

inner self and feelings in my reply to her today, and yes, Vivian, I meant every single word I wrote to you, and yes, this 

is your destiny, you could open up this man like no one else just by being open and positive, it is truly as simple as 

that, my friends. 

 

Elijah is visibly changing 

During these days I can really feel the change of Elijah, and this truly makes me happy. I can see it on him and the en-

ergy he is using absorbing change and information, and trying to live out the new values. He is very annoyed with the 

“Kenyan disease”, people not keeping time and he gives me examples of this again and again, and at the same time he 

has managed to motivate the team using the new tools, and yes my friends also Meshack is motivated and under-

stands the importance of planning according to what Elijah and David has told me.  

 

THANK YOU ALL, GUYS, YOU REALLY MAKE ME PROUD OF WHAT YOU HAVE DONE IN A VERY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME 

☺☺☺. And thank you, Elijah, this would have been impossible without you. 

 

Credit card bills coming 1st July ... 

Today I received an email from Sanna saying that DKK 15,497 on my Master Card and DKK 5,858 on my American Ex-

press will be withdrawn from my bank account the 1st July – and I can see that not all bills have been collected yet – 

more will come the 1st August. 

 

And most importantly, I know that my SP Pension is approx. DKK 17,000 net and in order for the bank not to close my 

credit cards, I will have to follow up on Sanna’s promise to cover this money, if it is not credited my bank account be-

fore 1st July and furthermore I need to borrow an extra amount of approx. DKK 10,000 from my family.  

 

God is still working on the alarm of the neighbour’s car 

This evening the neighbour’s car alarm sounded again without any people being near to the car, thank you God, it was 

now a different sound, it was “uplifting like a yellow dog barking”, this is exactly how the sound was – a combination 

of the sound and the “feeling”, I received - the symbol “dog” is the symbol of the Devil and it shows the transforma-

tion of the Devil into God. 
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Thursday 25th June 2009 

Today I woke up with the most terrible sickness I have ever had – I was dying, money was the problem, the reason be-

ing that nobody had reacted on our Emergency needs from May 2009 and because God wanted me to have the same 

feeling of thousands of people in Dadaab, God wants people to care and share before Judgement Day, Dahlberg have 

decided not to give me bonus for 2008, I wrote an email to Sanna asking for a temporary loan and Microsoft Denmark 

has difficulties delivering on their “exact promise” . 

 

My worst sleep in Kenya and the worst “sickness” 

Tonight I slept really so terrible as I have not done before at least in Kenya and maybe in my life. I was freezing all 

night long and I wake up at 5.00 with a howling headache. It was impossible for me to get out of bed and I therefore 

continued to “sleep” until 10.00, however at 10.00 I still had the same pain and work today was truly impossible. God 

had reached my limit – I could not work even though I wanted to. 

 

It was a giant challenge even to take a bath, I had absolutely no energy, so little in fact that I could hardly speak, only 

whisper a few words with the greatest difficulty. This was not the nicest experience to have – feeling stressed, still 

having the ambition to work but feeling so terrible that every single second was almost impossible to bear. 

 

Lack of money was the reason ... 

During the morning I managed with difficulties to write this note on my phone with the inspiration of God: I have to 

borrow money today from my family and this is the reason why I am suffering more than what I have done before in 

Africa and in my entire life with the exception of my experiences in the Easter 2009. 

 

And I really did not have the time to be sick. Will David and the team be able to do the Somalia newsletter without my 

coaching as I had promised to do? And this was also the test – not only for me, but also for the team: Would they be 

able to “motivate them self” and to continue working without me? This was the test that God was giving them. 

 

I was dying like many people in Dadaab 

God had me “promising” the other day that all information would be ready to be published the 10th July, but already 

today I decided that sickness was not included in this plan, and today IT WAS NOT ONLY IMPOSSIBLE TO WORK – I 

WAS DYING, this was in fact what I was.  

 

The next level from my sickness was not a to be even more sick, it was to be dead – and yes Stig, this is how many 

people in Dadaab – thousands of people – are feeling with the “goodness” of Governments and NGO’s all over the 

world. They can hardly keep alive and this was also the reason why I decided to give you this sickness, my son, so you 

will understand the feeling of HAVING ABSOLUTELY NO ENERGY AT ALL – and let me say this to all readers, if you 

TRULY KNEW THIS FEELING, YOU WOULD HELP THESE PEOPLE RIGHT NOW – HOW CAN YOU ONLY GIVE SO LITTLE 

AND AT THE SAME TIME YOU ARE STILL SO RICH? THIS IS SUCH A DISGRACE, A SCANDAL, IF YOU ASK ME – not to think 

about other people than your selves .... ☺. 

 

Nobody reacted on our Emergency needs from May 2009 

And I also know that I have received this sickness because NOBODY REACTED ON MINE AND LTO’S EMERGENCY NEEDS 

FROM MAY 2009, which I published on Facebook.  

 

On Facebook, people speak about Golf, children or things of no true importance at all, but suffering orphans and the 

LTO people doing this important work with great difficulties, could not motivate ANY OF “MY FRIENDS” TO GIVE EVEN 

A LITTLE BIT OF MONEY, and yes Stig, this is the test given on Facebook, which is the symbol of how the world is react-

ing: 

 

God wants people to care and share before Judgement Day 

“No, this is not our responsibilities, we pay taxes, this is the Government’s responsibility”, but what do you do, when 

PEOPLE ARE DYING AND SUFFERING, because the Governments – and the media – fails to live up to its responsibili-

ties? 
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And yes yes yes Stig, you can feel all of us suffering in the Council, when you are writing this, and yes you can see us in 

black clothes and yes yes yes Stig, this is how we feel about the whole situation and yes, Stig, we have also decided to 

put you through this pain FOR THE WORLD TO UNDERSTAND THAT I, GOD, DON’T WANT PEOPLE TO BE WITHOUT 

CARE IN THE FUTURE – I WANT PEOPLE WHO CAN HELP, TO HELP AND YES STIG, FOR THESE PEOPLE TO HELP DI-

RECTLY AND YES STIG, THE GOVERNMENTS HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE TASK TO HELP EMERGENCY SITUATIONS TODAY ALL 

OVER THE WORLD, this was your decision, Stig, and yes, for private people all over the world to help private people all 

over the world TO GET A NORMAL LIFE and yes yes yes we know, Stig, NORMAL LIFE IS LIKE YOU HAD IN DENMARK – 

YOU DID NOT HAVE TOO MUCH AND YOU DID NOT HAVE TOO LITTLE – THIS IS WHAT I WANT THE WORLD TO ACHIEVE 

BEFORE JUDGEMENT DAY, TO SHARE THE WEALTH OF THE WORLD AND TO “LIFT UP ALL PEOPLE” AND YES YES YES, 

OF COURSE I WANT THIS TO HAPPEN ON THE PLANET EARTH, BEFORE ALL OF US WILL MOVE TO A NEW AND EVEN 

BETTER PLACE, my friends, thank you ☺. 

 

No bonus from Dahlberg after all ... 

The other day I finally received an email from Dahlberg. They had a profit of 1,7 million DKK in 2008 from the profit 

centre, I was working for, but because of my contract, I could not receive any bonus for 2008. I had not done any cal-

culations myself, but I trusted in Søren, when he told me that I could expect to receive a bonus, because business was 

going well. This is what you said to me, Søren, do you remember? 

 

Bo, what did you really do – what kind of work did you do in order to get this profit? Please tell the world, Bo – they 

will be curious to know. And yes, Stig, if Dahlberg had decided to give you only a small bonus, they could have kept the 

Devil away from you, and yes Stig, you worked as a consultant for Dahlberg earlier in 2009 and yes, HOW CHEAP DO 

YOU THINK THIS WAS? – PLEASE PUBLISH ALL OF THIS INFORMATION, BO AND NIELS and yes, how much money could 

you earn because of Stig’s work and how much money did you pay Stig? And yes, do you think he was unfair to you 

with his invoices? We look forward to seeing you publish all of his work in fact the entire folder he made for you, Bo, 

and for you to consider the business opportunities included herein, do you believe that they were realistic and why 

did you decide to do nothing about it? And who wanted to have Stig as the CEO of the company, maybe Niels, Martin 

and maybe also others have something to say about this? 

 

Asking Sanna for a temporary loan 

So my headache was so strong and my energy level so low that EVERY SINGLE SECOND was impossible ”to survive” but 

I had to send an email to Sanna, which I actually did, explaining her the content of our work that we would finalise in 

July, and that I would only be able to do this with a little bit of help from the family to 1) cover the delay of the SP 

Pension approx. 17.000 DKK net and 2) a personal loan for one month of approx. 10.000 DKK - otherwise we would 

face the risk of not being able to do the work AND TO STARVE.  

 

I also explained that I have bought computer equipment to the office and given food to the team, otherwise it would 

have been impossible for them to work. I have not explained the family about my attack and that I bought two com-

puters and one mobile phone because of this, but the message was clear: We have lived a very simple life here, not a 

“normal life”. AND I DID NOT MENTION THE PROMISE GIVEN BY SANNA TO HELP ME IF I NEEDED HELP – she would 

probably remember. 

 

What will happen if Sanna does not answer me straight away? 

I wrote in my notes today that I don’t know what I will do if my family does not give me an answer right away. If they 

knew how much I am suffering that I am not able to work, close to dying, they would probably give me an answer 

without ANY DELAY AT ALL – but they did not know, and yes, Stig, just thinking of this makes me freeze, yes, Sanna 

was in the hands of the Devil because now she could start planning a new life for you, she thought .... 

 

My “sickness” routine 

Today and the following days, all I could do was to sit down in a chair for maybe 1-2 hours feeling “completely de-

stroyed” (more than ever before), hereafter rest for maybe 1-2 hours, and this “routine” kept on the whole day where 

I had absolutely nothing to do other than experiencing my pain every single second. 

 

At 21.00 I had to “go to bed” – because Faith, the maid, is sleeping in the living room, and yes Stig, we are sorry too 

that you cannot have a “normal” communication with her because of “culture” and what is expected from “someone” 
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like you and her - and to spend a whole night alone in my room trying to sleep in pain, not being able to smoke, it was 

not the best feeling I have ever had to say the least .... 

 

Will Microsoft not be able to deliver on their “exact promise”? 

Today the Manager at Microsoft Denmark sent me a new email saying that nothing is happening with my request and 

she said that she understands the reason why and she believes that “not everything is at it should be”. She said that 

she would contact me by phone.  

 

I had absolutely no idea what she was talking about, what was the problem? She had given me a promise and now I 

waited for Microsoft to deliver on their promise. 

 

To be fair with Microsoft, they had in fact already delivered even more than what I had asked for by giving me a free 

Microsoft Office Professional 2007, which I had never had before, but because of the download speed and costs in 

Kenya, I was asking them for the free Microsoft Outlook 2007, which was exactly what we had agreed on – nothing 

more or less.  
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Friday 26th June 2009 

My “sickness” continued today still experiencing the pain of dying, Michael Jackson’s death is a test from God to the 

world, Elijah’s family is showing the greatest care for me ☺, “never giving up” is to be strong even when you are feel-

ing weak, God wants the world to discuss basic rules at all team meetings, Sanna does “not have the time” to answer 

me before Sunday, The Devil is giving me dreams like the “Matrix” movie,  I have no defecation like people in Dadaab 

and I received an email from Karen, which I did not answer. 

 

Still feeling terrible and waiting to hear from Sanna 

So after a terrible night again, I was waking up still feeling the same pain, and all I wanted was to receive a reply from 

my sister or from my mother’s husband, John, whom I also send the email to. 

 

Why did Michael Jackson die? 

The first thing I noticed this morning was the RSS-news on my mobile phone that MICHAEL JACKSON IS DEAD and it 

gave me two feelings: 

 

1) WHY WHY WHY? and 2) I was very sad because of this, and I thought that Michael Jackson was truly one of the 

greatest, in the same league as Elvis Presley and yes Stig, you were also thinking that I have asked the world to ask Mi-

chael Jackson about his “HISTORY” and yes, Stig, here it comes:  

 

My dear friends, Michael is with me again, and I have decided to take Michael away from you AS A LESSON TO THE 

WORLD – you have DESTROYED me, Stig is the symbol of that, AND I HAVE TAKEN AWAY A MAN THAT YOU TRULY 

LOVED and yes, Stig, even though he in fact did sleep with children and also misused some of them, and YES MY DEAR 

WORLD, THIS IS THE BLESSED MARY SPEAKING, I see her in white, AND YES STIG, THIS IS BECAUSE YOU HAVE SUF-

FERED LIKE NO OTHER MAN ON EARTH AND BECAUSE YOU ARE STILL WORKING finalising what you have started, and 

yes JEFF LYNNES IS NUMBER ONE ON YOUR MUSIC LIST TOGETHER WITH DAVID BOWIE, and yes Stig, you do believe 

that MICHAEL JACKSON IS/WAS EVEN MORE GIFTED, yes my friends, but still JEFF LYNNE AND DAVID BOWIE IS ON 

TOP OF YOUR LIST, AND MICHAEL IS MAYBE NO. 15-20, and YES BECAUSE GOD HAS DECIDED THAT MICHAEL’S POP 

MUSIC IS NOT YOUR FAVOURITTE GENRE and yes, Stig, this is just what I wanted you to say – Michael was maybe THE 

MOST GIFTED MUSICIAN EVER and yes, yes, yes, the reason why I took away someone who the WORLD LOVES and 

yes, Stig, the WORLD FORGOT TO TELL MICHAEL THIS, WHEN HE WAS ALIVE and yes, my friends, this man has SUF-

FERED like almost no people on Earth and still, he carried on. My dear friend Michael is now with me, not with the 

Devil, he is a true servant of God and he was also a part of the test from God to people on Earth and Stig, I will tell 

someday soon IF I BELIEVE THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD HAS PASSED THIS TEST – MORE ON THIS TO COME. 

 

A very nice card from Elijah’s family on my “sickness” 

Today I received a personal card from Elijah and Tina because of my “sickness”, and IT TRULY MADE ME SO GLAD for 

them to care about me – this is the way Kenyans are, much more than Danish people. 

 

During these days, they did almost anything to HELP and comfort me by giving good meals and drinks – even though I 

had totally lost my appetite, like the people at Dadaab – and even if they served me food from a first class restaurant, 

it would still be “disgusting” to me, and I am thinking of Meshack at the beginning when I started paying for lunches, 

because he did not eat meat, and my friend, maybe you will tell the world about your sufferings?  

 

And Tina and Elijah also bought Orange Juice, which we normally don’t have, and as I said, they were truly so kind to 

me – and they also accepted that I was not able to speak. THANK YOU MY VERY DEAR FRIENDS ☺. 

 

In the card they wished me a quick recovery, and they said “When you are strong, we are strong, when you are weak, 

we are weak, all we can do is to lift you up with these few words. REMEMBER our golden rule: NOT GIVING UP”. 

 

And yes, my dear friend, Elijah, you were sad because of his sickness and yes, you wanted to LIFT HIM UP, and yes, 

Stig, you were very happy about the card and the feeling behind it, but to tell the truth you were very sad to hear that 

THEY ARE WEAK, WHEN I AM WEAK, and yes my friends – this is not the right feeling to have, IF THEY SAID THAT THEY 

WILL CARRY ON, BE STRONG, this is what really would have lifted you up, and Stig, you said to Elijah later that you will 
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never give up, but the right attitude is not to show your concern like this, because it will only effect himself, the family, 

the team and you negatively – this is the story, my friend. BE STRONG WHEN YOU ARE WEAK. This is the right attitude 

of “never giving up”.  

 

Later Elijah explained to me that he thought that the reason for my headache was that I had been working hard, but 

my friend, this was not the reason why. I explained to you the connection with money and my sister, and this was the 

reason for my “sickness”. 

 

Discuss basis rules at all team meetings 

Today I have written a short note: GO THROUGH BASIC RULES AT EVERY TEAM MEETING. TAKE FOR EXAMPLE ONE 

RULE, LET A TEAM MEMBER PREPARE HIMSELF AND LET HIM SPEAK ABOUT IT and involve the team in the discussion 

as well. THIS IS A WISH BY GOD, please do that, my friends. 

 

How long do I need to wait on Sanna? 

I sent a chat message to Hans this evening because I could see he was online on Skype and because I could not stand 

my suffering much longer. I asked him when I could expect to hear from Sanna and I said THAT I WOULD BE VERY 

HAPPY TO HEAR FROM HER ASAP. He replied that Sanna did not have the time before Sunday, because they had to 

prepare for the celebration of Tobias tomorrow (he graduated this week as a student). I was thinking that this answer 

would cost ME TWO EXTRA DAYS OF THE MOST EXTREME SUFFERING and I was really not very happy indeed with this 

answer. If only they knew ... 

 

The Devil is giving me dreams like in the “Matrix” movie 

During the nights of my sickness and every single time I sleep during the days, THE DEVIL IS ALSO GIVING ME THE 

STRONGEST DREAMS IN THE WORLD WHERE I DREAM ABOUT HOW MUCH WORK AND STRESS I STILL HAVE – and “I 

am living in these dreams”, where I truly feel the reality of the dreams like in the movie “Matrix” – the dreams cannot 

be described in any other way, so people will understand, they were part of my suffering. 

 

I have no defecation like people in Dadaab 

Today I also wrote in my notes that I have not had defecation for several days now, and the first time this happened to 

me was in 1988, where I was together with my family on the Island of Bornholm for a one week holiday. During this 

entire holiday, I did not have defecation at all, and it is truly not a nice experience to have, to wonder, why this is hap-

pening, to think if you are sick and if you will get stomach pains.  

 

It has happened again also during recent years and the message is THAT THIS IS THE WAY THAT I REGULATE THE FAE-

CES OF THE POOR PEOPLE OF DADAAB and Stig, my friend, this is my message to you. THE REASON FOR YOU NOT 

DEFECATING IS ONLY BECAUSE OF THIS – FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND WHAT I DO TO THE PEOPLE AT DADAAB. 

 

During that family holiday in 1988, I still remember very clearly at the beach that my mother said: “I AM GOING TO 

THROW UP – RIGHT OUT IN THE AIR” – and I am sure that my family still remember this – like other statements from 

my mother for example “Palms all the way” from approx. 1980 and yes a forecast about what is to come (the symbol 

of the Caribbean Island, my friends ☺).  

 

And yes, Stig, the statement of “throwing up” was a warning about what was going to come for you and your mother, 

and my dear friends, also for the people at Dadaab, yes we saw it coming, and yes my friends, your mother is also suf-

fering and yes, Stig, the reason being SANNA IS NOT LISTENING TO YOU and yes, yes, yes, SANNA THIS IS WHAT YOU 

HAVE DONE TO YOUR “DEAR” FAMILY, instead of helping them by communicating – as Stig has tried to learn you – you 

have put the most UNHUMAN pressure on the people you love the most .... 

 

An email from Karen, which I did not answer 

Today I received an email from Karen through Facebook – she asked me when I will tell that I am Jesus, and first I 

thought that she had published this information for everyone to see on Facebook, which really would have made me 

very sad indeed – and yes Stig, it was a personal email (no one else than me could see it) and yes Stig you decided “not 

to speak to the Devil”, because the email was not positive enough and yes, Karen, this was the reason why you did not 

receive a reply and yes my dear friend, I AM SUFFERING (MARY MAGDALENE SPEAKING NOW) LIKE NEVER BEFORE, 
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THIS IS MY FEELING, STIG, AND YES, DENIS TOO, AND YES STIG, WE ARE SO SORRY THAT YOU HAVE DESTROYED OUR 

LIVES and yes yes yes, the same feeling as you, Sanna – that Stig has destroyed your life and yes yes yes especially the 

feeling of your dear mother, and STIG OF COURSE YOU ARE RIGHT, WE ARE SUFFERING – OF COURSE NOT AS MUCH 

AS YOU – WE BELIEVE IT IS BECAUSE OF YOU, BUT THE REASON IS BECAUSE WE REALLY DON’T LISTEN, and this is the 

message to the world. 
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Saturday 27th June 2009 

Still “sick” today, still waiting on Sanna, still impossible to speak, Elijah said no thanks to receive money ☺, I postponed 

the deadline on the Somalia newsletter to the 11th July, Elijah invited me for football even though it was impossible for 

me to attend and ALL of the noise from the house and Gachie also made me suffer. 

 

Still sick and impossible to speak 

So after another terrible night, a new day in HELL started. I felt no change from the days before. During these days, 

John and David from the office called me, but it was impossible for me to talk so therefore I could not speak to them 

on the phone, I am sorry my friends. 

 

During these days I was eating approx. half of what I normally do, but I drank even more than normal. Eating and 

drinking also meant physical difficulties for me; it was difficult to open my mouth and to gulp. The only thing I really 

wanted to have was Coca Cola and a lot of it! 

 

Elijah said no to my weekly pay ... 

Today I wanted to give Elijah the weekly allowance of 5,000 Shillings. Elijah said no thanks and that actually made me 

very happy. During these days I did not know if the team were having lunches together, if they paid themselves and I 

was thinking that at least they had the 5,000 Shillings I gave them earlier in the week to buy lunch. 

 

New deadline for the Somalia newsletter 

I gave the team today a couple of days longer to do the Somalia newsletter – instead of the 6th July, which was the first 

deadline, today I postponed the deadline to the 11th July because of my own sickness. 

 

I received a SMS from Meshack and I understood from him that the team was very stressed with this task – it was not 

the message that I was hoping to hear, however I did not hear anything from David about stress and not either during 

the following days – this man is working hard without complaining, and I really like that. He can be stretched and he 

will do everything he can to deliver - like I have always tried to do myself. 

 

Elijah invited me for football ... 

I also received a SMS from Elijah today. He invited me to come to the football match arranged by the church in Gachie, 

and Nicole could show me the way, and I could only reply to you, Elijah that I would be happy to come, if I could, “but 

when I say to you that I have absolutely no energy, it means that I have absolutely no energy” and therefore I was not 

able to play or watch football. I was still dying, you know .... ☺. 

 

I was sensitive to noise ... 

And during these days of my “sickness” I could hear all of the noise in the house and around us, which annoyed me 

very much because of my very strong headache. During nights you can hear what sounds like hundreds of dogs howl-

ing and barking and they can keep on for a very long time, you can hear music from neighbours, loud live music from 

the church, you can hear honking Matatus, and in the family with three children, there is noise all of the time, and es-

pecially during these days Lucia was crying very much and yes Stig, we know, you have really never liked the sound of 

crying babies and we know it goes directly inside of you and make you almost sick, this is the feeling we have given 

you always and during these days this child was crying even more than usual, and YES STIG THAT WAS PART OF MY 

PLAN TO INCREASE YOUR SUFFERING and yes can you imagine JUST HOW HIGH NOTES A CHILD CAN BRING OUT when 

it screams, it was really not very good, when you have the worst headache ever and feel like dying .... 

 

(After my sickness the very annoying sounds of the dogs, which I have heard almost every night from when I arrived, 

stopped, thank you God – yes my son, God works in many different ways). 

 

Be considerate – don’t annoy people making noise 

And yes, this city as many places all over the world IS PRODUCING NOISES OF HELL and yes without consideration and 

we know Stig, just like when you played music at home in Denmark and RUTH YOUR SWEET NEIGHBOUR and yes, 

Ruth, you are very welcome to tell about STIG’S NOISE and yes, Stig, you could do nothing about it, and yes, Ruth, he 

actually took considerations but of course not enough when you live so close together and yes Stig your dream is to 
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have a house with no neighbours where you can play music as loud as you want .... ☺.
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Sunday 28th June 2009 

Today I had a little bit more energy, I wrote a new email to Sanna asking for a smaller loan, if Sanna and Elijah’s bank 

had delivered on their promises, I would not have received this “sickness”, I ask readers to understand if there are mes-

sages in my scripts which are wrong because of the Devil, and to understand that it has been impossible for me to pro-

duce “perfect” work, which is what I ask the world to do, a key message to Elijah and the world: Accept both your 

strengths and weaknesses, Sanna did not want to lend me money and hereby she broke her promise, but God was 

happy with Sanna, Elijah and me anyway, the bible study on “forgiveness” and God is NOT asking for 10% of your in-

come ☺. 

 

A little bit more energy today 

Today I felt that I had a little bit more energy, maybe 25% more. The last days I have probably been sleeping 14-16 

hours per day. However, it was still impossible for me to go to church today. 

 

A new email to Sanna and John – I need less money 

Today I used “my energy” to check the status of my bank accounts in a greater detail – because God encouraged me 

to do so - and I sent a new email to Sanna and John saying that – besides a temporary loan of DKK 17,000 covering the 

delay of the SP Pension - I only needed to have a personal loan for one month of DKK 4,000 instead of DKK 10,000 and 

I TOLD THEM THE TRUTH IN BOTH THIS AND THE EMAIL THE OTHER DAY that I have received a promise from  “DO-

NORS” before the 1st August – what I did not write is that the donors will be themselves that when we publish this in-

formation AND WHEN THE COUNCIL WILL WAKE UP, THEY WILL COME TO YOU AND YES, STIG, ALSO KAREN AND YES 

JUST MAYBE THEY WILL SEND YOU MONEY BEFORE THE 1ST AUGUST and yes yes yes, this will be up to you to decide 

and yes, when they start hearing the voice of God and their own inner selves, including, Karen, maybe YOU WILL DO 

EVERYTHING YOU CAN TO HELP, IF NEEDED? 

 

What would have happened if Elijah had repaid his loan before 1st July? 

If Elijah had received his bank loan from THIS FANTASTIC BANK OF HIS not delivering on their promises, he would have 

repaid his loan of 50,000 Shillings to me and with the promise from Sanna to help me with the SP Pension money, I did 

not have to ask the family for a loan and yes, Stig, this is the story, if people had lived up to their promises – Elijah’s 

bank and Sanna – the Devil would not have given you this sickness. 

 

I have done nothing perfect in Kenya 

Today I have written in my notes that because OF A INHUMAN STRESS SITUATION, because of the Devil playing too, I 

have not been able to do anything perfect here, except from the balance and priorities I have decided on, which I to 

this day would not have done differently. And I kindly ask the readers of these scripts to understand that if there are 

messages included here, which later show not to be true (because of the Devil), I have only written the messages I 

have received not knowing if there in fact are messages, which are not true ☺.  And I also please ask you to under-

stand that the quality of all work is not perfect, even though we have tried to do our best with the deadlines God has 

given us, and this is the message, I give to the world: PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THE QUALITY OF YOUR WORK IS “PER-

FECT”. 

 

To Elijah and the world: Accept your strengths and weaknesses 

And I would like to say this to you, Elijah. YOU ARE TRULY MY ABSOLUTELY BEST FRIEND. THANK YOU FOR BEING 

THAT. As I told you today, God has given you communication and power of penetration abilities at a very high level, 

which you know and feel glad about, when I tell you.  

 

But when you cannot remember what I have told you about leadership etc., and you need to show this side of you to 

the team, you become nervous and you don’t show me or the team the natural Elijah – the Elijah, who I truly value so 

much, which you showed at the Church, your very strong communication skills. 

 

I told you today that God has not given you the same thinking capacity and work pace as myself or David for that mat-

ter, and this makes life difficult to you, but you have been eager to learn and to do your best, which I truly appreciate 

– there are many days, where you have done what you can to reach all of your deadlines, and this makes me happy.  
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Your natural limitations are GIVEN BY GOD, AND YOU SHOULD NOT FEEL SORRY ABOUT THIS OR TRY TO EXPLAIN 

YOURSELF, when you feel these difficulties. IT IS ALL ABOUT ACCEPTANCE, YOU SEE – TO ACCEPT THE STRENGHTS 

THAT GOD HAS GIVEN YOU AND TO ACCEPT THE WEAKNESSES THAT HE HAS GIVEN YOU TOO as the ultimate test be-

tween you and Stig, and my friend, this is the last test that GOD/I WILL GIVE YOU, BEFORE GOD WILL LIFT BOTH YOU 

AND ME TO A HIGHER LEVEL – where he will take away all of your weaknesses and MAKE THE MAN, THAT YOU TRULY 

ARE, ELIJAH: A GREAT LEADER WHO WILL RECEIVE ONE OF THE TOP JOBS IN THE NEW WORLD AND WITH A VERY BIG 

RESPONSIBILITY TO PREPARE PEOPLE ENTERING THE KINGDOM OF GOD. This is why I have done this to you, Elijah, my 

friend, for you to accept your destiny and for you to lead people of the world to me ☺. 

 

Sanna will not lend me money ���� 

It took four days before I received an email from Sanna. Her email today started very positive giving me a feeling that 

it would be ok to borrow the money, but the family had decided to say no. SO EARLIER THIS MONTH SANNA MADE A 

PROMISE TO ME TO HELP ME but after rethinking, she obviously thought that she would not keep her promise, and 

SANNA I HAVE NOW SEEN THIS A FEW TIMES FROM YOU IN CRITICAL SITUATIONS FOR ME, WHERE YOU GIVE A 

PROMISE, BUT WHERE YOU AFTERWARDS DON’T FOLLOW YOUR PROMISE, AND THIS REALLY HURTS ME!!! 

 

The family is still “concerned about me”, they believe I use too much money, and they believe that THESE VERY NICE 

AFRICANS ARE EXPOITING ME, yes my friends, this is what THE DEVIL HAS DONE TO YOU SANNA, TO GUESS INSTEAD 

OF ASKING AND TRYING TO UNDERSTAND, and yes, we knew this was coming, and Stig was waiting four days every 

single minute in pain to hear this NOT VERY GOOD MESSAGE and Sanna, you have played the WORST DEVIL HERE, 

EVEN WORSE THAN WHEN STIG WAS ATTACKED, BECAUSE YOU DID NOT FOLLOW UP ON maybe 4-5 requests from 

Stig for you to visit Pia, the old “AGREEMENT” you may remember, Sanna? 

 

But God was happy both with Sanna, Elijah and myself ☺☺☺☺ 

But God was very happy, when I received this message and yes my friends, Sanna you are so important to the world 

because I have appointed you to be the messenger to all people saying that even when you believe you have under-

stood, you have really not understood and yes without you Sanna doing this and yes Stig without your participation 

and suffering, it would be impossible for the world to understand.  

 

Thanks both of you; you have followed the right road, I am so happy also with you, Elijah, and yes I told Elijah immedi-

ately about the news from Sanna, and he decided to still carry on with the work, and that we will try to find a solution 

on our financial situation with money from his bank loan and business if July is good. THIS WAS ALSO AN IMPORTANT 

MESSAGE, FOR YOU TO SHARE WITH STIG, Thank you my friend and when I said this to him, God gave me tears in my 

eyes, which was visible to Elijah. This is how important this message is.  

 

My natural feeling not to communicate with Sanna after this  

Sanna has without knowing it HURT ME AND MY MOTHER more than any people on Earth, but I still love you as my 

sister Sanna – I still do, I have tried to keep a “normal family relation with you” and I look forward to seeing you again, 

but right now, I need to hold back – I don’t want to experience the Devil again if I can avoid it – he is not that pleasant, 

you know? 

 

The feeling I received from Sanna’s email was that the family had abandoned me, and that they HAD DECIDED THAT I 

COULD STARVE IN AFRICA – I could not believe that this was my family taking this decision, but it was .... 

 

I sent a very clear email to Sanna with a copy to John saying: PLEASE RESPECT MY DECISION OF STAYING – PLEASE 

DON’T BE CONCERNED AS I HAVE SAID TO YOU MAYBE HUNDREDS OF TIMES – it does not lead to anything good, and 

maybe Sanna will publish these emails too, Sanna?  

 

My mother is feeling better 

In her email Sanna also said that our mother is feeling better, but that she gets tired very quickly, stays at home and 

rest at lot. 

 

Complete exhaustion 
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After sending my email to Sanna I was completely exhausted, I had used energy I did not have, and in such a situation 

you will have this “complete EMPTY feeling in your body”, which only very few people have tried – when the energy is 

0%. 

 

Elijah’s family offered me pain killers ... 

The family was also very “NICE” offering me pain killers during my “sickness”, but I could only say to them that I TAKE 

NO PILLS at all, and maybe they can remember I also wrote this in a script from the beginning of May? 

 

The Bible Study today 

Since I did not attend church today, Elijah has been so kind to write notes on the service today. I knew that it would 

have something to do with “FORGIVENESS” because this is the word that God gave me this morning. AND DEAR 

ELIJAH, THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR PREPARING A QUALITY DOCUMENT, WE REALLY LIKE THAT ☺. 

 

BIBLE STUDY SPEAKER:  BROTHER KEN 

 

TOPIC:  THE QUALITIES THAT GOD LOOKS AT HIS PEOPLE TO USE THEM 

God uses a person who has the following qualities or abilities to reach his people. The qualities are as follows: 

 

1) STRENGTH, 

2) DREAMS,  

3) PEOPLE WHO NEVER GIVE UP 

 

STRENGTH, 

God uses people who have strength and ability to preach to his people, Strength is very paramount in preaching the 

word of God. Faith or believing in the word creates the strength and vigour to move on. Read Luke: 10-1 

 

DREAM/VISION, 

Visionary people see far, people who dream have a vision, without a vision life is mean less and so God uses those 

people who have dreams, and vision of what to do tomorrow. Read Luke: 9-23 

 

PEOPLE, WHO NEVER GIVE UP 

God uses a person who never gives up, a good example in the bible is David, he never gave up, also Anna, Esther and 

the wife of Abraham Sarah, these wonderful people never gave up, they had a lot of trust in God and kept waiting for 

his promise. 

 

MAIN SERVICE 

 

SPEAKER: SENIOR PASTOR JAMES NTHUMBI. 

 

TOPIC:  LIFE INVESTMENT. 

 

OPENING CHAPTER:  PSALMS 126:1-76 

Our God is our investor. He has continually continued investing on us. God’s ways are not our ways. For one to invest 

here on Earth, he or she must work to invest, working comes in different forms, and for one to invest, there must be 

savings, savings can accrued from ones harvest, and for you to harvest you must have planted. Therefore, it is logic 

enough to say that there cannot be harvest before planting (sowing). 

 

The bible clearly says that you reap what you sow. A seed has to be planted for an harvest to be achieved and this 

seed must be an extremely precious seed, a seed of high quality, high breed seed must be planted to give a high yield 

harvest. It is from this harvest now that man can invest.  

 

The kind of investment God is talking to us today is Life investment. Basically there are two types of investment: 

 

� Earthly Investment 
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� Heavenly Investment 

 

Earthly Investment 

 

We constantly need to invest on Earth through our own savings, we need to invest to have total security for our life’s 

here on Earth, and we need to leave a legend to our children or something that our children can inherit from. Read 

Proverbs 13:22 Says, “A good man will have wealth to leave to his grandchildren, but the wealth of sinners will go to 

righteous men”. 

 

The most interesting topic today is investing in Heaven. 

 

Heavenly Investment 

 

We need to open up a bank account in heaven and have God as our partner to invest in. 1st Corithians 6:19. 

We need to have a mind that is creative. God owns everything, our body, our mind, our heart, and even our money, 

by investing in heavenly bank we are assured of endless withdrawals anytime. One way of investing in our heavenly 

bank is by giving our 10% offering to God, assisting the less fortunate and using our money wisely. We precisely need 

to plan, not to be excited by money, think and start acting as an investor. We have constantly in many ways stolen 

from God. God as our partner is ready to forgive us (emphasized by Stig) and continue investing with us. Forgiveness 

is the key word in this message. God has forgiven us many times and we should also be ready to forgive each other 

and continue working /investing with God. 

 

God is asking for 10% of your income ...? 

And yes, my friends, God is here again and MY VERY DEAR FRIENDS ALL OVER THE WORLD, GOD WOULD LIKE TO SAY 

when it comes to give your income to the church, I have a much better system for you in the future, and for the time 

being I would just like to say that I believe that 10% of your income is much to give – especially when you are suffer-

ing/starving. And yes, Stig, and the world, this is not what I require from you – not at all in fact ☺. 
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Monday 29th June 2009 

Michael Jackson is “with me”, The Devil is also tormenting my nights, after one week I finally went to the toilet again, 

God is climbing the mountain himself, I apologised to the Church and Pastor for not being at the service last Sunday, it 

feels like coming back from the deaths to “beat” this sickness, my family did not respect my wish to stay in Kenya and 

today my mother also tried to convince me to come back to Denmark, the office is working hard without me ☺, Micro-

soft Denmark could not deliver on their “exact promise” and would I be able to sleep again without being tormented by 

the Devil? 

  

“You are not alone” 

For the last couple of days and also when I woke up this morning, God gave me the lyrics ”You are not alone, I am here 

with you” from one of Michael Jackson’s many popular songs - after I had one of my worst nights ever again. 

 

My experiences during the night 

Either it was impossible for me to sleep or I had “very controlling Matrix dreams”, I WAS INVOLVED DIRECTLY IN THE 

ACTION OF THESE DREAMS with a mix of conscious and unconscious decision taking in solving very stressful tasks, one 

of them being to learn the team how to work in tables in Microsoft Word and to have everyone understand explaining 

the same again and again without having any energy at all doing this. I was exhausted in my dreams. 

 

IT WAS LIKE REALITY and it was really hurting me very much. God also gave me constant disturbances of my vision 

even with my eyes closed and also a feeling to levitate in the room uncontrollable. I can tell you that “normal night-

mares” are “just like heaven” (thank you, The Cure) next to my nights at the moment. 

 

I went to the toilet again after one week 

At 07.15 this morning I was at the toilet again for the first time in approx a week. It was truly a liberating feeling. And 

finally from 7.20 to 9.00 I was able to get a little bit of sleep again with good dreams, where people were using the ba-

sic rules and smiling at the same time. God was liberating me from the Devil. 

 

God is climbing the mountain himself 

During the morning I did not hear much from or saw God, which I normally do much of the time. However, I saw him 

climbing the mountain himself to find his house on top, where the Devil has lived the last couple of days and he is as 

exhausted as I am, and yes my friends God is back in the house and I see the darkness and all of the dust clearing, the 

curtains are drawn back. This is what this day is about: To remove the Devil replacing him with God. 

 

I am crying because of the loss of Michael Jackson 

I was watching Larry King Live on Michael Jackson this morning. I had tears in my eyes like I have had many times the 

last days because of his death.  

 

I apologised to the Church and the Pastor 

Today I took my first walk outside the house for many days. I did not know where to go but when I stopped at the De-

liverance Church, God inspired me to say inside of my head to the Pastor and the Church: “I am sorry for not being 

here this Sunday” and when I said this, I knew it was God that had directed me to the church, and yes, my dear Pastor, 

this was what I did, to say sorry to you too because I was not present. 

 

Feels like coming back from the deaths 

I had the feeling today that it feels like coming back from the deaths trying to regain power. Not the easiest task I have 

done and my goal is to work 100 percent efficient again as quickly as possible. 

 

My mother “wants me back” 

And today I was both very happy and also very unhappy to receive an email from my mother. She was very positive to 

start with, and I was so glad to see the words of my mother, but at the same time I WAS SO SORRY TO SEE THAT MY 

MOTHER WAS EXPLOITED – which is my true feeling - maybe by you, Sanna, to tell me THAT I WAS WRONG and that 

these very nice people are exploiting me. My mother told me that “my family only wants the best for me” and natu-

rally “my family knows what is best for me”! – Not myself.  
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THIS WAS TOTALLY AGAINST MY WISH, I HAD ASKED THEM TO RESPECT MY DECISION, BUT STILL THEY CONTINUED 

NOT RESPECTING ME and they wanted me to come home. It made me truly so unhappy, also to know that my mother 

is not feeling well and that I had no desire at all to involve my mother, on the contrary I had asked the family to tell 

her that I am doing alright, because I did not want to concern her, which was the only thing I could do, when they 

don’t listen and feel concerned all of the time. 

 

My mother offered to help me with some money, but she did not say if it was both for the SP Pension and the small 

loan, I was hoping it was both, so I wrote an email back asking about this HOPING TO HEAR VERY SOON FROM THEM 

and at the same time I wrote to my mother that the only reason why I was so clear in my email to Sanna, was THAT I 

WAS TRULY HURTING VERY MUCH.  

 

My mother still does not have ENERGY 

My mother also told me that she is slowly feeling better, but that she is feeling annoyed because she cannot do what 

she would like to do because of lack of energy. Yesterday she took a short walk of 100-200 metres, and then she had 

to sit down for a rest. Yes, Stig, and the world, maybe there is a connection of “lack of energy” here? 

 

The office is working “very hard” 

Elijah told me today that the office is working “as normal” and “very hard” and that people are using ALL plans at the 

office. I was very happy to hear this, thank you all very much for doing this ☺. These are the kind of messages that 

truly “lifts me up”. 

 

Microsoft Denmark could not deliver on their “exact promise” 

Today I sent an email to Microsoft – I had not prioritized it high because of my “sickness” – asking the manager to 

write me an email instead of calling me, which I believe she had tried to do earlier, and instead she wrote an email the 

same day to me. Thanks for acting quickly and for your follow ups, I truly appreciate that. 

 

In her email, she said to me: THERE IS NO DOWNLOAD LINK for the Microsoft Outlook 2007 alone, only the full Micro-

soft Office Professional package, where Outlook is one of several programs included. And now I understood the diffi-

culties for Microsoft to deliver on their “exact promise”, but the misunderstanding did cost 12 days, where I was hop-

ing to receive the software, and if I was told immediately that there was no link for Outlook 2007 alone, but only for 

the full software package, I could have made a decision the same day – now it took 12 days ... 

 

Would I be able to sleep again? 

I went to sleep at 21.00. I was completely and totally exhausted because of sickness and lack of sleep. Would I be able 

to sleep tonight? God gave me different answers, so I really did not know. It now depended on John on my mother, 

and I was not happy about the situation – to wait even longer before reaching a final answer. 

 

After two hours I had still not slept, but I was not freezing and there was no pain coming from the Devil so solely be-

cause of this, the night was 100 times better than the last nights. Can you imagine how it is to be completely ex-

hausted, not to be able to sleep and at the same time being tormented by the Devil - what kind of pain this is?  
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Tuesday 30th June 2009 

Today my energy is back, but I am still unable to work, it took my family six days to “consider” and they decided to give 

me the risk to starve in Africa, but Jesper from Danske Bank “saved” me and this important work ☺, Pastor James 

symbolically crossed the road of the Devil, the team has decided to carry on without money, Elijah’s bank broke their 

promise no. ?, “my scratching scalp”, the importance of always listening to “both sides of the story” and I give Karen, 

my mother/John and Inge, my father’s sister, as examples. 

 

The energy is back, but I am still unable to work 

Another new day. I now feel the energy coming back and I would feel alright today, if I did not have a very big sleep 

deficit and this alone makes me unable to work. 

 

I waited a total of 6 days on my family .... 

Today is the last day for my family to “help” me. It has now taken them six days in total – four from Sanna and two for 

John and maybe my mother – to give me an answer on my question of financial help ... 

 

Secret Messages ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

I heard this morning God singing “they call to me across the air” from Secret Messages by ELO – that is always not only 

a good sign – but the best sign of all for me.  

 

The Pastor crossed the road of the Devil 

When I took a walk today, I met the Pastor from the church and yes, Stig, this very nice man, he crossed the ditch next 

to the road, and yes you were thinking of doing the same, but my dear friend, Pastor, you decided to cross the road of 

the Devil and to accept my invitation. This is the symbol of what you did today, and yes, Stig, you said to the Pastor 

that your sickness was a test from God that God has been speaking to you since 2006 and that God heals you, so 

therefore you have decided not to take medicine or to visit a hospital, and yes, my dear Pastor, of course you mean 

the best, but are you sure that you interpret the bible correct in everything you say or do you make up your own sto-

ries from time to time? And yes, Pastor, this is what I believe you do but I still love you because of your heart and your 

passion and I WILL WELCOME YOU TO BE THE FIRST PASTOR OF MY NEW CHURCH where you will talk about STIG in-

stead of talking about JESUS, yes my friend, this is what I hope you will accept? 

 

Finally I received the final answer from my family 

I received finally today a reply from John. It was alright to borrow DKK 4,000 but he recommended me to ask my bank 

to borrow the SP Pension money, until they arrive “after some weeks”. So after the family have used 6 days in total 

“to consider”, I only have half a day to contact the bank to ask them for their help.  

 

With this answer, my dear friend, John, you decided to GIVE ME – and the team - THE RISK OF STARVING, and I am to-

tally convinced that my mother would never let me starve, if she was to take the decision on her own without the in-

fluence from this “concerned family”? Mother, please tell the world what you thought of me during these days and 

the reason for yours and Johns decision, thank you ☺. 

 

And by the way, Sanna and her family received most of my furniture, books, stereo equipment etc. as GIFTS and yes, 

Stig, these gifts have a much higher value than the loan you asked for, which they turned down. And the promise of 

Sanna – maybe she does not remember or is this what you normally do, Sanna?  

 

Asking my bank for an overdraft 

So I wrote an email to Danske Bank asking them for help, and Jesper my dear friend, thank you so much for your help. 

Without your trust in me, I would starve here in Africa and maybe I would not be able to finalise my work. But now my 

credit cards will also work in July, which will help all of the team. 

 

So you were able to help me, and because of the “sickness” of my normal bank advisor, we don’t even know each 

other very well except from a few POSITIVE emails and yes, you are welcome to publish these, but my own dear family 

would not help me. 
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Listen to “both sides of the story” 

And yes, Stig, Karen how many people have you told about Stig being Jesus and yes yes yes, my dear family have you 

told for example John’s daughters that “Stig is not totally reliable” and maybe also other people – and yes my friends, 

this is your story, and yes my friends, people will believe in that without knowing my side of the story, this is also how 

the world is functioning today. YOU ALWAYS NEED TO HAVE “BOTH SIDES OF THE STORY” (Thank you, Phil) and yes 

NORMALLY YOU WILL NOT TELL ABOUT VERY DEEP AND INTIMATE SECRETS TO OTHER PEOPLE WITHOUT THE OTHER 

PARTY IS AGREEING AND PRESENT, and yes, this is was what I wanted to tell the world. 

 

The team will continue without receiving money ☺☺☺☺ 

Today I received a SMS from Meshack and he truly sends me the NICEST messages you can imagine. Thank you my 

friend. He said that the team has decided to continue working without receiving any money, and I was so happy with 

this message ☺. 

 

Elijah’s bank could not keep their promise – as usual ... 

Elijah’s bank had promised him a final message today, but again today MY DEAR BANK you broke your promise and 

why, please tell the world? No time management? Elijah said that they would call him but they could not tell him 

when.  

 

My scratching scalp ... 

And during these days of my ”sickness”, my scalp has been scratching again and again all over, and yes, Stig, this is the 

symbol of poor people all over the world. 

 

Inge knows “my side of the story” 

Yesterday I received a short email from Inge, my father’s sister, which I replied on today. Thank you for that, Inge, and 

yes, Stig, this is just an example what other people can do to you. Inge has listened to your father’s story over the 

years on you, but now Inge knows the truth of yours and your father’s poor relation, which also has led to poor rela-

tions between you and Inge all your life – and yes, Inge, this is the reason why Stig contacted you and has kept contact 

with you, for you to understand. 
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Wednesday 1st July 2009 

I am feeling like a Zombie coming back “from the deaths”, I worked 9½ hours today even though it was “completely 

impossible”, I was very happy indeed to see what the team has done so far on the Somalia newsletter, God is giving me 

bad stomach during these days, my evaluation on the team’s answers to the questions on Dadaab – a learning experi-

ence for both managers and teams, the importance of using the best quality tools and to use tests to improve your lis-

tening skills, Elijah could not repay his loan of 50,000 Shillings and now he asks for approx. 30,000 Shillings more,  

 

Feeling like a Zombie 

I slept a little better tonight, but far from normal. I am feeling like a living Zombie this morning, but God told me dur-

ing the night that he wanted to start working again today, and I feel the same – even though I feel like a Zombie. I am 

still feeling that my family let me down, not a nice feeling, and I still have a headache, however weaker than before, 

and furthermore I am also feeling dizzy today. 

 

I paid the team their weekly “salary” 

I wanted to go to the office also to pay the team 5,000 Shillings each, I did that and I told them that the main reason 

for me to be here today is to give you money for you not to starve and for us to finalise this very important work.  

 

I worked even though it was COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE 

During the morning I can tell you for a fact that TODAY I DID REALLY THINK IT WAS COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE TO 

WORK, however I received the final input from the team on my 36 questions on Dadaab and I could not help starting 

to read it – 16 pages in total – however difficult it was. God said to me that only by working, he would give back my 

working ability, so I started working today even though it was actually and truly IMPOSSIBLE TO WORK. He gave me 

three days to finalise the Dadaab level 3 document with the inputs from the team and I do wish that no living person 

on Earth will ever try what I tried today, it is not the nicest experience I have had in my life. 

 

Great work from David and the team on the Somalia newsletter 

David gave me an update on the Somalia newsletter; I did not know how much work he and the team had done. Had 

they actually starting writing or where they still in phase 1 – having meetings and collecting information? I was con-

cerned about this, but he showed me 10 pages that he and the team had written already, and at first sight the struc-

ture and the thoughts behind it were looking very good indeed. It gave me confidence and I thought, “great work” ☺. 

 

Bad stomach ... 

At the bar next to Equity Bank, 1st floor, at 14.30 I suddenly felt that God gave me a bad stomach again and I really 

had to rush to the toilet, but first I needed to pack the computer and pay my bill, and I asked the waiter, if the door to 

the toilet was open – because it is normally closed – and she said yes, but it was in fact closed – hmmmm (thanks 

Vivian) – so I had to rush back to the toilet next to the office. Would I be able to make it or not? And yes, in the abso-

lutely final second I made it, and this is what God now has done so many times to me, also during these days and I 

have not written about all of these experiences, this is just one of them mentioned as an example, but it was not very 

nice. 

 

The answers from the team on the questions on Dadaab 

So I was working on the answers to the last 36 questions, and I was happy to read and receive the answers, there was 

much good information, but I could have wished for unique and precise answers and not for a long 16 pages docu-

ment including repetition of information we already had, however PEARLS were also included and my dear friends, 

thank you very much for that! 

 

I believe I could have given better instructions on what I wanted and I also believe that the team could have worked 

even better and more efficient, but I don’t blame them, because the answer is to have better communication, a clear 

understanding and even more experience. 

 

The learning experience from this exercise is to answer the questions AS PRECISELY as possible and to give the key 

messages, which I did not receive on all questions (firewood, education, justice system etc.), but I AM STILL VERY 

HAPPY WITH WHAT THE TEAM DID and I am sure that “the manager” and the team will improve every single time, and 
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the next time – if a next time should come – they will be able to work even more efficient and more accurate and our 

communication will be even better, and this is the true message to the world. YOU WILL LEARN FROM EACH AND SIN-

GLE TASK and grow every time if you truly deliver your best, and the team will lift each other. And the process will im-

prove even more if the team has an experienced mentor communicating and coaching even better than what I have 

been able to and if the mentor can use more resources than what I have been able to helping with coaching, tools, 

knowledge, quality, structure etc. 

 

Use the best quality tools 

The tools we have implemented at the office – action plans including project management, resource plans and day 

time sheets – are created very quickly and they serve only as examples of what I want the world to do: To use the best 

quality tools from companies like Microsoft and others with the focus of planning, follow up, improve quality and effi-

ciency, and I would like to see that proven quality tools are used in each and every single organisation by all employ-

ees all over the world and that teaching, coaching, follow up systems including a control system are in place in good 

time before we enter the Kingdom of God. 

 

My work day today 

Today I worked for 9½ hours and I had two hours of transport – I had double vision and so big concentration difficul-

ties that I am not able to read the texts on the television, but I did it! 

 

“Listening very carefully” – use recordings and tests 

And when it comes to “LISTENING VERY CAREFULLY”, as I have said to the team here, the only way to improve listen-

ing skills of people is to do extensive exercises using audio/video recording equipment and I will encourage ALL com-

panies all over the world to initiate this and to work out tests, which will be suitable for the purpose. THIS IS IMPOR-

TANT – please do it ☺. And please also include people not working – for the Governments to follow up on, thank you. 

 

Elijah’s money needs... 

Tonight I had a new conversation on money with Elijah. He told me that he has the following needs: 

 

• To postpone the payback of his loan of 50,000 Shillings to the 15th July 

(Elijah, you told me in June that it would be “without problems” to pay back the first 20,000 Shillings in June, 

maybe you remember .... ?). 

• Office rent, 24,000 Shillings for the next three months. Due now. 

• He would like to receive the same “salary” of 5,000 Shillings per week as the people receive in the office. 

• He will pay 5,000 Shillings for the fundraising at the church at Kwawanzilu, Matuu, the 12th July, and I felt obliged 

to say that I will pay the same amount as him. Who will pay the costs for the transport this time and will we take 

the Matatus or rent a car again? Time will show. 

 

I repeated my message to Elijah that the most important is that rent for the house is paid that food is on the table, so 

the “critical needs” are covered and the family will have no worries – which is the purpose of me paying 5,000 Shillings 

per team member per week – and again I asked Elijah the question, if he wants to receive “salary” and still my ordi-

nary payments of 5,000 Shillings per week for food and 7,500 Shillings per month for rent?  

 

I did not receive an answer on this, and I asked Elijah TO THINK VERY CAREFULLY, to come back with his gap, if any, 

and to present a proposal including a figure, so I had something to decide on. I was also thinking of how his family is 

doing, however I did not say this to him, it will be up to him to decide if he needs money to help his family. 

 

After this, my scalp was again scratching all over. And yes, Stig, my friend, it is not very easy to decide because you 

have not seen a budget from Elijah and yes, my friend, Elijah, this is all that Stig has asked you to do now twice, but 

you have decided not to present a budget for him? 
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Thursday 2nd July 2009 

Money is still hurting me, I worked for 12-13 hours today together with a growing headache and a very unpleasant 

Devil present, because Elijah asked me for money yesterday without considering other options than asking me for a 

new loan. 

 

My sleep was a little bit better 

Even though God woke me once during the night and I was sweating all over, I slept a little better tonight, but not very 

well. 

 

“Money” is still hurting me 

I still have headache today because of “MONEY” issues primarily from my family, but now also from Elijah again, and I 

was feeling that you should actually not ask your friend for a new loan if you have not been able to repay the first loan 

as promised, and I was hurting because of this. However, I do understand Elijah’s needs – if he cannot pay for the of-

fice rent and if there is a problem buying food for the family, I will help, if I can, and this was my true feeling. 

 

However, I did not think that Elijah had other opportunities to raise money than by asking me, and therefore I did not 

ask Elijah of other opportunities. I had promised to help him with his “gaps”, if I could and if he decided to present the 

gaps for me. And yes, my friends, your dear friend Elijah was the reason why I continued playing the Devil, please see 

the following: 

 

Working at home today together with the Devil... 

Today I decided to work at home trying to find a new way to improve efficiency. Maybe I could save two hours of un-

necessary transport time and to do even more work, but it was difficult working at home because there is no writing 

table and no ordinary chairs to sit on, only a “hard” sofa and very small tables, where I had the computer in front of 

me.  

 

And I could not smoke indoors so maybe once an hour I had to smoke outdoors and it also took time away from me, 

but the hardest part was the THE DEVIL TODAY WAS WORKING DIRECTLY AGAINST ME giving me such an unpleasant 

time constantly by giving me horrible messages and my headache was growing more and more the more I worked – 

especially when I worked on the lacking justice system in Dadaab, which made work almost impossible (thank you 

very much for the fine work I found on the Internet, you are mentioned as a reference – however it would have been 

nice also to have “level 2” information – a summary of your 5-6 pages - it would have made my work easier and it 

would have given people a better overview of your very fine work indeed. Thank you). 

 

My achievement today 

Today I worked a total of maybe 12-13 hours, and believe me, normally it would have been impossible for most peo-

ple to work having this growing headache and the Devil working directly against you, but I did it! But if I worked in my 

old apartment in Hørsholm, I would probably have done the same amount of work in maybe ½ or 2/3 of the time. 
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Friday 3rd July 2009 

I was feeling alright this morning, but the Devil returned again today, I am satisfied with the team even though they 

have not uncovered “the true content of the bottle”, I told the team what will happen, when we publish this informa-

tion, the office rent was REALLY due and I therefore paid 24,000 Shillings, we bought the colour laser printer, and I also 

paid 12,000 Shillings for collecting information on Somalia, we agreed that I should not apply for a work permit ☺, I 

finalised the level 3 information on Dadaab making God’s tough deadline on three days, I told Elijah that he is the 

prophet Elijah and he was glad, I have not been a perfect listener in Kenya and I encourage the team to produce their 

own scripts using their freedom of speech. 

 

This morning I felt alright again ... 

This was my first night since my ”sickness” where I slept normal – from 21.15 to 05.00. When I wake up I felt “normal” 

without a headache and I was feeling much better. 

 

.... But my headache returned quickly 

But on my way to Nairobi with the Matatu I felt that not everything after all was alright today. I received more and 

more a “fuse” in my right ear – like when I am flying – and my headache returned, which actually makes work impos-

sible. It was truly very unpleasant and it completely ruined my mood. 

 

Flowers to the team ☺☺☺☺ 

We had a team meeting this morning and the conclusion was that everything is going the right way – including the 

Dadaab and Somalia newsletters, my scripts and our financial situation. 

 

I explained to the team that I am satisfied with them, which I truly was and am, but you have not yet used your full 

potential, but I am positive that you have delivered your absolutely best of what you are capable of today, and there-

fore I GAVE THEM MY FLOWERS and yes Stig, also from God, thank you team ☺☺☺. 

 

Uncover the true content of the bottle  

God inspired me to draw a BOTTLE for the team as an example of the information they gave on the justice system in 

Dadaab. I said that you have just scratched the surface of the bottle, but you have not given the true content of the 

bottle to me and the message for the LTO team as an example to the world is that you truly need to uncover the true 

content of the bottle – not only the surface – in order to give qualified answers. 

 

What will happen after we publish all information? 

The team was asking me what will happen after we publish all of this information, and I said that I can only give you 

the answers that I receive from God for now, and I told the team what God told me: Your sufferings will leave you, you 

will have direct communication with God through me, and God will put me on the next level - God showed me as the 

Chief from Asterix on top of the shield. God will give me more of himself and I will grow you. God will remove con-

strains in you and you will grow intellectually. We will leave the office and we will go to the Karen Estate, however I do 

not know if there is space enough at the Karen Estate for all of us to live there, and yes my friends, this was what I told 

you and I also told you that I will give you more and more answers the closer we get to the date, where we publish all 

information. 

 

David was asking, what about the Somalis, they can attack us? I said that this was part of the test from God, for us to 

write in a strong language and not to be afraid. I said to Elijah that you have seen me protected by God many times 

except from the attack and he agreed, and this was only God at the bottom of the mountain working. When you meet 

God at the top of the mountain, he can change the attitude of a whole nation if he wants to. You have nothing to be 

afraid of. And these were the direct words of God to the team through me. 

 

The office rent was really due  

At the team meeting David also asked about the situation with the landlord, and I asked how serious the situation 

was. I did not ask Elijah this the other evening and Elijah did not tell it himself. The team said that if we did not pay to-

day, the landlord would collect our things tomorrow including computers etc., and I was therefore glad that I decided 
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to go to the office today to help out this situation, otherwise our work would be taken away from us, another test 

from God, yes my friend ☺.  

 

Finally we have a colour laser printer 

After the team meeting, I went with David to buy a HP 1315 Colour laser printer, which we really needed in order to 

do the editing of all documents. The Neptune store had no more of these printers, so I could not use my American Ex-

press. We bought it instead at Ebrahims for 21,000 Shillings using my Master Card – they did not accept American Ex-

press. 

 

The office rent was paid in the last minute 

After lunch – which worked fine again, thank you Elijah and the team, it is truly a joy to see this working, food is ready 

by 12.00, it takes stress away from people, and we are all happy with this – I took out 30,000 Shillings from the ATM, 

gave 24,000 to Elijah and he would pay the landlord. Shortly thereafter the power was shut off at the office, and when 

Elijah and John came back, they told that this was on behalf of the landlord. However the power was soon turned on 

again and it was truly in the last minute we paid the office rent. 

 

My “feeling” of paying for other’s when I don’t have money 

And again today I had the feeling from God that I truly HATE paying other people’s bills, when I have no money myself. 

I am not using my own money, this is the bank’s money and hopefully my family and maybe Karen, if you have any 

money, will help me out before the 1st August, if needed? 

 

So if it wasn’t for Jesper at Danske Bank, we would have been thrown out of the office and we would starve. Thank 

you very much, Jesper, you are made of GOLD ☺. 

 

More money spent on collecting information 

Today I have now paid a total of 12,000 Shillings for the office to collect information and to have meetings with or-

ganisations and people knowing about Somalia (taxi’s, telephone credits etc.), I still pay the lunches – and Elijah paid 

the lunches for the team while I was “sick” – thank you my friend – I also paid him this money. But I cancelled the 

lunch credit system today, this was truly bureaucracy and I did not like that. 

 

A new meeting on getting a work permit 

Today I had a follow up meeting with Elijah and John regarding a work permit. Already at lunch GOD INSPIRED PEOPLE 

TO TALK ABOUT “CRAZY RULES” – first we talked about the lunch credit system, which was bureaucracy – and then 

people talked about a new rule in Nairobi where you are only allowed to cross the street at official crossings, other-

wise the police will follow up, if they see it – and I told this to team at lunch: These are examples of “crazy rules” and 

when it comes to crossing the streets, it will be impossible to make this rule work because people here are crossing 

the streets exactly where they want to cross the streets, and this is an integrated part of people’s everyday life here. 

 

So we talked about this again after lunch, and I repeated the message from God on bureaucracy and I said that nor-

mally it works like this, if a company does not live up to the “official” rules set by the Government: You will get some 

time to have this in place, and this is what I believe can be one of more opportunities that the Kenyan Government 

has, when they find out that I have been working for LTO.  

 

I also said that if the Government demands me to get a work permit, even though I will not work in a traditional way 

for LTO after the publish of this information, I will talk about this officially and say my meaning, “bureaucracy and a 

waste of time”, and that they should use all of their time and effort to help the Kenyan people instead. 

 

I also said to Elijah and John that it was up to them to decide, but if they decided for me to apply for a work permit, I 

would fear the Devil and what he might do to me, and they decided to recommend me contacting the Danish Em-

bassy, telling them that I am still in the country and to ask for their advice, which I accepted to do and I added that I 

will only ask for their advice when it comes to my tourist visa, which expirers the 1st August, which they accepted.  
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THANK YOU MY FRIENDS, and yes Stig, maybe the Devil would not come so strong again, and yes Stig, only a little bit, 

when you send that email to the Embassy, but it will not hurt you until tomorrow, if you send the email tonight (this is 

written 6th July). OK, this is what I have to accept – a “little bit of the Devil” – because of this decision. 

 

I finalised the Dadaab level 3 in three days ... 

And even though I had a headache all day and work was very difficult indeed, I managed to finalise the Dadaab level 3 

document using all of my energy and by continuing to work when the others left for the African Bar at 16.00. Before 

17.00 I had integrated the information from the team, which I decided to include, I had edited the document several 

times, I had printed it out twice, and I was now as satisfied with it as I believe I could be with the time limit of three 

days that God had given me – and I WAS FEELING PROUD OF THE WORK – and this is the true feeling I had and what 

God wants all to remember. 

 

Elijah and John will produce a memo to me 

At the bar I had two glasses of “normal life” – red wine and white wine – and John and Elijah was so kind to say that 

they wanted to produce a memo to me. I understood this as a very positive message, but my feeling was that it was 

difficult to handle and that I would rather not receive such a memo, but then God inspired me to say that if they 

thought this was the right solution (and what they wanted to do from their hearts), then I would be happy to read it. 

 

Telling Elijah that he is the prophet Elijah 

The atmosphere was very positive, Elijah and John (the last people from the office left at the bar) were happy and I 

therefore decided to say to Elijah, THAT YOU ARE TRULY MY VERY DEAR FRIEND, THE PROPHET ELIJAH, and you are 

going to present me to the world again, and I noticed that Elijah became very glad hearing this.  

 

And I said to John that I have the feeling that you and the other team members are also my very dear friends, not only 

in this life, but also from past lives, but that I don’t know who you are, and when I said this, it was almost impossible 

to put out the words, because God was giving me the deepest feelings and tears in my eyes.  

 

I have not been perfect listening and the team wants to publish their scripts too? 

I said that I have no memory today of being Jesus in my earlier life the same way as Elijah has no memory of his earlier 

life and yes, my friend, Stig, this was truly what you said, and yes Stig, we know THIS IS YOUR STORY, AND YES MY 

DEAR FRIENDS, IT IS DIFFICULT TO REMEMBER WHAT OTHER PEOPLE TELL YOU, STIG, AND YES, THIS HAS BEEN MY 

TEST TO YOU AND YOU KNOW THAT YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOT BEEN PERFECT LISTENING TO THE PEOPLE HERE and 

yes, my friends, therefore people will maybe add to these scripts later and yes, Stig, the team wants to tell their sto-

ries too, and yes, they have “been joking” that they would also like to write their scripts, and yes, my friends, Stig has 

told you that you are welcome, so please go ahead and publish it, when you would like to publish it, and yes my 

friends, this is the freedom I give you – will you also give me my freedom to publish this story as I have experienced it? 

This is the question for the team, my friends. 
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Saturday 4th July 2009 

A good night’s sleep is the only thing that makes me “happy” at the moment, dreaming on the “city of salt”, I still have 

a bad stomach, God is pushing me with the toughest deadlines and the Devil is still tormenting me, I did “the perform-

ance of my life” today, the team is “almost” happy with the Dadaab level 3 document, if Elijah cannot accept these 

scripts, he will send me directly to hell and we will be separated for ½ year. 

 

A good night’s sleep is what is making me “happy” at the moment 

Tonight I slept even better than last night, 9 hours, but I felt that I could have easily slept 5 hours more. My life at the 

moment is that I am only “happy”, when I go to sleep and can look forward to a good night’s sleep. My life is no life at 

all – like the people at Dadaab. And I am still feeling unsafe wherever I go, and this is really not a nice feeling to have, 

and I still miss female company very much, BUT I HAVE DECIDED NOT TO GIVE UP. 

 

The dream of the city of salt 

Tonight I dreamt that I was arriving with the boat to the harbour. There has been a lot of water on board, and it is still 

dripping when I enter shore. In town I saw Søren H.’s company, it is located a “wrong” place, where you would nor-

mally not place a company; it is placed directly down to a small beach. There is a shopping centre, where I have been 

many times, but I now feel bored going there. I am standing next to a car, and there are some “bad guys” warning me 

to enter a city made entirely of salt. I have salt in my mouth myself, but I entered the city and the first I saw was a 

bakery, where I took part in naming all of the different breads. 

 

Still bad stomach 

God is still giving me a bad stomach, which is very unpleasant, and every time I almost don’t make it before I reach the 

toilet. It is very stressful. 

 

God’s tough deadlines – and the Devil is still tormenting me 

This morning I was feeling fine, but my headache returned when I started working – the Devil was against me again 

today. It is disabling me from doing any work, but I continued working anyway. God gave me three days to finalise the 

Dadaab level 3, and I made it with the utmost of my energy and will power yesterday.  

 

Now he has given me 7 days to write and edit all of my scripts – except from the period 11th-26th May, my notes for 

these scripts are still not recovered – so I decided to go to the bar opposite the “Kemu Hub” to start working. I had 

calculated in my head that I probably had 45 minutes in average to write the script of one day, and it was with this 

knowledge that I started working, but I did not know exactly how long each day would take to write. 

 

I had to find my motivation, rhythm and I had to change my working attitude from the past days to a new kind of 

work, and I knew that I HAD A LOT OF WORK TO DO – really a “throwing up” feeling - and I knew that it would be al-

most impossible to do this work within the time limit even if I could work without the Devil being present. 

 

So I started working on the script of the 11th June and continued with the 12th June, and it may have taken more time 

than 45 minutes in average, also because the chapters were not short, but I really tried my best, but my headache 

kept on growing, and the Devil was coming to me stronger and stronger and during the morning, the Devil became so 

strong, the headache was “killing me”, and my dear friends, this is where I took the decision in my life NOT TO GIVE 

UP – and actually THE WORST SITUATION I HAVE BEEN IN and to be compared with my experiences of the Easter 

2009.  

 

What do you do, when you are under such a pressure to write these chapters in 45 minutes, the work is completely 

impossible, AND I DO MEAN COMPLETELY impossible, the hurting is so severe that no people other than me on Earth 

has ever experienced anything like this before and all you really want to do is to give up, to lay down on the table sur-

rendering KNOWING THAT WHAT I FEAR THE MOST – THE DEVIL PERFORMING A LIVE ACT AS REAL AS REALITY IN-

CLUDING MY MOTHER AND ME – will happen directly at the bar. 

 

The performance of my life ☺☺☺☺ 
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THIS IS THE WORST I HAVE EVER EXPERIENCED and I truly don’t know where I found the energy – but God and the 

Council was also with me saying not to give up – and somehow I was able to continue. To this date, when this is writ-

ten (6th July), I don’t know how I succeeded and yes, Stig, with the help of God and the absolute rest of your power – 

power you did not know you had. And I continued until lunch, which was a terrible experience but becoming gradually 

better, and after lunch and during the evening I continued, and the “lose” plan I had from the morning to write the 

scripts from the 11th – 21st June were all completed today, and I was truly happy that I did that. It was the perform-

ance of my life, what I did today. 

 

The team is “almost” happy with the Dadaab level 3 document 

Today John and Elijah read the Dadaab level 3 and I believe that both are happy about it, even though John has sug-

gested using even stronger words. Thank you my friend ☺.  

 

If Elijah cannot accept these scripts, he will send my directly to hell 

And today I have written in my notes that Elijah’s LIFE TASK WILL BE TO ACCEPT THESE WRITINGS INCLUDING INFOR-

MATION ON HIM – if he cannot do that HE WILL SEND ME DIRECTLY TO HELL – what I fear the most - AND WE WILL BE 

SEPERATED FROM EACH OTHER FOR HALF A YEAR. THIS IS THE FINAL TEST THAT GOD HAS FOR HIM AND ME.  

 

No feedback from Elijah on his “gaps” 

I have not received any feedback from Elijah on his money needs. 
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Sunday 5th July 2009 

Today the Devil became weaker as I became better to plan and deliver, the Pastor was speaking on the importance of 

prayers, Elijah was busy working with his private business all day, but he decided not to be tired ☺, Sanna sent me a 

“normal” email so our communication continues, congratulations to Roger Federer (with the help of God) and the 

“camera test” was not a test at all because I had taken a decision from the beginning. 

 

The better I planned, the more the Devil left me 

Tonight I slept well. I continued working from 8.30 at the house starting with the script from the 22nd June and before 

going to church at 10.30 I had finalised this and half of the 23rd June and I had time to smoke in between.  

 

The work was not as difficult today, because I used more time planning – I estimated the time for the script of each 

day, I kept the time as precisely as possible, some took more than 45 minutes and some less, and I had decided that 

before the end of the day I would finalise six days of writing. Actually the result of the end of the day was that I wrote 

the scripts from the 22nd – 30th June and again I was feeling PROUD OF MY SELF – but during the day God was giving 

me a strong headache again, so strong that I decided to take a nap of one hour, but I still made my goal of the day. 

 

The importance of prayers 

At the morning I heard that God was saying the “HOLY SPIRIT” to me, and not more than this. I did not know what he 

meant, but I understood the connection later at the church service, when the Pastor was talking about the importance 

of prayers, where I quickly took the following notes: 

 

God delights in your victory. God is happy when you are happy. Whatever makes you happy makes God happy. God is 

sorry when you don't do the right things. Sometimes we are not happy, sometimes our prayers are not heard, but God 

encourages you to pray and never to give up. The Holy Spirit helps us in our prayers. We may not know what to pray 

for, but the Holy Spirit will help us, but you must be praying and then the Holy Spirit will teach you what to pray for. 

Very important for our victory, you must be praying. Without God you can do nothing. You cannot succeed. God wants 

to grow within you. It is not the exact words of your prayers that are important, but for you to allow the Holy Spirit to 

work inside of you. When you pray, God hears you, he will search your heart and your motives. God is interested in 

your heart and prayers from the heart will be answered. With God everything is possible and he will give us victory. 

Don't allow the Devil to have a strong position in your life. Enough is enough, take God inside of you, enjoy his and 

yours victory. Jesus makes intercession for you, does anybody know your problem? Yes, Jesus does. When you pray, 

the prayer will go through you to the Holy Spirit and to Jesus, now it is time for action and God will send his angels to 

give the answers. Another intercessor is a prophet or a pastor, he will listen to you, involve him with your difficult 

cases and problems, tell him, share and together you will pray. He is an important person for you too.  

 

And yes, my dear friend, Pastor, I would like to say this to you. Do you think this is the right interpretation of the Bible 

or is it also “your free study or interpretation” if you will? My dear friend, I will not tell you more now, I just ask you 

kindly to reconsider. 

 

Elijah was busy working with his business today 

Elijah was not at home or at church today. He had received a new business opportunity with the Intercontinental Ho-

tel to present and sell his carvings to people at the Hotel, so he went there from early morning and returned at 20.30 

in the evening, and I was feeling glad for him to have this opportunity to help his family getting an income, however I 

would like to say to you Elijah – as I have told you - that you really don’t need to do this, because normal life is coming 

to you, my dear friend, and when you follow up on the action plans, other tools at the office and the needs of the 

people at the office, I am happy with you and if you have more time than this, you have the freedom to choose what 

you believe is the best. 

 

However he decided not to be tired ... 

Elijah was smiling when he arrived at home telling me that he again used the basic rule of NOT BEING TIRED and even 

though he felt so tired that he would normally sleep until 8.00 the next morning, he decided that he would only sleep 

until 5.00 and I WAS VERY HAPPY HEARING THIS, MY FRIEND, YOU HAVE REALLY DONE MANY GOOD THINGS, YOU 
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HAVE SUPPORTED ME AND THE OFFICE WITH THE PLANS ETC. and you have shown more and more passion in the ba-

sic rules – THANK YOU MY FRIEND. 

 

A “normal” email from Sanna 

Today I received a short email from Sanna talking about the summer holidays of the family – like absolutely nothing 

had happened – and yes STIG forgiveness, this is what it is about. Thank you, Sanna. 

 

Congratulations Federer – you defeated “the evil spirit of Spain” 

And congratulations to Roger Federer today, you are now the most winning tennis player in history. I was hoping that 

you would break the record and with the help of God, you succeeded and yes, Nadal, you have been used as a symbol 

of the “evil spirit of Spain” exactly as the Spanish football team when they won again and again over Denmark and yes, 

my friends, SPAIN IS A VERY NICE COUNTRY AND I LOVE ALL OF YOU, I have just used you as a symbol of my power, 

and yes at the end THE GOOD WILL ALWAYS WIN.  

 

God is “shivering” me all over 

And yes, Stig, the script today have almost been impossible to write because I am SHIVERING YOU ALL OVER – this was 

the feeling that God gave me and it is not very easy to concentrate and to hit the keys of the computer, when you are 

truly shivering all over - and yes my friends, time for a new change in work soon, but not yet, still the writings until I 

HAVE DECIDED ON MY NEW PLAN, thank you my friend.  

 

The “camera test” was no test at all ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig, as a matter of good sake: The “camera test” has been no test at all – I took a decision and I stood by this 

decision, the Devil had no chance at all. 
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Monday 6th July 2009 

Tonight I was freezing – I thought it was because  of the cold night temperatures, but it was the Devil, God tells about 

the ultimate test that he has given any person on Earth, action plans are working for all people at the office according 

to Elijah, however day time sheets are still not in place, I show the results of the first 14 days using the resource plan, 

the lunch restaurant did not follow the agreement, I was “shivering” because not all plans are ok, Elijah’s difficult bal-

ance between LTO and private business, he would like to participate more in the work and managers MUST be the 

most skilled of all team members.  

 

A “freezing” night 

This night was very cold indeed, not because of the Devil, but because it is maybe only 10 degrees at night here, there 

is no heating in the house and tonight I was dreaming about fishes that were being frozen. I had to stand up during 

the night and put even more clothes on including trousers and a sweater, this is how cold it was, I had three blankets 

on me and I was thinking of DYNE LARSEN – please provide duvets to people all over the world and yes my friend, this 

is the wish from God and therefore you have this vision. 

 

God gave me the test that at 5.00 I was really not feeling that I had the energy to wake up and I was “this close” to 

continue sleeping but at 5.18 I decided to stand up – really ONLY A DECISION you know however difficult it was. 

 

The ultimate test from God to any person on Earth 

And this morning God was singing a song with the word AMERICA to me, and yes, Stig, this is not only a test, but the 

ultimate test I have given any person on Earth that if you actually went through the status of the plans at work this 

morning, if you wrote ALL OF THE REMAINING SCRIPTS including today (1st July-6th July) and yes the story on AMERICA 

before lunch, I HAVE DECIDED TO WAKE UP JESUS NO MATTER WHAT WILL HAPPEN FROM NOW UNTIL THE PUBLISH 

OF THIS INFORMATION, this is how much you have suffered.  

 

And yes you have five minutes now for the story of AMERICA, because the rest is already written, so here it is my 

friends. I really don’t have any story, this is just a test you know AND CONGRATULATIONS and yes also Sue is waiting 

to receive help.  

 

And yes my friends, shivering almost like freezing and yes maybe the Devil had something to say about your sleep af-

ter all? Yes my friend and a little bit of headache too and God told me that I AM PROUD OF YOU because of this hard 

work while the Devil was still tormenting you. 

 

The last hour of the morning God was shivering me all over, and I really mean that he was shivering me all over, and it 

made it really difficult for me to write and to concentrate, but I did it! Now I “only” need to edit all scripts from 27th 

May – 6th July before Saturday (“a big job”), help with the Somalia newsletter – and I also need to do the scripts from 

7th July ASAP. 

 

Status of the plans at the office 

This morning I went through the status of the plans together with Elijah, and I could see that people in the office are 

using the action plans, and Elijah goes through the plans with the people every day, and I am very happy of you and 

the team doing this. THANK YOU ALL OF YOU. 

 

The day time sheets are still not in place 

However the day time sheet is really not working yet. I saw that David had used it for his project over several days, 

and for the third time, I believe, I told Elijah about the idea of this. For all people at the office to record every single 

minute of the day writing down exactly what they do from the minute they arrive at the office including all tasks, 

when they start and finish, until the working day is finished. The idea is not to talk in private during working hours or 

to read the news paper – unless you browse it for articles relevant to work (one person per team) – and Elijah prom-

ised me to follow up and to implement this. Thank you my friend.  

 

Status of the resource plans 
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Today I produced the templates for the next two weeks of resource plans, and Elijah promised me to follow up on this 

having the team preparing the plans, to communicate the lessons learned from the last two weeks, which is to plan as 

accurately as possible including himself because he forgot to plan how many hours he would do his own business 

work, and to achieve as small variations as possible compared to the plan – this is truly the most important success 

criteria, as the fantastic team at Excellence might remember we talked about every single week during our meetings? 

This is where you can see the difference between a committed and responsible team and the opposite. 

 

Here are the results of the first two weeks of plans and actual working hours – I did a quick sum this morning and said 

to Elijah that you are welcome to correct me if I have not calculated right. 

 

LTO work Week 26 from 24-27 June Week 27 

Name Plan Actual Plan Actual 

Elijah 40 hours 32.3 hours 59 hours 25 hours 

David 28 hours 35.5 hours 42 hours 58 hours 

John 36 hours 31 hours 47 hours 40.5 hours 

Meshack  34 hours 31 hours 47 hours 40.5 hours 

Stig Not calculated Partly sick 53 hours from 1.7 

 

The table shows that most of the team members have worked less than planned for both weeks, but it also shows an 

interesting fact: When people receive responsibility and are motivated, they will work hard to achieve deadlines. This 

is what you can see from David working 58 hours during week 27, and I suspect that he has not included the time he 

has been working from home during evenings? 

 

The lunch restaurant did not follow the agreement 

Lunch was ordered today by 11.45 as usual, we arrived at 12.00 as usual but lunch was first served at 12.20 and all 

people were disappointed by this. The team decided to follow up on the manager, to have a positive talk with him and 

they agreed if this happen again, we will take the business elsewhere. Elijah would follow up. At lunch God still shiv-

ered me all over for the people at the office to see. 

 

I was “shivering” because not all plans are ok 

The reason for my shivering is as simple as this: Because not all plans at the office are in place, and because the disci-

pline is not 100%, the Devil has decided to give me a freezing night and to “shiver” me. I have explained Elijah that 

only by following up on the details, to be 100% disciplined and to be consequent, the team will know that it is serious 

and it will become a natural part of the everyday for all. And when everything is working, more freedom can be given. 

 

John and David teach the University 

John and David today told me that they teach the University to keep time, and this is one example that also made me 

happy ☺. I feel they have a better understanding of the basic rules and they are still growing. 

 

Still communicating with Sanna 

Today I sent a “normal” email to Sanna – like nothing had happened, and I am still interested in keeping communica-

tion even though it is without “my spiritual experiences” and therefore on her premises. I also sent a few other emails 

to old friends, who had written to me and made me happy ☺. 

 

Elijah – balance between “LTO manager” and private business 

Today I told Elijah directly that you don't need to work that much with your own private business. He had been doing 

that much of the time, Elijah is the one who decided to spent most of the time of all on other assignments and I be-

lieve that he is the one contributing the least to the newsletters on Somalia and Dadaab. But I have still given him the 

responsibility to be the manager, follow up on plans and maybe the team and the manager will tell how they feel it is 

to have a manager, who is busy doing other things and where the team has decided to work together, write the news-

letters and hold meetings with NGO’s together etc. more or less without the assistance of the manager – other than 

“good advices” as far as I know. 
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Elijah decided to cancel his “private agreements” after our talk today, thank you my friend ☺. I would really like you to 

concentrate on all plans – both your own and the team’s. 

 

Elijah would like to participate more  

Today I read and thanked Elijah very much for his quality work preparing the notes from the Sunday service at the 

church, when I was sick. And Elijah told me, what he has also said to me earlier that he would like to take more part of 

the work, and again I said to Elijah that I have given the team the freedom to decide who they want to include in the 

work, and if they have decided not to include you, even though they have been told that you are also a resource, then 

this is the decision of the team. 

 

And there can be several reasons for this, but I believe that the main reasons are as simple as this: Elijah, you have 

been busy doing your own private business – the team knows this – and Elijah you did not win the writing test and 

maybe this is why you have not been invited to write on the newsletters? 

 

During the writing test, Elijah said that he did not want to take anything away from the team, but the truth, Elijah, is 

that you really would like to participate in the work? This is what you have said to me and what I understand from 

you. 

 

Who would be the “natural” leader of LTO? 

In a “normal” organisation I would not have Elijah as the manager today – there are really no true leaders in LTO to-

day, but I would probably teach David on his needs – to concentrate, listen more and better, not always to work with 

details (level 3), have more discipline and to keep agreements – and to grow David as the leader for this organisation. 

And then to teach Elijah on how to work on quality, speed, communication, newsletters and other work for him to 

benefit from. 

 

Managers must be the most skilled of all team members 

I have just shown what a team will naturally do when they are more skilled than their manager and therefore the 

manager must be the best and most skilled of all in the team, which will give him the natural support from the team - 

otherwise he is not the leader. And at the same time he MUST also be the manager knowing all basic rules and to set a 

positive example for the team to follow. 

 

And Elijah, my dear friend, this is the way that God has decided to give this message to the world. For you to do the 

opposite of what he wants all managers to do in the future – the same way as I have “done the opposite” of what God 

wants when it comes to work, money, love and many, many other things. THIS IS THE VERY SIMPLE REASON – do you 

think you can accept this? 

 

Example of “long communication” 

The Pastor at the church is saying the same things 4-6 times because people are not listening. His speeches could take 

15 minutes instead of 45 minutes if people were told they should listen very carefully and hand over their notes af-

terwards. 

 

Emailing with Sanna 

Today I sent I reply to Sanna’s email from yesterday and I could only say what is the truth that we are working from 

morning to evening here, and Sanna sent a reply saying that she and Hans are enjoying their holiday in Sweden with 

good weather ... 
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Tuesday 7th July 2009 

I worked at home today because the Matatus were on strike, I gave my comments through SMS to the team on the 

first draft on the Somalia newsletter, my mother “is fine”, I feel the beginning of a cold today, The Devil did not have a 

chance today because I followed my goals, Paul McKenna tells me about his message to the world and Elijah passed 

the test from God communicating very good with the lunch manager ☺.  

 

Working at home today 

I had a good night’s sleep, but since no people were up at 05.10 I decided to sleep more, which I really needed. The 

Matatus are on strike today, so I decided to work from home. 

 

My mother “is fine” 

I received an email from Sanna, where she said that my mother is “doing fine”. I was happy to hear this. 

 

First draft from David on the Somalia newsletter 

I received the first draft from David and the team on the Somalia newsletter through email, and I really felt that I 

wanted to wait until they had finalised the work completely before reading it – and I am still thinking of you Per Holst, 

this is the gift you gave me in 1984, when I did credit and debit notes for you to sign and when you said “I don’t want 

to see it before you are completely finished” – thank you my friend ☺. 

 

But I decided to read the newsletter and to write my comments to it, because this is also what I truly feel – when a 

team is still growing, as a leader you must help the team during the process, even though it takes more time from the 

leader, and this is what I tried to do – even though I feel as I have felt with all of the assignments on this trip to Kenya 

that I have not had the time to do my best – and these are some of the notes and feedback I wrote down and gave to 

David in a compressed form today: 

 

It is a delight to read a text where there are no typing errors or missing/double spaces between words, where formu-

lations are good etc. – and I felt that John could learn from this because even though John has improved, this is not his 

strongest skill today, my friend ☺. 

 

When you read a script like this and you get the impression that you would not be able to do such a work yourself, this 

is where I feel that you are close to the goal, and this was the feeling I had, when I read the script, but my message to 

the world is that you will also be able to do such a work yourself, because when you use the necessary time to collect 

information, do the structure and writings, the work will “almost be done by itself” and yes, Stig, this is what happens 

with the help of God and yes, with the help of many other “people” as well, also from the Council and other “people” I 

will reveal to you someday soon. 

 

And yes Stig, you are thinking of Henrik, the Sales manager from Fair Forsikring, with your project description, which 

you presented for me, and yes Henrik, this is what I said to you in 2005 or 2006: “I would not be able to do such a work 

myself” and yes Stig, this is the finest praise you have ever given anybody during 25 years of work, and this is the goal 

for ALL PEOPLE IN THE WORLD. Henrik, maybe you will publish your project description with the approval of Fair For-

sikring? 

 

And yes, Stig, this is what you thought and wrote when reading the script from the team and David, and yes David this 

is what I felt, when I read it – you cannot get any finer praise than this ☺. 

 

When introducing the work to David and Elijah I gave as much freedom as possible to David and the team and I have 

not regretted this decision. If I had decided on details of what to do and especially to limit David and the team in their 

creativity, I am sure that I would have received a document, which would not have had the same quality, and this is 

exactly what I feel that many managers are doing all over the world – to limit people, to put their own limitations on 

people by deciding on details, where the team may know more than the manager of the details of this particular task, 

and therefore I encourage all managers to give FREEDOM to people and teams and to contribute with their own ideas, 

structure, coaching, tools etc., when the team has a need of this. 
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And when the team is totally developed, have the experience and knowhow, you really don’t need to manage the 

team – because then they live up to the basic rules of God. It is truly as simple as that ☺. This is the goal for all people, 

to work at a very high quality level and to have freedom. However these two poles are truly connected, only by doing 

this and to live up to the basic rules, you can truly have your freedom. 

 

I wrote in my feedback to David that there is information in the newsletter, which I believe may be too detailed – this 

is how I have seen David working - I gave him a recommendation to compress some information (four pages) without 

losing important information, because I have earlier given him the recommendation to include PRECISE information 

and clear conclusions in every chapter. 

 

There were also more feedback and the most important was to edit the newsletter, make the structure as logical and 

chronological as possible and to be sure that the most important information from newspaper articles, earlier work 

done by the team and my own ideas was included – because I could see that more of this information could be in-

cluded, which would improve the quality, and I asked him to follow up on this together with the team. 

 

I gave my feedback to David and the team through a SMS – really not the best way to give feedback, another test ... - 

and I said that I would follow up at the office tomorrow. I also asked the team to write and build the roadmap to 

peace for Somalia AS GOOD AS YOU CAN – and I might help you on this afterwards, but I would like you to WRITE 

YOUR ABSOLUTE BEST RECOMMENDATIONS, where you also include my inputs from earlier and finally I asked David 

to write a ONE PAGE SUMMARY of the content of the newsletter giving an overview and to include the most impor-

tant information. 

 

I talked to Elijah during the evening on the description of the roadmap to peace, which was the most important chap-

ter and the purpose of the script, because it had really not been described yet, and I asked Elijah to follow up on David 

and the team on this, to make sure that this important part of the newsletter was prioritized very high, because the 

deadline is now very close. 

 

I feel the beginning of a cold 

Today I can feel the beginning of a cold and maybe this is the reason why God has let me “freeze” and “shiver” the last 

days. 

 

The Devil did not have a chance today 

The Devil is not working very much today because I keep my own deadlines and work is also progressing at the office. 

Saturday is the deadline on the Somalia newsletter. 

 

It takes me 13 minutes to edit one page of my scripts in average and my goal was 20 minutes (“inspired by God”). To-

day I have been working efficiently 50 minutes per hour (I need to smoke outside, otherwise I would work efficiently 

60 minutes per hour) for 11 hours and this is giving me less stress today than I have ever felt before here in Kenya. I 

am happy with this and the Devil did not have a chance. 

 

Paul McKenna 

Today I “felt” Paul McKenna and he said to me that “I have told the world that it is not me working and that you will 

perform even greater miracles-  for instance to make the Earth disappear when it is not longer needed”. And yes, Stig, 

Paul is still with you and yes, I know about your suffering with Karen too. Thank you my friend, Paul ☺. 

 

Elijah communicated very good ☺☺☺☺ 

Elijah talked to the lunch manager today after the experience from yesterday. The manager excused and said that 

there was chaos in the kitchen and he said that it was his mistake. So he apologised and the team accepted the apol-

ogy, when Elijah passed it on. 

 

And the lesson learned today, my dear friend, Elijah, was that you communicated positively with the lunch manager. It 

was not an insult to him, but it was trying to understand each other, you did that, and you made the team happy with 

this, and I don’t know this for a fact, but I also have the feeling that the lunch manager was happy? This is what com-

munication is all about, thank you very much ☺.
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Wednesday 8th July 2009 

A dream about my mother’s “secret sickness”, about the politics of Venstre, David Bowie, who promises to “come 

back” if the world wants to see him, I decided to work at home today but forgot my promise to the team and therefore 

God decided to turn off the electrical power at the house and at the office, later I apologised to Elijah and “immedi-

ately” God turned on the power again, Elijah had a “strong” headache and his bank gave him the loan papers to sign. 

 

Dreaming on ”the secret of my mother” and the politics of Venstre 

When I woke up this morning, God gave me the song “karruselkongen mr. swing king” by Gnags several times - also 

during the morning - and this song really makes me happy, and even more now that I know that Peter A.G. is also a 

messenger from God ☺. 

 

I had the following dream of my mother: 

 

In a suburb to Copenhagen lies a hospital, it is very beautiful terrace houses and when I pass these houses I hear very 

loud music by Peter A.G. and Gnags. At the end terrace house I am expecting to see Peter A.G. and Gnags playing, but 

they are not there. I have lived at this place, but forgotten about it and it is first when I am back that my memory re-

turns to me. I ask someone why I have lived there and receive the answer that it is because my mother has been hos-

pitalised there – it is a big secret and I cannot be told why, but I receive the feeling that it is because of a mental suf-

fering. Gnags is living in a house inside the court yard in the opposite corner, Peter A.G. is furious, he sings a well 

known song, but he changes the words of the song to honour my mother. Gnags would like to play football, but they 

don’t play quite as well as the national team, but almost. Later on, there is a party, I meet Henning Christoffersen, he 

is very proud and he says “think about this, it is the politics of Venstre he has taken, but now he talks on the politics for 

himself”. I ask Henning, when he will return to politics or to the business life and I expect that he will say ”shortly”, but 

he says “after the spring of 2008 we will have to see”, and I don’t quite understand his answer because this year is 

2009. 

 

Working at home again today 

When I woke up this morning I decided to work from home today, I decided to give Elijah the weekly pay to the team, 

and I really did not think that I had more obligations at the office today, but I “forgot”: 

 

But I forgot my promise to the team ... 

And yes my friend God is still with you and I have accepted your apology for not going to town today, you forgot your 

promise to the team yesterday to give them feedback on the first part of the Somalia newsletter and yes mostly done 

through email and yes Stig this is what I expected from you today and yes Stig you did it to avoid stress and yes you 

remembered to give Elijah money to the team and yes maybe they are disappointed with you and yes to apologise to 

them tomorrow ok accepted and yes therefore the day today has been more difficult than yesterday with the threat 

of bringing your mother CLOSE to you and yes Stig, you are sorry, but happy that the team had a meeting with the 

Kenyan representative of Somalia today and yes you are still working hard to finish everything on Saturday and yes the 

Internet is not working today and not even the SMS service through Skype is working and therefore you had to buy 

top up for the phone in order to communicate with the team through SMS and yes my friends even better through 

telephone and yes a meeting tomorrow with the team. 

 

And then there was a “power failure” 

At 12.00 there was a power failure, no electricity, so I could not work. And I was thinking that this is not the best time 

in the world for this. At 17.20 I saw that there was power on the TV for a fraction of a second, but no other places in 

the house, God? Yes my boys it was me all over and yes postpone the deadline? If needed, I will do that, my decision 

will be taken later. If I went to town today would there have been power? And the answer from God is not no but yes, 

sorry about that. 

 

My cold is becoming stronger 

Today I had a “half cold” and it was “not the best day I have had”. 

 

David Bowie “coming back”?  
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God has now for several days encouraged me to download the greatest hits of David Bowie, which I eventually did this 

morning before the Internet connection stopped working. After more than two months I listen to my good old friend 

again, this is how I feel about you Bowie. Fantastic songs equal to Jeff Lynne in quality, I believe, however today I fi-

nally decided that Jeff is number one on my list – as you have truly been always - and David is a clear no 2. 

 

And yes, Stig, more to come on David Bowie and yes maybe a comeback David to the joy of Stig and how many mil-

lions all over the world who have never forgotten you, yes Stig, I will never forget what you did, yes he became a 

member of my fan club only to be sure of getting two concert tickets for my show in Copenhagen in 2004 and yes yes 

yes David I would like to say to the world that “you  are not so sick anymore” and yes yes yes “I WOULD LIKE TO PLAY 

TO THE WORLD, IF THE WORLD WANTS ME TO”? 

 

My apology to Elijah 

Elijah came home 18.40. I said to him that I made a mistake this morning by not going to town, I said that it was not 

because of bad will, but because I was not thinking and I forgot the agreement to give feedback to the team on Soma-

lia and I said that I was sorry about this. During this conversation, for the first time in Kenya, the Devil was taking over 

the movements of my head and my mouth, and he lifted my right arm, like he has done so many times in the past (see 

earlier scripts from Sanna?), but immediately when I gave the apology, the power went back on, and this was the 

power of God, the message to Elijah and the message to the world as well: Please apologise to people when you don’t 

live up to your promises even if it is not because of bad will. 

 

Elijah was very nice and understanding and he said that he was thinking there was an explanation to the power fail-

ure. When I send a SMS today, he said that his phone was blinking; it does not do that normally. And his comment to 

me was “very interesting” as he usually says when I tell him about the power of God and he witnessed the power 

coming back “immediately” after I had apologised. Elijah also told that there was no power at the office today. 

 

Elijah also had a headache today ... 

Elijah also had a headache today and yes Elijah not as strong as Stig’s only a little bit and yes Stig your headache was 

10 times worse but still difficult to work Elijah with such a headache? He went to bed after we had talked for 10 min-

utes. 

 

Finally Elijah’s bank loan was approved today 

Finally Elijah’s bank loan was approved today and yes now a process with the lawyer to finalise the documents and it 

also costs “a lot of money” (20,000 Shillings as I remember? A disgrace in itself, I believe ...) and yes Stig in 14 days 

maybe, Elijah will have the money, but yes my friends this is the story, then you don't need the loan my friend be-

cause then you are free of your suffering and yes normal life will be here for the entire LTO, God has decided that.  

 

I told Elijah this after he received the documents – maybe it was 1-2 days later - and then he decided not to take out 

the loan – thank you Elijah, both of you passed the test ☺. 

 

I postponed my deadline to Monday 

Today I only worked for 6 hours and edited 31 pages because of God working with the electricity. I have postponed 

the deadline from Saturday until Monday even though I hope to be finished Saturday but this is maybe not realistic 

because there is also work on both Dadaab and especially the Somalia newsletter, maybe more than expected but I 

will have to see during the coming days. 
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Thursday 9th July 2009 

I am having a cold and cough, I worked all day on the Somalia roadmap to peace, I gave an apology to the team for 

yesterday, and immediately the power was back on in the office ☺, an example of a difficult communication, we had a 

team meeting where I started the introduction of my scripts to come, the team had not prepared work for the meeting 

today, and this is the message to the world: Always be prepared. We decided to follow up with the team’s comments 

on Dadaab and Somalia by having meetings between the team leader and myself without the team, Elijah’s budget 

gaps, the Devil has been put on Elijah because of me, however I decided to add my own remarks to this chapter ☺. 

 

Now my cold is a reality 

I could not sleep the first approx. two hours yesterday evening, and I woke up at 5.00 feeling sick, having a cold, fever 

and cough with mucilage. It was not disabling me from work, but it was not very nice. I did not have much energy and 

we had an important meeting at the office today, where I would give an update on my scripts, where the team had 

promised me to give feedback on the Dadaab level 3 document, which I finalised some days ago and to talk on status 

on the Somalia newsletter. My feeling was that I would rather stay at home because of the sickness and yes yes yes, 

this was your true feeling, yes we know Stig. 

 

Working on the Somalia roadmap to peace today 

The team gave me a new update on the Somalia newsletter today including their recommendations for the roadmap 

to peace for Somalia, which I read through. 

 

I decided to build a new chapter based on the inputs from the team, my own ideas and the recommendations I had 

received from God earlier, and when I decided this, I did not know that God had prepared a test for me and the team, 

which I was going to find out later. 

 

We had agreed to have a meeting after lunch, and I was hoping that I could prepare this roadmap to peace during the 

morning and to present it after lunch, and this really put stress and pressure on me – as usual – but I decided to work 

efficiently.  

 

During the morning David called me and asked to postpone our meeting until 16.00, which I was glad that he did, be-

cause it gave me more time to do my best work, which I continued doing the whole day – half a day more than what I 

had earlier calculated on – and by 16.00 I was ready to present the document for the team. 

 

I gave an apology to the team 

The team was working at the 680 cybercafé today, because the power was still not on at the office. I had planned al-

ready yesterday that I would give the team an apology when we were to meet, but because of the postponement of 

our meeting, I decided to go to the cybercafé after lunch – where the team consisting of David, John and Meshack 

without Elijah were busy working – and at the cafe I gave them the apology for my mistake of not coming yesterday, I 

explained about the power failure made by God at the house that the power was turned on immediately when I gave 

Elijah an apology, and I said that I would now go back to the office and if the power was on again, I would call them. 

 

I said to the team that this is a learning experience that you really must apologise if you make mistakes even though it 

is not because of bad will. 

 

And the power was turned on at the office 

And when I came back to the office, the power was on again. It had been off all morning, and I asked Elijah when the 

power came back on, and he said “approx. 10 minutes ago” and I said to him that it was “approx. 10 minutes ago” that 

I gave the team an apology, and both of us smiled. The LTO office was the only office in the building having power fail-

ure. 

 

I called David and gave him the news that the power was turned on by God at the office at the same time as I gave the 

team my apology, and yes yes yes, we know Stig ☺. 

 

Communication can be difficult 
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At 15.00 in the office, David asked me if he could go and visit “some Government people” to talk to them about a 

coming project. 

 

My initial feeling was that I was disappointed with David, because it was David who earlier in the day had asked for a 

postponement of our meeting to 16.00 and he had a very tight deadline to reach on Saturday with the Somalia news-

letter. I said to him that this was a test on him, if he would decide to keep the basic rules or if he wanted to go to an-

other meeting. I did not start by asking questions, which I really feel I should have done, however during the discus-

sion I asked him if he could be back at 16.00 and he said that maybe the time would be 16.10, and I replied that our 

meeting would start precisely at 16.00 and I was still disappointed with him because this was truly what you said, a 

test on David, and yes he asked the team, and the team decided that it was alright for him to go to another meeting, 

and yes, Stig, you agreed because of the decision of the team. 

 

But because of this discussion, David decided to take a taxi, and eventually he was back by 16.00 making me happy, 

and he made me even happier, when he said that the deadline on Saturday is still realistic, so this was one example of 

many, many examples where God has put stress and pressure on us. But we made it. 

 

Team meeting at 16.00 

We had the team meeting and the stress from the conversation with David was not the best preparation for the meet-

ing. I told the agenda and the team agreed, and Elijah was very nice to remember me also to include the expected 

time of the meeting and then I decided to ask the team about how many comments they had on the Dadaab level 3 

document, so I could estimate the time of this item – they did not have many – and I said for item no. 3, the update on 

the Somalia newsletter that I would only hand over my suggestion for the roadmap to peace, so this would not take 

long and David said that he would only give a short update, and therefore we agreed that the meeting should take no 

longer than 1 hour. In fact it only took 45 minutes, thank you, Elijah for remembering me. 

 

I started by introducing the scripts that I am working on, what it includes, our experiences together etc. for the world 

to learn from, information on myself and my family and Elijah asked if it also includes personal information and I said 

yes.  

 

I asked the team if they will give me the “freedom to speech” and I said that everything I have done with the team and 

written in my scripts have been with a positive attitude. I said that maybe you will do your own scripts, where I will 

give you the freedom to speak for yourselves.  

 

And yes Stig when writing this the power went off at 18.45 at home. And yes the Council gave you very strong feelings 

at the meeting that they were disappointed with all tem members not immediately to give you the freedom to speak 

and yes the power is on again and yes Stig, you have an old agreement not to publish information without people ac-

cepting it, so this is the agreement we still have, yes, Stig, this is what you have decided for the people at the office to 

have, but not all people included in the scripts because this would be “impossible” to do.  

 

Always be prepared 

We also talked about the team comments to the Dadaab level 3 document, however the team was not prepared as 

agreed and John said on behalf of the team that “we believe there should be stronger words in the document”, infor-

mation I already knew, but the team was not prepared and could not give exact information of what they wanted to 

change, and therefore we agreed to have a new meeting on Saturday. 

 

Ant yes is of course also a message to the world: Please always be prepared as good as possible for meetings. Read 

information, take the time needed, prepare your thoughts, ideas, feedback and write down this information, when it 

is needed – I do believe when you do this that the quality of meetings will improve. 

 

Follow up meetings with comments on Dadaab and Somalia 

I had asked the team if they thought it was a good idea to go through each chapter of the documents, where all team 

members could give their comments, but David suggested that the team could give their comments to John as the 

team leader on the Dadaab newsletter and that John and I could take a meeting together on Saturday on this. All team 
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members agreed on this including myself, I actually thought it would be easier to talk to one team member instead of 

the whole team. 

 

And we followed the same decision on the Somalia document. The team would read my new suggestion to the road-

map to peace, give their comments to David, and David and I would then take a meeting as quickly as possible. I did 

not see any problems doing that.  

 

Elijah has taken the basic rules to him 

Elijah has many of the basic rules in his blood today and yes because I have talked more with Elijah than with the team 

because sometimes I also speak to Elijah at home, and I have given Elijah the responsibility to follow up on the team 

when it comes to plans and also the basic rules.  

 

Elijah is motivated very much to become a future teacher, I feel that the others in the team are focusing much on the 

tasks, which they decided to do together today without Elijah. 

 

Elijah’s budget gaps 

I said to Elijah maybe yesterday, when he told me that he wanted to buy “basic needs” for his family at Kwawanzilu, 

Matuu that I had also been thinking about them and again I asked Elijah to come back with his gaps, which he did to-

day.  

 

His budget for July is an income from his business of 212,000 Shillings, I believe, (business must be better again) and 

expenses of 45,000 Shillings, and yes if the first invoice of many is paid, it will cover the expenses and there will be a 

profit of 167,000 Shillings (before paying for new deliveries) , and then Elijah should be able to repay my loan to him 

of 50,000 Shillings, but maybe I need to lend him more money first even though it is not mine money, but I have de-

cided to do that and together we will find out, and Elijah my friend you thought that it would not be appropriate to 

come to me with your gaps because you know that giving money is not easy for me, but when I have given you a 

promise twice, I actually mean it. This is what I mean of having honest communication; it also includes that people 

trust in what you say. 

 

I asked Elijah to write the due dates on the expenses and for us to talk again. 

 

The Devil was put on Elijah and the family because of me 

Going home from office today, we followed another road than the usual, and God said to me that Elijah is leading the 

way so I could see the bar where God has said to me that I could have been killed if he did not protect me and Stig and 

yes Stig this is what could have happened with Elijah too but no, he was protected by God and yes Stig I showed him 

the Devil today because of you and Stig to be honest with you I will say this, the police man experience was maybe not 

the best in the world and my dear friend Elijah this is what you did to me because of late lunches and interruptions yes 

Stig.  

 

And the story that God told above, is about this: Nicole was on an excursion with school today, they were delayed (...), 

so Nicole was not able to make the school bus back home, and Elijah had to take another Matatu from town to go and 

get Nicole, who was waiting on him. 

 

When I came home to the house, Tina was already concerned, and at 19.26 at the house, there was 5 gunshots just 

outside the house maybe on the road – making us all very nervous, where were Elijah and Tina? - and Stig my friend 

Elijah’s inner self here and yes he is not afraid of you but he might want to talk to you on the book and my dear friend 

Stig this is what you have done to him today and yes Stig you told the team that they are welcome with their com-

ments and yes if possible their own scripts and yes first this evening you had "time" to think and yes because of this I 

have been putting a little bit of the Devil on him. 

 

Tina was now very worried and could not reach Elijah on the phone, I am sorry Elijah, I did not mean to hurt you and 

of course all people at the office will get the possibility to give their feedback and yes as good as possible. Thank you 

my friend. So today was a day full of my errors and things I forgot because I am not perfect, but only try to do my best, 

and this is what I will say to the world, Elijah and the team has done their best and they have continued to grow.  
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Stig’s added remark to the chapter above 

And yes, Stig, this is what you think. You had really not thought exactly on how to communicate with the team today, 

the scripts are not ready yet, and yes maybe it is really the Devil, because you don’t think that this in fact is the full 

picture and therefore you would like to do amendments, but you have decided to put this added remark instead.  

 

The Devil may have been too quick here, and yes Stig, because you had not decided on how to communicate yet, and 

therefore all I can say is that the words of the Devil and God in these scripts are exactly that, the words of God and the 

Devil, and today I did not believe that I did anything wrong starting my communication on the scripts - I wanted to 

prepare the team of what to come, I had decided to give them the scripts at the same time, but I had not decided on 

the details of my communication, and I remember that the Devil was trying to “confuse” my messages and if this is 

why God has sent the Devil after Elijah, I accept that – but I would still have taken the same decision today to start the 

communication with the team, because it was important to prepare them, and I tried to do my best. 

 

And yes, Stig, I said that you were “attacked” by the false policeman because of the broken promises by Elijah on the 

lunches and interruptions, and yes, Stig, you don’t know what is the truth today on this story and on the story that I 

put the Devil on Elijah because of you. I really don’t know, the future will tell. 
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Friday 10th July 2009 

I still have a cold, a story of Bob Dylan and the Devil, the ATM did not work today, the feeling at the office is that “we 

are family”, I had a meeting with David on the roadmap to peace on Somalia – we agreed on both “good” and “not 

good” solutions because of a communication structure, which did not work, information on Islam and Judgement Day 

was taken out from the Somalia newsletter and is therefore included in the script of today, I build a revised roadmap 

on peace during the afternoon feeling stress, is “normal life” or becoming the “prophet Elijah” the most important for 

Elijah?, PLEASE ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH and not the answers you believe “may be the correct answers”, I accepted 

Elijah’s request for a loan if the ATM works tomorrow and I ask the international society to give FREE computers and 

PDA’s  to all people on Earth ☺. 

 

Still cold and exhausted 

Today I am still cold with fever and cough. I slept poorly; I am exhausted and woke up at 7.00 instead of 5.00. 

 

Bob Dylan 

And yes, Stig, we know, and yes therefore we will say that Bob Dylan is our friend and yes, morning train almost, this is 

what I have to say, I have brought “breakfast” also to you, Bob, your entire life, and yes the meaning is the same as 

“bread” plenty of it my friend, but maybe you are not happy with your life, and yes my friend, this is the reason why. I 

have made you suffer and yes always unhappy or what Bob? This is the story I would like you to share with the world, 

and yes, you know my friend, Stig believes that you are the most talented song writer ever and yes he really likes your 

music too, and yes how long did it take my friend for you to get to learn his music, yes maybe 15-20 years, but now he 

likes much of it, yes in fact thinks it is “genius” this is what I have done for you both, very difficult to get to learn each 

other and yes, Bob, this is your other “truth” – it is very difficult to follow the 10 commandments of the bible and yes 

my friend, it is the Devil working on you but you will soon be liberated too ☺. 

 

The ATM was not working today 

I took out 20,000 Shillings yesterday from my Master Card and I knew that Elijah would probably ask me for a new 

loan of approx. 30,000 Shillings today and I therefore decided to take out 20,000 Shillings more today, because you 

want to help his family and yes you don't know the families of the other team members today and if you did you 

would have the same feeling but when I was standing in front of the ATM it was giving me a new message, which I had 

not seen before. It said that my credit limit today was reached, and I did not quite understand this because it was now 

approx. 24 hours ago I took out money the last time, and yes Stig, we know that you decided to do this because you 

know that “normal life” is coming to you too and as long as this credit card is working, you will help the people you 

know here with their “critical needs” – that was in fact you decision ☺. And yes, Stig, we know you are nervous every 

single time you go to the ATM because someone in the team has told you about the risks of attacks after taking out 

money from an ATM and yes, you are white, so you are even more visible. 

 

“We are family” 

Thank you Sister Sledge. This is what John said at lunch today: “We are feeling like family”. I was really touched and I 

do believe that all people at the team share this feeling ☺. 

 

Meeting with David on the roadmap to peace 

I had a meeting with David on the roadmap to peace today. He had received comments on my suggestion from the 

team and we met after lunch. 

 

I could feel that David was stressed, he was thinking of both our talk and missing tea leaves at the same time, and I 

asked him first to focus on the tea and afterwards on our conversation – it is more difficult to do both at the same 

time. I also felt that David did not understand all I said and I truly tried to understand what David was saying, but I felt 

it was very difficult to understand the key messages because he was talking much, and I asked him “what is the key 

message” so our communication worked like this: 

 

David gave his comments, I tried to repeat what I understood was the key message and I wrote this message as com-

ments to the different chapters in the Somalia newsletter, I asked him if this is what he meant and at the same time I 

was thinking of what to do and what my recommendation would be. This is how the communication had to be in or-
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der for us to understand each other – the best tool I could give you Stig, and yes yes yes we know, Ole is also here ... 

☺. 

 

One of the key messages from the team was that they thought that Somalia should owe the peace process because of 

the experiences from Afghanistan and Iraq, and I truly understood this argument and at the same time I was thinking 

that if God would not be present again in the world through me, I would not believe in such a process, but because 

“I’ll be back” (thanks Arnold) I thought this might just work, and this was the reason why I accepted the comment 

from the team. And this was not included in the “recommendations I had received from God earlier” and which I had 

based my suggestion to the team on, and this was the test that I and the team passed today ☺. 

 

I asked David if he thought that I had listened to him and if he thought that I had followed the comments from the 

team, and he answered that he did not know, and this is why this written communication was so important. I am not 

sure that David heard what I said to him “because of stress”, my friend? 

 

My key message to David and the team, as I wrote to them, was this: “I understand all of your comments, I believe I 

have accepted most of them and I will work today and tomorrow morning and come back to you with a revised docu-

ment AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE TOMORROW MORNING or even today, if possible”. 

 

During the meeting David said to me that the team was feeling anxious about including information on the Koran not 

being the work of God and to include information on “Judgement Day” in the newsletter, however the team said to 

me that they thought it was alright to include this in my own scripts, and I had already heard this feedback from God 

earlier in the day. The argument from the team was that this could course “a heated discussion” and even though I felt 

that the newsletter would truly become weaker, I decided to accept this from the team because of three reasons: 

 

1) We had a deadline on Saturday to reach and I had made up my mind to reach this deadline. 

2) I found out that my communication was not working perfect with the team. They had a meeting together with-

out me this morning, where I could not give feedback and more information for them to consider before taking a 

decision. I had not given the team leader David a clear mandate, which I should have done, and I could feel that 

he would not take decisions without the team – I did a mistake, because this is what I believe that all people 

should have all over the world, a clear job description including responsibilities and a clear mandate. I had a 

meeting with David using more time, and after this meeting, David would inform the team, so we had in fact 

three meetings today instead of only one, and our decision was not the best because we had not used the best 

way of communicating, so this was also a learning experience for me not to do again, for the team – which I told 

them and which I believe they understood – and therefore also for the world. 

3) The team had accepted that I write the information in my scripts, and therefore the world will know this infor-

mation after all. 

 

So I accepted what I truly believe is important feedback from the team, for Somalia to owe the peace process as the 

first priority, and I also accepted feedback which I believe is not right, and which we may have been able to agree on if 

we took a meeting with all present. And when I told the team this, Elijah was very kind saying that we could take a 

new meeting together, but I had made up my mind. This was how we decided to do; this is how the information will 

be given to the world including a lesson to the world of how not to communicate in teams working together on a pro-

ject. 

 

This is the original information in my suggestion to a roadmap on peace for Somalia, which was taken out because of 

the agreement with the team: 

 

“The constitution (of Somalia) is not to be based on the religion of Islam, which is not the work of God. There is one 

God and God loves all people on Earth including the Muslims and this is the reason why God has decided to help Soma-

lia as the first country, but the people and leaders of Somalia must first accept that this is the truth, and this is why 

Somalia will get 6 months from the date of this newsletter to agree on a roadmap of peace, because within six months, 

God has promised that Muslims will be convinced that the religion of Islam is not the work of God. LTO will speak about 

the importance of having faith in ONE GOD and will explain the reasons for the expansion of the religion of Islam.” 
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Somalia is the first country to build peace and to be reconstructed with the help of the international society 

 

As mentioned above, God has decided to help Somalia as the first country in the world to build peace and for the inter-

national society to help reconstructing this country, so it will get the same opportunities and living standard as coun-

tries in “the developed world”. 

 

The goal is to start an equal share of the wealth of the world, with Somalia being the first country to benefit and all 

other countries of the world to follow. This is the test given by God to all politicians and populations of the world. 

 

In order for countries to benefit and to continue benefitting, it is a condition that peace can be agreed upon and kept in 

each and every single country all over the world. Countries, where peace cannot be agreed upon or held, cannot be in-

cluded in this plan of God meaning that the country and its population cannot be accepted by God to enter into his 

Kingdom on Judgement Day. 

 

For the rich countries of the world, the message from God is that if you cannot agree to share your wealth equally with 

the world, your country and its population cannot be accepted by God to enter into his Kingdom on Judgement Day. 

 

In other words, God wants to create peace all over the world and to share the wealth of the world before “Judgement 

Day in 2012”, and God wants politicians, the media and the people on Earth to do this on basis of his instructions and 

on basis on the decisions of President Barack Obama as chairman of the international society. 

 

We will give the international society with President Barack Obama as the chairman together with each and every sin-

gle country (if this is considered possible) the power of attorney to decide on building the roadmaps to peace as may be 

suited for each and every single country and for the international society to decide on the details of prioritization of 

countries and how to effectively start sharing the wealth of the world. 

 

One of the key elements is that God wants all weapons all over the world to be confiscated and destroyed, all produc-

tion and trade to be stopped – both legal and illegal - and this includes ALL weapons, which can be used by Govern-

ments, armed groups and individuals to kill or hurt people. The details of this arms embargo is to be agreed upon by 

the international society with President Barack Obama as the chairman according to the same principles mentioned 

under the Somali chapter (a. UN and is this is not possible, b. Nato, and if this is not possible, c. President Barack 

Obama).  

 

We call upon Russia and other states of the former Soviet Union and Nato to start negotiations with the goal of includ-

ing Russia and other states of the former Soviet Union as new members of Nato, and we ask both all countries and 

Nato to put away special interests with the goal of working together for a world in peace. 

 

The international society is authorised to decide on keeping a world military force as long as this is required with the 

goal to lay down all weapons before Judgement Day. 

 

God has been watching the world using military power, weapons including atomic weapons and he has decided that 

HE WILL NEVER AGAIN WITNESS WAR “in the new world coming”, and he will only accept war as a mean to reach 

peace before Judgement Day, if people on Earth cannot reach agreements on peace themselves. This is a time for heal-

ing of the world, until God creates a new and better world for all people. 

 

When the world will lay down all weapons with the final goal of not spending any resources at all on Military power, 

when the world will become more and more efficient according the basic working rules of God and when “rich” people 

will share their wealth with “poor” people (see Newsletter 1 on Somalia) , the goal for all people all over the world is to 

be able to live a “normal life”, which equals a “normal life” for “average” people in Denmark/Europe today. 

 

This exercise given from God to people on Earth is to prepare all for a new world Government, which God will set up for 

all people to enjoy and benefit from starting the day of the new Kingdom of God that is on Judgement Day. 
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This is the gift from God and God asks the world to prepare for Judgement Day by creating peace and sharing the 

wealth of the world, and if you cannot agree, you will not be invited by God to his new Kingdom on Judgement Day – 

and the meaning of this is very easy to understand.: THEN GOD WILL TERMINATE YOUR LIFE and your existence.” 

 

Building a new roadmap on peace 

After the meeting with David, which I believe was finished approx. 13.30, I decided to build the new roadmap to 

peace, where I needed to change the entire structure of the document, and again I was feeling the pressure of not 

having much time, but I succeeded changing it before 16.00 by working hard, and at 16.00 I gave David the revised 

roadmap. We still had the deadline tomorrow to reach ☺. 

 

What is the most important for Elijah? 

When we walked to the Matatus after work I asked Elijah with the inspiration of God, what is the most important to 

you: Becoming the prophet Elijah or to have a normal life? 

 

Elijah said that he was not prepared of my question and I understood that he was thinking of the answer to give, and 

then he said that it was very important to him to learn from me so he could make an agreement with Hotel Continen-

tal and other fine Hotels, because not everyone does that, and I do believe this is the truth, Elijah, but it was not an-

swering my question. 

 

While talking on this, I saw a bakery, and God inspired me to go to the bakery and inside the bakery God said to me 

that the answer is “normal life”, which was the reason why I was inspired to go to the bakery to buy “symbols of nor-

mal life”. I told Elijah about this inspiration from God and then Elijah told me the truth: That getting a normal life to-

day is the most important for him. Thank you my friend for being honest ☺. 

 

PLEASE ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH ☺☺☺☺ 

In the Matatu I said to Elijah that I would be so happy if he just tells me what he is feeling and thinking - I have been  

doing this here in Kenya many times saying that “I have two feelings” - instead of giving what he believes may be the 

“correct” answer, and then I received a speech of 5-10 minutes from Elijah on all of the good things he does for other 

people – and I agreed , Elijah, you are a man having a good heart - and how stressed he has been etc., but Elijah I told 

you 2-3 times that you don't say if you understand or don’t understand what I said to you, you are talking on different 

subjects, and then he said that sometimes he gives the answer, which he believes is the correct answer to give, and I 

could really feel his temper with me. 

 

Elijah, my dear friend, I did not want to hurt you, I just want to help you to always tell the truth based on your true 

feelings and thinking, and don’t give other answers, which you may think are better – THERE IS NEVER A BETTER AN-

SWER THAN THE TRUTH. It is as simple as that, and yes my friends, Elijah, this is also the test for you to pass: This is 

the lesson to the world: Please always tell the truth ☺. 

 

I accepted Elijah’s request for a loan 

Today I accepted a request from Elijah on the most important bills and therefore I said that I will lend him 25,700 Shil-

lings (for his family, car rental, church fundraising and gas bill) which was the final amount he asked for. The reason for 

my accept was that he had presented a budget, where I could see that he will receive more than 200,000 Shillings in 

July and because he made a promise to me to pay back all the money, when he receives payments on these invoices. I 

also said that it was a condition that my credit card would work tomorrow .... 

 

Please be focussed when speaking 

At the African Bar today I said twice to Elijah and once to john “please look at me while I talk”. They were looking in 

other directions or on the phone, which did not motivate me to continue speaking to them. Please be focussed – and 

yes, my friends, as usual this applies for all people in the world. 

 

The Somalia newsletter took longer than expected 

I have worked for 9.5 hours today, edited 21 pages, where my goal was between 30-40 pages. I did not anticipate to 

build a revised road map on peace today and to use a total of two days working on the Somalia newsletter as I have 
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done this week, I had only planned on 1 day and therefore I will not be able to finalise my scripts on Saturday, but first 

on Monday.  

 

Give FREE computers to all people on Earth ☺☺☺☺  

When writing the Somalia roadmap today I was also thinking about how rich people all over the world most efficiently 

can help poor people all over the world by communicating directly through computers and I was thinking that “a lot of 

time” will go if rich people are to give computers as gifts to poor people, and therefore I had the idea that the only 

way to reach this goal is for the international society with President Barack Obama as the chairman - as part of “shar-

ing the wealth of the world” - to give FREE computers (including FREE Internet) to all people all over the world, and 

yes my friend, a computer is personal, therefore the computers will also be personal – one computer per person for all 

people all over the world – and yes the international society to think about the details of this including “babies, dis-

abled people etc.” 

 

My recommendation will be to contact the producers of software and hardware in the world, to agree on “a reason-

able” price and delivery time for all these computers and to use all available resources to produce these computers as 

quickly as possible. 

 

Please agree on how the computers are to be set up – today my thinking is to include STANDARDS for the world to 

use: 

 

• Microsoft Windows Vista. 

• Webcam, microphone and headset. 

• Broadband Internet access – VERY IMPORTANT ALL OVER THE WORLD. 

• Skype software including the opportunity to call all telephones all over the world for free or at least all landline 

telephones depending on what is achievable. 

• Microsoft Office Professional 2007 or later. 

• Professional and flexible tools that can be used for business and private people to do actions plans, administra-

tion of resources, project management and day time management etc. 

• Other relevant software that will satisfy the need of the world – including business, private and entertainment 

use – also including download of ALL music, movies, books and databases etc., which are available on-line or will 

become available. To share the culture of the world to the people of the world, and please also focus on the 

quality including BEST quality both in Audio and Video so ALL people will be satisfied. 

• Etc.? 

 

I also believe that a portable PDA is very important for people to have – including action plans etc. – which will im-

prove communication in the world and based on my experience with the Sony Ericsson Experia X1, I ask the interna-

tional society to give free PDA’s to all people in the world as well including software that can communicate easily with 

the computer, Internet broadband access using the best technology today, Microsoft and Skype programs, action 

plans etc. 

 

I ask the international society to find the best balance of different needs (laptop/desktop etc.) and a few different op-

portunities for people to choose from where the basis of the computers and the software is the same, so all people in 

the world will be able to communicate with all people in the world – including easy accessible contact databases. I 

would like this goal to be achieved before 1st FEBRUARY 2011 if this is possible (?) and please understand that it is im-

portant to help people entering the kingdom of God.  

 

Please see more on this subject at the script of the 8th December 2009 and the chapter “Culture is a FREE GIFT FROM 

GOD TO THE WORLD”. 
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Saturday 11th July 2009 

I am still sick, but I still need to work hard, preparation IS important, God decided that I could take out 6,000 Shillings 

only from the ATM even though there was more credit left on the card, Elijah and I had to meet and agree on our fi-

nancial situation – he was ready to use our total money holdings of 24,000 Shillings this weekend giving us the risk of 

starvation next week, God has been working “on the memory of my computer” the last 14 days, we agreed on the 

Dadaab level 3 document and the team made the IMPOSSIBLE deadline of delivering the Somalia newsletter ☺☺☺ - so 

I was happy, but exhausted. 

 

Still sick with coughing 

During these days it is difficult to fall asleep and I am stilling “sick”, so I am in town at 8.00-9.00 instead of 7.00. 

This night God gave me a dream of Vivian and I when we were young, what I missed in my youth and how she priori-

tized others instead of me. 

 

Preparation is important ... 

Tina was to come to town today to do business work at the Hotel Intercontinental. When we arrived at town, Elijah 

said to me that he forgot his phone at home and he asked me if he could borrow my phone, because he had important 

numbers to call. 

 

I told him that I only had 26 Shillings credit left on the phone, I believe, and all of the shops were closed so it was im-

possible to buy top up. So at the office Elijah called Tina to give him these important numbers to call, and yes, Elijah, 

you could have done this yesterday evening, but you decided to relax and do it this morning instead? There is nothing 

wrong with that if you decided to do that and you remembered your phone, but this was also a small test to give extra 

stress on both of us. 

 

I waited at the office, where I normally only spend a short time before going to work at one of the bars. And after 

some time, there was no more credit on my phone, and Elijah had not yet received the numbers from Tina, and there-

fore I decided that I would continue my normal work day – because I had more stress than ever before preparing the 

editing of these scripts – and on my way to the bar first I received a quick call from Tina and afterwards the numbers 

through SMS, but because I did not have credit on my phone, I could not forward this SMS to Elijah and which phone 

should I forward the SMS to? 

 

So Elijah, instead you decided to ask one of the security guards to borrow his phone, to top it up, and to call these im-

portant numbers. Yes Stig, he wanted to use your phone while you could wait for him ... 

 

Later in the day I was told that Tina could not work at the Hotel after all, because the Hotel today decided that only 

two people were allowed to work there this Saturday and last week they had approved three persons working – so 

because Elijah already had two others today, Tina could not work and yes, when you don’t have an agreement, and 

one party tells the conditions, this is what happens. I had been telling Elijah of the importance to get an agreement 

before you start doing a work and to be consequent on this, but the agreement was not in place .... 

 

God was “working” on the ATM 

So today I was going to the ATM again to find out if it would work. I tried to take out 30,000 Shillings, but my “daily 

limit” was still reached, even though I now had not used the card for two days now, then I tried 20,000 Shillings with 

the same result, then 10,000 with the same result and finally I tried 6,000 Shillings and this was OK – the ATM paid out 

6,000 Shillings and this did not make any sense to me. I “was almost certain” that there was still credit on the card, so I 

was almost certain it was God giving us a new test, but God did not tell me – had I really used my monthly credit, so I 

only had 6,000 Shillings left to cash? 

 

Meeting with Elijah on our financial needs 

I told the team the news of the ATM during lunch, and God was still not saying anything to me, and I asked Elijah for a 

meeting after lunch to talk on “our new financial situation” and we agreed that we would give the team an update 

later in the afternoon. Would we be able to go to Kwawanzilu, Matuu, tomorrow and how would it work out? 
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So we had the meeting and we started by looking at our total cash holdings. I had 15,000 Shillings and Elijah had 9,000 

Shillings after paying 6,000 Shillings for the car this morning – a total of 24,000 Shillings. 

 

Then I asked Elijah what he wanted to do, and he gave the following answer: 

 

3,000 Shillings for gas 

5,000 Shillings – Elijah’s contribution for the fundraising at the church tomorrow 

5,000 Shillings – Stig’s contribution for the fundraising at the church tomorrow 

3,000 Shillings – John’s contribution for the fundraising at the church tomorrow 

2,000 Shillings – David’s contribution for the fundraising at the church tomorrow 

? Meshack’s contribution for the fundraising at the church tomorrow 

“The rest” for the “basic needs” of his family 

 

So Elijah wanted to use all of the money, because “I have promised God to pay the church 5,000 Shillings”, as he said, 

and the others of us had also given “promises”. And Elijah told me, “Don’t worry – I will go to the Hotel Intercontinen-

tal to get a check on Monday, it will take four days to cash, but then I will go to the bank to ask for an overdraft”, and 

Elijah was convinced that this would work out. 

 

Because I was busy as usual I was “this close” to accept Elijah’s suggestion, but I received the inspiration to start asking 

Elijah if he thought it would be possible to give a smaller amount to the church, if Elijah had promised the church to 

give a certain amount of money – which he had not – and I asked if we could tell the church that we would give half of 

the money now and then tell the truth that because of low money holdings, we would like to double the amount 

within 1-2 weeks? – And God said that the most important was that Elijah had not given a promise to the church. 

 

It is very good to have a “good heart”, but I also asked Elijah “what do you want to live from on Monday if my credit 

card is still not working and if the Hotel and Bank lets you down again, which they have done so many times before”? 

 

And then we eventually worked on this suggestion together and we agreed to half the expenses for the church and for 

the family (6,000 Shillings instead of 12,000 Shillings) and I believe that Elijah was happy with this. And we agreed to 

pay proportionally for the expenses according to our money holdings. I had 60% of the money left, and Elijah 40% (af-

ter the car was paid) and Elijah also agreed on this. 

 

And finally we agreed to talk to the team during the afternoon – also to hear if they had any money they could con-

tribute with. And we talked about the possibility that team lunches may have to stop next week. This was the plan. 

 

And I really felt that this test was about showing responsibility and for us not to starve next week when we are to 

finalise this very important work, which I also mentioned to Elijah. 

 

And another test was also on Elijah personally. Instead of asking me for a loan, he could have CONSIDERED other op-

tions as well. I had asked him to collect payments from his customers, which he had agreed to follow up on the 13th I 

believe, but I did not think of his opportunity to ask his bank for an overdraft, which I really should have thought of, 

and which I probably had done if I had taken the time to think about this, but I was really working very hard and had 

more stress than ever before. 

 

What is the easiest to do, Elijah, when you see “Stig has a lot of money” but you know that he is suffering when he 

gives money, which is not his, and yes you know that you have invoices of 212,000 Shillings and maybe a credit in the 

bank and yes for Stig it is totally impossible to pay back the money he is using now but is your business going well 

Elijah? Are you happy the both of you? 

 

So therefore God was “helping” Elijah to think of other options than “hurting me”, and yes Stig, this is exactly what I 

did. 

 

I had credit on my Master Cards 
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After talking to Elijah I called my telephone bank in Denmark, there is still a credit of approx. 53,000 Shillings on the 

card, so there was credit on the card, and this was the final conclusion that it truly was God working on the ATM, yes 

my friend ☺. 

 

Meeting with John on the Dadaab level 3 document 

I had the meeting with John as the team leader for the Dadaab project. He had received comments from the team, 

and he brought a list of approx. 10 comments in total with the essence to include even stronger words in the newslet-

ter.  

 

I believe we agreed on the following: A little more than half of the comments were included in the newsletter without 

problems, and the rest was not included because the words in the newsletter were already stronger than in his pro-

posal, which John agreed on.  

 

He also wanted to include the comment: “Imagine sharing a door-less toilet with some 200 people” but because we 

were not sure about this, we decided to leave it out. According to Oxfam/HRW there are 36,000 toilets for 280,000 

people, which gives an average of 8 persons per toilet, but if there are examples of up to 200 people sharing a door-

less toilet it is TRULY a disgrace, which should be totally unacceptable for the international society and people of the 

world to accept. 

 

I tried to listen to all of the team’s comments and I believe that John thought that this was indeed what I did. 

 

God is working on the “memory of my computer” 

For the last 14 days God has made Explorer go down on my computer maybe 10-15 times, a pop up window says if I 

want to restore Explorer, which I accept and a new pop-up window comes up asking of something with the memory of 

the computer, which I accept, and then the system is restored every single time. 

 

Agreeing with the team on our financial situation 

We had a team meeting during the afternoon and the team had decided to write a check to the Pastor at the local 

church and to tell him to cash the check when we have money on our bank account again – when “normal life” is com-

ing and yes, Stig, this was confirmation from the team that they believe in me.  

 

The team had no money to contribute, but John and David had “critical needs” and I therefore decided to give John 

3,000 Shillings and David 2,000 Shillings, which they were asking for. Meshack had no critical needs right now. I asked 

Elijah if we could share this money by 60%/40% and he agreed, which I was happy you did, my friend ☺. 

 

The Somalia newsletter deadline was kept ☺☺☺☺ 

And today, David and the team handed over the Somalia newsletter. They had included my revised roadmap to Soma-

lia after I had included the team’s inputs, they had made only a few changes, and I was very happy indeed that the 

team was able to reach this deadline, which Meshack thought was IMPOSSIBLE to reach 2½ weeks ago.  

 

THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH – THIS IS WHAT THE WORLD CAN DO TO, and yes Stig, the team agreed on the newsletter, 

and yes, if you could agree on this as well, then today you have agreed on the first two out of three very important 

tasks and this is why all of us is sending all of you RED ROSES thank you so much. 

 

Exhausted but happy ☺☺☺☺ 

After today I was feeling exhausted but happy, still sick and very stressed. 
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Sunday 12th July 2009 

Yesterday we made a clear plan of today’s trip to Kwawanzilu, however the plan was not kept entirely, I am sick be-

cause the team is not 100% disciplined, the final calculation and my thoughts on our financial situation, help is coming 

from Paris Hilton ☺,  the people at Kwawanzilu will be the first to be helped to “a normal life”, LTO did fantastic com-

munication in the church, rain will come to Kwawanzilu, driving and doing my work “in the opposite direction”, David is 

ABEL and quality is essential. 

 

The plan for going to Kwawanzilu, Matuu 

Yesterday all of the team members agreed on the following plan to visit Kwawanzilu, Matuu: 

 

08.00 Elijah and I to collect people in front of the office 

09.30-10.00 Arriving at the church in Kwawanzilu, Matuu, “depending on the traffic”. Leave David at Matuu (he would 

take a Matatu to Kwawanzilu himself later). Elijah to tell the Pastor that we would leave before 14.00.  

14.00 Leave the church and go to Elijah’s family or as the team wishes 

15.00 Leave Kwawanzilu PRECISELY 

16.30-17.00 Arrive in Nairobi  ”depending on the traffic”. 

 

And this is how the trip went: 

 

08.05 Elijah and I arrived at the office. David was already there. 

08.13 John and Meshack arrived and gave no apologies. 

09.50 Arriving at Matuu. David asked me if it was ok for him to spend 15 minutes visiting his “son”, the team had 

agreed it was ok, and I said that it was a “variation of the plan that we agreed on yesterday” but I could not do any-

thing else, because the team had accepted this, and yes Stig, this was the test you gave the office to. Now you had 

made a perfectly clear plan and you were absolutely sure that now the team would deliver according to plan, and yes 

my friends, you did not do that because you decided to change a plan that all team members had agreed on and this is 

not how I want things to be done. When you agree on a plan, you will carry out that plan ☺. David’s son was not in 

town, so we went to Mui Junior Academy and waited there, where we should be at the church according to the plan. 

So “15 minutes” at Matuu town actually became “30 minutes” of waiting time, which we had not agreed upon – and 

nobody gave an apology for changing the plan. Flexibility is good, when people want to have flexibility, but flexibility is 

not good, when you have a plan – and this is what I mean. 

10.42 Arrival at the church. 42 minutes late – because of John’s and Meshack’s delay and the 30 minutes in Matuu. 

The drive took 2 hours.  

11.00 The church service started. It should have started 10.00 according to the team. We were guest of honours and I 

don’t know if the service was delayed because the local people at the village were delayed or because we were de-

layed? I really don’t know, but I thought it was unacceptable that we were delayed and this was the reason why I 

hardly said a word during the drive – I don’t like that, you know. And this is why people are LATE in the world, because 

they don’t keep plans or don’t make plans. 

Approx. 14.00 Lunch at the church – Elijah decided not to go to his family afterwards – we did not have the time ☺ 

Approx. 15.30 We left the church – half an hour late – but John and David were very keen to leave on time ☺. 

 

I am sick because of the team 

And this example is given as the reason why God has decided to give me this cold and cough, which does not make the 

worst work stress ever easier to get by. Just so you know guys – when you make small changes of plans or are not as 

disciplined as I want you to be – and people all over the world to be – this is what God is doing to me. 

 

The final calculation on our financial situation 
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After arriving home, Elijah did two calculations to settle our expenses this weekend, however both calculations were 

wrong. 

 

We had used 6,000 Shillings for his family, 3,000 Shillings for gas and 5,000 Shillings to David and John, a total of 

14,000 Shillings. My 60% was 8,400 and Elijah’s 40% was 5,600. This was the calculation, but Elijah also asked “what 

about the 6,000 Shillings I paid for the car”, and yes, my dear Elijah, you paid this money before we did our agreement 

yesterday as you may remember. We had total money holdings of 24,000 Shillings and on basis of this we decided to 

share the expenses to come proportionally – not the expenses that were already paid for. This was the fairest sugges-

tion I could give you, which you accepted. 

 

My thoughts on the money situation 

What would Elijah have done, when he earlier needed to borrow money for the school fees for Nicole and Joseph, if I 

was not here to help? And what would he have done, when he needed money to “save his business”, if I was not there 

to help? Would he have other options and yes, Stig, this is the question for Elijah to answer. Do you think there would 

be other options IF STIG REALLY WAS NOT THERE?  

 

But I still believe that I did the right thing to lend Elijah money with the answers that I received from him. If you have a 

friend with “critical needs” and yes Stig in your situation IF HE COULD NOT FIND OTHER SOLUTIONS it was right to lend 

him money, and yes Stig, he knew that he was using money from you, which you did not have and this is the key ques-

tion for Elijah – and yes Stig you “trusted” in Elijah, but he did not receive the money he was “hoping” for in June and 

yes because of this he was not able to make his promise to you and yes yes yes, what would have happened about 

your “sickness” (no energy) if Elijah did not borrow money from you, this is the question.  

 

I have decided to lend Elijah money, if he is turned down by the Hotel and bank on Monday, if my credit card is work-

ing again and if there are “critical needs” on Monday because I TRUST ELIJAH – he is an honest person – and yes, he 

will repay the loan, when he receives the money, but the key message is to be responsible when planning and using 

money. 

 

Help is coming from Paris Hilton 

And yes Stig, today I told you the very good news that the help you will receive to start giving people a normal life is 

coming from Paris Hilton and yes Stig, this is what I said to you and yes yes yes, Paris is the most unlikely person to 

give money for this course according to the world and yes, Stig, and yes these lines are difficult to write not because of 

Paris or “me” and yes Stig – you cannot “see” who is talking to you now and yes yes yes these lines are written 14th 

July and yes, the team is now reading the first of the scripts from 27th May – 6th July and yes what will the team and 

especially Elijah decide on – this is what he is thinking at the moment and yes yes yes we still hope that it will be 

Christmas Day very soon, we just wanted to say this to you ....  

 

My message for the people at Kwawanzilu 

Today at the church I was given the opportunity to speak for a few minutes and my message to the local people was 

the following: 

 

When I was here in May I said that normal life will come to you within 1, 2 or 3 months. When I was here in June I said 

please be patient for 1-2 months and now I say that normal life will come after we publish all information – where I 

will also explain how and why God is communicating with me – which I hope will be before 1st August or at least in the 

beginning of August. And this is my promise to the world: This village is the first village where I will bring normal life. 

 

Earlier in the day the Devil tried to have me to promise that “normal life” would come directly after we publish this 

information within one week, and it has been the Devil working with me and deadlines all along. This was the decision 

that I took today and yes Stig, we are all happy about this – and yes Stig, I showed you a drunken sailor and yes a 

drunken sailor is also a symbol of the Devil and yes, you don’t know what Elijah is thinking right now, but Elijah my 

dear friend, when God gives me symbols of the Devil, I know that it is not good, but I do hope that GOD WILL BE WITH 

you and you will remember what we talked about at our meeting this morning (this is written the 14th July) to ALWAYS 

HAVE HONEST, DIRECT AND POSITIVE communication and not to let the Devil work inside of you with negative feel-

ings, which will make communication difficult and when writing this I suddenly see God happy, laughing and yes my 
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friend, you really don’t know that I am playing a “game” with you and yes, this is how exited I am about how the team 

will react to these scripts. 

 

LTO did fantastic communicating in the church 

At the fundraising ALL team members were communicating fantastic in the church. Even though they spoke in Swahili, 

I noticed that people were ALIVE, smiling and having two way communication with the church visitors, and I really 

thought that they did a fantastic job – most people in Denmark are not able to do this. And yes, it is part of the soul of 

many people here – they are not afraid to speak in front of other people, they are not nervous and my friend, let me 

tell you this. HELLO UP THERE IN THE NORTH AND OTHER “RICH” PLACES – THIS IS WHAT THE DEVIL IS DOING TO YOU. 

Please start believing in God and God will take away your nervousness, make your communication easier and life 

much better for you. 

  

Rain will come to Kwawanzilu 

Kwawanzilu is just two hours by car outside Nairobi, where there is plenty of rain, but in Kwawanzilu there is drought 

– as there are many places in Kenya – it is much hotter, maybe 10 degrees and it is really dry here. God said to me the 

other day that “rain is coming” and yes Stig, the day when you will return giving them a normal life. 

 

Driving in the “opposite direction” 

Yesterday Elijah asked me if I could drive the car home from Kwawanzilu and already yesterday God gave me the in-

spiration that I HAVE DONE EVERYTHING OPPOSITE here of what I would normally do and this is the key message to 

the world: Because of the Devil you have not been able to do your best work.  

 

David is ABEL 

Today God said to me that David is ABEL from the Bible and yes yes yes Stig, this is what I said to you, and God did not 

give me more information. 

 

Focus on quality is essential 

I worked this evening from 19.00-22.00. I have now edited 123 out of 149 pages in a few days, I spent one day more 

on the Somalia newsletter than expected, I have written “a lot of pages this week” and I would have finalised my 

scripts Saturday if I did not spend one day more than expected on the Somalia newsletter - and yes all of us accept this 

☺.  

 

But of course it is not right to focus on quantity without quality, even though I have done my best under these very 

difficult circumstances. And I am thinking of Søren H. when he was the Operations Manager for Fair Forsikring – there 

was no focus on quality, only quantity and I really thought that was completely wrong. This is my message to the 

world. 

 

Tina’s notes from the Sunday service at the Deliverance Church, Gachie 

Because Elijah and I did not attend the Sunday service at the Deliverance Church, Gachie, Tina has been so kind to 

write the following notes from the service – thank you, Tina ☺: 

 

Bible study – Evans Mbungua – With God who did it before, not do it again? 

 

Psalms 78: 12-20 

 

• How often do we receive miracles from God! 

• We serve a God who performs miracles again and again though we seem not to appreciate him. 

• Just like he did it for the children of Israel, he will always do it for us. 

• They continued to sin against God and in the desert they rebelled against the most high, just like we do to him in 

the present. 

• They deliberately put God to test by demanding the food they wanted. 
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Psalms 78: 41 

 

• We shouldn’t be people who rebel against God for we make him sad. 

• By putting God to test brings him pain. We should trust in him that whatever we ask of him if he did it before 

then he will do it again and again for there is nothing he cannot do for us. 

 

John 20:27 

 

• We should not doubt the work of God like Thomas doubted Jesus, instead we should fully believe in him. 

 

Psalms 78 5-7 

 

• Let’s put our trust in God, not forget what he has done and always obey his commandments. 

• Our God is a promise keeper. If he says he will do it for you he will surely do it. Amen! 

 

Main service – James Thumbi – Going to Heaven 

 

2nd Corinthians 12 

 

• Let’s invest in good doing here on Earth so that we can invest also in Heaven. 

• God’s grace is sufficient and is all that we need. 

• Let’s depend on him always. We need to thank God even in our weakness for his power is greatest when we are 

in this (weak situation), insult, hardship, difficulties etc. 

 

Psalms 73: 24-26, Isaiah 2:4, 65: 17, Matthew 6: 10-19, Revelation 21:1 

 

• Heaven is our destination and God wants us to taste Heaven here on Earth. 
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Monday 13th July 2009 

Dreams of money to Bill Clinton and Sanna not listening to me, the improved results of the resource plan from last 

week, we have not been 100% disciplined, but this is what I ask leaders and employees all over the world to be, we 

have not made detailed day time sheets, but this is what I ask the world to  do, don’t relax when you have finalised 

“hard work”, I worked hard to finalise my scripts and to prepare my communication before our team meeting tomor-

row, “the stars never stop to shine”, The Intercontinental Hotel and the bank could not help Elijah, God allowed me to 

take out money from the ATM and the Council again said to me that “we are in hell”, but today the meaning was that 

“the Council is communicating to me from Hell”. 

 

Dreaming of 100 million dollars to Bill Clinton 

God gave me a dream, where I was at Danske Bank, Espergærde Branch (where I worked from 1984-1986), and where 

Jørgen and the manager was about to write a check of 100 million dollars to Bill Clinton. The check was still in the 

typewriter, not quite finished and the branch manager did not have a good feeling about the check. 

 

Dreaming on Sanna not listening to me 

I also had a dream, where I was truly very sorry that Sanna has not been listening to me and where I have done all I 

can to make her listen. 

 

Resource plan week 28 

At the office this morning I was reading the resource plan, however the team has not been 100% accurate when filling 

in information, so I had to fill in a few blanks myself and this is as accurate as it has been possible to summarise the 

plan and actual working hours for last week: 

 

LTO work Week 28 from 6-11 July 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 35 hours 42.5 hours 

David 46 hours 48.25 hours 

John 41 hours 39.4 hours 

Meshack  45 hours 47.2 hours 

Stig 59 hours 61.40 hours 

 

Compared to last week, there are smaller variations in the actual working hours compared to the plan – this is the 

goal, and I am satisfied with the development, however the plan is not 100% accurate, which I had asked for and 

hoped it would be.  

 

Leaders and teams must be 100% disciplined 

Elijah told me that the team is not “always” doing the action plans etc. when they arrive at the office. I am normally 

out of the office, when the team members arrive, so I really don’t know, but this is what he told me. First of all, as a 

leader, you need to be 100% disciplined yourself, which in fact is a skill that Elijah has and has shown more and more 

with these tools, however as a leader you also must have the team to be as disciplined as yourself, and you can only 

do that by following up again and again every single day – if you allow the team not to be disciplined, there is a very 

big chance that the team will not be disciplined, this is how important it is to be a leader – and this is why I am still sick 

with cold and cough – to show the world how important it is. 

 

Make detailed day time sheets 

Elijah was showing me the day time sheets that he and the team had done. I thought that his was looking very fine, 

they were pretty detailed and included all of his assignments and the time he had been working on these. 

 

However, I had not given him or the team instructions on how to fill out the sheets including details of exactly what 

kind of work they had done on the Somalia and Dadaab newsletters, and that gave me the idea for all people in the 

world to do what I did when I was doing consultancy work for Dahlberg earlier this year, where I included a detailed 

sheet with all EXACT times and information on the EXACT work I was doing on the projects, and therefore Bo and 

Niels, this is why it is important for you to publish this information, so the world can see what I actually mean.  
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And the idea is of course for managers and employees to follow up on this information together, to improve effi-

ciency, discipline, quality etc. 

 

Don’t relax when you have finalised “hard work” 

The team has now delivered the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters and when people have been working hard, it is a 

natural feeling for many to start relaxing; however I still remember what you, Kim S., said to me: Don’t relax just be-

cause you are finished with one project, keep working hard! 

 

David had said that he wanted to take some hours off in the beginning of the week and today I could see people more 

relaxed at the office. And because of this, the Devil was giving me the feeling all day that I could also just relax and not 

keep my coffee agreement with the team at 16.00, he took away my motivation of working, but I had decided to work, 

so even though I was not motivated indeed because of the Devil, I still worked hard all day including the evening. 

 

And I asked Elijah to follow up on the team saying to them that we still need to carry on because this week we have 

the task of agreeing on my scripts, and it will also require work from the team. 

 

The final preparations of the scripts before meeting with the team tomorrow 

As mentioned I was still working very hard to finalise the edit of my scripts and also to prepare my communication to 

the team and I decided that I would finish all of this work by working the rest of the day and the evening and I there-

fore asked the team to have a meeting tomorrow morning, where I would present my scripts – I was actually feeling 

nervous about this – how would they react and what would the Devil do to me, if they could not accept the key mes-

sages of the scripts, and I was really working so hard, so I could feel the pressure in my neck and at the same time I 

needed also to think about how I would communicate with the team only having very little time indeed preparing this. 

 

John is working despite of a cold 

John told me today that he has a cold, but he has decided to continue his work – to show will power. Thank you my 

friend ☺. 

 

“The stars never stop to shine” 

And David was saying that “the stars never stop to shine” that we are stars and we should continue doing our utmost 

best, thanks so much David – and he was saying this while doing his edit of the Somalia newsletter, and at the same 

time God was giving me the song “Love shine a light” by Katrina and the waves to me: “We’re all gonna shine a light 

together” and yes yes yes when the train leaves, this is what I mean ☺. 

 

God allowed me to take out money from the ATM 

I was very anxious this morning. I had 5,000 Shillings left and I had decided to share it with the team if my Master Card 

did not work today. Would my Master Card work at the ATM again or not? It worked! We passed the test from the 

weekend by also thinking of our own needs and to be as responsible as we could under the circumstances – this is 

what God is also saying to the world:  

 

YOU REALLY MUST BE RESPONSIBLE WITH YOUR FINANCIAL MATTERS, pay your bills when they are due and keep your 

promises if you borrow money ☺ - And yes Stig, this is why you have had “an opposite life” also when it comes to 

money matters and yes the world will know someday. I have often had difficulties paying rent and bills on time and 

this is the reason why. 

 

I told Elijah that if he has “critical needs” – and if he does not receive payments from customers before bills are due – I 

will help him with the gaps. I still have total trust in him that he will repay his loan to me in July if he receives pay-

ments from his customers ☺. 

 

The Intercontinental Hotel and the bank could not help Elijah today 

As agreed on Saturday, Elijah went (twice) today to the Intercontinental Hotel to collect a check, but the Hotel said 

that they could not give him a check before Wednesday – so it was not as “easy” as Elijah was hoping two days ago. 

Elijah also went to the bank to ask for an overdraft – thank you so much, my friend, this is what God wanted to show 
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the world, your good will – but the bank turned him down, because Elijah had turned down the loan, and without 

knowing the details I can only say that this is completely illogical to me, he has presented his budget to you, you can 

see that his business is doing fine again, and maybe you took a wrong decision based on feelings instead of facts? 

 

The message is that it is good to have a good heart but you need to be financially responsible. We would have starved 

if we spent all money this weekend, because God would not have “opened” my Credit Card again. 

 

The Council: “We are in hell” 

During the evening I went outside smoking. I was given a vision, where I saw bamboo mats being thrown into a giant 

fire and the Council said to me: “We are all burning in hell”, and my dear friend, Stig, this is your mother, Karen and 

yes we all speak here to you: WE HAVE ALL BEEN IN HELL AND WE JUST WANTED TO SAY THAT TO YOU AND THE KEY 

MESSAGE IS ONLY THIS: WE HAVE NOT BEEN SET ENTIRELY FREE BUT WE HAVE BEEN COMMUNICATING TO YOU 

FROM HELL, THIS IS THE EXPERIENCE WE WILL ALL SOON BE FREED FROM AND YES STIG it is not what you thought 

that somebody would shoot you or attack you as the last time, when we said these words to you, and yes, this is the 

truth my boy, and yes WE ARE ALL LOOKING FORWARD TO BE FREED AND YES SUFFERING IS IMMENSE IN HERE BUT 

WE HAVE DECIDED TO DO THIS AS YOU HAVE DECIDED TO PROLONG YOUR SUFFERING AND YES YES YES GOD HERE 

TOO I AM ALSO SUFFERING BECAUSE OF ALL YOU MY LOVED CHILDREN ARE SUFFERING AND YES I AM THE MAIN AR-

CHITECT, and yes I feel God with a “red” colour showing that he is suffering too. 
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Tuesday 14th July 2009 

An old song by Gnags with a new title, I saw “my light” on the sky this morning and behind it a new planet, I presented 

my scripts to the team and spoke about the importance of communication – the most important basic rule, the team 

apologised for being late at lunch ☺, and examples of how difficult it can be to remember. 

 

Gnags – “Brobygger” (”bridge builder”) 

When I woke up this morning it was with the song “fodgænger” (”pedestrian”) by Gnags in my head, however the title 

was changed to “brobygger” (“bridge builder”). 

 

“MY LIGHT” on the sky 

When I went outside smoking this morning from approx. 05.50-06.00 I looked up on the sky, and there was ONE 

LIGHT/STAR shining much stronger than all other lights on the sky, and it was very clear to me that it was not a star. I 

looked at it for maybe 1-2 minutes, and then I noticed that this “light” was sending out light looking like “a right arm” 

in an angle of maybe 45 degrees. Later I was shown a line of light in the down left corner, which was probably 1½ 

times longer than the light itself, and then I was shown - behind the light - a silhouette of a planet, and this sight was 

shown to me twice, and I am positive that the light changed position up and a little bit to the left on the sky, I believe, 

and at the same time the sky was “blinking” with lights from UFO’s and when I saw these lights I heard: “Here and 

here and also here ....”.  

 

And when all of this was happening I was thinking of a Unicorn and also of the warder, which is the logo of the Norwe-

gian Insurance Company “Gjensidige” and yes my friend, here we all are again, we are “almost” freed from Hell like 

yourself my friend, and yes Stig, this warder only symbolises this: “YOUR LIGHT”. 

 

When Elijah, Nicole and I left the house at 06.20 it was light and there were no stars or UFO’s to be seen on the sky 

any longer, however this shining light was still visible, which I showed Elijah and I explained shortly about the planet, 

but Elijah decided not to ask questions, which is often the case. I could have told him more, but I decided not to do 

this, because he did not ask. 

 

At 08.40 God said to me that the light is a sign to people that "Stig is coming" and maybe people in the world has seen 

this? 

 

Team meeting presenting my scripts  

I was working with the communication of how to present these scripts until 08.35 this morning, and this is the com-

munication script I presented, which I did yesterday evening in maybe 1-2 hours and which I communicated from to 

the team. 

 

I asked the team to take notes as well because I wanted them to listen very carefully to this important information – 

they did not know that I would give them a print out of the document afterwards: 

 

 

Team meeting 14th July 2009 

Introduction of my scripts from 27 May – 6 July 2009 
(7 July – 14 July to follow tomorrow, 11 May – 26 May to be replaced “soon”) 

 

PLEASE LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY – AND TAKE NOTES FOR YOU TO REMEMBER 

 

• My scripts is the last test on us from God ☺. You will be proud of yourselves when we complete this task to-

gether! And God will be proud of you too ☺.  

• The sooner we agree on the scripts, the sooner my old documents will be recreated, the sooner I can finalize the 

work and the sooner  

o We can help the suffering people in Dadaab and Somalia 
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o The Pastor in Kwawanzilu can cash the check 

o We can help people in Kwawanzilu getting a “normal life” as promised – and the other people mentioned in 

the scripts, which I have interviewed. 

o The sooner we will move from here to Karen Estate and get a “normal life” ourselves 

o Be lifted by God to be our “own inner self”. 

o Please remember I have 5-6 days or maybe even 7 days of work after we have agreed, where after I will pub-

lish and help will come “very soon after this date” – I don’t know exactly when, God is not telling me, but I 

hope within 2-3 days.   

•  “We are one big family”. We know each other’s emergency needs, we know each other very well, we have no 

secrets to each other, and therefore I have decided to present all scripts at the same time to all of you. 

• The scripts include 

o Very deep personal information on myself (I have put away all feelings of “pride” and decided to be totally 

open about myself – both GOOD and BAD sides. Please feel the same.) 

o Information on my family in Denmark, Karen and “friends” 

o My personal experiences here, my thoughts, sufferings, ideas, basic rules etc. 

o Our working experiences at LTO learning the basic rules etc. for the world to learn from 

o Personal strengths and weaknesses on all of us including myself. Please accept both STRENGTHS and WEAK-

NESSES as God has put on us. Please don’t hide your weaknesses or feel bad because of this, there is a rea-

son why all of us have our own unique strengths and weaknesses – they have been specially designed by 

God to help us give the best learning experience to the world. This is the reason why. Please remember that 

you will very soon be “lifted by God” and you will show yourself as the true leaders you are – you will be 

opened to God and that is not the worst experience, I can promise you. 

o Information on “money” for the world to learn from etc. 

• This test from God is on COMMUNICATION – the most important of all the basic rules. Basic rule no. 4 extended: 

o Always communicate DIRECT, HONEST and POSITIVE – don’t communicate with what you “may think is the 

right answer” – communicate with your heart and tell only the truth. 

o “Try always to understand before you make yourself understood” by asking questions and listening even 

though you may have a desire to ARGUE for yourself. PLEASE REMEMBER TO ASK – IT IS EASY TO FORGET! 

Many misunderstandings can be avoided this way. 

o Know God. If there are things, you don’t understand or which REALLY is not the truth, your responsibility is to 

COMMUNICATE open, honest and direct and to ask questions until we understand each other and find good 

solutions together. I PROMISE YOU TO SHOW THIS ATTITUDE TO YOU and kindly ask you to do the same 

☺☺☺. 

o Don’t forget to ask questions because you are “afraid” or because you may think you will “insult” people. 

When you are open, honest and direct, you can ask ALL questions to ALL people – BUT ONLY WHEN YOU 

FOLLOW THIS RULE AND PEOPLE KNOW YOU FOLLOW THIS RULE. If you don’t ask questions, if you “guess” 

the answers, communication suffers and misunderstandings occur. 

o Know the Devil, when he is playing with your FEELINGS. If you feel hurt, treated unfair and have “bad feel-

ings” WHEN YOU KNOW I HAVE USED BASIC RULE NO. 4 it is the Devil WORKING inside of you and if you 

give after for the Devil, you will become unfair, be negative, don’t listen and we will not have a good com-

munication. Example: Communication with the Operations Manager at the lunch restaurant when you were 

disappointed with him, you showed your negative feelings, were negative and he became very sad – always 

be positive when communicating. 

o Please follow this rule and please remind each other on this, if needed, and Elijah, as the manager you have a 

special responsibility to follow up on this rule to secure good communication. 
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• In the beginning it was difficult for us all to keep deadlines, communicate open, honest and direct etc. and then 

we all became better and better, even though we are not perfect today – therefore you will see more and more 

“positive” messages the more you read. Don’t be surprised in the beginning when we did not do our best. 

• With these scripts we will change the world, God ask you to show your good will, to understand and to accept 

the learning experience for you as an example to the world. 

• “What happened objectively, what is the truth and what may not be the truth, if any”? That is the question for 

you to decide on. I have done my best when writing these scripts with the deadlines God has given me. Please 

help me if anything IS OBJECTIVELY WRONG. 

• There may be “tests” from God included in these scripts – I don’t know - like he “forgot” to mention “the Somalia 

owned peace process” to me for the Somalia newsletter, where the test was for us to communicate, for you to 

give me that idea and for me to accept the idea, this is the same: FOR US TO COMMUNICATE POSITIVELY TO-

GETHER. 

• Please find any “tests” included in the scripts. I have only been writing our experiences, my impressions and the 

words that God has given me, and please understand this, when you read: I have done absolutely nothing with 

the meaning to offend anyone – on the contrary everything has been done with a positive mindset. Please find 

the “tests from God” if there are any. 

• If you - because of negative feelings or “false pride” - ask me to leave out information or ask me to include in-

formation which is not the truth, it will become more difficult to change the world.  

• IF YOU DECIDE TO HIDE THE TRUTH, THE TRUTH WILL EVENTUALLY COME OUT ANYWAY – AND YOU WILL GET 

THE RESPONSIBILITY YOURSELF – AFTER YOU HAVE BECOMED THE TRUE LEADERS YOU ARE - TO TELL THE 

WORLD WHY YOU DECIDED TO “LIE” OR TO LEAVE OUT IMPORTANT INFORMATION.  

•  “Freedom to speak” – can you accept my FREEDOM to speak, when I give you your TOTAL FREEDOM TO SPEAK 

as long as you keep basic rule no. 4? 

• Please prepare your own scripts, if you want to have the FREEDOM TO SPEAK yourselves and I will publish your 

scripts together with the rest – deadline Monday 20th July. You can write anything you want to. I can accept EVE-

RYTHING you write on me as long as you follow basic rule no. 4 – all I ask of you is to think if it is really the truth 

you write and leave out possible misunderstandings. I want the world to know what you truly thought of me and 

also what I could have done better – you will not “insult” me when you write about my improvement needs etc., 

only help me and the world by telling ☺. 

• If you cannot accept the “key messages” of the scripts, I will probably be sent directly to hell – THIS IS WHAT I 

FEAR MORE THAN ANYTHING IN THE WORLD, which you will understand, when you read the scripts, and we will 

be separated for half a year.  

• If we can agree before Friday 17th July at 16.00, I will “celebrate” this “victory” by inviting you for dinner Friday 

evening at “a fine restaurant in town accepting American Express”. 

 

Besides the information above, which I explained to the team, I said that “Communication is the most important basic 

rule”. This is what this is about. Communication is suffering all over the world and I said with the words of God to 

John: “You are the role model of communication to the world – you are always positive”. And John is not only “one of 

the finest gentlemen I have ever met” as I have said to you before, my dear friend, you are “the finest gentleman I 

have ever met” ☺. 

 

Earlier I have communicated to the team that the 19th July is the ultimate deadline given to me by God to publish all 

information – which includes maybe 5-6 days of work after we agree on the scripts – and Elijah was asking (thank you, 

Elijah) on this, because now I gave the team until Friday this week to approve the scripts, and Elijah, as I told you I can 

only tell the truth – I went up against the Devil (I thought it was God – really the same you know) and said to him that I 

want to have “proper communication” with the team on my scripts, to listen to the team and to understand them, 

and when The Devil gives you a deadline I can only say what I said to the team: “The pressure is immense” and when I 

said this, God told me that I passed this test.  
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During the meeting I could see from Elijah’s face that he was not looking happy, and I am sorry my friend, this is not to 

insult you, but to help you and especially for you and I to help the world ☺. 

 

I told the team that they have two options if they disagree with my scripts, want to do amendments or add their 

comments: To change my scripts – and with the words that God gave me – to add your own comments in your own 

scripts, which I will encourage you to do, because it will enrich the world. They will see what I have written and they 

will understand even better when they also read your scripts. 

 

I also stressed that it is very nice to be told about your strengths, but only if you tell me about my improvement needs 

I will know and will be able to improve. This is not an insult but helping people – and this is what I want the world to 

do on basis of this basic rule – to help other people growing and to be as objective as possible, when you do this. 

 

At the end of the meeting, God said through my mouth: “This is a miracle” and yes Stig they decided to listen to you. 

Yes they listened but I noticed that different team members were taken different details of notes and this made me 

wonder, if all team members truly listened, and I will encourage the world to learn people on how to take effective 

notes from meetings as well – you will need different notes from different meetings (detailed notes, notes on deci-

sions etc.). 

 

Before the meeting I was feeling nervous, as I often do before meetings, and I felt that this meeting would maybe be 

the most important meeting I have ever had, and I was still feeling sick, stressed and tired, I did not know how the 

team would react, but I decided that this meeting would probably turn out fine as most meetings – normally God al-

ways show me “the road” even though it is extremely difficult to follow - all I could do was to communicate my mes-

sage and have the team asking questions and listen to their comments. And afterwards I thought that I could not have 

done better under the circumstances ☺. AND THANK YOU VERY MUCH TO THE TEAM FOR LISTENING, ASKING QUES-

TIONS AND UNDERSTANDING – I AM TRULY HAPPY ABOUT THIS ☺☺☺. 

 

The team apologised for being late 

With the inspiration of God I invited the team on Pizza today – I wanted to celebrate a good meeting – even though 

Pizzas are more expensive here than our normal lunches today. 

 

We agreed to meet at “Pizza Inn” opposite the Hilton Hotel. And the team was four minutes late according to my 

watch making me unsure if we had understood each other on exactly where to meet, and when they arrived, three 

out of four team members apologised. I was very happy with this, thank you – and I was especially happy with you, 

Elijah, because I had asked you yesterday, I believe, to follow up on the team on exactly this, and they did that already 

today. Thank you, my friend ☺. 

 

It can be difficult to “remember” 

At lunch Elijah asked me if we also have Hotel Hilton in Denmark, and I said “yes, we do” and I was thinking that I have 

answered this question before. Later in the day Elijah talked about an antenna in Gachie and I asked Elijah: “Do you 

remember what the symbol of the antenna stands for”, and Elijah did not remember, we have talked on this at least a 

couple of times before (“God will communicate with you”), and I have had this experience many times before not only 

with Elijah but also with other people in Kenya and in the office.  

 

The other day Elijah did not remember the symbol of the fish (“me”), the children say “fine” when I say “hello” to 

them, as many people do in Kenya, and I have said five times to the children that they should say “hello” or “hi” in-

stead of “fine” and these are just examples of people not really listening to you, and yes, Stig, as often before this is 

the message to the world: Please improve and start listening to the people you talk to, it should not be that difficult 

☺.  

 

(The following day, the children did actually as I said – they had understood the message on hi/hello, and the family 

was smiling). 

 

The team started reading the scripts 
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At 16.00 I noticed that people in the office were reading my scripts concentrated, and John was even enjoying himself 

when reading the story of the dry fish and I was smiling because he was smiling ☺.
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Wednesday 15th July 2009 

This morning I felt the threat of the Devil again, the team is accepting my scripts already today ☺, but “we have not 

yet won” – thinking of Uffe Ellemann-Jensen, David gave me an update on the Somalia newsletter – some of the best 

work that he (including the team) has ever done ☺, maybe for the first time on my trip to Kenya I am now a jour with 

all of my scripts – except for the stolen ones, so now I will wait on God and the promise he has made to me and the 

team to recreate my stolen documents – when Elijah has approved all of the scripts☺. 

 

The threat of the Devil today 

Tonight I slept very badly and I am still having my cold and cough. I told Elijah at 5.00 that I needed a couple of hours 

more sleep, and at 08.10 I “had to take a decision” to stand up even though I just wanted to sleep more. 

 

This morning the Devil was “indicating” the threat of the Easter 2009 experience coming back, and therefore I decided 

to send a SMS to Elijah this morning, where I told him that the threat is very real and that there is a direct connection 

between his reaction – I was not as “concerned” with the reaction of the team – and the degree of torments, which 

the Devil puts on me. I therefore asked him again to read my introduction from yesterday for him to remember and I 

said that this test is truly about being HONEST and POSITIVE. 

 

The team is accepting my scripts ☺☺☺☺ 

When I arrived at the office at 10.00 I had received the inspiration to mark the most important of my introduction 

script from yesterday, which I did, and God gave me the inspiration to ask Elijah as the manager to follow up on the 

team communicating this important information, because maybe it would be difficult for the team to remember all of 

the details of my communication from yesterday, and I was very happy that Elijah decided to accept this idea, and yes 

the purpose was also to help Elijah changing and accepting my scripts by giving him the responsibility to communicate 

what I believe he was the person in the team having the biggest difficulties to accept: His own weaknesses – and yes, 

Stig, today first John and David at lunch accepted your scripts, and yes after lunch you asked Meshack how he was do-

ing – and yes he had a “headache”- and Meshack also accepted the scripts with the comment for you to clearly indi-

cate in the text when you write about him and when you write about Elijah’s brother, which you accepted to follow up 

on. 

 

And after lunch I went with Elijah to see the Hotel Intercontinental – maybe we will have dinner there on Friday if the 

team wants to, however I like local restaurants better than Hotel restaurants, which I said, but the team will decide – 

and Elijah decided to tell me that he can accept the first 90 pages of scripts. He told me, like the others that “this is 

what really happened”, and he told me that he will accept his weaknesses and learn to grow on them too AND I WAS 

SO HAPPY HEARING THIS, MY TRUE DEAR FRIEND, and yes, Stig, he has faced the biggest difficulties of the team mem-

bers – not as big as yours – but because, as I told you, Elijah, you will become one of the top 5 leaders of the world 

that is the reason for your suffering, my dear friend, and the reason why WE ARE ALL FEELING VERY GOOD right now. 

 

But “we have not won yet”... 

And I have had this “sneaking” feeling the last days that now we are almost finished, however I have decided to keep 

on working hard, because we are truly not finished, and when I think of this, I always think of you, my dear friend, 

Uffe, and your picture on the front page of Ekstra Bladet and how you lost the election “because of this” and yes yes 

yes, my dear friend, Uffe, your life is not over, no you are and were the political “hero” of Stig and yes, you have met 

once in Hillerød many years ago and yes, Stig, the true story, Uffe is that you did not become the prime minister of 

Denmark because of me, yes God, I decided that the time was not ripe for you then, Uffe, I have even bigger and bet-

ter plans for you too, my friend ☺. 

 

An update on the Somalia newsletter 

Today David gave me the updated version of the Somalia newsletter after I asked him to improve the abstract and to 

look at the UN Charter. Now the abstract is even better and easier to overview, he also believes that himself and he 

has omitted changes to the UN Charter because he was not “100 percent” sure about his recommendations, which is 

also a key message I want to say to the world. I don’t know for sure if all the information we publish is 100 percent the 

truth, but we have done our best under the circumstances and therefore, don’t give information verbally or in writing 

which you are not totally sure about is the truth, don’t inform on “rumours” and be sure not to tell stories on other 
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people, which you would not tell if the people were present. The world can do so much better than what it does today 

on this – please remember this also as a basic rule. 

 

I asked David, do you feel that this is some of the best work you have ever done, and he said “yes”, and this was the 

story of my trip to Kenya. THIS TEAM HAS GROWN SO MUCH AND I AM SO PROUD OF ALL OF YOU – I could really not 

ask for more in such a short time where we have all faced difficulties doing this work together ☺☺☺. 

 

Now I am a jour 

And for the first time in a very long time indeed – maybe on the whole trip to Kenya – I am now today at 15.00 a jour 

with all of my scripts – except the missing ones – and yes my friend, now you have 1-2 hours to edit your scripts from 

the 7th-15th July before you present them to the team, yes, this is the truth all of my friends on Earth, this is the kind of 

pressure I have been putting on “him”. 

 

And yes Stig now without planning the expected time to use on the script of every single day, yes having freedom and 

still working hard, and yes you would have been finished 17.05-17.10 today with the editing as well, but Elijah and I 

left the office at 17.03 and I told John and Elijah that I tried my best to deliver and I was 5 minutes from the goal. They 

accepted that I will give the scripts tomorrow morning instead. 

 

Waiting on God and his promise 

And yes, Stig, you will now wait on me to recreate your stolen documents, and yes, you do have the feeling that Elijah 

also need to approve the last scripts including the scripts from 7th-15th July, and yes my friend, please do this first, and 

then I will come back to you. 
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Thursday 16th July 2009 

I had a much better sleep tonight, who is “Major Tom”, whom David Bowie sings about?, threats from the Devil this 

morning, Elijah’s difficult test, a new surprising chat with Mary from Ghana, we now have approx. 1,000 email ad-

dresses, which we will send our work to, David gave me his script, which is included here, with his own personal be-

lieves, the challenge for the world is to understand that God has decided to “open” me gradually over the next 6 

months, until the day, when GOD WILL BE ME ON EARTH,  David asked me for a loan of 30,000 Shillings covering his 

“critical needs”, I only have 28,000 Shillings left to spend and Elijah will also ask me for a loan to cover his “critical 

needs”, the answer to this “problem“ is: “NORMAL LIFE” is coming “very soon” if we can agree on my scripts. 

 

Better sleep 

I slept much better tonight, but not perfect. I was up at 5.25 and that was a good sign. 

 

David Bowie – who is “Major Tom” 

All morning I have had the song “Ashes to ashes” by David Bowie in my head. It was when I heard this song in 1980 

and saw the video of the song that I truly became a fan of Bowie, it is a fantastic song, “100 points too”, and yes my 

friend Bowie is here, yes Stig, I just want to say that I have made this song and yes yes yes not Uncle Sam but Major 

Tom and yes my friend Bowie, this is me.  

 

While writing this, God is giving me this line too: “Planet Earth is blue and there is nothing I can do”. 

 

Other crisis on Earth 

During my travel to Kenya I have also been thinking about the crisis situation in Pakistan and elsewhere – I have only 

had time and energy to read the newspaper maybe 5 times here, and I have not received news on Pakistan and other 

places in the world – which I would have liked to follow up on too. 

 

“Threats” this morning  

During the morning – as many times before – the Devil said to me that people have also wanted to kidnap me here 

and earlier he has said that other people have wanted to attack or even murder me, and yes, Stig, we know also from 

the past regarding one thing, Ole, is also here again and yes yes yes Stig, the message is just this: It is not very nice to 

know these things, actually it gives a feeling of throwing up to hear. During the morning I also had an increasing head-

ache, but it went away during the day. 

 

The reason for these threats is how the team and especially Elijah is reacting and thinking when reading my scripts this 

morning. 

 

Elijah’s difficult test 

At lunch I could see that it is a difficult time for Elijah. You can see that on a man when he is feeling under pressure, he 

also has “critical needs” to think about, and his mother is now also sick, she is having stomach pain. This is the test 

that Elijah is going through, and as I said to him today, I do understand that you are having a difficult time, and yes, it 

must also be difficult to overview so many pages in only a few days at the same time as I am introducing a deeper un-

derstanding on basic rule no. 4 on communication. And it is not very easy to receive so much feedback as he has never 

received before and which is going to be published. The key is to have “faith” – a good life is coming to Elijah too very 

soon. 

 

So how is he supposed to act and communicate with me, will he remember basic rule no. 4 – will he decide to be open 

or “closed” in his communication? And the only answer I have is to communicate open, honest and positive, which we 

agreed late in the day that we will do tomorrow in a personal meeting. 

 

I am feeling nervous too about how he will communicate to me and which comments he may have. 

 

I did hear from Mary, Ghana, again 

I really did not think that I would hear from Mary again, but today she started chatting to me again. Life has not been 

easy for her and her family. They have faced difficulties buying food, her mother is still sick – Mary is afraid that she 
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will lose her - and I said to her with the words of the Blessed Mary that I understand her situation, and the reason for 

her mother’s sickness is that she did not listen to me. I also said that “normal life” will come to her and her family too.  

 

Mary also asked for 50 dollars to buy food – which may have been her reason for contacting me again - but I had no 

money to give her. 

 

Email addresses 

Earlier I have asked and received many email addresses from the team members on media, organizations, friends etc. 

who will receive all of our work. 

 

Today I used all day to find even more email addresses and I believe that we will send our work to maybe 1,000 email 

addresses – if Gmail will allow me, there is a maximum of 500 recipients per email, so maybe I will need to create a 

new email address as well. 

 

We have tried to find email addresses on media etc. “all over the world” (thanks ELO) but it has been impossible to 

cover all countries because it is difficult to find “media email lists” on the Internet (except from USA and UK) and be-

cause we have only had limited time doing this work. However I do believe that many – but unfortunately not all – 

countries are included. 

 

Script from David 

David decided to follow up on my request to the team to write their own scripts using their FREEDOM to speak, which 

I was glad that he did ☺. 

 

He handed over his script to me, said a few words about it and I sensed that he was nervous doing this, but I am proud 

that he decided to speak what he believes is the truth including “my weaknesses”. He said that he has prepared the 

script with a positive attitude, even though it also includes words, which “are not nice” as he said. We agreed to in-

clude his script in my script as follows (the script is 100% as I received it): 

 

Script from David to Stig 

 

“It’s difficult to generalize the behaviour of people. 

The people of the world are grouped into different tribes and as a principle these people tend to behave according to 

standard fashions. However, because of interaction with people from other places in the world, it is worth noting that 

whole populations can not be judged with one or two words. This can generate a lot of discourse. I suggest that Stig 

you need to do enough sampling for all the people that you shall encounter so as determine the behaviour they tend 

to. Many people will come to the defense of their countries if they are told of their weaknesses, whether true or false. 

Scientifically, one needs to have done a lot of research so as to defend his/her arguments if faced by any Dick, Tom 

and Harry. 

 

Disappointments 

As a world leader, Stig often got disappointed by the behaviour of some of people who crossed his path. I would like to 

indicate that half of the world is antagonistic to the other half according to studies. That is why there is always war or 

conflict at any single point in time at some place in the world according to me. This translates to the fact that many 

people in the world will not agree with some of your excellent ideas. One needs to be accommodative to the people in 

the world as much as possible; even if they do not seem to agree with him or her. Stig was low because his network of 

friends did not respond to his emails on the special needs of the staff in the office and even with his needs. I recom-

mend to you my friend to have a heart as big as Mt. Kilimanjaro (I say this because from my village I see Kilimanjaro, 

ever since I was a child and my friend, it is a “big” mountain) 

 

Stig is generous 

Stig is very generous; just as a man of God should be. He bought a lot of office equipment out of good will and made 

our work easy. He executes his duties whole heartedly. For all the time that we had lunches and weekly drinks to-

gether, he never complained. Just like some people from the western world would do. Keep it up my friend. 
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Stig adapts quickly 

Perhaps Americans are the most adaptive people that I have ever met. Many European will take some time before 

they can adjust well to Africa. Stig fitted very well to Kenya, ate our foods and resisted sicknesses very easily. He is a 

different kind of a European. 

 

His faith 

Stig has a lot of faith. However, for the time we have stayed with him, I have not managed to fully understand the A-Z 

of his faith. i.e. I did not understand his creed or statement of faith. I suggest to you my friend to develop a document 

detailing your faith, how God speaks to you, your relation to the other faiths, his revelations, his recommendations to 

other people etc. This shall allow other believers or even pagans to react on his faith and engage him in a talk with the 

aim winning people to God.  

 

Beware of personality cult 

I David, having being in Christian circles for a long time, I will tell Stig that many Christians shall consider his faith cul-

tic, actually as personality cult. I suggest that Stig tells the world in great details about his faith and defend it if need 

be or accept scholarly challenge.  

 

Sincerity 

Stig is a very sincere man. He only says what he believes is the best at the right time. His sincerity helped me see a lot 

of my weakness which he sincerely pointed out to me.”  

 

Stig’s feedback on David’s script 

I have read the script from David and I understand what he says. I have given people at the office 100% freedom to 

write exactly what they believe in as long as they are honest, direct and positive and it was with this attitude that 

David gave me the script. 

 

I can have my doubts as whether David today has understood the purpose of my scripts to be totally honest about my 

experiences for the world to see and learn from. Normally I don’t tell people “how disappointed I am with them” and 

this is a part of the learning experience – so people can see how easy it is to disappoint or make other people happy. I 

do like to be happy and I like to make people happy. Do you have the same feeling? 

 

And my message to the world is this: People all over the world are born equal, they laugh, are happy or sad because of 

the same reasons and there is one universal language, which God tells me is: LOVE ☺.  

 

And maybe the world will tell me what kind of “scholarly challenge”, they believe GOD requires? The challenge for the 

world is to understand that God has decided to “open” me gradually and today I am a “normal” man only hearing the 

voice of God at the level that God has decided on - and after the publish of these scripts, God has decided to lift me to 

the “next level” and gradually over the next 6 months to “open” me more and more until the day, when GOD WILL BE 

ME ON EARTH. 

 

I had hoped that David would tell the world about my challenges and weaknesses when working together, and maybe 

David will decide to follow up on this? 

 

David’s critical needs 

After delivering the script, David said to me that he also has a “critical need”, which he would like me to help with. He 

has a personal loan, which he MUST pay on Tuesday, and he would like to borrow 30,000 Shillings from me. 

 

I said to David that Elijah will also come to me with his “critical needs” before he receives an income later in July; that I 

will share the money I have (not mine ...) and that I may have three opportunities to help him: 

 

1. Saturday I had approx. 53,000 Shillings left to cash on my Master Card this month if I have calculated correct. 

Since then I have taken out 40,000 Shillings, I have paid the team members and Elijah 5,000 Shillings each and 

7,500 Shillings for the rent to Elijah, so I have 13,000 Shillings left on the card – and I have approx. 15,000 Shillings 

in cash. 
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2. Elijah will repay his loan to me of 50,000 Shillings, when his customers pay their invoices for July. 

3. Normal life is coming “VERY SOON”.  

 

When I talked to David on these three opportunities, God pointed my finger at number 3 as the best opportunity, and 

I said that I cannot give a final answer before Elijah hopefully gives his final approval on the scripts. God has said to me 

the last couple of days that “normal life” is coming very soon, and he has given me “indications” that we may go to 

Karen Estate already this weekend, if Elijah approves the script Friday – and if the team also gives their final approval, 

because the team said to me yesterday that they do have some comments to the scripts, which they would like to talk 

to me about Friday morning. 

 

Elijah’s critical needs 

This evening Elijah said to me that he will come back to me Friday on his “critical needs”. I told him about David also 

having critical needs, and we are now in a situation, when only the approval of the scripts and a “normal life” coming 

“very soon” can help on our short-termed “critical needs” – I cannot cover their needs and this is how God has 

planned it, for us to reach our limits. 
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Friday 17th July 2009 

Today was a very important day, I had a dream on Karen, who truly loves me, we had a team meeting on my scripts, 

where the team accepted all of my scripts, Elijah left the meeting because of “important matters”, the team would ac-

cept the scripts of Elijah “if they were Elijah”, the team gave this friendly advice to Elijah over lunch without me, Elijah 

decided not to go through his 101 questions with me because of the advice from the team, Elijah and I communicated 

and I understood the test from God: God had taken away communication from Elijah and me on my notes/scripts as an 

example to the world that does not communicate. Elijah and I understood each other and TODAY I HAVE INCLUDED 

ELIJAH’S REASONS FOR HIS DECISIONS AND ACTIONS, HIS THOUGHTS AND THIS INFORMATION IS TRULY IMPORTANT 

TO UNDERSTAND MY SCRIPTS ON ELIJAH – THIS IS THE TRUTH ☺. 

 

My morning song 

When I woke up this morning – after a reasonable good sleep – God was giving the following song in Danish to me: “Er 

du trist og har du sorg i sinde så tag med mig ned til Lundeborg”. 

 

My cough is even worse this morning than before, I still have a cold and fever, and I was facing the most difficult day 

with the team in Kenya, and it was not a very nice feeling, when you don’t know if the scripts will be approved or if 

you will be send to Hell. 

 

A dream on Karen 

I had a dream where I am making love to Karen on Rungsted Station. Afterwards I am walking outside her apartment, I 

see that she is living together with another man (it is not Denis in the dream, but a stranger, maybe Kim?), and she has 

hanged up a banner on the outside of the building saying how much she loves this man. When I am walking away from 

her apartment, I know that in reality it is me, she loves. 

 

Team meeting on my scripts 

This morning I had the very important meeting with the team on my scripts, where I have taken notes of the following 

comments/questions and answers. I may not have taken all notes, but I do believe that the following covers the essen-

tials of what we talked about: 

 

Comments/questions Answers 

Meshack: You have been writing on important and not 

important subjects in your scripts. I recommend you to 

minimise on the writing keeping the important subjects. 

 

 

Yes, I will normally do that, when I start a work – like we 

did on the Dadaab newsletter. 

However God inspired me from the first day to do writ-

ings on my experiences in Kenya, and I did not know what 

to write about or expect, and I have just followed God’s 

wish. 

After my answer: Please consider doing this in the future. Yes, I agree. 

Meshack: Money is disturbing to you. Please don’t de-

pend on your family, please make your living from the 

private sector.  

Normally I agree, however this is a test on me and us to 

learn the world. The messages are:  

1. Follow your promises (my sister gave me a promise 

to lend me money). 

2. Act financially responsible. 

3. Rich people will normally not today help suffering 

people in Africa or elsewhere.  

These messages are the wish of God and why he has de-

cided for me to “follow this road”. 

Meshack: Please separate your private work from office 

work. We give you all of your rights to publish your pri-

vate scripts including information on us, but please pre-

I have been thinking a lot about this question, because 

my scripts include both information on private experi-

ences as well as experiences at the office. Is this private 
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Comments/questions Answers 

sent it as “your personal believes, which may not neces-

sarily represent the views of LTO”. 

work or is it work for LTO? Until now I have been thinking 

to present it without the LTO logo, but I would like to 

hear if you still share the same goals of helping the whole 

world to get “a normal life” and to make peace in the 

world (as preparation for Judgement Day) as we write in 

the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters? 

Answer on my question: Yes Answer on Meshack’s answer: Then I have decided to 

present my scripts without the LTO logo and exactly as 

you say “as my personal believes and experiences”, which 

is herewith done. 

David: You “think big” and have “big visions”. Some peo-

ple will think more on themselves and their own families 

and may have difficulties understanding you. Will you be 

open to their reactions? Will you open your heart to 

them? You should be prepared for their reactions. 

Yes, I will communicate with all people like we are com-

municating now, asking questions, listening, reflecting on 

their answers/believes and understand them.  

I have been writing my scripts with my own words and 

the words I have received from God at the level God gives 

me today. One of the key messages is that I will listen to 

people and their reactions, and if I have made mistakes, I 

will correct my mistakes.  

David: You write about different subjects in your scripts: 

“Faith”, basic rules, projects etc. I will recommend you to 

do a writing in the future on your “faith”. 

I have been writing the experiences I have had in the or-

der I have had the experiences. Normally I would collect 

information on each subject and collect them in chapters, 

like we did in the Dadaab newsletter.  

My scripts is my “book number 2”, the first book is “the 

book of the Devil” – my scripts from 2004-2009, which 

my Sister will publish? And book number 3 will be with 

the power of God – after he has lifted me TO A HIGHER 

LEVEL - which will include my “faith”: ONE PHILOSOPHY, 

no religions, ONE GOD and ONE PEOPLE, and I will do this 

work 3-4 months from now. 

David:  Many people live in places with no access to 

computers and electricity. How will they get access to 

your information on the Internet? I will recommend a 

book and to translate the book into many languages. 

Thank you very much David. I have two answers.  

 

1. This is why I have given the international society the 

task of providing computers and PDA’s to people all 

over the world to get access to the Internet and to 

communicate with people all over the world, and 

thank you for advising on electricity. 

 

2. And I believe it is a very good idea to publish the in-

formation as a book and to translate it into different 

languages for all people to get access to this informa-

tion as quickly as possible, but I don’t know God’s 

plans on this today. 

------ 

After the meeting, God will you please help? 

 

1. Yes, Stig, maybe the world will consider positively 

generating electricity in “rural villages” around the 

world to be distributed to private homes or maybe at 

the local church or similar places, where people can 

have “cybercafe’s”, yes will you please consider?  
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Comments/questions Answers 

(And yes Stig the 27th August, when this is written, I 

said to you that I would like to help the world, if you 

want to receive my help and yes for example by re-

charging batteries of laptops and yes my friends 

please try yourself to see if it works ☺). 

2. And yes, Stig, I have shown you a book print house 

many, many times in the past, and yes, Stig, maybe 

Paris Hilton can help, and yes Stig, this is the best an-

swer I can give you today, but if Elijah approves the 

script today, I will also help you and the team on this 

tomorrow with an even better answer, when I will 

“grow you” as I have decided to do. 

David:  Your Visa is absolutely vital – like you need a driv-

ers license when you drive a car. 

I have had two meetings with John and Elijah on this the 

last month, and we agreed that I would contact the Dan-

ish embassy, and only yesterday or the day before yes-

terday, I read their answer. They ask me to contact the 

Kenyan Immigration authorities, which I will do before my 

Visa expires the 1st August. 

David:  When you arrived, we talked on creating a web-

site etc., but nothing happened, we have now worked 

concentrated on the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters, 

and I would like to have a special meeting, where we talk 

about long term strategies. 

That is right. We had a very good meeting on creating a 

website. When I arrived I was shown many different 

roads by God and the Devil to follow. After some time I 

decided to focus on Dadaab and later Somalia – these 

were the roads by God (and GOD IS SMILING, STIG ☺), 

and we will all “grow” very quickly, if Elijah approves the 

scripts. I don’t have answers today on website or long 

term strategy, but we will take a meeting shortly on this, 

when we have grown. 

John:  John praised my work – it would have costs 1 mil-

lion Shillings doing the consultancy work on Dadaab and 

Somalia - and he recommended me to do consultancy 

work developing corporate businesses and manpower.  

Thank you very much, John, - and I did not give an answer 

to Meshack, so here it is. Under normal circumstances I 

might do just that, but God has decided the destiny of my 

life to help people on Earth, today I am a regular person 

“Stig”, but he will grow me gradually to become God on 

Earth, and therefore I cannot follow your recommenda-

tion. 

John:  We are happy with you, will you please consider 

LTO in the future? 

Yes, of course, John, and I was very emotional by this. 

John, we have only just started a “fantastic voyage” 

(thank you Bowie), what we have gone through together 

has been “the worst” and we will do a “fantastic voyage” 

together. We have only just begun, I will always talk on 

LTO, sometimes I will travel alone, sometimes we will 

travel together, but we will always be together. 

John:  We don’t quite understand your spiritual ideology; 

maybe you will inform us in a separate meeting about 

this? 

Yes, and I can answer your question briefly, if you want 

me to? (John replied “yes”). 

Before 2004 I was like most Danes not believing in God, 

and one night when I went to bed in 2004 (12th April), 

everything was dark as it normally was, but I was so sur-

prised, when I heard a voice inside my head: “Stig, Stig” 

and then I had my first experience including a “movie be-

ing played for me”. I have always been very sceptical by 

nature and the first year I thought that maybe I was crazy 
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Comments/questions Answers 

even though I had experiences, but in short words it 

works like this: 

 

1. God is speaking to me inside of my head like you and 

I are speaking, but the voice doesn’t come from 

“your mouth”, God is speaking directly to me in my 

mind – and maybe 25% of the words I speak are 

words coming directly from God.  

2. God gives me visions or “movies/pictures” – and dur-

ing the meeting he showed me the vision of me mov-

ing the office to the Karen Estate, which I said to the 

team and showed with my hands. 

3. God is given me feelings which are “a million times” 

stronger than what people normally have. I can 

“feel” other people not in the room physically in my 

body as clearly as I see them. 

And there is more, but this is the most important.  

Elijah:  I would like to suggest that we leave out the 

names of Big Katama and Stephens from the scripts. In 

Kenya “we have a very good heart”. 

OK, I understand. I would like to look at this positively – 

to go through where they are mentioned, and to exclude 

them, if it is not key messages. 

--------- 

After Elijah left the meeting, the team said that they 

would like to keep the information at least on Stephens 

as it is. They did not mention Big Katama. 

Elijah:  I have 101 questions to your scripts and I don’t 

know if we will agree. 

OK – I have reserved the day today for communication 

and for us to agree. 

 

Elijah left the meeting 

Elijah left the meeting hereafter. He had an important envelope to give to some people. And we continued the meet-

ing. The team told me that they would like to use the majority rule, if Elijah does not agree, because they all agree, 

and I said that I would like to avoid doing that. How would you feel if you cannot accept such personal information 

and a team imposes a decision like that on you? 

 

I said to the team that is has been truly fantastic that they welcomed me with opened arms and decided to listen to 

me removing the negative elements of the Kenyan culture – the most fantastic thing this team has done ☺ - and I said 

that it would be totally impossible if a Kenyan came to Denmark to learn a team on how to remove the negative ele-

ments of the Danish culture, because Danish people are not as open as Kenyan’s. 

 

The team all said that they have seen Elijah’s growing experience, they do believe this is positive, and they all said that 

if they were in Elijah’s situation, they would accept the scripts as they are. I asked the team if they would tell this to 

Elijah as a “friendly advice” and they all agreed. I asked them if they would like to have lunch with Elijah without me 

and they thought it was a very good idea.  

 

Elijah did not have time for lunch 

So I left the office at maybe 11.00 and Elijah called me maybe 11.40 saying that he would not be able to meet us for 

lunch, because he had “an important meeting”, and then I said to Elijah (like a déjà vu, I have had many of them here 

feeling I have had this exact experience before) “this may be the most important advice I have given to any persons I 

have met: After you left our meeting, I talked to the team and they would like to give you their friendly advice during 
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lunch and I asked them if they wanted to have the lunch alone with you, which they would. Will you please, please, 

please prioritize this lunch together with the team”?  

 

Elijah said that he would call back after a few minutes, which he did and he had decided to take the lunch together 

with the team; however he would be 10 minutes late. And God said to me “If I cannot agree with Elijah, I cannot agree 

with the world.” 

 

The meeting with Elijah 

After having lunch with the Team, Elijah joined me at the Kengelis Bar 13.51, where we started our meeting. How 

would it go and would we be able to finalise before 16.00? 

 

I had been busy since the meeting with the team writing the beginning of today’s script and I received some ideas 

from God on how to introduce the meeting with Elijah – I did not know what was right or wrong to say but I decided 

to say the following to Elijah: 

 

• Tomorrow - or at least this weekend - we will go to the Karen Estate, and all of your suffering and worries will 

disappear. GOD WILL OPEN US. You will feel proud of yourself tomorrow, if you can accept the script today. I 

PROMISE YOU THAT MY FRIEND. 

• Yesterday and this morning I said to you that we can talk today and also tomorrow, if need be, however John and 

the team said to me after you had left the meeting that they want us to agree before 16.00 today – this is the 

deadline the team has given us. If we don’t agree by 16.00, but if we are progressing, the only thing we can do is 

to call the team to hear if they will give us more time. 

• Therefore I would like to receive the most important feedback from you, and if we stand in two corners, the idea 

is for both of us to move, so we can meet in the middle with the both of us smiling. 

• If we cannot agree, God will put the Devil directly on me at this bar today – and I will be totally disabled and suf-

fer more than any before. I feel the threat already now (which I truly did). 

• I told Elijah exactly what was said between me and the team after he left the meeting – they would like to use 

the majority rule, which I rejected to use in this case because of “personal considerations” to Elijah; that they all 

would accept the scripts if they were in Elijah’s situation because they believe that his development was positive 

and that we agreed for them to have lunch with Elijah without me giving him their “friendly advices”. 

 

PLEASE READ ELIJAH’S STORY TO UNDERSTAND MY SCRIPTS ON HIM 

 

Hereafter I asked Elijah to talk and after a few minutes I asked him if it was alright for me to take notes, which he ac-

cepted, and we have agreed to include WHAT HE SAID TO ME ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED, HIS THOUGHTS AND REA-

SONS FOR DOING WHAT HE DID as IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE WORLD TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND. Only 

with this information you will truly understand and get the full picture and truth about what I have been writing on 

Elijah since we met. 

 

ELIJAH’S INFORMATION TO THE WORLD 

 

Elijah did not know what I was writing about 

Elijah gave me an introduction of how we met, he invited me to stay in his house, we agreed on my payments, how-

ever he would still have invited me even if I could not have paid him ☺, we started working together and he said to 

me that he did not know what I was writing about, and this is the truth, and I do understand that my writings came as 

a big surprise to him. 

 

I took notes from the first day we met, however I have not presented any writings to him during this period or com-

municated about the content of the notes because my old computer was stolen, because I could not finalise the 

scripts from 11th-26th May and mainly because I was truly so stressed and exhausted that I did not have the energy to 

communicate on the content of my notes to him, and all I could do with the inspiration of God, when Elijah told me 
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this was: This is true, I should have told you and will you please accept my apology? And Elijah accepted my apology 

☺. 

 

Stress because of business and financial situation 

Elijah told me that when I met him, he had “business” on his mind, and he was very stressed because of his situation 

with the micro finance company at the same time trying to get a bank loan – which was not easy - and to prepare a 

business plan. And Elijah told me that this is the reason why he in the beginning had difficulties to be concentrated, 

when we talked, to remember all things we talked about and to keep the agreements, we made. And I do understand 

this feeling, when you are stressed that it takes away concentration – however this can also be trained, to focus even 

though you are facing difficulties. 

 

I brought Elijah down 

Elijah told me that when I came “he was up here”, feeling that he did a good job. He told me that I “brought him 

down” and I know this is not an easy feeling to have, I have tried it myself through Kim S. – but this was part of my 

strategy, to take away his believe of himself in order for me to learn and grow him. He told me that he has “no re-

grets” (thank you Robbie Williams). 

 

The establishment of LTO 

Elijah told me that when LTO was created informally in 2007 (LTO was registered in 2008), the team asked him to be-

come the manager, no one else wanted to become the manager. It was not Elijah’s wish to become the manager, but 

he accepted this because of the wish of the team. He told the team during this process that he also had his own pri-

vate business to look after, which they accepted. And Elijah’s thinking was that he would start from “small”, he would 

learn, grow and improve and during this time, Elijah also used time trying to find his “inner soul” and he was thinking 

about “who am I”. 

 

Elijah told me that there have been many “challenges” working as the manager for LTO: 

 

• No funding, which was a problem. 

• It was costly to establish LTO, Elijah used the small office of his old private business, office furniture and com-

puter equipment. 

• He worked hard as the manager setting up the organisation – I know this for a fact, it is hard work to establish a 

new organisation. 

• Elijah paid the office rent and David’s transports, lunches etc. “the best that he could”. 

• Later in 2008, Elijah received a recommendation on John, and John accepted to work for LTO as a volunteer. 

• Early 2009, Elijah asked the team to help him pay for the office rent, however this was impossible for the team, 

so Elijah still had to find money and pay for the rent. 

 

Don’t hold separate team meetings without the manager 

Elijah told me that it is not easy managing an organization like LTO – you need to deliver, otherwise the team will lose 

faith in you and the team has never indicated this to Elijah. He also said that it is very easy for a team to blame the 

manager, and I agreed with Elijah – this is also my experience from the past.  

 

If you have not tried to be the manager, you don’t know how “lonely” and “stressful” it can be– especially if you know 

that the team is talking on you behind your back. And I remember from my time as an employee that it is very easy to 

think how easy it is to be the manager, what to do and prioritize, but first when you become the manager, you truly 

understand that it is a difficult task – if the communication is not working and if you don’t have the experience. 

 

We talked about the importance of a team not to talk on the manager in meetings without the manager, and for both 

the team and the manager to have HONEST and DIRECT communication, which is the message to the world: Avoid 

talking “behind the back” of other people, managers, team members – be honest and direct in your communication. 
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Ask questions to your manager, listen to your manager, help your manager with advices and for managers: Do the 

same to your team members, and I was smiling, when we talked on this, because we shared the same opinion. 

 

The manager must be the most skilled 

We talked about a medical superintendent, who must be the most skilled of all doctors when he train doctors on how 

to carry out operations – God gave me this inspiration – and we agreed that the manager must be the most skilled of 

all in a team. 

 

Interruptions from the “friends of the house” 

Elijah told me that he shared the office with the “nice friends of the house” on a 50/50 basis from 2005. Elijah took 

over the office later, however the friends were still officially the tenants of the office, and furthermore the friends 

owe Elijah 50,000 Shillings, but because they also have difficulties with their business, Elijah has chosen “a careful ap-

proach” because he did not want the friends to feel “left out”. 

 

Elijah told me that he has communicated with the friends of the house several times on “interruptions” and that he 

has kept the team updated on this. I asked Elijah if he was happy with the decision from our meeting together with 

the friends, and Elijah told me that he is. The friends are still the friends of the house. 

 

The action plan and “lunches” 

Elijah told me that he was confused after my teachings of him. He did not understand all in the beginning and did not 

remember all I said to him. He was thinking of his business and financial situation and was therefore not totally con-

centrated. 

  

He was thinking: What does Stig want me to do with lunches and what is an action plan? In the beginning Elijah 

thought that the action plan was a “waste of time”, however he started working on it and he found out that he got an 

overview of all of his agreements and tasks – it is difficult to remember more than 2-3 tasks in your head – he could 

now overview maybe 20 tasks, and through the action plan he received a “work plan” of what to do tomorrow. So 

Elijah told me that his understanding of what I wanted to do came with the introduction of the action plan and when 

he realized that the plan is a good tool that helps him. 

 

He told me that before I came, he never delivered his business goods on time and that his customers were not happy 

because of this; but that he has improved much and now he delivers on time. He also said that he wants to apologise 

to many of his friends including the couple in USA and John from Australia for not keeping his agreements in the past. 

Elijah said: “I never followed time. If only I followed time, I would have made you much happier”. 

 

Elijah did not bring all scripts to this meeting 

Elijah told me that he did not bring all scripts, comments and his 101 questions to the meeting with me today and the 

reason was that he had listened to the team’s advice to him. He told me that he said to the team that it is totally his 

decision to accept these scripts, not the teams, and this is my belief too. 

 

Elijah told me during the meeting that he totally agree with my scripts – “this is in fact what happened”, as he said -  

but I do understand the importance of Elijah’s communication to me and the world about how he felt and the reasons 

for his actions and decisions since the first day we met. 

 

The true test of God on us – “lack of communication” 

After maybe 20 minutes, when we had started to understand each other, God gave me the inspiration to write on my 

paper: “Lack of communication because of God, because the world is doing that”. 

 

And this was in fact the true test of God – because of extreme stress on both of us and lack of energy we did not 

communicate about what I have been writing in my notes. I was thinking many times to tell or ask Elijah on this, tell or 

ask Elijah on that, but I was truly exhausted, and did not do that in many situations, and this is what God is saying, yes 

Stig, I “constructed” this situation for the both of you with the purpose to say to the world: This is what you do, you 

don’t communicate, you don’t ask questions and you don’t listen, and therefore you have difficulties understanding 
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each other, and the message is of course this as the most important of all basic rules: START COMMUNICATING and 

yes Stig, let the world set up communication programs as I have written on earlier, because this is truly important. 

 

Elijah’s professional experience 

I asked Elijah about his professional experience, and he told me that he has worked as a book keeper and with his own 

private business, but that he has never been employed before. 

 

And when we were talking about this, I was thinking of my own development during my 25 year long professional ca-

reer, what I have learned during the years both professionally and privately (on communication etc.), and I was think-

ing this, which I said to Elijah: 

 

Based on Elijah’s lack of professional experience, I will ask the world to understand that I have tried to lift Elijah to a 

very high level very quickly, which normally takes years of experience. I may have been too ambitious because of this, 

and on basis of this, I will give Elijah “+++” as my marks. He has done very well because of his lack of experience, he 

has been “open” in difficult times for him, he has learned and grown personally, and at the same time he has also 

learned and grown the team, as I have given examples of in my scripts.  

 

Elijah’s intelligence 

Elijah told me that the feedback he has received from friends in the past is that he has an IQ above average, and he 

asked me to give more feedback on my evaluation of him, and this is what I told him. 

 

Intelligence 

 

I saw your writing test, my friend, and I believe that it was better than the marks it received, however it was not com-

plete. You had “higher ambitions” than the team, you started giving an introduction of when and how we met, how-

ever you did not write as much about your “development” as I could have hoped for. Furthermore there were typing 

errors included in the test. 

 

You also wrote notes from a Sunday service to me, where I said to you – as I have written in these scripts – that it was 

“quality work”, which I was very happy to receive from you. 

 

Based on these experiences, my preliminary evaluation today is that your intelligence at least is “good”, however I do 

believe that David is the most intelligent of the team members today. And I will need more time and see more of your 

work before I am able to give a better evaluation of your “intelligence”. 

 

Your attention to quality and details 

 

I have seen in your work and in “private” situations that you are very careful with details and that you do your abso-

lutely best. I have noticed this when you made the broken coffee maker at the office, when you communicate and 

when you “fix other things”, and I do believe that this is a natural skill you have: To focus on what you do, to be very 

careful and to really do your best. I believe this skill of yours is above average. 

 

Your working speed 

 

When it comes to your working speed I have seen that it has taken long time for you to prepare for example the lunch 

plan (the paper on the wall) and in the beginning also your action plan. I have seen when we have talked together that 

it takes time for you to think. I believe it is because of your lack of professional experience and lack of computer ex-

perience that it today takes longer time for you than average to complete a work, and I also believe this is because 

you are more careful with details and quality than what many people are. 

 

I do believe when you receive more professional experience and guidance from someone like me, when you get used 

to work together with someone having a high working speed that you will be able to grow even more, to work more 

efficient, and I would like to say that your “basics” is the potential of a great leader – and I have truly been thinking 

that, but I have not written this in my scripts before today. 
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Why did the team not include Elijah in the work? 

Elijah told me that David requested his time helping on the work, but Elijah did not have the time. He also told me that 

he was stressed because of the plans at the office, his continuous work with his business and the fact that his business 

customers don’t know about his charity work.  

 

Furthermore he said that he also wanted to give freedom to the team working on the tasks, to delegate the work, and 

he said that he himself contributed with advices to the team and setting up meetings. 

 

Money situation 

Elijah started by giving me an apology on the money situation, which I accepted, and he also told me that because of 

the time we used together, he did not have the opportunity to follow up on payments on invoices from customers and 

other “options”, and if he had had this opportunity, he would not have been put in a situation, where he needed to 

ask me for a loan of 30,000 Shillings to save his business. And furthermore business was going down during this pe-

riod. 

 

And Elijah asked me to tell the world this: “I will repay your loan before the 30th July” and we agreed that it would be 

under condition that his customers will pay their invoices on time. And I told Elijah that I have total trust in him in 

money matters – and also the promises he gives me – and that I understood that the only reason for him not paying 

the first loan of 20,000 Shillings in June was that things did not work out in June, as he had “hoped for”. Elijah is a man 

that will do everything to keep his promises – this is my faith and trust in him – but today he may be to “optimistic” in 

certain situations. 

 

Elijah also told me that he was very hurt, when I suggested him to pay 40% of our expenses last weekend, when he 

really did not have much money on him. He told me that he is “a soft person” and that he agreed with me on my sug-

gestion because of this. And I said to Elijah that this was the most “fair” suggestion I could give him – I did not know if I 

would be able to get any more money at all myself. And I can only say that communication is very important and that 

both parties must do their best to understand each other when they make an agreement, so it is not “the stronger 

part” that will “win” on the expense on the “weaker part”. I did what I thought was right, and I did not know that 

Elijah was hurting because of this. 

 

Why is this test so difficult for Elijah? 

Elijah asked me why this test is so difficult for him, and I told him that it is because of the wish of God. Elijah is one on 

the top 5 leaders in the world to come and God has decided that the difficulties of the test reflects the position of 

people in the hierarchy and this is why I have gone through the biggest test of all. 

 

Security concerns 

Elijah told me that he only talked on security concerns because he wanted to help me as a friend, and I understand 

this, but it was not “lifting me up” as I have written in my scripts. 

 

Conclusion 

Elijah told me how important it is to have a family to talk to, and he said: “Imagine not having anyone to talk to” and 

he was very emotional when he talked about his miss of his late father, and when he said this I was also thinking of my 

own situation with no one to talk to, no family, who will listen to me, no wife and my father, who soon will be taken 

away from me. 

 

And then Elijah said to me, “I almost broke down, when I read the scripts, but because you are a good friend of mine 

and if this will change the world, let me be like Jesus, I will crucify myself” and we shook hands and hugged each other. 

We had made an agreement. Elijah did not want to change one single word of my scripts, and I promised to write his 

story 100% loyal, as I hope I have done here. 

 

At the same time God inspired me to draw a heart on my paper and I said with the words of God: This is LOVE to you, 

my friend ☺.  
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Meeting with the team 

After our meeting we had beers with the team, and we asked the team always to communicate honest and direct with 

the manager, to appreciate small things – for example coffee making, which Elijah or I often do, and we asked them to 

help us on this. And we asked the team to say THANK YOU, which is also my message to the world. Please appreciate 

the small things, say thank you. 

 

Going to the Karen Estate tomorrow 

After agreeing with Elijah – which was the hardest test on Elijah in his life and which was part of the hardest test I 

have ever had – God inspired me to say to Elijah that I will invite you and the team to go with me tomorrow, if possi-

ble, to the Karen Estate, where we will be welcomed and where we will be opened by God. 

 

And at the same time God said to me that this is the last test on you, Stig, and it was first after I said this to Elijah that I 

was thinking, what God has said to me earlier that I will be opened two days after the publish of all information, but 

the test for me is to have faith in God, and the rest of the evening, this was truly a test on me: Which information is 

the truth?  

 

And I have only one road to follow, to follow the agreement with Elijah and later with the team that tomorrow after-

noon we will go the Karen Estate, where normal life will come too, as God said to me. I have no other options than to 

show my faith in God, which is the true test, and God says, yes Stig, also your mother speaking, YES WE ARE PROUD 

OF ALL OF YOU and yes a personal message to: Your mother/I have been hurting the most because of the miss of you 

and the nervousness of what could happen to you in Africa. 

 

Celebration Dinner 

After this agreement, all people in the office were exhausted, but we went to the Intercontinental Hotel, where we 

had a splendid dinner and drinks to CELEBRATE our victory, and this is what I want teams to do also. Please celebrate, 

when you have truly accomplished and when you are happy ☺. 
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Saturday 18th July 2009 

Today I had a dream of being Santa Claus, however “something” was wrong, we agreed on the script from yesterday 

☺, we went to the Karen Estate hoping that it was the promise of God to “open us” and give us normal life today, 

however it was the “road of the Devil” because we were too eager to get a normal life, first you need to deliver and 

then you will find Gold at the end of the rainbow ☺. 

 

Dreaming of being Santa Claus 

I had a short dream where I remember being Santa Claus entering a room of people, where my father also was pre-

sent. I knew who I was as Santa Claus – God – but something was wrong, I was not saying anything. 

 

Writing and agreeing on the script from yesterday 

I was working from 8.30-11.00 to do the writing on the last part of the script from yesterday and I did the editing of 

the whole script until lunch. After lunch I printed out the script and gave it to Elijah to read first. I was hoping that he 

would agree but I did not know if he wanted to add more comments. He read it and he agreed without having any fur-

ther comments. Hereafter the other members of the team read the script and they all agreed. I was glad. 

 

Going to the Karen Estate 

At 15.00 we took a taxi to Karen Estate, the cost was 2,000 Shillings each way, and I was thinking constantly on the 

way of the test I was given. I was hoping that the information I received from God yesterday was right and if it was not 

right, I was hoping that God would recreate my old documents and keep the old agreement, but I was fearing that 

none of these two options would happen today, which would be the worst in my thinking, because what would the 

team think about that? On the way I received different information, visions and symbols from God, which did not give 

me a clear answer, so I was actually feeling very nervous. 

 

Arriving at the Karen Estate 

When we arrived at the Karen Estate, I only heard one sentence from God, which was: “Find a black man at the prem-

ises” and I was disappointed that we were not welcomed by someone already when we arrived, but I did what I was 

told and together with the team we searched the premises for maybe half an hour, in- and outside, but I did not find 

any black man that could help us. And it was strange because during this maybe half an hour, God was not speaking to 

me at all, he was completely silent and this is not the normal situation – normally he speaks to me and gives me vi-

sions and feelings, but he was completely silent, which I told the team. 

 

Asking “black men” if they were expecting “Stig” 

Therefore I sat down with the team at a table in the garden, and we had drinks. When we sat down, God said to me: 

“The black man does not know how you look” – and then I was thinking of what to do. I decided to drink my cappuc-

cino and afterwards to ask the “black men” I could find at the premises if they were expecting “Stig” today? I asked 5-

6 men and I said that I have received information from “another person” that a black man working at the premises 

would be expecting me, however this “person” had not told me the name of the black person and therefore it was a 

little bit difficult for me.   

 

And when I spoke to the Restaurant Manager, I became convinced that this was a part of the act that God has created 

for me – I have only been “an actor” playing his “act” on this trip without knowing the act. It was not the road of God; 

it was the road of the Devil, which I now needed to tell the team about, not feeling very good about the situation. 

 

Information to the team about “the road of the Devil” 

So I sat down again with the team and started to write notes on my mobile phone to receive more information from 

God on what had happened, and after this I said to the team what I believed was the truth – yes my friend, Stig ☺ - 

that I was shown the Karen Estate as “a road” to follow already the first day when I came to Kenya, which I decided 

not to follow; that I have been told about the Karen Estate several times during my travel to Kenya and I told the team 

the story, when I asked Elijah what is the most important to him: To become the prophet Elijah or to get a “normal 

life”, where he said that getting a normal life is the most important, and yes my friend Elijah, this was why the Devil 

came so strong on Stig yesterday “promising” you and the team a normal life already today and yes yes yes my 

friends, normal life will not come before we are completely done with the work and have published it – and yes Stig, 
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the Devil also spoke about a new Mercedes to you, gave you “tasting” experiences of Wine and Champagne and yes 

new clothes for you, a nice bed and bedroom and yes  Stig, all you said was “I wish that the Devil and my sufferings 

will disappear” and yes Stig that was the most important for you and yes it would also be nice to start living in a place 

where it is quiet and yes we know, we gave you many temptations, and yes it would have been nice, but it was not the 

essential, the essential was truly to have the Devil and your/mine sufferings disappear. And yes, Stig, you have de-

cided to do what I want you to do in your life – yes, to go to Ghana, as I said to you in the beginning of this travel or to 

stay in Kenya as your base and travelling the world, yes you don’t know today. 

 

Therefore Stig, the true answer is this, this was the road of the Devil and yes Stig we could only say this to the team, “I 

am sorry, I was fooled by the Devil” and yes Stig “I will wait on God and his true promise to recreate my documents and 

to finalise the work” and yes Stig we know right now you don't know where to live in the future and yes Stig, we will 

have to wait and see and yes maybe this was the road from the Devil all along – and yes I have now removed “your 

safety”, you don’t know anything about your future right now. 

 

Message from God to the world: Don’t expect too much, deliver first 

I said to the team that I was sad because of today’s experience; that I could not tell the difference yesterday between 

God and the Devil and that the words yesterday were put so strongly on me that I could only open my mouth, and the 

words were automatically spoken through me, but when I said this to the team, God said through me that he was also 

happy – he was now communicating again – and he said “don't expect too much”, which is also a message to the 

world, “first you need to deliver and at the end of the rainbow there is gold”, the colour of God and here also meaning 

the symbol of a “normal life”. And I said to the team: I WILL NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP! 

 

An offer to share the rest of “my money” with the team 

And yes, Stig, you have used approx. 6,000 Shillings today, 4,000 for the taxi and yes 2,000 for drinks – money you 

would not have used if you did not believe in me and yes Stig, so after today you may have approx. 13,000 Shillings 

left on your Master Card and in cash – “If you have calculated correct” – and yes Stig, you said to the team that you 

have decided to share this money with the team according to their “critical needs”, however you will not be able to 

help David with a loan now – and David said that he will try to postpone the repayment of his loan, not a nice situation 

to be put in - but you will be open to talk to him, when Elijah repays his loan to you and yes, Stig, you were saying that 

you would hope that the team members will do the same as you, to share their money, when the team has “critical 

needs” and maybe Elijah will be the first to receive money?  

 

The team still supports me 

So at 18.00 we took the same taxi back to the office, and I could hear the team speaking in Swahili the whole way – 

not knowing what they talked about other than I could hear some words indicating that I was included in the discus-

sion – and when we came to the office, I asked the team “do you understand what I tried to communicate to you to-

day”, and they said to me, “Yes we understand it is difficult for you” and afterwards Elijah told me that “you have the 

full support of the team”, which I was very glad to hear, but did the team understand what I communicated? The story 

was not about me having a difficult time. 

 

Apologising to Tina 

Elijah had a few deliveries to do after we came to town and then we took the Matatu home, and I believe the clock 

was maybe 19.30 or even 20.00 before we were home, and I sensed that Tina was not very happy that we were late 

again today – and I apologised to her saying that it was my responsibility, and that we would improve next week com-

ing home earlier. I also explained the reason for our trip to the Karen Estate – that it was the road of the Devil because 

we were too eager to get a normal life. 

 

A good day after all ... 

During the evening I said to Elijah that it after all had been a very good day. I knew that I could not have done it differ-

ently; it was the wish of God to let me do this test today to tell the message of today to the world. 

 

Elijah’s financial situation is troubling him 

Elijah told me that he is very nervous about his situation with the micro finance company, what they will do, will they 

put the police on him and I do understand his feeling, which is not a nice feeling to have. 
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Monday 20th July 2009 

I did not do a script yesterday because I was very tired indeed, I decided to keep working hard today, would God ask 

me to do a second edit of my scripts or would he recreate my stolen documents?, he asked me to edit the scripts again 

and I asked the team to do the same as I: To do a final edit of the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters, would we starve 

this week?, the answer was no, I was able to take out 20,000 Shillings from the ATM, David asked me to help him repay 

his loan, which I accepted if I can take out even more money tomorrow, we have not been 100% disciplined with the 

resource plan, God has given “sicknesses” to the team as well and emailing with Sanna “keeping up appearances”. 

 

No script from yesterday ... 

After a very difficult, busy and stressed last week, I decided to relax yesterday and not to write a script of yesterday. 

We went to church, where I was truly very tired; Evans did the bible study and he spoke about always being positive, 

also when talking about your Nation. 

  

I wrote the script of Saturday yesterday afternoon instead of taking a nap, which was what I truly wanted – but nor-

mally I sleep very badly the night after taking nap, I also did a revised Top 100 music list on Facebook, and Elijah took 

some chairs outside and for the first time while staying with him and his family, we sat outside talking, which was very 

nice. In the beginning of my stay, I recommended Elijah to buy plastic chairs, so we could enjoy outdoor life, when the 

weather is good, but the chairs never made it to the action plan ... 

 

I also received a very nice email from my mother – she writes differently from Sanna. You can see “her smile” in the 

words, which you cannot in Sanna’s emails. She wrote about the experiences, she and John have had and news from 

the family, and I feel much more motivated answering mails, which are positive and “smiling”, and therefore I sent a 

positive reply today. 

 

And yesterday I was thinking, what will God do tomorrow morning? Will he recreate my stolen documents, so I can 

finalise my work or does he want me to edit all of my scripts a second time, which he started saying to me at the end 

of last week? I was truly hoping that he would recreate my documents, but I also knew that there were still many typ-

ing and formulation errors in my scripts. 

 

I woke up early Monday morning 

I decided to wake up early Monday morning at 5.00 again, and we were at the office 6.30. I could easily have slept 

more and I was still sick with a cold, fever and cough. 

 

Would God want me to edit my scripts again or would he recreate my stolen documents? 

I opened up the computer, the stolen documents were not recreated yet, and I had the feeling that God did not make 

his promise to me – I remembered him saying that when we agree on Dadaab, Somalia and my scripts, he would rec-

reate my old documents, and this was my feeling, but I also understood his message – which he has also said to me 

before – that we should do our absolutely best and I knew that my scripts could be improved through a second edit, 

so I decided to start this task this morning. 

 

God wanted me to edit the scripts again – “big work” 

I was not mentally prepared to go through 187 pages again, it was a big task, my motivation was not very high, be-

cause I thought that “maybe” I had finished my scripts, and I was also thinking about our deadline, our promise to give 

a “normal life” to the people of Kwawanzilu at least in the beginning of August, on my financial situation the 1st Au-

gust, where the bank will close me down for sure, if I have not myself received “normal life” before and I was thinking 

about the team and their patience – will they still have the patience to wait on me and the miracle of God recreating 

my documents? 

 

So I was looking at the computer this morning, I opened up the document with my scripts, and again I was thinking 

“how long will this take me”? And I had the feeling in Danish “puhhh” – another big job and I knew I really had to find 

my motivation, patience and work rhythm once again, and I decided to see how much would I be able to do in one 

hour and then to calculate how long the whole work would take me. 
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And after the first hour, where I had still not found my rhythm, I had edited the first 7 pages and I calculated that it 

would take me 26 hours to do all of the editing and yes maybe 2-3 days, and yes the first hours are not the easiest, but 

when you have worked for 2-3 hours concentrated, you will get into the rhythm, and then you just need to continue 

until you finish.  

 

So this is what I decided to do, and the more I worked, the more I understood the wish from God that he truly wanted 

me to do the best I can (which I normally do without having others to decide for me...) and during the morning, he 

also gave me the idea to follow up on the team – for the team to do the same, to do one final edit of the Dadaab and 

Somalia newsletters, so I decided to take a meeting with the team after lunch, where I would ask them to do this, and 

I was thinking, would I be able to motivate them doing this after they have received the feeling that they are done 

with the job? 

 

Team meeting – one final edit of the newsletters 

So after lunch I had a short meeting with the team, where I explained the truth – that I did not know this morning, 

what God wanted me to do; that he had decided for me to do a second edit of my scripts that there are many errors in 

my scripts, which I have now started correcting, and I said the truth that I do believe there are many formulations in 

the Dadaab newsletter, which are not “perfect English”, and I asked John if he would do a final edit of the newsletter 

reading each and single word and make all formulations perfect English, and I was very happy that he decided to ac-

cept this. 

 

I said to David that I don’t have the same feeling of the details of the Somalia newsletter as I have with the Dadaab 

newsletter – that I have read it 1½-2 times – but I would be happy, if he would go through the newsletter one final 

time reading every single word, improve the quality of it, move chapters, if need be, double check information like he 

double checked information on the UN Charter and to use the calm and quietness this week to do this, and I was also 

very happy that David decided to accept this. 

 

And the purpose of doing the final edit is also to “grow” David and John – to give David the possibility to work concen-

trated only focusing on the Somalia newsletter without the feeling of stress, and for John to deliver “perfect English” 

and to carefully go through all details of the Dadaab newsletter. 

 

During the afternoon, God inspired me to give a deadline of Wednesday before 16.00 to both David and John - as-

sisted by Meshack – and both of them accepted the deadline. And God wanted them to have the same deadline as he 

had given me on my second edit of the scripts.  

 

My money situation 

I only had little cash left on me, I knew that the team would probably also be short on cash and that we would get a 

difficult week if I could not use my Master Card anymore and if Elijah still did not receive payments from his custom-

ers. 

 

I had told Elijah yesterday that I would like to share my remaining cash with him and the team, but Elijah said that he 

would request me to pay him the weekly pay of 5,000 Shillings, and I was thinking of the team, because if I had to pay 

Elijah 5,000 Shillings, there would only be 6,000-7,000 Shillings left for myself and the team. Later I told Elijah again 

that I would like to share the money with the team, and then he agreed with me. I said that I would check my Master 

Card Monday morning to find out if I could still use it. 

 

My Master Card was still working ... 

So this morning I was very excited to see if my Master Card was working. I had earlier calculated that there would 

probably only be 3,000 Shillings left to cash, but I did not know exactly how many bills from before 1st July, which were 

not drawn from my bank account the 1st July and therefore still outstanding. 

 

And I was very surprised and also glad to see that I was able to take out 20,000 Shillings today. So my calculation was 

not entirely correct. I called Elijah and he was very happy to hear the news, now we would also be able to buy food 

this week. After lunch I therefore gave Elijah my week pay of 5,000 Shillings and the other team members 5,000 Shil-

lings each. 
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The maximum cash limit per month on my Master Card is approx. 214,000 Shillings. Including today’s withdrawal I 

have used 177,000 Shillings this month, of which 21,000 Shillings was used to buy the colour laser printer, so I have 

withdrawn 156,000 Shillings in cash so far this month and I don’t know the balance of cash withdrawals from before 

1st July, which are still outstanding, because I did not keep accounts before 1st July because of stress, so the truth is 

that I don’t know exactly how much is left this month, only that it is “not much”. 

 

David’s critical needs 

I was thinking of David’s critical needs, when Elijah will receive payments from his customers and when I would be 

able to help David. 

 

During the afternoon I had a meeting with David, and he said to me that he would appreciate the help he could re-

ceive. He told me that he did not have any other options than me, and he told me that the consequence could be that 

the lenders would collect his furniture etc. and sell it at an auction.  

 

I decided that I would try to cash even more money tomorrow morning on my Master Card, and if I succeeded I would 

give him as much money as I could, because I knew that Elijah would soon receive payments from his customers, and 

that “normal life” is still coming shortly, when we have finalised and published all work, yes my son this is what I have 

told you and yes, the 4th August is the ultimate deadline not from the Devil but from God and yes, Stig, this is the se-

cret you have found out ☺☺☺. 

 

Resource plan week 29 

 

LTO work Week 29 from 13-18 July 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 45 hours 48.5 hours 

David 47.5 hours 38.15 hours 

John 48 hours 44.3 hours 

Meshack  No plan 38.55 hours 

(one day off) 

Stig 60 hours 57 hours 

 

Compared to the resource plan from week 28, we have not improved on the latest week plan. There are larger varia-

tions in working hours compared to the plan, and yes, Stig, when you give a promise to work a certain amount of 

hours, this is a promise you give yourself, your employer and God, and therefore I can only say: ALL PEOPLE MUST 

FOLLOW THE AGREEMENT ON WORKING HOURS.  

 

We have not been 100% disciplined this week, and this was the reason why I changed the headline of the resource 

plan for the new week starting from today, so it now says “be 100% disciplined every day!!!” – which I have also 

communicated to Elijah and the team. 

 

Tests from God on the team members 

God has decided to give me a cold, fever and cough since the 7th July – I have NEVER had a cold for this long – and yes, 

Stig, because of the team and yes, Stig, I have also given John stomach problems, Meshack headache, David tooth pain 

and Elijah headache, and yes, Stig, this is what I do when I am not entirely satisfied with you and yes yes yes, this is the 

reason why. 

 

A nice email from Sanna 

Today I received a nice email from Sanna talking about her/Hans’ holiday to Madeira, and Tobias coming home before 

time from Spain, because he was sick and because it was 41 degrees, which was not a nice experience to him. I replied 

that we are still working hard, and that we had a “nice” visit to Karen Blixen’s farm last Saturday. So keeping up ap-

pearances ... ☺. 
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Tuesday 21st July 2009 

Finally my sickness is becoming weaker, I took out 10,000 Shillings from the ATM, which I gave to David helping him on 

his critical need, Elijah told me the good news that he will start repaying his loan on Monday next week, I will now start 

washing my own underwear, I have decided to keep helping the team and after two days of hard work I have now “al-

most” completed the second edit of my scripts today. 

 

My sleep and “sickness” 

I have slept reasonable well for a period of time and my “sickness” is finally becoming weaker, but I am still cold and 

cough. I have had no stomach problems for a while and today again I decided to work hard. 

 

Helping David on his critical need 

This morning I went to the ATM again. Would there still be cash to withdraw? I tried to cash 30,000 Shillings, but the 

ATM said that my daily limit was reached, I tried 20,000 Shillings with the same result and finally I tried 10,000 Shil-

lings, and I succeeded getting this amount. 

 

I sent David a SMS giving him this information and after lunch I gave him the 10,000 Shillings. He promised me to pay 

back the money before the 15th September and I said to him that “normal life” will have come to us long before that 

☺. And God said to me that he would help David in his situation. David had to repay his loan of 50,000 Shillings today, 

or at least 40,000 Shillings as he said to me the other day, but he only had 20,000 Shillings including my loan. 

 

When I met David again for coffee at 16.00 I was excited to hear how his meeting went, and yes, Stig, they decided 

not to take his furniture and yes Stig they decided with my help to accept David’s payment of 20,000 Shillings and the 

rest before the end of August, and David was visible relieved and he gave us a big smile at the office ☺. 

 

Meeting with Elijah after work 

Elijah had asked me to meet him at “my afternoon work bar” – he had something he would like to talk to me about, 

and I had no idea if it would be “good” or “bad” news, and it is always a good idea to tell people what you want to talk 

about, so people will know in forehand.  

 

When meeting Elijah he decided to give me “level 1” information, as he said, and hereafter he spoke for 10 minutes 

about his financial situation, customers, invoices etc. and I did still not understand what the key message was and if 

the message would be good or bad, but after 10 minutes he told me that he will receive a payment from the Hotel In-

tercontinental of 30,000 Shillings this Friday, which should be available for him from Monday next week, so the mes-

sage was good news and he wanted to share the money and he asked for my opinion. 

 

My first thought was to share the money with the team, so we would also have food next week all of us, and my sec-

ond thought was that maybe I could avoid paying Elijah 5,000 Shillings on Saturday, which I suggested. And I believe 

Elijah thought the idea was good – this is the impression he gave me - but instead Elijah focussed on the repayment of 

his loan from me and he asked me if I thought a repayment of 20,000 Shillings to begin with was alright.  

 

I thought about it, and my true feeling was that my loan was not the most important – the most important was that 

none of us will starve, and therefore I said to Elijah that if he wants to start repaying the loan, I will help the team next 

week instead of him, and I was also thinking that this will be a cheaper “solution” for him. 

 

Afterwards he said that Tina had asked him to follow up on these two issues: 

 

1) If I can wash my underwear myself. I said that I have been so stressed and exhausted that I have not been focus-

sing on this question at all and I decided that I will do the washing of my underwear myself. 

2) After blowing my nose, please throw out your paper tissues outside. I have thrown paper tissues out in plastic 

bags at my room and I said that I am sorry that I have not been considerate. I did not think of six people living in 

a small house and about the hygiene, but even though I have been cold and have coughed for 14 days, none of 
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the others have received the cold, and yes, this is how it goes. BIG SMILE TO YOU MY FRIEND. I promised to do 

this in the future, but I also told him that my cold is “almost” over now. 

 

I said to Elijah that I was happy that he communicated honest, direct and positive with me, and that Tina could have 

said these things directly to me, but because of the Kenyan Culture and “respect”, Tina communicated through Elijah, 

which is not what I want people to do in the future. I want all people to communicate freely with all people. 

 

The second edit is almost done today 

After working from 7.00 to 21.00 only with a few breaks to eat, communicate and for transport, I have now gone 

through all 186 pages, corrected hundreds of errors, I have been working maybe 18 hours effective – not 26 hours ac-

cording to my estimate yesterday morning – and yes, Stig, you have a “pretty good” feeling of your scripts, and yes we 

know all of us, you would still be able to find even more errors and yes, you have accepted the scripts as they are, be-

cause most of the content is with the quality I would normally write a memo of 5-6 pages in English with the skills I 

have today, and yes Stig, you are annoyed with yourself because you have not been 100% disciplined because of 

stress and exhaustion and yes my friends, maybe 5-10 stories have not been inserted at the correct day of the scripts 

because you have not taken notes as accurately as you normally do and yes yes yes, my friends, “here is the news” 

(thanks ELO), Stig, when you are not satisfied, I am not satisfied, but your true feeling is that you could not have done 

it better under the circumstances, and yes, Stig, not according to your normal quality, but yes, we have all decided to 

accept the scripts as they are today, and yes, Stig, we know you are exhausted today when this is written the 22nd July 

and yes, as exhausted as you can be after you have gone through almost three months of “stress” and yes, my friends, 

when you read about the stress you had before leaving Denmark not only for months, but for years (Sanna?), yes my 

friend, Stig, we have allowed you to enter MY HOUSE, THE HOUSE OF GOD, THIS IS WHAT WE WILL DO TO YOU – to 

accept that you are totally exhausted and yes Stig, still more work to come, and yes you have decided to do this with 

the same quality, the best you can deliver, and yes, Stig, your friends at the office have also PERFORMED THEIR ABSO-

LUTELY BEST and yes, Stig, this is the feeling that I want people to remember that all of this team have done, and yes 

yes yes, COME IN ☺☺☺. 
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Wednesday 22nd July 2009 

Today I finalised the second edit of my scripts and the final email list, today may be the last day where I pay lunches for 

the team, I received 120 corrections to the Dadaab newsletter from John and Meshack ☺, I also received “a few 

amendments and additions” to the Somalia newsletter from David ☺ - both on time, I decided today that we have to 

finalise our work and we can only do this when God will recreate my stolen documents, and I am feeling nervous about 

God: When will he recreate the stolen documents? 

 

Finalising the second edit of my scripts 

After two very busy days, I decided to sleep until 7.00 this morning instead of 5.00.  

 

I worked at Kengelis from 9.00-12.00 finalising my second edit of the scripts, which I was feeling happy about. The 

quality improved much. It was only approx. 15 degrees this morning, I was only wearing a shirt and a sweater, I don’t 

have a normal jacket anymore, and it was actually cold working – as it has been many times before – and my fingers 

were freezing. Because of this, I was not entirely satisfied with my working speed, but I did it! 

 

Finalising the list of email addresses 

I received the last email addresses today from the team – from John. He has received approx. 200 email addresses on 

NGO’s around the world, which are also now included, so the total number of email addresses are now approx. 1,350. 

 

I made a new Gmail account today so I now have three email addresses with Gmail: stig.dragholm@gmail.com, drag-

holm.stig@gmail.com and stig.dragholm2@gmail.com. I know that the max. limit with Gmail is 500 recipients per mail 

(other leading email providers don’t offer the same), but I don’t know if I can send three emails from the same email 

account the same day with a maximum of 500 recipients per mail or if I need to send from three different email ac-

counts – this is the reason why I have created three different email addresses in case I need it. 

 

Today may be the last day I pay the lunches for the team 

Yesterday I said to the team that it may be the last day I pay for lunches for the team, because I have almost no cash 

left, but because Elijah “invited” one of our good friends from the church in Gachie for lunch today and because he 

explained that the Kenyan Culture is that we will pay, I decided to say to the team that today may be the last day 

where I pay for lunches. Yesterday could have been the last day if it was not for Elijah’s decision – I thought that we 

would only meet for lunch as “friends” and that we would pay for our own lunches, but now I know the Kenyan cul-

ture also on this. 

 

So after lunch I have approx. 2,000 Shillings and 20 dollars left, which will have to last until Monday next week, unless 

it is still possible to take out cash from my Master Card, which I will try again tomorrow morning and if this indeed is 

possible, I will reconsider my decision on paying lunches for the team, if the team has “critical needs”. 

 

Corrections to the Dadaab newsletter 

John and Meshack met at 7.00 this morning to work the whole day finalising on the corrections to the Dadaab news-

letter – to make the formulations “perfect English”. 

 

Even though this has been part of the assignment earlier, they managed to do approx. 120 improvements and it really 

improved the quality of the newsletter. They delivered on time, and John showed improvements working on details. I 

am satisfied with this, thank you both of you ☺. 

 

Corrections to the Somalia newsletter 

David has made a few corrections and additions to the Somalia newsletter, and according to my best judgment, I be-

lieve the newsletter is looking fine, however I don’t have the same feeling of the details of this newsletter – except 

from chapter 4 – as I do with the Dadaab newsletter, but I do believe in David, when he tells me that the historical in-

formation on Somalia is correct. 

 

There are still a few things, which can be improved – for example to resize the pictures, which we will do during the 

final design phase. 
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My decision 

We have now edited the documents “several” times, and I am “almost” happy with them. I have decided that we now 

have to go on with the work setting up the final design and for me to finalise the last documents, which we will only 

be able to do, when God recreates my stolen documents. 

 

And I have decided that I will involve the team with some of the tasks during this final phase, ask the team to read the 

Dadaab and Somalia newsletters with their final design, and to do “last minute changes”, if need be, and I will read 

and do a third edit of my scripts, if I have ½-1 day doing this before the 1st August. This is the only way we can meet 

our deadline. This is my decision, God, and yes, Stig, we know – more tomorrow morning on this. 

 

Nervous going to sleep 

I was very nervous going to sleep and not happy about the situation. Will God recreate my stolen documents tomor-

row morning? Otherwise I will have “almost nothing” to do. 
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Thursday 23rd July 2009 

I had very good dreams, which I did not write down, God did not recreate the stolen documents this morning and the 

Devil tried to change the content of my agreement with God, which I rejected, the Neptune store let me down for the 

second day in a row, I was able to take out 10,000 Shillings from my Master Card to my surprise, I asked the team if 

they had “critical needs” in which cases, I would pay their lunches, but they can pay for themselves the next 1-2 days 

☺, I lend “our nice friend of the office” 10,000 Shillings to save him from being thrown out of his house, people will help 

people they know, I have had “no time” for private emails and telephones, I have stopped communication with my fa-

ther and I declined my mother’s invitation for her 70th birthday ... 

 

Very good dreams 

God woke me up during the night encouraging me to write down my dreams. However I have decided that I will not 

do this anymore during the night – he has done that to me hundreds of times before the last few years, and it only 

stresses me - but I do remember that the dreams were very good, and they continued being good the rest of the 

night, but I cannot remember the dreams this morning. 

 

What will God do today? 

Meeting at work at 7.10 this morning, I was very nervous. I had the feeling that now it was up to God to show his 

power – the feeling that it is now “all or nothing” meaning that either we will finalise this work or I will publish nothing 

at all and if I cannot meet the deadline of the 4th August bringing “normal life” to the village of Kwawanzilu, I will go 

home to Denmark. 

 

This test is mentally one of the toughest that God has given me! And I do believe that the team may have the same 

feeling. When will he recreate the documents, we have certainly reached our limits, is he satisfied with what we have 

done and will he allow us to continue? 

 

Either God will recreate the documents now, so I and the team can finalise our work staring from today, or else today I 

will only be able to work on the scripts from today and yesterday. If God recreates the documents today, I believe that 

we will be able to publish all information the 31st July or maybe before, if we work quicker than what I have estimated 

in a revised plan, I did yesterday evening. 

 

So when I opened the computer at the office this morning, I was nervous, and I was very disappointed when I saw that 

the documents were not recreated yet. So after 5-10 minutes of disappointment, I decided that I would go to the 

Kengelis bar working on my scripts from today and yesterday and to see what will happen during the day. 

 

Ideas from the Devil 

And when I walked to the bar, God or the Devil gave me several ideas of what I could do. The first one being that I 

could present the revised action plan of the final work to the team, before the documents were recreated. I decided 

to reject this idea, because it was not part of my agreement with God. I will go through the plan after the documents 

are recreated - otherwise I would have to change the deadlines again, if God does not recreate my documents today. 

 

God also gave me the idea to have John and Meshack go through all of my scripts to improve the quality of the Eng-

lish, however I also rejected this idea. These are my scripts – even though they also include important information for 

LTO for the future - and the world will understand from these that I am not perfect writing English today, and that I 

will improve when God lifts me up to the next level. 

 

And finally God gave me the idea to start doing the third edit of my scripts before the documents will be recreated. I 

also rejected this idea, because this is also not part of my agreement with God. I will do this if I have time before the 

1st August. 

 

And I can only say that I and the team have delivered according to the agreement with God, and that it can only be the 

Devil, who “gives me these good ideas” and the Devil that has not kept the promise, and yes, Stig, this is your decision 

too, yes it is also me taking these decisions, and I can only say this: NOW I HAVE TAKEN THE DECISION. WE ARE READY 

TO CONTINUE OUR WORK AND WE ARE WAITING ON GOD TO HELP US, please ....? 
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Waiting on God to recreate the stolen documents 

While waiting on God, I wrote the scripts of yesterday and the start of today, and I decided to update the scripts with 

information on the latest email conversations I have had with Sanna and my mother, to update my top 100 music list 

on Facebook and to go to the Netptune store to buy a new black printer cartridge, using my American Express card ☺. 

 

So I did this and when I arrived at the Neptune Store – now for the second day in a row – I was not able to buy the 

printer cartridge because the “colleague knowing how to do the payments” was not at work. But today they had the 

manual card reader and they tried to find the receipts, however they did not succeed, so I made an agreement with 

them that they will call me tomorrow, when they have found the receipts and when the colleague is back at work. This 

is not world class service, my friends. 

 

Walking on the streets, God and the Council spoke to me, which they normally do, but I have not included much of 

these conversations in the scripts, but I remember they told me that “only you can do it”, “go to your extreme limit”, 

“to show the world” etc. 

 

The Master Card worked again ☺☺☺☺ 

These days my Master Card is confusing me to say the least. After thinking about my earlier calculation, I do believe 

that the calculation was correct. It was based on updated information from my telephone bank and someday I will 

know if I did the calculation correct or not, or if it is God surpassing the monthly credit limit of the card because today 

I was able to take out the requested 10,000 Shillings and Stig, yes Stig I just want to say this to you, it is not raining to-

day, is it, yes the weather is not the best in Nairobi also today and yes John called this morning and said that it is very 

cold, and yes Stig you have been thinking if it is me or the Devil as you also call me, who have created this weather as 

a symbol of how you are doing and yes, Stig, let me say this, Karen is not far away from you, I have decided to follow 

your request and yes, you will ask the team if they can afford paying lunches themselves and yes, if they truly cannot I 

will pay and I will recreate your documents and yes, Stig, I know this is not part of the agreement you have with me, 

God, and therefore Stig I can only say “I am sorry about the challenges you are facing” and I will make it all up to you 

soon ☺☺☺. 

 

The lunch situation 

After coming back to the office I asked Meshack, David and John if they would be able to buy lunches themselves or if 

they face “critical situations” in which cases I would be happy to pay. Meshack said that he would be able to pay today 

and maybe tomorrow, and David and John said that they would be able to pay today and tomorrow, but they may 

need help on Saturday, and I was very happy with their answers and I told them: “Please let me know when you need 

help and I will be happy to help you” ☺☺☺.  

 

If the lunch restaurant does not keep their agreement 

Until today we have experienced that our original lunch restaurant G/R – which we visit twice per week - has not kept 

our agreement three times and food has been 15-20 minutes late. Elijah has communicated with the manager every 

single time, and the team has accepted his apologies, and today at the office we decided that if the restaurant turns 

us down again, we will in a positive tone give the manager a “warning” saying that if the restaurant turns us down 

once more, we will remove the business to another restaurant. There have been different views in the team on this, 

but this is what we agreed on today. 

 

We have been very satisfied indeed with the Greenview restaurant, which we visit 2-3 times per week. They keep our 

agreement, food is always served on time, they give us a very friendly welcome, good service and it is calmer at this 

restaurant than at the G/R. 

 

Helping our “nice friend” 

I met the very nice friend of the house after lunch, and I asked John to help me remembering his name – I have never 

been able to remember names because God has removed this skill ... – his name is Mutiso. I was asking how he is, as 

people normally do in Kenya, and I could see that he was not in a good mood, he told me that business is not good, 

and that his landlord asked him to pay his rent yesterday, which he could not, and therefore today he will face the risk 

of being thrown out, and he therefore asked me if I could help him with a loan of 10,000 Shillings for two months. 
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After thinking two minutes, I decided that I will borrow him the 10,000 Shillings I took out from the ATM, because I did 

not have to pay for lunches for the team today. I gave Mutiso the money, he was truly very happy and he promised 

me to repay the loan within two months. I said to him that this is some of my last money, but my situation will im-

prove soon, and I told him that “I don’t want you to be thrown out of your house”, which was the reason why I bor-

rowed him the money.  

 

After giving the loan I now have approx. 1,400 Shillings left and 20 dollars at home.  

 

People will help people “they know” 

And I know that this is the message from God. I have helped the people I know here with their “critical needs”, and I 

have given no money to people I don’t know, who I have met on the streets, even though I many, many times have 

been “this close” to give them a little bit of money, but I know that the test from God has been to do exactly this, to 

show the world that you care the most about people you know, and this is the reason why I encourage all people in 

the world to communicate with and get to learn each other through the Internet or travels and yes, Stig, this is part of 

being approved by me before your enter my beautiful new “Kingdom”, which is the planet I will build in front of your 

eyes – if you share what you have, if you have more than a “normal life” - which is what I had in Denmark, and Sanna, I 

kindly ask you to publish my tax statements from the last 8-10 years, so people can calculate an average of my in-

come, and from these statements, you can see that I had no fortune, so this is what I want the world to do: To give 

away your fortune to people who have less than what I had with the purpose of all people to have a “normal life” be-

fore judgement day. 

 

Starting the third edit of my scripts 

After a short meeting at the office, I decided to start the third edit of my scripts, and it was certainly not a part of the 

agreement with God that I should do a third edit – and he is smiling right now because he has said to me “that every-

thing should be ready” before he recreates my documents, and yes, Stig, your freedom has been taken away from 

you, and yes you decided to do this yourself, if you have the time, and yes Stig, to take away FREEDOM is the worst 

feeling I know (except from the Devil ...) and therefore I have started doing the third edit feeling extremely disap-

pointed and yes we know, just to say that this is what many managers do all over the world and yes you have had this 

experience yourself many times with former managers – therefore PLEASE DON’T DO THAT – people work much bet-

ter when they have their freedom, yes Stig, when they follow the basic rules and yes Stig we know this is extreme 

what I do to you also today and yes yes yes, this is the way I want to communicate this message to the world, there-

fore Stig – and I can only say without God this time that this feeling is truly the WORST, don’t take away motivation 

from people but help them work, teach them, make them grow and give them freedom ☺. And yes, there are still 

approx. 3-5 amendments per page even in the third edit and yes, Stig, we know this is your absolutely final decision: 

THERE WILL BE NO MORE EDITS OF MY SCRIPTS AFTER THIS THIRD EDIT!!! 

 

The team is feeling down 

When I came back to the office at 16.00 for coffee, David said that he has the beginning of a cold and I could see that 

the whole team were feeling down – they had read my latest scripts including today until lunch. This made me sad, 

and I therefore said to them: “God always shows me a road, he has always done that, it does not mean that it is not 

difficult, and please remember that you must always be strong when you are weak, and I also need you to be strong 

and help me, because this is also difficult for me.” And I did this as empowering as I could. 

 

I have had “no time” for private emails and telephones 

I have had the feeling throughout my travel that I have had no time or energy for private telephone calls or to write 

emails or messages on Facebook, and every single time I have done this, I have had the feeling of throwing up, not be-

cause of the communication I have had with my family and the few friends, I have had contact with here, but because 

of the constant stress, lack of time, exhaustion or sickness, which has been part of my life here and which has given 

me so much pressure that it has led to this “throw-up” feeling.  

 

But I have taken the time and communicated with both family and friends, however I have decided not to communi-

cate with my father anymore. What would you do, if your father never contacts you and never ask questions in his 
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email replies to you? This is the decision I have taken – I don’t feel motivated to talk to him – and yes Stig, we are all 

motivated speaking to you, but not your father??? 

 

I declined my mother’s invitation for her 70th birthday ... 

My mother’s husband called me on Skype today – the first time this happens from any family member during my  

travel – and he left a voice mail and also a chat message saying that they will now order the planned cruise to Norway 

for the family to celebrate my mother’s 70th birthday the 2nd September, and after I had done all of my work today, I 

decided to send a chat message to John saying that I will not be able to come, but that I am still looking forward to 

seeing the family soon.  

 

I did not know what was the right answer, but I was thinking that “sailing” has been a symbol of the Devil too (see my 

old scripts, Sanna?). Because of this, my “feeling” was not right, and I also thought that God has probably other plans 

for both me, my mother and my family and yes, Stig, no sailing ... 

 

And this makes me truly sad – because I know my mother will be sad - but I know that it is part of the test that God 

puts on all of us and therefore we should only be happy, yes yes yes Stig, I would like to say much to you, but I have 

decided not to speak much to you now, yes you see the yellow colour I give you and yes you felt your mother and yes 

you also felt Janet Parker speaking and that is also right, Stig, we would like to give you our roses too – thank you 

Janet, I am still thinking of your fantastic “soul journey” in 2006, me too, thank you Stig – and I give my deepest re-

gards and respects to the work of the teachers of Arthur Findlay College – what these people practise is the truth, and 

they are the warmest and happiest people I have ever met ☺. 
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Friday 24th July 2009 

Tonight I slept poorly and I had to finalise the third edit of my scripts today, I dreamt of the Island of Bornholm and 

Topgear – good symbols, I finalised the third edit even though it was hard work and even though God had decided to 

be a “controlling manager” hereby saying to the world: This is not the attitude that I want managers to show in the 

future. God and the Council are happy with me, if I had been able to work normally, we would have done even better, 

but God still gives us roses ☺, God is testing our patience, he showed Elijah that “I am still here”, I had a very sad feel-

ing because of my mother missing me and God showed me “Harry Potter” – a vision of what is to come? 

 

I slept poorly 

Tonight God woke me up at 02.50 and I coughed some times before I was able to continue sleeping. I had decided to 

work at home today finalising the third edit of my scripts, even though I had as much as 136 pages to edit today. This 

was the deadline God gave me. I woke up at 06.15 feeling tired and I started my work at 06.55. 

 

Dreaming about Bornholm and Topgear 

I was dreaming about a conversation I had with the host of Topgear, Jeremy Clarkson. I asked him if Topgear will come 

to Denmark this year and he said yes. I recommended him to come to the Island of Bornholm during the summer, 

where you have the most idyllic small villages with old village houses and village ponds, and I said that open veteran 

cars would look beautifully here, and he accepted to come to Bornholm instead of Jutland, which he had planned on. I 

also met Michael Palin from Monty Python, and I was saying the same to him – please come to Bornholm. 

 

Continuing and finalising the third edit of my scripts 

So I had decided to work concentrated the whole day, but when you know you have 136 pages in front of you to edit 

and you only have only one day to do it in, it is mentally a very big task to do, but I decided keep on working. At 12.00 I 

had edited 58 pages and from 12.00–15.00 I was really extremely tired and during this time I was thinking “should I 

continue working or take a nap”, but I decided to continue even though I was so tired that I had to use the outmost of 

my willpower and at 17.40 I had completed the third edit. I believe it took me effectively approx. 13-14 hours to do 

including the work from yesterday afternoon and excluding smoking and lunch breaks, but I did it! 

 

And I accepted to do this work even though God took away my freedom. There were still many errors, and yes, this is 

to show the world about the importance of editing your documents – please do quality work. And yes, Stig, there 

might be even more corrections to do, yes you will also normally find errors when you do the 4th and 5th edit, but now 

you have decided yes that you will follow God’s commands, but if is up to you, you will stop the editing of your scripts 

now and continue your work – I WILL NOT DO ANY MORE EDITS - and yes, Stig, it is now up to me to decide and yes, 

when managers are “this controlling”, people will become indifferent, and yes, Stig, we know this is your message to 

the world: You have done this job, where I have taken away your freedom, and yes using the work discipline I have 

given you and yes Stig you now have the feeling I have also given you, yes the feeling of being indifferent and yes Stig, 

exactly as you have had with most managers not involving you in the past. I have seen too many controlling managers, 

who give people exactly this feeling of being indifferent, because you are controlling people instead of involving and 

motivating people, and this is part of what I want the world to change. 

 

God and the Council are happy 

I was smoking outside every hour and I also had lunch while working on my edit, and during a smoking break, God said 

to me, that he was very happy with me because I also “carry out this deadline without problems”. 

 

I heard whisperings from the Council as well during the morning. Mary Magdalena said that she loves me, but I have 

asked the Council not to give me “sensitive” messages anymore, because even though they are nice, they are giving 

me feelings, which interrupt my work, which I still need to do, even though I would really like to be free from doing 

this very hard work, to be united once again with the Council and for all of us to be free. It is not very nice to continue 

doing very hard work without living a normal life .... (The Council gave me VERY strong feelings while I wrote this). 

 

If I was able to work normally here in Kenya... 

Today I was thinking what we could have done, if I had been able to work normally in Kenya being together with the 

team all day communicating as I would have liked to. If we had had this opportunity, I am convinced that we would 
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have been working even more efficient, we would have achieved 100% discipline with all our work including our ac-

tion plans and agreements, there would have been no negative variations in the resource plans, all negative elements 

of the Kenyan culture would have been removed – and the good would have remained, I would have learned the team 

to really communicate, to ask questions and TO LISTEN, the whole team would have understood all of the content and 

messages of these scripts, which then maybe could have been published as LTO work and I would have been able to 

grow the team even more.  

 

But I know that God gives me and the team roses for what we have done despite of the fact that I have only had a few 

hours together with the team each week, maybe 1-2 meetings per week, short daily follow up meetings after lunch 

and lunches and coffee together almost every day. And yes Stig part of the plan let us just say it like this: Who could 

ever imagine that you would survive these three months? 

 

God to Elijah: “I am still here” 

During the evening I was talking to Elijah. He asked me if there was “any news” and the only news I could give him was 

that I had finalised the third edit of my scripts (the stolen documents were not yet recreated). He said that we should 

be patient with God and my reply was that “I will not be patient with God” thinking of our deadline. Had Elijah lost his 

faith? 

 

He said that the team would like to keep me at LTO and he had been thinking of restarting his and mine weekly meet-

ings, which we have not had for a long time now because of lack of time, and I was thinking if the team is losing faith 

in me and God because of “the delay”. The idea is not for us to have weekly meetings to “grow” Elijah – the message 

from God is still the same, he will grow Elijah to whom he really is after we publish this information, and yes, Stig, 

maybe it is the messages from both God and the Devil, which can be difficult to understand, and yes, my friends, so it 

is.  

 

“Normal life” did not come when we visited the Karen Estate – it was the road of the Devil because “we were too ea-

ger to get a normal life”, and yes, the question is now maybe: Which are the messages from God and which are the 

messages from the Devil, yes the team has seen or read about “my small miracles” and yes, do they still believe in this 

miracle to come: “The recreation of my stolen documents”. This is the question these days, my friends??? 

 

I know that God will go to our extreme limits and I will go bankrupt the 1st August unless my family or bank will “save” 

me again - probably the test is that they will think of this question while reading these scripts at the same time - and I 

believe today that God will allow us to publish our work just before or after the 1st August maybe also to see the reac-

tions from Sanna and your family and yes, maybe, Stig, who knows? 

 

When I talked to Elijah, God “blinked” with the light in the living room and I said to Elijah with the words of God: “God 

is still here”. 

 

“A very sad feeling” 

While I was talking with Elijah, I received “a very sad feeling” for maybe one hour and yes, Stig, we know you were 

thinking of your mother and yes, Stig, this was the feeling I gave the both of you and yes, it is really as simple as that, 

your mother misses you and yes yes yes, how is he doing in Kenya and we know, has anything happened to him? 

 

God showed my “Harry Potter” 

During the day, God showed me Harry Potter and yes Stig, maybe a vision of what is to come – to do a little bit of 

magic, that is right, my son ☺. 
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Saturday 25th July 2009 

After heavy rain yesterday, it was a very beautiful morning today, I forgot the team meeting yesterday because of 

stress, the Devil is tempting me again with African Women, I updated the Dadaab newsletter with “unspoken feed-

back” from the team, there is “insufficient funds” on my Master Card, I met “the nice but suffering man” on the street 

again, the team paid their own lunches today even though I offered them to pay, Meshack has received Malaria, ”to-

day  was my lucky day”, I had passport photos taken for my Visa, I bought the printer cartridge from my “friends” at 

Neptune, divorce rates are lower in Kenya than in Denmark, the team focuses on lack of money and work, and Elijah is 

to find a gift for Hillary Clinton. 

 

A good night’s sleep and a beautiful morning 

I slept from 21.00 to 06.30 this morning and for the first time in a long time, I felt “fresh” this morning. It is a very nice 

feeling, and I don’t feel stress – I have accepted God’s plan whatever it may be. When he wants me to continue work-

ing, I will do that. I still have a little bit of cough, but my cold and fever is gone. 

 

Yesterday we had beautiful weather during the morning and early afternoon, I enjoyed the warmth of the sun when 

smoking outside, but later in the afternoon, I became a little bit nervous, when I saw the dark clouds and a lightning, 

which seemed to be “very close to me” and yes, Stig, this is true, and yes afterwards we gave you “very heavy rain” 

and yes Stig, maybe a symbol of what you did yesterday?  

 

But this morning, the weather was very fine again and yes, a beautiful morning, and yes, Stig, this is exactly what it 

was – blue sky and the sun was shining ☺. 

 

I forgot the team meeting yesterday – and temptations of African Women 

Yesterday I was so focussed thinking of a way to finalise the third edit of my scripts that I decided to work at home. I 

don’t believe I would have been able to finalise the work in town also using time on transport, lunch, coffee and with 

the team. 

 

Yesterday I remembered that Meshack would probably need help to pay for his lunch and I asked Elijah if he would be 

able to help him, if need be, which he accepted, but I did not think of our weekly team meeting and breakfast, and 

therefore I can only again apologise to the team, however we don’t have much work to talk about at the moment, we 

are still waiting....  

 

It was not bad will, it was stress, I am sorry, my friends – but I am glad that God did not punish us, I hope – but I am 

thinking of what Elijah and John (over the phone) told me yesterday; that Meshack was not feeling well and therefore 

he decided to stay at home, so maybe my decision after all had consequences for the team? Yes, Stig, I would only like 

to say this, I don’t like to show myself in dark clothes anymore and yes Stig, yes Stig, the Devil has tempted me this 

morning trying to “motivate” me to find an African Woman today and yes yes yes, no more Stig, I know, you have 

taken this decision and we know “hurting you, we are” (yes Yoda is still here) and my friend Jenipher on Facebook sent 

me a nice message the other day yes Stig, she is the symbol of “nice African women”, whom you have rejected and 

yes, Jenipher, we would have liked to spend time with you, but no no no, because it was the Devil all along yes tempt-

ing you and I now see “someone” dressing in light clothes, that is right Stig, and yes who is it? Not me, Stig, my 

mother, the Blessed, says and yes, Stig, we are still in Hell hoping to get out of here and yes, this was this message, 

and yes what will you do today?  

 

My “tasks” today and again I declined the invitation of my mother’s 70th birthday 

I have almost no tasks today, but this is my plan: 

 

I have some old paper notes, which I will go through and maybe update some of the old scripts, and yes my friend, no 

father here, only mother? Yes, I will not call my father, this is my decision, and yes, Stig, the “nice” man, John from the 

Neptune store did not call you yesterday as promised, so you will call or visit him today, and yes Stig, an email from 

John, your mother’s husband, he did obviously not see your chat message on Skype Thursday and yes, they “expect” 

you to accept the birthday invitation, and yes we have been thinking about this again this morning and yes you would 

like to accept and yes in “a normal life” it should be possible, and yes Stig, you have taken the decision the other day 
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so therefore the answer is still no and yes it will hurt your mother and your family, yes, Stig (I see one of the Council 

members blinking her eyes at me, she is in pink, but she does not show or tell me who she is) and yes Stig, we know, 

you don’t believe in the symbol “sailing” and yes, Stig, you do believe that God has other plans for us and yes, this was 

this story. 

 

And yes, you will exchange the 20 $, we know, and yes spend the rest of your money today on the team lunch – and 

Elijah will add, if need be, you have 800 Shillings left – and yes Stig, take two passport photos (150 Shillings), which the 

Immigration authorities requires to extend the Visa and yes this is the plan – but no money today to pay for the Visa 

(2,200 Shillings), so maybe on Monday, when Elijah has access to money, yes my friends, this is the story. Absolutely 

no money left – only a “worthless” American Express, which can be used in some stores and maybe at the United Na-

tions to take out cash, but you have decided not to follow up on this “opportunity”. 

 

Yes, Stig, you received 1,500 Shillings for the 20 $ at Forex, so now you are “rich” with holdings of 2,300 Shillings. 

 

Update of the Dadaab newsletter 

And yes we know, update the Dadaab newsletter – the team has now read it several times and there is still informa-

tion included on the Koran not being my work and yes Stig we know, they have not said anything to you, and yes 

therefore you have decided to exclude this information, because if the team does not want to include it in the Somalia 

newsletter, the decision must be the same for the Dadaab newsletter and yes “surprised you are” that the team has 

not followed up on this. 

 

Before the update, the newsletter included the following sentence: 

 
“The Somali Maslaxad is based on the Shari-ah law – a law which is NOT THE WORK OF GOD, BUT OF SATAN - and this ”court” will 

punish the woman by letting her marry the perpetrator.  THE SHARI-AH LAW IS NOT AND HAS NEVER BEEN THE WISH OF GOD.” 

 

The sentence has now been changed to: 

 
“The Somali Maslaxad is based on the Shari-ah law and this court will punish women by imposing them to marry their rapists, which 

we believe is WRONG.” 

 

The Master Card does not work anymore 

Today, my Master Card is not working anymore at the ATM. I tried to take out first 20,000 Shillings and afterwards 

10,000 Shillings, but the ATM said “Insufficient funds” – so maybe my calculation was wrong after all – there is no 

more credit on the card today, and I did probably not need this money after all. 

 

The nice man on the street 

I have now met this suffering and sad, but very nice man on the street maybe 6-8 times – the man who did not keep 

his agreement with me one afternoon at 14.00 maybe one month ago. 

 

The last time I met him, I promised him that help will come the first week of August and today, when I met him again, I 

said that this is still my promise to him. I told him with the words of God that “I have devoted my life to help suffering 

people like you”. 

 

The team lunch 

I met the team at Greenview, they arrived at 12.01 – not a few minutes before as I encouraged them to do the other 

day after they had developed a habit of coming 2-3 minutes late some days. They had decided to pay the lunches 

themselves and I said to them, please tell me if you have “critical needs” and I will pay, but none of them did, they 

paid themselves. 

 

And maybe the difference this time is that we had a test from God the Saturday, when we went to Kwawanzilu on 

Sunday, where my credit card did not work because the team still wanted me to pay for lunches after I had started 

paying weekly salaries to them, which they may remember.  
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And maybe the difference this time is also that NOW I HAVE VISIBLY NO MONEY LEFT and yes yes yes, you have men-

tioned MANY TIMES to the team that the money you have used are not your own, but yes STIG YOUR CARD WAS STILL 

WORKING and yes, when the card is working, YOU MUST HAVE MONEY even though you say IT IS NOT YOUR MONEY, 

and yes maybe the team someday will answer this question, and yes my friends, I don’t regret that I have helped with 

your “critical needs” – I would have given you more if I could - all I am saying is THAT I TRULY DID NOT HAVE ANY 

MONEY, the money we spent is the bank’s money and I will go bankrupt the 1st August unless normal life comes, and 

yes my friends, this was the reason why you decided to keep on helping the team, we know ☺. 

 

Meshack has received Malaria 

Meshack said that he has received Malaria yesterday morning, he has no energy and he is in pain, and as I said to him 

“I am sorry to hear that, Meshack”, but please believe: “God will help you” and yes, Stig, I told you afterwards: If he 

believes in me and if he decides not to take medicine – it is really as simple as that, what do you decide Meshack? And 

we give you already three “suns” and yes Stig, a new symbol yes this is not the medicine man but three suns 

hereafter stands for “healing”, yes of course if Meshack decides to receive my offer?  

 

 “This is your lucky day” 

After lunch I shared the latest scripts with the team to update them on the situation, and Elijah and I walked to the 

photo studio next to “the bar with the loud music”, so I could buy passport photos. 

 

I was told that 4 pictures cost 150 Shillings. It took approx. 15 minutes, the pictures were taken by a professional pho-

tographer, and when the pictures were printed, there were 8 pictures, and the employee said “this is your lucky day” 

and I smiled, yes my friend, you smiled at the photographer and yes your hair was not looking good and yes my friend, 

maybe a symbol to have your “photograph” taken, we know STIG WE ARE ALL WITH YOU AGAIN “HOUND DOG” is not 

here, we know you have never thought this is a good song by Elvis, we know and yes yes yes no barking anymore (I 

see a yellow dog, before it was black, running away with its tale between its legs, it has been defeated) and yes only 

by HARD WORD yes for three months in a row and yes yes yes a little bit of relax on Sundays, but not all Sundays and 

we can only say that we are not satisfied yet, but satisfied until now, and yes my dear friends, I give the words, Stig 

write them with “his English skills” today, this is how we co-operate and yes yes yes if you don’t believe in that, we will 

only say: Don’t.  

 

We also succeeded buying printer cartridge 

And yes Stig, your “lucky day” continued, you and Elijah went to the Neptune store and you asked them: “Is this my 

lucky day today” and yes yes yes, the “American Express expert” was at the store today yes on the second floor, and 

yes he would come down immediately and yes after some time, you/I asked if it was from a 10 floor building because 

of the time it took, and yes then he came down with the help of one of the other employees. 

 

And yes, he had the receipts and yes you had the card, and yes then it was only a question to “match” those two – yes 

almost like a “match ball” – and yes, he gave you a hug, yes now my dear friend Karanja – and yes, you do like that 

very much, to be “friends” and yes this is the feeling I give these people to be “close friends” and yes my boy, this is 

the reason why you have had “no close friends” for many years, yes Stig, because you did not believe in me before 

2004/06 and yes, this is the answer. People not believing in God does not get the same “close friendships” as people 

believing in God does, yes, but it took four days my friends to buy a printer cartridge and yes yes yes Stig you have 

both feelings, to be friends and not to be friends and yes God and the Devil yes my friends because you have had both 

in your life always, so this was this, is there a wash here, no and yes we could continue but not now .... 

 

At the store Elijah also looked at music equipment systems, which he would like to buy for his home .... 

 

My old paper notes 

The days after my attack the 27th May I wrote down notes on paper – I did not have a computer – and I read some of 

these notes again today and updated the scripts from 29th and 30th May with IMPORTANT information, God gave me 

during this period for example the first time I heard that my father was also the father of Jesus, my déjà vu feelings of 

having been in Nairobi before, the responsibilities of the media etc. 

 

God anticipated beer 
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During the day today I heard God saying “beer” to me and I remembered that I also forgot our Friday agreement on 

Beer at the African Bar, and after the visit to the Neptune store, Elijah suggested us to have a beer instead today, and 

yes you did not pay for the lunches, so therefore you offered to buy beer for the team, and yes, David could not come, 

but you gave him 100 Shillings for a beer later, Meshack had left the office because of his sickness, so you, Elijah and 

John will have beer together today. 

 

Divorce rates are lower in Kenya than in Denmark 

At the bar Elijah, John and I talked about “believing in God”, which “all” Kenyans do and the divorce rates of Denmark 

and Kenya. They told me that it is very rare that a couple divorce in Kenya, they will stay together for life still loving 

each other after 10 or 25 years, and yes, Stig I told you that the reason why many couples in Denmark stop loving each 

other is because they don’t believe in God, yes Stig, it is as simple as that. The Devil takes the love away from these 

people and yes yes yes Stig, we know, thank you for a good day ☺. 

 

What does the team believe right now? 

Elijah suggested us to go to Denmark and raise money to help people, and a few days ago he asked me if I have the 

telephone number of Paris Hilton (to get money). John asked some questions regarding my family and stepfathers, 

which I was glad that he did. 

 

I asked them to read my scripts carefully – I believe it is only Meshack, who have read “every single word”, John has 

read much, David has “browsed” the scripts, I don’t know how much Elijah has read and maybe if they have “the time” 

now, they will try to read and understand? It should not take long to do. 

 

I asked them to understand the content of the scripts, and that it is both God and the Devil communicating but mostly 

God. I said that they have seen or read about “small miracles” and “we are still going to publish all information, God is 

going to recreate my stolen documents”. 

 

To Elijah I said that “I cannot give you answers today because of the simple fact that I don’t have answers to give you 

today”. Elijah is focusing on money and he is eager to receive concrete answers now, where the true answer is – as I 

have explained before - that we must finalise our work, publish it and afterwards God will raise us to a higher level. 

We will receive the answers as God believes we need at the right time. I also explained again that all people have a 

physical and spiritual being and that both John and Elijah will become their “inner self”, when they after grow with the 

help of God. 

 

John said that the team have now been used to work hard for a period of time and that they don’t have much to do at 

the moment. I said that I will come back with more work for the team and until then I ask them to be patient. 

 

Elijah to find a gift for Hillary Clinton 

The other day Elijah told me that the Hotel Intercontinental had asked him to find a gift for Hilary Clinton, who will 

come to the Hotel in the beginning of August as part of a visit to the African Growth and Opportunity Act, which also 

will be well attended by senior US and African Government officials.  

 

And yes, Stig, I told you that that I don’t have the same feeling of Hilary Clinton as I do of Bill Clinton and yes you 

meant Barack Obama but I put the words Bill Clinton in your mouth, when you said this to Elijah and John. 
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Sunday 26th July 2009 

This morning I was feeling fresh again, I had a dream of Karen, Denis and Kim, there is nothing to do in Gachie, I have 

not yet received the promised memo from Elijah and John, is Elijah feeling “tired” again?, Karen is not my “friend” 

anymore, the Sunday service was about restoring relationships, the purpose of Elijah’s life is to bring “God’s lost chil-

dren home to God”, God showed me and the family HIS NEW, BRIGHT PLANET ☺. 

 

Feeling fresh 

I slept from 21.00 – 7.00 and again I had the feeling of being fresh this morning, which has not been an ordinary feel-

ing for me in Kenya, and because of this I feel the motivation to start running soon again. 

 

When I wake up it was with a line from a song by Phil Collins: “Do you remember now its over”. 

 

Dreaming of Karen, Denis and Kim 

During the night God woke me up and I remembered the dream he gave me until the morning.  

 

I was invited by Karen for a large dinner party at her place. Denis and Kim would also be there, and I was surprised 

that Denis would allow Kim to participate. I was feeling very nervous – should I come and meet both Denis and Kim or 

should I stay away? I knew that I have provoked them much, but I decided to come, and I spoke to Kim like nothing 

has happened between us.  

 

And yes, Stig, just a short note, I also had other very good dreams? The truth is that I don’t remember and yes Stig, so 

it is, you don’t remember but maybe tomorrow when I will show you my white castle, and I can only say this, you have 

worked as hard and efficient as I have requested you to do and yes this is WHY I AM VERY SATISFIED WITH YOU and 

yes, I do have a promise to keep, don’t I, yes my friend, If I recreate your documents tomorrow morning, you will have 

five days and yes yes yes we know until the 1st and yes you don’t know my plan, the bank opens again Monday the 3rd 

and yes Stig Tuesday the 4th is the ultimate deadline, yes I know, I can only say this – nothing about Denis or Kim today 

– no nothing ok yes Stig, we can speak again all you want, but maybe next story? 

 

Nothing to do in Gachie ... 

In Gachie there are no bars where you can sit outside, there is nothing to do on Sundays and yes we know the thought 

is “except from visiting friends” and yes, there should be a lot of opportunities normally of doing this but the truth is 

that on Sundays we will sit inside the house all day, because there are no public places to go to and yes because Elijah 

have no plastic chairs and a table to place outside the house. 

 

But later in the afternoon I went with Elijah, Nicole and Joseph to the local football “stadium” to watch a game be-

tween two local teams and the “yellow” team scored a few seconds after I arrived. I liked seeing that ☺. 

 

Elijah’s and John’s memo to me 

Friday the 3rd July Elijah and John said to me that they would write and give me a memo. They did not say when, I have 

not yet received a memo and maybe you have not had the time to do this or to prioritize this work? 

 

Elijah is tired again? 

Elijah slept from 21.00 – 09.30 and during the afternoon he also took a nap of two hours for the first time in a long 

time, I believe, and I can only guess, but I do believe that the emotional stress he has been going through and still goes 

through is effecting him – I can see it on his face. He looks “worried”, but my dear friend, you have nothing to worry 

about – we will still do our plans together, and yes, Stig, Elijah, it must be difficult knowing you are the Prophet Elijah 

and that God is calling you to help the world come home to me? 

 

Karen is “not my friend” anymore 

God inspired me to look at Karen’s Facebook profile today and when I tried to find her at my list of friends, I noticed 

that she has deleted me as a friend on Facebook, yes Stig, and yes yes yes THE WHOLE COUNCIL REGRETS THIS DECI-

SION and yes Karen, no friend of yours anymore and no no no not at the moment, this is how it goes when you don’t 
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reply on her emails, Stig? How can you love such a woman – this is the true feeling I have today. And again the feeling 

of disappointment and sadness. 

 

Later in the day God gave me the usual stomach pain because of Karen and lack of love and I expected to go to the toi-

let but because of lack of water at the moment in the house – the family needs to collect it from outside – God de-

cided not to go to the toilet, and this is the first time ever I remember that God has started giving me this kind of 

stomach pain without letting me go to the toilet – he stopped it again, thank you God ☺. 

 

The Sunday service – Restoring relationships 

At the Deliverance Church the singing was very beautiful. The choir and the church, maybe 150-200 people in total, 

song with their FULL POWER: “Jahve, jahve”, and it was truly very beautiful. 

 

Pastor James gave one of his best speeches today on “restoring relationships” as the topic. Before his speech, God 

showed me the Garden of Eden and the Devil standing outside wanting to come in. He gave the following references 

to the Bible: 

 

Malachi 4:6 

 

“He will bring fathers and children together again; otherwise I would have to come and destroy your country.” 

 

1st Kings 18:36 

 

“At the hour of the afternoon sacrifice the prophet Elijah approached the altar and prayed, “O Lord, the God of Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob, prove now that you are the God of Israel and that I am your servant and have done all this at 

your command.“ 

 

Matthew 6:9-13 

 

“This, the, is how you should pray: 

Our Father in heaven; May your holy name be honoured; may your Kingdom come; may your will be done on earth as it 

is in heaven. Give us today the food we need. Forgive us the wrongs we have done as we forgive the wrongs that oth-

ers have done to us. Do not bring us to hard testing.” 

 

Ephesians 3:14 

 

“For this reason I fall on my knees before the Father.” 

 

Luke 11:2-4 

 

“Jesus said to them, When you pray, say this: 

Father: May your holy name be honoured; may your Kingdom come. Give us day by day the food we need. Forgive us 

our sins, for we forgive everyone who does us wrong. And do not bring us to hard testing.” 

 

John 14:9 

 

“Jesus answered, “For a long time I have been with you all;  yet you do not know me. Philip? Whoever has seen me has 

seen the Father. Why, then, do you say, “Show us the Father”? 

 

These are my notes from his speech: 

 

Relationship is one big component of life. Relationship between God and man determines the mental health of man. A 

child is dependent on its relations with the mother – relations make the child to grow up and take care of itself. Rela-

tionships will give you joy. Every good gift comes from God, you should enjoy it. We live in a world of broken relation-

ships between God and man, wife and husband, children and parents, nations and nations. Restore the heart of the 
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father to the children and the children to the father. God comes in the life of a person. God will complete it, he never 

gives up, and when he begins something, he will finish it. You can trust in him to finish it (I was thinking of myself and 

my work, dear Pastor, when you kept on saying this, to finish what you have started ☺). God says I will restore the 

heart of the father to the children and vice versa.  

 

Important relationships are between God and man, husband and wife, parents and children, me and other people. Re-

lationships determine the quality of your life, if they suffer, you will not be happy, people will divorce, be stressed and 

get sick. Good relationships will give you a longer life and happiness. God brings Elijah, who will return the heart of the 

father to the children. Adam broke his relationship with God, which tells us that both sins and good can be passed on 

to our children, Adam cursed us when he rebelled against God. Elijah had the assignment to restore the heart of the 

Israelites to God, Elijah said: Worship God. Our God is the God who brings fire and passion in our lives. Your excite-

ment does not come from the things you own, but from whom you know. 

  

Our need today is to have our heart restored back to God, where did we go wrong, our fathers wanted to leave God, 

man believes that I can take care of myself, I am rich, educated and I can do without God, but when you leave God 

out, you go into weakness and punishment. The judgement will fall when you leave out God. Repent and return to 

God. Live a life where you depend on God, express your dependence on him and victory will come. God becomes our 

father when our heart is restored with the heart of God. 

 

Who am I, why am I here, people have identity crisis and a feeling of emptiness when they don't know their fathers, 

when they don't know who our heavenly father is. Even Christ had identity crisis, God wanted him to doubt if he was 

the Christ of God, have him to prove this. Believe in God even if you have problems. Even though you don't know your 

heavenly father, you are a son of God.  

 

You will inherit your father, salvation is a free gift because you are a child of God, God is love, the piece of God is your 

inherit, you will get a sample of God on Earth as in Heaven, let me taste Heaven. Our God is a God of restoration. He 

wishes your restoration. Elijah’s purpose is to restore peoples’ relations with God. You will feel you have a loving and 

caring father in God. 

 

An opportunity for the American Express card to work 

At the church I spoke to Evans – he is working at Equity Bank – and I asked him about the American Express card, why 

it does not work at ATM’s here, and he said that he believes that the card will work at Citibank in Nairobi. Elijah heard 

this and I saw him become visibly happy. However, I said to them that on the homepage of American Express, it says 

that the card cannot be used at any ATM’s in Kenya. And I have decided that I will not follow up on Citibank as a po-

tential opportunity unless this is urgently required. 

 

The purpose of Elijah’s life 

Yes, Stig, first of all thank you very much today to Pastor James for a “well done job” and yes you told him after the 

service that his speech was of special importance to both you and Elijah and yes, he will soon find out, and Pastor 

James my dear friend, I will say this, I am not free yet but when I know I have such a good friend in you I can only say 

that I am sorry that I have not told you before and yes, the decision was Stig’s and yes Stig, I would have liked to tell 

you about who I am, but my dear Pastor, if I had told you, would you have believed in me and yes yes yes my dear 

Pastor please tell the truth, is Jesus/Stig in my church almost every Sunday listening to me speak and yes yes yes HOW 

DO YOU BELIEVE THE SON OF GOD SHOULD LOOK LIKE, ACT and YES WHAT KNOWLEDGE SHOULD HE HAVE that is the 

question my dear Pastor and no no no father, no relations with my father, we know Stig – exactly true my friend, you 

are the opposite of what I want people to do in many respects and yes YOU HAVE DECIDED NOT TO CALL YOUR FA-

THER we know ... 

 

And yes Stig, in your paper notes from the 31st May, which never made it to the script of 31st May, you have written 

“Believe in God – God gives people emotions, God is man, man is God” and yes yes yes we know, Stig, we will encour-

age you just to say this: ELIJAH MY DEAR FRIEND, WHEN YOU “GROW” UP I WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO TEACH THE 

WORLD and YES FOR THE PEOPLE TO COME HOME TO ME, I MISS THEM SO MUCH ALL OF MY “LOST” CHILDREN AND 

YES STIG, this is really the story, the purpose of Elijah’s life, yes we will give him three hearts this time . 
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God showed us OUR new planet ☺☺☺☺ 

 
 

Just before dinner approx. at 20.00, or maybe a few minutes before, I went outside to smoke, where I looked up on 

the sky – it was partly cloudy – and I noticed a few clouds with “a grey light” at the same direction as I saw “my light” 

some time ago. I was looking at these clouds and I saw they changed shape into a “L” and I was thinking of my mother 

because of the L in her name Lona. The clouds changed shape again and the £ symbol was shown. After maybe two 

minutes I was shown “my light” behind the clouds – it is the size of a star seen from Earth, but it shines much clearer 

and again it was at the exact same position as I saw it the first time. 

 

“My light” disappeared and soon thereafter I saw what I first thought was the moon, but it was not the moon. It was 

OUR – you and mine, Stig - new planet. There was light at the lower half of the right side of the planet from approx. 45 

degrees until 225 degrees. The light changed, it increased and became very bright, it decreased and became darker 

and darker. There was a shadow in front of the planet and it was not coming from the clouds, I received the “feeling” 

that it was a “hand” – the hand of God and yes yes yes – and the “hand”/shadow moved here by making more or less 

of the planet visible – it was like a “moon eclipse” in front of my eyes except from the fact that it was not the moon 

and it was not a “true” eclipse.  

 

The planet changed shape, which was visible to see at the edges of the planet – it was not completely round. There 

were moving dark spots on the planet followed by moving spots of light, which was even brighter than the rest of the 

light on the planet. 

 

When I saw the sight, I was first sceptical, and I asked God to show me more to be convinced. And I received the idea 

to ask for the light on the planet to disappear, which I did and gradually over the next two minutes, the light and the 

planet “disappeared”. If I was not convinced first – which I should have been because of the clouds and “my light” – 

this took away my doubt. It is not every day you can decide for the light of a new planet in front of your eyes to disap-

pear! 

 

Shortly after I saw the planet the first time, I had asked Elijah to come out and see it for himself. I said to him that the 

light appears and disappears etc., and after some time he said “very interesting”, which I now know that he usually 

says when God is showing his power, but this time I said to him that “this is not just “very interesting”, Elijah, this is a 

miracle happening in front of your eyes”.  

 

Nicole and Joseph also saw the planet, and I believe that Nicole understood my words, that she witnessed a miracle. 

Elijah looked at the planet for a few minutes and then he decided to carry in the water, which stood outside, while I 

continued to watch the sight, so my feeling was that this was maybe not enough to convince Elijah or otherwise he 

was “amazed” without saying anything, I really did not know, and I decided not to ask him this evening. He was wel-

come if he had questions. 
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After Elijah went inside I asked Tina to come out and watch, and I said to her that she was witnessing a miracle – how-

ever the light of the planet was disappearing and she only saw it shortly, where after the planet completely “disap-

peared”, and yes, Stig, she only saw it shortly because she has not read your scripts yet and yes, you have decided that 

it is up to Elijah to decide when he wants to show his wife the scripts, which she expressed her interest to see a few 

days ago. 

 

And yes, Stig, hereafter you had dinner and watched television and yes Stig, there were no follow up questions from 

the family. Maybe it was “not that interesting” – yes this is the feeling you get, when people don’t show their interest. 

 

Later I went outside again and this time I had my phone with me, I took one photo of the planet, where the light was 

not as bright as earlier and I wrote these supplementary notes:  

 

The shadow increases gradually and reaches the edge of the planet and covers it gradually. At 20.39 the planet com-

pletely disappeared. Half a minute later, it was shown slowly again. A blinking light from an UFO was shown below and 

to the right of the planet. And then the planet “disappeared” again. At 20.42 there was light at the bottom of the 

planet, and the light gradually expanded up at the right side of the planet. And then it “disappeared” again.  

 

And yes if you doubt me and my scripts, what do you believe this sight on the sky was? And what do you see on the 

sky gradually more and more yes Stig also after these scripts have been published? Please explain this to the world: 

Where was the moon tonight? 
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Monday 27th July 2009 

Both Elijah and I slept very poorly, I had a disturbing dream of a good friend – is he a rapist?, repent your sins and re-

port yourself if you have hurt other people, I ask the international community to prepare a new constitution/law for 

countries having “unrighteous” systems and for the new world to come, I had my passport photos “replaced” and a 

Visa extension until the 1st November, Meshack is feeling “a little bit better”, the team has not kept its promise on 

working hours, please remember to praise others when you are satisfied, there was no electrical power at the house 

this evening, but when I asked God to turn it on, he turned it on, my planet is visible again this evening and I got an 

even better picture of it. 

 

I slept very poorly 

Both Elijah and I slept very poorly. We agreed to wake up at 5.00 but we first woke up at 7.20. 

 

When I woke up it was with these words from the song “So long” by Abba: “You won’t have me tonight, so long” and 

again I connected this with the Devil leaving me. 

 

During the morning I was shown a vision of the Devil packing his furniture – sofa etc. – and moving it to Greenland 

(there is a lot of “ice” on Greenland) and he is also using Hawaii as a symbol of his home, yes Stig, there is a chair for 

you and your mother and all other in the sun here at the beach, but no no no, my good friend, this IS WHAT I WANT 

PEOPLE NOT TO DO, to follow the request of the Devil. 

 

Dreaming of a good friend – a rapist? 

I had a disturbing dream of a good friend in Denmark. He drove my car quicker than I wanted, and I therefore asked 

him to get off. I saw him at the counter of the bank trying to withdraw 100 or 200 DKK, however he did not have any 

money – he had a large overdraft. At the train station I saw him with a mask, he was hiding behind this mask thinking 

that no one would discover him – he was a rapist. 

 

I don’t know today if this dream is telling the truth or if it is one of God’s many symbols – and I have decided not to 

ask God today, because this is disturbing me much - but I would like to say this: I have decided not to share his name 

with you, because I don’t know if it is the truth. If it is indeed the truth, which I will find out shortly, I will encourage 

him to report himself to the Police, to obey the law and to apologise to his victims. If he decides not to do this, I will 

have no doubts saying to him, that I will report him, which I will then do. 

 

Repent your sins and report yourself if you have hurt other people 

And this is also what I encourage all people to do all over the world. I will not continue seeing people hurting other 

people, and I ask people who have violated the law when hurting other people – violence, murder, rape, burglaries 

etc. – to step forward and report yourself to the police, and Stig, one moment please, I will just say this: REPENT IS 

PART OF SHOWING YOUR “CLEAN” HEART TO GOD and part of the process of being approved by God to enter his new 

Kingdom. I want all to repent their sins and for people who have hurt other people to promise that you will not do this 

again and to keep your promise. 

 

People who know people, who have “hurt” other people and violated the law, should encourage these people to re-

port themselves or do the same as I, inform them that you will report them and then report them.  

 

However, I would like to say that I don’t believe in the “punishments” of the Shari-ah law and I ask people in countries, 

where the justice system is based on Shari-ah to wait reporting themselves or other people until a new and fairer sys-

tem is established. Or I will ask the Governments of these countries to accept acceptable punishments according to a 

white paper, which I will ask the international community with President Barack Obama as the chairman to produce. 

 

I know this is a wish of God, but God does not give me more information, and I am thinking – without the assistance of 

God – if there are other unrighteous law and justice systems than the Shari-ah law, I really don’t know – and all I can 

say is that if this is the case, I do have the same opinion: Wait until a new and fairer system is established or until the 

Government have accepted acceptable punishments according to the white paper from the international community. 
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I will ask the international community to prepare and publish a list of countries, which you believe have a “fair” law 

and justice system and I will ask you to publish the details of which crimes are to be reported, and to encourage all 

people to report their crimes, which have “hurt” other people. 

 

Please prepare a new constitution/law 

I will also ask the International Community with President Barack Obama as the chairman to start working on a new 

constitution/law/justice system, which can be used in countries, which have “unrighteous systems” and yes, Stig, 

PLEASE PREPARE THIS WORK ALSO TO BE USED IN MY WORLD GOVERNMENT TO COME yes yes yes Stig, after Judge-

ment Day, where I would just like to say this: MY NAME WILL NOT BE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE GOVERNMENT, I 

WILL BE HERE, I WILL ASSIST YOU WHEN YOU REQUIRE MY ASSISTANCE, BUT I WANT THE WORLD TO DO THIS WORK 

ITSELF. 

 

And yes, today I will ask you to consider the basic rules in these scripts, the new 10 commandments, the golden rule 

and I would especially be happy to see a world without bureaucracy – don’t have 1,000’s of law pages, which no one 

can understand – make this a world, which all people can understand, and yes Stig, you should not be a lawyer to un-

derstand the content of the laws. ALL PEOPLE SHOULD EASILY UNDERSTAND WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS WRONG. 

This is what I will encourage you to do, and yes – PLEASE GIVE FREEDOM TO PEOPLE, don’t regulate everything. 

 

I “lost” my passport photos 

This morning I could not find my passport photos and yes yes yes, Stig like you could not find your car key on the ferry 

from Sweden to Denmark a few years ago, which some “golf friends” from Fair Forsikring and people working at the 

ferries may remember, yes “it had completely vanished”, and yes I will say no more, it is not Christmas Day yet, Stig, 

but we are still approaching, and yes Stig, you went to the photo studio again this morning and yes told them the 

story, that you had “lost” your passport photos – yes you could not find them anywhere – and yes you asked them to 

“replace” the photos, if they were saved on their computer, and yes, then it was very simple: They “recreated” your 

passport photos, and yes, Stig, this was the best story I could give you. 

 

Meshack is feeling “a little bit better” 

This morning at the office I asked Meshack, if there was any change in his Malaria disease, and yes yes yes we know 

Stig, he said that he was feeling “a little bit better”, yes you could see that he was not looking well, and yes here it is: 

You asked Meshack “Have you taken anything”, and yes, Stig, his answer was no, and you said to him “May God be 

with you”, he was smiling, and yes, Stig, it is really as simple as that, you touched his shoulder, and yes, Meshack 

maybe you will wait taking medicine and see what happens over the next days, yes my friend, this is what I ask you to 

do if you do believe in God and “miracles of healing”. 

 

Elijah started repaying his loan 

This morning Elijah received the 30,000 Shillings, and he gave me 20,000 Shillings according to his promise. THANK 

YOU SO MUCH, ELIJAH ☺. And we agreed that my weekly payment of 5,000 Shillings from Saturday last week, which I 

was unable to pay, would also be used to reduce the loan, so the loan remaining is now 25,000 Shillings – and yes, we 

did not agree on the 24,000 Shillings, which I paid for to cover the office rent, so maybe this was just a “gift” and yes, 

Stig, if normal life comes soon, you have decided that it is indeed a gift. 

 

And yes, Stig, you said to Elijah, that you will share the money with the team for their “critical needs” and yes, here it 

is, you gave 5,000 Shillings to Meshack at the office – David and John had not arrived at 9.30 – and yes, hereafter 

Elijah asked you to “please keep a reserve” and he was also thinking of the need of his family in Kwawanzilu, and yes 

Stig, you said that you have decided to share the money with the team – as you told Elijah last week – and that you 

will give the team members 5,000 Shillings each (it was now too late to change the agreement), which includes 

lunches, and yes Stig, Elijah agreed and it was his decision to repay 20,000 Shillings, there was no agreement for you 

to “keep a reserve”, and yes 20,000 Shillings minus 15,000 Shillings for the team minus 2,200 Shillings for the exten-

sion of the Visa plus cash holdings of 700 Shillings gives you a reserve of approx. 3,500 Shillings, which is what you will 

have for lunches, transport, cigarettes and coffee this week. Yes, this is the story – “we will have to see how we will 

do” and help each other if needed. 
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And yes, Stig, Elijah told you that he does not know when he will receive the next payments from customers, and yes 

your answer was that you have decided for all people to have money this week, and that you do hope this also in-

cludes him (and his family).  

 

“Our financial concerns” 

And yes, Elijah is “very concerned” because of his situation with the Micro Finance company, yes “more than anything 

else” as far as I understand and can see on his face, and yes, Stig, you are also concerned about your situation, where 

you will go bankrupt the 1st August – or the 3rd August because of the weekend – if God will not help us, and yes Stig, 

this is not a very nice feeling, but this is not what is the most on your mind? No, what is on my mind is “God’s plan” – 

what will he do, when will he decide to recreate my documents – I will wait and see, what God decides to do next. 

There is always a road, and I am sure he will show it to me soon. 

 

Elijah believes in the “miracle” of the new planet 

Because I did not know yesterday of what Elijah really thought, when he saw the new planet – other than it was “very 

interesting” – I asked him this morning of what he thought, and he said that he truly believes it was a miracle, and yes, 

Stig, you did not understand that yesterday? 

 

Extending my Visa 

During the morning I went with Elijah to the Immigration Authorities to extend my Visa. On the way I said to Elijah that 

if they ask me about my work situation, I will say that I don’t work – the team has decided that my scripts are not LTO 

work – but that “I may work voluntarily for maybe 8-10 hours for a NGO” to help finalising the Dadaab and Somalia 

newsletters.  

 

Elijah said he would be concerned about what the authorities would do if I gave this answer, if they would start the 

work permit process instead, and I said to Elijah that I will not say anything else than the truth. 

 

When arriving at the Immigration Authorities office, I was asked to fill out two forms, but I was told only to answer the 

questions that the man behind the counter “marked” for me with his pen. The questions of work were not among 

these and therefore I did not have to answer these questions. There was a question regarding the purpose of my stay, 

where I wrote “holiday” and “write a book”.  

 

The procedure of getting an extension is quite confusing. First I had to go to four different counters, which all did a 

part of the work each, afterwards I was told to go to a back office, where I had all of my finger prints taken (!!!) and 

finally I had to go to two different counters to get my passport and new stamps. So now I am legally in Kenya until the 

1st November 2009. 

 

But I would like to say this: First of all if should be unnecessary to have a “Visa system” – this is not the freedom that 

God wants to give people, and secondly the process was really very bureaucratic. Why do you need to have seven sub-

processes instead of having the same person doing all work – and the authorities will probably have “many good ex-

planations”, but the truth is that these people working here “should be set free” and help Kenya to increase its pro-

duction instead. 

 

Resource plan week 30 

 

LTO work Week 30 from 20-25 July 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 46 hours 41.25 hours 

David 50.3 hours 47.40 hours 

John 47 hours 45.00 hours 

Meshack  45 hours 41.00 hours 

Stig 60 hours 71.25 hours 
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All I can say is that we have still not improved doing the resource plan – AND KEEPING THE PROMISES WE GIVE TO THE 

OFFICE AND GOD OF WORKING HOURS. The team has improved on filling out information on the plan every day, how-

ever we have not improved on delivering our promise. Please do this, LTO: KEEP YOUR PROMISES. 

 

As a personal note I can add that I have also included work on Sunday in the plan above. My work on Sundays from 

earlier weeks has not been included because – we know, Stig – I HAVE FORGOTTEN (red ears ...). 

 

“Thank you for a nice lunch” 

At the G/R restaurant today all of the food was almost served on time and I encouraged the team to remember giving 

praise, when you are satisfied, which we were today. After lunch I gave my praises but I noticed that no one from the 

team followed my encouragement, which I was surprised to see. 

 

There are too many people in the world today, I believe, who will remember saying when they are disappointed, and I 

would like people to “forget this feeling” – I have only included my “disappointments” in these scripts to teach the 

world how not to behave and communicate – and instead I will encourage people to remember giving praise when 

they are happy and satisfied. 

 

And I would like people to become more humble than what many are today. Please don’t ask to satisfy your own 

needs, if you can avoid it, but remember to ask how you can help other people. Please be considerate. 

 

No power at the house 

Yes Stig arriving home at 18.00 there was no power at the house and yes Stig, it is not the Devil this time, it is really as 

simple as that, no Devil and no power and yes we can only blame the power company but if you ask God he will tell 

you that not all promises are mad of Gold and the true reason is yes my dear friends, Elijah, because he is not as 

“happy”, yes my friends, HE IS VERY TIRED and yes yes yes KNOCKED OUT by me the Devil and yes my friends, Elijah do 

you think you will be able to find your NORMAL ENERGY again this week – we would be so happy and yes it will help 

finalising this work, and yes maybe you will not be able to finalise the beginning of your email, which will follow the 

publish of all of the work and yes Stig, there is only battery on the computer for maybe 20 minutes so yes, you will 

start again tomorrow morning and take an unwilling break tonight not making it easier to reach the deadline, and yes, 

Stig I said to you today that I want you to continue working until you have absolutely nothing left you can work on, 

and first then I will recreate your documents and yes yes yes Stig, it was not part of the agreement, we know we know 

we know and yes Stig I gave you the impression that I would recreate the documents when you had reached an 

agreement with the team and yes Stig I also said when you “are prepared” yes yes yes THAT’S LIFE my friends many 

places but not yet Stig .... 

 

And the power went back on ☺☺☺☺ 

Yes Stig, you asked me to put the power back on, yes you addressed God and yes my son a few minutes later when 

you were checking the validity of Karen’s email address on your phone’s web browser, yes when you discovered there 

is still “connection”, the power was “connected” immediately again at 19.02, and yes, you thought that you were go-

ing to have a break this evening, yes a new change and yes yes yes first a cigarette and yes is it really the planet or the 

moon and yes, your way to find out was to ask me to darken the planet, and this was what I did and yes Stig we 

agreed that I should brighten the planet so you could take an even better picture today which you did and yes the 

camera worked even better than yesterday, so it is, yes the Devil is not so strong anymore and yes yes yes LET US 

CONTINUE OUR WORK ON THAT EMAIL ☺. 
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Tuesday 28th July 2009 

After a very bad sleep, I decided to work at home today, at 15.30 I was completely done with all of my preparations 

and waiting on God to send the Devil away, my feelings to publish this information including (in the beginning) hurting 

the people I love the most, the planet is now shining constantly, having patience while the Devil is leaving us and Invit-

ing Thomas, Ole’s son, as a friend on Facebook ☺. 

 

We slept very poorly 

I slept very poorly tonight, even worse than the night before. God woke me up maybe 5 times during the night and 

maybe I was awake half of the night. Elijah went to town and I decided to sleep until 8.00 and to work at home today. 

I don’t believe that I have any agreements with the team in town today ☺. 

 

My cough is almost over, but not entirely. 

 

My work today 

God has decided for me to finalise as much of my work as possible, and therefore I am finalising as much as my email 

publish text as I can without having all documents, I have made an introduction to my scripts, the key messages from 

the scripts and an introduction to the Somalia newsletter. I cannot introduce the other scripts before I have the scripts 

recreated. 

 

The work today is not very easy, when you are very tired indeed and because God has not recreated my documents. 

Yes we know Stig, the feeling of being indifferent, and yes only by the outmost of my discipline, I continue the work. 

 

During the morning when I went outside smoking, God said to me that he was happy: “I was not sure if you would 

even come this long”. 

 

My feelings to publish this information 

I have many feelings of publishing this information 

 

• I will leave a quiet life without having the desire to be famous. This is not something I am looking forward to. 

• In the beginning I will hurt the people I love the most – my family and Karen and her family, but I am thinking that 

this is part of the plan of God, this is necessary, and I am focusing on the joy and happiness, we will all feel, when 

we are freed as someone in the Council inspires me to write, who? Yes, Stig, pick one of us, yes the pink one and 

who is that, ok Mary Magdalena. 

• How will the world react – will it be divided and how many will not even try to understand, read and listen to my 

messages? 

• My father will be taken away, what will happen next ...? 

• I will be grown by God – yes, my son both good and the feeling of suffer today, yes but you have faith in me, that 

this will be your happy day, yes ok, Stig, I promise you this time ... 

• What will happen immediately after the publish – today I have absolutely no idea of what to do, where to live and 

yes having faith in God is the concept... 

 

A five minutes power breakdown 

During the afternoon the Devil turned off the electrical power for five minutes to “test me” and my strength giving me 

new suggestions of what to do before God will recreate my documents. I did not listen to the Devil and shortly there-

after the power went back on. 

 

Now I have prepared everything I can prepare 

Yes Stig, at 15.30 today you have decided that you have prepared everything you can prepare and yes yes yes Stig, you 

will do no more work than writing your daily scripts until I recreate your documents, ok STIG LET ME SAY THIS TO YOU 

life has not been easy for me either to see that the two people I love very much have been separated from each other 
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and yes you are hurt like no other and yes yes yes we know you just keep on working yes this is what I have done to 

you, I have taken your life away and we know Stig for you to finalise this work and yes yes yes WHEN, GOD? Ok, I have 

not taken the decision yes, but someday soon, my very good friend ☺. 

 

Later: Yes, Stig, you have now had a break for 5 hours for the first time yes my friends in a long time, relaxing, and Stig, 

what now? 

 

The planet is now shining constantly 

Yes, Stig, earlier in the evening you were standing outside smoking and Elijah was collecting water. He said to you, that 

“the moon is up again”, and yes my friend, it is not the moon, no for two days in a row God has shown me the planet 

brightening or darkening, and yes he has done it when I have asked him to do it, he has made it appear and disappear 

many times and now my planet is visible yes Stig to the whole world, this was your question, and yes my friends it is 

not the moon, yes Stig where is the moon, yes you don’t know and yes if someone can find the moon on the sky to-

night, yes, Stig, I will give them a price and no more on this story tonight. 

 

And yes this is how the planet looked like today at 19.07 – it was visible all evening: 

 

 
 

Having patience while the Devil is leaving us 

And yes Stig, this is the truth, the documents are still not recreated, but Elijah told you that Meshack is looking visibly 

better and yes he was strong today at the office, and yes Stig I showed you yourself with the dog in a lead and yes Stig 

the Devil was cutting the lead and this was your message to Elijah today: “This is about having patience and about the 

Devil leaving us” and yes Stig your “sickness” is almost over and yes yes yes Stig, I can only say it like this: WE ARE 

STILL ON THE RIGHT ROAD, THE ROAD OF GOD, and yes The Devil has moved from Hawaii to Greenland, where he is 

looking down a hole in the ice and yes no mole here so to say ... ☺. 

 

Inviting Thomas, Ole’s son, as a friend on Facebook 

I was very happy this evening when God suggested me to find Thomas, Ole’s son, on Facebook. I have not seen Tho-

mas since approx. 1985 in Danske Bank, Hellerup – do you remember, Thomas? – and to start with it was difficult to 

recognise Thomas at the picture on Facebook, and there are two with his name, however Thomas, you look very much 

like Ole, and therefore I was in no doubt. I invited you as a friend and with the inspiration of God, I asked you if you 

would give the documents I will publish on Facebook to Ole or if you would send me his email addresses and of course 

“many regards” to both Ole and Niels, the other son. And yes Stig, you were happy, because this was confirmation 

from God, that he does want to send out all this information, even though the documents have not yet been recre-

ated. 
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Wednesday 29th July 2009 

Dreaming of my friend Jack taking a drug overdose, stop all production and usage of narcotic drugs, Meshack is well 

again with the help of God, God is preparing Christmas Day, Governments: Start producing what the world needs and 

employ people, deliver on your promises or you will lose creditability, God will light the Christmas Tree soon, meeting 

“nice ladies”,  a Matatu driver could have been a murderer ..., Elijah did not communicate and God broke my Internet 

and Skype connection, The “New Earth” has replaced the moon, an UFO made a heart on the sky, “everything is 

served”, the story of Nicaragua. 

 

I slept very well 

Tonight I slept very well. I was fresh at 5.00 but because I did not know if God would allow me to work today and be-

cause Elijah was not up - he slept poorly - I stood up at 7.00 and we were in town 8.30. 

 

A dream about my friend Jack 

I had the following dream about my friend, Jack, which I wrote down at 5.00: 

 

There is a Formula One race. Jack is going to drive a Ferrari, which is no. 2 in the start position. Just before the race 

starts, he calls me. The race starts, and Jack gets off fine. However the race is stopped after only one round. A speaker 

says that one driver is dead. It is Jack, he has taken a drug overdose, which his body could not eliminate, fluids run out 

of his head, and it makes me sorry. He is taken out of the car by emergency people, but they will not take off his hel-

met at the car, so the spectators can see him, and they decide to wait until they come to the yard. After his death, I 

speak to Jack spiritually, and he says that he would like to come back to a new life to drive another race.  

 

And when I write down this dream, I hear the songs “Money, money, money” by Abba and “Scary monsters super 

creeps” by David Bowie. 

 

Stop all production, trade and usage of narcotic drugs 

And yes, Stig, the meaning of this dream is quite simple, PLEASE STOP ALL PRODUCTION, TRAFFIC AND USAGE OF 

NARCOTIC DRUGS – and yes STIG, IF THE WORLD REALLY DECIDES TO DO THIS AND PUT ENOUGH STRENGTH BEHIND 

IT, it is possible to stop, and yes Stig, by helping the farmers to grow other crops, to cover their income decrease and 

to effectively stop all illegal trade – and of course to help all drug users, and Stig, drug users believing in God and yes 

repenting if you have done wrong, yes Stig for these it will be easier to go through rehabilitation and yes I KINDLY 

URGE ALL GOVERNMENTS TO HELP THE WORLD ON THIS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, it makes me sad to see so many 

good people lose faith and hope because of WHAT THE DEVIL HAS DECIDED TO CREATE FOR THE WORLD, yes please 

help. 

 

Signs of the Devil leaving and Christmas symbols 

When I stood up at 7.00 I heard the song by Ronan Keating: “You say it best when you say nothing at all”, which I 

combined with the Devil not speaking to me. 

 

And during the morning, God gave me more and more Christmas symbols – I did not write them down but I do re-

member “brown cookies” as one of the symbols. And it is a beautiful morning today, blue sky and the sun is shining. It 

is not cold today. 

 

Meshack is well again 

Meeting Meshack at the office I asked him how he was doing, he was looking fine, and he said that he is well again, 

and yes my friend, if you do believe that your friend is the one he tells you and yes Stig, no medicine, and yes accepts 

a “miracle” of healing, this is what I will do and yes my friends we know three suns and also three smiles for you 

☺☺☺. 

 

Preparing Christmas day 

Yes Stig, I know, I have no cookies for you but maybe a Gold chain instead, yes yes yes, I know, time is running out, - 

where do you want to hang this Christmas branch, no not there, ok Stig, let me say like this: No idea what I will do and 

yes if you are going to manually finalise your work, you will need to have the team helping you with the final design of 
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the Somalia newsletter, yes with the template, you made at the stolen computer and yes, you cannot ask him to do 

this before it is recreated, and yes Stig, when the team has done this – David – yes, you will ask him to help you setting 

up the design of all of your scripts, and yes two days for you to finalise your lost scripts from 10th-26th May if you work 

quickly, but first one day for the level 1 and 2 Dadaab newsletter and yes to involve first Elijah and then the team, and 

yes yes yes we know also the “Jesus in Nairobi 1988, Stig in Nairobi 2009” document, yes we know Stig and yes the 

miracle document and the communication document yes maybe one day in total, and yes we know the open letter to 

President Barack Obama yes maybe 1-2 hours, and yes finalise the email text and a shorter text for Facebook, and yes 

yes yes time to publish it all through email and Facebook, yes maybe ½-1 day yes my friend, so here you are today it is 

Wednesday and yes approx. 5 days if you and the team work efficiently and yes Stig, maybe Sunday or Monday next 

week and yes yes yes WHEN DO I WANT YOU TO PUBLISH YOUR WORK, I am so sorry for doing this to you and the 

team, but I would like to stress out that I HAVE NOT FORGOTTEN YOU, I AM STILL PREPARING CHRISTMAS DAY, and I 

will come back to you shortly ..... (I see God with the light chain being very “concentrated” – he is going to hang it on 

the Christmas Tree and God gives me the smell of the Christmas Tree as well ☺). 

 

And yes, Stig, you are thinking if I AS STIG WILL HELP YOU FINALISING THE WORK QUICKER, yes just a thought, have I 

already taken the text of your scripts and yes yes yes maybe I will finalise the newsletters as well and yes Stig, we 

know it is just a thought, because time is running out.  

 

Governments: Start producing what the world needs and employ people ☺☺☺☺ 

So at 10.00 today I have nothing to do. I am sitting at the Kengelis bar browsing the Internet and reading the newspa-

per, and my message is THAT IT IS NOT NICE HAVING NOTHING to do, and yes Stig, it is really as simple as this. PLEASE 

MAKE SURE THAT YOU USE THE RESOURCES IN THE WORLD, and yes yes yes we know when people are unemployed, 

yes, Stig, you will lose your identity and we know Stig, crimes and yes, Stig, this is not what I want, so I can only en-

courage the world to start employing people who are capable to work, to help increasing the production of the world, 

to help increasing food production and yes, Stig let me say it this way, this is truly the message to the world, to help 

people not doing nothing and yes, Stig, ok now this message is given, and we know Stig, we are waiting for lunch at 

12.00 and yes, Stig, that is true, you have no plans for the afternoon and yes, Stig, almost no money left, yes approx. 

3,100 Shillings, we know Stig, and yes what can you do when you have nothing to do and no money, yes it is really as 

simple as that: How many people will start thinking of a way to MAKE MONEY yes Stig, not you, but yes cheating oth-

ers, burglaries and yes crimes, this is why I WANT THE GOVERNMENTS TO THINK OF NOT ONLY REHABILITATION PRO-

JECTS, no I want people to have real work, for the Governments to help PRODUCING WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS and to 

employ people who are without work today – this is what I encourage you to start doing IMMEDIATELY. 

 

Deliver on your promises or you will lose credibility 

A part of my travel to Kenya has been that I have had the feeling for a long time that “I am almost done” with my work 

without knowing the plans of God, and yes Stig, the Devil has many times given your “deadlines”, which you have said 

to the team, family, friends, people on the streets and also the Lutheran World Federation as examples, and yes, Stig, 

this is not how you normally work, we know, but this is what we have planned for you to do on this trip, and yes the 

reason is very simple: Will he keep his word? And yes, Stig, as a message to the world: If you continue saying “I will do 

this before Wednesday” as an example, and yes keep on saying that you will do and you don’t deliver, yes then you 

will lose credibility and yes people will not trust you and how many people today will trust you to deliver this work?  

 

Karen and my family, maybe, and yes THE LTO WILL TRUST you yes Stig, this is what I truly believe they do and I can 

only say to your nice friends and colleagues, we know IT IS A DIFFICULT time and yes Stig, you have noticed that the 

office is “patient” with you and yes Stig the nature of Elijah’s questions are more “impatient” and yes Stig, at lunch he 

asked you “so you have not been writing this morning” and yes Stig he often asks you if there is “any news” referring 

to the recreation of your documents and yes we know, you don’t get the same feeling of impatience from John or the 

others at the office, and yes the exercise in this difficult time for all IS TO BE PATIENT, yes my friends, you have almost 

made it – hmmmm Stig, I am sorry the light chain was not the right one, but I am sure I will find the right one very 

soon SO I CAN LIGHT THE CHRISTMAS TREE ☺☺☺. 

 

Meeting “nice ladies” 

After lunch I decided to go to the Open Bar to relax without the computer. There is sunshine and they have the 

cheapest prices in town, however there was no service (!). All I really wanted to do was to relax, but I met a nice lady, 
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who was eager to talk and to meet a husband (from Denmark ...), and yes Stig she had a very good friend in Denmark 

and yes she showed you her telephone number, and yes, Stig, you were not interested and we know a small test from 

the Devil. And yes you left because a man asked you for a cigarette ... 

 

And yes, Stig, you went to the Comfort Hotel and yes you met two nice men on the balcony of the bar, and yes, he has 

a Danish lady as a manager and last year he visited Copenhagen, and yes Stig his friend asked for a cigarette – so twice 

at two bars a Danish connection and asking for a cigarette - yes Stig this is the truth, this is my power ☺. 

 

The men left and soon after the nice lady Grace arrived, yes Stig one of the nice ladies, who is not mentioned in these 

scripts before today, and yes, she remembered you clearly but you do have difficulties remembering people and 

names, and yes the Devil in your life ... And yes, Stig, you had a nice talk, she gave you her email address again and 

yes, Stig, another test maybe and yes Stig you also passed this one. 

 

None of the two nice ladies at the two bars had work, and what do “nice ladies” do at the Open bar and the Comfort 

Hotel, where there are many tourists and yes Stig, maybe a source of income, and yes Stig, you did not talk to them 

about what “they could offer you” and yes, my friends, these ladies did not offer “their services” to Stig, no they are 

nice people suffering trying to make a living. 

 

Yes, this was the afternoon in the company of the Devil and yes yes yes the Council is also here and yes Stig please 

don’t disturb God, he is working, yes how many people have thought like this when seeing you work yes Stig at differ-

ent bars and all we can say is that we have kept many ladies and a few criminals away from you, yes Stig, this is what 

we have done. And yes we will also have a New Year’s party afterwards, God asks, and yes yes yes God, because this is 

your own promise, ok my children, this much I will say to you: Thank you for keeping your promise today Stig both on 

ladies and yes Stig the camera as well, and yes the Devil is strong also in this respect today, but NO you have taken a 

decision. This is how easy it is. TAKE A DECISION AND DO GOOD THINGS IN LIFE and decide not to do evil. Yes, my 

friends. OK no more this afternoon. 

 

Elijah was late and the traffic was also later ... 

After lunch, Elijah said to the office that he would come back at 14.30, but no one heard from him until he sent me a 

SMS at 15.43 telling that he was out of town and that he would let me know when he would come back. I sent a reply 

saying that we expected to see him at 14.30 and he answered that he was sorry because “he was held up”. You should 

really apologise before being confronted by others that you have not kept your agreement. 

 

Earlier in the day I was thinking of the opportunity to go home early today because I had nothing to do, but I decided 

to wait for Elijah. At 17.00 he called and said that he would come to town at 17.30, which was a delay of three hours 

of a scheduled meeting of two hours. He suggested that we met at the house, which we agreed on. 

 

A Matatu driver could have been a murderer ... 

So I took the Matatu at 17.20 and today was the worst traffic jam of all days going home from work. The traffic jam 

was so terrible that an incident occurred where a private vehicle in front of the Matatu had difficulties shifting lane, 

and this made the driver furious, so furious that he kept his horn down until the vehicle moved. Soon thereafter the 

driver from the private vehicle stepped out of the car, came to the Matatu and said “something” to the driver of the 

Matatu. 

 

This made the driver of the Matatu even more furious, I saw he took out a knife from his jacket, and he was “this 

close” to step out of the car – and I do believe to stab this private driver, only because he lost his temper and could 

not control his negative feelings, and yes, Stig, this is truly very sad to see, and yes how “easy” is it to lose your temper 

nowadays for many people all over the world BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT TAUGHT THE BASIC RULES FROM PARENTS AND 

SCHOOLS and yes because of a rough neighbourhood – and I CAN ONLY ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO START TEACH-

ING the basic rules immediately, to take away all weapons, which can be used to hurt other people and to “clean” up 

rough neighbourhoods giving them work and to effectively stop crimes/gangs etc. Yes, I was really sad seeing that a 

very small incident like this could have made a man a murderer or at least hurt another man and yes Stig, why did he 

not stab him and yes Stig, because you were present ☺. 
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And yes, Stig, the Matatus in Kenya drive like THERE ARE ABSOLUTELY no rules, the first man wins, and yes Stig, abso-

lutely no consideration, this is ANARCHY and yes Stig, the infrastructure of Kenya is not good, and yes yes yes we know 

THE PARENTS HAVE NOT DONE A GOOD JOB RAISING MANY OF THESE YOUNG MEN, you really need to be consequent 

and not to be “soft” when you teach your children to obey the basic rules and to find the right balance of keeping 

these rules and to give the child freedom. And yes of course Stig, you need to have “basic rules” in traffic which all 

people need to follow, and yes in the future combined with flexibility and freedom – yes different “rules” according to 

how heavy the traffic is. 

 

My decisions matching Elijah’s decisions 

So because Elijah was late, I did not leave earlier, and I can only guess how the traffic would be like earlier – instead I 

had the experience mentioned above, the drive took 1 hour and 20 minutes, and it was not very nice sitting on a hard 

seat with very little leg room. 

 

When speaking to Elijah at 17.00, he said that he would be in town at 17.30, he did not give other information, and 

therefore I thought that he would go directly home. Because of this I said to the children at home that they could bor-

row the computer “until dinner” expecting that Elijah would not come home much later than me and that we would 

have dinner between 19.30-20.00. But at 19.30 Elijah called from town saying that he was now ready to go home. This 

surprised me because it meant that we would have late dinner – and this was not part of my calculation when I bor-

rowed the computer to the children - I wanted to use the computer again later to write the last of the script today and 

I could not back down from my promise to the children “until dinner”. But because Elijah was also caught in a traffic 

jam, we had dinner without him and I could use the computer again before going to bed. 

 

The reason why this is written is only because of this: People will very often make their plans because of what other 

people tell them or promise them, and if they don’t keep their promises, you are “caught” yourself, your own plans 

will suffer – and yes, Stig, this is only one of many examples of missing communication and yes, Elijah, this is the rea-

son why it is included in the script of today: So the world will understand, that I truly mean what I say: Please keep 

your promises and plans – it is part of the basic rules! 

 

And yes, Stig, because of this “lack of communication” I have decided to take away your connection to the Internet 

the whole evening, it is really as simple as that, and yes Stig, not very nice when you need to use the Danish-English 

dictionary (thank you www.dicts.info) on the Internet to write the script of today. And yes, Stig, you wanted to show 

Elijah that there is no connection to the Internet and at the same time there is connection through Skype, and yes my 

friends, there was connection through Skype, because you were able to lock in, yes Stig, but you could not call tele-

phones through Skype because this function yes my friend was disabled by me – I TOLD YOU, NO COMMUNICATION. 

 

The “New Earth” has replaced the moon 

If I had not seen God performing miracles two days in a row with the new planet in front of my eyes and if he had not 

followed my instructions as well, I would be certain that it is the moon one can see on the sky tonight, and yes Stig I 

have not taken the moon out of orbit, I have just replaced it with the new planet and yes Stig the moon is not on the 

sky anymore? And yes Stig if is not on the sky, where is it? 

 

Do you believe in miracles and yes Stig “I shall only say this once, please listen very carefully”: The moon is no more, 

and yes Stig you don't know if this is already a story in the world, and to my luck not many private photographers have 

found out and yes Stig what would you do if you want to confirm my story? Ask Governments, public or private obser-

vatories and yes Stig the Hubble telescope to publish their pictures from the dates and times I have written in my 

scripts, yes maybe someone will follow your request and yes Stig do people have the freedom to publish what they 

wish, if it is in the interest of the Earth, yes, and what do you want to call the planet, maybe “New Earth”, yes people it 

is up to you to decide. 

 

An UFO made a heart on the sky 

While smoking outside, I saw UFO’s “very far away” as several times before, and one of the UFO’s made “half of a 

heart” to me on the sky (where I could “feel” the rest of the heart be done myself) by travelling "big distances" in only 

a few seconds. This is the first “communication” I have had with the UFO’s – as far as I know God? Yes, Stig, this is 

maybe the truth, yes maybe you did and maybe you did not have communication with UFO’s in 2006 and yes Stig, if 
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you say it then it is maybe the truth, and we know we are blowing the train whistle and yes yes yes, Stig, maybe 

someday you will tell more about this experience one night late at bed in Hørsholm, where I gave you “communica-

tion” with UFO’s and yes Stig, maybe not written down in your old scripts, and so it is so it is so it is -  and this “com-

munication” is also a message to all people on Earth: These are dear friends of mine, you have nothing to fear, they 

come with love to help all people on earth. 

 

Everyone is waiting on God 

Everyone is waiting on God to help me finalise my work. It is affecting the team and I would like to finalise the work 

myself, but I have accepted the plans of God and the messages he gives through me, and I know that the waiting time 

is also affecting my family, Karen and her family at home: What will he write and when? 

 

The story of Nicaragua 

Yes, Stig, this is my final story today. I would like to say this to people on Earth. Yes, Stig, I do hope you will try to read 

and understand these scripts and yes Stig because COMMUNICATION and UNDERSTANDING is important and yes Stig, 

I know, I WILL SAY THIS ONLY ONCE: IF PEOPLE DECIDE THAT I AM NOT TELLING THE TRUTH EVEN THOUGH THIS IS 

WHAT I AM ABOUT I WILL LET YOU HAVE A TASTE OF THE DEVIL so people will know. I have decided that if the world 

DOES NOT PASS THIS TEST, I WILL SHOW YOU IN NICARAGUA what I mean.  

 

And yes, Stig, the feelings you received from us all, is that THIS IS NOT WHAT WE ARE ABOUT, we “hate” doing this 

and yes Stig I showed you the “gangster” from Tintin smoking cigars and yes Stig, this is the message. I do hope that it 

will not become reality, this “threat” of God, which the Blessed Mary says to me. 

 

“Everything is served” 

As I have written earlier, Tina and the maid of the house help me with all of my practical things. They prepare my 

food, wash my clothes, bring coffee etc. and I don’t have to think about doing these things myself. 

 

And I do believe it is important for all people and especially children not to have “everything served for you”. When 

you raise children please make sure that you give your children tasks and responsibilities and yes Stig to teach them 

how to do their action plan, because this will develop responsibility and consideration to other people, and I don’t be-

lieve in a gender based pattern where it is often the wife that will take care of the home and the husband, and where 

the husband will not contribute, but will have “everything served for him”. I do believe in equality also at home, to 

share the responsibilities and tasks of the home and of the raise of children – and I do believe in FREEDOM, so people 

will decide for themselves what works the best in their marriage or relationship: If one works more than the other, it 

will be natural that the one working less, will have more responsibilities at home. 
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Thursday 30th July 2009 

I had a dreadful night with “lack of love”, dreaming about “Elvis is back”, I work from home today, the symbol of James 

Bond and my white horse, I will defeat the Devil with “my sword”, God will cure your sicknesses if you have a clean 

heart, all God’s horses will be mine ☺, feeling with the refugees of Dadaab, the afternoon in company with Richard 

Branson, the continuation of ”communication” with UFO’s, the clouds vanished in less than one hour, an UFO following 

my request and reaching “the end”. 

 

A night with “lack of love” 

After my test yesterday meeting “nice ladies”, God had decided to wake me up at 00.00, 3.30 and 4.30 with bad stom-

ach and the need to visit the toilet, which made my night very bad indeed. 

 

At 21.30 and also at 00.00 God made the many dogs in Gachie howl and bark, which they have not really done for a 

long time, and in the beginning of the night, he also gave me bad dreams, and yes Stig, this is how it goes. I am already 

done and yes my Master will come very soon, yes Stig, I am now the Devil and I just want to say this to the world: The 

Devil is a “weapon” which I as God will use appropriately according to your reactions of what will come and yes Stig to 

“I being the truth, you seek”. 

 

During the night I heard the song “This is your land” by Simple Minds, and yes Stig a song called “I don’t wanna stop” 

and yes by Alexander O’Neal?  

 

Dreaming about “Elvis is back” 

One of several dreams this night was about a very beautiful CD “Elvis is back”, which I in the dream had given to Niklas 

as a gift. It was a special edition including three cd’s and a book of 184 pages with notes and lyrics of all the songs, and 

I was shown that this special edition could also include two singles, which however was not included in this version, 

and one single was called “Boy blue”. In the dream I had the feeling that I would like to buy this cd myself at TP 

Musikmarked.  

 

And yes, Stig, you know I know, this is THE GOLD EDITION of ELVIS IS BACK and yes what more can I say – I am not 

sorry today, Stig, a lady is telling me, I see her both in black and white, and yes Stig we will choose our colours depend-

ing on the world, and nobody can see my stealing a little bit from the Christmas Tree, and yes Stig, it is the Devil and 

he is eating candied apples from Tivoli, yes you know, from my garden and not more now, maybe later. 

 

And yes, Stig, this is the album, Karen, where my song for you is included: “Soldier Boy” – you may remember I wrote 

a letter to you including the lyrics from this song? 

 

I “work” from home today 

And yes Stig, you decided to “work” from home today, yes if there is nothing much to do, it will be easier to go 

through the day at home instead of sitting at a bar in town, and yes maybe a little bit of television, and yes Stig, the 

Internet is not working today, because as I have told you, either you will watch TV at home or the Internet in town, yes 

my friends this is my decision for now and yes yes yes Stig, maybe the Internet will work later again. 

 

Make sure that people have “plenty of work” 

And yes, Stig, when you have nothing to do, everything will take much longer, and yes Stig, you have noticed this 

yourself when you read the script of yesterday, yes if you have “all the time in the world”, you will use this time doing 

nothing, and yes people will adjust their working speed to how busy they are, and yes yes yes Stig, this is why I want 

the world to find REAL WORK to all people capable of working and yes Stig and to make sure that PEOPLE ARE BUSY 

working instead of what I have seen many places in Kenya with security guards, employees at bars and shops, many of 

whom will sit down doing nothing some or most of the day, and yes my friends MAKE SURE THAT PEOPLE HAVE 

“PLENTY OF WORK” to do. 

 

The symbol of James Bond and my white horse  

Yes Stig, I have given you the feeling and vision of James Bond many times saying what would make me and all of us 

hurting like we have never hurt before. Yes Stig, the symbol means “license to kill”, and yes Stig, only you/I/us yes 
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GOD will have this right: To terminate life, and yes Stig it really means what I say: To terminate life, and yes people, I 

will hurt if ONE SINGLE PERSON ON EARTH WILL NOT FOLLOW US to our new Kingdom and yes yes yes Stig, but I 

would much rather speak of SCORING A GOAL IN FOOTBALL because I have done my outmost to secure that all people 

on Earth will be “approved” and yes Stig, this is why I say this to all people, also the Argentines, because you are the 

symbol of my white horse, and yes Stig, when you will climb the white horse, you will be MY GUARD ON EARTH and 

yes with the sword you will defeat the Devil - all evil on Earth - and yes this is WHAT WE ALL – ALSO THE COUNCIL – 

HAVE BEEN LOOKING FORWARD TO FOR CENTURIES and yes Stig, the reason for THIS EXERCISE FOR PEOPLE ON 

EARTH IS TO MAKE MY HEAVENLY KINGDOM COME and yes, I CAN PROMISE YOU ALL, my people A MUCH BETTER 

LIFE TO COME. 

 

God will cure your sicknesses if you have a clean heart 

Yes Stig, you have seen a lady in pain now two days sitting on the Street of Nairobi with visible wounds on the legs, 

and yes Stig, you would like to say that if people believe in me, if they don’t take medicine, and yes Stig, if this is the 

truth you would be happy. For people to reach out for healing in my name, God/Stig, yes “please come and heal” us 

and yes Stig, if you do believe in miracles, my ladies and gentlemen, this is what I will do, and yes Stig, you will not 

need to touch people physically to give them the miracle of healing, yes, IF YOU ASK ME/GOD TO BE HEALED, IF YOU 

HAVE A CLEAN HEART, REPENT YOUR SINS, DON’T TAKE MEDICINE AND YES YES YES STIG, IF WE WILL APPROVE YOU 

TO ENTER MY KINGDOM, I HAVE DECIDED THAT I WILL CURE YOU FROM YOUR SICKNESSES. 

 

All God’s horses will be mine ☺☺☺☺ 

As mentioned earlier I have total faith in God and his decisions. I have taken the decision myself that I will accept no 

delay of my promise to bring “normal life” to people at Kwawanzilu before the 4th August, I will not ask for this dead-

line to be postponed, I will not accept to publish my/our work with a poorer quality because we have not yet been 

able to finalise the work because what today is a “broken promise” by God and I have decided that I will publish ALL at 

the same time OR NOTHING at all. 

 

So I am waiting to see what kind of miracle God will perform to help me/us to publish the information, and God knows 

my decision that I will go home to Denmark if I cannot fulfil the above mentioned, and no no no we know Stig, this is 

“as clean” as you can say, all or nothing at all, I have heard you and yes Stig I am changing into my Santa Claus cos-

tume and yes Stig, I will come and get you and yes Stig give you all of my horses and yes yes yes ALL THE HORSES IN 

MY STABLE WILL BE YOURS.  

 

All I know today is that God many times have said to me that I will go directly from HELL TO HEAVEN and yes Stig, this 

is true, and yes, Stig, if it takes five days for me to finalise the work and two days from the publish until God lifts me 

and the team to the next level, I will not be able to deliver according to my promise, and yes Stig, maybe I have de-

signed a new website for you and LTO and yes, we know Stig where people can use “the latest technology” browsing 

through three dimensional windows using their hand on touch sensitive screens and yes we know Stig, not four di-

mensional yet, but very nice thought indeed, yes time will tell ... ☺. 

 

Feeling with the refugees of Dadaab 

Yes, Stig, you have nothing to do like the refugees at Dadaab, and yes Stig, I have given you feelings of how life is at 

Dadaab and yes Stig, you have not had all of these feelings at the same time, and yes yes yes we know Stig, you have 

had your own sufferings and yes yes yes this is true and no motor bike here so to say I will say this only once. I have 

found no white horse in my stable today but I will keep looking and I will let you know when I find it – have anyone 

seen a nice white horse, no? 

 

The afternoon in company with Richard Branson 

Yes Stig, I am here, I will only say this, please write what you experience, and yes Stig a book by Richard Branson – the 

only book in the house I was motivated to read (not many books here ...), and yes Stig, I told you that it may be the 

last book you read - and yes Al Jazeera this afternoon and yes what else, yes nothing else, ok this is the idea, I will tell 

nothing if you don’t give me a clue, ok what is to come the next days, yes you heard me and the Council saying we will 

be glad to see you on our Island and yes Stig the symbol of God’s home as well and yes, this is it. 

 

The continuation of ”communication” with UFO’s 
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I went outside smoking at approx. 20.05. There were clouds all over the sky except from a small hole “in front of me” I 

could look through, thank you ☺. And yes, Stig, through the hole there was one clear light and yes you did not see it 

move so it could be both a star and an UFO, but after one minute another “light” was shown – and I was shown 

“lights” several places also through the clouds – but my eyes focussed on “light no. 2” and when it started moving, I 

knew it was an UFO. It drew the number 8 for me and I combined it with eternity. Then it drew a 0 and a 6, and in 

Danish this can be understood as both numbers and it also has another meaning, which describes my life here. I took 

it humorously, and it gave my morale a boost, it was just what I needed and I waved at the UFO. There must be many 

observers of the sky and stars who have seen these UFO’s? 

 

The clouds vanished in less than one hour and an UFO following my request 

And yes Stig you went out again approx. 20.55 and yes Stig, most of the clouds had “suddenly” vanished, you saw now 

a sky almost without clouds, and yes Stig you cannot remember you have seen this phenomena before, and yes yes 

yes, and you saw a star, and yes you asked one of the UFO’s to follow your request of circling the star and yes you saw 

it “jump” on the sky and it circled the star half until it “jumped” back and yes Stig you reached out your arm in full 

length and yes you do believe the “jumps” are approx. 2 centimetres between your fingers. 

 

And yes Stig “star no. 1” from before, yes you saw it again and Stig IS THIS MY LIGHT and God will not say no, he will 

only confirm you, if this is what you believe, and yes Stig I say it like this because this “light” is much brighter than all 

other lights on the sky, however it was not near the planet, and so it is. Dragholm let me say it like this, no more tear 

gas for you. YOUR LIGHT ON THE SKY IS STILL THERE AND LET US JUST SAY CONGRATULATIONS ☺. 

 

Reaching “the end” 

God has now said to me several times that I have gone to “the end”, which is my extreme limit in all respects. Yes Stig I 

have taken your life away from you and yes Stig, now you are running out of money too, yes Stig after expenses and 

1,000 Shillings for top up of the Internet, you now have 1,300 Shillings left and yes Stig the calculation is for this 

money to last until Sunday and yes what will happen then? Yes, no life, no more money, yes bankruptcy on Monday, 

the view to starve next week, unless Elijah will get money or I WILL GIVE YOU ALL NORMAL LIVES and yes we are pa-

tient and yes a deadline of the 4th to help the village, we know Stig ☺. 
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Friday 31st July 2009 

Would today become a boring or a very hectic day, a confusing dream of levitating, a very short team meeting, the 

Devil deleted my Internet credit, don’t mistrust people unless you can proof they are wrong, the drought in Kenya, 

Elijah’s “optimistic” promise to repay my loan before 30th July, our financial situation is critical, I have decided not to 

buy an airline ticket to go home, I have had no communication with my family this week, I have total faith in God, my 

test of showing faith to God, God is crying because of what he has done to me and other “close friends”, and commu-

nication with Elijah on financials. 

 

Would today become a boring or very hectic day? 

After some days of bad sleep, I slept well again tonight. Elijah stood up at 5.00, he had “business” to do in town, and I 

decided to sleep until 7.00 not knowing if God would allow me to work today.  

 

Yesterday evening I decided, if God would recreate my documents this morning, that I would try to do the “impossi-

ble”, to finalise our work in three days, so I did not know if today would become another boring day or if it would be-

come a very hectic day maybe working 16-18 hours – I was prepared for both, and yes Stig, you checked the computer 

at the house and yes Stig, the documents are still not recreated, so a view to a boring day and now you can only wait 

for “a miracle”, yes my friend (I hear the words “not blood dripping anymore” as a sign of the Devil leaving).  

 

A confusing dream of levitating 

I wrote down the following dream: 

 

I am in a big company, where Charlotte – my old colleague from Fair – today works. There are many people in the cor-

ridor, and I also see Charlotte. They enter a small room where marzipan ring cake (always served in Denmark at New 

Years Eve) is served. I would like to have some of the cake, but I am not allowed to enter. I expect there is also cake at 

the end of the corridor, and when I come to the end of the corridor, I am levitating – which is something I like to do. 

People don’t understand how I can levitate without my feet touching the ground, and people are trying to do the 

same without luck. 

 

At another place, I see my old classmates from my school Mørdrupskolen in Espergærde, Denmark. Three of them are 

together, Pernille, Lone and “a third”. Lone is about to write an article about David Bowie for an encyclopaedia, and I 

would like to help her doing this work by showing her that I can levitate, but when I try to do this, God will not allow 

me. 

 

Yes, Stig, you were not allowed to have the marzipan ring cake, yes we know, a symbol of promises of a new life, and 

yes Stig, you can fly, but not in front of your old school mates and yes Stig maybe a symbol of what will come – that 

they will not believe in you and yes yes yes people will someday soon understand the connection between David 

Bowie and levitating in this dream. 

 

A short team meeting 

Yes my friends, you had a team meeting at 9.00 this morning, yes Stig, without David, he was delayed, but he called 

and told you, yes yes yes we know – God is saying “knooow” to me like Basil’s wife did in the TV-show Fawlty Towers. 

 

At the meeting we only had one item on the agenda. My update of the team, and all I could do was to tell the truth: 

There are positive messages from God also in my scripts from the last two days, which I gave the team to read. I told 

them that this is the ultimate test on patience in a critical period, where we would all like to finalise the work; that the 

Devil is leaving and God is preparing for Christmas Day. I told the team to “keep the faith” as always and to read my 

scripts, which is the best information I can give, and yes ask questions if you would like to talk or know more and yes I 

have absolute no idea what God will do and yes he knows my deadline for the people in the village is on Tuesday. 

 

And we know Stig, you said to the team that God has decided to carry on because the team continues to have the 

faith, and yes Stig, the right road and we know the “hardest route” possible and yes yes yes, this is exactly why we 

have decided to continue on this route – to continue giving messages to the world.  
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And yes, Stig, the team cannot afford to pay 100 Shillings each to buy more coffee for the office. This is “how critical” 

the situation is today. 

 

The Devil deleted my Internet credit 

Two days ago I decided to use 1,000 Shillings of my remaining money to buy 300 mb of Internet credit through Safari-

com, because I have decided that communication is important and because I needed to have credit to publish all in-

formation. 

 

However the Internet was not working the whole day yesterday, and it did not either work this morning, so I was “in-

spired” from God to check the balance, and I was very surprised indeed to find out that the balance was 0 mb. We 

only used the Internet for approx. 1 hour after I bought the credit. 

 

My first thought was that it was David, who did not follow our agreement Thursday afternoon, when he borrowed the 

Internet to check his emails and to do a little bit of browsing, maybe 40 minutes in total. I asked him not to download 

large files, and he said that he did not need to download files, and instead I saw that he was downloading information 

in Arabic (David is very skilled and interested in languages, and he is attending Arabic classes). 

 

So I went to the Safaricom store this morning and yes Stig, you asked them to restore the 300 mb, because you had 

only used the Internet shortly two days ago and yes Stig, like you had a replace from Safaricom approx. two months 

ago. And yes Stig, the employee asked you to follow her to the neighbour store to control your usage of the Internet, 

and yes, my friend, they did that and yes it showed a usage of 1.02 hours the 29th July ending at 16.58, when you left 

the office, and yes Stig, you used the Internet maybe 20 minutes before David borrowed it, and yes the interesting 

fact is that the computer printout shows a total usage of 314 mb from this log-on, and yes yes yes, Stig you thought 

that it was David, who downloaded a large file without telling you and yes Stig, we know you were thinking about how 

to address David on this, but no, you decided that he was telling you the truth and yes, hereafter you decided to check 

the “temporary Internet files” on your computer and yes as far as you can see, David used the computer from approx. 

16.22 where he went to www.google.co.ke and yes Stig hereafter he went to receive Arabic information on 

www.lexiorient.com, where he used the rest of his time browsing and yes Stig, only small files, no large files, and yes 

Stig, this is your conclusion even before speaking to David: 

 

I believe David has kept his word, he has not downloaded any large files – yes Stig, even though if you download files 

directly you are not sure if you can see them in the temporary Internet files – but you trust in David, and yes how 

many people would come to this conclusion, and I can only give you three hearts . Yes Stig, the conclusion is 

that it was God or the Devil – whatever you would like to call him – that “played this trick”, and yes yes yes we know 

Stig, did God tell the truth when he said that he had closed the Internet connection two days ago because Elijah was 

late, yes this was true – but a new variant - but it was not true that the Internet connection would work again when I 

came back to town, which he told me the day after, and yes Stig, the truth is when the Devil is playing, it is totally im-

possible to know which information is the truth and which information is a lie. 

 

Don’t mistrust people unless you can proof they are wrong 

And yes Stig, it is truly as simple as that – this “test” was for you to say to the world: PLEASE HAVE TRUST IN PEOPLE, 

please do not judge them as liars unless you have proof that they lie, and yes Stig, please don’t judge me as a liar, and 

please understand that there are messages in these scripts, which are from the Devil. By asking people I know you will 

find out that I normally tell the truth – and the truth is that there are many examples included in these scripts, which I 

have written down because of loyalty to God, which I don’t know myself if they are from God or from the Devil. In 

these scripts, I write my own words, which are always the truth and the words I hear from God and sometimes the 

Devil precisely as he tells me – and many times it is a combination of his and my words, which you cannot always see. 

This is also a test to the world! 

 

The drought in Kenya 

Today we had “a nice man” – I can’t remember names – for lunch. He is working for a NGO in Eldoret, Kenya, and with 

the assistance of US Aid, they help 700,000 people including school children to get food. He told us that there will be 

no harvest this year in his region because of the drought, and I can only encourage the world as quickly as possible to 

help people living in vulnerable places like this, where food supply is limited because of drought or other explanations. 
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The financial situation 

Yes, Stig, your finances are not looking good at the moment and we know – all of us are coming up to you very shortly 

– and yes my friend: I have 1,100 Shillings left and approx. 10 Euros in coins, which I cannot exchange here in Nairobi, I 

don’t have money to publish our information and yes Stig you know that the team is also broke, and yes here it 

comes.  

 

Elijah’s “optimistic” promise to repay my loan before 30th July 

The 17th July, Elijah PROMISED not only me, but the world: “I will repay your loan before the 30th July” and yes Stig, he 

has started the repayment and yes, maybe he was “too optimistic” when he gave this promise? And yes, Stig, this was 

the reason why I inspired you to add “under condition that his customers will pay their invoices on time” and yes Stig, 

you have not received feedback from Elijah before the 30th July other than what he said the other day that “he is not 

sure that he will receive payments from his customers” about the general financial situation, so maybe this is also the 

answer to me on the repayment of the loan or maybe the promise did not make it to his action plan, and yes the mes-

sage is as simple as this: BE REALISTIC WHEN YOU MAKE PROMISES – too many people today want to “please” other 

people giving promises, which they cannot hold – so make realistic promises and keep them according to the basic 

rules. 

 

I will not try using my American Express card 

Other sources of money and yes Stig, if it was urgently required, you would consider going to Citibank to find out if a 

withdrawal on your American Express card is possible, but your feelings say very strongly that this is truly the test 

from God – to push us to our ultimate limit, and yes my friend, you have decided not to try this opportunity even 

though you are facing “a critical situation” and yes, my friend, by this you want to say that you trust in me ☺. 

 

I will not buy an airline ticket 

And today or maybe during the weekend will be what you expect to be the last days, where your credit cards will 

work, and yes, Stig, you could also have decided to buy an airline ticket to go home, but no, we know, you have de-

cided not to do that. And yes, I showed you another symbol of the Devil leaving you: No more candy for that Devil and 

yes Devil called love, because this is why I have given you Hell in your life – I have only done it with LOVE yes so people 

one day will understand that what they have done to me, is what you are symbolising through the sufferings from the 

Devil. 

 

No communication from my family 

And yes, Stig, you did a top up on your telephone with 100 Shillings and decided to see if you had received an email 

from your family and yes we know you are fearing to receive an email from your sister telling you what the family 

wants you to do and yes yes yes because of the finances – and yes she has received my credit card bills approx. 1 week 

ago - and yes to my surprise, no emails from my family and yes maybe because they are disappointed with my deci-

sion to decline my mother’s birthday invitation – I really don’t know because I have not heard from them. 

 

Other communication today 

But, yes Stig, Fuggi has lost more than 11 kilos in a short time, and his goal is to lose 40-50 kg in 24 weeks, and yes he 

has a very strong willpower and I am convinced that he will do it. And yes Thomas, Ole’s son, confirmed you as a 

friend, however not giving you a reply as most people don’t do on Facebook. And yes a message from Inge hoping that 

everything is well, and from Eva, Sanna’s very nice friend, and yes she has received an email from me, which I have not 

sent. And yes, Stig, a few days ago you received an email from a social site called Baboo from Jenipher and because of 

curiosity you decided to see that message, and yes it did not only show “her message”, it also created a profile for you 

– importing your information from Facebook – and yes afterwards it obviously sends out emails without you knowing 

it, and yes this policy is probably written with small letters somewhere, but YES STIG, THIS IS NOT HOW I WANT PEO-

PLE TO COMMUNICATE. Don’t sent out emails in others names. 

 

AND YES – NEVER GIVER UP – THIS IS THE MESSAGE ALSO FROM TODAY. 

 

I have total faith in God 
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It looks hopeless right now, but I have total trust in God’s plan and yes yes yes how difficult can it be, when he per-

forms miracles in front of my eyes with his new planet and UFO’s and yes to recreate my documents and yes Stig, 

maybe even more than that, and yes Stig for you to go to the village before Tuesday with “my hidden treasure chest”, 

and yes my friend – it is about time I tell you all, but yes yes yes I WILL NOT PLAY THE DEVIL FOR LONG STIG, yes my 

friend, here it is: If you make this day and maybe Saturday and yes Stig maybe Sunday, what will happen Monday? 

Yes, this is what I require of you, to have total faith in me and to wait on me delivering my promise to the people of 

Kwawanzilu. 

 

My test of showing faith to God 

And yes, Stig, you have been in Hell most of the time from 2004 and especially from 2006 until today, and yes Stig, my 

messages changed when you came to Kenya, and yes my friends, not very nice when the Devil is speaking to you con-

stantly, cheating you and yes make you rot, and yes Stig, to continue being loyal and playing the act as I have created 

for you and yes yes yes Stig, you don’t know what is the truth and what is not the truth of these messages, but yes Stig 

you do believe that most messages are from God, and yes yes yes, this test – from the date when Elijah approved the 

scripts - is to prove your faith in me, and yes Stig, I have nothing else to add. 

 

God is crying because of what he has done to me and other “close friends” 

Yes Stig, this is the truth, I am crying – I showed you my tears in the Matatu on your way home – because of what I 

have done to you and the Council and yes STIG – THIS IS THE TRUTH, I AM CRYING BECAUSE OF WHAT THE WORLD 

HAS DONE TO ME AND YES AS A RESULT OF THIS, WHAT I HAVE DONE TO THE WORLD AS “THE DEVIL”. 

 

Communication with Elijah on financials 

During the evening Elijah and I spoke on our financials, he was very kind thinking of how much money I had left – 

which is now approx. 400 Shillings – and he said that the Hotel Intercontinental has promised to pay him “some cash” 

on Monday, because he told that that he has no money. Otherwise they will transfer the money electronically and I 

am told that it takes “days” before an electronic payment is on his account – I thought it would be credited immedi-

ately. 

 

Elijah has asked his customers to pay the invoices due in July, but many companies here – also respectable companies 

– don’t pay their invoices on time, so from this it seems that the mentality of the Kenyan people not keeping agree-

ments are transferred to the companies they work for, and this is of course wrong.
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Saturday 1st August 2009 

God is still giving me “confusing” dreams, is God still preparing for Christmas?, say hello in a friendly manner, my 

“heart attacks” from 1998-2008, God is clicking on the window, thinking of the refugees at Dadaab, UFO’s communi-

cating my deadline the 4th August, the purpose of Karen: To suffer me the worst, a very nice email from Sanna and a 

few symbols from God. 

 

Still confusing dreams 

Tonight I slept well. God gave me confusing dreams again and I can only give the explanation that it is because he is 

confusing me at the moment – what will he do? Will he give me “wireless Internet”, which is one feeling he has given 

me lately? Is it possible that God have not communicated his plans with me because he wants me to believe in him 

through the principle “what you cannot see and hear”. 

 

I am truly confused because I don't know what will happen before Tuesday. Do I need to ask my family for a flight 

home because this is what I will do, unless something “very positive” happens? But God knows that I trust in him – he 

has shown my light on the Sky, he has promised that Jesus will come back no matter what, and I don’t believe he 

wants me to go back to Denmark – no Stig, not at all.  

 

Is God still preparing for Christmas? 

Are you still preparing for Christmas? Yes my son I have no man in the chimney anymore no he is out and yes Stig yes  

yes yes he looks mad but this is the way I made this part of me and yes no Christmas trees on sale no no no they are 

all to be given free if you understand me; one tree per man and yes Stig this is the message today. 

 

During the morning God showed me “the world in my arms”. And a drain with water – symbolising Earth -  which I am 

coming out from, and this is one of many drains, which he shows me. He tells me that I will concentrate on this drain, 

but I have the freedom to seek information on all. He shows me a stork – the symbol of “a baby to be born”, he talks 

about me being “new born”, and he tells me that he loves me like no other man – not like I am today – but my true 

inner self. 

 

Today I only have very little cough left, which is also a symbol telling me that the Devil has almost left me. 

 

Say hello in a friendly manner  

I am thinking of the very friendly security guard at the Sarona Stanley Hotel, which I have met many times on the 1st 

floor of the Hotel, but not lately. He was always smiling, waved at me and said “Jambo”, which made me feel very 

welcome even though we did not speak together. He was sincere and he gave me the feeling that I was a friend.  

 

And at the Plaza House – the office building of LTO – there are also two security guards, which I always say hello to, 

which is not what I normally see other people do. One of them is always very nice, many times he stands up and al-

most salutes me. I like that he smiles and speaks clearly, but I don’t like people to show too much respect, which I be-

lieve he does and which gives me the feeling that it is because I am white – I have not seen him standing up and salut-

ing others. 

 

I have always had the feeling when somebody in Danish – often young people – has addressed me with “De” instead 

of “du” that this is something I don’t feel comfortable with. I would like all people to have good and informal contacts 

not showing too much or little respect but to be friendly and considerate.  

 

My “heart attacks” from 1998-2008 

For a period of approx. 10 years God gave me on a daily basis – sometimes many times a day – small heart attacks and 

for many years I thought every single time that my life would be over. This is not a very nice feeling to have on a daily 

basis to say the least. He has stopped doing this, but on rare occasions he still does it, which he did this morning, and 

he said to me that the reason why I have had these “attacks” is also because of what will happen to my father – how 

he will die. 

 

God is clicking on the window 
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Yes Stig, I have been clicking on the window of the family house how many times, where no one have heard it and yes 

because you don’t tell the family, this morning maybe 5-10 times and yes very easy to hear and yes yes yes no Win-

dows and yes you thought that this was symbolising Windows and maybe a connection to your computer, who knows, 

I will certainly not tell you (I see my sister and yes Stig the feeling of the Devil) and yes yes yes Stig, no news from the 

family and we know an email to the family if they write to you, otherwise not, and the bank not later than tomorrow 

evening, and yes not very easy when you don’t know what to write, other than it will be based on the truth. 

 

Thinking of the refugees at Dadaab 

Today I was thinking more on the refugees of Dadaab and the symbol God is giving me – that I have nothing to do, and 

God said to me that this is the reason why he decided for me to be “bored” and yes Stig, I did not keep my promise to 

you? 

 

Have you – people living in the world community - ever REALLY, and I do mean REALLY thought about how life is 

when you have absolutely nothing to do, no home as you know it and where you spend every day just sitting and do-

ing nothing? For one week, one month, one year or 18 years? Try to sit down and THINK how this must FEEL like. Do 

you think life will be worth living DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING? – And yes, you can add all of the sufferings men-

tioned in the Dadaab newsletter and remember that the temperatures can be up to 45-50 degrees Celsius. Would you 

be able to “survive” such a life? 

 

And when you have nothing to do, when you are bored, when you feel you are in an impossible situation, you will lose 

interest communicating with people. To give you an example of this, today I checked Facebook on the Internet, and I 

received a chat message from Lisbeth, a good friend of mine, and yes Lisbeth, I am sorry for our very short communi-

cation. I had no motivation of answering you, because I was depressed and yes Stig, but you decided to ask her a few 

questions and yes yes yes you said “YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE IN ME LISBETH”, when I publish this information, but this 

is still STIG speaking, the same man as you have always known. 

 

And God has giving me this feeling only for a few days and also a situation, where I have absolutely no information of 

what will happen. Try to imagine being in AN IMPOSSIBLE SITUATION AS IN DADAAB, where you have absolutely no 

idea, what will happen and where you think that ONLY A MIRACLE can save you. And yes, Stig, how would that be? A 

TERRIBLE SITUATION WHERE PEOPLE SIT AND WAIT FOR DEATH TO COME and for some people this thought might be 

better than to be alive. No energy, nothing to do, almost nothing to eat and drink, violence, insecurity, no information, 

no joy and happiness and all of the sufferings mentioned in the newsletter and I only have one conclusion: HOW CAN 

YOU LET THIS HAPPEN? HOW CAN YOU ACCEPT OTHER PEOPLE ON EARTH TO LIVE A LIFE SUFFERING LIKE THIS? HAVE 

YOU NO CARE OF OTHER PEOPLE? WHAT WILL YOU DO ABOUT IT? 

 

Governments should start immediately by increasing aid from maybe 0.5-1% of GDP to at least 10 times as much – as 

a beginning! And private people should follow up – to show the first signs that Governments and people will help 

other people on Earth to improve life conditions with the aim of getting a “normal life”, where we will share the 

wealth of the Earth, which is the goal I have given you all. 

 

UFO’s communicating my deadline the 4th August 

At approx. 20.25 I went outside smoking, and again I saw UFO’s on the sky. I thought that I will not write more on the 

UFO’s I see, but when I saw first one UFO travelling “40 centimetres” (measured by two fingers when holding out my 

arm) and drawing the number 4 for me and afterwards when I saw another UFO drawing “a smaller” number 4 for me, 

and when God gave me the thought of the 4th August – my deadline to the village - I knew that I had to write down 

this experience too. 

 

I also saw the light of one UFO on the sky, suddenly the light disappeared and instantly the light appeared again in an-

other position of the sky, and I am thinking of the magician Joe Labero when writing this and yes Stig with the power 

of God, this is how you travel big distances in space. 

 

At the end of this “show” I saw an UFO drawing half a bow and God gave me the feeling that it symbolises the left eye, 

and yes my dear, this is not God, this is the Devil speaking (I feel him) and yes Stig impatient this is what I am and yes 
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Stig – I feel God, a much nicer feeling – also patient and yes TAKE ALL FEELINGS YOU KNOW AND TRY TO UNDER-

STAND THAT I HAVE GIVEN STIG A COMPLETE SET OF TWO FEELINGS, and use the feeling of patience as an example. 

 

A very nice email from Sanna 

I was fearing to receive an email from Sanna, where she and the family would “feel” concerned, know “better than 

me” and telling me what do – but instead this evening I received a very positive and also humorous email, which made 

me very happy. Thank you Sanna. 

 

And yes, she gave information on what the family has been doing and yes at the end of the email she said that 15,000 

DKK will be drawn from my bank account and yes Stig, you cannot help it, maybe this was the true purpose of the 

email, yes you really don’t know, but it was positive... 

 

The purpose of Karen: To suffer me the worst 

Today God said to me, that the way Karen has lived her life has been with the purpose to suffer me the most. Almost 

on a daily basis God or the Devil has told me about Karen, which I have not included in these scripts, and he has given 

me explicit details of her life including the reason why I had a night recently where I went to the toilet three times.  

 

I can only say that these details will not be included here, and yes Stig how can you hurt a man, who does not want to 

marry that woman and yes Stig how can you do that – yes because Stig I have decided to say this to you: YOU BOTH 

HAVE THE FEELINGS THAT YOU HAVE MET THE LOVE OF YOUR LIFE AND YES THIS IS THE REASON WHY I CAN HURT 

YOU BOTH. 

 

A few symbols from God 

Today I noticed that God showed me a vision of me being in the helicopter now, it is lifting and yes, Stig, but it is still 

raining on the windows of the helicopter. 

 

Later he showed me a big symphony orchestra yes Stig in a big cinema hall, the orchestra is about to find out what to 

play, and God showed himself arriving at the hall as “an old man with white beard”. He has used the cinema hall as “a 

positive symbol” yes Stig and we know you are thinking of the song by Gnags “En biografbillet” (“a cinema ticket”). 
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Sunday 2nd August 2009 

“The Nebuchadnezzar is coming home”, there is three weeks from my light was shown the first time on the sky until 

“my birth”, Elijah presented the football team at the church – a symbol of what he will do in the future: “Bring my chil-

dren home to me again”, Pastor James was speaking on “how to relate with other people” with the inspiration of God 

and the Council, the weather changed from “cold” to “beautiful”, “Give us the computer”, John is suffering, but positive 

“until the end”, the planet becomes fuller every day, Tina would like to read my scripts, more symbols from God, the 

story of Lis and Liselotte, communication with my family and bank, and Christianity and the Bible. 

 

Symbols this morning 

After a good night’s sleep, I woke up hearing the song by Abba “look into her angel eyes”. 

 

During the morning, God showed me the Nebuchadnezzar spaceship from the movie “Matrix” coming home after a 

dangerous travel through the drain, which you can watch in the movie. 

 

Three weeks from “my light” appeared until “my birth” 

This morning God gave me the idea that the star of Bethlehem appeared three weeks before the birth of Jesus, and it 

made me wonder, which date it will be three weeks after I saw my light on the sky the first time Tuesday the 14th July 

2009, and I was not very surprised to see that this date will be Tuesday the 4th August 2009 – my deadline to the vil-

lage – but I still don’t know what God will do and how he will help the village through me/us. 

 

The Sunday service – football and how to relate with other people 
 

Presenting the football team 

 

At the Sunday service, Elijah introduced the football team of the church as you can see at the picture, where Pastor 

James is no. 3 from right, Elijah (who is difficult to see) is no. 2 and the assistant Pastor is at the right.  

 

At the end of his introduction Elijah said “When you score and win, God is happy”, and yes, Stig, your thinking was that 

Elijah is managing this football team + yes scoring and yes my friend, it is really as simple as this. ELIJAH IS THE MAN-

AGER MAKING SURE THAT PEOPLE WILL “SCORE” yes Stig for people to be approved by me to enter my new kingdom, 

and yes my friends, this is what the symbol at the church means, and yes, I am sorry that you cannot really see Elijah 

in the picture.  

 

And yes, Stig, the team will play a tournament on Saturday and yes, Stig, after church Tina asked you to participate 

and yes yes yes we know, it is difficult to make agreements these days where you don’t know the plans of God, but 

you do believe that it is the wish of God to attend, so therefore, this is what we will do ☺. 
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Main service - James Thumbi – How to relate to other people 

 

In continuation of the service last Sunday, Pastor James, today spoke on how to relate to other people, and these are 

the notes, my dear Pastor, as I took from the service and yes, Stig, this is why I have taken notes and why “your words 

are important to me” as I told you. And dear Pastor James, God has used you to help me deliver these messages 

through my scripts, and yes Stig, this is why I several times have said to you: “Thank you for your inspiration” and yes 

yes yes Stig, from God and yes yes yes also from the Council. 

 

He gave the following references from the Bible: 

 

LUKE 8:48-50 

His parents were astonished when they saw him, and his mother said to him, “My son, why have you done this to us? 

Your father and I have been terribly worried trying to find you. He answered the, “Why did you have to look for me? 

Didn’t you know that I had to be in my Father’s house?” 

 

Hebrews 10:24 

Let us be concerned for one another, to help one another to show love and to do good. 

 

In Kenya there are 34.999.999 people and you, so the majority “are other people than yourself”. We want to be the 

centre and selfish. Jesus modelled to relate to others, he favoured the following important things: 

 

Increase in wisdom and God. “My whole attention is on my father”:  Fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom. We 

need to increase in wisdom and size. People are big in size but they don't know God and his wisdom. Have the desire 

to know him, hunger for his guidance. Consult him for education, your business and when you get married. Become a 

person who depends on God.  

 

Favour with God and other people. Jesus increased in the favour of God, he obeyed the will of God. “My food is to do 

the will of him that sent me”. He did it, and God favoured him. God answered all prayers of Jesus. When you have fa-

vour with God, he will stand by you. God protected Jesus until the time of his death. The favour of God is better than 

life. Many seek other things, but we should seek the favour of God. You will receive the mercy of God. Because you 

are a sinner, when you are close to God, he will forgive you. You will receive favours more than you deserve, you de-

serve punishment but you receive forgiveness. He gives you family, job and gifts of God, which you don't deserve. You 

can do the same as Jesus, follow the will of God.  

 

Jesus seeks favour of people. Some people seek God but don’t seek favour of other people. You may think you are 

very spiritual, but you don't relate to other people if you are too spiritual. Relate to other people as you do to God. To 
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serve God is to serve other people. You cannot love God, who you cannot see, if you don't love other people, who you 

can see.  Favour of people depends on how you treat them. “Do to others as you want them to do to you”. The way 

you treat people and relate to people is the way they will treat you and relate to you. Therefore it is important that 

you treat them well.  

 

Your self respect is important to receive respect from other people. Man is a beautiful creature, “behold it is very 

good”, look at yourself as God created you. It is very good to be positive, not too “big” and not too “small”. You need 

to know who you are in God. You know that your sins are forgiven. I am a child of God. Your name is written in 

Heaven. Christ died for you. He paid for your life. Are you then a “cheap” person? God paid a big price, the king of 

kings died for you. You are valuable for God.  

 

God has given you gifts - your destiny - what to do in life. Know you have gifts, maybe not as a singer or preacher. You 

are made in the image of God. The spirit of the Lord is in you. Whatever you do, do your best, keep your promises. 

This will give you a good and positive self image. Try you best whatever you do. God has good plans for you and give 

you blessings, “I will succeed, what God wants me to do, I am not useless, I am fear free and wonderfully made, God is 

my shepherd”.  

 

You need to respect others. Treat every person with respect and you will get respect. Show people they are important 

and you will receive the same. Some people may not value you, if they don't like you, ask yourself “have I not treated 

them well”?  If you are sick to get respect and don’t give respect yourself, you may not get it.  

 

See other persons as an image of God, even when they are not saved. Know that if people have faults, they can 

change. Jesus changes sinners into saints. When you relate to people, be somebody to help them with their problems. 

Don't take advantage of your friends, other people will notice. Don't feel jealous, don't allow that feeling, you will 

criticize people if you do.  

 

Have a positive attitude to people.  Don't be a TAKER – where you don’t give - it is more pleasant to give than receive. 

When you give to the poor, God will repay you, which is what all people should do, and God will send his help. De-

velop this spirit. Invest your time and money with people you will favour. Treat people well and you will get favours 

with them. “Love” people when you relate with people.  

 

You need to listen to and understand people, show your love, that their opinion matter, encourage them. We should 

meet together to encourage one another to do good things. “Go for it, walk on water, carry through your plans and 

celebrate your victories”.  

 

Be careful how you express yourself towards others. Believe in others, believe In good coming from others. Victory 

and power can come from others. See their potential. See yourself and others in bigger positions than today. Enlarge 

yourself and others. 

 

The weather change 

And yes, Stig, it was very cold as the assistant Pastor said in the church, yes in fact clouds were covering the sky when 

you entered the church at 10.30 and yes at 12.00 – when you took a smoking break (the assistant Pastor was speaking 

announcements etc. in Swahili) – yes the sun was “broken out”, and yes at 13.10, when the service ended, it was 

beautiful weather and yes almost no clouds on the sky ☺☺☺. 

 

And yes, Stig, yesterday when you were at home and spoke to John on the telephone, John “complained” about the 

weather being cold, and yes, Stig, clouds were covering the sky, and yes Stig, you told John that the sun would appear 

again, and yes Stig, it did appear again shortly thereafter ☺. 

 

“Give us the computer” 

If you don’t give children rules to understand and follow, they will keep on asking and yes how many times each day 

has Joseph asked “give us the computer” (many times!) and yes Stig, you have started to create “time slots” for the 

children to understand, and yes during the weekend you have “allowed” the children to play games on the computer 
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etc. for two hours per day and yes, telling the children when the time slot will start and stop – and this is the only way 

to do it. 

 

Instead of asking all the time “give us the computer”, which is annoying to hear, he will learn the time and to keep 

time because you need to be consequent. Ask the children to shut the computer when the time is over – learn the 

children to keep time themselves and follow the agreement to shut down exactly on time - don't be flexible letting the 

children “finish this game” because “this game” can continue “forever”, if you give the children this opportunity. And 

when the children are finished, you can learn them to say “thank you”. 

 

And yes, please make sure that there is a good “balance” when raising children, so they will not only play games and 

other “entertainment” on the computer, but also learn to use the computer, Microsoft Word, Excel etc. and yes Stig, 

you were very happy that Elijah has given his first teaching of Nicole to produce an action plan, and yes you encour-

aged him and her to do the action plan on the computer instead of on paper – and to make a copy of his plan putting 

her “tasks” on it. 

 

And make sure that you balance the use of the computer with other activities such as doing homework, sports, playing 

with friends etc., so children don’t sit the whole day in front of the computer. 

 

John is suffering, but positive “until the end” 

Today I received the following SMS from John: 

 

“Hope you had a beautiful Sunday. We need to keep up communication though we are suffering, but we are sure that 

God is watching. I have no money at all to feed the family but as you told us “No giving up”. Hope to see you tomor-

row. 

 

I was very sorry to see that he has no money at all, and I have been thinking about him and the team, of how to help 

them next week, and yes, Stig, how much money will Elijah receive in cash tomorrow and yes, will he be able to help 

the team – and yes Stig, you were also thinking that maybe it was not necessary for Elijah to buy coffee at 600-700 

Shillings yesterday - we could have lived without it - if the money could have helped the team during the weekend, 

and yes Stig you have also thought that an opportunity could have been to share the coffee between the team and the 

family. I do understand that Elijah is also running out of money. Later in the evening he gave me 500 Shillings as an 

emergency reserve for lunches tomorrow for the team and he has 400 Shillings left himself after stocking up food for 

the family. 

 

I sent John my reply as follows: 

 

“Thank you so much for your SMS. I am in the same situation as you and only “survive” because of Elijah. I hope he will 

be able to help the team tomorrow. And yes John, God is watching, and yes the deadline is still on Tuesday – 3 weeks 

after my star was shown on the sky the first time. More information tomorrow. Thank you for your positive attitude 

until the end ☺.” 

 

And yes, Stig, the true message is still: “Normal life” is coming and yes “keeping the faith”. This is the true test from 

God ☺. 

 

The planet becomes fuller every day 

And yes Stig, tonight you noticed that the planet becomes fuller every day and yes you were thinking that there will be 

a “full planet” on Tuesday. And yes the edges of the planet “moves” to show me that the planet is not finished, and 

yesterday when you went outside, it was not shining very brightly, and yes THEN IT WAS VISIBLE TO SEE THAT IT IS 

NOT THE MOON and yes again Stig, I made the planet shine brighter in a matter of seconds. 

 

Tina would like to read my scripts 

This afternoon – when Elijah was in town working – Tina asked me if the team is still reading my scripts at the office, 

otherwise she would like to read them. I said to Tina that I would be happy to give her the scripts, but that I have de-
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cided for Elijah to share the scripts with her because they also include information on the team and him and I said “I 

hope you understand”, which she said, she did. 

 

More symbols from God 

In a vision God showed me the end of a cartoon and in Danish it said: “Så får I ikke mere for den 25 øre” and in English 

I believe it is “That’s all folks”. God has many times used different figures of cartoons as symbols – please read TinTin 

carefully and you will understand, that Tintin is “God” and Captain Haddock is the Devil, and you will find MANY SYM-

BOLS OF GOD WORKING THROUGH THE AUTHOR HERGE IN THESE CARTOONS. 

 

God also showed me in a rowing boat, where there is a big fire to the right of the boat saying that yes Stig, going into 

the flames again and again and yes keeping on rowing and yes more flames and keeping on rowing until the end and 

yes without breaks. This is what you have done and yes yes yes. 

 

And during these days God has shown me MANY visions of Sweden from different cities, and YES STIG, SWEDEN IS MY 

SYMBOL OF HAPPINESS FOR YOU, all of the things you have not had in life, and maybe Søren H. and Anna Karin from 

Stockholm can tell a story or two about my fondness of Sweden. And yes Stig, your “secret” country of happiness is 

also Italy, yes a country which “I have prevented you to go to” except from visiting Sicily in 1978 – try to ask Henriette 

about this – and yes Stig, you don’t believe in surveys pointing out Denmark as the most “happy” country in the world, 

yes the Italians have faith – much more than in Denmark – they have the world famous Italian food, wine, clothes etc., 

good weather, beautiful cities and landscape, and yes they are outgoing like I have not seen other people be. This is 

the country I have always wanted to visit, Rome, Tuscany, Barolo etc., but I never made it longer than France, which 

has – I am sorry to say – been “a country of the drunken sailor” (I feel and see him while writing this) and yes Stig, of 

course you love France as well, the best country you have travelled to, but you have never been happy personally 

when travelling there – I am sorry, Camilla, and I am also sorry I cannot send these scripts to you directly, when I pub-

lish them, I don’t have your email address, I cannot find you or Christian on Facebook and we have no  communication 

today. But I do hope you received my Christmas Card and CD’s in December 2008? – And I am thinking of Marie Louise 

from GEFI Spain, I am sorry I never thanked you for your kind CD present, which you gave me approx. in 2000 – I have 

been regretting this lack of action many, many times. THANK YOU ☺.  

 

The story of Lis and Liselotte 

And yes Stig I told you about Lis, one of the best friends of my mother of all times, and yes we know they have not 

been friends for a number of years yes because of “lack of communication” and yes yes yes maybe a misunderstand-

ing, and yes Stig, you met Lis by “co-incidence” twice within a few months this or last year and yes she is truly very 

friendly and yes misses your mother very much and yes yes yes we know you promised Lis to encourage your mother 

to contact her again, yes maybe not that easy to do, Lona?  

 

And yes, Stig, Liselotte – Lis’ daughter - yes she was very nice when she was young and we know you haven’t seen her 

for many years and yes I said “She is crazy about you” and yes Stig, when I said “crazy” I meant that she has a story to 

tell not only to her mother, but maybe also to you and your mother one day, yes Liselotte, please “come out” tell the 

world what you thought about me as well and yes maybe a surprise for all of you? 

 

Communication with my family and bank 

And yes, Stig, you had a plan to communicate this evening and this is what you did: 

 

An email to Sanna 

 

Yes, Sanna wrote to you about a new holiday of three days going to Stockholm – the most beautiful capital city you 

know because of the nature – and yes yes yes a little bit about this and that, and yes then you wrote to her that you 

are now connected to Thomas, Ole’s son on Facebook, and yes Stig we do hope that Sanna has told this to your 

mother and yes a connection to Ole this way, and yes you told Sanna that the money you were expecting to receive in 

July – yes from “Donors” (family without knowing it, Paris Hilton or other “sources” of normal life coming) – has been 

delayed “a few days” and yes please tell John that I am sorry for this delay, I will come back, and yes Stig, you told 

Sanna that you were sorry that you have not informed her and the family about your “real” experiences in Kenya, be-

cause there was nothing else you would rather do, but because Sanna did not understand what was the truth and not 
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the truth in your old scripts – which she would have been able to understand if you had truly talked about it – you 

have taken this decision. 

 

And yes, Stig, we are all very proud of this decision of yours, you told her that you can do nothing else than finalising 

your work and publish it because this is the purpose of your life, to help other people and yes once again you asked 

her and the family not to have “concerned feelings” and yes to read and understand instead of believing in what they 

themselves “believe is the truth”. 

 

No communication with my father 

 

God gave me an idea earlier today to write an email to my father explaining him that the constant ringing on my mo-

bile phone the 24th December 2005, which he heard through the landline telephone when I called him – a sound 

which lasted for two hours, as I recall, and which “came from nowhere” with a sound, which was not on the phone – 

was a sound played by God, yes Stig, to explain to him that it IS GOD THAT YOU ARE COMMUNICATING HIM AND YES 

TO TRY HELP HIM AGAIN. 

 

And yes Stig, you have decided not to do this, because your decision earlier of stopping communication with your fa-

ther is a decision that you stick with – and yes Stig, we know he would probably be glad to hear from you but because 

of the reasons I have explained earlier, I will not communicate with him on his premises: THIS IS NOT THE WAY TO 

COMMUNICATE. 

 

You can read more of “my experiences” from the 24th December 2005 in my old scripts, if Sanna will allow you? And 

maybe Sanna believes that I have “invented” the long story of this day and many other dates to “annoy” her and the 

family? 

 

An email to the bank 

 

And yes, we know Stig, all of us, we know, you sent an email to Jesper at Danske Bank, where you said that approx. 1 

month ago you promised him to pay all of your debts to the bank before the 1st August, but because of a delay “of a 

few days” of the payment, you expect to receive, you will come back to him later in the week to come, and yes yes yes 

Stig, if you were Jesper, you would close my credit cards, and yes, how will Jesper react to your email? 

 

Christianity and the Bible 

Yes, Stig, I told you today that the reason why I have been a Christian in my life up to now is because “I am the closest 

to the messages of the Bible” and yes, Stig, I will only say this: The Bible is not entirely my book, there are also mes-

sages from the Devil, but this is my true belief and yes this is why I have given you birth in Denmark, where not only 

Christianity thrives, but where the Devil has even better “living conditions” and yes the truth is that you have not read 

the Bible in full and yes you have not believed in me or let us say yes Stig, when you went to summer holidays as a 

child seven years in a row at the very nice place in Jægerspris, Denmark, together with a Christian organisation, yes 

Stig, you did believe in me especially when your father collected you, and yes his car broke down, and yes you prayed 

for help, and yes help came after only waiting a few minutes – you were collected by another private car. 

 

Yes, when you do read the Bible and are together with people BELIEVING IN ME, yes you will develop faith yourself. It 

is as simple as that. 
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Monday 3rd August 2009 

Will today include the “last play” from the Devil?, “something WRONG with me”, update on the resource plan from last 

week, is Elijah to meet Hillary Clinton?, GOVERMENTS: Publish ALL material and face the law if you have HURT people, 

using my Master Card the last time?, invent and mass produce cheap, clean and everlasting energy for all, I received a 

script from John, which “touched me”, my feedback on his script. 

 

The “last play” from the Devil? 

Tonight I slept very poorly again. God gave me “weird” dreams, which I did not want to write down. My alarm 

sounded at 7.00, but I could only hear Faith, the house maid in the house – Elijah had left earlier and I believe Tina was 

sleeping again. 

 

I was lying awake in the bed thinking that "nothing has happened yet and tomorrow is the deadline", and I still don’t 

know what God will do, if he wants me/us to go to the village tomorrow and yes, Stig, how long will it take to get a car 

or to go by Matatu, if you first have “logistics” to do at the office, and yes Stig, you have total faith in God, but you 

don’t know if part of the plan is to disappoint you once again – like the world disappoints people all of the time – or if 

God really means business this time, and yes this thought is not very nice to have. 

 

And yes, Stig, you have the feeling that you will be totally depressed tomorrow, if I don’t lift you up on your white 

horse, and yes, Stig, to find the energy to go home, because this is still your plan, IF I DON’T HELP YOU OR AT LEAST 

SHOW YOU THE ROAD OUT OF HELL. 

 

And furthermore I was thinking that I did not have a clean shirt, and would Faith be able to heat the water for my 

bath? I was feeling very tired, but I thought that it is the Devil – maybe his “last play” – who wants to prevent me from 

going to town, and yes, Stig, to communicate with the team, and we know GOD GAVE YOU UNPLEASANT THOUGHTS 

YESTERDAY EVENING AFTER YOU WROTE YOUR EMAIL TO SANNA, yes this is true and not no, but YES, SANNA, JUST A 

LITTLE BIT OF THE DEVIL BECAUSE OF THIS. 

 

At 7.50 I decided to wake up, and Faith was kind to prepare my bath. There was a clean shirt, however not ironed, and 

Tina woke up and prepared my breakfast. THANK YOU ☺. And I arrived in town at 9.30. 

 

“Something WRONG with me” 

During the morning I God gave me the song WRONG by Depeche Mode, and I got the feeling of the Devil – all of the 

wrong things people have done “to us”. God gave me the lyrics “something wrong with me” from the song, and he 

said “this is how your family sees you” – and yes, Stig, not very nice indeed. 

 

Resource plan week 31 

 

LTO work Week 31 from 27 July – 1 August 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 44 hours 44.5 hours 

David No plan 20 hours 

John 41 hours 39 hours 

Meshack  44 hours 40 hours 

Stig 60 hours 34.05 hours 

 

The team has been better delivering this week, the variances between actuals and plan are not big. David “forgot” to 

plan his resources this week, and he has been doing consultancy week this week also. Maybe he and the “manager” 

will remember to plan the new week? 

 

I did not make my plan because of the wish of God – he took away my work. 

 

Is Elijah to meet Hilary Clinton? 
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Elijah told me yesterday that he through “a connection” received the opportunity to have a sales stand at the AGOR 

conference together with his brothers Big Katama and Stephens. 

 

Yesterday he was at the premises waiting several hours without luck to receive an identification badge to enter the 

conference, and today he was waiting all morning again without luck, and the conference opens at 15.00 today – 

Elijah was not happy about this situation, which meant that he had to cancel lunch with the team and to postpone go-

ing to Hotel Intercontinental to receive payment in cash as they have promised him. 

 

GOVERMENTS: Publish ALL material 

And yes, Stig, this is a thought I have given you. Will you be able to meet Hillary Clinton in “a secret meeting” and yes, 

Stig, when I say “secret meeting” immediately you react. I DON’T WANT TO HAVE SECRET MEETINGS. I WANT ALL 

GOVERNMENTS TO BE REALIABLE AND OPEN ABOUT ALL ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES, and yes Stig, to publish all ma-

terial – historical and present – for the world to see (through the Internet or “open libraries” or both), and yes yes yes 

INCLUDING ALL “SECRET ACTIVITIES”, yes CIA, KGB and yes we know from so called “intelligence services” in all coun-

tries all over the world.  

 

DON’T COVER ANYTHING UP, yes Stig, I WILL TELL THE WORLD IF YOU TRY TO HIDE INFORMATION FROM THE WORLD. 

AND YES STIG, IF GOVERMENTAL PERSONS HAVE HURT PEOPLE AND BROKEN THE LAW, WHAT WILL YOU DO TO 

THEM. AND YES THE LAW IS A PRINCIPLE FOR ALL PERSONS AND YES THE PEOPLE ORDERING OTHER PEOPLE TO BREAK 

THE LAW SHOULD BE THE ONES TO PURSUIT PRIMARILY, BUT ALL PEOPLE WHO HAVE HURT OTHER PEOPLE AND BRO-

KEN THE LAW, SHOULD FACE THE LAW, admit their crimes, be honest, repent and excuse to their victims. It is really as 

simple as that ☺. 

 

And yes Stig, the above mentioned also applies for all organizations – legal and illegal – churches etc. 

 

Forgiveness is good, but when you don’t live up to the laws of the present society, I want you to face those laws – ex-

cept when they are visibly unrighteous as mentioned earlier. And yes, Stig, when we enter my new world, my new 

kingdom, you want to grant amnesty to all people. Yes my friends, this is what I want.  

 

Using my Master Card the last time? 

This morning I thought that there could be an opportunity to withdraw maybe 2,000 Shillings from my Master Card 

before the bank opens in Denmark (Danish time is two hours behind Kenyan time), and yes, I succeeded getting the 

cash and I decided to give 500 Shillings to each team member – they were “broke” and could not afford lunch today -

and to have 500 Shillings for myself, so my total cash holdings were approx. 600 Shillings. 

 

This gave the team the opportunity to also get lunch today, otherwise we would have to share the 500 Shillings from 

Elijah between us four, where lunch normally is approx. 250 Shillings per person. Maybe Elijah will be able to help the 

team later, if he receives cash from the Hotel and if help is still needed and yes, Stig, no Devil here almost ... 

 

Invent and mass produce cheap, clean and everlasting energy for all 

Yes, Stig, you do remember. Part of the new 10 commandments will be TO STOP POLLUTION, yes Stig, this is what WE 

AGREED ON TOGETHER and yes Stig, to have efficient energy resources, yes to use the energy included in ALL MATTER 

I HAVE CREATED, to find out a solution to excerpt the energy without using even more energy in the process, and yes 

my dear friend – WHY DON’T WE GIVE THIS TASK TO THE INTELLECTUALS OF THE WORLD AND YES PROFESSORS STIG – 

with the support of the International Community - to THINK a solution and yes, Stig, this is how I want the world to 

prepare FOR MY NEW KINGDOM. I want you to think about a sustainable environment and yes Stig to protect the new 

world from the release of pollutants or greenhouse gases. 

 

And yes, Stig, I told you IF THE WORLD REALLY – AND I MEAN REALLY – PUTS ENOUGH RESOURCES INTO THIS WORK, I 

WILL HELP PEOPLE TO “THINK” THE RIGHT SOLUTION, and yes STIG, to establish test plants and yes, to find the solu-

tion before Judgement Day, a solution that works and which will bring cheap, clean and everlasting energy to my new 

world to come, and yes which can be mass produced and cover the need of all people. Yes dear friends, who want to 

invent this in co-operation with God? 
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And yes, again, not without smiling: WHY HAVE THE WORLD NOT INVENTED THIS SOLUTION YET? Because you say it is 

“impossible” and because you rely on “OLD energy resources”? And yes, if Einstein can, the world can. THINK and God 

will give you the thoughts to work on. 

 

Script from John 

Yes Stig, you were so happy to receive the script from John today and you were excited about what he would write, 

and this is his script to me and the world: 

 

RE: MY TIME WITH STIG: 

 

Stig had come to Kenya on a three months holiday and while in Nairobi he met our friend Meshack. They both met us 

in our organization’s office where we had a long talk about LTO and the challenges we were facing in our work. Stig 

told us that he was on transit to Ghana a country in West Africa. He had a contact there and he wished to travel there 

by all means. We found Stig to be a very good person who we could work with and we tried to convince him to stay a 

little bit longer. He told that that he wanted to help poor people in Africa get out of poverty and have a normal life. 

We asked him ‘why start in Ghana and not Kenya’. Members of the team advised him that, Kenya could be his base 

from where his charitable programs could be co-ordinated. At that point he requested us to give him more time to 

think over it and meet us later. 

 

After sometime, we met again and Stig accepted to work with LTO for at least three months. To familiarize him with 

our activities, he requested us to give him as much information as possible. We gave him the information we had and 

from my own thinking Stig understood our mission in a very short time. We also told him about the orphans feeding 

programme in Yatta which we were supporting with our little incomes and he was very happy that we could afford to 

help the poor. 

 

Stig openly told us that he wanted to work as a ‘volunteer’ but the team suggested that he could work as a volunteer 

but he should have a job title. We agreed to appoint him officially with a title of ‘Technical Advisor’. John was re-

quested to draft the letter. In the letter we outlined some specific tasks which in our view Stig had the necessary ex-

perience to execute them. As an advisor, we wanted him to assist in strategic planning and strengthening the organi-

zation’s capacity in order to enhance its credibility and offer quality services to the communities. Stig accepted the 

appointment and immediately we started working on the emergency needs of the orphans. The team managed to 

gather all the information on the emergency needs for the children and their guardians. Each team member was also 

asked to prepare their emergency needs including all the details eg. loans, monthly gaps etc. Stig published this infor-

mation and emailed it to his friends who we expected to respond positively. 

 

Before we could proceed, Stig surprised us by offering lunches to us on daily basis. Surely this was a motivation to the 

team. Stig told us that he wanted us to do quality work but we could not perform when hungry and under stress. ‘The 

lunches are signs of good things to come’ I remember Stig saying. 

 

After a while the plight of thousands of Somalia refugees in the Dadaab camps touched the heart of Stig. He had al-

ready gathered some information on the refugees but he needs more detailed and accurate information. The team 

agreed that the Dadaab memo should be given special attention and therefore a thorough research was necessary. 

John was mandated to lead the team in the research work. Team decided to put in place some strategies for data col-

lection which included direct interviews, Internet, visiting the offices of UNHCR and partnering organizations, making 

calls to workers in Dadaab, reading newspapers. Stig facilitated us by providing the money for taxis, Internet and calls. 

The work was well co-ordinated and the team managed to insert all the information to Dadaab level three document. 

After reading the document Stig came up with more than forty questions which need satisfactory answers. The team 

decided to conduct an intensive research in order to get accurate answers. We had to consult widely by involving uni-

versity dons, interviews with GTZ staff, who have been going to Dadaab for official assignments and reading research 

materials on Somalia from the University of Nairobi. We provided answers for the first eight questions. We made very 

strong recommendations on road map to peace. We told the world that the Somalis must own the peace process so as 

to bring about healing and reconciliation in their war torn country. Stig am sure you can agree with me that 'there is 

nothing good about a war except its ending'. The Somalia internal conflict must come to an end now. We are optimis-
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tic that after sending the two documents the international community, Ngos and rich people will provide financial re-

sources to fund the reconstruction of Somalia and resettle the refugees in the Dadaab camps. 

 

As were continued getting answers for the other questions, Stig came up with another assignment on Somalia but be-

fore we could embark on the work. Stig gave us a test to do. He asked the team members to highlight the 

changes/improvements they had noticed in their work since Stig came. We agreed that whoever will score the highest 

in the test will automatically become the team leader for Somalia document. After the marking John scored the high-

est but since he was the team leader for Dadaab document, David was picked to head the team. 

 

Stig surprise us again, he became more than generous. He promised to give us ksh 5,000 each weekly and a bonus of 

ksh 5,000 after finishing the work. He also provided money for travelling to the various places to gather information. 

From then we became extremely busy. We did our best and Stig kept his promise. THANK YOU Stig. After working so 

hard, we managed to complete the work on time. 

 

Stig has been writing his scripts since he came to Kenya. The team had to read the scripts and make comments or seek 

clarity from Stig. We took time and read them thoroughly. We held a team meeting to give our feedback to Stig, 

David, Meshack and John made their comments on the scripts and gave Stig the go ahead to publish them. But Elijah 

had some issue to discuss with Stig. They went for a meeting at Kengeles where they meet for along time and finally 

they agreed. To celebrate the victory; they invited us for a beer. It was a very joyful moment for all us. Thank you stig 

for the scripts ‘these are real stories told in real times’ 

 

To crown it all Stig took us to the Intercontinental hotel for dinner. We really feasted. There was everything that we 

wanted. We mingled with tourists, politicians and others. This was the beginning of normal life. Thank you Stig for the 

sacrifice. The following day we went to Karen Blixen. Stig expected to meet somebody but according to him, the Devil 

was at work not God. 

 

According to me, Stig is a very intelligent, brilliant, generous, God fearing and above all a man of great faith. He desires 

a world where people can have freedom, normal life and good health, a world without bureaucracy and a world 

where the rich can share their wealth with the poor. He belongs to school of thought which believes that the people 

who God has put in high positions should provide direction in addressing the plight of the millions of people who are 

suffering today in various places in the world. He has taught to always be positive even when things are tough and to 

remain hopeful. He puts a lot of emphasis on communication, punctuality, displine, quality work and keeping agree-

ments. 

 

Our institutional capacity as an organization is very strong now; we feel that we can help other organizations to im-

prove their capacities on time management, efficiency, staff performance, office procedures and systems. 

 

Stig you belong to the great family of LTO, please feel at home and remember I personally value you and I look for-

ward to working with you in future. 

 

Stig! Never give up, God is watching. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Your good friend, 

 

John.     

 

My feedback on John’s script 

And John, my dear friend, after reading your scripts, God said to me: “You touched my heart” and yes, Stig, because 

this was exactly what you did, John, you touched my heart, and yes Stig, this is why I said it to you or should I say to 

“me”. 
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And yes, John, there is nothing good about a war except its ending and yes to be replaced by everlasting peace. This is 

my goal too ☺. 

 

I remember when we published our emergency needs on Facebook in May – of the orphans, the team members and 

the office – that I told the team: “You should not have too high hopes” and yes Stig, because this was indeed a test to 

your friends and therefore a test to the world. What will the world do, when they have money enough to share and 

when they receive a request to help suffering people, yes most people will not even react – only two of your “friends” 

reacted – and yes none provided funds, and yes, this is sad to see. 

 

And I told the team that when we publish our newsletters and my scripts, you should expect a reaction from the 

world. It is like throwing a stone into the water, first there will be a small ring, this ring will become bigger and bigger 

and this is the same principle I have chosen when publishing the scripts and newsletters. Maybe 1,500 will receive this 

information to start with, and then more and more people will receive it like the stone in the water – and yes Stig, God 

has promised that the world will react on this – yes some will be negative or doubtful to start with and some will be-

lieve in me/us, and eventually help will come from the world to help LTO and God to create a better world for all peo-

ple. 

 

And yes, Stig, the team could have criticized me even more for the plans we made at the beginning, which I did not 

keep – build a new Internet homepage, create templates to document the need of each individual etc. - and we could 

have continued working on this, but I decided from early on to focus on my scripts and the newsletters. This is what 

we had time to do as “normal persons” without the power of God (or “almost” without), and when God lifts us to the 

next level, he will help us finalising the plans we made in the beginning.  

 

Thank you John for your very kind remarks at the end of the script. I have found my “family” with you and we will al-

ways be together. I value that you have opened your arms and accepted me as one of your own. I look forward to the 

“fantastic voyage” we will do together to make this world and the next a better place for all to stay. And thank you for 

your always POSITIVE attitude even in difficult times as right now ☺. Yes, “God is watching” – thank you very much 

indeed for this new expression, which I have taken to me. 

 

A wrong message from the Devil about Ole 

Yes, Stig, we are so sorry to announce that THE DEVIL HAS BEEN SO STRONG THAT HE HAS ALSO GIVEN YOU WRONG 

MESSAGES ABOUT OLE and so it is my friend, because today you received a very nice message from Thomas, Ole’s 

son, and yes he said that OLE DIED IN 2002 yes Stig because “his heart could no more” and yes Stig, what can I say – I 

can only apologise on behalf of God and the Devil and no no no I will do it no more, and I see the Devil in Gold chains 

yes Stig, this is what I have to say as God this time: 

 

I am sorry dear Lona, that I have put you through this experience and yes Stig, I have not been well and yes Stig I 

would like to announce to the world that I STILL CARRY on and yes Stig maybe you will say how this affected you, 

when you read the message from Thomas, yes Stig a very strong feeling saying, I WILL DO THIS NO MORE, I WILL 

TRAVEL HOME UNLESS SOMETHING VERY POSITIVE HAPPENS TOMORROW and yes Stig, feeling really down to say the 

least, betrayed and yes negative feelings, yes you said I will not be controlled by negative feelings and yes yes yes 

WHAT ELSE IS NOT THE TRUTH in my scripts, is the story on Karen not the truth and yes Stig you really don’t know if I 

have tormented you so much, and yes Stig we know, you cannot follow my INSTRUCTION that you do have a feeling 

where you love this woman, I don’t feel it, God – you have imposed feelings on me from the first day I met her, which 

are not my natural feelings ☺. 

 

Ok Stig, maybe I have done you wrong, and yes Stig, you really don’t know. I have absolutely no idea. 

 

Approx. one hour later: 

 

Yes, Stig, you WERE very sorry to hear that Ole has died and you do remember all the good things he did for you, yes 

sorry he was, and yes God said to me – THIS is how far I need to go and yes Stig, you feel you have lost credibility be-

cause of me and yes Stig, if this is really the story GOD wants to give to the world, yes STIG IT IS, then I will accept – 
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but I would like to stress that I NORMALLY don’t tell lies, and yes STIG MAYBE THE PURPOSE IS FOR THE WORLD TO 

UNDERSTAND YES STIG A TEST TO THE WORLD TO FIND OUT WHAT IS THE TRUTH AND WHAT ARE LIES. 

 

Almost full planet 

And yes Stig, the planet is ALMOST full this evening, so maybe it will be FULL PLANET tomorrow who knows and yes 

Stig God is almost on holiday while writing this and the chapter on Ole, this is not how God normally is, because he is 

“passive” he lets me write the words instead of ACTIVELY help me, and yes Stig, this is how it is. 

 

Elijah’s impossible situation 

God has reached my ultimate limit – also after the story of Ole – and he has also reached Elijah’s ultimate limit. He had 

a telephone call with the micro finance company today, and they said that they will get his things at the office and at 

his home in seven days from today if he does not pay his debts before, and yes Stig it was very visible that he is not 

very happy about this situation to say the least – and yes YOU HAVE FOLLOWED EACH OTHER TO THE END so to say 

and yes both of you have accepted me to put these tests on you and therefore Stig, I will say, I AM HAPPY ☺☺☺. 

 

Elijah did not receive his ID-badge for the conference today, by the way. 

 

Breaking the band at the goal line 

Elijah received 10,000 Shillings from the Hotel Intercontinental today, and he decided to give me 5,000 Shillings, which 

together with my weekly allowance of 5,000 Shillings, which was due Saturday mean that the remaining loan is now 

15,000 Shillings. We will see tomorrow if there is still a need with the team or if “normal life” will come – and while 

writing this God tells me that I have now crossed the goal line and broken the band. 

 

The end of these scripts? 

So maybe this is the end of my book, if God lifts me to the next level tomorrow – if this is the case I will say that all of 

the words in these scripts have been written with a good heart, and I have written the words of God and also the 

Devil, I am sorry to say (even though I know it is the wish of God), with my utmost loyalty and yes Stig I hope the world 

will understand. Otherwise I may be back tomorrow with more scripts or start planning my travel home – BUT I DO 

HAVE FAITH IN GOD AND I WILL NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP ☺. 
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Tuesday 4th August 2009 

Nothing happened today, dreaming of football, my feelings of betrayal, going home to Denmark?, I took a nap of four 

hours, take CARE of your children, the weather improved and the power came back on, new symbols from God, Elijah 

lifted me up, apologising to the village? and “almost” full planet.  

 

Nothing happened today 

So would this become the BIG DAY or would God disappoint me again not making his agreements, and yes, Stig, we 

know YOU WERE DISAPPOINTED once again. NOTHING HAPPENED. 

 

Therefore I decided to stay at bed, really disappointed and I did not stand up before 10.00. There was no power in the 

house ... 

 

God gave me the following songs from the morning: 

 

• “What’s the name of the  game” by Abba – a new “game”, which did not sound nice. 

• “Oh you pretty things” by David Bowie – the lyrics of the son matched the situation fine. 

• “When I kissed the teacher” by Abba. 

• “Hasta Manana” by Abba – “til we meet again, don’t know where don’t know when”. 

 

Dreaming on football 

God gave me the following dream: 

 

I play indoor football with a team. Both the team and I are very skilled playing football. I am going to transfer to a new 

team, who I don’t know and I need to have new shoes for a new game. I go to the store and find the new shoes, it is 

good shoes. I am delayed because of this, the game has started, but I need to empty the right shoe “for everything” – I 

see all kind of physical things come out from the right shoe – and I need to put on lace as well. Because of this I don’t 

make it to the first game, but the team wins anyway. 

 

My feelings of betrayal 

These are the feelings I had during the morning, which I wrote down on my mobile phone: 

 

• I have lost all credibility. How can God act like this towards me and the team and not least to the village. I am 

deeply disappointed with him. 

• I am in despair, my mood is destroyed. I showed God total faith, and did not expect to be in this situation. 

• This makes me negative and indifferent with my own life and others. 

• When others cannot hear or see God and you use me as a medium, then it is me, people don’t believe in, when 

you don’t keep your agreements. Imagine another person sending out an email in your name telling lies, which ru-

ins your reputation. This is how I feel. Not very nice when all I want to do is to tell the truth and keep my agree-

ments. 

• How can God risk ruining Elijah’s and his family’s life (see the script from yesterday)? Elijah has shown me and 

God trust – he does not deserve this. 

• A village has shown me trust and I have only communicated the words of God to them. My credibility is destroyed 

because of God. 

• God’s betrayal is totally unacceptable and no apology is big enough for this resounding break of confidence. For-

giveness is good, but it demands that you deliver what you have promised – otherwise you have lost your SON. 

This is how is must be. 

• The team can do with the newsletters as they want. They can edit it, remove all references of God and decide if 

they want to publish it. 
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• I am prepared to give up all of my scripts and even to delete them. 

• I am not depressed, but angry and disappointed. 

• Imagine being told about or shown very positive symbols of Christmas trees, Christmas Day coming three weeks 

after my first light and seeing UFO’s on the sky drawing the number 4 symbolising the 4th August, and then to be 

cheated by God. This is even worse than you can imagine. 

 

Going home to Denmark? 

Before today I made a decision to go home to Denmark, if God betrayed me, and when I have made a decision, this is 

the decision that I normally carry out. And during the morning I was convinced that this is what I would do – to write 

an email to my mother asking for a ticket to come home. And to go home no matter how much this would hurt me, 

the team, the village and the consequences it would have for Dadaab and Somalia. 

 

When I have taken a decision, this is the decision I normally stick by, unless the decision is based on a wrong founda-

tion. I had absolutely confidence in God and did not believe he would put me in this situation. 

 

During the morning, when I thought this thought, which I repeatedly confirmed to myself saying that this was the only 

right and logical thing I could do, God said to me “when you have said A, you must also say B” – but this had another 

meaning to me than it normally does. 

 

I was reminded me of the plan A and plan B I had before coming to Kenya, when A was the right answer and B was the 

wrong. And here he said to me that B – going back to Denmark – was the wrong answer. 

 

He also gave me the thought that if I write an email to my mother asking for a ticket, and if God gives me other plans 

thereafter, which means that I will have to write a new email, she would become very sad and disappointed.  

 

He also gave me the thought: What do I have to come home to? Nothing! I have no job, no home and I would be met 

by disbelief by my family, and what would I tell them? 

 

And this led to God giving me the thought of asking the team, if they still want to have me here in Kenya. And I don’t 

know what will happen and when it will happen, I can only say that all of these scripts have been written 100% loyal 

according to my experiences and the words God has given me – and that God has decided to “take me home” as he 

now says and yes, Stig, this is what I have done to you, the team and the village and yes I have lost your trust in me, 

and yes yes yes BUT I AM STILL SMILING because Stig, this is what I wanted you to experience and yes, Stig, to write 

the message below about “taking care of your children” and yes you are bleeding and yes yes yes WHAT WILL HAP-

PEN? 

 

So this is what I have decided. I will ask the team tomorrow if they still want to have me here, and if they say yes, I will 

stay and wait for God’s miracle to happen – because “he will not disappear”, he is still with me all of the time – which 

did not feel nice most of the day after his betrayal - and the purpose is still the same as always: TO HELP OTHER PEO-

PLE and ... 

 

And yes Stig, approx. half of what is written above is God, who has given me the words and thoughts directly, and the 

rest is “myself” and myself is probably also God – yes in my life, which is not normal, I AM GOD and yes Stig. I am living 

a life where God is controlling me, my feelings, my thinking and this is really not very nice – he has taken my freedom 

away from me – one of the worst feelings of all. And yes Stig, controlling other people in your present as well and yes 

more to be read about this in my old scripts, Sanna? I could write a lot about this, but I will keep it simple – he is CON-

TROLLING me. 

 

I took a nap of four hours 

After lunch I decided to not follow my basic rules, I did not care. It was “very cold” (between 13-17 degrees) and there 

is no heat in the house. So I decided to sleep and to be warm for maybe four hours, even though this will probably 

ruin my sleep tonight. God gave me several dreams during this nap: 
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• The Danish handball team GOG defeated with a large margin one of the great Spanish teams both home and away 

(a symbol of beating “the evil spirit”) 

• I was together with the original members of ELO in a summer house. They miss Kelly G., who passed away. It is 

only Jeff from the group, who is speaking and only me who ask questions, which I am not happy with. 

• I am locked inside a house, I cannot move freely, my mother drinks red wine, which I would also like to but don’t 

get. From the freezer I take  our and eat of lot of Danish pastries, which is what I would like to (i.e. the symbol of 

what it means). 

 

Take care of YOUR children 

Today was a day where God wanted to show that I could lose my self control. I had very strong negative feelings be-

cause of his betrayal and I could almost break all of my basic rules in despot – only think of myself and my own needs 

when it comes to money, women etc. – but I knew that my basic is so strong that even this test from God was no test. 

I would not break my basic rules. 

 

And late this afternoon God gave me the message to people on Earth, which was the reason why God decided to do as 

he did: 

 

Abandoned care, betrayal, lack of attention and love from parents can lead children to become indifferent and act as 

they want in despot without care of basic rules of behaviour. I therefore encourage all parents to live up to your re-

sponsibilities when you raise children, and if you cannot do this, if you or your children decay, I ask relatives to step in 

and help, and if this does not work, there is only one way forward, which I don’t like but which is necessary, and this is 

to have the society to help the parents, and in emergency cases the society can “lend” people to help the parents and 

yes Stig even take away the children to reserve parents for a period of time or permanently. This is how important it is 

to be a parent. It is your responsibility to take care of your children to become “good citizens” and I encourage schools 

to act open-eyed and responsible if you notice difficulties or bad behaviour with a child, to support the child and the 

parents giving options on how to improve the situation – and yes STIG EVEN BETTER THAN WHAT YOU DO TODAY. 

 

The weather improved and the power came back on 

I wrote down the message above at approx. 17.30 and the power went back on while doing this – it had been off the 

whole day - and yes GOD WAS IT YOU? YES MY BOY ☺. 

 

When I went outside after writing down the message, all the clouds had vanished and there was blue sky and sun-

shine. And my mood was temporarily better again. 

 

New symbols from God – if he is to be trusted... 

Many times during the evening God said THANK YOU to me, and he showed me different examples from my life, 

which has been a life in Hell. 

 

He talked about “soup” and “tomato sauce” symbols of my “transformation” – when my inner self will be connected 

with myself in my physical life. He has used this symbol HUNDREDS OF TIMES before coming to Kenya. 

 

I see the flute player in the symphony orchestra – he is about to play, but first I see him with a beer and God says that 

he does not drink the beer but he throws it directly into the drain. 

 

And he showed me a very big new year’s party. 

 

Elijah “lifted me up” 

When Elijah came home, he was of course interested in hearing what had happened during the day, and I said that he 

will read it in this script tomorrow, and yes, Stig, he wanted to hear if you have decided to travel home, and yes Stig 

he said that I should finish my work here – and yes, Stig, you do feel you have lost all credibility because of me – and 

yes Stig, you were almost surprised to hear his recommendation, yes Stig, also because of “the impossible situation I 

have put Elijah in through you” and yes my friend, you said you have decided to stay if the team still wants you to stay 

and therefore you agreed on a meeting with the team at 14.00 tomorrow. 
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Apologising to the village? 

God has given me an impossible situation in relation to the village. How can I say that God did not follow his promise 

and when will “normal life” come to them and yes Stig, we know, God has lost all credibility so you don’t believe in 

him/me, yes Stig, therefore I CAN ONLY SAY I AM SORRY and yes, Stig, not good enough when you have promised to 

deliver, you need to deliver before I can accept an apology, and I might ask Elijah to call the Pastor and tell him that 

we are sorry, but we are delayed because of “outside” circumstances we have not had control over, and we will come 

back to the village with “normal life” ASAP and yes Stig also thinking about when to cash the cheque. This is the best 

we can do now. 

 

“Almost” full planet 

During the evening more clouds spread on the sky and I only saw the planet for a few seconds before a cloud shad-

owed it, and it looked “almost” to be a “full planet”. 
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Wednesday 5th August 2009 

I did not agree with God’s decision yesterday, my Master Card IS still working, filing systems and communication poli-

cies, Business Development, Ole’s death is hurting me, more symbols from God, people and holidays, John is Paulus, 

the team gave my their full confidence, don’t influence others with “negative feelings”, THINK, PLAN AND EXECUTE, 

should I give Elijah a new loan?, Do “what is necessary” and make written agreements, what is Elijah to do with the 

Micro Finance company?, my task from God to help Elijah, God showed me THE ROAD ☺ but the Devil is tormenting 

me �. 

 

Poor sleep as expected 

Because of my nap yesterday I slept maybe only half of the night, I was up at 7.30 and in town by 9.30. 

 

God may have his reasons, but ... 

I have decided to write this: God may have his reasons to show the world what he wants with me as an example of the 

feelings people get, when promises etc. are not kept, and I can accept that I am hurt – BUT IT IS TOTALLY UNACCEPT-

ABLE to let down many, many innocent people through me by not keeping his promise. God could have shown the 

world a good example by keeping his promise to me enabling me to keep my promise to other people. As Stig I can 

only say: I would never have done what God has done – I am sorry God, but this is what I believe in.  

 

In all other situations with all other people I would have broken our co-operation and communication and travelled 

home. It is the only right thing to do after such behaviour. It removes all my motivation of working, and my mood is 

very poor because of this. God is still not forgiven. You cannot be forgiven until you have delivered what you have 

promised. It is as simple as that. 

 

I have worked efficiently after being brutally attacked, extremely tired, sick, where it has been impossible to work and 

almost dead, but this situation is almost the worst when it comes to working. I am writing these lines resisting God 

and I have not been efficient at all – but daydreaming instead! 

 

My Master Card is still working 

I have received no reply from Jesper, Danske Bank, to my email from Sunday, and I was thinking that he was on holi-

day forgetting to turn on his auto-reply, and that no one in the bank had read my email – and maybe this is the case? 

 

But to my big surprise my Master Card is still working, this morning I took out 30,000 Shillings and I decided to give the 

team 5,000 Shillings each – they were broke, John had 100 Shillings left and now he can send money to his family and 

give food to his children! 

 

And yes, Stig, now the team can afford lunches again and yes yes yes we know Stig, and yes now the team can also 

buy coffee. 

 

Lack of filing systems and communication policies in many companies  

Because of the lack of a reply from Danske Bank, I was thinking that MANY COMPANIES don’t have an organised filing 

system both when it comes to emails, letters and physical files. In all of the companies I have worked for – maybe with 

the exclusion of Danske Forsikringsmæglere – there have been no company policies on this very important issue. It 

has therefore been up to each individual employee to do whatever he or she believes is a good filing system, and 

maybe Bo at Dahlberg can tell about his filing system, how it works and how other people can get access to his files 

when he is out of the office? 

 

And this is a part of communication too. PLEASE STORE YOUR FILES THE SAME WAY with the same structure and in-

clude all means of communication, appoint someone responsible for this task and include policies on how letters and 

emails are answered including when people are out of the office. 

 

And please also establish a communication policy for your company, which is also something I have missed in ALL the 

companies I have worked for. Please see my memo to Fair Forsikring about this from maybe 2005, which I never re-

ceived a reply on ... 
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Business Development 

Yes, Stig, only short. In most companies I have worked for BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT is not in place, it is not organised, 

it is not working with the result that no development or only very little development takes place and yes STIG YOU BE-

LIEVE THIS IS A DISGRACE. I could give many examples of companies who have succeeded because of GOOD business 

development, understanding the market, the need of customers and getting excellent ideas (imagine a car or televi-

sion manufacturer without new products, what would that mean to business?) – and yes, I could give even more ex-

amples of companies not developing with the result that they have not succeeded and customers not being as happy 

as they could be. I have written on Business Development earlier, I just wanted to add this.  

 

And supplementary I can say that I liked GE’s model of understanding and helping their customers/partners with the 

experience that GE could provide even though this did not lead to sales of GE’s products and yes with the philosophy 

that this would make a close partnership. Yes, Stig, but I am not sure that GE – at least GEFI – had the skills to train the 

organization properly to achieve this goal – but I like the idea and this is what I encourage the world to do. 

 

Ole’s death is hurting me 

Both yesterday and today I have been sad about the loss of Ole and have had tears in my eyes even though he died 

back in 2002. I have been thinking of what we did together in my childhood – big and small things – like no other “fa-

ther” has done to me and my family. Not even my own father. Birthdays, holidays and “just being there” when you 

needed him. 

 

And yes, Stig, this is what I have done to you and yes Stig you told Thomas about this in an email today and yes Stig, 

what will Thomas and also Niels – his brother – think when they read these scripts with the stories of Ole in the begin-

ning and the love between Ole and my mother and yes Stig, your mother and Ole to get connected again, yes Stig. We 

know this is totally impossible and yes Stig, it would require God to give Ole his life back and yes we know, God can do 

the impossible but yes Stig – we will have to wait and see what God decides to do. 

 

And yes Stig another test for you: Should I tell my mother about the death of Ole – she believes she saw him in 

Helsingør, Denmark, earlier this year or should I tell nothing, and yes Stig you do believe that GOD HAS DECIDED the 

first stories of Ole and her as a test for her to go through and yes normally you would give this information but you 

have decided not to give her this information before she reads these scripts – that is if she indeed has the courage to 

read the scripts, which I am not sure that she has.  

 

And yes Stig, you got the “feeling” very strong – yes as strong as when you see people with your eyes – that Ole is with 

you when writing this and what can I say, my dear boy, this is what I feel too and yes Stig, this may be the truth and 

yes Stig. I can only say that either it is Ole or else it is God giving me the feeling of Ole, I really don’t know. 

 

More symbols from God 

A few visions/symbols, which God gave me today: 

 

I see God decorating the Christmas Tree with clementines (“oranges” are the symbol of “the source”).  

 

The winner in a bicycle race gets a chaplet around his neck.  

 

During the afternoon God continued saying thank you for what I have done – “self thank you”, God as we say in Den-

mark ☺ - and yes Stig I told you that if you decided to follow the road of the Devil, to date ONE AFRICAN WOMAN I 

would delay your travel by 3-4 days for each woman you would date and yes Stig, this is the way I have decided for 

you to reject the Devil – even though you have a very great desire in you, you have the time and yes Stig, the money – 

yes very nice people at Danske Bank and maybe influenced by me, yes yes yes and yes yes yes and yes yes yes this 

means by the way God, the Holy Spirit and the Son if you should be in doubt. 

 

The last approx. 14 days God has been saying “Rørholmsgade” to me, which is the name of the street, where I was liv-

ing with my parents and sister until I was 5-6 years old. And today he asked me what “Rørholmsgade” means to me, 

and I was thinking of my Indian costume, which we forgot, when we moved (a symbol of the Council of eight) and yes 
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Stig, after thinking some time you finally thought of the OLD, RED TELEPHONE hanging on the wall in the corridor and 

yes Stig your sister and mother always “threatened” you to call Santa Claus on this telephone (which was not con-

nected) if I did not behave proper and yes Stig it is really as simple as that – yes the thought of calling Santa Claus 

came from me, and yes Stig, I have given you this symbol for “years”: When I will “call” you, I will lift you to the next 

level. 

 

People and holidays 

The last period of time I have seen how glad my “friends” on Facebook and my family have been before, during and 

after holidays and many have travelled to one or more nice places. And yes, Stig, this is what people having a “normal 

life” or more than a normal life do, and yes it cannot be compared to how the living situation is in Kenya. We are not 

the ones having the worst time, but we have had no time or money to go on holidays, and yes, Stig all of these people 

can afford going on holiday, but none of them have had “the opportunity” to help our work here – just a thought – 

and of course the wish for all people in the world to have a normal life where they can travel, relax, see other nice 

places and enjoy life ☺. 

 

John is Paulus 

Today – during one of the worst periods of the Devil – God told me in Danish that John at the office is “Paulus” or Paul 

in English. He did not tell me more and I will ask John if he would like to hear who he is, knowing that the Devil is 

strong at the moment but as always, the Devil is part of God and controlled by God. 

 

The team gave my their full confidence ☺☺☺☺ 

We had a team meeting at 14.00, where I said that because of what happened yesterday, I am still in a bad mood – I 

had experienced the worst betrayal in my life – but I have not given up. I said that I have lost credibility and I would 

like to hear if the team wants me to stay or to go home to Denmark. 

 

Both Meshack, David and John were VERY kind and decided that they wanted me to stay - with or without money. 

David gave a quote from the Bible about us being brothers and John was also very kind and he added that we need to 

have patience “maybe 100 years” on God and yes Stig, maybe it does not have to take as long as that ☺.  

 

I also asked the team if they would still like to read my new scripts, and they said yes, which I was also glad to hear. 

 

So because of the support from the team I have decided to stay and finish my work, which the team also put weight 

on. 

 

Elijah broke the basic rule and did not show up at the team meeting 

Elijah did not show up at the team meeting even though he was the one, who suggested this time yesterday. He was 

at the AGOR conference. I did not hear from him either. We made a very clear agreement, so I did not understand that 

he did not come or did not have the opportunity to communicate through his own or another phone. 

 

The team could have decided that they wanted me to go home and this decision could have been taken without the 

presence of or influence from Elijah. I could not understand that he would miss this important meeting. 

 

Therefore I said to the team: I encourage you to listen to Elijah, to hear if he gives you an apology and if he doesn’t, I 

encourage you to confront him in a positive way so we avoid situations like this in the future. I believe we are all dis-

appointed – the team agreed - and yes we want to make people happy by keeping the basic rules. Elijah is still the 

manager, he has the responsibility to implement the basic rules including speaking of one of the rules at every weekly 

team meeting, which we have not done yet, and he should be a role model himself. They all agreed. 

 

Finally my mood is better 

Yes Stig after “work” at 17-18.00 I noticed that I was becoming in a better mood and I can now smile again ☺. 

 

Don’t influence others with “negative feelings” 

When Elijah returned home he said it had been a very “sad” day, he was looking very down and he talked about the 

sadness and disappointments, he had experienced during the day at the AGOR conference: The company responsible 
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of delivering the ID-badges did not deliver according to its promise and they disappointed sales people not only from 

Kenya but also from other countries. First after midday the sales people were allowed to enter. 

 

One of Elijah’s brothers became tired of waiting during the morning, so he went home, and the other brother first ar-

rived at 15.00, so Elijah was alone at the sales stand and because of this “he was not able to come to the team meet-

ing”. Furthermore Elijah’s telephone was stolen at the conference, so he was not able to call us, and he did not have 

our telephone numbers and therefore he could not call from another telephone .... 

 

I encouraged Elijah to apologise to the team when meeting them again, which he promised to do. And luckily the team 

supported me at the meeting, so Elijah’s presence was not as important after all. 

 

I do believe it is alright to talk about your “bad experiences” and “negative feelings” very shortly – and I REALLY do 

mean VERY SHORTLY (seconds, not minutes) - but if you keep on talking about disappointments and look very sad, you 

will influence other people so they also become sad and disappointed.  

 

I believe it is very good to EMPOWER other people being positive and smiling, but I encourage all people not to influ-

ence other people with your negative feelings, you need to be strong and to overcome these feelings. You can talk ob-

jectively about and learn from the experience, but please don’t let your negative feelings show too much.  

 

And yes, Stig, my readers will understand by this point that the reason why I show negative feelings in my scripts – as I 

normally try not to do – is to say to the world: Please don’t do the actions that cause other people to hurt. And yes, 

the opposite: I want to make the world happy by doing the actions that make people happy, feel good and smile ☺. 

 

THINK, PLAN AND EXECUTE 

During the conversation Elijah told me that he was confused and did not have the energy, and yes Stig, you had TO 

LIFT UP ELIJAH and yes we know – following the basic rules: 

 

Sit down, write down all of your ideas – and I gave him verbally an example of a mind map (subjects of his business 

and what are the issues?)  – decide what is important, include it in your action plan and just do it. It is really as simple 

as that. 

 

Don’t be confused. Don’t continue thinking, becoming frustrated without executing. I know from experience that it is 

impossible to get an overview of “many” thoughts/ideas inside your head – you need to write them down to get a 

clear picture (thank you God – two meanings) and yes SHOW INITIATIVE AND RESPONSIBILITY. AND ALWAYS DO YOUR 

BEST ALWAYS even though you may only have one week left doing the job. CONTINUE DOING YOUR BEST AND WORK 

YOUR FULLEST. And yes, Stig, YOU CAN DO THIS EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE FACING DIFFICULTIES, IF YOU DECIDE TO DO 

IT – I HAVE DONE IT MOST OF MY LIFE, continued working my best even though I have been without a home after be-

ing thrown out, been starving or facing other REALLY BIG DIFFICULTIES. 

 

And yes, Stig, please help all people to understand how they can use different mind mapping and brain storming tools 

to THINK and yes, Stig, once again a memo to Fair Forsikring – yes Stig, about the THINKING COMITTEE – read this and 

you will understand what I mean. LET ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH HAVE ACCESS TO THESE TOOLS, DEVELOP/IMPLEMENT 

TOOLS THAT CAN BE EASILY USED BY ALL including advanced functions and yes STIG WHY NOT, INCLUDE THEM ON 

ALL COMPUTERS TO ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH and yes of course a user manual on how to use these tools.  

 

Elijah was really completely down, and I noticed that he was feeling better after our talk. 

 

Should I give Elijah a new loan? 

During our conversation I was thinking that Elijah is short on cash and now he does not have a phone. Should I borrow 

him the money required to buy a new phone, and I was thinking that he still has outstandings of maybe 150,000 Shil-

lings, which were due in July and which his customers have not yet paid. 
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And I really thought that he would not be in a situation like this, if he had made written agreements with his custom-

ers “a long time ago”, which I had recommended him to do. Never start a co-operation without a clear written agree-

ment.  

 

I said to Elijah that he could have done written agreements a long time ago, he could have taught his customers of the 

importance of paying on time as he is now delivering on time. He could have said that it is a private business he is run-

ning and that it is vital for him that agreements are met for him to be able to make deliveries the next month and for 

him to make a living, paying his bills and getting food on the table. 

 

Elijah said that it was first “recently” that he started delivering on time, that he has not done written agreements yet 

and he felt that he did not have much energy to do this, if I understood him correctly. 

 

I decided to tell him that my credit card is still working – to my surprise – and that I would borrow him 10,000 Shillings 

if you take a meeting with all responsible managers of your customers and reach an agreement, where you deliver on 

time and you customers pay on time. If you are not STRONG and don’t reach such an agreement and if you don’t fol-

low up STRONGLY every single time, they will let you down, your customers will continue being “flexible” and don’t 

pay on time. If they cannot meet such an agreement, you can only tell them that YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO CON-

TINUE WORKING TOGETHER WITH THEM. 

 

So this is what I encouraged Elijah to do, I asked him TO DEVELOP A STRATEGY, to give me feedback on the process 

and to repay the loan as quickly as possible. And I do recognise the same in Elijah as I have always felt myself. A very 

strong side and also a “weak” side, and I can only say that I HAVE ALWAYS HAD THE BEST RESULTS WHEN I HAVE 

SHOWED MY STRONG SIDE. If you are weak, people today have a tendency to “walk you over” and don’t care. You 

need to be strong, and yes, Stig, Elijah often feels “weak”, and yes Stig, this is the true test on the both of you: What 

will you do to make sure that his customers “pay on time”? Will Elijah be able to show his “STRONG” side, as you 

know I HAVE “IMPLEMENTED” IN HIM or will he be afraid of “insulting” people and yes, Stig, afraid to lose business 

even though – YES MY FRIENDS “NORMAL LIFE” is coming despite the delay caused by the Devil. 

 

Do “what is necessary” and make written agreements 

I could have helped Elijah even more, when we first talked about the importance of having written agreements with 

his customers, but I did not want to intervene – it is his private business – and yes, you were very busy indeed, and yes 

Stig, you do believe that people MUST be responsible, show initiatives and provide for themselves and their business 

or work. Yes, too many people are satisfied with “status quo” not developing or doing what is necessary, which means 

that their private life or business suffer – that things are not in place as they should be. 

 

And this is the message to the world: THINK, show initiative and don't do nothing. Make sure you have agreements in 

place with all customers, which follow the present law. Go through all of your agreements, make them understand-

able, include obligations and the usage of Action plans for both parties to follow and make sure you have systems and 

processes in place to follow up on the agreements.  

 

And yes, Stig, you are thinking of the Danish Insurance Broker Association and yes an example, which shows that it is 

possible to make STANDARD agreements, which all insurance companies and insurance brokers follow – or should fol-

low – in Denmark, and yes Stig, this will keep down bureaucracy and make LIFE EASIER FOR ALL COMPANIES AND 

PEOPLE and yes to focus on the most important: TO WORK AND TO PRODUCE. 

 

And this is what I WILL ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO DO. Instead of having hundreds or thousands of different agree-

ments within each sector, which really try to do the same, I WOULD BE HAPPY TO SEE INITIAVES ALL OVER THE 

WORLD WHERE YOU THROUGH YOUR ORGANIZATIONS develop ONE STANDARD agreement for all companies to fol-

low. 

 

In my memo to Lutheran World Federation in April 2009 I noticed the difficulties LWF has delivering according to dif-

ferent agreements with different donors with different requirements of reporting etc., and I REALLY DO FEEL THAT 

THIS IS BUREACRACY when it is worst. People use their time on office work, which is unnecessary to do, instead of 

helping the suffering people of the world, which is what they should do all/most of them, and I THEREFORE ENCOUR-
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AGED LWF TO INITIATE A WORK TOGETHER WITH OTHERS TO GET ONE STANDARD DONOR/NGO AGREEMENT AND 

ONE STANDARD REPORTING, and this is still the best recommendation I can give. 

 

START DISMANTLING BUREAUCRACY NOW ALL OVER THE WORLD – I HAVE GIVEN THIS AS AN EXAMPLE - PLEASE 

CONTINUE YOURSELF TO DISMANTLE BUREAUCRACY EVERYWHERE. 

 

What is Elijah to do with the Micro Finance company? 

During our conversation, Elijah asked me what he can do in relation to the Micro Finance company, which is visibly 

troubling him. 

 

I said to him that I have been thinking about his situation and that I can only ask God to help him like God helped 

David with his loan and Meshack with his sickness. 

 

After our conversation we went to bed. 

 

My task from God to help Elijah 

When I went to bed, God gave me the inspiration of my task of helping Elijah, and yes yes yes Stig, we know – I told 

you to help Elijah BEING STRONG and yes we know TO COLLECT ALL OR AS MUCH MONEY FROM HIS CUSTOMERS BE-

FORE MONDAY and yes Stig for you to use your credit card to add up UNTIL THE MICRO FINANCE COMPANY WILL BE 

SATISFIED and yes yes yes, Stig, first some feelings of “my betrayal”: 

 

When Elijah received the loan documents from his Bank, I told you to tell Elijah that the loan would not be necessary 

because “normal life” would come and yes Stig, now I have put the both of you – and yes WE LOVE YOU BOTH IF YOU 

DO THIS – in this situation. And yes, Stig, a new betrayal which of course is completely unacceptable and yes yes yes 

we know STIG, your first thought:  

 

WILL ELIJAH BE ABLE TO SHOW HIS STRENGTH doing this or WILL HE BE “NICE” and yes not being able to collect the 

money and yes yes yes we know THEN I SHOWED YOU YOUR MOTHER AGAIN AND YES YES YES again it is now depend-

ing on both of you to deliver and yes Stig, if Elijah is not able to do this, we know STIG THE THREATH OF YOUR 

MOTHER ONCE AGAIN – we know the Easter 2009 experience – and yes Stig you are REALLY so tired of me that you 

almost don’t care, we know, and yes, Stig, you started cursing at me, and yes Stig you know that the Devil is REALLY 

MUCH MORE WORSE THAN THE WORST you can ever imagine, and yes accept his TORMENTS AND UNPLEASANT IN-

STRUCTIONS, which almost make you throw up and yes Stig without showing your negative feelings, yes Stig, we know 

and yes Stig you have been allowed “more freedom” than in 2006, yes yes yes the more I cursed to the Devil the 

worse he became, and yes Stig, I HAD TO INSTRUCT YOU IF YOU DON’T STOP CURSING NOW, “I WILL START THE 

THREAT” and yes Stig, we know, we know, we know, HOW MUCH CAN A MAN TAKE? 

 

So yes, I took away your sleep for “a long time” yes the Devil is strong and yes YOU HAD TO START THINKING OF 

WHAT TO DO even though you felt you were about to have a heart attack, this is how unpleasant the situation was, 

and yes fighting both your negative feelings and the Devil. 

 

How much does Elijah owe? I believe it is approx. 450,000 Shillings. Can Elijah collect the money alone – can he show 

LEADERSHIP AND STRENGTH when he need it or will he let other people tell him what they can and cannot do? And if 

he cannot, I will suffer we know STIG what you have been fighting against with ALL OF YOUR RESOURCES and even 

more than any man has ever done, and yes NOW YOU ARE DEPENDENT ON ANOTHER MAN AGAIN to deliver, and we 

know not the nicest situation you have ever been in.  

 

And yes, how much is needed? David succeeded getting an agreement paying 20,000 Shillings of a loan of 50,000 Shil-

lings and yes we know maybe a sign of what you need to do, to find 40% of maybe 400,000 Shillings, yes Stig maybe 

160,000 Shillings before Monday, and yes HOW WILL YOU AND ELIJAH CO-OPERATE, will Elijah accept me to attend 

the meetings, if I offer him to do that, and the negotiation with the Micro Finance company, and yes Stig we know 

normally you will prefer people to show results themselves and yes maybe train Elijah and yes to follow up? Many 

questions and no answers yet. 
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God showed me THE ROAD ☺☺☺☺ 

But even though this was not a pleasant experience, I knew that GOD HAS SHOWN US THE ROAD OUT OF HIS MISERY 

AND MY POTENTIAL WORST SUFFERING EVER. NOW WE ONLY NEED TO DELIVER – BOTH OF US. 

 

And yes, Stig, I showed you Christ laying down on a bier with his arms stretched out, and I saw him sitting up and at 

the same time I saw this, God said: “Afterwards I will raise him” (after we have completed this task, God will raise 

Christ) and I saw the Sun behind Christ filling out the picture. God told me that this is mine and Elijah’s EXAM. 

 

And yes, Stig, we know MAYBE THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes Stig, maybe I will continue giving you tests and no no no the 

Devil says and I see a dog run away ... 

 

But the Devil is tormenting me ���� 

And at the same time, I now understand why God has “betrayed” not only me, but many people who I have given my 

promise to – this and these betrayals it the worst I have ever experienced and yes Stig, the worst experience not de-

livering according to my promises. THIS IS THE DEVIL TORMENTING ME – to give me Elijah’s burden myself and to 

threat me once again and yes, Stig, the same old story: My suffering is a symbol of what people have done to God. 

This is the reason why God has (not yet) delivered on his promise. And of course we only have very little time to do 

this task as usual, when God gives me tests.  
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Thursday 6th August 2009 

My sleep was miserable, in dreams I was together with Elijah travelling on the train and fishing fishes, I had bad stom-

ach during the night again, God took away my Internet credit again, I don’t almost care anymore, but I decided to help 

Elijah trusting in his POWER, I have been almost done with my work, since ..., Elijah did not make his meeting agree-

ments at 17.00 and 19.30 and the UNHCR secretary general and the Kenyan President cannot help Dadaab. 

 

My sleep was miserable 

My sleep was truly miserable. First I was not allowed to sleep, I was kept awake for a long time, and then I was woken 

up during the night with dreams and twice I was also sent to the toilet with a bad stomach. 

 

Dreaming on TRAVELLING ON THE TRAIN 

God woke me up after midnight with this dream (I decided it was an important dream hereby breaking my decision of 

not writing down dreams during the night, but only in the mornings). 

 

In the dream I was told, it is “a competition on time”. I had been in and out of the train several times. I am going to 

collect Elijah at Snekkersten Station (a city I lived in symbolising the city of the Devil). We will first travel to the next 

station 5 minutes away, which is Helsingør.  

 

We have 45 minutes in total for the task. We stood on the train in the last minute. I ask Elijah to bring changing shoes, 

however he does not understand me and he thinks that I ask him for something else.  

 

When we arrive at Helsingør Station, the train drives directly into a storage building - into different articles. I say that I 

will get my old Audiolab amplifier, God says that he has “a quality player” and ask me about my speakers. I say that 

the leader of the other train has my speakers, it is my old B&O S45 speakers, and I go to the leader of this train to get 

my speakers back. I see the leader speaking with three people from his team. There are pictures of light dressed ladies 

everywhere to be seen, which makes me uneasy, I don’t know where to look. When it is my turn to speak, the leader 

says that he was about to re-braze the cables of the speakers, but I get my speakers back as they are. 

 

When I arrive back at “my train”, I am told that the train – a steam train – normally can go with a speed of more than 

500 km/h, but at the moment the maximum speed is 480 km/h. I am told that it is really well set up and it can go 

faster the longer it drives. The train leaves for Copenhagen and I am told that everything has to match perfectly in or-

der for us to reach Copenhagen before the time runs out. 

 

Dreaming on a fishing tour and a tent camp 

Later in the night I had a new dream: 

 

Elijah has been on a fishing tour. He has caught 4-5 stunning fishes, which he will now smoke, which will take him 

longer than cashing the fishes. I am not in the mood for fish. I see that the engross price is 954 Shillings and I calculate 

that the sales prices should be approx. 2,200 Shillings. It is pouring rain, and I seek shelter in a very big tent camp, 

however the tents cannot keep the rain entirely out, and I see that there is water on my mobile phone. The tent camp 

is big enough to house an entire regiment.  

 

Bad stomach during the night 

And yes, Stig, I woke you up twice more with a bad stomach – not quite as bad as what I normally do – but bad 

enough to force me to go to the toilet, and yes Stig lack of love and yes Stig, Karen is a married woman and yes Stig 

she would never “dream” about meeting an old “loverboy” again, would you KAREN? 

 

Waking up 

Yes, because of this miserable night, I stood up at 9.00 and again God gave me the lyrics from an Abba song: “You 

won't have me tonight, so long”. 

 

And yes, Stig, there was no power at the house again and yes Stig, I had “motivated” you to go to town today, yes be-

cause Stig, you were downloading Bob Marley and Prince from the Internet yesterday and yes it was “strange” that 
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there was not enough credit to download the music yesterday, and yes TO BUY TOP UP and yes to download the rest 

of the music today, and therefore I was in town before 11.00. 

 

Elijah left early to attend the AGOR conference helping his brothers and yes Stig hoping that he will get a phone and 

yes TO CALL YOU TODAY and yes hoping that he will not come home too late, so you can talk about the Micro Finance 

strategy. 

 

”No Internet credit” 

And yes Stig, you only needed to download the last approx. 40 mb of music, yes you bought topup of 1,000 Shillings 

and yes Stig, you managed to download the 40 mb and yes very little surfing during the morning, and yes, you checked 

the balance, and yes the 300 mb you bought was completely “vanished” again. And yes, Stig, this in itself made me sad 

– to be cheated again. 

 

Does almost not care anymore 

And yes, Stig, you have decided to work efficiently the whole morning finalising the scripts of yesterday and starting 

the script of today and yes Stig, you almost don’t care, yes Stig, I have brought you to your ultimate limit and yes I 

know I crossed it a long time ago, and yes you ALMOST don’t care and yes Stig, I know, this is what I have done with 

you. A very nice assignment at the end? We know Stig. We are all suffering here too and yes PLEASE FINALISE THIS 

ONE TOO ☺. 

 

But I decided to help Elijah, trusting in his POWER 

Yes, Stig, today you decided to give Elijah your advises and yes Stig to write a short memo of approx. 1 page on how to 

get the customers pay before Monday 12.00:  

 

• “If you don’t pay, I will be out of business” – do you want this? 

• Can you accept these delivery and payment terms, please sign and please understand that it is a condition for 

our co-operation, otherwise I will not be able to deliver on time or to deliver at all. 

 

I decided to offer Elijah to double the amount of money, which he collects before Monday 12.00 or which he receives 

payment documentation on – with a maximum of 100,000 Shillings and yes Stig under condition that the credit card 

will continue working – I took out 40,000 Shillings today with this purpose – and yes I will continue the next two days, 

and yes Stig BECAUSE YOU KNOW THAT NORMAL LIFE IS COMING. IT IS WITH THIS FAITH THAT YOU DO THIS ACTION. 

 

In relation to collecting money from the customers, I wrote to Elijah that he could consider bringing me to the meet-

ings, but I thought that it would be better for him to do it alone:  

 

“I would like you to SHOW THE WORLD your power of penetration and to reach these agreements. You MUST be 

STRONG, smiling and convincing, and don’t accept “poor apologies”. Follow the script and go to the end, my friend! 

Can you – yes you can!” 

 

In relation to negotiating a deal with the Micro Finance company, I gave Elijah some ideas: Does the company want to 

ruin Elijah and his family and not get paid, or will they accept for example 40% now and the rest before 1st September 

through a bank loan or yes yes yes WE KNOW STIG, when you have defeated the Devil and yes only if you and yes es-

pecially if Elijah carry out this assignment: NORMAL LIFE to come. And yes alternatively to give the micro finance com-

pany transport in future invoices also giving Elijah an opportunity to continue doing business and paying his bills. 

 

In the chapter on the micro finance company I wrote to Elijah that I could also attend this meeting, but: 

 

“I can help you negotiate a deal, but ELIJAH, you have the gifts of communication and this is about BELIEVING IN 

YOURSELF. SHOW YOUR STRONG AND SMILING SIDE – don’t talk with a low voice, don’t be nervous, don’t let people 

“run with you”, don’t take No for a No – SELL YOURSELF AND YOUR PROPOSAL. SHOW THE WORLD WHO YOU ARE 

AND MAKE THIS AGREEMENT ☺. Don’t be tempted to BECOME WEAK if you experience resistance from the company. 

Phrase your words differently and give a new proposal. NEVER GIVE UP!” 
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And yes, Stig, of course you need to be considerate and positive, and if it is really impossible to make an agreement 

with the Micro Finance company, you will have to accept their decision, but the purpose is to avoid misunderstandings 

and to make yourself understandable – giving people the best foundation to decide on. 

 

And yes Stig, you turned on “the automatic pilot” and “just” wrote down the scripts of today and yesterday and the 

memo to Elijah almost without thinking, yes Stig, this is what you did, not your best work, we know and yes your 

thinking came from US ALL ☺. 

 

I have been almost done with my work, since ... 

Yes, Stig, when you believe and yes REALLY believe that NOW you are almost done with your work and yes we know 

Stig, since the 10th May yes Stig, since this time you have believed that NOW I AM ALMOST DONE and yes time just 

passes on and new tests and we know Stig, we know Stig – part of the suffering: To become disappointed and to con-

tinue this “not very exciting” life without knowing for sure when it will stop. 

 

Elijah did not make his meeting agreement at 17.00 

I did not hear from Elijah during the day and I went to office to have coffee at 16.00 – I have not been late one single 

time in Kenya, I have forgotten some agreements, but not been late – where I planned to do the last edits of my 

scripts from today and yesterday and my memo to Elijah. 

 

John told me that Elijah had informed him that he would come to the office at 17.00, and I thought this was fine, be-

cause then I could ask him to read the scripts and we could talk afterwards just the two of us. 

 

However, Elijah did not show up at 17.00, I kept working on my edits and when he was still not at the office at 17.45 I 

called him on his brother’s phone, he said that “he was held up” and we made a new agreement for him to be at 

home before 19.30 because I said “THIS IS IMPORTANT” - I wanted to communicate with him for 1-2 hours about the 

Micro Finance company, and at the moment I don’t know if I can trust Elijah to keep his agreements – maybe because 

he feels under a lot of mental stress and therefore is less careful – but in times of stress YOU REALLY MUST KEEP THE 

BASIC RULES, otherwise you risk making your stress and problems even worse. 

 

Elijah asked to speak to John and he gave John an apology over the phone, which is fine, but it is not fine to keep on 

breaking your agreements thinking that you will get by if you apologise. First of all you must always keep your agree-

ments, and if this is impossible you must inform the other party before the deadline runs out and only if you forget 

this and if you are truly not in bad will, you should apologise. 

 

Elijah was “held up” and this is the same as being tempted by another agreement. I want all people to take this seri-

ously. When you have an agreement, you MUST do everything possible to keep this agreement – and this also includes 

communicating with other people telling them that you have a deadline for when you need to leave. Don’t be “held 

up” by other people – inform them about your plans and keep your plans! 

 

If I knew that Elijah would not come to the office, I would have left no later than 17.00, where the traffic is better than 

at 18.00. But because of this I had to wait maybe 20 minutes for a Matatu and yes STIG – once again you were disap-

pointed – and yes you would have written this if it was anyone from the team disappointing you, and yes BY “CO-

INCIDENCE” it was Elijah doing it again – and YES KEEP YOUR AGREEMENTS AND BASIC RULES, EVEN WHEN YOU ARE 

UNDER PRESSURE.  

 

And Elijah did not make his meeting agreement at 19.30 

Because Elijah has not kept his latest agreements, I did not either expect him to keep the agreement at 19.30 – and I 

RECEIVE SUCH STRONG EMOTIONS when people don’t keep their agreements, it REALLY ANNOYS ME TREMEN-

DOUSLY, and yes Stig, maybe he was “held up” – I don’t know but I kept on waiting for him.  

 

And yes, my friends, Elijah did not show up, and I started thinking how much would we be able to communicate, be-

cause normally the family goes to sleep between 21.00-21.30, and while becoming more and more annoyed I was 

thinking of the strategy, to maybe communicate the most important in only 5-10 minutes and I was also thinking 
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about not communicating at all – to cancel the agreement. When people don’t follow their agreements, you really 

don’t want to help them – if you cannot keep appointments, you cannot expect others to keep their promise to you, it 

goes both ways. 

 

And I was thinking that I told him this IS IMPORTANT – only the second time I have said this to him - and still he was 

delayed. What could be more important? Being “held up” by his brothers at the conference after being together with 

them the whole week? 

 

Finally at 20.51 Elijah entered the door, he was smiling, which was a good sign and of course he was “very sorry” 

about the delay, and yes, Stig, he still had no new phone, so it was “impossible” to communicate – yes Stig, even 

though he received your telephone number this morning and yes, Elijah, no you could not borrow a phone? Elijah was 

not looking “sad” today, but as many times before I WAS NOT MOTIVATED SPEAKING at all when people break their 

agreements – this is how strong my feelings from God are. 

 

There are simply not any good explanations if you are delayed if you had the opportunity to keep the agreement, (that 

is if the situation is not “very unusual” – traffic accidents etc.). IT IS AS SIMPLE AS THAT. You need to COMMUNICATE 

your plans to others, you need to PLAN your next step: What time do I need to leave to be sure to make the agree-

ment on time, you need to calculate that the traffic will take longer than expected and you need to keep a constant 

eye on the time – and even better to key in an appointment with an alarm on your PDA/phone AND TO FOLLOW THIS 

ALARM, to take action and to leave in time. I cannot say this clearly enough: Don’t be flexible when you have an 

agreement or a deadline: Have a “blinking” siren inside your head telling you: I MUST KEEP THIS AGREEMENT and DO 

YOUR UTMOST to make that agreement. I see everywhere – in Denmark and Kenya – that people don’t really care, 

they are too flexible and they can be “tempted” to change plans, be delayed, don’t communicate if they are together 

with other people or “just” need to finalise “this” before leaving. PLEASE DON’T DO THAT – STICK TO YOUR PLAN – BE 

DISCIPLINED!!! 

 

I told Elijah that my focus this evening will not be on talking about his delays, I only said “PLEASE KEEP THE BASIC 

RULES” and I will follow up later – because I still wanted to focus on the plan tomorrow. Would he be willing to change 

his plan with his brothers tomorrow? And yes, Stig, this is an example where it is alright to change your plans? YES, if 

you face a critical situation, where you have no other options than to change your plans, you are allowed to do this. 

And this is indeed a critical situation, I have put the both of you in (I see God practising Golf-putting and yes Stig, I 

missed the first one but I am sure the next one will fall into the hole), and I do mean when you are in a critical situa-

tion – and now for the second time God shows me the birth of a child and yes yes yes we know (God puts the ball into 

hole and turns around to receive the applause from the spectators, however there are no spectators yet, and there-

fore he decides to give the Devil a shot and yes Stig, no I cannot even be allowed to practise and yes, because of what 

you did also today – this is written the 7th August – yes this is the way to keep the Devil away). I do believe that people 

will understand what I mean when I talk about “critical situations” – something which is VITAL and IMPOSSIBLE to do 

later and yes of course you need to communicate with people and explain why you would like to change your first 

agreement. And yes – ok, green mark here. 

 

After Elijah had his dinner, I asked him to read 7-8 pages of the last three days of scripts, which he had not read yet – 

to give him the background of “betrayals” and the test we are facing. After this we went through my memo, Elijah was 

motivated to do the plan tomorrow, and he agreed that this was so vital that he had to cancel the agreement with his 

brothers. The debt with the Micro Finance company with interest is now 519,000 Shillings. We went to bed at 22.45, 

and Tina and Faith was impatient with us – they wanted to go to sleep. 

 

I have not always been good keeping agreements 

These scripts may give the impression that I have always been good keeping agreements, but the truth is that I have 

had both God and the Devil inside me in my life always – and God has made me make most agreements – mostly at 

work, and the Devil has both tempted and prevented me from making many agreements – mostly in private, but I 

have improved during recent years.  

 

I remember I was half an hour late for my first date with Camilla in 1994, and I still remember how disappointed she 

was with me – I learned from this. And I always underestimated how long it would take to drive from Copenhagen to 
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Hillerød when I had meetings with Kim S. and I was normally late because of this. And I could give more examples. And 

yes Stig, I do believe in most situations I have been careful keeping meeting agreements and yes Stig – when you have 

had both “feelings” inside of you, many people will have seen you from your “good side” and yes some people have 

seen you from your “bad side”.  

 

God has made me keep the agreements I have kept – delivering on trying to be precisely on time - and it is God giving 

me a very strong desire today to keep my agreements. And the test in my life for many years has been to work effi-

ciently and keeping delivery agreements even though the Devil was working against me - especially in the years when I 

worked for Kim S. This was not very easy to do ... 

 

And yes, Stig, many private agreements moneywise has not been kept ... 

 

UNHCR secretary general and the Kenyan President cannot help Dadaab 

While Elijah was reading, I watched the 21 news on KBC and there was a clip about Dadaab, where the UNHCR secre-

tary general talked about the urgent need to “decongest” the camps. He referred to a meeting he had with Kenya’s 

President Kibaki about this and these two very highly placed “civil servants” were able to agree on moving 13,000 

refugees of now 288,000 to Kakuma – a drop in the ocean. My thinking was exactly this: It is a disgrace that two so 

highly placed leaders cannot do more to help these suffering people – because of bureaucracy, lack of money or initia-

tives - therefore WE NEED TO MAKE THIS OUTCRY TO THE WORLD as we have done in the Dadaab newsletter. 

 

And yes, the clip said, that the rainy season starts now, which makes life even more impossible for the refugees.
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Friday 7th August 2009 

We had to start the day early, preparing the day at the office, Meshack to lead the team, heart pains, sicknesses and 

DOOMSDAY, maybe more money to the team?, threats from the Devil, extremely tired/exhausted, symbols from God, 

warm “feelings” from the Council, God decided how much I could cash today, David talking in symbols without know-

ing it, my bank will close my credit cards Wednesday, Elijah was delayed again ...., Elijah’s results today, a short note 

on Wrestling, Kenyan men disrespect women and Earth Wind & Fire. 

 

We had to start the day early 

I knew we had to prepare the day early at the office and we decided therefore to stand up at 5.00, and before going to 

bed yesterday, I said as many times before to Elijah “If God will allow me”, and yes, Stig, maybe not the best sleep to-

night, and yes, Stig, you stood up at 5.05 and woke up Elijah, and even Faith, who is normally the first one up, was still 

sleeping, but you meant “business” today! 

 

God gave me the song  “I will do anything for you” and I don’t know who made this – it is not the Meat Loaf song, but 

another famous song. 

 

Preparing the day at the office 

Elijah and I started the preparation of the day at the office at 7.00 by doing the agreements on delivery and payment 

terms for all four customers (we had no time to do full agreements, so I decided to do “an easy” and understandable 

one page agreement yesterday of these the most important terms). 

 

We talked both yesterday and this morning several times of the importance of Elijah being STRONG and POSITIVE – 

showing the “church-Elijah” as I said to him, and yes, Stig, you said: DON’T BE FLEXIBLE and yes you had to remind him 

several times of the goals: 1) To sign the agreement today – don’t wait for 14 days – if they agree, sign it!, 2) Pay im-

mediately what you owe, you are seven days late, otherwise WE CANNOT CONTINUE OUR AGREEMENT – yes if Elijah 

is not “afraid” of saying this and 3) To receive all outstanding amounts before Monday at 12.00 or proof that pay-

ments have been made. 

 

And yes, Elijah, my true friend, if they don’t pay on Monday, you can “just” use your cheque book on Monday to the 

Micro Finance company as you said and yes, “maybe” your customers will pay during next week? NO – DON’T BE 

FLEXIBLE – MAKE PEOPLE KEEP THEIR AGREEMENTS, as I said. This is the goal of today, and yes, Stig, you will be proud 

of Elijah if he makes this goal and yes we know DISAPPOINTED to say the least, if he doesn’t, and yes we know. YOU 

HAVE DECIDED TO MOTIVATE ELIJAH TO DOUBLE what he will collect with a maximum of 100,000 Shillings, and yes 

Stig, you will still give him this amount, if he does not make the goal, because HE WILL DO HIS ABSOLUTELY BEST TO-

DAY and yes, Stig, YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN YOUR ABSOLUTELY best and yes Stig, we know from experience, 

that it is easy to be “weak” if you don’t have the experience of being “strong” with business customers and yes yes yes 

Elijah has not been put in many of these situations before, but we do hope that he will be strong. Yes, a “learning ex-

perience” and yes, if he does not make the goal today, you have started the development also within this area – yes, 

not easy when you don’t want “to insult” people and yes BY BEING STRONG AND KEEPING PEOPLE ON THEIR AGREE-

MENTS, you don’t insult them, you help them and you will still be respectful – this is what this is all about. 

 

And yes of course: Don’t write out cheques or withdraw money from your credit card, if there is no cover on your 

bank account and yes of course Stig, this is what I have done to you. The “opposite” situation – don’t do as I have 

done with my credit card, it is as simple as that.  

 

And yes, Stig, you really ENCOURAGED and MOTIVATED Elijah the best you could, and yes my friends: Elijah, it is time 

for you to show leadership, for you to set the agenda, and yes DON’T ACCEPT A NO, when people don’t follow the 

agreements. Yes, power of penetration and still empower and motivate people – this is what is possible when you 

have communication skills, and yes we know, Elijah has this from “birth” but not from many business experiences. 

 

And yes, Stig, your coaching of Elijah today and yesterday is exactly what you would have done yourself, if you were to 

take these meetings, and this is the attitude I want all people to have. Do your absolutely best, when you coach and 

help other people – what would you do yourself? – and yes, as normal, if I had more time, I would have asked Elijah 
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questions and try to have him giving the answers and the solution, yes, but the time was not for this, so I had to tell 

him what to do, which he agreed doing. 

 

Meshack to “lead the team” 

I had two questions regarding Elijah’s situation: 1) When customers in Kenya pay “electronically”, when will the 

amount be available at the receiver’s account (it is not immediately here in Kenya, I am told) and 2) According to Ken-

yan law, who is the legal owner of the furniture and computers at the LTO office? Is it Elijah as a private person or is it 

LTO as a NGO? 

 

And yes Stig, if Elijah’s customers pay electronically and if the amount is not available before Monday at 12.00, Elijah 

would risk having his furniture etc. collected, and yes Stig, you told that this could be important for Elijah. 

 

And yes, Stig, can a loan company remove and sell the belongings of LTO including the computer equipment, you have 

paid for, because of Elijah’s private debt? The logical answer is of course no, but I am sure that the loan company will 

do everything it can to get whatever it can as they have threatened Elijah to do. 

 

I asked Meshack to take the lead on answering these two questions TODAY himself or through one of the team mem-

bers, and I have learned to ask him “if he understands” and yes, Meshack said that he did understand the questions 

and I was glad to give him the opportunity “to be in charge”. 

 

Heart pains, sicknesses and DOOMSDAY 

During the morning God many times gave me what feels like contractions of my heart and both vertical and horizontal 

pains eradiating throughout the breast region – going from left to right or up/down, and yes I get the picture, so God 

please stop this – it is not very nice, you know, and yes Stig, from the morning I gave you the feeling of your father and 

yes Stig not very nice knowing that he is going to die and yes Stig from approx. 10.30 I gave you the feeling of Ole, and 

yes, Stig being very happy and yes, because I WOULD LIKE TO SAY THIS – THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG 

WITH YOUR HEART AND DEAR SURGENTS, YOU DONT NEED TO OPERATE BECAUSE OF HEART FAILURES, I WILL DECIDE 

WHEN I WANT TO “EXECUTE” PEOPLE and yes Stig, because of a “higher meaning” and yes yes yes we know, the “dear 

Devil” in action – AS NONE OF US IN THE COUNCIL LIKE – and yes we know Stig, how terrible can a life be with the 

worst sicknesses you know, yes Stig, it is the Devil every single time and we would just like to say this: WE WILL BE SO 

HAPPY WHEN WE DON’T NEED TO DO THIS IN THE FUTURE and we do hope that people will be happy together with 

us, when all of the pain of “sick” people and their families will disappear, we can hardly wait, and yes, the sooner the 

people on Earth understand and accept the purpose of God to help people and yes the sooner they implement what is 

included in these scripts, and yes yes yes the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters, the sooner you will see God in direct 

action and yes we know, we will be sorry to continue or to even worsening the situation and yes Stig, we have given 

you the “horror picture” earlier about DOOMSDAY if people do not follow my wish, IF YOU SEE ME AS THE DEVIL, peo-

ple will fight each others on the streets over very limited resources, and yes Stig, fighting for rats to be eaten and yes 

anarchy and yes DOOMSDAY according to your worst nightmares – including “a nature in decay” where all is grey and 

where there is no sunshine. Is this what you want? If it is, you will get it, but yes, Stig, we are still happy – I have al-

most blown my train whistle, and yes Elijah is going to visit his first customer and yes, we hope for the best ☺. 

 

God is still “playing” with the power 

God continues to “play” with the electrical power at bars and at home – he has shut off power twice this morning 

shortly at the Kengeles bar – but I have decided that this is “old news” and that I will not keep on writing about these 

experiences. This morning he “tried” to tell me it is because I don’t communicate with my mother at the moment, but 

the truth is that I sent the last email – I could of course send a new email – but I have no outstandings, and yes we 

know Stig, they expect you to publish all of this material and yes we know a part of “the game” (thank you Queen) 

that I cannot keep deadlines because of the Devil and yes they expected you to publish the information earlier this 

week and yes Stig, almost lost credibility as well with the family, and yes Stig, you don’t have any other information 

than you are delayed – and yes maybe an email saying this to the family later. 

 

Meshack did not “lead the team” 

At lunch I met David and John and I was surprised to hear that Meshack had left the office because he is to go to a 

fundraising at his village tomorrow. Meshack did not tell me this morning. 
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I asked David and John if Meshack had asked them to answer the two questions today and again I was surprised to 

hear that David and John said he had not, they said they had discussed the questions but not that they should answer 

the questions. 

 

So we talked about the questions at lunch, and the conclusion was that they believed the question on electronic pay-

ment is a “private” question for Elijah, even though I explained that this can be very important for him to receive help 

on and even though I appealed to them as friends and not colleagues. 

 

David thought it would have been good to have a team meeting on the question on who is the legal owner of the fur-

niture etc. of the office so all team members could give their “opinion”. I said that there should be only one answer to 

this question according to the Kenyan law – and not “opinions”. John said that the loan company can take the furni-

ture from the office if Elijah has listed specific furniture as security when he took out the loan – and I still thought of 

this question, which I decided not to ask: What if this furniture is legally not his anymore and yes would it be “legal” to 

transfer the furniture to LTO without asking the loan company, if the furniture was placed as security? 

 

Because I did not feel support, I decided to leave the questions without answering them. The team decided to follow 

up on a future team meeting of “the documentation of the office” and not to risk a similar situation in the future, 

where the debt of a private person may be a risk to the office – but apparently they decided to accept the risk on 

Monday, if Elijah does not reach an agreement with the Micro Finance company. I did not understand their decision. 

 

So this is an example of “how to help friends”. I told them that I don’t believe Elijah will have the time to answer these 

questions today because of meetings all day and that I have agreed with Elijah to ask the team if they would help. But 

maybe the team did not understand how important the questions were? What would they have done themselves if 

they were in Elijah’s position? Would they have the questions answered? This is how I want FRIENDS TO HELP FRIENDS 

– to do what you would do yourself. 

 

Maybe more money to the team? 

John asked about how I will help Elijah, and I told that I will double his collections with a maximum of 100,000 Shillings 

– because my credit card to my surprise and with the help of God is still working - and this led David to ask what about 

“the team” and his own situation, where I lend him 10,000 Shillings in a period where I was “low on cash”, and he also 

had a remark about my loan of 10,000 Shillings to “our dear friend of the house”. And I understood David’s question 

as a wish for me to help the team and him even more than what I have done, and a question to my motivation of help-

ing the “dear friend of the house” instead of him/the team, and my answer to this was straight forward:  

 

The money I am using is not my money, I owe more money than you, I would normally never use money which I have 

no cover for on my bank account and I am only doing this because NORMAL LIFE is still coming – and if you read my 

scripts carefully, you will understand the reasons for the delay of normal life. I have helped all of you the best I have 

been able to, and now I am helping Elijah. 

 

Just before printing out this information for the team to read, David asked me if he could borrow money from my card 

to buy a computer and for him to repay 5,000 Shillings per month, and yes David, if I had the money, I would like to 

help you, but as I told you: I have decided to help people here with their “critical needs” with money, which is not 

mine, and your computer is not “critical”, so therefore my answer to you is no. 

 

And again I saw “the magic of the card” – with all of those money, I must be “a rich white man” doing what “a white 

man should do – giving money”. My dear friends: For “some of you” (not all) MONEY is so big a temptation that you 

will forget to think and ask money of me even though my situation is worse than yours. Have you forgotten that I have 

no income, no help from home and very big debts? UNDERSTANDING is the key word, NOT TO BE TEMPTED and NOT 

to think automatically that just because you are white, you are rich and will help you. 

 

Threats from the Devil 
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I received threats during the morning and afternoon from the Devil (the Easter 2009 experience, not very nice you 

know) because I did not know how Elijah was doing today, if “his best” will be good enough or if only the results will 

count. 

 

During the morning I asked him to give me feedback during the day – call or text me, but I did not hear from him until 

16.26, where he was happy telling me that he had “good news” for me (I did not know what this meant ...) and that he 

would be home at 20.00. And again I asked him to follow the basic rules, which he accepted. 

 

Extremely tired/exhausted 

Because of what God has put me through – including Elijah not keeping his basic rules – I was extremely 

tired/exhausted during the afternoon and I had one more of the days, where I could hardly stand on me feet, and yes 

Stig, we know “we pushed you to your limit” and yes people will know what this means. 

 

I was so tired that I honestly had the feeling that I cannot continue living like this any longer thinking that I just had to 

relax despite of any possible consequences from the Devil and to cancel all work and agreements. 

 

Symbols from God 

Later in the afternoon God gave me a few symbols. He told me that it is “very good to have you back soon” and I re-

ceived a very warm feeling from him. He showed me chefs in a big kitchen carry food to the “big dinner” and I saw him 

taking out gold candlesticks from his closet, which is a symbol he has shown me many times the last month – a symbol 

of “everything he has”, his “toolbox” including the tools of the Devil. 

 

Warm “feelings” from the Council 

Some time ago I asked the Council not to give me warm and touching feelings, because as my life is now, I am not 

prepared to receive such messages – and the Council has followed my wish - however I do receive “positive messages 

spoken with a low voice” from time to time, and today Mary Magdalene said to me in Danish: “Jeg elsker dig, det er 

ikke ordet”. I wish I knew her better, but today all I can say is: Thank you and looking forward to meeting you when we 

are all liberated. 

 

God decided how much I could cash today 

During the afternoon I knew I had to go to the ATM to withdraw even more cash to Elijah, and I had no desire at all to 

do this because of my feelings of giving money, which is not mine, because of “the insecurity” and also because I don’t 

like to take out 40,000 Shillings here, because it is almost impossible to physically remove all the money from the 

drawer – it almost “swallows” some of the money. There are no problems with the drawer when taking out 20,000 

Shillings and yes Stig, I know, I decided for you to take out 20,000 Shillings today “to help you” and yes Stig, the ATM 

again told you that the “daily limit was reached” yes you have seen this before, and yes just maybe it was a test to try 

again later in the day taking out an additional 20,000 Shillings, but yes Stig, it was impossible and yes I wanted to show 

the world a “true friend” going to Nairobi again tomorrow with the only purpose to take out more money to help 

Elijah ☺. 

 

David talking in symbols without knowing it 

John, David and I had a drink at the African Bar and during our conversation – when David was talking on another sub-

ject – God gave me a demonstration of how he speaks through another man as he has done hundreds of times before, 

but which I very rarely mention. 

 

He and John had been talking about HOT WEATHER coming in one week from now – they said it twice during the day – 

and I know Stig (this was not God this time, it was “one” from the Council), they know from experience that HOT 

WEATHER will always come, and yes Stig, a symbol of God coming as well, and yes David talked about “new year”, “a 

baby” and “a piper playing” during our conversation and yes Stig, well known symbols all of them, and yes Stig, you 

said to David: “Will you believe in me if I tell you that God has put the words NEW YEAR in your mouth” and yes Stig, I 

continued doing this, therefore the symbols. 

 

And yes, Stig, I told you that I normally don’t do what I did through David, but in your life, I have done it many, many 

times. 
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My bank will close my credit cards Wednesday 

Today I received an email from Jesper, Danske Bank, and he told me that the balance of my account is -35.626 DKK 

(approx. 6,800 $ or 509,000 Shillings), which is only one of several debts I have, and yes my friends in LTO, this is my 

situation and I owe approx. 400,000 Shillings, I believe, to my old landlord and I could continue with other debtors. I 

really don’t have any money ... 

 

So I do believe that Jesper has kept my credit cards “alive” because he trust in me – THANK YOU JESPER ☺ - and yes 

Stig, he is speaking for me, but he is now pressured “from all sides” for me to cover the debt and if this does not hap-

pen before Wednesday, the bank will close my credit cards. I am sorry Jesper for doing this to you, but you are part of 

the plan of God, and you have “played your role” well – as God has planned you to do. 

 

And exactly at the same time as I received the email from Jesper at home, the neighbours’ car alarm sounded loud 

with “new sounds” for “a long time”, and God showed me “the red card” used in football at the same time. I checked 

and there was no one close to the car. 

 

So we will see next week how close I and we are to “the end” of this history (thanks Michael, still thinking of you when 

I hear your songs here). 

 

I have more or less continued what has been my “normal life” while being in Kenya having coffee at the bars and this 

week I have bought chocolate twice for maybe 250 Shillings, a car magazine for 250 Shillings, downloaded Bob Marley 

and Prince (you are GENIUS my friend) and twice used 390 Shillings on lunches instead of the normal 200-250 Shil-

lings. This is the “luxury” I have granted myself. 

 

Elijah did not make his appointment at 20.00... 

Elijah called me at 19.53 – he had just entered the Matatu in town and said that it was stuck in traffic, so he would be 

late, and yes Stig, this is not as bad as being delayed without giving notice, but he said he would be home at 20.00 and 

if he really wanted to keep his agreement – as he promised to do by accepting the basic rules – he would have 

planned his departure from town, he would have used “time management”, he would have left before 19.00 and not 

almost one hour later. 

 

Tina had the dinner ready at 20.00, because we believed Elijah would come, but I said that we would wait on Elijah, 

and because of the delay of the traffic he was first home at 21.02 – and my irritation grew bigger and bigger for every 

minute. He was delaying and disappointing the whole family. 

 

So when I told Elijah that I want him to keep the basic rules, he replied: “This week has been crazy”. And yes, Stig, this 

is not the right answer to give. Don’t give “poor explanations”. You have a free will to decide if you will keep the basic 

rules or not, and the right answer is: YES, I WILL MAKE SURE TO FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES FROM NOW – and yes, Stig, 

then JUST DO IT – it is as easy as that. 

 

So this week Elijah has not kept many or most of his promises, and when this is a general behaviour, there can only be 

one conclusion:  At the moment Elijah cannot be trusted – this is the truth, my friend, and I only write the truth (ex-

cept when the Devil is speaking without me knowing). And this makes me sad. 

 

Almost all people will come on time to a job interview, because they want to show a good impression, otherwise they 

will not come into consideration. I want all people to do the same, to make all agreements as important as job inter-

views – to “show a good impression” – ALWAYS. 

 

A long time ago Elijah and I agreed to have dinner every evening between 19.30-20.00, but this agreement has not 

been implemented. Very often we wait on Elijah, because he doesn’t follow the agreement and decides for the family 

to wait on him and every time this happens, I think of our agreement. 

 

And a long time ago, we agreed that Elijah would spend more time at the office, because this is important to do as the 

manager – and Elijah’s goal was to implement and follow all plans. Make sure that discipline is shown by the whole 
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team and that the basic rules are followed. This week, with my knowledge, Elijah has not been at the office together 

with the team and he has therefore not followed our agreement and his responsibilities. 

 

One option could have been for Elijah to hand over the responsibility to me or one of the team members, but he has 

not done this. So when you as a manager don’t show up at the office, when you don’t communicate and when you 

don’t follow the basic rules, you are not to be considered as the manager. I understand Elijah’s pressure and wish to 

help his brothers, but he has let LTO and me down, and it would really have been as simple as this: To meet the team 

in the morning, after lunch and yes maybe at coffee too instead of spending the whole day at the conference talking 

to his brothers. He could have made both his brothers and us happy at the same time. 

 

Follow the basic rules or God will not approve you 

And I can only say that if you don’t follow the basic rules, you will not be approved by God, and when you are not ap-

proved by God, you will see the Devil in action. This is my judgement and yes Stig, if this was not a “game” from God, I 

would give Elijah a warning, I would have Elijah to sign an agreement where he promises to keep all basic rules, where 

the rewards and consequences appear clearly and I would continue teaching Elijah the basic rules. And if Elijah still 

does not keep the basic rules, there is only one answer: You will not be approved by God, Elijah – and yes, Stig, you 

have already approved Elijah earlier and yes because Elijah is “special” – because he has been an “actor” without 

knowing it and yes because HE WILL KEEP ALL BASIC RULES VERY SOON, when he will discover GOD. 

 

So this is what you are doing at the moment, my friend. You are having difficulties keeping the basic rules, you disap-

point me and other people. I have asked you many times to keep the rules, you are annoyed with other people not 

keeping the rules. How can you accept yourself not keeping the rules? Remember the Golden rule – treat others as 

you want to be treated yourself. 

 

Elijah’s results today 

So after not receiving information during the day, I was very excited to hear the results of Elijah’s day today. What was 

the meaning of “good news”, and the meaning was this: 

 

He visited the two most important of four customers. Number three “was too far away” and number four was the 

least important. 

 

Customer no. 1:  

 

The customer was positive about the agreement on delivery and payment terms – no other partners, big or small, 

have a similar agreement with the customer (!). They would like to sign it, but because I included a late payment fee of 

1.5% per month, they wanted to have the accountants looking at the agreement too (!).  I told Elijah that I understood 

his acceptance of this, but in his place, I would have excluded this term, and have the agreement signed immediately – 

if possible (Elijah had a flash-disk with the agreement). 

 

The customer owes Elijah approx. 100,000 Shillings. Elijah received 20,000 Shillings immediately and a promise to fol-

low up on the responsible employee doing the electronic payments Monday morning, and Elijah is positive that this 

money will be transferred Monday morning – and I hope this is realistic too. 

 

Elijah also visited his bank, and the bank informed him that when he shows the payment documentation, he will be 

able to take out this money immediately from the bank, and this will be vital Monday morning to do in order to raise 

the money needed to make an agreement with the Micro Finance company. I was happy that Elijah decided to do this, 

which I did not believe he had the time to do, but it would have been nice if he decided to tell me of his plans, when 

we agreed that I would ask the team to answer this question. So if Elijah did not receive this answer himself, I believe 

it would be impossible to do an agreement on Monday.  

 

Customer no.2: 
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This customer wanted to change the payment terms, which was accepted by Elijah, but because the customer did not 

have the time to wait, they agreed to follow up with a new agreement ASAP. This customer was also positive with the 

agreement ☺. 

 

Monday morning the customer will do a list of what has been sold, and Elijah will invoice them directly at their place. 

The customer has promised to do “their best” giving Elijah a cheque Monday morning. Outstandings may be between 

10-20,000 Shillings. 

 

Elijah said that he had communicated strongly and positively, and that he told the truth of the importance of receiving 

the payments Monday morning. 

 

Elijah did not have meeting agreements in forehand, and I do believe that he did his absolutely best, and it looks like 

he has the opportunity to raise between 100-120,000 Shillings in total Monday morning and if he does that, and af-

terwards have a good meeting with the Micro Finance company, “HE SHOULD BE OUT OF THE WATER” so to say Stig, 

yes, not hurting anymore and yes yes yes NO DEVIL FOR YOU TOO, Stig. 

 

And yes, Stig, you made the draft for these agreements Thursday evening in maybe 10-15 minutes before the children 

should borrow the computer, yes we know, Stig, also important, and yes yes yes, not your best work, but apparently 

good enough. 

 

A short note on Wrestling 

The favourite TV-show for the children at the house is the Wrestling show owned by Donald Trump. They watch this 

show regularly – Joseph will do everything he can to prevent others from changing the TV-channel – and the children 

are allowed to watch this show sometimes every day. 

 

When I watch the show, I feel repulsive. What I see is EVIL IN ACTION, people threatening and slamming each other 

with the only purpose to “entertain” other people and to make money. Joseph finds it very entertaining and he laughs 

when people are hit. 

 

And it is as simple as this: It has absolutely nothing to do with sports, it is violence and bad behaviour, it is affecting 

people and children negatively – AND I DON’T WANT TO SEE THIS IN THE FUTURE. Would you let a mother and a fa-

ther slam each other to entertain their children? I am sure not, and the answer is as simple as it gets. Stop this kind of 

entertainment, and the principle goes further than that. Stop all entertainment (movies, games, books, lyrics etc.) 

where violence is included – this is not what I want. 

 

When it comes to other fighting sports, I can accept martial art and even boxing as long as it is the sporting activity, 

which is the essential, which I believe it is – and the sports can be beautiful to watch, still thinking of not Muhammad, 

but Cassius, my friend. But I don’t want to see these techniques been used outside a ring and I don’t want you to use 

techniques inside the ring that can seriously hurt people and yes Stig – that is in martial arts not to fulfil your knocks 

and sparks and in boxing I will ask God to protect boxers from becoming hurt. Yes Stig, this is my power, and yes your 

wish has been granted. 

 

Kenyan men disrespect women 

Tonight we watched an African movie on the new classic movie TV channel here in Kenya, which opened today. It was 

about how Kenyan/African men are mistreating and disrespecting women. 

 

Tina told me that many men in Kenya don’t work, encourage their wives to work hard, where after the men take the 

income. According to Tina maybe ¾ of all Kenyan men drink cheap (homemade) beer, “many” become drunk, talk 

down to women and despite of this it is a tradition that the women must respect their men, if they don’t, they risk vio-

lence. 

 

This is what I heard, and I can only say this: HOW CAN PEOPLE TREAT OTHER PEOPLE LIKE THIS – ALL PEOPLE ARE 

MADE EQUAL TO GOD – and yes STIG, it sounds like slave like conditions to me, and yes I wanted to include this in 
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connection to what I have already written earlier. I WANT ALL PEOPLE TO BE EQUAL. STOP THIS BEHAVIOUR IMMEDI-

ATELY. 

 

Earth Wind & Fire 

God gives me sometimes small examples of what will happen, and I only include examples hereof in these scripts. Dur-

ing the day today he said to me “Earth Wind & Fire” and he showed me the logo of this excellent band. 

 

I did not take any special notice, but at 22.07 at the new movies channel, they played the video “September” by the 

band, and yes Stig, normally you go to bed at 21.00-21.30 yes but I knew that Elijah would be late – yes tempted by 

me, the Devil – and yes, Stig, you would accept to have late dinner and yes, then it is easy for me to choose the TV 

channel and yes Stig, the final result was what I told you, yes Earth Wind & Fire and yes I wonder if their music will last 

for “eternity”.  

 

And recently God said “chewing gum” and “spearmint” to me one morning, and when Tina some hours later returned 

from the market, she had bought chewing gum to the children – yes as easy as that. 
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Saturday 8th August 2009 

Confused waking up, still being Jesus ...., I needed to get more money to help Elijah, keep your agreements first – and 

relax afterwards, pay your outstandings before you buy for yourself, empathy, who is God and who “invented” God?, 

who is The Anti-Christ?, Clarissa?, more on Bono, the breakdown of the Communist system, Gachie football tourna-

ment, God winning football games for Argentina, Denmark and yes the mysterious minute of the WC 1974-final, is my 

light an UFO?, the need of volunteers for LTO, what will happen to the animals?, the PRICELESS treasures of the world, 

Déjà vu – “watching the old world”, continue working “like nothing has happened”, Elijah’s plan Monday morning, the 

Flood and the feeling of termination, direct communication between all people and God and the first inspiration to 

work on a new economic system of the future 

 

Confused waking up, still being Jesus .... 

And yes, Stig, you had an “almost normal sleep” and yes Stig, still dreaming we know – yes maybe not as normal as 

what other people do – but today I took away your memory of the dreams. 

 

And yes, Stig, again when waking up this morning, yes approx. the first minute after waking, yes you did not know who 

you are other than the “normal Stig” and oh, yes, that is right, I am also the Son of God, and yes Stig, we know, we 

have promised you and yes STIG I HAVE PROMISED YOU THE BEST TIME OF YOUR LIFE WHEN YOU ARE ME AND I AM 

YOU and yes, YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA what it will be like, when I remove all of your suffering and yes Stig de-

sire for women and yes yes yes TO MEET ME IN MY HOUSE WHERE NO ONE ELSE HAVE EVER BEEN and yes yes yes – 

how can you know how life will become when you know nothing more than this and yes Stig still nervous, yes, I know, 

and yes STIG – today not a good feeling to say the least. 

 

And this morning God gave me what I believe is one of his favourite songs, because he has given me this song many, 

many times: Wonderwall by Oasis. “I would like to say to you but I don't know how, because maybe you’re gonna be 

the one who saves me and after all you’re my wonderwall.” 

 

I needed to get more money to help Elijah 

And yes, WE KNOW, Stig – and yes still hearing Sybil from Fawlty Towers, WE KNOOOW, and yes Stig, you needed to 

go to town today to get money to help Elijah and yes, Stig it was raining a little bit and yes COLD and yes Stig, you did 

not really want to go to town and here it comes: 

 

The only reason why I have decided to help Elijah after the experiences this week is because of the (arranged) betrayal 

by God through me for not giving Elijah the possibility to repay the Micro Finance company with the bank loan, and 

yes, Stig, if I HAD NOT DONE THIS, YOUR DECISION WOULD HAVE BEEN NOT TO HELP ELIJAH ON THIS ONE. When you 

don’t keep your basic rules, I RECEIVE THE FEELING of not wanting to speak or smile to people, because they disap-

point me, and I will not help people who disappoint me – and this is the message to the world: Yes, STIG I WILL NOT 

HELP YOU, IF YOU DON’T FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES. 

 

So it was with this feeling I went to town. I agreed with Elijah to come to the football tournament at 15.00 today and I 

said to him before leaving, that “maybe I will come, maybe I will call you saying I am late or maybe I will not come at 

all”, and yes Stig, during the day you were “this close” deliberately to come late to show Elijah, that you will not only 

become disappointed when people are late, but many times you will also become concerned that an accident has 

happened, and yes Stig, you were tempted to show him this experience, and yes, Elijah smiled and said to you: “You 

will keep the basic rules”. And this is what I decided to do – to come on time again – with residence. 

 

And yes, Stig, you have “promised” Elijah to give him 100,000 Shillings and yes, Elijah, maybe this will be “a gift” for 

you like I gave you “a gift” of 24,000 Shillings for the office rent – if it was a gift? I have decided not to give you any 

terms but instead waiting to listen to your “offer”, but you have said nothing – so maybe the nicest thing would be to 

receive the money as “gifts”. I really don’t know. But the answer is still the same: Normal life is coming ☺. 

 

And yes, Stig, what is the motivation of Elijah. Is it purely to “save his family” of coming in a situation which is “almost” 

the same as you (no furniture...), but with less debts than you, or is it also to help you being liberated from the Devil 

and the threat of giving you the Easter 2009 experience? Yes, you really don’t know. 
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The ATM 

And yes Stig, a “throw up feeling” to go to the ATM and yes Stig, you succeeded getting 30,000 Shillings today. 

 

Keep your agreements first – and relax afterwards 

To have discipline means that you will always start a day keeping your agreements, doing your work, make yourself 

and other people happy, and when you have done your work, you can relax and have fun – don’t do it the opposite 

way thinking that you will have time before going to sleep to do your agreements/work. Be disciplined! 

 

Most of these scripts have been written with discipline without the motivation to write them, many times I have had a 

“throw up” feeling to continue writing – as I have when I write these lines – and this is the best example I can give to 

the world: Finish your work first and afterwards do whatever you would like to do. Instead of writing these lines I 

would like to surf the Internet, meet an African woman, sit a nice place outside with a glass of wine, go on holiday, lis-

ten to my favourite music at my old music equipment, have a nice dinner at a restaurant with friends or... But I have 

decided to continue working today. 

 

Pay your outstandings before you buy for yourself 

And I do believe that you should always pay your outstandings, before you “invest” in new consumer goods etc. for 

yourself.  

 

As part of having the Devil in my life always, I have not always done this myself. I have bought things for myself, where 

I should have paid debts, which was due – and I apologise to the people I still owe money. I do hope that I will be able 

to repay the money someday soon. 

 

And yes, Stig, you have done the opposite of what I as God want you and people to do. And yes, David promised you 

to repay his loan of 10,000 Shillings in September and therefore it is alright that he bought a refurbished computer 

yesterday for 11,500 Shillings – however if he had the money and my credit card was not working, I believe he should 

have repaid the loan to me instead, and I don’t know if it is part of God’s plan to make us starve before NORMAL LIFE 

will come, but we will have to wait and see and just maybe David should have thought more of this situation instead 

of following his desire even though I understand that he needs a computer to work at home. 

 

Very cold morning 

While working outside this morning, it was only 14 degrees and raining light in Nairobi. It is colder here because of the 

altitude, which I believe is approx. 1.400 metres above sea level. 

 

EMPATHHY 

Yes, Stig, when people are selfish and think of their own needs, how much empathy is left? Yes, when people don’t ask 

questions, don’t listen and don’t remember, how much empathy is left? And yes, Stig, when you don’t have empathy, 

you will not be able to understand how other people feel. WILL YOU BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND HOW PEOPLE AT 

DADAAB FEEL? WILL YOU BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND WHAT GOD HAS PUT ME THROUGH because of people on Earth 

being evil – because most people cannot see it on me? 

 

Who is God and who “invented” God? 

I don’t know if God will answer this question – I have asked him many times before and yes, STIG, I HAVE TOLD YOU 

TODAY that not even the Council have seen the “inside of me” that is the place I value the most, the creation of me 

you say. YES WHO CREATED GOD AND WHAT OR WHO IS GOD; that is my question, and yes STIG, I HAVE DECIDED FOR 

YOU TO HELP ME with the “answers” I have given you earlier. 

 

Yes, Stig, I AM ALL AND NOTHING, everything you can see, hear, feel and taste is GOD – and yes STIG: EVERYTHING. 

And yes Stig, there is even more and yes Stig, who created God and yes Stig the only thing I have told you is that I have 

always been here and yes you cannot remember my words on this earlier but yes I was “sleeping”, I was not active, 

and yes I DECIDED TO ACTIVATE MYSELF and yes Stig, I know this is not answering your question and I do hope that 

the world will understand this: I HAVE NOTHING TO ADD AT THE MOMENT – THIS IS WHAT I WILL TELL YOU TODAY. 
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And yes, Stig, NO BIG BANG and yes yes yes STIG there is an expanding force in the universe and yes it is possible to 

hear and measure the remaining of Big Bang and I will only say this: I DID NOT CREATE “BIG BANG,” I DID NOT STAND 

BEHIND IT. I ALLOWED THE UNIVERSE TO DO THIS IT SELF AND YES STIG “LIFE” is many things and yes yes yes a univer-

sal principle life inside life inside life and I could continue. THE UNIVERSE IS NOT BREATHING, THE UNIVERSE IS A SELF 

INDEPENDENT “LIVING THING” (thanks ELO) and yes this is what I will tell you today. 

 

Who is The Anti-Christ? 

Now finally I have decided to share this story with you. ANTI-CHRIST AND CHRIST ARE ONE AND THE SAME. You have 

seen the light, Stig, you have seen the dark, Stig, who do you think is the CHRIST and who do you think is the ANTI-

CHRIST? 

 

Yes, my friends, I WILL REACT ACCORDING TO YOUR WISHES AND YES STIG BEHAVIOUR. THIS IS MY PROMISE TO YOU. 

YOU WILL DECIDE WHO YOU WANT TO SEE. 

 

Clarissa? 

Yes Stig, since Georgie gave you this word or name approx. 3-4 years ago, I have kept it a secret to you and yes my old 

scripts may include some information and all I know is that it is connected to Caroline, Karen’s daughter, and yes Stig, 

OK HERE IT IS: I HAVE GIVEN MY SELF A BALL IN CHRISTMAS GIFT AND I HAVE DECIDED TO MARRY YOU AND KAREN 

AND that is not all I HAVE DECIDED CAROLINE TO SWITCH ON THE UNIVERSAL LIGHT AND YES TO SWITCH IT OFF 

AGAIN AND YES WHEN IT IS NOT LONGER REQUIRED AND YES BY THIS I MEAN THAT I WILL TELL THIS TWICE AND WE 

KNOW STIG WHEN YOU NEED LIGHT I WILL GIVE YOU LIGHT AND YES STIG WHEN LIGHT IS NO LONGER REQUIRED I 

WILL TAKE AWAY LIGHT and yes we know Stig, when light is no longer required, please rephrase your words so I un-

derstand? 

 

Yes, Stig, when light is no longer needed – by this I mean what I say, yes my friends, and yes yes yes CAROLINE and yes 

yes yes we are all here and including Jeanne and yes Stig, Jeanne can you add something to this: I AM NOT ALLOWED 

AT THE MOMENT, STIG. THIS IS WHAT GOD HAS DECIDED TO SAY THROUGH ME. 

 

More on Bono 

Yes Stig, my dear friend Bono, yes there must be a special story about this one of the world’s biggest rock stars and 

yes we know Stig as entertaining as the late Freddie Mercury and yes my dear friend, BONO I WOULD LIKE TO SAY 

THIS: I HAVE NOT AGREED WITH EVERYTHING YOU HAVE DONE BUT I HAVE DECIDED TO SUPPORT YOU IN ALL OF 

YOUR DECISIONS AND YES STIG BECAUSE THIS IS ONE OF MY SONS TOO AND YES YES YES MACPHISTO I LOVED THAT 

ONE – the Devil says -AND YES YES YES CALLING “UFFE MANDEN” IN DENMARK, BUT NOT AT HOME, and yes yes yes 

MY DEAR FRIEND BONO, you are not doing HARD ROCK to the world are you and yes yes yes Stig, now I remember I 

have written about you before, the October album and yes Stig, in one of your stolen scripts and yes, Stig, you could 

not remember before now, and YES MY DEAR BONO – HMMMM – YES WE WILL NOW PREPARE A SPEECH TO YOU: 

 

The breakdown of the Communist system 

 I AM NOT THE POPE NOW STIG, BUT YES MAYBE A CONNECTION, OK HERE IT GOES, MY DEAR FRIENDS, Lech Walesa 

was invented by me with the purpose to “tear down this wall” (thank you Reagan) and yes to open up Eastern Europe 

and yes we could not stand that system anymore and yes yes yes MY DEAR FRIENDS, POPE JOHN PAUL here yes for 

the second time in these scripts, therefore POPE JOHN PAUL II, and yes, I just wanted to say this, and no more stories 

today from let us say a COUNCIL WHO IS VERY HAPPY, therefore we decided to also try to be a little bit humorous (and 

yes Stig you cannot write how you see the pope and yes speaking to the others and yes yes yes, which would make 

the humour even better ☺). 

  

Gachie football tournament 

This afternoon I went to see the football tournament sponsored by the Deliverance Church of Gachie, and I had a 

good couple of hours – one of the very few times in Kenya! It was my first time relaxing together with other people 

without feeling disappointed for a long time, and then I understood just how awful life is at the moment.  
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God said to me that the symbol of football means that “I am back”. I had a very nice talk with the Pastor – thank you 

James – and among other things we talked of the problems Kenya faces with AIDS, men not respecting women and 

the importance of teaching people and never to give up.  

 

I gave him the vision that it all starts at the top and if I was in his position I would join together with other fine people 

of the Deliverance Church – which is a big church in Kenya – and contact the Kenyan Government to secure that 

teachings on behaviour (basic rules), the 10 commandments and the Golden rule will take place EVERYWHERE in the 

society. The Pastor was very kind, thanked me for my vision and he said that much good work have already been car-

ried out in the society also from the Government, and yes Stig, I thought he was defending the Kenyan society and 

how can you do that when this society – and the African continent – faces so big difficulties with AIDS and the relation 

between men and women? The work, which has been done, which I appreciated, has not solved the very big problems 

of this society. 

 

I told him that if he had travelled to Denmark/Europe, where these problems are not of the same magnitude, he 

would learn and become inspired, and he would be able to use this inspiration in his teachings in Kenya. 

 

And yes, Stig, when LEADERS OF A COUNTRY and other very important persons of a society don’t live up to the basic 

rules and values included in these scripts, yes Stig, when they are not true role models, when they make wrong deci-

sions, cover up and when they don’t understand the importance of these elementary rules, it is impossible for them to 

create a better world and yes Stig impossible for them to implement these rules in the society. So it starts at the top.  

 

The Pastor told me that his grown up children not always listen to his teachings today, and I replied that either this is 

not needed, if the children understand and live out his teachings or else they should improve discipline. 

 

God winning football games for Argentina, Denmark and yes the mysterious minute of the WC 1974-final 

We saw a football match where one of the players used his hand in front of the goal, and this made me think of Mara-

dona in 1986 against England, where he scored a goal with “the hand of God”, and yes, Stig, I did not tell this story, 

but a few seconds later, yes Stig, the Pastor was thinking the same thought and yes he decided to tell the story, and 

yes THIS HAS HAPPENED SO MANY TIMES with the power of God and normally I don’t write down these experiences. 

 

And yes the Pastor remembered the VICTORY of a small country in Europe, and yes Stig, you told him about Denmark 

winning the European Championship in 1992 after they first were on holiday, because they had not qualified, and yes 

Yugoslavia was expelled, Denmark was called in as reserves and YES STIG, THIS ONE I WOULD LIKE TO SAY: YES I MADE 

A GOAL AND YES I MADE A SAVING and yes STIG I MADE DENMARK THE EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS and yes Stig, I know, 

Peter Schmeichel was DOING WORLD CLASS SAVINGS, remember that one with one hand, my dear Peter and yes Pe-

ter without my help you would not be able to do such a saving ☺. 

 

And yes Stig, the story is that the PEOPLE OF DENMARK HAVE NOT BEEN SO HAPPY SINCE THE LIBERATION FROM 

GERMANY after the second world war, and yes Stig, this is WHAT I AND YES STIG ALL AT THE COUNCIL AND YES YES 

YES YES MANY OTHERS AS WELL “ON THE OTHER SIDE” ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO: TO MAKE PEOPLE AS HAPPY AS 

THIS WHEN THE WORLD IS LIBERATED FROM EVIL AND YES FROM THE DEVIL ☺☺☺. 

 

And yes Stig, who will remember the World Championship final from 1974 today and yes yes yes Stig, I told you too, 

and yes also me, and yes also me, and yes yes yes you saw the championships at Lilleø, yes a small Danish and beauti-

ful Island and yes a Danish farm house and we know all of us STIG – YES MY FRIENDS IT IS OK TO TELL THIS STORY, BE-

CAUSE OF YOUR INTEREST I DECIDED TO PLAY THE GAME FOR HOLLAND, that is the first minute my friends, do you 

remember what happened and yes yes yes STIG WE KNOW, we let the Germans win and yes yes yes we could tell 

many stories also on this, but next story Stig? 

 

AND OK YES, FAXE is a very good coach but none is better than me, if I am allowed to say it, and yes Stig, it was a sen-

sation some years ago, when Herfølge football club – a small club from a small city that had never won anything be-

fore of importance in Denmark – moved up into the super league and yes Stig WON THE DANISH CHAMPIONSHIP. 

Congratulations, Faxe, I was with you all of the way and yes maybe a little bit more difficult for you at Randers today? 
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Is my light an UFO? 

Yes Stig, at approx. 19.33 this evening you had a cigarette, and yes Stig, there have been clouds on the sky some days 

and yes therefore I have not reported on news of “my planet” and UFO’s, my friends, and yes Stig, you were happy 

this evening to see “my light” again directly in front of you, and yes, this was the only “light” directly in front of you 

and shortly thereafter another light next to the first appeared, and yes Stig, “my light” was maybe not a star and yes 

STIG THIS BRIGHT LIGHT BECAME WEAKER AND WEAKER AND YES STIG IT COMPLETELY DISAPPEARED and yes Stig 

then I drew – only for you to see – a tennis court on the sky, and yes Stig maybe one minute later the other light also 

became weaker and disappeared completely, and yes Stig, is “your light” a star or was it a UFO all along, and yes WE 

CAN ONLY SAY THIS: I NEVER DREAM OF STARS AND YES STIG UP UNTIL NOW NEVER DREAM OF UFO’S TOO and yes 

STIG maybe I will tell you soon, and yes my boy to come and yes yes yes no Devil here. Thank you for not giving up and 

yes for continue working today. 

 

And yes, Stig, you did not see the planet this evening – yes maybe in another position not visible from the door of the 

house, who knows? 

 

And yes Stig. You were out smoking again at approx 20.25 to 20.30 and yes you saw the same two lights and yes you 

were writing on your phone and did not watch the “lights” and after a few minutes you looked up and yes Stig now 

there were not only two lights but maybe 20 or more lights on the sky and yes you kept on writing on the phone and 

yes Stig when you looked up again there were no lights on the sky visible from the door, and yes it was partly clouded 

as it also was only  a few minutes before and yes I showed you “a few” lights on the sky again and yes Stig it was not 

stars. 

  

Yes Stig, when you moved a little bit away from the door, you saw lights or stars on the sky to the right and yes new 

lights appearing and when you looked back at the position of the sky, where there were no lights before, there were 

now "several" lights and yes you saw the parabola antenna on the neighbours house and I said to you yes “old tech-

nology” but yes we/they understand and yes Stig I/they have sent messages to Earth and yes no answer from you yet? 

Yes about you my son and yes Stig you could see light on the sky from behind the house and yes maybe it was light 

reflections from Gachie and yes you decided to walk into the yard to see behind the house, and there it was again, my  

planet and yes when watching it you noticed clearly that it was not round and yes we know the edge from approx. 0 to 

90 degrees was not round and yes Stig you felt and you believe you saw the planet shaped like an egg and yes Stig an 

egg in my world means a birth to come and yes maybe in the sign of the Virgin and yes who knows and yes Ole was 

born on the 17th August and yes we know in the sign of the Lion yes either “sensitive” or a “leader” yes this is also 

what I remember from these two signs, who knows? Not to be revealed yet.  

 

The need of volunteers for LTO 

Yes, Stig, to educate the world on “normal life”, “faith in God” and yes to teach people living by the basic rules, you 

are absolutely right, WE NEED MANY VOLUNTEERS. Will you please consider helping GOD and HIS ONLY NGO doing 

this important work? More details to come later. 

 

What will happen to the animals? 

Yes, Stig, there are several stories on the animals. 

 

Yes, Stig, you are absolutely right: I DON’T WANT PEOPLE TO “HURT” or exploit ANIMALS, I want animals to live a free 

life and yes Stig, I don’t want people to kill animals without reason, to trade animals as souvenirs, objects for medicine 

etc. and yes Stig, when it comes to farming, I would like to say this to the world: 

 

YES STIG, TODAY IT IS STILL ALRIGHT TO KEEP FARMS “GROWING”, SLAUGTERING and EATING ANIMALS and yes Stig, 

this is a situation, where you are not qualified to give the answer and yes Stig, God is not on holiday and yes Stig, I 

WOULD LIKE TO TELL THE WORLD THIS: I HAVE NOTHING AGAINST VERY FINE PERFUME, BUT DON’T USE ANIMAILS 

FOR THIS PRODUCTION and yes STIG, I HAVE NOTHING AGAINST HAVING A FARM WHERE YOU WILL GROW ANIMALS 

AND YES STIG I TOLD YOU SLAUGTER AND EAT THEM AND yes Stig, why can you allow this God, animals are living 

creatures as human beings, and yes Stig, I can only say this: WHEN I MADE THE WORLD I DECIDED THAT THE WORLD 

SHOULD NOT BE PERFECT TO START WITH, I WANT PEOPLE AND ANIMALS TO GROW AND YES STIG WITH THE GOAL 

OF CREATING A PERFECT WORLD EVENTUALLY and yes STIG WE HAVE NOT REACHED THIS POINT YET – IT WILL COME 
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AT A LATER DEVELOPMENT STAGE – AND YES STIG, WE KNOW, I HAVE TOLD YOU THAT WHEN I CREATE A NEW SOUL I 

WILL GROW THAT SOUL TO EVENTUALLY BECOME A HUMAN BEING AND YES BEFORE THIS, THIS SOUL HAS BEEN GO-

ING THROUGH A DEVELOPMENT MAYBE AS A HORSE OR A GOAT and yes Stig, this is what I have done. 

 

And yes, just to finalise this, I LOVE ALL PEOPLE – BOTH VEGETARIANS AND PEOPLE WHO EAT MEAT and yes yes yes 

THERE WILL BE NO “BAD KARMA” for people eating meat, and yes Stig, next story? 

 

Yes Stig, all animals should be treated much better than today, and yes Stig, in farming as well as in parks etc.  Please 

consider that animals have the “best life possible” and yes, don’t stable them up all day long, yes let them go out free 

and yes Stig, think of the environment and yes of quality and not only quantity. 

 

And yes, Stig, the next question is what WILL I DO WITH ANIMALS ON JUDGEMENT DAY and yes WILL I TRANSPORT 

THE ANIMALS TO MY NEW PLANET TOGETHER with people and yes Stig how will I do this? The answer is very simple. 

No and yes and no and yes and no and yes. And yes Stig, this is maybe not as clear and yes STIG THE TRANSPORT SYS-

TEM IS NOT VERY SIMPLE TO EXPLAIN BUT I WILL TELL YOU THIS, THERE WILL BE NO HUMAN’S TO “CATCH” ALL ANI-

MALS – I WILL TAKE CARE OF THIS MYSELF. 

 

The PRICELESS treasures of the world 

Yes Stig, your old question: What will happen to the PRICELESS treasures of the world: Art, architecture, culture and 

yes Stig, I WILL ONLY SAY THIS. I AM NOT JAMES BOND, I WILL NOT “KILL” EVERYTHING, I HAVE DECIDED TO SHOW 

THE WORLD “SOME” OF THE OLD WORLD AND YES I WILL NOT BRING “EVERYTHING” I WANT YOU TO CREATE A NEW 

WORLD and yes Stig, the sad truth is that not everything is worth bringing and yes, Stig, WOULD YOU LIKE TO BRING A 

WHOLE TOWN LIKE NAIROBI, and yes Stig, my answer is no, and yes BECAUSE IT IS TOO CROWDED and yes Stig be-

cause the quality of the buildings are not as good as I want you to do in the future, and yes what about VENEZIA, Taj 

Mahal, The Colosseum, the  Pyramids etc. and we know BUILDINGS or maybe whole cities which are highly regarded 

yes Stig the thought I just gave you was for the world to decide WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BRING TO THE NEW WORLD, 

yes PLEASE DECIDE, VOTE and yes STIG, the Internet, and yes yes yes THEN I WILL DECIDE WHAT I CAN BRING FOR 

YOU TO THE NEW WORLD. 

  

Déjà vu – “watching the old world” 

And yes Stig, some time ago you “remembered” a déjà vu experience, yes, of being “in a new world” watching movies 

of the old world, and yes including World War II and yes Stig, “implemented inside of you”, I have seen this before, 

and yes Stig, the reason is as simple as this: In my new world I will use symbols of war etc. “from the old world” as 

warnings to people in the new world: I DON’T WANT TO SEE THIS AGAIN ☺. 

 

Continue working “like nothing has happened” 

And yes, Stig, your thought has been many times, DO WE NEED TO CONTINUE WORKING “AS NORMAL” – as Judge-

ment Day would not come and yes as we would continue living on EARTH, and yes Stig, here it is: Obama is not with 

you here because, let’s face it, he does not really know about Judgement Day, my friend? Yes Stig, I do this to tell the 

world that OBAMA HAS ALSO TWO FACES and one face is the “official” face – yes let us have the World Championship 

in football to USA – and yes planning after 2012, and yes Stig, I can only SAY THIS: I WANT TO HAVE THE WORLD KEEP 

ON WORKING AND YES STIG LIKE NOTHING HAS HAPPENED, yes with farming, industry, infrastructure and yes yes yes 

to ADJUST ACCORDING TO “NORMAL LIFE” and basic rules, but otherwise YOU MUST CARRY ON WORKING AS NOTH-

ING HAS HAPPENED, yes Stig, UNTIL THE LAST DAY – the same principle as earlier: ALWAYS DO YOUR BEST ALWAYS 

even if there is only one week left for Judgement Day and yes Stig, I don’t want people to stop working – PLEASE CON-

TINUE WORKING NORMALLY and we know Stig, even better than today ☺. 

 

Elijah’s plan Monday morning 

Today Elijah said to me that he is hoping to raise 100,000 Shillings by Monday morning and yes yes yes we know Stig, 

maybe not THAT difficult to collect money from customers and yes yes yes we know, Elijah was thinking of A NEW OP-

PORTUNITY to borrow 50,000 Shillings from “a good friend” and yes without interest, and yes Stig, you thought it was 

exciting to hear that Elijah “has other opportunities” than me ☺. 
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And yes, maybe a total of 150,000 Shillings Monday morning and yes we know, Stig, an ambitious plan to do this 

Monday before the meeting with the Micro Finance company, which is already at 11.00 – as I understand – and yes to 

visit two customers, to wait on payments, to collect money from the bank and to visit and borrow 50,000 Shillings 

from a friend – and yes maybe to go to his bank as well? And yes IS THIS REALISTIC? 

 

And yes, Elijah thought that you would double the money, so he would get 150,000 Shillings from you, and yes yes yes 

Elijah my dear friend, how many times did you read my memo and yes I told you – a maximum of 100,000 Shillings and 

yes Stig, ELIJAH DID NOT ASK IF THIS IS A LOAN OR A GIFT, so maybe Elijah it is a gift for you? 

 

And yes, Elijah, you wanted to receive 150,000 Shillings and on top of this, you also wanted Stig to sustain your family 

hereafter, because you would not be able to afford it, and yes my friends, I have decided to give you 100,000 Shillings 

and yes Stig, you told Elijah that your credit cards will be closed on Wednesday, and yes you will be without a home, 

without furniture and yes yes yes we know without an income, and yes Stig, you have decided to share your money 

with the team when they have “critical needs” – including Elijah – and yes Stig as long as you have cash on you and yes 

“thereafter life will improve” as I said to you. 

 

And yes, Stig, Elijah: What is your motivation? To “save” yourself or to save me from the Devil? You have not men-

tioned “my saving” with a word, so maybe this is not part of your thinking? 

 

And yes, Stig, these stories are included with your very good friend Elijah yes we know also to show the world exam-

ples of GREED and not the way to behave, and yes Elijah you have been an actor in my play as well, and yes STIG YOU 

COULD HAVE CHANGED HIM, yes but Elijah was VERY “BUSY” LAST WEEK and therefore no communication and yes 

Stig, impossible to work on his attitude before the meeting Monday, we know all of us. OTHERWISE YOU WOULD 

HAVE TAKEN A MEETING WITH HIM CONFRONTING HIM DIRECTLY AND YES STIG HAVE HIM UNDERSTANDING THE 

BASIC RULES ONE TIME FOR ALL and yes STIG to let him know THAT HE WOULD NOT BE APPROVED BY GOD, yes he 

would in fact BE TERMINATED BY GOD. ELIJAH THIS IS THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR BEHAVIOUR – to think yourself, not 

to think of the team and yes not on me. THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU IN YOUR LIFE, yes my friend, YOU HAVE A 

VERY BIG HEART, BUT YOUR HEART IS THE BIGGEST WHEN YOU THINK OF YOURSELF. Can you recognise yourself, my 

friend? And I sense a smile of both God and the Devil here yes my friend, we are both with you, Elijah. 

 

The Flood and the feeling of termination 

And yes, Stig, let me say it like this: I don’t like marzipan bread and yes Stig, we know, wrong story and yes read about 

this tomorrow and yes Stig, the FLOOD IS NOT ONLY A SYMBOL it is my destiny for people sinning without repenting 

their sins, and yes Stig I WILL SAY IT LIKE THIS, THERE IS NO BONO AS MACPHISTO RIGHT NOW, NO HE WILL ONLY 

COME THE DAY WHERE I MAY DECIDE FOR YOU NOT TO LIVE and yes STIG IT WILL BE A MORTAL SIN BY ME, I WILL 

KILL MY OWN FLESH AND BLOOD – IF I DECIDE TO DO IT – AND YES STIG IF THIS SHOULD HAPPEN FOR JUST ONE PER-

SON IT WILL BE LIKE THIS: NOT FUNNY FOR MAN, NOT FUNNY FOR ME. YES I WILL WALK YOU TO YOUR GRAVE, I WILL 

TELL YOU THAT I HAVE DECIDED FOR YOU NOT TO LIVE AND YES THIS WILL HURT ME THE MOST, I CAN ALMOST NOT 

STAND ON MY FEET, IF THIS SHOULD HAPPEN, I WILL TELL YOU THAT YOU WILL NOT LIVE AGAIN, THAT YOU WILL BE 

TERMINATED AND YES PEOPLE HOW WILL A MAN REACT TO THIS? YES STIG, MANY YEARS AGO YOU SAW A MAN ON 

TV SECONDS BEFORE HE WAS GOING TO BE EXECUTED IN THE ELECTRICAL CHAIR IN USA AND YES THIS MAN 

THOUGHT “THIS IS TRULY THE END” AND HE WAS SWEATING COLD SWEAT AND YES WE KNOW STIG THIS IS HOW A 

MAN WILL FEEL LIKE IN THIS HOPEFULLY HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION. 

 

And yes, I WILL TELL ALL PEOPLE BEFORE JUDGEMENT DAY and YES STIG I WILL TELL EACH PERSON ON EARTH WHEN 

YOU HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED BY ME AND YES BY GOD AND YES WHEN WE ARE ONE AND I WILL TELL YOU IF YOU HAVE 

NOT YET BEEN ACCEPTED AND YES STIG, THIS IS RIGHT, I WILL GUIDE YOU TO WHAT YOU MUST DO TO BE ACCEPTED, 

this is what I have decided to do. 

 

And yes Stig, “I have a pretty good feeling” about what will happen, and yes, Stig my answer to all my DOOMSDAY 

THREATS are this: ONLY BY SHOWING THE DEVIL – if you fail to live up to the criteria of being approved – you will un-

derstand that I MEAN BUSINESS this time, and yes Stig, two meanings, and yes Stig, I WILL BE SURPRISED TO SAY THE 

LEAST IF YOU DECIDE TO FOLLOW THE ROAD OF THE DEVIL. 
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Direct communication between all people and God 

And yes, Stig, did you see the movie Bruce Almighty, where God answers all emails from people, and yes, my friends, 

maybe someone would like to send me an email today and see if God wants to answer your questions, and yes Stig, I 

HAVE DECIDED TO COMMUNICATE WITH ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH and yes yes yes WHEN I AND GOD ARE CONNECTED, 

that is, and yes, you are welcome to prepare your questions and yes Stig, YOU CAN USE EMAIL – my addresses are 

public – and yes STIG, IF GOD DECIDES TO SPEAK TO MAN AS HE SPEAKS TO ME TODAY, I WILL LET HIM DO IT, and yes 

my friends, STIG IF YOU DECIDE IT, I WILL DO IT, and yes STIG IF PEOPLE WANT TO LISTEN TO MY VOICE, yes this is the 

compromise, if you would like to speak directly with God, I have decided that you can ask your questions and you will 

receive an answer directly from God – he will speak to you not only as thoughts, but you will know WHEN GOD 

SPEAKS TO YOU DIRECTLY IN YOUR MIND. 

 

First inspiration to work on a new economic system of the future  

Today God started giving me inspiration to start describing a new economic system of the future, and it really was only 

very little inspiration he gave me and at the same time he gave me inspiration to write on many other, different sub-

jects these days, but today was the first day where I took only a few notes of the future economic system. When I 

found time to start this work concentrated the 14th August and when I completed it the 17th August, the final result 

was very different to the first notes from today – yes Stig, which no one will see.
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Sunday 9th August 2009 

The morning at the house, the Sunday service on cleaning the feet, will my suffering be over when I am God?, my deci-

sion to stop communication with my father, only very little ”marzipan” left, don’t take medicine, no football today, was 

my Mother’s sickness serious?, God did not anticipate man to become evil, preparing the plan of tomorrow with Elijah, 

small examples of consideration and my light is 10 times brighter than the brightest star. 

 

The morning at the house 

I had a good sleep again, and yes Stig, you only write down “important dreams” we know, and yes Elijah told you 

about a dream yesterday, and yes for him to give Alex at the Hotel a gift Monday morning, and yes we know. 

 

And yes, Stig, yesterday Elijah told you before going to bed, that he would stand up at 8.00 and yes as many times be-

fore on Saturdays and Sundays, Elijah did not keep his promise – and yes Stig, maybe Elijah does not see this as a 

promise? – because he woke up at 8.40 today and yes Stig, no apologies from Elijah? And yes, when you tell people 

what you will do, you will do what you tell people – IT IS AS EASY AS THAT. 

 

And yes, Stig, you agreed yesterday to “remember” the photograph from last Sunday, which you printed out at the 

office and yes Stig twice – the first photograph was left in the office and yes Stig you told Elijah to bring this home, but 

no Stig, maybe still at the office – so you printed out the photograph once more and yes we know placed it next to the 

TV – an easy place to see it and remember it for the Sunday service, and yes we know, Elijah and Tina was happy see-

ing it, and yes Elijah wanted an extra copy to hang on the wall – so Elijah this is now on your action plan for you to re-

member? – and yes Stig, yesterday you agreed with Elijah to remember the photograph for the Sunday service today, 

and yes Elijah had to skip the Sunday service to represent the church at the football tournament, so he left at approx. 

10.00 and yes we know Stig, I remembered you to bring the photograph after Elijah had gone, and yes we know Stig, 

Elijah “had forgotten” about it, and yes, the photo was not at the TV anymore and yes Tina called Elijah and was told it 

was in their bedroom and yes Tina could not find it, and we know Stig, we know, and yes we know.  

 

It is so sad when people don’t keep what they promise – so this morning, Elijah, you did not keep two more promises 

and yes it is almost like the “normal Kenyan culture” again – and therefore my conclusion is: YOU CAN ONLY KEEP THE 

BASIC RULES IF YOU CONTINUE SPEAKING REGULARLY – EVERY WEEK – ABOUT THE RULES and we know Stig, Elijah 

forgot to follow up on this as well, so he did not manage himself or the team on this, and this is the consequence – so 

maybe Elijah, you will remember to follow up on this at the team meeting Monday, because you did remember to 

mention to the team Friday that the team meeting is postponed until Monday? And you did remember also to say 

which time the team meeting is Monday? 

 

And yes Stig, we could continue. The lunch menu from the G&R lunch restaurant was always very difficult to find at 

the office and it was not hung up or kept at the same place as you recommended several times, and yes Stig, when 

you told Meshack, yes HE JUST DID IT, and yes maybe Elijah has read in the script the other day to call the Pastor of 

the church in Kwawanzilu to tell about the delay of “normal life” coming and yes maybe included on his action plan? 

And yes also a good idea to think and show initiative, and to decide for himself to call his mother and tell about the 

delay as well – yes if Elijah will do this favour for you? 

 

And yes, Elijah, because you are the one this story is based on. For you to be tempted by the Devil, for you not to keep 

your agreements, for you to help the Devil torment Stig – yes my friend, this is your role “in this round” and yes Stig, 

almost “the look of Cassius”, not Ali anymore, and read my old scripts, and you will understand my feelings of this be-

haviour. 

 

And yes, Stig, the whole family was late this morning, and yes yes yes we know Stig, Tina told you that “we have never 

been this late to church before”. We arrived at approx. 10.40. 

 

The Sunday service from Tina 

And yes, Stig, because the assistant Pastor Peter preached in Swahili you did not take notes and yes Stig, Tina was very 

nice to tell you what he said and yes you asked her if she would write down her own words of what Pastor Peter 

preached about today: 
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Topic: “Deliverance of our feet”. 

 

He started by saying “We need deliverance of our feet so that everywhere we go the Holy Spirit may guide and protect 

us”. 

 

John 13:14: 

 

“Jesus took time to wash his disciples’ feet before his death. He did something that was unexpected of him. Peter 

didn’t understand why his master, son of God, would do such a thing, so he argued/exchanged words with Jesus for a 

little while before accepting his feet to be washed. By doing so Jesus wanted to set them free and clean their sins 

away in order to open the way for them. He anointed their potential.” 

 

Luke 7:44 

 

“The woman washed Jesus feet with her tears and dried them with her hair and continued kissing Jesus feet since he 

arrived there. By her doing so she symbolised love and proved that her sins had been forgiven.” 

 

God wants us to possess the place we work and make a difference because our feet have been anointed by God. 

Break all the bondage the Devil has planted there in the name of Jesus Christ. We should have feet that are settled as 

Christians because many are the times we think we have been delivered but end up going places we shouldn’t be for 

example bars/hotels and do things, which are out of the way for example prostitution, cheating on marriages. 

 

Therefore we need to have faith and stick to what God has done and given you. Let us stick to salvation if its salvation 

and stop mixing it with worldly life, this too will never match. Let us not be like the Devil loitering thus doing things 

that do not please God. When God asked the Devil where he has been he replied that he was here and there watching 

Job to see if he could change his mind and follow him (refer to the Book of Job in the Bible). 

 

Let us not pretend we are Christians and when faced by other challenges we follow the wrong direction. Some of the 

diseases like foot brought by Jiggers are brought by the Devil so that he can damage your legs and not be able to work 

for God.  

 

Will my suffering be over when I am God? 

And yes Stig, we know, many questions and yes, this one is (also) inspired by me, and NO is the answer. I will never 

rest until all of my children are “safe”. 

 

My decision to stop communication with my father 

Yes, Stig, you have given your father a warning earlier and yes Stig, you should probably have said or wrote an email to 

your father that you have decided to stop communication with him, we know Stig, we know, and yes Stig, this is the 

proper way of doing it, and yes yes yes IF HE DECIDES TO CHANGE, maybe you will decide to change as well – we know 

to forgive him if he changes and yes follow the basic rules of communication and we know Stig, we know, no better 

place to write it than here: 

 

In most of my life the Devil has influenced me to be “lazy” in private with the result that I have not felt “motivated” to 

call friends and yes Stig also some of your family and yes Stig, because of this you have lost many friends, and yes it is 

not normal to tell that a friendship ends because of lack of communication – it just ends, and yes yes yes, this is the 

only way to do it, and yes it is now included on the action plan. 

 

Only very little ”marzipan” left 

And yes Stig, at the church I told you that there is now only 100 grams of 100 kilograms marzipan left, and yes like 

“the look of Cassius” (from the famous fight against George Foreman in 1974, where it apparently was “impossible” 

for Ali/Cassius to win against a “much stronger” boxer – that is, if he did not have God on his side ☺), the symbol of 

marzipan means the same: NEVER GIVING UP and yes TRY AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes of course the sym-

bol is connected to marzipan bread and the famous late Danish “politician” Mogens Glistrup, and yes yes yes THERE 
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WILL BE NO TAXES IN MY FUTURE WORLD, and yes MOGENS GLISTRUP WAS NOT COMPLETELY CRAZY Stig, and we 

know, maybe the world will try to understand his arguments, and if I tell that Mogens was a part of me and yes Stig I 

show you the Devil and yes yes yes you don’t know Stig, I only write what I hear, and that is right so therefore I would 

like to say this: HERE IT IS – A NEW GOAL – AND YES STIG, NOW I AM WHITE AND YES STIG, GLISTRUP WAS WAY BE-

FORE HIS TIME. LISTEN TO HIS WORDS and understand the goal .... ☺. 

 

Don’t take medicine 

Yes Stig, you spoke to Tina this afternoon and yes she said that she has told the Pastor that “your faith is very strong” 

and yes perfect lungs as a smoker and yes no medicine at all, and yes Stig, we know, you have decided not to say any-

thing to Elijah and his family, when his children are “sick”, we know, the other day it was Nicole and these days it is 

Lucia, and yes, medicine is good? But if you read these scripts carefully and yes Stig, if Elijah had mentioned to Tina 

about my cure of Meshack – without taking medicine – maybe the family would have done the same. TO SHOW FAITH  

IN ME and yes Stig, for me to cure the children from fever etc. 

 

And yes, Stig, you said to Tina that your skin in perfect – it has not “peeled” off and yes no sun burn as well, we know 

and yes yes yes this morning when Elijah was using hand oil he asked you if you use this, and yes Stig, you said no I 

never use it, I don’t need to and that is right, God will keep your skin well without the use of this, and yes Stig, you told 

Tina about the cure of Meshack at the office; that the day after “the agreement” he was feeling better, and the next 

day he was completely well again and yes maybe Elijah told you? But no, Elijah did not tell Tina about this, maybe not 

interesting to tell Tina, and yes yes yes, you told Tina that if she decides for the family not to take medicine and if they 

become sick again, the family will be cured when they have a clean heart and yes Stig, if they will tell you. IT IS REALLY 

AS SIMPLE AS THIS. 

 

No football today 

And yes, Stig, yesterday the Pastor handed out a script at the football tournament with the topic “Sport discipline” 

and yes how funny is it that he wrote that “God loves exercising” and yes Stig, “today we look at some qualities of a 

SPORTSMAN” and “nobody becomes a SPORTSMAN by chances”, and yes yes yes you talked about cigarettes as well, 

and the Pastor taught you that you should never smoke or even take one beer, because smoking is dangerous – you 

can read that on the packages and studies have proofed this – and yes, Stig, if you take only one beer you will risk con-

tinuing drinking and become drunk and yes Stig, you asked the Pastor, that if smoking was not dangerous, if it would 

be alright for people to smoke, and yes, he answered yes. 

 

And my dear friend, do you believe in destiny? You have met your destiny my dear Pastor, and yes yes yes we know 

Stig, “he is not like the others”, you have met, Pastor, and yes Stig, maybe the Pastor can “sense” something about 

you and yes yes yes HE IS NOT QUITE CERTAIN I will only say this, my dear Pastor. 

 

I decided for Stig to choose the cigarette brand SPORTSMAN to smoke in Kenya, and yes my dear Pastor, Stig “loves 

SPORTSMAN” and yes, it is not dangerous. It is not the cigarettes, but the Devil who kills people smoking, and yes, 

Stig, it is perfectly alright to drink, when you don’t become drunk and yes Stig, I have taught you to drink 1-2 glasses of 

wine and yes yes yes Stig, when you are together with the family or friends, and yes we know, if you don’t drive, and 

yes if you can control your intake, you can drink maybe half a bottle of wine without becoming drunk and yes without 

hurting yourself or other people, yes my friend ☺. 

 

And yes, dear Pastor, I am sorry for not coming to the final round of football today, I would have liked being together 

with you and the others relaxing in the good weather and yes yes yes again today Stig the weather was cold and 

clouded during the morning, but in the break of the Sunday service, when you had a cigarette, I showed you the sun 

shining for the first time today, and right now when writing this people are probably laughing, talking and having a 

good time watching football and yes yes yes STIG YOU DECIDED TO FOLLOW ONE OF THE ADVISES AT THE SCRIPT OF 

THE PASTOR ON SPORT DISCIPLINE: “A willingness to suffer pain, give up rights for a higher reward”, and yes pastor 

not by stopping smoking as you connected this to, but by not enjoying myself and relaxing today together with you, 

but to continue “my work” as I told you at the Sunday service, I would do, even though I would much rather go to 

watch football and have a good time. 

 

God did not anticipate man to become evil 
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We had not anticipated that free will could be developed by mankind to become evil and yes Stig if I have made a mis-

take yes the biggest mistake ever was to create even the possibility to do evil and therefore it hurts us to see people 

being mean and evil and to play the Devil, which is the only weapon I have to give good back to mankind and yes Stig, I 

have given freedom as a universal rule and I will not change this rule and yes Stig only if people will follow me I will 

continue life on Earth. 

 

Yes, my boys, I will only add this: I created mankind with love and yes for man to love each other. I have not only been 

careful this time, I will also make sure that YOU WILL NEVER AGAIN BECOME EVIL – this is how much I love you ☺. 

 

Was my Mother’s sickness serious? 

Yes Stig, I have told you that the doctors were surprised how soon your mother recovered after her “serious” sickness 

and yes, Stig, this is not only the truth, this is what I have done to her and yes my friends to you too ☺. 

 

Preparing the plan of tomorrow with Elijah 

And yes Elijah had a FANTASTIC weekend and yes we know he was at the football tournament Saturday and Sunday 

from 10.00 until approx. 19.00 and yes Stig really enjoyed it a lot. 

 

And yes we had agreed to prepare for his meetings Monday during the weekend and yes Stig, there was absolutely no 

initiative or communication from Elijah – and yes Stig, you decided Sunday to wait for him and yes Stig there was no 

power from 17.30, so you could not continue your work and yes Stig, you decided to stop using all of the battery of 

the computer in case that Elijah just maybe had forgotten to bring your memo from the office, so you could watch the 

computer screen together ☺. 

 

And yes, Tina, had promised that dinner would be ready at 19.00 because the family skipped lunch today, and yes yes 

yes my friends this is how life is when you don’t have plans and when you become tempted of doing other “fun” 

things instead of keeping discipline and yes the power outage was only a stunt to make it more difficult for you to 

prepare. 

 

And yes Elijah came home and yes Stig after a bath and a request from you to prepare the meetings, you and he de-

cided to start the preparation, and yes my friends, here is the best part: Elijah had not made any preparation or plans 

himself and yes Stig, Elijah had forgotten the memo at the office and yes yes yes my friends. 

 

So you decided to ask him to get paper and pen and to ask him the question: “What is the time and action plan for 

tomorrow” and yes Elijah started to talk and yes to talk and yes to write down and yes Stig – without structure so his 

notes were a mix of “what should I tell people” and yes “what do I need to remember of documents at the office” and 

yes Stig meeting times and yes detailed notes and yes a mixture and yes who can overview notes, which are a mix of 

everything without structure. 

 

And yes, we know, the goal was to make a time and action plan, which gave him an overview and yes while speaking 

on the meeting with Alex from Hotel Intercontinental I said that Elijah has a GOAL – and yes Stig, I also showed you a 

“goal” – and yes two meanings. The first goal was to receive 80,000 Shillings from Alex and the second goal was to 

SCORE and yes yes yes, if Elijah succeeds doing this, I will make sure that he will get an agreement with the Micro Fi-

nance company and yes Stig NOT TO LET YOU SUFFER, and yes it is “funny” that Elijah has not mentioned with one 

single word that he also cares about you and yes that his actions will prevent you from going to Hell, if he succeeds, 

yes Stig, maybe not so important for Elijah. 

  

And yes Stig, Elijah felt that half an hour would be ok to do the meeting with Hotel Intercontinental and yes to deliver 

a personal order from Alex, to go through and possibly sign the agreement of delivery and payment terms, to agree on 

the transfer of the money and for Alex to do the transfer, while Elijah waits and yes for Elijah to receive payment 

documentation. And yes Stig, half an hour? Yes you suggested Elijah one hour to be REALISTIC and yes my friends – 

THINK and don’t be too optimistic! 

 

And yes, you had originally suggested Elijah to set up a meeting with the Micro Finance company Monday afternoon 

at 14.00 or 15.00, but Meshack (who is an “agent” for the company) suggested to hold the meeting at 11.00 and yes, 
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Elijah accepted without problems, and yes Stig, today Elijah thought that maybe it would be a good idea to postpone 

this meeting, and yes Stig, we know, ELIJAH: Show leadership and initiative, don’t let other people “walk you over” if 

you do believe that another time is better for you, so therefore Elijah will try to postpone the meeting and yes Stig, 

otherwise the schedule will be very tight indeed, and yes Stig, you said this to Elijah: This is what you should have 

done in the first place when talking with Meshack – to follow my recommendation. 

 

And yes Stig, to call the friend Monday morning to hear if he can borrow 50,000 Shillings – and we know, maybe this 

friend could also have been an opportunity when Elijah asked me to save his business, where I was the “only” option – 

and yes, Stig, Elijah wanted to do “a long travel” to meet customer 3 instead of customer 2, which he visited Friday, 

and yes Stig, agreed to follow up on Monday morning, and yes agreements can be difficult to remember, and yes the 

best chance to receive more money because customer 2 would do “their best” to write him a cheque this morning. 

 

And yes, Stig, you said again VERY CLEARLY to Elijah: Be strong and don’t be flexible with people who doesn’t keep 

their agreements, and yes, Elijah will do this with his customers first, and yes Stig, you said: “I want you to focus on 

this and afterwards I will be STRONG with you Elijah, because you have not kept many agreements”. 

 

And yes Stig, Elijah thought that it would be a good idea for him to spend ONE HOUR Monday morning to update his 

action plan, and yes, to update an action plan is very good, but when he has this very tight schedule and need to be 

very focussed from the morning, it is not a good idea to be distracted. When he is done with this, I will follow up on 

both his action plan and basic rules for him to keep everyday for the future. 

 

And the morale on this story is of course: Don’t be selfish thinking only of yourself and your own needs, don’t ignore 

and disrespect your friends/agreements and don’t be greedy. 

 

And yes, Elijah was glad to receive help from Stig, and yes a very fine day for Elijah, which he put like this: “How would 

you feel if you had organised a football tournament, which was successful”? And yes Stig, this was almost too much, 

and yes you almost did not bother answering, but you said one word: “Happy”. 

 

Yes, this is the situation. Some people can do this yes my friends to be happy on the expense of your friends yes by 

exploiting them, and yes Stig, this is your true feeling: When people don’t follow their agreements, when they keep 

receiving and yes yes yes we know Elijah is very kind polishing your shoes and yes Stig at the moment nothing else – 

this is the situation. 

 

And yes Stig, this is MY CONCLUSION, this is WHAT I WANTED TO SHOW THE WORLD. FOR ELIJAH TO USE YOU, FOR 

HIM TO FORGET HIS OBLIGATIONS AND YES STIG FOR YOU TO SACRIFICE. 

 

And yes, I don’t think that Elijah would prepare himself and do a plan for tomorrow, if I did not take the initiative, and 

therefore my friends: ALWAYS TAKE INITIAIVE, BE PREPARED, BE STRUCTURED and yes Stig: DO YOUR AGREEMENTS 

BEFORE YOU ARE TEMPTED DOING “FUN” or relaxing. And yes TO SHOW RESPONSIBILITY and yes to ask for help from 

a mentor, if you believe coaching would be helpful. This is also what this story is about. 

 

And yes, Stig, there was NOTHING you could do about it because during the evening I gave you this déjà vu experience 

again. YES YOU HAVE FELT THIS EXPERIENCE BEFORE, YOU “KNOW” THIS BETRAYAL FROM ME AND YES DISAPPOINT-

MENT BECAUSE OF ELIJAH – yes Stig, therefore Elijah. What we are doing together here is AN ACT FROM GOD and it is 

so well prepared that neither you nor I could do anything to change it, even though I would have liked to do this dif-

ferently – we know Stig, we know, we know. 

 

And yes, Stig, approx. at 20.00 I told you that the power would come back on in 10, 30 or 60 minutes and yes Stig, I 

have said this several times before when there has been a power outage and yes, I have not given the exact time, but I 

have kept my promise every single time, and yes at 20.46 I said “Al Jazeera” to you and yes at 20.47 the power was 

back on, and yes Stig, you said that I had said “Al Jazeera” and yes that you did not know if there were stories, God 

would like us to see, but Nicole turned on the TV and yes Stig, Elijah told her to switch to channel 14 and yes yes yes, 

she decided to watch another channel instead and yes my friend, because Elijah was not focused and consequent but 

allowing her to overrule him, yes I decided to switch off the power again, and yes Stig, you said that “he wanted to 
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watch Al Jazeera” and yes two minutes afterwards, I turned on the power again,  and yes this time the TV was 

switched to Al Jazeera, and yes yes yes my friends: BE FOCUSEED AND CONSEQUENT! 

 

Small examples of consideration 

And yes Stig for a long time Joseph has switched TV channel without asking, even if you are watching the present 

channel, and yes standing directly in front of the TV without consideration of others watching the TV and yes yes yes 

because you have started giving basic rules of when to use the computer and yes teaching him, now he asks you every 

single time before switching the TV channel, and yes WE ARE SMILING because it is as easy as this and yes this evening 

when you and Elijah was standing OUTSIDE, he even came outside to ask this question ☺. 

 

And yes showing consideration to other people. Every single day both in Kenya and in Denmark you see people in the 

street or the supermarket not caring about others than themselves. They will stand or walk exactly where they want 

to stand and walk instead of looking if they stand in the way of someone and yes Stig I know it you know it, every sin-

gle time you walk in the streets or shop in the supermarket, you will make sure, that you don’t stand in the way – and 

yes just a visible sign that there are really many, many people not thinking and not caring of what may be just a detail, 

but which I believe is a very good example of how these people really think: On themselves and their own needs and 

yes of course, please be considerate and please think of other people than yourself. 

 

And yes, Stig, if children are raised in general as with the small example of Joseph – to show consideration and think of 

others – you will make other people happy. Yes, my friend. 

 

My light is 10 times brighter than the brightest star 

At 21.00 I went outside smoking, and yes it was a very beautiful evening, there were no clouds at all on the sky – for 

the first time in a long time – and yes there were “hundreds” of stars and UFO's on the sky, and yes Stig, if the UFO’s 

don’t move on the sky, they look like stars, and yes Stig my planet was not visible tonight and yes in the exact same 

place where the planet was yesterday, yes your light was shining, and yes not in the same position as yesterday and 

yes now it was in front of my planet, yes you know it and I know it I concealed the planet and yes you looked on the 

sky to find the brightest star and yes Stig you thought your light is 10 times stronger than the brightest star and yes 

Stig you have not been motivated at all to show Elijah more of my planet and the UFO’s because he has not shown any 

interest but I inspired you to invite him out to see your light and yes you asked him to look at the brightest stars and 

you asked him how much stronger is my light and yes Elijah said it was 10 times stronger – exactly as you thought 

yourself - and yes Stig nothing much happened on the sky, only a few lights moving, which was not very visible com-

pared to the other days but enough for Elijah to notice and yes my dear Elijah you were more motivated this evening 

and yes Stig he saw it too. And you told him that in the beginning you thought my light was a star but you found out 

that it was an UFO, because I have made its light become weaker and disappear and yes Stig, because it is in front of 

the planet, which I showed you the first day, you saw it. Afterwards God said that “I can create high daylight with your 

light, but not yet”. 
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Monday 10th August 2009 

Waking up at 5.00 to help Elijah, starting to run today?, making a day plan for Elijah, God only allowed me to take out 

6,000 Shillings at the ATM, preparing the day at the office, update on the resource plan, paying lunch for the team, 

feedback from Elijah ☺, a misunderstanding among the team members, more at stake with the Micro Finance com-

pany, update from Elijah at 15.30 ☺, Elijah did not make his agreement to leave town by 18.00, positive symbols from 

God, the UFO’s are much bigger than the lights and finally Elijah came home and told about his VICTORY ☺. 

 

Waking up 

Yesterday I agreed with Elijah to stand up at 5.00 and to “knock on each other’s doors”, which we normally agree on, 

and yes Stig, I was awake before 5.00 and at 5.00 I knocked at Elijah’s door, and yes we know I would have slept until 

7.00 if I have not decided to help Elijah from the morning to prepare him the best before today’s meetings. 

 

And yes, Stig, we know we know we know, yes yes yes Aqua was playing a concert at Tivoli in Copenhagen Friday last 

week, and yes on Facebook you noticed that several of your old colleagues from Fair Forsikring saw a “fantastic” con-

cert and yes yes yes – life in Denmark is really in direct contradistinction to life in Kenya and yes Stig, a disgrace – and 

yes God gave me this song by Aqua from when I woke up: “Calling Doctor Jones, wake up now” and yes yes yes two 

meanings, not only wake up now, but also “calling” – yes the symbol of lifting you to the next level. 

 

My cough is more or less over, but God still make me cough a little bit – almost as a “demonstration”. 

 

Starting to run today? 

And yes Stig, you were “this close” to bring your running equipment today to start RUNNING AGAIN at a fitness centre 

in Nairobi, which you have noticed, and yes Stig, you don’t know the costs and yes PROBABLY NOT THAT EXPENSIVE 

here and yes Stig, you were thinking that you could afford this, yes knowing that your credit card will work until 

Wednesday, we know Stig, but you decided this morning that because you were standing up very early, you would 

wait until tomorrow. 

 

And yes, Stig, you are really looking forward to start exercising again, to sweat again and yes to have a good physical 

feeling afterwards, yes we know.  

 

Making a meeting plan for Elijah 

Yes Stig, you decided to make a meeting plan in 5 minutes this morning for Elijah, so he could overview his day and 

yes ONE PAGE and yes ONE TABLE, three columns: “Time”, “meeting/telephone with” and “leave” and yes my friends 

to prepare him to succeed, to help him follow the plan and yes of course TO BE THERE EXACTLY ON TIME, TO SHOW 

TIME MANAGEMENT – TO LEAVE ON TIME OR BEFORE AND yes the plan included bullet points of the goal of each 

meeting/telephone call without details, so he could both remember and overview the goals of today, and yes my 

friends, the notes/script for the meeting with the Micro Finance company, we know Stig, for him to remember and yes 

TO HAVE A MEETING PLAN YOU CAN USE DURING THE DAY. 

 

God only allowed me to take out 6,000 Shilling at the ATM 

And yes Stig, coming to town on the way to the office, you stopped at the ATM, and yes Stig, you thought that 30,000 

Shillings would be a “good amount” to take out yes to “top up” to 100,000 Shillings for Elijah and yes my friends, also 

to give to the team and that is right my friend you were thinking that it is not one week ago you gave 5,000 Shillings to 

each team member and yes yes yes Stig I decided not to allow you to take out 30,000 Shillings, and not 20,000, not 

10,000, not 8,000, but 6,000 Shillings was alright and yes you said to Elijah that you were only allowed to take out 

6,000 Shillings and yes we know Stig, you were not sure if this would be enough to give Elijah the “promised” 100,000 

Shillings, which was a promise given under condition that the credit card would work...  

 

Preparing the day at the office 

So arriving at the office, Elijah was collecting his documents, and yes yes yes including the bank loan document of 

500,000 Shillings, which he cancelled because of me/God, and yes Stig, you started by counting your money and yes 

my friends, your total cash holdings was approx. 96,500 Shillings and yes you decided to give Elijah 95,000 Shillings 

and yes yes yes my friends, your credit card will probably also work tomorrow .... 
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Yes, the plan is to pay “as much as possible” now and to agree on paying the rest before the 1st September, and yes to 

present the bank loan document, which was to cover the Micro Finance company, saying that the loan was only can-

celled because “a good friend” did not keep his promise of paying the debt – yes God – and yes yes yes we know two 

options: To renew the bank loan during August or “normal life” to come before the end of August and yes Stig, you 

believe this will happen because of all the good symbols from God and yes yes yes I have given you the word “Christ” 

several times today, but you can really not be sure .... 

 

And yes Stig, you went through the meeting plan you had prepared for Elijah and yes, Elijah, it was easier for you to 

overview, we know Stig, a good idea to do yourself, and yes, you made amendments to the agreement with Hotel In-

tercontinental and yes Stig, you went through your script once again for the meeting with the Micro Finance company 

again empowering him – I DON’T WANT TO HEAR AFTERWARDS THAT YOU HAVE BEEN WEAK – and yes Stig, you fol-

lowed an old advice from Kim S., yes my friends, which you have used MANY times yourself, and yes IF YOU ARE 

NERVOUS BEFORE A MEETING, take some deep breaths of air, and yes, this will help you relax and yes the most im-

portant advice: VISION THE MEETING. See yourself coming through the door, give a firm handshake, look people in 

their eyes, start the meeting positively, think about what you will say/ask and prepare yourself, because when you 

then hold the meeting, you will get the feeling that you have done this before, you will feel more secure and yes this is 

what it is really about: THINK, PREPARE AND VISION the meeting before you come to the meeting. 

 

And yes, Stig, it hurts also me to say it: If you had not helped Elijah, you don’t believe that Elijah would have been pre-

pared for today, and yes either because he would not do a plan or did not have the time with his speed to prepare the 

documents etc. himself, and yes Stig, this is what you should have done yourself, Elijah. You have not been thinking 

yourself to prepare these meetings. I asked you to prepare a strategy before we started this exercise, you did not do 

it, and yes you have not done any plans yourself, but as you said after the preparation at the office: “Thank you very 

much for the advice and moneywise” – and yes Stig, still no words from Elijah even when receiving the money if this is 

a loan or a gift, and yes probably a “gift”. 

 

And yes, this is written exactly as it happened, it is not to be rude to Elijah, but it is to show the world of the impor-

tance of THINKING, PLANNING, TAKING INITIATIVE, PREPARE YOUR SELF, DO YOUR BEST, KEEPING YOUR AGREE-

MENTS and TO BE CONSIDERATE TOWARDS OTHERS. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

 

LTO work Week 32 from 3-8 August 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 59 hours 10 hours 

David No plan 39 hours 

John 46 hours 38 hours 

Meshack  48 hours 37 hours 

Stig 40 hours 37 hours 

 

And yes, Stig, none of us delivered according to our promise this week. We were expecting to see Elijah at the office, 

but I don’t believe the team saw him during the week because of the conference, where he made a profit of 1,000 

Shillings and helped his two brothers making 7,000 Shillings in total. To be discussed at the next team meeting. 

 

I did not know how many hours God would allow me to work, so I had decided to plan on 40 hours instead of 60, and 

yes I “almost made it”. If you cannot make your goals, you need to work harder next week or to decrease your plan – 

and yes IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS. 

 

Paying lunch for the team 

I spoke to John during the morning, and I understood that the team is more or less broke (after five days) and yes you 

have 1,500 Shillings and yes offered to pay for the lunches. And yes Stig, you decided to check the ATM again and yes 

maybe I would allow you to take out more money to help the team, but no. 
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Feedback from Elijah ☺☺☺☺ 

I had asked Elijah to give me feedback maybe once or twice during the day – I was interested to hear news from him 

and nervous about threats from the Devil and yes Stig, only a little bit nervous about what would happen during the 

day, if Elijah did not succeed – if I would play the Devil with the Easter 2009 experience while you were in town, as I 

threatened you to do yesterday. 

 

And at 10.51 I received a text message that the meeting with the Micro Finance company was postponed to 14.00 and 

that the Hotel was “working on the invoices”. And yes, I do hope that he will succeed. 

 

And during the day I was not suffering as much as I did Friday waiting to hear “good news” from Elijah. The Devil is 

kept more in the background and yes Stig also because you continue working on and editing your scripts from the last 

3 days. 

 

A misunderstanding among the team members 

I had lunch today with John and Meshack, and I asked Meshack if he had asked John and David to answer my two 

questions Friday last week, which he confirmed that he did, but John and David had not understood Meshack’s mes-

sage, and therefore I could only say to them: “Please speak very clearly and please listen very carefully and maybe you 

will learn from this and remember both of you the next time”, which they agreed upon. 

 

More at stake with the Micro Finance company 

And yes, Stig, more at stake and yes not steak, yes during lunch Meshack told you that he had spoken to the Micro Fi-

nance company and agreed that they would do nothing until Thursday this week, and yes my friends, if Elijah and the 

Hotel Intercontinental fail today, yes Stig, there is still time and yes to consider what to do, how to help Elijah and yes 

to be sure to get the money before Thursday, but hopefully he will succeed today. 

 

And yes, tell the truth, this is also the best answer, but not necessarily the whole truth, and we know, Stig, to your 

surprise Meshack told you that Meshack’s father has put his entire land including the house and livestock as security 

for Elijah’s loan, and yes, they will throw out “the old man”, if an agreement is not made with the Micro Finance com-

pany and yes Stig, we know a part of the “game of God” – yes we are really only actors in this play. And yes, you said 

to Meshack, that Elijah did not tell you this – yes Elijah you told me about the importance of your “image” to Meshack 

and others but not that Meshack’s father had given his land as security. 

 

Update from Elijah at 15.30 

And yes while writing the last page, Elijah called me to give me an update, and it was difficult to hear him, but I under-

stood that he managed to receive 76,500 Shillings from Hotel Intercontinental this morning – which is approved – and 

yes furthermore 10,000 Shillings from his good friend, and yes Elijah had 20,000 Shillings from Friday and yes Stig, 

95,000 Shillings from you today, and yes STIG I HAD GIVEN YOU THE FIGURE OF 200,000 SHILLINGS IN YOUR HEAD, 

and yes this is what Elijah succeeded to raise and YES CONGRATULATIONS ON THIS. 

 

And yes, he called you during a break of his meeting with the Micro Finance company, and yes, they wanted to finalise 

an agreement today and yes even though I had difficulties hearing Elijah, he sounded positive about the possibility to 

enter into an agreement today and yes not CHAMPAGNE yet, and yes yes yes Stig we know – no Karen has not yet 

drunk your CHAMPAGNE GIFT – a very special gift indeed and yes we know, maybe some of the best restaurants in 

Denmark will tell this story? – which you gave her at Caroline’s confirmation the 2nd May and no no no not more on 

this story here, maybe later? 

 

And yes Stig, this was a DIGRESSION (“sidespring”), back to Elijah, and yes he was very tired after a long day talking, 

but you encouraged him to keep on with the good work and to be strong. 

 

And yes soon hereafter you left the Kengeles Bar and yes Stig, to go to the office to have “normal coffee” and yes Stig, 

the weather was cold and the sky was full of clouds this morning, BUT YES STIG JUST MAYBE IT WAS ME AGAIN AGAIN 

and yes (Jan Hougaard, do you remember Brian igen igen?) and knock under wood (yes like Kim S. always does) and 

yes MANY MANY OTHER THINGS, here just two mentioned, and yes my friends I AM ALSO IN CONTROL OF THE 
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WEATHER and yes I HAVE DECIDED TO APPROVE BOTH OF YOU, MY “ACTORS”, for what you have done also today and 

yes Stig, this is the reason why the weather is fine again, no clouds on the sky and yes very nice and warmer. 

 

Elijah did not make his agreement to leave town by 18.00 

Elijah texted me 16.56 that he had “very good news” ☺ - which I was glad to hear thinking that he did make an 

agreement with the Micro Finance company - and yes that he would leave town at 18.00, which normally means that 

he should be home before 19.00. 

 

Today dinner was ready at 19.30 and yes Stig, Elijah was not home yet and yes we had not heard from him, but we de-

cided to wait “a few minutes” as Tina said, but when Elijah called at 19.52 and said he was still in town waiting for a 

Matatu – two hours late (!) – we decided to have dinner. Elijah told me to wait for him because he wanted to speak to 

me before going to bed – he did not want to tell me over the phone if he had made an agreement with the Micro Fi-

nance company, and this made me sad, because I had been very anxious to hear the news; I also had the risk of facing 

the Devil, if he did not succeed – God did not tell me the news other than he generally was positive , but he did ask me 

questions – as he has done here in Kenya thousands of time to increase my stress and to torment me – like “I wonder 

if he succeeded” etc. and yes to keep me in doubt, and even though this was not hurting me much today, it was still 

not nice just to sit and wait to receive the news. When there is important news to share, I would like to receive the 

news immediately instead of waiting several hours being anxious – and this is of course an encouragement to the 

world to do the same. 

 

And yes Stig, there was no power in the house from approx. 18.40 and yes Stig not me, God this time and yes the Devil 

and ok until Elijah will come home and “break the news”, yes this is my decision. And yes Stig the power came back on 

at 20.20 and yes Stig “not to be trusted” and yes my friends good idea to watch TV until he will be back.  

 

While I was waiting on Elijah, I did not have the same very strong feelings of being annoyed as God normally gives me. 

He took away the strongest feelings because of Elijah’s delay and maybe also because we had now done this mentally 

very exhausting task, and I can only say that when you are pushed to your limit, you will also have a lower patience, 

and this is what God has done to me too. 

 

Positive symbols from God 

While waiting on Elijah, I wrote down a few of the very positive symbols, God gave me: 

 

He showed me a truck full of oranges coming to a house, and I heard God speaking as the driver: “Are the oranges to 

be loaded off here”? “But he has not paid” and yes yes yes that is right and yes right here, no swimming pool, it has 

been covered. 

 

I see a battle ship coming to harbour and two police officers berth the ship tightly. 

 

I am riding in a horse derby. I am told that the black horse is no. 4 from behind. The brown horse is no. 2 from front, 

and it is running at the right lane. The white horse is in front and it is running at the left lane a little bit in front of the 

brown horse and I see myself in the process of shifting from the brown horse to the white horse and I am told “not 

yet”. 

 

I see the Devil on skis rolling down a rollercoaster into a box of sand. Here he puts on diving equipment and jumps out 

from a mountain. I see him being killed against the side of the mountain, see the blood spilling, and I hear “I love it” 

but at the same time God says: “Yes this is to kill my children the same way as a parent will kill a child, and yes every 

time this happens, I have this feeling of killing a child of mine” and yes Stig, I DO THIS MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF 

TIMES TO MY CHILDREN and yes Stig, MY GRIEF IS THE BIGGEST OF ALL. 

 

I see a merry go around in the Tivoli Gardens with small trains on it. 

 

I see a double door opening. It is entirely white in the room behind the door. I walk in and I am told here is no weight. 

You just "are" here and I see myself as Christ in here. 
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And I could continue writing the visions and symbols, God is showing me as you can see many examples of in my old 

scripts (Sanna?), but I will write no more today. 

 

The UFO’s are much bigger than the lights 

At 21.25 I was smoking outside, and as usual I noticed UFO’s moving on the sky, and yes quite entertaining to see 

them “jump” from one place to another. I looked at one of them, which moved, it turned on and off its lights and 

when it turned off the light again, I was shown the contour of the UFO being “MUCH LARGER” than the light, and God 

said to me “we are not that far away”, and yes Stig, and yes Stig it is happening all over the sky and I will only say this 

“Dragholm du er  ikke sluppet ud endnu og ja David Bowie er ikke sluppet ud endnu og ja ja ja”. 

 

And yes before going inside again I showed you another light and yes again I turned off the light and yes Stig, you 

don’t know how much bigger the UFO was compared to the light and yes we know – maybe 10, 50 or 100 times bigger 

and yes Stig, we know when you cannot say it more exact, this is what you will say. 

 

Finally Elijah came home and told about his VICTORY ☺☺☺☺ 

Yes, Elijah came home at 22.04, and yes Stig a delay of approx. 3 hours, we knooow, and he started speaking of the 

Hotel Intercontinental and showing me invoices etc. and I was really only waiting for him to break the news – did he 

make an agreement with the Micro Finance company or not? So I decided to ask him this question: “Will you please 

tell me if you made an agreement with the Micro Finance company – a yes or a no”, but he decided to keep on giving 

me the details without answering my question, and yes then he told you about “problems” and yes yes yes Stig, we 

know, when you are anxious to receive the news and yes focus on the Micro Finance company, you are not that inter-

ested to hearing all of the details to start with and yes did the problems mean that he did not make an agreement and 

yes yes yes my friends, Elijah is so keen and yes we know so “careful” to tell all of the details and yes yes yes I want to 

give people the full story and yes we know Stig, when you really only wait to hear the RESULT, this is annoying, and 

yes after hearing the key message, the “result”, you can tell the details if both the speaker and the listener agree on 

this. And yes, VERY OFTEN THE WORLD CAN SAVE MUCH TIME BY SPEAKING THE KEY MESSAGES INSTEAD OF THE DE-

TAILS and sometimes you need to do the opposite. 

 

Elijah told me that especially the meeting with the Bank to take out the 76,500 Shillings from customer no. 1 took 

much longer than expected, so therefore he did not have time today to visit customer no. 2, which was not needed, 

but he succeeded to get a total of 200,000 Shilliings, which was the amount I had in my head – and yes Stig, this goal 

was accomplished today. 

 

And yes Stig eventually Elijah said that he paid the 200,000 Shillings to the Micro Finance company and yes they ac-

cepted to receive the rest before the 1st September, but they would like to make a new agreement on this final pay-

ment and yes Stig, because you had been waiting so long and yes heard the details and yes because he said the key 

message without happy feelings, you were almost not happy, when he broke the news, and yes ELIJAH – this is why I 

asked you to keep me informed during the day – not to hear all of the details but to hear the RESULTS and yes, Elijah 

did not want to give you all of the details over the phone or in a SMS and therefore he decided to start giving you all 

the details after 22.00, where you and the family normally will go to bed before 21.30. 

 

And yes Stig, I said to Elijah that I understand why he did as he did, because he wants to do things as good as possible 

and yes to inform as good as possible and yes yes yes this is a learning experience: TO AGREE ON THE LEVEL OF DE-

TAILS and YES TO AGREE ON THE RULES OF COMMUNICATION. I have seen this myself many times both as a speaker 

and a listener, that misunderstandings will occur when people don’t have the same expectations of the level of details 

of the dialogue, and yes sometimes you want only to listen to the key messages (level 1), where you will benefit from 

listening to level 2 or 3 – I have experienced this many times too – and yes therefore PLEASE AGREE BEFORE YOU 

START A MEETING ON THE LEVEL OF DETAILS, and yes to bring forward your argumentation why you will recommend 

level 1, 2 or 3, so you will get the best foundation for the meeting and for the both of you to be happy ☺. 

 

But Stig, the most important is THAT YOU DID BOTH OF YOU WHAT I ASKED YOU TO DO, yes for you to prepare Elijah 

and for Elijah to communicate and make the agreements and yes Stig, I LET YOU WIN – A VICTORY. And normally I 

would include three smileys here, because this is one of the greatest victories of my travel to Kenya, but because of 

my mood after this experience, I will only say that I am “happy”... 
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And yes Elijah, you talked about how disappointed you are with people not keeping their agreements, not doing “time 

management”, and yes did you think when saying this that you were approx. 3 hours late yourself this evening and yes 

not keeping your agreements yourself many times the last week? Do the rules only apply for others or do the rules 

also apply for yourself? And yes Stig, a lot could be written about this, and yes IT IS VERY NORMAL TO SEE IN MANY 

PEOPLE THAT THEY WILL ASK PEOPLE TO FOLLOW RULES OF BEHAVIOUR as they don’t follow themselves, and yes Stig, 

the best word I can give you is “disgrace” – this is what I believe it is. Make sure this doesn’t happen! 

 

And yes Elijah blamed himself for not making sure that sales lists and invoices – ten days after the 1st – are not in place 

by today, and yes he was very motivated for me to help him making more agreements, for me to visit his customers 

and yes now restocking is his challenge. And yes, Stig, I told Elijah that “I AM NOT GOING TO BE YOUR PRIVATE BUSI-

NESS PARTNER” – my answer is the same as always, I am here in Kenya to help LTO helping the world. 

 

And yes, Stig, we know – it is very nice to have someone to “listen” to you, and yes Elijah could have kept on talking 

about his business at this late hour for a long time and yes he did not have “time” to eat – the food stood in front of 

him for a long time – and yes I was waiting to go to bed and I believe the family was doing the same, and yes you said 

that you thought it was now “too late”. 

 

And yes, Elijah, I have not seen you as committed on other subjects as your business – for example Dadaab, Somalia 

and yes even me and these scripts, so maybe you are or are not as committed, but I have not seen the same feeling of 

commitment. And yes, you have also been very committed when I have given you advises on how to lead a company 

etc., which is nice to hear? But you don’t show the same commitment, when you ask questions to other people about 

their lives and situation? 

 

And yes, Elijah, we know this has been “a test” for you and yes, your conclusion was as you said: “I have had the hard-

est time of all of us, my day has been so hard, I need to relax tomorrow”. And yes Stig, you were thinking, but you did 

not say anything to Elijah – just thinking. 

 

Elijah started eating at 23.00 being in a very good mood. I decided to go to bed, and yes Stig you were “this happy” 

about the agreement but your mood was really not very good because of the experiences you had working together 

on this, and yes Elijah was happy with your contribution and yes he thanked you and yes very nice, but you need to 

show initiative yourself and keep your agreements. If he had done this, and if I had received information of the results 

with a BIG smile from him saying “YES I DID IT”, I would have been much happier. 
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Tuesday 11th August 2009 

A dream of moving together with Karen, following up on resource plan and basic rules at the team meeting, the Mas-

ter Card did not work today, encouraging Elijah to keep basic rules and help the team, how Elijah will show God to the 

world, virus on the computer at the office, Elijah exactly on time ☺, Misheck forgot his appointment and Elijah was im-

patient, “love hurts” by Nazareth, UFO’s showing BIG lights on the sky, who and what is the Holy Spirit?, communica-

tion with my family and bank, stories of Madonna and Jeff Lynne, and Elijah’s calculations and helping the team. 

 

A dream of moving together with Karen 

Today I woke up Elijah at 6.40 as agreed, I slept “alright” and I had two dreams of Karen, but I decided not to write the 

first one down – it was during the night – and yes Stig, your principle in Kenya – and yes therefore only this dream:  

 

Karen arrives at Kokkedal Station to meet me. The station looks differently than today – there is only one small station 

house on the side where the trains leave for Copenhagen. We walk together to the walking bridge connecting the two 

platforms to the right and when standing on the bridge together, we see an UFO flying very close to us, I am directing 

the UFO and because of this, she discovers that I speak the truth and she decides to be together with me. We are to 

live together in the small station house, there is no TV, Karen is to work at the store at the station and I tell her that 

she has a much bigger potential than working at the store. Karen tells me that she can borrow 2.000,000 from BRF and 

that she has loans of 1,000,000 – but through her new work at the station, she cannot borrow as much. Two company 

cars are parked outside the house, however the cars belong to two other companies – we cannot be offered a com-

pany car through our company. Inside the house I levitate for her to see and show her that I am really flying without 

being connected to the ground. She tells me that she did not believe in me because I did not tell her the truth in my 

letters to her. The station house is also a library and I receive a call from someone, who wants to order a book. Karen 

and I are going to learn knowing each other – to kiss and just to spend time together. She asks me where she can get 

water, and I tell her on the other side of the station. We walk over the other walking bridge to the left and at the end 

of the bridge before walking down the stairs to the other platform, I am stuck, I am having difficulties getting down 

and I feel dizzy because of the altitude when I look down. I see myself laying down here and I am getting cleaner on 

me and I ask people to try different cleaners. I noticed earlier that Karen brought a “good male friend” and the next I 

see is Karen making love with this male “friend” in the bedroom and she doesn’t care if I know or watch them. 

 

When I woke up and started writing down this dream, God gave me the song “Because the night belongs to lovers” by 

Patti Smith. 

 

And yes Stig we know and yes Stig we know that you are tired of us writing “yes we know” and yes STIG I KNOW TOO 

and yes when waking up I had two feelings – one feeling that it was nice to be together with a new girlfriend feeling 

love and stability in my life – not very nice living without this - and yes the other feeling was the feeling of betrayal, 

and yes THIS IS HOW KAREN IS TODAY, and yes we know Stig we know Stig and yes we know STIG – who wants to 

marry a woman like this with her background working as a professional and yes we know, she would think the same of 

you if she knew your background, we know ☺. 

 

Following up on resource plan and basic rules at the team meeting 

When leaving the house this morning, the weather was very beautiful with a clear blue sky and my planet was visible 

this morning, and yes Stig, as in the beginning the whole planet was not visible and yes only the right side of the 

planet and maybe 60% of the planet was visible. 

 

Elijah was going to “relax” today, but I decided to say to him at the office that I wanted him to lead the team meeting, 

which he decided to do. I asked him to include the resource plan and basic rules at the meeting. I said to him, as I have 

said to the team now several times, that the resource plan is a PROMISE you make, and you need to deliver on your 

promises by making sure that actual working hours match the plan. And I asked him to think about how he would fol-

low up on the basic rules with the team. 

 

John was not present at the meeting. He was excused because of a “critical” situation with his sister being sick be-

cause of her blood pressure – and yes yesterday you offered John and his sister to cure her if he and she has faith in 

you and yes Stig to stop taking medicine and yes maybe a big decision to take when you are very sick? 
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So Elijah started the meeting, and to my surprise he started by giving a very clear apology to the team because he did 

not make the basic rules last week, but that he will show discipline and follow the basic rules this week, that he would 

“come back”. I was very happy to hear him saying this - no excuses, the right “answer” to give ☺. 

 

And yes he continued the meeting by thanking me and that he knows that I am having a STRESSED situation, and he 

also thanked me because I have helped the team with my credit card and for keeping up spirits – and yes Stig, this was 

the first time Elijah showed TRUE empathy speaking about his understanding of my situation not always being easy 

here. Thank you, my friend ☺. 

 

So Elijah started speaking on the resource plan and the basic rules and he underlined the importance of discipline to 

the team – before the meeting he followed up on David, who forgot to do a resource plan the last two weeks – and 

yes Stig very good, Elijah ☺. And yes I added that if the team does not have discipline, if the manager does not have 

discipline and if we don’t talk about the basic rules every week, people will gradually not follow the basic rules, they 

will forget – yes it is as easy as this. 

 

Elijah was thinking of going through ALL of the basic rules, but I recommended to only go through 1-2 rules, and we 

decided to ask David to prepare the basic rule no. 1 for him and us to talk about at the next team meeting Friday 

morning. 

 

At the meeting Elijah updated the team on his victory yesterday, we decided to do updates on the Dadaab and Soma-

lia newsletters including the latest development – there are now more than 300,000 refugees at Dadaab – it is quickly 

going the wrong way. 

 

The Master Card did not work today 

And yes Stig, you and Elijah had a personal meeting at Kengeles after the team meeting and yes at the office you 

promised the team to help them on their critical needs, if the Master Card would work and yes giving them 5,000 Shil-

lings each, and yes MY FRIEND, this time Elijah saw the message on the ATM screen: “Exceeded the daily limit” and 

yes yes yes an “IMPOSSIBLE” message because the message is not true and yes my friend, you tried 30,000 Shillings 

receiving this message, 20,000, 10,000, 8,000, 6,000, 4,000 and yes finally 2,000 and yes GOD HAD DECIDED THAT IT IS 

NOT YOU WHO SHOULD “SAVE” the team this week and yes Stig maybe also next week? 

 

And yes Stig, maybe it will be not be possible starting to run at a Fitness centre again yes because of no money? 

 

Encouraging Elijah to keep basic rules and help the team 

At the bar I started thanking Elijah for his support this morning. It was very kind of him to be this considerate – and yes 

Elijah has done this before at earlier team meetings. Thank you ☺. 

 

I said to Elijah that if he truly does believe in me and “normal life” coming – as I have showed my own faith helping the 

team on their critical needs even though normal life deliberately has been delayed by God – it should not be necessary 

for Elijah to spend money restocking his business, but maybe he would consider helping his family, me and the team 

instead, and Elijah showed his human side and yes I do believe that he decided to do this. He will do a calculation of 

expected income and expenses, which we will go through tomorrow. 

 

I was thinking yesterday if I should be VERY STRONG with Elijah at this meeting mentioning all of his broken promises 

and yes with the risk that he would not like to hear this very much, but instead I decided to use another strategy. I 

wanted to ask him if he remembered the reason for having basic rules and what the consequences are, if the basic 

rules are not followed, and yes Stig, with difficulties and yes with your guidance, Elijah was able to say that THE BASIC 

RULES ARE DESIGNED TO MAKE PEOPLE HAPPY and yes what will be the consequences from God if you don’t follow 

the basic rules? Yes, Elijah said “going to hell” and yes my friend, even worse than that: YOU WILL BE TERMINATED, 

and yes my friends, this is what I believe in. 

 

And yes Stig you decided not go through all of his broken promises, but you said that “you are the finest actor to-

gether with me in this act created by God” and without you it would be impossible to write these scripts, to teach the 
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world and yes these scripts may be read by all people on Earth. And yes for Elijah to understand that maybe he be-

lieved that it was himself not making the agreements last week – which it was – but that it was God or the Devil if you 

will, that made him do what he did, he could not resist the temptation, and that it is with this background that he 

should understand the last 3-4 days of scripts, where I show my true feelings both when I am happy and disappointed. 

 

And then I explained Elijah that it is also a promise to stand up at 8.00, if you say you will do this, I told him about the 

“blinking siren” which MUST be ringing/blinking inside of his head remembering his next agreement, which he has un-

docked when he has been together with for example Big Katama speaking instead of keeping his next agreement. 

 

And yes Stig, you asked Elijah “to show the world that you can follow the basic rules” from this week, and yes Stig, I 

believe that Elijah will improve and yes will he be able to make all agreements? 

 

Finally you asked Elijah to follow up on the photograph for Pastor James and to do you the favour of calling the Pastor 

at the village and his mother to give excuses on my behalf because “normal life is delayed a few weeks”. 

 

How Elijah will show God to the world 

And yes Stig, you are now more and more busy again, we know, and yes Stig, today at 14.00 you gave the team the 

scripts from the last 3½ days to read and I said to you “you will decide yourself when you will be finished according to 

your working effort”, and yes Stig, I have still not recreated your stolen documents and YES YES YES, no not yet and 

when will you do this God and when do you want us to publish this work? Yes, thank you for asking and yes because of 

consideration to Elijah and the deadline of the 1st September and yes my friend, I can only say this: I AM ALMOST 

SURE THAT I WILL NOT MAKE YOU SUFFER THIS TIME and yes Stig, if Elijah decides to show his TOTAL FAITH IN ME and 

yes by total faith Stig, I mean THAT I DON’T WANT YOU TO BRING MANY EARTHLY BELONGINGS INTO MY KINGDOM 

AND YES STIG YOU HAVE NOTHING MORE THAT WHAT YOU WEAR ALMOST AND YES STIG, my thinking is this: 

 

If Elijah can decide to hand over his business to his brothers for example and yes decide for them to continue the 

business if they want to and yes for Elijah not to be involved and yes NEITHER WORKING NOR RECEIVING profit from 

the business, this is when I WILL LIFT ALL OF YOU and yes WE THREE WILL BE ENGAGED AND YES TO BE MARRIED SO 

TO SAY – AND YES THIS IS HOW I WILL “COME TO LIVE” and yes my friends: THIS HAS BEEN MY HIDDEN TREASSURE TO 

BE FOUND – YES IF ELIJAH WILL DECIDE TO BRING THIS OFFER TO ME, I WILL DECIDE TO HELP YOU ALL, YES STIG: TO 

BRING YOU HOME, TO BRING ALL OF THE TEAM HOME AND YES MY FRIENDS, TO BRING YOU NORMAL LIFE. THIS IS 

GOD SPEAKING. 

 

And yes my dear Elijah – THIS IS HOW YOU WILL DECIDE TO SHOW GOD TO THE WORLD. DO YOU WANT TO DO THIS 

ELIHAH? 

 

And yes while writing this, AGAIN I feel the threat of the Devil and yes Stig will Elijah let the Devil or God win this one? 

And yes Stig, you are tired of the Devil to say the least, and yes it will be amazing if I go through all of these experi-

ences first in Denmark and since in Kenya without the Devil doing the Easter 2009 experience. 

And yes Stig, today you are feeling mentally and yes Stig also physically exhausted of living this life for more than 3 

months, and yes it sure WOULD BE NICE TO SOON HAVE A BETTER LIFE – we know, please see my comments on this at 

the day of the Karen Estate experience. 

 

Virus on the computer at the office 

And yes my very dear friend, Stig, and yes Stig I just wanted to say that to you, yes, at the office David showed me a 

virus at the desktop computer – when you create a new folder, the computer automatically creates new subfolders 

which cannot be accessed – and yes he asked you what to do. 

 

A long time ago I asked him to remove the virus protection programme he had installed on the computer because God 

would protect the computer against viruses like he has protected my laptop here and earlier my desktop in Denmark 

for maybe one year and yes just like diseases – if you don’t take medicine and yes my friend if you have faith and a 

clean heart, this is what God will do, and yes my friends, if you don’t have faith, God will not protect you and YES MY 

DEAR FRIEND DAVID – DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME? Did you believe in Stig when he told you about GOD PROTECTING 

COMPUTERS AGAINST VIRUSES and yes Stig, it is really as simple as this – YOU NEED TO BE CONVINCED IN ME, OTH-
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ERWISE I WILL NOT PROTECT YOU and yes Stig, you were surprised to hear about the virus and yes Stig, you did not 

know the right answer, so you said to David: “Please decide what to do and then just do it” and yes, DAVID WILL 

PROBABLY REINSTALL THE ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAMME. 

 

And yes Stig, there are absolutely no viruses on your laptop even though David’s flash-disk is used on both your laptop 

and the desktop at the office and yes David said that when he puts his flash-disk in computers with anti-virus pro-

grammes, the programmes inform about viruses on the flash-disk. And yes, my friend, this is about HAVING FAITH ☺. 

 

And yes Stig, I have told you that I have not only protected you against viruses for a long time, and yes yes yes NO ONE 

HAS BEEN ABLE TO ACCESS MY COMPUTER AND YES YES YES STIG – YOUR PRIVACY HAS BEEN PROTECTED, no one has 

been able to access what you have been searching on the Internet and yes yes yes FOR PEOPLE NOT TO KNOW THAT 

JESUS WAS SEACHING ON JESUS, MIRACLES and yes yes yes subjects like this ☺. 

 

Elijah exactly on time ☺☺☺☺ 

Elijah called me at 15.30 saying that he would go to the Hotel Serena and yes that he would come back at the office at 

16.40, and yes Stig, you asked him “is this realistic” and yes “please think and prepare what time you need to leave to 

be back at 16.40” and yes, he said it was realistic. 

 

And yes while waiting on him at the office, yes you thought that he would probably be late again, and yes, my friends, 

to your surprise he entered the door exactly at 16.40. Thank you, my friend, it is really as easy as this ☺. 

 

Misheck forgot his appointment and Elijah was impatient 

So at 17.00 I was happy, because Elijah made his agreement, and yes when we left at 17.00, Elijah remembered that 

Misheck, his brother, who was looking after his nephew the whole day was to deliver the nephew to Elijah at 17.00 for 

Elijah to bring him to his home and yes to be collected later at the house.  

 

And yes, there was no Misheck or nephew at 17.00, so therefore Elijah called Misheck and agreed to meet at the bus 

station. And yes Elijah suggested you to meet him at the bus station at 17.15 – after you took a cigarette at Stanley 

and yes after he had shopped at the supermarket – and yes again, Stig, your question: “Is this realistic”? And yes, 

Elijah decided that 17.20 would be better, and yes, I was there at 17.20, but Elijah was not there, and yes Stig, already 

disappointed again, and yes Elijah came smiling at 17.24 and yes Stig asked about the time, and yes “How much am I 

late” and yes, he was four minutes late, and yes “The next time you need to add 5 minutes”. 

 

Elijah called Misheck and yes he and the boy was passing the police station and yes, Elijah said that it would “probably 

take them 10 minutes to come to the bus station depending on how quickly the boy, 6 years old, walks”, and yes Stig, 

you noticed that the busses were becoming fewer and that more people arrived and yes, the rush hour was about to 

start, and yes at 17.34 – approx. 10 minutes after speaking to Misheck – Elijah did not have more patience, and yes I 

was also becoming annoyed and feeling that I was gradually losing my motivation to work during the evening, which 

was my goal, but we had to wait for the boy arriving. And I was not happy to receive this feeling again because I was 

happy only half an hour earlier. 

 

And yes Elijah said that “if they are not here within 5 minutes, I suggest we make a new agreement and leave” and yes 

you said to Elijah “don't you have an agreement to take the boy home and a responsibility”? And yes at 17.36 Misheck 

and the boy arrived, we took the Matatu and we were home at approx. 18.40 instead of maybe 18.10 if Misheck had 

remembered his agreement. 

 

And yes Stig, the story is like this: When Misheck arrived, Elijah was speaking to him in Swahili very firmly and yes Stig 

it was visible to see that he had lost his temper and yes Stig, you were thinking, how could he think of cancelling the 

agreement waiting for only a few minutes and yes Stig, maybe Elijah can understand your feeling from yesterday as 

only one example, where you waited 5-6 hours to receive important news from him and where he was approx. 3 

hours late – and yes please remember always to be positive ☺. 

 

“Love hurts” by Nazareth 
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And yes Stig – this should probably have been included a few days ago, when I told you the first time – yes LOVE 

HURTS and yes by NAZARETH, yes my friends – maybe someone will understand? 

 

UFO’s showing BIG lights on the sky 

Yes Stig a new cigarette outside at 19.25 and yes we know also tired of writing of all of these UFO’s and yes Stig, it is 

half clouded this evening and yes no lights at all in front of you and yes Stig one light to the right and yes more and 

more lights coming and yes maybe 7-8 lights blinking – and I REALLY mean blinking, turning on and off their lights – in 

different places on the sky, and yes the first light showed you a strong light only for a fraction of a second and yes with 

your arm stretched out the light was “2 centimetres” in diameter and yes yes yes STIG THIS IS THE SIZE of the UFO and 

yes Stig, this is very nice to know but how far away is the light and yes yes yes VERY GOOD QUESTION my friend yes to 

calculate the size of the UFO and yes who knows Stig? And yes, a few minutes later you saw one of the UFO’s blinking 

and yes this UFO gave a light exactly behind the tree crown of the neighbour’s tree, which was “50 centimetres” away 

from the UFO, and yes Stig a few minutes later the UFO showed you the light again giving you the feeling that the light 

would now be turned off. 

 

And yes new cigarette at 20.31 and yes now there were no clouds on the sky and yes LIGHTS ALL OVER and yes Stig, 

are there no stars left on the sky and yes yes yes just a thought and yes Stig after some time and different sights you 

concentrated you sight on three lights and yes maybe 10 centimetres in between and yes Stig I HAVE SHOWN YOU A 

TRIANGLE EVERY SINGLE DAY when watching the UFO’s and yes Stig first today YOU THOUGHT OF THE SYMBOL OF 

THE TRINITY and yes my friends God is here and yes Stig you have never “spoken” to me the Holy Spirit? And yes  Stig 

yourself as the third and yes the three musketeers – also my symbol – let us take the swords and start our fight ☺.  

 

And yes yes yes Stig you saw between these three lights at least two lights and yes STIG doing synchronic “jumps” and 

yes Stig the second time they did this I gave you the feeling of synchronic swimming and yes Stig then you saw one 

light leaving the triangle very quickly and yes Stig I gave you the feeling that is was the Devil and yes Stig too many 

sights to remember all of them and yes my friends you were hoping that the nice “extraterrestrials” would not have 

problems with their plates and cups because of these rapid jumps and yes yes yes that they would not become airsick 

and yes yes yes THE SPEED OF LIGHT? And yes and no and yes and no and yes and no and yes STIG INSTANT MOVE-

MENT ALL OVER THE UNIVERSE yes a little bit quicker than the speed of light maybe?  

 

And yes at approx. 21.25 when you went outside again there were only maybe half of the lights visible compared to 

the last cigarette, and yes Stig, how many are stars and how many are UFO’s? And yes Stig gradually I showed you 

more and more lights on the sky and yes Stig your best guess today is “hundreds” and yes yes yes Stig, we know, we 

know, we know, you don’t know but you believe that there maybe could be many thousands of UFO’s, which you have 

not seen or heard about? 

 

Who and what is the Holy Spirit? 

And yes Stig, this is the first time? Yes, we have not met before? And yes Stig, I am the third one, yes one of the Trin-

ity. And yes kept this as a secret from you and LET ME SAY IT LIKE THIS, this is not going to be easy. OK, I AM ONE, YOU 

ARE TWO and yes WE ARE ALL THREE and yes my friends, WE ARE ALL ONE and yes by that I MEAN THAT WE THINK 

and ACT IDENTICAL and yes STIG WE FEEL EACH OTHER and yes no more now, I am tired, and no no no – first tomor-

row on Elijah – and yes yes yes STIG I HAVE TOLD YOU NOT TO BEHAVE AND YES YES YES WE KNOW this story is first 

tomorrow – SO THEREFORE MY FRIEND WE ARE ONE BEING and STILL WE ARE INDIVIDUALS and yes HOW CAN THIS 

BE? And yes to answer this question I will first have to go back in history and YES AT ONE TIME I WAS ONE and yes 

STIG I HAD NO ONE ELSE THAN MY SELF TO ENTERTAIN ME SO TO SAY and YES STIG THEN I HAD A BRILLIANT IDEA, I 

WANT TO MULTIPLY MYSELF AND YES I DECIDED TO MAKE A NEW LITTLE BROTHER AND YES MY DEAR FRIENDS THIS 

LITTLE BROTHER IS NOT YOU AND NOT THE HOLY SPIRIT AND YES MY FRIENDS FIRST I DECIDED TO MAKE MY SELF EVIL 

– YES I SAW WHAT WAS COMING - and YES THEN I DECIDED TO MAKE NOT YOU BUT THE HOLY SPIRIT and YES I AM 

THE HOLY SPIRIT SPEAKING NOW and YES STIG THEN I DECIDED TO MAKE YOU AS THE FIRST HUMAN and yes STIG 

THIS IS THE STORY I WILL TELL YOU TODAY. 

 

What is the purpose of the Holy Spirit? 
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AND YES YES YES IF YOU WANT TO ASK QUESTIONS, AND YES EVEN THOUGH THIS IS REALLY NOT THE IDEA IN THESE 

SCRIPTS – PLEASE SEE YOUR OLD SCRIPTS (SANNA?) – I WILL SAY IT LIKE THIS: YOU NEVER REALLY KNOW WHERE HE 

IS, YOU NEVER REALLY KNOW WHAT HE DOES AND YES STIG HE WILL COME AND GO AND YES NEVER LEAVE ANYONE 

OF YOU AND YES STIG HE IS MY SPIRIT ON EARTH – THAT IS HIS PURPOSE AND YES YES YES MY FRIENDS, EVERYTHING I 

DO TO HELP PEOPLE ON EARTH IS DONE THROUGH ME THE HOLY SPIRIT, and ok that was a fine story, ok continue to 

the heating plant, yes very good idea .... ☺. 

 

Communication with my family and bank 

And yes Stig, after you had continued working until 20.50 you also decided to write three emails: 

 

An email to my mother saying that I understood from Sanna two days ago that you would like to speak to me through 

Skype, but because I save on my money and because writing an email is cheaper, I would like to hear if we can write 

together, until I again have the opportunity to speak to you, and yes my friends you had maybe 150 Shillings left and 

yes would the credit card work for the last time tomorrow morning, yes you did not know. 

 

An email to my father saying that because he does not contact me – like he ALWAYS contacted his mother - and be-

cause he doesn’t ask questions, you have decided to stop communication unless he changes and show more interest. 

Yes Stig, like many times before when contacting your father I gave you a feeling of throwing up. You did not like writ-

ing to him to say the least. 

 

And the 24th December 2009 I have decided to include my email to my father here: 

 

Kære far, 

 

Det er noget tid siden, at vi skrev sammen sidst, og årsagen til at du ikke har hørt fra mig er, at jeg normalt ikke hører 

fra dig, og at du som regel ikke udviser nogen interesse for hvordan det går her. 

 

Jeg tror, at du gerne vil høre fra mig, og jeg tror, at din rutine med din mor tidligere, hvor jeg forstod, at det altid var 

dig, som kontaktede hende, måske er smittet af i forhold til mig. 

 

Og det er jeg ked af. Vi kunne have haft et rigtigt godt far/søn forhold, hvis vilkårene havde været anderledes, og når 

jeg stort set aldrig hører fra dig uopfordret og når du ikke udviser stor interesse, så sker der automatisk det, at jeg mi-

ster interessen for at kommunikere med dig. Det er ikke en naturlig måde, at det altid er den ene part, som kontakter 

den anden, og den ene part som primært stiller spørgsmål. 

 

Så derfor har jeg besluttet at stoppe kommunikationen, medmindre jeg oplever et ønske fra dig om noget andet og 

medmindre jeg oplever en større interesse fra din side. 

 

Jeg håber, I har det godt, og jeg beder dig hilse Kirsten. 

 

Kærlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

And yes, Stig, finally an email to Jesper at Danske Bank saying that you have been disappointed by another “person” – 

yes me, I know, the Devil says – and yes yes yes BECAUSE OF THIS YOU WERE SORRY TO SAY TO HIM that you could 

not make your promise to him and the bank to pay your debt before the 1st August, and yes I WOULD ALSO CLOSE MY 

CREDIT CARDS IN YOUR SITUATION and yes, MY PROMISE IS STILL THE SAME – TO PAY ALL MY DEBTS – and yes Stig, a 

new promise to contact him again before the end of August. And yes, THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR BELIEVING IN ME, 

JESPER – and therefore Stig, not very nice to disappoint people believing in you, yes we know. 

 

Madonna 

And yes Stig, yesterday afternoon I showed you the view over Kongens Nytorv from a very fine suite at the Hotel 

D’angleterre in Copenhagen and yes yes yes my dear friends, Madonna, you are not only a very good friend of mine, 

you are ONE OF THE BEST if you ask me, and yes Stig, this is what I feel about her – and yes Stig, you see the Devil and 
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yes being confused and yes this was about Elijah, and yes Stig all of his thinking, read more tomorrow – and YES STIG, 

the story about Madonna is as simple as this: I LOVE YOU, MADONNA, AND YES FOR ALL THE GOOD YOU HAVE DONE 

TO THE WORLD and yes yes yes WE KNOW STIG, MADONNA YES ONE DAY YOU MAY HAVE A “STORY TO TELL”? And 

yes Stig, this could be all, but since you ask me to tell more, I will say it like this: No, Madonna I am not black in this life 

and YES MADONNA I DO CRY AND YES ALMOST NOT ANY LONGER and yes yes yes WE KNOW, FANTASTIC VIDEO AND 

SONG. 

 

Jeff Lynne 

And yes Stig, finally, the BIGGEST OF THEM ALL my very dear friend, Jeff Lynne, and yes Stig I give you almost tears in 

your eyes and yes Stig looking to the far left, this is what I feel about you right now and when it comes to Jeff, yes Jeff, 

you have been anointed by me to bring my favourite music to all people on Earth and yes Stig, this could be all and yes 

a deeper meaning than this? And yes Stig, there are no more potatoes here – and yes keeping your feet solid on the 

ground – this is what I ask all people to do, yes Stig, don’t believe you are more than what you are and yes Stig don’t 

be too optimistic and yes don’t tell people you are better than what you are – or the contrary - and yes be honest and 

yes Stig it is really as simple as this, and yes no more on this today. 

 

Elijah’s calculations and helping the team 

And yes, Stig, you had agreed with Elijah to go through his calculation of expected income and expenses tomorrow, 

and yes, before going to bed maybe at 21.30, Elijah felt inspired to go through his calculation and yes Stig, we know 

you were not motivated to do this after a long day and yes on your way to bed, but Elijah showed you income of more 

than 40,000 Shillings and expenses of more than 60,000 Shillings and yes you did not notice the exact amounts, and 

yes Elijah asked you of your budget and yes you said that it would be approx. 4,000 Shillings per week – but you would 

be able to save – according to the following calculation per day: 

 

Transport 100 

Cigarettes 100 

Lunch 250 

Coffee 200 (to enable me working outside at bars – I cannot work at the office) 

Communication 50 

Total per day 700 (6 days working week) 

 

And yes, you can save on lunches, coffee and transport by working home some of the week. 

 

And yes Stig, you told Elijah that you would like to go through his calculations after he has read the last 4-5 days of 

scripts including the script of today so we can talk “in calm” and yes for him to understand how ELIJAH WILL PRESENT 

ME TO THE WORLD – yes Stig you were saying you had “good news” on this to him and yes Stig, you were thinking and 

I was smiling, that this was the same information you gave him as he gave me Friday and Monday. 

 

And yes, Elijah said that he was willing to help you and the team on lunches tomorrow, however he would like to save 

on the money only offering Djapati’s (thick pancakes), and yes, Stig, this was also perfectly alright for me – to show the 

BIG HEART OF ELIJAH ☺. 

 

And yes Elijah said he would stand up at 5.00 and go to the office to read the scripts, and yes, Stig you asked him: “Can 

you” and yes he said “Yes, I can”. And yes Elijah told you that he would read the scripts from 7.00-9.00, to visit cus-

tomers from 9.00-12.00 and yes to meet at lunch and yes to read the script of today after lunch and yes then to talk 

about his calculations hereafter. 
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Wednesday 12th August 2009 

Dreaming of moving into my house, Elijah’s difficult night, I was allowed to take out 20,000 Shillings, the office com-

puter is “sick”, David did not buy his computer in cash, Elijah’s total sacrifice giving up his business ☺, appointing John 

as the manager for tomorrow, being “in a good mood” today?, virus on my computer?, Tina to read my scripts?, your 

husband/wife is your CLOSEST FRIEND, Elijah will not go “on holiday” and the light of my mother on the sky, symbols of 

VICTORY on the sky, messages from Jeanne and Rommel and Elijah is becoming better keeping the basic rules, but ... 

 

Dreaming of moving into my house 

I had a good sleep again and I woke up 6.45 with the following dream: 

 

I have moved into a beautiful house, it is not too big and not too small. I see Allan M. – my old school mate from Es-

pergærde and best friend for a couple of years - and I am told that he needs to lose 13 kilograms of weight. Tobias 

says to me that he received my old cd’s with Electric Light Orchestra as a gift from me because I had replicas. I find a 

box of cd’s but I cannot see the replicas of ELO, but then I notice that they are in board covers lying down in the box; I 

think that my cd’s are remastered and that the old cd’s, which Tobias received are not remastered. I look outside a 

window, I feel it is the window from my room at our old row house in Snekkersten, and I see hundreds of very aggres-

sive bees; I see a man climbing a ladder; he is removing the beehive and I am told that the bees are quickly removed. I 

wonder why the bees are so aggressive and why they have not hurt me. I am in my new house again and I have not 

yet finished all of the unpacking – but almost – I don’t wear clothes, and then one of the neighbours, a boy from India 

and his father ask if they can enter – and I become a little bit annoyed, because I am not quite finished – but I allow 

them to enter, and they are interested in some of my old belongings.  

 

And when writing this dream, God gives me the words from one of the songs by Prince: “Cat I need you to rap, new 

power soul, gotta go”, and I was thinking of the symbol of “cat” as GOOD in contradiction to “dog” and yes Stig, YOUR 

“NEW POWER SOUL”, this is what I meant. 

 

Elijah’s difficult night 

And yes, Stig, Elijah thought that he “could” yes stand up at 5.00, but at 6.45 he was taking a bath and yes before he 

left at 7.00, you asked him if he had a good sleep – and yes if he had, he would have broken a promise and yes if he 

had not, it would be ok, because you have had this experience many times here – and yes, my friends Elijah had been 

“thinking all night”, yes no sleep at all? 

 

And yes Stig you could only say, please write down your thoughts, prioritize and decide, and yes Stig, DON’T WORRY 

BE HAPPY, yes this is truly the message. God “saved” both Elijah and me when we carried out the test Monday this 

week and yes BY SHOWING TOTAL FAITH IN GOD, you don’t need to worry – YES IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS – you 

will just need to follow his advice, to do what he asks you to do and he will take care of you. That is really all I require, 

my friends and yes DON’T WORRY, BE HAPPY – this is indeed what I want ☺. 

 

I was allowed to take out 20,000 Shillings 

Yes Stig, today at 9.00 in town – yes the time was 7.00 in Denmark and the bank was not open yet – yes, just maybe 

God would allow me to take out some money from my Master Card, and yes Stig, maybe 40,000 Shillings, but no, and 

yes Stig 20,000 Shillings, YES THIS WAS OK, and yes maybe an additional 10,000 Shillings, but no, 20,000 Shillings was 

what I was allowed to take out. 

 

And yes we know Stig, exactly one week after the team had received money the last time and yes we know you 

thought 5,000 Shillings each for the team members and yes you thought that Elijah was going to receive maybe 

40,000-50,000 Shillings from his customers and yes therefore he was not included in your plan, we knooow, you did 

not know WHEN he would receive this money, but you had the understanding that the money was due and yes that 

he would receive it maybe today when visiting his customers. 

 

And yes, therefore the team received 5,000 Shillings each. David also asked to receive 500 Shillings to surf the Internet 

to find more information of the development on Dadaab and Somalia, and yes you thought that this was a very good 

idea. 
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The office computer is “sick” 

And yes Stig, at lunch David told you that now Microsoft Office is not working anymore at the computer at the office 

and that he needs to reinstall it and YES MY FRIEND, DAVID, IF YOU DO BELIEVE IN WHO I AM and yes my friends, IF 

YOU SHOW TOTAL FAITH, I WILL LET YOU WIN THIS ONE – YES TO CLEAN THE COMPUTER FROM ITS “SICKNESS” – and 

yes after lunch you saw that David had installed the anti-virus program at the desktop and yes, David the question is 

very simple: WHY DO YOU THINK MY LAPTOP IS NOT “SICK”? And yes STIG AFTER YOU USED DAVID’S FLASH-DISK RE-

CENTLY. 

 

And yes David, you have these two options: 

 

1) To try cleaning the computer yourself with the anti-virus program and yes JUST MAYBE THE DEVIL WILL PLAY A 

GAME HERE AS WELL? 

2) To show TOTAL FAITH IN ME without having any doubts and God will “cure” the computer. 

 

John’s sister is feeling better 

And yes today John returned and yes Stig, his sister was feeling better, her blood pressure was down and she was not 

longer hospitalised, and yes Stig, you decided not to ask John if he had talked to his sister about her faith and yes tak-

ing away her medicine. 

 

David did not buy his computer in cash 

And yes, Stig, this morning you received a SMS from David saying that he did not buy his computer in cash, and yes he 

wanted you to change the story from some days ago, and yes my friend, you said that this is about communication 

and yes that you were glad to receive his input and yes to include it in the script of today, and yes he made “arrange-

ments” with the little he had and the computer is crucial for him to work, to make an income and to pay his debts, and 

yes my friends, now I understand his situation even better ☺. 

 

Elijah’s total sacrifice giving up his business ☺☺☺☺ 

Yes after lunch, where Elijah was really looking very tired indeed, yes Elijah kept this agreement too ☺, first you in-

stalled the printer software on your laptop and yes printed out the script of yesterday – which was not possible to do 

from the Desktop computer – and yes asked Elijah to read it, which he did, and yes then you had a meeting with him 

at the Kengeles Bar. 

 

After some minutes of talking, I realised that my understanding from Elijah about customers no. 2-4 was not correct or 

rather his understanding of my understanding. I had the understanding that these customers owed Elijah money, 

which was due before the 1st August, but today he told me that they actually paid in July and yes the Intercontinental 

also paid 70,000 Shillings during July (and yes an additional 116,500 Shillings in the beginning of August), and yes Stig 

he told you that the income he had calculated on in August – which he showed me briefly yesterday – is not due be-

fore the end of August, and yes Elijah has only money holdings of 1,500 Shillings, yes Stig, not what you had under-

stood. 

 

So I took his paper with his hand written calculations and inspired by God I started asking him about when the income 

and expenses are due and wrote a new critical budget at my laptop for this week. 

 

Yes, Elijah told you that he was hoping that customer no. 2 would be able to pay 16,000 Shillings within the next week 

and yes house rent of 15,000 Shillings is due on Saturday, and yes IF ELIJAH WILL DO HIS ABSOLUTELY BEST just maybe 

God will let him win this one, so the rent can be paid with the money from the customer. 

 

And yes Stig you took your approx. 4,000 Shillings, which was left after you had bought top up of 200 today and yes 

coffee of 200 and yes yes yes ONE BEER FOR ELIJAH DURING WORKING HOURS, yes not good, of 150 and 500 to the 

team for Internet – and yes you added this amount to Elijah’s 1,500 Shilling giving you total holdings of 5,500 Shillings 

and yes you went through the expenses to find the most critical ones: Food, gas, communication, transport (if he will 

come to town twice and you once the rest of the week to save money), lunch and yes coffee for you to enable you to 
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work at bars, and 500 for his mother for bread, yes then you calculated total expenses of 5,150 Shillings, which will 

have to last until Sunday this week. And yes Stig, here after both of you have absolutely no income (except from the 

money which Elijah will receive from customer 2 and 3 at the end of the month) and yes no money to buy food and 

pay for electricity/water and yes the monthly pay for Faith (the last two expenses are due at the end of the month), 

and yes this is the situation: UNLESS GOD WILL HELP US DURING THIS OR NEXT WEEK, WE WILL SUFFER and yes STIG 

WE WILL STARVE and yes yes yes we know Stig, UNLESS I DECIDE TO HELP YOU ☺. 

 

And yes Stig at the computer you also wrote “To show total faith in God and to do what he asks us to do” and yes you 

asked Elijah if he was willing to accept this agreement – both the calculation and yes to show total faith in God mean-

ing that he will hand over his business to his brothers and yes not to receive any profit from the business anymore, 

and yes HE ACCEPTED THIS AGREEMENT, and yes he added that he will need some time to arrange a meeting with his 

brothers and yes you accepted, because he had accepted the agreement today, and yes he added that maybe his 

brothers will not accept taking over the business – and yes Stig, I will be surprised too to see them turn down a profit-

able business – and yes if they say no, you asked Elijah to stop his business entirely and yes Stig, he accepted, and yes I 

said “flowers to both of you” (I did not say this to Elijah) and yes Stig you shook hands several times and yes while sit-

ting down you touched his shoulder with your hand saying that “this is a hug from God”, and yes STIG –THE AGREE-

MENT WAS DONE, ELIJAH HAS SHOWN TOTAL FAITH AND HE HAS SACRIFICED WHAT HE HAS BEEN MOST COMMITTED 

TO DO, WHILE I HAVE BEEN HERE, HIS BUSINEES and yes Stig, this was what I asked you to do and yes Stig, I had given 

you a deadline before Saturday, but you made the agreement already today – YES I AM PROUD OF BOTH OF YOU. 

 

And God said through me that ELIJAH HAS MADE THE BIGGEST SACRIFICE that he will ask any man to do except from 

me. This is WHAT ELIJAH HAS DONE AND YES STIG – WHEN YOU BELIEVE IN PEOPLE AND IN GOD, THIS IS WHAT YOU 

WILL DO.  

 

And while we were talking, God stretched out my left arm to the left and yes Stig saying that we are now with God and 

yes he also stretched out my right arm to the right, and yes God is to the left and the Devil is to the right and yes you 

were symbolising the cross and yes God took my hand to my heart and yes - I only do this rarely today because David 

is amused when God does this -but yes YOU HAVE MY HEART BOTH OF YOU. This is what I/God said to Elijah and yes 

Stig ALL OF MY FLOWERS and yes hearts . 

 

And yes Stig, YOU STILL DON’T KNOW WHAT I WILL DO TO MAKE YOU “NOT SUFFER” and yes when I will open the 

gates to my home after crossing the last very short bridge. And yes Stig I showed you a roaring lion and yes you were 

thinking of Ole and of his birthday the 17th August, Monday next week and yes, what will God do? 

 

And during the meeting Elijah explained that his mother has asked him to come home “urgently” tomorrow – and yes 

Elijah will borrow 500 Shillings from his brother and take the Matatu ☺ - and yes we don’t know today, do we Stig, no, 

why this is urgent, and yes Elijah is thinking of also relaxing at the village and maybe to come back tomorrow or Friday 

and yes Stig, you said to him that you would like to talk to him tomorrow to hear if the situation is “critical” and if it is 

not, you would like him to come back at the team meeting Friday morning, which is mandatory. 

 

And yes during the talk I inspired you to agree that you would take over the responsibility from Elijah as the manager 

at the office while he is out – BECAUSE YOU WILL ALWAYS NEED TO DO THIS, yes a message to the world – and yes 

Stig, while writing this you do also remember that you will have to save on your money and yes you will not ask the 

team for money because you have given the money without any conditions, and yes maybe you will decide this after-

noon together with the team and Elijah for one of the team members to be the manager tomorrow, because you also 

need to attend the team meeting on Friday. 

 

And yes you were also thinking that if you decide to take a “holiday” it is of course alright not to attend team meetings 

and yes you would like to give Elijah this opportunity, but you thought it could be important for Elijah to receive 

maybe an early payment from customer no. 2 before Saturday to pay his rent on Saturday, yes to be agreed upon with 

Elijah. 

 

And yes Stig, before the end of the meeting, and yes Stig after making the agreement, Elijah said that he is still think-

ing of the 1st September and the new deadline of paying the remaining debt with the Micro Finance company and yes 
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Stig your answer was that God will not make us suffer, he will take care of us and yes Stig like he did this Monday with 

the Micro Finance company if we show total faith and do what God ask us to do. 

 

Appointing John as the manager for tomorrow 

And yes Stig, because of your decision to stay at home tomorrow to save money, yes you asked the team – Elijah was 

shortly out and yes you did not know when he would be back – if one would volunteer to become the manager tomor-

row and yes none volunteered, but Meshack suggested to appoint John and this was alright with David and John, and 

yes you asked John to follow up on the resource and action plans for all team members after they will update them 

tomorrow morning and yes to make sure that the team is 100% disciplined, to coach when/if needed and yes my 

friends at the end you said, that THE MOST IMPORTANT FOR YOU TOMORROW WILL BE – PAUSE – YES TO MAKE COF-

FEE, and yes David has now done it three times and yes this will be the first time for John to do and yes Meshack and 

maybe even David accepted to teach John doing this difficult task ☺. 

 

Being “in a good mood” today? 

And before leaving the office John noticed that I was in a very good mood today, and yes Stig the truth is that you are 

suffering much and yes you try to be positive and yes sometimes you cannot help that your mood will keep you “a lit-

tle bit down” but you try to be positive and yes to make jokes and to laugh with the team, and yes Stig not always, but 

today you “could not help it” and yes my humour is really not my humour, it is the humour of God, and yes Stig, you 

know that maybe all and yes maybe most of what you say – both what you receive from us actively that is what you 

hear and says and yes Stig especially what you receive “passively” and yes Stig what you don’t know of but what you 

know anyway yes because I “lay out clues” and yes difficult to explain, but this actually MAKES you VERY SAD indeed 

and yes we know, YOUR LIFE IS AN ACT and yes Stig, you feel that I HAVE TAKEN AWAY ALL OF YOUR FREEDOM and 

yes yes yes Stig, how will people know, trust me, imagine having thoughts, which you know are not your own and yes 

imagine everything you do is controlled by God, and yes STIG, everything, see the examples of the toilet, my arms 

moving and yes your sickness etc. and magnitude this to EVERYTHING YOU DO and yes I decided for myself, and yes 

Stig MANY times also controlled by God. Examples: God controlled me when I played golf – every second stroke was 

good, every second in average was very poor (God and the Devil), he made me lose table tennis games, I felt it when I 

stroke the ball when he wanted me to put too much power so the ball went out and I could not do anything about it 

and yes I could give many examples of how God controls my speech, my movements and my thoughts even when it is 

in a “passive stage” but no more today and yes written in a sad state of mind. 

 

Virus on my computer? 

And yes Stig at the office approx. 16.30 David had reinstalled Microsoft Office at the desktop computer and yes you 

decided to save these scripts on your flash-disk and to print out the script of today so far from the desktop and yes 

Stig, you have absolutely no problems with viruses on your laptop, but today the anti-virus program at the desktop 

found two viruses among your documents on the flash-disk and yes yes yes my friend when the Devil is working and 

YES OF COURSE the same way as if Elijah decided not to show total faith in you, it would have consequences for you. 

  

Tina to read the scripts? 

And yes Stig, when you finish one test, yes I don’t let you rest, because then I have decided the next test for you and 

yes Stig only two “small” tests today – David above – and yes, we really think it would be nice of Elijah to decide for 

Tina to start reading the scripts and yes today we know we know we know AND YES STIG YOU ARE BECOMING A LIT-

TLE BIT TIRED OF ME AND MY TESTS? And yes, this is the case, but now yes Stig, maybe more stories of UFO’s tonight 

and yes Stig tomorrow, we know it is also quite annoying when God decides to make it difficult to say the least for you 

to follow an action plan and yes I have done this since April 2006 and yes also here in Kenya and yes Stig, you still need 

to think, structure and write the chapter on the world economical system from the other day we know Stig, maybe 

tonight or at least tomorrow when you work at home, we know. 

 

And yes Stig, JUST DO IT, so when Elijah came home a little bit after me, yes you just said THAT I ENCOURAGE YOU TO 

ALLOW TINA TO READ THE SCRIPTS AND YES WILL YOU PLEASE CONSIDER, ELIJAH? And yes Stig, yes yes yes HE 

WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE PERMISSION FROM THE TEAM and yes my friends, THE TEAM HAS GIVEN THE PERMISSION 

ALREADY TO PUBLISH THE SCRIPTS, so ELIJAH, what do YOU think? And yes Stig when mentioning this to Elijah, he 

thought that you and the team has decided to publish all of the scripts now and that the decision was taken in a meet-

ing without him and yes STIG THIS WAS NOT VERY NICE FOR ELIJAH and yes we know, a little misunderstanding, and 
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yes Elijah I told you that this was not what I said to you, and yes you asked him to consider sharing these scripts only 

with his wife, because as his wife and yes as “our small family” she is of course very interested to hear what we do and 

yes she has already read the first scripts from the beginning of May.  

 

Your husband/wife is your CLOSEST FRIEND 

And yes IN A MARRIAGE IT SHOULD BE LIKE THIS, STIG:  

 

YOU WILL HAVE NO SECRETS TO EACH OTHER, YOU WILL KEEP EACH OTHER UPDATED ON WHAT YOU EXPERIENCE 

AND YES YOU WILL BE EACH OTHER’S CLOSEST FRIENDS AND YES STIG TO HAVE TOTAL OPENNESS, TRUST, RESPECT IN 

EACH OTHER AND YES STIG TO ASK YOUR HUSBAND/WIFE IF YOU NEED HELP/COACHING AND YES STIG, THIS IS 

WHERE YOU WILL ALWAYS START, yes this is also the meaning of a marriage. 

 

Elijah will not go “on holiday” 

Yes, Stig, JUST DO IT, would Elijah prioritize customer 2 and paying rent on Saturday or yes relax a day at the village 

and yes you asked him and yes you were thinking of the same: He needs to be here on Friday to go to the customer 

and yes STIG TO RECEIVE THIS PAYMENT yes because not very nice to be thrown out of the house, we know. 

 

The light of my mother on the sky 

And yes yes yes Stig, at approx. 19.30 you went outside smoking again, and YES WE KNOW WE CAN CONTINUE WRIT-

ING THESE STORIES, STIG? And yes almost hoping that I would not show you more, but ok here it comes: 

 

When you came outside there were only two very clear lights on the sky and yes at the same position as you remem-

ber they have been “for days” now and yes without checking the scripts from the latest days and yes STIG THERE 

WERE ABSOLUTELY NO OTHER LIGHTS VISIBLE ON THE SKY and yes Stig, then I started to show you more and more 

lights and yes Stig, you counted “loosely” and yes Stig, you counted approx. 50 lights on the sky which, was visible 

from the door and yes we know only a part of the sky and yes yes yes I showed you triangles of different sizes and yes 

the “feeling” of a Christmas tree as the triangle, and yes another light I gave you the feeling it was the star on top of a 

Christmas tree, and yes one of them I visualised – and yes Stig a feeling/vision, this is what it was – of a helicopter and 

yes yes yes Stig, when looking at the first two lights again, yes your light and yes the other very bright light which is 

approx. “3 centimetres” below in a position of approx. 130 degrees from the first light, YES STIG I TOLD YOU AND YES 

MY FRIEND THAT THIS IS THE LIGHT OR YOUR MOTHER AND YES YES YES IT IS STIG – and yes Stig I see a BIG BABY 

laughing – and yes Stig, you asked Elijah to come out half a minute to help you decide how bright the light of your 

mother’s light is compared to your light and yes the children also came out and yes Nicole and Elijah believed it was 

half of the brightness of my light, so this is what is was, and yes Stig, you thought that it was maybe between half and 

¾. 

 

My father wants to keep contact 

And yes Stig, you were hoping that your communication with your father would be over and yes yes yes WE SHOW 

YOU A ROUND, RED FOOTBALL and yes Stig ALMOST OVER this is what I have told you in these scripts, that I will take 

away your father and yes STIG the round red football is only a symbol of the Devil and yes Stig, I would not have said 

this if you had decided not to communicate with your father again and YES STIG YES ME YOUR MOTHER AND YES NOT 

YOUR FATHER AND YES STIG WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO AND yes we know for your father and mother to com-

municate together again and yes Stig for your mother and father to be together again and yes STIG. When you were a 

child and yes Stig maybe also later yes you liked them being together again and YES, IF YOU ARE TO DECIDE TODAY, 

THE ANSWER IS VERY SIMPLY: NO, I don’t want my mother and father to be together again and yes you make me cry, 

this is Mary Magdalena, and YES STIG I see my mother in black and yes STIG I DON’T CRY AND YES STIG ANOTHER TEST 

and yes I WOULD HAVE GONE ALL THE WAY but not now, I think, and yes with you my son and yes the threat of the 

Devil and here I will just add: No I don’t want to have Peer/Joseph back and yes WE KNOW STIG WE KNOW AND WE 

KNOOOW yes Stig, if you cannot marry another person who you love, who should you marry or love and yes like Mary 

Magdalene we have created this CHEAT for you to suffer and yes I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOUR FA-

THER/JOSEPH again and yes yes yes STIG, your father wrote this to you: 

 

It is not in bad will that he does not contact me, but because he does not have much news to tell because he does not 

experience many things and yes then he told you about what he has experienced lately and yes we know Stig he re-
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minded me that he tried to keep contact with me for many years, where I did not contact him, and yes yes yes we 

know Stig, he must have difficulties with his memory, but yes Stig, it is true that you did not contact him on and off for 

years and yes Stig, because of disappointment with him and Kirsten, and yes YOU DID NOT HEAR FROM HIM and in 

this email he told you about another visit lately at the hospital because his private doctor had a suspicion of a throm-

bus in his breast, and yes the blood samples looked fine and yes yes yes we know he has not yet received the result of 

the scanning and yes Stig then he asked you how you are in Africa and yes about food and crime etc.  

 

And finally on the 24th December 2009 I decided to include his email from today: 

 

Hej Stig. 

Det er ikke bevidst at jeg ikke skriver  til dig, det skyldes snarere at jeg ikke oplever så meget og at du nok har mere at 

fortælle om. Desuden er det noget uvant for mig at vi nu skal skrive sammen, lad mig lige minde dig om at jeg I mange 

år har forsøgt at holde kontakten til dig, men hvor du lukkede dig ude i lange perioder. 

 

Jeg kan dog fortælle at vi er blevet medlem af en petanque klub hvor der arrangeres turneringer og festlige sammen-

komster. Jeg måtte lige en tur på hospitalet forleden dag idet min læge havde mistanle om en blodprop i brystet. Blod-

prøverne så imidlertid fine ud, men jeg har ikke fået svar på skanningen, der vil nok gå nogle dage endnu. 

 

Jeg har købt en ny cykel, næsten en racer, men tør ikke rigtig bruge den for meget før jeg får mere besked om det er 

OK. 

 

Vi skal på en forlænget weekend ophold på Møen denne weekend, desværre er der dømt regnvejr. 

For 2 uger siden var vi til Lizzi og Bjarnes guldbryllup på Kolle Kolle i Værløse. Det var meget festligt. 

Lad mig høre om hvordan det går for dig i det mørke Afrika. Får du ordentlig mad eller er der farligt at være mv. 

 

Kærlig hilsen 

Din far 

 

Symbols of VICTORY on the sky 

And yes Stig out smoking again at approx. 20.30 and yes GOD GAVE ME THE WARMEST FEELINGS SO FAR and yes I did 

not focus and did not think I would write this down, but yes NICE HE WAS (thanks YODA) and yes Stig three V-symbols 

on the sky, two symbols made through a combination of the clouds and yes a vision and yes one of them an UFO and 

yes Stig, a vision, and yes also a symbol of Trinity. 

 

Messages from Jeanne and Rommel 

And yes Stig, Caroline that is Jeanne is also here and yes what would you like to say: STIG, I DON’T AGREE WITH MY 

MOTHER AND YES DENIS – yes I am told never to see you again and even to speak to you and yes Stig because I have 

not seen you “crazy” as they believe you are, and yes Stig, this is one from the Council and yes Stig, I am red, and yes 

Stig I don’t know who you are? And yes Stig, I will say this to you, I am not your mother and yes 

Stig, yes FUGGI and yes ROMMEL and yes yes yes IT IS REALLY “FUNNY” that I AM BOTH YOUR 

FRIEND AND YES YOUR MOTHER’S FATHER and yes FUGGI IS YOUR FRIEND AND YES ROMMEL IS 

YOUR MOTHER’S FATHER AND YES STIG FUGGI IS ROMMEL and yes Stig, on the sky you also saw a 

combination of clouds and yes Stig a vision I gave you of the love symbol of Prince and yes Stig a 

black cross laying down and yes Stig you decided when smoking outside at 19.30 that you did not 

want to write down the combination of sights with visions I give you, and yes Stig UFO’s on the 

sky, and yes a little bit difficult to explain how it works and yes yes yes you also saw a combina-

tion of an UFO and yes the vision of crying. 

 
Elijah is becoming better keeping the basic rules, but ... 

Yes Stig, we know all of us, yes Stig Elijah was 5 minutes late today at the Matatu because he was inspired to buy 

cookies and yes Stig, we know, almost no money and cookies? And yes when he arrived at home you agreed with him 

to go through the budget again after dinner and yes Stig to see how much money you have left and yes to see if Elijah 

kept the tight food budget, and yes Stig after dinner Elijah was tired and decided to go to sleep and yes TOMORROW 

WHEN I ARRIVE HOME we will go through the budget as he said. 

Love symbol 
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Thursday 13th August 2009 

A dream of Karen publishing who I am, power rationing in Kenya, basic ideas of the future WORK and price system 

done today, no communication with my father on his terms, a few symbols from God, and a few regards from the 

Devil, how will we get money?, Tina speaking with the voice of God without knowing it, from 0 to 24 lights on the sky, 

God found the lights for the Christmas tree, Elijah gave my regards to his mother and counting approx. 100 lights on 

the sky. 

 

A dream of Karen publishing who I am 

I had a short dream, where Karen and Denis published who I am, and that I had a secretariat answering telephones 

from journalists. The people at the secretariat are young and don’t quite understand the importance of being polite. I 

see my picture on full pages in newspapers. 

 

Power rationing in Kenya 

And yes Stig, we know, yes Stig there was no power at home today and yes Stig it was not me, the Devil (I see a light 

shadow with a lot of questions not knowing who he is, because he is NOT EVIL TO ME and yes Stig this is written the 

17th August on basis of your notes from the 13th and yes Stig AFTER FINISHING MY FUTURE WORK AND PRICE SYSTEM 

AND yes Stig, therefore the Devil is really not longer here ☺). 

 

Yes, Kenya has decided to cut power three times a week at our place and yes Stig all over Kenya and yes yes yes Stig, it 

is annoying your work, you could only sit at home today saving money and yes DO NOTHING UNTIL 18.15, where the 

power came back on and yes Stig not what you had planned to do and yes yes yes this is also a reason why you did not 

finish on my work and price system before the 17th, yes Stig because of what the newspapers write is poor planning by 

the Kenyan Government. And yes how much of the production will the power rationing cost for an already poor soci-

ety? 

 

Basic ideas of the future WORK and price system 

But yes Stig, you decided to write down the basic ideas for my new work and price system on paper within a couple of 

hours and yes Stig even though this was not conclusive, it was the basic ideas and yes Stig, the breakthrough of the 

thinking of this new system (see the script of the 16th August). 

 

No communication with my father on his terms 

And yes Stig you also decided to write an email response to your father on paper today and yes Stig it will be send, 

when I have the time and yes when the power is on, and yes Stig, in short you have decided to tell your father the 

whole truth about why you have not contacted him from time to time – because of disappointment with him and his 

wife – and yes much information in this email about how people can be very unreasonable only thinking of them-

selves, having self pity and yes not really knowing that I have had a more difficult time than my father and his cancer 

and yes Stig we could write the whole story here, but no, maybe Kirsten one day will publish this email?  

 

And yes Stig, you expect that your father will stop communication with you after he reads the truth yes Stig it will 

probably not be the truth for him and yes maybe he will be angry and disappointed with you and yes Stig, you cannot 

accept communicating with him when he wants to have the final saying and yes because he has been totally unrea-

sonable not listening to you and at the same time he and Kirsten attacked you when you contacted them again in 

2007 and yes Stig almost more than a throw up feeling. Yes, if he truly changes you will still communicate with him 

and yes Stig the chance of this is probably 0%. 

 

A few symbols from God 

During the morning, one of the things God said to me was: “This is how to climb the white horse, yes going to the ex-

treme limit”. 

 

And he showed me a train full of people reading news papers, but in front of the newspapers are my scripts, which is 

what people are really reading. I ask people if the scripts are alright and I receive the answer that they are and I get 

the feeling that they will travel the train to reach my kingdom and they will get an understanding of the suffering I 

have gone through to help the world. 
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I see a small hanging bridge rolling from side to side. I have crossed this bridge, and every single step has cracked un-

der me while I have been approaching the next step at the same time as a war plane from the 1st World War has been 

shooting on me. I am told that my description of God’s new WORK and PRICE system is the second last step on the 

bridge before I come to the other side. 

 

You can probably tell by now, that these “symbols” or visions if you will, really are the same as dreams. However it is 

dreams that I receive while I am awake – this is really the difference ☺. 

 

And a few regards from the Devil 

And yes Stig, the Devil was here as well today giving me very unpleasant messages about Karen and “love” (not to be 

mentioned here). It is really not very nice to have a negative voice speaking to you or demanding you to do things – a 

voice you cannot stop or remove. 

 

How will we get money? 

Today I was thinking where we will get money from. Elijah has agreed on payment terms with his customers and yes 

Stig will he try to get money from his customers BEFORE time and yes to help all of us not starving, and yes Stig, Sanna 

will soon receive information through the post that my credit cards have been closed and yes Stig you will not ask for 

a new loan from Sanna and yes Stig, if we will starve I will probably ask my mother, but time will tell. 

 

And yes Stig, you are primarily thinking about the family here and yes Stig 3 adults and 3 children, if they will starve. 

And yes you would accept if I asked you to do it, but difficult to accept the family starving, if this is the wish of God, 

but on the other hand you promised us not to “suffer” recently, so maybe this is a promise to be trusted. 

 

Tina speaking with the voice of God without knowing it 

Today at 18.15 the power went back on and exactly when this happened, Tina said: “Now you can smile, now you can 

go back to normal life” and yes normal life for her meant that I could start writing on my computer again, but yes Stig, 

“normal life” was really “normal life coming soon” so a message from God through Tina and yes Stig, “that is very 

smart” (thanks Frede). 

 

From 0 to 24 lights on the sky 

I was outside smoking at 19.30, there were many clouds and maybe only 1/3 of the sky was visible. When I came out 

there were NO lights on the sky and yes gradually more and more lights appeared and I decided to count them, but it 

was difficult because they continue to change positions, to appear and disappear but I counted approx. 24 lights and 

yes Stig where are the stars??? 

 

God found the lights for the Christmas tree 

And yes, I was outside smoking again approx. at 21.15, there were even more clouds. I was looking at the bush sepa-

rating this compound with the neighbours compound and yes Stig what was that shining light at the top of the bush 

and yes Stig one more to the left and yes Stig, was it God showing me lights, and yes Stig you stared at the lights and 

yes Stig I showed you more lights and yes they were turned on and off, and moving up and down at the top of the 

bush branches and yes Stig, you were thinking “lights on the Christmas tree” and yes Stig, I found it, and yes while 

watching this show, Elijah came home and yes I asked Elijah “can you see the lights on the bush” and yes Stig, he could 

not and yes “look at the bush” and yes he could still not see it and yes Stig, Elijah looked on the sky, but when he 

started looking at the bush yes Stig he saw the lights and yes Stig he saw three main lights and yes Stig you said to him 

“THIS IS THE TRINITY” and yes Stig, God has put lights on the Christmas Tree and yes Stig, we are coming to an end. 

 

I was really happy seeing the lights and showing them to Elijah, because this EVIDENCE was directly in front of our 

eyes and therefore the best proof yet. And it gave me a feeling of “safety”, which I have not had here before. 

 

And I also said to Elijah “I don't know if God will show you UFO’s” and yes Stig I showed him UFO’s “jumping” on the 

sky with a hale after them (which they have and the first time I write this), one of them made half a heart on the sky, 

and earlier in the evening, one of them showed me a SMILEY on the sky ☺. 
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Elijah gave my regards to his mother 

And yes Stig Elijah kept you informed twice during the day of his whereabouts, thank you Elijah, and yes he had had a 

very good day today at the village and yes gave your regards and explained about the delay to his mother and some of 

the church people and yes Stig he plans to go back to the village tomorrow afternoon – after the team meeting and 

Norfolk meeting – and yes Stig where he will meet the Pastor and yes Stig his little sister and brother were sick with 

chest pain and fever, but are now feeling better and yes Stig you offered him to tell them if they have total faith in 

God – which his family has – and yes Stig, they take no medication (no money), and yes if they ask God, they will be 

cured, and yes Stig, the cows are dying and this was the reason why his mother wanted Elijah to come home and help 

selling them for “a few Shillings” and yes Stig when it begin to rains again – and yes Stig you would like me to help and 

yes Stig I understand ☺ - and yes Stig when it begins to rain again, the cows will probably be more expensive to buy 

back, but the important thing is that “normal life” will come yes Stig you don’t know when so we will just say 

SHORTLY. 

 

Counting approx. 100 lights on the sky 

And yes Stig outside again at 22.25 and yes Stig now the sky was almost clear of clouds and yes maybe 90% was visible 

and yes Stig trying to calculate the number of lights and yes Stig very difficult to calculate when I maybe “double” the 

lights when you look very carefully and yes Stig therefore this is only an approximate number: 100. And yes Stig only 

counting on the sky visible from the door – not the whole sky.
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Friday 14th August 2009 

Dreaming of OMD, my first time being late in Kenya, team meeting on basic rules, agenda and deadlines, symbols from 

God, difficult to work today, Nicole is “very sick” and went to the hospital ..., Elijah received payment from Norfolk ☺, 

God did not allow David to borrow the Internet and I did the first draft of God’s new work and price system. 

 

Dreaming of OMD 

I had a dream where I met Andy McCluskey from Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, and I asked him: “Are you still 

playing together” and he replied “yes”. I asked him “are you coming to Denmark this year” and he said “Yes, I think so” 

and I also heard “with new music for specially dedicated”, “heaven can wait” and “I am so in love with you”. 

 

And yes Stig maybe Jeanne D’arc will say something here: And yes my dear friend and yes yes yes I see Jeanne and yes 

Stig my dear friend it was really not me playing the guitar it was you and yes Stig still thinking of my mother and yes 

not so much of you today to be honest but maybe someday soon and yes my friends, we are all here and yes we know 

not only good music and yes we know the song of ME Stig is one of your favourite songs of all time, we know “ALL OF 

US” – thanks OMD ☺. 

 

When I wake up it was with the words from a song by Sade “I will show you I am so much better than that” and I felt 

Karen and yes Stig in this context this music and this song reached your deep feelings much, we know. 

 

And after this song God gave me the words “looking back its so bizarre” from the song “Running in the family” by 

Level 42. 

 

My first time being late in Kenya 

And yes Stig, today was the first time you were late in Kenya and yes you and Elijah took the Matatu 8.00 and yes the 

other day when leaving at the same time you were in town 8.30, so there should be enough time before the team 

meeting at 9.00, but there was a traffic jam today and yes you entered the office at 9.02 and yes Stig, the team was 

not really listening that the transport took the double of normal time and yes my friends maybe eager for you to be 

late. 

 

Team meeting – basic rules 

Elijah led the meeting again and yes Stig starting on the basic rule no. 1 and yes David spoke well about this, and yes 

Stig, YOU NEED TO HAVE A DIALOGUE TALKING ABOUT WHAT THIS MEANS AND HOW YOU WORK WITH THE BASIC 

RULES IN PRACTISE and yes therefore you asked the team how they work with the action plan, and yes Stig, John said 

that he writes down ALL of his agreements, both work and private agreements, and yes he uses a NOTEBOOK and yes 

THE COMPUTER as well. VERY GOOD JOHN, THANK YOU ☺. 

 

And yes Meshack writes down “MAJOR AGREEMENTS” and yes Stig you asked him if he can remember his other 

agreements, and yes Stig, Meshack answered “no” and yes HOW MUCH BETTER PROOF CAN YOU GET? YES, MY 

FRIENDS, PLEASE WRITE DOWN ALL OF YOUR AGREEMENTS. 

 

And then there is the special case of David, yes David does not have to write down all of his agreements, because he is 

so bright this man that HE CAN REMEMBER HIS AGREEMENTS and yes Stig you were thinking if there were agree-

ments, which he had forgot and yes Stig, at the meeting you could not think of any – but when writing this, you do 

remember that there is one agreement he missed (feedback of the results on a survey on communication, which he is 

analysing). And yes Stig, David is indeed a special man and yes he needs an action plan too like all people and yes not 

only for him but also for other team members (and family) to see. 

 

And yes Stig, Elijah asked “why do we do the basic rules here” and yes Stig again you were surprised. Could he not re-

member that we have talked about this MANY times and could he not remember our talk from Tuesday this week? So 

again I said “to teach the world of our learning experiences and to make people happy” and yes “without the team I 

could not write these rules”. Please listen and do try to remember what people say. 

 

Team meeting – use an agenda 
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David suggested that we start using an agenda for our team meetings, and I found the idea very good. We agreed to 

put a list of the agenda for the next meeting on the wall and yes Stig for all team members to put their suggestions on 

the agenda before the next meeting and yes Stig to publish the agenda two days before the meeting. 

 

Team meeting – inventory and deadlines 

And David suggested that we will do an inventory of the office and before we agreed on WHO will do this and WHEN 

this will be done, David had moved on to the next subject, and yes Stig, DON’T EVER START TALKING ON A NEW SUB-

JECT BEFORE YOU HAVE FINALISED AND AGREED ON THE FORMER SUBJECT and yes Stig you asked David, who he 

would suggest doing the task and yes he would like Elijah to do it with the support from the team and yes Elijah 

agreed and yes you asked Elijah “Will you be able to give a deadline now or will you come back with a deadline” and 

yes Stig, Elijah said that he would give a deadline at the next meeting and yes my friends, you were surprised, and yes 

WHEN YOU HAVE EASY TASKS, I CAN ONLY ENCOURAGE ALL TO THINK ABOUT AND AGREE ON A DEADLINE IMMEDI-

ATELY and yes Stig, it should not take a week just to consider when this task will be done.  

 

Symbols from God 

The Devil gives me a short pain in my right eye and says “I bow and thank you for the defeat”. 

 

During the day God said to me that my mother is not doing well because of my economic situation – my credit cards 

are closed and yes Stig “what are we to do, he does not want to go home, he has no money” and yes Stig, “shall we let 

him starve”? 

 

Difficult to work today 

I was woken up by Joseph screaming at 5.00 and I am tired today. This is really not an optimal situation before I am 

going to write on God’s new work and price system, and furthermore, after the team meeting I went to the Kengelis 

and yes “my” seat was taken and yes my cable was not long enough to connect to the socket from other seats and yes 

Stig, my extension cable is at the office and yes, I decided to go to the office to get this, and yes it was impossible to 

find at the office, and yes then I went to the bar on the 1st floor next to the Equity Bank and yes Stig it was not opened 

yet and yes finally I decided to go to Hotel Komfort and yes I could work inside without smoking for approx. one hour 

until lunch – and after lunch I continued working at the bar on the 1st floor, which was now open. It was not very easy 

to work because I was very tired indeed and because I needed to be concentrated, but I kept on working during the 

whole afternoon and also the evening. 

 

Nicole is “very sick” and went to the hospital ... 

Elijah texted me during the afternoon saying that Nicole is very sick and he needed to go home urgently after his 

meeting with Norfolk. I also thought of going home earlier because of this, but I decided to answer him that I would be 

home between 17.00 and 18.00 and again I said to him that if he asked Nicole to show total faith in me to cure here, 

God would do this and yes no medicine, but I did not receive any feedback on this. 

 

So when I came home at approx. 17.30 I was told by Tina that she had visited the hospital to get an injection and yes 

Stig you were surprised to hear this, and yes Elijah was not home yet, and yes also surprised of this. He arrived maybe 

1-1½  hours later. And yes Stig, Nicole could not swallow and she had chest pains. 

 

And yes Stig, I have now given all children “sicknesses” (I feel the Devil) and yes Elijah has read about my healing 

power and yes seen it on Meshack and yes you have offered him the same and yes Stig, also Tina once, and yes the 

family has not asked for your help and yes Stig, you have decided not to follow up on this, but yes a little bit surprised 

you are. Is it lack of communication between Elijah and Tina or misbelieve in me/God and yes Stig a good question ... 

 

Elijah received payment from Norfolk ☺☺☺☺ 

Later in the afternoon Elijah sent me a SMS with the key message that the Hotel had “cleared him” and that he could 

pay the rent tomorrow, and yes Stig when people are happy and yes make results and yes communicate clearly, I am 

happy and yes Stig you replied “YOU ARE FANTASTIC my friend ☺” and yes Stig maybe with the help of God as well. 

 

God did not allow David to borrow the Internet 
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At coffee at the office, David asked me to borrow the Internet but after it had worked the whole day and yes Stig for a 

long time without problems, it did not work at the office, and yes Stig because David has decided to “cure” the desk-

top “sicknesses” himself. And when I worked during the evening, the Internet was working fine again. 

  

The first draft of God’s new work and price system 

And yes Stig you kept on working until late this evening and yes Stig, some of the work was very difficult and yes diffi-

cult decisions and yes prepare a new system for my future world and yes we know a little bit of inspiration and yes 

your original notes and yes Stig new challenges on every chapter and yes Stig to WRITE DOWN IDEAS and yes impossi-

ble to do a mind map in the head but when you write down ideas and yes use logical thinking “what will happen, if ...”, 

and yes different alternatives and yes Stig almost like chess, “what will happen if I move the horse to that field” and 

yes Stig with this approach you succeeded today to do the first draft of my system – and yes it is included in the script 

of Sunday the 16th August. 
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Saturday 15th August 2009 

My mother is ”bleeding” because of me, difficult to work again today, the story of Prince etc., follow my rules in the 

future to avoid the Devil, Elijah is taking a long time considering, continuing the work on God’s work and price system, 

my church in the future and a nice email from Sanna. 

 

My mother is ”bleeding” because of me 

I woke up with the song “bleeding” by Leona Lewis and I received the feeling by God that it is because my mother is 

“bleeding” because of me, that is hurting and yes thinking about what she and the family should do about my situa-

tion. 

 

Difficult to work again today 

I woke up at 6.45 where the power was off in the house, so I decided to sleep a little bit more. By 8.00 the power was 

on and I stood up. But the power went off at 8.15, I could not work and I could not afford going to town. 

 

Symbols from God 

I see the Devil in a room closing down and he says that the last man will turn off the lights and close the door. The 

Devil is disappearing. 

 

I see Christ being liberated from the cross and instead of the cross, he takes the “love symbol” of Prince with him. 

 

The story of Prince etc. 

And yes, my friend, finally and yes HOW MANY DAYS, WEEKS and YES STIG MONTHS have it taken you to come this far 

and yes yes yes many stories on others and yes THIS IS THE FIRST STORY OF PRINCE AND YES HIS “LOVE SYMBOL” and 

yes Stig my story today is just this: I CANNOT SAY HOW SORRY I AM THAT I HAVE NOT LIBERATED YOU BEFORE and yes 

STIG MY DEAR ANTI-CHRIST HAVE BEEN WITH YOU ALL OF YOUR LIFE and yes STIG WE KNOW THIS SHOULD BE ABOUT 

PRINCE and so it is. MY DEAR ROGERS NELSON, PRINCE, YOU ARE NOT USED TO BE “LOVESEXY” ARE YOU? And yes, my 

dear Prince, do you know why? Because I have sent the Devil to be with you on your way to my kingdom and yes Stig 

this is what I could have said about you too but I decided to send the anti-Christ to you like this: NO WOMEN and yes 

AN ENORMOUS DRIVE FOR WOMEN and yes WE KNOW STIG TO DO ILLEGAL “THINGS” and yes STIG STILL PEOPLE BE-

LIEVE YOU HAVE LIVED A NORMAL LIFE WITH WOMEN, that is MOST WOMEN and YES STIG NOT ALL, FOR EXAMPLE 

NOT KAREN, BUT MOST PEOPLE HAVE AND YES STIG I HAVE CONCEILED YOUR SUFFERING AND YES STIG IN A WAY 

WHERE PEOPLE STILL THINK YOU HAVE BEEN SUCESSFULL ALSO WHEN IT COMES TO WOMEN and yes my friend, how 

could I do this, and yes Stig you know, and yes Stig, I have written this somewhere else and yes yes yes NOT JUST BE-

CAUSE OF PRINCE BUT BECAUSE OF WHAT YOU DID TO YOUR FATHER YESTERDAY (this is written the 19th August) and 

yes my friend, you broke the connection finally with your father and yes Stig you decided to show the world that you 

cannot accept selfish people not listening to anyone else than themselves and yes Stig you know that you hurt him 

and yes Stig, because of this I HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE BEING GOD AND YES VERY LITTLE OF THE DEVIL and yes 

my friends, only because of this. And yes what God means here – a nice and also funny situation to explain “what God 

means” – is that when he writes on different subjects without structure, it is the Devil writing, and I took the decision 

on my father because this was the only wise decision I could take – I don’t want to communicate with people being 

unreasonable, even though it is my father, it is as simple as this ☺. 

 

Follow my rules in the future to avoid the Devil 

Tina went to the market, I believe, and while she was away, Joseph and his cousin started playing football at the corri-

dor inside of the house. They also did this the other day, when Tina was away, where I did not say anything, but I have 

noticed that they don’t do this when Tina is in the house. 

 

And yes they hit the ball hard enough so it was flying with the risk to break the television and yes Stig, your computer 

and yes Stig because of this you asked Nicole if they are allowed to play football indoors when Tina is here, and she 

said “no” and yes then you said to Joseph that you would not allow them to do this when you are here and if they con-

tinued you would take the ball away from him. And yes Joseph cried and yes Stig he is only a small boy, and yes a few 

minutes later I was on my way to bath and yes you saw Joseph and his cousin sitting down at the corridor and yes gen-

tly rolling the ball to each other and yes you said, if this is all you do then it is alright and yes Stig you went to bath and 
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yes 1-2 minutes later you could hear from the bathroom that the children were not following the rules you gave them 

– they were hitting the ball hard again, and yes you had to step out and say to them “I will NOT have any balls inside 

the house, do you understand” and yes Stig finally they understood and yes Joseph was crying again. 

 

And yes Stig this was a symbol of this: I WILL NOT COME BACK AGAIN, THIS IS MY THIRD AND LAST TIME I WILL COME. 

I DON’T WANT TO SEE THE WORLD DEVELOP VIOLENCE AND EVIL AGAIN AND NOT KEEPING MY RULES – otherwise I 

will send the Devil once and for all and turn off the lights for all people. Don’t start “rolling the ball” because if you 

cannot control it, like the children could not, it will be too late. 

 

Elijah is taking a long time considering 

And yes Stig the other day you asked Elijah to consider allowing Tina to read my scripts and yes Stig maybe not in-

cluded on his action plan because you have still not heard from him and yes how long will it take to consider a ques-

tion like this and yes we do know NORMALLY YOU WILL THINK AND ANSWER STRAIGHT AWAY but no Elijah takes the 

time he needs and yes Stig I told you that because he has not communicated yet, I turned the power off today until 

13.30. 

 

Continuing the work on God’s work and price system 

And yes Stig, the rest of the day and the evening you could continue working on the details of my new system, and yes 

Stig still difficult and yes even when you do difficult work it will start to take form when you start writing your scripts 

without really knowing where to start and end, and yes when you do the 2nd, 3rd and 4th edit it will become better and 

better and yes Stig, this is the experience I have had with the description of this system and yes I knew that if I decided 

that I would not be able to make it, yes the Devil would come back and yes only a few threats from him because even 

though some decisions were difficult, I knew I had to find out and continue the work. 

 

My church in the future 

And yes Stig, what do I want for the future. Do I want to have ONE CHURCH only and yes Stig, the answer is very sim-

ply this: Yes Stig, I would like to say more on this subject today but I really cannot because you know Stig, you decided 

to flirt with the Devil – the story of your father yesterday – and yes Stig we know, IT IS THE ONLY RIGHT DECISION TO 

TAKE – and yes Stig, I know I will make sure that the Devil will be put away again and yes therefore my friends: ONLY 

ONE CHURCH IN THE FUTURE. 

 

A nice email from Sanna 

Today I received a nice email from Sanna about news from home and yes no comments about my economy. She 

should know by now that my credit cards have been closed. I will answer the email when I am done with the work and 

price system. 
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Sunday 16th August 2009 

Dreaming of my mother – in rain in front of the school, dreaming of a new apartment and fixing the toilet, example of 

my loyalty to God regarding Karen, Elijah accepted Tina to read the scripts ☺, symbols from God, a very long Sunday 

service, “I will continue”, GOD’S NEW WORK AND PRICE SYSTEM ☺☺☺, the world will go bankrupt if YOU don’t follow 

my basic rules, my new world Government, and “normal life” coming before Judgement Day. 

 

Dreaming of my mother – in rain in front of the school  

I had a very poor sleep indeed and yes Stig still carry on. The first dream: 

 

There was a party outside Mørdrupskolen next to the football ground. My mother is the host and many people have 

been invited including the queen of Denmark. It is raining and it has not been possible to set up a tarpaulin. My 

mother asked if this was possible, but it was too late, the shop had closed. After the party, the people - with my 

mother and the queen in the lead - walk towards the entrance of the school. The queen says that she would like to go 

inside because of the rain, and people thinks that she is finer than them because they don’t believe it has been raining 

that much. They keep walking and come next to the entrance of the school. There is a place where a tarpaulin is fixed 

to the wall and I say that they could have used this place and tarpaulin for the party instead to avoid the rain. 

 

And yes Stig, you had the feeling that the queen in the dream in fact is your mother and yes Stig the party is your 

mother’s birthday. 

 

And yes Stig I gave you the following songs: “Knowing me, knowing you” by Abba and yes of course “Somewhere over 

the rainbow”. 

 

Dreaming of a new apartment and fixing the toilet 

I have bought a new apartment through a real estate broker. It is a very nice apartment at the top of the building. 

When I move in and we go through the apartment, someone says that there is no toilet at the apartment, and I get 

the understanding that there is no bathroom at all. And I am annoyed that I forgot to look after a bathroom before I 

bought the apartment. I asked the real estate broker if they want to give me an offer and I am annoyed to use money 

which I don’t have. The broker says that the toilet will be at the end of a corridor, and when I look down the corridor I 

see a stove – there are several of them in the apartment, I get a good feeling about them and that they are about to 

be prepared – and when I reach the end of the corridor suddenly I see a bathroom, but the drain of the toilet is not 

working. But I am happy to see that the bathroom in fact is there, and I remember that I had included in the deed that 

20,000 DKK could be used to improve the bathroom. I asked the real estate broker if he wants to give me an offer to 

fix the toilet or if he wanted to meet me in court, and I felt sure that I would win a case against him. The real estate 

broker knew that his employee had done an error, that he had a bad case and therefore he said that he would give me 

an offer. 

 

Example of my loyalty to God regarding Karen 

And yes Stig as an example of loyalty to God I have written and said to Karen several times that “I love her” and yes 

Stig, you don’t really have this feeling but yes Stig I know, I MESSED UP YOUR FEELINGS WITH THIS WOMAN. I don’t 

love her today and have really never done so but yes I have played the act of God. But I do believe in God when he Stig 

and yes my friends ALL OF THE COUNCIL ARE HERE WHEN YOU WRITE THIS: THAT WE WILL BE HAPPY TOGETHER AND 

YES LOVE EACH OTHER LIKE NO WOMAN OR MAN HAVE DONE ON EARTH BEFORE ☺. 

 

Elijah accepted Tina to read the scripts ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig, we know, you decided to bring home the scripts from the office and yes today you said to Elijah that God 

has said to me how important it is for a married couple not to have secrets to each other and yes then he decided to 

accept Tina to read the scripts and yes Stig four days after we spoke about it the first time and yes Stig, if I did not ask 

Elijah again I am not sure that he would ever come back on the question. 

 

Symbols from God 

Today God said to me that not many people would give up EVERYTHING they own, travel to Africa and yes with the 

view to starve. And yes this is what I have done to you for you to come into my kingdom. 
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All day I have heard the Devil giving up and a feeling that he is preparing to physically remove from my body. God has 

shown me several times that he has opened my torso with a cut and that the Devil is coming out of my body through 

this cut. 

 

I see James Bond entering the office of Miss Moneypenny and throwing his hat as he always does on film, and after-

wards “flirting” with Miss Moneypenny, and God said to me “true love” of course, not like James Bond. 

 

A very long Sunday service 

And yes Stig, you were eager to continue your work on my system today. Yesterday Elijah told me that there would be 

an anniversary at the church today, but I did not expect that it would take longer than what it normally does. But after 

the normal service, the church invited all for lunch and thereafter the service continued until 17.20 – four hours longer 

than normal, and yes Stig, I was extremely tired and yes I wanted to go home to continue working, but I thought it was 

not possible. The family decided to stay throughout the service and yes many left during the afternoon, but when the 

family stayed, you also decided to stay, and yes first after the service, you noticed that Faith had gone home earlier 

and yes we know, if the family told you about Faith leaving, you would have gone home too. So my plan from the be-

ginning of the day was not carried out because of this. 

 

And yes the Pastor assistant said “the Devil is defeated by Jesus” and yes we know, a direct inspiration by me, yes a 

symbol as well. 

 

And yes today there was a guest preacher at the church, a senior pastor who was one of the co-founders of the 

church, when it opened in Gachie 9 years ago, and yes Stig you did not see any relevance of including his preaching in 

these scripts. 

 

“I will continue” 

Every single day not only here in Kenya but for years now I have said to myself MANY, MANY times: “I will continue” 

and even more precise in Danish: “Jeg skal nok blive ved” and yes this is another version of “I will never give up”. And 

equally as many times I have said to myself “no problems” and yes Stig, to keep away the Devil and his unpleasant 

voice and feelings, which he gives me, yes MANY TIMES EVERY DAY – sometimes maybe “hundreds of times”. 

 

GOD’S NEW WORK AND PRICE SYSTEM ☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺ 

I started writing the first notes of God’s new work and price system the 8th August, but first during the latest days I 

have had the time to work on it concentrated, when there has been no power outages because of rationing or be-

cause of God, and yes Stig you have been working “concentrated” together with four children (Elijah’s children and 

one of their cousins on holiday here – there is school holiday at the moment) playing, running, laughing, dancing, 

shouting, crying and screaming around me in the living room most of the time. Not really the best surroundings to do 

this work. 

 

What do I see from people today? 

I see GREED: BUSINESS LEADERS cashing in salaries and stock options worth 10, 100, 1,000 times or even more com-

pared to the salaries of “normal employees”, stock holders and property owners becoming rich “doing nothing”, peo-

ple cheating to make money without care or consideration to other people, sport/movie/TV/music stars etc. making 

millions of dollars doing nothing more than “normal work”, which is completely out of proportion. 

 

I see people starving to death RIGHT NOW IN KENYA as an example because of draught and lack of money at the same 

time as rich people spend enormous sums of money on their own entertainment without care of these suffering and 

dying people. 

 

I see the present US healthcare system based on GREED within the insurance and health sectors and yes DESTROYING 

the American society, and yes Stig, I SEE THIS SYSTEM DESPERATELY trying to preserve its “rights” at the same time as 

people are dying, because they are too “expensive” to insure and therefore are expelled from the system. Business 

people are making millions of dollars on the cost of people dying and yes STIG, MY DEAR PRESIDENT OBAMA HAD 
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HOPED YOU WOULD MENTION THIS IN YOUR SCRIPTS – PLEASE HELP THE PRESIDENT GETTING RID OF THIS GREEDY 

SYSTEM, yes Stig, which is the worst system, I know of. 

 

I see how money makes people unhappy – rich people want even more money, which seems to be more important 

than the value of “true creation” and human relations – I see how lack of money makes people become criminals and 

beg for food and I see good friends breaking up because of money. I see people never being satisfied – all people want 

to have more, I see it in workplaces, Governments, with stock holders, property owners and with ALL people.  

 

I see corruption, dishonesty and yes people not showing good ETHICS AND MORAL because THE HUNGER FOR MONEY 

IS ALMOST BIGGER THAN ANYTHING ELSE ON EARTH TODAY. Money makes people cheat, don’t pay taxes and yes Stig, 

the true answer is this: I HAVE MADE MONEY TO FEED THE WHOLE WORLD NOT WITH FOOD BUT WITH GREED BE-

CAUSE OF YOUR BEHAVIOUR and yes, this was the Devil speaking, and YES NOW THE TIME IS FOR GOD TO TAKE OVER 

AND I WILL SAY THIS, STIG YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE TASK FROM ME TO CREATE THE PRINCIPLES OF MY NEW WORK 

AND PRICE SYSTEM AND YES YES YES STIG I KNOW I KNOW I KNOW you have received a little bit of inspiration from 

me and yes yes yes Stig you have read a couple of pages of the book by Alice Bailey “The Reappearance of the Christ” 

maybe two years ago, where you remember an IT-SYSTEM being mentioned and yes you have heard Obama saying 

the same as I have said to you a long time ago: “Income should be based on working hours” and yes Stig, the rest is 

done by you, my friend, and yes Stig, you have no special economic education and yes Stig you have tried to use your 

logical sense of what you believe is right and wrong to do and yes yes yes Stig, as always, if I have done something 

wrong, I will speak about it in the future, and yes Stig with the power of God, and yes otherwise, this is WHAT I WANT 

TO DO, STIG, and yes yes yes this is the gift I have given you as a “normal human being” trying to use LOGICS of what 

will be good and yes to establish a new world system and yes my friends, how many politicians could have done the 

same and yes how many have done it: 0, I REPEAT ZERO, NONE and THAT IS IT! 

 

And my goal is to satisfy all people by creating a reasonable system, which will enable ALL people to live a normal and 

a better life in my future world.  

 

ONE WORK AND PRICE IT-SYSTEM 

I see people today making salaries in the range from absolutely nothing (many without receiving welfare from their 

Government, as in Kenya) to people having “normal salaries” and yes to people living in extravagance because of ex-

tremely high salaries, which has nothing to do with the amount of work they deliver. 

 

In my future kingdom, the following principles will apply: 

 

• All people will be “paid” according to the number of REAL working hours they deliver without consideration to 

the nature of work they do. People have been giving their special talents by me and I value all talents equally. 

o Employed people will receive the number of working hours they have worked. 

o Self-employed people will sell their commodities at a price securing them the same number of working hours 

as employed people (see more under “price system”). 

• I like the idea that people have FLEXIBILITY and FREEDOM to decide the number of working hours, which will fit 

them the best, however I don’t want people to exceed the “golden rule” of work (8 hours per day for 5 days per 

week) with more than 25% calculated as an average of the last 12 months. I don’t want workaholics and yes Stig 

NO greed. 

• I like the idea for people to be rewarded when they deliver “better than average” and for people to be “penal-

ized” when they deliver “poorer than average” (based on quality, efficiency and keeping basic rules) and I am 

thinking of a system going from a penalty of 25% from “absolutely not good performances” to a reward of 25% 

for “excellent and outstanding performances” and yes Stig the balance will be 0%. 

 

This system will stimulate the TRUE DRIVING FORCE of all people. They will work and CREATE because of their inner 

desire and motivation to create and on basis of the special talents I have given all people, which I want all people to 

discover and ENJOY. 
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There will be ONE IT-SYSTEM, which will include ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD AND WHICH WILL BE USED EVE-

RYWHERE in the society: By the world Government, companies, private people, at stores and on the Internet every 

single time a purchase is done. The IT-system will include the following information:  

 

• Basic information on all people (address, spouse, children, CV, diplomas, property, car etc.) and businesses (or-

ganization, managers/employees, products, historical information etc.) – like a homepage for each entity. 

• Statements, transactions and balance of WORKING HOURS. 

• Resource and action plans, mind mapping and project management tools etc. 

• Work control systems to monitor and reward/penalise the quality and efficiency of work including keeping the 

basic rules. 

• Private information: Budgets, statements of purchases, borrowed or lend working hours including interest, insur-

ances and the mandatory pension system. 

• Company information: Business plans, statements, borrowed or lend working hours including interest, IT systems 

(account systems, CRM systems etc.), correspondence, memos, presentations etc. 

• Government information: ALL information and systems. 

• ONE payment system, where ALL people and businesses easily and quickly can transfer working hours as pay-

ment for commodities and services. 

• A communication and “trade” system for all people to be able to find each other, communicate and “trade”: 

Loan/borrow working hours including documentation, give and receive gifts etc. 

 

The vision is TO HAVE AN OPEN WORLD where ALL of the information and systems mentioned are available for ALL 

people without restrictions – I don’t want people/businesses/Government to hide information and yes Stig even to 

have the opportunity to cheat – everybody will be responsible to everybody. Having only one system, which will in-

clude the same professional templates/systems for all to use, will save ENORMOUS AMOUNTS OF RESOURCES and yes 

Stig you see no harm in having a totally open system where the information will be public (like income etc. is public 

information in Sweden today), because when ALL will follow the basic rules and the 10 commandments, they will have 

nothing to hide and yes my friends, this will create responsibility and yes people can prioritize what they want to buy 

and yes your thought was that statements of purchases already today are available for people working at banks and 

credit card companies and yes people don’t mind their bank seeing this information and yes yes yes Stig therefore it 

should be no problem to have ALL OF THIS INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD.  

 

I don’t want private communication through letters, emails and other communication through the Internet to be pub-

lic, unless rare cases of people don’t following the basic rules should occur and I don’t want a society where people 

are monitored on the Internet or through video cameras on the streets etc. - I WANT FREEDOM FOR PEOPLE when it 

comes to relations and openness when it comes to the information mentioned above. If people cannot control this 

freedom I give the future world Government the authority to evaluate this rule carefully, because my ideal society is a 

FREE society. 

 

And yes Stig, I want the IT system to use the most advanced IT-technology available at any time, which today will in-

clude the usage of 3 dimensional windows, individual and unique voice recognition (or finger prints/eye scanners) and 

touch screens and yes of course VIDEO/PHOTO. 

 

And yes Stig, the idea is to have all information stored on central servers and yes for all people to use from their com-

puters and yes yes yes my friends from their PDA’s whenever they buy from a store, the Internet or when they enter a 

bus etc. and yes, EVERYWHERE, and yes Stig we know for the PDA to automatically connect to a “receiver” at stores 

yes wireless, yes we know, and yes Stig to MAKE THE PAYMENT AS EASY AND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes yes yes 

we know Stig with the use of individual and unique voice recognition (or finger prints/eye scanners or a keypad) and 

yes Stig to make the system 100% reliable and yes we know “on-line” 100% of the time, which is NEVER to fail. This is 

the goal my friends ☺. 
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Price system 

When you get a WORK system based on working hours, which will flatten the income and be more equal for all peo-

ple, you will automatically get a system, where prices will flatten as well – this is a basic idea. There will be a more or 

less constant amount of working hours in the world – primarily growing by the growing number of people in the world 

– and yes Stig the dynamics of the world will be to become more and more efficient and to invent new technologies. 

 

Other basic ideas for the future price system, which will cover ALL commodities: 

 

• ALL prices of ALL commodities will not be based in currencies, but IN WORKING MINUTES AND HOURS. The price 

of 1 litre of milk will for example be “1 minute” and yes ALL PRICES WILL IN PRINCPLE BE EQUAL ALL OVER THE 

WORLD. 

• The price of a commodity will be the TRUE cost price including raw materials, process costs, working hours in-

cluding education costs and yes Stig A MARGIN TO BE USED ONLY FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

COMPANY AND ITS PRODUCTS summed to “total working hours”. THERE WILL BE NO PROFITS IN THE WORLD IN 

THE FUTURE ☺ - this will decrease ALL prices. 

• The prices of commodities will depend on the skills of the company/employees – the more efficient and the bet-

ter quality, the company can deliver, the more competitive it will be and yes my friends, when development 

make processes even better/quicker, prices will decrease even more, and yes Stig, the vision is to have a society 

without inflation, but with DEFLATION, my friends ☺. 

• And prices will still depend on supply and demand – the new work system will automatically keep prices down, 

so we will not see EXTREME prices as today on certain goods like special art, wines, luxury items etc., which only 

millionaires in dollars can pay. “Very good quality” should be more expensive than “good quality” and people will 

decide how they want to prioritize their spending according to their individual wishes. 

 

Companies which cannot “compete” according to the rules will be companies, which are inefficient, bureaucratic, use 

too many working hours for its production, have too old or expensive products and yes, these companies will be re-

placed by new companies, which can do the same job better – look at the airways industry today as an example, 

where old companies have not been able to compete with new companies because of bureaucracy and stiff systems 

built up over many years. I don’t want bureaucracy in the future!  

 

There are some supplies, which I believe is important to have identical prices on no matter where they are delivered, 

and this include water, electricity and heating (i.e. all “energy”). I don’t want a system, where people cannot be of-

fered these vital supplies or only at very high prices if they decide to live in a remote area. 

 

And in the future world it will NOT be allowed to produce WEAPONS and THIS INCLUDES ALL WEAPONS, WHICH CAN 

BU USED TO HURT PEOPLE and yes Stig ALL production MUST be environmental NEUTRAL that is I will NOT ACCEPT 

POLUTION in my new kingdom. 

 

Ownership of companies 

And yes Stig, yes yes yes we know not very difficult if you really think and yes Stig you made the sketch of this new 

system in a couple of hours and yes Stig PRIVATELY owned or yes Stig PUBLICLY owned businesses and what about 

profits and yes yes yes Stig you were thinking about a maximum limit of profits, but I gave you the idea of NO PROFITS 

at all and yes Stig, when you have no profits, yes then there is really no need to have ownerships of businesses. YES 

MY FRIENDS, EVERYTHING WILL BE OWNED BY ALL PEOPLE AND GOD – this is what I require from you, my dear world. 

FOR ALL PEOPLE TO HAVE AN INTEREST IN ALL BUSINESSES and yes Stig, this is really as simple as it gets. 

 

No copyrights 

And yes Stig, I encouraged you to write this. I don’t want to have a system of copyrights in the future. All inventions 

will be owned by all people and all companies, and yes NOT a system as today, where copyrights only protect peo-

ple/companies and their profits and yes Stig does not help development, and yes THIS IS ALSO THE REASON WHY: I 

WANT AN OPEN WORLD AND YES FOR PEOPLE TO BUILD ON OTHER PEOPLE’S IDEAS and yes you have many examples 

from philosophy, mathematics, science and inventions, and yes you can see the advantages for example through the 
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open LINUX system and yes of course Stig, from Wikipedia on the Internet, which is OPEN for all people to use, edit 

and improve and yes Stig, a VERY GOOD TOOL TODAY and yes invented by the free will of people to all people on 

Earth and yes FREE TO USE. This is a good example of the result of people having a true desire to CREATE, meeting 

other people and building on each other’s ideas. 

 

The work market 

I want ALL people TO WORK; that is ALL people, who are not under education, retired or not able to work. I want a 

flexible work market, where companies as mentioned will succeed because they are skilled and deliver products, 

which people want to buy. I don’t want a “public system” subsidising businesses (like the European Union as an exam-

ple do to farmers etc. today), which cannot make it on their own. People and businesses should always strive to per-

form their best and to continuously develop and improve. 

 

If a company needs to dismiss or hire people, I want flexibility for companies to do so, which means that people will 

not be secured a “life-long” employment, which I believe will only make people lazy and not perform their best. The 

goal is to find the best balance between flexibility and a reasonable period for people to change-over to a new job if 

they receive a dismissal– for example three months from the date of the dismissal. 

 

And I do believe that all people will be entitled to seven weeks of holidays per year including working hours during the 

holidays, which equal to their average working hours of the last 12 months. The reasoning for this is that I want peo-

ple to be HAPPY and JOYFUL, to have good experiences and yes Stig, because the world will become so much more 

productive than today, so this increase of holidays for most people can be afforded.  

 

Mediation of “capital” 

Today we have an economic system of the world, which is not in balance. Countries, companies and people can keep 

on building deficits until the situation is unstainable and they cannot repay what they owe. The ideal world is to build 

on the universal principle of “BALANCE”. “Plusses” will be equal to “minuses” and it will NOT BE POSSIBLE TO LEND OR 

BORROW MORE THAN THE AVAILABLE RESOURCES OF THE WORLD. “Savings” will be equal to “loans”, it is as simple 

as this. 

 

This is the vision when “capital” will be required in the future. And to include a facility in the IT-system, which will en-

able all people to contact each other when “capital” is required, and “capital” will in the future be the need of “work-

ing hours” if you temporarily need additional “working hours” to start a new business, to “fund” a new product, to buy 

a house, a car or similar. 

 

The idea is for all private people and businesses to prepare a “business plan” including a description of the need, a 

budget and suggested terms of the loan to be presented at the IT-system, where “sellers” will meet “buyers”. And yes 

Stig, then it is up to people to meet and yes Stig the best business plans and ideas will be rewarded by the demand of 

people and yes Stig, ideas which are not viable will not be demanded and not carried out. 

 

And yes Stig, we both believe that people should be “rewarded” by receiving an interest when they lend out “working 

hours” and yes Stig according to the “risk” of the project and what can be agreed upon.  And yes Stig there will be a 

maximum interest of 5% per year, which no people will be allowed to exceed. 

 

And yes Stig, when you pay for commodities in the future the best principle will be to pay immediately when buying to 

avoid bureaucracy (both private people and businesses) and yes, Stig, because it is a sound principle and yes Stig, if 

you cannot afford buying now, you believe in the principle that you should make savings of your working hours and 

yes Stig, if needed, companies can lend “working hours” to buyers, if they decide to do this, but you ENCOURAGE all 

people to borrow as little as possible for your own private consumption – it is better to save.  

 

And yes Stig you don’t want people or businesses to be caught in a loan spiral, where they cannot pay back what they 

owe, and yes Stig, there will be a need of a system with a maximum limit of what people can borrow and yes Stig you 

believe that a “normal” loan in the future cannot exceed one year of working hours with a repayment period of 10 

years as a maximum and yes Stig, in “special cases” the maximum loan can be two years of working hours, if the loan 

can be backed by a very good plan and budget. 
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If the price of a house is 2-6 years of working hours and you are two persons, a husband and a wife, to finance the 

house, you should be able to buy the house through your savings and by lending, if you decide to use this option. And 

yes when you repay loans, the repayment will be deducted automatically from your working hours, so you will not 

have access to and will not become tempted to using this on yourself instead of repaying the loan. 

 

Instead of going to a bank or another loan provider in the future, businesses, which have large projects to fund, will 

have to go through the new IT-system to attract pools of “many” people, which will not be unlike the situation today 

where businesses will attract “many” people as stock holders or investors of projects – but in the future you will at-

tract people as “lenders”, not as stock holders or investors. 

 

Businesses will have the same loan limits as private people, and the working hours used to calculate the maximum 

loan will be the total turn-over of the last 12 months of statements (sum of working hours for all sold products).  

 

When setting up these basic rules, I have been looking for a balance giving both flexibility and a better security for the 

future, and if I have not set the correct balance – if the supply is larger than the limits/demand or if the system is not 

flexible enough - I am willing to reconsider the limits. I have also been thinking of the dream God gave me about Karen 

and I at Kokkedal Station some days ago, where she could borrow 2 million DKK through her apartment through the 

present system and where God gave me the message that in the future, she will not be able to loan as much, and yes 

Stig, if her situation is a “normal situation”, the maximum loan amount in the future will be reduced to 25-50%, when I 

compare the new loan limit of 1-2 years of working hours and my latest salary (“normal salary”) at Dahlberg. 

 

And yes Stig, THERE WILL BE NO NEED FOR BANKS IN THE FUTURE, tear down the wall of the Devil ☺. 

 

Educational system 

As a mandatory rule, all children will attend primary and secondary school. I like the ideas of the Waldorf education, 

which I believe will develop the uniqueness of each child better than other schools. 

 

Today, I see all over the world young people not becoming educated because of lack of money, lack of education fa-

cilities and because people feel more motivated or need to work to MAKE MONEY instead of receiving education and 

developing their unique skills. I see young people having difficulties many places in the world getting work when the 

education is finished, I see young people not knowing what they want to become beginning and interrupting an edu-

cation because of “lack of motivation” and I see people not using their education in their jobs, which in short can be 

described as a waste of money, resources and time. 

 

Often people will receive education, which does not fit the skills, which the work market requires and often the work 

market does not understand the education, young people have received. The communication and understanding of 

needs between the educational sector and the business sector could be improved much. 

 

I want to combine the needs of students, the work market and schools by bringing them together into a joined system 

without detailed regulation from the Government, to eliminate unemployment and to improve development, quality 

and efficiency as follows: 

 

Education will be equalized with work, which means that all people from the age of 18 years will receive full working 

hours for all lengths of educations. Before the age of 18 most young people will live at home and be provided for by 

their parents. Hereafter people will not choose work on the cost of education because of lack of payment. 

 

In the future, companies will pay for education directly qualifying the student for work. A three part agreement be-

tween the student, the company and the school will be signed BEFORE the student begins the education, and this will 

include ALL educations despite of the length of the education. The agreement will include an obligation for the com-

pany to employ the student, when the exam is passed. 

 

And yes Stig, when a young person start considering WHAT SHALL I BECOME IN LIFE, I want the young person to 

REALLY DO HIS OR HER ABSOLUTELY best thinking, which education, job and sector will fit the person the best and to 
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receive the best possible advise from primary/secondary school, which will get the task to “discover” the TRUE poten-

tial and natural skills of the young person, and yes Stig to visit job/education conferences and companies to under-

stand the nature of the job and the sector as good as possible etc. and yes STIG, TO DECIDE WHAT TO DO BEFORE 

STARTING THE EDUCATION instead of after the education, which many young people in MY OPINION WRONGLY do 

today.  

 

ALL education expenses paid by companies will be included in the price of commodities. This makes sense since edu-

cation is effectuated with the purpose of qualifying for the work market. And when companies pay for the education, 

a much closer relation between schools/universities and companies/sectors will automatically develop. The compa-

nies/sectors have an interest in receiving the most qualified workforce and they will help the schools/universities un-

derstanding their requirements even better. In addition to delivering general education, I vision the 

schools/universities to include special education on the unique professional subjects, which relate to the need of each 

business sector. One example is the insurance sector where higher education will include special teachings on insur-

ance – which means that no further education on insurance will be needed (other than maintenance), when a student 

has finalised the higher education. And I also foresee a closer relation between students, the schools and the compa-

nies by letting the students spending periods of the education at the company to learn the practical work and for 

companies/schools to make sure that a detailed checklist of which work will be included in the education is prepared 

and used actively as an action plan. 

 

And yes when the young person has an agreement with a company, we do believe that the person should be even 

more motivated studying and yes Stig, young persons have a responsibility to show THEIR ABSOLUTELY BEST when 

studying and yes Stig the school and the company have the same obligations TO SHOW THEIR ABSOLUTELY BEST and 

yes Stig to offer coaching of and follow up on the student on quality, efficiency and yes basic rules including an action 

plan for all parties. And yes the same reward/penalty system will apply for people studying as for people working – 

students who perform better than average will be rewarded and yes Stig, students who perform poorer than average 

will be penalised. 

 

And when the student starts the new job, the student will be much better prepared than today. He or she will have a 

general higher education together with special knowledge of the sector and the work and yes Stig, this will save the 

sector and the whole society MUCH RESOURCES and yes Stig, the company and the new employee will become hap-

pier than today, where many new employees really not are integrated very well in many companies and yes very often 

without plans and follow up systems. 

 

I envision that all companies per sector in principle will have the same expenses to employ and educate young people 

and yes Stig, when this is the case, I don’t believe that each company should enter into agreements, which will bind 

the new employee for a number of years because of the expenses the company has paid. I do believe in freedom and 

if the new employee later wants to change to another company in the same sector or to try something new in life, to 

change to a different job in another sector, this will of course be allowed, and yes if a company employs an employee 

from another sector, it will do so because of the qualifications of this employee and yes Stig, I can only encourage em-

ployees and companies as part of negotiating an employment contract also to agree on special education necessary in 

order for the new employee to learn the new sector and its special requirements.  

 

And to ALL companies I will say this: It is your responsibility to make sure that ALL young people will be incorporated 

into the work market. It will become compulsory for you to employ ALL young people and to provide the education, 

which is in your and the young person’s interest. Divide a new vintage of young people as reasonable as possible for 

example by coordinating the need of employments and the wish to become employed per sector and for the total 

work market, and evaluate the number of new employments per company according to its size and/or demand. 

 

And yes Stig, I do believe that this will make a better future society for ALL PEOPLE and yes yes yes NO UNEMPLOY-

MENT, no boredom, no poverty and yes Stig no crime because of this. 

 

And yes Stig, I like the idea to have competition among schools and universities, to compare their results, quality and 

efficiency and yes we know Stig for people to choose freely and yes yes yes when this system will be implemented also 

among all teachers, I do believe that the world will receive MUCH BETTER AND MORE DIRECTLY USABLE EDUCATION 
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and yes yes yes please make sure you will have ONLY one system of grades in the future and yes Stig DEVELOP this 

system, so it is not only academic skills, which you receive grades on, but also other forms of “intelligence”. 

 

And yes, Stig, I encourage all people without consideration of age to keep on educating yourself and I encourage all 

companies to focus on the importance of education as part of developing people throughout life and for this to be in-

cluded in all development talks between companies and employees. Education is the key to future development – 

please use it and please DEVELOP people and for people to develop businesses and products. 

 

And yes Stig, when we enter into our new kingdom, there will be no need of many lawyers, doctors, nurses “civil ser-

vants” etc. and yes Stig, you will encourage these to find new jobs in other sectors, and yes MY DEAR FRIEND, to get a 

new education if this will help you qualify for a new job in a new sector – and yes with the help of a new employer, 

because this is the principle I will also use for these people. 

 

Children and teenagers 

I believe the parents will decide the length of their maternity leave - with a minimum of 3 months to be divided by the 

parents - according to individual wishes, savings and what can be agreed upon with their employer. I believe that 

companies should pay 100% of the working hours for a period of three months and for the parents to finance longer 

periods themselves, if they wish to prolong the period.  

 

I believe the parents of a child should support the child during its raise – as today - and yes Stig, to pay the full costs of 

the attention of children, and yes Stig, I will see no exploitation of children through child labour, but I do believe it is 

good for children and teenagers to receive work experiences according to the following thinking: For children below 

the age of 12-13 years to receive “light work” at home as part of their raise, for children from the age of approx. 12-13 

years to receive “light work” outside home before or after school and yes Stig for teenagers from the age of 15 years 

to receive work, which can be compared with “normal work” with respect to their education and social life – and yes 

Stig on a completely voluntary basis, and yes Stig, you are thinking of your work at the Rio Flower store in Espergærde 

as a teenager, where you learned about flowers, deliveries, washing a floor (!) and yes OASIS and as a news paper boy 

working from approx. 4.30 in the mornings before school, and yes work is very good to develop responsibility as well. 

 

Real estate and land 

In the future I want a property market where the price of a property is based on the cost price of the house with de-

ductions because of old age/usage and increases because of improvements and yes Stig according to what PEOPLE 

WILL PAY FOR THE HOUSE and yes Stig, when it comes to the price setting of property, it will follow the same princi-

ples as with all commodities. I can accept different buying and selling prices on property according to this principle 

and this principle will be the same when people buy and sell furniture and other assets after use, but I don’t want 

people to buy assets and sell it straight away at a higher price without working to improve it, this is including a profit, 

which is not allowed. 

 

People will decide how much of their working hours they will spend on a house and yes yes yes how much they will 

spend on other priorities, and yes the new work system will automatically keep prices down so all can afford a house 

and yes Stig, there will be no speculation in houses as we know today. 

 

No speculation in securities etc. 

As a consequence of the new WORK system, “investments” in securities, bonds, stocks, raw material, property, equity 

funds (thank you, Nyrup ☺) etc. with the only purpose to make profits will NOT be allowed in my new kingdom. 

 

TRUE values can only be created from work/production and it is this principle I want people to follow in my new 

world. Speculation with the only purpose to speculate is a tool made by the Devil himself. This will not be allowed.  

 

When we enter into my new kingdom ALL PRESENT MONEY VALUES, CREDITS AND DEBTS WILL BE CANCELLED and all 

supply of and trade with stocks, securities, bonds etc. will hereafter not be allowed. 

 

“Public services” 
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And yes Stig, you thought something was missing, and yes Stig, how about making a new “public system” YES MY 

FRIEND BY ENTIRELY REMOVING ALL PUBLIC SYSTEMS!  

 

In the future, there will be no public systems as we know today where politicians and civil servants decide the budgets 

and priorities of the society and yes Stig without knowing what is really needed – none of the present political systems 

really knows how to “run businesses” and yes Stig, politicians become ministers and yes when they are ministers, they 

are in charge of a very big system maybe including thousands of companies and yes yes yes WHAT ARE THEIR QUALI-

FICATIONS to run such a system other than being “ADMINISTRATORS” and yes Stig we know, it creates lack of effi-

ciency and bureaucracy when companies in the public sector automatically receive a sum of money every year from 

the state. I don’t believe in such systems – THEY ARE NOT EFFECIENT and yes STIG this is not what I want to have in 

the future. 

 

In the future there will be NO PUBLIC SERVICES AND PAYMENTS as we know today for disabled/unemployed persons, 

doctors, hospitals, public transport, infrastructure, schools, children, culture, sport, environment, energy, police etc. – 

in other words: PUBLIC SERVICES WILL BE CLOSED and will be replaced by a much more fair system: People will sign up 

directly with the companies offering these and other services, which they need and yes without interference from a 

third party, the state! And yes Stig, when all people are guaranteed a system providing work, a system, which is based 

on equality, reduction of bureaucracy, removal of profits and higher production because of the rules mentioned in 

these scripts, you don’t need a system regulating all details of the society and you don’t need detailed rules and ad-

ministration to allocate money from “rich” to “poor” people. 

 

And yes people who want to USE a service will enter the company, which offers this service, and yes Stig, it is not rea-

sonable that ALL people today pay for all public services and not according to what they consume. And yes Stig, this 

system will combine the best of the private and the public sectors as we know today – all businesses will be like pri-

vate companies as we know them today, but they will be owned by us all – and yes the “public sector” and all of its 

rules and bureaucracy will be removed. 

 

Examples: 

 

• If you own a car, you will enter a company, which offers you to use the roads it has built and maintains. 

• If you use busses or trains, you will enter a company offering these services. 

• If you have children going to school you will enter a “school-company”. 

 

And the same principle will apply for ALL SERVICES – which you really can do without problems - with the result that 

YOU WILL PAY NO TAXES ☺ - AND YES STIG, YOU WILL ONLY HAVE ONE PAYMENT SYSTEM IN THE WORLD IN THE FU-

TURE, WHICH WILL MAKE EVEN MORE SAVINGS. 

  

There will be some services, which will be MANDATORY for all people to use and pay for: 

 

• Police (much smaller than today and yes Stig HOPEFULLY NOT EXCISTING). 

• Primary and secondary school, if you have children (payment per child). 

• Planning of towns/infrastructure and development and usage of recreational areas (see below). 

• Insurances (see next chapter). 

• ONE church for ALL people. 

 

And I believe that HIGH LEVEL planning of our surroundings is needed to make towns etc. as beautiful and logical as 

possible. Therefore, PLANNING of towns and infrastructure will be done by a central/regional company, and yes Stig 

building and maintenance should be done by all companies, which want to do this work, in accordance with the plan-

ning. Expenses of the planning activity will be paid by the companies working in these sectors.  
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When it comes to recreational areas (forests, parks, beaches etc.), I want all people to have free access to all areas 

without the need to pay for every entrance and yes Stig, I want this central/regional company also to plan, build, de-

velop and maintain all recreational areas (I encourage the use of sub contractors), and yes Stig, expenses of this activ-

ity will be paid by all people. When it comes to the use of recreational areas, I like the idea of the Swedish “Right of 

Public Access”. 

 

And I like the idea that what you build or own yourself, you will also clean and maintain yourself. If a company builds a 

motorway, it will clean the motorway itself or they will hire another company to do it and the same principle will apply 

for private property.  

 

Please notice that CULTURE is also a mandatory service, so all people can benefit for free of this gift from God – see 

more at the script of the 8th December 2009 in the chapter “Culture is a FREE GIFT FROM GOD TO THE WORLD”. 

 

Insurances as the future social system 

And yes Stig, you have worked with life insurance and benefits, unemployment insurance and yes Stig with P&C insur-

ance and yes my friends, by coincidence? No Stig, I have given you these experiences for you to help writing this book 

and yes Stig we know, NOT IN THAT DETAIL on insurance as you could have, but the following chapters include the 

ideas of the future “social system”, which will be build on insurances – but with the main difference from the insur-

ance market of today, that insurance companies and the services they pay for (healthcare etc.) in the future will not 

be allowed to make profits and yes Stig, ALL people will be able to take out insurance and yes Stig NONE will be ex-

pelled by the insurance system. 

 

Mandatory pension system 

And yes Stig you do believe that ALL people, when they retire should live from the savings they have made as part of a 

mandatory pension scheme, which will include all people (working and not working) where 15% of ALL working hours 

from the age of 18 will be saved and yes Stig, for people to decide how they want to place these savings as loans to 

different companies/people in need and yes, Stig, people can of course decide to pay voluntary contributions on top 

of the mandatory contribution and yes yes yes we know to be included in the IT system. 

 

And yes Stig, I have decided the same as you and WE KNOW STIG, WE KNOW, WE KNOW, when you were working 

with Kim S. with life insurance and benefits you always recommended people to choose a product, where payments 

will be paid out as lump sumps, and yes yes yes Stig, today you believe that the new pension system MUST be paid out 

as life annuities and yes Stig, you will not risk GREED and “vulnerable people” being tempted and therefore not being 

able to take care of themselves and yes Stig, the work system etc. are entirely new systems and yes Stig, therefore I 

have changed my opinion on this. 

 

And yes, Stig, it is as easy as this. When you retire and yes the age is FREE OF CHOICE, you can start receiving your life 

annuities yes Stig, if you permanently decide to reduce work to half time you can get access to half of your annuities 

and yes other permanent reductions of working time from 1-99% will give you the same proportional access to your 

annuities. And yes Stig, don’t do as I have done many times in my work life after becoming unemployed, to “survive” 

on the pension savings I have had access to even though I had not retired (!) – NO, in the future, this is a mandatory 

system and you cannot get access to the savings before you retire. 

 

And yes my friends the mandatory pension system together with voluntary contributions and yes other savings in the 

society should give the world enough resources to develop new products, technologies etc. 

 

When the system starts, all people above the age of 18 will receive “savings of working hours” according to what the 

new mandatory pension scheme would have given them with the present age of people. This will be keyed into the 

system, when it starts. 

 

Mandatory disability cover 

And yes, Stig, as part of the future social system you think of a mandatory cover in case of disability and yes Stig we 

know, the cost for such an insurance MUST be much cheaper in the future, yes Stig, when the Devil has gone on holi-

day so to say, and yes Stig, no more cancers and other dreadful diseases and yes we know, Stig, disabilities because of 
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accidents only represent a few percentages of all disabilities today and yes my friend, will God also help people from 

the consequences of accidents in the future yes Stig car accidents, work accidents and yes MY DEAR FRIEND STIG, I 

WILL ONLY SAY THIS, YES, my friends, and yes Stig, if this is the case, then I believe there should be a mandatory dis-

ability cover giving 100% of each person’s working hours and yes Stig to be calculated on basis of the average of the 

last 12 months of working hours. And yes Stig – all people will be covered without exceptions – and yes Stig the cover 

will be paid out on basis of objective criteria and yes Stig this will be the only criteria, and yes, no other exceptions.  

 

And yes Stig, I still want people to be connected to the work market if possible and for companies to show their social 

responsibilities to employ these people in specially designed jobs (hours and content), which people can handle. If 

people can handle a job less than full working hours, they are obliged to do this, and yes Stig, the working hours from 

this work will be deducted from the insurance benefits. 

 

And yes the cover will be paid out as long as people are fully or partly disabled and yes Stig until the average retire-

ment age, where after people will live from their pension savings. 

 

Life cover 

And yes yes yes Stig, we know, you do believe that each family should decide on the amount of life cover needed and 

yes to take out insurance according to family obligations (marital status, children, house, car etc.) and yes Stig, de-

pending on how the family wants to secure itself in case of the loss of a provider – and yes the life insurance will also 

be much cheaper in the future. 

 

Mandatory unemployment cover 

And yes Stig all people will be covered by a mandatory unemployment cover and yes yes yes Stig, we know if people 

become disabled, you want them to have the same living standard as working people, because they don’t choose this 

condition themselves, and yes Stig, if people become unemployed, you want to secure them as well, but yes my 

friend, you don’t want to create a system which will tempt “lazy” people to be out of the work market and yes my 

friend, therefore you decide the following: 

 

All people will be covered by a mandatory cover providing 60% of their working hours as an average of the last 12 

months of working hours in case of INVOLUNTARY unemployment – that is, there will be no cover if you decide to re-

sign yourself. And yes Stig, because of the new WORK IT-system and yes Stig people keeping the basic rules in the fu-

ture, there will be no need to have other exceptions included in the insurance. The cover will be paid out as long as 

people are unemployed. 

 

IT WILL BE A BASIC RULE FOR UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE TO DO THEIR ABSOLUTELY BEST finding a new job using as many 

hours on this task as if they were working and NOT to turn down job offers. Being unemployed should only occur 

rarely and the attitude I want is for people NOT to think of unemployment as holiday – if this rule is not followed by an 

individual the benefit will be reduced to 30% the first 12 months and hereafter 0%. As part of the insurance, people 

will be entitled to receive help from consultants helping them to define their competences, job searching techniques, 

think about work and education opportunities etc.  

 

Mandatory healthcare cover 

And yes Stig, you do believe in a system based on insurance – NOT like the present American system – we know, and 

yes when you take out profits from a system and cover all, this is the most fair system there is, and therefore I want 

ALL people to be covered by a mandatory healthcare insurance, which will treat and prevent the consequences and 

yes Stig of accidents and yes yes yes Stig we know, NO SICKNESSES AT ALL in my new world, and yes Stig, this kind of 

insurance should be quite cheap for all people – this is what I believe and yes Stig, you don’t know the details of the 

future world, so therefore I can only say today that the insurance should give a broad cover and include treatment 

from the following: Doctors, hospitals, physiologists, spiritual healers and clairvoyants (!), chiropractors, physiothera-

pists, reflexologists, masseurs, dieticians, acupuncturists and to include rehabilitation, recreation, home help etc. 

 

Property Insurance 

And yes Stig, you do believe that the following insurances also should be mandatory: 
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• All risks home owners insurance which include losses occurring to one's home and personal possessions. 

• Liability auto insurance 

 

And yes, Stig, hereafter it will be up to the FREE MARKET to develop products and yes Stig, if people want to take out 

other insurance products, it is because there is a need. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION DATE of my new system 

AND YES STIG, I KNOW I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO START THIS SYSTEM AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE but I have decided BE-

CAUSE OF THE EVIL OF THE WORLD TODAY, THAT I WANT ALL PEOPLE TO BE APPROVED BY GOD BEFORE THIS NEW 

SYSTEM WILL BE INTRODUCED, and yes Stig, if all people are approved in good time before Judgement Day, I am will-

ing to start this system, otherwise it will be EFFECTIVE FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE NEW WORLD – THIS IS WHAT 

YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO ☺. 

 

The future need to change limits and structure of this system 

And yes Stig, you give the world Government the authority to change the limits mentioned in the description of my 

new system according to the future need and yes Stig with respect of the ideas mentioned in these scripts, and yes 

Stig, even the structure can be changed if the basic ideas to avoid GREED and BUREACRACY and to secure ALL PEOPLE 

EQUALITY and a good life will be maintained. 

 

God will develop the system 

You will probably have questions to the system as it is mentioned here and yes my friends, I will be happy to answer 

these questions and yes STIG HAPPY TO DEVELOP THE SYSTEM FOR THE WORLD and yes Stig, this will be MY AND 

YOURS GIFT TO THE WORLD, yes Stig. 

 

The world will go bankrupt if YOU don’t follow my basic rules 

And yes Stig, when the world knows there will come a new system and yes when Judgement Day will end ALL values of 

all present systems what will happen if God does not intervene? Yes, people want to sell their assets and when no one 

want to buy, yes the assets will become worthless and yes my friend, what will happen to the world economy, yes THE 

WORLD WILL GO BANKRUPT and yes Stig, I WILL NOT ALLOW THE WORLD TO GO BANKRUPT yes my friends, if YOU 

JUST FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES MENTIONED IN THESE SCRIPTS and yes Stig, how will I help the world through this pe-

riod and yes Stig, you have absolutely no idea and yes maybe to start my system before Judgement Day if need be and 

yes maybe Stig and yes maybe I have other ideas for the world and yes yes yes my friends, I cannot tell today – WHEN 

GOD RAISES ME TO A HIGHER LEVEL, I WILL GIVE YOU THE ANSWER. 

 

And yes Stig, I have already given the world a lesson of how I can influence the world economy. If you don’t start fol-

lowing the basic rules of these scripts, I WILL RUIN THE WORLD and yes it will lead to the nightmare of a world without 

money and where everyone will fight each other over very limited resources and yes Stig, A WORLD WHICH WILL 

MAKE US ALL CRY, if people cannot understand that I only want to create a better life for all. 

 

My new world Government 

In my future WORLD yes Stig, OUR future world, IT IS VITAL THAT ALL PEOPLE FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES and the 10 

commandments and yes STIG don’t hurt or cheat other people, and YES STIG I WILL KEEP AN EYE on the world, and 

yes STIG WHEN PEOPLE ARE HONEST and yes COMMUNICATE with each other and yes when there is NO GREED, you 

will not need the same police and yes Stig justice system as today and yes Stig, if people disagree I WILL ASK PEOPLE 

TO SORT OUT THEIR DISAGREEMENTS THEMSELVES and yes STIG WITH THE HELP OF OTHER PEOPLE if need be and 

yes Stig, there is still a need for a justice system of course, if people don’t follow the basic rules and laws. 

 

In the future it is a basic idea that demand for services will create the supply – and yes also vice versa – and yes Stig, 

the idea is that we will all own everything together and yes Stig, an example of meeting the needs of all people: When 

people search the Internet, people will find the services they demand and yes you will be able to find everything you 

can wish for at the Internet, and this should be a basic idea for a FREE society, that PEOPLE WILL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE 

AND DEMAND EVERYTHING THEY WISH FOR according to the basic rules, and that there should be no need by a Gov-
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ernment to establish rules for everybody and everything. I DO MEAN BUSINESS WHEN I SAY THAT I WANT FREEDOM 

FOR PEOPLE. 

 

And yes STIG, THIS IS WHAT I WILL ASK MY NEW WORLD GOVERNMENT to do: 

 

• Establish a constitution and basic laws WITHOUT BUREAUCRACY on basis of the basic rules and the new 10 com-

mandments. 

• Establish the foundation for a future independent justice system (as a separate “company”) and yes Stig, penalties 

if people or businesses don’t comply with the basic rules and constitution/basic laws.  

• Establish the foundation for a future police system (as a separate “company”) to maintain security. 

• Encourage the world to develop/improve education, healthcare or other supplies if there is a public interest or a 

shortage because of geographic or other reasons. 

• To lead the world, when changes are necessary and to be the best role models of the world. 

 

There will not be or should not be a need for the Government to do the following: 

 

• Military defence (not allowed) 

• Economic security or regulation 

• Social security or regulation 

• Healthcare or regulation 

• Environmental security 

• Church or regulation 

• Culture etc. 

 

And yes Stig there should be no need for hundreds/thousands of different appeals boards as today because when 

people will DO THEIR ABSOLUTELY best not cheating or being greedy, there should be no need for people being unsat-

isfied. 

 

And yes here we are, Stig, I HAVE APPOINTED YOU TO BE MY SON AND YES STIG YOU HAVE APPOINTED PRESIDENT 

BARACK OBAMA TO BE MY FUTURE LEADER OF THE WORLD AND YES – THAT IS IF PEOPLE WANT HIM TO RULE THE 

WORLD, THAT IS TO BE HEAD OF MY FUTURE WORLD GOVERNMENT. AND YES STIG, “RULING” THE WORLD WILL DIF-

FERENT TO “RULING” THE WORLD OF TODAY, because yes STIG, THE ROLE OF THE WORLD GOVERNMENT WILL BE 

MUCH DECREASED, BUT WHEN THERE IS THE NEED FOR A TEACHER, YES MY FRIEND, PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA 

WILL BE ONE OF THEM AS THE LEADER OF THE GOVERNMENT – and yes my friends, there will also come others ... 

 

And yes Stig, you will ask President Obama to speak on the details of the future Government and its structure, yes my 

friend, and yes yes yes there can BE ONLY PRINCIPLE, the Government is to be considered as “A COMPANY” and yes 

my friend, ONLY ONE OF THESE, and yes Stig, ALL PEOPLE WILL BE MEMBERS OF THIS COMPANY and yes STIG PAYING 

FOR THE EXPENSES OF THE GOVERNMENT – and yes Stig, a society ALMOST without taxes and yes yes yes we know 

Stig, the idea is working in principle, because how much will the costs be for such a Government compared to today, 

yes Stig, almost impossible to detect when divided by all people of the world. 

 

“Normal life” coming before Judgement Day 

And yes Stig, you are thinking in a greater detail of how to prepare “normal life” to all people on Earth before Judge-

ment Day and yes you have the following ideas: 

 

• LTO volunteers will VISIT ALL PEOPLE OF THE WORLD and yes my friend to DOCUMENT the income, fortune and 

belongings of ALL PERSONS and yes Stig to include this in a temporary database we know STIG, built by GOD and 
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yes Stig to be used when people VOLUNTARILY will share their income, fortune AND belongings with people all 

over the world to be approved by God. 

• And yes Stig you have thought of an alternative to keep BUREACRACY down and yes for Governments to enter in-

formation on people’s income and fortune – if they have this information – and yes Stig, if this is not the case for 

people to enter this information, and yes Stig for all people to enter information about their belongings as well 

and yes Stig to be “controlled” by God, yes we know, and yes Stig maybe even better IF GOD HAS ALL OF THIS IN-

FORMATION AND YES STIG WE KNOW – GOD KNOWS ALL – AND YES STIG with the permission of people I want to 

share this information for the benefit of yourself and all people on Earth and yes Stig, if people don’t accept me to 

publish this information, yes my friend, they will not be approved by me and yes Stig maybe a deadline as well 

and yes my friends I would like to receive your approval before the 1st November 2010. And yes Stig, this is the so-

lution I would like to use, if God will please set this up. 

• And yes, Stig, people can decide to live where they live, share their home with others or move before Judgement 

Day, yes Stig because of LOGISTICS and yes Stig too much to do IF ALL PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THE SAME “NOR-

MAL HOUSE “ before judgement Day. 
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Monday 17th August 2009 

Many short “dreams”, receiving sneezes from God, sneezes and hiccups, update on the resource plan, congratulations 

to Ole, finishing the work and price system, updates from Elijah and emails from and to my family. 

 

Many short “dreams” 

God gave me several short dreams. He kept me at the border between sleep and awake, and I decided to write down 

the following small “dreams”: 

 

• I see my mother and I in a plane landing. 

• I see my mother and I on our way from Helsingør, Denmark, to Helsingborg, Sweden. It is now possible to drive 

across the water, there is no longer a ferry. My mother wants to see the water, but this is not necessary anymore. 

It is possible to walk indoors. 

• My sister’s husband Hans is making pizza with Parma ham for the family, which my mother does not like. She pre-

fers the cheaper German editions of smoked ham and she is criticising him. I say that Hans is preparing the pizza 

like he normally does for himself, but now he is doing it for us as guests – and I say this because I don’t like when 

she criticises other people. My mother says that Hans has a good life and that he does not care about other peo-

ple having difficult life’s. 

• In Denmark there is a channel, where there are unbelievably many crocodiles. I see them in the water, they swim 

very fast. A person is lying in the water underneath a small road bridge, but he is not attacked by the crocodiles. 

Now he is inside the cave, and food is being prepared. 

• I see my mother deciding if she wants to have oranges, lemon or grape fruits. 

• My good friend Jack has analysed my computer. I tell him that tomorrow and the day after we will deliver enve-

lopes to many different fitness addresses and hereafter the lamb will be served (I see the lamb served). He says 

that he understands that I want to be relieved and I say to him that I primarily want to receive understanding 

from people and that they will not criticize our work, because we have done our best.  

 

This is primarily written to the information of LTO to give an understanding of these small dreams: The plane and 

crocodiles are symbols of the Devil. The cave is the home of God like when I dream of “a new house”. Sweden is my 

happy place. No more water is no more hurting. Food is money (“normal life”) coming shortly. An orange is “the 

source”. Delivering envelopes is publishing our work, and thereafter we will have food. 

 

Receiving sneezes from God 

I slept well again today. God gave me several sneezes this morning and I really should have understood his message. I 

will be working at home again to save money – I have only a few hundred Shillings – and Elijah is going to town to visit 

Serena trying to receive payments before time and yes Stig we know NOT ACCORDING TO THE NEW AGREEMENT JUST 

MADE and later he will go to visit his mother at the village again – delayed after agreement with his mother. 

 

After Elijah left, I thought about the sneezes from God, and yes a symbol of the plans at the office and yes Stig, would 

Elijah follow up on the plans as the manager or would he not? And yes Stig, you did not know if he would be at the of-

fice this morning, so you decided to send a SMS to John asking him to prepare the results of the resource plan last 

week and to prepare and print out a new plan.  

 

Sneezes and hiccups 

And this inspires me to write that my mother ALWAYS have sneezed 7-8 times every single time, she sneezes, and yes 

Stig, I have never seen other people doing the same and yes Stig, we know like you have always had one hiccup every 

single time you have had a slurp of a cold coca cola, and yes Stig, symbols from God in your life’s always, we know. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

And yes, with the help of John, here is the update on the resource plan from last week: 
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LTO work Week 32 from 10-15 August 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 47 hours 23.5 hours 

David 22.5 hours 36.5 hours 

John 44 hours 38 hours 

Meshack  46 hours 40 hours 

Stig 42 hours 53.5 hours 

 

And yes, Stig, John was excused because of a “critical” situation with his sister last week, where he took a day off. And 

yes Stig, you asked John to follow up on Meshack because he did not deliver according to his promise, and yes Elijah 

promised to work 47 hours for LTO, but maybe he forgot to exclude the number of working hours for his own business 

– and yes Stig his planning could have been better, we know. 

 

Congratulations to Ole 

And yes, Stig, today is the birthday of Ole, and yes Stig, I know is Ole with me when writing this and yes yes yes Stig I 

feel him weakly and yes Stig, I really don’t know if it is Ole or God showing me Ole and yes I just wanted to say “Happy 

birthday” to you my dear old friend, and yes Stig now he is much stronger with you and yes my friend, YOU HAVE NO 

IDEA OF WHAT I HAVE GONE THROUGH BEING IN LOVE WITH YOUR MOTHER AND YES STIG, I KNOW YOU WOULD 

HAVE LIKED ME TO BE YOUR “FATHER” IN STEAD OF YOUR FATHER AND YES FOR ME AND YOUR MOTHER TO HAVE 

BEEN TOGETHER ALWAYS and yes Stig you have almost tears in your eyes because of this and YES MY FRIEND THE 

DEVIL MADE ME, STIG, TO PROTECT YOU AND YOUR MOTHER AGAINST GOD and yes STIG MAYBE I WILL COME BACK 

SOMEDAY and yes not to haunt but to help your mother and yes to give my moral support to all of you? That would be 

nice. Have a good time up there, Ole, wherever you are, and yes Stig thinking of the holidays at Bikuben’s summer 

houses at the ISLANDS of Lolland and Falster in Denmark, we know. 

 

Finishing the work and price system 

And yes Stig, today you finished the last details of the description of my work and price system and yes difficult deci-

sions to make until the end, we know, and yes NOT GIVING UP, this is how you also did this work, and yes you started 

writing down the sketch of the system using a couple of hours and yes you worked a total of maybe 25 hours doing 

the total description including thinking of the system and yes including maybe 7-8 edits. I DID IT!  

 

And yes Stig, the description could probably have been better if I had a proper education on economics or the society, 

but this is the best I could do and I am satisfied with the work I have done and yes Stig, I hope this will be good enough 

– like the agreements on term and conditions. 

 

Updates from Elijah 

During these days Elijah gives me updates on his whereabouts, which I am happy to receive and we also heard from 

him after he arrived at the village this evening. I don’t know if he succeeded getting money from Serena or not. He 

gave me 200 Shillings this morning so I had a total of 500 Shillings and for you to go to town tomorrow (there will be 

power rationing in Gachie), but yes Stig, you have decided not to ask Elijah about how it went with Serena and yes you 

don’t know about his money situation and yes therefore you have decided to stay at home tomorrow to save money 

and yes for you to buy cigarettes, we know. And yes of course, people should remember to inform each other and yes 

remember to ask questions, but we will follow up, when he returns from the village. 

 

Emails from and to my family 

And yes Stig after a long period waiting to hear from your mother, today she sent you an email and yes it was very 

positive and yes Stig we know difficult to see her suffering in the words she wrote to you and yes “you better be care-

ful with Stig” was maybe the strategy of the family? 

 

Yes she updated you on the family including the visit together with Sanna and Hans to Lars and Kirsten for a day on 

their boat at sea and yes your mother did not like sailing and yes updates from family and friends and yes very nice 

regards from all of them and yes Stig, she also asked about my economic situation and yes Stig she said that the loan 

from John of 4,000 DKK is to be considered as a gift because they will not pay for the sailing cruise to Norway for you. 
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And yes you wrote an email to both your mother and Sanna and yes updated them on the church experience, Hillary 

Clinton’s visit etc. and yes told them about the drought in Kenya, where people and animals are dying and yes Stig you 

saw it on the television the other day. People starve so much that they look like the prisoners of the German concen-

tration camps (please help these people) and yes yes yes you told them that Elijah is at the village helping to sell his 

mother’s cows – which are dying – for almost nothing, that his big family risk the same situation to starve and maybe 

even to die without the help of Elijah, and yes you told them that you are living on the absolutely last money, that 

Elijah will have a little bit of income in August and from September nothing – and yes Stig you said that you are not 

complaining and that we are not suffering yet. 

 

And yes Stig, you have decided not to ask your mother for money as long as you don’t starve, and yes my friends, your 

thought is this: What will my family do? Will they decide to help Elijah’s family from the risk of starvation and yes 

maybe even death or will they decide to do absolutely nothing, and yes Stig, we believe that they will not help people 

from starvation or even dying despite the fact that it is people related to Elijah. Yes, this is how the world is today. And 

yes, both your mother and your sister could probably help, but maybe a difficult decision to take if they believe that I 

am “being exploited” by the people here. 
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Tuesday 18th August 2009 

Many small “dreams”, the computer problems at the office is growing, symbols from God, the team has improved, but 

..., the Terminator movies, today I sent the email to my father, big changes in my work rhythm as usual, Elijah will stay 

one more day at the village, the UFO people will TEACH about a world without evil and I feel that my father is disap-

pointed with me. 

 

Many small “dreams” 

Like yesterday, God decided to give me many small dreams being in a state between sleep and awake. I decided to 

write down the following: 

 

• A carpet has been collected from someone, who has not maintained it properly. The carpet is now with its rightful 

owner again being cleaned very carefully. 

• I dream of a former work colleague cheating and lying to customers, and when confronted with this, he admits 

that this is what he has done. I will not write your name, but you are a good friend of mine, so you can guess ... 

• I see Kim S. at the cash desk at the supermarket. It is snowing, but I cover his face by taking the snow in my face. 

• I want to start my own company and to fusion it with Kim S’s company. We will share the profits with 23 to him 

and 13 to me.  

• I am bicycling with Kim S. I have started my own company and I am not sure that I can earn what I need and 

therefore I decide not to tell him because maybe I can also work part time with him – but only if he does not 

know that I have started my own business. 

• I see Pernille S. at her office. She says that she wants to visit Tivoli again, and later that she will go to Stockholm, 

Sweden. In the dream I say to her, that I have dreamed about her going to Stockholm, Sweden, but that she is 

only a symbol of myself and that Sweden means happiness to me. 

• I see a store on the other side of the street, and when I look carefully, I see that it is a flower store and that it 

grows even bigger. I feel Ole in the dream and I hear the numbers “64 59 21”, and at the same time my mother 

receives a call. (This is the telephone number Ole and my mother had in Albertslund, and my mother receiving a 

call means that GOD WILL LIFT HER – and yes to get a connection to Ole as well). 

 

The computer problems at the office is growing 

I received a SMS from John today. He told me that the desktop computer at the office has “developed” problems since 

Saturday and that the team was not able to finalise the updates of the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters today as 

promised because of this. 

 

David called later and I said to him that he has two choices: Either trying to fix the computer himself or to show faith 

in God and let God cure the computer. He did not give me an answer, but he told me that there now were problems 

with the operating system of the computer as well. 

 

Symbols from God 

A few days ago I saw God fishing and yes Stig, cashing a BIG FISH and yes Stig you were thinking if the cord was strong 

enough to hold such a big fish and yes STIG THEN I SHOWED YOU THAT THE CORD IS MADE OF GOLD. 

 

Today God showed me a fishing boat on the sea and there is truly a VERY BIG FISH just underneath the surface of the 

sea next to the boat. God says that the whole boat has almost been dragged down and that he has been waiting pa-

tiently on me up here. And yes my friends, a fish is living in water and yes WATER IS THE SYMBOL OF PAIN. 

 

And yes, Stig, I have shown you examples of the Matrix movies as a symbol too. Yes about the key master and the 

fighting scene in the hall with the round staircase, and yes meeting the inventor of the universe like in the movie, and 

yes today God showed me that I have arrived at the city of the machines and yes just before the end, where every-

thing will become better. 
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God shows me the piper of the orchestra starting to play, however the piper rolls the pipe, there are still a few rats, 

which are thrown out of the pipe to the right and YES MY FRIENDS, THIS IS THE COUNCIL PLAYING, yes my friends this 

is the symbol and yes WHEN WE START TO PLAY yes this is the time WHEN WE WILL BE READY TO TEACH THE WORLD 

TOO and yes we know Stig, what will be the tasks of the Council and yes here it is my friend: To support you and yes 

OUR mission too. 

 

And yes Stig you have now played the solitarie game on your phone and the computer maybe “100 times” the last 

couple of weeks and yes Stig, you have been wondering if I HAVE DONE SOMETHING WITH THE GAME TO PREVENT 

YOU FROM SOLVING IT and yes Preben, do you remember how much we played this game on time maybe 15 years 

ago, and yes Stig, back then maybe half of the games were solved, but NOT ONE SINGLE TIME THE GAME HAS BEEN 

SOLVED WHEN PLAYING HERE and yes Stig, you have noticed that you get closer and closer to solving the game, and 

yes today you taught Nicole how to play the game and yes my friend after a few games SHE SOLVED IT and yes Stig 

this was the final proof – because I did not say anything to you (I see him “teasing” me, I KNOW GOD, with a GOOD 

“HEART”) – and yes Stig, when you solve the GAME, WE ARE READY TO LET YOU WIN THIS ONE. 

 

The team has improved, but ... 

Yes Stig, the team has improved since you arrived at the office, but as you can tell, not all team members keep the ba-

sic rules and the discipline could be even better, and yes the Devil has tempted some of them, and yes Stig, if the 

world decides not to keep the basic rules, YES STIG THE DEVIL WILL CONTINUE TEMPTING THE WORLD and yes THIS IS 

THE BATTLE BETWEEN GOOD AND BAD, OR GOD AND THE DEVIL. GOD WILL HELP YOU, WHEN YOU DECIDE TO HELP 

ME, AND IF YOU REALLY DO YOUR BEST, GOD WILL DEFEAT THE DEVIL. 

 

The Terminator movies 

And yes my friends, I have shown you the Devil disappearing and appearing like the “bad terminators” in the Termina-

tor movies and yes you know Arnold, I AM BACK ☺. 

 

Today I sent the email to my father 

And yes Stig after finishing the work and price system yesterday, yes today you used the battery of your computer – 

yes there is power rationing again today – to edit your email to your father and yes Stig you DECIDED TO SEND IT TO 

YOUR FATHER and yes Stig, you knew what you did. You knew that it would hurt him and yes Stig, you decided that 

you will not continue having a relation with him on his terms and yes Stig, since I encouraged you to contact him again 

and to CALL HIM EVERY WEEK and yes to listen to his sickness and yes we know in the beginning his and Kirsten’s at-

tacks on you, yes every single time you had a throw up feeling and yes without Kirsten it would be easy to have a good 

relation and yes for you and your father to REALLY talk and to sort out communication and misunderstandings and yes 

Stig, WITH KIRSTEN it is IMPOSSIBLE to get a good relation with your father.  

 

And this additional paragraph is written the 24th December 2009, where I finally decided to include my email to my 

father: 

 

Kære far, 

 

Tak for din mail. 

 

Som du forstår, havde jeg truffet en beslutning om ikke at kontakte dig igen før jeg sendte min forrige mail 

 

Vores relation og kommunikation er ikke og har aldrig været, som jeg har kunnet ønske. Jeg har sådan set intet ønske 

om at sende dig denne mail, men har besluttet at gøre det for at forklare dig sammenhængen, så du bedre kan forstå. 

Jeg havde hellere stoppet vores kommunikation uden denne mail. 

 

Du skriver, at du har forsøgt at holde kontakten til mig i de år, hvor jeg ikke har kontaktet dig. Dette er ikke, som jeg 

har oplevet det. 

 

• Din kontakt har i disse år ikke været til mig, men igennem Sanna, som gjorde Sanna ked af det – at skulle fungere 

som ”mægler” mellem dig og mig. 
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• Når jeg har besluttet med mellemrum at forsøge at normalisere vores relation, så er det mig, der har kontaktet dig 

og bevaret kontakten, ellers ville den stoppe, fordi du ikke kontakter mig. 

 

• Årsagen til, at jeg igennem årene i perioder ikke har kontaktet dig har været på grund af skuffelse over Kirstens åben-

lyse jalousi, prioritering af hendes egne børn, din tilsyneladende manglende styrke i forhold til Kirsten, som giver et ind-

tryk af manglende interesse I Sanna og jeg, din ”insistering” og ”belæring” om, at den måde, du oplever verden på er 

den rigtige samt, at du stort set aldrig ringer og ikke stiller spørgsmål. 

 

• Jeg har altid ønsket et godt forhold til dig, som når vi taler bedst sammen – som regel, når vi taler sammen alene 

uden Kirsten – og jeg har altid savnet et sådant forhold. 

 

• Jeg har altid bevaret et godt forhold til Sanna og mor og kunne ønske, at det også havde været muligt med dig. 

 

Da jeg senest besluttede mig for at genoptage kontakten til dig/jer, oplevede jeg: 

 

• En stor skepsis fra jer om, at jeg ”igen ville skuffe jer” uden noget forsøg på at forstå, hvad der var årsagen til, at jeg i 

en peiode ikke kunne opretholde kontakten med jer. 

 

• En bebrejdelse af, at jeg ikke havde fulgt med i din sygdom og støttet dig, når du havde brug for det – og en ufor-

skammet og uacceptetabel opførsel fra Kirsten. 

 

• Jeg valgte at lytte til alle jeres følelser og belæringer uden overhovedet at fortælle om hvordan jeg oplevede det, for-

di så er jeg sikker på, at vi ikke havde fået genoptaget kontakten, og det var ganske enkelt en ubehagelig oplevelse at 

skulle modtage alt dette ”skrald” fra jer. 

 

• Jeg fortalte jer kort – som jeg har gjort flere gange – at selvom din sygdom var slem, så har jeg været og er fortsat 

igennem oplevelser, som er endnu værre end dine, og at dette var årsagen til, at jeg sidste gang ikke havde kontakt til 

jer i en periode. Jeg havde det værre end du og hvert eneste sekund fra foråret 2006 og i princippet indtil nu har været 

ulideligt at komme igennem. 

 

• På trods af dette har jeg mødt en mur af tavshed fra jer. I har valgt ikke at lytte og ikke at stille spørgsmål, fordi ”I 

ikke har tålmodighed til at forstå mit indre univers”. Det svarer til, at du havde en ”almindelig” sygdom og jeg en me-

get alvorlig sygdom, hvor I bebrejdede/belærte mig, ja skældte mig ud for ikke at være til stede og støtte dig i din syg-

dom. Det er faktisk det, I har gjort! 

 

• Hvis min ”sygdom” havde været en fysisk sygdom, som I kunne se med jeres øjne, og som var endnu alvorligere end 

din, ville I så have valgt at tale med mig og besøge mig? Formentlig ja? Og ville I så kunne forstå, hvorfor jeg i en peri-

ode ikke havde kontakt med jer? 

 

Og det er dette, som det handler om, far: I har ikke kunnet ”se” min ”sygdom”, hvilket har resulteret i en manglende 

forståelse. Du har udvist en ekstraordinær stor selv-sympati i din ”svære” tid, udvist et stort behov for støtte og sup-

port fra din egen søn, som har haft det værre end du, og som du har udvist INGEN forståelse for. Jeg klager ikke og jeg 

beder ikke om din sympati eller forståelse – den har jeg ikke brug for nu, dette er alene en objektiv beskrivelse af det 

forløb, vi har været igennem for at du kan FORSTÅ - jeg skriver ikke mailen af egoistiske årsager, men af hensyn til dig! 

 

Når jeg snart offentliggør de to bøger, jeg har skrevet omkring det, jeg har været igennem og meget andet, så vil du 

forstå, hvad du er gået glip af, fordi du ikke har kommunikeret, og så vil du bedre kunne forstå graden af de urimelig-

heder, som du og Kirsten har stillet mig overfor. 

 

I de fleste gode relationer er det sådan, at man behandler andre, som man selv ønsker at blive behandlet. Hvis ikke 

man giver det samme, som man modtager, så er det ikke lige vilkår – så er det mangel på respect og forståelse. Begge 

parter skal udvise åbenhed og forståelse, og sker det ikke, så har man ikke en god relation. 
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Den måde, som I behandlede Sanna på, er noget af det mest urimelige, jeg har set i mit liv – og jeg ved, at du har væ-

ret en ”lus mellem to negle”, men dette er et eksempel på, hvad jeg mener med ”manglende styrke” i forhold til Kir-

sten. Ville hun nogensinde behandle et af sine egne børn på samme måde? Og det er den måde, som Sanna altid har 

set dig: Som et af dine børn. Man skal aldrig acceptere urimeligheder af denne karakter, det har ødelagt relationen 

mellem dig og Sanna – og ikke gjort din og min relation nemmere – og den eneste, der formentlig er glad, er Kirsten. 

Det er en forkert adfærd, og i dit sted havde jeg sat mig i respekt overfor Kirsten, hvilket jeg ville have gjort fra den al-

lerførste dag – ligesom du i sin tid valgte at komme til min konfirmation, som et de gode eksempler. Ellers har jeg altid 

oplevet, at Kirsten ”har vundet”, og du har trukket dig for at skabe ”fred”, men på Sannas og min bekostning. Og der-

for har vi stadig de problemer, som vi har den dag i dag. I dit sted havde jeg givet Kirsten et ultimatum den dag, du 

mødte hende eller flyttede sammen med hende. Jeg ville aldrig vælge en kvinde fremfor mine børn – ALDRIG – og jeg 

forstår ganske enkelt ikke, at du har accepteret dette, fordi det er det, du har gjort. 

 

Og det er bemærkelsesværdigt, at Kirstens børn har/har haft en tættere kontakt til din familie, end jeg nogensinde har 

haft. Du husker sikkert, at jeg igennem årene flere gange har sagt, at jeg gerne ville have en tættere kontakt til din fa-

milie, men der har i praksis intet initiativ været fra din side. Jeg har nu haft lidt kontakt med Inge, og jeg ville kunne 

have haft et RIGITGT godt forhold til hende og også til din mor, hvis omstændighederne og din vilje havde været 

anderledes. 

 

Så nu har jeg fortalt dig sandheden, og hvis jeg havde gjort dette, da jeg genoptog kontakten med dig sidste gang, er 

jeg ikke sikker på, at du eller Kirsten havde haft tålmodighed til at lytte til mig, og resultatet havde sikkert været, at vi 

ikke havde set hinanden igen. 

 

Hvis du vil forsøge at lære fra ovenstående ved at vise store åbenhed, empati/interesse og ved at vise styrke overfor 

Kirsten, så kan vi fortsætte kontakten, ellers er min beslutning fortsat den samme: At stoppe kontakten, fordi du moti-

verer mig ikke til at fortsætte, selvom du er min far. 

 

Hvis dette er sidste gang, du hører fra mig, så ønsker jeg dig, Kirsten og hendes børn alt det bedste af et godt hjerte, og 

så vil jeg i øvrigt fortsætte med at savne den far, som jeg kunne have haft, men som jeg aldrig har haft. Sådan er det, 

far – på grund af dine valg og på grund af din accept af Kirsten, har du været en dårlig far. Og det er muligt, at du sy-

nes, at jeg har været en dårlig søn, og hvis dette er tilfældet, så skyldes det ganske enkelt, at vi aldrig har haft mulig-

heden for at få den kommunikation mellem far og søn, som der skal til – og som andre har - for at skabe forståelse for 

hinanden og et godt forhold. 

 

Den måde, som jeg kommunikerer på nu, er den måde, som jeg har allermindst lyst til, men som er en kedelig konse-

kvens af jeres fokusering på jer selv og jeres egne behov. Jeg er sikker på, at I oplever det anderledes, og så må det væ-

re sådan. 

 

Jeg er ikke interesseret i at modtage mails fra dig, hvis dette bliver begyndelsen til en ”hvem har ret” dialog. Det ønsker 

jeg ikke. Det er ikke min natur. Enten har man en god og positiv dialog med gensidig interesse ellers har man ingen dia-

log. Dette er min beslutning – mails med ”forsvar” for eller ”belæringer” om dine valg og beslutninger vil blive slettet 

og ikke besvaret. Jeg kender dine holdninger – dem har jeg lyttet til mange gange uden at have fortalt dig mine egne. 

Dem har du fået nu. 

 

Kærlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

Big changes in my work rhythm as usual 

At the moment I am either working 12 hours one day and the next day I do absolutely nothing sitting in a chair and yes 

DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING just waiting the whole day for the power to come back on and not feeling in a mood to 

speak to the family because I don’t feel happy, and yes Stig waiting with the only view to write these scripts, which is 

not either very nice to do. Yes, this is life at the moment, and yes HAVE YOU TRIED TO SIT IN A CHAIR FROM THE 

MORNING UNTIL 18.00 in the evening DOING NOTHING? Not even reading a newspaper or a book, and yes this re-

quires my absolutely best patience and yes it is really not very nice. 
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Today the power went on at 18.45 and yes Stig we know you only worked for 1½ hours today because athletics on the 

TV was more exciting to watch and yes tomorrow you will finish the 5-6 days of scripts you are behind because of the 

work on my and yes my friend also yours work and price system. 

 

Elijah will stay one more day at the village 

Elijah called me today saying that the man who should have been at the village today to talk about the cows did not 

show up, and he will come tomorrow instead, so Elijah will stay one more day at the village and yes Stig it is “very 

cold” here with 16 degrees and a little bit of rain, but just outside Nairobi at the village it is very hot. 

 

The UFO people will TEACH about a world without evil 

And yes Stig, today I inspired you to write this: YES STIG, THE “PEOPLE” of the UFO’s have been sent with this mission 

too: TO TEACH THE EARTH ABOUT A WORLD WITHOUT EVIL and yes my friends, THERE ARE SEVERAL PEOPLE COMING 

FROM DIFFERENT “WORLDS” and yes Stig, I DO HOPE THAT PEOPLE ON EARTH WILL LISTEN TO WHAT THEY HAVE TO 

SAY and yes my friend, HOW WILL WE COMMUNICATE and yes my friends, do they speak English or other languages 

and yes my friends, IF ONLY I KNEW (thank you ?) and yes my friends – a song Stig? (Yes found it, Tom Jones, thanks – 

you should really also have been on my Top 100 list, I forgot you, sorry, and yes you made one of my mother’s favour-

ite songs “green green grass of home”) – and here it is: THESE VERY FINE PEOPLE HAVE GONE THROUGH SIMILAR EX-

PERIENCES AS THE EARTH WILL NOW GO THROUGH AND YES MY FRIENDS NOT ONLY HAVE I TAUGHT THEM EARTH-

LANGUAGES I HAVE ALSO SHOWN THEM WITH MY COMPASS HOW PEOPLE ARE LIVING ON EARTH and yes Stig, we 

know this does not sound right, but anyhow, yes they will also teach on MORALS AND ETHICS as well. 

 

My father is disappointed with me 

And during the evening God gave me VERY DEEP FEELINGS of my father being disappointed with me and he also gave 

me doubts if I had done the right thing, and yes Stig, we know sometimes you need to take a decision and to STAND 

BY IT and yes Stig to accept that this is part of the game that God has created for me yes like your mother, Sanna, 

Karen and Jack not listening to you to name a few but not all, and yes for them to think what they think, for them to 

suffer because they don’t want to listen and yes for you to suffer because of all of them, and yes we know Stig, I HAVE 

TO ACCEPT THESE VERY DEEP FEELINGS and we know Stig finding the other feeling I have given you, yes TO BE 

STRONG and yes my friend, maybe the world has already guessed it: I have given you the ability to FEEL like no other 

people and yes Stig to accept pain and suffering and yes TO BE STRONG like no other people and yes my friend, this is 

what you have done and yes could all people do what I have done? Let me say it like this, this is what you believe I 

have put inside of you and yes we know is this the truth? And I can only say because God is on fishing-holiday at the 

moment this is what I believe myself when I compare myself to other people and I also have the feeling that this is 

about will-power and if I have done this, all people should be able to do the same – IF THEY TRULY CAN ACCEPT PAIN 

AND SUFFERING, that is, and it is here that I believe that only very few people if any could do this, because God has 

given me suffering all of my life, and if you don’t have this experience, it will be impossible to go through an experi-

ence like mine. 
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Wednesday 19th August 2009 

More small “dreams”, the desktop computer broke down and all documents were lost, now Joseph and his cousin are 

also sick, footballs from Spain to Kenya?, symbols from God, my promise to Kirsten remains the same, I am a jour again 

with my scripts and Elijah sold his mother’s cows. 

 

More small “dreams” 

And yes, this is the way I have decided to give you “dreams” these days – small dreams, not sleeping and not awake 

but in between: 

 

• I am driving in my car in Sweden. I have not really sold anything, it is slippery on the roads. But then I see and 

drive into a Danish city in Sweden, there is a lot a charm, beautiful old city houses and many restaurants. 

• I dream that I am the Nordic manager of GE Insurance, and when I enter the office in Sweden, I smile at everyone 

and receive smiles from everyone. 

• I shop in a supermarket in Sweden. The meat is cheaper here than in Denmark. There is a big box of meat which 

only costs 20 SEK pr. kilo, I take one of them but I think that the quality should be even better and I wait to buy 

more. 

• Anna Karin is at the office. She says that she will come back to work for GE, she has a husband who knows all of 

the details of her work, and I get the impression that she would have liked to have me as a boyfriend years back 

(still remember meeting your parents, Anna Karin – a very beautiful cottage house and beautiful people, thank 

you for this and other experiences as well, also in Gothenburg). 

• There are two sky scrapers in Stockholm. Light has just been set up at the place in front of the sky scrapers and it 

is now the symbol of Stockholm. But it is not possible to see on the buildings that they are businesses doing trade, 

and that is the problem. People enter one elevator and the bottom of the elevator breaks on the way up, but 

people still come up being scared. Another person has entered another elevator, he speaks on the telephone and 

almost laughs because of the story of the first elevator, but the bottom of his elevator also breaks and even he 

comes up. 

• I set up my father’s speakers in the kitchen and I play songs of Shu-bi-dua. I want to play loud, but the volume of 

the music coming out is not as loud as I wanted. 

• I hear “I have already ordered a fitness machine and a stomach push up machine” and I see the machines. 

 

When I woke up I heard the following from a Bob Marley song: “Could you be loved, let me love, someone else is judg-

ing you”. 

 

And I also heard: “You gave me love when I couldn't give, you are everything”. I wrote this line down but cannot re-

member now if it is from a song or from God and yes Stig, Jack has not contacted you too while in Kenya, not really, no 

– I have sent him one email and one chat-message and yes I have received a short chat message from him saying noth-

ing and I am still waiting to receive an email from him, but he is probably busy ... ☺. 

 

The desktop computer broke down and all documents were lost 

At 14.50 David called me and said that all documents on the desktop were lost and he wanted me to send the Dadaab 

and Somalia newsletter to him through an email and yes Stig, I told him that I only have very little credit left and yes 

now I know why the Internet has not worked today, which it has not, because of David, and yes I said to him that if 

Elijah decides to go to town tomorrow I will give him my flash-disk with the newsletters, BECAUSE MY COMPUTER IS 

STILL WORKING PERFECT – DAVID, SO YOU KNOW. So because of this the office has not been able to keep its dead-

lines on the newsletters, which should have been finished yesterday. And yes “KEEPING THE FAITH” – you may re-

member, LTO? 

 

And yes Stig, I warned David earlier about the possibility of the Devil and yes he did not listen and he did not show his 

faith and yes Stig this is a symbol of this message to the world: IF YOU DON’T LISTEN TO ME, IF YOU DON’T SHOW 
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YOUR FAITH IN ME, YOUR DEADLINE WILL RUN OUT, AND YES YOU WILL BE DESTROYED AS I HAVE NOW GIVEN YOU 

AN EXAMPLE OF WITH DAVID AND THE DESKTOP COMPUTER.  

 

And yes Stig, I WILL DO THE SAME TO THE WORLD AS I DID WITH DAVID. I will ask the world to decide what it wants to 

do – I will not force it. You have your FREE WILL like David had. You can decide to show your faith or the opposite. 

 

And yes Stig while speaking to David on the phone, God turned off and on the power supply as well. 

 

And yes Stig, later in the day, you thought that now the Internet should logically work again, and yes Stig, there were 

no problems exactly as you thought. The Internet worked fine again. 

 

Now Joseph and his cousin are also sick 

And yes Stig, the Devil is allowed to continue a little bit when people don’t show their faith in God. And yes today it is 

Joseph, who is sick, he has ear pains and yes therefore – of course – his mother brought him to the hospital. And yes 

his cousin, who is still on holiday at the house, has neck pains and yes he received pills. But Nicole is having no prob-

lems today. 

 

Maybe the family someday will find out the reason why the Devil has been so active lately giving the children sick-

nesses and yes how easy it would be to stop these “diseases” and yes maybe by communicating with each other? 

 

Footballs from Spain to Kenya? 

And yes Stig, you were very happy to receive an email from Martin at Eurobooking in Malaga, Spain, Friday last week, 

and yes Stig, SPAIN is the symbol of the “evil spirit” to you and yes maybe this was the reason why you and he had a 

misunderstanding breaking up your co-operation because he decided to listen to one of his employees even though 

you told him the truth, but this is another story and yes here it is, you have not had contact with Martin for maybe 1-

1½ years and yes Stig, he decided to look me up at linkedin and yes “by coincidence” maybe and yes he found out that 

you are in Kenya, and in Spain he has donated FOOTBALLS to African immigrants and yes we know, he asked: “How 

much does it cost to send footballs to Kenya” and yes Stig, maybe he will support the local football team at the Gachie 

church if there is a need or the poor people of Kwawanzilu, and yes Stig this was what you wrote to him today asking 

him what he would like to do. 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes Stig, even more small stories and yes Stig not a big difference receiving this when sleeping, half sleeping or 

awake: 

 

I feel an orange around me. I see it, I taste it, I smell it – and yes Stig not only do I give you the senses of “spiritual” 

speaking, feeling and visions but also my friends “spiritual” TASTE and SMELL and yes Stig we know, it is very smart 

indeed, if God wants too, you don’t need to buy oranges, because the “spiritual oranges” taste and smell the same as 

real oranges. A big potential for savings of the world, Stig/God? – Yes we are one. 

 

And yes Stig, the last days or maybe weeks I have told you that what you have done – GOING THROUGH HELL ON 

EARTH – has given me/us the best foundation of all and yes yes yes we know the MOST DIFFICULT ROAD and yes I 

could have opened other roads, but yes my friend, this was/is the best. 

 

And yes, Stig, more of the same, I have told you that your mother, Karen and Denis and yes Stig more people will be 

proud of you because you have decided to do the right thing without any support from your nearest family and friends 

– yes except of course the LTO team – and yes ONE DAY SOON THEY WILL KNOW and yes the same feeling as when I 

started on the trade school in Denmark as young without support yes maybe apart from your mother and yes Stig this 

is the same feeling but “1 million times stronger” this time. 

 

And God said to me again today how much pain he has gone through sending me through Hell on Earth and how much 

he looks forward to finalising this “game”. 

 

My promise to Kirsten remains the same 
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And yes Stig, your heart gave a “wrong beat” and yes my friend YOU ARE NOT NUMBER ONE ON MY LIST, FATHER, 

AND YES MY PROMISE TO KIRSTEN STILL REMAINS THE SAME and yes Stig WHEN PEOPLE ARE NICE, you will be nice 

and yes Stig, if Kirsten contacts you after THE DEATH OF YOUR FATHER, AND YES BEING NICE, I WILL STILL HELP HER. 

 

I am a jour again with my scripts 

And yes Stig, we know after working approx. 11 hours yesterday evening and today you have now finalised the scripts 

and first edit of the dates from 13th – 19th August and yes you have the feeling that you are not working with the same 

speed and stress as what I pushed you to do in July. 

 

Elijah sold his mothers cows 

Elijah returned this evening from his mother. He succeeded selling three cows for 11,000 Shillings, which is considera-

bly below the normal price. 

 

He has approx. 6,000 Shillings on him and he has still outstandings with Serena and the Museum. We agreed that both 

of us will go to the office tomorrow and to use the money “wisely” here at the end. 
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Thursday 20th August 2009 

A poor sleep with poor dreams, I disagree with God and the Council on my father, symbols from God, team meeting, 

you don’t listen better just because you say you will, update on the computer at the office, redo the update of the 

newsletters, we are all tired, working the whole day at the office today, no viruses on my travel descriptions,  

my clothes, emails from and to John, Elijah has handed over his business to his brothers, the financial situation, world 

leaders covering up, behaviour of people: Watch BIG BROTHER, study and teach the books of Stephen Covey. 

 

A poor sleep with poor dreams 

Before going to bed yesterday I was told that I would get a poor night, and yes Stig, this was what I gave you, yes poor 

sleep and yes poor dreams and this is only one of them – one other dream has been censured – and yes Stig you were 

in Tivoli and yes trying to find a woman to date and yes you did not succeed and yes you had to leave disappointed at 

01.30 and yes furthermore you had to pay a bill, which was not yours. 

 

And yes Stig, not only did I give you the words of a song, no I gave you a dream of Celine Dion yes singing “Because 

you loved me” and she was really not looking well in the dream, she had put on weight and was looking very tired, and 

yes Stig, even though the words from yesterday morning were different than the lyrics of the song, these words were 

given to me by God and they matched this song by Celine Dion, and I first remembered after having this dream. 

 

I disagree with God and the Council on my father 

And yes Stig, I know the feedback from God and the Council – also because he sent the Devil - they had hoped that I 

would not write the email to my father and yes I believe they would like me to have another approach on my father 

when speaking to the world – this is all I understand from them, they will not tell me more – but I can only say this. I 

don’t regret my decision and the teaching I as Stig will give the world is that THE GOLDEN RULE ALSO APPLIES WHEN IT 

COMES TO COMMUNICATION, and yes my friends including God and the Council. This is my decision and I stick to it. 

 

And I do have the feeling that my decision and yes Stig the meeting with the Devil was “expected” or maybe even 

planned by God, he or maybe even the Devil has given me this “indication”. 

 

Later in the day I was told that God wanted to keep my relations with my father and first later tell the world what I 

told my father in my email, so God, a part of you strategy for me not telling the truth to my father? And yes Stig, I 

have seen decisions from God before, which I have first understood afterwards, and this will maybe be one of them, 

but as mentioned, TODAY I HAVE DONE WHAT I BELIEVE IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO. 

 

Symbols from God 

God showed me Tiger Woods in a sand bunker – he is not down at the beach this time – and yes even though the bun-

ker is steep, he will hit the ball perfect and land on the green again in one shot. And God tells me that this will be my 

last day with the Devil – only “Devil light” today – because we need to move on. 

 

The last couple of weeks God has shown me the “build it yourself” speaker store at the beginning of Frederiksberg Alle 

in Copenhagen (Dansk Lyd Teknik, if I remember correctly), and yes Stig today I had the thought that they build some 

of the finest speakers available and yes my friend, WE NEED TO BUILD OUR OWN SPEAKERS AND YES WHEN I CANNOT 

GO HOME TODAY IT IS BECAUSE I HAVE FOUND A GOOD REASON AND YES STIG THE REASON BEING YOU and yes my 

friends you have hardly done anything at the office today and yes ONLY TO UPDATES THIS SCRIPT yes we know and 

yes tired and yes what about the speakers God – and I see an employee lifting the speakers into the back of God’s car, 

and yes Stig they have been bought, now I only need to connect them at home and YES, THEN I WILL SPEAK TO YOU 

and yes WITH AN EVEN CLEARER SOUND THAN I HAVE DONE TO ANY LIVING PERSON ON EARTH BEFORE and yes in-

cluding the time when I was Jesus? And yes my friend, including that time and here it is: I see the Devil’s boat coming 

back to harbour and a line is thrown into shore to tie the boat. 

 

Team meeting at 13.00 

I asked the team to have the team meeting today instead of tomorrow at 9.00 because I will stay at home tomorrow 

to save money – and yes normally you will always hold team meeting the same day and time every week, so don’t fol-

low my example. 
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Meshack and the team will talk about basic rule no. 2 at the next meeting. The agenda has not been put on the wall 

yet, probably because of computer problems, but David promised to follow up. 

 

You don’t listen better just because you say you will 

And yes Stig at the meeting you asked Elijah to follow up on the inventory list from the last meeting, and yes Elijah, 

“When is the deadline for this, when will you be finished with this”, and yes my friends Elijah thought that our team 

meeting first would be tomorrow and yes therefore he was not finished with it yet, but he promised to finish it tomor-

row, and yes Stig, here it comes. LAST WEEK WE TALKED ABOUT WHEN HE COULD GIVE A DEADLINE and he said that 

he would come back at the next meeting and yes Stig obviously Elijah thought that he should be finished with the 

work tomorrow, but what we agreed on was for him to GIVE A DEADLINE TOMORROW, not to finish it. 

 

And yes, Elijah, you mean very well and yes Stig, I can only say this. I have now seen so many examples, where Elijah 

believes I say something else than what I say and this is making communication difficult and yes many misunderstand-

ings - examples are included in these scripts – and yes I CAN ONLY SAY THIS: LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY and yes you can-

not improve just because you say to yourself “now I have improved”. Elijah really does not listen better today than 

when I arrived – SO TRAINING SESSIONS ARE VITAL as mentioned earlier. 

 

Update on the computer at the office 

When I arrived at the office this morning, the computer was still not working. Apparently David had not had the time 

yet to set it up. 

 

At the team meeting John told us that he and Meshack because of the computer breakdown had lost approx. 15 hours 

of working time on the update of the Dadaab newsletter, which included information from the internet and from 

newspapers etc. And yes Stig, I gave David 500 Shillings earlier to surf the internet on information for the work of up-

dating the newsletters and he promised to only use what was needed (he said 4-5 hours, which is 240-300 Shillings) 

and to come back with the rest of the money, and yes Stig, maybe not on your action plan David, because I have not 

heard from you? 

 

I asked the team if they had the information from the internet on a flash-disk (they use cybercafe’s) and yes Stig, it 

was, but David decided to clean the flash-disk after copying the content to the computer, and yes afterwards the 

computer “broke” down, so ALL information and all work on the updates have been lost, and yes KEEPING THE FAITH 

or NOT KEEPING THE FAITH, this is the question my friends (and I feel the inspiration from God on Shakespeare’s play 

Hamlet when writing this). 

 

After the team meeting the desktop computer was up and running again and yes I still had the Dadaab and Somalia 

newsletters on my computer – which is still working perfect – and yes these documents together with the re-

source/action plans and music files were copied to my flash-disk and pasted to the desktop computer, and yes my 

friends, DAVID HAS RE-INSTALLED THE COMPUTER WITH THE ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAM and yes how much will this pro-

gram help, if the Devil has decided to infect the computer? 

 

And when we pasted the files, the anti-virus program informed maybe 10-15 times that a virus was detected – as far 

as I could see only included in music files. I wrote down the name of the virus “Mabezat” and yes I asked David if he 

had the same virus on the desktop and he said “yes, there were several” and yes Stig, among the files on my flahs-

disk, there was only this one virus. And yes Stig, apparently there is virus on my computer or at least on the flash-disk 

and yes nothing happens when you have the faith, and yes my friend, this is the difference. 

 

So what will David do this time? Will he risk the Devil again? Will he show faith in me or the anti-virus program? And 

yes why did the desktop computer break down and yes with an anti-virus program installed? And yes why did my lap-

top continue without problems and yes without an anti-virus program installed? And David, do you think that the 

work of the team will be protected best with or without God? And yes, these are the questions for David. 
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And yes Stig, you decided to ask the team “where are my two original flash-disks”? And yes probably with Elijah, so 

you asked John to get a flash-disk from Elijah and yes Stig just in case that the computer will break down again and yes 

for John to have a copy of their work on this flash-disk. 

Redo updates on the newsletters 

And at the team meeting I could only say to the team, that “I don’t have money, I can only ask you to be creative and 

find solutions” when they will redo the update of the newsletters and yes, they did not have any doubts doing this – 

THANK YOU MY FRIENDS for keeping the faith. And yes maybe the work on Dadaab will be of poorer result if the team 

cannot find money to browse the internet, and yes Stig the team is more or less broke. 

 

We are all tired 

At the end of the team meeting I said that “You all look tired like me, I can see that on your faces, but thank you for 

your strength”, which I also could see and feel.” This test of patience has also been longer than what I expected, and 

thank you for your faith showing patience. I know what you are going through here at the end.” 

 

Working the whole day at the office today 

And yes, Stig, we know you decided to really save money in town today and yes by not going to any bars and yes you 

suddenly received the thought that maybe the nice security guards – because this is what they are – would open the 

door to the stairs going down to the yard and yes just maybe you would be allowed to smoke there and yes my 

friends, your wish was granted, but of course a little bit annoying for them and me because I need to have them open 

the door every time, so today I have smoked only 4-5 cigarettes because of this. 

 

And yes Stig sitting on a plastic chair at the office, it was very uncomfortable working with the laptop on the table to 

the right of you and yes no room for the legs, and yes really annoying but this is what I decided to do today to save 

200 Shillings for coffee and yes Meshack took us to an even cheaper lunch restaurant today, which was fine, and yes 

maybe 100 Shillings cheaper in average than our normal restaurants, so a day in town has been done for 100 shillings 

in transport and 130 Shillings for lunch, and yes we know, IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO WORK EFFECIENTLY all day 

long at the office if I needed to do this because of the very uncomfortable working position. 

 

No viruses on my travel descriptions 

During the afternoon I copied my travel descriptions to my flash-disk and pasted them on the desktop computer, and 

the virus program on the desktop computer found no viruses on this document. 

 

My clothes 

And yes Stig, you really don’t have much clothes and yes we know, there are now holes in two pieces of your clothes 

and yes your trousers hang on you, because you have lost weight in Kenya and yes Stig, we know, part of the suffering 

here too. 

 

Emails from and to John 

Yesterday I received a “concerned” email from John, yes first a positive email from Sanna and then a positive email 

from your mother and finally John was asked to follow up and yes Stig, you can almost hear the family talking and be-

ing concerned. And yes, you sent your reply today, and here are some of the questions and answers: What kind of 

work do you do (the same as I have informed the family on before – the newsletters and yes now more than 400 

pages of my book), why have you been delayed with the work (because of unexpected circumstances), and yes NOW 

THE INFORMATION CAME. John told me that my credit cards have been closed, will LTO take care of me?, can I get a 

job?, how do I make every day? And yes I told the truth, we have no money but we will try to make it with what we 

have. I did not tell more about “donors” and yes nothing about “normal life” coming. 

 

And yes Stig, this is what the family is thinking. They don’t believe in you, you are in Africa and yes you have no money 

and big debts and yes we know Stig, this is really not very nice to think of when you are family and yes especially for 

your mother because yes Stig she is very easily affected and yes we know Stig, part of the game. 

 

Elijah has handed over his business to his brothers 

This evening Elijah had a meeting with his brother Stephens, and afterwards he informed me that his brothers have 

accepted to take over his business. I said to Elijah with the words of God: “Very brave move, Elijah” ☺. 
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The financial situation 

Elijah told me that he borrowed the 6,000 Shillings from his mother. Today he paid the electricity bill, for printer paper 

to the office, food until Sunday and lunches for the team and now he has 1,000 Shillings left. He also gave me 500 Shil-

lings this morning.  

 

Tomorrow he will receive an answer from Serena if they will pay him on Monday, and if they do, he will repay his 

friend 10,000 Shillings and his mother 6,000 Shillings and he will have 4,000 Shillings for next week. He also asked me 

about my loan to him and I said that he should not think of it.  

 

I said to Elijah “I don't know what God will do and when he will do it in connection with the Micro Finance company. He 

helped you the last time and I am sure he will do it again”. 

 

World leaders covering up 

And yes Stig, my friend, yes my friend, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel is one example of a world leader, 

who knows that I am coming and yes who has begun to hide his secrets, so the world will not know what he has been 

guilty in and yes my friend, do you want to tell yourself or do you want me to tell about the crimes you have done to 

humanity?  

 

And yes my friend he is truly only ONE EXAMPLE of a leader of the world who is guilty of severe crimes and yes my 

friends I KNOW THE NAME OF ALL OF YOU AND WHAT YOU HAVE DONE and yes I WANT YOU TO REPENT YOUR 

CRIMES IN FULL PUBLIC and yes PLEASE START DOING THIS AND I WILL SMILE TO YOU and yes we know what will the 

world think about this, and yes Stig this is the example I have given, when people REPENT, I accept and yes Stig of 

course PLEASE DON’T DO THE SAME AGAIN. 

 

Behaviour of people: Watch BIG BROTHER 

And yes Stig, today I encouraged you to write what you have been saying to people in the past. The TV show BIG 

BROTHER is primarily interesting because you can see the development of people’s behaviour when they are locked 

inside the same house and yes Stig – you can of course only tell on basis of the Danish show some years ago – and yes 

Stig, in the beginning you noticed that all people were very positive, smiling and laughing and yes Stig gradually you 

saw that people become more and more annoying with and tired of each other, they quarrel and yes Stig this is al-

most the best - directly in front of the cameras, people talk behind the back of other people and yes yes yes this is 

about people being spoiled, not having good values, people listening to themselves, having only little patience with 

others and yes Stig SIMPLY NOT UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTING others and yes HOW DIFFICULT CAN IT BE, MY 

FRIENDS?  

 

Start looking at your own behaviour and you will get a much better relation with others, when YOU improve. Try not 

to be too “difficult” to others, try not to “steal the picture” and yes we know don’t be selfish, accept your situation, 

don’t show your negative feelings and don’t demand what YOU want but think of other people and how you can help 

them instead. Watch some episodes and you will understand what I mean. 

 

And the inspiration from God to talk about the BIG BROTHER show and the value or understanding other people be-

fore you make yourself understood followed to the inspiration of talking about Stephen Covey: 

 

Study and teach the books of Stephen Covey 

None of the basic rules I have written in these scripts have been with the inspiration of other books or the Internet. 

The scripts are solely done by me with the inspiration of God – I have had no time, energy or wish to find books or in-

formation on the Internet as inspiration. 

 

I remember the authorship of Stephen Covey and especially his book “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People”, 

which I have read briefly some years ago. I do believe that this book and his authorship is valuable as supplement to 

my basic working rules and I encourage people to read him and yes Stig for people to teach his habits etc. – AND YES 

STIG, WE DO HOPE THAT STEPHEN WILL NOT MIND THIS ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE WORLD? 
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Friday 21st August 2009 

Slept poorly again, dreaming of the extravagant bank and “my new car”, dreaming of busses in Snekkersten, not know-

ing what will happen, out of money and no team lunches, the final step on the hanging bridge and God “falling” at the 

WC in Athletics 

 

Slept poorly again 

God wake me up at 3.00 and 5.00 and yes Stig the sleep was better than the night before but it was not as good as ex-

pected and yes we know, the Devil has not quite left yet. And yes, Stig, tired again today and yes we know, working at 

home and yes Stig not much to do today except from the second edit of your scripts from the 13th August and yes we 

know, writing the script of today. 

 

Dreaming of the extravagant bank and “my new car” 

This is the first dream from 3.00 (we know you did not follow your principle ...) 

 

I have signed loan papers with Danske Bank, Espergærde, but because my account was already in deficit, the system 

automatically rejected the payout of the loan. The bank says that this was annoying. God and I are in the bank very 

early from the morning. I think I am going to be a temp today, but Per Holst arrives and says that he will be the temp 

instead of me. The bank has a very fine B&O stereo system and music by Saga is played on the system. The bank asks 

me about the loan, I explain and they say that they will have a look at it and come back. The basement of the bank is 

very stylish in fact so stylish and extravagant that the bank is not to be recognised from when I was there in 1984 – 

and the people I know from back then will not speak to me. I speak to the bank, nothing has happened and the money 

is still on its way. The bank knows that I am Jesus, which annoys me. Outside on two different corners I see two baker-

ies, they are both called “Nairobi”. A woman at the street says “congratulations with your new car” and I say that it 

has been delayed a little bit. I am on my way to play bowling with some friends, but I cannot see them at the bowling 

lane, where we have agreed to meet. 

 

Dreaming of busses in Snekkersten 

And this is the second dream from 5.00. 

 

I speak to a bus driver and he tells me that the bus will always be precisely at the minute ’33 or ’34 in Snekkersten (at 

the end of Agnetevej), and that the bus is not allowed to continue driving before the bus coming from the opposite 

direction will meet it at the small bridge. I am now in a car, I receive 1,000 DKK and I tell two other that “this is as it 

has always been” and Shu-bi-dua is played on the radio – Shu-bi-dua is connected to this story somehow. I meet the 

two bus drivers at the places of their garage, and I will try to teach them how to motivate people to come to the place 

and the more people, who will come the less starvation the bus drivers will experience. 

 

“Work or the Devil will come after you” 

And yes Stig, you were really not motivated at all the first hour this morning and yes Stig, I showed you that I really 

mean business this time, and yes we know you are indeed tired today and yes not very motivating to do the second 

edit of all of you scripts from the 13th August including half of the 12th August until today – and yes including another 

edit of my work and price system – and yes Stig, the Devil was threatening me, unpleasant as usual and yes Stig the 

only way I can defeat him, also today, is to keep on working and yes we know to keep on playing this act without living 

a normal life, and yes after approx 5-6 hours you had done the second edit and yes approx. 10 minutes per page. 

 

Not knowing what will happen 

And yes Stig a little bit of thinking and yes Stig just a little bit of inspiration this time, we know, not very nice having 

absolutely no idea of what will happen and yes Stig we know, the team is depending on you, yes Stig, the family is de-

pending on you and yes STIG I CONTINUE TO DRAGGING OUT MY PERFORMANCE and yes yes yes now I have two 

“deadlines” to look forward to: 1) The deadline for Elijah to repay his loan with the Micro Finance company at the end 

of the month and yes Stig 2) My mother’s 70th birthday the 2nd September and yes Stig, this time you will be surprised 

if I don’t deliver and if you don’t publish the work before the 1st September and yes for “normal life” to come and yes 

Stig, is Paris Hilton a message from God or from the Devil and yes Stig, it is not a very nice message I can give you to-

day: I WILL WAIT A FEW DAYS BEFORE I GIVE YOU THIS INFORMATION, my boy. 
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Out of money and no team lunches 

And yes Elijah came home today at 20.10 and yes Stig a “very good day” for both of you and yes Stig also for the team 

and yes very good actually means that you are all more or less out of money and yes Stig there were no lunches for 

the team at the office today and yes not even for Elijah and yes yes yes my friends, they are still working on the redo 

of the updates of the newsletters and yes we know Stig you had lunch today at home but no coffee and yes there is no 

view to have coffee again soon unless God gives us normal life – and yes we are saving so much so we did not even 

spoke on the telephone or sent text messages today. 

 

And yes Elijah received a yes from Serena, they will pay him on Monday, and yes securing our next week at the family 

and yes Stig you don’t know how the team will manage and yes hopefully they will find some work and yes Stig we 

know maybe they will starve – and yes I am sure that my family will say no to help Africans they don’t know, but 

maybe my mother would me if I should starve - and yes my friends, this is the way to meet GOD – yes STIG I AM PICK-

ING WHITE FLOWERS FOR ALL OF YOU AND YES NO DISTURBANCE OTHERWISE YES STIG BECAUSE I AM YOU AND YES 

DON’T SPEAK TO ME AND YES YES YES we know this is often the feeling you have and yes Stig we know you have de-

cided not to speak much during your entire travel to Kenya and yes except from time to time when speaking about 

work with the team, yes but in private you hardly say a word the whole day and yes Stig because of the circumstances, 

not really very nice the life God has given me here – and yes Stig you thank Elijah, the family and the team, it is not 

because of them but because of WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU? Yes my friends, therefore and only therefore. 

 

The final step on the hanging bridge 

And yes Stig another expression is what I just gave you, WHAT YOU AND THE TEAM ARE DOING NOW IS THE LAST STEP 

ON THE HANGING BRIDGE and yes yes yes how will we finalise the work, will the team be able to do the updates and 

yes Stig how and when will we publish the work and yes those are the questions right now. 

 

God “falling” at the WC in Athletics 

Tonight the whole family were watching the World Championships in Athletics.  

 

During one of the runs for women, Elijah said that a Kenyan woman was “out of balance”, and yes my friend back 

again from The Devil, yes but I brought flowers for you, yes my friend I decided to show the world that I can also be 

“unlucky” and yes my friend this woman was truly out of balance as Elijah “predicted” because she fell over the goal 

line. 

 

And yes my friend at a run for men Elijah said that a Sudanese runner was “dangerous” and yes meaning that he was 

very good but my friend “dangerous” he was – not only to himself - but also to two others yes my friend I decided to 

show the world that I mean what I say and yes Stig also God here but this was the Devil and yes my friend he and two 

others fell during the run. 

 

Later we watched high hump for men and Tina said something to me, and God have me the feeling that making “an 

impossible jump” was a symbol of my test here and directly afterwards, Joseph said that I could come over if it was 

me jumping and yes Stig a little bit of inspiration to Tina and Joseph and yes Stig also Elijah, and yes we know, I was 

“this close” to say that they spoke with the inspiration of God and to Elijah I said “please be careful what you say”, we 

don’t want more accidents. And Tina asked if it was God doing this and yes Stig you were tired and yes you actually 

decided not to write this story and yes therefore you did not answer Tina’s question. And yes Stig, the day after you 

decided to include the story anyway. 
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Saturday 22nd August 2009 

A very poor night and several dreams, dreaming of Karen leaving Denis and coming to me, dreaming of Elijah and I in 

the train WITH our luggage and WITH train tickets, dreaming of Sanna cleaning a picture from a pirate, Dreaming of 

bicycling and US cars, dreaming of Kim S. In Snekkersten and God gives me a feeling of depression. 

 

A very poor night and several dreams 

And again tonight I had a very poor sleep. It has not been “Devil light” the last days, the Devil has been active and yes 

my friends given negative and unpleasant messages and yes Stig given me very poor sleep. God said to me that the 

reason why the Devil is active is so I can feel the pain that my family at home are feeling at the moment. 

 

Some of the dreams I wrote down: 

 

Dreaming of Karen leaving Denis and coming to me 

Karen and Denis are sitting at a bar. I join them, first they don’t notice me, but when they see me, I say to them: “This 

is hard for me and you, can we just talk”? – And I can see in their faces that they don’t feel well, it is like they almost 

want to hit me or leave. Denis says to me: “When you wrote that Karen had had 2,000 fake orgasms, we knew that 

some of it was right. Karen said: “You have this information from one of my female friends” and I say “No, I did not 

know”. Afterwards I see Karen and Denis standing with the front to the wall of a house and with the back to me when 

I look at them and the house. I say: “Karen, you should be able to understand this – come with me”. I said it twice and 

then she turned around and came to me. To Denis I said: “I am sorry, you will come to understand”. She came with me 

in the dream, but she went back to Denis shortly until she will come to me shortly”. 

 

Dreaming of Elijah and I in the train WITH our luggage and WITH train tickets 

Elijah and I arrive at Rungsted Station in the last moment. The train has already arrived at the station. I shout very high 

to Elijah: “Clip the traincard twice”, which he does. I also need to clip my own card twice and a young woman going to 

a party clips her card at the same time as myself. We have our luggage with us and we are going to cabin no. 22. We 

find the cabin between two train wagons. We open the cabin, it is very small and only one person or the luggage can 

be inside. We put the luggage inside and decide together with the other people in the train. It is the train going to Co-

penhagen, but our end station is Kokkedal. 

 

After this dream I hear the song “Mr. postman wait a minute can't you see” 

 

This dream is especially important. I have dreamt of God’s train for years, and there have always been “problems” 

with no train ticket etc. This is the first dream where we have our LUGGAGE with us, which is also an important sym-

bol and our TRAIN TICKETS. 

 

Dreaming of Sanna cleaning a picture from a pirate 

I see a pirate, he is not the captain and he paint pictures. He meets a captain from another galiot, he provokes him 

and give him a picture. The captain is the captain of the black galiot, he walks on the harbour, he is looking after the 

ship of the pirate painting pictures, and at the same time he is positive towards his own crew, which he speaks to 

while they sit on the harbour in a horse wagon. But he is not happy about the other pirate. He carries three pictures, 

and he ask about the first picture: “Who has made this”? It is a very strong picture, much stronger than the other, and 

the picture also includes a birthday flag, the Danish flag. I show the picture to Sanna and she says that it is not looking 

fine with the lines made by a pen, I say I have done it and she takes a rubber and begins to remove the lines on the 

picture, and she also uses the rubber to clean to glass in front of the picture, but I say to her that the glass is very dirty 

and that she should use cleaner instead. 

 

After this dream I hear the following from the song “Xanadau” by ELO: “What you have done to me now, I am in 

Xanadu”. Afterwards I hear “You will always be my endless love” by Lionel Ritchie and finally I hear “We are living, 

fields of gold” by Sting. 

 

Later God gives me several songs and I decide not to write them down, but I need to include “Hunter and the hunted”, 

my favourite song from the album New Gold Dream by Simple Minds, which is probably my favourite album of all. 
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Dreaming of bicycling and US cars 

I am in a bicycle shop. One man is having a special bicycle made for him and they are very careful with all details and 

everything is measured. I laugh and ask if that is really necessary, and they say “yes, there are many people who are 

very interested in bicycling”. The man negotiates the price and he is eager to pay as little as possible. Next to the shop 

is a small race track where I am bicycling. It is round and I am bicycling around the track against the clock. There are 

both cars and bicycles on the track and at one stage I am told that “here the bicycles are poorer” and at this stage 

some very big and “dangerous” US cars come against me.  

 

Dreaming of Kim S. In Snekkersten 

I see a bicycle coming out from a petrol station on Kongevejen in Helsingør. It drives down to Snekkersten and I get 

the feeling that it is Kim S., who is driving the bicycle. 

 

Dreaming of my new home and four loudspeakers 

I am in my new house. A total of four speakers have been set up, my two old B&O speakers and my two old “home-

made speakers” (bought from Jens M.). The speakers are connected to my old Kenwood amplifier (all is equipment I 

had in the 1980’s) and I am not able to get as high volume as I would like. I sleep a long time, I am going to clean up 

the home and I have almost no energy to do it. One of the doors of the house is open and I need to remember to close 

the door, it is raining outside. 

 

So God has now connected four loudspeakers, but I just wonder why he is using my equipment from the 1980’s and 

not my recent and better equipment – or “homemade speakers” for that sake. 

 

Later he gives me the inspiration that this is the level God will raise me to in the beginning, and yes my friends, later 

on I will bring better and better equipment. 

 

Dreaming of my car, speakers, home and monkeys .... 

And yes Stig even though you “slept” from 23.00 and yes until 10.30 this morning to wait on Tina and the children 

waking up – yes late during the children’s holiday – you were extremely tired and yes decided to take a nap, which is 

maybe only the second time during my visit in Kenya and yes my friends, a new dream during the nap: 

 

I am at a park. My car is parked outside and there is a long cable from my car to my house providing it with power. In-

side the park there are monkeys and my speakers are setup for the monkeys to hear. Nicole asks if I have soul music 

and I say that I have all the soul classics at home, which is the reason why I have a cable in my car, so I can play these 

classics. In the park, other animals arrive from the whole world, they sit on fences around the car to see if the mon-

keys will accept them – the monkeys are known to be aggressive.  

 

After the dream, I think of Karen. I made four cd’s of soul music with the classics to make her happy some years ago. 

 

God gives me a feeling of depression 

And yes Stig part of the game – where does this feeling of depression come from, and yes Stig, we know FROM ME 

and yes Stig, you really feel sad, down and not motivated at all and yes we know we said this is the feeling of your fa-

ther and yes because of you and yes therefore, and yes of course Stig, part of the game. 

 

And yes Stig, there was a power rationing today until the afternoon and yes Stig a little bit of work, yes you found an 

old email from April, which the receiver did not get and yes worked a little bit on it (see the script of tomorrow) and 

yes Stig, your challenge to day was to beat the Chess Titans chess game on your computer and yes Stig we know, at 

level four it was easy to beat but at the highest level 10, you lose every single time and yes Stig we know, you never 

give up and yes Stig you learn more about chess when you play with someone at a higher level than you – as in all as-

pects of life, yes work of course but also thinking of Badminton and Paul just to mention one example. 
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Sunday 23rd August 2009 

Dreaming of cleaning up in my house and living together with David Bowie, Meshack is Isaac, symbols from God, the 

Sunday service, a very difficult day working, receiving help from Elijah’s family, show your inner self without a facade 

and more on asking questions and listening. 

 

Dreaming of cleaning up in my house and living together with David Bowie 

I am in my house. It is untidy, there are mattresses and clothes all over the floor. At the end of the house I see David 

Bowie with his present age and inside a room I see a young David Bowie. I am cleaning up the house and I want to lis-

ten to music. The stereo system is inside the room with the young Bowie, and he is making love to a woman. I put on a 

recent live recording with Bowie, one of the less known songs. I set one of the speakers right and remove some 

clothes from the other speaker. The quality of the speakers is good. Outside from the room I see Bowie of the present 

age, he is also making love to a woman, and afterwards he does not care about her. I see the woman speaking about 

Copenhagen. She says that her loved one is coming home, and she also says that if Bowie wants to, he is also welcome 

to visit her. But there is something which is not quite right, because she gives the impression that she is Danish, which 

she cannot be because she speaks perfect English – she is an actor. I see people at the street singing popular songs for 

a TV show. There are several well known songs. One English gentleman – of some age – sings “Heroes” by David Bowie 

for a young woman, who does not really know David Bowie very well. The man is singing, but the TV has removed the 

sound of his voice because he is not a good singer. Instead we hear the song from the original recording. 

 

The song Heroes is probably my favourite song of all songs. God uses several symbols of himself – the Elephant is 

probably the symbol he has used most times, but in dreams I believe he has used “David Bowie” as his symbol the 

most times.  

 

After the dream, God played the song “Under attack” by Abba for me – first instrumental to annoy me because I could 

not remember the words, and after some time he gave me the title “Under attack”. 

 

Meshack is Isaac 

And yes Stig, finally – first Elijah being Elijah, then David being Abel, then John being Paul and finally today I said to you 

that Meshack is Isaac and yes my friends, I did not tell “more than this” (thank you Bryan). 

 

Symbols from God 

Today God gave me more symbols: 

 

I see a teacher with his back to the blackboard writing a V on the blackboard using his hand over the shoulder. Out of 

the V comes a grocery back with goods. The V stands for Victory. 

 

God shows me a VERY big matchstick – he is going to light my light. 

 

I see a big tree with a big crown and many big branches. Inside the crown I see a globe, which one can see through 

and I hear God saying: I AM EVERYTHING. 

 

I see Pope John Paul (maybe the third now, my friend ...?) driving on a bicycle carrying a big bag on the back of the bi-

cycle. My sword is included in the bag and I see a stearin light being lit. And even in visions he is quite humorous and 

yes Stig, the old joke, what will two popes say when they meet each other? Yes normally nothing, because there is al-

ways only one at a time and yes we know what will they say, when they meet? 

 

The Sunday service 

There was no power during the first hour of the church service and when the choir sang, the lights of the church was 

turned on and off quickly approx. 10 times and when the lights were on, they were blinking. Elijah, who was singing in 

the choir and I were looking at each other, and yes Elijah, it was God, he said to me that when the lights are on, they 

symbolise Christmas – this was what he showed at church today. 
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And yes Stig, today Pastor James was preaching again, and yes Stig, you decided to take “high level” notes of the key 

messages of his speech today and this was what you found most relevant to do today: 

 

Topic: Develop faith hearts. 

 

In Kenya there is not enough water and there is power rationing. 10 million people are without food. It is a very hard 

life. There is a God who holds this up, because through God nothing is impossible. God reveals himself more when 

there are problems. God is speaking to people through their problems. With God sicknesses will heal, Kenya will get 

water and food. It looks hopeless but God controls all. 

 

The Pastor spoke about Jesus criticising 11 disciples for their unbelief and the Pastor said that unbelief is a sin. Many 

should repent because of unbelief. When people are miserable you need to keep on believing. Believe is to have faith.  

We need to hear from God to increase faith and for him to perform miracles. If you don't receive a miracle, it is not 

because God cannot give but because you don’t believe. The way to repent unbelief is to take the words in your 

mouth: I believe.  

 

Hardness in your heart comes when you repeatedly don’t get what people promise or if someone tells he is right all of 

the time. If you don't believe in God, your heart will become hard.  Even if sicknesses and pain continue, believe in 

God and his healing power.  An answer from the Lord will soften your heart.  

 

If God is powerful why is there suffering on Earth? Because of Satan. A believer needs to have power and to cast out 

the Devil. You have the power to cast him out. Some people deny there is a Satan, which makes Satan happy. The be-

liever is protected by God. Even if bad things are planed against you, they shall not prosper. 

 

The hand is an important faith organ. It represents action and demonstrates the faith you have. Lay hands on the sick 

and he shall recover. Faith is expressed by your actions. 

 

 

During the service God showed me a half roof sliding in over the assembly and he said that “the rain will stop”. 

 

After the service I told the Pastor that a true believer can smoke without problems and that you don’t need to go to 

hospitals to be cured. If you are a true believer, God will cure you – and yes Stig you were saying this to the Pastor af-

ter his preach and yes we know, he wanted to speak to you, when we have the time both of you, and yes he is a true 

believer of cigarettes being harmful and yes hospitals are a good thing, Pastor? 

 

And yes Stig, you were also thinking about David and the computer, and yes Elijah and his sick children when the Pas-

tor spoke about UNBELIEF. And yes my friends, this is what I ask people to do. TO BELIEVE IN ME and yes STIG THEN 

THERE IS UNCONDITIONALLY LOVE. 

 

A very difficult day working 

And yes yes yes Stig here it is. Really very tired again today and yes yes yes ABSOLUTELY NO MOTIVATION AT ALL and 

yes Stig I had to threat you with the Devil and yes your mother again to do the edit of you old email – see below (a 

very big edit indeed) – and yes the script of today and yes Stig I have now crossed your limit of “I will continue” and 

yes yes yes Stig, you did not even say this and yes we know you “just did it” but this is really not as easy as it sounds. I 

worked from 14.00 to 21.30 today, and yes yes yes with the lowest moral ever in Kenya. And yes you don’t feel like 

talking to people, you don’t want to do anything else than relax right now, but when sitting in front of the computer, 

you managed to do it. 

 

Receiving help from Elijah’s family 

The other day Elijah received a loan from her mother – and her situation is really not very easy - and today we had a 

visit from Elijah’s brother Stephens and his wife, and yes Stig, the wife was very helpful making dinner together with 

Tina and yes Stig, Elijah received a small loan from Stephens and yes Stig maybe a week ago I told you that you will be 

amazed how people can help each other here and yes Stig, this is what happened – yes people help each other in this 

society. So far we have not suffered, we don’t go hungry to bed. 
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Show your inner self without a facade 

I wrote this and the next chapter in another context in April this year and after some edits, I have decided to include 

them in the script of today. I meant to send the text in an email but the intended receiver never received it, because I 

did not have the correct email address. I found the text again on Gmail yesterday. There are no “we know” or yes yes 

yes included in the chapters – it is written without these expressions by the Council and God even though they wanted 

me to include this many times during my edits. 

 

Earlier this year I watched a video of "happy" children in a refugee camp in Ghana meeting white visitors with a total 

openness and smiles on their faces. They were running, playing and showing their inner nature - warm feelings, joy 

and no constrains - which I found liberating and wonderful to see. I remember very clearly watching these children 

thinking that they were happier than what I have seen before and to this day I still have the picture of these children 

in my head. Today I believe these African children are the kind of people that God has intended all people to be like 

and that it makes God unhappy when people don’t show their inner self the same way. I believe that when people 

show their inner self, their warmth and truthfulness, they will open up other people, make them happy, which will 

help them to show their inner self and create the best possible friendships among people. 

 

When I think about what I have experienced growing up and living in Denmark, I have of course many times been to-

gether with happy and laughing people, but my true message is that I believe most people in Denmark do not show 

their “inner self” the way that God has intended. 

 

I feel that people in different degrees are "holding back" and are "afraid" of showing their true and inner self, and in-

stead I see people hiding behind a facade, which may make them believe that they will get easier through life without 

“the risk” of "losing face". Earlier this year I met a person working with a NGO, who said to me that I needed to be 

"cynical" working with suffering people because this – in his opinion - was the only possible way to survive myself. I 

was completely taken by surprise and I really thought that this was EVIL to do because I felt VERY strongly that the 

"only way to survive" was to show my inner self. How can you be “cynical”, when you are supposed to help other 

people?  

 

I have seen in Denmark in MANY situations that people are sceptical when it comes to other people’s motives, which 

may lead to misbelieve even though you tell the truth and don’t have a “hidden agenda” (which far too many do to 

prioritize their own selfish needs). “Why do you do this” – “It must be because you want something for yourself” etc. – 

which can be spoken or unspoken - and people will use this “logic” to make up another “truth” than what is really the 

truth and then you have a misunderstanding. And it can be a VERY frustrating experience hearing people making 

things up on their own, believing they know the “truth” better than you having the truth without trying to find out 

what is really the truth.  

 

In Denmark you face the risk that the people you really trust – even your family, "true" friends and your best col-

leagues – can tell you that they are loyal and to be trusted, but instead they can lie directly up in your face or they can 

go behind your back telling other family members, friends or colleagues things about you, which they would not tell if 

you were in the same room as them. So your absolutely best friends can be disloyal and if confronted with lies or “ru-

mours” they have spread on you, you will risk that they will tell you a lie. I have experienced this both from family and 

“best friends”. And this is of course not what life is about. I have said it before: There is no better answer than the 

truth and you should never tell lies or spread rumours – it is quite an easy rule to follow if you don’t become tempted, 

which far too many people do today. 

 

I have always thought that when a child is born, the child is like he or she is supposed to be - perfect by nature - and 

that most children lose their natural openness and curiosity because its parents, school or other people in the so 

called “best interest of the child" on a daily basis tell the child: 

 

• “What you must do” 

• “What you cannot do” 
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• “What you are supposed to do” 

• “What is expected from you”, 

•  “What you should do in your life”,  

• “The friends you should see or not see”, 

• “The right husband or wife for you”, 

• “What you are not good at”, 

• “What you should be careful doing”,  

• “What other people think or may think of you” etc. 

 

And very often these “good advises” are given as “concerned advises” from “a negative point of view” instead of a 

“positive point of view”. And to say the truth: I DON’T LIKE PEOPLE trying to limit other people/children – I like people 

to have freedom and good values – and to show the world who they are. PLEASE BE CAREFUL NOT TO INFLUENCE 

YOUR CHILD OR OTHER PEOPLE WITH TOO MANY SO CALLED “GOOD” ADVISES, which in fact only limit the 

child/person. 

 

Instead of focusing on the child’s natural capabilities and what it is good at, many parents put a pressure on the child 

by repeatedly saying what the child cannot do or what the child should do instead of what it does hereby forcing the 

child to do other things than the natural motivation of the child (please look away from laziness, which should be dealt 

with), which does not help the self confidence of the child and which is not what you should do. Focus on the child’s 

natural motivation and natural strong sides, it is really as simple as this. Today many parent’s have ambitions on their 

children’s behalf, for example: "You must become a doctor, because in our family, all are doctors", which may be to-

tally wrong in connection to the child in question. Don’t do this. Find out what your child is good at, don’t give the 

child instructions on what to do or become because of what YOU want the child to do or become – and give the child 

basic rules to secure good manners and freedom. 

 

And I believe that only by letting the child develop its own natural capabilities in freedom – together with the basic 

rules - the child can keep the natural feelings, openness and “curiosity” it was born with through its entire life. Other-

wise the child will grow up trying to “store” all of the “limiting” advices and instructions it receives in what I call "a fil-

ter" in its head, which will be used in all future communication with other people and which I believe is the content of 

the "facade". I have had a life like this myself, and I did not find it easy to find my true self as a teenager and even 

later, because other people – including my parents – influenced me daily with advises, which were the opposite of the 

person I really am. 

 

It has taken me many years to get behind my sister's facade finding her true feelings and emotions, because she is hid-

ing herself from the world by “pretending” she is a “strong person”, and the only way I can come behind her facade is 

by being “even stronger than her” talking very loud and clear and taking control over the conversation. I have done 

this some times and I may be the only person who has this power over her, and when she leaves her “facade”, I see 

who she really is – not “hard” and “uncaring”, which is the impression she can give people, but instead I see her com-

plete and total openness, honesty and warm feelings, which is the person she really is and which I cannot see when 

she is hiding behind her facade – and that, Sanna, truly makes me sad. You know that our mother feels the same 

about you – your facade is not the person you truly are and you have developed this facade even more in your work as 

a leader the last 5-10 years. This is not the way to be, neither as a leader nor as a private person – you are only really 

strong if you show who you are and appreciate others for whom they are and what they do, being thankful. 

 

Don’t hide who you are, don’t try to be someone who you are not, show yourself, show your positive emotions and be 

“curious” like a child. Why do you think children ask many questions? Because they care or don’t care about life? Why 

do you think many adults don’t ask or only ask few questions and talk about themselves instead? Because they care or 

don’t care of other people than themselves? Can you see the difference? An adult would have the same openness and 

curiosity of a child if the person was not taught differently by its surroundings and were not influenced by other peo-
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ple primarily talking about themselves. This is what I ask the world to change in the future. Take the positive and natu-

ral elements of a child with you, when you grow up. Be positive to and curious in other people. 

 

Because people are afraid to show themselves, you will see marriages, where people spend their life together without 

the ability to talk about their inner thoughts and emotions. Many women have difficulties understanding that men 

don’t talk about “feelings”, which makes relationships suffer. And you see parents and children, who cannot commu-

nicate because both parties are stubborn and insist that their perception of life is right – instead of trying to really un-

derstand the other part. Learn your children of the importance to speak the truth and about their inner thoughts and 

feelings. You can do this objectively and as a parent, you can teach your child how to do this by showing a positive ex-

ample yourself and when the child has the routine, their relations will become much better as adults. Inner thoughts 

and feelings should be a gift for all – not something, which you hide from your spouse, family or friends. 

 

Most people in Denmark really don't have the empathy to understand people in need, because they don't know what 

"pain" or "suffering" really means or feels like, and they don't want to find out trying to IMAGINE the situation of vul-

nerable people – they have enough in themselves and this is not the world I could have wished for. The Danes giving 

most money to people suffering in the 3rd World are people, who have suffered themselves for example disabled peo-

ple. Please show empathy by understanding how other people feel and you can only do this if you keep your natural 

curiosity, ask questions, have the experience of speaking about and understanding feelings of other people. 

 

In Denmark, according to different surveys, people spend between SIX-NINE HOURS in average PER DAY on different 

media: Television, radio, Internet, newspapers and magazines. I understand that people want to follow the news, 

documentaries etc. from which they can learn from and that they want to watch "beautiful" movies including a posi-

tive story, amazing scenery etc., but I don't like when media make people passive. I would much rather see people us-

ing their time on building and maintaining friendships. I believe the situation is as bad today that most people in the 

developed world don't bother to communicate properly with their husband/wife or with their friends. Instead they 

want to relax on the sofa after work watching television, which I believe is a shame, and which I believe that my fol-

lowing experience from April 2009 proofs, in which I tried with a "good heart" to get in contact with old friends and 

colleagues through the two networking sites "Linkedin" and "Facebook" on the Internet: 

 

I invited 38 former colleagues and business associates to "join my network" on Linkedin. Approx. half accepted my in-

vitation and approx. half did not bother to send a reply or rejected my invitation. To at least 27 of the 38, and maybe 

even more, I sent a personal message, where I wrote about positive experiences from our past. I received only 9 an-

swers, that is from 1/3 - and of these 9 answers only two of them representing approx. 7% of my emails really made 

me happy, because they showed their interest and true feelings. The other seven answers were shorter or much 

shorter than my email and they focused mostly on themselves – they did not make me happy. 

 

I don’t have the same statistics on Facebook, but believe I sent approx. 20 mails to old “friends” and I only received 

two short answers – maybe also because people REALLY need to read the emails from Facebook including a possible 

personal message when they receive an “invitation” and I do believe that some people may not have read my mes-

sage to them because I have experienced that it is not standard that my “old friends” send a personal message when 

they invite me to become “friends”. 

 

Based on the only 5-10% POSITIVE replies I received from “friends”, my conclusion is that most people “don’t have the 

time” to answer or don’t show themselves as they are: They have become superficial, passive, they hide behind a fa-

cade, they received a positive email and they had the opportunity to send a positive reply, which most did not, and 

this is not how I want people to be like. People should always be positive and open to each other and they should pri-

oritize friendships higher than spending many hours each day on media and entertainment. Just think if people could 

spend half of the amount they spend on entertainment on friendships instead – this would mean that many old 

friendships would not be broken as it happens all over the world today and this would make the world a happier place 

for all. People should be trustful, more active and make friends with the purpose of living the life that God has in-

tended all people to live. Tools like Facebook are good tools keeping in contact with and meeting old friends again. 

 

When I am met with true, positive emotions and a TRUE interest from other people I become happy and attached to 

this person, I smile and this makes it easier for me to show the same to this person. This is what I believe all people 
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should do, which far too few people do today. Please prioritize your family and friends even more in the future, please 

keep your positive “curiosity” from childhood and please don’t raise children with all of your concerns giving them a 

“facade”, where they hide their inner self. Be positive with your child, strengthen the strong and positive sides, the 

confidence and the values of the child – and first of all: Keep your negative feelings and “concerns” down EVERY SIN-

GLE DAY and don’t raise your voice with children unless it is necessary, which it should be only in few situations if you 

truly raise your children disciplined with the basic rules from a very early age. Don’t put your own limitations on your 

child, keep the balance between raising the child WITH the basic rules, where you ALWAYS need to be consequent, 

but don’t give orders and instructions to your children 20 or 50 times each day limiting their freedom. This is not nec-

essary and will only limit the child’s development. Respect that your child is a child and need freedom as yourself. 

 

More on asking questions and listening 

People are generally not skilled when it comes to asking questions and listening - even though many people believe 

they are. A true friend listens and asks questions with all of his concentration and continues doing so until he under-

stands the other person without “guessing” the thoughts or motives of his friend himself and without giving the ad-

vises he believes are the best for himself, but he focuses on what is truly the best for his friend in his situation. It is like 

buying a present to a dear friend, where many people buy what they really want for themselves instead of trying to 

find out what your friend really wishes ...! Have you ever received presents with the thought that your friend gives you 

something, which really does not interest you? I believe you will only know what to buy if you really know your friend, 

his interests, habits, and what he truly needs. Always find out what your friend needs and when you know this, you 

can call him a friend ....!  

 

My sister asked me earlier this year how I have learned asking open questions, and I said that in many situations I be-

lieve I could be better asking questions and listening – I always feel that I can improve with everything - but that I 

learned this technique when I was 25 years old when Kim S. learned me how to sell pensions and life insurance to pri-

vate people. He said that I should start all meetings by asking questions about peoples economy, their family situation, 

house, future needs etc. and how the family would like to secure each other in case of for example death, to be able 

to stay in the house or to sell it and find a smaller house or apartment instead.  

 

I had “hundreds” of meetings with people as a professional adviser, where I learned the importance of asking ques-

tions and listening and that I would only be able to function as an advisor presenting solutions, when I knew the facts 

about people’s economy, dreams and visions. I learned that it would be impossible to present solutions if I did not 

carry out the phase of analyzing the need of people first – and I learned that I could use this technique in all business 

and private meetings with all people – ask questions, listen, ask more questions and listen even more instead of 

speaking myself all of the time. 

 

I explained this to my sister, and earlier I have told her about the importance of communication and given her exam-

ples hereof including NOT to give WRONG advises without understanding other people. And when I have seen my sis-

ter giving advises to me or other people without listening to other than herself and what she believes is the right an-

swer, I have had exactly the same "throw up" feeling as I have had with my father. And I have had this feeling espe-

cially since November 2008, when she received my old scripts, which she had no questions to, which you can read 

more of in my old scripts. I was very surprised that she read many pages, she did not understand it and she had no 

questions for me. It is not logical. 

 

The learning experience and the most important, I believe, is that this very simple technique can be used in all situa-

tions in life when communicating with all people with exactly the same reasoning: It is impossible to understand and 

advise friends etc. if you don't spend time in the phase of analyzing the need of people, their dreams and visions.  

 

By giving me this "tool", Kim S. gave me the best school I have ever attended and a school I believe all people should 

attend. Learn people how to ask questions, to listen and to positively ANALYSE the situation of other people, and test 

afterwards the answers people have received compared to “the truth”. The goal is of course to find the truth, and you 

need to do this many times in order to improve your skills until you reach a stage, where this becomes a natural part 

of your communication – ask questions instead of being tempted saying your own opinion as most people do today. 
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Monday 24th August 2009 

Many dreams the whole night, the feeling of late family members, nothing to do today and losing in chess, the secret 

entrance to God, the team is working on the updates of the newsletters, update on the resource plan, going to town 

tomorrow? how can the world keep my coming a secret?, the LATE Kenyan Census and the Solitarie game is still un-

solved. 

 

Many dreams the whole night 

Again God gave me a very poor sleep. I was woken many times during the night with new dreams. I did not write the 

details of the dreams only the key content and primarily to keep LTO updated about messages/symbols from God. 

 

• I am getting married to Janet Parker on a boat. She is very nice and also rich. She is from Sweden. 

• I am in a bar where my mother’s old friend Lis comes in, and she is loved by all persons. 

• A whale lost her baby whale, I helped her find it again and now she is helping me finding my loved one. 

• I am looking in a Christmas supermarket catalogue together with Sanna, there are very good offers on quality 

wine, we buy goods together, but I don’t have much money. 

• I am on the corner of Mørdrupvej and Kofoed Anchersvej in Espergærde. There is a kiosk where I buy “pyramids”. 

(I did this approx. 30 years ago – do they still produce “pyramids”? They were very good!). 

• Jack is working in a bank, where he receives a package from amazon.com including beautiful Christmas books, 

which he will give as a gift. 

• I enter Tivoli. My person on the left side cannot communicate naturally with women and they turn me down. My 

person on the right side is relaxed and communicate very good with women and I meet two beautiful women. Af-

ter this dream God played “come back to me” by Depeche Mode. 

• The new Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen and the old Anders Fogh Rasmussen are sitting at a table 

together with people working for them. Anders says that Lars was out late yesterday with Russians and Lars says 

this is right. The Russians cheat with their turnovers, they travel from city to city and live a “hard life” drinking and 

eating. 

• A small boy is on his way to school. On the way he sees from two open bars the final in some kind of ball sport be-

tween Denmark and Norway. The Norwegians are very skilled. The weather is good and I wear short trousers. I fly 

a part of the way. At the end I walk, I can hardly continue, I am exhausted. 

• Soren H. has left Fair Forsikring. The team wants me as a new Business Development Manager, but I don’t know 

what the management want. They have not answered my latest presentation to them. There is no more coffee 

anywhere. And it feels like the new CEO is the police commissioner of Copenhagen, Hanne Bech Hansen. 

 

The feeling of late family members 

During my travel to Kenya I have very often felt my mother’s mother and my father’s mother being with me. The feel-

ing is as strong as looking at people, and it is a feeling I have physically in my whole body. And the last couple of days 

Ole has been with me the same way. They are just with me but they have not said anything to me – except what Ole 

has said in these scripts, and my father’s mother has been here more frequently when I have had dialogue with my 

father, and yes Stig, I am not you mother and I am not you father and yes Stig, let us just say this: MY MOTHER IS NOT 

VERY RICH AND YES STIG SANNA IS NOT VERY RICH AND YES STIG I KNOW I DONT WANT TO SAY ANYTHING PARTICU-

LAR, I WAS ALMOST ABOUT TO SAY HAPPY BIRTHDAY  BUT NOT YET AND YES I KNOW STIG I HAVE NOT TOLD YOU THE 

TRUTH ALWAYS HERE IN KENYA AND IT MAKES ME SAD BUT I CAN TELL YOU THIS, I HAVE HARDLY ANYTHING TO 

COMPLAIN ABOUT AND YES WAS IT GOD OR THE DEVIL SPEAKING WHEN YOU SENT YOUR EMAIL TO YOUR FATHER 

AND YES STIG I AM NOT IN SPAIN RIGHT NOW I AM STILL HERE WITH YOU AND THEN JUST THIS: HAVE A NICE DAY. 

 

Nothing to do today and losing in chess 

And yes Stig, yesterday I was pushing you yes over your limit and yes Stig, this morning you have done what you 

should, you sent an answer to a nice email from Sanna from Saturday and yes Stig nothing special of interest other 
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than you said that no harvest and the sales of livestocks is the worst that can happen to a family like Elijah’s mother’s 

family because it takes away the living foundation for these people with the risk of starvation and death if nothing else 

happens and yes we know Sanna said in her email that it did not “sound nice” that Elijah’s mother should sell the 

cows, and yes Stig writing this script and yes again Stig a “very nice change” for you and we know, nothing to do other 

than challenge the computer again in chess and we know at level 7 it should be possible to beat the computer. And 

several hours later: Yes I must admit that so far the computer beats me every single time also on level 7, I am afraid, 

yes difficult to keep the patience thinking in a great detail of every draw, when the computer draws in only two sec-

onds, so I am not the world’s best chess player and yes my friends maybe my last games of chess in my life? And yes 

Henning W. – thinking of our very good games many years ago when playing against the computer here. 

 

The secret entrance to God 

And yes Stig, while you were at bath I heard a voice saying “let me allow to introduce the band” and yes Stig – one of 

the members of the Council is with me and yes she has also been in bath and yes the feeling is not very clear but 

maybe Mary Magdalena and yes yes yes and yes the hound dog is still with me as it is with you and yes my friend I am 

sorry to say, but things are looking fine at the moment, aren’t they? And yes Stig, the introduction to the band is a line 

from a very good song by Suede and yes at the same time I received the feeling that it was the introduction to the 

Council. 

 

God said to me during my bath that I have found his secret entrance, which is through the Devil and yes my friend he 

gave me the idea that it was the Devil speaking when I sent the email to my father the other day and yes yes yes it has 

really not been “Devil light” the latest days to say the least and yes Stig, God “lifted me up” for some minutes and 

gave me a better mood. A couple of days ago he said that something will happen Tuesday, but I am used to receiving 

so many promises from the Devil and I don’t really know if this is a promise by God or the Devil and as usual I will have 

to wait and see, and yes Stig, you would like to hear from Monty this time my friend, are you free? And yes MY DEAR 

OLD FRIEND AND YES YES YES also a white hound dog here – and yes Stig you notice my “typical” English accent when 

speaking to you – and yes yes yes my friend I am also on my way out and yes IT WILL BE LOVELY TO SEE YOU AGAIN 

and this is the message I am allowed to say to you on behalf of us all – and I also felt my mother, the Virgin Mary and 

Mary Magdalena when hearing Monty. 

 

Later God said to me that he would have postponed my arrival half a year if I did not follow the right road until the 

end and he said that it does not happen every day that the Devil leaves and I saw him leave with his luggage from the 

football stadium. 

 

The team is working on the updates of the newsletters 

John was very kind calling me today. I have not called him or the team because of lack of credit on the telephone – I 

only have very little left, which I use for communication on the Internet. 

 

He told me that the team expects to be finished with the updates on Thursday and that they are suffering because of 

lack of money. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

And yes, with the help of John, here is the update on the resource plan from last week: 

 

LTO work Week 33 from 17-22 August 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 28 hours 25 hours 

David 31.5 hours 29 hours 

John 46 hours 47 hours 

Meshack  42 hours 52 hours 

Stig 40 hours 44 hours 

 

And yes Stig, it is not easy keeping your promises, we know, and this week it was Elijah and David not keeping their 

promises. Thank you to John and Meshack – and Elijah and David should improve next week and understand that their 

plan is a promise. It is a basic rule, my friends. 
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Going to town tomorrow? 

And yes Stig, very nice to know, and yes Stig I have said to you all day that I want to start tomorrow and yes FINALIS-

ING OUR WORK and yes Stig, you cannot do that at home with the power rationing and yes we know at 20.00 this 

evening I told you that I want you to go to town tomorrow to work efficiently and yes Stig, if I have recreated the 

documents tomorrow morning before leaving the house, this is a deal and of course if Elijah agrees to stay at home 

and yes Stig pay for the transport to town and yes Stig the team has not had lunches since the last time you were in 

town and yes Stig it does really not matter for you and yes Stig this is what I would like to do. 

 

Later I asked Elijah to read the paragraph above and he agreed to the following agreement: If the documents are rec-

reated tomorrow morning by God, I will go to town and if the Devil is awake again tomorrow morning and the docu-

ments are not recreated, he will go to town. 

 

How can the world keep my coming a secret? 

And yes Stig this is the chapter you decided not to write and yes we know Stig we are all here and yes yes yes here it is 

my letter of recommendation to you my boy and yes we know with all of the proofs I have given to the Earth already 

we know miracles happening all over the world, UFO’s on the sky, world leaders knowing about my arrival and yes my 

friend, thank you Obama for this, yes my friend a new planet and yes yes yes messages to the Earth from “outer 

space” and yes how can the world keep my coming a secret and yes Stig I WILL ONLY SAY THIS – I HAVE ABSOLUTELY 

NO IDEA and yes Stig it is because I am bringing up the fish/you in my boat – if you want to – and yes Stig I am really 

very busy doing this so all I can say to the world is this: YOU HAVE DONE EXACTLY AS I WANT and yes no more, no cav-

iar in this fish, no it is a male, can I see? Yes Stig, you will be shown to the world ☺. 

 

The LATE Kenyan Census 

And yes Stig it is of course EXTREMELY important as a foreigner on a tourist visa to be included in the counting of the 

Kenyan census and yes of course they will not come on time. Yes my friends, today the Kenyan Census started at 18.00 

and yes the TV said it would end at 22.00 and continue the next days but at 23.10 the Census people were still inside 

the compound counting the people of the other houses and I really thought that I could go to sleep and then I went to 

bed because I did not expect they would knock on the door so late – I really had a very poor sleep last night and yes 

would like to go to sleep because just maybe you have a very important work to continue tomorrow - but BECAUSE 

MANY PEOPLE IN KENYA cannot keep time, they came to our house at approx. 23.25 and I had to stand out of bed 

again.   

 

And for the next 25 minutes they asked a lot of questions not only to the family but also to me as a foreigner (!) about 

age, country of origin, work etc. and yes my friends the purpose of this counting is to PLAN for the future for the Ken-

yan Government and yes it costs approx. 7.5 billion Shillings and yes yes yes we know, the country is in ruins at the 

moment with starvation, drought, lack of water and forests decreasing and yes they still continue with the Census and 

yes Stig, this MUST really be very important my dear Kenyan politicians? How many people could you keep alive using 

this money on your people instead and yes maybe postpone the Census until “BETTER TIMES WILL COME” and yes yes 

yes if you had a developed society where you register all people, you would not need the Census at all – yes my 

friends, just a thought. And why is it important to count foreigners on a tourist visa – maybe it is “nice to know” but 

really not very important? 

 

The Solitarie game is still unsolved 

And yes not lucky in “games” and yes Stig not lucky in “love” and yes we know this does not sound right either, and 

yes Stig the Solitarie game is still unsolved and yes Stig thinking of “Solitarie” from a James Bond movie and yes she 

was able to read cards and yes she had the “power” and yes Stig only as long as she did not have love, and yes my 

friend just a thought in connection with your/mine situation. 
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Tuesday 25th August 2009 

Better sleep and some dreams, the documents have NOT been recreated, symbols from God, feeling sad today, temp-

tations of “normal food and drinks”, I won in chess with a little bit of help ☺, A nice visit from Pastor James followed by 

orders from the Devil, financial situation, doing a checklist for the house maid. 

 

Better sleep and some dreams 

And yes Stig I had a little bit better sleep tonight but still not normal and I am still tired. I had many dreams again and 

here are some of them in short: 

  

• I have been at a job interview at a company and they are eager to employ me. Later I meet one of the leaders of 

the company, he talks negatively to people and does not keep his promise as a leader to be positive. I mention 

this to him and from being no. 1 of the people they want to hire, I am suddenly only no. 15 because of the influ-

ence from the leader. I go back to the people I originally talked to and explain the situation in order to still be-

come employed. Later I meet the leader at the supermarket Irma where he sells me the last already made pota-

toes in cream. 

• I see small flying balls flying in the air. They include messages from Anders Fogh Rasmussen telling the world how 

little power Russia has. 

• My mother is leaving Snekkersten Station. She is going to a party at Prøvestenscentret. She does not want all of 

her friends to attend, even though I ask her, she is very tired. 

• I meet Villy Søvndal, who is the leader of the political party SF in Denmark. He tells me about a new help action he 

wants to launch. I have sympathy for his idea, but I am not sure that I can help him because I don’t have the en-

ergy. He tells me that he has cancer and that he does not have much time left. His party is already fighting about 

who is going to take over as the new leader and this makes him sorry. He would like to receive a fun plague as a 

co-operation between the parties SF and Venstre – he asks me to ask Peter about how to do this, but I don’t know 

who Peter is. 

• I see an incredible rich Englishman. He will be the next person taking over Manchester United. He has a fortune of 

60 million pounds. I see my old dogs Cas and Don in the kitchen and I decide to go out to them. I see them walk-

ing so tight together that it makes me think they are one dog only. They have been outside and they are wet. 

 

The documents have NOT been recreated 

And yes my friend, after waking up at 7.00 this morning you checked the computer and yes my friend, the documents 

have still not been recreated, so it was a “very nice” message indeed yesterday from The Devil. And yes now we are 

starting the same as the last time. If the documents were recreated today I could maybe finalise our work together 

with the help of the team Saturday or Sunday and yes hoping to be able to help Elijah with the Micro Finance com-

pany with “normal life” coming before the end of his deadline, but nothing happened and yes Stig we will have to see 

what God will do. 

 

So instead of going to town and work hard as I had prepared for mentally, I now faced a new boring day but at least 

the power is on so I can try beating the computer in chess! And yes Stig the story about the power rationing was also 

not correct. There is in fact power today and yes The Kenyan Government have been “nice” to people today and kept 

the power on the whole day because of the Census and yes because of the need of light and yes yes yes we know, also 

during daytime when the Census starts at 16.00? 

 

Symbols from God 

I see God acting as the Santa Claus and he shows me his VERY big horse stables. He shows me the stable with the 

brown horses. Outside the stable he shows me a road to “another world”, but this is not for me and I get the feeling 

that this is the life other people have. 

 

And God is playing the game of the Devil until the last day and he also said to me very sincerely – giving me a feeling 

like it was “outside the game” – that I am really very close to the goal. 
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Feeling sad today 

And yes Stig, my feeling today – and yes thank you for giving me this “very nice” feeling too, God – is just SADNESS. 

Nothing else, just sad. Sad of the entire situation here. 

 

And yes Stig during the day I gave you the thought of the Pastor’s words from the Sunday service: “Hardness in your 

heart comes when you repeatedly don’t get what people promise” and yes Stig I said to you that this is what I do to 

you because this is what other people do to “destroy other people” and yes my friends, these were my exact words. 

 

And this is what God really has done. During this period in Kenya and even more before Kenya he has tried to MESS 

UP my feelings like no other man has ever tried before. Read these scripts and read my old scripts (Sanna?). There is 

not a feeling I have not had and yes Stig negative feelings, frustration and desperation and yes still carry on trying to 

be positive. 

 

Temptations of “normal food and drinks” 

The last 14 days God has given me many temptations of “normal food and drinks” in Denmark. Imagine being the 

same place for almost 4 months and all of the food and drinks you like very much in Denmark is not available in Kenya 

or not affordable to us.  

 

Sanna wrote me a new email today – Tobias has got a new job as a home help at a home for elderly people, he likes 

helping other people, which I like that he does – and the family celebrated this with steaks and “special beer”, and yes 

Stig, I have not had the steaks they have in Denmark here in Kenya, the quality of the meet for “ordinary” people here 

is really not good quality. And God has the last 14 days given me a desire for many food items including steaks and 

wine, and especially nice bread and Danish pastry from the Danish bakers. 

 

I won in chess with a little bit of help ☺☺☺☺ 

And finally I won in chess – at level 6, and yes Stig the computer did not make a mistake at level 7, where you lost all 

games and yes the first 3 games on level 6 you did not see a mistake by the computer too and yes Stig finally at the 

fourth game it started making mistakes but only at the end of the game and yes Stig several mistakes and we know 

Stig, maybe it was not only the computer playing against me, maybe it was also God and yes we know Stig, he is on 

some kind of holiday and does not give me a clear answer – he has just given me “hints” the last couple of days that 

he was also involved in the game, so maybe the computer was impossible to beat when it also had the power of God. 

 

A nice visit from Pastor James followed by orders from the Devil 

This afternoon Pastor James paid me a visit at the house. He asked me to speak for 20 minutes to a group of 10-15 

teenagers in Church on Saturday morning about “time management” and the Danish educational system compared to 

the Kenyan. He has invited me and others to speak as “mentors, who have made it” and to teach the young people on 

how to organise, to use the “right principles” and to achieve their goals. 

 

And yes Stig, this is the first time where you will go out public to teach about your basic rules and yes Stig, God is ob-

viously still on holiday because he is only teasing me and using the Council as well, so I will only tell this. God gave me 

the idea that this will be the launch of my book, the first time I will speak about the basic rules, and yes no other in-

formation today, so he does not like to communicate today and yes I DON’T LIKE ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS TO-

DAY. 

 

The Pastor and I had a very nice talk about the society, the poverty, the Government and very big salary differences 

between a CEO and a sweeper as the Pastor used as an example. The CEO may have 3 million Shillings per month 

where the sweeper at the same company may have 20,000 Shillings – the CEO has 150 times more.  

 

I also explained the Pastor about some of the key content of my book, that I don’t want people to have different sala-

ries because in the eyes of God a CEO is not worth more than a sweeper, but the Pastor believed that a salary maybe 

10 times higher would be appropriate, because to humans he is much more worth than the sweeper. And yes Stig, this 

is truly his opinion and yes of course created on the basis of the society, which I have not established for people, but 

you know what Stig, I am not on holiday anymore, I just brought my cousin as well and yes Stig the Devil is still alive 

and kicking and yes Stig so much that I have just given you this assignment today – to prepare for the meeting on Sat-
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urday yes Stig today or at least so Elijah can print out at the office tomorrow and yes Stig of course without any re-

spect to your own action plan and yes we know the very nice threat of the Easter 2009 experience again – and yes 

people should know just how the threat feels like, this IS REALLY unpleasant – and yes yes yes we know Stig, YOU 

DON’T WANT TO and yes you only do it because I pressure you and yes Stig, don’t pressure people like this in the fu-

ture, help to be efficient but give them freedom when they follow the basic rules. 

 

And yes Stig, the Pastor asked in a Sunday service recently “what do you think Jesus would tell the world if he one day 

came in this church” and yes Pastor, today I told you some of it and yes we know, not difficult to be a Pastor and yes 

we know Stig, not easy to accept the visions of “a stranger”, but one day my dear Pastor you may agree with me and 

help me teach the world too? 

 

And yes Stig we talked about dreadful sicknesses and yes Stig cancer, diabetes etc. and yes Stig, “one day God will take 

away these sicknesses” and yes Stig this was the message you gave the Pastor and yes, the Pastor does not like you 

smoking because he obviously believes more in the scientific facts that smoking is dangerous, as you told him, than in 

the power of God “if he was a true believer” and yes Stig – this is not according to his preaching last Sunday ....! 

 

And yes Stig I like the Pastor very much because of his commitment and passion, which I thanked him for and which is 

what I truly value the most in people – together with good values and communication skills. I don’t like people being 

indifferent and yes without having a meaning. Show your inner self, show your interest/commitment/passion and you 

will have a better life and relations. 

 

Financial situation 

And yes Stig you will run out of cigarettes tomorrow and yes you have 100 Shillings left to buy one more package and 

yes Elijah said today that he expects to receive payment from Serena tomorrow. 

 

Elijah said that he received a call from the Micro Finance company today reminding him of the deadline the 1st Sep-

tember and yes Stig, this has been troubling Elijah the whole day and yes this evening he said to me that we really 

need to sort this out and yes Stig you said to him “please don’t let this trouble you”, “keep the faith”, “be strong”, 

“God helped you the last time” and yes remembering all of this and yes Stig “this is the only thing that keeps me up 

and the only thing that should keep you up. Don’t go down because of this, Elijah” and yes Stig, yes yes yes .... 

 

And today Meshack and David stayed at home to save money as well. John was working on the update of the Dadaab 

newsletter, which he and Meshack will finish maybe tomorrow. Elijah has supported the work as well and he will fol-

low up on David tomorrow regarding the finalising of the update on the Somalia newsletter. 

 

Doing a checklist for the house maid? 

And yes Stig you have noticed that the house maid is working hard but still she “forgets” some of her assignments and 

yes Stig we know Tina and Elijah has asked you if she remembered to do lunch for me after the Sunday service – which 

she did not – and if she remembers to clean my bed, which she often does not, and yes you have heard Tina speaking 

with a loud voice to her, and yes Stig maybe two months ago you encouraged Tina to do a checklist of all of the things 

that Faith should remember and yes Stig maybe Tina did this on paper and yes you promised her to write it on the 

computer when you were the most busy here and yes Stig, Tina never came back on this. 

 

And yes this evening you mentioned this to Elijah and said that it is much better to teach her and yes to help her with 

a check list instead of “yelling” at her because this will only make her sad. So maybe Elijah will follow up on this now. 

And yes this is an example where people focus on the “negative aspect” instead of focusing on how they can POSI-

TIVELY help and change the behaviour of other people. You can always teach and change people to the better by be-

ing positive and you only need to raise your voice, if people will not co-operate – and normally this will also work with 

children. But you need to think about HOW YOU CAN HELP other people the best instead of being negative – put away 

your negative feelings, but be strict with people/children if they don’t follow agreements and follow my principle of 

rewards/penalties – it should really be as easy as this. 
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Wednesday 26th August 2009 

Very bad sleep, synchronising my action plan and ideas/notes, God is a “factor” and a “primordial force”, the house is 

more quite today, improving my chess results, dreaming of the school closing, consequences if God will not help us out, 

the Planet and my UFO-friends are still there, the children return the computer on time, teaching Nicole to do the ac-

tion plan?, Elijah has improved and has not improved keeping basic rules, the financial situation, the flash-disk is not 

working and beating the computer in chess with the help of God. 

 

Very bad sleep 

And yes Stig tonight was really not a very good night for none of us, I did not get much sleep either and yes my friends, 

your pain is my pain too and yes my friend, I kept you awake from 4.30 even though you were very tired indeed and 

yes we know Stig impossible to sleep even though you feel exhausted because of lack of sleep some days. And yes you 

are even more tired today and yes exhausted directly after standing up. 

 

And yes Stig I gave you some dreams of your past – about work and people moving my luggage from my apartment 

and yes we know really not very interesting to include here. 

 

When I woke up God gave me these lyrics from the song “Jamming” by Bob Marley: “Jamming in the name of the 

Lord, holy Mount Zion”. And afterwards he gave me maybe the most famous song in Swedish: “Sommartider” by 

Gyllene Tider. 

 

Synchronising my action plan and ideas/notes 

And I have set up my computer and my mobile phone, so my action plan and my daily notes/ideas are now saved both 

places and I established a synchronisation link between them, so when I update the action plan or notes/ideas one 

place, they will automatically be updated the other place as well – the only “problem” is that I really don’t have much 

to do at the moment, but I like the idea to have access to updated data both on the computer and the mobile phone. 

 

God is a “factor” and a “primordial force” 

And yes Stig this morning I started by saying to you that I am more than life, and yes Stig I told you that I am a “factor” 

and yes Stig later I told you that you will see something, which will surpass your wildest imagination, something that 

no one has seen before, no one knows the existence of and yes Stig I told you about a “primordial force” and yes Stig 

nice to know more than this and yes when I continue your journey – and yes Stig I have also many times given you vi-

sions of the movie trilogy Ring of the Lords and yes we know Stig you are coming to the end where you will destroy 

the ring, all evil. 

 

The house is more quite today 

And yes Stig we know the children’s cousin – and yes Brandon – left the house yesterday, and yes he is 6 years old and 

yes together with Joseph, who is 5, you can guess what two boys do together, yes Stig they “hunt” each other and yes 

Stig much noise, shouting and running with two boys ALL OVER the house and yes we know you remembered playing 

like that when you were a boy and yes Stig, now he has left, and yes the house is much more quite – and yes Stig, this 

is also what you are about. You have always had a desire to be yourself at home, to relax and yes without noise, and 

yes Stig, this is actually also a part of your suffering, to experience stress like this at home because this is not your na-

ture, yes we know. 

 

And yes Joseph and Nicole are probably sad that he has gone, life to them is now more boring, but to me I am happy 

because of the reduced noise. 

 

Improving my chess results 

And yes Stig, you did not really notice if the computer made a mistake and yes probably it did, but you succeeded 

beating the computer at level 8 this morning and yes Stig, we know it was impossible to beat it at level 7 and yes we 

know maybe with a little help from a good friend ... 

 

Dreaming of the school closing 
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I decided to take a nap this afternoon and I am not sure if I slept at all – difficult when God has other plans - and I had 

the following dream or vision: 

 

I am inside Borupgaardsskolen in Snekkersten. There are no teachers inside, the children are on the way out and a 

voice is saying that everybody should walk out now because the school will close in 5 minutes. 

 

And “the school” is what I have gone through now for years and yes very nice to know that it is about to close and yes 

we know the Devil is included in the school. 

 

After the dream or the vision, God played “Secret messages” and afterwards “Every little thing” by ELO/Jeff Lynne. 

 

Consequences if God will not help us out 

It is not only Elijah’s private situation, which “hurts” us, it is also the office. Rent is due in the beginning of September 

and if it is not paid, we will be thrown out of the office, so this is what we have to look forward to, if God does not 

help us out. We have a little income for food for maybe 1-2 weeks, but we will have no furniture and no office proba-

bly from next week and yes you don’t like I ask questions in these scripts, but please let us know if you want to help us 

out or if you want us to have these “experiences” as well and yes Stig you know I am both God and the Devil and yes 

we know sometimes you know who I am and yes Stig sometimes you don’t and yes, who am I now and yes Stig abso-

lutely no idea, but you appear “calm” and “gentle” but the Devil can fool me and yes Stig this is true and yes one from 

the Council is here too and yes you don’t know who it is and yes let me tell you this and yes Stig, Virgin Mary and yes 

Stig, please let me speak to Nostradamus and yes my friend I am also here and ok Stig, please answer the question I 

asked God and yes Stig, yes yes yes Denis too and yes my friend here I am and yes we know none of us have answered 

the question and yes ONE PERSON IS ALLOWED TO ANSWER THE QUESTION and yes hound dog let me hear your an-

swer: OK I don’t believe that none of us will be able to help you – is that right and I see the Devil looking up to his fa-

ther and yes my friend – God with the white beard appears – and yes Stig I will only tell this: I have decided to cut you 

short that is not to help you because this is what my friend yes the Devil is saying so this is my answer today and yes 

maybe a new answer tomorrow? 

 

The Planet and my UFO-friends are still there 

And yes Stig it has been clouded some days and yes Stig this evening when there were almost no clouds on the sky, I 

saw my planet again and yes Stig a little less than half was visible and yes we know very nice feeling to come out 

smoking and yes no lights on the sky and yes Stig they “report” to you when they turn on the lights “also here”, “also 

here” and yes Stig nothing really happened – and yes also my light and the light of my mother were there – and yes 

Stig from 0 to approx. 50 lights within a couple of minutes. Yes a good feeling to see you again and yes I can only en-

courage people to look up on the sky and see for yourself. And if there are so many lights visible here, how many are 

there all over the world? 

 

The children return the computer on time 

And yes Stig you have really not tried that hard to teach the children to be on time but this is just one example to the 

world, yes the children borrowed the computer again tonight at 19.00 precise and yes Stig you said to Nicole “what do 

you need to remember today” and yes Stig she said “to watch the time” and yes Stig this is what she did so when the 

time was 20.00 precise the children stopped playing on the computer and yes Stig, you did not need to tell them! It 

should really not be very difficult to teach children to follow agreements and yes for children to get this habit in their 

future life. 

 

Teaching Nicole to do the action plan? 

A long time ago Elijah promised Nicole to teach her doing the action plan on the computer, but nothing has happened, 

and when I was working yesterday on my action plan, Nicole asked me how I did it and I decided to copy an action 

plan in her name and to say to her that she could agree with her father on when to teach her, and yes Stig you men-

tioned this to Elijah when he came home yesterday and yes both Elijah and Nicole was eager to do the teaching and 

yes Stig they agreed to do the teaching today, and yes yes yes that was very good, but what do you always need to do 

when you make such agreements? YES – TO AGREE ON WHAT TIME TO DO IT. And yes, they did not agree on this, and 

yes my friends, was it included in your action plan for you to remember, Elijah? 
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So today Elijah came home at 20.00 – and yes Stig he decided to talk with John and Meshack at the office – and yes 

Stig, maybe he simply forgot the agreement with Nicole and yes Stig we know, nothing would probably happen if I did 

not encourage both of them yesterday to do the teaching and yes still difficult to carry out such an agreement if you 

don’t write down the agreement immediately when you make it. 

 

After dinner at 21.30 Elijah told me that Nicole had reminded him about the agreement and I believe Elijah’s answer 

was that he was tired, so maybe they made a new agreement instead? 

 

Elijah has improved and has not improved keeping basic rules 

And yes Stig, Elijah is often positive, he is kind, has a good will and yes he has improved communicating about his 

whereabouts and on his meeting agreements, but my dear Elijah, you don’t write down your agreements, when you 

make agreements? 

 

You did not write down your promise to check the costs of the Kenyan Census, as we agreed and therefore you forgot 

to follow up? 

 

And yes Elijah, you promised to do the inventory list Friday last week, but you have not done it yet because you are 

waiting for David to return to the office (David has been home “some days”) – maybe you could take initiative and 

start the work and present it for David? According to the office it should “take one hour” to do? 

 

And yes this is simply about WRITING DOWN YOUR AGREEMENTS, PLAN PROPERLY and then JUST DO IT within the 

deadline, so Elijah, I am sorry to say – you have improved, but you have not improved – and yes Stig, I will not keep 

telling these basic rules, they should be quite easy to follow. Do as John, write down your agreements and then JUST 

DO IT and yes Stig, this is the same message to the world: If you follow the example of Elijah not keeping your agree-

ments, you will not be approved by me to enter into my kingdom, and yes my friends OK, I have not communicated 

my resource plan to the office, it is 40 hours this week as last week and will continue to be for the next weeks, but this 

week I will probably have difficulties making it because God has not recreated the old documents yet. 

 

And yes Stig after reading this, Elijah was having tears in his eyes and he said that I should keep a better balance when 

writing about the inventory because David has been home some days and yes in my scripts in general, and yes Stig, 

you said that you did not want to insult him but this is what happened and yes Elijah you could have planned and car-

ried out the work on the inventory better than what you have done – 10 days have gone by and nothing has happened 

with a job, which the team believe is “easy” to do and which you promised to finish Friday last week. This is the situa-

tion and yes Stig you told Elijah that you write what you see and when you make me happy Elijah, I write this, so all I 

can say to you is KEEP THE BASIC RULES and I will write, when I am happy – and this is the balance I will keep, writing 

when I am happy and when I am disappointed. This work should have been both planned and carried out now, but 

nothing has happened and this is the truth – and this reminds me of earlier experiences, where time goes by and 

nothing happens – this is not what I want people to do, and the truth is that there has been almost nothing to do at 

the office for a long time – so start doing your work, people, this is the message to the world, don’t sit and do nothing. 

And I do have feelings for Elijah being sad, it also makes me sad, but I will not compromise on the truth because of 

feelings and sympathy. 

 

The financial situation 

And yes Stig, Elijah succeeded to get a payment from Serena today – very good – and yes to repay his friend and yes 

his mother and yes we know Stig, he came home and yes Stig did not know the budget until Monday and yes he 

wanted to decide on how much money I needed and yes going to the office maybe Thursday and/or Friday and yes 

Stig without knowing how much food etc. he needs to buy for the house and yes Stig, I encouraged Elijah to do a 

budget with all of the expected costs and to take decisions on precise information instead of “dreams” and yes my 

friends, maybe Elijah will do this? And yes of course a message to the world: Do budgets and use “your money wisely”, 

which is a phrase I have said many times to Elijah recently. 

 

The flash-disk is not working 

And yes Stig, I will say only this, I cannot recall a much better situation than this. The team is not on holiday, are they? 

OK, Stig, let me say it like this, you now have several options: One is to go to the office tomorrow and yes we know 
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Stig we are all waiting for you and yes Stig, we have not forgotten the agreement, but if God has decided he wants you 

to go to town to work, will you do this tomorrow, IF I ONLY SAY THIS ONCE, DRAGHOLM YOU HAVE NOW STAYED AT 

HOME FOR SOME DAYS AND YES STIG, I DID NOT ACCEPT FOR YOU TO STAY AT HOME, I TOLD YOU THAT I WANT YOU 

TO GO TO TOWN AND YES TO WORK THERE, and yes we know Stig, this is the Devil speaking and yes yes yes my 

friends – the Devil gave me the feeling of God first and yes then the Devil and we know Stig we know we know we 

know you will stay at home until further notice and yes here it is, now the team cannot follow my scripts because the 

flash-disk is not working this evening at my laptop and yes we know, it says that everything is fine, but it does not 

work anyway and yes yes yes my friends you will go to town on Friday, because there is a meeting and yes Stig, we 

know if Elijah and you can afford it and yes so it is and yes yes yes not to speak about the anti-virus program at the of-

fice, is it still on the computer and yes Stig, we know on Friday and yes we know Stig, you don’t believe that your 

documents will be recreated just by going to town, we know we know we know. 

 

Beating the computer in chess with the help of God 

And yes Stig the computer made a big mistake at the absolute end of a game and yes completely without thinking ap-

parently it lost a tower and yes Stig then it was easy for you to win, otherwise the computer would have won, and yes 

of course you are playing with the white bricks and the computer with the black bricks and yes my son, no more 

games from me tonight. And yes level 8 but this does hardly not have any importance when God is playing and yes let-

ting me win or lose. 
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Thursday 27th August 2009 

Dreaming of my favourite music at the football ground at my school, finally the Solitarie game was solved ☺, “Victims, 

we know them so well”, information from God to me about Karen, the story of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar, still tired 

today, the newsletters will be finished today, four times: “Will you give us the computer” and Elijah and David did the 

inventory list. 

 

Dreaming of my favourite music at the football ground at my school 

After a little bit better sleep – including several dreams not relevant here - I woke up with this the last dream: 

 

I have an agreement with four others to go to the football ground of Mørdrupskolen. There is a concert with The Cure, 

Ultravox and other of my favourite artists – and I see Robert Smith from the Cure walking next to the school. I arrive 

as the first of us five by taxi, the entrance is a little bit difficult to find, and I am not sure that there are more tickets 

left. There is a line of people buying tickets, but because I arrive in a taxi I am allowed to buy without waiting in line. 

They want to sell me 5 tickets and I have difficulties finding my credit card, but I find it and I ask if they accept pay-

ment with this card – they say that they accept VISA and my card is not a VISA, but I use it and it works. I am annoyed 

that I have to pay for the others. I meet with my friends and I agree with one of them that we will go to the cinema 

together on the 2nd Christmas day.  

 

The dream continues, where I have two friends in my house – they play some music they like, which I don’t like, I think 

that they don’t know I am God and I decide to clean up in the kitchen. The cleaning is in progress and I have two more 

cleaners, which I will use and which is very good to me. 

 

And God gave me what must also be one of his favourite songs, because he has given it to me MANY times, “Father 

figure” by George Michael – and these words: “I will be the one who loves you till the end of time”. 

 

And again when I woke up, I was confused of where I was. I was still “living” in the dream and the house and the fam-

ily looked like “strangers” to me because I was still mentally in my dream. 

 

And God said to me: “We will set up your speakers, but not before the situation is so critical that it looks impossible” 

and he continued “If you mother can, you can too” and yes Stig you can only say that the situation today really looks 

impossible. 

 

Normally I only include 1-2 of the songs, which God gives me when I wake up. This does not mean that he does not 

give me songs during the day, but I have decided not to include all of these songs, but to give you an example of today 

he also gave me “Seven deadly sins” by Travelling Wilburys, “We came to dance” by Ultravox and yes Stig a good song 

by Whitney Houston, which I have forgotten now. 

 

Finally the Solitarie game was solved ☺☺☺☺ 

I don’t know how many times I have played the Solitarie game, when I have been at home, but it is MANY times, and 

finally this morning, THE GAME WAS SOLVED. Thank you God ☺. And as you said the 18th August: “When you solve the 

GAME, WE ARE READY TO LET YOU WIN THIS ONE” – so if you are ready, we are ready too! 

 

“Victims, we know them so well” 

And yes Stig here I am back from holiday yes I was first on my mountain and yes Stig there were no kids to be eaten 

and yes Stig then I came to you and yes quite entertaining the last days at the house yes I know but God has told me 

that “I AM NOT A UNBORN CHILD” and yes Stig A SINGLE CHILD if you like and yes Stig now it is up to you, I am here 

but I will not tell you the solution yet, maybe it will JUST COME TO YOU, who knows? 

 

God played the song “Victims” by Culture Club for me and gave these words: “Victims, we know them so well” and he 

sings “unborn child – could be warm with your child” even though these are different lyrics than the lyrics of the song. 

 

And he said to me: “You will come all the way into my heart, where the blood before froze to ice”. 
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Information from God to me about Karen 

And yes Stig, I HAVE NEVER FORGOTTEN YOU and yes hello, hello (thanks Lionel, you should also have been on my top 

100 – you give me feelings because of your songs like very few others) and yes MARY M. here yes my friends and yes 

Stig we know accompanied by the Devil and yes yes yes and more and more God and yes STIG “HOW I MISS YOU SO 

MUCH” and yes we know – thanks Mary M. – and yes Stig yesterday I told you that Karen has never forgotten me, he 

said that I have the personality, which she misses, and yes Stig when you went to the toilet late yesterday evening I 

gave you PAIN for a “long time” and yes not normal, we know Stig, and yes I told you intimate details about her and 

Kim and yes we know Stig about “what they do” and yes Stig – you know and yes Stig you will not share these details 

with the world, but KIM, I KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE DONE TO AND WITH KAREN and yes KIM the reason why you have 

done this is to hurt me too – and yes Stig Karen has “love sickness” with this man, which almost “destroys her”, and 

yes she believes he is the one she needs, and yes she does not know it and yes Stig she does not feel you as her future 

MAN and yes Stig, you still have some feelings for her and yes Stig we know, there are many other women I would 

choose before her and yes Stig it is really as simple as this, because the way she has led her life and yes my friend this 

is totally true the way she deliberately betrayed me is standing in the way for me to see her objectively. 

 

The story of Cleopatra and Julius Cesar 

And yes my friends maybe one year ago I told you that Cleopatra was one of the eight of the Council and yes Stig not 

only to annoy you but let us be frank, also to confuse Pia and yes Stig, who is Cleopatra and yes Stig we know, the 

dream about Roman soldiers and yes probably included in the old scripts, if I wrote it down, and yes Stig your 

mother’s father in this life is Rommel – and yes Stig she does not know, her real mother took the “secret” with her in 

the grave – and yes Stig you do believe in me WHEN I SAY THAT I HAVE NOT THE COURAGE TO WRITE THIS STORY YET, 

yes Stig, this is the case and yes Stig who is speaking, and yes STIG LET ME SAY IT LIKE THIS, one time many years ago I 

was in love with two men at the same time and yes we know Mary M. would like to tell a story and yes Stig you were 

not one of them and yes Stig, only Denis and yes Kim and yes Stig also the Devil here and yes Stig not more on this 

story and God will you please answer this question: Was Cleopatra and Cesar the parents of Virgin Mary? YES MY 

FRIEND IF YOU BELIEVE THIS I WILL SAY YES, and yes Stig you don’t know and this is what you have understood be-

cause of the old dream of the Romans and yes yes yes NOT MUCH MORE TO TELL ABOUT THIS TODAY. 

 

Still tired today 

And yes Stig I told you today that your tiredness is “a little more extreme” but the principle is the same as it has al-

ways been in your life: To be tired and yes my friend you experienced maybe two full days 4-5 years ago yes my friend 

where you were UNUSUAL FRESH and yes Stig you had the feeling that you could talk, smile and work like you had 

never done before and yes my friend if this is the way most people feel, I cannot understand that people are lazy at all 

– I have had this feeling for TWO DAYS ONLY IN MY LIFE. 

 

And yes Stig, still problems with your stomach today? Yes, Stig we know. 

 

The newsletters will be finished today 

And yes Stig David called you today, thank you David, and he informed me that the update of the Somalia newsletter 

will be finished today and yes Stig stored at the computer at the office and yes Stig, David told me that the update 

does not include as much information as before the computer breakdown and yes Stig the update of the newsletter of 

Dadaab should also be finished today. 

 

And yes Stig, David will not be at the office tomorrow – and yes Stig if it is because of lack of money, it is alright and if 

not it is a violation of the rule that team meetings are mandatory. 

 

And yes because David will not be there, his flash-disk will not be there too and yes Stig we know your flash-disk is 

“mysteriously” not working and yes Stig we know you had two other flash-disks when you arrived at the office and yes 

Stig they have “mysteriously” disappeared and yes we know they should be with the team members because I don’t 

have them. And yes Stig, how will you transfer the documents from the office computer to your laptop and yes maybe 

the connection from the office computer to the mobile phone and from the mobile phone to the laptop will work so I 

will have to see tomorrow. 

 

Four times: “Will you give us the computer” 
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And yes Stig one of those “marvellous” days with power rationing – and yes Stig boredom and absolutely nothing to 

do, which is not the funniest I have tried in my life – and yes Joseph asked this morning “will you give us the com-

puter” and yes Stig you said to him and Nicole that it depended on the amount of work you had to do and when the 

power would come back on and yes you would let them know later. 

 

And yes the second time he asked “will you give us the computer” you just said: “I gave you an answer this morning, 

will you please remember this”. 

 

And yes the third time he asked “will you give us the computer” you said: “If you cannot remember the answer, the 

answer is no”. 

 

And yes the fourth time he asked “will you give us the computer” you said: “I gave you an answer this morning and 

you could not remember it, therefore I said no to you the second and third time, and the answer is still no – do you un-

derstand” and yes Joseph said that he understood. 

 

And yes Stig, the morale of this story is as simple as this. Don’t keep asking the same questions and as a parent don’t 

keep giving the same answers. Teach your children to understand the first time by saying LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY – I 

SHALL SAY THIS ONLY ONCE and if they keep asking the same questions, you should do as I and yes Stig this will be the 

best way to teach them in practise and yes of course as a parent or even better in school you should include exercises 

on COMMUNICATION and yes how to ask question, to listen, to reflect and yes to understand. TEACH THE CHILDREN 

TO LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND. 

 

Elijah and David did the inventory list 

And yes Stig we know all of us yes Stig not a very nice day today and yes Stig we know not giving up but yes really not 

a very nice day not knowing what will happen and yes staying as a guest in a house not doing anything and yes Stig not 

having any money and yes Stig receiving from the family without paying and yes of course with the stories of Karen 

and all of the other things mentioned in these scripts yes Stig ALL OF IT and yes I just wanted to say this and yes Stig if 

you feel a little bit down and yes normally you will receive understanding from people you love and yes when you feel 

like this, you will receive the Devil and yes Stig not very nice and yes yes yes to say the least. 

 

And yes this chapter was actually just to say to Elijah that I was happy that you decided to follow up today together 

with David to do the inventory list so you actually JUST DID IT like it was supposed to do. Thank you ☺. 
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Friday 28th August 2009 

God woke me up at 4.30 to listen to “speaking in tongues”, shampoo and tooth paste is really not necessary, degener-

ating at home like the people at Dadaab, team meeting on basic rules etc., still problems with the office computer, are 

we delayed because the newsletters were delayed?, almost “normal life” today as we know it here, more time with the 

teenagers tomorrow or a follow up?, the most beautiful flowers to the “fine actors” , copying and finalising the up-

dated newsletters, beating “all the dark forces” in my life, symbols from God, follow up on teaching Nicole the action 

plan. 

 

God woke me up at 4.30 to listen to “speaking in tongues” 

And yes Stig I woke you up 4.30 again this morning and yes we know Stig for the second day in a row and yes Stig the 

explanation is very simply this: Two days ago I asked Elijah and Tina during the evening what kind of “speech” was 

coming from the neighbour house a few metres away at the other compound and Tina said it was “speaking in 

tongues” and that only God would understand the speech and yes Stig you did not understand and yes Stig you have 

noticed several times earlier that this neighbour is doing the same “speaking in tongues” every night between 4.30-

5.00 and yes Stig we know keeping you awake and yes Stig it is really as simple as this: This is why I have woken you up 

at 4.30 precisely now for two night in a row. 

 

I had several dreams during the night, which I have decided are not relevant for these scripts. The last dream was 

about a visit to Stockholm where I met Søren H. and he showed me his business and his wealth because of this. At the 

end of the dream he said that he would like to go sailing with me in April next year – and yes Søren, a symbol for you 

as well my old friend – you know that I don’t like the symbol of sailing because it is belonging to the Devil and this is 

where you will go too unless you change. 

 

God gave me two songs during the night, which I don’t remember and when I woke up again at 7.00 he gave me the 

song “It’s only love, love, love” and yes Stig at the moment I am not sure, who is performing the song. 

 

And yes Stig one of those very “nice” dreams, where the dream was “reality” and yes Stig we know when you woke up 

you were still “living in this dream” and yes gradually over maybe 5-10 minutes you were coming back to the “real 

world”, which seemed “unreal” the first minutes and yes Stig you understood gradually your pain again and yes you 

remembered one pain after the next and yes like “layer by layer” and yes this was how this day started. And yes Stig 

the only positive thing is that you are still losing weight and yes if you continue losing weight it will actually also turn 

into a problem. 

 

Shampoo and tooth paste is really not necessary 

And yes Stig you have almost no shampoo and toothpaste left and yes because of this you only wash your hair every 

second day at the moment and yes Stig you have always washed your hair once or twice per day and yes we know Stig 

it should really not be necessary to wash hair and brush your teeth and yes Stig the same principle as medicine and 

yes we know sun oil etc. and yes Stig, you have decided to continue doing this and yes Stig a good habit but you are of 

course right, if people decide not to use this, I will help YES MY FRIEND TO KEEP A PERFECT BALANCE IN YOUR HAIR 

AND YES ALSO TEETH and yes we know a part of the game from the Devil as well to keep the unbalance when you use 

these things. 

 

Degenerating at home like the people at Dadaab 

And yes Stig, this is your first time in town today for 8 days and yes my friend, because YOU NEED TO GO and yes be-

cause of the mandatory team meeting and yes because you need to get the updated newsletters from the office com-

puter – if you can. 

 

And yes Stig we know, when you just stay at home, almost without work and yes when you have ABSOLUTELY nothing 

to do and yes especially when the power is off, yes STIG this is when you will lose your mood, your life power and yes 

Stig your energy, and yes OF COURSE MY FRIEND, there is no power or “entertainment” at Dadaab – HOW DO YOU 

THINK LIFE IS MY FRIENDS FOR THESE NICE PEOPLE and yes Stig, talk about suffering and yes we know Stig, these peo-

ple are the people STILL suffering the most in the world and yes Stig the world still allows the situation to become 

even worse day by day. 
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Team meeting on basic rules etc. 

And yes we know Stig, you were at the office at 9.00 and yes Elijah and Meshack were there too and YES YOU DE-

CIDED TO HOLD THE TEAM MEETING AND YES STIG IT IS MANDATORY, YOU WILL ALWAYS (!) HOLD TEAM MEETINGS 

EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE NOT MANY AT THE OFFICE and yes my friends, David had put the agenda on the wall as 

promised and yes it was very good to start the meeting where you already had the agenda and yes Stig: 

 

1. Basic rule no. 2 (Meshack) 

2. Presentation of the inventory list 

3. Updates on the newsletters 

4. Update on the scripts (Stig) 

 

And yes Meshack gave a good introduction to basic rule no. 2 and yes you encouraged him to speak about how he and 

the team prepared the work of the Dadaab memo, and yes my friends five different sources of information and yes 

my friends if you did not do that, the quality of your answers would not have been as good. 

 

And yes Stig you talked afterwards 10-15 minutes on this rule alone and yes what it means in practise, and yes we 

know the GOLDEN RULE OF CARYING OUT WORK (see the meeting with David and Elijah at Kengelis) is included in this 

rule – that is the first phase of preparation and yes ONLY BY PREPARATION, WRITING DOWN IDEAS, DEFINE STAKE-

HOLDERS, GOALS ETC. YOU CAN IMPROVE YOUR QUALITY LEVEL and yes Stig don’t be lazy skipping this phase, get the 

habit to prepare, write down ideas etc. because you cannot keep 10, 20 or 50 ideas inside your head, you need to 

write them down.  

 

And yes Stig you agreed that John will present basic rules no. 3 at the next meeting (and after the meeting I asked 

John to use basic rule no. 2 when preparing his speech on basic rule no. 3). 

 

And yes we talked about the rest of the agenda and yes Stig after the agenda you spoke about yours and yes Stig our 

scripts and yes Elijah had commented your speech on basic rule no. 2 that “you are very strong today” and yes Stig 

you said “only on the surface my friend” and yes Stig, this is what this is about, yes being honest and yes at the same 

time to still be STRONG and POSITIVE and yes Stig this was again your message to the team and yes in this critical 

situation, the most critical for all of us until now – and yes Elijah is suffering much because of the Micro Finance com-

pany and the deadline to pay on Tuesday and yes Meshack is suffering equally as much because his father may be 

forced away from his property and yes Stig “only if we are still strong and positive, God will help us come through” and 

yes Stig, this WAS WHAT I SAID and yes Stig, it actually all depends on me and my strength, if I can continue being 

strong (it also includes liberating the Council from Hell, so it is also one of my responsibilities not to mention writing all 

of these scripts and BASIC RULES as a “normal man”, which is quite a responsibility as well ...) and yes Stig very difficult 

for you we know and yes God is showing me Yoda because this was also included at the meeting, God made me sev-

eral times speak about a “true master” in different connections and yes Stig, the true connection is YOURSELF AS 

STIG/(JESUS)/GOD as the true master coming – this was what it was about. 

 

And yes Stig, TEAM MEETINGS ARE MANDATORY and yes we know you would have accepted for members of the team 

to stay at home if they could not afford to come to town and yes we know John arrived at 9.45 and said he was sorry 

of the delay, which was because of traffic problems and yes my friend, John said that he left from home at 8.15 and 

normally he would come to the office before 9.00 and yes my friends if you are sure 9 or 10 out of 10 times that you 

will actually come at time, this is alright, but we did not hear from John before 9.00 and yes Stig again if it is because 

of lack of credit on the telephone, you have accepted this, and yes Stig David arrived “surprisingly” at 10.40 and yes 

Stig you did not hear from David and yes you did not expect to see him because Elijah told you yesterday that David 

would not come today and yes Stig you thought it was because he could not afford to come, but yes he arrived (and 

left after a couple of minutes for OTHER MATTERS) and yes my friends you said to David that the team meetings are 

mandatory and yes Stig he said that he did not expect to come because he had a cold but obviously there were more 

important matters in town, which made him come and yes my friends if he could come to town because of OTHER 

IMPORTANT MATTERS he IS ALSO OBLIGED TO COME TO THE TEAM MEETING AS WELL and yes David, you did not 

keep this basic rule – and yes PLEASE DO ATTEND ALL TEAM MEETINGS HEREAFTER. 
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Still problems with the office computer 

And yes Stig we know NOTHING HAS HAPPENED WITH THE ANTI-VIRUS PROGRAM at the office computer and yes Stig, 

according to Meshack and John, David has read the scripts about the computer, the Devil and yes about believing or 

not believing in me and yes John was asking if it is because of the Devil that they have again experienced problems 

with the computer: Sometimes the computer opens other documents than the document, they want to open and 

sometimes they have written on the update, saved and closed the document and when they have opened the docu-

ment again, the “saved” information was “not saved” and yes it was lost and they had to write the same again and yes 

my friends you explained about your flash-disk and yes Stig no connection between the office computer and your lap-

top because of this: YES MY FRIENDS, IT IS THE DEVIL WORKING and yes my friends, you encouraged Meshack and 

John to speak to David and yes Stig, God will only protect the computer if THEY DO BELIEVE IN ME and yes IF DAVID 

BELIEVES IN ME and yes to remove the antivirus program and only if both conditions are fulfilled. It is the same princi-

ple as healing and curing people – if you believe in me and don’t take medicine, God will cure you and yes Stig if you 

don’t take medicine but don’t believe in me, it will not work and yes Stig, if David decides to remove the anti-virus 

programme, but does not believe in me, God will not protect the computer. 

 

And yes my friends, the consequences are this: Because of David’s unbelief, the updates of the newsletters have been 

delayed for 9 days and yes my friend the updates are now of poorer quality than before, and yes THIS IS THE DEVIL 

WORKING INSIDE DAVID. I am sorry my friend, this is the strength of the Devil – even if you have faith, you will have to 

show your faith in practise, otherwise the Devil may pay you a visit. 

 

Are we delayed because the newsletters were delayed? 

And yes Stig you have had this “feeling” and yes we know I said to you earlier that you should be READY with all of 

your work before I will recreate your documents and yes Stig I have been pushing you to be ready and updated every 

single day with your work and scripts and yes yes yes Stig are we delayed because of the delay of 9 days of the update 

of the newsletters and yes Stig this is your thought and yes I will not tell, I will only tell that I am sad too when you are 

sad and yes Stig we are all frustrated, if you are frustrated and yes Stig my friend you have still not lost to the Devil 

and yes we are proud of this and yes Stig you decided to give freedom to the team to find out what to do about the 

computer and yes YOU WILL NOT FORCE A DECISION THROUGH and yes Stig YOU CANNOT FORCE PEOPLE TO BELIEVE 

IN YOU this is something they will decide for themselves and yes my friends, maybe DAVID IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 

DELAY OF FINALISING YOUR WORK and yes we will not tell more today. 

 

Almost “normal life” as we know it today 

And yes Stig, Elijah was very kind to pay for lunches for the team excluding David at the Greenview today and yes Stig 

including sodas and yes he even suggested me to go to Kengeles this afternoon and yes to spend 100 Shillings on cof-

fee, which I was happy to do, and yes we know he will still be able to pay for cigarettes during the weekend. So “nor-

mal life” today as we have known it here when my credit card was working .... 

 

“Blessings of Babylon, time to carry on” 

... but not quite “normal life” as I HAVE PROMISED YOU ALL and yes Stig, it should be quite easy to beat the Devil and 

yes WITH A LITTE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS (and yes thank you Beatles, Ringo and yes especially Joe C.) and yes Stig the 

same way as I have taught him to lose to you in Solitarie and Chess and yes we know do you have a better answer to-

day as God or is it still the Devil answering the question of how and when to help us out of this very difficult situation  

we are facing next week and yes Stig since you ask me again I will give you this answer and yes riddle: And yes Stig 

WHAT DO I HAVE TO WEAR TODAY the white or red/black dress and yes Stig this is more than you can dream about, 

that is what I will do to make it all up to you and yes my friends, I will say it like this: MORE TO COME TOMORROW IF 

YOU ASK ME AGAIN and yes Stig, I don’t like you asking and yes Stig, this is of course the Devil and yes Stig “in my 

place” (thank you Coldplay) you can ask all you want to and yes Stig as God I can say this: I WILL NOT SPEND ANY 

MORE TIME THAN WHAT I NEED TO WITH THE DEVIL AND YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS THE REASON WHY I HAVE DECIDED 

TO UPGRADE YOUR MOTOR AND YES STIG TO “LIFT ME UP” (thanks Jeff) and yes to start with I will only give you this 

riddle again: Yes we know Stig the song by Nik Kershaw, which I have given you many times the last couple of weeks, 

which you could not remember the title of, what does it say, and yes Stig we know here are some of the lyrics and yes 

Stig TIME TO CARRY ON: 
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“Blessings of Babylon, time to carry on” 

“Near a tree by a river there's a hole in the ground. Where an old man of Erin goes around and around. 

And his mind is a beacon in the veil of the night. For a strange kind of fashion there's a wrong and a right.” 

“Thanks to the calling of the wild wise mens child” 

 

And yes Stig, it is really as simple as this, if you decide to “carry on” I WILL CROWN YOU ONE OF THE NEXT DAYS AND 

YES STIG I HAVE NOT BEEN TOTALLY HONEST WITH YOU YES FOR YOU TO ENTER “THE GATE OF GOD” AND YES STIG 

YOU WILL HAVE 20 MINUTES TOMORROW AND YES DO THIS AND YES THIS WILL BE THE START AND AFTERWARDS I 

WILL REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF “MARCIPAN” YOU NEED TO CARRY ON AND YES STIG SLOWLY BUT SURELY I WILL 

OPEN UP MY GATES TO YOU AND YES THROUGH THIS I WILL LET YOU AND YES THE TEAM ENTER AND YES TO EASE 

YOUR PAIN, and yes my friends, this is what you have been waiting for, and yes Stig I will tell you the true story of your 

scripts and what you have done and yes Stig how to finalise the work. 

 

(The tower of Babel (“gate of God”): The builders intended the tower to reach to heaven). 

 

More time with the teenagers tomorrow or a follow up? 

And yes during lunch Elijah was also kind to suggest you that 20 minutes at the church tomorrow was not enough time 

to do the presentation of the basic rules and yes of course you are right, Elijah, this was what the Pastor asked me to 

do and yes Stig he had other plans and yes 2 hours in total and yes I accepted Elijah’s idea – thank you ☺ - to call the 

Pastor to hear if he could give me more time. And yes Stig you called the Pastor and yes 20 minutes is the maximum 

he can give you this time and yes we know it will only be an introduction to the basic rules and yes Stig because there 

are other people, who will tell their “life stories” and yes Stig you gave the Pastor the option to do a follow up if he 

and the teenagers want to. 

 

Copying and finalising the updated newsletters 

And yes Stig the flash-disk is neither working at the laptop nor at the office computer and yes Stig there are no places 

for memory cards on the office computer and yes Stig the only other option was to install the windows mobile phone 

software on the office computer and yes Stig with a little help from my friends again I was able to beat the Devil and 

yes to copy the updates to the mobile phone and yes Stig afterwards to the laptop and yes Stig to continue work on 

this during the day and yes to agree with Meshack and John on what to include in the final document and yes my 

friend you also succeeded doing this today. 

 

The most beautiful flowers to the “fine actors”  

And yes Stig not very nice to work when you are exhausted yes Stig almost before leaving home and yes when you 

“hardly can stand on your feet” and yes Stig to break the habit of doing nothing or only very little (writing the scripts 

the last days) and yes Stig this is what you have done today, you have worked efficient all day and yes at the office this 

morning and yes very nice of Elijah to help you “out” too today and yes just a symbol and yes my friend Elijah if only 

you knew what I have done to you for you to match these scripts perfectly, yes my friend, this is I speaking and yes 

Stig, we know Elijah’s inner self and yes we know Stig not very easy to understand but you have a physical and a spiri-

tual being and yes Stig we know, we have limited Elijah in certain ways for him to “forget” and yes Stig we know the 

examples, which are included in these scripts and yes we know a “soft” side and yes we know Stig a “temperable” side 

and yes Stig, if only you knew what it took for him to accept your writings and yes Stig only by using “tactics” and a lit-

tle bit of luck and yes help from my friends for Elijah not to use his temper but to accept to help GOD AS ONE OF HIS 

FINEST ACTORS, and yes Stig, therefore I will send you all – and yes Stig ALSO THE TEAM because you have also been 

very fine “actors” – my most beautiful flowers. This is what you have done, I will never forget it and yes THANK YOU 

ALL . 

 

Beating “all the dark forces” in my life 

And yes Stig, we paid you a visit to yes Stig all of us while watching you on the toilet and yes Stig bad stomach again 

and yes Karen is not only visiting Kim they are also breaking the basic rules you know and yes Stig, Kim is not her hus-

band and yes we know Stig this is only the “kind” version of what I have said to you “a million times” and yes Stig yes 

my friend your email to your father was correct and yes in the respect to also call out the Devil of him and yes of 

course against me and yes we know Stig for you “to beat all the dark forces” in your life at the same time, so this is 
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what this is and soon was about and yes we know “the last step on the hanging bridge” and yes until you will meet us 

all on the other side and yes my friends.  

 

Symbols from God 

And yes my friend, YOU DIT IT today as well and yes we are all smiling including BOWIE and yes not you David but me 

yes STIG GOD OR JEHOVA AND YES I WAS ABOUT TO SAY “ALMOST WHAT YOU WANT TO CALL ME” because I am 

really not a man but yes my friend EVERYTHING YOU SEE and yes WHEN I AM EVERYTHING YOU SEE I can hardly wait 

to come into Tivoli and yes Stig you feel my impatience, and yes Stig we know this is not the best behaviour to show 

and yes Stig we could continue writing on ALL SUBJECTS YOU AND I CAN AGREE ON and yes this is how these scripts 

have been written and yes STIG THE STORY OF CIA WAS NEVER WRITTEN AND YES STIG THE STORY OF THE “PROXY 

SERVER” was never written and yes Stig we could continue and yes BURGUNDY WINE yes we know “SPIRITUAL TAST-

ING” experience approx. the last 14 days and yes Stig celebrating the memory of yours and Karen’s best time together, 

yes drinking good wine and yes Stig CHAMPAGNE and yes I hear the tower beating 24.00 and yes “I really gotta get out 

now” yes the Devil singing to the song “Fast love” by George Michael and yes Stig I hate to say this, but when you have 

done this script and yes maybe tomorrow and yes who knows how many days are left, THEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED 

THIS FIRST MISSION IN KENYA and yes we will continue on the next stage or level together, if you will. 

 

Follow up on teaching Nicole the action plan 

And yes Stig, there was no power when you came home early today at 18.10 and yes we know you promised to bor-

row the computer to Elijah and Nicole at 19.00 and yes THEY HAD AGREED TO DO THE TEACHING ON THE ACTION 

PLAN TODAY AND YES STIG “VERY INTERESTING” and yes Stig this is what Elijah normally says and yes Stig, we know 

ALL OF US, there was still no power at 19.00 and yes Stig today I SAY ABSOLUTELY NOTHING, I AM NOT ALLOWED AND 

YES STIG IT WAS NOT ME ALWAYS TAKING AWAY THE POWER AND YES STIG WE KNOW SOMETIMES AND YES STIG 

THE LORD OF THE RINGS HAVE NOW ALMOST DESTROYED THE RING AND YES STIG HE WILL NOW BRING THE RING 

WHICH HE HOPES THAT YOU AND KAREN WILL BEAR TOGETHER. 

 

And yes Stig 10 seconds after writing the above paragraph, yes I FOUND THE BOTTOM THE TURN ON THE POWER 

AGAIN AND YES I PROMISE ALMOST THIS TIME – THE DEVIL IS SPEAKING – I AM ALMOST AS WHITE AS I CAN BE AND 

YES THERE IS NO DARK ALMOST IN ME ANYMORE, that is unless you and the team ..., but yes I am told this is very 

unlikely. 

 

And yes Stig you prepared the computer for Elijah and Nicole to start the teaching and yes we know you went outside 

to smoke and yes we know we know and we know still very nice “stars” and yes of course UFO’s on the sky and yes 

afterwards you went inside and yes Stig I DECIDED TO TAKE AWAY THE POWER AGAIN AND YES MY FRIEND WHY DID 

YOU DO THAT? AND YES STIG WE KNOW I KNOW AND YES STIG YOU DON’T KNOW AND YES THEREFORE I WILL NOT 

SAY ANYTHING ELSE THAN I DID WHAT I DID AND YES MY FRIENDS JUST BECAUSE I WANTED TO SHOW TO THE 

WORLD THAT YES MY FRIENDS I CAN DO IT. And yes as you can hear God could continue speaking without answering 

so HE JUST DID IT and yes my friends, this is MAYBE the reason just to do it and not to be late. 
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Saturday 29th August 2009 

Not the best sleep, dreaming of earlier work again, the teaching at the church, meeting the neighbour and her or-

phans, symbols from God, will God crown me now or ...?, watching President Obama speaking at the funeral of Edward 

Kennedy, keep the discipline when teaching children to keep deadlines, “another test” – LISTEN ☺, the Kenyan Gov-

ernment and the election violence, my computer broke down and Tina suggested me to become a “private consultant”. 

 

Not the best sleep  

And yes Stig I woke you up at 1.20 and approx. at 6.00 this night and yes yes yes we know maybe a little bit better 

sleep and yes Stig before DECIDING to sleep yesterday yes you just had a visitor and yes Stig the Devil threatened to 

do what he did in the Easter 2009 to remove all of my sleep and yes Stig this was what he said he wanted me to do 

and yes to do the teaching at the church without sleeping at all and yes we know it all of us you would have done it 

and yes he threatened you again with the Easter 2009 experience with my mother saying that he would give the ex-

perience to me while lying in bed and yes Stig this time you just said to me yes STIG I DON’T BELIEVE IN YOU and yes 

you decided to sleep and yes THEREFORE AND YES STIG ONLY THEREFORE I DECIDED FOR YOU TO SLEEP. 

 

Dreaming of earlier work again 

And yes Stig you originally decided that you did not want to include your dreams of work here – at least from the last 

days – and yes Stig only this: Søren – how did you decide to start your new work while you were still working for Fair 

in Copenhagen? Who did you ask to write a memo on how to run an efficient Call Centre? Who wrote the criteria in 

detail for an administrative system? And yes Søren, who did you invite to participate in the development work and yes 

maybe even to come to Stockholm? Just wondering, Søren .... 

 

And yes Stig this night I gave you a dream about working at DanskeBank-Pension in 1988-1991 and yes Stig, who did 

“the hard work” the consultants or you and Bjarne? And yes Stig, who continued giving you more and more work to 

do and branches to call because “you were the experts” and yes who could RELAX at the same time? And yes who had 

the best IMAGE and yes the highest salaries? And yes Stig WHO WOULD BE ABLE TO GIVE THE BEST ADVISES when vis-

iting branches and companies, which “we were not allowed to” and yes Stig just wondering. 

 

And yes Stig first I gave you the name of the singer “Chris Cornell” and yes later I gave you the song “I will follow” and 

yes not by U2 but another famous song and yes Stig you thought it was Chris Cornell, but maybe it was not because I 

cannot find it on the internet.  

 

And yes Stig, I told you “I am coming into the sun” and yes Stig, the weather has really not been very good lately and 

yes actually COLDER HERE THAN WHAT IT SHOULD BE and yes yes yes we know but today the weather is “perfect” and 

yes A BLUE SKY AND YES STIG VERY NICE AND YES THANK YOU ☺. 

 

The teaching at the church 

And yes Stig after “some difficulties” ironing your shirt this morning – yes there was “only power enough” (!) to iron 

Elijah’s shirt and yes Stig very little time to do the bath and yes because Elijah decided to wake up late and yes we 

know therefore the whole family decided to wake up late and yes we know Stig it is nice to wake up early when you 

have an agreement like this to be able to prepare mentally and yes Stig lucky for you everything sorted out and yes 

you received a nice t-shirt, not ironed, and yes you invited the family to attend, but they “could not make it” and yes 

you made it to the church at 9.50 and yes we know the Pastor was waiting and yes 10 minutes before the teaching 

should begin, you were the first one arriving and yes we know NO STUDENTS AND NONE OF THE OTHER TEACHERS 

HAD ARRIVED and yes we know Stig, WHEN WILL YOU COME WHEN YOU HAVE A MEETING LIKE THIS STARTING AT 

10.00? Will you come before 10.00, at 10.00 exactly or after 10.00 and yes OF COURSE YOU WILL COME IN DUE TIME 

BEFORE A MEETING LIKE THIS – and yes ALWAYS! (at “business meetings” you will come exactly on time). 

 

And yes Stig this gave you time to continue your conversation with the Pastor and yes Stig for one hour or even longer 

because people were really delayed and yes more on this later and yes Stig you told him about the 10 basic rules of 

the action plan and yes Stig that there is a total of 20 basic working rules in the book and yes we know, the Pastor 

means very good indeed and yes Stig he thought that the basic rule no. 7 “Don’t feel tired” did not have the right 

words yes “to be motivated” would be better “for people not to criticize you”, he said and yes Stig you told him that 
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you expect to be criticized but THIS IS REALLY NOT ABOUT INTERPRETATION and yes you showed him with your arms 

that you don’t want people to interpret one or the other way because the book is really including CLEAR COMMUNI-

CATION and yes Stig you showed with your hands folded THAT YOU WANT PEOPLE TO FOCUS ON THE TRUTH and yes 

also meaning that the words are not that important – and yes much of it is written very quickly and yes some words 

could be even better than the words I found, but it is important that the words are “direct” and not “packed in” so 

people will understand – and the important is TO FOCUS ON THE TRUTH AND YES ONLY THE TRUTH.  

 

And yes Stig the Pastor asked if you had read books and yes to support you doing this work and yes Stig you explained 

the Pastor that it was only you and yes I writing the book and yes without any other books or inspiration and yes yes 

yes the Pastor believed that you should check other books so you don’t write what other people have already written 

and yes the Pastor asked you if you are reading the Bible and yes Stig, your initial thought and answer was NO – I am 

not reading the Bible and yes Stig, because not only have you been busy you have been extremely busy and yes Stig 

after giving the answer you also thought that there have been periods of time lately where you have indeed had the 

time to read the Bible and yes Stig, you are really not inspired to read the Bible because we know Stig, because of who 

you are and yes Stig, you were thinking about giving this answer to the Pastor: IT IS TIME TO DO NEW TEACHINGS and 

yes we know Stig, the Pastor left a few minutes and you did not tell him, and yes Stig, later the Pastor said that I 

should always read the Bible as a foundation because even though it is good to have direct communication with God, 

the Bible is the most important foundation and yes Stig without the Bible it would be “dangerous” for me to write my 

book, and yes MY DEAR FRIEND, PASTOR, DID YOU REALLY THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU WERE SAYING TO ME? And yes 

my friend, dear Pastor, as you should know by now, I am writing this book with the inspiration of God and yes Stig, on 

the order of God and yes my friend, I cannot do this work without reading the Bible according to you? So Pastor, this is 

what you have determined is the truth without asking me about my communication with God? And yes Stig, I don’t 

really need to know the content of the Bible and yes my friends, in due time you will know all of the content of the Bi-

ble and yes much more than this and yes my friends, what is the motivation to read this book, when it will come 

automatically to me? 

 

And yes Stig, the Pastor had said at the Sunday service and yes afterwards directly to the teenagers/students that they 

should come at 10.00 and yes my friends, they had all agreed to come. 

 

And yes the first two students arrived at 10.02, and the next students at approx. 10.30, 11.00, 11.05, 11.30 and 11.55 

and yes Stig the last one arrived almost two hours late and yes it was with this foundation that you should talk about 

“time management” and yes Stig even the other teachers (speaking on their High School/University experiences and 

“self esteem”) were late and yes I WAS THE ONLY ONE TOGETHER WITH THE PASTOR BEING ON TIME and yes my 

friends, the Pastor was expecting to see 10-15 students and yes we know only 7 students showed up and yes the rest 

did not even bother to call – they just did not show up. 

 

And yes Stig, I WILL ONLY SAY THIS ONCE and yes Stig “YOUR TWO FEELINGS” and yes we know, Stig, here it comes 

again – and yes GOD IS IN A GOOD MOOD and yes Stig, sorry about that – before you started your teaching and yes 

already from the morning you had two feelings: You were nervous and yes at the same time you were “very confi-

dent” and yes Stig this is in fact what I do to you and yes Stig this is how it has always been, and yes almost as nervous 

that you would like to cancel your presentation at the last minute and yes Stig, “so confident” that when you first start 

– that is if I don’t spoil your presentation, which I HAVE ONLY DONE TWICE IN MY/YOUR LIFE and yes Acta is one and 

yes Dahlberg in Stockholm was number two – and yes Stig when you start you will GET THE POWER OF ME and yes 

Stig, it is that simple and yes Stig, the nervousness disappears and yes then YOU ENJOY TO BE A TEACHER and yes Stig 

another example of having the Devil and God inside of you. So do you, my dear reader, feel nervous before speaking 

in front of people and yes, maybe you have already figured out if it is because you have the Devil or God inside of you? 

 

And yes Stig the session finally started maybe at 11.15 or 11.30 and yes we know you still don’t have your arm watch 

and yes the mobile phone was in your pocket and yes Stig maybe at 12.30 or 13.00 I was starting my presentation as 

the last one and yes Stig nervous until the last minute and yes when you started, the nervousness completely van-

ished for the sun and yes also because THE PASTOR WAS INSPIRED TO TAKE US OUTSIDE IN THE NICE WEATHER and 

yes Stig, it was colder inside of the church and YES I THOUGHT IT WAS VERY NICE FOR YOU TO FEEL THE WARMTH OF 

THE SUN and yes I AGREED WITH YOU/ME, it was truly nice. 
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And yes Stig, you have written most of what you said today in these scripts and yes Stig just a few notes of your 

speech in this chapter: 

 

• All school children here want higher education and yes EVERYONE and only very few get the opportunity. And yes 

Stig, if you ask school children in Denmark if they want HIGHER EDUCATION most children will probably not be 

able to answer and yes STIG WHEN YOU HAVE GOD ON YOUR SIDE, YOU ARE DETERMINED and yes vice versa and 

yes all children here do their homework for school because otherwise they are “punished” (cleaning jobs etc.) – 

and yes maybe 50% in average in Denmark?  

• And yes all school children here come on time at school because of the discipline actions and yes when they have 

freedom without discipline they don’t come on time and yes STIG YOU ASKED THEM TO ALWAYS COME ON TIME 

AND YES STIG WHEN YOU MAKE AN AGREEMENT YOU ALSO MAKE AN AGREEMENT WITH GOD and yes so it is and 

yes WHO WANTS TO BREAK AN AGREEMENT WITH ME AND YES STIG TO MEET THE DEVIL INSTEAD – this is what 

it is about – and yes THEREFORE YOU SAID THAT THEY SHOULD ALWAYS COME ON TIME TOO IN THE CHURH – the 

house of God – when they have an agreement with the Pastor and yes Stig WITH GOD! 

• And yes EDUCATION IS THE KEY OF LIFE, WE KNOW, AND YES IF ALL PEOPLE IN KENYA REALISED THEIR DREAMS 

AND YES KEPT THEIR AGREEMENTS, yes THEN THERE WOULD BE NO POVERTY IN KENYA and yes it is as simple as 

this. 

• And yes you introduced the ACTION PLAN BY SAYING “THIS CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE” and yes STIG I ALSO SAID TO 

YOU WHEN WRITING THIS “THIS WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE” and yes this is how important it is and yes Stig, you talked 

about the plan and yes the first 4-5 basic rules, this was what you deliberately decided to do, yes to speak maybe 

10 minutes longer than the plan, and yes we know Stig to do this as convincingly as possible and yes Stig to ask 

only a few questions to involve people and we know not enough time to involve them even more – and yes none 

of the other teachers involved the students at all, they just spoke – and yes yes yes the students were looking very 

interested except from one, who was almost sleeping,  

• God has not put people on Earth to relax. BE DISCIPLINED AND FOLLOW YOUR ACTION PLAN BEFORE YOU RELAX. 

• And yes Stig after the teachings the students commented on the day and yes they were very nice to give positive 

comments – and yes one student said very wisely that the purpose of the action plan is not only to make other 

people happy but it is about having self discipline and keeping your own tasks on time and yes Stig you also called 

it “to have a good conscience”. 

• And yes Stig after the teaching you told the Pastor that “TIME MANAGEMENT” is also for the teachers to follow 

the scheduled time, and yes Stig we know some teachers were using 20 minutes instead of the scheduled 5 min-

utes and yes Stig we know you/I also deliberately this time used more time than planned and yes Stig, it is really 

very deep inside of the Kenyan culture, yes the Pastor agrees with me, but he also thinks that it is very important 

to be flexible when people have important information to give and yes we know Stig, WHEN YOU HAVE A SCHED-

ULE/PROGRAMME, STICK TO THAT PROGRAMME and yes Stig you told the Pastor that this should be the learning 

experience for the next time and yes he said that maybe there will only be 1-2 teachers the next time and yes to 

schedule more time for each. 

• And yes Stig at the end of the day you asked the students: “It is all about attitude. Have we succeeded inspiring 

you to do an action plan every morning not only for 2 days, 1 or 2 weeks, but for the rest of your lives” and all stu-

dents said yes and yes my friends, this is of course a promise and yes my dear friends: ALL OF YOU ATTENDING 

THE CLASS TODAY: I KINDLY ASK YOU TO TELL THE WORLD IF YOU STILL DO YOUR ACTION PLANS WHEN YOU 

READ THIS? And yes my friends, I REALLY DO MEAN BUSINESS THIS TIME. DO YOUR ACTION PLANS, ALWAYS KEEP 

THEM AND BECOME FRIENDS WITH GOD – this is what it is about. 

 

And yes Pastor you are still curious of what Jesus would teach if he one day should enter your church and yes my dear 

Pastor you have now heard the first teaching and yes my dear Pastor you did not find out that these words are indeed 

the words of Jesus as Stig today? 

 

Meeting the neighbour and her orphans 
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And yes Stig it is quite funny that a few days after I woke you deliberately to listen to “speaking in tongues” coming 

from the neighbours house at the next compound yes Stig you ACCIDENTLY met the neighbour Mary waiting for a 

Matatu and yes she was very positive and smiling and yes Stig, she has heard about you and yes about projects help-

ing people and yes Stig she invited you in “for one minute” and yes Stig, you did not want to disappoint her if she 

wanted money and yes therefore you asked her about the purpose first and yes Stig she really said and yes meant that 

she wanted to listen to my advises and yes for her to broaden her network and get new contacts and yes Stig, you told 

her that if you could help her with this, you would be happy to but that you would not be able to help her financially 

and yes Stig we know. 

 

And yes the next 30 or 45 minutes she showed me around the premises, I met some of her own children and the or-

phans, she takes care of – she has three children herself and yes eight orphans – and yes Stig, she told me her story 

about her nursery school and yes HER CALL TO HELP PEOPLE IN NEED and yes as one example she FOUND a one day 

old baby next to the Aga Khan Hospital five years ago and yes if it was not for her, what would have happened to this 

boy today, would he still be alive and yes this was my thinking and yes Stig we talked about the opportunity for her to 

do a homepage and yes to reach out to the world, not only to Kenya, and yes Stig to BROADEN HER NETWORK and yes 

to help more orphans and yes to attract other people FEELING THE SAME CALL because there are really many orphans 

in Kenya and yes other places, and yes Stig instead of bringing the orphans to a HOME I would like FAMILIES to invite 

children to live with them and yes we KNOW, HOW DIFFICULT CAN IT BE? There are maybe millions of children in Af-

rica and other places without parents and yes WHO WOULD LIKE TO HELP THESE POOR CHILDREN AND YES ALL OVER 

THE WORLD? 

 

And yes Stig, she was very nice to invite me for lunch next Saturday and yes Stig maybe it is just a “lucky punch” but 

somewhere we need to start, and yes maybe if Mary wants to I can bring her name here and yes Stig we know for her 

to help children and families meeting and yes Stig we know, you are “afraid” that she will receive MANY EMAILS and 

CALLS and yes maybe she does not have time for this and yes Stig, what do you want to do about it? And yes Stig 

when all people have computers yes we know for people to contact people and yes for the Governments to be flexible 

that is without bureaucracy – and yes thinking of Madonna and yes babies from Africa and yes very difficult for her to 

get them out and yes Stig you don’t know the details of her “cases” – but when it comes to orphans having no parents 

and yes Stig a miserable life I WILL ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO HELP THESE CHILDREN AND YES STIG FOR PEOPLE TO 

OPEN THEIR PRIVATE HOMES AND YES A LIFE, EDUCATION ETC. for these children. 

 

Symbols from God 

I see drawing pins be packed in plastic boxes at a factory (I have seen the Devil in visions “hundreds” of times laying 

out drawing pins for me to step on). 

 

I see the disassembling of the screw of a ship. 

 

I see God playing the guitar in the forest saying to me “now you are here” and yes my friends and yes Stig you don’t 

remember the meaning of the guitar – and yes maybe because I have not told you? - and yes other THAN IT IS MY IN-

STRUMENT and yes my friends and yes Stig let’s say it, my guitar is only to show the world about whom I am, what I 

want to do and yes THE SYMBOL OF ALL GOOD. 

 

And yes during a “normal conversation” with Elijah and Tina this evening they said “the door is open” and yes “many 

people will enter” and yes I was happy to receive this symbol from God, and yes God spoke directly through the both 

of you, Elijah, and yes “the door” is “the gate” and yes to Heaven. 

 

And yes Stig still very nice UFO’s on the sky and yes we know, a line of UFO’s showed me A VERY BIG “V” and yes “40 x 

40 centimetres” and yes of course “VICTORY”. 

 

Will God crown me now or ...? 

And yes Stig you are still waiting for your documents to be recreated and yes we know the same situation as the mes-

sage from the Devil to go to the Karen Estate and yes was this the right message or was the original message of me 

recreating the documents and yes Stig two days after to lift you up to a higher level the right message and yes Stig 

now you have been told that I will CROWN you and yes Stig Danish Crown and yes Stig the original Danish roasted 
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pork for the Christmas dinner – and yes this symbol did almost not make it into the scripts and yes shown many times 

– and yes Stig is this now the true message or is the original message of recreating the documents and yes finalising 

the work first the true message and yes LET US SEE yes my friends I have found my spectacles and yes here it is NO 

NOT A TURKEY this time and yes Stig not GOOD TO KNOW and yes STIG MAYBE GOD TO KNOW INSTEAD? And yes AS 

YOU KNOW I CAN CONTINUE TALKING WITHOUT GIVING YOU AN ANSWER so here it is in short, no this price label is 

not the correct it is not too expensive and yes Stig yes I am imitating your mother and yes her vision and yes Stig this is 

really all I have to say at the moment, no not too expensive, this is what I said and yes a HAPPY SMILE FOR YOU TOO 

MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

Watching President Obama speaking at the funeral of Edward Kennedy 

And yes Stig, you remembered the last time you saw the President my dear friend Obama live on television when he 

was in Ghana and yes Stig, you did not remember what he was saying to you at the same time as he was giving this 

speech and yes therefore it was not included in the scripts and yes we know you saw on television this evening from 

the funeral of Edward Kennedy that it was LIVE and yes you said to Elijah that maybe God would establish a connec-

tion and yes hoping that Elijah would follow the speech to receive another proof but yes my friends, Elijah did not 

watch and yes speaking to the children etc. instead and yes Stig some time went on maybe a couple of minutes before 

Obama said to you WHILE HOLDING HIS SPEECH and yes Stig not very difficult to have two conversations at the same 

time, I have done this hundreds and yes maybe even thousands of times yes physically with people and yes with God 

at the same time, and yes my friends, just because you are the President and yes holding an important speech it 

should be possible to have another conversation at the same time yes speaking with me in his mind and yes Stig, this 

is what happened:  

 

After a few minutes Obama told me “not now, I want to hold my speech. Afterwards!”, and yes Obama I know the 

feeling and yes I have said the same to God MANY MANY TIMES and yes I was laughing when I heard Obama saying 

this to me because of my similar experiences – and yes Elijah heard me laughing apparently without a reason, but this 

was the reason, Elijah - and yes I received “the feeling” of Obama too and yes Obama asked me still while speaking 

“not on your way down?” and yes Stig you said “No, on my way up” and yes you corrected this to “No, on the moun-

tain top now” and yes my friends, Obama said “not Bethlehem this time?” and yes I answered “No, Nairobi” and yes 

my friends the President said “I know”. And yes Stig he also said “maybe war in Somalia?” and yes I said “Yes” – and 

yes “looking forward to this game is over”. 

 

And yes my friends Stig I inspired you to write in your notes: “Who is President Barack Obama” and yes Stig, Elijah is 

Elijah and yes the team are Abel, Paul and Isaac and yes who is President Barack Obama, and yes my friends he is not 

only a good friend in this life and yes Stig we have met before and yes in another life and yes here it is: A FLOWER and 

yes Stig maybe I will give the answer shortly and yes I will come back if God wants to give this answer in this book. 

 

Keep the discipline when teaching children to keep deadlines 

And yes Stig we know Nicole borrowed the computer at 19.03 this evening and yes you asked her “what do you need 

to remember” and yes “to keep the time” and yes for her to stop using the computer at 20.03 precisely and yes we 

know, dinner was early this evening so Nicole told me that she stopped using the computer at 19.33 and yes she had 

exactly half an hour left to use after dinner and yes Elijah wanted to teach Nicole on the action plan and yes for Joseph 

to have the computer the last 10 minutes and yes very good indeed but WHEN DID THEY START USING THE COM-

PUTER AGAIN and yes when did Nicole have to stop and yes when did Joseph need to stop and yes Stig now it was 

Elijah’s responsibility and yes after 24 minutes Nicole was still using the computer and yes Elijah said that “Nicole must 

have used too much time” and yes we know the message is only this: YOU NEED TO BE EXACT and YES TO WATCH THE 

CLOCK when you teach children to keep time. And I do want 100% discipline, if you are flexible you will soon get a 

world again, which does not keep time, and yes my friends, THIS IS WHAT I WANT TOO and yes my friends, I FOUND 

THE TRAIN WHISTLE AGAIN AND YES I COULD NOT FIND IT BEFORE and yes Stig this is also to say to the world: KEEP 

YOUR HOME AND YOUR OFFICE TIDY, SO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR THINGS ARE and yes yes yes IT IS REALLY AS SIM-

PLE AS THIS. What would happen if God could not find his train whistle ...? 

 

“Another test” – LISTEN ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig, we know, Nicole had problems writing in her action plan and yes you showed her and yes “just as an ex-

ample” you wrote “test” in one column and yes Stig in the next column you wrote “another test” and yes Stig, then 
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you knew my message to you, which is really not very easy to say, but IF YOU TRULY WANT TO CLIMB THE WHITE 

HORSE, YOU WILL DO THIS: FOLLOW MY ADVISE AND YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS ALSO FOR THE TEAM. FOLLOW WHAT 

STIG SAYS TO YOU AND YES MY FRIENDS, THIS IS HOW I WILL “SAVE” YOU and yes my friends maybe more tomorrow 

otherwise I will only say this. Stig, you have not been anointed as the knight yet yes in my army you have really only 

been playing around and yes Stig, you know this is not true and yes the Devil does not have the power to threat you 

anymore and therefore I will say this, MAYBE I WILL HELP YOU “SOMEHOW” DURING THE WEEK BUT JUST “MAYBE” 

AND YES WE KNOW STIG THIS IS THE WHITE HORSE YOU FEEL and yes the answer is truly that when you sit on the 

white horse, you will know the solution yourself and I will only need to call you once for you to tell the team HOW 

YOU WILL SOLVE THE CRISIS and yes my friends, this is how I will save the world too, because the white horse in com-

bination with my sword are two of my most important symbols and yes Stig we know about the sword defeating the 

Devil and yes Stig the white horse only means this: WHEN A NEW DAY ARRIVES I WILL TELL YOU AND YES BECAUSE OF 

YOUR REQUEST I WILL SAY THIS, the idea of this horse is to tell the world that I have made YOU OF GOLD and yes 

WHEN I TRANSPORT YOU it will be with my horse and yes STIG “YOU” is you, that is Stig, and yes Stig you need trans-

port and yes so simple it is and yes Yoda, thank you. 

 

And the reason for God not wanting to give me the answers straight away was only because I was REALLY tired and 

because I decided to keep writing, God gave me the answers included here. 

 

The Kenyan Government and the election violence 

And yes Stig, I told you about the Kenyan Government and yes the election violence that “you will be surprised” and 

yes “they are murderers” and yes my friends, in order to liberate “these very fine men and women” (according to 

themselves) I WILL ONLY SAY THIS PLEASE DON’T BE ANGRY ANYMORE AND YES TRYING TO PROTECT WHAT YOU BE-

LIEVE IS YOURS BUT WHICH IS REALLY BELONGING TO THE PEOPLE OF KENYA.  I WILL SE NO MURDERS ANYMORE and 

yes Stig is it still happening and yes my friends just a feeling I gave you. MY DEAR PRESIDENT KIBAKI maybe you will be 

the first to admit your “faults” and yes Stig for the whole Government to follow and yes be honest and yes repent 

your sins and yes just another example, which apply for all Governments all over the world. 

 

My computer broke down 

And yes Stig after Joseph had finished using the computer this evening and yes when coming back from a cigarette, 

yes you opened the lid of the laptop and yes the screen was black, but the computer was running and yes we know, 

you turned if off and on and yes Stig, the screen was still black and yes no more work today and yes you really thought 

that is was the Devil doing this and yes maybe connected to the computer “problems” at the office and yes Stig we 

know, you were sad and yes you thought that if God wants “an impossible situation”, we will just have to accept and 

yes my friends you decided to wait until tomorrow morning to see if it will work and yes if not you will tell Elijah and 

yes we know we know and yes one more time for the three of us we know. 

 

Tina suggested me to become a “private consultant” 

And yes Stig just like the office did some time ago, yes Tina also suggested you/me this evening to work as a private 

consultant and yes Stig “just a thought” for both Tina and the team and yes we know Stig, you have really not said 

much to Tina about yourself and your experiences and yes we know, because Elijah has not said much and yes be-

cause you have been tired etc. and yes your answer to Tina was this: “We are preparing for Judgment Day – this is 

what the basic rules and “normal life” is about” and yes “we are delayed because of a number of reasons, which you 

can read about in the scripts” and yes “the purpose is still the same” and yes Stig VERY TIRED INDEED WHILE WRITING 

THIS and yes “I will be the representative of God” and yes “under other circumstances I would probably follow your ad-

vice” and yes yes yes we know, not every day you have the Son of God living together with you and yes to suggest him 

to follow a private career and yes Stig, apparently because of lack of communication and yes even though she read the 

scripts from the beginning of May and yes Stig even though she has now had some time to read more than 300 pages 

of scripts and yes maybe difficult to prioritise, when you are a house mother and yes have a house maid, but this is the 

opportunity I gave Tina, to read the truth and yes to ask questions. 
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Sunday 30th August 2009 

Apparently better sleep, but ..., symbols from God, the Sunday service including criticism on me, feedback on the Sun-

day service, computer “problems”, emails with the family and kinetic energy to power laptops? 

 

Apparently better sleep, but ... 

And yes Stig I did not really wake you up before the morning and yes Stig we know – after church when writing this – 

you are REALLY FEELING TIRED – so maybe just a LIGHT sleep, which is what God has done for years now - and yes we 

know you need to show discipline again and yes like to finish the script of today before relaxing and yes Stig you have 

now written approx. 435 pages in total (according to the length in Microsoft Word) and yes feeling tired for a long 

time and yes to show the necessary discipline every single day, yes we know my friend .... 

 

And yes apparently not many dreams, just a few and yes only key messages: 

 

• I was a passenger of a bus and I had the bus driver playing a CD including a song by U2 called “Skid row” (this was 

what it was called in the dream). I left the bus and was meeting the driver going away from the bus and if I did not 

ask for him to return the CD, he would have forgotten. And yes Stig, the meaning of “Skid row” is if you take the 

first four letters in Danish and yes use this symbol as explained earlier and yes we know the bus is the symbol of 

NORMAL LOVE .... 

• I meet Fuggi again when he “only” weighs 130 kilograms and he is looking handsome again, almost as when he 

was young. AND YES congratulations to Fuggi for losing weight, last week he lost 5.5 kilos and yes an average of 

more than 3 kilos per week and yes Fuggi thanks for posting these messages on Facebook ☺. 

• I am in Hillerød where a toy store is selling toys for Christmas and the label says it is produced in November (a 

“teasing” dream of when this “game” will finish). 

• I see several Danish politicians having difficulties speaking and yes Stig they can hardly speak and yes Stig we 

know the feeling is “are they telling the truth”? 

• I visit a new Fitness Centre together with Jack. 

 

And yes the song of this morning was by Johnny Logan: “What do we do when the world is not enough” and yes fol-

lowed by “Tonight, tonight, tonight” by GENESIS and yes Stig you were thinking of the song “Tonight” from “A west 

side story” and yes when thinking of this you thought of the song “Maria” and yes Stig you were thinking of your 

mother BECAUSE THIS IS TRULY ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SONGS YOU KNOW, yes we know and yes of course 

when it is song by Jose Carreras.  

 

My computer worked again 

And yes Stig, you turned on the computer again this morning and yes you really did not expect it to work and yes also 

to my surprise too and yes just maybe, but it actually worked and yes Stig, I know a little bit about computers too, just 

so you and yes Stig I know the world will know. 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes Stig I said “Ringsted” to you and yes “a new railway” and yes my friends what does this mean, a new railway 

plan in Denmark maybe but my symbol is only this: A NEW RAILWAY TO GOD and yes my friends, here it is yes my 

birthday card and yes Stig not even a birthday card for your mother for her birthday the 2nd September and yes my 

friends no money and yes Stig, you did not think of it, and yes Stig we know this has not been “on your mind” and yes 

Stig “other things on your mind” and yes an email today and yes a SMS Wednesday next week. 

 

And again God showed me a vision of me being much bigger than the world – I don’t know if I have written this before 

– and yes Stig gave me the feeling that I can overcome and overview everything when I will be reunited yes Stig with 

my inner self and yes Stig with ME too. 

 

And yes Stig I told you that the Nation of Kenya is being tormented by the Devil at the moment and yes Stig we know 

this is the most faithful people in the world to God and yes closest to my picture of mankind and yes Stig still they are 
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sinners and yes Stig we know MOST HUSBANDS HERE have a girlfriend and yes they were talking about this with lis-

teners on a radio show the other morning and yes the two hosts were LAUGHING and yes my friends, sinners they are 

and yes lack of communication and yes men drinking and not treating their wives as they should, we know – did any-

one talk about AIDS here? And yes God gave me the idea that the Devil is hard on the Kenyan people at the moment – 

starvation, draught etc. – and yes BEFORE THEY WILL BE LIBERATED and yes my friend, where is my toy railway and 

yes here it is and yes very good some things they are and yes not very good other things they are and yes YODA AS A 

BOY PLAYING WITH HIS TOY RAILWAY this is the symbol he is showing me. 

 

The Sunday service including criticism on me 

And yes Stig, Pastor James had prepared a “VERY NICE” SUNDAY SPEECH TODAY, as I took these notes of: 

 

Topic: The faith of losing to gain. 

 

His first line was this: “If you don’t read the Bible you may hear your own things. Gods speaks through the Bible”. 

 

If you believe, hands will heal the sick organs of faith.  

The man who will lose his life will gain it. People, who give up privileges and surrender to God, will gain because of the 

losing. Faith can move you from where you are to where God wants you to be. Moses needed the faith to lose, to give 

up, to gain the will of God. The parents gave up Moses to God to rescue him and Moses was raised at the King’s palace 

– the same King who ordered all first born children killed. Moses gave up the throne and gained the life of a Hebrew 

and a slave. He gave up the treasures of Egypt and gained wilderness to become a Sheppard. The Egyptian soldiers 

were killed, not the Israelis. He defeated the pharaoh and gained the Lord. Have faith in sacrifice to gain God. Are you 

willing to give up to gain God? 

 

And the Pastor spoke about “sins” and yes Stig IT IS A SIN TO SMOKE CIGARETTES AND YES DRINK A BEER according to 

the Pastor. And yes sinners “enjoy” sinning and yes “you must give up the pleasure of sin”. And he said that “many 

things go wrong when people hold on to their rights. Men meeting other women and destroying their home.”  

 

And the Pastor used Moses and Jesus as good examples. Jesus died in our place, he did not hold on to his rights. He 

came from his place in Heaven to Earth. Jesus received punishment so you can be freed. Jesus lost in heaven to gain 

people.  

 

Feedback on the Sunday service 

And yes Stig, the story is really as simple as this. The Pastor believes in my teaching on my basic rules and the action 

plan and yes he supported me very much in his final speech to the students yesterday. 

 

But BECAUSE I DON’T READ THE BIBLE – and yes don’t follow my example, I want all people to read and understand 

the Bible and yes my scripts – and yes because I smoke and yes Pastor I also like wine and beer, I AM A SINNER IN HIS 

EYES, and yes my friends, the only difference here is THAT I AM NOT A SINNER IN THE EYES OF GOD and yes HOW 

CLEARLY CAN I SAY THIS: TALK THE TRUTH ABOUT ME and not your own “interpretations” and yes Stig, the Pastor is 

very much influenced by the Kenyan society where smoking and drinking are “sins” MENTIONED IN SCHOOL BOOKS 

FOR CHILDREN – I read that in Nicole’s school book the other day, thank you for the inspiration, God ☺ - and yes Stig 

the Pastor believes it is scientifically proofed that smoking is dangerous and yes we know at the same time he is A BE-

LIEVER IN THE MIRACLE OF GOD HEALING PEOPLE and yes Stig we know difficult to understand the rationale of the 

Pastor and yes Stig because DRINKING IS TRULY A PROBLEM IN KENYA it is better not to drink ONE BEER AT ALL my 

friends yes according to the pastor, and yes Stig, when you look at Denmark, you will see that MOST PEOPLE and that 

is truly MOST PEOPLE WILL ENJOY A BEER OR TWO AND YES A GLASS OF WINE OR TWO or even half a bottle and yes 

my friends, THE KENYAN CULTURE HAS WON OVER GOD SO FAR because my dear friend, Pastor James, where do you 

have the knowledge from and YOUR FIRM BELIEVE that smoking and moderate drinking is a sin and yes Stig, this is 

truly what he is teaching.  

 

And yes Stig, where is your faith in people Pastor? Do you only listen to yourself, the Bible and your own interpreta-

tions and then this is YOUR truth? You have God in front of you through me, you believe in my teachings but you don’t 

believe in me as a man because I am a “sinner” in your eyes? And I cannot tell the truth when I don’t read the Bible 
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even though I speak with the words of God? And yes my dear Pastor you have yourself taught about the importance 

of asking questions, but how many questions have you asked me, when I tell you that I hear the voice of God? And yes 

Pastor, is the truth that you don’t believe in me when I say I hear the voice of God and yes Stig have written my book 

in co-operation with God? Yes Pastor, today you used me as an example after our conversation yesterday and yes you 

actually told the whole church without mentioning my name that “I HEAR MY OWN THINGS” which is the same as ly-

ing? And yes Pastor, when Moses and Jesus heard the voices of God, you do believe in them? But it is not possible that 

I hear the voice of God because I am a “sinner”? And yes MY DEAR PASTOR, WILL YOU BELIEVE IN ME THE DAY WHEN 

YOU FIRST RECEIVE THIS MESSAGE: THAT I AS STIG AM JESUS AND MOSES TOO? And yes Stig, I don’t believe that the 

Pastor will believe in me even though he finds our conversations “interesting”. 

 

So yes my dear friends, the conclusion is this: My dear friend, Pastor James, is giving very good preachings and yes in-

cluding his own interpretations and yes he judges other people WITHOUT TRYING TO UNDERSTAND. And yes dear Pas-

tor how often do you receive a white man in your church saying to you that God has send this man to Kenya because 

Kenya is the most faithful people in the world and yes “very interesting” is what you say – and yes Stig, you have 

heard this before somewhere ... – and yes the same here, not really any questions .... And yes the Pastor is a man of 

God but in the future you will only be a man of God if you truly understand other people. And yes Stig, finally, if he 

truly had asked me questions about how God is speaking to me and yes the background and my experiences, I would 

have told him more and maybe even the full story, but my dear Pastor, you decided to listen to your own voice in-

stead, and yes PASTOR, YOU ARE INFLUENCED BY THE DEVIL TOO BECAUSE OF THIS. 

 

And yes Stig after the service you spoke shortly to Elijah and yes you smiled and said to Elijah “Don’t take a beer, it is a 

sin” and Elijah smiled too, and yes even more importantly you told him that WHAT THE PASTOR SPOKE ABOUT – to 

lose in order to gain – is what we are both going through at the moment – and yes Stig, this part of the Pastor’s 

preaching you liked. 

 

And yes Stig after the teaching yesterday you said to the Pastor “thank you so much for inviting me” and yes my dear 

friend Pastor James, you did not say thank you at all and did not give any feedback to me? And yes Stig you were look-

ing forward to some kind of feedback from the Pastor or maybe other people today at the service, but neither the Pas-

tor nor other people gave you any feedback and yes Stig disappointed you were with the Pastor (thanks Yoda) be-

cause of this and yes when you hope to receive positive feedback and yes when you instead receive criticism in front 

of maybe 150-200 people and yes from someone who don’t understand, yes this is where you will become disap-

pointed. 

 

And yes Stig you also noticed yesterday that the Pastor is annoyed with people being late and yes he cannot speak DI-

RECTLY to other people and yes when people don’t speak DIRECTLY but “pack in their words” trying to be “KIND”, yes 

is it then easier or more difficult to understand the message? MY FRIENDS OF THE WORLD: PLEASE UNDERSTAND that 

you can say your messages very direct WHEN YOU ARE ALWAYS POSITIVE and don’t have a hidden agenda or want to 

hurt people. SAY THINGS AS THEY ARE and yes my friends especially women according to my experience. Don’t let 

other people guess what you think of. If you don’t say things directly, people will not understand you, it is truly as 

simple as this. 

 

And yes Stig, you/I was thinking about giving a PREACHING on my basic rules for ALL PEOPLE AT THE CHURCH and yes 

we know Stig, maybe one hour and yes Stig we know FOLLOW UPS and yes yes yes .... 

 

Later Elijah told me that the students from yesterday arrived at church “very early” this morning and yes they did not 

want to be late. 

 

And yes the family continued staying in the church after the service, there was live music and choirs singing all after-

noon and yes Stig, you were tired and knew you had to write the script of today and yes to finalise the script of yes-

terday and yes my friend you decided for discipline instead of pleasure because you did not know if you would be 

“fresh” enough to do this work after the music. 
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And yes Stig, later Tina was very kind to say that she had received positive feedback from Alice – one of the teachers 

from yesterday, she is a teacher herself by profession – and yes she is looking forward to read about the basic rules in 

my book. 

 

Computer “problems” 

And yes Stig this afternoon when you were working, you were formatting two pages of text and yes Stig then it “sud-

denly disappeared” and yes my friends, you were able to recover the text but is it “a sign” that I will lose my scripts 

and yes maybe to recreate them myself later and yes I am really just guessing – and yes Stig you have absolutely no 

idea what I will do other than what I have told you. 

 

Emails with the family 

And yes Stig for the first time you received an email from Niklas for a very long time indeed and yes we know he gave 

you an update of HIS GOOD LIFE and yes this boy has much success and yes the family is very proud of him and yes we 

know he is not a man of God – not yet – and yes Stig he would also like to hear news from Africa and yes Stig, this 

morning you/I sent an email to your mother and Sanna and yes wishing them a good sailing cruise to Norway, yes they 

will leave tomorrow – and yes very expensive it is to travel and entertain the family and yes just maybe this money 

could be spent better to pay Elijah’s Micro Finance loan, the office rent and yes to help the team and families here in 

Africa to avoid hunger and yes just a thought of course - and yes both Sanna and you mother was very nice to send 

nice replies and yes your mother was this time so kind to remember for you to give her regards to the family and yes 

Stig we know, you did this script this afternoon without relaxing and yes Stig an email to Niklas and yes THEN YOU ARE 

DONE AND CAN RELAX and yes we know the edit of the script today and yesterday will have to wait a little bit .... 

 

And yes just a short note as an example: After 11 days I have so far not heard from Martin in Malaga and yes Stig you 

sent a message no. 2 to Thomas, Ole’s son, “a long time ago”, and yes including questions, and yes you have not heard 

from him yet and yes this is how “friendships” or as here “relations” end, when people don’t answer. 

 

Kinetic energy to power laptops? 

And yes Stig, when you decided to write to Niklas and yes before writing, to read his email again, yes then you noticed 

that he attended a team at the Danfoss entrepreneur exhibition last year in Copenhagen, where they won the price 

for the best idea: A kinetic energy generator, which can gather power from a walk or a run, which can be used FOR 

EXAMPLE TO DELIVER POWER TO A LAPTOP and yes my friends, maybe there is a connection here, and yes my friends, 

please consider this idea too when you deliver computers to people all over the world not having electricity. 

 

Edits of the scripts and cigarettes .... 

And yes Stig, you decided to do the edits of the last two days of scripts as well this evening for Elijah to read and yes 

for Elijah to update the team on tomorrow and yes you will stay at home, because Elijah had only 200 Shillings left and 

yes again Elijah was REALLY very nice indeed to ask me about my holdings of cigarettes and yes Stig, I had one left, and 

yes Stig, he decided to give you 100 Shillings and yes THIS IS ALSO WHAT I LIKE THE BEST OF ELIJAH – WHEN HE 

SHARES WITH OTHER PEOPLE – and yes Stig, tomorrow Elijah expects to receive payment from the Museum and yes 

THIS IS IT, no more payments and income hereafter and yes THEN WE ARE ON THE MERCY OF GOD, this is what it is 

about. 

 

It has been one of those days, where Elijah has been strong, outgoing and laughing and I am quite impressed of him 

because of the difficult week we will now enter and yes Stig he said to me that tomorrow again would be “another 

great day” and yes be strong when you are weak, this is the only way forward. 
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Monday 31st August 2009 

Better sleep and short dreams, symbols from God, “less marzipan”, telling the truth to my bank and for Elijah to tell the 

Micro Finance company, one of my last days as “Stig”?, update on the resource plan, financial situation and ABORTION 

 

Better sleep and short dreams 

And yes we know Stig, I gave you a better sleep tonight and yes I only woke you up at 4.30 again and that is right my 

friend, you did not hear the neighbour speaking in tongues and yes Stig we know, it was not to criticize that I told 

Mary a couple of days ago that I could here this from my house, and yes I said that I was “not annoyed”, and yes if 

people want to believe something else than what I say, this is obviously what can happen and yes Stig, PLEASE LISTEN, 

UNDERSTAND and yes STIG BELIEVE IN WHAT OTHER PEOPLE TELL YOU. I did not ask the neighbour to stop the speak-

ing in tongues during the night, but it has apparently stopped. 

 

And yes Stig I woke you again at 7.00 and yes we know we know we know, nothing more to tell about this, and yes 

Stig here are some dreams from the night in short: 

 

• I was playing chess together with Anders – the former “cleaner” at Danske Forsikringsmæglere – and afterwards 

we went to the supermarket. I bought already made Danish “smørrebrød” (dark bread) with salami and fish filet 

and I wanted to buy liver pate and other food as well for lunch. 

• I am in South America. First I stay at an international hotel, I have a fine suit on, thereafter I go to a local hotel of 

poorer quality, where others, which I believe I will study with, also are staying. They are complaining of the quality 

of the hotel, there is fish scale in the bath. People have delivered their clothes to be cleaned and they cannot get 

it back. The hotel says that we should go to the top of the shopping centre, where someone will meet us. We 

meet this man and we are surprised that he keeps the time. He has a flask of oxygen, which he sprays out over 

people, which annoy us. He takes the elevator down and we decide to use the stairs. 

• I buy a used Skoda for DKK 110,000 and afterwards I am annoyed that I did not negotiate the price. I am walking 

towards Østerport Station but instead I decide to walk to the car, which is parked at a small road in Østerbro, and 

I hope that I will be able to remember where. The car will also give me freedom to go to a nice evening at a cafe in 

Helsingør. 

• I am in Norway for a meeting. I have to visit a bar before I go home, but again I am disappointed. 

 

After this God plays the song “Ring, Ring” by Abba and gives me these words: “Ring, Ring, why don’t you give me a 

call”. 

 

• There is a race in town, I am the driver and at one place other cars are parked so close that it is actually impossi-

ble to get through, but I manage to come through these cars and I do it twice in the dream, where the passengers 

are amazed. 

• A 25 year old fond will give out 25 million $ including interest to four siblings.  

 

After this God gives me the following words from two David Bowie songs: “My mamma says to get things done, you 

better not mess with Major Tom” and “Up the hill backwards, it will be alright”. 

 

Symbols from God 

I see a kit full of floating Gold and God says that in the beginning I will only enter the edge of the kit. 

 

I see a cyclist in a professional race coming to the end, an Elephant is crossing the road as the cyclist comes. The cyclist 

turns at the last turning to the left – and the cyclist does not crash, it is not wet here as it used to be – and he contin-

ues and crosses the goal line. 

 

I see a cleaning machine sucking up all sand from the beach. 
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God tells me that I have not yet received the elixir – he is using Asterix as an symbol – and yes my friend when you re-

ceive this, yes my friend, this is when you will receive not only the knowledge but also the feeling of me. 

And God told me that he has prepared everything and he is glad that I did not give up, so he had to postpone the 

plans. Yes Stig this is what I said and yes no more? 

 

And yes Stig in order to save MONEY Basil in Fawlty Towers had O’reilly to make a door and yes he made it at the 

wrong place and yes Basil tried to cover it up and yes Stig I KNOOOOW and yes I KNOOOOW and yes I KNOOOOW and 

yes HIS WIFE FOUND OUT and yes with this I JUST WANT TO SAY THAT I HAVE CREATED ANOTHER ENTRANCE FOR 

YOU MY FRIENDS AND YES STIG PLEASE FOLLOW THE “MARZIPAN” THREAD AND YES LESS DEVIL AND MORE GOD AND 

YES MORE ANSWERS TO COME .. ☺. 

 

“Less marzipan” 

And yes Stig it is not quite “normal conditions” yet and yes Stig we know how can you explain this but this is how it 

works: For more than three years I have been “forced” to have good and clean thoughts and yes if I have not, I have 

been met by the Devil immediately and yes BEING AS UNPLEASANT as people will not understand and yes Stig now I 

have given you a little bit more freedom and yes Stig a little bit better sleep and yes Stig signs of the Devil leaving you 

and this gives me reason to believe that God will actually remove the need of “marzipan” now and yes STIG TO 

CROWN YOU? 

 

Telling the truth to my bank and for Elijah to tell the Micro Finance company 

And yes Stig, there is really no difference between your and Elijah’s situation, yes we know you had to send an email 

again today to Jesper in Danske Bank and yes saying that the promise you have received about a payment coming still 

is broken and yes because of this you were sorry to also break your promise with your bank, and yes Stig TO COM-

MUNICATE AND YES BE POSITIVE AND YES TO TELL THE BANK THAT YOU WILL COME BACK WHEN YOU RECEIVE PAY-

MENT and yes my friend you will come back again before the 1st October and yes we know YOUR PROMISE IS STILL 

THE SAME: WHEN YOU RECEIVE PAYMENT, YOU WILL PAY ALL OF THE DEBTS and yes my friend, Elijah, this is the same 

I will encourage you to do: To contact the Micro Finance company and yes tell them the same story as I told my bank 

and yes BECAUSE THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes my friends, the difference is that the Bank cannot take my furniture, be-

cause I don’t have any and because I am in Kenya and yes of course Elijah also has a family to think about, but this is 

what you did Stig and yes I did not have to say anything to you and yes we know this is what I ask Elijah to do and yes 

maybe one of the next days I will give you more information and yes Stig, who really knows? 

 

One of my last days as “Stig”? 

And yes Stig we know HOW NICE IS IT TO BE ANONYMOUS and yes to live a life in quiet and yes just to be an ordinary 

man not having any ambitions or desire to be anybody else than this and yes Stig FACING THE FIRST TRUE MEETING 

WITH GOD and yes Stig a truly terrifying experience because you don’t know what it is, what it means and because 

you really would not choose to be God if you had a free choice – yes you would just like to have a ordinary “normal 

life” without the Devil and yes Stig we know – there is no way out, my life is my destiny and this is maybe written one 

of the last days as STIG AS A NORMAL PERSON without being God and yes Stig “just” hearing the voice of God, but as 

close to a normal person as one can be. To be very honest indeed and God says yes STIG I AM NOT SAD I AM BECOM-

ING RICH AND YES NOT IN TERMS OF MONEY BUT BECAUSE I AM GOING TO WALK AGAIN ON EARTH and yes I just 

wanted to say that and yes Stig the Devil has not packed or unpacked his things because HE WILL REALLY NOT EXIST 

WHEN YOU ARE ME AND YES SO IT IS and yes Stig what would I like to say and yes STIG TO ME THAT IS. 

 

And yes Stig this feeling is really the feeling you wanted to have someone you could talk to, and yes to be frank Stig 

NOT A VERY NICE FEELING TO HAVE when you are completely alone, and yes my friends, so it is, so it is and yes my 

friend for all of us so it is, and yes the closest family and yes a girl friend but this was not what I planned and yes Stig 

so it is the other side: OK LET’S JUST DO IT ☺. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

And yes, with the help of John, here is the update on the resource plan from last week: 

 

LTO work Week 34 from 24-29 August 

Name Plan Actual 
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Elijah 48 hours 44 hours 

David 0 hours 5 hours 

John 46 hours 40.5 hours 

Meshack  41 hours 39.5 hours 

Stig 40 hours 30.5 hours 

 

And yes Stig, the team is facing difficulties and yes we know, David “forgot” to plan his resource plan and yes David 

has only worked 5 hours this week because he is facing difficulties according to Elijah, and yes stays at home and yes 

no work and yes maybe not money to come to town, yes Stig we know .... 

 

And yes the other team members did not either deliver according to their promises. John and Elijah were at the office 

every day and there are really no excuses not to follow your plan unless there are “critical situations”. You did not fol-

low the basic rules! Meshack was home one day and yes Stig we know you/I did not deliver because of God ... 

 

Financial situation 

And yes Elijah succeeded again getting payment and yes now the last payment, this time from the Museum and yes 

we know after paying for a little bit of food and yes Stig after paying 6,000 Shillings yes we know very little money for 

Faith – her monthly pay – yes my friend THEN YOU HAVE 3,000 Shillings left and yes Stig only a few days left until we 

will starve, unless .... 

 

Elijah was very kind to invited me to the office tomorrow and yes to pay for a “cheap” lunch and yes Stig as we figured 

out you decided to stay at home EVEN THOUGH THERE IS POWER RATIONING TOMORROW and yes we know it is 

really not nice just sitting and doing absolutely nothing – and yes thinking of Dadaab again and yes Stig they are really 

suffering more than me – and yes Stig so you can use the 100 Shillings on cigarettes instead of transport. And yes 

Elijah will borrow the mobile phone and yes to write out your scripts at the office tomorrow for the team to read. 

 

And yes just thinking about your “nice family” at home who has now started their very nice entertainment cruise and 

yes we know WITH VERY GOOD FOOD AND WINE and yes yes yes OF COURSE THEY KNOW ABOUT OUR SITUATION – 

absolutely no income from September and yes DID THEY READ AND UNDERSTAND THAT and yes no offers to help and 

yes Stig I ONLY WANTED TO SAY THAT I AM TRAVELLING WITH YOUR FAMILY and yes Stig it was the Devil being happy 

and yes WE OTHERS ARE HERE TOO and yes my friend, WE SAID TO YOU BEFORE THAT WE HAVE “WALKED A VERY 

LONG WAY” AND YES STIG WE ARE NOW VERY CLOSE TO THE EXIT FROM HELL and yes Stig, you can also “FEEL” that 

on us and yes Stig difficult to say, but the feeling is more “HUMAN” and yes more “CLEAR” and yes we know of course 

we are “LIGHT”. 

 

ABORTION 

And yes Stig you saw on TV women in India having abortions made for 30-60$ and yes YOU DON’T REALLY KNOW THE 

RIGHT ANSWER HERE AND YES GOD WILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME and yes STIG YOU FELT THE DEVIL VERY IMPATIENT 

and yes Stig this is also his “copyright” and yes Stig HE LOVES TO KILL ALL OF THESE UNBORN CHILDREN and yes it is as 

easy as this: I HAVE A PLAN FOR EVERY SINGLE CHILD and yes STIG YOU WILL KILL PEOPLE ALSO IF THEY ARE UNBORN 

AND YES PART OF THE BASIC RULE AND MY COMMAND: DON’T KILL PEOPLE!! 

 

And yes Stig you see no harm in people using birth control, condoms etc. and yes THIS IS ALRIGHT ☺. 

 

Preparing Elijah to speak to the Micro Finance company 

And yes Stig this evening you had the “pleasure” to encourage Elijah to tell the “truth” to the Micro Finance company 

that “a promise has been broken again” and yes my friends to be positive and yes strong as usual and yes we know 

Stig this is what I have decided for you, the role you should play and yes we know very difficult for both of you. 

 

And yes Stig you tried to explain Elijah about “marcipan”, how the Devil is leaving you at the moment etc. and yes 

Elijah did not say one single word when you were speaking and yes Stig you said to him “are you listening” and yes my 

friends this is only to tell the world: Please show your interest when you listen to another person speaking by saying 

“yes”, leaning forward, looking interested, in some situations by taking notes etc and to REFLECT on what people say: 
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“OK, so what you are saying is ....”, “Have I understood you correctly, when ....” and yes to REPEAT the key messages – 

to ensure that you understand and to ensure the speaker that you truly understand. 

 

And yes Stig, you decided to borrow Elijah your mobile phone already this evening for him to print out the last three 

days of scripts to the team at the office and yes giving him instructions of how to do it and yes for him to write down 

on paper. 
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Tuesday 1st September 2009 

Better sleep and a few dreams, symbols from God, “you don’t eat much”, Jehovah’s “witnesses”, respect people’s pri-

vacy, what to do about the office rent?, will God perform a “miracle” on my mother’s birthday tomorrow?, thinking of 

Elijah today and the need to be strong, me and my mother’s light and instantly 20 lights were lit, “the sailing ship is 

leaving” and do I have to stop smoking ...?. 

 

Better sleep and a few dreams 

And yes Stig you do believe that you had a better sleep and yes I woke you up during the night and yes we know no-

body awake at the house and yes Stig I woke you up at approx. 7.30 and yes Stig you decided to stand up and yes to 

have breakfast and yes we know hereafter you decided to sleep again and yes STIG TO “KILL TIME” and yes better to 

stay at bed and yes we know warm and yes instead of sitting in a chair and doing absolutely nothing and yes we know 

because of the power rationing. 

 

And yes Stig WE KNOW ALL OF US because Elijah had you telephone during the night and yes because you wrote down 

notes of your dreams on paper when I wake you up and yes when I now think of it, it was several times during the 

night and yes Stig we know, not very easy to read your notes when you write them down being extremely tired and 

yes Stig I remember one very “complicated” dream and yes Stig in connection with the poor quality of my notes they 

are impossible to write here, I can only read these few notes: 

 

• I am set off from a Porsche, it is raining. I am in a bus, it is cold. 

• I am at a concert with good old friends and we see The Cure, Shu-bi-dua and Sade 

• I am with David in Holland, at a new city. He wants me to write a newsletter. I see a big house. 

• I am running towards the border, I have German war planes from the 2nd World War after me and shooting at 

me. It is difficult to cross the border because of many people, but I succeed entering the country of Turkey, which 

is “neutral”, where the German war planes cannot shoot at me. I see one of the planes transforming into a bird.  

• I am holding a speech of Tintin – and I see the front of one of the Tintin albums and it is called “the Bible”. 

 

During the night God gave me these words from the song “Just for love” by ELO: “You came a long way across the wa-

ter – JUST FOR LOVE”.  

 

And when I stood up at 7.30 again he gave me the song “Wonderwall” by Oasis and the words “maybe you’re gonna 

be the one who saves me” but this time I received the feeling that it is to “save” us from the crisis we are facing this 

week. 

 

Symbols from God 

God shows me the very long dinner table, which he in fact has been preparing for a long time. There are flowers on 

the table and everything is served. I am sitting at the end of the table and I am wearing a maroon robe and I have the 

crown on my head. 

 

“You don’t eat much” 

And during lunch today I decided to take a portion, which I believe was matching the amount of food and the number 

of people eating and yes a smaller portion than normal and yes Stig, Tina asked me to take more and yes Stig you de-

cided to say “I am full” and yes she said “you don’t eat much” and yes Stig this is often the situation here, I will not eat 

as much as under “normal circumstances” and yes to be sure that the family has enough to eat and yes Stig because 

YES YES YES I will help you and yes we know THE MORE YOU EAT THE MORE HUNGRY YOU WILL BECOME and yes my 

friends vice versa. And yes Stig, you still have lunch every day and yes this is not always the case for the team at the 

office. 

 

Jehovah’s ”witnesses” 

And yes Stig very nice day today we know and yes Stig just because of “curiosity” you read maybe half of the book by 

Jehovah’s “witnesses” called “What does the Bible really teach” and yes disappointed we were and yes Stig first of all 
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the book says that it teaches the truth and yes we know all other religions don’t teach the truth and yes about Judge-

ment Day, what happens when people die, the Trinity, blood, the year 1914 etc. yes yes yes my friend, and yes Stig 

this “religion” has millions of supporters and yes Stig sorry we are. And yes Stig of course influenced by the Devil. 

 

Respect people’s privacy 

And yes Stig you have seen examples of people here in Kenya reading information on your computer, which has been 

“private information” and yes we know WITHOUT ASKING and yes Stig this is the message I would like to give the 

world: Please respect other people’s privacy, don’t read their private documents, don’t listen to conversations you are 

not supposed to listen to and yes have this feeling inside of you NOT to be curious when it comes to crossing the lines 

of privacy and yes we know Stig, MANY people are not following this rule today. 

 

What to do about the office rent? 

And yes Stig since you ask me, I am not on holiday and yes I AM ON CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY and yes my friends I HAVE 

BOUGHT A NEW CASTLE for you and yes “that would be nice” (ironic) and yes we know Stig this is of course only sym-

bolic and yes my friends I know Stig, what would you do under “normal circumstances” in a CRISIS like this and yes no 

money and yes to ask the team if they prioritize the office for two months or the computer at the office the highest 

and yes we know the computer at the office is almost new and yes that is under normal circumstances and yes Stig to 

pay with the computer if possible and yes that is if the team wants to do this unless they want to give up the office (I 

see the Devil having several question marks, he does not quite understand what is happening – like myself here) and 

yes my friends, maybe something else will happen within the next couple of days and yes we know Stig, the rent was 

due today and yes the landlord dose not have much patience and yes you expect that the land lord will come to the 

office soon to start collecting the things at the office and yes for auctioning and yes we know Stig, where is the receipt 

of the computer and yes Stig Meshack should know and yes my dear friends, THIS IS ALL I HAVE TO SAY TO YOU TO-

DAY. 

 

Will God perform a “miracle” on my mother’s birthday tomorrow? 

And yes Stig today it is of course only a thought and yes we know Stig a wish and yes it would be very nice indeed if I 

was to help all of you by performing some kind of miracle tomorrow on your mothers 70th birthday and yes Stig we 

know, you have been disappointed so many times by me, that today you believe that nothing will probably happen 

and yes you can only hope that my “promise” not to make your suffer (starve) and yes that is Elijah and you and yes 

you have other “sufferings” and yes we know Stig and yes for the team to “listen to me” and yes to experience an 

“impossible situation first” and yes Stig it is truly impossible and yes to realise all of the dreams and visions and yes 

Stig on “food”, that is “money” and yes to be CROWNED before the team and Elijah’s family will suffer even more and 

yes Stig, God is not here no he is on that we know CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY and yes Stig when will he return? And yes 

HERE I AM STIG, OF COURSE I AM HERE and yes Stig is this the cousin the Devil because you give me a very “impa-

tient” and yes we know “not reliable” presence and yes Stig so it is yes hound dog I am too and yes what now yes now 

you are “sad” and yes now you are “uplifted” and yes we know Stig it is all about feelings as you told Elijah yesterday 

.... 

 

Thinking of Elijah today and the need to be strong 

And yes Stig you have been thinking of Elijah today and yes what will the Micro Finance company do and yes we know 

Stig you get the feeling that God will help us come through and yes how will this affect Elijah and yes will he be strong 

or weak when he comes home and yes weak is what I believe and yes Stig, you really don’t feel very strong indeed 

yourself because of “this life in prison” you are living at home and yes Stig – like Dadaab and yes therefore my friend – 

and yes Stig there can go days where I don’t walk outside the house other than to buy cigarettes 100 metres from 

here and yes Stig you could start running and yes Stig no motivation at the moment and yes Stig we know and yes to 

be strong when Elijah comes home because WHO HAS THE KEY, STIG, and yes we know GOD and yes who is in dia-

logue with GOD and yes YOU and yes therefore my friend, you are the only hope now and yes my friends, you have 

absolutely no idea of what I WILL DO and yes therefore we can only take one day at a time to see what will happen 

and yes to wait on GOD and yes we know Stig, this is what I WILL DO TOO and yes I see a “red man alone on his rowing 

boat”. 

 

And yes also thinking of the team and yes we know their situation and yes the situation of their families and yes are 

they starving and yes Stig, we know we know and yes WE KNOW all of “us three” and yes my friend therefore this mu-
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sic group made a marvellous song some years ago and yes cannot remember the title of the song, but yes fantastic ☺. 

And yes this is truly what music means to me and yes all of the references in these scripts and yes not very nice not to 

be able to listen to your favourite music for a long period of time. 

 

Me and my mother’s light and instantly 20 lights were lit 

And yes Stig out smoking at 19.00 and yes it “was almost dark” and yes Stig only yours and your mother’s light on the 

sky and yes very beautiful it was and yes you thought “please continue with these two lights alone” and yes these 

lights continued alone for a couple of minutes and yes we know I LID TWO OTHER LIGTHS and yes it was alright and 

yes then you said OK LID THE OTHER LIGHTS and yes Stig INSTANTLY APPROX. 20 LIGHTS AT THE EXACT SAME WERE 

LIT IN AN AREA OF “10 x 25 centimetres” and yes Stig meaning that most of the sky was without any lights and yes we 

know these four lights and yes the approx. 20 lights and yes Stig NO MORE LIGHTS ANYWHERE ELSE and yes STIG 

WHERE ARE THE STARS and yes Stig you have not seen them so far in Kenya and yes very good question and yes Stig I 

SAY “NOTHING” and yes (thank you Manuel) and yes my friend Stig – God, where are the stars? And yes Stig ok I will 

say it like this THERE ARE APPARENTLY NO STARS AT ALL ON THE SKY and yes Stig, I ONLY WRITE WHAT YOU SEE this is 

all for today my friends ☺. 

 

“The sailing ship is leaving” 

And yes Stig Elijah came home late and yes he told you that he visited the Micro Finance company today and yes we 

know the Credit Manager was not at the office today and yes my friends he delivered the message as agreed and yes 

the employee asked him to come back at 9.00 tomorrow and yes Stig exactly when Elijah told you this and yes Stig I 

told you “the sailing ship is leaving” and yes this was what you told Elijah and yes we know the sailing ship is a symbol 

of the Devil and yes we know YOUR WHOLE FAMILY IS NOW ON A SAILING CRUISE and yes my friends and yes Stig 

Sanna and yes yes yes the symbol of the Devil in your family, Stig and yes we know still having a good time and yes we 

know we know we know ☺. And yes Stig, you told Elijah with my words that what HE IS DOING is very important for 

this mission too and yes we know. 

 

Do I have to stop smoking ...? 

And yes Stig the money holdings are now so low that you seriously consider stop smoking even though it will hurt you 

and yes we know until you can afford cigarettes or pipe tobacco again and yes Stig you have been thinking all along if 

it is God or the Devil giving you the message that smoking is YOUR ULTIMATE SYMBOL OF FREEDOM and yes Stig we 

know pollution of the world is not allowed in the future and yes Stig it should really be very simple to say this: WHEN 

YOU SMOKE YOU WILL POLLUTE YOUR BODY and yes STIG yes yes yes we KNOW SMOKING IS NICE and yes you will 

enjoy your “sins” according to the Pastor and yes Stig we know as long as it does not damage your health you have 

decided to continue smoking and yes Stig, this is maybe not as simple as it sounds, but this is my personal decision and 

yes otherwise God will have to teach me if it is the Devil who has given me a wrong message or if this is a gift to peo-

ple who would like to have the pleasure of smoking without any danger to their health. 
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Wednesday 2nd September 2009 

”Alright” sleep and dreams ..., no “miracle” yet, Elijah is late and a sms to my mother, a nap and new dreams, Mos-

quito stings without Mosquitoes, I have decided to stop smoking, symbols from God, reaching the end? 

 

”Alright” sleep and dreams ... 

I slept “alright” this night compared to when I sleep poorly and yes not normal we know and yes Stig, some dreams: 

 

• I am playing handball and I score again and again. 

• There is a fine, new restaurant at the 4th floor at a Hotel. In a short time it is flooded with 50 centimetres of water. 

All people walk down the stairs and I am sure that we will eat here shortly. When we walk out the employees at 

the restaurant talk about that they are annoyed that the paintings have not yet been hanged up. And we talk 

about going to the next restaurant instead. 

• I have bought a used Ford Mondeo. It is not the newest model, but it drives well and it gives me freedom. I buy 3 

litres of milk for breakfast, which I put in the refrigerator. People say that you can taste the difference of milk, 

which is 1 or 3 days old, and I see that the temperature at the farmer (“God”) is minus 20 degrees Celsius. (After-

wards God says “because of you and your mother”) 

 

After this dream God again gives me the song “Just for love” by ELO and the words “got to get it together”.  

 

• I see a person walking in new shoes, but the left shoe is hurting a little bit. 

• I have been out running, I am in a good form and I am slim. The weather is very nice. I go to the bank very early in 

the morning, I am the first one there and I open the doors. I like to be at the bank and I smoke. Nice music is play-

ing. There is low music from another employee’s small music equipment, which I shut off. A young beautiful 

woman enters the bank and because it is before opening time, I lead her out again, and I can feel that she is al-

most shaking because of my influence on her and her interest in me. I want to find a smoking room, there is none 

and I am annoyed when the other employees arrive and ask me to stop smoking. 

 

After this dream God gives me another song by ELO with the words “living ordinary dreams”. Later in the morning God 

gave me the song, which they always sung at the college at Stansted: “Spirits in the sky”. 

 

No “miracle” yet, Elijah is late and a sms to my mother 

And yes Stig when you wake up this morning at 6.30 and stood up you were disappointed again because no “miracle” 

has happened yet and yes Stig you were thinking of Elijah and yes we know, he was still not up. Yesterday he said as 

he has said many days before that he would stand up at 5.00 or 7.00 depending on his sleep and yes normally he says 

his “strength”, and yes Stig you tried to send a congratulation sms to your mother this morning and yes we know no 

credit left on the phone and yes you had 30 Shillings in coins and yes that’s all and yes you bought a top up of 20 Shil-

lings and yes through Skype you were able to send a sms to your mother and yes also congratulations to John with his 

daughter Mette, who has born a child. 

 

And yes Stig, you were really waiting on Elijah to stand up and yes we know, at 8.00 you decided to take a bath and 

yes we know, when you started bathing yes YOU THOUGHT OF ELIJAH AND HIS AGREEMENT IN TOWN AT 9.00 WITH 

THE MICRO FINANCE COMPANY and yes Stig we know YOU NEED TO BE STRONG AND YES EVEN IN ROUGH TIMES AND 

YES ALL OF MY TEACHING ON THIS and yes Stig we know Elijah has been strong many times and yes where he would 

probably not be as strong and yes Stig what happened today? Bad sleep, too many thoughts? And yes Stig I don’t 

know, but Elijah missed two agreements this morning and yes we know he had to call the Micro Finance company to 

tell them that he was late and yes when you make an agreement with people, you also make an agreement with God 

and yes if you don’t keep that agreement you will risk seeing the Devil instead and yes my friends WAS THIS AGREE-

MENT TRULY IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE and yes only Elijah and God knows – but God does not tell me - and yes Stig, I 

hope God will make us come through and not be too hard on Elijah. 

 

A nap and new dreams 
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And yes Stig we know you are really not feeling very motivated with this life having almost nothing to do and yes we 

know the “catastrophe” coming closer each day and yes my friend therefore you decided to sleep some more after 

Elijah had left and yes until 11.00 and yes a few more dreams: 

 

• My colleague from Acta, Jakob, is being asked to paint a picture. He paints an open fire and writes the words 

“HAPPY” on the picture. Afterwards “a woman” makes the picture bigger and even more beautiful to give it back 

to Jakob and I get the feeling that the “woman” is “an angel”. And I think of a good “normal life”. 

• I am going to visit my mother in Helsingør and I decide to fly in front of her window, so she can receive proof 

about who I am. I am a little unsure if I can fly, but I do it, but I am not sure that she notices. Afterwards I find her 

sitting outside and I say that if you have decided to ask open questions instead of giving your own comments to 

my life – why I have decided to do this or that – I would have told you more of my life. 

• I see the Danish national uniform in football no. 11 being put inside a closet, where no. 10 is already hanging and I 

think of Brian and Michael Laudrup – and God says to me that “I have born them like this” (and yes as he has born 

all people with the skills they have). 

 

And yes after waking up for the second time, yes the feeling is almost unbearable. Yes you are much happier in your 

dreams and yes sleeping than awake and yes it is not nice waking up to the life we have right now. 

 

Mosquito stings without Mosquitoes  

And yes Stig you remember that I have done this to you before, some years ago, and yes Stig, you have noticed there 

are absolutely no mosquitoes here and yes the last 2-3 days you have had maybe “10 mosquito stings” on your body 

and yes we know they are scratching and yes of course only when you scratch them and yes STIG IT IS REALLY NOT 

THE MOSQUITOES and yes we KNOW IT IS GOD EVERY SINGLE TIME DOING THIS WHEN A MOSQUITO BITES and yes no 

more on this today. And yes of course Stig also thinking about the refugees at Dadaab and the insects they are facing. 

 

And yes Stig, “just for the record”, a few weeks ago God gave me a burning feeling in my stomach and yes acid and yes 

Stig bad smell in my mouth and yes Stig just to show you what I have done to your father and yes he has had “many” 

physical problems in his life and yes we know Stig, still not understand you he does. 

 

I have decided to stop smoking 

And yes Stig because of the money situation you will not ask Elijah for more money for cigarettes and yes my friend 

God said to me that I had to decide this myself voluntarily and after I took the decision I see a black bird flying out of 

the house and yes another symbol of the Devil, which I saw HUNDREDS of times in Hørsholm and yes this was not just 

“a normal vision” it was actually a black bird flying out of the house and yes a bird which was not there and yes Stig, as 

it was in Hørsholm always and yes we know an example of God’s power. 

 

And yes betrayed by the Devil again and yes Stig a perfect story with perfect lungs and yes the “ultimate symbol of 

freedom” and yes we know very nice to smoke when nothing is happening to your health and yes Stig this alone is a 

throw up feeling and yes the betrayal and yes to stop smoking – which has never been easy to me – in a situation as 

we face today. Thank you so much for a fantastic game! To have another pain in my life at this critical phase, to en-

dure the abstinences of quitting cigarettes at the same time as still having all of the other sufferings – isn’t life fantas-

tic? This is like being set chess mate, there is nothing you can do about it, for every draw it gets even worse, your posi-

tion gets weaker and weaker and finally you will win (!) instead of losing but the road to this win, I can promise you my 

dear readers, have been the worst life in Hell you can imagine. 

 

And this is what I have to endure to meet God and what I ASK ALL OF YOU TO UNDERSTAND – MANY OF YOU WILL 

LOSE “MONEY”, “SIN” and yes we know A LIFE WHICH YOU FIND GOOD TODAY and yes IN ORDER TO MEET ME.  

  

And God said to me that “it is not unlikely that there is a connection between stop smoking and a winged horse”. 

 

And I can only apologise to the Pastor and yes Stig I am not totally convinced today but the symbols from God are so 

strong that I give this apology and yes not very nice to have been in “good faith” and yes “no sin” and yes afterwards it 
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is still a “sin” and yes we know DON’T SMOKE IN THE FUTURE and yes it is really as easy as this. And yes Stig, this is a 

symbol of how difficult it will be for the world to lay down their habits/sins. 

 

I have smoked since I was I was a very young teenager – the loser in penalty kicks had to pay a cigarette to the winner 

and apart from approx. 6 months, which was the longest period without tobacco – which I never learnt to enjoy 

(thanks Henriette), I have been smoking since and the last many years approx. 20-40 per day and here in Kenya maybe 

15-25 per day. 

 

And yes Stig, beer and wine etc. is still alright and yes PLEASE CONTROL IT and yes I WANT NO ALCOHOLISTS in my 

new world. 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes I have shown you Jesus’ coffin buried a long way down underground many times and yes as a symbol and to-

day God showed it to me again and it is about to be dug up and I see gas cables and mines everywhere but I don’t 

crash into them. 

 

I see myself as Jesus and I believe Monty? And OK MY FRIENDS WE ARE ALL HERE and yes Monty standing up and yes 

we are shaking of the dirt and yes WE ARE AS FRESH AS NEW TOO WHEN WE ARE “BORN AGAIN”. 

 

I see the Devil in a wheel chair and yes he wants to hold a speech at the football stadium but he is led out because he 

is not welcome. 

 

And yes today for the first time on the computer, the Solitarie game was solved (the last time it was on the phone) 

and yes the statistics said that it is the first game I have won out of 41 games and yes approx. 2% and yes Stig, how 

many games have you stopped before it was ended and yes not included in the statistics. 

 

Reaching the end? 

And yes Stig, my friend, we are now facing not only the IMPOSSIBLE situation but in fact a catastrophe – for me it is – 

and yes we know where the family and team will have their lives and work ruined because of me that is the Devil 

unless God decides to save us in the absolutely last moment and yes Stig, I am sure that the family here would break 

down because of this situation and maybe the team as well and yes I feel that I would also break down, they have only 

followed my instructions and yes Stig, you would be to blame IF I DID NOT HELP YOU OUT and yes Stig, there are now 

only two solutions and I do believe that GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF US and yes STIG I SHOULD BE VERY SURPRISED IF HE 

DOES NOT WANT ME TO PUBLISH OUR WORK AND TO START MY SECOND HALF – WE ARE JUST ENDING YOUR 1ST 

HALF and yes preparing this for the world and yes the 2nd half is TO FACE THE WORLD and yes my friends, so it is, and 

yes the other and yes hopefully hypothetical situation would be for me to ask my family at home for a ticket home and 

yes to live together with my sister for a while and yes to get a job and yes Stig if this job pays out 300,000 Shillings af-

ter tax to send half of the money to the family and team every month until they have a new and better situation. 

 

The reaction from the Micro Finance company 

Elijah came up and told me that he met the Micro Finance company at 10.00 and told them the truth, that he has not 

received the promised payment yet and that his promise is still the same. The company said that they don’t believe in 

his promise anymore – he has broken his promise several times – and they will decide on Friday what they will do. 

They have two options: 1) Wait 14 days and hereafter get an court order to get his things at home and the office also 

including the old man and 2) agree on a new payment date including an extra interest of the principal amount. 

Later in the evening Elijah asked if there was “any news” and yes no there was no development.
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Thursday 3rd September 2009 

I lost my notes, symbols from God, my “life” at the house, Pedro is an example of a good friend, my bank in Denmark 

has sent my case to their lawyer, the “day started at 18.45”, “any news”?, TIME DISCIPLINE and an unusual story of 

going to the toilet. 

 

I lost my notes 

And yes Stig during the night you wrote down many dreams and yes a few other notes and yes when synchronizing 

your phone with your computer all of your notes were deleted and yes my friends – it works like this: There are two 

similar files on the phone and the computer and yesterday when I finished the use of the file on the computer I de-

leted the content of it and yes Stig you wrote down all of your notes on the phone and yes when connecting the 

phone with the computer, the computer automatically decided to keep the version from the computer and therefore 

it deleted all information on the phone, and yes we know in the “help” section the system says that if there is a con-

flict, it will ask what to do and yes we know, you believe you have set up the computer to keep the computer file and 

yes impossible to find this setup and yes be more cautious in the future with this function. 

 

And yes Stig during the day I “helped” you remember some of the dreams and in short here are some of them: 

 

• I dream of some of my old school mates: Kim, Johnny, Stone and Søren. Kim wants to sell his monkey, it has given 

him pain and I see the monkey transformed into a dog. We call Søren for a psychologist because he has good an-

swers.  

• I play table tennis with Fuggi. 

• I am in Stockholm and ask if they listen to traditional Danish songs from the 60’s and 70’s – which I also like very 

much – and they say they do. They have 5 records with this music. I look at the albums but people want to play 

not the biggest hits, which is what I want to hear. We listen to it and the sound quality is incredibly good – like my 

Holfi stereo equipment, which today is with Tobias. 

 

And yes Stig when I wake you up every time throughout the night I gave you the song “This is your land” by Simple 

Minds and yes in my opinion from the second best album by Simple Minds and therefore one of the best of the music 

history! 

 

Symbols from God 

I see the Council now in a big theatre – looking like the Royal Theater of Copenhagen – with their instruments. They 

are fine tuning the instruments before they will start playing. The view from the musicians to the audience – there is a 

full house – is “blurred” and the drum player is “Animal” from Muppet Show, but he is sent out, another symbol of the 

Devil. 

 

The Solitarie game is now solved maybe 1/3 to ½ of all times I play and yes almost “normal” conditions. 

 

God said to me that help will come to us when we are almost desperate as when I lost my job in 2007 and first got a 

new job after approx. 6 months and where I had no income for the last approx. 3 months and yes Stig a very difficult 

situation as well and yes no one could see it but we know yes difficult it was. 

 

God also said to me today that what people of the world will meet will be like a “time bomb” and many people will 

not believe in me the first 6 months. 

 

My “life” at the house 

So who could have guessed that I would end up in an African family’s house where I have nothing to do, where I just 

sit, where I have no money, where I don’t talk much, where I don’t go for a walk, where I have no belongings, where I 

have NO love life, where I have no freedom – I have to follow the rhythm of the family, where they will serve me food 

without I pay for it and where I suffer because I have no life here and the feeling of WASTING MY TIME. This life is 

truly awful and I don’t know how long I can continue living like this – it is all that I am not. 
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And yes Stig maybe 20 times pr. hour you get this “reflex” of wanting to go out for a cigarette and yes Stig, thank you 

so much, God or the Devil to just sit here and to feel the abstinences of stopping smoking at the same time. So as you 

can tell my humour is not the best – God has stolen my life! 

 

After writing this the clock is 13.40 and yes Stig, we are still here too, I will have to sit in the same chair until maybe 

18.15 where the power will come back and yes my “joy” at the moment is to be beaten in chess at level 8 when the 

power is on and yes really not a joy anymore and yes to watch television and yes very often African movies, which the 

family want to see but which I would rather not and yes going to sleep and yes write down notes and “tomorrow is 

just another day “ (thank you Madness) and yes thinking of the film where the man experience the same day every 

single day. 

 

Pedro is an example of a good friend 

Yes Stig I just wanted to say that Pedro from Portugal is an example of a good friend and a former good colleague. He 

is someone you can trust both in private and in work and yes he writes about himself and yes shows his interest in you 

and yes asks questions and yes is reflecting – it is really as simple as this – and yes he keeps on writing emails and I do 

the same to him and yes Stig not one single of my so called “friends” in Denmark have ever done the same as what 

Pedro is doing. 

 

My bank in Denmark has sent my case to their lawyer 

And yes Stig this is what they normally do when people don’t pay their debts and yes we know, they have now can-

celled your customer relationship and yes asked their lawyer to collect the debt from me and yes we know a possible 

law suit if I return to Denmark and yes of course it was not Jesper writing to me, no maybe he still believes in me? And 

yes it was the branch manager because this is probably the best thing to do even though I keep coming back to them 

as promised and yes it should be as simple as this: When people come back as agreed and yes tell the truth and yes 

say that they promise to pay the debt, yes my friends, these “banks” of yours and yes including Elijah’s should really 

trust in you and yes who is writing this and yes Stig we know on one hand it “could” be like this but on the other hand 

both Elijah and I have truly not kept our promises to pay on time and yes we have broken this promise several times 

and yes kept the promise on communication but not on payment and yes Stig, when you give a promise you will de-

liver and yes if you don’t deliver people will lose their trust in you and yes it is really as simple as this and yes a little 

different here because we keep our promises of communication but please God don’t write as you did in the first lines 

of this paragraph and yes we know Stig it was the “auto pilot” and yes Stig you wrote the last lines yourself yes we 

know. 

 

The “day started at 18.45” 

And yes it was “very cold” here in Nairobi today – only between 12-17 degrees Celsius – and yes when you have no 

heating it is cold and especially on the feet and yes we know not the nicest day to KILL TIME and yes at 18.45 the 

power was back on and yes we know Stig, AT 21.00 WE NEED TO GO TO BED BECAUSE OF THE CHILDREN have started 

school again after holiday and yes we know, they sleep in the living room and yes Stig, no freedom we know .... 

 

“Any news”? 

Today and yesterday Elijah has asked me in the mornings and in the evenings: “Any news?” and yes “we are on the 

edge” and yes “nice to know” and yes I WILL TELL YOU WHEN A DEVELOPMENT OCCURS, and until then I will update 

you through my scripts and possible questions/answers. God will go to “the extreme” and I am not sure that we have 

reached this limit yet when I think of the deadline the Micro Finance company has given. 

 

TIME DISCIPLINE 

And yes my friends, it happened again. Nicole was borrowing the computer and she had 16 minutes left after the din-

ner and yes Stig you went to the toilet and yes Nicole continued when you were not present and yes WITHOUT AN 

AGREEMENT WHEN TO STOP AGAIN and yes no one knew when she had to stop and yes KEEP DISCIPLINE WHEN YOU 

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN, I can see how easy it is to transfer a “relaxed” attitude to your children if you are not disci-

plined. PLEASE BE DISCIPLINED! 

 

An unusual story of going to the toilet 
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And yes Stig you did not count how many days have gone since you last defecated and yes maybe 6-7 days and yes of 

course thinking of Dadaab again and yes Stig not a nice feeling to go to the toilet and yes we know “hard stomach” 

and yes stomach pains and yes I spoke to you about Karen and yes Stig a nice new man and yes Stig yes was what I did 

and yes 45 minutes later I was on the toilet again and yes now the opposite of a hard stomach and yes KAREN IS WITH 

ME HERE TO THE END – and God is saying to me that she is HURTING because of this life and yes not the best life I 

have given you both - AND YES STIG after these toilet visits I had really pain in my rear and yes really PAIN in my rear 

for the rest of the night and yes YES YES THIS IS GOD DOING IT AND EVERYTIME I KNOW AND FEEL HOW HE GIVES ME 

SICKNESSESS AND FEELINGS and yes my friend thoughts and yes this is how it works. Just think about it – God and the 

Devil is with every single person of the world – faithful or unfaithful – and yes without God there would be no life. 

Who is controlling your heartbeat? Who is making sure that you will normally not go to the toilet at night? Who is 

breathing the air for you? Who is giving your dreams or maybe sleep walks? Who is making you nervous or confident? 

Who is giving you thoughts and “communication” (thank you Spandau Ballet – the best song from that fantastic re-

cord, which Fuggi and I enjoyed very much)? Is it you or is it God? Just think about it. 
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Friday 4th September 2009 

The poorest sleep and some dreams, I did not make the team meeting today, team meeting without me, John’s prepa-

ration for the basic rule no. 3, and Tuesday we will be out of money unless ... 

 

The poorest sleep and some dreams 

And yes Stig “layer by layer” and yes stopped smoking was the last layer and yes PAIN in the rear was the next one and 

yes PAIN all night long (stopped at 7.00) and yes we know you did not sleep or only slept shortly and very poorly and 

yes before I woke you up again with a new dream and here are some of them and yes you have stopped your principle 

and yes because of “information to LTO”: 

 

• I am at bed and I miss a woman. There is a party, so maybe Karen will sleep in the living room but to my surprise 

she is sleeping in my bed. She does not want to be together with me – I am “not human” she says. She has vac-

uum cleaned the power plant and she has sent a letter. Now it is possible to sleep for free at the power plant, 

which herewith supports the local discotheques. After the dream God says: You need new shoes both of you be-

fore you will get this far and yes Stig, the dream alone is giving you a throw up feeling because I don’t want to be 

with Karen. 

• In Turkey they play football at almost the same level as the absolutely best. before they were banned, but they 

are accepted now and the expenses are much cheaper. 

• Niels from Dahlberg tells me that Bo has received a warning in May because of drinking during working hours. 

Dahlberg seeks a new manager instead of him and Niels invites me for a meeting at the “pain committee” tomor-

row. When I am in Dahlberg I find four half cakes, which I want to take with me home. I meet Rikke and she asks 

me if I have heard the story of Bo and she says that he had five ties hanging around (here it stands for untidiness – 

the opposite of what I am about). I ask Rikke when I will receive her cake and she says “on Thursday”. After the 

dream: Rikke found her own personal “cake” and yes Stig, he is called Stig and yes of the same age as you/me and 

yes RIKKE WITH THE HELP OF GOD TO YOU and yes YOU MET TWO STIG’S AND YES RIKKE, THE FIRST DID NOT 

WANT YOU AND YES DID YOU WANT HIM? AND YES, THEN YOU FOUND HAPPINESS WITH NO. 2 STIG INSTEAD? 

And God said to me about Bo, that this is how it should have been. And again I hear “Under attack, I’m being tak-

ing...” by Abba. 

• During the night I received “information” on Erik Rasmussen, the former player for Køge (also a symbol of a city of 

the Devil, which he used 100’s of times when I was working for Acta and yes just ask Acta of their plans ....) and 

yes he had a fantastic technique as a player and yes as a coach he took FCM to the top of Danish football and yes 

when he resigned, they fell down, and yes then he started for AGF, which for many years has not been at the top, 

and yes suddenly they went to the top, and yes my friends, GOD IS HERE TOO AND YES JUST THANKING ERIK OF 

HIS “JOY” and yes helping him a little bit ☺. 

• And during the night a new song “One moment in paradise” and yes by ELO and these words: “She said its your 

duty to save your soul, to save it for someone”. 

• There is a robbery at Danske Bank, Freeport Branch. It is three polite, black men doing the robbery and it only 

takes them a few minutes.  

• A new song: “She sends love, love, love, holy love” and yes the words have changed a little from the song “crazy 

love” and yes from Van Morrison and yes also a truly fantastic artist ☺. 

• Preben is going to write on his computer. There is no coffee, and he finds the flask and some Christmas cookies. 

• For the first time in years, God took me in my dreams to a very well known place. However I had completely for-

gotten about it, but after dreaming about it again, I now remember the place. I have seen it many times in the 

past and yes so many times and yes so beautiful that you thought it was real when you dreamt about it “years 

ago”. And yes this is a castle and a big yard and an exit/entrance and yes down to the river and yes we know nice 

to see again, and yes in this dream it was the first time you were inside the castle and yes together with your sis-

ter, your mother and her husband and you walked up the stairs to the castle and yes they are very tired walking 

up the stairs, which annoys me. There is a museum inside, which contains the lyrics of Shu-bi-dua and I say to 

John that he has something to look forward to and he is exited too. We enter the first room with lyrics and news 
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paper articles from 1980-82. I meet my old class mate Søren and I say to him “I just dreamt about you last night”. 

The next room should include their songs from the 70’s, but when we open the door we enter a room including 

things from 1867 and I say that I did not know that Shu-bi-dua was created in 1867 trying to be funny. We go back 

to the earlier rooms, which have now changed, we find new roads and finally we find the exit. 

• A new song during the night: “Oh to be ah” by Kajagoogoo and yes the closest he could come to “Tobias”. 

• A new company “Danske Forsikringsmæglere” has been created. The only thing we miss is a radio. Preben is sit-

ting on my shoulders and I am acting like a gorilla (meaning that I helped him with his work, which he could not 

have done at the same level without me). After the dream: There is a connection here between the Gorilla in this 

dream, Shu-bi-dua and the ties in some of the earlier dreams and yes find the album “Shu-bi-dua 15” (one of their 

best maybe after no. 4-7) and find the song including the lyrics “Gorilla” and “slips” (“tie”), which God has given 

me MANY, MANY times because this song – like many of Shu-bi-duas songs - really makes me happy. And yes they 

were the greatest for me in the seventies – even bigger than Abba and Gasolin – and I like all three bands equally 

as much today, thank you “Bonde” and the others and yes Stig just by co-incidence I use “Bonde” (“farmer”) as a 

symbol for myself too and yes so it is my friends, Michael “Bonde” do you love God too? 

• Sanna is coming to my room. I am writing in Norwegian on my computer and there is no spelling check of Norwe-

gian at my computer. There is a big road in front of the window with a lot of cars. The road is becoming narrower 

at one place and Sanna asks if there is room enough for cars to drive through. I think there is and I think of going 

down to check it. I see a nice Volvo S60 parked and I see a Lamborghini coming into the parking place as well.  

• I am flying inside my Volkswagen Transporter, however it begins to fall and I decide to fly outside and hold the 

Transporter securely in my hands before it falls into the desert. 

 

And God also gave me dreams of sex and yes Stig not very nice when you don’t have a relationship with a woman or 

any sex life at all and yes we know still thinking of this and yes my friends almost constantly and yes this is how to dig 

up Jesus and yes Stig you know your old inner self into the sunlight. And yes maybe all of these dreams and yes writing 

down notes in between them is not typical for most people? 

 

I did not make the team meeting today 

And yes Stig we know your night was like you had no sleep and yes we know, you have done this before to go directly 

to work without any sleep and yes we know Stig we know we know and yes when the Devil is not pressuring you, you 

will stay at home after such a night, and yes we know Stig, normally it is IMPOSSIBLE to work the day after such a night 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes yesterday you said to Elijah that you would really like to see him up at 7.00 and yes without the need for me 

to knock at his door and yes we know you were awake at 7.00 and yes you could not hear Elijah so you gave him a few 

minutes and yes we know at 7.08 you knocked at his door and yes he stood up and yes my friends, if you did not knock 

his door, you don’t believe that Elijah would have made the mandatory team meeting – and yes mandatory unless you 

are “sick” or in a “critical” situation, where you are unable to attend. 

 

And yes I was looking forward to a change from being at the house, which I have now been for 7 days since the last 

visit to town and yes Stig, 7 days doing almost nothing and yes before that a similar period and yes you can hardly re-

member and yes people can check for themselves, maybe I have been at home now mostly for 2-3 weeks and yes not 

very exciting to say the least. 

 

Team meeting today without me 

When Elijah came home he told me that the team had a meeting without me – which I was happy to hear – and Elijah 

praised John for being well prepared speaking about the basic rule 3. Next week Elijah will speak about basic rule 4. 

 

Elijah also told me TWICE that the team talked about my meeting with the neighbour Mary and her orphans and he 

gave me the message that the team did not want me to do any promises. I WAS COMPLETELY TAKEN BY SURPRISE BY 

THIS MESSAGE. Why had the team found it necessary to discuss this? I had not asked them to talk about this – there 

was no subject to talk about! I had told Elijah and written in the scripts that I would not be able to help this woman 

financially and I have not even thought about LTO in this respect. I can only say this to the team: You are guessing the 
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motives of Mary and me without listening or reading what I have written. I WILL GIVE NO PROMISES TO THIS WOMAN 

ON MY BEHALF AND EVEN LESS ON LTO’S BEHALF – this is the meaning of what I said to Elijah and wrote in the scripts. 

This is about believing in people and about making up things, which are not there. PLEASE LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY 

AND PLEASE UNDERSTAND!!! Very sorry you were about hearing this from the team. 

 

I have said directly to Mary that I cannot support her financially, she has not asked for this, she has accepted my 

statement and today I believe in her, because this is what she has told me: That she would like “advices” and “a 

broader network”. I would be surprised If she at my meeting with her tomorrow asks for financial support. I believe in 

people unless they proof not worthy to be believed in.  

 

And Mary was so kind to send a sms today to invite both me and the entire family for lunch tomorrow, and yes Stig we 

know yes Stig we know yes Stig we know, “she must have another agenda” and yes my friends, “there must be some-

thing for herself” and yes Stig, this is like Denmark and this is what I am seeing from Elijah and the LTO team – not 

showing trust in me and yes Stig in Mary the neighbour because she has orphans and yes yes yes I CERTAINLY HOPE 

THAT MARY IS TO BE TRUSTED and yes we know it would truly disappoint you if she is not to be trusted and yes if the 

team is right in their suspicion and yes WHAT I WANT IS VERY CLEAR – TO BE ABLE TO TRUST IN ALL PEOPLE AND FOR 

NO PEOPLE AND I DO MEAN ABSOLUTELY NO PEOPLE TO BE SUPICIOUS OF OTHER PEOPLE’S MOTIVES and yes my 

dear friends at LTO, I am sorry to say this, if you all agreed on this feedback to me today at your meeting I can only say 

that I am disappointed with all of you. PLEASE SHOW TRUST IN PEOPLE and don’t be suspicious. 

 

John’s preparation for the basic rule no. 3 

And yes Stig, Elijah brought you THIS PAPER that John had done and yes AS PREPARATION for his presentation of the 

basic rule no. 3: 

 

And I have included most of his bullet points here and taken the liberty to exclude 3 bullet points, which belong to 

other basic rules or which I don’t agree with and the reason why I have included his preparation is to give examples of 

other words than my own, which can be used as inspiration and yes for other people to use other words and yes TO 

KEEP INSIDE THE BASIC RULE and yes for you to speak about: 

 

• Show interest in the task you are performing to keep your productivity high. 

• Don’t finish too quickly as sometimes it can be perceived you are rushing or not taking care 

• Consult the team members if they have anything they could help with. This shows that you are willing and create 

a great impression. 

• Don’t lose focus of the goals of every piece of work you undertake. 

• Take full responsibility of the task you are undertaking. 

• Maintain high standards and demonstrate integrity. 

• Complete your work or assignment fully and in timely manner, take initiative in undertaking tasks. 

 

Tuesday we will be out of money unless ... 

And yes Stig today Elijah informed you about the Micro Finance company and yes Stig we know they have decided to 

give him 14 days and yes to go to court and yes Stig the same decision as my bank in Denmark. 

 

Elijah also told me that he will go to the office management tomorrow to tell the truth about the situation and that we 

will not be able to pay – or maybe to pay with the office computer if possible. I will let the team decide on what they 

want, but please keep the printer. 

 

And this evening Elijah told me about the critical situation, that he will run out of money on Tuesday and yes we know 

your reply was for both of you to check if you can borrow money and yes Stig, this is what I want I want you to check 

with your mother and yes by sending her a personal email and yes if you can help the team out as well, this is fine, but 

we do believe that she just might help you and Elijah’s family out and yes not the office and yes Stig, this is what I will 

ask you to do and yes maybe they will understand. 
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And yes Stig, you did give Elijah some money you had left in DKK, SEK and yes coins in Euro’s and yes Stig, maybe it will 

be impossible for Elijah to exchange this money at a bank, exchange office and yes you even suggested for him to go 

to Hotels to ask, and yes there was a total of approx. 8,800 Shillings and yes Stig, if this can be exchanged we will have 

approx. 1 weeks more. 
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Saturday 5th September 2009 

A night full of new dreams, a “plan” with Elijah, symbols from God, meeting with Mary - the neighbour - and her chil-

dren, my favourite albums and feeling “very tired”. 

 

A night full of new dreams 

And yes Stig no other than me and that is not the Devil this time I only wanted to thank you and Elijah for doing “a 

plan” and yes to carry out this plan and yes more later. 

 

And yes let’s talk about some dreams: 

 

• I am at my father’s wife Kirsten’s birthday. I have brought food, which is shared. There is a lizard eating flowers, 

which my father hunts. He has received an offer for a pension plan and I say, pick the best one and let me know if 

you have questions. I am going to take the train home – I am now in Britain and I see the platform for Copenha-

gen, however the train has just left. I see my luggage at the train ticket automat, someone has opened it and I 

fear that my phone has been stolen, but it is still there. However the iron has been switched on. I arrive at Copen-

hagen central station, my sister has been driving in her car, and she will collect me together with her dog. She has 

received my post packages, which she has taken care of in my absence. I still owe FSB, however I still do commer-

cials for them, I also owe another bank and the tax, which I would rather pay. Outside, the bus is almost driving 

me down. 

• I hear the song “Sound and vision” by David Bowie and the words: “Do you wonder sometimes about sound and 

vision?” 

• I am driving up through Jutland of Denmark. I have decided to get something good to eat. There is meat under-

neath the earth of the whole Jutland, it just needs to be warmed up, but I can sense that it does not taste good. I 

hear the managing doctor at a hospital speaking to three ministers on the phone. One of his doctors has made a 

mistake and the managing doctor asks the three ministers it they can meet to speak about the situation. There is 

another doctor, who has made a mistake, which press writes about, but she is not belonging to the staff of this 

managing doctor.  

• I am at GE Money Bank, where I see an employee walking with a loan applicant into “the Devils room”, which is a 

place I have not been. I see people at the driving exam, on the way out of a house, they back into each other. I see 

David Bowie from approx. year 2000 in television answering questions, some people think he is arrogant.  

• I hear the following words from the song “I have nothing” by Whitney Houston: “I don't want to hurt anymore”. I 

have nothing, nothing, nothing if I don’t have you” and “don’t walk away from me”. 

• I am having dinner with a good friend and Jan Glerup. He tells us that he disappeared many years ago because he 

wanted to go on skiing holiday during the sex season and he smiles.  

• I met Thomas, Oles son. He listens to music on his walkman by Siouxsie and the Banshees, and I like this music 

VERY much – it is the “loudest” song from the Kaleidoscope album, he is playing. After the dream: God says to me 

“You have touched some people’s heart just by being who you are and to others you have been “close”. And I 

hear the lyrics “too much exposure” from another song from that album and God wants me to add “real mccoy”, 

which matches the first song, he gave me. And he also gives me the words “Goodmorning Joe, goal in sight”  to 

this song, 

 

A “plan” with Elijah 

And yes this morning before Elijah went to town you were talking together and yes my friends, ELIJAH IS ALMOST 

DESPERATE NOW and yes we know Stig, you have tried this before, so you are not that desperate and yes the situa-

tion is really not very nice, and yes Elijah had tears in his eyes and yes we know you asked him to 1) exchange the 

money today 2) do a “minimum” budget for the rest of the month and yes for you to contact your mother and yes 3) 

decide with the team on what to do with the office and yes we know Stig, they have not decided yet and yes not 

talked about it at the team meeting yesterday? And yes surprised we are and yes Elijah’s reaction was to keep the of-

fice for two more months instead of keeping the computer, that is if the computer can be used as payment and yes 
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maybe the team NEEDS TO GO BACK TO THE NEPTUNE STORE to hear if they want to buy back the computer and yes 

how much they will give? 

 

And yes Stig you told Elijah PLEASE DON’T HAVE NEGATIVE THOUGHTS IN YOUR HEAD and yes he is “fighting” as he 

said and yes we know, not an easy situation for Elijah and Tina at the moment. And yes Stig, you are both physically 

and mentally more “tired” than anything else. 

 

And yes Elijah said that I gave him an option originally and yes for him to get a letter from the bank confirming that he 

can take out a loan and yes to borrow the money from my mother and yes Stig you had to think quickly and yes YOU 

HAVE NOT ASKED YOUR MOTHER YOURSELF ABOUT YOUR OWN LOAN and yes YOU WILL NOT ASK YOUR MOTHER 

and yes my friends, we have similar situations and yes created by God and yes therefore the answer is NO. And yes we 

know later I gave you the thought that if he should take out a bank loan today he would need to get his business back 

and yes MY FRIENDS, THEN ELIJAH WOULD NOT BE THE COMING PROPHET ELIJAH ANYMORE and yes this was “just” 

the meaning of this and yes many difficult decisions. And yes I wrote earlier in the scripts that he had two options to 

cover his debts and yes 1) to take out a bank loan and 2) to wait for “normal life” and yes both of us decided to go for 

solution 2. And yes if “normal life” is not coming – and God showed me Paris Hilton when I wrote “normal life” - we 

will have to accept that the Micro Finance company will remove the things at the office and at the home – and they 

will start doing this in 14 days, which Elijah informed me about today after the company gave him a legal paper to sign 

and yes including going to Meshack’s father “the old man”. This is what this decision is about and yes hopefully God 

will be with us. 

 

And yes Stig you gave Elijah a calculation of the money in DKK, SEK and EURO’S and yes they had a value of approx. 

8,800 Shillings and yes Stig during the morning Elijah called and yes through his friend he found a place, where some 

of the money could be exchanged and yes this gave him 6,100 Shillings and yes maybe enough for one week if we save 

on the money and yes Stig probably there is still a need to write my mother to get a loan and yes Elijah may have 

some opportunities as well to receive help in this period? 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes Stig we know Paris Hilton is back and yes Stig I showed you Paris – and yes Elijah by the way showed his big 

interest in “Paris” one week ago and yes not the person but the city and yes you showed him pictures from the city 

and yes maybe the most beautiful city of the world and yes Stig Elijah is looking forward to seeing Paris and other 

places and yes just maybe a connection to the person “Paris” and yes who knows, Stig - but today I started thinking of 

Hotel Hilton, when Elijah should try to find a place to exchange the money, and yes Stig OFTEN IT IS THIS SIMPLE and 

yes I showed you later Paris Hilton and yes I said to you “Thank you for not doubting in me” and yes Stig the voice 

came from my right side and yes we know Stig, sometimes a signal that it is coming from the Devil and yes we know 

another play from God, either it is the truth and yes we know Stig, not to make it “too easy” I gave you the voice from 

the right and yes VERY FINE MY DEAR FRIEND, GOD, IF THIS IS THE TRUTH but the truth is that I don’t know what is the 

truth other that some is the truth and some is not the truth.  

 

Virgin Mary shows me the absolutely last part of the bridge connecting it to the land. I have seen God using the bridge 

to bring “two islands” together. God has shown me two caves at two mountains separated by a waterfall and yes a 

walking path which is almost dry now. 

 

He gave me the song “Funeral Pyre” by the Jam today – and yes many people, surprised they will be and thanks Yoda 

this is what they will be, God likes punk and new wave music? And yes Stig, we know NOTHING IS BETTER IN FACT. 

And yes he gave me the words “you can’t come back higher” from the song by the Jam and yes Stig “a combination of 

words” and yes because this is the message I receive in the middle of HELL STILL and yes we know Stig, also because 

GOD and the “we know’s” and yes the Council are glad too and yes NOTHING COULD BE BETTER HERE and yes yes yes 

☺. 

 

And God showed me that I am climbing the mountain dragging my luggage with me and the higher I get, the more 

luggage I drag and yes I showed you the mountain enrolled in a maroon robe and yes I showed the mountain convert-

ing into an Indian Tipi and yes Stig this is the symbol of the Council and yes thinking of Janet Parker again and her 

“soul journey” from 2006. 
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And God played the instrumental song from the album “JOURNEY TO GLORY” by Spandau Ballet and yes “IN THE 

HIGHEST” and yes Stig we know and yes Stig you would really have wished that I had used a song from this album “To 

cut a long story short” as a guideline of writing these scripts and yes of course just a thought, my dear friend God. 

 

And yes a new song and yes very many and yes one today was also Freedom of choice by Devo and yes when deciding 

on the plan with Elijah and yes later I gave you new lyrics for the song Askepot by Shu-bi-dua and yes “Stakkels Aske-

pot – på vej til toilettet” and yes Stig in English “Poor Cinderella – on your way to the toilet” and yes a symbol of 

Karen’s pains.  

 

And yes Stig the ultimate symbol from the world of the movies and yes of course when Neo in Matrix start believing 

that he is “the one” and yes the bullets which he stops at the corridor and yes when he beats the agent and yes I 

showed you this actually the other day and yes STIG PROBABLY IT MADE A LOT OF MONEY AND YES STIG, YOU LIKED 

THIS FILM FROM THE FIRST TIME YOU SAW IT and yes of course this scene is the best of all of the scenes in my opin-

ion. 

 

Meeting with Mary - the neighbour - and her children 

And yes Stig you had a very nice afternoon together with the neighbours and yes she had prepared a very good lunch 

and yes fruits for desert and yes we know we had a very good afternoon together and yes we had agreed on me to 

give her advices and no money and yes this was exactly what she and I respected and yes WE HAD AN AGREEMENT 

and yes BOTH OF US FOLLOWED THIS AGREEMENT and yes Stig we talked about different subjects, the SOS course, 

which Mike the eldest son of 19 is following, Esther and her wish to change school and yes an advice on how to raise 

10,000 Shillings and yes Stig they did not ask for my financial support and yes you gave them advices on how they 

could present her “case” and yes to write to people asking them to help them and yes we know to save up as an alter-

native and yes yes yes we know she also gave me background material and leaflets on her NGO “Junior Shelters”, 

which we agreed that I will read through and give her my “friendly” advises on and yes she offered me/you a place of 

the board and yes you kindly refused and yes we know Stig, because God will have only NGO and yes because you 

would not hurt LTO by accepting this and yes my friends if you can help people until all people will get a “normal life” 

yes you have decided this is alright. 

 

Mary said that she is a Kenyan raised in Tanzania and she said that in Tanzania they value the man more than the 

money and this was also what I felt. We agreed to meet again next Saturday for tea at Elijah’s and Tina’s house and 

yes because this is not your house and yes because you don’t have any money you could only invite her for tea and 

yes my friends she understood and yes SHE WAS SO KIND THAT SHE GAVE ME A PLASTIC BAG FULL OF SPAGETTI, ON-

IONS AND POTATOES and yes for Tina and Elijah and yes the family here, a family she does not know. And yes because 

LIFE IS ABOUT SHARING AND YES IT TRULY IS AND YES THREE HEARTS FROM ALL OF US, IF YOU CAN FIND THEM STIG? 

And yes God from page 214 here they are: . Thank you ☺. 

 

And yes I agreed with Esther, the teenager daughter, who has had ulcer problems since last year and yes Stig to take 

away medication and yes we know they have total faith in God and yes to heal her and yes “in a few days” and yes you 

spoke about Meshack and his Malaria disease. And yes Mary has met God both when medication did not help her cure 

Typhus and yes she herself decided to stop medication and yes to ask God for help, and yes she was cured and yes my 

friends, in 2002 she walked to the supermarket – and yes she felt an inspiration by me – and yes to the Manager and 

yes she did not know what to say and yes she received much food and yes afterwards she met a taxi driver offering 

her to transport the food to her home free of charge and yes Stig WHEN YOU WORK HARD, YOU WILL BE MORE LUCKY 

and yes ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE A BELIEVER IN GOD and yes the LUCK FACTOR IS DOMINATED BY GOD and yes my 

friends, this is how easy it is ☺. And yes today she has another agreement with another supermarket providing her 

with food every week which is enough for her and her family and yes she even helps needy people with the food 

which she has in surplus. 

 

And yes Stig, many things you talked about and yes I just reminded you of this one. When you have a “hobby” and yes 

playing a music instrument and yes writing and yes playing chess or maybe even working with mathematics etc. yes 

YOU WILL FIND THE BEAUTY OF THIS SUBJECT/HOBBY THE MORE IN DETAIL YOU GO AND YES THE MORE CAREFUL 

AND INTERSTED YOU ARE and yes my friends THIS IS ALSO A GIFT OF LIFE TO MY PEOPLE – WHEN YOU GO IN DETAILS 
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YOU WILL DISCOVER THE TRUE BEAUTY I HAVE HIDDEN INSIDE “LIFE” AND YES MANY SUBJECTS and yes Stig how 

many people other than your self do you believe have found the true beauty of for example chess, Microsoft Excel or 

another “hobby” or work and yes Stig probably far too few because many people today don’t work in that detail. And 

yes my friends, TREASSURES TO BE FOUND and yes many specialists will probably agree with me. 

 

And yes Stig, when you do nothing at the house, it does not feel difficult to stop smoking, but when you are together 

with other people and yes Stig especially if you feel “a pressure” you feel the “need” of a cigarette and yes so it is my 

friend ☺. 

 

My favourite albums 

And yes in continuation of what I wrote above and yes in continuation of my Top 100 list on Facebook, here is a list of 

some of the albums I like the best if people should be interested. You can see more of “favourite” things at Facebook. 

 

1. Simple Minds – New Gold Dream (81-82-83-84) 

2. Siouxsie and the Banshees – Kaleidoscope 

3. The Jam – All mod Cons 

4. The Cure – The Top 

5. David Bowie – Low 

6. Electric Light Orchestra – Out of the Blue 

7. U2 – Joshua Tree 

8. Depeche Mode – Violator 

9. The Clash – London Calling 

10. Morrissey – You are the quarry 

11. Tears for Fears – The seeds of love 

12. Pink Floyd – The Wall 

13. Roxy Music – Avalon 

14. Duran Duran – Rio 

15. Spandau Ballet – Journey to Glory 

16. Ultravox – Vienna 

17. Gasolin - Efter endnu en dag 

18. Michael Jackson - Dangerous 

 

And there are cd’s out there including my favourite Christmas music, “soft music”, soul music, classical music, Danish 

popular music and yes New wave music from 1976-2008, if you should be interested and yes made by STIG and yes 

STIG WITHOUT KNOWING ALL MUSIC TREASSURES FROM THE WORLD and yes STIG influenced by western music he is 

and yes because of his life .... ☺. 

 

Feeling “very tired” 

And yes Stig, as you normally say to people, if you decide to sleep long, you will only become more tired and yes God 

will help you if you decide to sleep 6 hours and yes even better 8 hours and yes Stig, because there is nothing to do at 

the house and yes TO KILL TIME and yes you sleep from maybe 22.30-23.00 to 7.00 and yes maybe from 8.00-11.00 

again and yes we know a lot of interruptions and yes we know Stig still much more time than the average of maybe 3 

hours per night I have had for three years before coming to Kenya and yes Stig because of all of this sleep, I WAS 

REALLY TIRED THIS AFTERNOON and yes this is life too my friend and yes thinking of Monty and yes not him but the 

Pythons and yes is there Life on Brian and yes of Brian and yes we know and yes just whistling the song “always look at 

the bright side of life” and yes of course my dear friends, this IS WHAT I HAVE DONE WHILE THE DEVIL HAS TOR-
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MENTED ME AND YES THE ONLY THING I COULD DO TO DEFEAT HIM and yes not the easiest thing I have done in my 

life and yes much more to read in my old scripts and yes nice to read dear Pythons that you will be back too and yes I 

especially liked that one with the Parrot – was it really dead? – and yes the forest and not gump and yes I have taken 

that piece of chocolate but you know and yes the live show where you kept on talking and yes yes yes we know one of 

your favourite shows of all time and yes who can remember Dave Allen Show today and yes Stig I can and yes I can’t 

remember their names but the nice woman and man always running towards each other and yes did they ever meet 

and yes was his name Heatcliff and what was hers? And yes thinking of me and Karen. I enjoyed that show more than 

anything else as a boy. 

 

The budget for the rest of the month 

And yes Stig one of those days and yes we know this particular chapter is written Sunday and yes Stig not really doing 

anything else than just writing this and yes Stig you need to think otherwise God will just turn on the auto pilot again 

and yes writing things which you don’t agree with and yes here it is, you asked Elijah to do three things today and yes 

at least he did the first two things and yes the money and yes the budget and yes apparently he has not taken the is-

sue of the office as serious – and here is the budget for the rest of the month (25 days) after you had gone through it 

and yes of course to reduce it: 

 

Expense Costs Comments 

Food     

Breakfast 4,800 Equals 1,128 Shillings per day for a family of four adults and three 

children and yes an average of 161 Shillings or DKK 11 or approx. 2$ 

per day per person. I cut Elijah’s dinner budget by 25%. There is no 

budget for lunch at the office. 

Lunch 8,400 

Dinner 15,000 

Subtotal 28,200 

Other     

Rent 15,000   

Electricity/water 2,000   

Cleaning 3,000   

Transport/telephone 4,000   

Subtotal 24,000 

School fees   For three months including transport, lunches etc. 

-  Nicole 18,500 

- Joseph 15,000 

Subtotal 33,500 

Total - Shillings 85,700   

 

And yes Stig, Elijah has now approx. 6,000 Shillings on him and yes we know he “forgot” to include yes we know Stig 

yes we know and yew we know QUALITY MY FRIENDS (!) and yes to include salary of 6,000 to Faith and yes also the 

due dates and yes maybe not easy to remember – but they “match” each other and therefore not included above - 

and yes Stig, he had the chance to do it and yes we know .... 

 

And yes Stig THIS IS TRULY WHAT YOU HATE ALMOST MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE AND YES TO ASK FOR YOUR 

MOTHER FOR A LOAN and yes only done to show the world if MY MOTHER WANTS TO HELP ME FROM STARVATION 

AND YES IF THIS INCLUDES FOR HER TO HELP THE FAMILY I LIVE TOGETHER WITH and yes Stig, if it was only you and 

yes we know SHE WOULD CERTAINLY HELP and yes we know without the influence of Sanna and yes partly John and 

yes we know HOW CAN A MOTHER “SURVIVE” knowing that her child will suffer and yes we know we know we know 

and yes WILL SHE STILL HELP IF SHE NEEDS TO HELP THIS FAMILY AS WELL and yes maybe because she “knows” the 

family a little bit and yes God I know your point – THIS IS HOW YOU FEEL WITH ALL PEOPLE STARVING ALL OVER THE 

WORLD AND YES WHY YOU ARE GIVING ME TEARS IN MY EYES and yes STIG I CANNOT ACCEPT PEOPLE STARVING AND 

YES MY SON IT TRULY MAKES ME SAD and yes therefore ... 
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And thinking of my friends at LTO and yes Stig I have taken the decision that I will not ask my mother for a loan for you 

and yes sorry I am and yes we know IMPOSSIBLE to have my mother paying for the whole team and yes their families 

and yes NORMAL LIFE to come and yes my friends PATIENCE and yes this is the best I can give you right now and yes 

difficult situation because you would like to have equal living standards and yes the team and yes Elijah’s family and 

yes we know. 

 

And yes Stig this chapter was also done Sunday and yes the day where you decided to write the email to your mother.
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Sunday 6th September 2009 

The usual dreams, the “Mosquito stings” have REALLY scratched, prioritise your family instead of too much work, I am 

delayed for people “to doubt in me”, a behaviour which needs to change, I took the sins of all people upon me by going 

to Hell, the church service – “wait upon God”, Elijah lifted up the entire church, Elijah went to his Mother today, writing 

an email to my mother to ask for her help and “love pain” again. 

 

The usual dreams 

And yes Stig when you/I allow it, I will give you dreams and yes even more dreams when you write them down and yes 

yes yes here are some from the night and yes Stig not nice to be woken up maybe 10 times during the night and yes 

not very nice sleep we know: 

 

• First I simply heard the Devil confused asking: “Will there be a school tomorrow or not”? 

• I am in the city of Aalborg, Denmark. There is a strip bar outside on one of the high buildings. I see German 

women sitting in sofas with their men, one is from Finland. I did not know that women attended strip bars. A 

German General is in Copenhagen and it is almost like he wants to come to Copenhagen through Malmø, Sweden.  

I tell the General that I am born in the neighbourhood “behind there” and I show him some buildings. He ask me 

where exactly and I show him. I enter an apartment where I meet my mother’s mother. She is about to count to 

100, she has come to the nineties and she feels like she will die, if my mother does not understand before she 

reaches number 100. I invite the general into the apartment, and it is like we are on a ship now and I am shown 

how ONE man won over another army, I see all German ships, vehicles and I say that “something is wrong” with 

this man. From my mother’s mother’s apartment I see a very rare sea animal together with the General. When 

they walk outside, the sea animal jumps, it gains its freedom, it becomes an aeroplane, which is to be given to 

Simon Spies, however I eat it and end up at a strip club. Comments: My mother had two mother’s and her adop-

tion is the biggest pain in her life as far as I know – we have talked about it MANY times and always hurting her I 

am and yes my friends YODA and yes the Devil. This dream is about her biological mother and maybe you can 

guess who the German General is? 

• Preben is weighing 900 grams less than me. I weigh 92.6 kilograms, Kim weighs 91.1 kilograms. (I was half awake 

during this dream and God said “who made the most when we look at voluntarily contributions in percent of 

mandatory contributions” – and yes Stig, they took away what you wanted to do and yes what you did the best 

and yes asked you to be the “backup” to them and yes my friends, this is life .) The dream continued and I saw 

that Preben could buy a car without taxes, a Jaguar – but I notice that it only runs 3.8 km pr. litre of gasoline. I am 

now at PFA Pension and I see a file including presentations for customers and I think that it is a good idea, but the 

quality of the presentations could be better. Comment: I don’t have a weight here but I assume that my weight is 

approx. 85 kilograms at the moment – I am 1.90 metres tall. 

• I speak to Kim and I tell him that the work is making me in-going and what I wanted was a combination of work 

including more customer contact. At the parking place there is an old BMW model, which gives me more money 

net compared to having a new model. Hans Henrik is collecting 15-20 people for a new food arrangement for 

members of the parliament and collecting this many people will give a discount on the food. Preben is transfer-

ring good music from his mobile phone to mine. I drink 1 litre of Coca Cola in one go. 

• In the dream Preben is trying to explain Kim about his assignment and what it is about. Preben is having a task in 

all of this as well. I explain Kim that something will happen and that it will be published before May next year – it 

has something to do with “travelling” and “a better system”. I say that he can use his imagination and that it will 

change the history of mankind. A manager from Synoptik calls Kim about professional indemnity insurance and 

Kim says that he needs to speak to another consultant. I see that Kim’s company and Dahlberg have joined and 

that they are now one company in attractive new offices. I speak to Kim and I recommend him to do strategy and 

market plans, and to do personal plans and goals for each employee, so we know who will do what. 

• I hear a well known song and the lyrics “Wipe your tears I say”. 

• I am at a Hifi exhibition at Hifi Klubben in Denmark. One of the most respected people in the business is present-

ing a very good CD-player, which costs DKK 13,000 and a cable called “Paradigm”. He plays Dire Straits – and I try 

to find another song from the group but it is not included on this CD, and then he plays a live CD with David 
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Bowie, where he only sings jazz songs, but I want to listen to Bjork and the song “Hunter” (my favourite song by 

her). I decide that I will not buy the CD-player because I believe my own is of even better quality, but I ask the 

presenter about the cable because I believe I have it at home already, but I am not absolutely sure. He says that 

his is an update of my cable and because I already have the old cable, I will receive the new plug free of charge, 

which is really the only difference between the new and the old version of the cable. He says that I need to re-

move the old plug, spin the cable and install it with the new plug myself, and I think that this should be easy to do. 

• I listen to the song Fastlove by George Michael, and the words are “I really gotta get up now” and yes FINISH MY 

WORK and afterwards I hear the words “California ticket, suffragette city” to the song “suffragette city” by David 

Bowie. 

• I am together with Swedes at a Christmas lunch at Bakken in Denmark. We go to the first good restaurant, which 

has had an accident and from there we go to Peter Lieps House, which is a nice restaurant located next to the 

Kirsten Piils Kilde (a natural spring). The house was called Kildehuset (the house of the spring but in Danish it can 

also be the house of the “source” and yes my friends THE SOURCE IS GOD AND YES THIS IS THE HOUSE OF GOD 

and yes so it is ...). 

• I am driving a long truck. I have some things I need to deposit at Greve Strand (Beach). When I come to the place, 

there are police officers all over the harbour. They want me to drive in “properly”. When I leave, a private person 

walks into the truck and hurts his leg and says “damn it”. I continue on bicycle and arrive at a grill bar inside a 

shopping centre. I would like to have a big burger including all, but I receive a surprise dish: A new “invention” in-

cluding meat and it is a big portion. 

• At the end of the night the Council says that “only by cooperating I will get to the top” and yes writing, mother.  

 

The “Mosquito stings” have REALLY scratched 

The “Mosquito stings” have scratched REALLY MUCH the last days and yes the first thing GOD IS DOING when I wake 

up and yes is to feel the scratch and yes we know to remove your hands to scratch there and yes this is in fact how it 

works. 

 

Prioritise your family instead of too much work 

Elijah said to me that it is “difficult” for him to come home from the office and yes he is “just sitting there” and yes do-

ing nothing and yes my friends, I told him: PLEASE COME HOME EARLIER. Be together with your family, your children, 

speak to your wife like you speak to me and yes instead of coming home maybe 1-2 hours before the family goes to 

bed and yes very obvious to see the miss of the father, when I have been at home and yes the family has NOT said 

anything to me and yes difficult to understand the priority of sitting at the office doing nothing instead of being to-

gether with the family. 

 

I am delayed for people “to doubt in me” 

And yes Stig this is what I told you today and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE LEFT and yes that is in Denmark and yes in 

Kenya do believe in Stig, when he has not delivered on time and yes we know your family in Denmark (on both my 

mother’s and father’s side) and yes the people they have told about you, Karen including her family and yes the peo-

ple they have told about you and yes friends and yes for example Jack, Fuggi, Pia/Lotus, Pia, Rene, Lisbeth, Preben, 

Kim, Georgie etc., Torben, Christian, Pedro, Vivian, Angela, people at Dahlberg, Acta, Fair Forsikring, LWF etc. and yes 

people in Kenya including the LTO team, the Deliverance Church in Gachie and yes we know the people of Kwawanzilu 

and yes Stig, the people on the streets in Nairobi and yes all of the people they have told about you. 

 

A behaviour, which needs to change 

And yes Stig, you have written about “negative concerns” and children earlier and yes you would like to say directly 

that when PARENTS ARE UNREASONABLE, show their TEMPER AND are CONTROLLING their children yes my friends as 

your mother did with you – and yes she was the most loving mother you can imagine on one hand and as John knows 

this is the truth on the other hand - and yes yes yes WHAT YOU HAVE SEEN ELSEWHERE TOO and yes my friends this is 

where you really have a “problem” and yes as a child you have absolutely no way to “defend” yourself and yes as a 

parent you can show your worst negative sides to your own children and yes this is not good for children and yes NOT 

VERY GOOD INDEED and yes we know and yes THIS IS ABOUT CONTROLLING YOUR FEELINGS and yes also the reason 

why God is pushing my feelings not only to the limit but way over the limit of all people and yes I CANNOT SAY IT 
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MORE DIRECTLY. I WILL NOT SEE THIS BEHAVIOUR IN THE FUTURE. CONTROL YOUR NEGATIVE FEELINGS AND DESIRE 

TO CONTROL. Give freedom and basic rules to your child and yes FIND THE BALANCE, not too many rules without 

freedom and yes no anarchy without rules.  

 

I took the sins of all people upon me by going to Hell 

And yes Stig recently I showed you the Devil coming out from a cut of your torso and yes Stig today I showed you your 

head and yes cut over in all kind of positions and yes being hammered on and yes closed again and yes I saw the road 

of the Devil you have put inside of me and yes Stig when people sent me/you to your grave as Jesus and yes I TOOK 

THE SINS OF THESE PEOPLE BY GOING TO HELL AND YES TO STILL HAVE HELL INSIDE OF ME IN MY LIVING LIFE AS STIG 

and yes WHAT THIS SYMBOL IS ABOUT is really what you feel and yes the last breaths of the Devil and yes leaving your 

head too. 

 

The church service – “wait upon God” 

And yes Stig we know, Pastor James was preaching in another church today and yes therefore all words were spoken 

in Swahili at the church and yes Stig IT IS TRULY “VERY EXCITING” INDEED TO SIT FOR THREE HOURS IN A CHAIR AND 

YES TO LISTEN TO SWAHILI AND YES WE KNOW with the view to go back to write the script of today etc. 

 

But Tina was very nice today and yes to recommend herself to write down notes from the church service and yes Stig 

this was truly what several people were talking about even before the Pastor Njenga was preaching and yes to en-

courage people to show their patience and yes to wait on God and yes he is coming and yes this was what the preach-

ing was also about and here are Tina’s notes: 

 

Pastor Peter Njenga 

 

Wait upon God for this day of today God is going to visit you. He will visit you wherever you will because He is God. 

When God visits you there is a difference. 

 

1 Samuel 1:10 

It talks about Hannah. She wept deep from her heart with bitterness to God to bless her with a baby boy and if he 

does she would surrender her in the house of God to serve him. God is ready to visit you in the situation you are in. 

 

Job 42:10 

Had friends who had negative attitude towards Job! Instead of encouraging him they discouraged and mocked him. 

Despite all what he went through God visited him. God blessed Job two times of what he had at the end than what he 

had in the beginning. 

 

Acts 16:23-26 

God visited them in prison (Paul & Silas) and freed them. They never gave up but sang hymns of praises to God. In-

stead of complaining and getting discouraged. Thank God for the situation you are in. Serving and praising God is not 

in vain so please don’t give up upon waiting on God. 

 

What God requires of you in order to visit you: 

 

1. Be faithful 

2. Be prayerful (God is saying he is only a prayer away) 

3. God is looking for a person who is obedient 

4. Be a person who sacrifices in the work of God (fasting and praying) 

5. God wants a person who waits upon him without ever giving up. Wait patiently and don’t give conditions to 

God. Don’t take alternatives and shortcuts because they will lead you into a ditch.  
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And yes Stig, we know, you are still waiting on God and yes “very nice” to know that I am sitting here in Hell waiting 

on God and yes my friend, because you have taken the sin of people upon you and yes my friend, then it is much eas-

ier to smile and yes Stig still to be ironic and yes we know ...  

 

Elijah lifted up the entire church 

And yes Stig, this is how it is to be you, and yes we know you are fighting the Devil directly and yes not many “spiri-

tual” forces are encouraging you and yes we know NO PEOPLE ARE ENCOURAGING YOU AT ALL and yes this is the 

truth and yes Elijah needs to be lifted up almost daily at the moment and yes we know Stig we know and yes we know 

and yes at the church today Elijah felt the need to lift up the entire church. And yes he said something like: “We need 

to lift each other. You are very down because of school fees (which are due now after the holiday). We need very 

strong worship. I encourage the whole church to dance.” And yes Stig then the choir including Elijah sang and yes be-

cause he was strong and yes smiling, he succeeded getting the church with him and yes we know “good job” and yes 

Stig when you said this to Elijah on the way home and yes you wanted to say to him “it’s good” and yes Stig instead I 

put the words “it’s God” in your mouth and yes so it was and yes my dear Elijah, you may believe it was your own de-

cision but it was God giving you this thought and yes inspiration and yes this is how it works Stig and yes not many 

people will feel this “inspiration” annoying as you do and yes we know we know and yes we know, when you FEEL like 

a robot, which another “power” is controlling and yes punishing when I don’t follow orders and yes living in Hell, then 

this is truly not a very nice life.  

 

Elijah went to his Mother today 

And yes Stig after church Elijah was kind enough to respond to his Mother’s wish for him to come to the village to help 

his younger sisters come to school tomorrow and yes we know he will be home tomorrow evening and yes we know 

you gave Elijah FULL permission to tell anything about me, which he felt like and yes another thought, maybe Elijah 

has included the rent of the office on his action plan and yes maybe he will call someone in the team to follow up on 

the Neptune store, if they want to buy the desktop computer and yes of course only a thought and yes we know you 

have written it in these scripts and yes you have told Elijah and yes normally that should be more than enough and yes 

we will have to wait and see .... 

 

And yes Stig, we know, Elijah will probably also remember to give Meshack the same moral support in connection with 

his father and yes we know the Micro Finance loan and yes as you try to give Elijah. 

 

Writing an email to my mother to ask for her help 

And yes YOU DID IT my friend and yes after working 5½ hours and yes my friends WITHOUT ANY BREAK AT ALL and 

yes THERE IS NOT PROBLEM WORKING 2, 4 or 8 HOURS WITHOUT A BREAK IF YOU REALLY FOCUS AND CONCENTRATE 

and yes we know but the message here was simply just that the Devil is now white again and yes we know this is how 

it is everyday and yes you just did what is really almost the most unpleasant and yes we know to ask other people for 

a loan and yes to write an email to your mother and yes Stig I know a throw up feeling and yes to ask your mother for 

6.000 DKK and yes to pay food and rent and school fees and yes for the rest of the month and yes you wrote to your 

mother that you will starve and yes been thrown out of the house without her help and yes Stig you asked her to take 

the decision herself without the influence of John and Sanna and yes does she want me to starve like “hungry people 

in Africa” and yes which you can die of or will she help me and yes the family, which she knows a little bit about and 

yes you told her that you are doing the most important work you have ever done and yes it is a LOAN and yes we 

know Stig what will she decide to do and yes Stig NOW YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO WORK WITH GOD and yes my 

FRIEND IF I WILL I WILL TAKE THIS DECISION YOU MEAN AND YES STIG THIS IS THE POWER I HAVE and yes my friends 

surprised you will be if your mother decides for her son to starve in Africa and yes we will see. 

 

“Love pain” again 

And yes Stig after going to bed and yes playing “heart” this evening on the computer when waiting for the house to 

fall to sleep and yes it takes normally 45 minutes to 1½ hours after I leave the living room at approx. 21.00-21.30 and 

yes so it is and yes Stig we know I gave you stomach pains again and yes we know we know and we know a diarrea 

and yes Stig you went to the toilet and yes guess what, I found it and yes the Devil is eaten thorny leaves of my rose 

bush and yes Stig so it is and yes he forced you to the toilet and yes Stig you had a hard stomach first and yes when 

this was over after a long time yes my friends then you had the diarrea and yes a “very nice” song from Duran Duran 

normally and yes sitting there I gave you the words “some say it is a one night stand, but we can call it paradise” and 
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yes followed by “don’t save a prayer for me now, save it for a moment later” and yes my friends, Karen surely knows 

how to live her life and yes Stig I don’t even know why you “hurt” me with a woman I don’t want but this is what you 

do and what you find best and yes my friends so it is.
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Monday 7th September 2009 

A painful night and some dreams ...., be both direct and polite, will my mother be influenced by God or the Devil? and 

update on the resource plan. 

 

A painful night and some dreams .... 

God woke me up as usual many times during the night and at 1.05 he started giving me the same rear pains as last 

night and it feels like “fire”, and God demonstrated his power clearly by putting the pain up and down, but from 1.05 

and until approx. 5.00 I was awake, in pain and my sleep was taken away from me. Here are some dreams from before 

and after that time: 

 

• I am visiting a big supermarket together with Hans in Sweden. We ask where to buy a BIG Christmas tree, which 

they don’t have. They think a long time before answering and then they give a name of a place. I ask if it is in the 

North or South direction of road no. 26. Finally a Dane says that it is “south of the city” and then I know the place, 

it is in Jönköping and I have been there before. It is Christmas Day, we have bought the food, and when we drive I 

ask Hans if he wants to go home and prepare the Christmas dinner, while I go for the Christmas tree, which he 

agrees to do. When I come home I see my mother with a plate full of peeled apples in halves – and I think it is the 

desert and I get the feeling that it is actually rice pudding. My mother fears that the apples have been destroyed, 

they should be frozen and Sanna asks our mother to freeze them. I serve Champagne for the family – I have two 

bottles – and I try to pour up the same amount in all glasses and I need to use bottle no. 2 too and this makes 

Sanna furious, she comes up to me, yells at me, bites me and I say to the family “can’t you see what she is doing” 

and I actually see her much smaller than what she is, maybe only 1/10 or her normal height, and I think that she 

should behave like I behave when she normally hands out the Christmas presents to all people from underneath 

the Christmas tree – with patience and without rushing things. 

• God gives me the song “All that she wants is another baby” by Ace of Base and gives me the thought that this is 

truly what Karen wants instead of having love affairs with men. 

• During some of the night God talked to me instead of giving me dreams and I only wrote this down:  

o “I buy a Christmas tree and it resembles me of Sicily in Italy”.  

o There is no gift to me from Jack says his future wife Kristina. 

• I see my car driving out from a very big carport. There is a line from my car to the MANY cars in the carport. The 

carport closes before the other cars come out, but I see the whole carport and the village next to it being trans-

ported away from a platform of ice by my car. And I get the feeling that the village is Kwawanzilu. 

• During the night God demonstratively makes my “mosquito bites” scratch one after one, several of them are now 

scratched to wounds. And God says that the wounds and bacteria lead to inflammation for people of Dadaab, 

which is the reason why I for now approx. one week have had an abscess including inflammation on my lip. 

• I hear the words “When you’re so downhearted and misunderstood, just over & over & over you could” from the 

song “Hold on tight” by ELO and it gives me comfort in my present situation. I still remember where I heard this 

song the first time in 1981 and how surprised I was with the new sound of this song – from the album I believed I 

have heard more than any other album “Time”. 

• I see a concert hall and God asks me “who will always come as the last person for a concert” and the answer is of 

course the queen (in Denmark). And I see the back of a car driving into the concert hall. It is the queen and yes my 

friend hereafter the Council can start playing. 

• I am coming to an editorial meeting at Danish TV2 with Jes Dorph and the staff of people. They talk about which 

subjects to show and I see the female members of the staff being very creative, they do paintings of cucumbers, 

plants and flowers, but instead I see that they do an interview with Henrik from Fair Forsikring and he says that 

the new owners threatened to dismiss him if he did not stop the sales of the income protection insurances be-

cause of high sales expenses. I see how Fair Forsikring today settle claims on these insurances – there are no 

benefits, if the car contains big plastic bags of water, if the person spends more than two nights per week in town 

in his small town apartment, if the person smokes and if the person wears wellingtons. I tell TV2 that these condi-

tions are unfair, that they are unique for this company and that TV2 should have checked the conditions for the 
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whole market. We drive in a rescue wagon, when a car accident happens, we drive there and rescue the people – 

we don’t receive payment. Comments: Nice to know the conditions to receive benefits, yes when there is no pain, 

no smoking and not more than twice per week at the office and in the dream I believe it was even said 2-3 times 

per week. 

• I work now temporarily at Fair Forsikring and come to the canteen of Fair Forsikring – there is a lot of food. I can 

choose from five different hot dishes, which cost between 35-43 DKK. I choose the most expensive without know-

ing what it costs. At the cash desk I am told that it is 43 DKK, I only have 38.50 and I owe 4.50 until tomorrow.  

• I hear the words “I’m all out of love I’m so lost without you” from the song “I’m so lost without you” by Air supply. 

• I see Sanna serving only small portions of cake to people outside in the garden. She is in a hurry, and I say serve 

big pieces of cake, warm them up first and take good time. 

• I am at a dinner where the Danish queen and her husband serve cookies, other delicious food and good drinks. 

They are in a very good mood. I have now met the queen several times and I believe that she should remember 

me by now. I ask them about their sicknesses and the need to “disguise” them when they become older, so the 

press will not know. They confirm and they say that they like alternative treatment. My plate is temporarily gone 

and the prince gets me a new one. When I look at the queen she looks exactly as the portrait on the Danish 1 

krone coin. 

• And during the night the Devil is also very strong in what he has always given me, what makes me interested in 

women and yes no more details here, only this. VERY PAINFUL THIS IS and yes especially to live through this 

nightmare and yes we know Stig where you cannot do what the Devil wants you to do and yes not even do what 

God wants you to do in the future, and yes to follow “true love” and yes part of life here and yes stronger now 

than ever. 

 

Be both direct and polite 

And yes Stig this is a very nice bottle and yes my friend this is the Devil speaking and yes no more beer for me and yes 

Stig I just wanted to say that you have decided much and let us say really very much of what to write about here and 

yes what you don’t want to write about and yes I just wanted to say that and yes my friends many difficult decisions 

and yes when you maybe hear 5, 10, 20 suggestions from me every single day and yes some days more than others 

and yes what is important and yes what is not important and yes also to write about “what happens here” and yes so 

it is ... 

 

And yes Stig this chapter is really only short and yes sometimes you will see people so polite and yes packing in their 

words, so the meaning of the words can be difficult to understand and yes sometimes you will see people speaking 

very direct, without a smile and without being polite and yes what I want is truly again a balance – PLEASE ALWAYS 

SPEAK DIRECT AND BE POLITE AT THE SAME TIME and yes I have said it before: When you follow the basic rules and 

don’t have a hidden agenda, you can be direct and yes always polite.  

 

And yes because of the Tusker project fame song contest last night on television here and yes a discussion about the 

behaviour and communication of the judges. 

 

Will my mother be influenced by God or the Devil? 

And yes Stig, during the night I gave you the following vision: 

 

“I see black sand, it is brushed away and underneath there is a road to the left – which is a road I must believe in, oth-

erwise it would not be there” And this is help from my Mother, which this vision is about, after the family has turned 

me down earlier, when I asked them for a loan. 

 

And yes Stig, if Sanna should take the decision and yes what would she answer and yes very good question, would 

Sanna leave me to starve in Africa even though she does not believe in me? And yes would John? And yes my friends – 

will my mother trust in me that I will not come home, that I will finish my work here and that I can only avoid starva-

tion if she will help me and yes my friends, Stig, this is what I encouraged you to wrote and yes we know Stig, what will 

happen if she says no – what will you do and yes if the family here will starve, put on the street and yes the children 
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taken out of school and yes we know Stig, not the best situation to go home is it? No – I can only say that if my mother 

should decide not to help us, we will truly face a difficult situation and yes there will be no other opportunities for 

help than through God and yes God this is the road you gave me and yes Stig, the road I believe in and yes because 

you want to show the world, that people in the rich countries will help the poor people when they know them and yes 

this is what you/I believe in. 

 

And yes my mother should be able to afford it because I believe she has received the last release of her pension sav-

ings and I don’t know how much, but probably “more than enough” to help us and to still have a good life moneywise 

in Denmark. 

 

And still remembering what happened the last time where I received a “sickness” because of Sanna. I hope it will go 

better this time. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

And yes, with the help of John, here is the update on the resource plan from last week: 

 

LTO work Week 35 from 31 August – 5 September 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 31 hours 31.5 hours 

David   

John 46 hours 47 hours 

Meshack  41 hours 45.15 hours 

Stig 40 hours 24 hours 

 

And yes Stig we know and yes here is the news and yes David was not at the office according to the resource plan last 

week and yes we know, no plan either and yes my friends, DIFFICULTIES and yes this is what we talk about and yes the 

other team members followed their plan and yes happy we are and yes Stig, you did not follow your plan again and 

yes we know difficult when God has taken away the work from me and yes my plan will continue with 40 hours and 

yes my friends it will be up to me if you and I and yes let us just say we, us or I and yes STIG – eehhh and yes as they 

say here and yes eehhh – if I don’t and yes Stig then I will not meet my promise and yes this is how simple it is. 
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Tuesday 8th September 2009 

Better sleep with fewer dreams, Tina would like sponsorship to go back to school, going to town today, what about the 

office rent?, the team is suffering, my father’s birthday today, sitting at the office instead of at home ..., David’s and 

Joachim’s promise to repay their loan, not very focused when sending private emails, I left the office at 15.00 and Elijah 

decided to stay, Tina truly wants me to work as a consultant, I received sort of a positive message from my mother ..., 

symbol from God after receiving this message, Elijah’s exam as a manager and the games are working again as a 

“miracle”. 

 

Better sleep with fewer dreams 

And yes Stig better sleep, no rear pains and yes we know I did not wake you as many times this night and yes some 

dreams: 

 

• I have started working in Fair and I say to one of the team leaders that he MUST do the keys now otherwise I will 

go to his manager within 7 days, and I am annoyed with him because he does not live up to his responsibility and  

because he does not care. I see him speaking with the CEO and the CEO does not know what happens in the com-

pany. The leaders are more interested in getting a new TV channel. 

• I am moving from our row house in Snekkersten. One friend comes with his 10 gear bicycle and says I can have it 

if I want to because the gear is not working properly. I show him how to fix the gear and I don’t want the bicycle, 

because it is too small and because I have a better one myself with 20 gears. My things are ready to be removed, 

my very good, old electrostatic speakers are placed in the kitchen. I come home from work and Sanna says that I 

am 40 minutes late. I did not remember this agreement. In the outhouse I see all of my tools and now Jack is help-

ing me. He has his working gloves in the refrigerator and he will be back in one hour. Now Fuggi is helping me, we 

go to the parking place and we write the plan at a computer, which is there, however it does not go as quickly as I 

want because this computer is not as efficient as my own. The temperature is -3 degrees Celcius and Fuggi is al-

ready freezing. The first we remove are two bicycles. I will move to Jægerspris, which is the most beautiful place 

on Earth I know (from “the camp” through the forest, the main street and the walking path to Isefjorden). Fuggi is 

saying something, which is not true. 

• I see a goal photo – the background is entirely white and I see a baby carriage at the goal line and on the top I see 

the Devil, who will be with me until the last second trying to stop me. 

• I hear “I’m not in my head, hopelessly devoted to you” by Olivia Newton John. 

 

Tina would like sponsorship to go back to school 

This morning Tina asked me if I could help her with a sponsorship from Denmark for her to go back to school and yes 

and no and yes from me not the Devil and yes no from you to Tina and yes this is really how simple it is and yes Stig 

she is really not having a good time staying at home and yes like you yes my friends “degenerating” and yes Stig this is 

the impression you get from her and yes of course you have not talked about it and yes my friends your thought was 

just this, yes her husband knows who you are and yes she should really know as well and yes my friends, Elijah’s life 

will change and yes Tina’s life will change because of this and yes my friends, she is still thinking of starting at school 

again and yes we know, if I was Elijah, I would have spoken more with her and yes just maybe she would REALLY un-

derstand that life will change for her as well. 

 

Going to town today 

And yes we know Stig today for the first time in 11 days you were going to town and yes we know you have had TWO 

short walks at home when going to the Sunday services and yes otherwise you have just stayed at the house and yes 

we know there is absolutely nothing motivating you to take a walk in Gachie and yes yes yes so it is and yes we know 

we took the Matatu this morning and yes Stig when you have not been outside for a “long time” and yes you will feel 

it as a liberating feeling to see the “world outside” and yes think about how it is to have been in Dadaab for example 

for 10 years and yes THEREFORE my friend ☺. 

 

And yes Stig this morning I gave you the song by Devo “Freedom of choice” again and yes in the Matatu I sang “I don’t 

want your freedom” by George Michael. 
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What about the office rent? 

And yes Stig, Tuesday last week was the first time when you wrote in the scripts about the possibility to pay the office 

rent with the office computer and yes a little bit later a suggestion to the team to go to the Neptune store to hear if 

they want to buy the computer back and yes when arriving this morning, the team was “just about to talk about this 

subject” and yes my friends after seven days and yes surprised we were .... 

 

And yes Stig later in the morning Elijah went to the office management and yes because he has not been late with the 

payments before they accepted for him to pay the rent before the 1st October and yes we know Stig we know and yes 

we know and yes yes yes afterwards Elijah and John at the office decided that they don’t want to sell the office com-

puter and yes good for them to think of alternatives and yes very good indeed in fact and yes my friends so it is to 

think of all possible opportunities and yes they value to have a place to meet and yes to read these scripts and yes of 

course to use the computer and yes we know Stig .... 

 

The team is suffering 

And yes my friends, the situation is not only desperate and yes we know Stig, the team is probably having bigger prob-

lems than us at the moment and yes we know they say “it is difficult” about their situation and yes my friends really 

not anything more and yes Stig a little bit of consultancy work and yes they don’t receive payments and yes no money 

and yes no money for Matatus and yes David normally stays at home to save money and yes Meshack and John will 

come to the office because it “only” takes approx. 1 hour to walk and yes school fees are due this week and yes we 

know Stig and yes you asked your mother about a loan to help you and Elijah and yes you do really feel bad that you 

don’t have the opportunity today to help the team and yes Stig you could ask your mother to “sponsor” three extra 

families and yes Stig we know, the answer is already given and yes we know this is not even an opportunity today and 

yes therefore my friends, but please have FAITH and yes we know at the same time as you suffer, I am sorry about this 

situation. 

 

My father’s birthday today 

And yes Stig today is the birthday of your father and yes he will become 69 today and yes we know Stig not a word 

from you and yes my friends not a word from your father to your last email and yes exactly as expected and yes we 

know how can my “sickness” since 2006 been worse than my fathers and yes Stig the same “sickness” and yes just a 

part of the game you know and yes when you have had cancer and yes many physical “sicknesses” and yes of course 

this cannot be true and yes “we don’t even have to ask” and yes Stig this is what you believe in and yes LIKE MANY 

PEOPLE BEHAVE ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes “we don’t even have to ask” and yes “we know better ourselves” and 

yes my friends, this is the message as well and yes how many misunderstandings occur because of this and yes mil-

lions every single day and yes we know ... 

 

And yes of course Niklas received an email yesterday and yes with congratulations because of his birthday and yes Stig 

the first news from the family and yes because you have not heard from your mother yet and yes not from your sister 

either and yes normally she writes during the weekend and yes no news before yesterday when Niklas replied that he 

was glad to hear from me and yes a message like that makes me glad and yes I like to write that as well to people and 

yes we know the family had a nice sailing cruise to Norway and yes visiting two cities and yes Bergen and another city. 

 

Sitting at the office instead of at home ... 

And yes Stig this is life at the moment and yes we know to JUST SIT there and yes Stig today you really had the “pleas-

ure” to read the Daily Nation and yes one hour or more and yes my friends AND YES HERE YOU CAN REALLY FEEL THE 

DESIRE TO SMOKE AND YES WE KNOW STIG and yes so it is and yes no lunch and yes “just sitting at the office instead”. 

 

David’s and Joachim’s promise to repay their loan 

And yes we know when David and Joachim each borrowed 10,000 Shillings it was “difficult times” for both of them 

and yes we know they PROMISED to repay their loans in September and yes maybe it is easier times now for both of 

you? And yes we know there is absolutely nothing, which indicates that they will be able to repay their loans this 

month and yes it will be interesting to see if they remember to give feedback and to ask for a postponement and yes 

we know and we know and we know yes nothing was agreed between me and Elijah on the loan/gift for the office 

rent and yes for the Micro Finance company and yes how normal is this? 
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I left the office at 15.00 and Elijah decided to stay 

And yes Stig how nice it was to have the first cup of coffee for 11 days today at the office and yes we know how many 

cup of coffees do the refugees of Dadaab receive and yes maybe it would be nice for them to receive the first cup of 

coffee, tea or chocolate for 10 years or longer and yes try to think about this just for a moment .... 

 

And yes Stig, I decided to leave at 15.00 and yes no reason to stay at the office when there is absolutely nothing to do 

there and yes we know and yes three times as usual and yes I will not write it this time and yes yes yes instead then 

and ok my friend here it is, Elijah did not want to go home and yes he decided to stay at the office and yes to relax and 

yes of course with his eyes closed and yes this was the idea .... 

 

And yes apparently this was more important than going home and yes we know to be a father and a husband and yes 

maybe to play with the children and yes to teach Tina on the Action plan, which she would like to and yes TO COM-

MUNICATE AND JUST SPEND TIME WITH THE FAMILY and yes Stig, this is of course included here because how many 

people and yes primarily men do this all over the world? And yes I WANT YOU TO FIND BALANCE BETWEEN WORK, 

PRIVATE LIFE AND SLEEP and yes the GOLDEN RULE IS EIGHT HOURS EACH and that truly means for ALL PEOPLE TO 

PRIORITISE ALL and here ESPECIALLY YOUR FAMILY and yes my friends, so it is.  

 

Not very focused when sending private emails 

And yes Stig I know for a period of time and yes we know in the beginning you really did not have the time and yes 

Stig now you really don’t feel the energy or motivation and yes my friends this is exactly why you don’t write private 

emails at the moment as you would like private emails to be written and yes we know being more open and yes asking 

more questions and yes to reflect on what other people writes and yes do that more than what I have done here and 

especially lately. 

 

Tina truly wants me to work as a consultant 

And yes we know and yes and yes and yes and yes STIG THIS IS REALLY ANNOYING TO WRITE AS WELL AND YES WE 

KNOW and here it is when I came home Tina gave me the key message that I should not just sit at the house doing 

nothing, I should start working as a consultant. And I could only say to her that “I don't know if you have fully under-

stood me, Tina. I am waiting on God to remove the Devil to have me as the first to enter his Kingdom and thereafter to 

teach the World with LTO to help me”. “We are losing in order to gain and we are waiting upon God” (the two last 

Sunday services). 

 

And yes Stig, you don’t really like to say to people “I AM JESUS” and yes this is why YOU DON’T SAY THIS DIRECTLY TO 

TINA and yes yes yes TINA YOU HAVE READ THIS IN MAY AND YES YOU SHOULD REALLY KNOW WHAT THIS IS ABOUT 

AND YES MY FRIENDS YOU ARE READING MY “NEW” SCRIPTS TINA AND JUST THINKING OF HOW QUIKCLY AND YES 

YES YES HERE IT IS YES VERY INTERESTED SHE IS WHEN SHE READS AND YES THAT IS WHEN SHE READS and yes 

“planted as me as well” and yes we know Stig .... 

 

And today I said to Tina that God has already had a sponsor to help us and yes I GAVE YOUR NAME AND YES YES YES 

PARIS HILTON and yes to help us and Elijah’s village to receive NORMAL LIFE and hoping we are right this time Stig? 

And yes MOST LIKELY and yes this is what I believe in right now and yes surprised I should be if God is “fooling” me 

with this message and yes thinking of the dreams as well ... 

 

I received sort of a positive message from my mother ... 

And yes God – thank you for setting this up and yes we will continue the play and yes that is if all “actors” and yes es-

pecially Elijah would like to do this EXAM AS A MANAGER and yes first the message from your mother today: 

 

And yes Stig my email to my mother gave her “something to think about” and yes we know it almost looked like the 

email was not written with the “normal” words of your mother and yes IT ACTUALLY LOOKED MORE LIKE JOHN WRIT-

ING THIS EMAIL and yes maybe some inspiration from him on what to write and yes of course just a guess, mother? 

 

And yes, she did not understand why I asked her to take this decision alone without Sanna and John because WE ARE 

ONE FAMILY as “she” wrote and yes the reason is as simple as this: Sanna broke her promise to me and yes John did 
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not understand the importance of borrowing me the SP money the last time and yes this is one part of the explanation 

and the other part is that I truly wanted to hear my mother’s voice and yes without ANY INFLUENCE from “the Devil” 

and yes Sanna primarily and yes John, you have been included here, because you don’t believe in me? 

 

And yes “WE” would like to help – and yes not “I” which she would have written if it was a personal email and decision 

– and yes I would have wished that I could just ask the family and yes for them to really agree but I don’t believe that 

my mother truly would take this decision alone without the influence of the “Devil” and yes that is the family: They 

don’t have much money in cash and yes MOST money is “tied” in stocks and bonds and yes we know, because of the 

“financial crisis” it is a “bad time” to sell these investments and yes yes yes I don’t know how much money my mother 

has and maybe she will tell the world and I can only guess between 500,000-1,000,000 DKK which is approx. between 

7-14 million Shillings but maybe I am wrong and yes just thinking of the pension plans, which she has received lately. 

 

And yes because of this “they” have decided to send an amount of 41,218 Shillings, which is probably 3,000 DKK minus 

the commission for Western Union and yes not very nice knowing that PEOPLE IN WESTERN UNION and yes the man-

agers and yes stock holders and yes become rich on the expense of “people like me”, who could use their high com-

missions better on food and yes a “very good plan” God to start using me as a “sender of money” before coming to 

Kenya and yes of course to Mary in Ghana – and yes no news is good news Mary? - and yes thinking of their unrea-

sonable high commissions and yes now to become a “receiver” through this system and yes still as unfair and yes yes 

yes. 

 

And yes Stig, you do believe that your mother would have sent the full amount without the interference from John 

and Sanna and maybe even Hans and yes we know and we know and we know and yes jackpot this time and yes Stig 

your mother continued “We have talked much about your situation and we clearly believe that it is best that you come 

home – you can help these people much better from home by working” and yes “the next we can give you is a return 

ticket home” and yes “it is like we don’t believe in your sponsors – do you have a firm agreement or what” and yes Stig, 

the beginning of this sentence was clearly the words of Sanna (my mother would never use words like this “accusing” 

people, which is what Sanna does, when she feels like it) and yes Stig, maybe this email is exactly this:  

 

You wrote a PERSONAL EMAIL TO YOUR MOTHER AND YES STIG YOU ARE ALMOST CONVINCED THAT YOU HAVE RE-

CEIVED A “FALSE” EMAIL FROM SANNA AND JOHN IN CO-OPERATION and yes you could not see “the soul” of your 

mother in the words but you could clearly see John and yes Sanna and yes my friends it was with dear regards from 

“my mother” and yes yes yes HOW GOOD IS THE EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD OF COMMUNICATION, WHICH IS NOT 

WORKING and yes this is simply “FRAUDGE” and yes Stig you have been “deceived” by Sanna and John to believe that 

this email is from your mother and yes God will not tell me BUT I KINDLY ASK THE WHOLE FAMILY TO TELL THE WORLD 

WHAT YOU DID AND WHY YOU DID IT and yes YOU COULD HAVE TOLD ME THE TRUTH and yes also thinking about 

your mother and yes Stig, maybe this was more than your mother could handle and yes my friends, this is how it is to 

be the Virgin Mary and yes we know to receive her EXAM and yes before she will come “into live” and yes my friends, 

so it is. And yes Stig, this is my best guess that my mother at least has received “active help” and yes maybe she read 

it, maybe she did not if she was too affected by my situation, maybe or maybe not some of her own words are in-

cluded , we will have to see what is the truth later ... 

 

And yes Stig what the family should have done WAS TO RESPECT THAT THIS WAS A PERSONAL EMAIL AND YES IF MY 

MOTHER NEEDED “COACHING” THEN I WOULD HAVE LIKED THE FAMILY TO FUNCTION AS FACILITATORS and yes find-

ing out her TRUE BELIEF AND DECISION and yes INSTEAD OF TELLING HER WHAT TO DO and THIS IS ALSO WHAT IT IS 

ABOUT and yes THIS IS REALLY “BAD” (thanks Michael). 

 

Symbol from God after receiving this message 

And yes Stig directly after you read this email the first time and yes Stig I heard or I gave you and yes “Not finished yet, 

it also needs colour and flowers” and yes Stig the feeling I received was that it is to the front of the BOOK and yes 

maybe to print the book and yes why not Stig and yes to publish it and yes VERY QUICKLY INDEED and yes just an idea 

of course today. 

 

And again God gave me the idea of the famous and yes Stig in the beginning almost impossible to find Black Album by 

and yes ??? and yes by Prince and yes Stig my friend, this was why Henning W. had a friend who had one of the few 
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available copies and yes only because of this and yes for you to receive a cassette tape and yes maybe it was 1987/88 

and yes Stig I have given you the song “Cindy” from this album the last 14 days and yes we know the album was many 

years later officially released and yes yes yes BECAUSE I WANT THIS BOOK TO BE RELEASED WITHOUT ANY NAME and 

yes Stig, if this is what you want GOD, this is what WE DO and yes ok, so it is. And yes what about all the email ad-

dresses and yes just a question today and yes we will find a solution as usual and yes I WILL SHOW YOU THE ROAD and 

yes JUST BE PATIENT and yes we know this is the Devil and yes Stig yes being annoyed about this “strategy” and yes I 

WILL HELP YOU and yes THIS IS GOD and yes so it is.  

 

Elijah’s exam as a manager 

And yes Stig this is what I told you and yes what could be better than using a “real case” to show the world how 

ELIJAH HAS IMPROVED AS A MANAGER? 

 

And yes my friends, Elijah this is your task. The money I have received is not enough to cover all needs and yes here is 

the assignment from me to you: 

 

• Who are the stakeholders? 

• What are their needs? 

• What are the possible opportunities/solutions? 

 

I want you to use what I have taught you. The basic rules – how to prepare such a job, plan/think/write down, com-

munication, involving people, coaching etc. and I WANT YOU TO DELIVER YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST WORK and yes 

ELIJAH THIS TIME IT WILL BE YOU DELIVERING AND YES NOBODY WILL DO THE WORK FOR YOU and yes my friends THE 

GOAL IS TO HAVE A PLAN READY AND COMMUNICATED BEFORE THE END OF FRIDAY THIS WEEK and yes of course the 

GOAL IS THAT WE WILL NOT SUFFER, THAT THE MONEY WILL BE ADEQUATE UNTIL THE END OF THE MONTH and that 

the stakeholders are satisfied. AND ELIJAH I WILL GIVE YOU THE FREEDOM TO THINK, PLAN AND CARRY OUT WHAT 

YOU BELIEVE IS THE BEST TO DO. JUST THINK ABOUT YOUR OPTIONS, MY FRIEND AND YES ELIJAH – A PIECE OF AD-

VICE – JUST DO IT ☺. 

 

And Elijah COMMUNICATION IS TRULY IMPORTANT and one sub-goal for you is to communicate with Tina, to make 

her understand WHO YOU ARE and WHO I AM – I have prepared the work already several times, also today, and yes 

you “just” need to follow up and tell her exactly why we are in the situation we are in, why you decided to stop your 

business, the meaning of “losing and gaining” – and for Tina to believe THAT NORMAL LIFE WILL COME AFTER THIS, 

ELIJAH. At the end of the month THERE ARE NO OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME OTHER THAN “DONORS” FROM GOD and 

that is the faith that I WANT YOU TO GET ALL PEOPLE BELIEVING IN – THAT “NORMAL LIFE” IS COMING - and THAT IS 

FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS TO BELIEVE IN, ELIJAH!!! (In practise that we will have a “normal life” from next month and 

that we will be able to pay our expenses etc.). And this is about BEING STRONG AND CONVINGCING IN YOUR COM-

MUNICATION ELIJAH. 

 

The games are working again as a “miracle” 

And yes Stig again today the CHILDREN WERE REALLY LOOKING FORWARD TO PLAYING THE GAME ON THE COMPUTER 

– and yes they did not borrow the computer yesterday because you were busy – and yes again today they were TRULY 

WERE HAPPY INDEED and yes we know jumping up and down of joy and yes this is how I feel too and yes my mother 

and yes Mary this time and yes my friend they started playing and yes my friend you asked Nicole if this game did not 

stop working earlier and yes this was true and yes my friends, this is how it works.  

 

This computer had approx. 25 HP-games preinstalled and yes they work for a period of time for free and yes thereaf-

ter you have to pay in order to still use them and yes we know all of the games had stopped working and yes Stig this 

is what it is: YOU FOUND THE “KEY” and yes the key was to contact your mother and yes THEREFORE I OPENED UP THE 

GAMES AGAIN FOR THE CHILDREN and yes yes yes we know and yes you asked Nicole “who can you thank” and yes 

she did not know and yes you said “the man upstairs” and yes just “an inspiration” and yes Stig “who do you call” and 

yes normally “Ghost busters” and yes yes yes to remove all of those “bad” ghosts and yes we know we know and yes 

we know this time without problems and yes THREE WE ARE VERY SOON AND YES JUST THINKING OF THE THREE 

TENORS and yes my friend also a gift from me to the world and yes OH SOLE MIO and yes we know also good and yes 
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my mother’s favourite song is of course AVE MARIA and yes yes yes when Nicole found out that another game also 

was working and yes she smiled and “it is God” she said and yes thank you Nicole, it is truly not very difficult to under-

stand when you see miracles happening in front of you on the computer and yes on the sky as Nicole has seen and yes 

maybe a little bit more difficult for her mother at the moment because eehh yes my friends no one has really commu-

nicated with her and yes was it really the truth what she thought she understood in May and yes yes yes .... 

 

And yes therefore I said to Tina that what she saw on the computer was a small miracle happening and yes for the 

games to work again and yes Tina therefore and yes I also reminded her of the miracles on the sky and yes Tina this is 

what we are waiting for – “this” times 1,000 as you said and yes God my friends ☺. 

 

And yes very happy indeed he was Elijah when he came home at 19.15 and yes busy day obviously and yes smiling 

Elijah and yes this is what it is about and yes VERY NICE TO HEAR ABOUT THE MONEY and yes also the game and yes 

so it is my friends .... And yes Stig you told Elijah with my words that THIS IS HOW IT WORKS WHEN YOU HAVE FAITH 

AND YES THIS IS WHAT HE SHOWED, and yes the Devil is almost not here anymore and yes he is only thinking of Carls-

berg and yes on front of the football shirts and yes yes yes almost not there and yes GOODBYE and yes just like the 

“funny” judge from the Kenyan song contest “Project fame 3” pronounces it. 

 

AND I COULD REALLY USE A CIGARETTE NOW and YES A GLASS OF REDWINE AND COFFEE WOULD BE NICE AND YES 

WE KNOW STIG and yes only cigarettes are made by the Devil and yes he has been “teasing” you a couple of times 

lately on “beers”. 
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Wednesday 9th September 2009 

Sleeping with the usual dreams and interruptions, another “month” here ...., answering “my mother’s” email, “never 

give up” to make the family understand, Burgundy wines and Karen, Elijah has started the work and no smoking is be-

coming more difficult. 

 

Sleeping with the usual dreams and interruptions 

And yes sleeping is not very easy when I give you many dreams, wake you up many times and yes when I speak to you 

when you are awake and yes Stig when I start giving you new “dreams” before you sleep again and yes yes yes and we 

know and yes by the way at 4.25 one of the young women from the neighbour house – from Mary’s house – where 

speaking in tongues and yes it sounded different from before and yes there are two young women speaking in 

tongues there according to Mary and yes Esther is one and yes Lillian, which I believe her name is, is the other. And 

yes here are some dreams: 

 

• I am lying on the ground, I am tied up and I have no more energy. There is a grid and prisoners are kept under-

neath in the dark and normally they don’t say anything. I sense that my mother is there, I call her name and I hear 

her from underneath weakly saying “hello, hello”. Nobody believes that she is a prisoner, and both during the 

dream and directly afterwards I receive a very strong throw-up feeling that this is the responsibility of the family 

and especially Sanna. Comments: And for a long time she did not know if she should trust in me or Sanna and yes 

she has chosen Sanna and obviously Sanna knows the truth about me but the point is that it is not very nice to be 

the mother of two children not agreeing on what is the nightmare of her life – what they believe is a “sickness”. 

My mother is very sensitive by nature and my stay in Africa, the “problems” with me and my latest email is 

enough to completely destroy my mother’s life. 

• I am walking together with my mother’s husband John. I see some “favourite houses”, where they have a plan 

every year to remove CHLORINE from its foundation, it is destroying the houses. We walk all the way around the 

harbour of Ålsgårde – and it looks very different to Ålsgårde today, a very big and beautiful harbour – and we 

come to old fisher places in Copenhagen. We stop and John pays for a sausage for me. Later I see that Sanna has 

stopped her management job. She now “needs” to be a home help and to study physiotherapy and I think that 

she will probably get a better life because of this. She reads “law of management” every single day – I think that I 

receive the grade 11 in this – our mother is proud of Sanna, but I am not invited to come. 

• I see my old class mates Kim and Tine, they like UB40 very much. Comment: it is not all classes that has one of the 

best actors and a beautiful model of Denmark and yes there are stories about the both of you and yes the class 

movie from 5th grade, I believe, and yes with the two of you in the main roles and yes it actually tells another story 

than what you believe, if you can find it? Who has it, Vera, Allan or ...?.  

• I see Fuggi and he speaks very much. 

• I hear the song “helpless” by ELO – “Helpless without you” followed by “love changes all”. 

• During the night I heard: “I will answer questions in the beginning on the big religions and later on other religions 

as well.” 

• My mother is in a garage, where she looks after her favourite bird. She is protecting the bird with her hands. 

There is another bird flying inside the garage to bother her. I ask if she wants to receive help and she accepts. The 

favourite birds escape – there are two of them – and when they fly out of the garage, we see feathers from the 

birds falling to the ground. I go out and I see the birds lying on the floor of the big warehouse/supermarket Bilka 

in Denmark. Bilka is located in a shopping centre, and I see the bakery shop of Bilka lying directly next to the bak-

ery shop of the shopping centre. I look at the bread and compare which bread looks the best. I want to tell my 

mother about the birds, she will be sorry to hear but I see her in another, smaller supermarket. 

• Later I hear: Bendt Bendtsen. He is on leave from the farm. He has had a well prepared and planned life and yes 

Stig by ME. And I think of Anders Fogh Rasmussen working hard, focussed, goal oriented and delivering on his 

promised and this is what creates credibility – another role model to the world and yes we know with the will of 

God and yes HUMOUR IS MAYBE NOT EASY FOR THIS MAN and yes a workaholic, Anders? 
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• God showed me an Elephant drinking beer and I thought directly of “Beer is God” by the Danish comedians Mon-

rad & Rislund and yes Stig, they are both the best and yes the worst comedians and yes because of the two feel-

ings I have given you and yes truly very funny (“you have won half a pig” is very good) on one side and yes truly 

very primitive on the other side. But this I like and yes “BEER IS GOD” and yes not the Devil and yes therefore ... 

• I hear the words from a Whitney Houston song: “I have nothing, nothing if I don't have you”. 

• During the night I heard that Kim Larsen one day travelled the world and this is here where this painting comes 

into the picture. I saw the painting being painted, it is by the famous French painter Monet, and the painter is also 

a writer and Kim Larsen has read the writer in his original language. The writer also liked Kim Larsen’s music but 

did not appreciate Kim Larsen in public – and yes Stig I have waited on God for weeks to give me something with 

Kim Larsen and yes we know his lyrics, his music and yes Stig probably written about him in the old scripts, and 

yes therefore too.... 

• I am in the army for an introduction. I speak to all of the young people. They will be going to war, I am concerned 

about them and think that they will probably go to Afghanistan some day. All of the young people sleep at the 

train platforms of Copenhagen Central Station. I am arriving as one of the last people and all beds have been 

taken. I go up to the ground floor again and I see three platforms for women only and the women are skiing down 

the escalators. I try on ski but I cannot ski the escalators and I go down to one of the platforms and I am told that 

there are no more beds at the platforms, but there are the small rooms at the ground floor next to Mona, and I 

know that I have stayed the night in one of these rooms before – normally I see these rooms in connection to 

dreams about hotels. 

• I was told that this is about the Micro Finance company. There is a race in the mountains between two open 

sportcars from the 1950’s or 60’s. A Ferrari is in front and another car is behind it. It is now the last round of the 

race and the car behind has almost reached the Ferrari in front – he can see it now. There is rain on the road. And 

as a surprise the Ferrari stops, they want to have lunch at a small restaurant. It is two middle aged women driving 

the Ferrari. The chasing car with a man also stops and they enter the same room. The Ferrari puts two giant 

snakes on a table, the chasing car has put his two largest snakes on the table, but they cannot defeat the giant 

snakes, he tries two other snakes, but they are even smaller and they become scared of the two very big snakes 

of the Ferrari. After the dream: I understand the dream like this: The Ferrari is the Micro Finance company and 

the chasing car is Elijah/us and maybe a sign that it is not possible to make an agreement with the company this 

month with a small instalment and a new agreement to pay the rest of the debt before 1st November. 

 

Another “month” here .... 

And yes Stig, the news from yesterday and yes from your mother and yes MY encouragement to Elijah and yes we 

know just gave you the thought yes VERY NICE to continue this life maybe to the 1st October and yes when will this 

end? Before or after the 1st October and yes yes yes we know one time only and yes Stig .... 

 

And yes when you wrote your email to your mother the other day you were also thinking if some of your “friends” 

could help you out and yes we know Stig YOU DECIDED NOT TO ASK ANYONE and yes Stig BECAUSE THE FIGURE WAS 

TOO HIGH and yes yes yes people in Denmark can maybe help with 100 DKK and yes maybe even 200 DKK and yes be-

tween 1,400-2,800 Shillings and yes we know even though some of the friends could afford to give 100,000 Shillings. 

And yes I DID NOT WANT TO USE THIS IDEA BECAUSE OF THIS SIMPLE FACT – NO ONE WOULD HELP ME AND INSTEAD 

I WOULD ONLY BE “MADE A FOOL”. 

 

Answering “my mother’s” email 

And yes my friend not in town today and yes we know Elijah still has 3,000 Shillings and yes part of the “insurance 

conditions” from the dream the other day not to come to town more than 2-3 times per week and yes therefore I will 

first go to town tomorrow and yes to collect the money from my mother and yes maybe they are from John because 

of the “sausage” of the dream from last night and yes so it is and yes Elijah has my phone today and yes for him to 

print out the script from yesterday at the office and yes for him to start working as a manager and yes to show initia-

tive and yes to THINK and yes yes yes therefore you have used the morning so far to write the script of today so far 

and yes an email to your family and yes with the following key messages: 

 

• THANK YOU and yes Stig almost only 50% thank you and yes we know thinking that but not writing that. 
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• Sanna has caused me and my mother sufferings for not believing in me and yes MUCH HIGHER SUFFERINGS THAN 

SHE CAN EVER IMAGINE. 

• The more I tell you, the less you want to hear and the less you believe in me. It was really not very difficult to un-

derstand. It is about “the good” and “the evil” and that explains everything. 

• I wanted mother to take the decision alone because I wanted her to take the decision alone and because I believe 

she would have reached another decision and I asked the family to REALLY think about their decision to involve 

the family and to think if they REALLY thought this was the right solution. 

• I cannot recognise my mother’s words/soul in the email, but I can see John’s and Sanna’s words. 

• You will soon understand the purpose of what I am doing and after that you will ask yourself “Why did we really 

not listen”. 

• This is all about COMMUNICATION and TO HAVE FAITH and when you have neither, you cannot understand me. 

• And I finished the email by writing what I have said and written maybe hundreds of time before to the family: 

“There is nothing to be concerned about” and yes we know Stig part of the game – THEY ARE REALLY WORRIED 

and yes WE KNOW THIS FEELING IS NOT GOOD FOR ANYONE and YES YOU CAN ONLY REPLACE IT WITH CALM 

WHEN YOU COMMUNICATE AND UNDERSTAND EACHOTHER. 

 

“Never give up” to make the family understand 

And yes Stig, you have “never given up” trying to make your family understand and yes we know, if you had more time 

in Denmark you would also have tried other strategies to make Sanna understand and yes actually to teach her on 

communication (and also facilitation) and yes we know the memo to Bo from Dahlberg about this and yes he could 

really use this teaching and yes how much has he understood from this memo and yes how much is he using of it to-

day and yes Bo, maybe you will tell the world about your “learning experiences” from having Stig working for you and 

yes Bo, not as you would like your life to become but this is the true meaning of why you are alive and yes my friends, 

just so you know and yes God is giving me THE FEELING OF LOVE TO YOU and yes also to Søren at Dahlberg .... ☺. 

 

And yes Stig, you are not afraid of the Devil now and yes in relation to Sanna and yes because I just listened to the ad-

vice and yes believed in it and yes finding the road and yes we know therefore and yes because the Devil has lost 

much of his power and yes we know A GREAT DEAL OF PATIENCE and yes we know the departure of the Devil has not 

only taken one day but yes many days since all of the positive symbols started and yes Stig, you are used to this “de-

lay” and yes not everyone who has this patience around you and yes except from the LTO and yes we know maybe 

because the “stress factor” is different here compared to Denmark. 

 

Burgundy wines and Karen 

And yes thinking of white Burgundy Wine and yes a good symbol in relation to Karen and yes we know the best char-

donnay wines in the world and yes Stig, unfortunately they are too expensive compared to the quality and yes we 

know we know we know and yes easier to find “bargains” in the Champagne region and yes so it is ☺. 

 

And yes Stig the connection between Burgundy wines and yes me and yes also symbolised through the Danish Island 

of Bornholm and yes Stig they have given the name to the Burgundy area and yes this is why I learned to appreciate 

these wines and yes Camilla, you and I travelled to both Burgundy and Champagne some times and yes this was where 

the interest really was developed and yes yes yes we know sorry we are about all of what you went through .... 

 

Elijah has started the work 

And yes Elijah came home a little bit earlier tonight and yes Stig we know he wants to leave town earlier and yes he 

has started thinking and yes writing down what to do and yes the family, the team, the school and the Micro Finance 

company are stakeholders and yes me as well and yes he wants to speak to me, the team and his children’s school’s 

tomorrow and yes that is very fine and yes we will have to see what he will come up with and yes that’s it. 

 

And yes Elijah has had headache on and off for some time and yes my friends there is only one SOURCE of where this 

is coming from and yes GOOD MORNING ELIJAH and yes therefore my friend ☺. 
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And yes Elijah forgot my phone at the office and yes yes yes I did not have time yesterday to write the email and yes 

we know today you wrote it and yes Elijah was kind to say as the first thing when he came home that he forgot the 

phone and yes we know Stig, you told Elijah the truth that my mother is probably very worried about me because she 

has not heard from me yet and yes so it is, so it is. 

 

No smoking is becoming more difficult 

And yes Stig and yes why is it becoming more difficult to keep stopping smoking and yes after some days and yes the 

first days are not so difficult and yes you feel the change in your blood and yes you feel you have more spit in your 

mouth and yes you are feeling more uneasy and yes we know and yes you remember this feeling from the past and 

yes you had it every day for approx. half a year when you and Henriette were together and yes when you did not 

smoke and yes we know the same day as you broke yes you started to smoke again and yes we know like running is 

very difficult for me and yes see my old scripts and yes is this the same that God is making it more difficult for me to 

stop smoking and yes maybe Stig, and yes there is not hole in my Santa Claus costume but I just need to keep you 

company so this is why and yes only because I don’t have anything else to do and yes he said “damn it” and yes be-

cause the needle slipped and yes blood on his right finger and yes Stig why do I say this and yes to keep your company 

... 
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Thursday 10th September 2009 

Better sleep but exhausted, structured sales work, interrogation by the Police, the “easy” meeting with the Immigra-

tion Office, collecting money at Western Union and who is “the Judas”? 

 

Better sleep but exhausted 

And yes Stig this is the feeling and yes maybe better sleep and yes of course awake several times during the night and 

yes we know Stig maybe not a deep sleep and yes here it is I am FEELING more tired than for a very long time and yes 

REALLY TIRED and yes not just physical but yes mentally and yes we know, this game has lasted far too long and yes 

therefore ... 

 

And here are some dreams, they have reduced in numbers. 

 

• I am at the “Meat city” in Copenhagen, which in the dream is a shopping centre. It is very early morning, I look at 

the butcheries and go to the baker, but the bread of the baker is very dull and I therefore leave without buying 

anything. I walked to a kiosk, which should also have bread, but they have not received anything yet. 

• I am working together with Søren H. He is behaving very unpleasant and this is just before he is leaving his job. He 

believes I have been too passive in the sales work and that nothing has happened. He yells at me from his office. 

He writes his own proposals, where he writes the results he would have reached, if he did the sales. He feels he is 

the best sales man and that only his methods are right (Sorry Søren, like many others you don’t understand the 

meaning of communication and to cover the need of the customer and therefore you are not a good salesman). I 

see him sitting in his car – it is parked illegally at the corner. His wife says that he is late for the sales meeting, but 

he is still writing on the proposal even though he is late. He will take the meeting without me. I am driving the 

new Saab 9.5, we are in the inner Copenhagen. Søren leaves, I am annoyed and shout “idiot” after him, when he 

leaves, but I don’t know if he hears me. I am about to take his parking place, but I see that there is another place 

further ahead. I am thinking about buying a parking ticket, otherwise I will be fined by parking there.    

• I hear a song by Michael Jackson “Just call my name, I’ll be there to comfort you”. 

• I am in Hørsholm Midtpunkt. I have received many bags including laptop computers and mobile phones. I am 

thinking about getting a new mobile phone myself and when I look at one of the phones I see that it displays sev-

eral four digit codes. My family is in the shopping centre too. Hans says that there is an exciting debate at the 

Danish Parliament today. I call Inge (my father’s sister) to ask if I can visit her to deliver the computer to her and 

she says that she is busy but later in the day is alright. I ask my mother if she wants to say hello to Inge, but she 

says that she does not have the time. Despite of this my mother goes directly to the shoe shop at the 1st floor and 

apparently she does not know that Inge is working there. I meet Inge at the store and she says that she is busy, 

my mother has her back to Inge and cannot see her. 

• I am together with my class from Mørdrupskolen. The teacher asks all of the students about their plans for the 

coming weekend, and for the first time, the students speak. I say that I will go to meditation together with Tina – 

and she sits next to me, even though she was my class mate at EFG – and I am about to say that I will be seeing 

Karen on Saturday, but I have not received an invitation from her. Afterwards I speak to my old class mate Tine 

and I ask her how her sisters are doing and I also think about asking her about her children. Comment: God has 

given me the thought of Tina SO MANY TIMES, TINA, and I don’t believe I have written it anywhere if I remember 

correctly, but maybe your name is in my old scripts, I cannot remember, and God gives me the vision of us at 

Helsingør Station where we spoke and said goodbye and maybe this was the last time I saw you? – It was in 1981 

or 1982. And yes maybe more than that and yes Stig we know, ... 

 

Structured sales work 

And yes here I just want to write this. Søren H. and I spoke very good together in private – which we still do and I like 

you very much, Søren – but at work we always had difficulties together and yes Søren I am sorry to say that it was be-

cause of your WAY ONLY, inconsistency and your controlling/demanding behaviour – you simply changed attitude 

from your private attitude and yes so it is. You were the manager that motivated me the least of all managers and yes 

it is that simple, and yes Søren, if you had given me FREEDOM and RESPONSIBILITY I can promise you that you would 

have received different results and yes difficult to understand the connection maybe? And yes much could be written 
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and yes maybe the world would be interested in seeing how our co-operation was at the end and yes Søren, you were 

so “disappointed” with me that you gave me 0 DKK in annual bonus in Fair and yes Stig, I broke all of my “inner laws” 

and yes by telling the truth about what you did, Søren, and especially about WHAT YOU DID NOT and yes all of the ob-

ligations you did not carry out and yes as a result of this the CEO Peter gave me DKK 75,000 and yes Søren, you are 

“part of the game” too and yes in fact all of my managers and yes Stig, so it is .... 

 

And I just want to say this as well. Plan you sales work! Plan your presentations and proposals – have standards, as we 

had in Danske Forsikringsmæglere in approx. 1992-93 where we implemented FSR-Pension and yes my friends where I 

developed the written material and yes for maybe 7-9 different pension and insurance products and yes in flexible 

modules to be put together to prospective customers and yes Stig, I don’t know how many proposals we made in a 

short time and yes without this preparation and these standards it would have been impossible to do, and yes I kept 

track of results compared to our goals and if I don’t remember wrong, we did 99% of all meeting reports and all pro-

posals for MANY PROSPECTIVE ACCOUNTANT COMPANIES within the agreed time and yes the team was Kim, Preben, 

Lars and me and yes of course Stig, yes you were not motivated at all to do this work but the others WERE SO HAPPY 

FOR YOU TO DO THIS and yes we know .... 

 

So all I am saying is HAVE CONTROL OVER YOUR PROCESSES, make standard meeting reports, presentations, proposals 

etc., follow up on your sales work on the agreed dates and make sure that you do professional preparation together 

as a team work and if you don’t do this, you will quite simply not succeed with your sales. And yes much more could 

be written about this, but these are the main messages. 

 

Interrogation by the Police  

 

Five police officers arrived at 10.30 

 

And yes Stig at the office today and yes while writing the script of today at approx. 10.30 five “strangers” arrived at 

the office and in the beginning I did not know who they were because they spoke to Elijah in Swahili. 

 

But after a short time I realised that they were ALL police officers and yes they had identified themselves and yes they 

seemed very polite and I was really thinking of why they came to the office, if it had something to do with Elijah’s 

debts and yes we know they did not address you but Elijah and yes we know and yes after some time they asked to 

see my passport and yes I only brought the passport today because I needed identification to collect money from the 

Western Union office and yes very good it was and yes the police officers looked at the passport and yes they noticed 

that the visa expired the 1st November and yes we know apparently they thought that this was alright and they said 

goodbye and apparently they left and yes we know Stig you had a “feeling” and yes not to start talking to Elijah and 

yes you never know if they stood just outside the door and yes my friends THEY WERE STANDING OUTSIDE THE DOOR 

and yes after a few minutes and yes we know Stig they came back and yes they had decided to “invite” us to the po-

lice station because they also wanted their manager to “approve me”. 

 

And yes we know Stig, when the FIVE policemen arrived and yes you were thinking that it looked very funny with all of 

these people in this very small office and that EITHER I MUST BE VERY DANGEROUS OR ELSE THEY HAVE ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING TO DO AT THE POLICE STATION and yes yes yes they spoke to Elijah most of the time and yes I did really not 

know what it was all about because of this and yes Stig Elijah said that “our nice friends have invited us to go to the 

station” and yes how funny is this and yes apparently it had something to do with me but they spoke in Swahili to 

Elijah and Meshack, who were the only two team members at the office, when the police arrived. 

 

So we decided to go to the police station and yes a few hundred metres away and yes Stig they asked you to bring 

your laptop and yes we know they asked Elijah to bring papers of the organization and yes they “invited” both Me-

shack, Elijah and me to come and yes Meshack had nothing to do with this, his name is not registered with the NGO – 

only Elijah’s name is registered so he is the sole responsible person towards the authorities. 

 

Interrogation at the Police Station 
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And yes Stig it was not very nice to walk to the police station not knowing what will happen there and yes how will 

they treat us, what have we done, will they put us to jail, are they corrupt and yes how are the conditions here com-

pared to Denmark and yes “layer by layer” and yes yes yes I know God you say this is because of Sanna and the Devil 

and yes we know Stig this is equally as much GOD and yes because THIS IS PART OF THE GAME and yes yes yes there-

fore my friends and yes we know Stig, part of the suffering and yes easier to cope with when I just think that it is “part 

of the game” and yes of the story that God wants to tell and yes wants to connect it with Sanna and yes the Devil and 

yes because you had to borrow money and yes yes yes I KNOW STIG ☺. 

 

And yes Stig when you arrived at the station and yes we know they wanted you to enter an office and yes you got the 

impression that this was the office of the manager and yes how long could it take to say the same to him as in the of-

fice and yes of course Stig, nobody told me anything and yes neither when we arrived and yes Elijah and Meshack was 

separated from me and yes I was now “alone” in this office with the manager and yes it was REALLY LIKE THE “CEN-

TRAL STATION” and yes we know in the sense that people arrived at and left the office constantly and yes we know 

and yes without knocking on the door and yes so it was and yes “the manager” was very busy speaking to ALL PEOPLE 

at the same time and yes we know Stig without informing you of ANYTHING and yes my friends so it was and yes he 

and his colleagues were speaking in Swahili and yes I sat there for maybe 30 or 45 minutes and yes my friends I really 

did not know why I was sitting there, what had I done and yes what was the problem and yes they had not informed 

me at all and yes my friends, this is the truth ☺. And yes Stig you had to “guess” yourself that this had something to do 

with no work permit and yes this was what we did and yes at some time you saw the paper of one of the officers and 

yes it said “suspected foreigner” and yes Stig this was what I SAW TOO and yes my friends this supported your idea of 

what this was about and yes my friends, I REPEAT NOBODY FROM THE POLICE TOLD ME WHAT THIS WAS ABOUT. 

 

And yes after some time this “manager” started asking maybe 3-4 questions and yes of course there were interrup-

tions from other people in between the questions and yes we know he was really not listening and yes you could 

sense absolutely no commitment or interest from him and yes yes yes he said that a younger officer would take my 

detailed statement and yes my friends I went with him to another office and yes Stig this was a bigger office and yes 

very different from how offices look in Denmark and yes we know there were maybe 5-6 tables in there and yes for 

officers working at the office and yes we know no computers and yes we know no filing system and yes actually there 

were some old metal boxes which I believe included files and yes Stig on top of these laid cases randomly and yes eve-

rywhere I could see files and yes in a cask as well next to where I was sitting and yes no surprise that they could not 

find what they were looking for and yes they looked after a file in this cask 2-3 times when I was sitting there and yes 

we know and yes we know and yes we know and yes Stig one of the last times when I repeat this three times and yes I 

KNOW TOO and yes yes yes so it is tired my friend are we still and yes this feeling does really not become better for 

every day here but still carrying on as usual and yes there was also a police officer sleeping in here and yes other offi-

cers not doing anything and yes later they were talking to me and Elijah, when he arrived and yes we know A TOTAL 

CHAOS this is what this office is all about ABSOLUTELY NO STRUCTURE, NO SYSTEMS/COMPUTERS, INTERRUPTIONS 

ALL OF THE TIME AND YES NO CONCENTRATION/FOCUS FROM PEOPLE WORKING and yes this is WHY WE ARE DOING 

THIS BOOK – THIS IS JUST ONE EXAMPLE OF HOW THE WORLD IS WORKING and yes I WANT TO ADD BUREAUCRACY 

AND YES WE KNOW you did not count but you kept maybe 7-8 officers in total busy and yes from 10.30 and yes until 

we left the police station at approx. 14.30 and yes of course there was a lot of WAITING TIME and yes BECAUSE OF 

PEOPLE NOT STRUCTURING THEIR WORK and yes this is the reason why other people will wait for them for HOURS 

AND YES MY FRIENDS I AM REALLY SAD – and yes I feel God when he speaks through me – and yes STIG OF HOW SAD I 

AM AND YES OVER THIS TERRIBLE SYSTEM HERE and yes MILLIONS OF OTHER PLACES ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes 

how people have become tempted and yes we know to relax and yes strengthened by the Devil, so it is and yes STOP 

THIS IMMEDIATELY and yes NEW SYSTEMS, THANKS ☺. 

 

And yes Stig, this young police officer started “questioning” you and yes the idea was for him to ask you questions and 

yes for him to write down MY WRITTEN STATEMENT and yes this was what it was about and yes of course he did not 

tell me but this was what I found out much later and yes my friends it worked like this, he asked me questions and yes 

I had to give him as short answers as possible and yes because very quickly I found out that he was not motivated 

really to listen to me and yes to understand and yes I had to repeat much of the information and yes so it is and yes I 

don’t know how long it took and yes maybe 1,5 hours for him to produce a three pages “statement” and yes from the 

first day I arrived in Kenya, who I met, where I was staying and yes later to the work with the team and yes I included 

that I paid for food and accommodation at Elijah’s place, I included that I first gave lunches and later 5,000 Shillings 
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per week to the team members and yes Stig that I worked approx. 30-40 hours in total before the 1st August on our 

two newsletters and yes I was thinking that we did an update after the 1st August and yes maybe I used a couple of 

hours on this and yes Stig you were thinking that this was a “detail” and yes you really forgot to tell him about action 

plans etc. and yes we know you tried to give him the truth the best you could remember when you sat there and yes 

so it is and yes after the 1st August you have not worked for the NGO and yes we know you were thinking about the 

weekly team meeting you have attended and yes “not really work” and yes maybe “friendly advises” and yes we know 

you said that you have used most of your time to write your personal book and yes we know Stig, this book is truly 

personal because this is what you and the team has decided it is and yes at least at the moment in my opinion and yes 

this was this and yes yes yes we know MAYBE THE POLICE WILL PUBLISH THIS STATEMENT SOME DAY AND YES OF 

COURSE IF YOU CAN FIND IT? 

 

And when I was doing this statement – and yes I could have done it myself maybe using 25% of the time and yes Stig 

so it is and yes I had received no information about what happened to Meshack and Elijah and yes Stig we know and 

yes were they free again, were they waiting on me and yes were they being questioned too and yes so it is NOBODY 

REALLY THINKS HERE OBVIOUSLY THAT PEOPLE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS and yes it is really as simple 

as this: EXPLAIN THE PROCESS TO PEOPLE, WHAT WILL HAPPEN AND YES THIS IS WHAT PEOPLE WANT TO HEAR. 

 

Interrogation at the manager’s office 

 

And yes Stig after a long time and yes we know and yes we know and YES WE KNOW and yes yes yes another officer 

came to the office and yes “my officer” was really not done with the statement yes and yes now we were to enter the 

manager’s office and yes not the office of the “first manager”, no this was the office of “another manager” and yes yes 

yes here it is and yes Elijah was also taken in here and yes my friends I WAS VERY CURIOUS ABOUT ELIJAH – WOULD 

HE TELL THE TRUTH AND THE WHOLE TRUTH or would he be tempted by not telling the truth in order to “please” the 

system and yes I noticed Elijah that he was allowed to speak and yes he gave many details and yes of course as usual 

Elijah and yes always a good idea to agree on the details and yes when you don’t do that you will automatically and 

yes that is if you are Elijah give the details and yes we know when you have this as nature and yes the same as I and 

yes the only way to put this nature away is by learning and yes to GIVE THE KEY MESSAGES and yes we know so it is 

and yes he spoke a long time about me meeting Micheck and yes we know Stig you really did not focus this time on all 

of the details that Elijah spoke of but you were truly thinking that Elijah did not tell the truth that I had been working 

for LTO – and yes you said to Elijah on the way to the police station that you would tell the truth about the work of the 

newsletters – and yes you heard Elijah saying that I had not been working for LTO and yes because of the advice of the 

team and yes because I was not allowed to work for them according to the rules and yes Elijah, this is truly what you 

said to this officer and yes Elijah this is truly not the truth (!) and yes later when I asked you if you had said that I had 

been working for LTO you said that you had informed the police that I had helped introducing action plans etc. and 

also that I helped working on the newsletters but I am a little confused because this did not match what you told the 

manager at the office – but maybe you told this to the officer questioning you, where I was not present, and yes 

maybe I just don’t understand? And yes maybe the police will also someday find and publish Elijah’s and Meshack’s 

statements and yes we know Meshack was not “invited” for this meeting and yes so it is.  

 

And yes in the beginning of this meeting I also answered some questions and yes I cannot remember now and yes I did 

not take notes and yes so it is and yes one of the officers was really not friendly to us and yes arrogant and yes spoke 

down to us and yes the manager was maybe sceptical in the beginning and yes after some time he was “softened” and 

yes I remember that I said that all we have done has been with a “good faith and a good heart” and that I have lis-

tened to the advises I have received from the Danish Embassy (to contact the Immigration Office) and from the Immi-

gration office and yes because I did not want to “act too strong” and yes often this is a “mental game” and yes when 

you speak to AUTHORITIES and yes we know they like to be IN CONTROL and yes sometimes people will not be OBJEC-

TIVE and yes we know Stig, they will decide on basis of their feelings and yes if they like people it is easier to “make an 

agreement” and yes we know if they don’t like people and yes the same person can “judge” completely different and 

yes THIS IS TRULY SAD INDEED and yes STIG YOU HAVE THE BIGGEST RESIDENCE AGAINST THIS AND YES THINKING OF 

SIMILAR SITUATIONS IN DENMARK AND YES SO IT IS – AND YES ALWAYS BE OBJECTIVE WHEN YOU DECIDE AND YES 

BASED ON FACTS AND YES NOT ON FEELINGS – and yes so it is and yes therefore I said to this “civil servant” that if we 

have done something wrong we would like to receive his advices. 
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And yes my friends, this police officer said that I WAS NOT A TOURIST and yes BECAUSE “TOURISTS ARE PEOPLE STAY-

ING 1-2 WEEKS AT A HOTEL HAVING DRINKS” and yes after 1-2 weeks they will leave and yes then you are tourists and 

yes yes yes the visa expire date yes is of no importance according to the officer and yes we know Stig yes YOU NEED 

TO COME TO THE POLICE and yes to listen to the rules and yes my friends this is what he said and yes yes yes we know 

he also said that it was not legal to stay at a private family’s house and yes Stig, you thanked him for the advice and 

yes he had said WHAT HE BELIEVED IN and yes we know my friends IS THIS THE KENYAN LAW OR IS THIS HIS PER-

SONAL BELIEF and yes so it is but he was now more positive and yes he wanted me to finalise the statement and yes 

so it was and yes this is what I did and yes we know Stig, another police officer arrived and yes we know and yes we 

know and yes how many of you know up there? And yes Stig I KNOW that was three and yes Stig Elijah was allowed to 

buy a Coke for the both of you and yes a small cake for lunch and yes we were now waiting in the “big office” and yes 

there were especially two “aggressive” police officers and yes they had nothing to do with our case and yes we were 

waiting and yes they were doing nothing and yes therefore my friends they also started questioning me and yes Elijah 

and yes very unpleasant they were and yes especially the gentleman sitting next to Elijah and yes we had the feeling 

because of their very negative questions that “we were guilty until otherwise proved” and yes so it is and yes Elijah 

had a little bit difficult to control his TEMPER and yes my friend, so it is, and yes SO YOU ARE ELIJAH and yes YOU TOLD 

THEM CLEARLY THE TRUTH my friend? And yes just thinking you know ... 

 

And yes Stig, already at the police station I TOLD YOU “WHO IS THE JUDAS” and yes this is what I did and yes I also said 

“freedom of speech” to you and yes so it was and yes we know Stig, so here it is, it IS REALLY NOT VERY NICE WHEN 

SOMEBODY IS SPEAKING BEHIND YOUR BACK AND YES THAT IS A “BASIC RULE” NOT TO SPEAK BEHIND PEOPLE’S BACK 

and yes also when you report a “CRIME” and yes so it is and yes it gave me and yes the team a lot of thinking, WHO 

HAS BETRAYED ME AND YES many people could have done this. 

 

And yes after some time and yes we know THE NICEST OF THE POLICEMEN arrived and yes he said that we only 

needed to go “half an hour” to the Immigration office and if they were also happy with our answers, we would be set 

free again and yes we know thinking of Sting and yes “set them free” and yes his best solo album and yes of course 

STIG A FANTASTIC SONG, MY FRIEND. And this was what I was hoping would happen, but God said to me that “it is not 

over yet, Stig”. 

 

And yes this very nice police officer had decided to trust in Elijah and yes this is what he said and yes in me too, I be-

lieve. 

 

The “easy” meeting with the Immigration Office 

And yes Stig, this nice police officer drove you, Elijah and yes Meshack to the Immigration Office and yes to the meet-

ing with the civil servant yes Gerald this is you, my friend, and yes you know that I write about my experiences and 

about time management, so do you know what I will write about you and yes so it is my friend – and I also notice 

when people are nice and not nice to me and yes maybe you will know what I will write from our first meeting? 

 

And yes we were sitting at his office and yes after some waiting time the meeting started and yes the police officer 

was there and yes explained what happened and yes after some time Gerald really showed “himself” or maybe it was 

THE OLD SYSTEM OF SCARING PEOPLE you showed, Gerald, and not really yourself, but I can only say that I HAVE 

NEVER SEEN SUCH A HORRIFIC BEHAVIOUR and yes you started by saying that the Police had been far TOO NICE to us 

and yes my friend, why did you say that? Was it to show your AUTHORITY both to the Police and me – was this what it 

was about, Gerald? 

 

And yes you continued by ASKING me to read the Immigration Act of Kenya, Section 3 a, b, c and afterwards section 

13 a and b and yes how normal is this behaviour, I have never witnessed anything like this before. And yes my friend, 

Gerald, YOU CONCLUDED, that I was incapable of taking care of myself because I don’t have an income today and yes 

my friends, I don’t need to have a system to decide this on my behalf and yes Stig and yes Gerald I TOLD YOU VERY 

CLEARLY THAT IF I DON’T GET AN INCOME HERE IN KENYA, YOU CAN BE ABSOLUTELY SURE THAT I WILL LEAVE THE 

COUNTRY BEFORE 1ST NOVEMBER, OTHERWISE I WOULD PROBABLY APPLY TO BECOME A CITIZEN and yes this law IS 

TAKING AWAY FREEDOM and yes STIG, CANCEL THIS LAW, AND YES IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS. 
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And yes Gerald, you have many DIRTY TRICKS YOU ARE STILL USING and yes just thinking ARE YOU STILL CORRUPT AT 

THIS OFFICE even though posters on the wall all over ask people to report corruption and yes just thinking of ALL OF 

THE SOMALIS WE SAW AT THIS OFFICE AT THE 7TH FLOOR AND YES GERALD, HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED A BRIBE FROM 

THESE VERY POOR PEOPLE AND YES PLEASE TELL THE WORLD, MY FRIEND and yes this was your birthday gift and yes 

GERALD also yours and yes another story and yes we know and YES ONLY ONE TIME ☺. 

 

And yes Gerald, you asked four questions without stopping to talk and yes I was thinking about writing down your 

questions but I had no paper and pen and yes after your “speech” you asked me to answer all questions and yes Ge-

rald as I told you: If you had told me the “rule” before you started CHEATING me because this was a game from your 

part, Gerald, and yes I would have written down your questions and yes I only succeeded to remember three ques-

tions and yes you told me that you as a principle never repeat yourself and yes Gerald, DO YOU KNOW JUST HOW 

AWFUL, RUDE AND HARASSING YOU WERE AND yes it did not do any harm on me but on people weaker than me, this 

is truly yes AWFUL and yes I feel God would like to tell me something about you Gerald and yes about your purpose in 

a deeper meaning and yes maybe someday soon and yes maybe we will come back on this, but your questions and my 

answers were: 

 

1. Do you have enough money to take care of yourself here? 

• I don’t have an income today, but I have money until the 1st October and thereafter I will receive more from 

family or sponsors and if not, I will travel home. 

2. Do you owe money? 

• I owe money to my bank and others in Denmark. I don’t owe money to people in Kenya. 

3. Has anyone here taken advantage of you? 

• A VERY CLEAR NO – these are my friends! 

4. Have you given payments to people the last couple of weeks? 

• No. 

 

And yes Gerald and yes we know I WAS NOT HAPPY WITH YOU TODAY and yes WOULD YOU HAVE SPOKEN TO ME LIKE 

THIS IF YOU KNEW THAT IT WAS JESUS AND YES “STIG” YOU WERE SPEAKING TO? AND YES MY FRIEND, DO YOU BE-

LIEVE THAT I WANT YOU TO SPEAK TO PEOPLE LIKE YOU DID – AND LIKE YOUR SYSTEM DO? AND YES, MY DEAR GE-

RALD, DO YOU BELIEVE IN GOD/ME AND DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE GOLDEN RULE? NEVER LET A “SYSTEM” ASK YOU TO 

DO ANYTHING, WHICH IS NOT YOUR NATURE AND I REPEAT NEVER! 

 

And yes my dear friends and yes GERALD and yes you continued and yes not my friend and yes we know Stig we are 

talking to you on other subjects while writing this and yes therefore and yes you can keep on talking and yes I will con-

tinue writing and yes so it is and yes Gerald wanted to hear why it was important to write about the Kenyan Govern-

ment and yes Stig we know, the Police removed maybe 8-10 days of scripts from the office and yes I did not give the 

permission and yes did the team give the permission, I have not asked them, and yes if not, do the Police have the au-

thority to do this without the approval of the court and yes just wondering of course and yes the Police gave the 

scripts to Gerald and yes just wondering if that was legal too and yes Gerald obviously saw the chapter of the Census 

and yes my criticism and yes why did I include this was his question and yes the answer was simply that it was part of 

my experiences here and yes thinking of the “freedom of speech” and YES STIG I AM NOT SLEEPING AND YES JUST 

GETTING RID OF THE LAST PART OF THE DEVIL AND YES HE IS NOT ONLY COLD YES HE IS ALMOST NOT EXISTING AND 

YES IN YOUR LIFE ANYMORE AND YES HERE IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes as God told me at the police station. 

 

And yes Stig this is really where obviously the DEVIL or was it GOD and yes my friends where WE HELPED YOU and yes 

my friends Gerald had concluded that I had paid the team to do work on my orders and yes by giving them 5,000 Shil-

lings per week and yes we know Gerald is a “BUSY” man and yes we know Stig therefore he does not like to listen to 

details and yes we know so much that he is MANIPULATING and yes thinking that he has the right answers himself and 

yes we know and yes we know and yes Stig sorry we are for only doing this twice and yes WE KNOW and yes thank 

you and yes here it is maybe he received this information from the police officer and yes maybe from the statement of 

Meshack and yes just guessing we are, Stig, and yes Gerald was so “kind” to ask me if I had paid the team to do work 

for me and yes “GIVE ME A YES OR NO” and yes GERALD “YOU DID NOT HAVE THE PATIENCE” to listen anymore and 
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yes busy and poor day for him he said it was and yes we know Stig and here it is: I had decided to tell him what hap-

pened and yes by saying that my payments to Elijah had nothing to do with work, that my first 3-4 payments to David 

was because he asked to receive payment and I was the only one having money and yes that my “payments” to the 

rest of the team was done voluntarily by me with the same structure as for David, but ONLY BECAUSE I WANTED TO 

HELP THE TEAM WITH THEIR “CRITICAL NEEDS” – not to starve – and yes not to make any difference between the 

team members and yes Gerald, this was the answer I would have given you today and yes which you did not want to 

listen to. I said to you that I cannot give you a yes or no, I can tell you the truth if you have one minute, and yes GE-

RALD you did not have one minute and yes Stig, just a thought of course, did this help me not to receive a fine and 

even from going to prison because of their very strict rules and practice here? I don’t know, this was my thinking and 

yes I was ready to give you all information, Gerald. 

 

And yes AS ONE OF THE MAIN THINGS I told and yes of course with the inspiration of ME that all I have done has been 

done in good faith and with a good heart, and yes Gerald is a “hard man” – or are you really, Gerald? – and yes he re-

plied that sadly the law did not consider this fact and yes maybe it had an impression on you anyhow, Gerald and yes 

maybe it did. 

 

And yes so it was and yes we know, what would Gerald do with us and yes obviously he was not in the best mood to-

day and yes he had been interviewing me alone and yes without Elijah and Meshack, which were asked to wait on me 

outside the door and yes after the interview yes he asked me to follow him and yes I did not need to take my laptop 

with me and yes he promised me that we would come back to the office and yes “NOT HAPPY” with this Gerald (!) and 

yes outside the door he asked Elijah and Meshack to follow too and yes to the end of the corridor and yes he asked us 

to go inside what was more a CELL than an office and yes protected by a CELL DOOR and yes like a prison and yes he 

said to us that he would come back and yes ELIJAH WAS NOT THE LEAST HAPPY WITH GERALD and yes surprised he 

was too and yes we know and yes happy we are only once and yes Elijah told Gerald very clearly that he could not do 

this without interviewing them and yes IS THAT WHAT THIS OFFICE HAS DECIDED TO DO – TO ACT AS POLICE OFFICERS 

and yes TO PUT PEOPLE IN “JAIL” WITHOUT CHARGING THEM WITH ANYTHING and yes we know – what is the author-

ity according to the law and yes God showed me a picture of a RAT and yes this is really what I think of this system Stig 

and yes TO TELL IT DIRECTLY: STOP THIS IMMEDIATELY! 

 

And yes we had the “pleasure” of sitting here for maybe 30-60 minutes and yes Stig, we knew, you had not yet sent 

the email to your mother as you prepared yesterday and yes was editing this morning too when the police arrived and 

yes you were anxious here because GERALD was really not as NICE as the policeman had given us the expectation that 

he would be and yes would he give me a fine, would he send me to prison and yes I just heard 1-2 days before that the 

prison guards here are accused of beating prisoners and yes how would they and the inmates treat a white prisoner, 

and yes would they beat me up, what about food and yes what about sleep in such a place and yes would they deport 

me and yes many questions and yes not much battery on the phone and yes we know, how is their system here, is it 

possible to get a defence lawyer, to contact the Embassy and yes have access to emails and yes my own telephone 

and computer, or would they take all of my rights from me and yes because of this and only because of this I used the 

time in this cell to send a short and positive email to my mother and my sister where I said thank you very much for 

your help and yes I am busy right now and I will come back shortly and yes so it was. 

 

And yes during most of the day, God or the Devil for that matter hardly said a thing and yes not even that if I told the 

truth, nothing would happen to me and yes therefore I thought that I had to face the punishment they would give me 

for being and yes Stig A VERY DANGEROUS CRIMINAL MAYBE for Kenya and yes we know to be put in “PRISON” and 

yes inside the cell I just had to repeat to myself that I will follow the game, the road and yes what God wants me to do 

and yes to come through this and yes Stig, you were really thinking that if they would send you to prison, you would 

break down and yes we know Stig, would I be able to resist this and yes in some respects I feel like the strongest man 

on Earth and I also know the opposite feeling and yes my feeling was that I would break down, but I really never know 

before God puts me in difficult situations, and yes I was thinking about the two Norwegian men and yes who I heard 

received a dead sentence from a court in Africa and I did not hear the details, but was it a fair trial and yes I was think-

ing about how they were feeling and YES STIG “LIKE HELL” to say the least and yes I was thinking if I had to go to jail, 

or if God wanted me to contact my family again to pay for a fine and yes despite their promise not to pay me anything 

more and yes many thoughts and yes not very nice and yes of course not to be compared to the Norwegians and yes 
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we know THINKING OF SIMILAR CASES OF FOREIGNERS “TRAPPED” IN ANOTHER COUNTRY’S LAW SYSTEM and yes so 

it is .... 

 

And yes of course Gerald was threatening me to put me in front of a Judge and yes Gerald, thank you so much for rep-

resenting AN OLD AND OUTDATED SYSTEM and yes AUTHORITY IS IMPORTANT TO YOU AND YES WHY AND YES THE 

COLONIAL POWERS AND YES MINORITY FEELINGS AND YES JUST ASKING and yes what about your trust in God and yes 

do you understand why I have been hard on your people?  

 

And yes Gerald took us out of prison again and yes what would he do and yes we know Stig, still working, and yes here 

it is and yes Stig we know a new saying and yes “here it is” and yes one day soon maybe and yes we’ll be back and yes 

so it is and yes GERALD DECIDED and yes A CIVIL SERVANT DECIDED that I should leave my passport and my laptop at 

his office and for Elijah and Meshack to leave their identity cards too and yes AS SECURITY and yes because he DID 

NOT HAVE THE TIME TO FINALISE OUR “CASE” TODAY and yes my friends for us to come back tomorrow at 8.00 and 

yes his door is locked with a key and yes the laptop was put in a metal closet and yes we received receipts and yes as 

he SAID OTHERWISE WE WOULD BE PLACED IN A VERY SAFE PLACE THIS EVENING WHERE WE COULD NOT CHOOSE 

OURSELVES WHAT TO EAT and yes my dear friends and yes not you and yes NOT YET Gerald, and yes WOULD YOU 

REALLY HAVE LOCKED US OR ME IN PRISON BECAUSE OF OUR “SERIOUS” CRIMES AND WHAT YOU CONCLUDED 

YOURSELF WITHOUT HAVING TIME TO LISTEN TO ME – is that what you would have done and yes maybe God was 

helping us here and yes just a thought I received .... 

 

And yes I asked Gerald to receive a copy of the passport and yes because I needed to go to Western Union to collect 

the money from my mother and yes as I said to Gerald and yes my friend you said that I could do this tomorrow and 

yes did I blow your cover, Gerald, and yes by asking you this question and yes you had no doubts my friend, that I 

would be able to collect money tomorrow with my passport and yes just wondering and yes maybe you were not 

thinking at all my dear friend? And yes Gerald, you did not “feel” like giving me a copy but you noticed that the police 

had taken a copy and yes given to you and yes we know, then you were very nice to give me this copy and yes WHAT 

WOULD THE POLICE HAVE DONE IF THEY MET ME OR THE OTHERS AT THE STREET WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION PAPERS 

and yes afterwards Elijah and Meshack was not happy about this to say the least and yes obviously not of your con-

cern, Gerald? 

 

And yes Gerald you also KEPT the few days of scripts and yes I told you what they are about and yes my experiences 

and yes my own words and yes the words of God and yes “time management” and yes my friend I told you that you 

were very welcome to read the scripts and yes we know Stig, they had taken these scripts without my permission and 

I was REALLY not happy with this, it was a violence of my rights and yes we know, anyhow when he had the scripts I 

told him this and yes Gerald you said that “maybe this is a sign for me” and yes GERALD, THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT I TOLD 

YOU – THIS IS A SIGN FOR YOU. YOU WERE TALKING TO GOD AND YES GOD WAS TALKING TO YOU and yes THIS WAS 

THE SIGN FOR YOU. 

 

And finally “my friend” you said that for our own sake we could hope that he and yes that you Gerald would be in a 

better mood tomorrow and yes today you were EXHAUSTED and yes we know Stig and yes just thinking of your objec-

tivity and yes I did not say anything and yes I could have been funny and joking with you but I DECIDED to remove the 

voice of the Devil inside my head because the TRUTH WAS THAT YOU HAD BEHAVED SO BADLY THAT YOU DID NOT 

DESERVE ME TO SPEAK TO YOU and yes my friend, this is the truth, and the reason why I ignored you on this one. 

 

And yes just as a note, already at the Police Station you noticed that ALL PEOPLE ENTER LOCKED DOORS HERE IN 

KENYA and yes this is obviously the “system”, the first one getting the attention is the first one to be served and yes 

Gerald accepted ALL INTERRUPTIONS, people opening doors without knocking, the same way as his colleagues and as 

the police officers did earlier in the day and yes yes yes ABSOLUTELY NO STRUCTURE AT ALL and yes disappointed I 

was and yes HOW CAN YOU HAVE A WHOLE CONTRY WITH A CULTURE LIKE THAT AND YES NO ONE CHANGING THE 

SYSTEM and yes learning from BEST PRACTISE and yes wondering we were .... 

 

And yes because OF THIS “WONDERFUL” SYSTEM IN KENYA WE HAD NOW SPENT THE WHOLE DAY FROM 10.30 to 

APPROX. 17.00 and yes the whole affair could have been done at one hour at the police station and yes one hour (in-

cluding the events of tomorrow) at the Immigration office and yes it would have saved us for maybe 90% of waste of 
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time and yes of course IF YOU WORK EFFECIENT, DON’T TALK SO MUCH and YES YOU TALK FAR TOO MUCH ON WORK 

ALSO IN THE WESTERN WORLD, KEEP YOURSELF TO THE POINT AND DON’T FALL IN LOVE WITH YOUR OWN VOICE and 

yes Stig, your feelings are VERY STRONG ON THIS and yes we know what you saw today TAKES THE PRICE and yes 

FROM THE BOTTOM. 

 

Later Elijah told me that he called his lawyer from “the cell” and yes the lawyer PROMISED us that we had nothing to 

fear and yes he would speak to someone he knew at the Immigration office, who was senior to Gerald and yes can you 

see how the system is working and yes “do you know someone who can ....” and yes help you instead of acting 100% 

accurate and objective and yes this is what I want and yes of course with proper laws without bureaucracy and limit-

ing the freedom of people. 

 

And yes have I written this before in these scripts? Do animals need a passport to cross the border or a “work permit” 

to stay in another country and yes just wondering and yes what would you ideally like? A GOOD NEW WORLD WITH-

OUT THIS LIMITATION AS WELL? 

 

Collecting money at Western Union 

And yes Stig, we know and yes three times and yes God is not happy and yes no you are not allowed anymore sorry 

we are too and yes here it is anyhow, you went to the Western Union office and yes you and Elijah and yes of course 

Elijah first wanted to sit down with the team and “grab something” and yes DON’T FEEL TEMPTED WHEN YOU CAN-

NOT AFFORD THIS and yes we know Stig and yes yes yes and here it is: Therefore we split and yes David and John was 

there too and yes Elijah and I went to the Western Union office and yes I asked to receive the money with the copy of 

my passport and yes in the beginning this was “impossible” and yes I needed to have the original passport and yes of 

course he could see that I was the person on the copy and yes rules are rules and yes easier to fake and yes we know 

and yes suddenly you “noticed” that I gave him new thoughts and yes “how much money is it” and yes can you sup-

port this copy with other things and yes I brought Elijah and yes he “witnessed” that I am ME and yes this was an ex-

ample of how God helped me and yes I was allowed to take out the 41,000 Shillings and yes Stig because I did not 

know what I had to expect tomorrow and yes would I go to prison and yes we know again and yes therefore I decided 

to keep 1,000 Shillings on me and yes to give the rest to Elijah and yes with the feeling that he is spending too much 

money compared to what the team members have and yes yes yes therefore my friend and yes THINK OF THE TEAM 

MEMBERS, DEAR ELIJAH as I have said to you how many times and as I said to you again this evening at the house and 

yes they hardly have anything and I still see you buying HONEY FOR OUR TOASTS? And yes I REALLY HAD THE FEELING 

THAT I WAS NOT HAPPY SEEING THIS and yes ELIJAH EVEN THOUGH I HAVE PUT YOU IN THE SITUATION AS YOU FACE 

TODAY WITHOUT YOUR BUSINESS – AND THANK YOU – AND YES YOU ARE USING MY MONEY AND YES I REALLY DON’T 

LIKE DIFFERENCES AND YES ELIJAH WHAT YOU ARE DOING IN A SMALL SCALE HERE IS TO “LIVE A LUXURY LIFE” WHILE 

YOUR TEAM MEMBERS ARE SUFFERING IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES and yes therefore ELIJAH and yes THEREFORE I HAVE 

TOLD YOU THAT I WANT YOU TO THINK ABOUT THE TEAM AND YES AGAIN AND AGAIN AND YES ONE MORE TIME FOR 

“THE GALLERY” AND YES AGAIN. 

 

Who is “the Judas”? 

And yes Stig maybe last chapter today and yes we know not very nice to continue writing and yes we know I hate it in 

fact now and yes “just for the record” and yes the record is actually also “much worse than the sufferings of Jesus” 

and yes so it is and yes “just for the record” I, the team and later when we were met by a very understanding Tina at 

the house – thank you, in many respects you are REFLECTING EXACTLY AS I WANT PEOPLE TO REFLECT ON WHAT 

OTHER PEOPLE SAY and yes you have this naturally – yes we started thinking yes Stig the very unpleasant thought of 

who had turned us in, who “knew about me” and yes who is “the Judas” and yes to use the words of God and yes we 

thought in fact of ALL people and yes in town, in the office building, people on the streets, in Gachie, at the church etc. 

and yes I was even thinking of the team itself and yes VERY UNPLEASANT THIS IS and yes therefore Stig, this is con-

nected to the “near future” where I want all people to face GOD and yes the present laws as well and yes “if you have 

hurt other people” and yes DON’T REPORT ANYONE IF YOU DON’T TELL THEM YOURSELVES OF YOUR INTENTION and 

yes Stig, also to avoid misunderstandings and yes BASIC RULE IT IS and yes Stig, I don’t know who has done this today 

and yes God is not telling me, and yes all I know is that SOMEDAY SOON I WILL KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND YES YOU 

WILL HAVE TO FACE GOD AND THE WORLD AND TELL WHY YOU DECIDED TO DO AS YOU DID INSTEAD OF SPEAKING 

TO ME and yes I can only guess: Don’t you like me? Have I done something to hurt or offend you? Don’t you believe in 

me? Are you jealous? Have I threatened your position? Do you believe I have done something ILLEGAL and that I NEED 
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TO BE CHARGED? And yes Stig just examples of what you will think, if people report you to the police without telling 

you and YES I DONT LIKE THAT and yes God and very exciting game, God, and yes what will happen in the next episode 

of “SKUM” and yes already and yes not almost CLEAN. 
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Friday 11th September 2009 

Slept poorly again, symbols from God, it took the Immigration office ONE FULL day to decide on postponing the deci-

sion until Monday, telling Tina that her life will change, Elijah is looking “worried”, will Elijah share the “food-money” 

with the team and my right leg is HURTING. 

 

Slept poorly again 

And yes Stig again I slept poorly and yes we went to bed at maybe 21.30 and yes I “was not allowed to sleep” and yes I 

heard Elijah and Tina speaking in between until midnight and yes hereafter I slept off and on until I stood up at 5.00. 

We had the “important” agreement at 8.00 with Gerald. 

 

When I wake up it was with the words from a song by Phil Collins: “Do you remember, now it’s over” and I was hoping 

that it was GOD and not the Devil speaking about the Immigration Office situation. 

 

And here are a few dreams: 

 

• I have invited friends including Jack and Fuggi out to eat. We have starters and deserts, but we don’t have the 

main courses. Instead we have a very fine red wine from 1971, which Hans likes. Jack and Fuggi leave, but we 

have agreed to meet for beer later. And I get the feeling that one of the people attending is Ricky – my father’s 

wife’s youngest son – and it is like he is unusual smart and intelligent despite of problems with intelligence with 

his family/parents, it is like “something is wrong”, that nobody can be so intelligent, but he is and his mother is 

proud of him. 

• I hear the song “Under African Sky” by Paul Simon. 

• I had a dream of Camilla and her parents too but because I had no more power on the phone, I wrote down the 

dream on paper during the night and yes you have guessed it, even for me impossible to read but I played a very 

nice and rare song by Beatles on their music system and something about you John: In the dream your car was 

destroyed by the train at Marienlyst trinbrædt and yes not a good sign today but not too late for you .... 

 

And this morning at the house, Elijah started speaking negatively about our experiences from yesterday, and yes 

Elijah, I told you “please don’t talk negatively” and yes this is truly what I feel. CONTROL YOUR NEGATIVE FEELINGS, 

DON’T LET THE NEGATIVE FEELINGS CONTROL YOU and yes as simple as this. 

 

During the morning Meshack asked me how I was feeling today and yes I said that I was “anxious” because I did not 

know what they would do to me and this was the feeling I truly had and yes Meshack said that he was not worried and 

yes as he said “we are used to them” and I was happy about his positive attitude and yes Meshack this is normally 

what you are about and yes I like that ☺. 

 

Symbols from God 

God showed me a birthday cake with a projector light on, on a rolling table being rolled in. 

 

I see myself driving in a sport car on the right side of the river and I see God driving the train on the left side of the 

river. We wave to each other. And this because I understand that the entrance to God is through the Devil and yes WE 

ARE ONE. 

 

I see myself inside a giant helicopter and I see the very large rotor blades turning around at the top of the helicopter. 

 

I will never accept limitations of personal freedom 

And yes Stig we know we have been through this before and yes we know the Devil has been after me and yes also on 

this travel and yes taken the freedom away from me and yes Stig, I WILL NEVER ACCEPT LIMITATIONS OF THE FREE-

DOM TO SPEECH and yes in my personal case NEVER ACCEPT LIMITATIONS OF THE FREEDOM TO LOVE and yes meet a 

nice woman here and yes this is truly the case and yes the Devil has tried to do both and yes we know by saying to me 

that I don’t have the courage to write for example the email to my mother from the other day, which has not been 
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sent, and yes as we know to manage my life in such a way that meeting an African woman in practise has been impos-

sible and we know Stig yes this is truly what we know now only once ☺. 

 

It took the Immigration office ONE FULL day to decide on postponing the decision until Monday 

 

The “important” meeting with Gerald at 8.00 

 

And yes Stig, so it is here and yes yes yes we know, Meshack, Elijah and I were of course on time and yes in good time 

before 8.00 at Gerald’s office and then we started to wait and yes GERALD, DO YOU KNOW HOW “NICE IT IS” TO WAIT 

ON A CIVIL SERVANT LIKE YOU, WHO CANNOT KEEP TIME and yes we know you are even worse than the worst I have 

seen before (except from Søren at Dahlberg, you take this price and yes a natural gift from God ...) and yes you were 

not at the office at 8.00 and yes I was thinking, was this part of your “personal punishment” of me, of the “punish-

ment of the system” to behave so rude yesterday and yes to deliberately not be on time this morning? Or maybe you 

just did not care about the agreement you had? 

 

And yes Stig while waiting on Gerald, where you before coming to this office were uplifted by Meshack and yes by my 

song this morning, you were reading Daily Nation and yes page 9 about a British woman, who was working as a 

“beauty therapist” instead of as a “beauty consultant”, which she was approved to do according to her work permit, 

and yes because of this “VERY BIG CRIME” yes she received a fine of 40,000 Shillings and yes if she could not pay she 

would go to prison for four months and yes when reading this I really understood that these guys also REALLY MEAN 

BUSINESS but in a totally different meaning than what I do and yes that they really have a TOUGH system here and yes 

now I was suddenly not so confident anymore and yes it was with this in my head that we continued waiting and yes, 

what would they do?  

 

And yes Stig, you did really not know if you would be a free man at 8.30 or if you had four months of prison to look 

forward to for your “crime” and yes you were truly hoping that the song from God this morning was a “true” message 

and yes you were not thinking of Gerald’s promise from yesterday, that I could go to the Western Union today with 

my passport .... 

 

And yes his colleagues arrived before and after 8.00 and yes we know finally at 8.40 Gerald arrived and yes we know, 

NO EXCUSES GERALD? And yes “part of the game” as well because YOU ARE THE “STRONG SIDE” as the “SYSTEM” and 

yes allowing you to behave this way and yes just thinking? 

 

And yes after maybe 10 minutes we were sitting in his office and yes what would happen and yes how would he be-

have and yes I had been thinking that if he continued his RUDE behaviour from yesterday, I would speak to him about 

the Golden rule, but this morning, Gerald was a “different man” and yes maybe he was in a “better mood” today and 

yes surprised I was when he started by saying that he wanted to give me my things so I could be out of here and yes, 

did you really mean that, Gerald, and yes which man was to be trusted, the “man from yesterday” or the “man from 

today” if any, and yes this was my feeling and yes yes yes he wanted me to do a written statement and yes yes yes in 

hand writing of course, because he did not have a computer and yes you need to be a manager here before you have 

your own computer and yes these offices looked better than the offices at the police station and yes we know he 

asked if you would like to have a cup of tea and yes Gerald because of your behaviour yesterday, I was thinking, is this 

also “a part of your test” and yes this was why I said that if you wanted a cup yourself, I would like a cup too and yes 

“was he serious” and yes he was because tea was brought some minutes later. And yes Gerald you asked me to “skip 

the details” and yes yes yes what did this mean and yes Stig I decided to ask him “do you expect to receive 1, 2 or 3 

pages” and yes he said that “you are a writer, so you will decide” and yes I also asked him “how long time do I have” 

and yes obviously very nice this “gentleman” today and yes my friends, so it is, and yes he said “you will decide” and 

yes of course I wanted to be sure that no misunderstandings would occur and that he would not start harassing me 

again because  I did not follow his orders, and now I was more confident. 

 

And yes I decided to write a statement and yes it became three pages and yes without details and yes Stig about my 

arrival, what I have been doing here, my visit to the Immigration Office the 27th July and yes of course “my payments” 

to the team and yes I had been thinking about this since yesterday evening and yes what would I say if they started 

asking me about this again, and yes because before I started paying the team 5,000 Shillings per week I had asked 
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Elijah to follow up on their “critical needs” and yes we know, nothing happened, and yes Stig, David asked to receive a 

payment and yes 20,000 Shillings and yes since I was the only one having money, by “accident” it was me who gave 

him 5,000 Shillings per week and yes a promise of 5,000 Shillings extra, if he delivered on time and yes we know, if 

Elijah had returned to you before the conversation with David, I would probably have decided to pay the team solely 

because of their “critical needs” so my conclusion is this: I PAID THE TEAM TO COVER THEIR CRITICAL NEEDS and yes 

the money for DAVID LOOKS LIKE IT IS PAYMENT FOR WORK and yes WE KNOW DIFFICULT TO SEE THAT I DECIDED TO 

DO IT BECAUSE IT WAS TO COVER CRITICAL NEEDS and yes we know Stig, because you paid David, and yes the only 

RIGHT thing to do was to pay Meshack and John also and yes we know, because they did not have any money, and yes 

we know Elijah wanted to receive payments as well, but NO BECAUSE HE DID NOT HAVE CRITICAL NEEDS and yes my 

friends, so it is, but how do I explain this to a civil servant who does not want to listen and yes who will make up his 

own decisions and yes at the same time thinking, what will happen if they decide that I have paid for work which I 

have ordered and yes would this be enough to put me in prison and yes these were the reasons that I wrote in my 

statement that I decided to pay the team to avoid starvation and yes my friends, I said that the payments had no rela-

tion to work, and yes my friends, so it is and yes this was truly what motivated me to pay and yes this was only one of 

MANY DIFFICULT DECISIONS HERE and yes also because of this law, which I don’t like, and yes the risk to be put in 

prison and yes we know and yes this is the truth as good as I am able to explain it and yes with my best memory and 

yes not looking back on the old scripts of what happened.  

 

And yes Stig, it would have been nice if all could have been settled this morning and yes if a decision could be taken 

and yes we know, if Gerald had explained yesterday what would happen today and yes as I had asked him to do and 

yes what would have been the problem to say that I should do a written statement and yes that he and a manager af-

terwards would decide and yes this would have been nice for me to know and yes of course it would have been good 

for Gerald to set up a meeting with a manager and yes of course difficult when the culture here is not to keep meeting 

agreements and yes so it is and yes you don’t know how long you used to write the statement and yes maybe 20-25 

minutes and yes you handed it over and yes we know Gerald asked you to come back at 10.15 and yes we know to re-

ceive their decision and yes you were looking at the clock at the office and yes you looked at Elijah’s arm watch and 

yes his arm watch was three minutes behind the clock at the office and yes of course you could not check the time 

yourself, because there was no more battery on your mobile phone and yes the cable was in the computer bag, which 

Gerald had, and yes on the way out of the office you said to Elijah that because of 3 minutes in difference between the 

clocks you had to be back at 10.12 according to Elijah’s watch and yes you got the impression that Elijah was truly not 

listening and yes because of this you REPEATED YOURSELF, my dear Elijah, a few minutes later, and yes yes Elijah was 

still not listening and yes we know you decided to go for “a walk in the park” (Thanks Nick and Steen Pihl) and yes 

when Elijah looked at the watch yes my dear friend Elijah you said that we should be back at 10.15 and yes therefore 

again I told you that it should be 10.12 at your clock and yes still not listening and yes ELIJAH – I TOLD YOU THIS 3-4 

TIMES OVER MAYBE 20-25 MINUTES AND YES YOU DID NOT LISTEN BEFORE I TOLD YOU VERY CLEARLY THAT YOU 

SHOULD USE YOUR EARS and yes then you understood and yes your reply was “but I thought ....” and yes so it is, so it 

is and yes SO IT IS my dear friend again and yes we know. 

 

Before leaving the office, Elijah received Gerald’s mobile phone number – a good idea as it showed out later. 

 

The new meeting agreement at 10.15 

 

And yes we were back in time and yes when the clock was exactly 10.12 at Elijah’s watch I said that I would knock the 

door, but Elijah had just seen that other people were sitting in Gerald’s office and yes what do you then do “when you 

are polite”? And yes of course to wait and yes as Elijah said “let’s just wait, he is busy” and yes my friend this was not 

my thinking at all. WE HAD A VERY CLEAR AGREEMENT AT 10.15 AND YES WHEN I HAVE AN AGREEMENT WITH PEO-

PLE I TRULY HAVE AN AGREEMENT WITH PEOPLE and yes I knocked and opened his door and yes there were people 

inside and yes they were having a meeting and yes Gerald was “confused” and yes had I arrived at the right time and 

yes I could only say to you, Gerald that “I AM EXACTLY ON TIME” and yes I could see that he was now busy in another 

meeting and yes that he had no intention to keep the agreement with me and yes apparently he meant “approx. at 

10.15” and yes we know Stig, you asked him if he wanted more time and yes my friends, very nice, and yes HE ASKED 

ME TO COME BACK AT 11.45 and yes so it was and yes DISAPPOINTED WE WERE GERALD and yes THIS IS NOT A WAY 

TO TREAT OTHER PEOPLE. 
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And yes when walking outside again and yes Elijah and yes his temper and yes had difficulties accepting the behaviour 

of this “gentleman” not keeping his agreements and yes again Elijah was negative and yes saying that “this man is 

messing up – what can I use 1½ hours for” and again I had to tell you Elijah to be positive and yes not to accept what 

this man was doing, but to still be positive and yes I told you Elijah that maybe you were negative because you “had a 

bad night” and yes maybe he was and yes I told you that I had an even worse night than you and yes with the words of 

God and yes that I had decided to be positive and yes again I could only tell you that THIS IS ABOUT A DECISION 

WHICH YOU WILL TAKE and ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ELSE and yes OF COURSE THIS IS THE MESSAGE TO THE WORLD. 

WHAT WILL YOU DECIDE TO DO – TO BE POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE? 

 

And yes Elijah decided that he after all had time to visit Nicole’s school and yes we know because of the events yes-

terday he did not have time to visit the schools of his children and yes he did not have meeting agreements so he did 

not have to cancel, but we know happy he was not and yes I had given Elijah more time to finish his “plan” and com-

munication on how to use the money and yes until Saturday or maybe even Monday depending on how much time we 

would use today. 

 

Encouraging Elijah and John at the office 

 

And yes Stig you went back to the office and yes we know you had a STRONG SPEECH READY FOR ELIJAH AND JOHN 

and yes after John had said to you that he was truly “sorry” about how the authorities were “harassing me” and yes 

this was the trigger for me to say to them THAT EVERY SINGLE DAY PASSED IS A VERY GOOD DAY BECAUSE WE WILL 

COME ONE DAY CLOSER TO THE GOAL and yes THAT ALL OF OUR EXPERIENCES HERE ARE POSITIVE BECAUSE THEY ARE 

PART OF GOD’S PLAN AND BECAUSE WE WILL USE THE EXPERIENCES TO TEACH THE WORLD and yes I was “SAD” to 

hear about “SAD” NEWS and yes this was the reason why and yes I said to them that if you look yourself in the mirror 

in the morning and yes if you decide that this will be a “SAD” or “DREADFUL” DAY and yes IT PROBABLY WILL but if 

you decide that THIS WILL BE ANOTHER GREAT AND POSITVE DAY there is a very big chance that it will be just this and 

yes THAT IT IS REALLY ABOUT CONTROLLING YOUR FEELINGS and yes how many people are doing that today and yes 

we know you said DON’T TELL A STORY WITH YOUR NEGATIVE FEELINGS, you can tell the same story OBJECTIVELY or 

with your POSTIVE FEELINGS and yes my friends, the exact same story, and yes YOU WILL DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT 

TO DO AND YES THIS IS THE POWER OF MAN – DO YOU WANT TO BE POSTIVE OR NEGATIVE OR OBJECTIVE AND YES 

WHAT I TEACH YOU IS TO “CONTROL YOUR NEGATIVE FEELINGS” AND YES TO BE OBJECTIVE OR POSITIVE AND YES 

NOT TO BE NEGATIVE. 

 

And yes during the day Elijah also thought that it would better to postpone the agreement with Mary tomorrow at 

15.00 because he needed to relax and yes I WILL NOT CANCEL AN AGREEMENT UNLESS THERE IS A CRITICAL NEED and 

yes Elijah, was it critical to RELAX and yes sorry we were too Stig and yes you know of experience how tough condi-

tions you can handle and yes Elijah does not have the same experience and yes we know it was mental tiredness and 

yes this is what I told Elijah and yes I also said we could see what would happen during the day and to talk about it 

later and yes Elijah was now thinking of breaking the basic rule no. 1 of keeping agreements and yes he had now been 

negative a couple of times and yes I was thinking, Elijah this is not a good day to start not keeping your basic rules be-

cause you feel you are under pressure and yes we have had it before and here it is again: ALWAYS KEEP YOUR BASIC 

RULES – DON’T USE “PRESURE” AS A BAD EXCUSE OF NOT KEEPING THE RULES. ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU ARE BUSY OR 

UNDER PRESURE IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU HAVE THE BASIC RULES AS A FOUNDATION – IF YOU DON’T, THERE IS A 

RISK THAT YOUR WHOLE LIFE WILL “SLIDE” AND I WILL NOT ACCEPT THAT ANYMORE! 

 

The new meeting agreement at 11.45 

 

And yes Elijah was back from Nicole’s school in good time before 11.45 and yes GOOD TO KEEP THIS RULE HERE 

ELIJAH, thanks, and yes back at Gerald’s office at 11.45 and yes 11.42 on Elijah’s watch and yes we know you knocked 

the door and yes we know THE DOOR WAS LOCKED!! – And yes I see a sailor and hear him cursing when I write this 

and yes a very clear symbol of the Devil and yes GERALD, do you believe in GOD? And yes WHY DO YOU THINK THAT 

THE DEVIL IS CONTROLING YOU and yes just wondering .... 

 

And yes we started waiting on Gerald and yes at 12.00 Elijah had the thought – which I did not – that he could call Ge-

rald and this is what he did and yes Gerald was now at the CID Headquarters and yes Gerald, WHAT HAPPENED TO 
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OUR AGREEMENT and yes not that important and yes this is really how you treat people here from your “system” with 

respect and dignity and yes Gerald what have you learned from the Bible and yes why do you think the Devil is with 

you ....? 

 

And yes finally we had a new agreement with Gerald and yes to come back at 14.00 and yes we know we were all EX-

TREMELY DISAPPOINTED and yes Stig my “nerves” were really thin because of these ups and downs and yes the day 

would continue like this .... 

 

And yes after this new disappointment God said to me that this is not only African inefficiency, this is what the whole 

world is doing and YES THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHY I TEACH YOU THESE RULES? 

 

“Lunch” with the team 

 

And yes after this “meeting” I had decided that I did not want to go a full day without anything to eat and yes I asked 

Elijah and Meshack if they wanted to share some bread with me and yes I did not receive a direct answer and yes Me-

shack said that “he was alright” and yes instead I said that I have decided that this is what I want to do and yes if the 

team wants to share, you are welcome. 

 

And yes Meshack then followed me to the supermarket and yes we bought a package of  9 “scones” and yes for 51 

Shillings and yes we went to the office and yes I made coffee today and yes there would be “almost” two scones per 

person and yes did the team want this and yes of course they did. And yes David and John had them immediately and 

yes we know me too and yes Elijah had a short meeting and yes I spoke to the team about doing this daily and yes 

bread or djapatis and yes I had looked at the price of wheat flour at the supermarket and yes 148 shillings for 2 kilos 

and yes maybe this would give 12 djapatis and yes just thinking of the costs and yes the bread was 10 shillings per per-

son and yes one djapati would be 10-15 shillings per person AND YES JUST THINKING IF ELIJAH BELIEVES THAT “WE 

CAN AFFORD THIS” and yes Elijah I HAVE ALSO BEEN THINKING OF SHARING THE MONEY FROM MY MOTHER EQUALLY 

BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO SHOULD BENEFIT FROM THE MONEY but I have given you the freedom to 

decide and yes you have a special situation with the Micro Finance company and yes you have school fees to pay, but 

John also have this and yes exciting it will be to see how Elijah will share this money between himself/his family/me 

and yes the team and yes WHAT WILL YOU DO ELIJAH and yes I gave Elijah the weekend to finalise all communication 

and yes with the team, which he spoke to when he came back and yes they are thinking of different options and yes 

maybe even to give each team member 1,000 Shillings for the rest of the month and yes yes yes we know we know 

and yes maybe the last time in these scripts we know. 

 

And yes if coffee and bread for 4-5 team members would be 100 Shillings per day and yes that would be approx. 2,000 

Shillings for the rest of the month and yes I was thinking of Elijah’s first budget – and yes see the 5th September and 

yes a budget of 8,400 Shillings for lunch for maybe 2-3 persons (Tina, Faith and maybe I) for 25 days and yes maybe 

300-350 shillings per person per day and yes THIS IS WHAT I MEAN WHEN I SAY TO PEOPLE “THINK” and yes when you 

don’t have much money and yes when you truly need to share, YOU NEED TO THINK AND YES DELIVER YOUR ABSO-

LUTELY BEST QUALITY AND YES IS THIS THE BEST QUALITY OF ELIJAH’S WORK AND THINKING or will he surprise me 

positively on Monday, where I have said that he is welcome to use me as a coach with his FINAL budget and yes this is 

what he will do. 

 

The meeting agreement at 14.00 

 

And yes again we were back at Gerald’s office at exactly 14.00 and yes AGAIN I DECIDED TO KNOCK AT GERALD’S 

DOOR and yes even though Elijah was hesitating and yes he is busy and yes this is what I did and yes we know my 

friend, Gerald was sitting behind his desk and yes having a new meeting with three people and yes Stig you looked at 

him and yes the first thing Gerald did was to look at his arm watch and yes he said “the time is only 13.59” and yes Stig 

you looked at the clock at the office, which was 14.00 and yes you said “I am exactly on time - this is the clock that we 

are following, my friend” and yes my friend, Gerald was still not ready to follow SO EXACT AGREEMENTS and yes NOT 

IN HIS SOUL and yes we know we will also say this – at this office people are opening and entering doors without 

knocking and yes they start to speak without asking for permission and yes THIS IS THE WORST INTERUPTIONS I HAVE 

EVER SEEN. I WANT YOU TO STOP THIS BEHAVIOUR IMMEDIATELY and RESPECT WHEN OTHER PEOPLE ARE BUSY and 
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yes make an agreement if necessary and yes Stig so it is and yes you get the idea, more details could be given – and 

yes Gerald now understood that I am on time and yes THIS IS ABOUT TIME MANAGEMENT TOO GERALD, just so you 

know, and yes Gerald asked us to go to his manager’s office to wait for him and yes we did that but the manager’s of-

fice was closed, so we stood outside on the corridor waiting and yes more and more people arrived and yes just like 

the central station again and yes primarily Somalis but also other people and yes we were now waiting again and yes 

UNPLEASANT TO WAIT and yes when you don’t know how long you will wait and yes to waste a whole day because of 

a civil servant who cannot keep time and yes so it is Gerald, you wasted the whole day for me and the team and yes 

yes yes Elijah was now beginning to be very impatient and yes he knocked Gerald’s door 1-2 times and yes was asked 

to wait and yes finally at 14.30 I was allowed to enter Gerald’s office, and yes Elijah and Meshack was not allowed, and 

yes I had to wait on Gerald finishing his meeting with three other people and even though they mainly spoke non-

English I received the feeling that they really could have finalised the meeting using maybe 1/3 of the time, which is 

the feeling I have FROM MANY, MANY MEETINGS. STICK TO THE POINT AND DON’T JUST SPEAK BECAUSE YOU LIKE TO 

SPEAK and yes yes yes we know Stig, and yes finally at 14.45 Gerald now HAD TIME FOR ME and yes no smiley’s for 

you here Gerald, because you are A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE DOING THE SAME ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes 

here it is, and yes I WAS JUST WAITING TO RECEIVE THEIR DECISION, but eehhh they had not taken a decision and yes 

we know a manager had not looked at my statement yet and yes Gerald this was the expectation you gave me but 

maybe difficult when you have THE WORST TWO DAYS YOU HAVE EVER HAD as you said to me and yes THANK YOU 

GOD FOR GIVING HIM AND ME/US THESE EXPERIENCES and yes so it is not difficult really and yes therefore we en-

tered his manager’s office and yes Gerald did not care if the manager was busy, because now Gerald had decided that 

this was IMPORTANT and yes no care of how other people use their time and yes an example of what not to do and 

yes we arrived at this gentleman’s office and yes Gerald started speaking Swahili but was NICE and yes thank you God 

and yes to switch to English so I also understood and yes Gerald introduced my “case” by saying that there were three 

things which he noticed – and I hope I remember these correctly (I am not entirely sure): 

 

1. That I would be incapable of taking care of my self 

2. What value would I be to Kenya? 

3. I have paid people to work for me 

 

And when Gerald and yes said to his manager that I had paid people to work for me I interrupted him and yes nor-

mally you will not do this but here I received such a strong help from God and yes pushing me to continue saying this 

and yes I told him that I needed to correct him because what he said was not true and yes it was a misunderstanding 

and yes we know he concluded that himself yesterday and yes without consulting me and yes he was VERY ANNOYED 

BY BEING INTERRUPTED and yes he said “do you know who you are talking to”? and yes my friend I could have given 

you the same question but here obviously I spoke to his manager who is a very important civil servant of this office?  

 

And yes I was not amazed I am sorry and yes I had respect for the manager but when Gerald continued to speak his 

own conclusion I could only continue interrupting him and yes instead of becoming more and more “angry” he be-

came more and more receptive and yes I said to the manager that I have written the truth in the statement, which he 

was about to read and yes Stig, this is really the truth and yes we know there are some “technical details” and yes the 

details are this and yes again, but really been thinking of this question as you know: If Elijah spoke to the team on their 

critical needs before we agreed on David as the team leader, I would have decided to give both David and the team 

money without any connection to work, but because Elijah was “late” and yes because of this I gave the “critical 

needs” disguised as payment for work and yes to David and yes we know the same “structure” for Meshack and John 

– but not Elijah – and yes so it is and yes this is the truth and yes THEREFORE MY FRIEND, and yes even difficult for 

myself to find out and yes how would a civil servant find the truth and yes maybe by reading these scripts and yes if he 

has the time and yes WILL HE BELIEVE IN ME and yes this is also what this is about – DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME? This is 

honestly my feelings and thinking about this. 

 

And just wondering if it is ILLEGAL according to Kenyan law for these nice people to take international jobs through 

the internet and yes to receive money WITHOUT me or the team asking for PERMISSION from the Kenyan Govern-

ment and yes can you see how CRAZY this law is that when I am here physically I am not allowed to pay for work but if 

I sit in Denmark it is probably alright to do exactly the same ...? 
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And yes what VALUE would I be to Kenya and yes I COULD ONLY TELL that I am staying together with friends and yes 

that we are learning much from each other about each others’ cultures and yes what is good and bad about Denmark 

and yes Kenya and yes obviously EXCHANGE OF CULTURE is not important for the Kenyan society (?) and yes HOW 

MANY OF YOU PEOPLE MAKING THE LAW HAVE BEEN THINKING ABOUT THIS and yes this is apparently not possible 

for a FRIENDLY country like Kenya to have FRIENDS LIVING WITH YOU IN KENYA and yes strange country it is, I agree 

with you my friend. 

 

And yes we know the manager read my statement and yes Gerald had also written what looked like 1½ page to his 

manager and yes we know the manager was concentrated and yes good sign and yes they wanted to speak about my 

scripts and yes my friends – the scripts which I later found out that the police had received permission from Elijah to 

take but they did not ask me and I am not sure that I would have given them my permission and yes we know part of a 

script not published and yes without my approval and yes this was what it was – and yes Gerald read a line including 

“yes’s, we know and the mountain” and yes what is this about and yes we know Stig you told about the mountain as a 

symbol and yes they asked about dreams and yes what are dreams about and yes my work, my love life, my develop-

ment etc. and yes we know would they believe that God is really speaking to me or would they believe that I was in-

sane? 

 

And yes I explained shortly about receiving God’s voice, visions and feelings and yes JUST LIKE JESUS and yes THIS WAS 

THE TRUTH, GENTLEMEN, and yes maybe you will tell the world, if you believed in me? And yes the manager obviously 

decided to ask me a LOT OF QUESTIONS to check if I was sane or insane and yes we know about my work in Denmark, 

education, my family in Denmark, any history on psychological diseases (and my answer was NO – I have never had a 

mental disease), what my family do and yes we know they were very interested in Elijah’s wife’s name, her cooking, 

what I eat here and yes many questions like this and yes yes yes we know during the meeting Gerald read about David 

Bowie in my scripts and yes he said that David is married to a Kenyan woman and yes I knew that Iman is a beautiful 

woman – and yes, Gerald I AM ALLOWED TO SAY THIS – and yes I did not know that she was Kenyan and yes A VERY 

GOOD SYMBOL TO YOU, DAVID, MY FRIEND. GOD USES YOU AS A SYMBOL OF HIMSELF AND YES HE HAS GIVEN YOU A 

BEAUTIFUL WIFE FROM KENYA AND YES GOD HIMSELF IS NOT ABLE TO MEET A LOVE LIKE THIS IN KENYA AND YES 

STIG JUST THINKING ABOUT THIS “CO-INCIDENCE” and yes we know maybe more later and yes back to the meeting 

and yes we know these civil servants WANTED OBVIOUSLY TO CONTROL MY LIFE WITH THE LAW IN THEIR HANDS and 

yes this is what it is about and yes concerned about not having an incoming, and yes not being an asset to Kenya and 

yes not a “normal” tourist and yes IT IS ILLEGAL AND YES A CRIME TO LIVE TOGETHER WITH A PRIVATE KENYAN FAM-

ILY AND YES WE KNOW – WE DID NOT KNOW THAT and yes this is what millions of people do all over the world, there 

are friendships also crossing borders and yes my dear MP’s of Kenya and yes maybe you have had people living from 

other countries in your homes yourself and yes does that make you a criminal and yes just wondering .... 

 

And yes I told them about my plans before the 1st November, that I would either apply to become a citizen of Kenya, if 

I had an income or to travel back to Denmark, and yes this did not seem very interesting to them, yes their plans and 

THINKING were obviously more correct than mine, and yes they wanted to know how soon I could go back home if 

they decided to deport me and yes I could not tell them and yes I don’t know and yes obviously also illegal to come to 

Kenya as a tourist without a return ticket and yes “fantastic rules” here and yes when you don’t know when you will 

leave and yes when you are allowed to stay here for 6 months and yes yes yes so it is and yes will my family pay my 

ticket and yes so it is and yes THEY WILL DECIDE ON MONDAY and yes the manager decided to keep my passport and 

yes I asked if I could have my computer and yes to continue writing on my book and yes this was alright and yes nice 

man he was and yes we know and here it is: DID THEY THINK THAT THEY WOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE BOOK AND YES 

WILL THEY ASK ME THIS QUESTION ON MONDAY AND YES WILL THEY ASK TO READ THIS SCRIPT ON MONDAY AND YES 

WE KNOW this is the question. 

 

And yes Gerald, you did not follow up on your question about my writings on the Kenyan Government and yes just 

thinking and yes because you could see that I have been written more than 400 pages and yes maybe TOO MUCH 

WORK FOR YOU TO READ and yes GOD GIVES ME THE FEELING AND YES STIG GOOD FRIEND OF ME TOO THIS MAN 

AND YES WAS THIS IT, GERALD? 
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And yes Gerald has obviously LEARNED NOT TO MAKE CLEAR AGREEMENTS WITH ME because he said to me for the 

first time not an exact time on Monday but only this: Come at “tenish” and yes maybe not very nice to be interrupted 

when you have unplanned meetings with other people, Gerald? 

 

And yes after the meeting I met Meshack and yes he had been waiting for me and yes maybe we were finished by 

15.30 and yes Elijah had decided to leave and yes to take a meeting with the Micro Finance company and yes very 

good to take initiatives and yes I liked hearing that. 

 

Telling Tina that her life will change 

And yes Stig, you have noticed that Tina speaks to you “differently” and yes you don’t know, but you do guess that 

Elijah has said to Tina what I asked him to do and yes always very nice to give feedback when you have carried out a 

task and YES KEEP PEOPLE INFORMED AND YES “STAKEHOLDERS” ABOUT WHAT THEY MAY HAVE AN INTEREST TO 

KNOW and yes so simple it is and yes we know Stig YOU REALLY ONLY NEED TO THINK ABOUT OTHERS THAN YOUR-

SELF and yes TRY TO IMAGINE WHAT THEY WOULD APPRECIATE AND YES ESPECIALLY WHAT YOU WOULD APPRECIATE 

IN THEIR PLACE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I said to Tina, when I came home – and yes Elijah was not there – that her life is going to change and yes I ac-

tually told her the same as I said to her in May and yes that ELIJAH IS ONE OF THE FUTURE WORLD’S TOP LEADERS and 

yes she did not need to think about going back to school or work and yes that I knew her suffering at the house and 

yes “degenerating” and yes I have tried it too, Tina, and yes at your house and yes THAT WE ARE WAITING ON GOD 

and yes THAT I AM WAITING ON MY OWN INNER SELF AND YES JESUS TO COME INSIDE OF ME and yes Tina I believe i 

have said it all before and yes maybe you will lose hope or trust when time go by and yes nothing apparently is hap-

pening and yes therefore I needed to say the same again and yes yes yes we know we know and yes we know Stig, 

sometimes it can be GOOD TO SAY THE SAME THINGS SEVERAL TIMES and yes we KNOW WHEN YOU HAVE A POLITI-

CAL CAMPAIGN and yes you need to have ALL PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND THE SAME EASY MESSAGES and yes you can 

only do that by repeating the same message(s) again and again and yes an example of a basic rule, which have some 

details to understand and yes Tina was obviously uplifted by this little speech and yes we know, so it is and yes she has 

not yet read the scripts, and yes difficult to find time and yes Tina, you know and I know it, you have several hours 

every single day where you could have read my scripts but when you lose initiative as you do when you are just sitting 

at home, it can be difficult to concentrate on reading more than 400 pages and yes so it is and this was therefore Tina 

that I encouraged you to read the scripts, before we go public and yes so it is. 

 

Elijah is looking “worried” 

And yes Elijah is “a man of faith” and yes very good Elijah and yes at the same time Elijah is “a man of worries” and yes 

difficult to control your thoughts and your temper, Elijah, and yes very easy to think “negative” thoughts and yes 

about others not keeping time and yes we know, IF YOU DON’T HAVE MONEY ELIJAH and yes of course HOW WILL I 

GET BY AND YES SCHOOL FEES AND YES MICRO FINANCE COMPANY AND YES FOOD AND YES ETC ... AND YES ELIJAH 

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE I SAID TO YOU THAT GOD WANTED US TO COME IN AN IMPOSSIBLE SITUATION AND YES 

ALMOST DESPERATE SITUATION and yes TO KEEP FAITH and yes we know – ELIJAH YOU HAVE TWO SIDES, A STRONG 

ONE and yes nice to show the outside world and yes THE WEAK ONE AND YES SO IT IS and yes therefore I have given 

you many pep talks and yes TO LIFT YOU UP, my friend and yes half a day after a pep talk I can see the same “worries” 

in you sometimes and yes other times I see the strength in you and yes I would be happy to see you STRONG all of the 

time and yes IN CONTROL OF YOUR THOUGHTS and yes this is really what it is about my friend. 

 

And yes Stig, the reason why you write this chapter is actually because you could see on Elijah’s face this evening that 

HE IS TRULY WORRIED ABOUT ME GOING HOME IF THEY DECIDE THIS and yes Elijah YOU CANNOT HIDE YOUR FEEL-

INGS AND YES SO IT IS and yes I HAVE ALSO EXTREMELY STRONG FEELINGS AND YES STRONGER THAN YOURS MY 

FRIENDS AND YES I TRY TO CONTROL THEM – and yes of course only the negative feelings and I am sad to say also the 

positive feelings sometimes but that is another story which I have written somewhere else - AND YES DIFFICULT IT IS, 

WE KNOW. 

 

Will Elijah share the “food-money” with the team? 

And yes we know Stig, the team has nearly nothing and yes just thinking of both honey and yes sodas and yes Muesli 

and yes meat and yes we know other FOOD WHICH IS NECESSARY TO HAVE and yes according to Elijah at the same 
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time as the team has nothing or almost nothing and yes ELIJAH HOW WILL YOU UNDERSTAND THAT I TRULY DON’T 

WANT ANY DIFFERENCE IN WHAT YOU AND THE FAMILY EAT COMPARED TO THE TEAM and yes that this is truly the 

test I have given you – for you to work together and yes Elijah for you to show the world that you can share and yes 

we know Stig you have tried to hold back this time, and yes not to influence Elijah too much BECAUSE HE SHOULD 

HAVE LEARNED FROM THE LEARNING EXPERIENCES I HAVE GIVEN HIM and yes we know Stig, how much food and yes 

help will he give to the team compared to himself and yes we know we will have to wait and see and yes so it is AND 

YES MY FRIENDS I HAVE DECIDED TO LIVE ON WHAT ELIJAH DECIDES AND YES ON “A MINIMUM” IF THIS WAS HIS DE-

CISION and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

My right leg is HURTING 

And yes Stig it is not always you want to write about physical pain and yes we know this one was close not to be in-

cluded and yes when going to bed and yes in fact the whole evening my lower right leg was HURTING ME VERY MUCH 

and yes PHYSICAL PAIN which I could feel and yes so it is and yes the feeling again that the Devil is leaving me and yes 

also we think that very slow he is .... 
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Saturday 12th September 2009 

God has almost stopped my dreams, the children are focusing on the time, visit from Mary, waking up Judge Ian from 

Tusker project fame, a nice email from Sanna, the story of Princess Diana and what will happen next week? 

 

God has almost stopped my dreams 

And yes Stig, there is really nothing much to tell these days and yes maybe also the reason why and yes at least I slept 

and yes no notes on whether it was good or bad and yes we know this is written Sunday after the church and yes MY 

DEADLINE IS SUNDAY EVENING TO FINISH THE SCRIPTS OF THURSDAY-SUNDAY and yes yes yes power rationing Satur-

day and yes EXTREMELY TIRED and yes exhausted Friday and yes already when I stood up – and yes God thank you for 

reminding me – and yes decided to RELAX Friday evening and yes Sunday is a busy day even though we are now writ-

ing about Saturday and yes we know and we know and yes I WILL GIVE IT TO YOU and yes we say the same to each 

other and yes we know and yes so it is and yes only two very short dreams were what I had to you: 

 

• At Phonoteket, Helsingør (den er God nok, Grethe, det er mig! Og tak for vores gode samtaler for efterhånden år 

siden – også til Steen) I buy three albums with Electric Light Orchestra. One is a new extended version of Time – 

however it is a special “G-CD” and I don’t know how to play this, another is an old live recording of a concert in-

cluding Roll over Beethoven and I don’t remember the last album. 

• I dream that my telephone is JAMMED and that I can only “open” it again by removing and installing the battery 

again – and when I woke up to write this dream down on my mobile phone and yes God is laughing this is what he 

had done with my mobile phone, it was jammed and I could only open it be removing and installing the battery 

and yes “curious we are” he says when I want to write “funny we are”. 

 

And God gave me some lines from the song “boy in the bubble” by Paul Simon when I woke up: “Thats dying in a cor-

ner of the sky” and “staccato signals of constant information” and he asked me to look up the text and yes I noticed 

the following lines: “These are the days of miracle and wonder”, “this is the long distance call” and “the way we look 

to a distant constellation”. 

 

And God also gave me a song by another favourite orchestra Japan and yes the words “I suffer your emotion” where it 

is normally “I second your emotion”. 

 

And I noticed when I woke up that my leg was alright again and yes Stig, no pain and yes “so it is” and yes my friends 

also a favourite phrase of ours. 

 

And this morning God said to me that “someone is playing a false game” and yes IT WILL BE INTERESTING TO KNOW 

WHO IT IS and yes looking forward to hearing you someday explaining to the world why you decided to do as you did. 

 

And yes if someone would like to know, the last week or so I have used the soap at the bathroom when I take a bath 

in the mornings and yes from today I had no more tooth paste and yes I now also borrow from the family and yes I 

have not asked if this is alright and yes a little bit bad conscience we have, but maybe it is alright with the family and 

yes not very good indeed, always ask before you use from other people. 

 

And yes just short, no tobacco, no music, no wine etc. yes ALL THAT I LIKE HAS BEEN TAKEN AWAY FROM ME and yes 

so it is. And yes not very nice to quit smoking and yes really not very nice on top of what God has also prepared for me 

and yes feeling it every single second the whole day and yes .... 

 

The children are focusing on the time ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig the children now entirely focus on the time when they borrow the computer and yes it is now 19.00 every 

evening and yes we know otherwise Joseph will continue asking when and yes we know now he asks “what is the 

clock” and yes we know there is really no clock at the house and yes only Tina’s and Elijah’s mobile phones and yes 

resulting in that he now keeps on asking me about the time when I work on the computer, where I can see the clock 

and yes of course, make sure THAT YOU CHILDREN HAVE A WATCH and yes also a clock hanging on the wall and yes 

the last of course only an idea. 
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And yes teaching we are the children “how much time is left” and yes trying to teach Joseph to remember the answers 

when they are not YES or NO clearly if he asks for the computer and yes ASKING HIM TO REPEAT MY ANSWERS and 

yes FOR HIM TO UNDERSTAND AND REMEMBER and yes telling him that I WILL NOT TELL HIM AGAIN and yes so it is, 

my friends. 

 

A writing day 

And yes Stig the power was back on at approx. 13.00 and yes we know you wrote on the script from Thursday until 

15.00 and yes from 18.00-20.00 and yes so it is and yes so it is also tired of this expression too and yes all three of us 

and yes fine Stig so it is. 

 

Visit from Mary 

And yes today Mary was invited to come at 15.00 and yes Elijah I said to you that it was of course totally voluntarily 

for you to participate and yes eehh Tina thought that IT WOULD BE VERY NICE INDEED and yes almost insisted that 

you should come home and yes participate BECAUSE YOU ARE THE OVERHEAD OF THE FAMILY and yes so it is here 

and yes therefore Elijah HAD NO CHANCE TO SKIP THIS, STIG, and yes also in my book and yes therefore Elijah was 

home at 15.00 and yes arrived on time and yes together with Mary also arriving on time and yes we know all of us 

three. 

 

And yes very nice visit, I decided not to say much because Mary has “learned to talk by nature” it seems and yes a very 

good conversation the first 1-2 hours with Tina and Elijah mainly and yes later we spoke about co-operating and yes I 

said that if they wanted to learn from each other they could grow both of them, and yes they work with orphans both 

Mary and yes Elijah and yes that it would only become reality if they truly wanted this themselves and not only be-

cause I told them, and yes Stig, you gave Mary some feedback on how you would create a leaflet or a website and yes 

key advices on communication and yes ideas for chapters to include and yes “maybe Elijah will give you different ad-

vises for you to consider” and yes Elijah invited her to come to the office and yes to look at some of his material and 

yes I encouraged them to share not only knowledge but also resources and even food if they need this (Mary receives 

food for free from a supermarket every week) and yes for the orphans and yes nothing more here. 

 

And yes I asked Mary about Esther and yes how she was doing and yes about the medicine and yes Mary said that 

Esther is still taking medicine and yes that she is better and yes Stig, I did not quite understand it .... 

 

And yes Mary is truly a STRONG believer in God and yes she was so nice to speak about a divine meeting and yes 

bringing us together with the help of me and yes so it is and yes she felt inspired to quote Isaiah 54:1: 

 

“Jerusalem, you have been like a childless woman, but now you can sing and shout for joy. Now you will have more 

children than a woman whose husband never left her.” 

 

And yes Tina said that she also felt inspired a few days ago to read exactly the same in the bible and yes GOD’S WAYS 

ARE MYSTERIOUS and yes so it is and yes with the words of Tina explaining the quote of the Bible: “GOD WILL VISIT US 

DIVINELY” and yes good news and expanding the boundaries and yes my friend, so it is.  

 

Waking up Judge Ian from Tusker project fame 

And yes we know we know and yes we know Stig not very much of this in these scripts but a few similar experiences 

maybe in my old scripts and yes how God is showing me when he controls other people and yes this is an example and 

yes during this live TV show the Judge Ian suddenly felt a desire to stand up and yes to “salute” you and yes we know I 

knew it was God doing this and yes he gave me the feeling of “Spanish” and yes “U-boat” at the same time and yes the 

Devil leaving you and yes just other symbols but meaning the same and yes several examples from this show could be 

given but only one here .... 

 

A nice email from Sanna 

And yes Sanna sent me a very nice email today and yes apparently SP Pension in Denmark never received the signed 

form that Sanna sent to them and yes my overdraft is now DKK 51,000 and yes approx. 728,000 Shillings and yes mi-

nus DKK 17,000 from SP Pension gives DKK 34,000 or approx. 485,000 Shillings and yes we know Stig almost the same 
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as Elijah and yes good play it is and yes with the difference that I have not repaid anything yet and yes Sanna wrote 

that the bank has sent the demand to a lawyer to collect the debt and YES SO IT IS .... 

 

And yes news on the birthday cruise to Norway and yes our mother was sad that I could not attend and yes other 

news of the family and yes no more here. 

 

The story of Princess Diana 

And yes we know Stig and yes WE KNOW AND WE KNOW AND YES HERE IT IS: Speaking with Tina yesterday she men-

tioned Princess Diana and yes we know she died in September 1997 and yes how do I remember this and yes because 

I was on a nice holiday in Hornbæk, Denmark, together with Camilla and yes unusual because it was approx. 30 de-

grees Celsius during this week where it normally is maybe 15-20 degrees and yes Stig this is what I have to say about 

this story: AND YES SO IN LOVE WE WERE WITH THIS QUEEN OF ENGLAND AND YES MY FRIENDS SO IT IS RIGHT NOW 

AND YES STIG DID I KNOW THAT SHE WOULD BE KILLED AND YES SPEAKING AS GOD AND YES A DRUNKEN DRIVER AND 

YES I SAW THE DEVIL TAKE HIS PLACE AND YES DRIVE VERY FAST AND YES MAKING SURE IT HAPPENED IN A TUNNEL 

AND YES LETHAL AND YES THIS WAS ME AND YES THE DEVIL SPEAKING AND YES STIG BECAUSE SHE WAS NICE AND 

YES MAYBE THAT IS ALL THERE IS TO IT and yes you said it yourself sometime ago with Michael Jackson – and yes Stig 

it was in fact me and yes I KNOW – and yes you said to Tina yesterday that she was to be compared with Michael Jack-

son in popularity and yes we know Stig yes the DEVIL TOOK AWAY A PERSON WHO WAS LOVED ALL OVER THE WORLD 

and yes because this is how he is and yes just thinking of you David and yes Bo’s partner in London and yes you know 

who you are and yes surprised we were to hear your opinion on Princess Diana and yes also Barack Obama and yes my 

friend is this really how people think and yes David, what did you tell me about TWO OF MY VERY GOOD FRIENDS AND 

YES I FOUND GOD AND YES ALSO THE PRINCESS BUT THE DEVIL DOES NOT ALLOW ME TO HEAR MORE NOW AND YES 

LATER MY FRIEND, and yes a GOOD FRIEND OF GOD, that is all God is telling me today about the princess and yes we 

know A PART OF THE TEST TO THE WORLD. 

 

What will happen next week? 

And yes just thinking of what will happen next week. Will I be back in Denmark and yes after the weather is improving 

here and yes new feelings and understandings of how I value people here and yes miss my family in Denmark and yes 

“LIFE IN DENMARK” and yes that is “NORMAL LIFE” and yes so it is and yes maybe I will still be here and yes maybe 

even in prison and yes just maybe and yes we know many options and yes how will I help the team from Denmark and 

yes will God give us Normal life now or does he want me to get a new work in Denmark and yes REALLY NO MOTIVA-

TION to say the least to do that after all of these experiences if this is what he wants and yes to send money to the 

team and yes so it is my friends and yes HOW MANY OF MY MANAGERS THROUGH 25 YEARS THOUGHT THAT I HAD 

DIFFICULTIES “TO CHANGE” and yes my friends WERE YOU GUESSING OR DID YOU KNOW and yes so it is – you were 

guessing and yes difficult it is because I have both feelings and yes VERY EASY and yes VERY DIFFICULT to accept 

changes and yes who can understand this? 
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Sunday 13th September 2009 

More dreams again, the Sunday service – Victory through the Kingdom of God, a promotional SONG video at the 

church, telling the Pastor’s that I might not come back, the Sunday Service was for Elijah and the team ..., writing day,  

living with Sanna and Hans, if ...?, Mary gave us maybe 10 kilos of vegetables and God is still attending the Tusker Pro-

ject Fame TV show. 

 

More dreams again 

And yes my sleep has not really been normal here at no time and yes so let us just say that I am not FRESH and yes 

NEVER and yes so it is and yes here are some dreams and yes God found the dream-machine again so here we are: 

 

• There is a rebellion on the castle. “Good” and “bad” people are fighting on the stairs. I give my father three hours 

to leave the country and I will never see him again – he is one of the bad guys. I am being driven in the royal car, 

and I am told about all of the features of the car, pistols pointed at me, no smoking, attacks from the doors and 

where I need to duck and be very quick. I see the British queen being interviewed by Paul Jørgensen about smok-

ing, she is well known not to smoke on film and yes she told that when the football club of Lyngby was using her 

car, it smelled very badly of smoke afterwards and they put out the cigarettes on the seat of the car. I see the 

queen playing golf in the yard and she hits a politician, who shows her around. 

• I see Anne Mette (from Green Credit!) bicycling in Sweden in a forest. She is now a local politician, she has been 

living here for some time, she is bicycling here daily and she uses Swedish words. She does not want to talk yet. I 

see a beautiful white restaurant on the top of a hill with a view to the sea. The restaurant has had poor quality for 

years, but Anne Mette has helped the restaurant to improve. She has installed a new wall. And people are driving 

from far away to come here and they are not finer people than “you and I”. But all uneven side orders are not 

really working yet. At the end Anne Mette arrives and says to the restaurant that THEY ONLY NEED TO SERVE 

MAIZE WITH THE FISH – and not all of the side orders they do for it to look fine – because then it will only be peo-

ple who really want the fish, that will get it. And the fish is really good and it is a success. 

• I see that the goal to run 100 metres is 7.89 seconds and at the moment I can do it in 8.53 seconds, so I can still 

improve ... 

• I am at the beach in Espergærde. There is a party including beautiful, but drunk women. I go without meeting 

anyone. I meet a famous Danish actor (cannot remember his name) sitting at a table with his woman. He tells a lie 

about what I have done with women. Another man comes, he drives me in the actor’s nice pick-up car to different 

restaurants and the actor is just behind us. The driver says that the actor is entertaining but his own performance 

of not saying anything to me is an even better performance. 

• Again God plays “do you remember now it’s over” by Phil Collins. 

• I receive many small dreams, visions and words every single night – examples: “Court under justice attack by 

floodings” and I had several small dreams about “the best cook” and yes mentioned in the newspapers and yes 

about Kim S. who will invite me for lunch. 

• I am at the harbour of Espergærde. There is a Danish farm house between the harbour and the beach. It is a res-

taurant and it is a young couple, who has had it for the last 4-5 weeks and they are very eager to continue and to 

become a success. They say that one guest was caught on his way out hiding a knife, but he regretted. Somehow I 

need to remember this, and I think it is a very beautiful place. I get fish and chips. It is difficult to find a place, the 

seats are taken. I see Kronborg and how beautiful the Gardener has cut the grass in front of the castle. Michael P. 

(!) Nielsen calls me and says that he has an angry customer, whom I owe money and I say that this is probably 

right, I remember having a creditor, who used Alm. Brand Bank and I know that I have no monthly transfers to this 

creditor. 

• And when I woke up it was with an old, famous Danish song by Gitte Hænning “snakker med mig selv, mit indre 

jeg” and yes Stig “talking to myself, my inner self” and yes this I did for the first time in a long time yesterday eve-

ning and yes I know it sounds strange but this is what I did .... 

 

The Sunday service – Victory through the Kingdom of God 
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And yes my friends, Pastor James was back again and yes “good old James” and yes so it is here and yes we know, 

here is what he talked about: 

 

Matthew 6:25-34 

Mark 1:15 

 

Human beings have two needs. Spiritual and physical needs, where the physical needs are magnified on the expense 

of the spiritual. The needs of food, clothes, a home etc. are clear needs and people have clear answers, when they are 

asked what they need. But spiritual needs are also important and yes the need for love and yes the need of God. 

 

God has promises to both needs. People are worried about where to get food, clothes and other physical needs from. 

But “worry” is a result of lack of faith. God is not ignoring your needs. God knows what you are going through. God 

understands your pain and needs. If you are sick or have a problem, it should not drive you to worry. And “if I have a 

headache or am hungry he knows it” (thanks Pastor and yes Elijah sometimes has a headache, and yes therefore this 

inspiration Pastor).  

 

Look at the birds. God is feeding them. If God feeds the birds, how shall he not take care of you – as an image of God. 

As a parent you worry about your children. You can go without food to pay for school fees. God feels the same, he 

loves you and anything that hurts you becomes his concern. He will provide your rent too. Jesus knows your needs, he 

will meet them, don't worry. Believe in God, don’t worry, have faith – he will heal you. 

 

Are we children of God? If you are not a believer and if your sins are not forgiven you cannot see the kingdom. The 

Kingdom of God is the answer of the needs of man. The time is fulfilled, the kingdom is near. Repent your sins.  

 

To have faith means that you are “fighting the impossible”. Men doing this are working with God. Things, which are 

impossible for man, are possible with God. This is when you are touching the realm of God. God is a God of miracles. A 

big man is standing on the shoulders of God. Don't just try to seek the things of men, seek the Kingdom of God. Seek 

and you shall find. Don't be casual. Accept that Jesus is the King of the Kingdom. If you are to be delivered you need to 

stop denial and accept who you are. Denial is the root cause to problems. Accept and solve your problems, surrender 

your life, money, time and dignity to Jesus. When you surrender all, you are not losing, you are gaining.  

 

Promotional SONG video at the church 

And yes the nice teacher and yes we know with the previous Mathematics problems and yes she was also there the 

Saturday when I taught the students and yes she has made a CD and yes three songs were video filmed after the 

church service today and yes Stig just thinking of this and yes a documentary from my stay at the church as well and 

yes she would like to be shown on television and yes my friend, and yes THIS WAS WHAT I PROMISED YOU TODAY and 

yes MAYBE MORE THAN YOU COULD EVER IMAGINE and yes A GOOD PROMOTIONAL VIDEO FOR YOU and yes ☺. 

 

And at the end of the church service I heard the song “One night in heaven” by M People and yes I got the feeling of 

Mary Magdalena and yes long time no seeing and yes also here in Kenya and yes STIG THIS IS SO TRUE WE ARE STILL 

PREPARING FOR THE CONCERT. 

 

Telling the Pastor’s that I might not come back 

And yes Stig you told Pastor James that he was speaking “with the words of god” and yes maybe “very nice” to know 

and yes no reaction and yes you said to both Pastors that you might not come back on Sunday and yes the risk of be-

ing deported and yes we know they supported you and yes Pastor James has had a Danish living in his house and yes is 

this not legal and yes “seek legal advice” was his advice and yes Pastor I told you that “the kingdom of God” is also de-

scribed in my book and yes do you know what he thought Stig and yes I don’t know and yes not included here the 

thought that I received because I don’t know if it was from God or the Devil and yes my friends and yes I see the white 

dog sitting and waiting on me and YES MY MASTER he is saying and yes UNDER MY COMMAND TOO and yes VERY 

CLOSE WE ARE ON THE TARGET ... 

 

And yes to my “member-friend” at the Equity Bank and yes now you know why I said to you that I would like the 

teachings on the basic rules to take place in the church in front of all and yes thank you for your supportive remarks 
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on this and yes for doing your own action plan and yes my friend did you follow my advice to teach your colleagues at 

the bank? 

 

The Sunday Service was for Elijah and the team ... 

And yes Stig on the way home from the Sunday Service and yes you told Elijah that this Sunday Service was with the 

words of God and yes to Elijah (and yes the team) and yes it matches the situation my dear friends – and yes please try 

to understand – and yes it is really as simple as this and yes the Pastor and I have used the same words “impossible” 

and yes God knows your situation and yes this is what it is about – and yes DON’T WORRY, BE HAPPY ELIJAH and yes 

my friends, this is what you told me Elijah, that you are STRONG and yes I told you that you are “a man of faith” and 

yes I also told you that you are “a man of worries” and yes Elijah I used the word, which God gave me and yes “a man 

of despair” and yes so it is Elijah and yes so it is and yes yes yes so it is and yes no train now but almost, Elijah and yes 

TO SHOW YOUR TRUE FAITH and yes this is what it is about.  

 

ELIJAH AND THE TEAM – PLEASE REMEMBER THIS ONE, and yes when your situation is over and yes my friends YES 

THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL TELL THE WORLD and yes how wonderful is life now and yes my friends, this is the Devil at 

Hawaii and yes why Stig and yes why and yes we know and yes he is just teasing .... 

 

Writing day 

And yes Stig writing from 7.30 to 10.00 and yes church and yes after church from 14.00 to 18.30 and yes here we are 

at the end of Sunday and yes as agreed and yes we know TOO TIRED YOU ARE TO START THE FIRST EDIT OF THE LAST 

4-5 days of scripts and yes it will have to wait until tomorrow and yes most of the day and yes especially the afternoon 

and yes a throw up feeling and yes FEELING LIKE THROWING UP AND YES THIS IS THE FEELING, MY FRIENDS. 

 

Living with Sanna and Hans, if ...? 

And yes this is how sure we are to be deported by the Immigration Office tomorrow that I ALREADY TODAY AND YES 

STIG ADVISED YOU TO LOOK AT FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES and yes GOING BACK TO DENMARK – and yes cold there is 

and yes we know double meaning – and yes to write to Sanna and yes informing shortly about the visit with the Police 

and yes the Immigration Office and yes the possibility to be deported and yes to ask if I can live with Sanna and Hans 

temporarily and yes we still have the best connection and yes so it is my friend and yes we know heaven through hell 

.... 

 

And yes later in the evening Sanna confirmed that I am welcome to live with them temporarily and yes happy we are 

with this. 

 

Mary gave us maybe 10 kilos of vegetables 

And yes Stig, “how funny is it” that the team AUTOMATICALLY thought that Mary would ask for money and yes we 

know “she must have a hidden agenda” and yes then to receive maybe 10 kilos of different vegetables this evening 

and yes we know Stig, just thinking and yes my friends at LTO, had you thought about this as an opportunity and yes 

the ways of God are many and yes Elijah was thinking about sharing this with the orphans at the village and yes maybe 

he will take an initiative Elijah and yes we know Stig, maybe it will not come on his action plan and yes just another 

idea, what about sharing it with the team, Elijah and yes just a thought of course and yes did you think of that too, 

Elijah? 

 

God is still attending the Tusker Project Fame TV show 

And yes Stig a good opportunity this is and yes we know not many examples of this and yes we know one of the con-

testants mentioned ME and yes another contestant also mentioned ME and yes thanked ME and yes here it is, the 

male presenter of the show said something like this to the second male contestant: “First it was ..., then you. Who will 

be the next in God’s inbox, everybody”? and yes of course Stig, you knew it and yes just a feeling and yes like other 

people don’t get and yes exactly as it is written in my scripts and yes for all people to get access to God through email 

and yes you said this to Elijah and yes we know Elijah, did you remember this from the scripts and yes Stig was not 

sure because yes there was really no reaction from you Elijah and yes just thinking ... 
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Monday 14th September 2009 

Bad sleep and some dreams, the decision from the Immigration Office, postponing the printout of the scripts to the 

team, feelings after the decision to deport me, Karibu Sanna, symbols from God, A “sad” text message from John, 

Elijah’s worries, no communication with the Council ..., update on the resource plan and my “late” family is almost 

breaking out. 

 

Bad sleep and some dreams 

And yes Stig TRYING to sleep from 21.30 and yes it is now becoming warmer during the night and yes maybe 15 de-

grees and yes maybe 25-26 degrees during daytime and yes my ideal weather and yes this we know too and yes all of 

us and yes eight times and yes maybe this only once and yes ok and here it is yes some dreams and yes almost no 

sleep from 3.00 and yes tired because of this and yes no new feeling. 

 

• We are three working at the office. I meet Kim S. and his family outside one morning and it feels like “pictures 

from the past” but it is from the present time. They have bought a brewery in Bougeoirs – Southern France to me 

– for 40 million DKK and this means that they will now have relations with the royal family. Kim will continue 

working “part time” at the office, which is 40 hours per week, and I think that maybe I can become the new man-

ager instead of Kim, and Kim says that we must be careful with all of the candies we eat at the office. I say that if I 

was him I would ration the candies to four pieces per person per day and if they cannot follow this, I would give 

them a warning and eventually I would stop the candy. Kim says that one from the office likes candies very much. 

• I see Risalamande (Danish Rice Pudding) almost being served for Elijah. He is already looking into the kettle, he 

has a spoon and he almost tastes it. Later I see Elijah driving a white car and he is about to fuel it. 

• I am controlling my payments and accounts from the whole year. There is a fine restaurant in Rungsted harbour, 

where Sten A. (!) and another man wants me to come and to bring with me receipts from concerts and other ex-

penses I have had. I don’t have a car, but instantly I am transferred from my old apartment in Hørsholm to a 

house at Strandvejen from where I walk to the harbour. When I meet them at the restaurant I see them having 

three pieces of Danish “smørrebrød”, one is with eel and they drink beer and I say to them “now I better under-

stand why you sit here” and “it is a nice table” but I discover that it is not stable. I have a big receipt of 700,000 

DKK from a seminar at the Insurance Academy one full day for many people and my mother says that so far there 

has been no control of income, but normally it looks fine. 

• I hear the words “Your candle burned out long before your legend ever did” from the song “Candle in the wind” 

by Elton John. 

• I am in Leeds together with Vivian to a concert with Kaiser Chiefs, and afterwards I prepare dinner for her. She 

wrongly assumes that I want to be with her. 

 

The decision from the Immigration Office 

And yes Stig this is also who I am and yes NERVOUS and yes WORRIED about what decision they would take and yes 

still worried about whether or not they would ask if I have written about my experiences with the police and the Im-

migration office Thursday and Friday last week and yes been thinking of that and yes what should I answer it they 

asked me and yes different opportunities and yes I decided that my reply would be “I cannot tell you – my book is not 

finalised” and yes if they would have continued asking I would have said that I don’t want to discuss the content of my 

book before it is published and yes was also thinking about asking them if there is a law in Kenya preventing me from 

writing what I experience and yes Stig not in a very good mood when leaving this morning and yes how long would it 

take and yes almost not bearable if it would take the whole day and yes just maybe they would still decide on putting 

me in front of a judge and yes maybe prison and yes not very nice to think about. 

 

And yes meeting Meshack in front of the building at 9.42 and yes we know Dragholm this is it and yes at 10.00 we said 

good morning to Gerald and yes could we wait in his office and yes we know we arrived exactly on time again and yes 

we know Stig and yes he had a meeting but alright to wait and yes ALREADY AT 10.05 GERALD STARTED HIS MEETING 

WITH ME and yes ALMOST ON TIME TODAY, GERALD, and yes fantastic my friend and yes he started by saying: To 

avoid me from going to court etc. and yes because of SECURITY ETC. (eehh Gerald, this was the first time you men-

tioned this and yes what do you mean – that I can be dangerous to the local people or vice versa???) HE SUGGESTED 
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THAT I LEFT KENYA and yes Stig here it is – yes what you were hoping to hear and yes so it is to finalise this travel and 

yes so it is and yes you would have followed the road of God if it was to stay in Kenya, but yes good to come back to 

the family - and yes “you listened” and yes “you understood” and yes as you said to him and yes he just wanted to re-

ceive his manager’s approval and yes he was busy with a politician and yes “you know” as he said and yes of course 

politicians are the most important of all people (!) and yes therefore I suggested you Gerald to confirm in writing what 

we had agreed upon and yes Gerald THAT IS ALMOST YOUR LANGUAGE? And yes write down this and that and yes 

Stig so it is at that office and yes therefore very good to use the time doing this and yes of course Gerald you have so 

much experience of doing this that you almost dictated what you wanted me to write and yes you asked me to write 

that I have had the Kenyan law explained and that I REQUEST YOU TO APPROVE THAT I LEAVE KENYA and yes so it is 

and yes I WOULD NOT HAVE DONE THIS WITHOUT YOUR SUGGESTION GERALD and yes this paper is therefore not the 

entire truth and yes I said to Gerald that I would write an email to my family today and yes maybe I would receive the 

ticket Tuesday or Wednesday and yes I could probably leave within 2-4 days and yes at least before the end of the 

week and yes we know to give the office a copy of the ticket and yes he thought that was a good idea, and yes I did 

the statement and yes he went to the manager and yes still nervous – what would the manager decide – and yes we 

know all of us this time and yes that was the second time and yes eight of us and yes “after eight” and yes chocolate 

and yes just a thought and yes here it is: 

 

Gerald came back from the meeting with his manager and yes without me and yes Gerald you like to “joke” because 

you said that you had “bad news” and “good news” and yes – seen from who’s perspective, my friend? – and yes 

which news did I want to hear first and yes “bad news” of course and yes then you said Gerald that you had actually 

two pieces of bad news and yes which piece I wanted to hear first and yes of course the first piece and yes here they 

are: 

 

First piece of “bad news”: You will get five days to leave Kenya (Saturday before midnight) – and yes GOOD NEWS to 

me. 

Second piece of “bad news”: “You can always come back” and yes ALSO GOOD NEWS TO ME. 

Good news: Bring your ticket to this office and you will get your passport – and yes BAD NEWS, why not now? 

 

And yes so it is and yes we agreed that I would come back with the ticket Tuesday or Wednesday and yes to get the 

passport and yes we were finished with the meeting by approx. 10.40 and yes my friends a very positive surprise and 

YES SHORT AND EFFECTIVE MEETINGS MAKE ME HAPPY. 

 

And yes Gerald asked me if I had collected money and yes how much and yes approx. 40,000 Shillings and yes thank 

you for the advice Gerald and yes he said “hold on to that money” and yes I did not tell him that I had already given 

the money to Elijah .... 

 

And yes with the words of God I told you when leaving, Gerald that “you are a nice man” and yes Gerald you felt in-

spired to say that “No, I am a bad guy” and yes yes yes so it is Gerald and yes because of the system and yes I said “I 

like it when you are nice” and yes this is what you became during our meetings – from being AN IDIOT to use the 

words of Karen and yes also from my mother always and yes to become A NICE GUY and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Gerald, maybe you did not think that I would write about you and yes YOU DID NOT WANT TO ASK ME THAT 

QUESTION, GERALD and yes this is it and yes thanks Huey and yes we know a few songs here and there and yes with-

out thanks. 

 

And yes just for the record, Gerald decided that Elijah and Meshack could not get their identity cards back before I get 

my passport and yes why Gerald is that and YES JUST WONDERING “MY FRIEND” AND YES HARASSING AGAIN? 

 

Postponing the printout of the scripts to the team 

And yes Stig we know, who is “the Judas” and yes not nice also to suspect one from the team, and yes so it is and yes 

we hope that it is not him and yes somebody else instead and yes so it is – because of this suspicion and yes because 

of what the Police or the Immigration Office might just do and yes therefore my friends, I have decided that I will not 

give the team the scripts from the latest days before I leave Kenya and yes so it is and yes just maybe the authorities 
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of Kenya would not like to read what I have written about them – and yes only WHAT I HAVE SEEN AND EXPERIENCED 

here and yes nothing more and yes nothing less and yes so it is. 

 

Feelings after the decision to deport me  

And yes I was relieved more than all and yes after 4½ months here in a very different culture and yes Stig really good 

to come back and yes the best people would be to combine the best of Danish culture with the best of Kenyan culture 

and yes behaviour and yes faith and yes so it is and yes the weather of course and yes I was happy and yes even 

though I have hardly no money I “celebrated” by buying chocolate biscuits at 88 Shillings and yes one of many things I 

have missed here – but the quality was actually not very good. 

 

And yes I am even happier because now this travel is TRUTHFULLY over and yes meaning that GOD HAS GIVEN ME THE 

EXPERIENCES I NEED FOR MY BOOK and yes the end of a chapter and yes what will happen in Denmark and yes my fa-

ther will die maybe and yes then the meeting with the Council and yes still following the road of God and yes the rest 

has been the Devil and yes will I come back to Kenya and yes who knows and yes I KNOW NOTHING and yes just like 

Manuel .... 

 

And yes thinking of how to help Elijah and the team still and yes I sent a text message to Elijah after the meeting and 

yes saying that he should not be “in despair” and yes because “God knows your worries” and yes of course Stig, THE 

WORDS WERE MINE and yes through you and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes Meshack was after the meeting focusing on the OPPORTUNITY that they allowed me to come back to Kenya 

and yes he was not at all impressed by the AUTHORITIES and yes so he is my friend and yes now I better understand 

his resistance when I introduced the Action Plan etc (with Elijah ...) to the office and yes when I did not have the time 

to be the inspirer and yes when I acted as a director and yes so it is my friend and yes I actually like his attitude and 

yes so it is and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes I LIKE PEOPLE BEING EQUAL TO EACH OTHER and yes NO PEOPLE ARE 

MORE THAN OTHER PEOPLE and yes because of title, responsibility etc. AND YES ALL PEOPLE ARE EQUAL and yes so it 

is. 

 

Karibu Sanna 

And yes Sanna these are the words from God today and yes in Kenya it is “Karibu Sana” and yes YOU ARE VERY WEL-

COME and yes this is what we are, we still have the best brother/sister relation and yes despite of the Devil and yes 

Stig, because I HAVE PUT GOD AS THE FOUNDATION IN ALL PEOPLE AND YES ALWAYS and yes so it is my friend. 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes have I written down this before, and yes if not, here it is: I see Egon from the Danish movie Olsen Banden 

coming out of jail and yes the two others are waiting for me outside in the freedom and yes waiving with the Danish 

flag and yes LIKE THEY DO AT BIRTHDAYS and yes this is what it is about and yes Egon “det er genialt det der” and yes 

thank you Svend and yes you were the best of all of the commentators and yes with the wish of God and yes thank 

you Michael because I believe it was you Svend was talking about and yes the match against Uruguay in 1986 and yes 

do you believe that God or the Devil was with you and yes who had the best team of all and yes we know – but only 

when God is with you and yes so it is and yes Spain and yes the “Jesper Olsen” and yes no more for you .... 

 

And yes Stig I have told you several times about Aragon and yes we know from the movie Lord of the Rings and yes 

Danish actor and yes Stig I COULD HAVE TOLD YOU MUCH MORE ABOUT THIS AND YES HE IS THE KING AND YES COM-

ING HOME and yes just a symbol and yes just like the MATRIX movie and yes I ALSO LIKE LORD OF THE RINGS VERY 

MUCH and yes so it is. 

 

A “sad” text message from John 

And yes Stig earlier today you left the Immigration Office together with Meshack and yes very positive he is my friend 

☺ and yes focusing on the “opportunity for me to come back” because I am still allowed to do this and yes HAPPY I 

WAS BECAUSE OF THIS Meshack and yes Stig because the “Judas” may be at the office building and yes to take no risks 

and yes this is the reason why you have not been at the office the latest days and yes why you decided to go home to 

continue working on the scripts and yes to do the edits of the scripts since Thursday and yes for you to give Meshack 

the opportunity to give my messages to the team and yes “if you remember” and yes I do believe that Meshack has 
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improved and yes WHEN YOU ARE MOTIVATED and yes this is what I sense in Meshack today and yes also thank you 

for this and yes later in the day I received a text message from John and yes we are talking about the same man as I 

encouraged the other day that ALL EXPERIENCES HERE ARE POSITIVE BECAUSE THEY ARE PART OF GOD’S PLAN AND 

YES WITHOUT THIS WE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO TEACH THE WORLD and yes maybe difficult to believe and yes when 

you MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND, WHICH IS WHAT YOU DID TODAY, JOHN and yes THEN AN EVEN VERY POSITIVE MAN 

apparently can lose hope and yes faith and yes even to have difficulties controlling your negative feelings and yes we 

know WHEN YOU ARE FACING DIFFICULTIES IN YOUR LIVES and yes look forward to NORMAL LIFE and yes when the 

man disappears and yes WHAT DO YOU THEN BELIEVE and yes this is what John believed in today and yes we know 

Stig, there is a need to do a new pep talk and yes so it is: 

 

And yes John I have decided to bring your full message here to show the world YOUR FEELINGS and yes YOUR FAITH 

and yes so it is: 

 

“I AM REALLY DISTURBED AND WORRIED MAN BECAUSE YOU ARE LEAVING. I HAD A LOT OF FAITH IN YOU I WAS 

LOOKING FORWARD TO A GOOD LIFE BUT NOW THE FUTURE LOOKS BRINK. THINGS ARE VERY HARD AT THE MOMENT 

BUT I AM SURE GOD WILL INCREASE MY FAITH. HOPE TO SEE YOU WILL BE WITH US ALWAYS UNTIL THE END OF 

TIMES.” 

 

Elijah’s “worries” 

And yes Elijah was so kind to text me earlier in the day saying that he would come home early and yes that was with-

out including the Micro Finance company in his plans and yes WAITING on them and yes therefore he was home after 

20.00 this evening and yes still no answer from the manager of the Micro Finance company and yes an instalment 

maybe now and yes not to carry out their plans of collecting the securities for the loan and yes the deadline is before 

the end of this week and yes WE KNOW and yes HERE IT IS DRAGHOLM and yes the Devil said that he found a piece of 

kryptonite and yes we know IT DOES NOT WORK HERE MY FRIEND, I AM NOT SUPERMAN AND THIS IS NOT A CAR-

TOON and yes symbols of course .... 

 

And yes Stig, less than one minute after Elijah came home and yes my friends the power went off and yes Elijah there 

had been no power problems during the day and yes as I told you it was just final regards and yes from the Devil and 

yes the power went on and off maybe 3-4 times during the rest of the evening and yes I SAID TO YOU and yes Elijah 

because of the team and yes YOUR POLICY OF SHARING and yes so it is my friend and yes not quite yet .... 

 

And yes Elijah WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO and yes as you said you have no income no and yes you don’t want to go 

back to your brothers and yes and no and yes and yes my friends as I told you there has been logical explanations to 

everything that has happened and yes my friend GOD WILL NOT LEAVE YOU and yes I WILL STILL COMMUNICATE 

WITH YOU and yes ALL OF MY PROMISES ARE INTACT and yes NORMAL LIFE TO COME and yes so it is and yes I cannot 

go to Denmark, get a good job immediately and yes to send money to you the 1st October and yes so it is and yes the 

ONLY SOLUTION NOW IS TO BELIEVE IN GOD AND YES IN HIS POWERS and yes and yes and yes and as I said to you 

Elijah “What you go through is the same as the world will go through - the same feeling, to keep faith, not to be wor-

ried and you will tell the world about your feeling this exact second”. And yes Elijah, as I told you “be strong, do what I 

have done to the team - keep the basic rules”. 

 

No communication with the Council ... 

And yes Stig, you have noticed that yes no communication with the Council for some time and yes we know and yes 

here it is: The Council told me that they should go through something similar as myself and it sounded like the last 

message for maybe some time and when I tried to communicate with the Council, I could feel them, but they did not 

talk to me and yes so it is my friend. 

 

Update on the resource plan 

And yes here is the update on the resource plan from last week: 

 

LTO work Week 36 from 7-12 September 

Name Plan Actual 

Elijah 33 hours 30 hours 
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David  10 hours 

John 46 hours 30 hours 

Meshack  40 hours 35 hours 

Stig 40 hours 37 hours 

 

And yes Stig what can I say – ALL OF US FAILED TO DELIVER ON OUR PROMISES THIS WEEK AND YES STIG we know the 

true feeling is this and yes THE TEAM COULD DECIDE THEMSELVES and yes HOW MANY HOURS TO “WORK” at the of-

fice and yes STIG they did not deliver on their promises and yes STIG THE SAME OLD EXPLANATION FOR YOUR SELF 

and yes YOU HAVE ONLY INCLUDED YOUR REAL WORKING HOURS AND YES MY FRIENDS, WHAT IS THE BASIC RULE – 

IS IT TO INCLUDE ALL HOURS WHERE YOU STAY AT THE OFFICE AND YES INCLUDING THE HOURS WHERE YOU DON’T 

WORK and yes so it is my friends THIS IS WHAT THE TEAM HAS DONE and YES THIS IS NOT AND I REPEAT NOT WHAT I 

WANT THE WORLD TO DO – YOU WILL ONLY INCLUDE YOUR REAL WORKING HOURS IN YOUR WORK STATISTIC and 

yes very nice indeed .... 

 

My “late” family is almost breaking out 

And yes Stig since leaving the Immigration Office and yes two persons MY TRUE MOTHER’S MOTHER, WHICH I HAVE 

NOW BEEN IN CONTACT WITH several times the last couple of days and yes as she said to me recently that she would 

only start coming to me when I was at the end and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know also the mother’s 

mother I know, and yes I SEEM THEM SO HAPPY THAT THEY ARE ALMOST “BREAKING OUT” of the shadow I have put 

them in and yes for you not to see them in this phase and yes my FRIENDS POSITVE NEWS and yes WHERE ARE YOU 

ALL, you members of the Council and yes just wondering and yes preparing to come out of Hell and yes almost no 

communication from you in a long time and yes I can feel them and yes like they are not “allowed” right now to com-

municate and yes A BIG SMILE FROM VIRGIN MARY and yes another “feeling” from Mary Magdalena and yes COM-

PASSION is that feeling and yes obviously they cannot speak to me right now and yes so it is my friends ....  
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Tuesday 15th September 2009 

Extremely bad sleep and a few dreams ..., sleeping or going to town ...?, getting my passport from Gerald ...., “lack of 

love”, 10 million people are struggling in Kenyan, Elijah’s plan is progressing, Mary came to say goodbye and our last 

evening together. 

 

Extremely bad sleep and a few dreams ... 

And yes Stig, this night the sleep was not only poor or bad and yes it was worse and yes I slept “light” from 22.30-

01.30 and yes Stig I was awake the rest of the night and yes we KNOW extremely tired and yes nothing to do and yes 

God took the sleep away from me and yes here is what I received while I was “sleeping”: 

 

• I have taken over Henning W’s apartment in Hellerup. I meet Ole S. – our old colleague – in front of the house. 

The snow is melting and he is removing the last snow from the top of the garbage can. He says that he has lived 

here for one year and that he has “lost” half of the paid rent compared to the value of the apartment. Ole says to 

Henning that this is wrong, and I correct him and says that it is right. Ole has now turned into my good friend 

Rene – and somehow underneath his skin, he is warm like a volcano. He has gambled on his bank loan and made 

thousands of percents by gambling fictive money and to pay the instalments with the profits from this – and he 

tells me “something like this”. 

• I hear the song “How am I supposed to live without you” by Michael Bolton and normally I think of you Connie 

and the bar at Hotel D’angleterre when I hear Michael Bolton and yes almost 20 years ago and yes we know more 

on that story but not now .... 

• I see myself landing with the helicopter at the castle and I hear that “in the house of the lord, everything is good” 

and “hereafter it will be you who says welcome” and I get the impression that this is when I come to Denmark. 

• I hear the line “After loving me she said she couldn’t love another” and yes people will know from which song and 

yes GOD HAS GIVEN ME THIS LINE MANY MANY TIMES and yes probably the first time written down and yes we 

know THINKING OF KAREN WE ARE. 

 

During the morning God gave me the lines “Borderline feels like I’m going to lose my mind. You just keep on pushing 

my love over the borderline” from the song “Borderline” by Madonna and hereafter he gave me shortly the song “just 

like a prayer” by Madonna and yes the picture of me.  

 

And yes A VERY SPECIAL INTRODUCTION AND YES TO ONE OF THE BEST ALBUMS OF ALL AND YES DIFFICULT TO 

CHOOSE BETWEEN THE TIME ALBUM AND YES THE OUT OF THE BLUE ALBUM AND YES BY ELO AND YES THE “PRO-

LOGUE” IS AND YES WE KNOW STIG NOT REALLY A SONG BUT LET US JUST SAY IT “A VERY SPECIAL” INTRODUCTION 

TO ME and yes the lyrics are and yes as I gave you this morning: 

 

“Just on the border of your waking mind, There lies... Another time, Where darkness & light are one, And as you tread 

the halls of sanity, You feel so glad to be, Unable to go beyond, I have a message, From another time...” 

 

And God yes links this song with “Twilight” and yes we do all of us and yes Stig “Night is day and twilight's gone away” 

and yes so it is my friend .... ☺ 

 

Sleeping or going to town ...? 

And yes we know Stig, you were up at 6.30 and yes extremely tired we were and yes after Elijah went to town and yes 

like to sleep some more and yes we know Stig and yes NO SLEEP TO THIS MAN and yes this morning and yes thinking 

about getting the passport and yes maybe Gerald will not be at the office tomorrow and yes maybe better to go today 

and yes BEING EXTREMELY TIRED and yes we know Stig and yes yes yes and yes God your wish is granted and yes 

“here it is”: 

 

So at approx. 11.00 I decided to go to town and yes here WE KNOW and yes good question for me too and yes no 

speaking but so it is and yes being so tired that I felt I could hardly stand out of bed and yes so it is and yes going to 

the office and yes to print out the eticket from Turkish Airlines – and yes THANK YOU JOHN and yes received it late 
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yesterday and yes after I went to bed – and yes to go home Thursday at 02.30 in the middle of the night and yes yes 

yes and yes outside the office I met Joachim and yes nice you are and yes GOOD MEANING from you Joachim and yes 

we know Stig and yes every single person I meet now, I think if this person can be “the Judas” and yes I have not had 

this feeling with people I have met so far and yes I have one suspect and yes hope we are wrong with this one and yes 

back to Joachim and yes he believed that there is no law in Kenya saying that I am not allowed to stay with a private 

family and yes he WAS VERY COMMITTED INDEED my friend and yes this is what I normally like – however I had de-

cided to leave so maybe not the best advice but he meant it very positively – and yes he recommended me to go to 

the Danish embassy and yes to write to the minister and yes all I could say was that I have decided to go home and yes 

that I will follow up “my own way” – and yes to write my experiences here and yes just maybe the effect will be 

greater than writing a letter to the minister ... 

 

And yes Joachim very nice you are and yes I said to you that you don’t need to repay my loan and yes he insisted to 

pay the money to Elijah, when he has money and yes VERY SURE ABOUT THAT HE WAS ☺. 

 

And yes coming to the office and yes who was there and yes the team and yes excluding David and yes we know, 

David has been told that I am leaving for home and yes we have not heard anything from him as the only one in the 

team and yes maybe because he cannot afford calling or texting me? Or maybe because he does not want to? “Only 

heavens know”. 

 

And yes Big Katama was also in the office and yes nice to see you again and yes a BIG friend you are and yes happy to 

hear Elijah that he says to people that it is “the plan of God” that I will now be leaving and yes Violette also came to 

the office and yes WHEN WILL YOU BE BACK and yes I did not have a date and YES WE WERE THINKING OF CHRISTMAS 

so this is what we said and yes maybe not the 24th December and yes maybe she will see me and yes not in the same 

room as her and yes we will have to wait and see.... 

 

Getting my passport from Gerald .... 

And yes Meshack and Elijah wanted to go with me to meet Gerald – and yes WHY DID YOU KEEP MESHACK’S ID-CARD 

and yes HARRASING WE ARE, GERALD? 

 

And yes he was not there at 12.00 and yes at court we were told and yes he was not answering his phone and yes 

waiting again and yes really not nice when you are extremely tired and yes when the weather is hot as it is now, 

approx. 28 degrees Celsius and yes we know FOR HOW LONG DID WE NEED TO WAIT and yes maybe all afternoon and 

yes why was Gerald in court and yes without telling me because I had said to him yesterday that I would come back 

today or tomorrow with the ticket and yes that was alright with Gerald .... 

 

But Gerald arrived at 12.30 and yes we were allowed to come into his office and yes we know Stig and yes Gerald, was 

it deliberate that you had us waiting maybe five minutes as you were “reading” some brochures, which were laid in an 

envelope on your table and yes TO ANNOY US and yes A DIRTY LITTLE TRICK AGAIN GERALD and yes so it is and yes 

after five minutes and yes Stig you gave him the eticket and yes hoping that he would not harass you again and yes ask 

for new “things” and yes here it is GERALD IS A MAN OF A SYSTEM WHERE HE IS OBVIOUSLY NOT ALLOWED TO TAKE 

ANY DECISIONS and yes very wrong this system is we think and yes a man knowing all of the details should be better 

qualified than his managers to take decisions and yes so it is and yes he just needed to visit his manager and yes Stig 

we were still “afraid” of not getting the passport and yes as we have been all day and yes not to be able to come home 

and yes so it is and yes Gerald came back to the office and yes the manager had decided that I could not get my pass-

port today and yes THIS IS TOTALLY OUTRAGING and yes maybe they believe I AM A VERY DANGEROUS CRIMINAL 

AND YES THAT I WILL TAKE MY PASSPORT AND YES NOT TRAVEL AND YES TO STAY ILLEGALLY IN KENYA and yes Stig 

we know and yes we know and yes thanks for this my friend and yes we know, and yes therefore I was asked to come 

back tomorrow afternoon and yes Stig still with the risk that he might not be there and yes you never know if he will 

keep an agreement and yes so it is AND YES BUREAUCRACY and YES GERALD WE DON’T LIKE YOU TODAY AND YES 

YOUR SYSTEM and yes yesterday it was alright for me to come today and yes .... 

 

And yes today I asked you Gerald if it is according to and yes SPANISH law and yes just a symbol and yes of course 

KENYAN law that it is illegal to stay with a private family and yes surprised we were when he said that this is not in-

cluded in the law and yes we know Stig, and yes he said that this is an “administrative praxis” and yes that the Kenyan 
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had inherited this praxis from the British colonial power and yes we know who did not allow black people to stay with 

white people and yes I could only understand this as discrimination from black people towards white people and yes 

THE POLICE AND YES GERALD AND YES YOUR MANAGER FROM YESTERDAY HAVE ALL LIED TO ME WHEN YOU HAVE 

TOLD ME THAT IT IS “ILLEGAL” FOR ME TO STAY WITH A PRIVATE FAMILY and yes Stig I did not question that they told 

me the truth according to the law and yes just wondering on which foundation they are actually deporting me and yes 

it was not the missing work permit and yes not because they believe I am crazy and yes is it because I have lived at 

Elijah’s house and yes is it because I don’t have an income and yes because I don’t behave like “normal” tourists and 

yes in their eyes and yes we know Stig staying at a Hotel and yes swimming in the pool and yes having nice drinks and 

yes spending money and yes IS THIS IS, GERALD – is this why you SUGGESTED me to leave Kenya and yes we know 

Stig, what would have happened if I did not follow his suggestion and yes if I went to the embassy and yes would they 

put me in front of a judge and yes OUTRAGED WE ARE and yes at the end of the meeting I DON’T REALLY KNOW IF 

YOU WERE HARASSING ME AGAIN “MY DEAR FRIEND” and yes maybe YOU WERE TRYING TO BE FUNNY ON MY EX-

PENSE, Gerald, and yes you said that if I miss the flight I can stay with you and yes how funny is that and yes we know 

Stig one of my sayings as well and yes WHAT DID YOU MEAN, GERALD, WITH THIS – and yes MY MARKS TO YOU AND 

YOUR DEPARTMENT IS 00 from the old Danish 13 scale and yes YOUR POSTER ON THE WALL IS “SYMBOLISING” what I 

mean, you have a vision to become the “world’s best immigration office” and yes at the moment I would say you are 

the worst – what do you believe yourself and yes WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO BECOME THE BEST and yes education, 

values, “customer service” and yes behaviour and yes just thinking we are .... ☺. 

 

“Lack of love” 

And yes home from town we were at approx. 14.00 and yes tried to sleep a very little bit and yes we know the symbol 

of love and yes Karen and yes we know LACK of it and yes WITH THE BEST REGARDS AND YES OF ALL OF US and yes 

Stig we know the Devil too and yes therefore it did not hurt me very much and yes different things can easily be con-

nected here and yes a short message from my father and yes who was not very hurt and yes that is what I heard him 

say and yes saw him too and yes I was hoping to sleep but God wanted to make my stomach hurt and yes to go to the 

toilet. 

 

10 million people are struggling in Kenyan 

And yes Stig going back to Denmark with this headline on my mind and yes seeing Kenyans “fight for their lives” on 

television and yes 10 million they say are starting a new day and yes struggling to get food and yes we know sadness 

come to us and yes thanks Virgin Mary and yes still here all of us and yes when we go back to Denmark and yes what 

will they talk about, their own “problems” or the 10 million people in Kenya struggling and yes that is truly STRUG-

GLING and yes just thinking we are .... 

 

Elijah’s plan is progressing 

And yes Elijah is still working on the plan and yes we know it takes a little bit longer than expected and yes we know 

because of Gerald and yes because of the Micro Finance company and yes Elijah has succeeded to get a FINAL agree-

ment with the Micro Finance company and yes because he has been so persistent and yes to pay the remaining debt 

and yes before the month end and yes he has visited Nicole’s and Joseph’s schools and yes we know Stig and yes to 

pay some of the school fees now and yes the rest at the month end and yes now he only needs to visit his neighbour 

and yes who is also the landlord and yes to agree on paying only half of the rent now and yes the rest at the month 

end and yes at the month end THERE IS ONLY ONE SOLUTION LEFT and yes EITHER YOU WILL DO AS THE BRITISH ILLU-

SIONIST and yes let me win in LOTTO or else you will give us NORMAL LIFE and yes so it is my friend and yes seeing 

GOD SITTING IN THE CHAIR AS THE SANTA CLAUS AND YES WITH HIS BEARD AND YES AS MY FATHER AND YES INSTEAD 

OF MY FATHER and yes so it is and yes yes yes here it is and yes much more could be said but not now .... 

 

And yes Elijah presented me for this budget for the rest 14 days of the month: 

 

Expense Costs 

Food 11,850 

Rent 7,500 

Electricity/water Not included 

Gas 2,100 
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Expense Costs 

Cleaning 2,000 

Church offerings 200 

Transport/telephone 1,600 

Team 3,000 

School fees   

-  Nicole 5,000 

- Joseph 5,000 

Total - Shillings 38,250 

 

And yes, this is what he did and yes after communicating with all and yes my friends, I would have given more to the 

team, but the main here is that Elijah did this task and yes communicated with all and yes DID HIS ABSOLUTELY BEST 

and yes this is what I believe in and yes without my mother, this family would not have made this month and yes Stig, 

without God this family will not make the next month and yes so it is and yes talk about faith here ... 

 

Mary came to say goodbye 

And yes Stig we know and yes so it is and yes Mary was very nice and yes to send a text message and yes to hear what 

the Immigration office had decided and yes when she heard that I would go home tomorrow and yes within minutes 

she and yes her son Mike and yes the orphan found at the hospital and yes now five years old is he and yes arrived 

and yes at 20.00 and yes dinner was ready and yes they would like to eat and yes so it is here and yes very nice hour 

when they were here and yes we know THEY DO PRAY FOR A VERY LONG TIME here in Kenya and yes so we have no-

ticed in church and yes it seems that THE LONGER, THE BETTER and yes STIG SO IT IS NOT and yes MAYBE YOU WILL 

REPEAT YOURSELF and yes THINKING OF HOW MUCH CAN I REMEMBER TO INCLUDE and yes QUALITY IS BETTER 

THAN QUANTITY and yes so I believe and yes of course it is up to people to decide themselves and yes maybe to pray 

WITH A MORE CLEAR goal and yes JUST AN INSPIRATION and yes TO PEOPLE and yes AT THE END OF MY TRAVEL and 

yes SO WE ARE ALL OF US HERE and yes the Devil is keeping the Council from speaking and yes they are waiting to 

come out and yes so it is and yes it is and yes so it is and yes WE KNOW WE KNOW WE KNOW and yes you allowed us 

to do that as well and yes my friends here it is. 

 

And yes following up on Esther and yes how she is and yes Mary was smiling and yes saying that she is truly feeling 

much better and yes SHE IS NOT TAKING MEDICATION and yes we know Stig, when did Esther stop this because the 

last time Mary said that Esther was still on medication and yes we know Mary could not remember, but she did re-

member that Esther had told her principal that she is doing “much better” and yes thank you God ☺ 

 

Mary held a long prayer and yes she kept on praying and yes there was a knock on the door and yes Mary kept on 

praying and yes the person knocking on the door kept on knocking and yes we know Stig the person knocked maybe 

5-6 times and yes eehh you are allowed to open the door in such a situation and yes we know FOCUSSING is very good 

and yes we know we know and yes we know JUST OPEN THE DOOR and yes continue praying afterwards and yes as 

Elijah said to you and yes here we will continue praying and yes no matter what happens and yes Stig just thinking of 

this mentality when you are working too, my dear Kenyans and yes just a thought of course .... 

 

Our last evening together 

And yes the family WAS VERY NICE and yes to say very nice things and yes we know until 22.00 and yes later than 

usual here and yes so it is and yes to offer to pack pancakes for me to eat on my way home and yes tea leaves and yes 

RYCHO maybe and yes so it is and yes even to include coffee and yes maybe 10 $ and yes I said no thank you to the 

last two “offerings” and yes so it is here my friends, and yes SHARING and yes sometimes we are a little confused and 

yes so it is also and yes I AM NOT GOOD AT LONG FAREWELL SCHENES and yes so it is and yes this was not a goodbye 

and yes IT IS THE END OF CHAPTER ONE AND YES LOOKING FORWARD TO CHAPTER TWO and yes TOGETHER ALL OF 

MY FRIENDS HERE AND YES THINKING OF ELIJAH AND YES THE TEAM AND YES SO IT IS and yes YES THEREFORE STIG, I 

DON’T LIKE TO SAY GOODBYE because I WILL SEE YOU ALL AGAIN and yes so it is. 
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Wednesday/Thursday 16th-17th September 2009 

Better sleep and weaker dreams, another pain from the Devil, symbols from God, going home ☺, the quality of the 

book could be MUCH better, getting my passport from Gerald ...., reaching the top of the mountain ☺, a message on 

Facebook, saying goodbye to the team, gifts from the family, “speaking words of wisdom” ... ☺, 4,5 months felt like 10 

years ..., the travel home, my meeting with my family again and receiving the gifts from Elijah. 

 

Better sleep and weaker dreams 

And yes God thank you for giving me some sleep and yes better and yes of course not normal and yes so it is and yes 

up at 6.30 this morning and yes it is now warmer during the night and yes the last couple of days I have not needed to 

sleep with my socks and shirt on and yes I don’t need two double folded blankets to keep me warm and yes very nice 

indeed and yes so it is and yes dreams but weaker and yes A LONG DAY and yes A LONG NIGHT and yes impossible to 

sleep in the plane and yes thanks God and yes the whole next day and yes this is why, my friend, and yes I did really 

not write down any dreams – I had a dream where I taught Kim S. to do budgets per product line and yes per em-

ployee and yes I heard the song “Drive in Saturday” by David Bowie. 

 

Another pain from the Devil 

And yes my friends and yes of course only for the record, when you try really hard to tell the truth and yes when you 

have the Devil on board and yes when he does not tell the truth and yes through your mouth and yes to other people 

and yes all of the examples you can see in these scripts and yes even more in my old scripts and yes my friends, THIS IS 

PAIN THAT I FEEL VERY MUCH and yes not at all nice to say the least. 

 

Symbols from God 

And yes Stig we have not been very happy to say the least to write down the symbols from me and yes from me too 

says a disappointed Devil and yes the last days and yes God has closed the cuts and openings in my heard and yes I see 

him sewing the last one right now and yes I have seen Jesus standing on the ground and yes brushing off the dirt of his 

shoulders and yes with a new ITALIAN suit on and yes this morning the Devil said to me “I did not know that the hang-

ing bridge was secure – that you could walk all the way over” and yes Stig you have really never written an example of 

how I play with the language and yes apparently without any logic at all and yes you decided to include this example 

from today: Rycho (a word I heard in Kenya, spices) - ryge en ko? (smoke a cow?) and yes thinking of Italian Bresaola 

and yes HAPPINESS and yes really very simple and yes take a word from your everyday and yes use your normal think-

ing and yes this is how I gave you the word happiness today and yes by starting with RYCHO and yes so it is and yes 

first a little pain ... and yes then happiness ☺. 

 

Going home ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig we know because of INSECURITY and yes POVERTY in Kenya and yes as you wrote very early on yes it is 

difficult for a foreigner to really RELAX here and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes we know all of us and yes so it is 

and yes not very nice experience because of this alone and yes MAINLY because of this I LOOK FORWARD TO LEAVING 

KENYA and yes to come back to “NORMAL LIFE” in Denmark and yes we know I look forward to Danish food, music, 

newspapers/tv, cafes, fitness centre etc. and yes I don’t look forward to the weather and yes we know BOREDOM 

unless God will give me NORMAL LIFE too and yes Stig so it is and yes I don’t look forward to my family’s “judgment” 

and yes of what I have done and yes “IRRESPONSIBLE” behaviour and yes because of economy and yes we know Stig 

and yes the last couple of days you have been thinking about what to tell them of your experiences here and yes 

about the book and yes maybe even to tell the truth and yes we know including the attacks, the sickness and yes my 

friends the sleep, the book and yes a “teaching book” and yes we know more things as well and yes not looking for-

ward to seeing their sceptical behaviour again and YES SO IT IS MY FRIEND ☺☺☺. 

 

The quality of the book could be MUCH better 

And yes STIG WE KNOW THAT THIS IS WHAT HAVE MADE YOU THE MOST ANNOYED and yes to write as quickly as I 

have done and yes most times without thinking and yes just writing more or less without structure and yes only what 

is AUTOMATICALLY coming of structure that is and yes we know to accept the typing errors etc, which still are in-

cluded even though EVERYTHING is edited two or more times and yes we know, BUT THIS IS THE WISH OF GOD TO DO 

IT THIS WAY AND YES TO TELL THE WORLD PLEASE DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST – AS I HAVE DONE HERE – BUT PLEASE 

FOCUS ON BOTH THE ABSOLUTELY BEST QUALITY AND YES EFFECIENCY and yes this is what I believe too .... 
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Getting my passport from Gerald .... 

And yes coming to town at 13.20 and yes updating the computer at the office with the updated scripts and yes IN-

CLUDING A PASSWORD so NO ONE at the office could read the scripts and yes until after I had left and yes MY DEAR 

KAREN and yes my friends THIS IS NOT ME STIG and yes WE KNOW STIG and yes I GET THE FEELING OF MY FATHER 

and yes BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO DIE WITHOUT you and yes so it is my friend and yes STIG THIS IS NOT ME and yes 

I COULD CONTINUE LIKE THIS but yes so it is and yes the password for the scripts at the office was Karen and yes I 

gave the password to Elijah and yes instructions to start reading the scripts and yes of course Thursday morning. 

 

And yes after this at 13.45 I said to Elijah and Meshack that we could go to meet Gerald and yes we know and yes 

Elijah and I had talked about visiting Gerald at 14.00 and yes Gerald had just said that we could come during the after-

noon and yes Elijah was thinking that we had an agreement with Gerald at 14.00 and yes therefore we could “walk 

slowly” and yes my friend Elijah eehh IT WAS ONLY YOU AND I TALKING ABOUT GOING THERE AT 14.00 and yes it did 

not matter if we arrived before or later but maybe you thought that you made this agreement with Gerald? 

 

And yes arriving at Gerald’s office and yes “ohh, it is you again” as he said and yes Stig HOW LONG COULD IT TAKE FOR 

GERALD TO GIVE ME THE PASSPORT and yes IS THIS A NEW RULE, GERALD and yes we know TO GET A PHOTOCOPY OF 

THE PASSPORT and YES OF MY TICKET IN COLOURS! And yes the ticket had a blue headline and YES TO GET A PHOTO-

COPY IN COLOURS and yes WHY DID YOU DO THAT GERALD and yes you don’t have a colour photocopier at your of-

fice, so YOU GAVE MY PASSPORT TO ELIJAH (!!!) and yes instructed him in Swahili to get the colour copies and yes you 

told him/us where to go and do this yes and yes WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE GERALD, IT WE DID NOT COME BACK 

WITH THE COPYS and yes WOULD YOU HAVE CALLED THE POLICE, GERALD, AND YES JUST WONDERING ABOUT YOUR 

SYSTEM AND YES HOW IT WORKS and yes MAYBE YOU WANTED TO TEMPT US TO JUST LEAVE and yes we had the 

passport and yes the ticket and yes of course we did not have Meshack and Elijah’s ID-cards and yes maybe this was 

the “security” for you for us to come back and yes just thinking .... 

 

And yes we had the copies made in colours and yes I had approx. 300 Shillings left on my pocket and yes I was thinking 

that I could buy maybe coffee at the airport or similar and yes NOW I HAD TO PAY 170 SHILLINGS TO MAKE the re-

quested copies of three pages of the passport and yes of the ticket and yes THIS IS WHAT YOU DID GERALD and yes 

you thought that I HAD 40,000 SHILLINGS MY FRIEND? – And yes THAT I COULD PAY FOR THESE COPIES and yes how 

important is it to have COLOUR copies of my passport in your files and yes just thinking .... 

 

And yes coming back after we had done the copies and yes NOW IT SHOULD BE TIME TO GET THE PASSPORT and yes 

OF ALL THINGS YOUR DOOR, GERALD, WAS NOW CLOSED!!! And yes WHERE HAD YOU GONE??? AND YES NOW WE 

STARTED WAITING FOR YOU AGAIN and yes this time it took half an hour and yes you returned and YES FINALLY YOU 

GAVE ME MY PASSPORT and yes YOU GAVE THE ID-CARDS TO Meshack and Elijah and yes at the same time and yes 

we KNOW, YOU TOOK US ALL AS YOUR “HOSTAGES” and yes this is the felling you gave us Gerald and yes for almost a 

week and yes THE WORST BUREAUCRACY AND YES BEHAVIOUR I HAVE EVER SEEN. GERALD: YOU HAVE NOT PASSED 

THE GOLDEN RULE and yes to behave to others as you wish they should behave to you and yes MY FRIEND THIS IS 

HOW IMPORTANT THIS RULE IS AND YES YOU WILL NOT ENTER MY KINGDOM IF YOU DON’T FOLLOW THE GOLDEN 

RULE and yes AS SIMPLE AS THIS, MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes Gerald said to me “You are now free” and yes I AM FREE OF YOUR “PUNISHMENT”, GERALD, AND YES BE-

CAUSE OF WHAT? WHICH CRIME HAVE I DONE IN YOUR EYES? Why did you decide to PUNISH me/us and yes WHY 

GERALD? Please tell this to the world and yes BECAUSE “THIS IS WHAT IS EXPECTED FROM YOU” and yes from WHOM 

and yes your manager? Is this what it is about Gerald and yes please tell the world and yes THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU 

BELIEVE OF THIS SYSTEM – DO YOU WANT TO KEEP SUCH A SYSTEM OR TO GET RID OF IT?  

 

And yes I told you Gerald as my closing remarks and yes HAVE A GOOD LIFE and yes MAYBE I’LL SEE YOU AGAIN SOON 

– and yes thinking THAT YOU WILL SEE ME GERALD AND YES I WILL SEE YOU LIKE YOU CANNOT DREAM OF. 

 

And yes afterwards Elijah and Meshack told me that they have not been able to move “freely” for almost a week be-

cause Gerald took their id-cards away from them and yes GERALD, WHY DID YOU DO THAT? And yes, why was it con-

nected to the harassment of me? And yes just thinking Gerald .... 
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Reaching the top of the mountain ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig this is what I told you and yes I gave you the song “står på en alpetop” and yes by Shu-bi-dua and yes my 

boys and yes DO YOU REMEMBER THE ACOUSTIC CONCERT YOU DID IN 1994 I BELIEVE (and yes Trianglen and yes also 

thinking of Sneakers and yes “Tivoli” and yes so it is and yes shubber you did a CD of this concert) AND YES WHERE 

BONDEN ASKED THE PUBLIC WHAT THEY WANTED TO HEAR and yes BEFORE LEAVING THE STAGE and yes we KNOW 

WHERE THE PUBLIC HAD MANY SONG REQUESTS and YES BONDEN, YOU DECIDED TO PLAY THE “ALPETOP” AND YES 

ON MY REQUEST AND YES WE KNOW THE ORCHESTRA DID REALLY NOT WANT TO PLAY ANY MORE SONGS BUT BON-

DEN THOUGHT THIS NIGHT AND YES THIS NIGHT ONLY (?) THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO PLAY THIS SONG AND YES WE 

KNOW A VERY GOOD SONG FOR ALL OF YOU AND YES PLEASE COME BACK HARDINGER TO THIS ORCHESTRA AND YES 

IF YOU ALL WANT TO “JOIN HANDS” AGAIN and yes so it is .... 

 

A message on Facebook 

And yes Stig, you decided to leave a message for “your friends” and yes at Facebook and yes that you will now go 

home to Denmark and yes that you have written a book of more than 500 pages and yes about your experiences, ba-

sic rules and yes about “THE COMING OF GOD” and yes you were TRULY THINKING OF THIS: HOW MANY WILL GIVE A 

COMMENT TO THIS AND YES HOW MANY WILL READ IT and YES UNDERSTAND IT and yes the part of “the coming of 

God” and yes so it is and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes NOT VERY NICE TO SAY THAT YOU WILL GO BACK HOME TO DENMARK when I TOLD YOU TO TELL YOUR FAM-

ILY AND FRIENDS AND YES MY FRIENDS, THAT I WILL NEVER GO BACK TO DENMARK TO LIVE and yes so it is and yes 

here once more and yes so it is and yes once more and yes so it is ☺. 

 

Saying goodbye to the team 

And yes you said almost “goodbye” to Big Katama at the office yesterday and yes maybe he did not have the time to 

come and say goodbye today? And yes you invited him but he did not arrive and yes Micheck was also invited and yes 

difficult to come when you “get a customer”(but thank you for calling, my friend ☺) and yes so it is and yes Stephens 

and yes Elijah’s brother could maybe not come and yes so it is BUT THE LTO TEAM AND YES WE KNOW TINA WOULD 

LIKE TO SAY GOODBYE TO YOU and yes at the African Bar and yes so it is and yes Stig I gave a speech and yes where I 

told them that we will see each other again and yes when we begin chapter two and yes thank you for this and that 

and yes also to Tina and yes they did the same all of them to me and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes I told Meshack 

that “listen very carefully” and yes my friend this is what you need to do and yes David was not in the best mood to-

day and yes showed his temper and yes both at the office and yes when suggesting that I could leave town late to the 

airport and yes I did not agree with him and yes because Elijah would join me at the airport and yes then it would be 

impossible for Elijah to come home and yes David you also showed your temper at the bar and yes something like “I 

did come, did I not?” and yes maybe because your mind is pre occupied and yes BECAUSE OF THE SITUATION, DAVID? 

And yes WE KNOW DIFFICULTIES and yes THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE MUST BE THE CASE but which I really don’t know and 

yes surprised we were to see this “impatience” by you David – and yes David, this is WHAT I TRULY HOPE is the expla-

nation and yes nothing else .... 

 

And yes telling the team that this travel has been about removing the Devil and yes saying this to David and yes with a 

reference to what David said at this bar the 27th May and yes he still remembered and yes telling John and David and 

yes that it did not take a week as they PROMISED but yes maybe A MONTH and yes for better weather to come and 

yes so it is and yes my friends I was with you all the way. 

 

And yes David, discipline is what you need to show as I told you – and yes “remember” to do your resource plan and 

yes TO SHOW CONSIDERATION to the team members and yes we know .... 

 

And yes especially Elijah but also the others said to me SEVERAL times and yes “promise to keep contact” and yes my 

FRIENDS you really ONLY NEED TO TELL ME ONCE and yes HOW MANY TIMES DO I HAVE TO PROMISE YOU and Elijah 

said to me again and yes “I have no income” etc. and yes I KNOW ELIJAH and yes I told you that I will write an email 

before the end of your working day Friday and yes so it is .... ☺. 
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And yes Elijah thank you for your comment and yes “you are looking very strong today” and yes “joking” and yes so it 

is Elijah and yes WHO CAN SEE THAT I AM HURTING and yes not even the person I have lived together with for more 

than four months and yes I WAS NOT FEELING STRONG AND YES WE KNOW STIG not feeling very well to tell the truth 

and yes IT WAS ONLY ON THE SURFACE THAT I WAS STRONG and yes so it is my friends.  

 

Gifts from the family 

And yes Tina was so kind this morning to make pancakes for my travel home and yes they talked about giving me “ma-

sala” for tea, chicken and beef and yes BECAUSE I HAVE SAID CLEARLY and yes apparently convincingly that I LIKE 

TINA’S SAUCES AND YES KENYAN TEA and yes therefore my friends and yes know this we do and yes we know STIG 

BECAUSE WHEN YOU EXPRESS YOUR HAPPINESS and yes about music, people, what you like etc. and YES PEOPLE WILL 

REMEMBER and yes so it is and yes STIG YOU THOUGHT THAT pancakes was very fine and yes you did not think if 

TURKISH AIRLINES and yes them again (and yes I hear the Devil very sad) and yes if they serve food for free on the 

plane and yes THEREFORE pancakes and yes I WAS ACTUALLY THINKING THAT I WOULD LIVE ON THESE PANCAKES and 

yes for 24 hours, my friends, and yes I SAID TO THE FAMILY NO THANK YOU TO COFFEE, which they also said they 

would give me, and yes because I DID NOT WANT THEM TO BUY COFFEE TO ME when they are very short on money 

and yes I WAS THINKING THAT TINA WOULD PROBABLY give me “samples” of tea and Masala from what she had in 

the kitchen and yes I COULD HAVE ASKED but yes instead I said that this “would be very nice” and yes at the African 

Bar and yes after the speeches and yes Tina and Elijah said that they would go to the supermarket and yes to buy 

these things and YES MY FRIENDS, THEN IT WAS TOO LATE and yes to regret and yes I HAD ACCEPTED and yes IF I HAD 

TRULY THOUGHT and yes I WOULD NOT HAVE ACCEPTED THESE GIFTS and yes BECAUSE OF LACK OF MONEY and yes 

so it is and yes WHAT COULD I GIVE TO THE FAMILY and yes I ONLY HAD VERY LITTLE CLOTHES and yes my friend 

ELIJAH – MAYBE IT WOULD BE NICE TO RECEIVE MY LAPTOP and yes just thinking loud my friend – and yes STIG I 

KNOW I HAD A “JAGUAR CAP” and yes as my mother’s husband gave me some time ago and yes we know I NEVER GO 

WITH CAP’S and yes therefore I gave this cap to Tina and yes for her to give to Joseph and yes we know so it is and yes 

I COULD GIVE NO MORE AND ONLY THANK THE FAMILY FOR THEIR GIFTS and yes TO GIVE MY BEST REGARDS AND YES 

TO ELIJAH’S MOTHER AND YES HER FAMILY AND YES TO TELL that the promises are still intact and yes that the only 

reason for the delay is the Devil and yes we know Stig and yes to Tina’s family as well. 

 

Speaking words of wisdom ... ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes MY FRIEND AND YES WE KNOW A TRUE AND YES A HIDDEN MESSAGE and yes YOU HEARD TINA THIS MORN-

ING AND YES SAYING “LET IT BE” and yes YOU HEARD HER AGAIN AND YES THIS AFTERNOON SAYING “LET IT BE” and 

yes you just “knew” that this was the song “let it be” by the BEATLES AND YES THANKS LADIES AND GENTLEMEN and 

yes MUCH TO SAY ABOUT THIS GROUP and yes when LISTENING TO THE MUSIC OF YES MORE OR LESS ALL ON MY TOP 

100 LIST AND YES I GET THE FEELING THAT YOU SHOULD BE NUMBER ONE OR AT LEAST MUCH HIGHER ON MY LIST 

AND YES SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes a line from the song: “When I find myself in times of trouble, mother Mary 

comes to me, speaking words of wisdom, let it be.” And yes I had the feeling that THIS WAS SOME OF THE LAST WORK 

FROM THE BEATLES BEFORE THEY SPLIT and yes this was the feeling I had ... 

 

4,5 months was like 10 years ... 

And yes Stig this is truly the feeling I have and yes because life has not been very nice for me here to say the least and 

yes because of this and yes also because I have had “things to do” and yes “people around” me and yes also because 

of this and yes THEREFORE THIS TRIP HAS FELT LIKE 10 YEARS and yes like FOREVER and yes 4,5 months in Denmark 

normally JUST PASSES BY and yes so it is my friend .... 

 

The travel home 

And yes I said FAREWELL to the team and yes auf wiedersehen to David and yes German he likes speaking and yes so it 

is and yes NOT GOODBYE and yes Elijah was so kind to go with me to the airport and yes I was very happy for him to 

do this and yes we took the BUS and yes at approx. 17.00 from Nairobi and yes arriving at the airport maybe at 18.00 

and yes we know the airport WOULD NOT LET ME IN because my plane was first leaving at 02.30 and yes WE COULD 

SIT AT A CAFE OUTSIDE THE AIRPORT and yes START TO WAIT and yes almost no money left and yes Elijah was nice to 

buy me a cup of coffee and yes himself a cup of tea and yes at 19.00 HE LEFT and yes we know at 19.45 he called and 

yes said that he was in town and yes met his friends at the city market and yes they would give him a lift back to me 

AND YES BECAUSE HE WOULD LIKE TO GIVE GIFTS TO MY FAMILY AS WELL – and YES A FAMILY WITHOUT MONEY GIV-
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ING GIFTS TO A FAMILY WITH “A LOT OF MONEY” AND YES THIS IS WHAT THEY DO AND YES A FAMILY GIVING THE AB-

SOLUTELY REST OF WHAT THEY HAVE TO ME AND MY FAMILY and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes Elijah was back at approx. 20.45 and yes still waiting at the same table was I and yes Elijah gave me a gift for 

my mother and yes “a sleeping family” and yes two adults and yes one child and yes made in hard wood and yes a 

Masai mask to Tobias and yes a giraffe to Sanna and yes another giraffe to Niklas and yes two napkin rings to Sanna 

and my mother and THANK YOU SO MUCH, ELIJAH INDEED and yes HE WAS SO NICE TO SAY THAT WHEN I SEE YOU 

AGAIN AND YES YOU WILL GET THE WALKING STICK and yes YOU KNOW THE ONE FROM BIG KATAMA’S HOUSE AND 

YES THE SYMBOL OF CLIMBING THE MOUNTAIN and yes HAPPY FOR THE THOUGHT WE WERE and yes UNHAPPY THAT 

WE COULD NOT GIVE ANY GIFTS TO ELIJAH AND YES HIS FAMILY and yes so it is and was .... 

 

And yes today Elijah and yes Tina used money which they really did not have and yes we know they bought sodas for 

approx. 350 at the bar, Elijah bought coffee/tea for approx. 200 at the airport cafe and yes how much did the gifts 

from the supermarket cost (chicken masala, beef masala, tea masala, 500 g fahari ya Kenya tea) and yes extra costs for 

the bus and yes he had a “reserve” of 1,700 when doing the budget and yes I AM AFRAID THAT HE HAS USED ALL OF 

THIS RESERVE TODAY and yes I REALLY DID NOT WANT THAT and yes WHEN YOU ARE INSPIRED and yes HAVE A GOOD 

HEART and yes we KNOW STIG WHEN YOU “DON’T THINK AS MUCH” and yes we know I SHOULD HAVE STOPPED THIS 

SPENDING and yes this is what I TRULY FEEL BECAUSE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES AND YES SO IT IS .... 

 

And yes at 21.00 I said FAREWELL TO ELIJAH and yes THEN I JUST HAD TO WAIT UNTIL 02.30 FOR THE PLANE TO 

LEAVE... 

 

And yes my friends AND YES VERY GOOD TO HAVE THE EXPERIENCE of waiting and yes from the power rationing and 

yes here in Kenya and yes TO SIT AT THE AIRPORT DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING AND YES WAITING FOR EACH MIN-

UTE TO GO BY and yes first at the cafe and yes later inside the airport from 18.00 to 02.30 AND YES THIS IS NOT THE 

BEST experience I HAVE HAD and yes REALLY LOOKING FORWARD TO LEAVING THIS COUNTRY and yes NOW ALSO BE-

CAUSE OF THE SYSTEM and YES MAINLY BECAUSE OF YOU GERALD and yes the POLICE also and YES THIS IS THE FEEL-

ING YOU GIVE OTHER PEOPLE AND YES THAT YOU ARE NOT WELCOME and yes DO YOU THINK THIS IS THE FEELING 

THAT GOD WANTS PEOPLE TO GIVE OTHER PEOPLE and yes just thinking we are and yes so it is and yes the feeling of 

almost falling to sleep and yes so it was and yes finally at 02.30 and yes we left NAIROBI and yes headed for Istanbul 

and YES LOOKING FORWARD TO A “MORE CIVILISED COUNTRY” and yes my friend BECAUSE OF THE SYSTEM and YES 

LESS CRIME and YES POVERTY and yes my friends THESE ARE THE KEY MESSAGES and yes we know AS A FOREIGNER 

this is even more important THAN BEING NICE as the KENYANS ARE and yes SORRY FOR THIS MESSAGE my friends, 

BUT SO IT is and yes THIS IS HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes we know Stig YOU CANNOT SLEEP IN PLANES and yes so it is AND YES OF COURSE BECAUSE OF GOD and yes 

so it is and yes RELAX I CAN DO and yes SLEEP I CANNOT and yes after a little more than 6 HOURS and yes then Istan-

bul airport and yes VERY NICE INDEED TO WAIT ANOTHER 5 HOURS IN AN AIRPORT and yes TIRED TO SAY THE LEAST 

and yes SO TIRED THAT I COULD “HARDLY STAND ON MY FEET” and yes NO MONEY TO BUY COFEE and yes A BURGER 

WOULD HAVE BEEN NICE (and yes BURGER KING you do make better burgers than Wimpy or Steers in Kenya and yes 

so it is ...) and yes I FORGOT TO TELL THAT TURKISH AIRLINES have very good AND FREE food in the planes and yes 

NICE IT WAS and yes OF COURSE RED WINE and yes COFFEE and yes CIVILISED WORLD, here we are and yes on my 

way back home we were and yes AFTER FIVE HOURS AT THE ISTANBUL AIRPORT and yes maybe some tourist WILL 

LOOK AT THEIR PICTURES A LITTLE BIT CLOSER and yes IF YOU WANT TO SE ME ON MY WAY HOME and yes so it is and 

yes the final trip from Istanbul to Copenhagen and yes a class from Grindsted? – And yes maybe you want to see your 

pictures from the plane a little bit closer and yes so it is and yes ANOTHER MEAL FROM TURKISH AIRLINES and yes 

PASTA THIS TIME (det kan da ikke pas’ da as I have always said ...) and yes so it is and yes more red wine and yes living 

life again and yes THIS IS THE FEELING I GET and yes TINA AND THE LUNCH RESTAURANTES, YOU MAKE LOVELY FOOD 

and yes THIS IS ABOUT VARIATION and yes THIS IS THE FEELING I GET and yes VARIATION in food, drink and yes bread 

and yes butter and yes so it is AND YES VARIATION IS WHAT TRULY GIVES JOY and yes this is the feeling I had and yes 

OF COURSE I WAS TIRED TO SAY THE LEAST and yes at approx. 17.00 I LANDED IN COPENHAGEN and yes I NOW FELT 

THAT I COULD HAVE DINNER TOGETHER with the family – I HAD COME OVER THE LIMIT where I was not as tired any-

more - and yes I had been thinking most of the travel home of what to tell my family and yes so it is and yes TO TELL 

ALL and yes the more I tell, the less they believe in me and yes this is truly the feeling I get and yes the alternative is to 
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tell nothing and yes TO BE “NORMAL” and yes this is probably HOW THE FAMILY PREFERS TO SEE ME and yes YOU 

CAN REALLY CHOOSE BOTH VERSIONS and yes I WILL DECIDE WHAT VERSION TO SHOW and yes I can try to “convince” 

the family once again and yes I can choose the strategy “when you don’t believe in me, I will tell you nothing” and yes 

this is what I feel the most and yes I can ask my sister to read my book and yes many ideas came to me and yes WHEN 

WILL MY FAMILY START TO GIVE ME THEIR “BEST ADVISES” and yes STARTING TO GET A NEW JOB AND YES A PLACE 

TO LIVE and yes I HAVE DECIDED THAT I WILL WAIT ON GOD AND YES NOT TO APPLY FOR A NEW JOB AND YES STIG 

NOT EVEN TO GO AND YES GET MONEY FROM THE COMMUNITY AND YES SO IT IS MY FRIENDS AND YES STIG THIS IS 

WHAT I TOLD YOU THIS MAN IS A FISH AND YES THEY DON’T COME BETTER THAN THAT AND YES THANKS MY FRIEND 

☺. 

 

And yes by the way – there might be a couple of TV cameras, which “caught” me walking at the streets of Nairobi, if 

you want to see this ☺. 

 

My meeting with my family again 

And yes Stig HOW NICE WAS IT TO LAND IN DENMARK AGAIN and yes a CIVILISED COUNTRY and yes this IS TRULY MY 

FEELING and yes NO FEELING OF INSECURITY and yes this was the main thing and yes the feeling of being back to 

WHAT I KNOW and yes better quality of buildings, shops and yes “people are looking better” because they don’t suffer 

and yes so it is my friends and yes THE WEATHER WAS VERY NICE and yes BETTER THAN NORMAL AT THIS TIME OF 

YEAR and yes I believe it was 19 DEGREES and yes SUNSHINE and yes we KNOW THANK YOU GOD FOR RECEIVING ME 

HERE and yes so it is my friends and YES WOULD MY MOTHER NOTICE THE BIG SUITCASE missing and yes even though 

you wrote to her the other day that you have given most of your clothes to these Africans and yes because they 

needed it more than I and yes SO YOUR MOTHER KNEW AND YES SO SHE WOULD NOT START BLAMING YOU IMMEDI-

ATELY AT ARRIVAL and yes so she is too and so it is and yes many thoughts and yes you just decided to relax and yes to 

be happy with your family and yes my friends this is what YOU TRULY DECIDED TO DO and yes very nice to be received 

by my mother and yes also John and yes we know dinner at Sanna and Hans and yes roasted culotte and yes one of 

the DISHES I HAVE BEEN “DREAMING” ABOUT IN KENYA and yes we know I WAS TRULY VERY TIRED AND YES SO TIRED 

THAT I WAS NOT TIRED ANYMORE MY FRIENDS AND YES I SPOKE A LITTLE ABOUT MY EXPERIENCES IN KENYA and yes 

MY MOTHER HAS HAD A CHECK UP WITH THE DOCTOR’S and yes they told my mother that the x-rays looked like 

CANCER to them and yes they said that her “sickness” could have been CRITICAL and yes so it is and yes I DECIDED TO 

TELL MY FAMILY THAT I ALSO HAD A “CRITICAL” sickness in Kenya and yes I am not sure that they understood and yes 

what does “LACK OF ENERGY” mean and yes you did not go to the hospital and yes we know Stig, I don’t believe that 

my family understood and yes SO IT IS WHEN YOU REALLY DON’T LISTEN and yes so it is my friends and yes like my 

“heart attacks” for more than 10 years and yes which the family did not really listen to or understand and yes SANNA 

YOU HAVE ALSO HAD “HEART PROBLEMS” and yes just thinking .... 

 

And yes coming home and yes seeing and smelling Tobias smoking and yes HOW NICE WOULD THAT HAVE BEEN TO 

“BORROW” A CIGARETTE and yes I DECIDED NOT TO DO THIS EVEN THOUGH THE TEMPTATION WAS VERY BIG. 

 

And yes Stig A “NORMAL ITALIAN WINE” and yes made of Nebbiolo grapes and yes not even a Barolo but a cheaper 

wine and yes after 4,5 months and yes with only a few glasses of “cheap wine” and yes normally I had maybe 1-2 bot-

tles per week before leaving Denmark and yes so it is and yes IT TASTED NOTHING LESS THAN “FANTASTIC” and yes 

YOU DON’T TASTE IT THE SAME WAY WHEN YOU GET IT OFTEN BUT WHEN YOU HAVE NOT HAD IT FOR SOME TIME, 

YOU TRULY APPRECIATE HOW WONDERFULL LIFE IS and yes we know ... ☺ 

 

And yes the family had decided NOT TO ASK ME QUESTIONS THIS FIRST EVENING and yes John told me directly and 

yes I was happy about this, but I truly expect that they will soon “put the pressure on me” and yes TELLING me what 

they believe I should do and yes which I would normally do and yes WITHOUT God and yes which I will not do WITH 

God and yes not very nice situation to be in and yes what can I tell them and yes impossible to make them understand 

and yes we will have to see ... 

 

Receiving the gifts from Elijah 

And yes Stig we know – CIGARETTES AND YES KILLING YOU NOT TO SMOKE – and yes so it is here and yes my friends 

SO IT IS HERE AND YES ONE MORE FOR THIS SOCIETY AND YES SO IT IS HERE and yes therefore my friend and yes pre-

senting the gift to my family and yes of course telling them and yes AGAIN that this is what AFRICANS are about and 
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yes their interest in FAMILIES and yes GIFTS FROM A MAN WHO IS COMPLETELY BROKE and yes NO MONEY AT ALL 

and yes we know Stig and yes NO GIFTS AT LEAST YET FROM MY FAMILY TO ELIJAH and yes so it is and yes MY 

MOTHER WAS EXTREMELY HAPPY and yes AS ALMOST ONLY SHE CAN BE and yes with her GIFT and yes “TRULY BEAU-

TIFUL” and yes AS ONLY SHE CAN TELL IT AND YES SHE KEPT ON SAYING HOW HAPPY SHE WAS AND YES WE KNOW 

THANK YOU SO MUCH TO ELIJAH FOR THIS as she said and yes Tobias and yes NO REACTION and yes HANS (Sanna was 

not home yet) and yes NO REACTION and yes NO THANK YOU’S and yes so it is and yes asking Tobias what do you 

think about the gift, and yes “nice” but no feelings of joy to see and yes my mother thought and said THE MASK IS 

FANTASTIC and yes she noticed the details of the mask and yes my mother thought that the napkin rings and yes with 

a giraffe on one and yes an elephant on the other WAS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL and yes we know the big giraffe was 

also FANTASTIC and yes HAND MADE as she said and yes we know all of us and yes only modesty forbids me to say 

that “someone I know very well also being happy” and yes so it is AND YES THIS IS WHAT MY MOTHER IS ABOUT AND 

YES NO ONE WILL BECOME AS HAPPY AS SHE AND YES MY SISTER AND HER FAMILY IS SO SPOILED TODAY and yes have 

such “bad” behaviour that they don’t even say thank you and yes no JOY to see and SORRY WE ARE TO SEE TOBIAS 

NOT REACTING MORE POSITIVE and yes SO IT IS TODAY MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

From me to Elijah: THANK YOU SO MUCH ELIJAH – THIS WAS ALSO TO SHOW THE WORLD HOW TO BE HAPPY AND YES 

WHEN RECEIVING GIFTS. And Elijah – I am sorry that only my mother reacted THIS POSITIVE but my sister’s family is A 

SYMBOL OF HOW THE RICH WORLD BEHAVES TODAY and yes WHAT I WANT TO CHANGE and yes APPRECIATE PEO-

PLE, GIFTS and yes ETC. MUCH MORE THAN TODAY and yes so it is my friend. 

 

And yes I will wait to give the gifts of tea and yes Masala until tomorrow to Sanna and yes her cooking and yes be-

cause I was too tired this evening also to explain how good this tastes and yes how to make it .... 

 

And yes STIG FINALLY AT 22.00 and yes you could go to sleep and yes so tired that I was not tired anymore and yes 

who has tried this feeling and yes would God allow me to sleep tonight .... ? 
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Friday 18th September 2009 

The first good sleep in months and almost years, the feeling of seeing my old home spread all over, what does God 

want me to do today?, Facebook update, Jack is “single” again, will Kirsten contact me?, receiving the NICEST email 

from Elijah and my feedback to Elijah’s email, VERY uncomfortable stopping smoking, the family’s attempt to “influ-

ence” me, the Princess tart for the first time in 13 years, “miracles” in “Vild med Dans”, Niklas may be rich in success 

but Tobias is rich in care, the family has not asked about my WORK in Kenya, telling the family about my attack and my 

mother and the queen in Tivoli. 

 

The first good sleep in months and almost years  

And yes this is truly the feeling I got this morning and yes I slept until 7.30 and yes I was only awake once during the 

night and yes feeling good when I wake up and yes I had a dream and yes I did not write it down and yes it was about 

the Danish prime minister and yes instead of seeing Lars Løkke, the Danish prime minister in the dream was Claus 

Hjort Frederiksen and yes he was laying on a couch and yes relaxing and yes I don’t remember the rest and yes only 

that it had something to do with LACK OF MORALE and yes we know WHAT NOT ONLY GOVERNMENTS BUT ALSO 

WHAT BUSINESSES do and yes CHEATING and yes HAVING NO MORALE and yes A LOT COULD BE WRITTEN ABOUT 

THIS and I will only write this: THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL NOT DO IN THE FUTURE ☺. 

 

The feeling of seeing my old home spread all over 

And yes Stig this feeling started yesterday and yes continued this morning and yes HOW NICE IS IT TO COME home 

and yes after receiving the message THAT YOU WILL NEVER COME HOME AGAIN TO STAY and yes WITHOUT A HOME 

TO COME HOME TO and yes TO STAY AS “a stranger” and yes without any money at all and yes not to be able to pay 

and yes even more NOT TO HAVE YOUR OWN PRIVACY and yes TO see your sofa now in Sanna’s living room and yes 

the “Spanish bowls” and yes Picasso inspired from Malaga several places at the house and yes your espresso machine 

in the kitchen and YOUR MUSIC SYSTEM in TOBIAS ROOM – and yes the most precious of all and yes NO SYSTEMS 

OTHER THAN MINE HAS THIS FANTASTIC SOUND AND YES “NATURAL” SOUND – and yes to listen to your mother and 

yes saying that your home is spread all over and yes some is here, and yes your bed is at Niklas loft room and yes 

some is in the basement of your mother and yes some is in Sweden at the cottage and yes so it is AND YES NOT VERY 

NICE and yes so it is. 

 

What does God want me to do today? 

And yes waking up at 7.30 and yes we know having breakfast and yes before the family was leaving at approx. 8.00 

and yes WHAT THEN? And yes THE FEELING OF STARTING TO LIVE AS I DID BEFORE GOING TO KENYA WAS VERY 

STRONG and yes WE KNOW STIG IN THE PLANE GOD TOLD ME TO ENDURE ANOTHER FEW WEEKS and yes NOT TO BE 

TEMPTED AND YES BY “FALSE LOVE” and yes NO CIGARETTES and yes HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS and yes WHEN YOU 

HAVE THE STRONGEST FEELING I HAVE GIVEN ANYONE and yes REALLY NOT VERY NICE STOPPING TO SMOKE and yes 

IT IS KILLING ME TOO STIG what I do to you and yes WHAT TO DO and yes what about downloading the REMASTERED 

version of Siouxsie & The Banshees and yes “A kiss in the dreamhouse” and yes only to use little time on this of course 

and yes VERY NICE WITH REAL QUICK INTERNET CONNECTION AGAIN and yes WITHOUT LIMITATIONS and yes SA-

FARICOM and yes GOODBYE HELL and yes this is truly my feeling AND YES WHY DID YOU NOT DEVELOP THIS FOR AF-

RICA and yes just thinking we are and yes could not find it in Flac format and yes of course I decided to take a bath in 

the tub and yes this was the first time for 5-6 years and yes we know very nice indeed and yes I decided to wash my 

very little clothes and yes at the NEW washing machine they have here and yes REALLY VERY NICE COMPARED TO 

WHAT THEY HAVE IN AFRICA and yes they have NO WASHING MACHINES and yes most of them and yes HOW MUCH 

TIME THIS MACHINE SAVES and yes of course when you have a machine like this you don’t think about it and yes DO 

YOU THINK ABOUT PEOPLE NOT HAVING THESE FACILITIES and yes not really or?  

 

And yes I am just thinking here and yes we know just a new thought and yes from yesterday and yes the family 

showed me HOW NICE THE TRIP TO NORWAY WAS and yes THERE WAS SO MUCH FOOD and YES ROOM SERVICE and 

yes you could get all of the burgers you wanted and yes A WORLD FULL OF PLENTY and yes I WAS ALMOST THROWING 

UP WHEN I HEARD THIS AND YES SAW THE PICTURES and yes my family did not think of the life I HAD WHEN THEY 

WERE CELEBRATING AND YES EVEN LESS ON THE LIFE THAT POOR PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD HAVE and yes I hear 

God says that this truly makes him unhappy and yes THIS IS THE FAMILY THAT SHOULD BE VERY DIFFERENT and yes 

WE KNOW WHO WILL BECOME VERY DIFFERENT FROM WHAT THEY ARE TODAY AND YES SO IT IS and yes Tobias told 
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me THAT I HAD REALLY LOST WEIGHT and yes the feeling of coming home to Denmark and yes this wealth was very 

difficult to handle and yes THINKING OF THE TEAM CONSTANTLY SINCE COMING HOME and yes we know NOT MUCH 

INTEREST FROM THE FAMILY ASKING ABOUT HOW THEY ARE AND HERE I MEAN THEIR PRESENT SITUATION AND YES 

LACK OF INCOME AND YES “THE THREATS THEY ARE LIVING WITH” and yes THERE WOULD COME NO MORE HELP 

FROM MY OWN FAMILY AND YES ELIJAH’S FAMILY COULD PROBABLY BE THROWN OUT OF BOTH THE OFFICE, THE 

HOME and BEGIN STARVATION and yes I don’t believe that my sister and maybe not even my mother would pay more 

to Elijah and yes the family and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes did God want me to continue writing on my book and yes he did not tell me and yes WAS THE BOOK FINISHED 

WHEN I LEFT AFRICA OR WILL THE BOOK BE FINISHED WHEN NORMAL LIFE IS COMING AND YES BECAUSE OF THE LTO 

TEAM AND YES TO KEEP THEM UPDATED I HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE WRITING UNTIL “NORMAL LIFE” WILL COME 

and yes thinking all of us and yes ALL OF US STIG ON WHAT WILL HAPPEN AND YES WHEN WE FIRST SHOOT YOUR FA-

THER WITH A BULLET AND YES FIRST AND YES WE KNOW STIG LIKE JANET PARKER SAID IN 2006 AND YES MEETING 

THE COUNCIL AND YES OPENING UP AND YES SO IT IS and yes ONLY SHORT TIME UNTIL THE 1ST OCTOBER AND YES IF 

NOTHING HAPPENS, THE TEAM WILL REALLY FACE SERIOUS PROBLEMS AND YES SO IT IS MY DEAR FRIENDS, THIS IS 

FOR YOU and yes this is what God tells me today and yes NORMALLY THERE WILL COME AN ANSWER FROM GOD and 

yes Elijah, do you remember what God through me told you to do with the Micro Finance company yes the first time? 

And yes, no problems even though you thought the worst? And yes the second time was FOR YOU TO ACT AS A MAN-

AGER AND YES TO COMMUNICATE WITH ALL “STAKEHOLDERS” and yes the MICRO FINANCE COMPANY WAS IN-

CLUDED IN THIS MESSAGE and yes so it is ELIJAH and yes DO YOU BELIEVE THAT GOD WAS WITH YOU when the com-

pany decided not to do anything before the 1st OCTOBER? And yes so it is and yes DO YOU STILL HAVE THE FAITH OR 

DO YOU WORRY and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes of course STIG NOT VERY NICE TO MOTIVATE YOURSELF AND YES WHEN YOU TRULY WOULD LIKE TO GO FOR 

A WALK and yes to the cafe at the walking street in Hørsholm and yes to have a cappuccino and yes no money and yes 

to sit down and yes to write this instead of ....  

 

And yes, where is all of my music? And yes apparently not here and yes only a little bit here and yes listening to Rolling 

Stones and yes “under my thumb” and yes THIS MUSIC IS SO GOOD THAT IT ALMOST MAKES ME CRY and yes THIS IS 

HOW I FEEL and yes so it is ... 

 

Facebook update 

And yes happy we were to see VERY FEW COMMENTS and yes from “your friends” and yes so it is and yes FUGGI of 

course and yes HAPPY TO SEE A COMMENT FROM ANNA KARIN STOCKHOLM and yes SYMBOL OF HAPPINESS to me 

and yes so it is and YES AS SIMPLE AS THIS and yes just a thought from me and yes to Anna Karin and yes HAPPINESS 

WHEN YOU RETURN TO HOME and yes THIS IS WHAT WILL COME, STIG, and yes nice to see that Christian marked that 

“he liked my comment” and yes after what we went through before leaving Denmark and nice to see that Thomas and 

yes Ole’s son did the same and yes very nice indeed and yes THANK YOU LISA and yes I THOUGHT ABOUT COMMENT-

ING YOUR EARLIER TEXT THAT THERE MUST BE A GOD and yes so it is and yes now you know LISA and yes HOW MANY 

OF “MY FRIENDS” HAVE READ WHAT I WROTE AND YES WHAT DID YOU THINK and yes GOOD OR BAD and yes I DON’T 

KNOW BECAUSE YOU DID NOT GIVE A COMMENT and yes so it is ... 

 

Jack is “single” again 

And yes Stig, this is how it goes WHEN THE DEVIL IS STRONG on one of your GOOD friends, Stig, and yes this is what 

we are and yes WHEN THE DEVIL IS NOT HERE and yes we know Stig and yes not heard from Jack really while in Kenya 

and yes Sanna told you yesterday that she saw on Facebook that Jack is now single again and yes Stig, saw that myself 

today, and yes thinking of when Jack and Christina visited me and yes now almost a year ago in Hørsholm and yes 

KRISTINA WHEN I ANSWERED YOUR QUESTION and yes the question you only had in your thoughts as I told you and 

yes “WILL I GET MARRIED TO JACK” and yes KRISTINA THIS IS WHAT I SAID AND YES YES YES and yes no devil and yes 

so it is and when GOD IS HERE AND YES IF BOTH OF YOU STILL WANT EACH OTHER AND YES WITH THE BLESSING OF 

GOD, AND YES THIS IS HOW IT WILL BE FOR BOTH OF YOU ☺☺☺. 

 

Will Kirsten contact me? 
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And yes STIG WHAT WILL HAPPEN AND YES WHEN MY FATHER DIES AND YES HOW SOUND IS THAT AND YES THAT 

HEART I BELIEVE AND YES WE ARE JUST WONDERING and yes KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK on heaven’s door and yes where 

will he enter and YES MY FRIENDS ALSO TO BE INCLUDED HERE IN A FEW CHAPTERS and yes of course WILL KIRSTEN 

CONTACT ME WHEN MY OWN FATHER DIES and YES MAYBE THROUGH INGE and yes THANK YOU INGE FOR THAT IN-

SPIRATION and yes of course from God and yes through her and yes NOW MY FATHER AND YES KIRSTEN KNOWS THAT 

I AM IN DENMARK AGAIN and yes Stig NO TELEPHONE NUMBER and yes SHE HAS MY EMAIL ADDRESS and yes we 

KNOW – WHAT WILL YOU DO KIRSTEN, WILL YOU WRITE TO ME ABOUT MY FATHER, or will you ask Inge to do it and 

yes maybe one of your children and yes just wondering we are Kirsten .... 

 

Receiving the NICEST email from Elijah 

And yes Stig, you were about to write an email to Elijah and the team and yes we know it is now 15.30 and yes Sanna 

and Tobias should almost be home and yes to write a few words to Elijah and yes the team and yes instead Elijah had 

already written an email to me and yes I WAS SO TOUCHED TO READ HIS WORDS and yes THESE WORDS ARE WRIT-

TEN FROM A SOUL WHO IS SUFFERING AND YES HOW CAN YOU BE THIS KIND WHEN YOU ARE TRULY SUFFERING AND 

YES IN DESPAIR IF YOU DON’T RECEIVE HELP FROM YOUR FRIEND IN DENMARK AND YES THIS IS WHAT THIS IS ABOUT 

and yes ELIJAH THIS IS WHY I HAVE TAKEN THE LIBERTY TO INCLUDE YOUR EMAIL and yes BECAUSE THIS IS WHERE 

PEOPLE CAN SEE THE TRUE FEELINGS OF THIS MAN AND YES BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE AND YES THANK YOU SO 

MUCH MY FRIEND: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Well ,i do hope that you had a nice flight back home?We are all fine here in the office. 

 

We cannot imagine you have left Kenya, this very beautiful country ,but the truth of the matter is that you have 

left,We are all  aware that very soon we will be united together to finish on this very important mission we all started! 

 

Today, Friday, marked our new series of meetings without Stig.As earlier promised to you, we took our meeting today 

at exactly 9 o'clock and i was very happy to see all the team members in the office in good time. 

 

Among our Agendas today were:- 

 

1)Going through the basic rule no.4 

2) Keeping Our Faith Strong 

3)To be more disciplined than ever and stay focused! 

 

So, today i had the opportunity,to read the basic rule no. 4 and i was happy for the tremendous support i received from 

the team.From the look of the face, i could read the atmosphere of my colleagues, and i knew i had the challenge 

to  lift them up. 

 

After going through our agendas,i decided to ask the team to share with me on their financial status,i was very happy 

for Davids contribution that they will need some help,altogether, we agreed i can share with them each 1000ksh,so 

this morning,i gave each of them  another 1000ksh to help them with transport and food logistics. 

 

It is my joy that you had a wonderful reception from your family,i do hope that they will throw a big party for you and 

share with them the  memories and your experience in kenya.At this particular time,i would like to thank you very 

much for all the knowledge you gave  us,we are honestly  proud of you and we look forward to keep  our Faith strong 

and our communication strong as earlier outlined in our basic rule.I will be up to provide you with all updates, 

 

I  do have with me my regards from the team,please receive their kind regards,aslo more regards from my wife Tina. 

 

Finally,this message goes to your entire Family,We are a one Family,please share this with them eventhough we have 

never met,but we can recall them by their names,Our dear regards to Your Mother,Father,Sister,Tobias and Niklas.We 

Love them All, and do hope they liked our little gifts, and finally to you my dear friend Stig, The Journey has just begun! 

Stay encouraged and Be Happy Always.  
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Best Regards, 

 

Elijah. 
 

My feedback to Elijah’s email 

And yes Stig THINKING THAT THIS IS THE WAY THAT GOD WANTS US TO COMMUNICATE and yes TO BE PRIVATE and 

yes at the same time TO SHARE THIS WITH THE WORLD and yes so it is and yes I understand their feelings THAT I HAVE 

LEFT and yes also missing them and yes HAPPY TO SEE their FAITH IN ME AND YES THAT WE WILL SOON REUNITE and 

yes ELIJAH THANK YOU FOR BEING STRONG and yes Elijah, this is the only thing you can do AND YES “NEVER GIVE UP” 

and yes “TO BE STRONG” and yes ESPECIALLY NOW and yes so it is ELIJAH, REMEMBER MY WORDS AND YES REMEM-

BER THE MICRO FINANCE STORY and yes BELIEVE IN WHAT I SHOWED YOU AND YES ELIJAH GOD AND I COMMUNI-

CATING AND YES ELIJAH THE LIGHTS OF THE CHRISTMAS TREE AND YES YOU DO REMEMBER AND YES THIS IS THE 

FAITH YOU MUST PROVE AND YES TO OVERCOME THIS, ELIJAH but FEAR NOT and yes GOD WILL TAKE US TO THE 

OTHER SIDE and yes WHERE THE FOREST AND YES WHERE HIS GOLD IS and yes so it is my friend. 

 

And yes SORRY WE ARE WHEN PEOPLE ARE DOWN and YES HAPPY WE ARE WHEN YOU DECIDE TO LIFT UP THE TEAM 

ELIJAH and yes THIS IS WHY I TOLD YOU TO DO THIS BEFORE I LEFT KENYA AND YES ELIJAH YOU ARE THE MANAGER, 

SO NOW YOU ARE THE STRONGEST and yes you now face the CHALLENGE as I FACED and yes TO HAVE THE WORST 

SUFFERING AND YES STILL TO HAVE THE CHALLENGE OF LIFTING UP THE OTHERS and yes my friend, AS I LIFTED YOU 

UP and yes WHERE I WAS SUFFERING MORE THAN YOU and yes my friends JUST TELLING THE WORLD THAT DON’T 

FOCUS TOO MUCH ON YOURSELF AND YES OF COURSE UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE AND YES THIS IS WHAT IT IS 

ABOUT TOO. 

 

And THANK YOU ELIJAH FOR SHARING WITH THE TEAM – and yes IF YOU TRULY SAVE, YOU CAN OVERCOME TO-

GETHER and yes SOME INSPIRATION TO YOU, ELIJAH and yes FROM WHOM and yes GOD IS JUST SMILING HERE and 

yes my friend WOULD YOU HAVE DONE THIS WITHOUT MY INSPIRATION and yes I SEE AND FEEL THE COLOUR “RED” 

AND YES SEE YOU ELIJAH MOVING FROM “RIGHT” TO “LEFT” and yes of course symbols and yes FROM THE DEVIL’S 

CORNER SO TO SAY AND YES TO GOD AND YES INTO HIS KINGDOM WHERE YOU BELONG MY FRIEND. 

 

AND YES STIG IT MAKES YOU AND YES YOU KNOW THAT IT MAKES ELIJAH SAD and yes FOR YOUR FAMILY NOT TO 

THINK LIKE HE AND YES THE FAMILY DOES IN KENYA and yes we KNOW – ELIJAH WOULD BE VERY VERY HAPPY WITH 

YOUR MOTHER AS SHE IS ALREADY TODAY and yes WE KNOW THEY WOULD ALSO BE HAPPY WITH TOBIAS and yes de-

spite of his reaction on their gifts, but because he is a man with a GREAT HEART and yes you can see the joy and yes in 

Tobias in other situations and yes SORRY WE ARE ABOUT SANNA, HANS AND NIKLAS AT THE MOMENT and yes we 

know Stig, BEHIND THEIR FACADES AND YES WE KNOW THEY ARE VERY NICE AND CARING PEOPLE AND YES WE KNOW  

STIG THEY MEAN THE BEST BUT THIS FAMILY IS NOT UNIQUE TO THE WORLD AND YES THIS IS THE REASON WHY, 

THEY ARE JUST SPOILED AND YES “FORGET” TO BE CONSIDERATE TO OTHERS AND YES LIKE ELIJAH’S FAMILY SHOWS 

AND YES AS MY MOTHER NORMALLY IS and yes so it is – AND YES ELIJAH YOU WILL LIKE WHAT WILL COME TO YOU 

MY FRIEND and YES ALSO MY FAMILY and yes THIS IS JUST PART OF THE ROAD TOWARDS COMPLETE HAPPINESS AND 

YES TO BOTH OF YOU AND YES MY FRIENDS HERE IT IS STIG, YOU HAVE NOT TOLD EVERYTHING ABOUT YOURSELF 

AND YES WE KNOW STIG, YOU STILL HAVE TWO FEELINGS OF EVERYTHING YOU DO AND YES YOU KNOW THE FEELING 

OF GOD AND YES TO HELP THESE PEOPLE AND YES THIS is why you decided to overcome your difficulties and yes 

temptations this morning and YES HOW BIG THEY ARE and yes BIGGER THAN WHAT ALL OTHER PEOPLE WILL GET and 

yes THE FEELING OF THE DEVIL and yes THE DEVIL IS GIVING PEOPLE THE FEELING THAT YOU DON’T CARE about other 

people and yes that you don’t need to do anything and yes VIVIAN THINKING OF YOU AND YES NOT EVEN A THANK 

YOU FOR STIG’S BIRTHDAY WISHES THE OTHER DAY and yes SHE MUST REALLY THINK THAT YOU WANT HER, STIG? 

AND YES HOW CAN YOU BE SO “NICE” AND YES MAYBE SHE THINKS ... AND YES I CAN ONLY GUESS AND YES when 

people are not used for other people to BE AS GOD HAS CREATED PEOPLE AND YES TO REALLY SHOW THEIR JOY AND 

HAPPINESS and yes Stig this is why you and your mother has this side too and yes WHY YOU HAVE BOTH HAD DIFFI-

CULTIES IN LIFE and yes because other people think WHAT DO THEY WANT WITH THIS ATTITUDE and yes WE KNOW 

and YES WE KNOW and yes WE KNOW SAD IT MAKES ME TO DELIBERATELY “HIDE” OR DECREASE MY HAPPINESS BE-

CAUSE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF OTHER PEOPLE and yes so it is .... 
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VERY uncomfortable stopping smoking 

And during the day today and yes yes yes we are still here all of us and yes almost no Gran Canaria anymore and yes 

thank you for continuing your work from all of us and yes smoking and yes more difficult here and yes Stig this is what 

I said and yes more Devil here and yes so simple is it and yes how and yes SHAKING and yes all over and yes stomach 

pains and yes even difficulties speaking because of this and yes my friends IS THIS MORE DIFFICULT FOR ME STOPPING 

TO SMOKE and yes SO IT IS MY FRIEND SO IT IS AND YES ALL OF US THREE AGAIN AND YES SO IT IS. 

 

And yes NOT VERY NICE to say the least. 

 

The family’s attempt to “influence” me 

And yes Stig my mother was coming again with John this evening and yes meaning that Sanna, my mother and yes 

Isabelle and yes Niklas’ girlfriend was going to see a BALLET IN TIVOLI and yes so it is my friends and yes meaning that I 

would have dinner together with Hans, John and yes Niklas – and yes Tobias was in Copenhagen with friends. 

 

And yes we had a nice dinner and yes wine again and yes SALAD is nice together with the dinner and yes so it is and 

yes during the dinner and yes when Niklas was away from the table and yes Hans started this time to ask questions 

about my future and yes what are my “plans” and yes concerning work, the Commune (temporary accommodation 

and yes money through the Commune?) etc. and yes not very difficult when God is on your side and yes my friends I 

had promised to help you out and yes if you started working yesterday and yes this is what you did and yes so it is and 

YES MY ANSWER WAS “PLEASE GIVE ME APPROX. ONE WEEK TO THINK” and yes “I have had a very tough travel to 

Kenya” and yes ONE WEEK is what I asked for and yes my friends so it is and yes thinking of the deadline also and yes 

the 1st October and yes the team in Kenya and so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes JUST thinking of when MY SISTER WILL START questioning me and yes STIG not giving up and yes as easy as 

Hans and yes BECAUSE SHE IS DETERMINED AND YES TO HELP ME and yes THIS IS WHAT I EXPECT TOO AND YES BE-

FORE THE END OF THE WEEK AND YES THE FIRST TIME WE WILL BE TOGETHER ALONE ACTUALLY AND YES SO IT IS and 

yes of course IT IS DONE IN A VERY GOOD MEANING and yes the only problem is THAT IT IS DONE COMPLETELY 

WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING ME and yes so it is ..... 

 

The Princess tart for the first time in 13 years 

And yes STIG it was almost LIKE A MIRACLE today and yes when living in Malmö Sweden and yes we know YOU FELL IN 

LOVE WITH THE PRINCESS TART and yes we know the LOVELY SWEDISH CAKE and yes we know which you can buy at 

bakers and yes even at supermarkets and yes we KNOW and yes VERY SELDOM that you can buy cakes at the super-

market which actually has a very good quality and yes so it is and yes in my opinion and yes, but I have never forgot-

ten the princess tart from Frödinge and yes MAYBE CAMILLA HAS NOT FORGOTTEN THEM TOO and yes so it is and yes 

I HAVE NOT HAD ONE OF THESE SINCE WE MOVED BACK IN 1996 and yes so it is and yes IRMA in Denmark has sold a 

variety of cakes from Frödinge for many years and yes Stig WONDERED we have always WHY IN HEAVENS NAME HAVE 

THEY NOT SOLD THE BEST OF ALL OF THEM and yes the princess tart and yes so it is and yes when coming back to 

Denmark and yes this evening Hans told me that IRMA HAS NOW STARTED SELLING THE PRINCESS TART and yes HE 

BOUGHT ONE and how funny is that and yes HOW GOOD WAS THAT AND YES VERY GOOD and yes a symbol of HAPPI-

NESS COMING AND YES SO IT IS and yes Stig Sweden is “happiness” and yes cake is “love” and yes so it is and yes I 

have waited for this cake to come for 13 years and yes thinking of KAREN AND YES MY FRIEND THIS IS WHY ☺. 

 

“Miracles” in “Vild med Dans”  

And yes Stig, one of these experiences which you were very close not to write down and yes so it is and yes here it is 

and yes TV2 this evening and yes the programme “Vild med dans” and yes “crazy about dance” and yes I LIKE ALL OF 

THE JUDGES and yes THEIR BEHAVIOURS and yes SO IT IS and yes TELLING THE TRUTH and yes STILL VERY POSITIVE 

and yes so it is and yes one of the judges told about his father in heaven and yes we know Stig you knew that this 

story was “planted” and yes by the Gardener and yes so it is and yes did not want to write it down and yes later in the 

show and yes the female presenter talked about “miracles happening” in the show and yes OK God and yes this is 

when I decided to include the story here – and yes the message is that MY FATHER WILL GO TO HEAVEN and yes 

EVENTUALLY and yes maybe Hell first and yes let us say what will happen .... 

 

The family has not asked about my WORK in Kenya 
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And yes just wanted to say that the family here and yes MY family here has not put forward ONE SINGLE question 

about my WORK IN KENYA and yes so it is and yes what I have used 4.5 months on and yes we know and yes the BOOK 

and yes they know that it is 500 pages and yes MAYBE THEY JUST THINK that it is rubbish from the beginning to the 

end and yes thinking of the COINCIDENCE that ELLY and yes we know my mother’s old school girlfriend and yes her 

son Lars and yes some years ago, he was “writing” a book and yes so it is and yes the story is that what he wrote was 

“rubbish” and yes we know that he was “crazy” and yes we know Stig, this is what is influencing your mother too and 

yes BECAUSE OF WHAT HE DID, and yes I MUST BE DOING THE SAME and yes so it is and yes WITHOUT ASKING QUES-

TIONS and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THAT and yes thinking of Prince here .... 

 

And yes just thinking that NOW I AM ALL BY MYSELF AGAIN AND YES normally you will share your experiences and yes 

with your family and yes for me it is totally impossible and yes MY FAMILY HAS DECIDED THAT MY BOOK IS RUBBISH 

and so it is .... 

 

Niklas may be rich in success but Tobias is rich in care 

And yes STIG so it is and yes NIKLAS is actually VERY NICE and yes SAID THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes for the GIRAFFE 

from Elijah and yes he liked it very much and yes just thinking of Niklas and yes very good to ask questions and yes we 

know a good mixture of talking about himself and yes to ask questions and yes I like that very much and yes just think-

ing that he believes much of himself and yes he has success and yes A COMING BUSINESS MAN and yes he had A VERY 

GOOD IDEA and yes for this year’s entrepreneur exhibition and yes a total 2nd price and yes “an intelligent filter for 

chimneys” and yes so it is and yes SOMETIMES NIKLAS MY FRIEND, you are still too UNMATURE and yes we know Stig 

and yes maybe normal in this age and yes we know difficult to tell but you have seen it and yes NIKLAS BELIEVES TOO 

MUCH OF HIM SELF and yes HE COULD BE MUCH MORE HELPFUL AND YES TO HER GIRLFRIEND and yes supporting her 

in relation to her parents and yes we have seen that too my friend and yes WITH HIS BROTHER TOO and yes when he 

has had a need of support and yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT and yes THINKING TOO MUCH OF HIMSELF AND YES NOT 

HELPING OTHER PEOPLE ENOUGH AND YES NOT UNDERSTANDING THE FEELINGS OF OTHER PEOPLE GOOD ENOUGH 

AND YES THEREFORE NIKLAS and yes THIS IS MY STORYOF YOU and yes MOST PEOPLE LIKE YOU and yes because you 

speak very well and yes you are intelligent and yes you have success and yes with everything my friend and yes school, 

business and yes a beautiful girlfriend and yes so it is and yes WITH THE HELP OF GOD but what people typically don’t 

see is THAT YOU THINK TOO MUCH OF YOUR SELF AND YES DON’T UNDERSTAND/HELP OTHER PEOPLE ENOUGH and 

yes as a symbol of the rich world and yes my friends CAN YOU SEE THE SAME IN YOURSELF OR YOUR NEIGHBOUR AND 

YES JUST THINKING and yes of course Stig, Niklas has a totally different brother and yes Tobias has always had difficul-

ties (!) and yes with discipline and yes fighting with other when growing up and yes not the same good results and yes 

we know in school and yes BUT THIS YOUNG MAN HAS A HEART AND YES A CARE FOR OTHER PEOPLE and yes that I 

believe only FEW people here can see (because they don’t have it themselves) and yes HE CARES ABOUT PEOPLE and 

yes WILL HELP PEOPLE and yes HE GIVES GIFTS WITH ALL OF HIS SOUL SO YOU CAN FEEL THE INNER LOVE OF THIS 

MAN and yes LIKE MY MOTHER and yes so it is and yes I can “forgive” him for being spoiled by his parents because HIS 

INNER SOUL is still made of Gold and yes my friends so it is and yes my friends THIS WAS THE STORY ABOUT WHAT 

PEOPLE IN THE WESTERN WORLD APPRECIATE AND YES SUCCESS INSTEAD OF PEOPLE CARING AND YES DO YOU 

KNOW WHAT I APPRECIATE THE MOST AND YES STIG and yes THIS IS WHY I HAVE GROWN MORE AND MORE AT-

TACHED TO TOBIAS and yes despite of his problems ( and yes thinking of myself we are and yes planted by the Gar-

dener ...) and yes WHY I THINK OF TOBIAS BEFORE NIKLAS TODAY and yes SIMPLY BECAUSE OF THIS and yes my 

friends still love both nephews very much but because of this ... 

 

Telling the family about my attack 

And yes Stig I have now told Sanna and yes Hans and yes John about my violent attack and yes NO QUESTIONS and yes 

so it is and yes Sanna concluded and yes THIS IS THE RISK and yes we know and yes NO QUESTIONS and yes have not 

told them about the story of the “fake” police man and yes HOW WILL THEY UNDERSTAND because NOTHING HAP-

PENED and yes when NOTHING HAPPENED IT COULD NOT HAVE BEEN A TERRIBLE EXPERIENCE TOO and yes just think-

ing about that too .... 

 

My mother and the queen in Tivoli 

And yes Stig, SYMBOLS ALL OVER THIS EVENING? And yes so it is and yes we know MY MOTHER IN TIVOLI and yes the 

place where the Gardener lives and yes of course Stig, at the same show and yes WE KNOW ALL OF US and yes HI 

COUNCIL nice to have you back and yes so it is and yes MY MOTHER WAS THERE and yes THE QUEEN WAS gud hjælpe 
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mig and yes his words and YES ALSO THERE and yes WHAT MORE CAN YOU DEMAND and yes my mother was there 

physically and yes she was there symbolic as well and yes furthermore IT WAS A FANTASTIC SHOW ACCORDING TO 

SANNA and yes “about God and Jesus” and yes so it is and yes the audience was “wild” and yes not heard from my 

mother about the show yet and yes AN EXAMPLE OF SANNA SPEAKING VERY POSITIVE ABOUT SOMETHING and yes 

we know the ROYAL PRINCE and YES PRINCESS WAS THERE TOO and yes many more stories and yes could be told and 

yes so it is my friends ☺☺☺. 
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Saturday 19th September 2009 

Poorer sleep and more dreams, have I been too harsh on my family?, Sanna asking me the first time, a nap and a 

dream, Sanna asking me the second time, an instrumental song played by God, watching a SWEDISH movie and there 

are STARS here and my light ... 

 

Poorer sleep and more dreams 

And yes so it is my friend and yes now you know where your mobile phone is and yes more dreams and yes I woke you 

up some times and yes during the night and yes NOT VERY NICE INDEED TO KNOW WHO YOU ARE and yes CAN YOU 

REALLY IMAGINE HOW IT FEELS LIKE TO KNOW THAT YOU WILL BECOME GOD and yes AS A NORMAL PERSON TODAY 

and yes thinking about this I was yesterday and yes TRY TO THINK ABOUT THAT AND YES WHAT IT WOULD MEAN and 

yes this is what I did and yes NOT VERY NICE TODAY and yes I decided to stand up at 6.30 and yes to write more on the 

script from yesterday and yes today and yes we know there are still 50 pages, which I need to edit the second time 

and yes we know Stig NEW CHANGES in life and yes from Kenya to my sister’s house and yes to say the least and yes 

trying to establish a NEW RHYTM again and yes so it is and yes here are some dreams: 

 

• For eight days in a row I look at beautiful women at the swimming pool. I kick out a football to a beautiful woman 

in the pool and we start playing football – we are two teams of three at each team. We play the ball very nicely 

ahead on the ground and yes I cannot read my notes and yes too many writing errors on this the first one, but 

again IT TAKES EIGHT DAYS ... COMMENT: NICE TO KNOW THAT THIS DOES NOT TAKE LONGER AND YES STILL 

THINKING OF THE LTO TEAM AND YES THE 1ST OCTOBER. 

• I am going to a shop to get my trousers. They have been adjusted in length and waist, the length is very good, but 

maybe they need more adjustment in the waist. And I see that the Sales Manager from a car dealer comes into 

the shop to speak to the manager of the shop, and she talks to him but I want her to talk to me first. And sud-

denly I am bathing in the sea together with the shop manager. I am fully dressed and I have brought my bag. I am 

complaining but we go further and further out and I can hardly reach the bottom when we go back in again. It is 

late in the summer and I look forward to swimming every day, but I know that I am also very busy – I have much 

work which needs to be done. I see a bakery and two young women working there – they eat the cookies they 

have made themselves and I don’t understand that they like to eat their own cookies and that they are not tired 

of this. Both women sing in small music bands. 

• I am at work in DanskeBank-Pension again. They hold internal meetings without understanding the need of doing 

proper work – there is no structure or quality at the work. The consultants give absolutely no support to the new 

IT system to calculate pensions done by Bjarne, which should be the basis of a new system to help customers 

choosing the right covers done by me. Instead I see the consultants speaking to each other, having nothing to do 

and not listening to Bjarne and me. 

• I hear the song “A new day has come” by Celine Dion. 

• I am working at Danske Bank, Espergærde. A customer complains that the bank woman does not stamp each 

cheque, when handing out the cheque book. The manager explains that there need to be a stamp, and I am think-

ing that this is to avoid the cheque from being used several times, but I am sitting at the computer keying in in-

formation (boring work) and I don’t understand why there are “special rules” at this branch, which have not been 

written down. 

 

Have I been too harsh on my family?  

And yes Stig, this is the thought I have had and yes HAVE I BEEN TOO HARSH ON MY FAMILY when describing them 

and YES THIS IS WHAT SOME MAY BELIEVE and yes STIG I WANT TO SAY THAT I LOVE MY FAMILY and yes ALL FAMILY 

MEMBERS and yes SO IT IS but when it comes to LISTENING, UNDERSTANDING, ASKING QUESTIONS and yes CARE OF 

OTHER PEOPLE and yes THEIR OWN INNER VOICE and yes THEN I CAN ONLY SAY: NO – I HAVE NOT BEEN TOO HARSH 

WHEN DESCRIBING MY FAMILY and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

BUT MY FAMILY WILL ALWAYS TRY TO BE HELPFUL and yes WITH THE LIMITATIONS THEY HAVE IN COMMUNICATION 

and yes as I just wrote and yes Sanna is very helpful and yes with practical things and so on and yes REALLY THEY ARE 

DOING THEIR BEST and yes THIS IS WHAT THEY BELIEVE AND YES I WANT TO TELL THE WORLD WITH THIS STORY THAT 
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THIS IS NOT WHAT YOU ARE DOING – UNDERSTAND THAT TRUE COMMUNICATION, APPRECIATION AND YES UNDER-

STANDING AND CARE OF OTHER PEOPLE ARE SO CRUCIAL AND YES WE KNOW THAT THIS IS WHY I AM WRITING THIS 

STORY AND YES DECICATING MY FAMILY AS YES AS VICTIMS AND YES WE KNOW THEM SO WELL and yes this is why 

my friends .... 

 

Sanna asking me the first time 

And yes Stig this is how long time and yes we know before SANNA DECIDED TO TAKE THINGS INTO HER OWN HANDS 

and yes until breakfast this morning and yes this is how long she could wait and yes we know and yes she wanted to 

hear about my plans and yes so it is and yes I told her that I will tell her within the next week and yes Stig so it is and 

yes I told her that I had done my most important work ever in Kenya and yes THAT IT WAS VERY HARD TO DO and yes 

that the more I tell her and yes the more sceptical she will be and yes this is why I will not tell her more now and yes 

as she said “we don’t understand it and neither do the boys” and yes so it is and yes no more questions during lunch 

time. 

 

A nap and a dream 

And yes before starting to edit the last approx. 50 pages and yes very tired and yes indisposed we were and yes not 

feeling the energy to do this work and yes one hour of nap and yes hoping to feel more energy and yes a short dream 

as well: 

 

• I am looking at an apartment having a nice view over a green area. However the apartment seems a little expen-

sive and I therefore look at another apartment located a little bit to the left, and his apartment also looks empty. 

When I come to the apartment I realise that it is part of a bigger apartment, which is rented and I ask what it will 

cost to rent the empty part of the apartment and she says that it is approx. 4,200 DKK per month. It seems cheap 

to me and I ask her if this price includes the terrace, which I think we should share the expenses of, and she con-

firms that it is. I walk outside the big terrace, there are benches which I can sit on and enjoy the sun and I see that 

I am now at the inner Copenhagen. 

 

Sanna asking me the second time 

And yes Stig you have been editing the last approx. 50 pages this afternoon and yes in Niklas old room and yes we 

know Sanna’s office and yes working efficiently and yes WHAT ARE YOU DOING and yes SANNA WOULD LIKE TO 

KNOW OR WHAT SANNA? And yes what have you been doing today and yes working on what I did in Kenya and yes as 

she said “it would be nice to know what you want to do” and yes “do you want to publish it – do you want to travel 

the world with it” and yes I could see her CONCERN and yes we know she does not think this is very nice and yes I 

could only repeat myself and yes I DID NOT LIKE THE SITUATION VERY MUCH TOO and yes unpleasant it was and yes 

THE MORE I TELL YOU , SANNA, THE LESS YOU BELIEVE IN ME and yes PLEASE GIVE ME ONE WEEK AND YES I WILL LET 

YOU KNOW and yes THIS IS THE STORY FOR THE FAMILY and YES AS I HAVE GIVEN YOU AND YES BASED ON MY OWN 

THOUGHTS and yes we know maybe with the inspiration of God and yes in the passive stage and yes so it is .... 

 

An instrumental song played by God 

And yes Stig, this is truly THIS SONG THAT I HAVE PLAYED FOR YOU THE LAST and yes maybe 2-3 weeks and yes a fan-

tastic instrumental song and yes by whom and yes from which album and yes we know Stig and yes we know and yes 

we know and yes so it is and yes coming “home” and yes also a fantastic song and yes a newer one and yes OF 

COURSE THIS INSTRUMENTAL SONG is from the best album ever in my opinion and yes by Simple Minds and yes the 

album “New Gold Dream” and yes today I have heard this album maybe 3-4 times and yes “hunter and the hunted”, 

“Glittering Price” and “New Gold dream” are the best songs from A PERFECT ALBUM and yes almost crying and yes so 

beautiful it is and yes my friends and yes I COULD CONTINUE AND YES NOT NOW and yes Stig ... 

 

And yes my old Saeco coffee machine is working and yes very nice it is and yes but the truth is THAT THIS LIFE IS STILL 

HELL TO ME AND YES WE ARE NOT THE LEAST HAPPY AND YES THIS IS NOT MY LIFE AND YES NO PRIVACY AT ALL AND 

YES WE KNOW STIG AND YES NO SMOKING IS “KILLING ME” and yes therefore and YES NO FREEDOM and yes but I 

don’t feel the stress as in Kenya and yes here is quiet and yes that is good, but  .... 

 

Watching a SWEDISH movie 
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And yes Stig, tonight Sanna and yes Hans invited me to go to the cinema and yes we know “The girl, who played with 

the fire” and yes by Stieg Larsson and yes we know JUST A SYMBOL and yes coming home and yes SWEDEN and YES 

STIG and yes so it is my friend and yes we know Stig in my opinion too the best Swedish movie since “Englegård” and 

yes which not only is the best Swedish movie and yes of ALL TIMES but maybe the best movie of all times and yes we 

know a lot more could be said about this alone and yes GETTING TO LEARN PEOPLE and yes DON’T JUDGE PEOPLE ON 

THEIR SURFACE and yes WE KNOW – good idea my friend ☺. 

 

There are STARS here and my light ... 

And yes Stig I INSPIRED YOU TO LOOK UP AT THE SKY and yes we know for the first time since coming home and yes 

only a quick look tonight and yes ALL OF THE SKY WAS LOOKING “NORMAL” and yes so it is and yes WITH STARS and 

yes “normal” constellations and yes the big dipper was very clear and yes I did not notice UFO’s and yes that is I no-

ticed what I believe is my and my mother’s light and yes YES AND YES and yes the cleaner and yes so it is my friend. 
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Sunday 20th September 2009 

Better sleep and ONE dream, God gives my father three days, the Sunday service at Rungsted Kirke, Karen should know 

I am back, Sanna asking me the third time, taking a nap, Sanna and I agree on our father and no patience anymore. 

 

Better sleep and ONE dream 

And yes I had a full night of sleep without being woken and yes we know Stig and yes with ONE dream only: 

 

I am working in Fair Forsikring. I see that there are problems for the sales consultants getting bonus on car insurance 

transferred from other insurance companies – it takes time and they do it wrong. I ask who to contact to seek influ-

ence and to work on a new system, and I hear that it is Henrik – he wants to establish a commission working on this. I 

am thinking to become a new CRM manager of Fair. 

 

When I wake up I hear the following words from a song by Rugsted & Kreutzfeldt: “Hallo derude allesammmen jeg 

kommmer igen til naste ar.” 

 

God gives my father three days 

And yes THIS IS WHAT I TOLD YOU and yes WE KNOW STIG and yes THREE DAYS is what I GIVE YOUR FATHER and yes 

TO DIE and yes IF I AM TO BE TRUSTED and yes so it is my friend. And I cannot remember if I heard this this morning or 

yesterday evening. 

 

And yes I felt the presence of my father’s mother and yes so it is and yes from my father’s summerhouse and yes 

approx. 1980 and yes we know one of the times I REMEMBER HER CLEARLY and yes ALLOWING ME TO DRINK A BEER 

and yes THANKS GRANDMOTHER and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

The Sunday service at Rungsted Kirke 

And yes Stig going alone to church and yes the family here does not go to church and yes like I normally did not in 

Denmark and yes we know and yes a promise I made during my travel to Kenya and yes to go to church and yes here 

are some of my impressions: 

 

And yes first of all this church is maybe 200 metres from where Karen lives and yes REALLY HOPING and yes NOT to 

meet her and yes so it is and yes NOT IN THE MOOD and yes SHE MIGHT BE ANGRY and yes of course without reason 

and yes so it is and yes she was not there and yes maybe only church for her and yes during feasts and yes so it is my 

friend. 

 

And yes singing different hymns and yes most of them are old and yes some of them are VERY old and yes a small 

choir singing and yes an organ and yes my FRIENDS nobody and yes almost nobody singing along from the church and 

yes we know Stig and yes NO JOY AND YES NO HAPPINESS and yes NOT HAPPY WITH THIS and yes THIS IS ALSO OUR 

FEELING and yes we know Stig and yes WHY DO YOU PLAY SONGS at church WHICH PEOPLE DON’T LISTEN TO AT 

HOME AND YES WE KNOW WHY DON’T YOU PLAY CONTEMPORARY SONGS and yes by for example and yes KIM LAR-

SEN and yes ANNE LINNET and yes we KNOW WHICH ARE SUITABLE for the church and yes THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE 

TOO and yes just thinking out loud here and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes the feeling from this church is that it was a show and yes without creativity and happiness and yes WITHOUT 

ANY PARTICIPATION from the congregation and yes SO IT IS and yes not only here but I believe EVERYWHERE IN 

DENMARK and yes GOOD TO LOOK AT WHAT THEY DO IN KENYA on this and yes God told me about the FLOOD and 

yes before coming to church and yes we know THIS IS WHAT THE PRIEST AND YES READ from the 1st book of Moses 

and yes 8,20-22;9,12-16. 

 

And yes the priest was preaching about and yes WORRIES and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes thinking of my family 

here and yes DON’T BE WORRIED and yes HOW MANY TIMES HAVE I TOLD YOU THIS, MY LOVED FAMILY and yes so it 

is and yes also good to listen to what this priest told in this church and yes HE DID A GOOD SPEECH and yes you could 

see some commitment and yes passion in him and yes not as much as you James in Kenya but yes good enough and 

yes Stig we know, here are some notes from his preach: 
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The topic is TO WORRY, which affect us all and for some it is a way of life, but God has another opinion on this. LISTEN 

VERY CAREFULLY (!). To be worried is a feeling which fills too much in people. To be worried is of the evil. It destroys 

the life that God has given, it eats us up from the inside, it takes away our time, presence, happiness, light and 

warmth. 

 

The Lord’s prayer is important in connection with today’s topic. “Give us today our daily bread” is about having faith in 

God and to concentrate on the day today. Don’t worry about the past, you cannot change it, but you can learn from it 

and you can repent what went wrong. Many people are worried about the future, what is it going to bring and it is in 

the hands of God. Don’t use your energy on nothing, but concentrate on getting the daily bread and to help other 

people.  

 

“Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil”, which reminds us that life is a continuing fight between good 

and evil and between God and the Devil. No one can serve two masters. The fight between the flesh and the spirit ac-

cording to Paul. Don’t be worried, put your life in the hands of God. It gives you safety, happiness, faith, hope and 

love. The piece of God will preserve your hearts and thoughts in Jesus Christ. 

 

Karen should know I am back 

And yes after church and yes very good weather today and yes approx. 20 degrees and yes sunshine and yes going to 

Rungsted Harbour and yes no money for coffee but just walking there and yes seeing life here and yes OF COURSE and 

yes hoping NOT to see Karen and yes so it is and yes you never know here and yes her first husband and yes Peter was 

there and yes you saw each other and yes normally you would say hello to him and yes you did not want to do this to-

day and yes because of what KAREN JUST MIGHT HAS TOLD HIM and yes therefore my friends and yes VERY SURE 

THAT HE WILL GIVE KAREN A SIGNAL THAT I AM BACK and yes just thinking about her feelings about that and yes BE-

CAUSE OF WHAT SHE HAS MADE UP HERSELF and yes KAREN YOU UNDERSTAND ME VERY WELL and yes of course 

STIG BECAUSE OF HER OWN INNER VOICE and yes we know and yes a few pictures from the harbour and yes taken 

today and yes maybe to show to the team in Kenya and yes going to the house of Karen Blixen here and yes 200 me-

tres from the harbour and yes VERY BEAUTIFUL IT IS AND YES a few pictures from this as well and yes of course think-

ing of the team and yes about a possible connection and yes we know KAREN BLIXEN here and yes KAREN BLIXEN in 

Africa and yes we know Stig and yes so it is and yes maybe later ...? 

 

Sanna asking me the third time 

And yes after church when I came “home” and yes NICE and yes especially NOT NICE to live at a place which is not 

yours and yes UNWILLING and yes this is what this is about and yes telling Sanna about the topic and yes at church 

and yes WORRIES and yes “as I believe in myself” and yes “don’t worry about the past and the future” and yes Stig this 

led of course Sanna to say that I need to think about my future and yes Sanna I could only tell you that “I do, but you 

don’t know” and yes so it is here and yes SHE HAS DECIDED THAT I NEED TO FIND A PLACE TO LIVE AND YES TO MAKE 

A LIVING and yes so it is AND YES MY FRIENDS this is how life should normally be like and yes NOT FOR ME AND YES 

WAITING ON GOD and yes HOW CAN YOU TELL YOUR SISTER THIS and yes NOT BELIEVING IN YOU AND YES NOT BE-

LIEVING IN GOD. 

 

And yes she was very nice to give me 200 DKK and yes I HAD ABSOLUTELY NO MONEY ON ME and yes SO I CAN AF-

FORD BUYING A CUP OF COFFEE if I go somewhere. 

 

And yes later Sanna said to me that I am welcome to stay here, but on THURSDAY WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT A PLACE 

TO LIVE AND MY PLANS and yes so it is here my friends, and yes she has obviously not accepted the seven days I asked 

for and yes SANNA THIS IS YOU – YOU LISTEN TO YOUR OWN VOICE and yes difficult to understand something differ-

ent and yes so it is .... 

 

Taking a nap 

And yes we had time to take a nap too of 1,5 hours and yes a short dream and yes about Jack and yes taking up small 

sharks from the water and yes for me to kill them and yes afterwards a song by Pretenders and yes “stand by you”.  

 

Watching the stars and the UFO’s 
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And yes late this evening I was standing outside from the exit of Niklas’ old room and yes WATCHING THE STARS and 

yes Stig clearly stars – the lights were there already when I came out and MANY of them - and yes a few minutes I was 

there and yes during these minutes I was also shown UFO’s moving like in Kenya BUT WITH THE DIFFERENCE THAT 

THERE ARE STARS HERE ☺. 

 

Sanna and I agree on our father 

And yes if there is anything today that can bring Sanna and I together it is our view on OUR father and yes as I said to 

Sanna, Kirsten has not tried to understand that Sanna feels that Peer is her father and that Sanna has no desire to find 

her real father and yes THIS IS ANNOYING because Kirsten believes that this is exactly what Sanna can do and yes find 

her own father and yes WHEN PEOPLE DON’T LISTEN AND YES DON’T TRY TO UNDERSTAND this is how it feels like and 

yes we know Stig an example to your sister and yes of course with the meaning that you sister does not understand 

you and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Sanna does not believe that Kirsten will contact us when our father dies and yes she is convinced that he will 

die because of his earlier cancer in both lungs and yes she does not want to come to his funeral and yes I said that it 

might only take days and yes we agreed that when somebody is only listening to himself and yes wants very much 

sympathy and yes without showing any empathy himself, this is where it hurts the most and yes Sanna understood 

that I have been suffering even more than our father and yes so it is here and yes ☺. 

 

No patience anymore 

And yes the NO SMOKING IS STILL HURTING ME MUCH and yes every single second and yes so it is and yes I HAVE 

GIVEN GOD UNTIL the 1st October and yes to help US and yes the LTO and yes myself as well and yes also to ease my 

no smoking suffering and yes so it is and yes we know STIG OTHERWISE I WILL START SMOKING AGAIN and yes so it is 

here.  
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Monday 21st September 2009 

Good sleep and one dream, relaxing the rest of the day and my life has changed since visiting Africa. 

 

Good sleep and one dream 

And yes a sign of the Devil and yes not being here to torment my sleep and yes we know sleeping alright from 24.00 to 

approx. 6.30 and yes so it is here my friends and yes one dream and yes about the third world and yes about Kwawan-

zilu. 

 

I see garbage all over – the garbage is like plants, which increase and which eat up the third world. 

I am in the bank collecting 25,000 DKK. I see the bank cashier reaching out for the big notes and I receive the 25,000 – 

it should be in 1,000 notes, however I get the feeling that it is 20 notes, that they are brand new and I am thinking if 

there are notes sticking together because they are this new. The bank cashier asks me to return 5,000 so that I can get 

smaller notes instead. I am going out to a small village to deliver this money. 

 

When I woke up I heard the following from the song “break my stride” by Matthew Wilder: “rowboat to China” “noth-

ing gonna break my stride” “oh no I've got to keep on moving”. 

 

And furthermore I hear this from a Danish song by TV2 “det er så livet, sådan ser det altså ud”, ”sammenbrudt man 

klarer sig, åh Gud hvor åndsvagt”, ”kys det nu det satans liv, grib det, fang det før det er for sent”. 

 

Relaxing the rest of the day 

And yes Stig you decided to relax the rest of the day and yes the feeling for the first time and yes in months and yes 

just to be yourself and yes without obligations and yes to relax and yes very good and yes to change address and yes 

at the Horsholm Commune and yes to your sister’s address and yes maybe Gerald could learn to come to Denmark 

and yes it took very few minutes and yes GERALD WITHOUT HARASSMENT and yes like people normally are and yes so 

it is and yes a French hotdog and yes very nice and yes a cappuccino at the cafe in Horsholm and yes we know YOUR 

abstinences from non smoking are SO DRASTIC THAT YOU DON’T FEEL LIKE TALKING AT ALL and yes HAVING DIFFI-

CULTIES and yes physically to talk and yes that is life at the moment and yes completely destroying and yes all life 

qualities my ladies and gentlemen and yes so it is and yes Prince chocolate bisquits and yes the original and yes we 

know Stig, these are only details and yes life stinks to say it directly also here at home. 

 

My life has changed since visiting Africa 

And yes Stig it is difficult to live a carefree existence after you have visited people in Africa and yes seeing and knowing 

how  they are struggling and yes we know, HOW LONG DO I HAVE TO WAIT and yes this is what is really ongoing at the 

moment and yes no theatre and yes anxious to get a NEW WORK and yes START DOING SOMETHING USEFUL and yes 

so it is my friends and yes YOU CANNOT KEEP BACK A MAN WHO WANTS SOMETHING TO DO and yes my friends this 

is how life is at the moment ... 
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Tuesday 22nd September 2009 

Good sleep and one dream, going to Helsingør to visit my mother and John, people are ”nice” on the surface and Karen 

needs help? 

 

Good sleep and one dream 

And yes Stig almost nothing to write and yes we know A LIVING HELL and yes so it is here and yes smoking is still killing 

me and yes the abstinences that God gives me and yes and no and yes a short dream and yes work and yes not rele-

vant here and yes BOREDOM is what I feel and yes no motivation to do anything and yes we know this is because of 

the abstinences and yes not the best feeling in the world and yes to say the least. 

 

And yes WAITING ON GOD and so it is here. 

Going to Helsingør to visit my mother and John  

And yes Stig we took the train and yes it did not stop at Snekkersten and yes so it is and we know Stig, the Devil is still 

with you and yes when we passed Snekkersten and yes of course only symbolic and yes showing the Devil behind at 

the station and yes coming to you again at the train and yes so it is my friends and yes so it is and we know 

BROSTRÆDEIS and yes in Helsingør and yes A TRADITION and yes so it is and we know maybe not the best ice cream 

but there is “something special about it” and yes the first ice cream in yes maybe 9 months and yes so it is and yes so 

it is and yes Helsingør is my city and yes beautiful buildings and yes if you can avoid it then try not to “pollute” build-

ings etc. by commercials etc. and yes so much more beautiful without it and yes Stig just a thought and yes HOW 

MUCH OR LITTLE SHOULD I TELL MY MOTHER AND JOHN and yes we know they were very happy indeed to see me 

and yes I them and yes so it is and yes a very good dinner and yes so it is and yes they had decided to be “more open” 

and yes because of this I told them more than I had planned to do and yes about Kenya and yes my experiences and 

yes “the good” and “the bad” and yes the divine and yes we know him the Devil and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes 

once more so it is and yes about healing in Kenya and yes MANY MORE THINGS and yes DON’T BE CONCERNED and 

yes I LIKED TO BE RECEIVED BY OPENNESS and yes I DID NOT TELL WHO I AM but if they believe what I told them to-

day and yes what I have told them before and yes they should really not be surprised WHEN I OPEN YOU UP STIG and 

yes fine God and yes still blowing in the whistle. 

 

And yes my mother told me how much she has been suffering because I was in Kenya and yes so it is and yes JOHN 

TOO and yes so it is here and yes you know many times when visiting your mother and John and yes that you really 

talk deep because you will see that people here are truly very emotional and yes sometimes with tears in their eyes 

and yes this is the level we have here. 

 

And yes my friends, we know Stig, ONCE I OPEN YOU UP WE WILL BE VERY BUSY and yes we KNOW WILL YOU KEEP 

YOUR PROMISE THIS TIME and yes we know to take away your father and yes NORMAL LIFE BEFORE 1st October and 

yes we know Stig and yes STIG WE KNOW A TRULY VERY NICE EMAIL from Elijah and yes HE SHOWS HIS INNERSELF 

and yes his feelings and we know his depth when he is writing LIKE NO DANES DO and yes my FRIENDS when you re-

ceive emails like this, you will be much happier and yes you will feel a friend and yes so it is and yes being positive in 

difficult times and yes we know they follow the description of my family and Elijah passed my regards to the church 

and “everybody was very concerned to hear from me” as Elijah wrote to me because he was very direct and “told 

what really happened” and yes so it is and yes the way to do it and yes he finished his email with: "We are in the wil-

derness, but God is with us". 

 

And yes we know WILL NORMAL LIFE COME BEFORE 1ST OCTOBER AND YES WHAT ABOUT MY FATHER AND YES THE 

THREE DAY DEADLINE AND YES WILL HE DIE TODAY OR TOMORROW and yes my friends this is what it is about TO 

KEEP YOUR FAITH and yes we know Stig you GIVE ME THIS TIME UNTIL THE 1ST OCTOBER AND YES MY FRIEND THERE 

IS NO MORE TIME TO GIVE AFTER THE 1ST OCTOBER AND YES SO IT IS MY FRIENDS here and yes this is it and yes Es-

pergærde and yes from the train and yes “Stockholmsvej” and yes we know just a symbol of a “nice place” for me and 

yes so it is and yes VERY GOOD TO FEEL THE COUNCIL TOO HERE WHEN WRITING THIS PARAGRAPH AND YES MY MES-

SAGE TO LTO IS ONLY THIS and yes I KNOW THAT YOU SUFFER AND YES THIS IS WHAT I DO MY SELF TO and yes EVEN 

THOUGH I HAVE “NORMAL FOOD” and yes BECAUSE OF LACK OF FREEDOM and yes so it is and “smoking” and yes so 

it is and yes GOD WILL BE WITH ALL OF US AND YES WE KNOW STIG AND YES WE KNOW AND YES WE KNOW there is 

no way out and yes so it is .... 
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People are ”nice” on the surface 

And yes Hans is an example of this and yes of how millions of people are and yes YOU ARE VERY NICE ON THE SUR-

FACE but how much do you really care and yes how much of your self do you really show and yes this is what I want to 

see: SHOW YOURSELF and yes without constrains AND YES SHOW YOUR INTEREST IN OTHER PEOPLE and yes WITH ALL 

OF YOUR CONCENTRATION and yes DEPTH and yes this is really what I want to see and yes TRY TO UNDERSTAND 

THAT THERE IS ANOTHER LEVEL THAN THE SUPERFICIAL and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

Karen needs help? 

And yes Stig this is what I have told you and yes for some time and yes that Karen is hurting and yes eehh because of 

love pain and yes not because of you and yes because of her “fiancé” and yes why did I give you that word and yes so 

it is my friends when she really wants that man so badly and yes my friends when the DEVIL IS SO STRONG WITH HER 

and yes my friends so it is AND YES FEELING LIKE DYING and yes I have see that before when I met her and yes God 

gave me a possibility the other day to invite Karen as a friend and yes on Facebook and yes thinking we have done and 

yes about her situation and yes STIG I CANNOT HELP HER AT THE MOMENT and yes I HAVE MORE THAN ENOUGH TO 

HANDLE EACH AND EVERY SINGLE DAY HERE and yes this you cannot read from the scripts but this is my feeling at the 

moment and yes feeling like an infant and yes your whole life has been removed from you and yes not knowing what 

will happen and yes therefore my friends and yes the non-smoking and yes feelings of this is Kenya and yes times 100 

and yes you then have the picture of the strength of the Devil and yes the same man but the HURTING is so much 

more here ....  
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Wednesday 23rd September 2009 

 

Nothing much to write 

And yes there is really nothing much to write about. Sleeping almost normal and a boring dream and yes about a 

friend and yes really this is about SUFFERING and yes nothing to do and yes no motivation and yes not smoking is kill-

ing me every single second and yes this is what it is about and yes looking forward to a “nice” conversation with my 

sister tomorrow and yes not knowing what to say to her and yes no motivation to write and yes this is the situation at 

the moment .... 
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Thursday-Friday 24th-25th  September 2009 

No more ...., Sanna asking about my future and no more book 

 

No more .... 

Sleeping is almost normal, dreams are “not worth” writing down, the “game” is about living with my sister as the sym-

bol of the “devil” and I don’t like this game and don’t even want to write it down. The temptations are bigger than 

ever, the Devil shows me “birds” outside, I feel there is no time left to do this game thinking about the deadline for 

Judgement Day, I am MORE THAN tired of this life and these games to say the least, I am waiting for my father to die 

and I will start smoking again one of these days unless God shows himself to me before, I am thinking what about the 

team the 1st October and how they will survive and I can only say that I will wait on God and that is that and yes “nor-

mal life” coming and I don’t want to play any other games so it is ... 

 

Sanna asking about my future 

And this evening Sanna followed up on her talk as she “promised” to do and she wants me to get a “normal” job and a 

place to stay and yes to go to the Commune to hear if they can help me and yes she wants to speak about “my voices” 

and yes I told her that we cannot do that because she does not understand me and yes that is it and of course she 

thought it was “not fair” because of everything she has done to help me of “practical” things and yes this is what my 

sister is about to HELP WITH “PRACTICAL” THINGS and yes the apartment, my papers while I was in Kenya and yes the 

most important is that SHE WANTS TO “LISTEN” TO ME and yes DOES NOT UNDERSTAND me and yes we know she 

speaks to me like a PROFESSIONAL and yes “WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE YOURSELF”? and yes IF MY MOTHER AND YES 

JOHN UNDERSTANDS me and yes COMING FROM MY OWN SISTER and yes I AM SORRY TO SAY THAT I CANNOT AC-

CEPT THIS SANNA and therefore and yes agreeing to go to the Commune tomorrow and yes I can stay here temporar-

ily.... 

 

No more book 

Because of disappointment with God not coming yet with “normal life”, with my family – my mother has apparently 

said to Sanna that she does not believe in me – because I cannot stand any more lies from God and the Devil, I have 

decided at least temporarily to smoke again from today, which is now Friday. And God encouraged me to open a new 

bank account with another bank, which is more than I want to do because of the risk that the bank will turn me down 

if they check Riebers – a credit rating agency - and if Danske Bank has reported me and to go to the Commune and yes 

to ask for a new place to live. Therefore I will stop writing this book, until God decides to help me – this is my decision. 

 

And yes there was no social worker at the Commune today to talk to me, but I got a telephone number of one I can 

speak to on Monday .... 

 

The difference between Kenya and Denmark 

And yes this is written Saturday WITH THE BIGGEST RESISTANCE and yes with my thoughts from yesterday and yes so 

it is: And yes Stig this is what I do believe about you NEVER GIVE UP and yes WE HAVE GIVEN YOU THE WORST 

NIGHTMARE IN THE WORLD AND YES JUST TO BE HERE AT YOUR SISTER’S MERCY and yes so it is my friends and yes 

just thinking about “HOW NICE” my sister is and yes TO SHOW A NEGATIVE ATTITUDE and yes I decided not to go to 

visit my mother Friday evening and yes said to my mother the truth that I WAS TIRED and yes I WANTED TO STAY AT 

HOME and yes my sister said THAT SHE THOUGHT “IT WAS STRANGE” that I WAS “VERY MOTIVATED” Thursday to visit 

my mother and yes, Thursday I INVITED SANNA AND HANS to come together with me to the “CULTURE NIGHT” in 

Helsingør Friday and yes she said that she is normally tired Friday evening and yes so it was and yes because of this 

she did not want to come and when said exactly the same to my mother Friday THAT I WAS TIRED then she thought 

THAT IT WAS STRANGE that I had changed my mind and yes so it is here and yes she said it directly and yes very nega-

tively to me and yes giving me the feeling that SHE THOUGHT THAT SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH ME and yes thank 

you Depeche Mode every single time I write WRONG I think of your brilliant song and yes HOW NICE IS IT TO LIVE TO-

GETHER with your sister and yes KNOWING WHAT THIS IS ABOUT and yes what she believes is a sickness and yes 

WHEN ALL I REALLY WANT IS JUST TO HAVE SOMEONE I CAN SPEAK TO, someone who wants to listen to my experi-

ences and yes this is not possible here and yes BECAUSE SHE KNOWS WHAT IS BEST – and yes I feel the need when 

there is no one UNDERSTANDING and yes when there are people understanding, my need to speak is about these ex-

periences is much lower and yes almost not existing and yes so it is. 
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And yes Stig the difference between the people I know in Kenya and my sister as an example of how many people are 

here is that the TEAM IN KENYA SHOWS ME “WARM FEELINGS” and yes I CANNOT SEE WARM FEELINGS FROM ESPE-

CIALLY MY SISTER – and yes very well hided they are - but not only her in fact all of my family WITH THE ONE EXEP-

TION OF MY MOTHER and sometimes TOBIAS and yes so it is. Here is no patience, no belief in me and yes “ORDERS” 

of what I should do and yes we know Stig not very nice this situation I have put you in and yes TO BREAK OUT OF 

YOUR SISTER’S UNIVERS because this is what it is about and yes LIVING WITH THE DEVIL and yes this is why GOD HAS 

NOT BEEN WITH YOU and yes we know WHY THE DEVIL HAS TEMPTED YOU and yes we know THE FEELING OF NO 

SMOKING IS VERY MUCH STRONGER WHEN YOU ARE TOGETHER WITH THE DEVIL and yes we know you said to your 

sister that you did not appreciate her negative attitude and yes this only increased her negative temper and yes be-

cause of this “I did not show my respect” to her and yes this is my sister we are talking about and yes I have been here 

a few days and yes ORDERING me and yes “this is why it is not good for siblings to live together” and yes we know Stig 

you lived together with Elijah’s family for more than four months and yes very difficult times and yes without any inci-

dents because THEY ARE TRULY THE NICEST PEOPLE and yes WARM FEELINGS and yes but in Denmark you don’t have 

the same patience and yes even when it comes to your family and yes my sister is used to get her will in her family and 

at work and yes together with SOMETIMES a very negative attitude, I can only say that THIS DEMANDING ATTITUDE IS 

NOT THE WAY THAT I WANT THE WORLD TO BEHAVE and yes SANNA THIS IS ABOUT YOUR BEHAVIOUR and yes your 

impatience with me and yes your “ordering” and yes NOTHING ELSE SANNA and this makes me sad – and yes a situa-

tion set up by God and yes WE ARE ALL SORRY Stig and yes it gave me the feeling THAT I DID NOT FEEL WELCOME 

HERE and yes if I could I would have left the house immediately and yes I was thinking about leaving the house even 

though I have no other place to live and yes even to live outside and yes so it is and yes DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THIS IS 

THE WAY TO WELCOME YOUR OWN BROTHER and yes so it is.... 

 

And yes your sister and yes the family is superficial and yes except my mother and John who sometimes try to listen 

and yes even though it is very difficult for them to understand and yes I see the warm feelings of my mother and yes 

also John AND YES WHEN YOU REALLY GO BEHIND THE FACADE and yes so it is but not very nice to be met by a ques-

tion from my sister: “What do you believe that mother and John thinks about you – do you think they believe in you” 

and yes my friends this is how the “system” is working and yes also here and yes SANNA YOU ARE A PRODUCT OF THE 

SYSTEM and please look at the question once more and yes HOW NICE DO YOU THINK IT IS TO BE MET BY SUCH A 

QUESTION and yes BECAUSE THEY DON’T BELIEVE IN ME and yes obviously also my mother and yes at least A PART OF 

HER and yes so it is and yes FOR SANNA IT IS ALL OF HER and yes because of this IT IS OF COURSE LOGICAL THAT I AM 

WRONG and yes of course because of what my sister believes and yes THE ABSOLUTELY ONLY WAY FOR ME TO MAKE 

A LIVING ACCORDING TO MY SISTER AND YES MY FRIENDS IS TO GET A JOB and yes as I said to her that under “normal 

circumstances” this is true and this is what I have done for 25 years and yes “this would be the easiest for me to do 

again” and yes but because “I am changing” there is another way for me and yes as I told you Sanna, YOU CANNOT 

SEE EVEN WITH YOUR BEST WILL “ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY” OUTSIDE “YOUR UNIVERSE” and yes OUTSIDE WHAT YOU 

BELIEVE ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES and yes because of this, I CANNOT SPEAK TO YOU BECAUSE YOU HAVE ALREADY 

DECIDED WHAT IS “NORMAL” AND WHAT IS “NOT NORMAL” AND WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES AND WHAT ARE 

NOT and yes did that make her angry and yes indeed it did, because THIS IS WHAT SHE KNOWS OF and yes of course 

as a professional psychiatrist and yes because she knows “of sicknesses” and yes THANK YOU SANNA FOR PLAYING 

YOUR PART AS WELL AND YES FOR NOT LISTENING AND YES HOW MANY PROFESSIONAL PSYCIATRISTS do you believe 

REALLY LISTEN AND TRY DO UNDERSTAND THEIR “PATIENTS” and yes probably not that many? 

 

And yes just another “incident” here and yes WHICH ALMOST MADE ME THROW UP and yes HANS WAS TALKING 

ABOUT ANOTHER PERSON and yes he was caricaturing her in a negative way and yes he was ABSOLUTELY NOT FAIR 

TO THIS woman and yes “she is exploiting the system” and yes “we don’t like that” and yes Sanna agreed totally with 

him and yes “this is how she is” and yes TALKING NEGATIVELY about other people and yes this is WHY I WAS ALMOST 

THROWING UP and yes DON’T DO THAT. 

 

And yes one more for the record and yes HOW NICE IT IS TO BE BACK and yes now I eat and drink almost “normally” 

and yes of course without freedom to buy what I want to myself BUT THE MAIN THING IS THAT I AM SUFFERING AT 

LEAST EQUALLY AS MUCH HERE IN DENMARK and yes what should be a “SAFE HEAVEN” and yes with my sister but be-

cause of my sister’s attitude and yes I do like Hans and yes he is not talking negatively to me and yes we know but he 

is focusing on his and the family’s own needs and yes ABSOLUTELY NO QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW PEOPLE ARE DOING 
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IN KENYA AND YES THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes NO ONE IN MY FAMILY HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT ELIJAH AND YES 

THE FAMILY AND YES THE TEAM and yes ABOUT THE SITUATION I HAVE PUT THEM IN FROM THE 1ST OCTOBER and yes 

they know about their critical situation and yes Stig we know, this is what I have done to you. 

 

And yes coming home and yes “three days until your father dies” and yes as you say “do it and let us get over it” and 

yes we know and yes no sorrows to come because of that BUT WHEN THIS DOES NOT HAPPEN and yes HOW DIFFI-

CULT IS THIS and yes we know WHEN I TOLD YOU NOT TO GET AN INCOME AND YES FROM WORK AND YES MAYBE 

DAHLBERG WOULD GIVE ME SOME WORK AND YES THE COMMUNE AND YES TO HELP THE PEOPLE IN KENYA and yes 

Stig this is probably what the world WANTS TO LISTEN TO and yes OF COURSE I HAVE ONLY GIVEN YOU A FEW DAYS 

TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM and yes to ESCAPE FROM HELL ONCE MORE and yes to move away from your sister and yes 

to get some money and yes to help the team in Kenya and yes WHERE IS NORMAL LIFE and yes we know Stig, this is 

WHY YOU HAVE REALLY BEEN THIS CLOSE TO GIVE UP and yes Stig after a “hard trip” to Kenya and yes maybe even 

harder before going to Kenya and yes to continue and yes we know THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WILL POWER LEFT and 

yes Stig this is what it is about and yes we know Stig how can you express what you believe when you don’t have the 

words and yes Stig – THIS LIFE IS A NIGHTMARE and yes so it is and yes GOD I DON’T APPRECIATE WHAT YOU ARE DO-

ING and yes sorry we are too and yes we know Stig, NOBODY HAS DESERVED TO GO THROUGH THIS and yes I don’t 

like saying this and yes I don’t want sympathy and yes this is not what I am looking for but all inside me REJECTS what I 

am going through and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes because of these “very nice experiences” I have never been in a more poor mood and yes at the same time as 

my family are “monitoring” me and yes this is the feeling I have and yes this is not what you are supposed to do – help 

and listen, but don’t go behind other people’s backs and yes my dear mother, this is what you have done again and 

yes of course nice to tell Sanna what you believe or don’t believe in, but have you really tried to imagine what Sanna 

uses this knowledge for and yes to make my life a hell and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes FEELING SORRY MAINLY ABOUT HOW MY MOTHER IS SUFFERING BECAUSE OF THE SITUATION and yes COM-

PLETELY UNNECESSARY IF THE FAMILY WOULD JUST “LISTEN WITHOUT PREJUDICE” and yes so it is here and yes I 

could have played “an impossible game” to my mother to “spare” her but I have kept on trying to get her and yes John 

to understand and yes it would have been impossible to hide my own hurting from her and yes so it is my friends .... 
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Saturday 26th September 2009 

A day almost without a script, no steak for me, “reason and effect”. 

 

A day almost without a script 

And yes Stig today will be without a script and yes I did a short one and yes the mood is very bad and yes when I saved 

the document and yes WORD crashed down and yes so it is so no script today. 

 

Only this: I started to run today for the first time since the end of April and yes the Devil was with me all the way and 

yes trying to prevent me from running and yes giving me an OVERWHELMING feeling of wanting to stop maybe 15 

times and yes more is written about this in my old scripts. 

 

And also this, I woke up at 8.00 and I did not want to stand up and talk to Sanna and yes this is what it is about when 

people don’t understand and behave negatively and yes this is the feeling I get and yes Sanna and Hans was going to 

their cottage in Sweden and yes when I stood up at 10.25 they had gone.  

 

And yes I used some hours looking for rooms or small apartments to stay in at the internet and yes God said to me 

“KFUM” and yes not many people know this and yes I checked their website and yes they have an apartment which is 

free and yes if you want to become a leader in your spare time and yes maybe I will write an email to them and yes 

when I have spoken to the social worker of the Commune and yes this is not really what I am about and yes but God 

has put me in this position and yes we know Stig because my family has not asked about how the people in Africa are 

doing and yes Elijah, his family and yes the team and yes IF THEY ARE STARVING and yes my friends this is what this 

exercise is about and yes NO ONE has asked me how they are doing and yes we know WILL I STAY HERE AND YES FACE 

THE DEVIL AND YES SO IT IS STIG OR DO I WANT TO MOVE AND YES SO IT IS and yes we know I DON’T WANT TO STAY 

HERE AND YES THIS IS IT and yes we know how much money can I give them and yes we will have to wait and see 

what the social worker says and yes maybe also the opportunity to work as a consultant for Dahlberg and yes we 

know Stig – “HATE THIS” DON’T EVEN DESCRIBE THE SITUATION and yes this is what I feel about this exercise and yes 

very close we are to stop this game and yes we know Stig and yes I REALLY MEAN IT VERY CLOSE TO STOP THIS GAME 

and yes we know.  

 

No steak for me 

And yes I noticed that Sanna did not say a word to me before leaving the house for Sweden today and yes about what 

I could eat and yes so it is and yes later I noticed some very nice steaks and yes in the refrigerator and yes because she 

had not said anything, I did not want to eat one of them and yes I was thinking that Sanna was thinking of me and yes 

Tobias and yes so it is but I decided – when Tobias was not at home at “normal” dinner time here – to take rye bread 

and yes to do it as “cheap” as possible and yes this is it and yes Tobias arrived at little bit later and yes together with 

Emil, his very good friend, and yes I was sitting in the living room and yes they decided to prepare the nice steaks and 

yes we know Stig WITHOUT ASKING IF I HAD DINNER and yes so it is and yes afterwards they left to play pool and yes 

without really cleaning up after them and yes therefore I did it and yes JUST MAYBE SANNA will think that I should say 

thank you for the steak and yes just maybe and yes thinking if Tobias will say that he and yes Emil had the steaks 

without asking me and yes just a small example and yes of missing communication of course. 

 

”Reason and effect” 

And yes Stig, Sanna is TRULY a psychiatrist and yes A VERY GOOD ONE and yes A MANAGER FOR MAYBE 70 PEOPLE 

and yes of course SHE MUST BE VERY SKILLED and yes so it is my friends, but she treats me as sick person, when she 

asks me of “my voices”, she is unpleasant some of the time and yes SHE IS LOOKING AT THE EFFECTS and yes WITH-

OUT UNDERSTANDING THE REASONS and yes without really caring about the reasons and yes we know she said the 

other day that I am avoiding dialogue and yes just to underline the value of her argument she said that Tobias feels 

the same and yes apparently she feels that I do nothing and yes don’t see my friends and yes OF COURSE STIG UNDER 

“NORMAL” circumstances this is what you will do and yes speak motivated to other people and yes find a job and yes 

an apartment and yes see your friends and yes we know THERE HAS BEEN NOT ONE SINGLE QUESTION and yes “WHY” 

and yes NOT ONE SINGLE ATTEMPT to sit down and yes REALLY LISTEN and yes understand why I have no motivation 

these days and yes IS THIS LIFE TO YOU SANNA and yes just thinking of course and yes of course the play that God has 

put me in ....  
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Sunday 27th September 2009 

Bad mood again this morning ...., a surprisingly negative email from John, my reply to John, feelings and communica-

tion with God, John believes that “an unknown person” is “controlling me”, emails from the team in Kenya, visit your 

old friends ☺, Mary in Ghana is not forgotten, the story of the steak from yesterday and Sanna’s “fine” management 

education. 

 

Bad mood again this morning .... 

EVERYTHING at the moment is really not very good and I don’t like the way that God gives me all of the words in these 

scripts and here I think of YES YES YES and WE KNOW and so on and I REALLY DON’T LIKE TO CONTINUE THESE SCRIPTS 

– this is truly how I feel. 

 

Today I woke up at 10.25 again after going late to bed and I forgot to go to church today and I had to say “I am sorry”. 

 

A surprisingly negative email from John 

And yesterday John sent me a very negative email, which I first noticed today and yes SURPRISING it was and yes I 

WAS FEELING THAT THIS COULD ALMOST MAKE ME GIVE UP and yes “the final drop” and yes but only for a few sec-

onds and yes I DECIDED IMMEDIATELY TO WRITE AN ANSWER and yes this email motivated me instead of destroying 

me, which it could have done and yes Stig, when PEOPLE ARE REALLY AND YES DOWN and yes when the family DE-

CIDES TO “DESTROY” a man and yes of course not willingly but this is what this is also about, when YOU DON’T UN-

DERSTAND FAMILY MEMBERS and yes we know people having mental problems and yes how do you think it “helps” 

people when families and yes decide to be negative and yes maybe to stop communication and yes God gives me the 

feeling that this is also on the mind of my family and yes IMPOSSIBLE TO GET ME TO UNDERSTAND and yes so it is my 

friends ☺. 

 

And this email and my reply below is kept in Danish, but as you can see they are “disappointed” with me, they believe 

I am apathetic, have self-pity and only think of myself meaning that I don’t understand that my mother is suffering be-

cause of me and that I am destroying Sanna’s and Hans’ marriage just by being together with them watching televi-

sion! And yes I am not the same person as I was before, “I am controlled by voices” and I am exploiting my family eco-

nomically and I am “cadging” on my family. And yes this email should really make me VERY SAD INDEED but God helps 

me come through and yes on the other side my friends and yes OF COURSE STIG A PART OF THE PLAN and yes we 

know all of us Stig are very happy with you and yes so it is ☺. 

 

Kære Stig 

  

Det er en stor skuffelse at opleve hvor apatisk og selvmedlidende du er blevet efter dit ophold i afrika. 

  

Du bruger som begrundelse at du har haft det umådeligt hårdt, igen selvmedlidenhed du har kun tanke for dig selv. 

  

Er der nogen der haft det hårdt og har lidt under dit ophold og din unansvarlighed så er det din mor, men heller ikke 

dette trænger ind hos dig. 

  

Nu går din uansvarlighed ud over Sanna og Hans, er du ude på at ødelægge deres ægteskab? 

  

Du er gæst hos Sanna og Hans og skal respekterer at de har krav på noget privatliv, så venligst ophold dig noget me-

re på dit værelse, når de har fri. Du har jo dit eget TV. 

  

Jeg ved godt det er håbløst at appelerer til dig, den Stig jeg kendte er forsvundet og en ukendt person, som styres af 

stemmer er dukket op. Denne person udnytter groft den oprindelig Stigs nærmeste familien økonomisk og den-

nes gæstfrihed. 

  

Hvornår tager du ansvar for dig selv? Hvornår frigøre du dig fra stemmerne? Hvornår holder du op med at nasse på 

familien? 
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Jeg har desværre ingen håb om at du overhoved forstår noget at det jeg har skrevet, desvære dit EGO er for stort. 

  

Kh. John 

 

My reply to John 

And yes I decided to write a long reply to John and yes to make him understand and yes as one of the very few chap-

ters in this book I have been concentrated when writing this email and yes here it is in Danish and yes this I will not 

translate into English – but sorry I am that MY MOTHER IS NOT DOING WELL and yes I see the email from John as a re-

sult of this and yes BLAMING ME because of my experiences and yes now it is TOO MUCH for the family and yes there-

fore very negative and yes is this the best way to approach the situation and yes they should know by now what this is 

about but when you don’t understand and yes the system of “reason and effects” again and yes WHEN IT COMES TO 

THE ENTIRE SITUATION I AM FACING and yes so it is my friends ... 

 

Kære John, 

 

Jeg er ked af den manglende forståelse, som du og familien giver udtryk for og også for dine valg af stærke ord i din 

mail. Jeg kan bedst lide at kommunikere positivt, og at folk forsøger at forstå hinanden. Jeg har valgt at skrive en lidt 

længere mail til dig, som jeg håber, at du vil værdsætte, fordi den er ment godt. 

 

Jeg har fortalt, som rigtigt er, at jeg havde brug for ca. 1 uges tid til at komme mig efter meget vanskelige oplevelser i 

Kenya, som jeg har forsøgt at forklare jer om noget af indholdet af. Den tid er nu gået og jeg arbejder nu fokuseret på 

at finde et andet sted at bo, så jeg ikke ”belaster” familien unødigt. Det var hvad jeg sagde til jer, men som I har opfat-

tet som ”apati”, uden at jeg egentlig har oplevet forståelse eller tålmodighed fra jer om dette behov. John – hvis du 

havde haft samme oplevelser som jeg, ville du kunne forstå mit behov – jeg er ikke sikker på, at du ville have ”overle-

vet” det, jeg har gennemgået. Jeg håber nu, at mit arbejde giver et resultat hurtigt, så jeg kan flytte hurtigst muligt. 

 

Jeg kunne have valgt ingenting at sige til dig og mor, da jeg besøgte jer sidst, men jeg valgte ud fra et POSITIVT motiv 

at forsøge at forklare jer om mine oplevelser – for hvis man ikke kan gøre dette med sin nærmeste familie, hvem kan 

man så gøre det med? Det har på ingen måde været et forsøg på at være egoistisk eller selvmedlidende, på ingen må-

de, John, det er ikke mit formål, det er ikke den person, jeg er – jeg har kun ønsket at skabe forståelse, som jeg hele ti-

den har forsøgt, og det har været en vanskelig opgave! 

 

Jeg valgte at gøre dette, som jeg sagde til jer, fordi jeg oplevede det jeg troede var en interesse hos jer og jeg sagde til 

jer, at jeg fortalte jer mere, end jeg egentligt havde forestillet mig. Jeg sagde jer tak fordi, I lyttede, men hvis jeg havde 

vidst din konklusion John, så havde jeg ganske enkelt ikke sagt et eneste ord. Jeg opfattede interesse, men du har give-

tvist tænkt andre tanker end det, du gav udtryk for. I stedet kunne vi have talt omkring alt muligt andet – om mere 

”overfladiske” emner, som man normalt gør – om arbejde, ferier, familie, børn, mad osv, som også er helt i orden, og 

så kunne jeg have stillet jer spørgsmål for at vise min interesse. Jeg troede, at jeg skabte forståelse for et vigtigt emne, 

men i stedet har jeg overskredet grænser og skabt ekstra modstand i familien, og det er jeg ikke glad for. Jeg må kon-

statere, at det jeg gennemgår, som er vigtigt, at det er der ikke kapacitet i familien til at forstå. 

 

Jeg er klar over, at mine oplevelser ikke blot er vanskelige for mig, men at de særligt for mor – og også for jer andre – 

er vanskelige at forstå, og det glæder mig, at du har forsøgt at støtte mor i denne vanskelige periode, John. Normalt 

mener jeg, at man kommer længst med åbenhed og kommunikation, og derfor har jeg indtil nu valgt at vise jer en stør-

re åbenhed, fordi jeg fornemmede interesse og en vis grad af forståelse hos jer. Jeg har valgt ingenting at sige til Sanna 

i lang tid, fordi Sanna bedre end jeg mener at kunne forstå indholdet af mine oplevelser, fordi hendes mistillid skinner 

ud af hende, så det er ubehageligt og fordi at der INGEN forståelse er at spore. Det er ikke sådan man hjælper folk, der 

har det svært. Men jeg er ægte ked af, at det særligt har påvirket mor, og det gør mig meget ked af det, når det på in-

gen måde har været nødvendigt. Hvis familien havde udvist samme åbenhed og et VIRKELIGT forsøg på at forstå på 

samme måde som mine venner i Kenya, så havde vi ikke oplevet denne smerte sammen. Måske husker I, at jeg flere 

gange ved mit besøg hos jer gav udtryk for forståelse for særligt mors smerte og at jeg værdsatte også dit engagement 

og forsøg på at hjælpe, noget som mor også værdsatte.  
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Og det er helt særligt den splittelse, som jeg fornemmer i mor mellem jeg på den ene side og særligt Sanna – men også 

indimellem dig John – på den anden side, om hvem hun kan tro på. Dette, John, er den egentlige smerte hos mor, det 

er det, der gør mest ondt, og jo mere modstand, Sanna (og familien) har udvist, desto større smerte har mor haft. Det-

te er sandheden, John, og derfor at jeg siger, at hvis særligt Sanna – men også jer andre – virkeligt havde forstået, så 

havde der ingen smerte været i mor, så enkelt er det. Så havde vi kunne tale åbent og også grine af mine ”oplevelser” 

på samme måde, som vi gjorde i Kenya. 

 

Og så er jeg klar over, at den smerte, jeg har været udsat for naturligvis også er en stor smerte for mor, fordi når man 

blot ønsker det bedste for ens børn, så er det svært at forstå, at det, der tilsyneladende er en stor elendighed faktisk er 

det modsatte. At jeg er nødt til at gennemgå disse oplevelser og at uanset hvor meget, jeg gerne ville have undgået 

disse oplevelser, så har det været umuligt at undgå. Dette har jeg forsøgt at forklare og om ”logikken” bag, men det 

har været umuligt, fordi I har været optaget af, at jeg ”blot skulle have det godt” – et godt ønske, men som i denne pe-

riode har været umuligt at efterkomme. 

 

Jeg boede mere end fire måneder hos ”fremmede” mennesker i Kenya i et lille hus, hvor vi hver aften sad i stuen sam-

men, og hvor jeg følte mig velkommen hver eneste dag, uden problemer eller ”episoder”. Jeg har nu været her lidt me-

re end 1 uge uden den samme fornemmelse, og det er rigtigt, at jeg har været påvirket de første dage, men at jeg lige-

frem har været ”ude på at ødelægge Sanna og Hans ægteskab” overrasker mig. Jeg har naturligivis INTET ønske om 

dette. Sanna og Hans har intet sagt til mig om deres ”behov” for at se tv alene, jeg har ikke registreret et sådant behov 

og jeg har blot set det som naturligt, at vi var i stue sammen, som jeg var det med familien i Kenya, men din bemærk-

ning giver mig stof til eftertanke – hvis man ikke kan være sammen med sin familie, så vil jeg opholde mig mere på mit 

rum, indtil jeg finder et andet sted at bo. Jeg bemærker blot, at jeg er den samme person som i Kenya, og det er åben-

bart forskellen mellem mennesker her og i Kenya, at forståelsen, accepten af andre og tålmodigheden er på et væsent-

ligt forskelligt niveau – også selvom det er familie, der er indblandet. Nogle gange skal man se ind i sig selv i stedet for 

at bebrejde andre. 

 

John, jeg har i bund og grund ikke ændret mig. Jeg er nøjagtigt den samme, som du altid har kendt – mit indre jeg, mi-

ne tanker, min humor osv er som altid og som mine venner i Kenya oplevede. Her behøvede jeg ikke at ”kæmpe” mod 

skepsis og med manglende forståelse og tålmodighed. Det er den virkelig forskel. Det er rigtigt, at jeg har gennemgået 

oplevelser, som ville kunne ødelægge enhver mand, men tilsyneladende er graden af disse ikke blevet forstået her. Det-

te har påvirket mig de første dage her, men det er ikke det samme som, at jeg ikke er den mand, som jeg altid har væ-

ret, fordi det er jeg.  

 

John, din mail og dens helt unødvendige negative vinkel gør ondt. Dine konklusioner er de, som du mener er rigtige, 

men som faktisk viser mere om jer selv og jeres manglende forståelse. Det er umuligt at skabe forståelse selv når jeg 

gør mit bedste, I fokuserer på penge, at jeg ”nasser” på jer og at I mener, at jeg har et stort ego. I har i stor udstræk-

ning tabt forståelsen for andre end jer selv, I deler kun det I har med folk, som har det svært med STORE problemer - og 

det betyder ikke, at jeg ikke har været glad for den hjælp, som I har givet, men ... - og I udviser ikke den næste kærlig-

hed, som jeg har set i betydeligt større udstrækning i Kenya, hvor folk er parate til at give det allersidste de har med 

andre mennesker.  

 

John, det er det, som I er udtryk for som eksempler på hvordan en stor del af den rige verden har udviklet sig, og det er 

faktisk dette, som det handler om, og derfor at jeg og I gennemgår disse ”prøvelser” – det er det som mine ”stemmer” 

(som du ikke i dag forstår og som altså ikke blot er stemmer, men som er "identificerede" intelligente "væsener"), de-

monstrerer, det er derfor at jeg ”nasser” på jer for at bruge dit udtryk og noget som du bedre vil kunne forstå senere. 

Dette er helt enkelt logikken John – en logik, som jeg tidligere har forsøgt at forklare og en logik som måske i dag 

”overgår” din forstand. Det er MENNESKEKÆRLIGHED vi taler om eller manglen på samme og dette er budskabet og 

naturligvis det, som folk skal vise meget mere af, og I er blot et eksempel på, hvordan det står til i dag.  

 

John, måske du har vanskeligt ved at acceptere – som mange andre vil have det i din situation – at du og familien ikke 

udviser tilstrækkelig medmenneskelighed, fordi det er jeg sikker på, at I synes, at I gør, men jeg har givet jer et eksem-

pel på, hvordan I kunne ”redde” en familie i Kenya fra sult og i værste tilfælde måske død, men dette har tilsyneladen-

de ikke gjort et stort indtryk på jer og noget, som I har valgt ikke at spørge ind til. Netop som dette skrives, er de men-

nesker dernede desperate for at modtage hjælp, hvilket jeg vil forsøge at give dem.  
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Og måske du en dag vil prøve på at forstå den LOGIK, som jeg har forsøgt at appellere til dig om, fordi jeg ved, at du 

gerne vil forsøge at forstå logik, men måske har Sannas følelser og holdning også påvirket dig, men det var ”logikken”, 

du skulle have holdt fast i, John. 

 

Ved mit besøg hos jer gav jeg måske 3-4 eksempler på, hvornår mine ”stemmer” talte direkte igennem mig og hvilke 

ord/sætninger, som blev givet til mig – jeg er sikker på, at du ikke kan have oplevet disse eksempler som ”negative”. 

Jeg forklarede også om de ”positive” emner, som er beskrevet i min bog for at lære andre mennesker om helt elemen-

tære gode værdier (om at være trofast m.v.), at overholde aftaler, yde et godt arbejde m.v. for at hjælpe alle, som jeg 

også er sikker på, at du ikke har kunnet se som noget negativt. Meget af dette kunne vi have talt mere om som et ”in-

teressant emne”, John, hvis du kunne se bort fra din ”indre stemme” om, at jeg har et stort ego og udviser selvmedli-

denhed uden at tænke på jer. 

 

Og John – forskellen på at mødes med mennesker positivt og negativt kan jeg kun udtrykke med nogle få sætninger fra 

en mail, som Elijah har sendt mig i dag, og som virkelig rørte mig og som INGEN her kunne sende, fordi de ikke er så 

varmt følende som mine venner i Kenya. Læs disse sætninger og tænk over, hvordan du også kunne have skrevet din 

mail til mig. Hvordan tror du, at folk reagerer når de får en positiv mail – med glæde? Og hvordan tror du, at folk rea-

gerer, når de modtager en mail som din? Blot en tanke naturligvis :-) Og tænk på, at jeg er den samme mand her som i 

Kenya, men i øjeblikket opfatter I mig negativt, og tror du, John, at det har mere med jer selv at gøre og ”penge” end 

mig? 

 

“How happy I am to hear from you my dear friend! Its over two weeks now since you left Kenya, memories of your stay 

with us here in Kenya are still fresh in our mind!”. 

 

”Your presence is much felt within us everyday”. 

 

“I am glad and happy for the time we have been together”. 

 

“My children miss your presence very much in the house, with each day Joseph asking when you will be back.” 

 

“You are dearly missed in our house, a house where you had become one of us, a house where we shared everything 

freely, we miss you very much dear Stig” 

 

Jeg elsker min familie overalt, men det gør mig ondt at se, at det er umuligt at skabe en forståelse, at I taler bag om 

min ryg i jeres ”godmodighed” på en måde, som ikke altid fortælles direkte, at I ”digter” og dermed drager jeres egne 

konklusioner på et forkert grundlag. Og jeg er ked af, at din mail skaber en afstand mellem os, som under normale om-

stændigheder vil gøre vores relation vanskeligere. 

 

Det, jeg har lært fra min kommunikation med min familie, som jeg virkelig har forsøgt at gøre positivt, er at jeg ikke i 

dag kan dele det inderste i mig med jer, at mine motiver misforstås og forvrænges, og jeg vil derfor indtil videre stoppe 

med at fortælle jer mere om dette. Det ”smerter” jer øjensynligt for meget og det burde slet ikke have været svært, 

John. 

 

Kærlig hilsen 

Stig 

 

And yes Stig, just thinking that maybe John sent a copy of his email to Sanna and yes without me seeing it and yes just 

maybe John will send a copy of my email to Sanna and yes we know Stig, now sitting in my room and yes behind 

closed doors and yes Sanna and Hans are now home again and yes BECAUSE SHE HAS SAID TO JOHN AND YES WE 

KNOW THAT I AM DESTROYING THEIR PRIVATE LIFE and yes because she has said NOTHING TO ME and yes therefore I 

HAVE NO DESIRE TO OPEN THE DOOR AND YES TO GO OUT AND TALK TO THEM and yes just another example my 

friend of how people really are communicating in the world today and yes NOT OUR CUP OF TEA and yes we know and 

yes we know and yes we know, we have not had a nice cup of Elijah’s and Tina’s tea here yet and yes they could have 

used this money in Kenya now and yes we know .... ☺. 
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And yes Stig, just thinking that HANS INVITED ME TO COME TO SWEDEN with him and Sanna and yes NO INVITATION 

FROM SANNA and yes WE DON’T KNOW and yes the Council obviously are instructed not to tell but maybe it is as 

simple as this that Hans does not really mind for me to be here but only Sanna and yes I don’t really know and yes I 

can only guess of course. 

 

John believes that “an unknown person” is “controlling me” 

And yes Stig IT WAS FIRST AFTER I WROTE MY EMAIL TO JOHN and yes because of INSPIRATION AND YES FROM ONE 

OF US and yes we know that I thought of what John was really writing and yes in Danish he wrote that “an unknown 

person, who is controlled by voices has shown up. This person is abusively exploiting the original Stig’s closest family’s 

economically and its hospitality” and yes my friends JUST MAYBE JOHN IS CONVINCED TODAY THAT “AN UNKNOWN 

PERSON” is communicating with me and yes we know Stig, which means that the rest is really only that YOUR FAMILY 

DOES NOT UNDERSTAND YOU and yes of course ME and yes so it is my friends and yes THE SPIRIT HAS BEEN AC-

CEPTED but NOT THE MOTIVES OF THIS SPIRIT and yes OF THESE SPIRITS and yes we know all of us ☺. 

 

Feelings and communication with God 

And yes Stig, while writing this email to John and yes of course as ONE example only of what I have done to you more 

and more each day and yes THE MOST UNBEARABLE PAIN OF ALL and yes to play God a short time and yes to play the 

Devil even more and yes much longer of course and yes first I gave you the impression that my/your email to John is 

the CRYSTAL CLEAR message I needed to give to the world and yes that NORMAL LIFE WILL COME NOW and yes this is 

the feeling I gave you. 

 

And yes during the time you wrote the email and yes Stig I gave you and yes still give you “the shaking disease” and 

yes like at the bar in Kenya and yes “we are sorry that we need to do this” and yes because of smoking and yes be-

cause of your intimacy yesterday and yes yesterday only but not today and yes we know YOU KNOW THIS IS WRONG 

and yes YOU DO NEED TO SMOKE WHEN YOU STAY WITH THE DEVIL and yes I told you before with a “good” voice that 

this was accepted and yes when staying with Sanna and yes the next moment this was not accepted and yes the 

Easter 2009 experience with my mother approaching and yes we know Stig, you don’t always know when a “good” 

voice is God or  the Devil and yes we can only say that THIS IS YOUR DECISION TO SMOKE AS LONG AS YOU CAN AF-

FORD IT AND YES WE KNOW STIG VERY NICE THOUGHT “FOOD FOR THE TEAM IN KENYA” and yes so it is my friend 

and yes maybe the “same old story” as in Kenya will come again – and yes Stig only an added comment: I cannot ex-

press how the voice from the Devil is, but when you are entirely down, have no motivation to start working because 

you are waiting on God, when the family is putting pressure on me, when the team in Kenya is depending on me and 

when the Devil is speaking to me very negatively and make me believe that NOW I will go through the worst experi-

ence ever, I can only say that it totally destroys my life and yes almost impossible to get out of this situation and yes of 

course John tried to “help” yes my mother and yes the family by sending me his very negative email and yes under 

“normal” circumstances this would have made me give up and yes so it is John .... 

 

Emails from the team in Kenya 

And yes Stig you really RECEIVED A FANTASTIC EMAIL FROM ELIJAH and yes we know HE GAVE YOU THE IMPRESSION 

THAT HE REALLY HAD TAKEN TIME and yes to WRITE A VERY GOOD and yes we know LONGER EMAIL THAN WHAT 

MOST PEOPLE do and yes HE SHOWED HIS VERY WARM FEELINGS and yes Stig “this is what life is about” and yes we 

know SOMETIMES AT WORK HE IS TOO DETAILED and yes so it is and yes SOMETIMES IT IS VERY GOOD TO BE DE-

TAILED AT WORK and yes we know depending on the situation, but here in private YES MY FRIEND ONE OF THE BEST 

EMAILS I HAVE EVER RECEIVED AND YES THANK YOU MY FRIEND and yes after my experience with my family I can only 

say that I miss your warmth very much and yes it is REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS and yes TO COMBINE THE WARMTH OF 

THESE PEOPLE and yes THE “NORMAL LIFE” of my family in Denmark and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE TO COMMUNICATE 

even better and yes the “key of life” almost and yes God is giving me the feeling of Stevie Wonder and yes STIG I 

KNOW A FANTASTIC ALBUM and yes sorry we are Wonder that I have never listened to this FANTASTIC album of yours 

and yes only the hits from the album and yes so it is my friend and yes we KNOW THANK YOU STEVIE FOR REACTING 

ON THE IMPULSES I GAVE YOU and yes so it is here my friend. 

 

And yes Elijah, I have decided to include your email here and yes JUST TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT THESE ARE WORDS 

THAT TOUCH ME and yes what I encourage the world to do TO TOUCH PEOPLE POSITIVELY and yes we know Stig, also 
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feeling very sad about his situation and yes HOW WILL GOD HELP US COME THOUGH and yes we know I see “land” on 

the other side coming and yes I am on the land now and yes a “fence” and yes a white one and yes green grass behind 

it and yes my friends this is the vision I receive. 

 

“Dear Stig, 

 

How happy i im to hear from you my dear friend! Its over two weeks now since you left kenya,memories of your stay 

with us here in kenya are still fresh in our mind !  

 

Though far gone back to Denmark, your presence is much felt within us everyday.Over the last 4-5 months of your stay 

to kenya  ,it was a learning experience for us all  in the office.You imparted knowledge, gave us a new spirit and 

route  to follow and above all, you coached us so dearly. 

I in particular do not have a price to pay back, im glad and happy for the time we have been together.My family is 

fine,Tina is fine and gave me my regards to you.Nicole and Joseph are fine too, My children miss your presence very 

much in the house,with each day Joseph asking when you will be back for him to borrow the computer! 

You are dearly missed in our house, a house where you had become one of us, a house where we shared everything 

freely, we miss you very much dear Stig.Faith is fine and our dear Lucia is fine too! 

 

It was good to hear from you Stig.However,  over the last days, i had been thinking a lot a about you, We are trully in 

difficulty situation all of us  and i had been aslo thinking on your sitiuation with your bank! What an opportunity for 

you to meet your Commune in Denmark,i do not know much about them, but i do hope that they will be able to listen 

to you and understand you clearly.A great week it was for us here in the office, i call it great, not that i im doing any-

thing substantial, except to wake up and come and sit in the office, only for my collegues to join me later.Stig,i im hon-

estly going through the toughest point of my life,i gave out my business to my brothers! i cannot take back what i have 

given in goodwill, everyday brings closer to the deadlines i have made, i im fighting it all to be strong, but the devil is 

on me strongly,i sit down and think , but all i can hear are the good songs from your favourate album' LIFT ME UP " 

FINISH WHAT I STARTED! Stig i need that song in my head more than anything else! The only way to express myself for 

now is to write down all those worries, i was looking forward to reading your scripts with a lot of encouragement,now 

that you have stopped,i would be happy if you will aslo update us regularly,probably its my turn to let the world know 

what i im all going through! 

 

We are now living on our last coins in the house.You know our situation better than anybody else in the world.I will be 

seeking a lot of your advice from you on the next move.I have listened to you before and will always be ready to listen 

more to you and this time VERY CAREFULLY MY DEAR FRIEND! Everytime i wake up,i always encourage myself and say 

that:- 

 

Today it will be another great day! As we approach next week,i look forward to being strong than this week, i know 

that eventually we shall win over this game! We have done the best we can do, i hope God will answer to our prayers 

this time! 

 

Yesterday was a Friday and as a rule we were all in the office by 9.David took us the Basic rule no.5 and later asked 

meshack to prepare for the next meeting and take us through basic rule no.6.I could aslo read the struggle my col-

leagues are going through! However we decided to keep our Faith strong and wait to hear more from you.We will live 

to encourage one another.Thank you for aslo thinking on our financial position even though we are facing the same 

problems.It only takes a heart and i know you have thje heart to have your people in your thoughts.Your trip to kenya 

was an eye opener, for you to tell the world of how the people of GOD are sufferings! We in the office are ready to join 

you in this Bid crusade of telling the whole truth to the WORLD! 

 

Finally i do apologise for writing this much, but share this with much,i feel much more relieved after sharing this with 

you.Tommorrow marks another day,with a lot of singing and praising in the church.I im looking forward to rejoicing 

tommorrow! Allow me to pass our warm regards to your Family. Untill then, have a Blessed weekend altogether! 

 

Elijah. 
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And yes also a very nice email from David and yes I was smiling several places when reading the email from Elijah and 

yes sad other places and yes smiling when I read “Danke Herr Stig for you e-mail” and yes BITTE mein freunde and yes 

thank you my German friend and yes yes yes WE ARE ALL HERE and yes ROMMEL is showing me the bicycle and yes he 

was crashed too and yes into the thorny bushes and yes WE ARE STILL RIDING ALL OF US MY FRIENDS, he says, and yes 

NOT VERY EASY FOR US TOO and yes I get the feeling of Elijah here and yes I wrote a SMS to him and yes he actually 

sent his email yesterday and yes WE thought that it would be best today to send a sms and yes through Skype and yes 

for him to read it immediately and yes no access to emails today for this my friend and yes THIS IS THE MEANING OF 

DESPAIR, ELIJAH, and yes Stig, this is what I told you and yes BOTH OF YOU actually and yes in Kenya and yes to Elijah 

and yes to you and yes myself as Stig, this is the feeling of despair my friends and yes so it is .... 

 

My sms: Dear Elijah. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR EMAIL. I AM VERY TOUCHED BY YOUR WORDS AND I THINK OF 

YOU, THE FAMILY AND THE TEAM EVERY DAY and how I can help you. I will contact my Commune tomorrow and hope 

they will give me some money, which I will share with you the best way possible. GOD IS STILL WITH ME. I will write to 

you tomorrow. PLEASE KEEP YOUR SPIRIT HIGH, my friend. KIND REGARDS TO ALL FROM STIG 

 

And yes a very nice and yes as usual VERY POSITIVE email from John as well and yes also from Meshack and yes only 

short we know and yes like David’s BUT YES MY FRIENDS THEY ARE SUFFERING AND YES THEY GIVE REGARDS TO MY 

FAMILY AND YES FRIENDS TOO and yes so it is and yes THEY ARE FOLLOWING THE BASIC RULES and yes thank you Me-

shack for WANTING TO TEACH OTHERS ON THIS and yes Meshack we fill first do chapter 2 and yes not chapter 3 as 

you wrote to me and yes maybe you remember what I told you: First chapter 1 before you can do chapter 2 and yes 

we have done chapter 1 together and yes chapter 2 is approaching and yes MY FRIEND, a little bit difficult to do chap-

ter 3 without having done chapter 2 first, because otherwise chapter 3 would maybe be chapter 2 and yes when you 

are Travelling Wilburys maybe you can do it and yes “it is still running you know” and yes we know ALL OF US AND YES 

ANOTHER RECORD WHERE JEFF LYNNE WAS INVOLVED AND YES JEFF very often when a “small” program is “shutting” 

down on the computer it says something like this and yes we know STIG VERY GOOD IDEA TO DO THIS many years be-

fore the computer says the same and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Visit your old friends ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes of course Stig, you have been reading with interest and yes of course NOT BEEN WRITING COMMENTS and 

yes we know I AM NO BETTER THAN MOST PEOPLE and yes so it is my friends and yes just thinking of Jais my old class 

mate as an example and yes I can see his humour and yes intellect in some of his comments on Facebook and yes I 

GAVE YOU THE IDEA TO VISIT THE YOUTH SCHOOL IN ESPERGÆRDE, where he works and yes TO VISIT YOUR OLD 

FRIENDS AGAIN and yes we know STIG A VERY GOOD IDEA TO DO and yes WHEN YOU HAVE A NORMAL LIFE OF 

COURSE and yes I like to see that some old colleagues in Fair and yes going to Tivoli together and yes Michael, Rikke 

and others and yes a very good tool to follow up on and yes HOW MUCH MORE REWARDING IS IT TO VISIT YOUR OLD 

FRIENDS one evening instead of watching television and yes of course ☺. 

 

Mary in Ghana is not forgotten 

And yes Stig you checked Yahoo messenger and yes for the first time in a very long time and yes WE HAVE BEEN 

THINKING OF MARY FROM GHANA from time to time and yes how she is and yes apparently she has done the same 

and yes I noticed that she has tried to contact me four times since August and yes just thinking of your life Mary and 

yes because of money or because you want to communicate with me and yes difficult to see when life is ruined be-

cause of lack of money. 

 

The story of the steak from yesterday 

And yes an example of Sanna ASKING AN OPEN QUESTION and yes when she is interested of course and yes here she 

was interested and yes she asked what I had for dinner last night and yes I said rye bread and yes she asked why I did 

not have the fine steak and yes I said “because you did not tell me” and yes I did not want to take this steak without 

being invited and yes so it is here and yes she said that she sent a text message to Tobias and yes saying that the two 

steaks were for him and me and yes later she confronted Tobias and yes maybe one of Sanna’s favourite phrases as 

she said to Tobias “it is a little bit strange that you and Emil had the steaks, when the steaks were for you and Stig” 

and yes he replied that she did not say this in her text message and yes either Sanna did not write this or else Tobias 

did not remember this and yes just “lack of communication” and yes maybe Tobias did not understand and yes so it is 
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here and yes Sanna was of course negative when she said this to Tobias and yes I DID NOT LIKE THAT but it was a nice 

thought that she bought steaks also for me..... 

 

Sanna’s “fine” management education 

And yes Stig this evening yes FAMILY DINNER here and yes together with Niklas and yes his girlfriend Isabelle and yes 

Tobias and yes Sanna, Hans and yes myself and yes always very nice and yes to have the family around you and yes 

this is the feeling and yes Stig we know God still gave me the “shaking disease” and yes difficult to speak and yes when 

you have this and yes so it is and yes I decided to try to be positive and yes a little bit difficult knowing that Sanna 

speaks behind my back and yes apparently feels that her privacy is threatened because of me and yes so it is and we 

know Stig still you decided to ask and yes I did not count but maybe 25-30 open questions and yes to the family and 

yes we know to all of them and yes except Tobias and yes on education, the trip to Sweden and yes we know different 

subjects and yes of course I RECEIVED NOT ONE SINGLE OPEN QUESTION FROM ANYONE and yes this is very often life 

here and yes people like to speak about themselves and yes so it is and yes we know sometimes Niklas and yes also 

Hans and Tobias ask questions and yes when they want to but tonight NO QUESTIONS and yes so it is and yes Sanna 

presented some of her work at the new MASTER OF PUBLIC GOVERNANCE education I HAVE GIVEN HER and yes we 

know and yes so it is and yes 3-6 years education and yes HER MANAGER OBVIOUSLY LIKES HER VERY MUCH and yes 

so it is here and yes of course she has VERY FINE FEEDBACK from her employees and yes of course she is a BIG SUC-

CESS and yes in the eyes of many people but I can only say this: She does not ask me questions, she does not listen 

and she takes her own decisions without understanding me and yes OTHER PEOPLE and yes how can you become A 

SUCCESFULL MANAGER with this background and yes in this society you can WHERE YOU DON’T APPRECIATE COM-

MUNICATION and yes THE ART OF COMMUNICATION as much as I do and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes just for the record and yes we know Stig the education costs 250.000 DKK and yes we know Sanna’s com-

ments were that it takes place at fine hotels with very good food and yes very nice WHEN ALL OF THIS IS PAID and yes 

WHEN YOU DON’T NEED TO PAY ANYTHING yourself and yes as people say in Denmark “moral is good, but double 

moral is double as good” and yes this is the best example I know of and yes the other day Hans was making fun of a 

woman and yes “she is exploiting the system” and yes “does not want to pay herself” and yes this was the meaning of 

it and yes “we don’t like people like that” and yes that was Sanna and Hans’ conclusion, but apparently they do like it 

themselves and yes of course she could do no other than accept and yes we know because her manager had decided 

to give her this education for free and yes we know some of the other managers attending this education and yes we 

know have almost “begged” their employer to get this education and yes they were willing to pay some of the fees 

themselves and yes so it is here – very nice to receive such a fine education and yes we know the EXTRAS completely 

free. 
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Monday 28th September 2009 

Bad sleep and a dream, a feeling of “desperation”, how can I help the team?, Mary in Ghana is still alive ☺, updating 

the team in Kenya and the family is “concerned” with the results from the Commune. 

 

Bad sleep and a dream 

And yes Stig for the first time since arriving home to Denmark and yes I HAD A BAD SLEEP AGAIN and yes not very nice 

and yes a dream as well, which was “serious” enough for me to write down: 

 

I am working at the Danish prime ministry, I have my own office, but I have nothing to do at the moment. I hope that 

the others don’t notice, which they apparently don’t and I hope that they will give me some work. I have a meeting 

with the Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen. He is more “round” than Anders Fogh Rasmussen as a person. 

We are starting our co-operation and he says to me that I will get a B-authority and that I can approve invoices of up 

to 1.5 million DKK. In order to be sure I ask him if this is 1.5 million DKK per month because I have an offer from the 

call centre Teleperformance which is below this monthly amount – and the offer is to sell Income Protection insurance 

– and he agrees. I am happy with Lars, because he believes in me but at the same time I feel that he is not as careful as 

he should be. I see men and women meeting at the ministry and making love. I see women interested in me, but I am 

not interested in them – they are not beautiful enough. When I walk out the ministry I see that it has been snowing 

heavily. I see the cars driving at the street with difficulties through the big snowdrifts. I want to cross the street, but 

they don’t stop and I have big difficulties crossing, but despite of this I see myself coming half way across the street. 

Later I arrive to Danske Bank Freeport Branch together with Henning W. We have finished today’s work at the ministry 

and we also work together at the bank as a second job. We have gone there to close the bank for the day. We meet 

Benta and I ask her kindly to make us a meat roll. My place is at the pay desk, where there is a display showing my 

name. I see a copier and it has a new tray, but even though the tray is of another brand, the copier is working fine. I 

see a beautiful woman outside, I walk to her and I want to hug her but she only gives me her hand and I say “con-

gratulations with your exam”. 

 

A feeling of “desperation” 

And yes Stig thinking of Elijah and yes the family and the team in Kenya and we know, I said to you this morning that 

“this is the feeling they need to have in Kenya” and yes we know ALL OF US HERE and yes AS A SYMBOL OF HOW 

MANY PEOPLE “MIGHT” FEEL AND YES WHEN JUDGEMENT DAY IS APPROACHING and yes Elijah and yes mainly you 

my friend, this is why I have given you this “impossible” situation and yes for you to THINK and yes we know Stig for 

you to WORRY and yes my friend for you to go through what other people MIGHT go through. 

 

How can I help the team? 

And yes we know Stig I have only two possible sources of income and yes from the local Commune and yes maybe to 

work as a consultant for Dahlberg if they still want me to help them and yes if they have work to give me and yes ac-

cording to the Danish rules JUST maybe the Commune will grant me a monthly help of DKK 9,505 (approx. 135,000 

Shillings) before taxes and I don’t know today how much will be left after taxes and yes the situation here is that I 

WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE TO GET AWAY FROM MY SISTER’S HOUSE and yes MY FAMILY WANTS ME TO LEAVE AS 

QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes this is truly how life is here and yes Stig we know just thinking about this and yes so it is 

and yes what will the Commune say to me regarding the possibility to find a cheap place to stay and yes we know how 

much will this cost and yes buying food and yes we know will there be anything left for my friends in Kenya and yes 

this is what God is giving me and yes will my family allow me to stay for another month and yes if I can help the people 

in Kenya and yes to survive and yes THIS IS THE QUESTION FOR MY FAMILY TO CONSIDER and yes so it is and yes of 

course it was impossible today to get in contact with a social worker at the Commune because they have a meeting 

together all day long, so I will try again tomorrow. 

 

And yes the next option is to call Dahlberg and yes to hear if they can give me work and yes we know if they give me 

work they cannot give me money before the work is finished and yes the people in Kenya need help here and now and 

yes a “very nice” situation YOU HAVE PUT US ALL IN, GOD. 

 

Mary in Ghana is still alive ☺☺☺☺ 
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And yes Stig, sorry you were to hear that Mary’s situation in Ghana has not improved and yes she wrote to me on Ya-

hoo messenger today and yes so it is and yes sorry she was to hear that I did not visit her and yes thank you Mary for 

this comment and yes I could only say that I am following the road of God and yes I don’t know when I can come and 

visit her and yes the original plan of going to Ghana and yes before November if I remember correctly and yes just 

maybe this is still the plan and yes the first person who has visited me and yes THANK YOU MARY and yes despite of 

her DIFFICULT LIFE and yes the search for money and yes to survive and yes still positive and yes we know and yes to-

day I could not give her money again and yes so it is here ... 

 

Updating the team in Kenya 

And yes Stig sending a new email and yes to the entire team and yes updating them on my scripts and yes we know a 

sms to Elijah and yes we know thanking them for their warm feelings and yes hospitality which I don’t see here in 

Denmark and yes with my own family and yes so it is and yes trying to give some hope for Elijah and yes by writing 

“FEAR NOT my friend, I will try to help you the best way possible and I don’t know the solution today, but I will come 

back again after I have spoken to the Commune” and yes I don’t know what God will do to help him and yes the team 

and yes we know their families and yes we know ALL OF MY PROMISES and yes to the village and we know Stig think-

ing also about the Micro Finance loan and yes we know Stig all of the symbols and yes God showed me a VERY BIG tri-

angle and yes saying that it will not be like what I expect and yes when I will “come home” and yes outside when 

smoking and yes I have decided that I need this “stimulant” and yes we know it is too difficult right now to stop smok-

ing and yes when I get what I feel like VERY BIG abstinences and yes at the same time as I face the difficult life here 

and yes so it is and yes the Devil is speaking to me and yes “brainwashing” me and yes when I smoke and yes so it is 

but it is better when I don’t have a “private life” and yes with the other temptation you know and yes just hoping that 

God will accept this and yes my way to come through to the other side and yes we know with the decision to stop 

smoking and yes when my life improves and yes my friend and yes so it is and yes we know I have a password on this 

book and yes of course you never know if people here and yes JUST IN CASE and yes I do believe that my sister will not 

look at this book without my permission and yes this is what I hope but JUST IN CASE and yes when opening the book 

today and yes just a small example and yes instead of writing the password “sd” and yes without thinking and yes I 

wrote “0205” and yes we know Stig the day before I will become 44 years of age and yes just one very small example 

of what I am also being told and yes if I don’t finish this now, I will be delayed and yes for more than six months and 

yes we know the RESPONSIBILITY that God has put on me and yes which I have not written much about and yes that 

ALL IS DEPENDING on me and yes the “small” but very difficult decisions I take here and yes we know for the world 

actually and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes we did it almost. 

 

The family is “concerned” with the results from the Commune 

And yes we know while having dinner this evening and yes without Sanna and yes she is doing yoga and yes fine that is 

and yes I GAVE YOU THE IDEA TO TELL Hans that eehh we know that all of the social advisors at the Commune had a 

meeting today and yes I decided not to tell him and yes maybe better to wait for Sanna to come home and yes so it 

was and yes THEN HANS DECIDED TO ASK ME and yes my answer was that “they were all busy in a meeting together 

today” and yes maybe Hans did not really hear what I said to him because his reply was that maybe it was better if I 

just went to the Commune and yes my friends WAITED FOR THEM and yes Hans maybe this it is: “What you heart is 

filled with, the tongue speaks” and yes MAYBE BECAUSE THEY WANT TO GET ME OUT OF THE HOUSE AS QUICKLY AS 

POSSIBLE and yes just thinking that MAYBE BECAUSE THEY WANT TO RECEIVE PAYMENTS FROM ME WHILE STAYING 

HERE and yes so it is in this society and yes WHEN YOU ARE FAMILY you cannot stay here for free and yes this is the 

feeling I get and yes THE WORDS THAT GOD IS GIVING ME VERY STRONGLY and yes my friends so it is and yes just 

thinking about what HOSPITALITY REALLY MEANS and yes WHEN YOU HAVE THE POSSIBILITY TO HOST OTHER PEOPLE 

I WOULD BE HAPPY IF MONEY IS OF NO ISSUE TO YOU and yes this is it my “soul sisters and soul brothers” and yes just 

listening to my favourite CD collection of new wave music and yes homemade of course and yes this song by Depeche 

Mode and yes TRULY AN AMAZING AND YES FANTASTIC SONG and yes I understand that when you are born a lover, 

you are born to suffer– thank you my friends, beautiful lyrics and very beautiful singing ☺ - and yes thank you to Hans 

for bringing these cd’s to me, which were stored in Sweden and yes JUST THINKING THAT THIS IS ANOTHER SYMBOL 

and yes of course STIG THAT THE DEVIL IS BRINGING MY FAVOURITE MUSIC BACK and yes three hearts to you and yes 

so it is. 
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Tuesday 29th September 2009 

Bad sleep with a nightmare and dreams ..., receiving “cash help” from Hørsholm Commune, getting a temporary place 

to stay?, the “guidance and clarification” course from the Commune, getting a new bank account ☺, Dusty, the dog, 

had a “nice surprise” for me, Tobias asking about my friends in Kenya, to my mother: “there is no reason to be con-

cerned”, a nice email from my friend Rene, Sanna decided that I should “help myself”, help to Elijah and my friends to 

come before the end of the week and Sanna has read and commented my email to John without my knowledge. 

 

Bad sleep with a nightmare and dreams ... 

And yes Stig again BAD SLEEP and yes we know Stig, when you need to work and yes so it is and yes a very unpleasant 

nightmare and yes I cannot remember the content of the nightmare other than “I was living in this nightmare” and yes 

when I wake you up and yes it took some time before I realised that it was only a dream and yes we were not happy 

with that and yes a new dream and yes before waking up and yes I was “this close” not to write it down because it in-

cludes music from a band I don’t like (except from one song only) but because God “remembered” me and yes be-

cause of the guitar and yes other symbols in the dream, I have decided to write it here: 

 

I was at a concert with Metallica at a stadium in Denmark, where there were not many spectators. But I was told in 

the dream that this concert is very special because of the way the spectators are reacting – and that the concert 

therefore is much better than the other concerts from the band where the stadium if full. The reason is that when the 

guitarist is playing just one single note on his guitar, it makes people exult. I see very few people at the back of the 

small stadium, there is almost none on the lawn, but I see people on both sides of the band having a good time – and 

it gives me a good feeling to see these people so close to the band. I see a spectator playing guitar as well and he is 

allowed to join the band on stage even though his guitar is not amplified. After the concert I speak to the band – we 

stand together like for example handball players stand together, stooping and holding each other when they motivate 

each other to win a game. The band has used drugs, one of the band members has bought it in London and he realises 

that it can be dangerous, there can be hash and other drugs in it, which they don’t know of. I tell them all in the future 

they need to be open, honest and tell each other exactly two hours before the concert what kind of drugs they have 

bought – they accept this and I get the feeling that the band wants to have me as their manager. 

 

And when I woke up God gave me the words “something happened on the way to heaven” from the song of the same 

name by Phil Collins. 

 

Receiving “cash help” from Hørsholm Commune 

And yes this morning I had decided to follow up on the Commune and yes I had received a name and telephone num-

ber the other day but he was not picking up his telephone and yes I noticed a message from Hans and yes on Skype 

and yes asking me to REMEMBER to visit the Commune today and yes IMPORTANT IT IS FOR MY FAMILY and yes BE-

CAUSE IT WILL TAKE THE COMMUNE SOME TIME TO FIND A PLACE WHERE I CAN STAY and yes as he wrote to me and 

yes he is also EAGER TO RECEIVE HIS NEW CAMERA, which he ordered the other day and yes my friends we know 

HANS REALLY LIKES TO TAKE PICTURES and yes always had and yes very interesting for him to get a new camera and 

yes a lot could be said about this and yes to help other people instead (from starvation for example ...) and yes just a 

wish from all of us here and yes so it is and yes I went to the Commune and yes here is the story: 

 

The Commune has very nice and clean offices, it gives a good impression to come in. I like that there is ONE place to 

go to and yes they will help you from there and yes VERY DIFFERENT TO THE BUREAUCRACY in Kenya and yes thinking 

of the many different desks and yes people “helping” at the immigration office and yes when I did the visa extension 

and yes THESE PEOPLE FROM KENYA SHOULD COME TO DENMARK and yes or a similar place to SEE HOW YOU CAN 

DO SERVICE and yes this is what I feel and yes the people here were very nice and yes asking me questions and yes 

“how can we help you” and yes “we will try to find someone for you to speak to” and yes this took maybe two min-

utes and yes they decided that I will have ONE consultant “helping” me to get a new job and yes ONE consultant help-

ing me with money and yes maybe a place to live and yes I actually liked that very much and yes VERY LITTLE BU-

REAUCRACY and yes it took actually only very few minutes and yes very efficient meetings and yes first the jobcentre 

filled out a “job plan” and yes by “interviewing” me and yes it took only a few minutes and yes asking me to come to a 

six weeks “guidance and clarification course” and yes STARTING ALREADY TOMORROW MORNING AT 10.00 and yes 

EFFECIENCY MY “LADIES AND GENTLEMEN” and yes so it is and yes surprised we were to see that and yes we know 
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afterwards I was sent to speak to Anders and yes to help me with “cash help” and yes maybe a room for me to stay 

temporarily and yes Anders was very nice to come and get me at the reception and yes we went to his office and yes 

IT WAS VERY CLEAN and yes NO PAPERS on his table and yes a nice computer and yes a few cabinets maybe with files 

and yes we know probably a more or less PAPERLESS office and yes WHAT I LIKE TO SEE – what do you need paper 

files for today when you can store everything in computers and yes when the access and yes search facilities etc. are 

so much better and yes a waste of time in my opinion and yes so it is my friend and yes 1 MILLION TIMES BETTER of-

fice environment here compared to Kenya and yes I LIKED ANDERS very much and yes he was friendly and yes profes-

sional and yes did not waste any time and yes he went STRAIGHT TO THE POINT and yes I GAVE HIM A VERY SHORT 

STORY and yes I have been living in the Commune for 13 years and yes went to Kenya and yes back again and yes UN-

EXPECTED and yes I mentioned that I gave up my apartment and yes my life when going to Kenya and yes that I now 

live together with my sister and yes ONLY AS A CRISIS SOLUTION and yes of course with the words of ME and yes we 

know all of us and yes thank you MM and yes so it is here and yes that I now have no money, that I NEED TO FIND A 

PLACE TO LIVE BECAUSE MY FAMILY IS PUTTING PRESSURE ON ME and yes that I don’t have a work and yes so it is and 

yes I needed to fill out a form of two pages and yes thank you Anders for helping me to do that and yes it took maybe 

five minutes and yes so it is here and yes he accepted to help me IMMEDIATELY and yes I was disappointed when he 

told me that the “cash help” is paid in arrears and yes the first time after one month, but if you REALLY NEED IT he 

could give me a special “START HELP” and yes the “cash help” is  9.505 DKK per month and yes the start help is only 

5.079 DKK and yes we know bureaucratic rules here and yes so it is and yes he asked if I have my TAX CARD and yes I 

forgot it but very good that they can get this information automatically through their systems, so this was not needed, 

and yes he asked me if I had a NEM-KONTO (an “easy account”) and yes this is what it is called and yes we like that ALL 

PUBLIC PAYMENTS are PAID OUT ONE WAY ONLY and yes to the “easy account” and YES ALL PEOPLE IN DENMARK 

HAVE SUCH AN ACCOUNT or ideally ALL PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE SUCH AN ACCOUNT and yes so it is and yes I did not 

know and yes my friend Anders could see in his system that I do have such an account and yes it was my NORMAL 

BANK ACCOUNT IN DANSKE BANK and yes Anders is very nice because I told him that I don’t want money to be trans-

ferred to Danske Bank because they will only transfer my money to cover my debts to them and yes we know under 

normal circumstances I should pay what I owe the bank, but if I need to have any money now I NEED A NEW BANK 

ACCOUNT and yes NOT VERY NICE as mentioned earlier and yes I was thinking again if ANY BANK WOULD ACCEPT me 

and yes IF THE BANKS automatically seek information from Riebers – and yes a credit rating agency and yes Danske 

Bank has probably send information to this agency about me but I don’t really know – and yes so it is and yes I said to 

Anders that I would establish a new bank account this afternoon and yes send him the information through email and 

yes very nice to communicate this way and yes impossible to do in Kenya when people at offices don’t have com-

puters and yes internet access and yes so it is and yes AFTER TWO SHORT MEETINGS AT THE COMMUNE THEY HAD 

GIVEN ME WHAT I CAME FOR and yes we know OF COURSE NOT VERY NICE IN MY SITUATION to start a “COURSE” to 

get a new job and yes WHEN I DON’T WANT TO GET A NEW JOB and yes thinking that GOD ONLY WANTS ME TO DE-

SCRIBE that this is how efficient and yes meetings can be done and yes DON’T USE HOURS FOR THINGS THAT ONLY 

TAKE MINUTES and yes GERALD MAYBE YOU COULD “LEARN” to be REALLY efficient my friend because even though 

you are “busy” you are actually not efficient compared to the people here at this Commune and yes I WAS GLAD TO 

SEE THAT THE COMMUNE WAS WORKING EFFECIENTLY and yes NOT ONLY RESERVED FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO 

DO THAT ☺. 

 

And yes of course Anders will transfer me the money AS SOON AS MY EASY ACCOUNT IS VISIBLE AT HIS SYSTEM and 

yes he said that it will take 2-3 days afterwards for me to receive this money through the banking system and yes OF 

COURSE THINKING THAT THIS SHOULD NOT BE NECESSARY – THIS SHOULD BE DONE IMMEDIATELY and yes we know 

... 

 

And yes just thinking of it and yes Anders asked me when I the last time and yes received PAYMENTS and yes not very 

nice to tell what I told but I decided to tell him that I believe it was at the end of December 2008 and yes because I 

stopped working for Dahlberg at the end of December and yes I DID NOT TELL HIM THAT I HAVE RECEIVED AND YES 

CONSULTANCY FEES WITHOUT PAYING TAXES and yes FROM DAHLBERG and yes in the spring of 2009 and yes I WAS 

THINKING about this and yes I did not tell him because I THOUGHT THAT THIS WAS THE RIGHT THING TO DO AND YES 

AS PART OF THE PLAN FROM GOD AND YES TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT I DON’T LIKE TO PAY TAXES and yes because I 

WANT TO SEE A NEW SYSTEM AND YES WITHOUT TAXES and yes IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS and yes (I also owe 

one month of taxes to Sweden from 1996 ....) and yes so it is and yes if I told him he would probably think that I am a 

cheater and yes would I then receive payments and yes so it is my friends and yes .... ☺. 
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And yes STIG WE WERE REALLY THINKING THAT ALL OF THESE NICE PEOPLE WORKING HERE AT THE JOBCENTRE and 

yes even though they did give me a good service, THAT I WANT THEM TO DO OTHER JOBS AND YES WHEN YOU WILL 

GET FULL EMPLOYMENT AND YES ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes YOU DON’T NEED THESE PEOPLE and yes so it is and 

yes just thinking that maybe only a few of them and yes the future will tell ☺. 

 

Getting a temporary place to stay 

And yes we know Stig and yes NOT VERY MOTIVATED WE ARE NOW TO FIND ANOTHER PLACE TO STAY and yes we 

know BECAUSE IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO HELP THE TEAM IN KENYA WITH WHAT THEY REALLY need and yes 

thinking of the situation of Elijah and yes the Micro Finance loan and yes the approx. 350,000 Shillings he owes and 

yes plus their extra needs and yes so it is and yes MAYBE I CAN SEND THEM SOME MONEY and yes we know WHEN I 

RECEIVE SOME money from the Commune and yes THINKING THAT NORMAL LIFE MUST COME NOW and yes about 

the messages and yes we know which I receive now from both God and yes the Council and yes we know still ACTIVI-

TIES ON THE SKY and yes we know and yes STIG UFO’s AND YES THE VISION AND YES YESTERDAY EVENING AND YES 

the BIG DIPPER CONSTELLATION and yes LOOKING AT IT AND YES WE KNOW MAYBE STAR NO. 3 and 4 and yes becom-

ing invisible and yes maybe also moving and yes NOT SURE WE WERE ABOUT THIS and yes therefore I did not write it 

yesterday and yes we know BUT SOMETHING HAPPENED and yes so it is my friend and yes just TO CUT A LONG STORY 

SHORT and yes we know Stig I HAVE NOT ASKED THE READERS IF THEY WANT LEVEL 1, 2 or 3 and yes we know MAYBE 

TOO LONG and yes someday I will tell you what I think about that and yes this is what this chapter should be about: 

 

And yes Anders was very nice and yes LISTENING and yes UNDERSTANDING and yes IT TOOK HIM NO TIME and yes 

when it comes to a temporary place to live and yes we know YOU NEED TO HAVE A TRUE CONNECTION TO THIS 

COMMUNE and yes THIS IS WHY I SAID THAT I HAVE BEEN LIVING HERE FOR 13 years and yes we know IF YOU HAVE 

ABSOLUTELY NO PLACE TO STAY IT IS EASIER TO GET A PLACE FROM THE COMMUNE and yes THIS IS WHAT I FEEL AND 

YES MAYBE MY SISTER WILL HELP ME TO WRITE THAT I CANNOT STAY HERE (and yes thinking of her motivation actu-

ally ...) and yes so it is and yes Anders started by saying that normally he refers people to get a room for themselves 

and yes through adds in the papers etc. and yes THEN HE TOLD ME THAT THE COMMUNE HAS the right to assign 50% 

of all vacant apartments from social housing associations in Hørsholm to NEEDY people and yes so it is and yes THIS IS 

WHY I ASKED TO SET UP A MEETING and yes through Anders my friend and yes thank you Anders for doing this and 

yes he called a colleague having this responsibility and yes a meeting agreement tomorrow at 13.00 to talk to him 

about this (and yes this is what people in Kenya and yes many places could learn from and yes to agree on meetings 

and yes to keep the agreements) and yes so it is and yes we know I JUST WANT TO ADD that I truly HATE to ask other 

people for help and yes even favours and yes so it is and yes that is ALL PEOPLE and yes including my family and yes 

we know and yes also the Commune and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes just thinking that I will ask my sister and yes also Hans this evening and yes what they will recommend me to 

do and yes to get a temporary place to live and yes through the Commune or yes to use some of the money I will re-

ceive from the Commune to send to my friends in Kenya, who don’t have ANY MONEY AND FACE STARVATION and yes 

so it is and yes I AM JUST GUESSING THAT THEY WILL PROBABLY ASK ME TO LEAVE and yes WITHOUT GIVING ME THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO HELP THE PEOPLE IN KENYA and yes this MUST BE THE STORY THAT GOD WANT’S TO TELL THE 

WORLD AND YES WE KNOW LACK OF HUMANITY and yes TO SHOW HOW THIS FAMILY IS THINKING OF THEMSELVES 

AND YES AS A SYMBOL OF HOW THE RICH WORLD IS NOT SHOWING HUMANITY AND YES WE KNOW IS THIS TRULY 

HOW MY MOTHER IS TOO AND YES WE KNOW IF SHE KNEW MY FRIENDS IN KENYA AND YES WAS NOT INFLUENCED 

BY MY FAMILY AND YES I AM SURE THAT SHE WOULD HELP and yes thinking the same of Tobias and yes maybe even 

the rest of the family as well but first of all my mother and Tobias and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

The “guidance and clarification” course 

And yes Stig JUST THINKING OF WHO NEEDS SUCH A COURSE and yes TO HELP PEOPLE FINDING A JOB and yes we 

know THERE ARE DIFFERENT NEEDS FOR PEOPLE ACCORDING TO THEIR SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE and yes we know Stig 

and yes this is the truth: I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO NEED FOR A COURSE LIKE THIS and yes very good to OFFER THESE 

SERVICES TO PEOPLE VOLUNTARILY and yes we know TO GIVE PEOPLE THE RESPONSIBILITY THEMSELVES and yes we 

know only to use the system of REWARDS or PENALTIES depending on how RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE are and yes we 

know this is truly what I want and yes if people don’t deliver and yes then they cannot receive these payments or at 
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least only less and yes please see what I have written about this earlier and yes so it is and yes EXCITED WE ARE TO 

SEE HOW THIS JOBCENTRE WILL “HELP” A “PROFESSIONAL” LIKE ME .... 

 

Getting a new bank account ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Stig after the NICE visit at the Commune and yes I WAS FORCED to do another thing, I DID NOT WANT TO DO 

and yes to visit a bank and yes to get a new bank account and yes with the risk to “lose face” and yes so it is and yes 

thinking of what I could tell them and yes I decided first of all to go to Forstædernes Bank and yes we know because 

yes I was really not thinking of their “bad image” because of “bad investments” they have recommended to their cus-

tomers but instead I was thinking that the bank premises in Hørsholm look open and friendly and yes I have noticed 

their arrangements and yes THIS EVENING THEY HAVE AN ARRANGMENT WITH JØRGEN LETH and yes FOR FREE and 

yes telling about his books and yes just thinking that he made the movie “en forårsdag i helvede” and yes about cy-

cling and yes we know Stig and yes the books “det uperfekte menneske” and yes “guldet på havets bund” and yes LIV-

ING A “GOOD LIFE” or what Jørgen? And yes we know maybe more on you Jørgen later?  

 

And yes this is what I feel too but yes today the story was about this “very nice” bank and yes we know Stig, you were 

offered a job at this bank and yes almost two years ago and yes before starting work at Dahlberg and yes a “very nice” 

job as an “investment adviser” and yes when you have just been a manager and yes not easy to accept to continue 

work as a “non-manager” and yes this is why I turned down this offer and yes so it is and yes with the best intention I 

entered this bank and yes met an apparently “nice” man working at the bank and yes telling him that I just wanted to 

open a salary account and yes a little bit about my story and yes coming home from Kenya and yes starting to build up 

a new life and yes that I today only need a salary account and yes no other accounts, pension or house loan etc. and 

yes we know Stig, but this man THOUGHT THAT I WAS NOT “GOOD ENOUGH” to become a customer of the bank and 

yes he could not tell it directly but he said that this bank is “different” because they give good advice on pension, 

housing, investments etc. and yes he wanted to hear why I decided to go to this bank and yes I told because of what I 

thought was a “good image” – and yes I was only thinking of the physical appearance of the bank – and yes because I 

was offered a job at the bank (!) and yes he wanted to hear where I had my bank before and yes I said Danske Bank 

and yes I got the impression very clearly that he did not want me as a customer and yes that I was not interesting for 

them and yes HOW MUCH MONEY CAN THEY MAKE ON ME and yes so it is my friends and yes I ASKED HIM IF I UN-

DERSTOOD HIM CORRECTLY THAT THE BANK “SELECT” THEIR CUSTOMERS and yes that I was not interesting for them 

and yes he said that maybe a internet bank would be a better choice for me and yes my friends I WAS GOOD ENOUGH 

TO WORK FOR THIS BANK but I WAS NOT GOOD ENOUGH TO BECOME A CUSTOMER and yes HE ASKED ONLY VERY 

FEW QUESTIONS and yes HE COULD HAVE ASKED ABOUT MY BACKGROUND and yes MY CAREER and yes about family 

etc. but he decided not to do that and yes he did not FIND THE ANSWER OF MY POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE and yes 

of course only if I had to continue a “normal life” and yes without God and yes therefore we said goodbye and yes so it 

is here, he was not a good sales man, he did not ask many questions, he did not get the “right” answers and I decided 

not to tell him .... 

 

And yes I WAS REALLY NOT MOTIVATED TO GO TO ANOTHER BANK and yes I was thinking about opening an internet 

bank account and yes just thinking that this just maybe would take some time if they wanted to receive informa-

tion/documentation first and yes this was the reason why I decided to go to another bank and yes which bank should I 

choose and yes we know Nordea in Hørsholm does not give me a good VISUAL impression and yes AS SIMPLE AS THAT 

my friends and yes Alm. Brand did not look appealing to me and yes don’t believe in the way they work with discounts 

on insurances and yes Nykredit I don’t like because they are not professional when hiring people and yes TRIED THAT 

BEFORE MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes ONE BANK LEFT and yes JYSKE BANK and yes we know and yes JYSKE 

BANK IT IS and yes IT ACTUALLY GAVE ME A VERY GOOD IMPRESSION WHEN I ENTERED THE BANK and yes THEY 

SERVE COFFEE and yes not only coffee but CAPPUCINO’S and yes WE LIKE THAT ALL OF US and yes we know and yes 

they started by asking me for identification and yes they received my passport and yes a very nice and yes young man 

was asked to advise me and yes I told him more or less the same story as in Forstædernes Bank and yes we know 

about my meeting with the police in Kenya and yes staying with my sister and yes need a bank account and yes ONLY 

TO HAVE A POSITIVE BALANCE on this account and yes therefore no credit cards and yes TO START WITH and yes he 

was very nice and yes obviously you NEED to present a yearly statement from the tax authorities here and yes JUST TO 

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT and yes difficult for me to understand and yes WHEN YOU DON’T NEED TO BORROW money 

and yes HE WAS THINKING THAT I DID NOT HAVE ONE and yes so it is and yes WHEN I AM NICE TO YOU MY FRIEND 

and yes I could have given him my statement from 2008 and yes he would have seen a negative fortune and yes 
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maybe and yes JUST MAYBE this would have been enough for this bank to turn me down and yes I don’t know but he 

accepted that I did not have one and yes because of my stay in Kenya and yes he did not know how long I was in 

Kenya and yes so it is and yes he decided to open the account and yes anxious we were and yes HOW DID THEIR SYS-

TEMS work and yes WOULD THEY CHECK RIEBERS automatically and yes has Danske Bank reported me and yes I don’t 

know yet and yes so it is and yes I WAS HAPPY TO SEE THAT HE CAME WITH A paper confirming that he had opened 

the bank account and yes I asked him if I needed to sign anything and yes first he said no but apparently he thought 

again and found out that this was a good idea and yes I needed to give many signatures and yes about this and that 

and yes the conditions of the account and yes other things as well but the most important to me was that there was a 

form where I could indicate my interest in receiving marketing material from the bank and yes through telephone, 

sms, email and yes also letters and yes THIS I LIKE VERY MUCH and yes VERY GOOD and yes just thinking of TDC and 

yes Safaricom as examples of companies and yes BOMBARDING you with offers I REALLY HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IN-

TEREST to receive and yes so it is and yes BEING ANNOYED EVERY SINGLE TIME WHEN THEY EARLIER SENT THESE TO 

ME and yes especially that they did not ask me for permission when I became a customer with them and yes the bank 

would open my account as an “easy account” and yes it would take “a few days” before this is registered and yes so it 

is. 

 

And yes I HAD A VERY NICE CUP OF CAPPUCINO and YES WE LIKE THAT AND YES LOOKING AT THE BANK PREMISES and 

yes while waiting and yes just noticing a BUST OF A FISH AND YES SO IT IS MY FRIENDS – AND YES I SEE “ONE” LAUGH-

ING VERY MUCH and yes one of the Council maybe they don’t tell me – and yes it was at the bank’s “ASK US EVERY-

THING DESK” and yes it showed the fish “havkatten i hyttefadet” and yes I REALLY PAID ATTENTION WHEN I SAW THE 

HEADLINE OF THE FISH AND YES JUST THINKING OUT LOUD AND YES “EN UNDERLIG FISK” and yes in English “A 

strange fish” and yes of course A VERY NICE SONG BY NO OTHER THAN GNAGS and yes FEELING AT HOME HERE was 

my feeling and yes THE LYRICS OF THIS SONG and yes even in DANISH IS COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE TO UNDERSTAND 

and yes my friend Peter A.G. – WHAT DO YOU MEAN?  

 

Dusty, the dog, had a “nice surprise” for me 

And yes Stig we know and yes “was it a Doberman?” and yes just thinking of Shu-bi-dua and yes nice to hear your mu-

sic again AND YES WHEN I AM WRITING THIS and yes so it is my friends and yes coming “home” and yes I COULD 

SMELL IMMEDIATELY a “not very nice” smell and yes we know IT WAS DUSTY and yes my friends “there was a dog shit 

in my garden” and yes thank you shubber’ and yes so it is here and yes this was the smell and yes thinking of the Gar-

dener and yes when cutting his grass there is no longer a dog shit in his garden and yes to use the words of Shu-bi-dua 

and yes VERY NICE LYRICS MY FRIENDS and yes so it is my friends and yes I HAD TO REMOVE THE DOG SHIT AND YES 

TO CLEAN THE FLOOR and yes of course THINKING OF DON and yes my beloved old dog and yes from 1975-1988 I be-

lieve and yes we know I HAVE SAID TO YOU EARLIER THAT DUSTY WAS DON IN HIS OLD LIFE and yes vuf vuf vuf and 

yes we know I LOVE THIS DOG AND YES THIS DOG LOVES ME LIKE NO OTHER PEOPLE I BELIEVE and yes so it is my 

friends and yes AS I SAID TO YOU TODAY and yes THIS DOG HAS NOT YET A MEMORY OF BEING DON and yes YET and 

yes so it is my friends and yes we know Stig and yes I HAVE TOLD YOU THAT KAREN’S SMALL DOG IS YOUR OLD AND 

YES ALSO BELOVED DOG AND YES CAS and yes we know TWINS THEY WERE DON AND CAS (short names for DON JUAN 

and CASANOVA of course and yes we know INSPIRATION TO YOUR MOTHER OF COURSE ...) and yes Cas was somehow 

smaller than Don and yes so it is again and yes I cannot remember the name of Karen’s two dogs and yes the black 

dog (Cas) is smaller than the white dog and yes so it is my friends and yes just thinking of Karen’s and my visit to 

Malmø some years ago and yes of course ALMOST happiness for the two of you and yes Caroline at the Malmø festival 

and yes so it is my friends and yes when I “lost” the dog and yes when it “hurt” one leg and yes was humping some 

time afterwards and yes we know Stig, when Karen is not a “gold digger” and yes not controlled by her sexual desire 

and yes when she is not rude and yes when she is herself and yes we know, then she is “very nice” and yes “not much” 

that I have seen of her like this and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes just asking Tobias later if Dusty normally shits indoors and yes VERY RARE this is and yes OF COURSE I KNEW 

THAT IT WAS GOD and yes so it is and yes just thinking that Thomas’ brother and yes his son at Nordre Strandvej and 

yes in Helsingør remember when Don was shitting ALL OVER and yes I mean ALL OVER and yes SOMETIMES every sin-

gle day and yes the boy was asked for a period to walk with Don and yes of course REALLY A THROW UP FEELING 

DAILY and yes to clean up after the dog and yes so it was then and yes so it is now ... 

 

Tobias asking about my friends in Kenya 
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And yes happy I was when Tobias this afternoon asked about how the family and team are doing in Kenya and yes 

very nice of him and yes THE ONLY ONE IN MY FAMILY ASKING ME THIS AFTER I HAVE COME HOME and yes yes yes 

and yes so it is and yes he was also asking about my book and yes when it will be published and yes how and yes this is 

ONLY A LITTLE BIT ABOUT WHAT THIS MAN IS ABOUT and yes we know Stig and yes you give me tears in my eyes and 

yes thank you MM and yes we know for what I have not written too .... 

 

To my mother: “There is no reason to be concerned” 

And yes “somebody up there” asked me to call my mother and yes this is what I did and yes if John would answer the 

phone I would not talk about our emails and yes just trying to be positive, but now it was my mother answering and 

yes I told her about the Commune and yes that they would like to help me with money and yes maybe a place to stay 

and yes I was told that my mother is not truly happy that “I was a success earlier” and yes I had “a good job” and yes 

“a nice car” and yes today I have absolutely nothing and yes “a son depending on social welfare” and yes NOT VERY 

NICE to hear for my mother and yes we know WHEN SUCCESS IS EVALUATED HERE BECAUSE OF WHAT YOU ARE, 

YOUR POSITION and yes HOW MUCH MONEY YOU make and yes so it is ALSO here and yes ALSO for my mother and 

yes CALLING HER TO SAY THAT “there is no reason to be concerned” and yes to calm her and yes we know she said 

“you keep on telling us this” and yes just maybe because this is the truth, my mother, and yes so it is here and yes she 

said that it is good that the Commune will help me starting a new life and yes I told her that I think of either staying 

here and help the people in Kenya or to move and yes then I will not be able to help the team and yes my friends this 

is what my mother and yes today also thinks and yes “I don’t think that you should keep on helping them” and yes be-

cause of my situation here and yes “don’t they have a work” and yes I told her that they have no money and yes are 

facing starvation and yes so it is my friends and yes I told her that I will ask Sanna and Hans about the same and yes to 

listen to their advise and yes we know Stig – they are thinking of you only and yes YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO HELP THE 

TEAM IN KENYA and yes OF COURSE NOT WHEN YOU NEED TO GET YOUR OWN APARTMENT and yes as you mother 

said that it is really good that you can get all of your furniture, stereo equipment etc. back and yes sad we were that 

she did not show an interest to help my friends in Kenya but this is how it is my friends – and yes AT THE MOMENT MY 

FRIENDS ☺. 

 

A nice email from my friend Rene 

And yes we know Stig, you sent an email to Rene and yes the 6th July and yes you have not heard from him and yes be-

fore today and yes have been thinking of writing to him the last days and yes to visit him and yes Dorte here in Hør-

sholm and yes we know but you have decided to wait “a little bit” and yes to see “what will happen” and yes you are 

not worried about Rene because we will always have contact and yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT I LIKE ABOUT RENE and yes 

for many years when I was not “motivated” to keep my friendships and yes because of the Devil you know and yes 

Rene was really the only friend – and yes Lars also for many years – and yes who kept contact with me and yes THANK 

YOU BOTH OF YOU and yes just thinking that HE RECEIVED A NICE THOUGHT TO WRITE TO ME and yes so it is my 

friends and yes another thing I TRULY LIKE ABOUT RENE IS THAT HE IS COMPLETELY HONEST and yes HE JUST SAYS 

THINGS AS THEY ARE and yes NOT WHAT “SOUNDS” NICE and yes in his email he says it directly that he has no excuses 

for the long time it has taken him to answer and yes that his “mental forces” have disappeared because the family has 

moved from Sweden and yes HAPPINESS TO YOU MY FRIEND and yes so it is and yes not me my friend and yes to Hør-

sholm and yes because of this and yes because he is living in Denmark and yes working in Stockholm and yes not had 

the energy to write and yes so it is my friends, BUT I TRULY UNDERSTAND YOU and yes there is nothing to forgive here 

and yes other “friends” I have not heard from two months is almost the same as that I will never hear from them 

again and yes thinking of myself earlier and yes for example Jack at the moment and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes we know SURPRISED WE WERE TO HEAR WHEN RENE STARTED RUNNING and yes a few years ago and yes I 

have never seen him motivated doing that before and yes I know that from a fact when we played badminton to-

gether many years ago and yes now he is not only running and yes HE HAS RECEIVED THE POWER and yes WHICH I 

HAVE NOT GIVEN YOU YET MY FRIEND and yes ALMOST TO “RUN LIKE HELL” and yes he wrote to me that he partici-

pated in a run of 50 km, one of 30 km and yes two marathons as well and yes one of them a “mountain marathon” 

and yes in Mont Blanc and yes YOU CANNOT DO THIS WITHOUT GOD HELPING YOU and yes I WOULD NEVER BE ABLE 

TO DO IT IN THE LIFE I HAVE HAD SO FAR AND YES A MAXIMUM OF 10-12 KM IS WHAT I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DO WITH 

THE BIGGEST DIFFICULTIES AND THE OUTMOST OF MY WILL POWER BECAUSE OF THE DEVIL TAKING AWAY MY 

POWER and yes so it is and YES WELL DONE RENE and yes looking forward to seeing you again and yes not only Rene 

but also a message and yes FROM ALL OF US TO ALL OF YOU. 
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Sanna decided that I should “help myself” 

And yes Sanna came home and yes with very nice DANISH bakery and yes so it was and yes looking forward to this and 

yes for half a year and yes even more in fact and yes so it is and yes we know explaining to her about what happened 

at the Commune today and yes money accepted and yes a meeting with the Commune again tomorrow at 13.00 to 

talk about my “ACUTE” need to find a place to live and yes VERY POSITIVE SHE THOUGHT IT WAS and yes “I AM LOOK-

ING BETTER NOW” as she said and yes I could only say that I needed one week to “find myself” after a difficult travel 

to Kenya and yes when I took the decision to visit the Commune and yes this is what I did and yes we know also look-

ing after rooms and apartments on the internet and yes we know and yes just maybe because she has noticed that I 

am now asking open questions again and yes this is what I am about maybe and yes when I don’t do this and yes there 

must be something wrong and yes so it is and yes only feeling better because of the choices I have made to follow the 

road of God and yes because I have SHOWED MYSELF and yes EVEN THOUGH I HAD NO AND I REAPEAT NO MOTIVA-

TION TO DO THAT and yes this was the way out too my friend and yes we know the Devil has been less and less strong 

the last couple of days and yes easier to handle today and yes I DECIDED TO ASK SANNA ALONE and yes because Hans 

will first come home late tonight and yes Sanna “I have been thinking of two opportunities and one is the need to find 

a place to live and the other to stay here maybe another month and to send money to my friends in Kenya, otherwise 

they will starve” and yes this is what I said and yes Sanna was very diplomatic and yes saying that she understands me 

but her message was this: HANS HAS SAID VERY CLEARLY AND YES TO HER but yes NOT TO ME and yes THAT I NEED 

TO BE OUT OF THIS HOUSE before the 1st November and yes my friends as you have noticed from my earlier writings 

on this, THIS HAS BEEN ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO SEE and yes I thought that it was also Sanna who wanted 

me out and yes just maybe it is the opposite that it has been Hans all along, who wanted me out and yes I will not 

know now because they have not told me and yes I have not asked them and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes then I said to Sanna that if this is what they want I will take the meeting with the Commune tomorrow and 

yes we know I said to her that maybe she will write a short letter to the Commune that I am only staying here as a 

CRISIS SOLUTION and yes because the Commune will only accept what they call “worthy needy” people and yes so it is 

and yes is this truly my situation and yes THERE ARE MILLIONS AND YES MAYBE EVEN BILLIONS IN THE WORLD WHO 

ARE MORE “worthy needy” than I but in Denmark I may qualify to be “worthy needy” and yes so it is. And yes Sanna 

thought it was a good idea and yes falling into the trap and yes SHE HAD A FREE WILL TO DECIDE and yes I GAVE HER 

MY QUESTION OPEN AND YES OBJECTIVELY and yes so it was. 

 

And yes Sanna also RECOMMENDED me to contact AAB, which I have been a member of since approx. 1980 and yes to 

seek for a cheap apartment and yes so it is and yes therefore I will call them tomorrow morning and yes my friends 

and YES THIS IS TRULY MY MESSAGE TO THE WORLD STIG and yes THAT PEOPLE HERE ARE THINKING OF THEMSELVES 

and yes NOT TO HELP WHAT I WOULD CALL “WORTHY NEEDY” PEOPLE and yes they KNOW THAT MY FRIENDS IN 

KENYA WILL STARVE AND YES WE KNOW “my situation” and yes IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN MY FRIENDS STARVING 

AND YES BECAUSE IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAT I get out of here so Hans can get his privacy back or whatever the 

reason is and yes better than to help people from starving and yes ultimately dying and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS EXAM-

PLE IS ABOUT AND YES WHAT THIS BOOK IS ALSO ABOUT – I WILL NOT TOLERATE THIS KIND OF BEHAVIOUR and YES IF 

YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND THIS BEFORE JUDGEMENT DAY and yes THEN I WILL BE SO SORRY AND YES ALL OF US BE-

CAUSE THEN YOU WILL TAKE THE FINAL EXIT TICKET AND YES NOT RETURN and yes WE DO HOPE THAT ALL PEOPLE 

ON EARTH WILL UNDERSTAND THIS MESSAGE and yes this is what this was about my friends and yes I am not liber-

ated yet and yes we know HOW WILL I HELP THE PEOPLE IN KENYA and yes THERE IS ONLY ONE SOLUTION and yes 

THAT NORMAL LIFE WILL COME and yes we know ALSO THINKING THE LAST DAYS ABOUT THE “SECRECY” OF BARACK 

OBAMA and yes will he come to Copenhagen on Friday or not and yes if his decision was “linked” to my decision – and 

yes he decided to come and yes we know because of the decision on where to place the Olympic Games in 2016 (!!!) - 

and yes we know the Council said to me that it was not up to them BUT TO THE GRAND OLD MAN AND YES GOD TO 

DECIDE IF HE WOULD ACCEPT ME AND YES MY SMOKING AND YES THIS IS WHAT HE HAS DONE and yes because I have 

been honest and yes thinking that it would truly be impossible for me for example to do these writings and yes SUF-

FERING WHAT I DO BELIEVE MUST BE THE SAME AS WHEN DRUG USERS STOP USING DRUGS and yes UNDER THESE 

VERY DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES I MUST SAY I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO DO THIS and yes thinking I have that it would 

have been better if I could and yes THINKING A LOT ABOUT THIS and yes we have all done that too Stig and yes TRULY 

THIS IS WHAT WAS THE REASON I am not sure that I would be able to finish this and yes with the promise to stop 

smoking and yes AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND YES WHEN I CAN and yes will I be lifted up now and yes we know what 
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about the book and yes the missing chapters and yes the documents have not yet been recreated and yes thanks Ole 

for also being here and yes Olga too and yes we know we know we know and yes connected to my grandmother and 

yes THANK YOU TO ALL PEOPLE ON THE OTHER SIDE FOR HELPING ME and yes “invisible” help and yes we know FOR 

THINGS TO HAPPEN and yes we know the email from John the other day and yes to “kickstart” me as one example and 

yes so it is my friends and yes we know sorry we are Maradona, you have not had the hand of God to help you and Ar-

gentina to qualify yet and yes to Erik Rasmussen, AGF, and yes “difficult” times for you lately and yes just showing the 

difference between having God and yes the Devil with you and yes THE BEST COACH OF ALL IS WHEN YOU HAVE GOD 

WITH YOU and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes just for the record and yes THE MAIN REASON THAT THE DEVIL HAS ALSO HELPED ME WRITING THIS BOOK 

AND YES MY FRIENDS IS BECAUSE OF MY FAMILY AND YES ESPECIALLY SANNA and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

Help to Elijah and my friends to come before the end of the week 

And yes we know Stig, what will I/you write to Elijah and yes he must really be very CONCERNED my friend and yes I 

can only say this, which I did in a sms this evening: 

 

“Dear Elijah. My Commune has decided to help me but the REAL REASON for me doing this is to show the world THAT 

MY FAMILY WILL NOT HELP YOU FINANCIALLY IN KENYA and GOD HAS ANOTHER WAY OUT FOR YOU and yes BEFORE 

THE END OF THE WEEK and yes please read my scripts, if you can my friend, tomorrow .... KIND REGARDS TO ALL IN 

THE FAMILY :-)” 

  

And yes REALLY HOPING THAT I GIVE A PROMISE HERE THAT GOD WILL HELP ME THIS TIME TO FULLFILL and yes we 

know VERY DIFFICULT WHEN THE DEVIL HAS PLAYED TRICKS ON ME but this is still my faith, I CAN SEE NO OTHER SO-

LUTIONS FOR YOU, my dear friends, and yes these were the words GOD GAVE ME and yes this is it my friends and yes 

nailing the Devil to the wall and yes with his own drawing pin and yes this is the picture he is giving me. I do hope the 

best this time ☺. 

 

Sanna has read and commented my email to John without my knowledge 

And yes Stig a nice dinner again this evening and yes we know this is especially nice to have WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE it 

and yes WHEN YOU ARE SUFFERING and yes so it is and yes MY SUFFERING HERE IS BECAUSE OF HOW PEOPLE ARE 

SUFFERING AND YES IN THE RICH world and yes THIS IS ALSO THE REASON WHY I WRITE THESE CHAPTERS AND YES 

WE KNOW COMMUNICATION and yes people should know by now and yes we know this small chapter is just to say 

that Sanna during dinner and yes UNASKED said that it would be “better for myself” and yes to decide on what to see 

on television and yes at my room and yes of course I am also welcome to come in to the others and yes this is it and 

yes a sign that she has read my email to John and yes God said to me earlier this afternoon that Sanna has read and 

yes commented my email – and yes of course John should have asked me of my approval to send this “private” email 

to Sanna or at least to copy me in and yes Sanna should tell me about this as well and yes so it is and yes of course 

they did not - and yes JUST HOPING THAT THIS INFORMATION IS COMING FROM GOD and yes not the Devil of course - 

and yes now it is even more difficult for John to understand me and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know 

ALL OF US and yes maybe Sanna will also present to the world WHAT SHE HAS WRITTEN ABOUT ME and yes to my 

family and yes maybe to others as well and yes maybe to Eva and yes her good friend and yes just thinking of several 

positive talks I had with her friends and yes at her 50th birthday in April and yes WHAT HAS SANNA TOLD HER FRIENDS 

ABOUT ME and yes WHAT DOES HER FRIENDS THINK OF ME TODAY and yes WITHOUT OF COURSE KNOWING MY VER-

SION and yes just as an example again and yes TO HEAR BOTH VERSIONS OF THE STORY and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes just thinking that Sanna has read my email to John and yes where I speak of John’s and yes my mother’s lack 

of humanity and yes AFTER READING THIS and yes SANNA STILL DECIDED TO DO THE SAME and yes keeping me from 

sending money to the team – and yes the SAME LACK OF HUMANITY and yes SHE HAS BEEN DISPLAYED TO THE 

WORLD and yes WOULD 95% or maybe close to 100% of people in the rich world today do the same as my family and 

yes Stig this is TRULY WHAT THIS IS ABOUT AND YES WHAT MAKES GOD AND YES BOTH ANGRY AND SAD. 

 

Still feeling the “old” mosquito bites 
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And yes Stig how long does it normally take for “mosquito bites” not to scratch anymore and yes we know many of 

them have been scratching and yes are still scratching to this day and yes I do believe that there is a RISK that I will get 

several scares especially on my right arm and yes maybe 5-6 places and yes we will have to see .... 

 

Sanna’s letter to Hørsholm Commune 

And yes Stig Sanna did not need much motivation to “help” me and yes NOT THE TEAM and yes to write a letter to 

Hørsholm Commune and yes I have taken the liberty to translate it as follows: 

 

To Hørsholm Commune, 

I can hereby confirm that my brother Stig Dragholm 3.5.66 has returned from Kenya, where he has been working as a 

volunteer for a NGO since 1.5.09. He has returned to Denmark 17.9.09 and since then he has been living with me, he 

has not job, no place to stay and no money and he can only temporarily until 1.11.09 live here. I therefore request 

that he will be put on an acute accommodation list in Hørsholm, where he has lived for 13 years, the last months he 

has had his postal address with me. If you need further information, you can contact me: 

Sanna Dragholm. 

 

And yes Stig now I have put a nail in MY COFFIN and yes I HAVE DECIDED NOT TO LIVE HERE ANYMORE and yes I 

WANT TO MOVE AND YES OF COURSE ALL OF HIS and yes IF YOU DON’T WANT TO SKI WITH ME ANYMORE I CAN 

ONLY SAY THIS. CONGRATULATIONS MY SON ☺. 
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Wednesday 30th September 2009 

Better sleep and a dream ...., getting a new place to stay?, the “guidance and clarification” course was not as expected 

..., additional thoughts of what the Commune should do, how will I use the cash help from the Commune?, the Com-

mune cannot give me a place to live, God does not like that I smoke, Tobias is not helping much at the house, Elijah is 

lifting me up ..., the family is very interested in the results from the Commune, trying to help a little bit in the house... 

and Karen has been hurting much in her life .... 

 

Better sleep and a dream .... 

And yes my friends HOW BIG IS THE MOTIVATION TODAY AND YES TO SEEK A JOB THAT I DON’T NEED AND YES TO 

KEEP THE FAMILY UPDATED AND YES WHEN THEY ARE “ENCOURAGING” me to get a yes “NORMAL LIFE” and yes in 

their opinion and yes this is what it is about and yes my friends just imagine this situation and yes we know a little bit 

better sleep but not normal and yes a few dreams and yes only short as follows: 

 

I am at the beach together with Karen and some friends. I lie a little bit away from Karen, but she asks me to lye next 

to her and she says to the friends “he has replaced my old boyfriend”. I say that I hope that one of the friends will sing 

well and he has already started singing fine. Hereafter the dream continued “detailed” about when and how much 

help we can give to children and that we have the password. At the end Karen and I agree together with a “friend” to 

meet in half an hour at the hotel to have breakfast. 

 

I had another dream where I explain Bo and Niels from Dahlberg about my working rules and especially Niels is posi-

tive and I say to Bo that my advice for you is that you will start working on one thing at a time and that you decide not 

to be interrupted by telephones, colleagues etc. and to finish what you started. 

 

Getting a new place to stay? 

And yes we know the meeting today at the Commune at 13.00 and yes first thing this morning was to call AAB and yes 

to get my member number and yes it took one minute and yes fine that was and yes we know NORMALLY YOU WILL 

GET ACCESS to a webpage immediately when you order access, which I did afterwards and yes this is not how their 

website is working and yes up to three days it will take to get the password and yes so it is and yes not very nice to 

look after a place to stay and yes we know .... 

 

The “guidance and clarification” course was not as expected ... 

And yes today I started the “six weeks course” and yes the brochure says that I need to come 7-8 hours every day ex-

cept on Fridays, where it is only 3½ hours. According to the brochure the course gives the following services: 

 

• Practical work tasks 

• Job seeking 

• Teaching in how to write a CV and applications 

• How to search the Internet 

• How to look for work – temp agencies, companies, education facilities 

• Barriers preventing you to find a job 

• Preparation of a realistic job plan including employment goals and activities. 

 

My expectations 

 

And yes I did really not know what to expect but the brochure gave me the impression that it would be a “course” and 

yes I was expecting to receive INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING and “teaching” and yes I was thinking that even though I 

have much experience in job seeking (tried that eehh many times before ...), preparation of CV’s and applications, de-

scription of competences etc. that just maybe I could learn from this course and yes my friends this was my expecta-

tion and yes maybe they would have classes where they gather people in the same situation and yes give teachings 

and yes I was fearing that just MAYBE they would not take any considerations to individual needs and yes depending 
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on the background and experience of people and yes just thinking that MAYBE the law is more about putting PRES-

SURE ON PEOPLE than really to HELP and yes it was with this mixed feeling that I entered the Job Centre this morning 

at 10.00. 

 

My first meeting and learning experience 

 

And yes I was at the Jobcentre a few minutes before 10.00 and yes this first thing I noticed was THAT PEOPLE WAS 

READING NEWSPAPERS and yes LOOKING VERY RELAXED and yes NOT MUCH ACTIVITY and yes sorry we were to see 

that and yes people did not look motivated at all and yes so it was and yes the job consultant Janne was expecting to 

see me and yes very nice and yes the meeting actually started before 10.00 and yes she was very nice indeed this 

woman and yes Janne you are only used as an example and yes the first thing I noticed was that there was NO STRUC-

TURE in the conversation and yes I really like a PROFESSIONAL STRUCTURE in conversations and yes what is the 

agenda, the length of the meeting, the purpose of the meeting and yes we know – I have described this earlier and yes 

maybe Bo has read my memo by now about this and yes you never know – and yes this are some of the things we 

talked about: 

 

• I need to key in my CV on the “official” job portal called www.jobnet.dk where job seekers and employers meet 

and yes within 4 weeks and yes surprised I was that I had SO LONG time to do this job and yes it should be much 

quicker. 

• I asked about how the jobcentre carries out the services mentioned in the brochure BECAUSE SHE DID NOT IN-

FORM ME and yes surprised we were to hear that the course primarily gives “individual advices” and yes I asked if 

they did not teach the unemployed in classes and I got the impression that this only occur rarely even though she 

said that it can take place. 

• She asked me if I had access to computer and Internet at “home” and yes I said and yes she “encouraged” me to 

“work” from home and yes my friends this means WITHOUT receiving counselling and yes “if I did not mind” be-

cause there are too many job seekers compared to the number of computers at the jobcentre and yes I could not 

bring my laptop because there are problems with the wireless network at the Jobcentre and yes so it is. And yes 

as I said to her, I actually preferred this solution and yes because I don’t really feel that I need “teaching” – but 

other people may have other needs and they should REALLY receive the help they need BUT NOT NECESSARILY TO 

BE TIRED UP THE SAME PLACE 8 HOURS PER DAY – and yes I said that I preferred to have “flexible” working hours 

and yes working morning, afternoon or evening as it suits me best. 

• And yes she informed me on one hand that I am OBLIGED to come to the jobcentre every single day and yes in 

order to obtain my “cash help” and yes on the other hand she said that I should only come and yes twice a week 

and yes every Tuesday and Thursday at 10.30 and yes ONLY for a conversation and yes to check what I have done 

and yes maybe they will start “counselling” me, when I have started my “job seeking”. 

• And yes before our next meeting and yes in 6 days from now she wanted me to enter my CV on www.jobnet.dk 

myself and yes without counselling and yes thinking we were WHAT ABOUT HELP TO DESCRIBE MY COMPE-

TENCES and yes you know for people in my situation and yes I don’t need it but this is what I thought and yes if I 

have not done it, and yes she will help me on Tuesday and yes just thinking about how CAREFUL this help will be 

and yes compared to what I normally do myself and yes WHEN I REALLY THINK CONCENTRATED and yes EDIT my 

CV and competences MANY TIMES and yes important it is to do your best work. 

• And yes she asked me if I had done my CV and yes I gave her my short CV of 1 page from January 2009 and yes 

she looked at it less than one minute and yes NO QUESTIONS to my past and yes career and yes ALMOST NO 

QUESTIONS AT ALL and yes so it is and yes I said to her that there is also a detailed CV of 3 pages and yes she said 

that many employers don’t want to look at all of the details and yes I said that when I have used my short CV, 

which explicitly mention that it is a SHORT CV and yes I have received NO REQUESTS FROM COMPANIES WANT-

ING TO SEE THE DETAILED CV and yes so it is here .... 

• And yes she gave me a list of 14 temp agencies and yes ENCOURAGED me to contact these and yes she said that 

IT IS MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TO GET A JOB TODAY compared to the situation 12 months ago and yes we know 

and yes when I said to her that she could see on my CV that I have had “good jobs” and yes that I was really not 
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very motivated because of this to contact temp agencies and yes we know her reply was that one of them also 

mediate jobs for managers and yes so it is here .... 

• And yes she encouraged me to find jobs on www.jobnet.dk and yes to use “one of the other job portals” on the 

internet and yes to decide which one(s) myself and yes SHE GAVE ME NO ADVISE ON THIS AND YES just thinking 

of other people without my experience and knowhow. 

• And yes I said to her that I have experience with Income Protection insurance and yes “similar” services from a 

private job consultancy and yes AS/3 and yes she knew them and yes I mentioned that they give out tools and yes 

very nice folders including ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION you need when you are unemployed – and yes also 

thinking about their book and yes we know about how you handle unemployment and yes mentally and yes also 

thinking of Bo at Dahlberg and yes his resistance against AS/3 and yes because of what “his wife has told him” and 

yes of her experiences and yes we know BO an example of “an objective evaluation” from your side? - and yes in 

my opinion AS/3 is a very professional company and yes what I have seen from them and yes so it is – and yes 

AS/3 also give other services through the internet, telephone and email and yes also thinking about TEACHING 

THE UNEMPLOYED IN CLASSES and yes so it is and yes Hørsholm Commune don’t use private consultants and yes 

at least not during the first 6 weeks of unemployment and yes because “it is too expensive” and yes later I got the 

impression that private consultants are only used in “few” situations and yes my friends A POLITICAL decision and 

yes at the same time the politicians in this Commune believe that it is important to help the unemployed as 

quickly as possible and yes we know THINKING OF QUANTITY and yes RULES and yes INSTEAD OF QUALITY and 

yes of course only the first impression and yes we know I DID NOT RECEIVE ANY MATERIAL AT ALL and yes THIS IS 

NOT WHAT I EXPECTED and yes PROFESSONAL COUNSELLING AND YES NONE MY FRIENDS and yes this is really 

what this Commune is about my friends and yes who is making the SERVICES and yes THE CONCEPTS to HELP UN-

EMPLOYED PERSONS HERE and yes just asking my friends ....? 

• And yes Janne told me nicely that she was former employed by a bank and yes she has been working for 10 years 

as a job consultant in this Commune and yes if I had her job I would have made sure that there was a much better 

reception of people and yes concepts and yes counselling and yes teaching and yes materials and yes more later 

.... And yes just thinking about how the Commune helps Janne to be TOP MOTIVATED and yes TO HELP THE UN-

EMPLOYED PEOPLE and yes to be sure that she HAS THE BEST KNOWLEDGE and yes EDUCATION/COURSES and 

yes MATERIAL and yes just thinking of that and yes I was thinking to ask her but I thought it was too personal to 

do at least here at the first conversation. 

• And yes Janne told me that this Commune thinks it is important to help people as QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes I 

agree on that and yes she said that some Communes have similar “courses” and yes she also said that many other 

Communes don’t have such “services” in the beginning of an unemployment period and yes my friends just think-

ing of A COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME and yes for 98 Communes doing their own individual solutions and yes HOW 

EFFECIENT ARE ALL OF THESE SOLUTIONS and yes we know we are really only thinking right now ... 

• And yes if you are a member of an unemployment fund here and yes there are OTHER rules and yes THIS IS A 

FANTASTIC SOCIETY and yes different rules and different systems for people and yes the needs are the same and 

yes BUREACRACY and yes TIMES 1 MILLION and yes my best phrase too my son and yes AT THE MOMENT that is 

and yes for members of an unemployment fund the STATE has decided that private consultants will help and yes 

when you are not a member and yes then you are left to your own devices and yes with the help that the Com-

mune gives you and yes we know I believe in individual responsibility and yes take care of yourself but I also be-

lieve that people who need help in this situation should be offered TOP QUALITY HELP and yes my friends instead 

of what I saw today and yes so it is ... 

• And yes we spoke VERY BRIEFLY about which trade I should seek job within and yes I said the financial sector 

would be an opportunity but that I can work in many different trades and yes where IT IS THE PERSONAL QUALI-

FICATIONS AND YES COMMUNICATION AND YES GENERAL SKILLS AND YES KNOW HOW which is important and 

yes I gave her NGO’s as an example and yes I was thinking about WINE companies too and yes in fact all branches 

where a special TECHNICAL knowhow is not required and yes we know I actually believe that I can work myself as 

an example in most businesses with SALES, MARKETING, ADMINISTRATION, DEVELOPMENT AND ADVISE of pri-

vate people or businesses and yes EVEN THOUGH MANY MANY COMPANIES SEEK FOR PEOPLE HAVING FURTHER 

EDUCATION and yes SKILLS ON PAPER and yes INSTEAD OF LOOKING AT THE PERSON THEY HAVE IN FRONT OF 

THEM and yes my friends THIS IS TRULY THE SITUATION and yes MANY MANY COMPANIES FOCUS ON PROFE-
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SIONAL EXPERIENCES and yes DEMAND DOCUMENTATION OF THIS AND THAT and yes hereby excluding MANY 

POTENTIALLY VERY SKILLED EMPLOYEES and yes look for yourself at job adverts and yes MANY EMPLOYERS PUT 

FAR TOO MANY CRITERIAS in these and yes WE WANT THIS AND THAT and yes we know FOCUS MORE ON PEOPLE 

and yes PERSONAL SKILLS and yes FIND OUT EXACTLY THE SKILLS OF EMPLOYEES and yes I have written about this 

before and yes I got the impression from God and yes THAT THIS IS THE REASON WHY I DON’T HAVE FURTHER 

EDUCATION MYSELF and yes look at my work compared to the work of people with better education than me – 

lawyers, business masters, MBA’s etc. and yes decide for yourself .... And yes I RECEIVED ABSOLUTELY NO FEED-

BACK OR ADVICE FROM THE NICE LADY JANNE AND YES ON THIS and yes so it is. 

• And yes Stig Janne told you and yes that in Denmark there was recently a rule for ALL UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE TO 

SEEK BETWEEN 2-4 JOBS PER WEEK and yes she told me that people did not do their best and yes they were not 

motivated doing this and yes seeking jobs which did not match their qualifications and yes companies were 

“drowning” in applications and yes maybe 700 applications for a “simple job” and yes therefore this rule has been 

removed and yes the system is obviously to include DEMANDS on people and yes instead of REALLY HELPING 

PEOPLE THE BEST WAY POSSIBLE and yes we know at least when it is the Commune having the responsibility. 

• And yes DISAPPOINTED we were to find that the text of the brochure did not match my expectations and yes NO 

ANALYSIS FROM JANNE ON MY NEED AND YES OPTIONS and yes NO COUNSELLING and yes so it is and yes think-

ing of how she helps people INDIVIDUALLY later on in the process and yes just thinking and yes NO CONCEPTS ap-

parently here and yes they TRULY DON’T OFFER WHAT I BELIEVE THEY SHOULD OFFER.... 

 

Additional thoughts of what the Commune should do 

And yes these are some additional thoughts about what this Commune and YES JUST AS AN EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD 

should do 

 

• First of all the Commune should DEVELOP A TOP PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PACKAGE and yes we know together 

with ALL OTHER COMMUNES IN DENMARK and yes we know – just an example of course – and yes we know there 

are 98 Communes in Denmark and yes we know in this Commune the services could obviously be much better 

and yes WHY HAVE YOU NOT DEVELOP ONE PROFESSIONAL CONCEPT and yes ROLLED IT OUT IN ALL COMMUNES 

and yes we know Stig this is what I truly feel. 

• MAKE SURE YOU HAVE TOP MOTIVATED AND SKILLED EMPLOYEES and yes so it is my friend. 

• Make sure that advises and yes courses are given to people depending on their needs and yes I like the way that 

AS/3 is working on this and yes they have five different outplacement programmes for different groups of em-

ployees. 

• And yes STIG COMPETENCES ARE TRULY SO IMPORTANT THAT YOU NEED TO BE VERY CAREFUL WHEN YOU OFFER 

HELP IN ORDER TO OBJECTIVELY AND YES HONESTLY FIND the competences and yes of people and yes of course 

both professional and yes personal competences and yes just thinking WHAT CONCEPT and yes JANNE is using as 

an example and yes her qualifications to help people doing this EXTREMELY IMPORTANT JOB and yes so it is my 

friends and yes again AS/3 and yes just thinking that it was not a co-incidence that God let me meet you some 

years ago my friends and yes you are one company knowing a great deal about how to do this work and yes I trust 

in your concepts. 

• And yes helping people of course WITH a professional TIME and ACTION PLAN and yes I SAW ABSOLUTELY NOTH-

ING OF THIS TODAY and yes AGREEING ON THIS PLAN and yes of course with individual considerations and yes we 

know after you have done a very CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF THE NEED AND OPTIONS OF THE PERSON and yes YOU 

NEED TO HAVE A PROFESSIONAL CONCEPT and yes not “thousands of individual solutions” and yes so it is and yes 

we know A BINDING AGREEMENT and yes for both parties to follow of course. 

• And yes I don’t need to write all details which should be included WHEN YOU WORK PROFESSIONALY – there are 

very competent companies offering these services BUT APPARENTLY THERE ARE COMMUNES IN DENMARK and 

yes ALL OVER THE WORLD WHICH DON’T UNDERSTAND HOW EASY IT SHOULD BE TO REALLY HELP PEOPLE and 

yes of course to FOCUS ON THE BEST QUALITY and yes IMMEDIATE HELP and yes my friends, it should really not 

be that difficult .... 
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• And yes just thinking of a new system in the future where you will develop ONE TOOL FOR ALL JOB SEEKERS and 

yes ALL EMPLOYERS to use and yes of course to be built on people’s TRUE COMPETENCES and yes of course also 

experience and education etc. and yes TO BE SO CAREFUL THAT IT SHOULD BE REALLY, REALLY EASY TO DO A 

FIRST SCREENING and yes automatically through an advance system and yes we know WITH MUCH BETTER RE-

SULTS THAN ALL SYSTEMS can deliver today and yes my friends ONE SYSTEM FOR THE WORLD and yes just think-

ing out loud and yes we know to build up a CV database so it includes both short and detailed CV’s and yes to 

show ONE CV in different modes depending on the level of details needed and yes of course to encourage em-

ployers to carefully look at the details and yes so it is and yes also standards for job adverts and yes my friends TO 

MAKE IT EASY and yes TO AVOID BUREAUCRACY and yes TO BECOME MUCH MORE EFFECIENT and yes we know 

Stig people can write an individual application to show their individuality and yes we know the employer can also 

write individual texts and yes we know in their adverts, but please make sure that you use the full potential of IT 

and yes to both standardise and yes still keep the individuality of people and employers and yes my friends this 

was also my thought my friend ☺. 

 

How will I use the cash help from the Commune? 

And yes Stig already today and yes the Commune FOLLOWED UP and yes Anders, thank you, and yes the “easy ac-

count” has now been registered and yes Anders could see it in his system and yes he has now approved the payments 

to me and yes “within a few days” I should receive the first amount and yes I don’t know how much it will be net and 

yes I don’t know how much I have “officially” earned this year and yes how much or little tax I need to pay so the 

amount will probably be between 3,000-5,000 DKK and yes between 43,000-71,000 Shillings and yes just thinking how 

I can use this money and yes we know IF NORMAL LIFE IS NOT COMING now and yes we know Stig and yes HOW WILL 

THIS COME and yes I HAVE STILL NOT RECREATED YOUR OLD DOCUMENTS and yes we know and yes JUST THINKING 

THAT SANNA AND YES MAYBE EVEN HANS and yes WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE A PAYMENT FOR ME TO BE HERE and yes 

we know instead of me sending money to the team in Kenya and yes I am thinking of sending maybe 2/3 or maybe 

even more to Kenya, but if my family here wants to receive payments and yes maybe I will not be able to send money 

or only little money to Kenya and yes of course Stig, this is the “next exercise” and yes we will have to wait and see 

and yes so it is and yes maybe the money will be available Friday this week and yes I will check later and yes still think-

ing that this money is too little to cover the needs of my friends in Kenya and yes we know the Micro Finance deadline 

and yes school fees and yes the house and yes office rent and yes maybe enough for them to buy food and yes maybe 

it is Stig ☺. 

 

The Commune cannot give me a place to live 

And yes Stig a meeting with the Commune at 13.00 and yes I was on time and yes Søren was on time and yes very nice 

this is and yes VERY MANY QUESTIONS he asked about my economy and yes here and in Kenya and yes about my fi-

nancial status with my bank and yes income and yes lack of income and yes it was good that he asked a lot of ques-

tions BUT I TRULY DON’T LIKE TO BE PUT IN THIS SITUATION TO ASK TO BE PUT ON AN “ACUTE” LIST which I said to 

Søren and yes so it is and yes I showed him the letter from my sister and yes he read it and yes understood it but yes 

we know he did not take a copy of it and yes so it is and yes his conclusion was that there are already many people in 

this Commune on the “acute” list and yes “it can take half or whole years to get a 1 or 2 room apartment” as he said 

and yes so it is and yes if people ARE TRULY WITHOUT A PLACE TO STAY and yes then the Commune can send you to a 

hospice and yes where homeless people are staying and yes not a very nice thought .... 

 

And yes the meeting took maybe 10-15 minutes and yes Gerald maybe it would have taken days with your “games” in 

Kenya? 

 

God does not like that I smoke 

And yes Stig this was the second time and yes I did it today and yes also some days ago and yes I was searching of 

“number of Communes” on Google and yes instead God changed the search to “CVS” and yes so it is and yes the first 

result was a “Pharmacy Drug Store” and yes just thinking that he is not very happy that I am smoking and yes we know 

the Devil is still here and yes even more unpleasant than he was maybe 98% of the time in Kenya and yes we know 

“some minutes” at a time he is speaking very rough and yes almost believing in him when he or the Council and yes 

my friends talk about “the situation” and yes what will happen (and more or less the rest of the time he is still there 

and yes CONSTANTLY unpleasant but at a lower level) and yes LEARNED WE HAVE NOW THAT IT IS ME the Devil and 
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yes using members of the Council too and yes not very nice but YES WE KNOW, IT WILL GO OVER and yes with this at-

titude it is today ... 

 

Tobias is not helping much at the house 

And yes Tobias is truly a very nice “boy” and yes of course a man today and yes smiling and yes laughing and yes we 

like that and yes just thinking why I have now several times seen Tobias and yes not cleaning up after him and yes not 

seen him cleaning up at all here and yes THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE CHILDREN and yes YOUNG PEOPLE should do when 

they live at home with their parents and yes to have assignments and yes responsibilities and yes he can do exactly as 

he wants here and yes personal freedom is very good but just thinking that when you have total freedom and yes no 

obligations and yes when your parents are here and there and yes helping you with all and yes of course Hans is taking 

care of all details when it comes to the new apartment and yes that Tobias will sign the agreement on and yes on Fri-

day I believe and yes WHEN YOU HAVE OTHER PEOPLE DOING EVERYTHING FOR YOU and yes WHEN THE PARENTS 

GIVE YOU ALMOST EVERYTHING YOU CAN WANT and yes no obligations and yes no wonder that this boy has been 

spoiled and yes so it is my friends and yes still thinking that he has had a “hard” life and yes so it is and yes BECAUSE 

OF US TOO and yes the world will probably know about this later .... 

 

So please make sure NOT to spoil your children but give them a GOOD life and yes raise them to become CONSIDER-

ATE people and yes so it is and yes without taking their individuality away from them and making them to someone 

they are not and yes just thinking of that too... 

 

And yes later I asked Hans if Tobias has no housework to do here and yes it would have been better if I asked Tobias 

directly and yes he was not here and yes so it is and yes Tobias is vacuuming and yes washing the floor and yes some-

times the bathroom and yes my friends TO MAKE MONEY and yes my friends so it is and yes it just gives me the im-

pression and yes when he does not make money and yes then it is difficult to remember to clean up after you Tobias 

....? 

 

Elijah is lifting me up ... 

And yes Stig totally amazed we were today to see a very positive email and yes from Elijah and yes feeling that I need 

to be lifted up and yes he is showing sympathy and yes understanding how difficult life is here and yes I am amazed 

because of his own situation and yes that he has the energy to motivate me and yes so it is and yes thank you my 

friend and yes just thinking that his situation is more difficult than mine right now and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes maybe I should include my email to the team from yesterday first: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Today I can say that I am still thinking of all of you and that I truly would like to help you here and now if I could and I 

know that it must be increasingly difficult for you. Please see the attached scripts and you will see the messages to the 

world that God has planned for me to give and I do hope that you will understand.  

 

God said to me today that help will come to you before the end of the week and I can only tell the truth. I do hope and 

also believe that it is God this time and not the Devil speaking. I can see no other solution. I will receive just a little bit 

of help from the Commune in "some days" from now and I could maybe send you some of this money to you, but my 

family has decided that it is more important for me to move from my sister’s house - NO TRUE HOSPITALITY HERE - and 

God is hereby saying that THIS IS WHAT THE RICH WORLD IS DOING, which he will not tolerate any more and YES THE 

ONLY SOLUTION IS NORMAL LIFE and yes I cross my fingers and hope for the best. 

 

And by the way, Barack Obama will come to Copenhagen Friday this week and it was only announced 1-2 days ago - 

officially because there is a meeting here where four cities around the globe is competing to get the Olympic Games in 

2016 (!) and just maybe there is a connection but I will come back on this ... 

 

And yes THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE and please continue doing the best you can and help each other with oppor-

tunities and solutions. 
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You will hear from me regularly throughout the week. 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

And yes Stig, happy we are INDEED that Sanna has allowed me to stay here and yes giving me food and yes but this is 

not 100% hospitality, which is where you will share with your family and friends what you have WHEN THEY ARE IN 

NEED, supporting them and yes without threatening to throw them out and yes without thinking of money if you are 

yourself in a good financial situation. 

 

And yes here is the email from Elijah: 

 

Dear Stig, 

  

Thank you very much for keeping us updated.I im happy for your short text messages you have been sending to me.We 

are all fine, keping our Faith strong as ever.We do understand now the other side of the world, a good example to 

learn from your Family, but all i have to say to you is that:- One day your family will understand the whole  truth! 

  

Tommorrow marks a turning point to our lives, i have my deadline with the microf inance, No idea of what will happen! 

,you have the deadline to move from your sisters house,  what a coincidence?how sad it is for them to give you a very 

short notice! We are stand with you and ask you to  remember our BASIC RULE:- NEVER EVER , EVER GIVE UP MY 

FRIEND:-Despite all what you are going through BE STRONG! 

  

We will welcome the help that you will sent to us.My family is fine.We had a visitor yesterday in our house and guess 

who?Mary! She paid a courtesy call in our house and we had dinner together and talked in length on how we can lift 

each other.I have her regards to you.She is fine and doing okay. 

  

Stig , The family has finaly made their decision,appreciate and take it positively ,this is all about Gods Plan! Please keep 

us posted on the latest updates.My regards to  you and your family and tell Tobias that we are all fine and struggling 

and that we  do appreciate his concern for us here in kenya. 

  

Regards, 

  

Elijah. 

 

And yes happy I am to see that Mary and yes Elijah and yes the family is keeping relations and yes just thinking that 

Mary can probably also help with some food if needed and yes to the family and yes maybe even to the team and yes 

so it is and yes just noticing that Elijah believes that it is tomorrow that I need to move from my sister’s house – I don’t 

believe I have said the 1st October to him, but the 1st November and yes such is life still ... ☺ And yes feeling very posi-

tive feelings from VM and yes we know Stig you know her from the Council and yes elephants and yes so it is my 

friend. 

 

The family is very interested in the results from the Commune 

And yes so it is yes Sanna asked me on how it went at the Jobcentre and yes this was her first focus and yes a little bit 

later when Hans came home and yes he asked me directly and yes if the Commune could give me a place to stay and 

yes maybe the story about what “the heart is filled with ...” and yes so it is ☺. 

 

And yes we know Stig, Sanna is often showing her care and yes IN WHAT SHE DOES and yes making nice dinners and 

yes practical things as earlier mentioned and yes just wanted to say that and yes we know all of us and yes at dinner 

this evening and yes Hans was VERY interested in talking about the opportunities and yes to get a place to stay and 

yes my friends and yes through the Commune and yes HOW MANY TIMES DO I HAVE TO SAY THE SAME until people 

will believe in me and yes I said it earlier once to him and yes I believe I said the same three times during dinner and 

yes we know THAT IN PRACTISE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE and yes to get an apartment through the Commune and yes it will 

take “half or whole years” and yes HANS IS NOT EASY TO CONVINCE and yes this man can do everything better himself 
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and yes this is the impression he NOW GIVES WHEN I SEE A SIDE OF HIM I HAVE NEVER seen before and yes he be-

lieves that it would be “nice” for me to stay in this Commune and yes we know what was the name and yes the posi-

tion of the person and yes I spoke to today at the Commune and yes I can only guess if he wants to contact him him-

self and yes I did not bother asking him and yes Hans we know that one with the heart ... 

 

And yes I told them that it will take up to three days to get a password through AAB and yes we know Sanna this time 

and yes we know thought that it would be a good idea for me to call AAB instead and yes obviously three days is too 

long time here and yes I said that it is truly impossible to get an apartment through the Commune and yes that I would 

wait on the results and yes from AAB and yes if this does not give a result and yes then I would seek other places to 

stay and yes even a room of maybe 10-12 square metres and yes through adds in the papers and yes my friends so it is 

here and yes does it give a feeling of being welcome here and yes my answer is very simply NO – and yes despite of 

the nice food, Sanna .... 

 

AND YES my friend mentioning to Sanna and yes Hans that I will receive cash help from the Commune and yes maybe 

between 3,000-5,000 DKK net and yes maybe on Friday and yes I was “this close” to ask them if they would like to re-

ceive a payment for my stay otherwise I would send this money to Kenya and yes STIG THIS IS TRULY AND YES FOR ME 

A VERY DIFFICULT QUESTION TO ASK and yes this is how I am too and yes BECAUSE I AM IN A SITUATION AND YES 

WHICH IS VERY UNCOMFORTABLE and yes so it is and yes when I know the amount exact and yes I will follow up and 

yes this is what I will do ☺. 

 

Trying to help a little bit in the house ... 

And yes I try to help a little bit and yes we know in the house and yes cleaning up the rest after the family has had 

breakfast and yes emptying the dishwasher and yes when I remember it walk with the dog and yes clean up daily after 

dinner and yes today Hans was “nice” saying that he was happy to receive my help on this and yes this is his assign-

ment here and yes Sanna’s assignment is to make dinner and yes so it is and yes just thinking of how it was in Kenya 

and yes Tina and yes Faith did all for me and yes they never complained and yes I wished to be able to help more in 

Kenya but so it is and yes here of course I wash my own clothes and yes iron it and yes no one is polishing my shoes 

and yes after dinner here and yes I can almost feel the expectation from Sanna and yes for me to remember to say 

THANK YOU and yes I never had the same feeling with Tina in Kenya and yes CAN YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE and yes 

we know between hospitality in Kenya and in Denmark and yes just maybe the world can learn from this ☺. 

 

Karen has been hurting much in her life .... 

And yes God is giving me a vision of Karen I don’t want to share with others and yes hurting me it is and yes after-

wards with the feeling and yes mm THAT I HAVE BEEN HURTING ALL OF MY LIFE and yes my friends because of the 

same desire and yes as you my friend and yes because of the people I have met in different situations and yes so much 

and yes THAT I HAVE BEEN CRYING and yes difficult to control such a desire and yes so it is my friends and yes difficult 

to write this for ME as STIG and yes trying to understand her from this side and yes when hurting myself and yes also 

because of her and yes we know and yes STIG THIS IS IT my friends and yes once again the train is leaving and yes very 

nice God and yes I feel the Council and yes we know JUST GIVE ME A DATE MY FRIENDS and yes waiting we have for a 

long time and yes so it is .... 
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Thursday 1st October 2009 

Better sleep and a few dreams, God gives me abstinences from quitting smoking ...(!), I am not telling the truth accord-

ing to my sister, God told me who the “stool pigeon” in Kenya is, the suffering people in Kenya and “emotional endur-

ance”, I don’t run anymore, emails to and from Elijah/(the team), Ole is giving me a heartburn, high school teachers 

are not focusing on PERSONAL development, keying in my CV at www.jobnet.dk, Sanna is ”eager” to help me ... and I 

can stay for free with Sanna and Hans ☺. 

 

Better sleep and a few dreams 

And yes Stig the sleep is a little bit better and yes so it is and yes some dreams and yes only the key messages here: 

 

I see two pictures on Facebook. One is of Kirsten and one is of my father. There is a date put underneath the picture of 

my father, it is the date of his death. I tell that to Sanna and she tells me that Kirsten has left a message on her voice 

mail. I speak to the overseer and he tells me something about “subjektement” (a Danish non-existing word ...?). My 

mother offers to speak to the social workers and I say that she should not do this because she has nothing to do with 

it. I see pictures of the model Katja (the former girlfriend of the Danish crown prince) “half dressed”. She is now dead 

and no one knew that this was the woman that the prince wanted – a woman he was not allowed to get (this was in-

cluded in the dream and yes the same as I have said to you MANY times before and yes we know so it is Frederik....?). 

 

A fat robber enters a shop where I am together with Lars. We become very scared when we see the robber and we 

hide in a room at the back hoping that the robber will not see us. After some time we see that someone is overpower-

ing him, which is not difficult. The robber says that is it the shops themselves which have asked him to rob 50% of the 

inventory. 

 

I remember only a little bit of a dream where Fuggi and I are on the way out to have something to eat together. 

 

And yes Stig when I woke you up and yes with the lyrics of “should have known better” and yes “without you” and yes 

of course my FRIEND AND YES THE LOVELY OMD SONG AND YES OF ME MY FRIENDS AND YES CAROLINE HERE AND 

YES WE J.O.A. or just JOA and yes to keep it simple and yes the name of and yes MY song is the same and yes JOAN OF 

ARC and yes still remembering hearing this song and yes in the beginning of the eighties and yes at Gilleleje Station 

and yes ONLY THE BEST SONGS and yes CAN I REMEMBER maybe 30 years back in time where I listened to them and 

yes so it is my friends and yes details of my past and yes names and yes faces and yes A TOTAL REGISTER and yes OF 

THINGS I HAVE FORGOTTEN and yes so it is my friends and yes MUCH COULD BE WRITTEN ABOUT THIS and yes Fuggi 

knows as probably the only one and yes so it is my friends and yes as I asked Fuggi half a year ago and yes “who was 

the man living close to you in Espergærde” and yes probably also in the beginning of the eighties and yes did not re-

member him nor his name but I remembered his Technics stereo equipment and yes the albums by Mike Oldfield, 

which he played and yes so it is and yes while I am at it and yes BECAUSE I HAVE DECIDED TO DO THIS TO YOU and yes 

so it is and yes yesterday evening first God gave me a thought and yes I decided that I WANTED TO REMEMBER THIS 

THOUGHT until I could write it down a few minutes later and yes we know GOD DEMONSTRATED that even though I 

WANTED TO REMEMBER IT, instantly he took away the memory of this thought and yes DONE THAT SOME TIMES BE-

FORE and yes only to demonstrate his power and yes so it is here my friends .... 

 

God gives me abstinences from quitting smoking ... 

And yes HIS WILL POWER is strong and yes my dear friend and yes we know also today and yes every single day de-

mands my strongest will power and yes to write this and yes to do something “meaning full” and yes when the Devil is 

tough on me and yes speaking not very nice and yes taking away my power and yes so it is and yes yesterday evening I 

noticed and yes THE TYPICAL abstinences I get and yes when I stop smoking – and yes EVEN THOUGH I STILL SMOKE (!) 

- and yes we KNOW VERY DIFFICULT TO EVEN SPEAK and yes this is the truth my friends and yes we know not very 

pleasant to say the least and yes actually it has been like this and yes since I arrived here the 17th September and yes 

we know God has taken away MY BEST “WEAPON” and yes SPEAKING and yes COMMUNICATION and yes from me 

and yes I can actually only speak with difficulties and yes the words are “falling over each other” and yes NO DESIRE 

TO SPEAK AT ALL and yes this is what I do to you my friend and yes maybe difficult to understand if you have not tried 

it but this is how it is ... and yes soon ☺ and yes as it means every single time I have written this .... ☺. 
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I am not telling the truth according to my sister 

And yes yesterday evening God also said to me that my sister has told my family that I am not to be trusted and yes of 

course when my father has not died yet and yes I told my mother when I came home that I was fearing this would 

happen and yes “one of the days” and yes because Karen and yes me are not keeping contact and yes ONE OF THE 

CHECK QUESTIONS and yes some time ago from my sister and yes “Do you speak to Karen” and yes so it is here and 

yes then it is very easy for her and yes the family to conclude that I AM SICK and yes so it is my friends and yes more 

difficult to understand that both God and yes me too and yes The Devil is speaking to me and yes even though I have 

explained this to them and yes the feeling is “hundreds of times” but maybe less than that .... 

 

God told me who the “stool pigeon” in Kenya is 

And yes Stig this is what I did and yes again yesterday evening and yes WHO IS IT and yes I have decided not to tell 

here and yes because I want to be sure that it is God and yes not the Devil speaking to me and yes you never know 

and yes especially in this house when the Devil is very strong and yes therefore and yes also because I want the “stool 

pigeon” and yes TO TELL HIMSELF and yes WHO HE IS AND YES WHY HE DID IT and yes all I can say is that it is not one 

from the team and yes that IT IS ONE FROM NAIROBI and yes so it is my friends and yes if this is indeed a message 

from God and yes to be trusted and yes we know my friends ☺. 

 

The suffering people in Kenya and “emotional endurance” 

And yes STIG SO WE ALL ARE and yes THINKING OF THE VERY NICE and yes VERY DESPERATE MAN OF THE STREETS OF 

NAIROBI and yes the man I met many times and yes the man I originally had an agreement to “interview” and yes we 

know the man that I told and yes “God knows who you are” and yes still waiting on me he is and yes still believing in 

me is the impression I receive here and yes of course Stig ALL OF THE SUFFERING PEOPLE and yes IN KENYA I HAVE 

MADE PROMISES to and yes so it is and yes WITH THE WILL OF GOD HE HAS PLAYED THIS GAME AND YES STIG 

AGAINST MY WILL is what he is saying and yes we know I WOULD NEVER HAVE DONE THIS MYSELF but this is only to 

tell the truth of the world and yes you KNOW THEIR EGO CENTRIC NEEDS and yes I feel that he is almost MAD and yes 

when he thinks of how people here and yes misunderstand each other and yes I was also thinking and yes Stig yester-

day evening and yes that I do believe that there is a connection between people behaving the worst and yes criticising 

other people and yes not being able to control their temper and yes that these people are also the people who has 

the least “emotional endurance” and yes meaning that if you TRY FROM A POSITIVE HEART and yes to help them and 

yes on their weaknesses and yes that THESE PEOPLE WILL REACT THE MOST NEGATIVE and yes just thinking of SO 

MANY SITUATIONS and yes from “REAL LIFE” and yes from television and yes seeing how little “disturbance” and yes 

which it takes to almost “destroy” the life and yes at least the comfort of these people and yes I COULD WISH THAT 

FIRST OF ALL THAT PEOPLE WILL TRY TO UNDERSTAND AND YES THE MEANING AND YES THE INTENTION OF WHAT 

OTHER PEOPLE SAY AND YES NOT TO BE “EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED” and yes TO HAVE A MUCH BETTER ENDURANCE 

and yes it should actually be really simple and yes we know IF YOU ARE NOT SPOILED and yes so it is my friends and 

yes MANY MORE WORDS I COULD SAY ON THIS and yes we know in continuation of what I have already written earlier 

on the subject and yes MAKES ME SAD too and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

I don’t run anymore 

And yes actually I only ran once and yes we know and yes I would like to continue but I have decided not right now 

and yes because of this AND YES I KNOW FROM THE PAST and yes if I have not done exercising for some time and yes 

when I start again and yes GOD MAKES MY HEART BEAT SO STRONG AND YES HEAVY if you like and yes THAT IT IS 

UNCOMFORTABLE and yes for 2-3 weeks and yes WHICH MAKES IT ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO SLEEP and yes it has al-

ways been like this and yes still like this it is and yes we know we would like to continue but right now I have decided 

to wait until my life improves .... 

 

Emails to and from Elijah/(the team) 

And yes Stig you have decided and yes to include and yes we know at least some of the emails and yes BECAUSE YOU 

WANT TO SHOW THE WORLD and yes the nice emails from Elijah and yes what is happening with the family and yes 

the team and yes WITH THIS REASON and yes the feeling is that I would actually like to exclude my own email and yes 

so it is and yes I have decided to include at least some of my emails and yes because it will give a better understanding 

and yes THIS IS THE ONLY REASON and yes here is my email to the team from yesterday evening: 
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Dear all, 

 

Attached is the update of the events here today. 

 

Thank you so much Elijah for your latest very nice email, which I was very glad to receive. And thank you so much for 

your continued support and faith - together we stand united and yes this is the feeling I get and I would just hope that 

my family was as understanding as you are. 

 

And thank you so much Elijah for your positive words and encouragements and yes God has been playing the Devil 

here very strongly because I am living together with "supporters of the Devil" in this house because they don't believe 

in God and yes don't believe in me. But the last days have been better. 

 

Elijah, thank you for the regards from Mary - please give my warmest regards to her and all of her family/children. I 

hope they are doing well all of them. 

 

At the moment I will try to update you every evening so you will have a new script to read every day/morning. 

 

Elijah, if you want to send Tina's email address to me, you are welcome. I remember Tina would like to receive my 

emails too. 

 

Take care my friends and LET THE SUN BE WITH YOU and yes to use the words of God. 

 

Kind regards TO ALL from 

Stig 

 

And yes we know YOU HAVE REALLY NOT BEEN VERY CAREFUL and yes with your emails and yes to Elijah and yes the 

team and yes at the end of your days here and yes when you are really “flat” and yes so it is and yes people should ac-

tually and yes we know be very careful and yes also when writing private emails and yes this is my belief too and yes 

here is the email and yes from Elijah this morning and yes nice to hear Elijah and yes that GOD IS ALSO NOW PLAYING 

SONGS FOR YOU and yes we know gives you an even better understanding maybe of the songs I receive too, my 

friend, and yes as you can see many examples of here in my scripts. And yes thinking of the Micro Finance company 

and yes HOW LONG IT WILL TAKE and yes IN PRACTISE before they will come to the house of the family, the office and 

yes the “grand old man” and yes we know Stig he is also a symbol of ME and yes Meshack’s father and yes so it is my 

friend ☺ - and yes the feeling of three hearts instead and yes as you can find from earlier in the scripts. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

When i woke up this morning, i had this song in my mind, "Everyday is full of trouble and worries, "but don't worry Be 

happy!  went on the song,  again and again,don't worry be happy!.oohh, ohhh oohh Don't worry Be Happy! This are 

the songs i need in my head more than anything else my friend. 

 

Thanks for your update Stig! It was good to hear from you, we are fine,strong again, looking forward for another great 

day.Today is 1st October,No idea of what will happen! Only God Knows! 

 

I will forward to you Tina's email as soon as she is connected.Appreciate the help your family has offered you so far,in 

simple, teach them to appreciate and that you do appreciate  their little efforts.I will say hi to Mary when i meet her 

again.Have  a blessed day and hope you were able to move to your new apartment as planned. 

 

Last night was my daughters birthday( NICOLE)! NO CELEBRATIONS! It was very quite but i promised her that normal 

life is coming soon  and that we will not forget to celebrate her birthday.The children are fine and working hard in 

school.My sister Faith has now joined us to stay with us not knowing what we are going through as a family!  Could we 

throw her out ?It was  very hard for me to say NO to her request! She wants to pursue her carrier but only God 

Knows!  
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My very good regards to your Family! 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes thank you for your nice words again, Elijah, and yes YOU SHOULD ALWAYS APPRECIATE WHEN OTHER PEOPLE 

HELP YOU and yes I DO HOPE THAT THIS IS THE FEELING THAT SANNA AND HANS HAS RECEIVED FROM ME and yes 

when I speak to them and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TRIED TO COMMUNICATE and yes that I have not been too nega-

tive in my scripts and yes I DO APPRECIATE WHAT THEY HAVE DONE FOR ME and yes STILL THINKING THAT WHAT I 

HAVE WRITTEN EARLIER IS THE TRUTH AND YES AS OBJECTIVELY as I have seen it and yes we know on basis of the in-

formation I have had and yes with the risks of misunderstandings from my side and yes we know GOD HAS SOME-

TIMES “HELPED” me to draw my conclusions very quickly and yes maybe even the Devil but I do hope that I have suc-

ceeded to “get the balance right”. 

 

Ole is giving me a heartburn 

And yes Stig this afternoon and yes suddenly and yes after speaking to Hans and yes so it is and YES I GAVE YOU A 

HEARTBURN and yes OLE WAS HERE AND YES THIS WAS THE FEELING HE HAS and yes because WHAT I HAVE NOW 

SEEN WHAT YOU AND YES YOUR MOTHER HAVE GONE THROUGH and yes so it is and yes we know and yes a very ap-

parent heartburn and yes I WAS REALLY AND YES VERY CLOSE TO THROW UP and yes my friends and yes PHYSCIALLY 

and yes Stig this was what I said to you yesterday and yes as well and yes that my “two mother’s of my mother” and 

yes are now beginning and yes to receive information about and yes my FRIENDS AND YES ABOUT YOU AND YES YOUR 

MOTHER and yes so it is here .... 

 

High school teachers are not focusing on PERSONAL development 

And yes Stig and yes AS MANY TIMES before and yes maybe Hans remembers and yes Hans how many people do you 

know and yes just asking and yes asking you the same questions as I do and yes about your work and yes education of 

high school teachers and yes sometimes and yes not always but sometimes and yes about your travelling and yes in 

Europe and yes around the world and yes just wondering we are and yes by the way Hans how often have you asked 

me the same questions regarding my work and yes NEVER my friends and yes so it is here and yes so it also was and 

yes again today and yes we know a meeting in Odense for Hans today a yes with a supplier for the courses and yes 

that Hans is responsible for and yes through the union of high school teachers and yes in Denmark and yes we know 

his conclusion was and yes Stig NOT SURPRISINGLY and yes I WANTED TO GIVE YOU THIS MESSAGE and yes therefore 

my friend and yes that most teachers and yes they focus on their professional skills and development and yes we 

know NOT ON THEIR pedagogical skills and yes meaning their skills of teaching and yes that includes communication 

and yes understanding of the needs of the students and yes “more than this” and yes WHY IS THAT HANS and yes this 

was the question and yes Hans told me that a teacher will have talks with his classes and yes receive feedback from 

the class and yes also that the students can go to the rector and yes that the rector can follow up on the teacher and 

yes THIS WAS NOT WHAT I WAS HOPING TO HEAR and yes then he told me that there is a system where a consultant 

and yes listens to the teaching of the teacher and yes gives feedback and yes to the teacher and yes good to receive 

coaching it is and yes he told me that during the education of the teacher and yes he has some kind of a “mentor” and 

yes giving him coaching on his teachings and yes also good that is and yes WHAT ABOUT A TEACHER WHO HAS BEEN 

DOING THE SAME TEACHINGS and yes maybe for 10 or 20 years and yes what about him and yes as I told him that 

YOU REALLY NEED FEEDBACK and YES STANDARDISED FOR ALL SCHOOLS AND YES TEACHERS and yes FROM THE STU-

DENTS OF COURSE and yes Hans told me that he has participated and yes in producing written evaluation templates 

and yes which can be used for this purpose and yes as I understood him and yes THAT EACH SCHOOL CAN USE THIS 

VOLUNTARILY and yes so it is and yes just thinking about how many schools are using this today and yes as Hans also 

said to me and yes until a few years ago and yes this was unthinkable to do and yes at least in this country and yes be-

cause THE UNION DOES NOT WANT “BAGATELLES” and yes from a class to “DESTROY” and yes the teacher and yes my 

friends and yes so it is and yes I could only say to Hans that the purpose of such a standardised system of course 

should not be to “destroy” the teachers but yes to help them develop throughout life and yes so it is and yes how will 

they know their pedagogical skills if they don’t receive periodical feedback directly from the “users” and yes so it is – 

and yes I used Danske Bank and yes their recent experience on this as an example and yes NICE TO KNOW in this bank 

about what “their customers” think? And yes TALK ABOUT NEGATIVE feedback and yes look at this survey yourself and 

yes GIVE OBJECTIVE FEEDBACK my friends – and yes so it is and yes I also said to Hans and yes that this is of course to 

improve the quality of the education and yes my friends and yes Hans you are responsible for this and yes YOU 
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SHOULD REALLY HAVE SEEN THIS OPPORTUNITY AND YES FOR ALL TEACHERS and yes not to “destroy” them but to 

HELP THEM ON THEIR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDS and yes TO REALLY DEVELOP THEM and yes my friends so it is 

here .... AND YES DIFFICULT FOR ME TO UNDERSTAND HANS and yes it should be VERY EASY TO THINK OF AND YES DO 

and yes Hans is VERY skilled indeed and yes we know within his area but apparently not as much on his HUMAN skills 

as you may believe and yes I am sorry Hans, but this is the truth and yes POSITIVE you look but underneath the skin or 

your facade I see another man and yes how many has seen “this man” here and yes just asking and yes wondering.... 

 

And yes Stig of course AND YES AN EXAMPLE OF HOW MUCH PEOPLE PRIORITISE PROFESSIONAL SKILS and yes WHAT 

ABOUT THE PERSONALITY and yes TO DEVELOP YOURSELF and yes AS HUMAN BEINGS my friends and yes Stig we 

know a symbol of what the world is lacking and yes as simple as that LACK OF PERSONAL SKILLS and yes therefore you 

don’t want to develop yourself personally and yes really as simple as that and yes PEOPLE CANNOT SEE IT THEM-

SELVES and yes YOU NEED AN EYE OPENER and yes my friends and yes TO TAKE THIS SERIOUSLY and yes this is what 

this is about. 

 

Keying in my CV at www.jobnet.dk  

And yes Stig so it is and yes for you to follow the advice from people and yes we know as FORSTÆDERNES BANK said 

and yes THEY GIVE PERSONAL ADVISES and yes sounding like they are better than other banks and yes doing the same 

and yes just thinking about how many businesses and yes people doing this and yes we know thinking of you Kim S. 

and yes maybe you remember that we talked about this earlier and yes the opportunity and yes TO COUNSEL people 

through AN ONLINE SYSTEM and yes the internet and yes we know MAYBE YOU CAN GIVE ADVICE to people not hav-

ing “complicated situations” as you said Kim and yes we know Stig and yes the purpose and yes the motive for Kim 

was of course not to take away his income and yes HE IS ADVICING PEOPLE WITH “COMPLICATED” SITUATIONS .... and 

yes maybe IF MONEY WAS NOT INVOLVED KIM and yes YOUR DECEASE my friend and yes just maybe you would think 

that this would be possible and yes just thinking about this opportunity and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes Stig today was the day and yes when you and yes when I received the password and yes to this system and 

yes we know WHICH MANY THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE and yes LOOKING FOR A NEW JOB is using in Denmark and yes 

these are some of my learning experiences and yes comments and yes suggestions as well and yes to build on a sys-

tem like this in the future: 

 

• And yes I like the general idea of this system and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE TO USE AND YES ONE SYSTEM and yes NOT 

MANY DIFFERENT SYSTEMS and yes I don’t know how many CV portals there are in Denmark alone and yes we 

know only a small country but I can see that this “official” database today offers 3,844 jobs and yes just to take a 

handful and yes of the “competitors” and yes www.jobindex.dk is offering 6,726 jobs, www.jobselect.dk is offer-

ing 2,984 jobs, www.ofir.dk 6,198 jobs, www.stepstone.dk 942 jobs and yes you have several more portals and 

yes special portals and yes for special trades and yes HAVING THEIR OWN SYSTEMS and yes when you are a job 

seeker or a company looking for employees, what will you do – will you use A LOT OF time and yes to read and 

yes understand the conditions of all of these portals and yes to pay each portal and yes to key in the same infor-

mation differently in the different “standard forms” that these portals have built and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE 

OF HOW MANY MILLIONS OF HOURS that could be saved and yes IF THERE WAS ONLY “ONE” SYSTEM and yes we 

know a system which would be even better than the best of all of the systems today and yes of course we are 

only thinking and yes so it is my friends. 

• And yes I liked the structure of this system and yes this particular system gives you the opportunity and yes to key 

in relevant information and yes in 11 steps and yes about your experience, education etc. and yes just thinking 

that when you key in information and yes about IT and language skills and yes as examples YOU CANNOT GRADE 

YOUR LEVEL OF SKILLS and yes meaning that all people will have the same skills? And yes just thinking of course. 

• And yes thinking of A SYSTEM WHICH IS BASED ON 100% FACTS and yes WHERE ALL PEOPLE IN THE WORLD and 

yes ALL PEOPLE MY FRIENDS and yes HAVE A CV and yes EVEN WHEN THEY ARE WORKING and yes that the CV IS 

DONE TOGETHER WITH THE PRESENT EMPLOYER and yes describing in detail and yes THE KIND OF WORK YOU DO 

and yes RESPONSBILITIES you have and yes RESULTS COULD ALSO BE A VERY GOOD IDEA TO INCLUDE and yes 

even personal feedback and yes we know for example the 360 degree survey and yes as an example only and yes 

also about how satisfied your customers are with you and yes not only from customers but from THE NETWORK 

you have in your job and yes of course TO MAKE SURE THAT PEOPLE DO THEIR BEST and yes we know SO IT IS MY 
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FRIENDS and yes VERY NICE TO HAVE AND YES VERY “NEED TO HAVE” as well. And yes all information should of 

course be both in headlines and yes in detailed views and yes so it is my friend and yes for the user to choose and 

yes we know SAID THAT BEFORE but so it is here .... 

• And yes very good to have a system like www.jobnet.dk which is based on all of the information included here as 

an example and yes I ESPECIALLY LIKED VERY MUCH that you can key in your specific trade, choose your position 

and yes where EVERY SINGLE JOB AND YES AS YOU CAN IMAGINE include boxes you can check with detailed work-

ing tasks and responsibilities and YES VERY GOOD INDEED MY FRIENDS and yes GOOD IDEA BY THE WAY and yes 

thank you God for this. And yes A LONG TIME IT TAKES TO CREATE A SYSTEM LIKE THIS AND YES WHEN THIS IS 

DONE AND YES IT SAVES MANY TIMES MORE WORK AFTERWARDS and yes which has always been my principle 

my friends. 

• And yes Stig still thinking that all information should be based on facts and yes we know BECAUSE HOW MANY 

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD HAVE A 100% OBJECTIVE CV and yes without MAKING IT MORE POSITIVE THAN 

WHAT IS REALLY THE TRUTH and yes we know thinking of some people here but so it is and yes I have personally 

tried to make my CV as objective as possible and yes we know BUT NO OTHER PEOPLE HAVE REALLY CONFIRMED 

that my CV is “the truth” and yes so it is and yes I have written “general manager” and yes when I worked for GE 

Insurance and yes the truth is and yes BECAUSE OF GOD and yes that I was a “General Agent” and yes in practise 

the same but the working conditions was MUCH POORER because of this and yes therefore my friends and yes 

this is what I want – FACTS and yes NOT PEOPLE MAKING UP THEIR OWN STORIES and yes TO HAVE THE BEST 

AND ONLY ACCURATE TESTS AVAILABLE AND YES TELLING ABOUT “WHAT KIND OF PERSONS” PEOPLE ARE and yes 

VERY NICE TO KNOW WE THINK and yes FIRST OF ALL WHAT I MISS IN THIS SYSTEM and yes of course and yes IS 

THE SAME AS WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN BEFORE and yes THE PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND YES COMPETENCES 

OF PEOPLE and yes in this system and yes Stig OF COURSE ONLY AS AN EXAMPLE AND YES TO SHOW THE WORLD 

and yes THAT THIS SOCIETY IS OBVIOUSLY NOT FOCUSING MUCH ON PEOPLE’S PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes 

IF YOU ARE CREATIVE, ANALYTICAL, AUTODIDACTIC, HAVE GOOD COMMUNCATION SKILLS, ENTREPRENEUR, CAN 

WORK WITH YOUR HANDS, IS MUSICAL GIFTED, ENDURING, HAVE EMPATHY and yes other PERSONAL SKILLS and 

yes this is truly WHAT I WANT – AND YES TO SET UP A SYSTEM AND YES WHAT KIND OF PERSONAL SKILLS ARE 

REQUIRED FOR THIS KIND OF WORK AND YES BASED ON FACTS AND YES OF COURSE to use the idea of AS/3 and 

YES FOR EMPLOYEES TO DO THIS TOGETHER WITH THEIR EMPLOYERS and yes to MAP ALL OF THE COMPETENCES 

AND YES SKILLS OF THE EMPLOYEE AND YES THIS IS REALLY MY KEY MESSAGE HERE – AND YES FOCUS ON PEOPLE 

and yes of course to have ONE SYSTEM IN THE FUTURE and yes TO INCLUDE IT IN MY NEW WORK SYSTEM and yes 

as mentioned before and yes STIG THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO AND YES TO HAVE MUCH BETTER QUALITY IN THE FU-

TURE and yes as simple as that AND YES TO MAKE SURE THAT PEOPLE AND YES WILL USE THE COMPETENCES AND 

YES AS I HAVE GIVEN THEM FROM BIRTH AND YES TO MATCH UP WITH THE RIGHT JOB EASILY AND YES WE KNOW 

TO develop people and yes maybe once a year and yes to update and yes THE CV and yes ALL OF THE INFORMA-

TION IN THE CV and yes we know THIS IS IT ☺. 

• And yes Janne – it looks like that I will not receive much advice from you and yes about how to describe my com-

petences and yes VERY IMPRESSED I AM WITH THE SYSTEM AND YES TO FIND THE PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCES 

and yes we know BUT NOTHING IN THE SYSTEM ON MY PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes JUST MAYBE JANNE 

WILL NOT ASK ME TO INCLUDE THIS because when the system is not asking for this and yes so it is and yes just 

thinking about the PENSION SYSTEM and yes Stig that Kim and yes MANY OTHERS WITH HIM THOUGHT IS NOT 

POSSIBLE TO DO and yes we KNOW OF COURSE IT IS POSSIBLE KIM and yes IT WILL GIVE MUCH BETTER AND 

MORE ACCURATE ADVICE than WHAT ALL PEOPLE CAN GIVE INDIVIDUALLY and yes WHEN YOU COLLECT ALL 

PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION AND YES IN SUCH A SYSTEM AND YES MAKES IT SIMPLE TO USE AND YES STILL IN-

CLUDES ALL YOUR NEEDS AND ANSWERS IN DETAIL and yes this is truly what I believe and yes OF COURSE ONLY 

AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT THE WORLD CAN DO IN GENERAL and yes TO MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE FOR ALL 

PEOPLE and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

• And yes Stig, WHEN YOU TRULY WANT TO PRODUCE A PERSONAL C.V. and yes JUST ASKING WE are and yes 

WHEN YOU HAVE A SYSTEM LIKE THIS and yes we know WHEN MORE OR LESS ALL PEOPLE HERE HAVE BROAD-

BAND CONNECTION and yes WHEN YOU CAN INCLUDE PICTURES AND YES VIDEOS and yes WHY HAVE YOU NOT 

DONE THIS and yes for PEOPLE TO PRESENT THEMSELVES AND YES OF COURSE PERSONALLY and yes just thinking 

we are and yes I like the homepages and yes also of companies making use of this and yes TO PERSONALISE THE 

INFORMATION AND YES SO IT IS. 
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• And yes ONE FINAL COMMENT HERE and yes WHEN YOU HAVE DESIGNERS AND YES ABLE TO MAKE THE BEST 

POSSIBLE “OUTPUT” AND YES DESIGN OF THE CV and yes FOR THOUSANDS of people in this case and yes WHY 

HAVE YOU NOT MADE AN EVEN BETTER DESIGN and yes MORE APPEALING and yes TO USE COLOURS and yes we 

KNOW GRAPHICS and yes just thinking we are of course. 

 

Sanna is ”eager” to help me ... 

And yes Stig today I RECEIVED THE password and yes for the website of AAB and yes using some time and yes to 

search for vacant apartments and yes a nice system but you know NOT PERFECT and yes you cannot change the ap-

pearance of the search results and yes making it more difficult to overview and yes WHAT I WANTED WAS TO SEE 

WHICH DEPARTMENT would give me the quickest access and yes THIS IS ALMOST THE ONLY THING WHICH THE SYS-

TEM DOES NOT SHOW and yes we know THIS IS PROBABLY WHAT PEOPLE WANT TO RECEIVE AS THE MOST IMPOR-

TANT INFORMATION and yes “if there is a will there is also a way ...” and yes it should be quite easy for you to do AN 

APPROXIMATE CALCULATION and yes based on the numbers of vacancies and yes for example the last year and yes 

the number on the waiting list and yes we know IT SHOULD BE QUITE EASY FOR YOU TO DO my friends and yes so it is 

and yes therefore at 14.40 I decided to call AAB and yes we know “VERY GOOD SERVICE” my friends and yes the tele-

phones close at 14.30 and yes WE KNOW YOU CLOSE FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS and yes difficult to understand and yes 

so it is my friends and yes therefore I will have to call again tomorrow and yes explaining this to Sanna and yes when 

she came home and yes Sanna was SO EAGER and yes that she wanted me to put my name on the waiting list already 

this evening and yes before I had called them tomorrow and yes asking WHAT DEPARTMENTS ARE THE EASIEST TO 

GET ACCESS TO and yes EVEN THOUGH THERE ARE MANY WAITING LISTS and yes ONE FOR EACH DEPARTMENT and 

yes also depending on the number of rooms and yes RESISTANCE SHE SHOWED and yes for me to wait until tomorrow 

and yes not very nice and yes the feeling of being monitored and yes the family trying to decide on my behalf and yes 

we know and yes so it is here .... 

 

I can stay for free with Sanna and Hans ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know Stig and yes we know and yes we know and yes I HAVE PUSHED YOU TO ASK AND YES SANNA AND 

HANS and yes the UNPLEASANT question and yes if they want to receive payment for my stay here and yes we know – 

as I have said to you that they want – or otherwise I will send money to the team in Kenya and yes we know Stig and 

yes so it is and yes when I started asking the question and yes for them to “consider if I should pay for my stay here” 

and yes before I could finalise the question and yes including my thoughts about the payment to Kenya and yes BOTH 

SANNA AND HANS and yes to my surprise because of God’s earlier statement and yes SAID THAT I SHOULD NOT PAY 

FOR MY STAY and yes this is what I like when people have a “difficult time” and yes TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE and yes 

THIS IS IN FACT WHAT SANNA AND HANS ARE DOING TO ME AT THE MOMENT and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH BOTH 

OF YOU and yes I REALLY APPRECIATE THIS and yes VERY NICE but you know the other things I don’t fully understand 

and yes as I have written earlier and yes of course I don’t want to be together with you ALWAYS in your living room 

and of course I will give you your privacy when you would like to talk in private, but a little bit strange I thought it was 

and yes that this family apparently cannot stay at the same room and yes as I did with the family in Kenya and yes so it 

is my friends ... 

 

And yes the only thing they said was that I should save some money for the expenses when I am to move from here 

and yes just thinking that it will not happen before the 1st November and yes NO NORMAL LIFE and yes we know my 

thought too and yes so it is my friends and yes Stig NOT HAPPY ABOUT THAT AT ALL TO SAY THE LEAST and yes we 

know my friend and yes so it is and yes just thinking that I will get a new payment from the Commune the 1st Novem-

ber and yes that I can send money and yes to the team in Kenya and yes for Elijah to decide on how to use this money 

and yes I don’t know how Elijah will sort out the situation and yes with the Micro Finance company and yes maybe 

also with school fees and yes the office and yes we know Stig all of us .... ☺. 

 

And yes THINKING ABOUT SEEKING A JOB AND YES WE KNOW TO SHOW THE WORLD ABOUT HOW POOR THE PROC-

ESSES ARE AND YES STIG EVEN FOR “PROFESSIONAL” COMPANIES and yes we know OVER THE NEXT WEEKS OR SO 

and yes NOT VERY MOTIVATED AT LEAST WE ARE TO CONTINUE THIS GAME AND YES WE KNOW STIG TO DO THIS AND 

YES TO KEEP THROWING UP and yes the symbol and yes the feeling of my life and yes we KNOW – ALL OF IT MY 

FRIENDS AND YES THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes A RED ELEPHANT and yes YOU ARE MAKING THE GAME MY FRIEND 

AND YES YOU ARE SUFFERING TOO and yes probably MORE THAN EVERYBODY ELSE and yes we know. 
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Friday 2nd October 2009 

Not good sleep and dreams without notes ..., Obama in Copenhagen, no money from the Commune and no money to 

the team, consultancy work for Dahlberg?, updating my CV at www.jobnet.dk, producing my OWN new CV, deciding to 

use only ONE CV standard, Sanna has made a new leader survey, Tobias is moving the 1st November, signing up on the 

waiting list for 65 AAB departments, politics ..., emails to and from Elijah and “CRAZY ABOUT DANCE” . 

 

Not good sleep and dreams without notes ... 

And yes my friend here we are again and yes mm is here and yes joa is here and yes we know pope here and yes 

monty and yes rommy and yes we know and yes vm is no I cannot see her can you and yes and now I can also feel 

here and yes a short name and yes we know nostra is here and yes WE ARE ALL HERE MY FRIEND AND YES WE KNOW 

WAITING FOR YOU TO COME AND YES VISIT US AND YES LIBERATE US and yes this is also what you are doing and yes 

we know and yes we know and yes we know and yes A LITTLE BIT DIFFICULT TO PLAN WHAT TO DO and yes when you 

expect and yes hope for normal life to come and yes just thinking about this and yes to contact 13 temp agencies and 

yes we know maybe to have meetings with all or at least some of them and yes to key in your CV according to their 

standards on their websites and yes to get an apartment and yes we know VERY NICE AAB and yes to close your 

phones on Fridays and yes just maybe I will have to put my name on many of your waiting lists and yes a complete 

waste of time if you ask me and yes to check if money has arrived and yes today from the Commune and yes to send 

money to the team in Kenya and yes JUST MAYBE TO CALL BO in Dahlberg and yes if he can give me maybe 50 hours 

of work and yes JUST MAYBE I CAN MAKE ENOUGH MONEY AND YES TO HELP OUT THE TEAM and yes we know with 

most or all of their needs and yes just thinking about this opportunity and yes of COURSE THE SAME TODAY AS YES-

TERDAY and yes bad sleep and yes NO POWER TO DO THIS WORK and yes we know a stunning feeling of wanting to do 

NOTHING and yes we know this is the situation and yes of course only right now and yes we know also a small event 

and yes we know from this morning and yes normally I take notes of my dreams and yes on my mobile phone and yes 

which I did on two dreams this night and yes often I have the phone lying next to me at the bed and yes normally 

without problems and yes we know half awake and yes half sleeping this morning I ACCIDENTLY SWEEPED YOUR 

HAND ACROSS THE BED AND YES WITH THE RESULT AND YES THAT THE PHONE AND YES FELL TO THE FLOOR AND YES 

in a way that the phone lost its battery and yes MICROSOFT WORD was still open on the phone and yes my dreams 

were not saved and yes just an example and yes my friend of how GOD IS WORKING AND YES WITH ALL PEOPLE OF 

THE WORLD and yes just thinking about WHO IS MOVING YOUR BODY WHEN YOU SLEEP and yes WHO IS BREATHING 

FOR YOU and yes we know just to take a few examples and yes JUST HAPPENING BY IT SELF OR BECAUSE AND YES MY 

FRIENDS GOD IS DOING THAT FOR YOU and yes we know just thinking we are of course ..... 

 

And yes Stig the first dream and yes as you remember it without your notes: Kim S. has some special “proofs of debt”, 

they are in English, there are several parties involved but it is a proof stating that “someone” owes money to “an-

other”. But it looks complicated and Kim wants to negotiate to sell these proofs and he asks me if he can negotiate 

with me, where I represent others and I say to him that it is alright and we will still be friends if the negotiations don’t 

turn out successfully. I need to know more about the setup of these proofs, because they are really very complicated 

and I will need a few days to study before I can start negotiating. Later I remember that I am walking on the street be-

tween Tivoli and the Central Station and Kim has placed a binder including the information I need directly on the walk-

ing street, which makes me smile. Later in the dream I am on the top of the mountain together with Kim – we are 

separated, I am sitting in front of a television and I see the binder with all of his proofs and his handwritten notes of 

what he expects to receive to sell them, but I decide that I will not read his notes. I hear that some very PROFES-

SIONAL KILLERS will come after us and neither Kim nor I are really concerned to hear that because we believe in our-

selves and our own skills. So we expect to see the most “professional” coming after us, but what I see is first a bus 

passing by and afterwards I see a woman who wants to fight me – and I really don’t understand why we should fear 

her. She has only a very short knife, almost like a big needle in her hand and I think that it will be easy to overpower 

her, but when we get close she stings me with her needle and I find out that there is poison on the needle, which I tell 

Kim. 

 

In another dream I see a bakery with very nice bread, but I also notice that it is full of people waiting and I see my old 

class mate Pernille in there, and I don’t want to meet her so I decide to wait buying bread, and I think about going to 

another smaller bakery, but I come back to the first nice bakery, I don’t have much money and I would like to buy 

many cakes, but I can only afford to buy one very nice cake and it costs 25 DKK. 
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And yes Stig so it is and yes dreams about Pernille and yes we have had before and yes we know CENSURED and yes 

now again and yes then it MUST be because you want me to write it and yes so it is and yes when I have met Pernille 

and yes often in Hørsholm Midtpunkt and yes beginning years ago and yes when I looked at her and yes was about to 

say hello and yes she did not look at me and yes giving me the feeling that she did not want to say hello and yes my 

friends THEREFORE I DON’T SAY HELLO TO YOU TODAY WHEN I SEE YOU IN HØRSHOLM and yes Pernille, so it is and 

yes just wondering why you don’t say hello to me and yes so it is ☺. 

 

Obama in Copenhagen 

And yes we know Stig Obama is in Copenhagen and yes maybe a part of the game and yes I have not really written 

about this before and yes God and yes the Devil has REALLY played a game here and yes we know WHY DID OBAMA 

ANNOUNCE HIS ARRIVAL SO LATE AND YES for this meeting with the Olympic Committee and yes God gave me the 

idea that he would not come if I did not do what he wanted me to do and yes so it is and yes suddenly he gave me the 

idea that Obama and yes would HOLD A SPECIAL SPEECH and yes also on me and yes here in Copenhagen and yes we 

know THE BRAINWASH here and yes has been really tough and yes so it is ..... 

 

And yes the other day and yes I showed you and yes my friends A VISION and yes OF A SMILING BARACK OBAMA and 

yes my friends ON THE SKY and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I did not see his speech and yes this morning – and yes I was having breakfast – and yes I saw him arriving at 

Christiansborg and yes to meet the Danish Queen and yes when he arrived and yes also time to say to me that IT IS 

FIRST NOW THAT HE RECEIVED INFORMATION THAT I AM HERE – THAT I AM HOME and he told me that he did not 

know before now and yes my friends, so it is. And yes THE FEELING OF OBAMA and yes THE WORDS AND YES I DO 

HOPE IT WAS DIRECTLY FROM OBAMA and yes WE KNOW NOT FROM GOD but anyhow this is exactly what happened. 

 

No money from the Commune and no money to the team 

And yes Stig HOPING WE WERE THAT MONEY FROM THE COMMUNE WOULD ARRIVE TODAY and yes HOW MUCH 

MONEY HAS THE TEAM AND YES ELIJAH’S FAMILY and yes probably only little or none and yes so it is and yes I WOULD 

HAVE SENT MAYBE 2/3 of the money and yes DEPENDING ON MY BUDGET and yes to the team today and yes this was 

not possible and yes I CAN ONLY SEND THE MONEY AND YES WHEN I RECEIVE IT and yes so it is and yes my friends IT 

WAS THE WORDS OF GOD WHEN I SAID TO ELIJAH THE OTHER DAY THAT HELP WOULD COME BEFORE THE END OF 

THE WEEK and yes SORRY HE WILL BE AND YES TO HEAR THIS and yes we know Stig, I could have established the bank 

account and yes earlier and yes we know and just maybe I would have received money and yes today and yes on the 

other hand I would not have asked the bank to establish it as an “easy account” and yes as the Commune requires and 

yes MAYBE THIS IS JUST THE PLAN OF GOD AND YES TO LOOK AWAY FROM THE WORDS AND YES JUST LOOKING FOR 

THE ROAD THAT HE OPENS FOR ME and yes so it is my friend and yes DESPITE OF THIS GOD THIS GAME IS REALLY 

STINKING to say the least. 

 

And yes when I found out I decided to send the following SMS to Elijah: 

 

Dear Elijah. I was hoping to receive some money from the Commune today and to send you some money too, but the 

money has not yet arrived. I will check again on Monday, where I hope I can send some to you. I am very sorry and I do 

hope that you will have other opportunities to get food, maybe from Mary? Stig 

 

And yes of course Stig writing this later and yes TRULY SORRY WE ARE ALL AND YES FOR THE FAMILY AND YES TEAM 

TO FACE A NEW AND YES DIFFICULT WEEKEND and yes we know Stig this is what I have put you into and yes THE 

WORST GAME EVER and yes my friends .... 

 

Consultancy work for Dahlberg? 

And yes Stig just thinking and yes of this opportunity and yes I have given you something to think about and yes first of 

all the dream today and yes I DON’T SEE ANY OPPORTUNITIES TO BE THE MEDIATOR BETWEEN KIM S. AND DAHLBERG 

and yes so it is and yes Bo and yes Dahlberg apparently don’t see the opportunities to work together with Kim S. and 

yes as I have written in memos to him before and yes so it is and yes also the thought and yes TO TEACH DAHLBERG 

AND YES TO BECOME MORE EFFECIENT AND YES ON THE BASIC WORKING RULES and yes just thinking that THIS 
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WOULD PROBABLY BE IMPOSSIBLE TODAY and yes FIRST WITH THE PARTNERS AND YES AFTERWARDS WITH ALL EM-

PLOYEES and yes Stig it would take me a long time to produce all templates PROFESSIONALLY and yes teaching mate-

rial and yes before I could get started and yes it would take DAHLBERG A LONG TIME and yes just to set up a meeting 

and yes with the partners and yes IF IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE AT ALL and yes difficult to get Bo and yes maybe Torben 

and yes to listen and yes IMPOSSIBLE FOR BO AT LEAST TODAY TO KEEP THE BASIC RULES and yes so it is and yes 

BOTH MY FRIENDS and yes the other partners and yes NO PROBLEMS MY FRIEND and yes this is what I believe too and 

yes the only option left and yes that is to call Bo and yes to tell him that I am home and yes THAT I HAVE TIME AND 

YES TO DO SOME WORK FOR HIM AND YES IF HE WANTS TO RECEIVE my help and yes IF THIS IS THE ROAD OF GOD 

and yes THIS IS WHAT I WILL CHECK and yes if Bo has no work for me and yes then it is not the road of God and yes so 

it is.  

 

And yes a little bit later I called Bo and yes VERY NICE and yes YOU ARE POSITIVE TO SPEAK TO and yes YOU ARE 

LAUGHING MY FRIEND and yes I like that and yes but not that many questions from you and yes THE STORY IS AS THIS 

and yes I DID NOT EXPECT TO COME HOME AGAIN and yes BUT NOW I AM HERE BECAUSE I WAS DEPORTED and yes IF 

HE NEEDS MY HELP AND YES TO PRODUCE MEMO’S ETC. and yes then HE IS WELCOME and yes talk about CROSSING 

MY BORDERS and yes not to think that I should do more work and yes BECAUSE I WANT TO HELP THE TEAM IN KENYA 

and yes JUST MAYBE HE WILL GET A THOUGHT FROM ME and yes of course they knew from Rikke and yes been writ-

ing with her on Facebook and yes that I was home and yes GOOD IDEA MY FRIEND and yes I know and yes VM and yes 

to come in and visit them and yes so it is and YES OF COURSE WITH RESISTANCE and yes we know NOT MUCH MOTI-

VATION WAS GIVEN TO ME and yes we know MANY TIMES I WILL HELP YOU TO SAY THE WORDS YOU SAY my friend 

and yes HERE IT WAS COMPLETELY SILENT and yes from me too and yes so it is and yes maybe I will have coffee and 

yes with Bo as well and yes I said that I will be here and yes 1-2 months and yes have nothing to do and yes until I 

make new plans and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes I wrote an email and yes a long time ago and yes to Bo and yes when I was in Kenya and yes maybe “difficult” 

for Bo to find the time and yes not sure that I would have heard from him if I did not contact him today and yes the 

“funny” situation is that he was very kind and yes SMILING when I contacted him and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes 

PEOPLE ARE LOSING CONTACT and yes to friends and yes colleagues and yes EVEN THOUGH YOU LIKE EACH OTHER 

VERY MUCH and yes THIS IS HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes we know JUST WONDERING we are and yes 

WITH THE WISH THAT PEOPLE WILL IMPROVE ON THIS and yes PRIORITISE PERSONAL CONTACT and yes MUCH MORE 

and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Updating my CV at www.jobnet.dk  

And yes Stig updating the CV – and yes WHY ARE YOU SAD IN THE COUNCIL and yes this is the feeling you give me and 

yes a feeling of almost giving up and yes just thinking I am and yes “no answer” and yes so it is here – and yes we 

know updating the CV and yes there is the possibility and yes VERY GOOD IDEA to include the possibility and yes for 

job seekers and yes to give a “personal description” and yes here you can write A LONG STORY and yes IF YOU WANT 

TO and yes I have tried to make my personal story and yes NOT VERY LONG and yes at the same time it includes some 

information and yes LEVEL 2 I would say is what I have done here and yes we know if you want to see what I have 

written – and yes also to “sell” myself and yes here it is and yes in Danish and yes of course with the focus and yes on 

MY PERSONAL COMPETENCES my friends: 

 

Jeg tilbyder 25 års erfaring fra den finansielle sektor indenfor primært ledelse, salg/marketing og forretningsudvikling.  

 

Disse evner kan bruges såvel i den finansielle sektor som i andre erhverv, som fokuserer på PERSONLIGE egenskaber – 

for eksempel EFFEKTIVITET, KVALITET, en målrettet indsats, kommunikationsevner, gennemslagskraft, overholdelse af 

aftaler til punkt og prikke m.v.  

 

Jeg tilegner mig hurtigt viden indenfor nye fag- og forretningsområder, så hvis din virksomhed søger en kompetent le-

der, sælger eller forretningsudvikler, er du velkommen til at kontakte mig. 

 

PERSONLIGE KOMPETENCER: 

 

- Stort engagement i mennesker og samfund 
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- Kommunikationsevner skriftligt: Stor erfaring i udarbejdelse af professionelle oplæg, præsentationer, notater m.v. i 

den BEDSTE kvalitet, som jeg evner 

 

- Kommunikationsevner mundtligt: Overbevisende personlig fremtræden, som medfører, at mennesker følger mig 

 

- Analytiske evner 

 

- Åbenhed og empati: Stiller spørgsmål, så jeg forstår andre mennesker og deres behov 

 

- Selvledelse: Behøver som oftest ikke instruktion og vil hurtigt udvikle faglige egenskaber på højt niveau 

 

- Naturlig motivation af medarbejdere via en altid positiv  interesse i andre mennesker 

 

- Udholdende og viljestærk: "Jeg giver aldrig op" 

 

- Humor og uformel omgangstone 

 

- Moral og etik 

 

PROFESSIONELLE KOMPETENCER (uddrag): 

 

- Ledelse af virksomheder og medarbejdere 

 

- Forretnings- og strategiudvikling, hvor jeg kan hjælpe virksomhedsledelser indenfor mange erhverv med NY/forbedret 

forretningsstrategi og med at optimere effektivitet og kvalitet i hele virksomheden via indførelse af og undervisning i 

nye redskaber, som vil motivere alle medarbejdere til at gøre en endnu bedre indsats 

 

- Salgsledelse samt egen BtB og BtC salg på ALLE niveauer fra ”fru Hansen” til den øverste ledelse for de største virk-

somheder 

 

- Marketingplaner m.v. 

 

- Account management 

 

- Projektdeltagelse og ledelse 

 

- HR (rekruttering, medarbejderudvikling m.v.) 

 

- Ansvar for jura (kontrakter, lovgivning m.v.) og resultater m.v. 

 

Producing my OWN new CV 

And yes Stig we know PART OF THE PLAN and yes now I am following up and yes on the Commune’s and yes request 

to contact and yes all of the temp agencies and yes we know the first one is asking TO RECEIVE and yes YOUR OWN CV 

and yes JUST BY CHANCE and yes we know my old CV was on my stolen computer and yes by “CHANCE” and yes I 

found a CV from January 2009 through my old email and yes on the internet and yes ONLY THE SHORT VERSION of 

course and yes this was of course in PDF format and yes after I had converted it originally and yes from Word and yes 

now I need to work on this document again and yes we know TRYING TO CONVERT the PDF format and yes back to 

Word format and yes several FREE converters can be found on the internet and yes NONE OF THEM IS WORKING 

100% ACCURATE and yes so it is my friends and yes TALK ABOUT WASTE OF TIME I AM DOING HERE and yes ARE 

THERE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE TRIED THE SAME AS I and yes another example THAT ONE SYSTEM and yes 

ONE STANDARD IS PREFERABLE and yes so it is my friends and yes I will come back and yes later and yes probably it 

will take me some hours and yes to solve the technical “challenges” and yes to update the CV as well and yes maybe I 
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will try to find a PDF editor and yes FOR FREE on the internet or even and yes my FRIENDS TO DOWNLOAD AN “ILLE-

GAL” COPY of a pay program and yes SO IT IS HERE TOO. 

 

And yes Stig after working on the converted word document and yes some times and yes you decided to not use it and 

yes FAR TOO MANY ERRORS and yes in the document and yes WE ARE SMILING MY FRIEND and yes HOW MANY WILL 

ACCEPT A QUALITY like that and yes we know FROM THE BEST CONVERTER I could find (out of three used ...) and yes 

maybe 9 out of 10 and yes this is what I mean my friends and yes THE TABLES WERE NOT TRANSFERRED ACCURATELY 

and yes neither was the indents of the text etc. and yes THEREFORE THERE WAS TRULY ONLY ONE SOLUTION and yes 

TO START FROM SCRATCH and yes we know and YES NOT REALLY WHAT I THINK IS THE MOST AMUSING THING TO DO 

TODAY but I CANNOT ACCEPT A POORER QUALITY and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

Deciding to use only ONE CV standard 

And yes so it is my friends and yes OLD HABITS here and yes when someone is asking to receive MY CV and yes so it is 

and yes THEN I THINK OF MY OWN and yes my earlier CV and yes to update it and yes we know as mentioned above 

and yes IT ACTUALLY TOOK FAR TOO LONG TIME and yes when God gave me the words eehh WHAT ABOUT YOUR 

NEW CV AND YES FROM www.jobnet.dk and yes SO IT WAS my friends and yes even though this CV is not perfect BE-

CAUSE IT IS NOT and yes therefore I have decided to use it and yes when people or websites ask for it ☺ - and yes BE-

CAUES I CAN DOWNLOAD IT AND YES TO THE COMPUTER AND YES TO INCLUDE IT IN EMAILS. 

 

Sanna has made a new leader survey 

And yes VERY EXCITING IT IS and yes my friends and yes by the way it seems that God gradually is giving me SOME OF 

MY WEAPON or POWER back and yes a little bit more energy during the day today and yes A LITTLE BIT BETTER 

SPEECH and yes VERY NICE INDEED and yes EVEN THOUGH THIS IS NOT “NORMAL CONDITIONS” YET and yes Sanna 

was in Copenhagen today and yes at her LEADER EDUCATION and yes very exciting it is and yes that Sanna has made a 

new leader survey and yes on herself and yes the survey also included and yes my friends ELEMENTS APPARENTLY and 

yes from DANIEL GOLEMAN and yes his book and yes my friends EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE and yes we know and yes 

I asked her if she had learned something new about herself and yes as she said “it is limited what more I can learn” 

and yes HER WORDS EXACTLY MY FRIENDS and yes JUST THINK ABOUT THAT MY FRIENDS and yes I asked her if she 

would share and yes the results of the survey and yes INTERESTING IT IS and yes SHE DID NOT ANSWER and yes WHY 

IS THIS and yes BECAUSE SHE DID NOT PAY ATTENTION and yes that is ONE OPPORTUNITY and yes ANOTHER ONE IS 

JUST MAYBE and yes THAT THIS SURVEY MAYBE DID NOT SHOW VERY BIG EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE and yes I DO 

HOPE THAT THE TEST TOOL IS BOTH GOOD AND YES TRUTHFUL ABOUT MY SISTER and yes if this is possible to meas-

ure and yes JUST THINKING THAT IF THIS INDEED IS THE CASE AND YES THAT THIS MAY JUST BE THE REASON WHY MY 

SISTER HAS DECIDED NOT TO SHARE THE RESULTS and yes I REALLY DON’T KNOW but this is what I have seen many 

times before and yes WHEN PEOPLE HAVE POSITIVE NEWS and yes ABOUT THEMSELVES and yes VERY EASY TO SHARE 

THE NEWS and yes even RESULTS WITH OTHER PEOPLE and yes very nice to receive positive feedback and yes we 

know and yes VERY DIFFICULT IT IS FOR MANY PEOPLE and yes JUST MAYBE ALSO MY SISTER and yes to accept and 

understand IF THE RESULTS and yes even TESTS if they don’t give a positive picture and yes we don’t know today and 

yes IT WOULD SURELY BE NICE IF GOD JUST GAVE ME THE TRUTH 100% AND YES ALWAYS AND YES JUST GAVE ME THE 

RESULTS here but NO NO NO my friend and yes we know ONE OF THE COUNCIL MEMBERS and yes teasing me and yes 

we know WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE AND YES IF SANNA WANTS TO SHARE THE RESULTS AND YES WITH ME. 

 

And yes STIG JUST THINKING ABOUT THIS and yes we KNOW AND ALL OF US KNOW AND YES IT WAS JOA BEFORE AND 

YES WE KNOW AND YES HERE IT IS AND YES A PRESENT AND YES FROM KAREN AND YES TO ME SOME YEARS AGO AND 

YES THIS BOOK BY DANIEL GOLEMAN and yes UNFORTUNATELY I NEVER READ IT BUT I HAVE DEEP RESPECT FOR HIS 

THINKING ANYHOW AND YES “ONLY BECAUSE WHAT I HAVE UNDERSTOOD FROM IT” AND JUST THINKING THAT 

THERE MAY BE A CONNECTION HERE and yes we know Stig ALL OF US ARE MISSING ALL OF YOU AND YES KAREN AND 

YES MY SELF AND YES THIS IS WHAT WE DO – AND YES THANK YOU MY FRIENDS IN THE COUNCIL AND YES SORRY I AM 

THAT I DON’T UNDERSTAND THE SUFFERING YOU ARE GOING THROUGH AND YES SO IT IS AND YES PROBABLY NOT 

VERY NICE TO BE IN HELL AND YES SPEAKING TO ME AND YES THANK YOU ALL OF YOU and yes we know the TELEVI-

SION HAS BEEN SPEAKING TO YOU THROUGHOUT THE DAY AND YES WE KNOW WHEN I WROTE THIS AND YES 

THROUGH THE TELEVISION REPORTER AND YES LIVE WE ARE AND YES WE SAID “ALMOST BLANK EYES” and yes so it is 

and yes I COULD HAVE GIVEN AND YES MAYBE 50 EXAMPLES OF THIS FROM EARLIER TODAY and yes Obama was here 
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and yes Chicago is out and yes we know NOT ELECTED AS THE 2016 OLYMPIC CITY and yes he has put his “prestige” in 

this and yes according to the TV reporters and yes so it is my friends.... 

 

Tobias is moving the 1st November 

And yes TOBIAS AND YES TOGETHER WITH HANS and yes signed the contract and yes on the new apartment today and 

yes Stig moving the 1st November and yes just thinking my friend THAT GOD MUST FREE US SOME DAY SOON and yes 

INCLUDING YOU MY FRIEND and yes exciting it will be to see how long you will live at that place and yes so it is. 

 

Signing up on the waiting list for 65 AAB departments 

And yes Stig and yes we know YOU DID NOT SUCCEED and yes to CONTACT AAB and yes through telephone and yes 

we know it would have been exciting and yes to see the quality of their telephone service and yes so it is here and yes 

THEREFORE I DECIDED and yes to write my name on the waiting lists of 65 AAB departments and yes we know so it is 

here ... 

 

And yes you cannot see the waiting time and yes BEFORE you sign up and yes the system tells me that AFTER I have 

signed up and yes THEN I CAN SEE MY NUMBER ON THE WAITING LIST AND YES FOR EACH DEPARTMENT and yes very 

excited I was and yes to CHECK that and yes of course I need to manually push a button and yes for each department 

and yes not easy this system and yes we know FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS I AM NO. 25 ON THE WAITING LIST (!) and yes 

a little bit difficult to understand it is WHEN THERE ARE INDIVIDUAL LISTS FOR EACH DEPARTMENT and yes only this 

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR SYSTEMS WORK AND YES ARE EASY TO USE. 

 

Politics ... 

And yes Stig just thinking and yes in KENYA THEY KEPT ON SPEAKING ABOUT THE CHAIRMAN AND YES FOR THE ANTI-

CORRUPTION COMITEE and yes the Parliament and yes the media AND YES MY FRIENDS EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes A 

COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME MY FRIENDS and yes MY FRIENDS COMING BACK TO DENMARK and yes a book by an elite 

soldier and yes I read about it already in Kenya and yes through RSS news and yes THIS STORY WILL APPARENTLY NOT 

DIE and yes this story is about people MAKING THE STORY EVEN BIGGER THAN IT IS and yes we know it was “danger-

ous” information and yes we know against how Denmark and yes the forces carry out their operations and yes in Af-

ghanistan and yes other places and yes so it is and yes SOMEBODY in the defence of Denmark and yes thought that it 

would be a good story and yes that SOMEBODY had translated the book into Arabic and yes THEY SENT IT TO THE ME-

DIA AND YES THE MEDIA IS WRITING ABOUT IT and yes A TOP STORY HERE EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes we know THIS 

IS WHAT POLITICS ARE ABOUT and yes the media is now only interested in one thing and yes the same actually as in 

Kenya and yes WHO IS RESPONSIBLE and yes FIRE HIM and yes TWO SHORT STORIES and yes SHOWING THAT A LOT 

OF TIME IS COMPLETELY WASTED and yes on activities WHICH SHOULD NEVER HAVE GONE SO FAR and yes ACTIVITIES 

WHICH ARE NOT TRULY IMPORTANT and yes compared to MUCH BIGGER ISSUES and yes FOR EXAMPLE TO HELP PEO-

PLE SUFFERING AND YES STARVING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes A SHAME IT IS and yes we agree and yes BECAUSE 

OF YOUR FAMILY AND YES NOT HELPING THE TEAM AND FAMILY/FAMILIES IN KENYA AND YES THIS IS WHY WE ARE 

SAD and yes “TIMES 1 MILLION” and yes BILLIONS in fact when we magnify this because my family and yes Elijah and 

the others are only EXAMPLES CHOOSEN BY ME and yes TO SHOW THE WORLD AND YES OF WRONG ATTITUDES AND 

YES PRIORITIES and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

Emails to and from Elijah 

And yes we know my email and yes from yesterday evening and YES I ALMOST DID NOT MAKE IT YESTERDAY and yes 

difficult the day and yes the evening was and yes ONLY WITH THE OUTMOST OF MY WILL POWER AND YES I DID IT and 

yes here it is: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script from today - and ONE KEY MESSAGE IN MY BOOK IS ABOUT WORK and yes this is apparently 

what God wants me to continue writing about and yes I HOPE NOT FOR LONG. 

 

Please understand that I don't know what are the messages from God and the Devil when I write my scripts, so there-

fore it seems that Normal life is not coming here and now, but God has made it possible for me to send some money 

to you when I receive it, and maybe it will come Friday - I will let you know. Please see the scripts for more informa-
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tion. 

 

Elijah, I like to hear that you are starting to receive songs the same way as I do .... 

 

Kind regards to ALL from 

Stig 

 

And yes here is the email and yes from Elijah and yes from this morning to me and yes thank you my dear friend: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Today is Friday,2rd day of october.We had a successful meeting in the office today.We have all decided to keep our 

Faith strong despite all what we are going through for now! David was very kind after our meeting and went to the 

cyber to download your script. 

 

It was good to read from your scripts and the latest developments so far.I do also confirm receipt of your text mes-

sage.Thanks so much for keeping  us updated.A lot is happening in my mind now, with all the promises i made last 

month, i have not heard anything from the microfinance company,  im not prepared to meet them honestly even if 

they called me, i need the courage, i need the words to offer them, i have decided to wait and hear from them,  as for 

my food in the house, it was good to think of mary,she has been aslo very kind, but you can imagine the burden she 

has for now,i have decided to approach our very good neighbour who runs a shop and request for credit supply up un-

till help comes next week, i have no other option for now my dear friend, If in deed you will find some help on mon-

day, i will appreciate a lot. 

 

The team in office is aslo going through the same, thanks for your concern, he rent for the office is overdue, we have 

aslo decided to keep quite on this subject too. 

As per Nicole and Joseph, i have clearly no idea of what steps or initiative to take, i need to break and think for options 

stig."Will people trust me this time around"?  

 

I truly need all what it takes to convince all them next week. I now feel Fired Up Stig! Is this aslo a song , i can feel the 

words Fired Up in my head now, Okay i have a reason to smile, YES I CAN ! YES I CAN, IF ONLY THEY WILL LISTEN TO 

ME NEXT WEEK! All i need for now is laughter ! YES ! A gain thanks for your good and timely text.You really care . 

 

Have a blessed weeked and remember always to pass our regards to your family. 

 

And yes my friends SORRY YOU ARE THAT YOU DON’T HAVE MONEY AND YES TO SUPPORT THE FAMILY AND YES THE 

TEAM and yes thinking of my family and yes how is their situation and yes more important for Hans and yes by the 

way he is going to South Africa and yes tomorrow and yes FANTASTIC IT IS TO HAVE THAT KIND OF HELP AND YES 

FROM THE DEVIL AND YES NO OTHER and yes when I have given him the desire to travel and yes a job where he trav-

els and yes my friend the world and yes so it is and yes thinking about how much hand luggage he can have in the 

plane and yes HOW UNFAIR IT IS THAT HE CANNOT BRING DUTY FREE GOODS and yes from South Africa and yes 

through London and yes to Copenhagen and yes by the way HE HAS NOT ASKED ME ONE SINGLE QUESTION AND YES 

ABOUT THE TEAM AND YES ABOUT MY WORK IN KENYA and yes such is life here and yes ELIJAH SORRY WE ARE TO 

PUT YOU THROUGH THIS AND YES ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO HANDLE AND YES DESPAIR and yes my friends this is the 

feeling and yes I CAN ONLY DO MY BEST AND YES NOW I HAVE UNDERSTOOD A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THE PLAY OF GOD 

AND YES TO SEND YOU MONEY and yes when I receive it from the Commune and yes if God wants me to work for 

Dahlberg and yes as well as SEEKING ANOTHER JOB and yes if this is the road he wants me to follow and yes to help 

the team and yes we know, then this is the road I will follow and yes we know for Dahlberg and yes Bo and yes just 

maybe Niels to think Monday and yes to follow up and yes we know Monday or Tuesday and yes to hear if they have 

work for me and yes this is what I think of today and yes my friends in Kenya, PLEASE FIND OPPORTUNIES AND YES 

SOLUTIONS TOGETHER and yes maybe you can THINK AGAIN and yes ABOUT SELLING THE COMPUTER and yes JUST 

AN OPPORTUNITY AND YES GIVEN TO YOU and yes DO YOU WANT TO KEEP THE OFFICE OR THE COMPUTER and yes 

CAN YOU READ MY SCRIPTS AT THE OLD COMPUTER and yes just thinking and yes PLEASE THINK AND ACT MY 

FRIENDS .... 
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And yes STIG and yes also ONLY FOR THE RECORD and yes YOU HAVE TWO FEELINGS AND YES ALMOST ALWAYS and 

yes we know you have decided to continue helping the team and yes the best way possible and yes we know AND YES 

YOU STILL FEEL THE DEVIL AND YES VERY STRONGLY and yes as the same time as you have FEELINGS and yes CONSID-

ERATIONS and yes for the team and yes the other side of you and yes DO NOT CARE and yes my friends AND YES THIS 

IS THE WAY I HAVE CREATED YOU and yes TO UNDERSTAND AND YES APPRECIATE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOD 

AND YES THE DEVIL and yes not an easy life to have this feeling always ... 

 

“CRAZY ABOUT DANCE”  

And yes Stig you have decided NOT TO WRITE DOWN and yes I don’t know how many and yes it could be 50 or maybe 

even 100 and yes sentences that GOD PUT DIRECTLY in the mouths of several of the contestants and yes JUDGES and 

yes this evening on Danish TV2 and yes especially Malene and yes we know also last week and yes Rene and yes sev-

eral of the judges and yes I did not write down and yes up to the readers to listen and yes maybe guess and yes “they 

tell one story but there is another story in between what they tell” and yes fire and yes almost hell and yes from one 

of the judges and yes only one OUT OF MANY EXAMPLES what I did my friends and yes THE BEST JUDGES OF ALL 

JUDGES I HAVE SEEN IN A TV SHOW and yes as easy as that and yes POSITIVE AND YES VERY CONSTRUCTIVE ON DE-

VELOPMENT NEEDS and yes STILL VERY ENTERTAINING and yes NOT THE LEAST NEGATIVE and yes AS MANY OTHER 

JUDGES ON TV SHOWS are and yes maybe you can see the difference and yes SIMON YOU MAY BE ENTERTAINING 

BUT NEGATIVE YOU ARE MY FRIEND and yes AS THE MOST FAMOUS EXAMPLE.... 
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Saturday 3rd October 2009 

Bad sleep and dreams, I have really no power, my “job seeking” through 14 temp and recruiting agencies, Tobias 

would still like to become a soldier, my sister is apparently satisfied with me, thinking of contacting Karen again ..., not 

quite a normal family dinner with my family and Barack Obama is also playing an act. 

 

Bad sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends bad sleep again and yes very tired and yes this morning and yes so it is and yes a few dreams and 

yes the dreams are not so strong at the moment as they have been earlier, but here are a few notes: 

 

I have been away and I saw burning fires on the road, which I was disappointed to see. I am now back together with 

my old school class. They get chocolate (my own “good” symbol told to God earlier, which he uses from time to time!). 

I listen to Gnags together with some of the members of the orchestra – I see that all of their cd’s are now collected, 

however one is temporarily missing, but it will come back quickly. I look at an Opel car driving through a gas station 

and I think that I don’t need a big car. I see my class mates one by one getting a car together with a gift card. I hold a 

speech and I say to them – trying to be humorous – that we will see each other tomorrow morning at 7.00, where the 

normal meeting time is 8.00. 

 

Later I dreamed that I am in a harbour with a lot of people and I am going around the harbour to say hello to all of the 

people. I see that the head office of Mærsk is lying in the water basin of the harbour and the company also has a small 

house on the harbour where they collect money for good purposes. I also see the building of the National Bank on the 

harbour and I am told that “all Norwegians and Swedes are now ready”. 

 

When I wake up I hear the song Bingo by Gasolin. 

 

And yes Stig I woke you up at 8.00 and yes still very tired and yes again at 9.25 and yes still very tired and yes we know 

and yes I DECIDED AND YES TO STAND UP and yes BECAUSE I HAD WORK TO DO and yes ALSO BECAUSE I KNOW THAT 

MY SISTER AND YES WOULD PROBABLY CRITISIZE me and yes just the feeling I have and yes IF I DECIDED TO SLEEP 

LONGER and yes we know NOT VERY GOOD TO SHOW MY SISTER THAT YOU “DON’T DO NOTHING” here and yes not 

doing what she think I should do and yes my friends this is about HER EXPECTATIONS and yes NOT ABOUT MY FREE-

DOM and yes such is it. 

 

I have really no power 

And yes after the bath this morning and yes we know I only needed a few minutes and yes to put my washed clothes 

from yesterday together and yes my friends I have in fact so little power and yes my friends and yes that THIS WAS 

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE to do and yes we know somehow when I sit in front of the computer and yes my friends even 

without any power and yes when I don’t need to move physically and yes I can normally work more and yes so it is 

and yes my friends and yes today is not even a bad day and yes compared to many days in Kenya and yes we know 

EVEN WORSE and yes many days before coming to Kenya. 

 

And yes during the day and yes I received some more energy but MAINLY I AM TIRED and yes ignoring that feeling and 

yes also here and yes WHEN GOD GIVES ME WORK and yes so it is my friends. 

 

My “job seeking” through 14 temp and recruiting agencies 

And yes we know Stig and yes correcting my CV and yes at www.jobnet.dk and yes the FREE TEXT and yes MANY 

TIMES THIS MORNING and yes we know YOUR FEELING IS THAT THIS IS NOT DONE WITH THE BEST QUALITY and yes 

we know ATTENTION AS YOU WOULD HAVE DONE NORMALLY and yes with the same feeling as earlier and yes that 

THIS MAY JUST BE GOOD ENOUGH and yes so it is my friends and yes starting with the 14 agencies and yes of course 

as the Jobcentre and yes my friends HAVE RECOMMENDED ME TO START WITH and yes of course Janne HOW MUCH 

HELP IS YOUR ADVICE REALLY and yes IF I WAS DOING THIS MYSELF and yes WITHOUT YOUR INTERFERENCE and yes I 

WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH MORE GOAL ORIENTED and yes contacted the trades and yes we know the companies and 

yes we know AS I WOULD HAVE CHOSEN and yes WHERE I WOULD LIKE TO WORK and yes I WOULD ALSO HAVE 

SEARCHED THE MARKET and yes for AVAILABLE JOBS and yes just maybe I would become inspired and yes to work in a 

new trade but BECAUSE OF YOU and yes REPRESENTING the system and yes trying to help me you are? And yes just 
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thinking but this is what I did and yes we know WITHOUT MOTIVATION of course and yes BECAUSE YOU TOOK THE 

FREEDOM away from me and yes DID NOT ASK QUESTIONS AND YES DID NOT GIVE ADVICES AND YES WHICH I JUST 

MAYBE COULD HAVE USED and here are my preliminary experiences and yes on basis of your list, Janne: 

 

Agency My experiences and actions 

www.access-personnel.dk  Focus area: Temporary and permanent employment. 

This agency encourages people to send their CV’s, which I did including a short email, 

where I encouraged them to contact me if they would like to get to know me person-

ally as a foundation for our co-operation. They register CV’s under profession and just 

thinking how they will find people with the right personal competences for new posi-

tions. 

www.activesearch.dk  Focus area: Accountants and bookkeepers. 

And yes Janne a STANDARD list on paper and yes maybe GOOD ADVICE from you and 

yes for me to contact this agency and yes A WASTE OF TIME for me my friends and yes 

to read the homepage of this agency and yes of course because there is no match be-

tween their speciality and my competences. 

www.assistance-

personaleservice.dk 

Focus area: Temporary and permanent employment (office, accountants, canteen, 

storage, health care) 

And yes EVEN THOUGH I CAN HAVE MY VERY BIG DOUBTS and yes IF THIS IS WORTH 

USING TIME ON and yes I decided to key in my CV and yes at the standard form and yes 

of this agency and yes I did not notice how long it took and yes I noticed that they have 

a list which includes professional competences and yes NOTHING on personal compe-

tences and yes A SICKNESS if you ask me and yes in the society here. 

www.consultor.dk Focus area: Search and selection, recruitments. 

This homepage does not give a good impression. They have a standard form where you 

can key in your “CV” and yes your “application” and yes the quality of this is very poor. 

I decided to send my CV and yes including the short email. 

www.job-link.dk Focus area: Recruitments of managers and employees. 

They have a “database” of applicants but no standard form to use. They encourage 

people to send their CV, which I did together with my short email. 

www.kellyservices.dk Focus area: Temporary employments.  

And yes again the feeling of a complete WASTE OF TIME but I sent my CV and my short 

email. 

www.promando.dk Focus area: Executive search and recruitments. 

They say they have a database of 100,000 applicants, but they don’t have a standard 

form on their homepage. I sent my CV and my short email. 

www.randstad.dk Focus area: Temporary employments.  

And yes again the feeling of a complete WASTE OF TIME but I decided and yes to look 

at their standard form and yes to key in my information and yes this one was “funny” 

and yes it said that it worked the best with Internet Explorer and yes IT DID NOT WORK 

WITH INTERNET EXPLORER for me and yes IT WORKED FINE WITH OPERA and yes two 

different web browsers and yes so it is and yes after using some time on this and yes A 

COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME and yes I found out that the form is only for temps and yes 

therefore I interrupted the work and yes my application and yes despite of this they 

have sent me an email and yes confirming that they have included me and yes 

“FUNNY” we think this system is and yes not working perfect and yes HOW MANY 

PEOPLE ARE USING THIS and yes maybe thousands and yes just thinking of course .... 

 

And yes BY THE WAY and yes JANNE this was the agency you told me and yes is focus-

ing and yes ON MANAGERS and yes JANNE do you know what you speak about and yes 

just thinking that this is what you do and yes full time and yes 10 years of experience 

you have and yes YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT THIS AGENCY IS SPECIALISING in and yes 

just thinking we are and yes HOW CAN YOU GIVE WRONG INFORMATION and yes YOU 
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Agency My experiences and actions 

SHOULD KNOW and yes just an example of what I believe MILLIONS OF PEOPLE ARE 

DOING and yes NOT WORKING AT THE LEVEL I WOULD LIKE THEM TO WORK. 

www.vikardanmark.dk And yes my FRIENDS and yes AN UPDATED list from you Janne and yes just thinking of 

YOUR QUALITY and yes at the Jobcentre and yes this homepage does not exist. 

www.klostergaarden.dk Focus area: Temporary and permanent employments of administrative employees. 

And yes not the best quality of your homepage my friends and yes Janne eehh A 

WASTE OF TIME AGAIN and yes PROFESSIONAL ADVICES and yes from you at the Job-

centre and yes NOT MATCHING ME and yes just thinking we are. And yes I did not send 

my CV to this agency. 

www.westaff.dk And yes Janne another agency, which does not exist? And yes VERY DIFFICULT FOR ME 

TO UNDERSTAND THAT YOU CAN ADVICE JOB SEEKERS WITH THIS LACK OF QUALITY my 

friend. 

www.manpower.dk Focus area: Temporary and permanent employments. 

And yes this and yes “leading” and yes WORLD agency and yes VERY BIG COMPANY and 

yes really not the best and yes form they have on their website and yes ONE OF THE 

WORLD’S AND YES LARGEST COMPANIES and yes so it is and yes it took me my friends 

and yes 22 MINUTES and yes to complete their SPECIAL FORM and yes apparently what 

they BELIEVE IS THE BEST WAY TO DO IT and yes NOTHING AT ALL ON PERSONAL COM-

PETENCES and yes my friends so it is and yes MAYBE YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN DO 

THIS MANUALLY and yes based on one of the “tests” and yes which you use and yes my 

own experience is very simply that the results of MOST OF these tests are not reliable 

and yes so it is my friends and yes I WANT PERSONAL COMPETENCES TO BE INCLUDED 

and yes ONLY FACTS and yes SEARCHABLE and yes COMPARABLE and yes as STAN-

DARDS and yes DETAILED OF COURSE and yes MATCH with jobs and yes IT SHOULD 

REALLY BE EASY TO UNDERTAND my friends. 

And yes they ALSO want you to upload and yes YOUR OWN CV and yes DOUBLE WORK 

if you ask me and yes MINE IS NOT YET FINISHED and yes JUST MAYBE when I will start 

and yes to search jobs and yes according to what I would do normally and yes I NEED 

TO DO MY OWN CV and yes because JUST MAYBE POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS and yes 

WOULD LOOK DOWN ON ME and yes to see a CV and yes from www.jobnet.dk and yes 

then you have shown and yes THAT YOU CANNOT TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF and yes 

THAT YOU ARE ON SOCIAL WELFARE and yes THEREFORE my friends and yes NOT BE-

CAUSE OF ME but because of what I suspect OTHERS JUST MAY THINK and yes not very 

objective of course and yes so it is – and yes also because the quality of course and yes 

of the CV and yes from www.jobnet.dk is not very good indeed … 

And yes Manpower has a list and yes in their form and yes of “positions” and yes which 

you would like to seek and yes very defective it is and yes IS THIS THE BEST THAT ONE 

OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST COMPANIES CAN DO and yes just thinking of course we are 

.... 

www.monster.dk And yes HERE WE HAVE AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF A “SMART” concept and yes it is 

really and yes my friends “UNIQUE” and yes probably what they believe themselves 

and yes they have CV-portals – because this is what it is – and yes in 56 countries and 

yes an appealing design and yes “fancy looking” and yes to tell the truth this is what I 

like about it and yes the CONTENT and yes in my book it is nothing special and yes 

some elements I like and yes for example for you to think about and yes HIGHLIGHTS 

and yes in your career and yes GOOD TO INCLUDE AND YES THE RESULTS you have 

achieved and yes very much actually I like this and yes just thinking how many people 

and yes vaunt one’s results and yes where there is no truth in what they say and yes 

“when I was manager, our company grew from this size to this size” for example and 

yes very often this is just an extrapolation and yes from one period to the next and yes 

very often people will also include and yes other people’s and yes results and yes team 

member’s and yes include as their own results and yes RESULTS IS GOOD TO INCLUDE 
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Agency My experiences and actions 

IN THE CV and yes OF COURSE FACTS and yes just thinking about how many people and 

yes MOST PEOPLE who today really are only ADMINISTRATING and yes existing busi-

ness and yes we know AND YES REALLY NOT DEVELOPING THE BUSINESS and yes I have 

written about this before and yes KEEP ON THINKING AND YES DEVELOPING YOUR 

SELVES AND YES YOUR BUSINESSES and yes as simple as that my friends. 

And yes REFERENCES and yes ARE VERY OFTEN USED here and yes all over the world 

and yes WHEN YOU HAVE GOOD PERSONAL RELATIONS and yes with people and yes 

WILL THEY GIVE AN OBJECTIVE REFERENCE ON YOU or will they try TO HELP YOU and 

yes what is the value of such references and yes so it is and yes therefore I LIKE MUCH 

BETTER AND YES RECURRENT and yes feedback and yes based on standards and yes for 

people and yes also colleagues and yes managers and yes customers and yes to do this 

as accurate and yes as objective as possible and yes as I wrote earlier and yes THEN 

YOU DON’T NEED TO DO ALL OF THESE REFERENCES WHEN SEEKING JOBS and yes so it 

is my friends. 

And yes IT WOULD TAKE ME A LONG TIME AND YES TO DO THIS FORM and yes we 

know even though there are some elements I like but first of all this portal is just a 

“shell” and yes it is “empty” inside and yes there is no help to identify your compe-

tences etc. and yes there are only 325 jobs offered through this portal and yes THERE-

FORE I DECIDED THAT THE TIME I SHOULD USE ON THIS COMPARED TO EXPECTED RE-

SULTS DID NOT MATCH and yes THEREFORE I DID NOT FINISH THEIR FORM and concept 

and yes so it is my friends. 

And yes JUST THINKING THAT THIS IS “SMART” but could you really not do it better 

than that and yes to include more in the “shell”.  

www.adecco.dk Focus area: Temporary and permanent employments. 

And yes Stig and yes we know and yes here it is and yes read about this company and 

yes its services and yes as all of the others and yes on their homepage and yes they also 

have their own and yes special form and yes STANDARD to key in your information 

from your CV and yes so it is and yes IT TOOK ME 30 MINUTES and yes of course I had 

all information ready and yes we know and yes here you can include your “personal” 

and “professional” competences and yes WITHOUT ANY HELP or standard options and 

yes in detail to choose from and yes just another example my friends and yes they also 

“offer” you to choose which branches you would like to work within and yes I was not 

very careful and yes I decided to check 11 trades and yes just as examples and yes of 

other trades where I could easily work and yes which is difficult for many people to see 

and understand and yes if you work with wine or with a consultancy firm and yes of 

course the most important and yes for many people is that you have “many years” of 

experience and yes within their professional area and yes just read many job ads and 

yes a little bit difficult to see that a man from the insurance industry and yes for exam-

ple and yes can work with something else and new and yes ALL OF US AND YES VARIA-

TION my friends and yes JUST THINK ABOUT HOW MUCH LIFE HAS TO OFFER YOU and 

yes also WORK WISE and yes just thinking that if I continued to work within Danske 

Bank or with life and pension and yes my whole working life and yes there would be so 

many learning experiences I would have missed and yes NEW CHALLENGES and yes will 

very often develop you and yes just think about that my friends. 

Other agencies? And yes Janne and yes THERE ARE MANY OTHER AGENCIES and yes in Denmark and yes 

just thinking about why you decided to choose these 14 and yes WAS IT AT RANDOM 

and yes just thinking of course and yes just maybe you could have helped me and yes 

to produce a list of which trades, positions, companies and yes recruitment agencies 

which would fit me the best and yes just thinking about it Janne and yes so it is and yes 

I gave you my CV and yes of course THE MOST VISIBLE JANNE and yes WHICH YOU 

COULD HAVE DONE and yes with my experience and yes within INSURANCE and yes 

would be for you to recommend agencies and yes WHICH SPECIALISE IN INSURANCE 

and yes IF I WORK “TRADITIONALLY” and yes just thinking about this and yes we know 
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Agency My experiences and actions 

and yes just thinking about on the other hand also to be open to NEW OPPORTUNITIES 

and yes Stig to see the same story and yes from two sides and yes THIS IS ALSO WHO I 

AM and yes just using and yes my example and yes from the past and yes in 1998 and 

yes when CENTRUM personale and yes an agency and yes specialising within insurance 

and yes we know sent me out as a temp and yes for 14 days and yes we know IT WAS 

DIFFICULT TO ACCEPT THIS HUMILIATION and yes so it was and yes little was I to know 

and yes that this was the road to GENERAL ELECTRIC and yes to become a manager for 

this company two years later and yes sometimes and yes YOU REALLY NEED TO THINK 

ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES IN A NEW WAY and yes sometimes maybe you will accept to 

take a “smaller” job and yes we know because this may be a new road and new oppor-

tunities for you but first of all I believe that when you have SKILLS and yes that these 

SKILLS SHOULD BE USED TO THE FULLEST and yes this is my main belief. 

Other CV portals? And yes we know Stig and yes YOU WILL FOLLOW UP and yes on the call from the Job-

centre and yes TO FIND MY OWN CV PORTALS and yes on the Internet and yes we 

KNOW AS SOON AS POSSIBLE and yes later that is .... 

Executive search agencies And yes we know Stig and yes just thinking of your experiences and yes with and yes 

HEADHUNTERS and yes with Troels Gjerrild, Finn Krogh Rants, Helge Flou-Jensen and 

yes also my former father in law and yes John Andersen and yes I am sorry all of you 

and yes YOU GIVE ME THE IMPRESSION THAT YOU BELONG TO A “GENTLEMAN’S 

CLUB” and yes because of your PERSONAL ABILITIES and yes you can SEE who is a good 

leader and yes who is not and yes just asking and yes ALL OF YOU and yes HOW MANY 

OF YOU HAVE SEEN ME AS A POTENTIAL GOOD LEADER and yes WHY NOT and yes just 

asking of course and yes I AM NOT IMPRESSED with what you have done and yes 

TROELS, you were used and yes in GE and yes when we needed two new account man-

agers and yes NOT VERY IMPRESSED WE WERE WITH YOU and yes YOUR REPORTS OF 

POTENTIAL CANDIDATES and yes so it is and yes because of what I have written here 

and yes what you were missing in your work and yes Troels and yes JUST MAYBE BE-

CAUSE AND YES WE HAD DIFFERENT VIEWS and yes you may remember and yes even 

though it was back in maybe 2000 and yes just maybe because of this and yes YOU DID 

NOT SEE MY POTENTIAL and yes when I contacted you later and yes to help me and yes 

how much help could you give and yes JUST ASKING MY FRIEND.  

And yes Finn Krogh Rants and yes you were a colleague of Troels and yes back in time 

and yes WHY DID YOU INVITE ME FOR A INTERVIEW and yes DO YOU REMEMBER and 

yes what did you do and yes just thinking and yes I HAD NO POTENTIAL? 

And yes Helge you were very nice and yes in 2007 and yes I WAS “THIS CLOSE” PROBA-

BLY and yes to get a job through you – and yes without any tests at all and yes to find 

out if I could sell – and yes BECAUSE YOUR CLIENT and yes MERCER in Denmark and yes 

DID NOT THINK I COULD SELL and yes therefore I was excluded and yes JUST MAYBE 

you were wrong all of you and yes just thinking. 

And yes John and yes I like you very much indeed and yes WHY DID YOU NOT HELP ME 

and yes when I contacted you and yes earlier and yes BECAUSE I WAS NOT YOUR SON 

IN LAW anymore and yes just thinking and yes this is about people and yes SOME OF 

THESE ARE AMONG THE MOST “RESPECTED” and yes HEADHUNTERS in Denmark and 

yes my friends YOU HAVE NOT PASSED MY TEST and yes NOT ONE SINGLE OF YOU and 

yes either you are not objective and yes because of your feelings or you don’t do your 

work with the quality that you praise yourself of and yes just thinking my friends and 

yes SHOULD I CONTACT YOU and yes YOUR MANY COLLEAGUES IN DENMARK and yes 

JUST THINKING and yes done that before and yes 2-3 times before and yes maybe 15-

20 agencies every time and yes NONE of you have really FOUND OUT MY POTENTIAL 

and yes some of you may regret that you have not WORKED PROFESSIONALLY and yes 

just thinking that WHEN PEOPLE ARE INVOLVED and yes IF YOU DON’T HAVE THE AB-

SOLUTELY BEST IT SYSTEM AND TOOLS and yes what happens and yes you don’t carry 

out your work AS GOOD AS IT SHOULD and yes this is my personal experiences with ALL 
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OF YOU and yes just thinking we are ....  

And yes also thinking of two other headhunters and yes as I have met and yes APPAR-

ENTLY and yes YOU LOOK PROFESSIONAL and yes the same conclusion – YOU HAVE 

MADE MISTAKES as well and yes one of you did not hire me and yes BECAUSE YOU DID 

NOT BELIEVE THAT I COULD SELL and yes BLIND you were and yes looking at my CV and 

yes not FINDING MY TRUE and yes COMMUNICATION AND SALES SKILLS AND YES SO IT 

IS MY FRIENDS and yes we know and yes help and yes from Jutland and yes to Acta and 

yes VERY NICE YOU ARE my friend and yes you know who you are and yes you know 

that I was not satisfied with you and yes BECAUSE YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND and yes 

my instructions and yes OF THE PROFILE NEEDED FOR PEOPLE WORKING AS PROFES-

SIONEL INVESTMENT ADVISORS and yes my friends and yes THIS WAS THE MAIN REA-

SON THAT ACTA DID NOT SUCCEED AND YES AT LEAST IN 2007 and THIS IS WHY YOU 

NEED ONLY ONE PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes so it is and yes just thinking that I have used ONE FULL WORKING DAY and yes on these “OPPORTUNITIES” 

and yes I COULD HAVE SAVED A LOT OF TIME and yes IF THERE WAS ONLY ONE SYSTEM and yes WITH MUCH BETTER 

QUALITY and yes THIS IS MY CONCLUSION MY FRIENDS and yes an example to show to the world and yes we know 

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITHIN MANY OTHER INDUSTRIES TOO and yes WHERE YOU “COMPETE” and yes WHERE NO 

ONE REALLY OFFERS THE BEST SOLUTION and yes I WANT YOU TO BE EFFECTIVE and yes I WANT THE BEST SOLUTION 

and yes TO HELP PEOPLE and yes THE WORLD and yes WITH LOVE and yes my friends this is what this is about. 

 

Tobias would still like to become a soldier 

And yes we know Stig and yes TOBIAS failed and yes the test to become a MP Sergeant and yes we know TO HELP 

OTHER PEOPLE and yes today and yes we know there was an “open day” and yes arrangement and yes at the Høvelte 

Barracks and yes we know and yes HE WAS VERY KEEN and yes TO GO AND SHOOT there and yes when he came back 

and yes HE SAID HE WAS SHOOTING WITH MACHINE GUNS and yes IT WAS VERY EXCITING and yes we know and yes 

HE WOULD LIKE TO START WITH THE ROYAL GUARDS and yes in Denmark and yes later and yes so it is my friends and 

yes of course thinking of MONTY my friend and yes YOU DO REALLY LIKE THE ARMY and yes also INSIDE of TOBIAS and 

yes so it is my friends and yes just thinking of Fuggi and yes YOU LIKE THE ROYAL GUARDS as well and yes as you 

served in and yes many years ago and yes we know ROMMEL and yes you do like that and yes so it is my friends. 

 

My sister is apparently satisfied with me 

And yes Stig just thinking and yes that WHEN I DO AND YES WHAT MY SISTER “EXPECTS” me to do and yes ACCORD-

ING TO WHAT SHE BELIEVES I SHOULD DO and yes THEN SHE IS “EASIER” TO GET ALONG WITH and yes we know and 

yes I told her that I am doing what the Jobcentre has asked me to do and yes “very nice” she thinks and yes in order 

for me to keep the cash help and yes ALMOST NORMAL I AM maybe and yes we know AM I SICK and yes AM I NOT 

SICK and yes maybe difficult to find out what kind of “sickness” I have Sanna and yes when I behave “normally” and 

yes so it is and yes this game is also to “follow your thinking” and yes Sanna so it is. So Sanna, you may believe today 

and yes THAT IT IS YOU SETTING THE AGENDA but you are participating in my game and yes WITHOUT KNOWING IT 

MY DEAR and yes mm here and thanks my friend. 

 

Thinking of contacting Karen again ... 

And yes we know and yes still talking about Karen we are and yes I know for days and yes talking about her and yes 

that she just might still be interested in me and yes IF I DID NOT TELL HER THE TRUTH and yes about my “spiritual ex-

periences” and yes NO UNDERSTANDING here is the same as RESISTANCE and yes just to let you know of course. And 

yes I HAVE ENCOURAGED you and yes TO WRITE TO KAREN and yes TO INVITE HER AS A “NEW” FRIEND ON FACEBOOK 

and yes so it is my friends and yes MAYBE SHE HAS REGRETTED THAT SHE CANCELLED ME AS HER “FRIEND” and yes I 

have said to you and yes that her relationship with Denis is NOT going well and yes we know JUST THINKING THAT SHE 

HAS A DIFFICULT LIFE and yes again and yes as she had when I met her and yes we know JUST THINKING ABOUT HELP-

ING HER AGAIN and yes “tempted” I am and yes have been that the last days to follow up and yes I HAVE DECIDED 

AND YES NOT TO DO THIS and yes BECAUSE SHE WAS EXTREMELY RUDE TO ME and yes because this is maybe the 

Devil tempting me and yes because I don’t want to face a defeat and yes to be rejected by her again and yes just 

maybe I will be very busy next week and yes FOCUSING ON THE NEEDS OF MY AFRICAN FRIENDS AND YES IF THIS IS 
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THE ROAD OF GOD and yes maybe just a game and yes to DISTRACT ME WITH KAREN and so it is right now and yes 

therefore my friends and yes maybe to follow up later .... 

 

Not quite a normal family dinner with my family 

And yes we know Stig and yes during the day and yes I tried to make you nervous and yes of course because of John 

and yes Sanna and I was invited and yes for dinner with my mother and John and yes Hans left for South Africa today 

and yes we know and yes I thought that John would probably be as interested as me to have a good family dinner to-

gether and yes despite of our emails and yes the other day and yes so it is and yes on the way and yes to Helsingør 

and yes in the car with Sanna and yes my friends I COULD REALLY HEAR on the voice and yes of Sanna and yes that she 

was NERVOUS and yes my friends and yes so it is and yes JUST THINKING THAT YOU MAY HAVE BEEN THINKING 

ABOUT WHAT I WOULD SAY AND WHAT I WOULD NOT SAY THIS EVENING and yes EVEN THOUGH I WROTE TO JOHN 

AND YES VERY CLEARLY THAT I WOULD NOT SAY ANYTHING AT ALL AND YES ABOUT MY “VOICES” AND YES SO IT IS MY 

FRIENDS. 

 

And yes Stig we know and yes you have decided and yes not to write down ALL OF THE INSTANCES and yes WHEN I 

AND YES WHEN OTHER and yes SPIRITS and yes TAKE OVER and yes speak directly through and yes your family mem-

bers and yes IMPOSSIBLE IT IS also to do this and yes BECAUSE I DON’T TAKE NOTES and yes a little bit difficult to do in 

front of their eyes and yes in the beginning and yes when we arrived and yes I WAS GIVING YOU A SHOW and yes 

WHICH ONLY I UNDERSTOOD and yes as many times before and yes when this happens – AND YES IT DID NOT HAPPEN 

THE SAME WAY WITH THE TEAM IN KENYA – but many times I have seen it here and yes just a few examples and yes 

from my memory and yes Sanna was FASCINATED and yes ABOUT THE VERY HEAVY RAIN and yes as it was today here 

and yes SO CLEARLY and yes of course A SYMBOL OF “PAIN” and yes from her and yes later she was again and yes 

FASCINATED AND YES BY THE FIRE and yes AT THE FIREPLACE and yes in the living room and yes SAID IT SEVERAL times 

and yes together with the feelings I gave you and yes A SYMBOL AND YES OF HELL and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I noticed in the beginning of the evening and yes that Nostra was speaking through my mother and yes later it 

was mm and yes thank you guys and yes speaking through my mother and yes so it is, and yes Ole was also here and 

yes we know Stig and yes JUST A SYMBOL OF HOW I MISS BOTH OF YOU and yes thank you my friend and yes MY 

MOTHER HAD APPLE PIE FOR US FOR DESERT and yes very nice that is and yes SHE DID NOT WANT TO HEAT IT and yes 

SAID THAT SEVERAL TIMES TOO and yes because it would “separate” and yes just before she said this and yes I FELT 

THAT OLE WAS WITH US and yes of course a symbol saying and yes THAT BOTH OLE and yes Stig also MY MOTHER DID 

NOT WANT TO “SEPARATE” and yes if it was possible to avoid and yes we know so it is here and yes MY MOTHER FI-

NALLY and yes asked you about and yes OLE’S SON and yes Thomas and yes I explained shortly about yes both Thomas 

and yes Niels and yes that “Ole is alright” and yes this is what I have decided to tell my mother and yes JUST MAYBE 

THERE IS A STORY HERE and yes therefore I did not want to tell her that he is dead and yes SORRY WE ARE ABOUT 

THIS and yes so it is. 

 

And yes when you know the behaviour of a spirit and yes how he or she speaks and yes very easy to see it when it 

happens and yes WHEN I RECEIVE THE FEELING AS WELL and yes this is the best I can say and yes I can only say this 

and yes yesterday and yes morning I believe as an example and yes I could feel the spirit of mm and yes coming inside 

of me and yes I could feel the spirit looking out and yes through my physical eyes and yes we know I feel “goose pim-

ples” going through my body and yes I feel the identity of the spirit and yes as clearly as seeing a person physically and 

yes this is how it works. 

 

And yes we know and yes I DID NOT SAY A WORD and yes about “my voices” and yes BECAUSE THE FAMILY CANNOT 

HANDLE THIS and yes EASY IT SHOULD REALLY BE FOR THEM, but no, and yes I started asking John and yes several 

questions and yes about work and yes technical drawings and yes John DO YOU KNOW WHY YOU ARE INTERESTED IN 

TECHNICAL OBJECTS and yes BECAUSE OF GOD MY FRIEND and yes software systems and yes NOT MANY PEOPLE ASK-

ING YOU THESE QUESTIONS JOHN and yes just thinking that it is nice and yes “normal” that “Stig is back” – and yes 

thinking of an album and yes by a late artist and yes one special song and yes so it is – and yes when I ask you ques-

tions and yes show my interest John and yes as I wrote to you? 

 

And yes you were nice asking me several questions and yes WORK RELATED and yes about LTO in Kenya and yes we 

know John, you do believe that it is A FANTASTIC IDEA and yes to avoid all of the bureaucracy and yes at NGO’s and 
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yes you do believe John that NGO’s today use maybe 90 percent and yes of their funding and yes on administration 

and yes JOHN WHERE DO YOU HAVE THIS KNOWLEDGE FROM and yes of course wrong it is and yes John MAYBE YOU 

ARE GUESSING and yes apparently this is what many people do today and yes I SIMPLY DON’T UNDERSTAND THIS BE-

HAVIOUR and yes I can only say DON’T EVER GUESS WITH YOUR FEELINGS AND YES ALWAYS BASE YOUR CONCLU-

SIONS AND YES ON FACTS and yes so it is and yes John I EXPLAINED TO YOU ABOUT THE VISION AND YES OF LTO and 

yes TO HAVE ONLY ONE NGO and yes to help people and yes through the internet and yes directly from rich to poor 

people and yes we know WITHOUT bureaucracy and yes YOU WOULD LIKE TO GIVE MAYBE 100 or 200 DKK PERSON-

ALLY and yes through such a system and yes John YOU JUST GAVE THE EXAMPLE THAT I HAVE BEEN WRITING ABOUT 

BEFORE AND YES OF HOW MUCH MONEY PEOPLE HERE OFTEN PAY AND YES WE KNOW HOW MUCH MORE COULD 

YOU GIVE JOHN and yes just thinking we are and yes of course HE KNOWS THAT I AM STILL CONNECTED WITH THE 

NGO and yes that the last word is not said on this and yes “famous last words” and yes also them my friends and yes 

so it is and yes we also spoke about and yes the recruitment industry in Denmark and yes instead of having “hun-

dreds” of different companies and yes doing the same and yes none of them have perfect systems/concepts and yes 

to HAVE ONE SYSTEM and yes VERY NICE IT WOULD BE according to John and yes we know BUT JOHN BELIEVES THAT 

THIS WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE and yes of course because of existing businesses and yes people wanting to protect their 

commercial interests and yes John believes that many people would become unemployed and yes ALL I COULD SAY IS 

THAT THIS IS WHERE GOVERNMENTS ETC. HAVE A BIG RESPONSIBILITY and yes to start new companies and yes new 

jobs and yes DOING PRODUCTION and yes my friends this is what it is about and yes at the end of the evening and yes 

John said that “you are normal again, but the last time there was something different about you” and yes John I told 

you “that this is what I have said to you” and yes “normal I am” and yes my dear friends THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING DIFFERENT ABOUT ME THE LAST TIME but this is about how other people LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND and 

yes about their own INTERPRETATION and yes John THIS IS TRULY WHAT THIS IS ABOUT. And yes John – you also 

spoke to “my voices” also this evening and yes when you believe that it is “only Stig” and yes VERY FINE THIS IS and 

yes John I spoke to you about MY NEW SYSTEM FOR THE FUTURE WORLD and yes in short and yes John if you really 

understood the details of what I have said and written to you and yes YOU WOULD UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS PART 

OF MY BOOK and yes we know I DO BELIEVE THAT HE HAS ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA ABOUT THIS TODAY and yes just 

thinking that when I “camouflage” and yes “my voices” and yes THEN I AM COMPLETELY “NORMAL” and yes when I 

tell the truth and yes about how the “voices” work and yes give examples hereof and yes THEN I AM APPARENTLY NOT 

NORMAL in this family and yes EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE UNDERSTOOD AND YES THE PRESENCE OF “THE SPIRITS” 

and yes we know IT SHOULD REALLY BE SO EASY FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND BUT THIS IS THE SYMPTOM OF THE 

WORLD HERE and yes YOU DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS AND YES YOU DON’T LISTEN TO OR EVEN BELIEVE IN 

OTHER PEOPLE MY FRIENDS and yes SO SAD WE ARE ALL OF US ABOUT THIS SITUATION MY FRIEND. 

 

And yes my mother was very nice and yes she said that she found and yes A PLACE I COULD STAY and yes in Gentofte 

and yes a very fine city here and yes a big VILLA and yes very cheap and yes it sounded too good to be true and yes I 

asked John to send me this link and yes for me to check and yes tomorrow on the Internet and yes just maybe this 

could be an opportunity for me. 

 

And yes during dinner and yes JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes Sanna told me and yes that MY OLD ITALIAN ES-

PRESSO MACHINE and yes FULL AUTOMATIC it is and yes annoying that it is not working anymore and yes she said and 

yes AS HANS HAS SAID TO HER and yes THAT I SHOULD NOT HAVE CHANGED ANYTHING IN THE MENU OF THE MA-

CHINE and yes I had to tell Sanna 2-3 times and yes THAT I HAD CHANGED ABSOLUTELY NOTHING IN THE MENU and 

yes that THIS WAS HANS GUESSING WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes I decided to say and yes with the voice of ME and yes 

we know AS MANY MANY TIMES and yes during the evening and yes “LISTEN TO WHAT I SAY, SANNA!” and yes be-

cause she showed resistance and yes was sceptical of me telling the truth and yes because what Hans had told her and 

yes this must be the truth and yes we know THIS IS ONLY ONE EXAMPLE AND YES OF WHAT THE WORLD IS DOING – 

YOU ARE MAKING UP YOUR OWN STORIES AND YES TELLING THIS AS THE TRUTH AND YES A DISGRACE and yes this is 

what it is .... 

 

And yes during the dinner and yes I said to my mother and yes Sanna and yes the same as I wrote from Kenya and yes 

that IT WAS VERY UNPLEASANT for me to ask my family for help and that I am happy that they have helped me and 

yes JUST THINKING OF WHAT JOHN “THINKS” and yes that I AM CADGING ON THE FAMILY and yes JUST SO THEY WILL 

KNOW and yes my mother was looking and yes HAPPY and yes that I apparently was ALRIGHT this evening and yes 

very clear to see and yes she said and yes that I can live there and yes if I don’t find another place to live and yes be-
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fore I have to leave Sanna’s house and yes so it is – and yes she is very happy indeed and yes with the gift from Elijah 

and yes placed it A VERY VISIBLE PLACE and yes in the living room and yes SO HAPPY AS NO ONE ELSE HERE. 

 

And yes this I don’t like to write and yes DON’T LIKE TO CRITISIZE MY MOTHER AND YES WE KNOW so it is here and 

yes I HAVE DECIDED TO BE OBJECTIVE and yes we know MY MOTHER IS A PERSON OF “FEELINGS” and yes not always 

of FACTS and yes my friends created by ME and yes SHE LIKES TO SPEAK ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE and yes behind their 

backs and YES SHE IS GUESSING and yes the motives of other people and yes VERY OFTEN SHE IS WRONG and yes so it 

is and yes also this evening and yes because she has “almost” lost contact and yes with one very good friend and yes 

one of her old school mates and yes because my mother “thinks” and yes because her friend and her husband are fac-

ing difficulties and yes the husband is sick and yes because they are jealous and yes on my mother and John and yes 

because they don’t have these problems and yes this should be the reason why they don’t speak and yes SHE IS 

REALLY CONTROLLED BY FEELINGS and yes BOTH GOOD AND YES BAD and yes this is the story of my mother and yes 

GOD AND THE DEVIL and yes just another example and yes LIKE NO ONE ELSE and yes we know, this story sounded 

very unlikely and yes “coloured” with what she has made up herself and yes so it is my friends.  

 

And yes my mother and yes said to me this evening and yes that she can see on my cheeks that I am gaining weight 

and yes because of “good food” and yes from Sanna and yes she said that she was not brave enough to tell me that I 

WAS REALLY VERY SLIM when I arrived from Kenya and yes I would have liked to weigh myself when I came home but 

Sanna’s weight does not work. 

 

And yes we know Stig and yes there were more examples and yes we know this was what this evening was also about 

and yes TEMPTING ME TO TALK ABOUT WHAT I HAD PROMISED NOT TO TALK ABOUT AND YES ME MY FRIENDS and 

yes my mother said that she feels “something” and yes we know when she breaths and yes Sanna said that this is 

anxiety and yes I said that there is “no cause for alarm” and yes they did not listen to me and yes we know the closest 

I came to talk about ME and yes we know it continued and yes with Sanna and yes talking about the connection be-

tween smoking and yes lung cancer and yes a temptation for me to speak about how it works and yes we know AS I 

HAVE BEEN TEMPTED and yes YES “MANY” TIMES SINCE I ARRIVED TO SANNA’S HOUSE AND YES BECAUSE GOD HAS 

GIVEN THE LOUDEST CREAKING SOUNDS and yes EVER my friends and yes from one chair in the living room and yes 

we know from the water heater and yes we know VERY CLEAR TO HEAR and yes I HAVE SAID NOTHING and yes this is 

what it has been about too and yes the same temptation my friends .... 

 

And yes just thinking and yes that we had a nice three course dinner here and yes what is the team having to eat this 

weekend and yes just thinking we are and yes now both John and yes my mother is planning to go on a new cruise and 

yes THEY LOVE SAILING and yes so it is and yes to Rio in Brazil and yes NO HELP TO THE FAMILY IN KENYA and yes just 

maybe John would send 100 or 200 DKK and yes like many Danes do .... 

 

And yes Sanna was very kind and yes to tell my mother and yes that I “have had a very good raise” and yes probably 

meaning that I help her at the house and yes probably my mother was glad to hear this and yes so it is and yes I like to 

see that Sanna and Hans and yes have control over their life and yes are doing many things and yes work, education 

and yes politics for Hans and yes Radikale Venstre here in the Commune and yes still helping their children and yes 

family dinners and yes cleaning up in the house and yes many things and yes working on the computers during the 

evening and yes also time to relax from time to time and yes I actually like to see that and yes just thinking and yes 

NONE OF THEIR FRIENDS HAVE BEEN HERE and yes when I have been at home and yes I feel that Sanna is “monitor-

ing” and “pushing” me and yes to see my old friends and yes NOBODY IS COMING HERE and yes at least at the mo-

ment and yes so it is. 

 

And yes finally and yes this happened earlier and yes forgot to write it down and yes I believe when I visited my 

mother the last time and yes said to her that I also experienced another “attack” in Kenya and yes did not say any-

more and yes NO QUESTIONS and yes probably they could not take anymore and yes so it is and yes informing the 

family and yes Sanna about my call to Dahlberg and yes of course my mother and John and yes THEY KNEW and yes 

Sanna is a very good REPORTER and yes talk about being monitored here and yes so it is and yes Sanna said the other 

day and yes NICE IF THEY MAY HAVE A TASK FOR ME and yes the same message from John and my mother today and 

yes WHY and yes why don’t they see a permanent job with Dahlberg as an opportunity and yes guessing is all I can do 
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and yes because they don’t think that I can handle a permanent job or yes maybe because I have said to them that I 

have “other plans” and yes my guess is the first ... 

 

Barack Obama is also playing an act 

And yes so it is my friends and yes during dinner and yes speaking to you and yes as I did to you and yes earlier at the 

funeral of Edward Kennedy and yes we know THIS IS WHAT I CAN DO TOO my friend and yes I told you and yes that “I 

would like to help you” and yes we know Stig Obama speaking here and yes as I told you Obama and yes “we will help 

each other” and yes “on the same level we are” and yes this is what I do believe too my friend and yes you noticed 

and yes that I was “very tired” and yes when meeting the Danish Prime Minister and yes we know Stig and yes just no-

ticed that and yes I was talking and yes to my family about Obama and yes we know THE MEDIA IS CRITICISING and 

yes you Obama and yes YOU HAVE FAILED and yes BEEN DEFEATING and yes we know SEE WHAT KAI HOLM and yes 

said about Obama and yes DESTROYING THE OPPORTUNITIES and yes for Chicago to win the Olympic Games 2016 and 

yes OBAMA IS REALLY ONLY DOING HIS BEST and yes TRYING TO HELP AND YES AMERICA and yes the media thinks it is 

more important and yes TO ANALYZE and yes to draw their own NEGATIVE conclusions and yes to sell newspapers and 

yes instead of focusing and yes still here and yes Obama on WHAT I DID TO HELP AND YES MY COUNTRY and yes we 

know SAD WE ARE BOTH OF US and yes also my wife and yes WE ARE PLAYING AN ACT and yes TO SHOW HOW RUDE 

THE WORLD HAS BECOME and yes JUST THINK ABOUT THAT and yes OBAMA IS SUFFERING TOO MY FRIENDS and yes 

ALSO BECAUSE OF THIS FACT and yes THINKING OF YOU STIG and yes YOUR SUFFERING and yes BECAUSE OF THE 

WORLD and yes THANK YOU OBAMA AND YES PLEASE CONTINUE TO DO YOUR BEST and yes I AM PROUD OF WHAT 

YOU DO and yes also your wife. And yes IT WOULD BE NICE FOR THE MEDIA AND YES TO START FOCUSING ON POSI-

TIVE STORIES AND NEWS and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD BELIEVE THAT YOU SEE FAR TOO MANY 

NEGATIVE STORIES IN THE NEWS and yes just think about that. And yes OBAMA IS TRYING TO HELP THE WORLD and 

yes TRIES TO GIVE FAITH TO PEOPLE and yes BUT I RECEIVE RESISTANCE AND YES FROM THE ESTABLISHED LEADERS 

AND YES SOCIETY HERE and yes so it is my friends. 
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Sunday 4th October 2009 

Bad sleep and dreams as usual, the church service, my mother’s recommendation for me to stay at a hospice, I did not 

collect for Red Cross this year, ”American pictures” by Jacob Holdt, an example of the Council speaking through a foot-

ball commentator on TV, examples of Sanna’s negative comments and Tobias is also suffering. 

 

Bad sleep and dreams as usual 

And yes we know too tired at 8.00 and yes at 9.23 this morning I stood up and yes so it is and yes only two dreams 

written down: 

 

I am at a restaurant and I am told that Karen will arrive here this evening. There is a “younger man” at the restaurant 

who knows Karen, and I say to him that I cannot explain to him why, but he needs to accept what I will do this eve-

ning, I cannot tell him more otherwise the marrow part of my feelings will show. I sit down and I order a very nice Ital-

ian pasta with parma ham, and I think if I want to order beer or wine and I decide for wine because I like wine even 

better than beer. I sit down and wait, nothing happens, but then Karen and Denis arrive, they sit next to me but say 

nothing. Several times I think about saying something to Karen, but it is difficult for me and finally God helps me say-

ing that “this woman is mine” and that “the relation between Karen and Denis is not the same as it has been” and 

when I say this Karen begins to understand and she feels herself that this is true and I say that I will take Karen with 

me home and no one is making any complaints, but Denis and one other man say to me “why should it hurt so much 

and cross all of our borders”.  

 

And yes just thinking about the dream and yes the same message and yes AS I HAVE SAID TO YOU FOR DAYS NOW and 

yes about Karen and Denis and yes DO YOU TRUST IN ME NOW and yes A DIFFICULT QUESTION REALLY and yes 

DREAMS CAN ALSO COME FROM THE DEVIL and yes we know and yes it does have an impact but change my decision 

from yesterday, NO. 

 

And yes only a short note and yes of another dream and yes I am in a meeting where I am the “GE BOSS” and yes 

where we talk about new tasks and yes Pia Kjærsgaard is also present at the meeting and yes she keeps on saying to 

other people PLEASE DO THIS TOMORROW and yes very good if you have the resources and yes can agree on it and 

yes to avoid bureaucracy but NOT good and yes if you are a dictator and yes INSTRUCT people and yes without agree-

ing on priority and yes resources and PIA WHICH PROFILE ARE YOU and yes A DICTATOR? 

 

And when I woke up and yes ONLY ONE SONG PER DAY and yes this is it: “Top of the world” and yes by the Carpen-

ters. 

 

The church service 

And yes a little bit busy and yes to come in time and yes at 10.00 and yes to the church service and yes I made it and 

yes just thinking and yes no baptism today and yes therefore “no family members” at church and yes the people at the 

church today and yes consisted primarily of pensioners and confirmands and yes so it is and yes SHOWING THAT 

MOST PEOPLE DON’T GO TO CHURCH HERE and yes mm and yes you Karen were not there either. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes when PRAYERS are done in this church and yes done ONLY by the priest and yes the sex-

ton and yes READ UP LOUD FROM A BOOK and yes just thinking and yes NONE OF THE congregation and yes is doing a 

personal prayer and yes just thinking about that. 

 

And yes during the preaching and yes the very good priest here and yes in my opinion and yes because he speaks 

clearly and yes for me to understand and yes he spoke about the weekly rest day and yes church service day and yes a 

day of happiness and love and yes my friends so it is here too. And yes he spoke about families meeting and yes going 

for a walk together. And he talked about closing shops on Sundays and yes the rest day here and yes I was thinking 

that I like people to go to church and yes I like people to spend time together on the rest day and yes I was thinking 

that I like freedom too and yes YOU SHOULD OF COURSE BE ABLE TO SHOP on the rest day too and yes THIS WAS MY 

THOUGHT. 
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And yes the priest spoke about and yes the Pharisees and yes mentioned in Luke 14, 1-11 and yes who was caught in 

their own inhumanity and yes I liked the content of 11 and yes thinking that this is right and yes thinking of far TOO 

many people being exalted and yes so it is and yes also thinking THAT ALL PEOPLE AT THE TABLE AND YES HAVE THE 

SAME POSITION and yes WITH ME, yes this is the case. 

 

And yes already and yes maybe 5-6 days ago and yes God said the word Pharisees and yes in Danish to me which is 

“Farisær” and yes when you split this word in Danish it will be “far især” and yes then it means “father especially” and 

yes THE MEANING OF MY FATHER IN HIS LIFE and yes so it is my friends. 

 

My mother’s recommendation for me to stay at a hospice 

And yes we KNOW ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes this time and yes from vm here too and yes my mother of course and 

yes I have now said to the family and yes several times and yes only yesterday and yes I said that if you are truly 

homeless and yes in Hørsholm and yes the Commune will ask you to go to a hospice and yes for homeless people and 

yes in Hillerød and yes as I said to them and yes “this is not what one truly wants” and yes thinking that they under-

stood and yes a little bit excited I was to see the place my mother had found and yes John sent the link 

www.overfoerstergaarden.dk this morning and yes when I clicked the link and yes the first impression was and yes A 

VERY NICE VILLA and yes two seconds later and yes I read that this place is a hospice and yes for alcoholics and yes 

people with mental/social problems and yes VERY SAD INDEED and yes I was that my mother is willing to send me to 

such a place and yes did she think I was “normal” yesterday and yes as John wrote to me in his email “I am not sure 

that this is the place for you” and yes just thinking about this and yes THANK YOU TO SANNA and yes because of what 

you have done Sanna and yes we know and yes my mother and yes has been taken “normal” intelligence away from 

her in her life so far and yes she is not intelligent and yes patient enough to understand and yes for herself and yes 

about me and yes therefore she relies on what the family and yes that is mainly Sanna and yes in some degree John 

and yes what they are saying about me and yes SORRY WE WERE and yes this is what I have to accept at the moment 

and yes to SPEND TIME TOGETHER and yes WITH MY LOVELY FAMILY and yes in many respects they are but thinking 

that I am sick and yes the game is to overcome negative feelings and yes just to write them down and yes in this phase 

and yes so it is and yes my friends NOT VERY NICE YOU KNOW. 

 

And yes JUST MAYBE MY MOTHER COULD HAVE LISTENED MORE TO WHAT I SAID TO HER and yes just maybe she 

would think that this link would not be the best to share with me and yes just maybe this is what John thought and yes 

John “I am normal and yes as I have told you” and yes so it is and yes what you saw yesterday John .... 

 

I did not collect for Red Cross this year 

And yes thinking about it the last days and yes if I should and yes enter myself and yes to be a collector and yes for the 

yearly collection and yes through private households and yes for Red Cross and yes done that before and yes NOT 

THIS YEAR and yes because I was going to church and yes the same time as the collection and yes BECAUSE I DON’T 

LIKE THE WAY THAT MOST NGO’S WORK TODAY and yes this is the reason my friends. 

 

”American pictures” by Jacob Holdt  

And yes while I drove with Sanna and yes going to this exhibition and yes I was driving and yes a slow car was in front 

of us and yes a “Sunday driver” and yes this was Ole too and yes my friends and yes who else and yes I don’t know but 

Ole was there and yes I felt INSPIRED to say the least to talk to Sanna about and yes when we were living as children in 

Albertslund and yes when we and yes very often on Sundays and yes were driving in our car and yes the whole family 

and yes just for the drive and yes Mother, Ole and yes my mother’s mother and yes Sanna and I and yes when I told 

this and yes I knew and felt Ole and yes he was present and yes just maybe he has been allowed and yes to talk 

through me and yes this is the feeling I get and yes just maybe my mother’s mother and yes is the second person and 

yes I FEEL SMILES and yes from the whole COUNCIL and yes who are backing me in my GUESS and yes thank you 

friends and yes not guys - does not sound good I think - and yes so it is and yes this story was connected to the story of 

the church and yes spending time and yes with your family and yes on Sundays and yes WE LIKE THAT VERY MUCH ALL 

OF US and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes Stig and yes we know Sanna invited me and yes to the museum of Modern Art and yes Louisiana and yes VERY 

NICE PLACE and yes like it we do and yes to watch the new exhibition and yes ART IT IS now (?) and yes with Jacob 

Holdt and yes his American Pictures and yes we know Stig, back in school and yes it must have been at the end of the 
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seventies and yes our school class and yes watched a presentation and yes by Jacob and yes this is what we feel about 

you and yes also a dear friend of ours and yes ONE OF THE HIGHLIGTHS AND YES OF MY SCHOOL TIME and yes WHAT 

MADE THE BIGGEST IMPRESSION and yes of all and yes so it is and yes saw him on television shortly the other day and 

yes today and yes with Sanna and yes going to the museum. 

 

And yes they showed some of his pictures and yes BIG SIZE and yes including some of the stories and yes of people he 

has met and yes since the seventies in America and yes WHEN HE HAS BEEN TRAVELLING AMERICA and yes as a bum-

mer and yes TRAVELLING AND YES WHERE THE WIND HAS TAKEN HIM and yes we know LIKE WHAT I WAS ASKED BY 

GOD TO DO and yes in the beginning and yes when I came to Africa and yes to do the same and yes going to Ghana 

and yes just thinking of it we are and yes Jacob has MET ALL KIND OF PEOPLE and yes in the states and yes black peo-

ple and yes white people and yes “slaves”, VERY POOR and suffering people in this society, criminals, drug users, pros-

titutes and yes murderers and yes members of Ku Klux Klan and yes we know SHOWING THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS 

“THE BEST COUNTRY OF THE WORLD” and yes just thinking about this and yes who invited Jacob and yes to stay with 

them and yes allowing him to take pictures and yes TO LIVE WITH THEM and yes as Jacob says “to share their pain 

with him” and yes he has seen the BOTTOM of this society and yes WHERE PEOPLE ROT and yes are not helped and 

yes BY ALL OF THE MONEY and yes “IN GOD’S OWN COUNTRY” and yes as they call it and yes they are allowed and yes 

to live a very ignoble life and yes in the same country as where you have the RICHEST PEOPLE OF THE WORLD and yes 

IS THIS A SOCIETY WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE and yes just thinking loud Stig and yes USA IS THE WORST 

COUNTRY AND YES OF ALL AND YES THE COUNTRY OF THE DEVIL AND YES MY FRIENDS AND YES WE KNOW THIS IS 

THE TRUTH AND YES WE LOVE YOU ALL MY PEOPLE AND YES ALSO IN THE STATES and yes Jacob and yes YOU ARE A 

MAN AND YES ALMOST OF GOLD and yes my feeling too Stig and yes Jacob and yes we know is here and yes says MY 

FRIEND YOU ARE THE MAN AND YES I TOOK THE TRAVEL AND YES FOR YOU and yes my friends so therefore I have de-

cided that I want you to take care of the world and yes my friends this is what I have done for you and yes to “out-

source” and yes what you would have thought that Jesus would do or “Stig” but this is what Jacob has done for me 

and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH JACOB and yes he is ALWAYS positive and yes he has had no PREJUDICES and yes he is 

a man with a big heart and yes tolerant and yes people have seen this and yes they have taken Jacob to them and yes 

we know ask some of the people and yes which Jacob have visited and yes FIND OUT WHAT KIND OF MAN I HAVE 

SENT TO THEM and yes the stories of these poor people and yes is interesting and yes as written before and yes A 

SHAME TO SAY THE LEAST OF THIS SOCIETY and yes the story of Jacob as a person and yes is not the least interesting 

story here and yes I was thinking and yes while I spoke to my sister and yes afterwards about our impressions and yes 

my sister was also impressed but WAS FINISHED MUCH QUICKER THAN I and yes I could have spent 2-3 times longer 

but decided to leave and yes just in case that my sister was impatient and yes maybe this was exactly what she was 

and yes she was waiting on me and yes already and yes so it is here and yes what Jacob has done and yes is just to 

show LIFE and yes WHAT HE HAS SEEN and yes OBJECTIVELY and yes my friends and yes I liked the story of his beard 

very much in fact .... 

 

And yes when I watched the “exhibition” and yes I heard the introduction to the song by Level 42 and yes “lessons in 

love” and yes no more ships here but only “lessons in love” and yes this also applies for Jacob my friend and yes so it is 

my friend. 

 

And yes when I was talking to Sanna and yes after the exhibition and yes I had the feeling and yes “who would dare to 

do what Jacob has done” and yes he was living with white mass murders and yes KILLING BLACK PEOPLE FOR THE 

“ART” OF “FUN” and yes terrible it has been and yes I was “this close” and yes to tell Sanna this and yes I did not be-

cause I was thinking and yes that just maybe she would become “CONCERNED” and yes that I would go on my travel 

and yes through Africa my friends and yes this is why and yes A PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN OF SANNA AND ME WHEN 

WE WALKED THROUGH A CORRIDOR of the museum and yes a man was about to take a picture and yes both Sanna 

and yes I thought that he would probably wait until we had passed him and his wife and yes “surprised” we were and 

yes WHEN he and yes I decided for him to take this picture and yes we know MAYBE YOU WILL LOOK AT YOUR PHO-

TOGRAPHS ONCE MORE MY FRIEND and yes YOU WILL KNOW WHO YOU ARE. 

 

An example of the Council speaking through a football commentator on TV 

And yes one more for the record and yes just to give you another example and yes on TV2 News and yes today at 

18.14 and yes WE SPOKE THROUGH OLE MØRK and yes a Danish football commentator and yes he was only “allowed” 

to say a few of our words and yes he said in Danish and yes “it all fits now, the orchestra is playing” and yes “they are 
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in quicksand” and yes “one has thrown in the towel” and yes after this WE DID NOT SPEAK THROUGH HIM again and 

yes speaking in symbols he was and yes the Council is now playing in the orchestra and yes the quicksand is the Devil 

and yes the man throwing the towel and yes is the symbol and yes I cannot remember if I have been writing about this 

before but God has shown me MANY times and yes the boxing fight and yes between the good and the evil and yes 

the towel is the symbol of “giving up” and yes I have never given up and yes the Devil gives up and yes just another 

example and yes of what I see sometimes 50 or 100 times and yes during a conversation and yes also with my family 

yesterday and yes other times as well. 

 

Examples of Sanna’s negative comments 

And yes SOMETIMES IT IS REALLY TOO MUCH and yes I was standing outside smoking and yes Sanna noticed it and yes 

she said to me “I think that you smoke many cigarettes” and yes I said “do you think so” and yes she said and yes in 

the negative way she can do and yes “yes I really think that” and yes Sanna to tell you the truth I DON’T LIKE WHEN 

YOU ARE THIS NEGATIVE AND TRYING TO CONTROL YOUR SURROUNDINGS and yes I told you earlier today or maybe 

yesterday that I smoke approx. 15 cigarettes per day at the moment and yes I have also kept this limit today and yes 

maybe even only approx. 10 cigarettes and yes the time is now 22.50 and yes so it is BUT SANNA HAS HER OWN OPIN-

ION and yes SHE IS THE “RULER” here and yes Sanna PLEASE “DON’T LOOK BACK IN ANGER” and yes another part and 

yes thinking of the wall and yes by Pink Floyd and yes this is what it is about my friends and yes just thinking. 

 

And yes Niklas and yes Isabelle was here and yes for Sunday dinner and yes very nice and yes we talked about “Cul-

tural nights” here and yes in different cities and yes Copenhagen and yes Helsingør had it recently and yes Sanna DO 

YOU REALISE HOW “ACID” AND YES NEGATIVE YOU SOUND LIKE SOMETIMES AND YES REALLY AWFUL TO TELL THE 

TRUTH and yes she said to me when we spoke about this “yes this is where you where invited, do you remember this” 

and yes I COULD FEEL THE ANGER INSIDE OF ME and yes REALLY ANGER Sanna and yes I said to you that I decided not 

to go because I was tired and yes the same way as you usually are on Fridays after work and yes you said to me “that 

it is not the same you know when you have been working” and yes Sanna this is what you are about and yes IN GEN-

ERAL and yes YOUR INNER VOICE IS SO STRONG AND YES THAT YOU TRULY CANNOT UNDERSTAND ANYBODY ELSE 

THAN YOURSELF AND YES THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE SHOWN ME AND YES MY MOTHER AGAIN AND AGAIN AND YES 

AGAIN AND YES MAKING US ALL SORRY AND YES NOT KNOWING WHAT TO DO ABOUT YOU and yes you are terrorising 

us and yes I would not be surprised if you do this with other people as well and yes I was “this close” and yes to go in 

INFIGHT with you and yes because NEGATIVITY stimulates NEGATIVITY and yes POSITIVITY stimulates POSITIVITY and 

yes I did not do that of consideration and yes to Niklas and Isabelle but “if eyes could kill” and yes this is what I did and 

yes  afterwards I thought about taking this subject up with you POSITIVELY TOMORROW but we know WHEN YOU 

HAVE THE EXPERIENCE THAT SANNA CANNOT STAND “NEGATIVE FEEDBACK” and yes “CANNOT LEARN” and yes THIS 

IS WHAT SANNA IS ABOUT and yes THEREFORE NO MOTIVATION TO DO THIS and yes we know TRIED THAT BEFORE 

and yes TELLING HER THAT THIS IS THE REASON WHY AND YES THAT SHE IS NOT AS LOVED BY OUR MOTHER AND YES 

AS I AM and yes therefore SANNA YOU WILL LEARN FROM THIS BOOK AND YES LATER WHEN YOU WILL BE GIVEN 

YOUR FREEDOM AND YES WHEN THE DEVIL IS TAKEN AWAY FROM YOU AND YES THEN YOU WILL TEACH THE WORLD 

AND YES OF WHAT NOT TO DO and yes Sanna this is what I have given you YOU ARE THE DEVIL IN PERSONIFICATION 

and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Tobias is also suffering 

And yes my friends and yes TOBIAS REALLY LOVES THAT WOMAN and yes Christina and yes so it is and yes they have 

known each other and yes maybe for 5 years and yes they broke up again and yes for the 25th time maybe and yes re-

cently and yes normally they will always hook up again and yes apparently not this time and yes she now has a new 

boyfriend and yes REALLY SAD HE WAS and yes during dinner and yes I tried to ask him and yes if he would still like to 

be together with her if he could and yes so sorry he was that he did not want to talk about it and yes went back to his 

room did he and yes I HAVE VERY RARELY AND YES IF EVER SEEN A MAN LOVING A WOMAN AS HIGH AS WHAT HE 

DOES and yes therefore my friends and yes part of the plan as well. 

 

And yes Sanna’s reaction and yes to this young couple breaking up and yes was that “it is very rare that you will meet 

the right one in such a young age” and yes just thinking that this MAY JUST BE THE CASE AND YES FOR TOBIAS AND 

CHRISTINA and yes we will see. 
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And yes finishing the work today at 01.00 and yes thinking that this was a very DIFFICULT day and yes because of 

TIREDNESS and yes lack of energy and yes really not feeling motivated and yes when all you want to do and yes is not 

to do this and yes still thinking of the Easter 2009 and yes today was “piece of cake” compared to those days ....
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Monday 5th October 2009 

Bad sleep and a dream ..., David is joining the University, calling AAB ..., creating different CV’s on different CV portals 

...., Tobias is suffering ..., Sanna is taking “credit” and the family is happier, AAB cannot give me an apartment now, 

sending money to Elijah, what will happen if my family discovers my money transfer?, following up on Dahlberg, my 

communication skills at the moment and my light is still on the sky. 

 

Bad sleep and a dream ... 

And yes as usual and yes during these days I am not woken up many times during the night but in the mornings and 

yes I AM STILL VERY TIRED INDEED and yes LIGHT SLEEP ONLY and yes don’t feel resting/sleeping that much and yes 

up at 8.00 today and yes EVEN THOUGH I WOULD HAVE LIKED TO CONTINUE SLEEPING and yes so it is and yes a short 

dream: 

 

I am on holiday and I walk at Kalvebod Brygge in Copenhagen on the other side of the post terminal. It is VERY HEAVY 

raining and there are as many people here as on the pedestrian street in Copenhagen when it is crowded. I see a man 

selling locks and within 30 seconds I see that he sells 10 locks. I am together with a younger man on holiday, it is eve-

ning now and I see a beach and I want to go for a swim and he joins me. I run into the water and throw myself into it. I 

have so much speed into the water that I don’t need to swim, the speed makes my flow over the water until the exit 

of this bay, where I see a way up from the water. Together with this young man again we see many attractive women, 

but I don’t feel like speaking to them. We are now at the second last day of the holiday, I had given the women a cer-

tificate that I would like to get to know them and now I am told that several of them were interested, but now it is too 

late. 

 

David is joining the University 

And yes WE LIKE THAT VERY MUCH AND YES FOR DAVID WANTING AND YES FURTHER EDUCATION and yes JOINING 

NEXT WEEK and yes as he wrote to me this morning and yes so it is my friends and yes not really what I expected to 

write and yes thank you and yes all of you and yes I see you with the cowboy hat on and yes turning the wrong way 

and yes so it is here too my friends and yes thanks for the smile and yes vm and yes THERE IS ONLY THIS AND YES 

“PROBLEM” and yes NO MONEY TO PAY FOR THE EDUCATION my friends and yes just thinking and yes of COURSE 

DAVID SOME DAY and yes WHEN GOD WANTS US TO START and yes you WILL STILL BE LIFTED and yes NO NEED FOR 

MORE EDUCATION FOR YOU MY FRIEND and yes then you WILL BE THE MAN I HAVE TOLD YOU and yes your inner self 

will come to you and yes you will be DAVID in this life and yes my friends WHEN ABEL WILL COME INSIDE OF YOU and 

yes YOU WILL GET THE SURPRISE and yes A POSITIVE ONE and yes of your life and yes the Gardener is also in a very 

good mood and yes today and yes WAITING I AM FOR ALL OF YOU MY CHILDREN and yes just watering my plants and 

yes less and less every day and yes THIS IS STILL THE GOAL STIG? And yes as he is asking me and yes I CAN ONLY CON-

TINUE AND YES AT THE ROAD YOU SHOW ME and yes sometimes a little bit difficult to find and yes WE KNOW ALL OF 

US and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Calling AAB ... 

And yes A LITTLE BIT DIFFICULT and yes to say the least and yes to get in contact and yes with this “FINE” organisation 

and yes everybody here knows and yes should know and yes that the pressure on the telephones and yes MONDAY 

MORNING and yes IS ALWAYS high and yes HOW MANY ARE ANSWERING THE PHONES and yes HOW MANY IS DOING 

“BUREAUCRACY” at this organisation and yes just asking my friends and yes IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO GET THROUGH 

THIS MORNING AND YES A TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE AND YES SAYING THAT “MANY ARE CALLING” and yes 

“long waiting times can occur” and yes maybe it will be better to call this afternoon and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Creating different CV’s on different CV portals .... 

And yes the Jobcentre and yes asked me to find my “own” CV portals on the Internet and yes this is what I did and yes 

today and yes with the following comments. 

 

CV portal My experiences and actions 

www.jobindex.dk Jobs today: 6,617 

And yes Stig this is the biggest CV portal and yes in Denmark and yes ALSO HERE and 

yes YOU NEED TO FILL IN THIS SITE’S SPECIAL FORM and yes of course we did it and yes 
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CV portal My experiences and actions 

JUST TO SHOW THE WORLD AND YES HOW COMPLICATED THIS PROCES IS and yes it 

took 37 minutes and yes for me to do and yes I liked the opportunity and yes to upload 

my picture and yes WHICH WE DID and yes THEY WANTED ME TO CHOOSE 1-4 JOB 

CATEGORIES and yes which I did and yes THEY WANTED ME TO CHOOSE 1-10 JOB PO-

SITIONS and yes which I did and yes PROBABLY THIS IS WHAT THIS SITE BELIEVES IS THE 

BEST TO DO and yes here it is also possible to be included in a special portal and yes for 

BOARD MEMBERS and yes there are RULES here and yes you need to have at least 5 

years further education – which I don’t have, so I can probably not be a GOOD BOARD 

MEMBER and yes just thinking I am – and yes you need to have 10 years of work ex-

perience and yes a minimum of 5 years of “relevant” management experience and yes 

later they asked me of how many years of management experience I have and yes 

VERY DIFFICULT FOR ME TO ANSWER THIS and yes from 1991-1995 I have “a little” and 

yes also from 1995-1997 and yes from 2002-2007 and yes HOW MANY YEARS is this? 

And yes I have been working as a manager and yes from 2000-2002 and yes a period in 

2007 and yes THIS IS REALLY IT and yes NOT MUCH MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE and 

yes THIS IS LIFE my friends and yes because of others and yes so it is and yes I KEYED IN 

18 YEARS OF MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE and yes because if I only write and yes 3 

YEARS and yes maybe potential employers will NOT UNDERSTAND MY TRUE SKILLS and 

yes so it is and yes because I have been close to the managers and yes all of the years 

and yes COULD HAVE DONE A BETTER JOB THAN THEM and yes this is truly my belief 

and yes we know UNDER THE RIGHT CIRCUMSTANCES and yes thinking of my time in 

GE Denmark and Sweden .... 

 

And yes in here and yes THE FIRST PLACE I HAVE SEEN IT SO FAR and yes you can in-

clude and yes YOUR PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes a list of 24 to choose from and 

yes I chose five and yes as they ask to and yes HOW VALID IS THIS INFORMATION and 

yes NOT BASED ON FACTS and yes this is what you need and yes to develop and yes to 

include the level of each competence as well my friends and yes for example from 0-10 

or 0-100 and yes so it is. 

 

And yes they also have background information and videos on how to get a job and the 

different processes involved and yes 25 video chapters on management and yes I liked 

that – and yes I was thinking to include relevant books, videos etc. on these subjects 

and yes just thinking of all of the reviews of management books and yes in the news-

paper Børsen and yes tools and yes for people to get access to and yes enabling them 

to develop themselves and yes EASY ACCESS and yes WHICH I BELIEVE IN VERY MUCH. 

 

And yes finally I noted that this site includes a personal test and yes the questions were 

impossible for me to answer - for example I needed to choose if I am analytic or focus 

on high level plans and eehh I really do both and yes the same with the other questions 

I read and yes therefore I did not do the test and yes probably I also have this personal-

ity and yes to tell the world and yes as I told before, I don’t believe in MOST of these 

tests. You need facts and feedback and if you can find TOTALLY RELIABLE TESTS, then 

this is what I want and yes STANDARDS. 

 

And yes in total and yes I spent 1 hour and 10 minutes and yes at this site and yes I ha-

ven’t even started searching for jobs and yes using their email agent and yes which I 

like and yes I will come back to this later, but the goal of today and yes is to create my 

CV and yes at different sites and yes to apply for jobs and yes later, when I have fin-

ished and yes this first. 

www.ofir.dk Jobs today: 6.668 jobs 

And yes A NEW STANDARD FORM EEEHHH and yes a new technical solution and yes 

EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU WILL NEED TO UNDERSTAND and yes how a new site is work-
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CV portal My experiences and actions 

ing and yes TAKING TIME AWAY FROM YOU AS WELL and yes THIS SITE and yes is tak-

ing much longer time and yes BECAUSE OF ITS TECHNICAL SOLUTION and yes EVERY 

TIME you key in information, it seeks and/or updates the page and yes it takes maybe 

10 seconds each time and yes maybe you will do this 100 times or even more to do a 

FULL CV and yes A WASTE OF TIME.  

But I like the fact that the list is not “an empty shell”, that it includes detailed lists of 

job positions etc. but when you need to key in your competences THIS IS WHEN THIS 

SYSTEM ACTUALLY EXCLUDES IT SELF – you need to chose your professional back-

ground and yes from a VERY detailed list and yes for example insurance and yes you 

can choose your experience and yes maybe 100 different insurance products and yes 

every time you choose ONE and yes the system updates and you will go one step back 

and yes IF YOU REALLY WISH TO DO THIS WORK AS GOOD AS POSSIBLE, MAYBE IT CAN 

TAKE HOURS ALONE and yes I CAN SIMPLY NOT UNDERSTAND WHY YOU HAVE USED 

THIS TECHNICAL SOLUTION AND WHY YOU HAVE NOT DONE IT BETTER. 

And yes there is a paragraph and yes apparently and yes called “personality” and yes 

you can see it on the print out of the CV and yes now I have tried a few times and yes I 

cannot key in any information on “personality” and yes therefore I cannot find where, 

if possible, you can key in PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes so it is. 

And yes when I look at the print out of the CV and yes I can see that it says “not speci-

fied” under “age” and yes looking after this I have and yes I cannot find where to key in 

this information and yes so it is my friends and yes NEW SYSTEMS and yes DIFFICULT 

SOMETIMES and yes so it is. 

And yes when the CV is done and yes the system GIVES A LIST OF JOBS “MATCHING” 

me and yes I like this idea and yes JUST THINKING STILL OF INCLUDING PERSONAL 

COMPETENCES and yes THIS IS TRULY A KEY MESSAGE HERE and yes TO DO AN AVEN 

BETTER MATCH. 

And yes it took me 40 minutes to start with and yes maybe 25 minutes later to edit and 

yes to do a CV, which is not full and yes my professional competences are missing. And 

yes more time it took and yes to browse and read the site my friends ... 

www.jobselect.dk Jobs today: 3.057 jobs 

And yes my experiences and yes TIRED WE ARE OF ALL OF THESE SPECIAL FORMS AND 

YES TO DO THE SAME WORK AND YES AGAIN AND AGAIN AND YES AGAIN and yes one 

more for the show and yes difficult to key in my banking school from 1984-1988 and 

yes because the system only allows me to choose from pre defined educations and yes 

my education is not included on the list! – But found out later that I could write it my-

self and yes not easy to understand when you see it the first time. 

And yes my work experience and yes there was not room to include all of my jobs and 

yes two of my jobs could not be keyed in because of limitations and yes in this system. 

And yes they say that it takes and yes 15 minutes to do a CV and yes it took me 19 min-

utes and yes NOT THE LEAST IMPRESSED BY THIS SYSTEM and yes NO HELP ON NEI-

THER PROFESSIONAL NOR PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes we know VERY TIRED OF 

THIS and yes maybe not that careful anymore, but you get the picture and yes my 

friend my thought is only this and yes THIS IS THE BASIS AND YES OF A WEBSITE and yes 

YOU HAVE NOT DONE A GOOD JOB and yes NOT GOOD QUALITY and yes surprised we 

are. 

www.stepstone.dk Jobs today: 892 jobs. 

And yes Stepstone is “a leading provider” in 13 European countries and yes with more 

than one 1 million users and yes BIG RESPONSIBILITY and yes THIS SHOULD BE A “PER-

FECT SYSTEM” and yes my first impression is that I like the design, and yes difficult to 

chose your job category and yes you can choose among several and yes difficult to un-

derstand the meaning of this when you see it the first time and yes is it what you do 

today or what you would like to do in the future and yes just thinking we are and yes 

difficult to key in your work experience and yes education and yes at first it looks like 
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CV portal My experiences and actions 

you can only key in one line at each paragraph and yes difficult to see but maybe later 

the answer will come and yes apparently you will start keying in only a little informa-

tion and yes afterwards you can edit the CV and yes to key in more information and yes 

we know apparently this is what this site likes people to do but not very user friendly 

my friends. 

 

And yes the possibility and yes to key in your career goals and yes CAREER PLANS and 

yes this is what I like and yes to do with your present employer and yes to include as 

well and yes we know DIFFERENT LEVEL OF DETAILS and yes we know so it is my 

friends. And yes when you need to do MANY DIFFERENT CV’s and yes you will lose fo-

cus and yes with the risk and yes that you will not be motivated and yes not to do PER-

FECT QUALITY. And yes it is possible and yes to chose professional competences and 

yes from a predefined list and yes of course it is a “unique” system (!) and yes difficult 

it is and yes NO PERSONAL COMPETENCES EITHER HERE and yes Stepstone do you 

really think that your system is PERFECT?  

 

And yes using maybe 30 minutes and yes creating this CV and yes through this system 

and yes some good ideas but impressed? No and yes this is my true answer. 

 

And yes my conclusion is that there are many good elements and yes ideas on different sites BUT NO ONE HAS CRE-

ATED THE PERFECT SYSTEM and yes this is only the conclusion I want to give you and yes WHY I HAVE DECIDED TO 

SPEND THIS TIME and yes TO SHOW YOU BY EXAMPLE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS – I DON’T HAVE THE MOTIVE 

TO “DESTROY” ANYONE, I WANT TO HELP YOU ALL AND YES TO CREATE A NEW AND MUCH BETTER WORLD and yes 

FOR YOU TO BECOME MUCH MORE PRODUCTIVE AND YES CREATIVE AND YES THAN YOU ARE TODAY. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes of all of the CV’s I created or sent and yes two days ago and yes so far I have used and 

yes MANY HOURS on this and yes the results and yes eeehh only this: 0 and yes zero and yes ABSOLUTELY nothing and 

yes because of what I have written and yes NOT VERY EFFECTIVE and yes still thinking of ONE PERFECT SYSTEM and 

yes IMMEDIATE RESULTS and yes A PERFECT MATCH and yes this is what I am looking for. And yes there are some 

“matches” and yes at www.jobnet.dk and yes we know I HAVE NOT SENT ANY APPLICATIONS YET and yes I HAVE RE-

CEIVED NO CONTACTS FROM POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS or from agencies and yes this is what I mean. 

 

And yes just thinking of this and yes when you are an employer and yes if you decide and yes TO SPEND TIME and yes 

YOURSELF and yes looking for QUALIFIED and yes employees and yes through one of these CV portals and yes IT 

TAKES A LOT OF TIME (which most don’t have!) and yes BECAUSE THE SEARCH CRITERIA and yes the information in-

cluded and yes in available jobs and yes CV’s are not as detailed and yes including personal competences and yes be-

cause they are not always and yes based on facts and yes my friends THEN IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO FIND THE 

RIGHT CANDIDATES and yes this is how the world is today and what I have promised to help you with and yes who is 

saying this and yes just maybe myself and yes so it is. 

 

And yes “THE NAME OF THE GAME” and yes is SUFFERING and yes for me personally and yes so it is and yes NOT VERY 

NICE TO DO THIS WORK and yes during these circumstances and yes life at the moment is really not very funny and 

yes so it is. 

 

Tobias is suffering ... 

And yes MAYBE it is difficult and yes FOR OTHER PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND and yes THE NATURE OF THE FEELINGS and 

yes which I have put inside of you and yes the members of the Council and yes ON EARTH IT IS so it is and yes MY 

MOTHER IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE and yes I AM EXTREMELY SENSITIVE and yes TOBIAS IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE and 

yes to take some of us and yes MAYBE VERY DIFFICULT FOR SANNA TO HANDLE and yes all of these “emotions” 

eeehhh Sanna is that what you feel and yes in your family and yes so it is and yes Tobias and yes to my surprise and 

yes returned from work and yes already before 12.00 today and yes stayed at his room and yes no contact to him and 

yes we know and yes Sanna arrived home and yes at 16.45 and yes early and yes talking briefly to her and yes very 

“stressed” she is and yes at work and yes because of Tobias and yes HER RESPONSIBILITY and yes just thinking that 
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this is what she thinks she is doing with me as well and yes TAKING RESPONSIBILITY and yes OVER ME and yes my 

friends HOW NICE IS THIS and yes HOW NECESSARY IS THIS and yes THIS IS HOW SANNA IS and yes OF COURSE MY 

FRIENDS she is only TRYING TO HELP people and yes as a DIRECTOR and yes you have seen it and yes without under-

standing and yes “this is it” and therefore my friends and yes very “concerned” and yes she is because of Tobias and 

yes apparently not because of his feelings and yes trying to understand him BUT BECAUSE HE HAS JUST SIGNED and 

yes a contract and yes on the new apartment and yes A LOAN OF 300,000 DKK and yes “this is not smart” Sanna to use 

your words and yes with the risk of being fired and yes Sanna as you think of and yes just thinking we are. And yes just 

thinking and yes I know the nature of the feeling of Tobias and yes when Karen betrayed me and yes so it is and yes A 

MUCH DEEPER FEELING THAN WHAT “NORMAL” PEOPLE WILL EVER UNDERSTAND and yes we know IMPOSSIBLE TO 

DESCRIBE and yes WHEN THE FEELINGS ARE SO DEEP that you feel that it destroys you and yes we know MUCH MORE 

THAN WHAT PEOPLE NORMALLY FEELS and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

Sanna is taking “credit” and the family is happier 

And yes God just told me earlier today and yes that Sanna is taking “the credit” and yes for me and yes being active 

again and yes my friends I AM ONLY FOLLOWING MY OWN PLAN SANNA and yes you have absolutely nothing to do 

with it other than ANNOYING ME and yes this is what you do – NO HELP FROM YOU and yes other than the room, 

food and yes when you are nice and yes as a person and yes when you are not the director and yes THOSE PEOPLE I 

DON’T LIKE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes THAT THE FAMILY IS HAPPY AND YES WHEN I AM “NORMAL” and yes as I am “normally” 

and yes it helps them and yes not to be sad and yes concerned and yes when I don’t speak about and yes ME and yes 

so it is and yes at the same time it CONTINUES to keep me unhappy and yes when you have experiences AS MIND-

BLOWING as I have and yes NO FAMILY TO TALK TO and yes so it is.... 

 

AAB cannot give me an apartment now 

And yes calling AAB and yes this afternoon and yes “VERY GOOD” SERVICE my friends and yes TO WAIT 27 MINUTES 

ON YOU ANSWERING THE PHONE and yes so it is A COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME and yes PERFECT SYSTEMS and yes ON 

THE INTERNET and yes USER FRIENDLY and yes is what I am looking for and yes A VERY NICE LADY and yes helped me 

and yes she said that my waiting list number and yes is really APPROX. NO. 25 and yes because the system will show 

the waiting numbers and yes “in blocks of 50” and yes mine is no. 25 and yes I don’t quite understand but this is what 

she said and yes thinking that there was no explanation on this on their website and yes that THEY COULD DO MUCH 

BETTER THAN THIS and yes so it is and yes she went through and yes all of the departments and yes number of rooms 

and yes which I have put my name on and yes she was kind to give me 3-4 recommendations and yes for other de-

partments and yes also to put my name on (which I did later in the day) and yes they have rules and yes a maximum of 

70 square metres and yes because I am single and yes I DON’T LIKE LIMITATIONS LIKE THAT and yes I said to her that I 

need an apartment before the 1st November and yes would that be possible and yes nice she was but the answer was 

NO and yes for some departments and yes you need to have been a member of more than 30-35 years and yes I have 

been a member since 1982 (AAB – since 1980 in fact, your error!) and yes JUST THINKING THAT I WOULD LIKE ALL 

PEOPLE AND YES TO HAVE ACCESS TO NICE PLACES TO STAY AND YES MUCH MORE FLEXIBLE than this and yes this 

should not be a problem and yes FOR MILLIONS and yes people all over the world and yes so it is and yes maybe there 

will go 2-3 months before I can get an apartment and yes SHE COULD NOT SAY FOR SURE and yes my friends with a 

better system and yes THEY COULD GIVE MUCH BETTER ADVICE to people and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Stig VERY TIRED OF WRITING AS WELL and yes hurting my fingers and yes arms and yes so it is and yes when 

Sanna came home and yes JUST CHECKING SHE WAS and yes OF WHAT I HAVE DONE TODAY and yes NOT VERY NICE 

WHAT YOU DO SANNA and yes so it is and yes we know and yes I said to her that maybe I can live here and yes until 

the 1st November and yes maybe I can stay with our mother afterwards and yes this was what she offered the other 

day and yes saying that I will speak to our mother and yes John and yes to hear if I should apply for a room through 

the newspapers or yes to wait on AAB – meaning that I will live with them - and yes SANNA REALLY LIKES TO BE IN-

VOLVED AND YES CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes “have you called mother” and yes was what she said and yes “NOT 

YET” Sanna and yes Sanna thought that it would be very good for me and yes to keep my mother updated and yes 

about the development and yes SANNA – THIS IS NOT A TOTAL SURPRISE TO ME and yes Sanna PLEASE THINK BEFORE 

YOU START GIVING ORDERS LIKE THIS and yes THIS IS WHAT FAMILY MEMBERS AND YES MANAGERS DO ALL OVER 

THE WORLD and yes “please do this” and yes “please do that” and yes STOP CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes STOP TAK-
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ING RESPONSIBILITY AWAY FROM PEOPLE and yes “normal people“ and yes just kidding and yes CAN FIND OUT WHAT 

TO DO and yes normally. GIVE PEOPLE RESPONSIBILITES and yes EMPOWER THEM and yes HELP THEM WHEN NEEDED 

but stop all of this “I don’t believe in you” which is the impression you give people and yes WHEN YOU ARE A TRUE 

“DIRECTOR” and yes as mentioned earlier. 

 

Sending money to Elijah 

And yes we know after writing the beginning of the script today and yes after doing some work at CV portals and yes 

after speaking to AAB and yes during the afternoon and yes I heard the song “qua sera mi vida” and yes FROM ME and 

yes we know Gibson Brothers and yes SPANISH IT IS and yes I had to follow up on this task on my agenda too and yes 

to find out if I had received money and yes to send to Elijah and yes for him to administrate and yes for his family and 

yes maybe also the team and yes he is the manager and yes so it is and yes I took my old bicycle here – thank you Kim 

S and yes your gift from 1995 – and yes so it is and yes JYSKE BANK CALLING and yes I have heard nothing from the 

Commune and yes received no information that the money has been sent and yes the money was received at the 

bank and yes DKK 5,079 (not much tax here ...) and yes I decided and yes to take out DKK 5,000 and yes this morning I 

also did a quick budget and yes how much did I need for myself and yes for tobacco and yes so it is at the moment and 

yes I NEED THIS AT THE MOMENT and yes unfortunately and yes TRANSPORT and yes to potential employers and yes a 

haircut and yes NO TELEPHONE CARD and yes I decided to exclude this and yes at the moment and yes I decided to 

keep and yes 1/3 for myself and yes to send 2/3 to Elijah and yes we know I did the calculation and yes in my head and 

yes my friends I am not very proud to tell that I did an error and yes in my head and yes 2/3 was DKK 3,170 and yes so 

it is and yes first afterwards and yes I saw this and yes it should have been DKK 3,333 and yes so it is and yes I knew 

from earlier and yes in 2009 and yes that the local Western Union office and yes is at the flower store at the small 

shopping centre “Ådalsparkens butikscenter” and yes in Kokkedal and yes the time was running fast and yes I knew I 

had to do this before 16.00 and yes Danish time and yes because Elijah is normally at “work” and yes at least until 

17.00 Kenyan time and yes there is ONLY 1 HOUR TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KENYA AND DENMARK and yes con-

fused I was and yes a computer system and yes telling me that the difference is two hours and yes some months ago 

and yes arriving and yes at this flower store and yes a sign on the door and yes telling that the Western Union “office” 

had moved and yes to the kiosk at Hørsholm Midtpunkt and yes where I just came from and yes a distance of maybe 

2-3 kilometres BUT WHEN YOU ARE EXTREMELY tired and yes then it was not the best news of the day and yes driving 

back and yes up hill and yes God gave me the song “up the hill backwards” and yes by BOWIE of course and yes 

AMUSING HE IS some times and yes I sent the money and yes DKK 3,170 and yes this amount was in my head and yes 

the kiosk asked me to pay and yes DKK 3,440 and yes “did not think of that” (thinking of the Swedish “inventor” on TV 

– liked him very much) and yes that the fee would be put on top and yes I was very close to make a “new order” but 

yes I decided to pay the fee myself and yes instead of decreasing the amount to be transferred and yes having less 

money left and yes than what I thought I would have and yes saving time here too and yes JUST THINKING THAT THE 

FEE IS 8.5% and yes for Western Union and yes probably the kiosk too AND YES THIS IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST DIS-

GRACES OF THE WORLD and yes if you ask me and yes so it is and yes no time for a cigarette afterwards and yes I 

needed to go home and yes to sms Elijah and yes before 16.00 and yes through Skype and yes I MADE IT and yes at 

15.20 and yes GOD and yes also the Council and yes were now talking about roses instead of giving me Spanish songs 

and yes so it is here. 

 

What will happen if my family discovers my money transfer? 

And yes STIG JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes Sanna will join Hans and yes in South Africa and yes for 10 days and yes 

leaving on Thursday she is and yes VERY NICE INDEED and yes TO GET A VERY GOOD TRAVEL EXPERIENCE SANNA? And 

yes just thinking and yes how many times have you been to South Africa? And yes you have been on Safari before? 

But you still think it is a good idea and yes instead of HELPING PEOPLE FROM STARVING and yes THE GAME IS SET UP 

LIKE THIS and yes ULTIMATELY from dying and yes NO INTEREST AT ALL SANNA and yes that is true and yes THE DEVIL 

DON’T CARE AT ALL and yes I know him and yes SANNA IS HIM and yes as a symbol and yes so it is and yes she knows 

that I have “excess” of money and yes this month and yes which I told her and yes the other day and yes when I asked 

if they wanted me to pay for staying here and yes just thinking and yes if Sanna wants me to lay out the money for 

food for me and yes Tobias and yes maybe even to pay for my own food and yes when she is away and yes DIFFICULT 

THAT WOULD BE because yes my friend NOT MONEY ENOUGH FOR THIS and yes MAYBE EVEN MORE DIFFICULT and 

yes IF SANNA FINDS OUT and yes THAT I HAVE TRANSFERRED this money and yes to the team and yes NOT SAVING 

THE MONEY and yes as she has suggested and yes JUST MAYBE SHE WOULD THINK THAT THIS IS AN IRRESPONSIBLE 

ACTION and yes in her opinion and yes JUST MAYBE SHE WOULD TRY TO CONNECT THIS WITH MY “SICKNESS” and yes 
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maybe even try to declare me incapable of managing my own affairs and yes just thinking that the system would 

probably support her and yes so it is here .... 

 

And yes when I sent the money and yes God was playing his favourite song by Oasis and yes then he is in a good mood 

☺. 

 

Following up on Dahlberg 

And yes I also sent an email and yes to Rikke and yes Bo and yes today and yes asking them if they will give one of the 

nice Dahlberg cups of coffee and yes THEY ALWAYS HAVE CAKE AT THIS COMPANY and yes what I wrote and yes think-

ing that cake is the symbol and yes of “love” and yes for me and yes this is what I meant my friends and yes almost 

also asking them if there would be a birthday and yes tomorrow because this is ALSO when they have cake and yes we 

know thinking of my own birthday and yes maybe someday soon and yes Bo wrote back and yes he will not be at the 

office and yes before next Friday and yes now he has had some time to “think” and yes apparently Bo is not the “road 

of God” now and yes GOD HAS NOT GIVEN HIM THIS THOUGHT apparently and yes my friends THIS IS HOW IT WORKS 

and yes he referred me to Niels and yes when writing this and yes God is slowly turning the light and yes up and down 

in the room and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes KEYMASTER YOU ARE MY FRIEND and yes just thinking and yes MATRIX 

and yes WE FOUND IT ALL and yes “DUSTY” IT IS (the key) and yes we know two meanings and yes I saw him blowing 

the dust away but Niels it is and yes maybe this is a “trick” and yes by God and yes if they don’t have work for me or 

else God will give and yes Niels a thought and yes I can also help on LEGAL ISSUES and yes with policy wordings and 

yes we know CONTRACTS and yes we know Niels has seen this and yes JUST MAYBE THEY HAVE NOT FINALISED WHAT 

I STARTED and yes we are good with words and yes thank you and yes before I went to Kenya and yes so it is and yes if 

this is the road of God and yes GOD WILL SIMPLY GIVE NIELS A THOUGHT ABOUT THIS and yes now Niels has also re-

ceived my email and yes from Bo and yes we will have to see and yes maybe I will go there tomorrow afternoon and 

yes if they are at the office and yes we will have to wait and see. 

 

My communication skills at the moment 

And yes Stig when staying here and yes with this family and yes THE DEVIL has removed and yes actually almost all of 

my normal communication skills and yes difficult it is to put words together and yes almost impossible to speak longer 

sentences and yes MUCH BETTER WHEN SPEAKING TO MY MOTHER AND YES JOHN the other day and yes so it is and 

yes again this evening and yes during dinner and yes VERY UNCOMFORTABLE it is and yes JUST THINKING of people 

you know and yes who either have fantastic communication skills or the opposite and yes you may believe that is has 

to do and yes with CONFIDENCE and yes my friends this is not the case and yes IT IS GOD and yes WHO DECIDES and 

yes gives or takes and yes in your life and yes by the way and yes CONFIDENCE and yes is also me and yes so it is ... 

 

My light is still on the sky 

And yes not very keen on this and yes not very focussed and yes things are still “happening” and yes here and yes on 

the sky and yes also this evening and yes MY LIGHT IS here and yes much stronger and yes MANY TIMES STRONGER 

and yes than the lights of stars and yes BLINKING it is and yes today and yes like the other day and yes not written 

down and yes God showed me a vision and yes around my light and yes I saw a helicopter and yes a rescue helicopter 

and yes he said “not so much SOS more” and yes connected it with the song from Abba and yes so it is and yes I re-

ceived the feeling and yes to look above my light and yes another light was there and yes we know and yes appearing 

and yes disappearing and yes a third light as well and yes God said to me “a kind of symbiosis” and yes connecting 

these lights and yes this is what I said. 

 

And yes STIG THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TOO and yes more or less working all day and yes the time is now 21.30 and 

yes I need to edit the script of today and yes this is actually the hardest part to do during these days and yes we know 

the utmost of my willpower and yes every single day and yes this is what it is and yes I actually need to edit the last 

three days of script and yes for the second time too and yes still carry on my friends ☺. And yes finishing the “work 

day” and yes at 22.50 and yes so it is here and yes tired? And yes the same feeling now as this morning and yes as the 

whole day. 
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Tuesday 6th October 2009 

The mandatory ”sleep” and dreams, I have not passed the regards from the team to my family, my mother and I have 

low blood sugar levels, meeting with Jan at the Jobcentre, my visit to Dahlberg today, “the smile is the shortest dis-

tance between people”, can I live at my mother’s apartment?, trying to understand Tobias’ pain, a positive example of 

Sanna helping other people, ”objective” newspaper articles based on interviews, the Muhammad drawings in Jyllands-

Posten, Sanna and Hans are putting their house at “risk” for Tobias and emails from the team. 

 

The mandatory ”sleep” and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes just maybe a little bit better sleep and yes we know not very much and yes A VERY TIRING 

day and yes as well today and yes two dreams and yes not written down and yes cannot remember them now and yes 

thinking we were and yes did not seem so important and yes so it is. 

 

I have not passed the regards from the team to my family 

And yes THE TEAM VERY OFTEN and yes give their warmest regards and yes to my family and yes the only ones and 

yes I am thinking of and yes to pass the regards to and yes are my mother and maybe Tobias and yes to John, Sanna 

and Hans? No, I have not done that and yes don’t want to do that and yes WHY? And yes because they have showed 

absolutely no interest at all in the team and yes as persons and yes they simply don’t care and yes they don’t know 

them and yes don’t want to ask and yes to listen about my friends and yes even though they should know by now that 

they are very dear friends of mine and yes so it is my friends. 

 

My mother and I have low blood sugar levels 

And yes MY FRIENDS AND YES THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU and yes we know and yes here it is and yes I told 

and yes THAT I HAVE GIVEN YOU AND YOUR MOTHER and yes VERY LOW BLOOD SUGAR and yes so it is and yes tired 

we are and yes we know. 

 

Meeting with Jan at the Jobcentre 

And yes we know and yes here it is and yes a meeting scheduled at 10.30 and yes a meeting starting exactly at 10.30 

and yes HOW OFTEN DOES THIS HAPPEN IN THE WORLD TODAY and yes JUST GUESSING WE ARE and yes probably not 

that common and yes we know different from country to country and yes this is what we did today and yes Jan and 

yes I liked you and yes because we understood each other and yes I listened and understood you and yes you did the 

same to me and yes THEN YOU WILL NORMALLY LIKE each other and yes therefore and yes here it is: 

 

And yes Jan decided and yes to give a summary and yes of MY situation and yes based ON WHAT JANNE WROTE 

DOWN and yes at the first meeting and yes ALWAYS GOOD TO DO THIS AND YES TO TALK ABOUT THE BACKGROUND 

OF THE MEETING and yes we know written about this and yes to Dahlberg earlier and yes he said that “all I want to do 

is to help you get back in job” and yes my friends and yes I do believe in you and yes Jan that this is truly what you 

would like to do and yes just thinking about this and yes SURPRISED WE WERE and yes that my CV at www.jobnet.dk 

and yes has been read six times and yes by social workers and yes the system tells that and yes JAN HAD NOT SEEN 

MY CV and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE and eeeh working professionally and yes to help people and yes who has the op-

portunity and yes to prepare for the meeting and yes don’t prepare themselves and yes probably far too many in this 

world but “good news from the next world” and yes is that THIS WILL NOT TAKE PLACE ANY LONGER and yes so it is 

my friends. 

 

And yes Jan wanted to hear and yes WHAT I HAD DONE and yes since my meeting with Janne and yes I gave him feed-

back on the 14 temp and recruiting agencies and yes telling him and yes that I have sent my CV or filled out “CV 

forms” and yes for 8 of the 14 agencies and yes giving him feedback and yes that there are two agencies not existing 

anymore (!) and yes Jan sorry I was to see and yes that you did not take a note of this and yes to IMPROVE THE QUAL-

ITY OF YOUR LIST and yes I gave you an example and yes of one of the agencies and yes specialising in “administrative” 

jobs and yes so it is and yes JAN WAS VERY INTERESTED and yes in why I excluded this agency and yes Jan because this 

is NOT MY FIELD and yes I CAN DO THE WORK but it makes ME DEPRESSED and yes because of God and yes this I did 

not say but yes I NOTICED YOUR INTEREST JAN and yes later in the conversation I discovered why you were interested. 
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And yes ACCEPTING WHAT I HAD DONE AND YES HE DID and yes I said that I had done EXACTLY WHAT JANNE HAD 

ASKED ME TO DO and yes that I HAVE FOUND “MY WAY” OR IN FACT “MY OWN WAY” and yes the CV portals I would 

like to use and yes four of them and yes explaining him about how long it takes and yes TO DO THE SAME WORK OVER 

AND OVER AGAIN and yes THIS WAS ALSO OK, and yes I continued and yes saying to him that I have decided to first 

GET MY CV OUT and TO INCREASE MY NETWORK and yes – neither Janne nor Jan have focussed on helping me about 

identifying my network and yes old colleagues, managers, friends, family members, online network etc. and yes VERY 

DIFFICULT FOR ME TO UNDERSTAND MY FRIEND (!) – and yes BEFORE I WILL START SENDING THE FIRST APPLICATION 

and yes I told him and yes that the next step will be to PRODUCE MY OWN CV and yes he TOTALLY AGREED and yes 

NOT TO SEND THE CV FROM www.jobnet.dk and yes to employers and yes because of what I wrote earlier and yes I 

said that I need maybe 2-3 days and yes to produce my new CV and yes just thinking about including and yes some of 

my learning experiences in my new CV and yes career goals and yes my best results and yes we know this is what I said 

and yes I said that I WANT TO PRODUCE THE BEST I AM ABLE TO and yes it binds and yes not very happy we are and 

yes to do this and yes there is no way out without doing it my friends and yes so it is also here and yes included on my 

action plan it is now and yes the next step and yes as I told Jan and yes was to contact and yes maybe 10 executive 

search and selection agencies and yes so it is here and yes to send applications and yes on job ads and yes which 

match me and yes also to find the industries I believe I could work within and yes specific companies and yes to con-

tact unasked and yes maybe the CEO, the sales director or similar and yes BECAUSE OF MY EXPERIENCES and yes many 

of these and yes WITH PEOPLE WORKING AT THE HR DEPARTMENT AT COMPANIES and yes also large and yes “re-

spected” companies and yes among them and yes Nykredit and yes Tryg Forsikring in Denmark and yes you are two of 

the companies taking the price and yes as usual and yes from the bottom and yes AMAZED WE ARE BY THIS and yes 

THEREFORE my friends and yes TO CONTACT THE PEOPLE AND YES REALLY KNOWING AND YES THE NEEDS OF THEIR 

OWN DEPARTMENT and yes hopefully understanding what kind of people/profiles they need and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Jan I said to you and yes that for me YOU HAVE NOT BEEN ANY HELP and yes YET and yes because you have 

asked me to do what I would never do myself and yes THAT I COULD WISH THAT YOU WOULD HELP PEOPLE INDI-

VIDUALLY and yes based on their experiences and yes COMPETENCES and yes I had to say several times to you and yes 

that I can use my PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes in many industries and yes Jan you kept on talking about INSUR-

ANCE and yes probably the easiest to do and yes when you work TRADITIONALLY and yes so it is and yes YOU SAID 

JAN and yes THAT YOU GIVE ALL PEOPLE and yes this list of 14 agencies and yes YOU TREAT EVERYBODY EQUALLY and 

yes you said THAT YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD and yes THAT YOU DON’T NEED TO KNOW EVERYTHING ABOUT THE JOB 

MARKET and yes my friends this is truly what you said and yes BECAUSE YOU DON’T NEED TO KNOW THE DETAILS 

AND YES ABOUT FOR EXAMPLE WHAT THIS OR THAT AGENCY IS SPECIALISING IN and yes ALSO BECAUSE THE JOB 

MARKET KEEPS ON CHANGING and yes BECAUSE THE MOST IMPORTANT IS THAT YOU CAN ADVICE PEOPLE ON GEN-

ERAL OPPORTUNITIES and yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT YOU SAID MY FRIEND and yes I did not tell you BUT THIS IS TRULY 

WHAT I DISAGREE IN AND YES THINKING MY SELF AND YES WORKING WITH LIFE AND PENSION AND YES FOR MANY 

YEARS IN DENMARK and yes A VERY DIFFICULT MARKET TO OVERVIEW and yes MANY DETAILS and yes CONSTANTLY 

CHANGING and yes I DID MY BEST TO FOLLOW THIS MARKET and yes if we needed to advice customers and yes when I 

was working with Kim S. and yes on pensions, special insurance etc. and yes WITHOUT KNOWING THE DETAILS and yes 

WE WOULD HAVE LOST ALL CONFIDENCE and yes WHY DID WE HAVE A GOOD NAME AND YES IN THE MARKET AND 

YES AMONG CUSTOMERS AND YES BECAUSE OF OUR KNOW HOW and yes PRODUCT WISE MY FRIENDS and yes so it is 

and yes IF I RECOMMENDED A CUSTOMER A SOLUTION WHICH DID NOT EXIST and yes WOULD HE FIRE ME AS AN AD-

VISOR and yes of course he would AND YES THIS IS WHAT YOU DO AT THIS COMMUNE and yes I AM ABOUT TO SAY 

AND YES THAT THIS IS WHAT THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE DO TODAY and yes NOT TAKING YOUR JOB SERIOUSLY and yes 

NOT DOING YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes we know AND YES HOW CAN YOU MAKE SUCH A DECISION AND YES 

WRONG WRONG WRONG IT IS and yes I HAVE NO OTHER WORDS TO DESCRIBE IT AND YES THAN THE WORD “DIS-

GRACE” and yes this is TRULY what I feel. 

 

And yes I WAS AFFRAID AND YES THAT JAN WOULD MISUNDERSTAND ME AND MY MOTIVES and yes of “criticising” 

the system and yes to see me as “negative” and yes instead of “objective” and yes very easy for people to find their 

own motives and yes therefore I said to him and yes 2-3 times and yes THAT THIS IS ONLY OBJECTIVE FEEDBACK and 

yes NOTHING NEGATIVE and yes that I will understand what he says to me the same way and yes THAT I WILL FOL-

LOW THE “ORDERS” THEY GIVE ME STRAIGHT TO THE POINT and yes even though I may have another personal opin-

ion and yes ONCE he did not understand and yes negative he thought I was and yes I TOLD HIM WHAT I JUST WROTE 

and yes the rest of the conversation and yes WAS VERY POSITIVE and yes BECAUSE NOW WE UNDERSTOOD EACH 
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OTHER and yes just thinking Jan and yes THAT YOUR JOB TODAY AND YES IS ALSO DIFFICULT AND YES BECAUSE OF 

YOUR DILEMMA and yes your personality and yes the law and yes NOT FUNNY TO BE ASKED SOMETHING WHICH YOU 

DON’T AGREE WITH and yes my friends AS SIMPLE AS THIS and yes that he understands that people can be “de-

pressed” and yes doing jobs and yes which they don’t like and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Jan and yes and yes you were really very nice and yes UNDERSTANDING and yes – you would like to receive 

and yes MY OWN CV and yes Janne did not think of taking a copy and yes last week – and yes you talked about the law 

and yes the former work minister and yes here in Denmark and yes CLAUS HJORT and yes so it is and yes you said that 

the law says that “any work is good work” and yes you told me that companies at the moment and yes because of the 

increasing unemployment and yes receive maybe 700 or 1,200 applications and yes for “ordinary” jobs and yes you 

don’t believe that the government and yes have really understood and yes that we don’t have a society today and yes 

with “full employment” and yes you said as an example that work as a cleaner and yes is also required and yes by the 

law and yes maybe for me to apply (?) and yes QUANTITY and yes is apparently and yes more important than QUALITY 

and yes you said that I will get “some weeks” myself and yes maybe 2-3 weeks and yes you also asked me to do an ac-

tion plan and yes with my deadlines and yes for the next meeting and yes WE AGREED ON THE IMPORTANCE OF HAV-

ING A PLAN and yes if I don’t get a job and yes following my own plan and yes then I will have to do a “negative” list 

and yes with jobs that I have no chance of doing (doctor, engineer etc.) and yes MEANING THAT I SHOULD APPLY ALL 

OTHER JOB POSITIONS and yes MY FRIEND TOTALLY AMAZED we were and yes I explained to him of the importance 

and yes of QUALITY and yes before I will be able and yes to call for example and yes TRYG FORSIKRING and yes an ex-

ample given and yes “by chance” and yes so it is here and yes I NEED TO  READ ABOUT THE COMPANY, THEIR PROD-

UCTS AND CONCEPTS and yes maybe even their annual report and yes to find out which people to contact and yes 

HOW I CAN HELP THE COMPANY and yes SO I HAVE SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT WITH THE COMPANY and yes I don’t 

believe he disagreed with me and yes I said that I have absolutely no idea and yes if it will take 3 weeks or 3 months to 

get a new job and yes IF I AM LUCKY and yes to contact the right company and yes which needs a profile like me and 

yes THE ONLY WAY TO TRULY FIND THE RIGHT JOB and yes WITH THE SYSTEM OF TODAY and yes this is truly what I 

believe in and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Jan “I understood your dilemma” and yes you are actually not following the law (!) and yes because YOU 

SHOW YOUR OWN PERSONALITY and yes TRY TO UNDERSTAND PEOPLE and yes because you don’t want people “to 

break down” and yes if they are sent out and yes in jobs which they truly have very big difficulties doing and yes so it is 

and yes A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE MY FRIEND and yes you are originally and yes a school teacher and yes 

you worked for SAS afterwards and yes for 10 years and yes many people thought it was a very nice job for you, Jan, 

but the truth was that it was a job suffering you and yes so it is and yes WHEN YOU DO WHAT GOD and yes I HAVE 

NOT PUT YOU IN THE WORLD TO DO and yes so it is and yes the last 15 years and yes you have been working at job-

centres and yes with different Communes in Denmark and yes my friends SO YOU HAVE A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE and 

yes you are put in a job and yes with a law that you probably don’t agree with and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes I could only tell you about my attitude on this Jan and yes that I TRULY DON’T UNDERSTAND THAT WE HAVE 

SUCH A LAW IN DENMARK and yes WHICH DON’T TAKE CONSIDERATIONS TO PEOPLE and yes I was thinking the fol-

lowing: First of all Claus Hjort, you are the architect and yes VERY NICE TO GET PEOPLE BACK IN WORK AS QUICKLY AS 

POSSIBLE, CLAUS? AND YES FOR YOU TO PRODUCE RESULTS and yes FOR YOU TO HELP THE GOVERNMENT and yes 

producing good results and yes WHAT ARE GOOD RESULTS IN THIS SOCIETY and yes did we hear the word MONEY and 

yes is this truly the answer Claus and yes please TELL YOUR VERSION and yes TRUTHFULLY TO THE WORLD and yes did 

I hear Anders Fogh here and yes MY THOUGHTS ABOUT THIS “LIBERAL” GOVERNMENT IS CRACKLING and yes IS THIS 

REALLY THE POLICY OF VENSTRE HERE AND YES “THE MAN BEFORE THE SYSTEM” and yes CLAUS and yes WHAT YOU 

HAVE DONE HERE AND YES IS AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF THE DEVIL AND YES SPEAKING TO YOU AND YES TO PUT THE 

SYSTEM IN FRONT OF THE MAN and yes you don’t like bureaucracy in this government? And yes how much bureauc-

racy have you created and yes FOR ALL UNEMPLOYED PERSONS and yes THOUSANDS OF COMPANIES HERE and yes 

TOTALLY AMAZED AND YES DISAPPOINTED WE ARE WITH YOU. You have truly not done what you have promised to do 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Claus WE ARE NOW AT THE INNER CIRCLE OF THE DANISH GOVERNMENT and yes Claus EVERY SINGLE TIME I 

HAVE SEEN YOU ON TELEVISION and yes I HAVE HAD THE IMPRESSION THAT YOU REALLY DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU 

ARE TALKING ABOUT and yes just thinking of my experiences and yes with so called “experts” and yes in the insurance 
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industry and yes to take Bo from Dahlberg as an example and yes DON’T EVER BE “CLEVER” ABOUT WHAT YOU DON’T 

KNOW ABOUT and yes thinking about your personal experiences and yes with the “system” and yes how it works and 

yes the details, Claus? And yes HOW CAN YOU PRODUCE SUCH AN INHUMAN LAW and yes DON’T YOU THINK THAT 

QUALITY AND TO FOCUS YOUR EFFORT ON JOBS MATCHING YOU and yes WOULD BE THE BEST FOR “THE MAN” and 

yes that it would save the Danish society and yes FOR MILLIONS OF HOURS AND YES WASTE OF TIME MY FRIENDS and 

yes that this JUST MAYBE WOULD PRODUCE EVEN BETTER RESULTS and yes OF COURSE IT WOULD and yes just think-

ing and yes how disappointed we are and yes about the government and yes PERSONAL AMBITIONS and yes HOW 

SKILLED ARE YOU REALLY WHEN IT COMES TO THE POINT and yes WHAT QUALIFICATIONS DO YOU HAVE TO HANDLE 

THE DANISH SOCIETY AND YES JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes what are your experiences from HARD WORK IN THE 

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SECTOR and yes to build experiences? 

 

My visit to Dahlberg today 

And yes my friends and yes THE PURPOSE AND YES TO VISIT DAHLBERG TODAY and yes was TO AND YES HEAR IF THEY 

HAVE WORK FOR ME AND YES IF THIS IS THE ROAD OF GOD and yes NOT KNOWING IF THIS IS NECESSARY AND YES 

BECAUSE I DON’T KNOW FOR LONG GOD WILL KEEP THIS GAME GOING and yes so it is and yes TO HELP THE TEAM 

and yes we know and yes coming and yes to the new premises of Dahlberg and yes in Tåstrup and yes VERY NICE OF-

FICES and yes GONE IS THE OLD, SMOKE FULL AND YES WE KNOW THEREFORE “DUSTY” IMAGE OF DAHLBERG and yes 

becoming and yes a MODERN COMPANY and yes so it is and yes A VERY FRIENDLY WELCOME AND YES I HAVE WRITEN 

THIS BEFORE AND YES IN MY FIRST BOOK (Sanna?) and yes I LIKE THE “HUMAN FACE” OF DAHLBERG and yes I DON’T 

SEE THE SAME AND YES AT OTHER COMPANIES and yes just “by coincidence” of course and yes HUGS and yes SMILES 

and yes QUESTIONS and yes from many people I have not seen since the spring and yes HAPPY WE ARE WITH EXPERI-

ENCES LIKE THIS and yes FEELING WELCOME and yes SO VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTROLING BEHAVIOUR OF MY 

SISTER AND YES so it is and yes I spoke to some of you today at Dahlberg and yes VERY SORRY I WAS THAT I DID NOT 

SPEAK TO ALL OF YOU and yes IF I HAD MORE TIME I WOULD HAVE DONE THAT and yes just wanted you to know and 

yes Bo was not there and yes Rikke was there and yes thanks for showing me around and yes you would like my signa-

ture and yes in my book and yes of course teasing we are and yes I told you and yes like I wrote to you and yes yester-

day I believe and yes THAT YOU NEED TO PAY WITH YOUR HOMEMADE MUFFINS and yes SMILES ALL OVER and yes 

she said and yes THAT I HAVE NEVER BROUGHT HOMEMADE CAKES and yes so it is and yes because “I DON’T KNOW 

HOW TO BAKE” and yes it has another meaning my friends and yes often but not always (!) and yes ONE OF 100 TIMES 

MORE EXPERIENCES LIKE THIS HERE and yes so it is and yes NIELS WAS THERE and yes WE TRULY LIKE THAT MAN and 

yes BECAUSE YOU ARE ALWAYS POSITIVE and yes NOT CONTROLLING or DEMANDING and yes therefore my friend and 

yes WE HAD TWO CIGARETTES together and yes in the smoking room and yes nice to be back and yes we think that 

too and yes the attitude with Niels and yes THANK YOU FOR UPDATING ME ON THE COMPANY’S DEVELOPMENT MY 

FRIEND and yes the CEO he is and yes TO SHOW YOUR FULL TRUST and yes I LIKE THAT NIELS and yes VERY GOOD 

TALKS and yes is what I think we have had and yes you said that Dahlberg has made an agreement and yes to be a 

wholesale broker for Willis and yes THE LARGEST INSURANCE BROKER IN DENMARK and yes BECAUSE WILLIS HAS 

CHECKED THE POLICY WORDINGS OF INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE IN DENMARK and yes they found out that 

WHAT I DID FOR DAHLBERG and yes this spring and yes the POLICY WORDINGS AND YES ALSO FOR FIONIA BANK and 

yes WAS THE BEST AND MOST USER FRIENDLY IN THE DANISH MARKET and yes happy we were to hear that and yes as 

I said to Niels and yes this was our purpose and yes when we started this work and yes happy to see and yes that A 

PROFESSIONAL COMPANY also thinks this and yes just thinking and yes HOW MANY BANKS and UNEMPLOYMENT 

FUNDS and yes to take two examples only and yes HAVE CHECKED THE MARKET AND YES CHOSEN THE BEST INSUR-

ANCE PRODUCT and yes QUALITY and yes based on the policy wordings and yes PROBABLY NONE? And yes HOW 

MANY ARE SELLING INSURANCE PRODUCTS and yes “as the best in Denmark” and yes WITHOUT TRULY HAVING THIS 

KNOWLEDGE and yes just thinking we are and yes EXAMPLES AND YES OF A WHOLE MARKET AND YES NOT DOING 

YOUR JOB AS YOU SHOULD and yes talk about the “majority” .... 

 

And yes telling Niels and yes that I have time to help Dahlberg and yes if they have the need of my assistance and yes 

Niels was very kind and yes as usual and yes saying that they had been satisfied with my work and yes with the policy 

wordings and yes they have always “100 balls in the air” and yes he said that Bo had already given him my offer and 

yes he thought and yes he thought and yes his conclusion and yes THAT IT IS “PROBABLE” that he would like to use my 

assistance and yes he would think and come back and yes we know maybe this is the road of God and yes just thinking 

and yes not sure at all we are today and yes at the end of the conversation and yes VERY CLEAR for me to see and yes 

God was saying through Niels and yes that he would very much like to have Dahlberg working more efficient and yes I 
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KNEW and yes I THOUGHT THAT GOD WAS “TEASING” ME and yes because I have decided and yes that I cannot im-

plement my basic working rules with Dahlberg and yes because of what I wrote earlier and yes we know IMPOSSIBLE 

and yes at least with SUCH SHORT NOTICE and yes to help the team in Kenya with money through this assignment and 

yes THINGS TAKE TIME WITH DAHLBERG and yes thinking of the partners and yes their resistance and yes VERY SLOW 

DECISION TAKING PACE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes therefore I said to Niels and yes sorry I was that we 

did not do this earlier when I was working for Dahlberg and yes that I just wanted to give him this thought and yes to 

have all employees doing an action plan and yes with deadlines and yes not to take freedom away from them but to 

help them and yes that it is a condition that the management work themselves as role models and yes hoping that he 

will follow up on this and yes PROBABLY NOT WITH ME and yes so it is – so now time will tell and yes IF GOD WANTS 

NIELS TO CONTACT ME and yes OR GOD WANTS ME TO FINALISE WHAT I STARTED and yes we know my friends. And 

yes willing we are to work hard and yes if needed and yes trying to find a balance and yes seeking job (“full time”), 

seeking a place to live, working concentrated for Dahlberg, helping with “practical issues” at Sanna’s house and yes 

eehh writing these scripts and yes we will have to see the work God has for me and yes A WAY OUT and yes my 

friends .... 

 

And yes also thinking and yes about this fact and yes Dahlberg and yes Rikke needs AN ASSISTANT and yes doing 

claims handling and yes OF COURSE AND YES I COULD DO THIS WORK AND YES SMILING WE WERE and yes thinking 

about this and yes HOW WOULD IT LOOK AT DAHLBERG and yes IF I STARTED AS THE ASSISTANT OF RIKKE and yes 

WOULD THEY THINK THAT IT WAS WRONG and yes THAT I DON’T USE MY COMPETENCES and yes OF COURSE THEY 

WOULD and yes just thinking of the Jobcentre and yes the Danish law and yes that “all work is good work” .... 

 

And yes and yes and yes we know and yes THE POSITIVITY and yes in general with Dahlberg – and yes apparently not 

from all and yes just thinking of Torben as an example and yes “very nice” you are my friend but NOW I AM “OUT OF 

SIGHT” and yes just maybe “out of mind” because of this or is the reason that you “don’t have time” and yes EVERY 

SINGLE TIME I HAVE BEEN IN DAHLBERG THIS YEAR and yes just thinking we are and yes about YOUR TRUE NATURE, 

TORBEN and yes “FALSE” and yes is that the word describing you my friend? – And yes I AM THE SAME MAN at Dahl-

berg and yes at Sanna’s house and yes it just puts Sanna’s efforts here and yes with me in relief and yes that POSITIV-

ITY and yes IS SO MUCH BETTER AND YES SO IT IS MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes about the information and yes from Niels and yes Fionia Bank have made 300 new In-

come Protection policies and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know and yes YOU ARE BACK and yes THE 

TRINITY and yes apparently this is the case and yes so it is and yes just thinking of the importance and yes OF QUALITY 

WORK and yes ALSO in SALES AND MARKETING and yes I wrote about different sales scenarios and yes in my presen-

tation to the bank and yes in the spring and yes DEPENDING ON WHAT THE BANK DID and yes ALSO THINKING ABOUT 

THE VERY BIG LACKS and yes OF BO’S ADVICES and yes YOU STILL DON’T UNDERSTAND BO THAT YOU “COULD HAVE 

MADE A FORTUNE” and yes IF YOU BELIEVED IN ME AND YES MY TELEMARKETING SKILLS AND YES THE SETUP OF THIS 

and yes MAYBE AS A COMBINATION and yes of the bank and yes Bo’s decisions and yes the result is that THE SALES 

COULD HAVE BEEN MUCH BETTER and yes so it is my friends. 

 

“The smile is the shortest distance between people” 

And yes Stig and yes after the visit at Dahlberg and yes I gave you the beginning of this headline and yes thinking we 

are and yes about Victor Borge and yes THIS IS ACTUALLY WHAT I BELIEVE IN and yes as you may have understood by 

reading this book. And yes was this man positive and yes this is what I saw and yes I liked his humour very much and 

yes was the SMILE about him and yes what it should be to the world my friends. 

 

Can I live at my mother’s apartment? 

And yes Stig and yes YOUR MOTHER AND YES WAS OBVIOUSLY SO HAPPY and yes when we had dinner there and yes 

to invite me to live for a period and yes if needed in their apartment and yes speaking to my mother on the phone and 

yes this afternoon and yes after walking the dog and yes Tobias is not doing it and yes watching television and yes 

playing games he is and yes HE IS DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING at the house as I have seen it and yes just thinking 

and yes about what I feel is an “expectation” and yes from Sanna and yes for me to help and yes HER OWN SON AND 

YES IS DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING and yes IS THIS HELP YOU ARE GIVING SANNA AND YES TO TOBIAS AND YES JUST 

THINKING WE ARE and yes we know and yes going back to the story of your mother and yes saying to her and yes that 

I am thinking of two opportunities and yes one is to seek for a room to live in until AAB will give me an apartment (and 
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yes just a game here too ...) and yes from the Danish newspapers and yes www.dba.dk and yes portals of rental rooms 

and yes on the internet and yes the other is to live at her apartment and yes if she meant what she said in the week-

end and yes we know AND YES MY MOTHER HAS VERY OFTEN TWO TONGUES and yes VERY DIFFICULT TO UNDER-

STAND AND YES SOMETIMES AND YES WHAT IS THE TRUTH AND YES WHAT IS “PRODUCED” AND YES AS THE STORY 

and yes here we were surprised again and yes because there were no limits and yes in her promise and yes when we 

were there and yes now she said “do you mean in December when we will travel” and yes eeehhh DID NOT UNDER-

STAND THAT MOTHER and yes “then there is also November” and yes as she said and yes giving me the impression 

that NOW I could not stay there in November and yes difficult to understand and yes as I said to her and yes that I just 

want HONEST FEEDBACK and yes “I don’t mind” and yes what they answer and yes she will now speak to John and yes 

we know probably not very nice and yes for her to do and yes probably and yes very difficult and yes for her TO PRO-

DUCE THE RIGHT STORIES EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes this is what we believe too and yes what will she tell me and 

yes if John says no and yes JUST TELLING THE TRUTH AND YES ONLY THE TRUTH IS WHAT I WANT YOU TO TELL THE 

WORLD MOTHER and yes A VITAL MESSAGE MY MOTHER WILL TELL THE WORLD and yes based on what she has al-

ways had difficulties doing her self and yes this is the reason why .... 

 

And yes MY MOTHER REALLY WANTS TO HELP ME AND YES LATER IN THE DAY AND YES SHE HAD BEEN SEEKING FOR A 

PLACE FOR ME TO LIVE and yes SHE SPOKE TO MY SISTER ABOUT THIS (!) and yes my sister told me about 

www.boligportalen.dk and yes an apartment and yes of 40 square metres and yes in Hørshom and yes VERY NICE IT IS 

TO RECEIVE HELP and yes so it truly is and yes of course at the same time it gives the impression and yes the feeling 

that maybe I am not that welcome in Helsingør after all and yes we will have to see and yes checking up on this and 

yes tomorrow. 

 

Trying to understand Tobias’ pain  

And yes when speaking to my mother and yes on the phone and yes she was asking about how Tobias is doing and yes 

we know and yes hurting when writing again and yes psychically in the hands and yes so it is and yes slower speed 

than normal because of this and yes but not that much and yes so it is and yes I said that Tobias is sad of course and 

yes my mother’s comment and yes was that “it is now months since they separated” and yes he should “get over it” 

and yes so it is and yes I said that I understand that he is suffering and yes that I only want to try understanding him 

and yes so it is and yes also from my mother and yes plusses and minuses with her too and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes talking briefly to Tobias and yes just saying that I understand what he is going through and yes my personal 

experiences and yes with Karen and yes the family is not understanding and yes the nature of these very deep feelings 

and yes he is hurting and yes difficult to work when he is hurting this much as he said and yes I could only tell him and 

yes to accept the pain and yes to carry on and yes that is to continue doing his work and yes so it is my friends. 

 

A positive example of Sanna helping other people 

And yes WE ARE VERY HAPPY WHEN PEOPLE DO GOOD THINGS and yes ALSO WHEN SANNA DOES GOOD THINGS and 

yes JUST REPORTING WE ARE and yes about WHAT WE SEE and yes HEAR IN THIS CASE and yes Sanna told me today 

and yes about an email and yes from a parent and yes a CEO he is and yes “pissing annoying” he was and yes to use 

the EXACT words of Sanna and yes “everything what the system has done to my child has been wrong” and yes she 

was doing exactly the same as Hans the other day and yes obviously they like doing that here and yes she was carica-

turing and yes this parent/CEO and yes WE DON’T LIKE THAT AT ALL and yes she had a meeting with the parents and 

yes now she better understands and yes the parents and yes she could help them and yes “in her position” and yes 

see where the system had done errors she could and yes AFTERWARDS THE WIFE GAVE HER THE FEEDBACK THAT 

THEY WERE VERY HAPPY THAT THEY ARE NOW UNDERSTOOD and yes as I said to Sanna that this is truly what it is 

about and yes for people to TRULY understand each other and yes this makes people happy and yes the husband was 

also happy according to Sanna and yes so it is and yes HAPPY I AM AND YES WHEN MY SISTER IS REALLY HELPING 

PEOPLE and yes still thinking of her help to me and yes lack of understanding but so it is my friends .... 

 

And yes just for the record and yes still swimming we are and yes no intimacy and yes at all and yes now for “a long 

time” and yes just like in Kenya and yes so it is here and yes speaking to Sanna and yes GIVING MY USUAL REPORT and 

yes to BE APPROVED OR NOT and yes of course and yes “so far so good” and yes VERY OFTEN USED IN KENYA BY THE 

TEAM BY THE WAY and yes telling her about “STANDARD” applications and yes the focus on quantity and yes from the 
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Government and yes she just confirmed and yes that when she receives and yes standard applications and yes from 

www.jobindex.dk and yes SHE DOESN’T LOOK AT THEM AT ALL and yes A TOTAL WASTE OF TIME MY FRIENDS. 

 

”Objective” newspaper articles based on interviews  

And yes also speaking to Sanna and yes about this and yes this evening and yes we know and yes because Sanna was 

interviewed and yes by a local media for teachers today and yes she has learned the same as I learned and yes MANY 

YEARS AGO and yes that she will ALWAYS get a newspaper article and yes after an interview and yes for her to ap-

prove and yes before it is printed and yes if she has seen errors and yes OF COURSE SHE HAS and yes what is the rea-

son for this and yes sometimes maybe and yes THE JOURNALIST IS SIMPLY NOT DOING A GOOD JOB and yes VERY 

EASY THIS SHOULD BE WHEN THIS IS YOUR JOB and yes TO DO 100% LOYAL ARTICLES and yes of course ONLY BASED 

ON “WHAT WAS SAID” and yes nothing else and yes WHEN NEWSPAPERS WANT TO HAVE OTHER “ANGLES” OF THE 

INTERVIEW and yes THIS IS WHAT THEY DO and yes why and yes TO PRODUCE A STORY and yes TO SELL NEWSPAPERS 

and yes considerations to the people they write about and yes VERY OFTEN NO and yes so it is my friends and yes just 

thinking and yes when I worked for Aon and yes I was “allowed” and yes to be “interviewed” and yes through tele-

phone and yes I believe twice and yes to the DANISH NEWSPAPER JYLLANDS-POSTEN and yes so it is and yes we know 

and yes years later and yes when working for Fair Forsikring and yes I HAD MADE THE FIRST and yes POLICY WORD-

INGS and yes for the then totally new Income protection insurance product and yes in Denmark and yes WE WERE THE 

FIRST and yes I DID THEM AND YES ASKED SØREN H. and yes to read them and yes to approve them and yes SØREN 

YOU NEVER DID THAT and yes you spoke to the journalist and yes SØREN, MAYBE YOU FORGOT TO ASK FOR THE AR-

TICLE TO APPROVE IT and yes WHAT DID YOU SAY SØREN, and yes WERE YOU DISLOYAL TO ME and yes Søren in public 

and yes we know telling a lie and yes for the world to read Søren and yes this is exactly what you did my friend and yes 

did this show the world and yes ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE REALLY ABOUT SØREN and yes talking BAD about others and 

yes maybe also me and yes to Peter and yes who knows and yes just thinking we are Søren and yes the true moral is 

this: DON’T EVER TRUST A JOURNALIST and yes today and yes UNLESS YOU KNOW THAT THE JOURNALIST IS TO BE 

TRUSTED and yes so it is and yes my feelings back then in Fair and yes BETRAYEL Søren and yes this is what it was and 

yes felt like and yes IF I ONLY KNEW and yes about what you have done in other situations but I don’t today .... 

 

The Muhammad drawings in Jyllands-Posten 

And yes my friends and yes have I written this before and yes not sure and yes many pages and yes JUST THE MEM-

ORY OF A NORMAL MAN AND YES SO IT IS and yes therefore my FRIEND and yes JYLLANDS-POSTEN I MEAN and yes 

your “personal” experiences and yes with this and yes we know quite sensitive and yes they are the Muslims and yes 

this is what we believe and yes BECAUSE OF THEIR BELIEF and yes maybe difficult for them to understand and yes I 

LIKE DRAWINGS and yes ALSO HUMOROUS DRAWINGS and yes WHEN YOU ARE POSITIVE and yes so it is and yes 

FREEDOM WE LIKE and yes and yes GOD IS NOT SAYING ANYTHING and yes at all here and yes ONLY STIG HERE and 

yes I DON’T LIKE PEOPLE FIGHTING A HOLY WAR and yes IN THE NAME OF GOD and yes this is what the most famous 

drawing and yes with the bomb showed and yes PERFECTLY ALRIGHT my friends and yes in my opinion and yes it only 

becomes more complicated and yes because of BELIEF and yes from the Muslims and yes YOU DO BELIEVE THAT IT IS 

THE TRUTH and yes about Muhammad and yes my friend too but yes heavily influenced by me and yes the dog and 

yes VERY DARK AND YES BLOODY and yes he is too my friend and yes just for you to know and yes did he say that to 

you in the Koran and yes GOD IS HERE and yes anyhow and yes we know MY DEAR MUSLIM FRIENDS and yes EVERY 

SINGLE ONE OF YOU and yes I LOVE YOU ALL and yes WHEN WILL YOU START BELIEVING IN ME and yes we know THIS 

WILL BE YOUR WAY OUT and yes we know Stig when I just talk and yes you don’t notice and yes I can write all I am al-

lowed to write and yes have you heard the story about my Muslim friends and yes they are really not bad people and 

yes this is all I wanted to say and yes goodbye and yes thinking of P4 my friends and yes you will know someday and 

yes so it is ☺. 

 

Sanna and Hans are putting their house at “risk” for Tobias 

And yes NOW I EVEN BETTER UNDERSTAND and yes OF COURSE MY FRIENDS AND YES THE “STRESS” AND “ANXIETY” 

and yes from Sanna the other day and yes OF COURSE and yes when there is a “theoretical risk” and yes that Tobias 

will lose his job and yes not to be able to repay his loan and yes because SANNA AND HANS HAS INSERTED THEIR 

HOUSE and yes eeehhhh as SECURITY FOR THE LOAN OF DKK 300,000 I BELIEVE TO TOBIAS and yes Sanna just thinking 

about this and yes COMPARED TO WHAT THEY TEAM IN KENYA IS GOING THROUGH AND YES ELIJAH AND YES ALSO 

MESHACK AT THE MOMENT AND YES FACING THIS THREATH VERY REAL and yes so it is here ....  
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Emails from the team 

And yes first my email to the team from yesterday 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of today. I still carry on here and do my best, which I hope you are doing too despite of 

your difficulties? 

 

Elijah, if it is possible for you I would be happy to receive information from you on how you decide to use the money 

and I would also like to hear if there have been messages from our dear Pastor James at the services I have not at-

tended, which YOU believe would be of value to my scripts? Please GIVE MY WARMEST REGARDS TO THE PASTOR 

and my friends at the church and of course this goes also to the friends of the office and yes your families. 

 

I hope Mechack and John are doing well to? 

 

I don't know the road of God - if he will give me work and money through Dahlberg, this is the ONLY "tradtional" way 

for me to get money ASAP and I think of you Elijah and the Micro Finance company etc. and I know the team also have 

needs, and if this is the road of God, I don't know today how much and when I can help you, but I will come back when I 

have an answer on this. Otherwise the ONLY solution which is left is for NORMAL LIFE to finally arrive - we will have to 

wait and see. 

 

Looking forward to hearing from you when you have the opportunity to write. 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

And yes also the email to the team and yes from Sunday: 

 

My dear friends, 

 

I hope you have had the best weekend possible. I am still thinking of you every single day and this evening I will only 

say this message which is the same as before. If I receve money Monday, I will send you money Monday and a sms to 

Elijah. 

 

And I will follow up on Dahlberg maybe tomorrow to find out if they have work for me to help you even more. I don't 

know now but I will you let you know, when I know. 

 

So please my friends - CARRY ON and yes NEVER GIVER UP :-) 

 

KIND REGARDS TO ALL FROM 

Stig 

 

And yes today I received and yes emails and yes from Meshack and yes YOU ARE ALWAYS AND YES VERY NICE AND 

YES I LIKE YOUR WORDS, MY FRIEND and yes therefore I have included it here: 

 

Hope this mail finds you in good health. I would like to thank you for your continued update to us but i mostly sympa-

thise with what you are going through but if it is the will of God to pass through this be it. We are okay but missing you 

alot and i hope one day God will open the chance for you to be back. 

 

On your efforts to look for work to do i can only encourage you to do what you think will make you have your inde-

pendence back from your family as have been reading from your scripts that it seems they have taken your freedom 

from you and hope one day they will come to know bettter than they do.All in all appreciate what they have done to 

you that far and be positive to them. 
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Say hi to yuor family. 

meshack                 

  

YES THINKING ABOUT HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO BE POSITIVE and yes my friends I agree with you and yes POSITIVE I 

AM NORMALLY AND YES WHEN SPEAKING TO PEOPLE AND YES TO MY FAMILY and yes OBJECTIVE and yes with my 

FEELINGS and yes is what I try to be in these scripts and yes just for your information of course and yes MY FRIEND.  

And yes THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING, MESHACK and yes I APPRECIATE THAT VERY MUCH and yes it 

would also be nice to hear a little about how you are doing and yes what you do and yes how your family is and yes 

PLEASE GIVE MY WARMEST REGARDS and yes maybe you will write about yourself in your next email? 

 

And yes this morning and yes Elijah sent me a short email and yes eeehhh I did not need to be so busy yesterday and 

yes sending the money and yes difficult for us to know at the moment and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you so much for sending this much help to us.When you sent your text yesterday , i had already left town, i was 

able to withdraw th money today. 

 

Today ,i im having a in depth meeting with the micro finance company. I will be back to you later with more de-

tails.Once again,thank you very much for sending this much help. 

 

Best Regards, 

Elijah. 

 

And yes REALLY THINKING AND YES NOT VERY NICE TO SAY THE LEAST AND YES FOR ELIJAH AND YES TO GO THROUGH 

THIS “PLAN” – and still thinking of Meshack and the grand old man and yes John and yes school fees and yes lack of 

money in general with the team .... - AND YES SUFFERING AND YES SO IT IS and yes my friends and yes later in the day 

today and yes Elijah sent me this email: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

As earlier promised,  i am back to you this time around with a more detailed report. 

Well again i have to thank you for the help that you sent to us.We were all  very happy to receive it.You all know what 

we are going through for now,thanks for intervening at this needy time dear Stig. I hope you  will understand how 

happy we were. 

 

This afternoon, i had a lengthy meeting with the micro finance company.I will only give information on level one 

stig,the micro finance did not believe in me, i explained to them in deatails that my help has delayed yet again and they 

wanted me clearly to state in writing where my help was coming from,However at the end of it all ,i felt i was losing 

the whole battle,I needed to have some break, and i requested for one,it is at this particular  time i felt i needed to en-

gage a lawyer to argue on my case, i remembered of an old schoolmate ,picked up his phone number and called him 

and Guess what? When i explained to him all of what had happenned he promised to help me out if only i can pay  him 

after paying the micro fince a 10% fee of the whole amount.I went back to the room and suggested to the microfince 

company if they can allow me to seek some legal advice. 

 

It is at this point that they agreed that i can pay in bits( installment) because they all understand the nature of the 

work we are doing in the office.We all agreed that i bring my lawyer with me tommorrow to enter into a legal draft! 

You will hear more  from me  tommorrow when i meet them again. 

 

Back to the office,the team was happy with the help you sent me.I gave each of the team member 5000ksh to help 

them pay thier outstanding bills ,they were all very happy.This week will be a bussy week for me trying to fix all the 

other appointment.I have an appointment to meet the office management and the two centers where my childrens are 

learning.I will be able to come up with a clear draft on how to spent the rest of the remaining money.Allow me to write 

more to you tommorrow.You will aslo read the message from our pastor tommorrow. 
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Finally, we pray that your meeting with Daherg goes on well.We wish you all the best as you seek for a better Job! 

Again all our regards to your family. 

 

Thank You Most Sincerly, 

Elijah. 

 

And yes MY FIRST IMPRESSION AND YES IS THAT I AM IMPRESSED WITH YOU ELIJAH and yes THAT YOU HAVE NOT 

GIVEN UP and yes that YOU STILL CARRY ON and yes HAVING MEETINGS and yes FINDING OPPORTUNITIES AND YES 

SOLUTIONS and yes I LIKE TO SEE THAT AND YES THANK YOU SO MUCH. 

 

And yes regarding the situation and yes with Niels and yes I DON’T KNOW THE ANSWERS and yes I have also been re-

sisting and yes because I have not yet had the time and yes to think and yes so it is my friends and yes maybe you will 

do this and yes tomorrow Stig and yes just thinking of a solution and yes for you and yes to present a proposal and yes 

for Niels and yes a plan and yes for Dahlberg and yes to work efficient and yes you STILL CANNOT DO THIS and yes 

without the APPROVAL OF THE PARTNERS and yes IT WILL STILL TAKE A LONG TIME AND YES WE KNOW STIG and yes 

just an example and yes of what has been happening and yes in fact on the whole trip to Kenya and yes TWO VOICES 

and yes many times PUSHING me and yes WITH MY ABSOLUTELY BEST WILL and yes I CANNOT TODAY SEE HOW I CAN 

HELP DAHLBERG and yes to work as a consultant and yes making money for the team ASAP and yes MANY TIMES DUR-

ING THE DAY AND YES GOD HAS GIVEN ME THIS THOUGHT and yes PUSHING ME HARD and yes based on my experi-

ence and yes this is my conclusion and yes we will have to see what happens and yes maybe Niels will get a “good 

idea” himself on other tasks and yes WHO KNOWS and yes “HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS” and yes still thinking of normal 

life we are here .... 

 

And yes the feeling is that the edit of the script of each day is becoming more and more difficult for every day and yes 

finishing at 23.25 today we are and yes even more difficult today it is BUT NICE TO HAVE A “NORMAL WORK EXPERI-

ENCE” and yes with Niels today and yes the positive colleagues and yes almost forgot that and yes the same feeling as 

on the football ground and yes in Gachie and yes A LONG TIME AGO NOW .... 

 

And yes we know I CANNOT “AFFORD” and yes to relax with these scripts and yes to wait finalising the script of one 

day to the next and yes because I will have much to write each day at the moment and yes new things to experience 

and yes feeling  the pressure we are.
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Wednesday 7th October 2009 

Better sleep and “no dreams”, Karen would have dragged me down, thinking of money, food and the next 1½ week, 

the family does not know that I am writing these scripts, preliminary status on the 14 temp and recruitment agencies, 

the job agent from www.jobnet.dk compared to the law, my economical status, greetings from the team, the new cash 

card from Jyske Bank, AAB is “offering” me two apartments, a birthday gift for Isabelle, more fresh but poor communi-

cation skills today, another test to the world – the length of this book, my job search action plan to the Commune, 

Elijah did incredible results ☺, my family thinks that “all is good now”, my decision with Dahlberg was not the easiest 

in the world ..., Sanna has bought “some food”, apparently I cannot live at my mother’s place ... and the Danish ex-

pression ”herre ...” 

 

Better sleep and “no dreams” 

And yes this is what I believe and yes feeling more fresh this morning and yes normally waking at 8.00 at the moment 

– and yes thank you for having an alarm clock God – and yes when Sanna is still in the house and yes decided I have to 

sleep some more and yes the next “alarm” from God is typically at 9.23 at the moment and yes ALSO TODAY my 

friends. 

 

And yes I had one dream and yes so weak and yes that it was difficult to remember and yes even though I had the 

dream just before waking up and yes maybe God has mislaid the “dream factory” and yes so it is my friend ☺. 

 

Karen would have dragged me down 

And yes this is what I/GOD SAID TO ME THIS MORNING and yes that if I indeed had contacted Karen and yes that this 

would have been the famous drop and yes throwing me over and yes so it is my friends .... 

 

Thinking of money, food and the next 1½ week 

And yes starting this morning and yes another example and yes only few examples in these scripts of what has been 

happening most of the time and yes God “speculating” for me and yes “negatively” and yes so it is and yes what will 

Sanna do and yes before she leaves tomorrow and yes about money and food and yes just thinking that if she does 

not give me money and yes that I will have to ask Tobias to help and yes to ask him to keep quiet and yes otherwise 

there is the risk and yes that Sanna will know that I have sent money to Africa and yes not the best situation to be in 

here I tell you .... 

 

And yes when thinking of money and yes I had to buy a 10 tour “clip card” and yes for the TRAIN my friends and yes 

yesterday and yes 285 DKK it was and yes I was also thinking of finding and yes THE CHEAPEST HAIR DRESSER and yes 

thinking of Istedgade in Copenhagen and yes I FOUND A VERY NICE PLACE and yes close to Dahlberg yesterday and yes 

in Tåstrup and yes a new saloon and yes A VERY NICE YOUNG MAN FROM TURKEY and yes HOW MANY DANISH PEO-

PLE WILL ENTER A SALOON OF “FOREIGNERS” and yes just thinking of this and yes HE WAS YOUNG and yes DID HE 

HAVE ANY SKILLS and yes indeed he had and yes very good he was and yes 24 years of age and yes speaking English he 

was and yes HE HAD 9 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FROM A SALOON IN TURKEY and yes a LOT OF KNOW HOW and yes NICE 

AND SKILLED HE WAS and yes the price and yes FAR TOO CHEAP if you ask me and yes 120 DKK and yes AMONG THE 

CHEAPEST I HAVE EVER SEEN IN DENMARK and yes still more than three times as expensive as my “Kenyan hair 

dresser” and yes still only approx. 1/3 of what most hair dressers charge here and yes the “fancy” hair dressers in Co-

penhagen can be up to six times as expensive and yes BECAUSE I NEED TO TAKE CARE OF MY MONEY my friends and 

yes of course and yes God tempted me to give me a “spiritual” taste of coffee and yes when approaching Tåstrup Sta-

tion and yes the DESIRE to buy coffee but NO my friends I had to wait until I came “home” and yes so it is here and yes 

I did use some other money today and yes I like a “roll” and at the nice place and yes outside Kokkedal Station and yes 

with garlic dressing today and yes also chilli dressing and yes the CHEAPEST I KNOW and yes very good and yes so it is 

here ☺.  

 

The family does not know that I am writing these scripts 

And yes they believe and yes that I am focusing entirely and yes on searching for a job and yes a place to live and yes I 

have not said anything to them and yes except in the beginning when I came home and yes to my mother and yes To-

bias and yes still writing on the book and yes I have not said anything since and yes they don’t know that I am still writ-

ing – unless my sister has heard my hours of typing in the room and figured out herself ... - and yes just another ex-
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ample coming here and yes there is a network between the computers in this house and yes there are four (!) of them 

and yes so it is and yes God has said to me or in fact speculating in and yes that there is a “risk” of Sanna and yes not 

reading this book because it is password protected but the script of each day which I send to the team and yes in Af-

rica and yes which are also stored on my computer and yes without a password and yes in the beginning I was making 

sure and yes that the files on my computer was “not allowed” to be shared with other computers and yes a few days 

ago and yes this setting and yes eeehh HAD CHANGED and yes my files were now visible to the other computers and 

yes meaning that they can be accessed from another computer and yes just thinking we are and yes of course I would 

like if we had a situation and yes where I could show these scripts to my family today and yes how would they react 

today and yes EXPELLING ME and losing contact and yes this is what I believe would be the most realistic situation and 

yes so it is my friends here .... 

 

Preliminary status on the 14 temp and recruitment agencies 

And yes and yes and yes BECAUSE GOD ASKED ME and yes I can give the status so far and yes of the CV’s I sent to or 

keyed in at the databases of 8 of the 14 agencies and yes Saturday and yes they have now had at least Monday and  

Tuesday and yes to handle my CV: 

 

Agency My experiences and actions 

www.access-personnel.dk  CV and short email sent. 

I have not received ANY FEEDBACK AT ALL. 

www.assistance-

personaleservice.dk 

CV database. 

And yes because this agency and yes has AN AUTOMATIC SYSTEM and yes I received an 

email immediately after keying in my data and yes they wrote that I will hear from 

them and yes when they have a position and yes MATCHING MY QUALIFICATIONS AND 

WISHES and yes just thinking of the definition of “qualifications” .... 

www.consultor.dk CV and short email sent. 

And yes a PARTNER of this agency and yes SENT ME A PERSONAL LETTER and yes as an 

attachment to an email and yes Tuesday and writing that “in case that one of our cus-

tomers should need a person with your background and wishes, we will return to you in 

order for us to meet” and yes so it is here and yes Janne please see what I have written 

below.... 

www.job-link.dk CV and short email sent. 

I have not received ANY FEEDBACK AT ALL. 

www.kellyservices.dk CV and short email sent. 

And yes I received a standard email and yes from an employee and yes Monday and 

yes saying that it will take them and yes eeehhh 2-6 weeks to handle my application 

and yes just thinking we are and yes of the time it takes when manually processed .... 

www.promando.dk CV and short email sent. 

A standard email received Monday and yes sent by an employee and yes they will con-

tact me and eeehhh when they have a “concrete position which matches my wishes 

and qualifications” and yes still thinking of the definition of qualifications .... 

 

And yes they don’t have resources to do a personal interview with all applicants and 

yes Janne do you remember what you recommended me to do and yes maybe you 

don’t need to know the details and yes of the job market and yes how it works and yes 

even though you work professionally to “help” people and yes have done this for 10 

years and yes JUST THINKING OUT LOUD WE ARE .... 

www.manpower.dk CV database. 

And yes the same status and yes as www.assistance-personaleservice.dk and yes be-

cause they have an automatic system and yes they cannot offer all applicants a per-

sonal interview because they cannot offer work to all and yes still thinking and yes of 

Janne and yes recommending me to get a personal meeting with these agencies … 

www.adecco.dk CV database. 

And yes the same status and yes as www.assistance-personaleservice.dk and yes be-
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Agency My experiences and actions 

cause they have an automatic system. 

 

And yes my conclusion and yes so far is that when a AUTOMATIC SYSTEM IS DOING THE WORK and yes then you will 

receive 100% feedback and yes IMMEDIATELY and yes when A HUMAN IS PROCESSING THE WORK manually and yes IT 

WILL TAKE TIME and yes so far I have received 60% feedback (3 out of 5) and yes from the agencies, where I sent my 

CV through an email and yes guess if I prefer and yes immediate feedback or to sit and wait and yes not knowing when 

I will receive feedback and yes OF COURSE TO RECEIVE IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK and yes this is just an example of what I 

encourage the world to do AND YES TO USE IT-SYSTEMS AS PERFECT AS POSSIBLE ☺. 

 

The job agent from www.jobnet.dk compared to the law 

And yes JUST THINKING OF IT OF COURSE and yes A CENTRAL ELEMENT OF THE “OFFICIAL” JOB DATABASE and yes 

which the Commune is using and yes is the job agent and yes EVERY DAY it automatically sends and yes WE LIKE THIS 

FACILITY and yes NEW JOBS MATCHING MY “QUALIFICATIONS” and yes just thinking of how this system is built up and 

yes compared to the law and yes which says that “every job is a good job” and yes just thinking of the DIFFERENCE my 

friends and yes so it is here. 

 

My economical status 

And yes who gave me that heartburn and yes OLE ARE YOU STILL HERE and yes my friends and yes TOGETHER WITH 

THE DEVIL and yes my friends I AM ALSO “TRAPPED” and yes looking forward to be set free we all are and yes THANK-

ING YOU FOR BEING HERE BUT PLEASE ANNOUNCE YOUR PRESENCE and yes not with a heartburn and yes THANK YOU 

MY FRIEND and yes I don’t feel you Ole but if you say it is you and yes we know EITHER IT IS YOU or just the Devil and 

yes we will have to wait and see .... 

 

And yes this should be of economics and yes maybe a connection to the heartburn and yes just thinking we are and 

yes DO I LIKE TO SEE MY ECONOMY IN RUINS and yes of course the answer is NO and yes DO I LIKE TO OPEN UP RE-

MINDERS and yes seeing how much money I owe and yes the answer is STILL NO my friends and yes as IT ALWAYS 

HAVE BEEN and yes taking a breath and yes “face the music” and yes so it is here and yes this is the status today and 

yes only of Danske Bank and yes my old landlord: 

 

Danske Bank: 

And yes the branch manager of Danske Bank and yes “a long time ago” and yes in August I believe wrote an email to 

me and yes saying that they would terminate my accounts and yes send me to a lawyer and yes yesterday I received 

and yes at this house – and yes Sanna is not reading my post anymore and yes HAPPY we are about this – a letter from 

the bank and yes saying that they have “asked me several times” to cover my debt and yes FIRST NOW MY FRIENDS 

they terminate my accounts and yes ask me to cover the debt within 14 days from the 5th October and yes so it is and 

yes the debt is DKK 59,363 and yes approx. 843,000 Shillings and yes apparently the SP Pension of DKK 19,259 

(273,500 Shillings) has still not been credited – and yes that was my thought and yes I have not been following the de-

velopment of the account and yes for a long time and yes did not know the exact balance and yes JUST MAYBE AND 

YES IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE AND YES TO HAVE THE AMOUNT and yes from SP Pension and yes to be transferred to my 

new account in Jyske Bank and yes just maybe I could send most of the money and yes to Kenya and yes TO SAVE THE 

TEAM and yes for approx. 10 minutes and yes I BELIEVED THIS WAS TRULY THE CASE and yes calling SP Pension and 

yes “have you paid out my money” and yes they had and yes the 29th September and yes THE MONEY IS PAID OUT 

AUTOMATICALLY AND YES TO THE “EASY ACCOUNT” AND JUST THINKING QUICKLY I WAS and yes WHEN DID I OPEN 

MY NEW “EASY ACCOUNT” and yes in Jyske Bank and yes THE EXACT SAME DATE and yes I knew that the money had 

not been credited the new account and yes WHERE WAS THE MONEY and yes just hoping that Danske Bank had not 

received it and yes CHECKING MY ACCOUNT AT DANSKE BANK and yes through the automatic telephone system and 

yes DISAPPOINTED WE WERE and yes the amount was credited my Danske Bank account and yes the 29th September 

and yes one minute afterwards and yes God was showing me a pipe and yes the PIPE IS EXPANDED VERY MUCH AT 

THE MOMENT AND YES FULL OF WATER and yes THIS IS THE REASON WHY and yes I COULD NOT HAVE OPENED THE 

NEW BANK ACCOUNT AND YES “EASY ACCOUNT” ONE DAY EARLIER – because this is what we talk about, if I had 

opened the account JUST ONE DAY EARLIER and yes I would have had access to this money – but yes A PART OF THE 

GAME and yes God showed me that the pipe will narrow again and yes HOPE and yes DISAPPOINTMENT and yes what 

the game is about today .... 
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And yes just thinking about this and yes IN DENMARK A PRIVATE CREDITOR CANNOT and yes come to my place and 

yes take my furniture etc. and yes this is truly the difference between mine and yes Elijah’s situation at the moment 

and yes just thinking that I have given all my furniture away and yes the family wants to give it back to me and yes just 

thinking if Tobias agrees with this and yes to give back the gift I gave him and yes my old STEREO EQUIPMENT and yes 

when he moves and yes the 1st November and yes so it is here .... 

 

Dan-ejendomme – my old landlord 

And yes a final statement and yes from Dan-ejendomme and yes from the 16th September and yes saying that THE 

PAINTING OF MY OLD APARTMENT WAS DKK 62,749 and yes A LOT OF MONEY MY FRIENDS and yes after deductions 

of my original deposit and yes other posts as well and yes the statement eeehhh says that I owe DKK 39,002 (554,000 

Shillings) and yes they have sent this to the “rent tribunal” of the Commune and yes for them to make a decision and 

yes not heard from the tribunal yet and yes so it is here my friends .... 

 

And yes vm is talking about ROSES and yes VERY SOON and yes gives me the song “Senza una Donna” and yes by Zuc-

chero and yes Paul young and yes “no woman no cry” we almost said here .... 

 

Greetings from the team 

And yes MY DEAR FRIENDS and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes for your very nice email and yes from today and yes 

I LIKE IT SO MUCH and yes therefore it is also included here: 

 

Dear Stig, 

  

Greetings from us here in Nairobi. 

  

We appreciate your financial support. We managed to receive 5000 Shillings each. Atleast we shall afford transport to 

the office and food despite our many other critical needs. 

  

We thank you for the bit of normal life which you have extended to us this week. We however remain hopeful that 

normal life is coming soon and that we can help the refugees of Dadaab and fulfil our call for Somali. 

  

We wish you success in you endeavours as you continue looking for a job. 

  

We receive your scripts happily and they are important updates to us. We feel you closely with us through reading 

them. 

  

Pass our regards to your family members, 

  

Your friends, 

  

LTO family. 

 

And yes NOTICE the words “our many other critical needs” and yes just thinking of that we are ... And yes STILL POSI-

TIVE YOU are and yes I AGREE WITH YOU and yes WHEN GOD DECIDES and yes TO END THIS GAME and yes WE WILL 

DO EXACTLY that and yes to help the refugees of Dadaab and yes the country of Somalia and yes “normal life” to come 

to the world my friends and yes “looking for a job” and yes that is the right word I am “looking” and yes not “search-

ing” and yes I WILL NOT BE EMPLOYED and yes THIS IS PART OF THE GAME MY FRIENDS and yes the idea is to describe 

this process and yes how COMPLICATED and yes DIFFICULT IT IS and yes WHEN THE WORLD COULD DO SO MUCH 

BETTER and yes therefore my friends and yes NOT BECAUSE I AM GOING TO WORK and yes all I can say is that I will 

keep on doing this game and yes UNTIL GOD DECIDES FOR ME AND US TO CONTINUE TOWARDS OUR GOAL and yes to 

bring the SUN BACK UP and yes FOR THE WORLD MY FRIENDS. And yes just thinking and yes if God truly wants me to 

apply and yes SERIOUSLY and yes APPLY FOR A PERMANENT JOB and yes by contacting the companies I will include 

later on in my shortlist and yes just thinking about that too here and yes I will continue the game step by step and yes 
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until God decides for me to stop but don’t like the idea and yes to “fool” other people and yes applying for a job and 

yes just maybe someone will hire me if God does not stop the game before .... 

 

And yes NICE WORDS and yes from the TEAM and yes GIVES ME EXACTLY THE SAME FEELING and yes as they write 

and yes feeling you here “closely” because of your email – thank you and yes please continue to BRING YOUR SPIRITS 

AND YES EVEN HIGHER my friends and yes is what GOD IS ENCOURAGING YOU TO DO ☺ - and yes actually he gave me 

the symbol and yes not entirely as a “smiley” but a symbol which is going from “tears in the eyes” and yes on the way 

to “happiness” and yes he showed it in a bevel angle and yes THIS IS THE WAY HE ALSO CAN BE my friends .... 

 

The new cash card from Jyske Bank 

And yes a new card arrived and yes from Jyske Bank and yes not a credit card but a cash card and yes ONLY to be used 

if there is money in the account and yes with A VERY NICE DESIGN and yes like that very much and yes compared to 

Danske Bank’s “dull” designs of cards and yes Jyske Bank have many different designs and yes probably it is possible to 

choose the design yourself but not offered to me and yes so it is and yes just by random and yes the system selected 

and yes the card with the picture of the Danish world famous philosopher Søren Kierkegaard printed on it and yes 

don’t know much about him and yes today that is but I do like his most famous quote I believe and yes which is 

printed on the card as well and yes in English something like this “life has to be lived forwards, but is understood 

backwards” and yes so it is my friends and yes “LEARNING EXPERIENCES” and yes is what I CALL THE SAME and yes 

thank you my friend. 

 

And yes also THANK YOU GOD and yes for reminding me of what to do and yes I was going to call my friend Rene and 

yes HE said “RENE ord for pengene” and yes “clean words for the money” and yes at the same time and yes reminding 

me and yes to empty the washing machine and yes he likes words and yes so it is ..... And yes of course only one ex-

ample and yes OF WHAT IS HAPPENING EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes so it is .... 

 

AAB is “offering” me two apartments 

And yes Stig and yes the system is like this and yes AAB will give the offer on free apartments and yes to a “number of 

people” and yes with the lowest numbers on the waiting lists and yes today I have received and yes through POST and 

yes not through email and yes just thinking and yes a waste of money and yes so it is – and yes earlier they used my 

email, which is fine, but not now – and yes so it is and yes also thinking of Rikke in Dahlberg and yes sending letters to 

hundreds of people and yes by the way and yes BILLIONS OF LETTERS and yes all over the world and yes HOW MUCH 

THAT STILL CAN BE SAVED and yes if as many people and businesses as possible use email and yes so it is and yes we 

know another digression and yes so it is and yes just thinking of someone I know and yes so it is and yes I received an 

offer to take over two different apartments and yes only one of them of course and yes we know in Ballerup and yes 

Tåstrup and yes normally not the places I would prefer to live but so it is here and yes for me to “apply” and yes be-

fore the 19th and yes the 23rd October and yes even if I say YES and yes there may be other people with a lower num-

ber than me on the waiting lists and yes also saying yes and yes in this system you really don’t know if you will get the 

apartment even though you accept and yes just thinking of making an easier system and yes so it is and yes from 

thought and yes to action and yes not very far and yes an email and yes to the nice Anders and yes from Hørsholm 

Commune and yes the Commune is OBLIGED and yes to offer loans and yes IS THIS REALLY A TASK FOR A COMMUNE 

and yes today it is and yes NOT IN THE FUTURE and yes to offer a loan and yes if you cannot afford yourself and yes to 

pay the deposit and yes in this case it is DKK 10,112 or DKK 10,657 and yes I asked Anders if I can get one of these 

loans and yes pretty sure that Anders will ask me to contact and yes the TWO DIFFERENT COMMUNES and yes where 

these apartments are located and yes because even though it is the same law and yes used and yes the administration 

is with 98 different Communes and yes RULES to follow they have and yes different administration from Commune to 

Commune and yes depending on “practise” and yes so it is here too and yes we will have to wait and see and yes by 

the way yes the Commune is “only” obliged to give these loans and yes if the apartment is built after 1964 and yes 

otherwise THERE IS ANOTHER SYSTEM and yes then the Commune will GUARANTEE a bank loan and yes so it is and 

yes I could not find information on when the AAB apartments were built on the AAB websites and yes so it is and yes 

DETAILS and yes DIFFERENT RULES and yes DIFFERENT PRACTISE and yes do we like that and the answer is NO. 

 

And yes Anders was very nice and yes to send me an email and yes I was right – I will have to contact the two different 

Communes and yes NICE TO KNOW and yes IF I CAN GET A LOAN and yes BEFORE I APPLY THESE APARTMENTS and 
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yes AT THE SAME TIME THINKING IF THIS IS TRULY WHAT GOD WANTS ME TO DO and yes surprised I would be .... 

 

And yes excited we are to hear how the family will react on this and yes if they will decide to help me with a place to 

stay and yes from the 1st November and yes just maybe until the 1st December. 

 

A birthday gift for Isabelle 

And yes we know and yes still many stories to tell and yes time is ticking and yes now it is 14.40 and yes also speaking 

to Rene on the phone and yes “someone” sending me an email and yes after seeing my CV on www.jobindex.dk and 

yes maybe more on this story and yes if he returns my call and yes we know and yes just thinking eeehhh and yes 

what to tell the family and yes what have I been doing today and yes SO IT IS HERE when the family and yes IS REALLY 

INTERESTED and yes to “put” it like this and yes thinking of Golf we are and yes Tiger and yes coming back from the 

BEACH and yes a long way home? No, not anymore my friends and yes I can see the golf course and yes “NO MATTER 

WHAT” and yes far the best version and yes is of course by Meat Loaf and yes I believe a B-side to a single and yes 

don’t understand that and yes SHOULD HAVE BEEN A HIT SINGLE and yes just my opinion my friends and yes so it is 

and yes JUST THINKING THE LAST DAYS and yes ISABELLE is “throwing” a birthday party and yes thinking of “round 

ball” and yes from yesterday and yes Rikke and yes SO MUCH OFFICE SPACE and yes is Dahlberg having today and yes 

WHAT SHOULD I GIVE ISABELLE and yes if anything and yes for her birthday and yes NOT A LOT OF MONEY HERE and 

yes A GIFT IS WHAT YOU ALWAYS GIVE PEOPLE HERE AND YES FOR BIRTHDAY’S AND YES WHEN YOU CELEBRATE IT 

and yes just maybe I need to buy food for the next 10 days and yes if this is the case there is no money for tobacco 

and yes NO MONEY FOR A GIFT TO ISABELLE and yes what would the family think and yes of course ONE OF MY OLD 

BOTTLES OF WHISKY and yes is still in the house here and yes of course a CHIVAS REGAL and yes what I will give Isa-

belle today and yes MY OLD FAVOURITTE DRINK (not anymore – I prefer Cognac today) and yes together with Jack and 

yes when we were young and yes going to Studio 1-2 and yes in Helsingør of course and yes just thinking and yes 

maybe Sanna has given me 2-3 bottles of whisky and yes this brand and yes as gifts and yes during the years and yes 

we know COMING FROM HELENE and yes Hans’ mother originally and yes if I remember correctly and yes WHY SO 

MUCH FUSS about whisky and yes because this is the favourite drink of the “drunken sailor” and yes Scotland and yes 

whisky and yes SYMBOLS GIVEN TO ME THE LAST YEARS and yes with the feeling “THOUSANDS OF TIMES” and yes the 

Devil of course and yes therefore my friends and yes is the Devil and yes with Isabelle and yes Niklas and yes in this 

family and yes YOU BETCHA and yes thinking of David Letterman and yes we know LETTER MAN and yes in connection 

with what I wrote before about letters through email and yes God likes CONNECTIONS and yes WORD SPELLS and yes 

so it is my boy and yes the Council as well and yes thank you to all of you my friends ☺. 

 

And yes the birthday dinner is to be held here and yes my mother arrived at 16.20 and yes TO PRODUCE THE BIRHT-

DAY cake of course and yes so it is and yes WHAT MY MOTHER HAS ALWAYS DONE and yes to help Sanna much and 

yes with the children and yes of course my mother has REALLY NEVER had the impression that Sanna was happy with 

her help and yes often the contrary and yes because when my mother has not been able to help and yes she has felt 

that my sister has been DISAPPOINTED and yes NEGATIVE and yes PUT A PRESSURE ON HER for many years my friends 

and yes so it is and yes MY MOTHER WAS ALSO REALLY THINKING OF me and yes what to give Isabelle and yes she 

came with “my” gift and yes what is the gift and yes DESIGNED BY ANOTHER VERY GIFTED DANISH MAN and yes 

WORLD FAMOUS TOO and yes especially because of his FANTASTIC POEMS and yes plenty of famous people from 

here and yes of course CANDLE STICKS and yes by Piet Hein FOR THE DINNER TABLE and yes LIKE ONE OF THE SYM-

BOLS and yes GOD SHOWED ME IN KENYA and yes “some time” ago and yes here are the candle sticks and yes prepar-

ing the dinner we are my friends and yes thank you so much to my mother and yes happy we were with this .... 

 

And yes just by coincidence of course and yes I was playing my homemade “classical CD no. 1” and yes I believe it is 

only the family having my classical CD’s and yes THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MUSIC and yes as you can imagine and yes 

HERE TOO my friends and yes the Gardener is almost cutting a plant wrong and yes cutting his finger and yes ALL OF 

OUR FEELINGS AND YES ARE HIS FEELINGS my friends and yes just think about that and yes when my mother arrived 

and yes I remembered that this CD and yes includes ONE VERSION of AVE MARIA and yes there are three different 

versions and yes we know thinking of the Trinity here and yes because of my mother and yes included on these CD’s 

and yes playing this song and yes very quickly my mother heard it and yes saying and yes AS SHE ALWAYS DOES and 

yes “my youngling” and yes so it is also here ☺. And yes “always” and yes my mother is playing “my music” at home 

and yes a “small gift” and yes of approx. 55-60 homemade CD’s and yes with “soft” music and yes always difficult be-

fore to play music which she liked and yes – ALWAYS COMPLAINING SHE WAS AND YES ABOUT MUSIC WHICH SHE DID 
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NOT LIKE AND YES UNBEARABLE TO LISTEN TO IT TRULY WAS !!! – and yes maybe three years ago and yes I started 

making these CD’s and yes giving it to my mother and yes also to my sister and yes the first twenty to my father as 

well and yes MY MOTHER HAS BEEN SO HAPPY WITH THIS AND YES THANKING ME MAYBE “ONE HUNDRED TIMES” 

and yes HOW MANY TIMES HAVE MY SISTER AND YES MY FATHER THANKED ME FOR THE CD’S AND YES 0 and yes 

ZERO and yes NEVER and yes WHY DO YOU THINK I LIKE PEOPLE BEING HAPPY and yes also thinking of John and yes 

the four CD’s of Danish traditional music and yes no thanks from him as I remember it and yes SEVERAL TIMES FROM 

MY MOTHER and yes on John’s behalf and yes so it is and yes thinking of Jack too and yes NEVER HEARD FROM YOU IF 

YOU EVEN PLAYED the many new wave CD’s I gave you and yes back to the story of the Christmas CD’s as well and yes 

only few REALLY gave any feedback and yes most people I did not hear from and yes TALK ABOUT THE DEVIL IN THIS 

SOCIETY and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes playing this NICE CLASSICAL CD and yes I wanted to hear if my mother wanted to listen to other music instead 

and yes you never know BUT SHE LIKES THIS MUSIC VERY MUCH and yes just thinking and yes that Sanna and yes a 

couple of years ago and yes “DECIDED” THAT MY MOTHER DOES NOT LIKE CLASSICAL MUSIC and yes my mother was 

very annoyed by this statement and yes from Sanna and yes my mother said and yes that there is much classical mu-

sic, which she likes but NO, SANNA HAD DECIDED THAT MY MOTHER DID NOT LIKE CLASSICAL MUSIC and yes SO IT IS 

ACCORDING TO SANNA and yes another small incident between these two and yes AS MANY MANY TIMES and yes 

just to give you an example of course. 

 

And yes it is almost LIKE MY MOTHER KNOWS and yes some of my POSITIVE symbols today and yes LAUGHING THEY 

are and yes so it is and yes first the candle sticks and yes later and yes VERY NICE CHOCOLATE and yes another GIFT 

from my mother and yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT MY MOTHER IS ABOUT and yes to the PEOPLE SHE LOVES and yes just 

thinking what would happen if she PERSONALLY knew the team in Kenya and yes so it is here my friends AND YES I 

LIKE IT SO MUCH and yes WHEN MY MOTHER SHOWS WHAT SHE IS REALLY ABOUT ☺. And yes Marabou, when do you 

start to make YOUR OLD CHOCOLATE AGAIN and yes just thinking of the one with WHOLE NUTS and yes the old CON-

SISTENCY it had and yes my favourite too and yes NOT ALL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT is good development and yes 

only my personal point of view of course ☺. 

 

And yes maybe good for my blood sugar and yes my friends you never know and yes I CANNOT KEEP MY FINGERS AND 

YES FROM CHOCOLATE and yes COOKIES and yes CAKES and yes the 100 grams of chocolate and yes disappeared in 10 

minutes and yes IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN LIKE THAT and yes I LIKE SWEET STUFF very much and yes JUST A SYMBOL OF 

COURSE and yes GOD IS DECIDING and yes EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes so it is and yes if you have this HABIT or not 

and yes we know Stig a little bit more difficult we know and yes you can change your habit of course and yes GROUND 

HABITS and yes maybe like that ☺. And yes NOT ALWAYS EASY and yes WHEN YOU HAVE WANTED SWEET’S ETC. DUR-

ING YOUR LIFE and yes WHEN YOU VERY EASILY and yes gain weight and yes CANNOT EAT WHAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO 

EAT and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

More fresh but poor communication skills today 

And yes tired we were yesterday and yes ALMOST normal speech and yes at Dahlberg and yes MORE FRESH today and 

yes VERY ANNOYING IT IS and yes when you really want to have YOUR NORMAL SPEECH and yes IMPOSSIBLE to get 

the right words out of the mouth and yes this is the suffering today and yes by the way and yes when my mother ar-

rived and yes the first she wanted to hear and yes was HOW I AM DOING and yes A REAL INTEREST and yes of course 

because my family loves me and yes the difference is only this and yes I DON’T FEEL THE NEGATIVITY and yes when my 

mother asks the questions and yes it is really as simple as that and yes to be positive .... 

 

Another test to the world – the length of this book 

And yes my friends and yes HOW MUCH HAVE WE WRITTEN and yes TOO MANY DETAILS and yes we know THINKING 

WE HAVE ABOUT THIS and yes ESPECIALLY RECENTLY and yes IF I JUST DID THIS and yes NOT AS A DIARY BUT AS A 

STRUCTURED DOCUMENT and yes SAVING and yes MANY MANY PAGES and yes KEEP ON WRITING and yes this has 

also been part of the game and yes RECEIVING AND YES IDEAS and yes CONSTANTLY and yes since the beginning and 

yes of what to write about and yes WHY and yes just because of this: WHO WANTS TO READ ALL OF THESE PAGES and 

yes WHO WILL TAKE THIS BOOK SERIOUSLY and yes JUST ANOTHER TEST TO THE WORLD my friends and yes so it is 

and yes THE ONES WHO BELIEVE IN ME AND YES ARE OPEN and yes JUST MAYBE THERE IS A CHANCE and yes that 
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SOME OF YOU will start reading this book and yes WHEN YOU START HEARING ABOUT ME and yes just thinking about 

this of course we are .... 

 

My job search action plan to the Commune 

And yes MANY words and yes COULD BE WRITTEN and yes IN DETAIL about the plan I have prepared to the Commune 

and yes I believe the plan speaks for itself and yes in Danish it is and yes you can see it here and yes MY FRIENDS and 

yes THE TRUE GOAL OF TODAY and yes according to the GARDENER ☺. 

 

 

Elijah did incredible results ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes AS ELIJAH PROMISED YESTERDAY and yes after having very difficult meetings and yes my friend Elijah suc-

ceeded and yes “what can I say” (thinking of Kohberg ...) and yes other than THIS IS INCREDIBLE my friend – I am 

proud of what you have done these days ☺ - and yes GOD WAS WITH YOU and yes BECAUSE YOU DID NOT GIVE UP 

and yes so it is my friend – and yes also thinking of the team and yes their individual situations and needs and yes I 

“know a little bit” of your situation but not all for all team members and I have decided not to write about your indi-

vidual situation if you don’t want to share it with your team members, but what I am hoping is that you will be totally 

OPEN about your situation and yes because WE ARE FAMILY and yes WE HAVE NO SECRETS TO EACH OTHER and yes 

WE DID OUR CRITICAL NEEDS TOGETHER IN MAY and yes just thinking about this we are and yes sharing your individ-

ual situation with me, with the team and with the world and yes THIS WILL IMPROVE THE STORY THAT WE WILL TELL 

THE WORLD TOGETHER MY FRIENDS, so I can only encourage the team to do the same as ELIJAH VERY BRAVELY DE-

CIDED TO DO and yes TO SHARE HIS SITUATION WITH THE WORLD and yes will you please consider this Meshack, 

David and John and to tell me about your situation? 

 

And yes “HERE ARE THE RESULTS FROM THE JURY” and yes AS I WAS ABOUT TO WRITE and yes which I did write and 

yes thinking of the Eurovision Song Contest and yes as one meaning and yes the other meaning and yes ME ME ME 

and yes also two meanings and yes I will settle for the meaning of the Trinity and yes thank you black horse and yes 

NOT YOU I mean – and yes just thinking of Elijah and yes will the first instalment fall on the 1st October or maybe the 

1st November? 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

What a unique way of communicating to us. I must thank you for keeping us updated on all what is happening.You 

have made tremendous efforts in trying to see that you secure a worthwhile job.I am also happy to hear the develop-

ments you have made so far , more so with your appointment with Dahlberg.This is not exceptional with what you 

have done to us here in kenya,you  have left us with a lot of knowledge to use.We, and I exspecially would like to thank 

you for your committment to share your knowledge with the world.Neils and BO can bear  me witness to this.I can only 

encourage you to keep on doing your absolutely good work  which you have done many times.I do aslo now under-

07-Oct-2009

Opgave Detaljeret beskrivelse PRIORITET STAKEHOLDERS STATUS DEADLINE

CV - pe rsonligt Udarbejdelse af nyt CV inklusive karrieremål, vigtigs te resultater, kompetencer m.v. 1 25% 09/10/ 2009

Executive search & selection 1. Udvælgelse af ca. 10 virksomheder efter gennemgang af ALLE virksomheder i markedet 2 Internet 0% 11/10/ 2009
2. Udarbejdelse af særligt følgebrev 2 0% 12/10/ 2009

3. Fremsendelse af emails (ordentlig farveprinter haves  ikke !) til alle virksomheder 2 0% 13/10/ 2009

4. Telefonisk opfølgning med henblik på mødeaftaler 2 Headhunters 0% 20/10/ 2009
5. Afholdelse af (eventuelle) introduktionsmøder med headhunters 2 Headhunters 0% Oktober
6. Afholdelse af (eventuelle) møder med virksomheder vedrørende s tillinger, jeg indstilles til 2 Headhunters November-?

Ansøge re le vante  jobannoncer 1. Etablering af jobagenter via relevante jobsøgnings-sites 1 25% 11/10/ 2009
2. Påbegynde jobansøgning – måske fem ansøgninger første uge, hvis der er RELEVANTE stillinger opslået 1 0% 18/10/ 2009
3. Fortsat jobansøgning, telefonopfølgning og afholdelse af (eventuelle) samtaler 1 Virksomheder 0% Oktober-?

Målrette t jobsøgning 1. Udarbejdelse af positiv liste med relevante erhverv og jobpositioner 1 18/10/ 2009
2. Udvælge ønskejobbet – de(t) mest attraktive erhverv, job  position(er) og jobindhold 1 20/10/ 2009
3.  Udarbejdels e af analyse/"prospektplan" med prioritering af ”ønske-virksomheder” (inkl. gennemgang af hjemmesider, produkter, 

koncepter, værdier, organisation, kontaktinformationer på direktører/ledere, regnskaber m.v.)

1 01/11/ 2009

4.  Udarbejdels e af professionelt/sælgende telefon manuskript inklusive spørgsmål til afdækning af virksomhedens behov 1 02/11/ 2009

5.  Påbegyndelse af salgsarbejde som ethvert andet s algsarbejde inklus ive opfølgn ing på aftalte tidspunkter – ikke mere end hvad kan 

gennemføres med 100% kvalitet – måske 3-5 nye kontakter pr. uge afhængig af aktivitetsniveau/res ourcer
1 Virksomheder 06/11/ 2009

6. Fortsat ”salgsarbejde”, telefonopfølgning og afholdels e af (eventuelle) samtaler, indtil der opnås et positivt resultat 1 Virksomheder November-?
Netværk 1. Brainstorme og beskrive eget personligt netværk (tid ligere kollegaer, chefer, familie, venner, on line netværk m.v.) 1 18/10/ 2009

2. Gennemgå og vurdere indmeldels e i professionelle netværk (Tivoli’s erhvervsklub m.fl.) 1 18/10/ 2009

3. Udarbejde og gennemføre plan over hvem kontakt skal skabes til, hvornår og om hvad 1 Kontaktpersoner 18/10/ 2009

Kommunens/lovens  KRAV (!) 1. Møde hver tirsdag og tors dag kl. 1 0.30 3 Jan/Janne Oktober
2. Udarbejdelse af negativ liste over stillinger,  jeg ikke kan bestride på grund af faglige krav! 3 Jan/Janne November?
3. Ansøge ”ethvert arbejde” s om loven stiller KRAV om (!!!) 3 Jan/Janne November?

Nøgleord for jobsøgningen Yde allerbedste indsats og ALDRIG give op= optimal kvalitet.

Arbejd fokuseret - en ting ad  gangen - og med fuld koncentration

Målret jobsøgningen i forhold til ”ønske jobbet”, som matcher P ROFESSIONELLE og PERSONLIGE kompetencer PERFEKT

Gennemføre ”salgsarbejdet” top professionelt og ALTID præcis t overholde aftaler om opfølgning

ALDRIG fokusere på kvantitet frem for kvalitet, men find den optimale balance mellem kvalitet og effektivitet

Handlingsplan jobsøgning – Stig Dragholm
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stand what it means by working committed and doing absolute fine work. 

 

Today, i had a meeting with the microfinace at 9 oclock.I knew i was to deliver and as a basic rule i kept my promise by 

being intime i was at the offices in time.We all agreed that i will pay them back in installments for a period of three 

months,this time around ,all payments will be chanelled  through the lawyer .The first installment will fall on 1st octo-

ber 2009.You can only celebrate this! and this is what i did, i was happy finalising on this task. 

 

Task number two , was to visit Nicole school at 2pm.I had aslo a successful meeting with the class teacher.Nicole will 

continue learning up untill i will be able to clear her balance.All that done, i was back to the office to follow up on the 

office management.The team  solely agreed that:- they were not comfortable selling the computer to offset the office 

rent," this is a gift to us from you Stig, we would love to keep it",The office management was aslo kind to extend some-

time for us to offset our pending bills, meanwhile the team aslo suggested that we are can look for solution to try and 

settle the office rent that i wuill be happy to hear from them very soon.What a tight schedule it was Stig! Thanks for 

teaxching me time management, and i can only smile now because everything went on smoothly."The Plan Of God". 

 

Below is a draft on how your help will be spent:- 

 

1)  Help for the Team                15000   (5000 each) 

2)  Transport/communication       2000 

3)  Food for the house                 9100 

4)  Rent Balance                         7500 

5)  Faith                                     6000 

6)  Electricity/Water Bills             2000 

7)  Church Offerings                       400 

8)  Cleaning                                 2000 

                        TOTALS           44,000 

 

Thank you again for  making us see some light .My Family is happy for this great support, we pray that  you will se-

cure  a place with Dahlberg.I and the entire team wish you all the best. 

 

Finally, last night Mary visted us again, Guess What ? with another 10kg of vegetables! She is in deed a very generous 

lady.I have with me her regads to you. Untill then always good to hear from you. 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes when writing this chapter and yes about the team and yes God was turning the light in the room up and down 

and when he turned the light up I saw him dressed in white holding the lit candle in his hands and I got the feeling of 

him being “perfectly clean” and yes the first time he has shown this to me that clearly and yes WAITING ON THE LIT 

CANDLE and yes WE HAVE FOR A VERY LONG TIME and yes THE CANDLE WHICH HAS BEEN HERE ALL ALONG AND YES 

WHICH HAS NOT BEEN LIT and yes A VERY POSITIVE SYMBOL my friends. 

 

My family thinks that “all is good now” 

And yes Stig and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes TO CONVINCE and yes MY FAMILY and yes THAT I AM 

“NORMAL” and yes of course and yes thinking and yes behaving “NORMALLY” and yes LIKE ALL PEOPLE WOULD DO 

and yes to focus on work and yes a new apartment and yes WORKING HARD and yes FOCUSED and yes to get this and 

yes also this - yes “APPARENTLY Stig has forgotten ABOUT HIS BOOK” and yes “WHY DID HE HAVE DO GO TO AFRICA”. 

 

And yes HOW FUNNY IS THIS and yes maybe written about this and yes as other stories and yes in this book and yes in 

my old book and yes cannot remember and yes FOR YEARS and yes especially my mother - but in fact the whole family 

-  and yes have said other names and yes when wanting to say my name and yes this evening too and yes my mother 

and yes wanted to say my name and yes first she said “Niklas” and yes then “Tobias” and yes I HAVE TOLD HER BE-

FORE and yes THAT IT IS THE “SPIRITUAL WORLD” and yes EVERY SINGLE TIME DOING THIS and yes controlling the 

words which come out of her mouth and yes AS A PROOF for years and yes in our family and yes at least earlier and 

yes MAYBE EVEN TODAY and yes my mother believes in me and yes THAT THIS IS TRULY “THE SPIRITUAL WORLD” DO-
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ING THIS and yes maybe even thinking this today she is and yes so it is here my friends and yes can you understand my 

DISAPPOINTMENT and yes SO NEAR my family is actually to understand me and yes IF ONLY THEY WANTED TOO.... 

 

And yes just updating and yes also on Tobias and yes his GOOD HEART and yes just as an example and yes he had 

CANDY today and yes came to my room and yes offered me to take a “handful” and yes HE HAS ALWAYS DONE THAT 

and yes HE IS TRULY ABOUT SHARING and yes inside of him and yes we know HE ALSO SPENDS A LOT OF MONEY ON 

HIMSELF but his true nature and yes is just this small example I have given here and yes VERY DIFFERENT THAN HIS 

BROTHER HE IS and yes because of his TRUE HUMANITY and yes only a small example my ladies and gentlemen. 

 

And yes not enough for a headline and yes to my surprise and yes JACK ALSO CALLED ME TODAY ON SKYPE and yes I 

was busy with the birthday and yes left a message he did and yes “VERY BUSY” he has been and yes just thinking Jack 

and yes ALWAYS? And yes no television or other calls to friends and yes for months? And yes just thinking we are yes 

also on Rene and yes HIS HONESTY and yes I will try “to find some time” and yes to call Jack again. 

 

And yes during the evening and yes I could not find my classical CD’s and yes no. 2 and 3 and yes even though I REALLY 

SEARCHED for them and yes I saw them earlier today but NO I could not find them and yes instead I was looking at 

approx. 20 other “homemade” CD’s and yes I decided and yes to play Sissel from Norway and yes of course and yes 

ANOTHER VERSION and yes of AVE MARIA was included here and yes played it was and yes to the honour of my 

mother and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

My decision with Dahlberg was not the easiest in the world ... 

And yes I write this small chapter and yes BECAUSE GOD HAS SAID IT TO ME AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes just maybe he 

would like me to write it and yes not always I do this and yes “get the balance right” I am and yes he has repeatedly 

said to me that it was a very difficult decision and yes to do what I did and yes really not using much time but yes a 

quick analysis and yes based on my experience with Dahlberg and yes on one side and yes FEELING THE PRESSURE on 

the other side and yes TO HELP THE TEAM and yes AS IF I WAS IN THE SAME SITUATION MY SELF and yes in such a 

situation and yes just maybe I could almost “beg” Dahlberg to give me work or I could try to SELL Niels and yes a setup 

and yes USING A LOT OF TIME TOO and yes on how to make Dahlberg a more efficient place to work and yes THE 

TRUE STORY IS THIS and yes IT IS THE CULTURE OF DAHLBERG and yes MADE BY THE PARTNERS THEMSELVES and yes 

WHICH IS RESPONSBLE of this company NOT BEING AS PRODUCTIVE AS IT COULD BE and yes to double or three dou-

ble the efficiency and yes I WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED if this would be possible and yes many employees are using 

time talking and yes looking “tired” and yes just thinking of my experience with you my dear friends and yes of course 

not all but quite a number of you and yes this is truly the story and yes IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR NIELS and yes 

to start such a project without the approval of the partners (5 in total) and yes BUREACRACY and yes FIGHTINGS and 

yes NOT AGREEING and yes A LONG TIME and yes other things as well and yes THIS WAS THE REASON and yes THE 

ROAD OF GOD so far and yes THERE SHOULD BE NO DOUBT ABOUT THIS and yes we know this time and yes still think-

ing of the story of the cigarettes and Pastor James we are .... 

 

Sanna has bought “some food” 

And yes Sanna has bought and yes at least food for “some days” and yes for Tobias and me and yes my mother has 

invited me for dinner and yes this Friday and yes again Monday next week and yes this time together with Tobias, Nik-

las and Isabelle and yes we will have to see how this situation will turn out and yes still encouraging me to stop smok-

ing we are and yes not as forceful as earlier and yes my “life has improved” and yes today and yes more fresh but on 

the other hand it has not improved and yes because of the next chapter .... 

 

Apparently I cannot live with at my mother’s place ... 

And yes I don’t know for sure and yes BECAUSE IT IS OBVIOUSLY DIFFICULT FOR MY MOTHER TO TELL THE TRUTH DI-

RECTLY and yes despite of what I told her earlier but we were speaking about rentals and yes on the internet and yes 

the family thought and yes that it is “the market of the tenants” and yes that it “should” be possible to negotiate and 

yes the size of a possible deposit and yes we know I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO MONEY to pay for a deposit for a tempo-

rary room/small apartment and yes before I will get an apartment from AAB and yes still playing the game we are and 

yes so it is and yes TRULY VERY SAD I WAS TO HEAR THIS and yes knowing that this was meaning that I CAN NOT STAY 

WITH MOTHER and yes THAT THIS IS NOT THE WISH OF MY MOTHER and yes apparently the same and yes as here 

where it is apparently Hans who wants me out of the house and yes just thinking we are and yes “just another chal-
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lenge” and yes “God has a way out” and yes this is how I think and yes WHAT HE HAS DONE and yes SINCE HE 

STARTED GIVING ME THIS LIFE IN HELL and yes ALWAYS IN FACT and yes MANY MANY IMPOSSIBLE SITUATIONS IN MY 

LIFE and yes the reason why I write this and yes is to encourage and yes the team in Kenya and yes THERE IS A WAY 

OUT and yes also for you my friends and yes as you have noticed and yes THIS IS NOT THE EASIEST GAME TO COME 

THROUGH BUT IT IS THE BEST STORY TO TELL and yes TO HELP THE WORLD and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes for the record and yes I told my mother and yes Sanna about the two 

apartment offers from AAB and yes we know and yes AGREE THEY DO and yes THAT IT COULD BE A GOOD THING AND 

YES TO WAIT and yes TO GET ANOTHER APARTMENT and yes WHICH SUITS MY WISHES and yes even better and yes 

we know my mother also suggested me and yes to stay with Jack and yes for some time and yes just thinking and yes 

that this was also the family’s suggestion and yes back in the nineties and yes when I had another difficult situation 

and yes Jack did not want that and yes I DON’T WANT IT TOO and yes just thinking of that and yes the example is this 

and yes I told them and yes that I cannot be sure that I will get one of the apartments and yes even if I accept the offer 

and yes Sanna really thought that it was a very good idea and yes for me to call AAB and yes this week and yes “to put 

pressure” and yes on AAB and yes I had just told her and yes that I am now included in the system of AAB and yes 

THAT THIS SYSTEM ACTUALLY WORKS and yes EFFECIENTLY and yes HAS DONE THAT FOR YEARS and yes NO DOUBT 

ABOUT THAT and yes Sanna thought that I would improve my chances and yes to put on this pressure and yes BE-

CAUSE THIS IS WHAT THE PARENTS OF THE CHILDREN SHE WORKS FOR in her Commune ARE doing as she said and yes 

NOT VERY FRUITFUL IT IS (thinking of the tree in the Garden of Eden ....) and yes because they “probably” have a fic-

tive waiting list and YES AT LEAST IN THE MIND OF SANNA and yes GUESSING SHE WAS and yes I could have started 

arguing and yes I decided to just “let it be” and yes because I did not want to spend time and yes on her and yes be-

cause she does not listen and yes so it is. 

 

And yes now I am also thinking and yes about where to stay from the 1st November and yes about how to finance this 

and yes taking money from me and the team in Kenya and yes about the time I need to use on this and yes just maybe 

it can take MANY HOURS and yes working on this and yes just thinking we are and yes if I actually have time to do this 

and yes primarily depending on Dahlberg and yes if they just “throw” in a task of maybe 40-50 hours and yes on top of 

the job and apartment search .... 

 

The Danish expression ”herre ...” 

And yes Stig and yes just short it is and yes VERY LATE now and yes we know and yes have you noticed and yes in 

Denmark and yes for many years and yes that I STARTED AND YES FOR “YOUNG PEOPLE” and yes children and yes 

teenagers and yes to say “herregodt”, “herrefedt” and yes to put “herre” (“lord”) and yes in front of words like “good” 

and yes other commonly used words and yes JUST AN EXAMPLE and yes OF COURSE OF HOW I INFLUENCE and yes 

THE LANGUAGE my friends ☺.  

 

And yes we know my friends and yes VERY OFTEN and yes WE ARE VERY GOOD and yes “GUESSING” on what time to 

finish and yes “several hours” ago and yes just thinking about 01.00 today and yes what is the time now and yes 00.57 

and yes we are now finished with the first edit and yes just need to sent the script and yes to the team and yes PIECE 

OF CAKE TODAY COMPARED TO YESTERDAY and yes EVEN THOUGH I AM NOT AS FRESH AND YES AS “NORMAL LIFE” 

but so it is and yes ALSO A GOOD DAY HERE and yes I see someone saying this and yes put behind bars and yes with 

the Devil and yes holding HIS MOUTH and yes slowly removing the hand and yes from the mouth and yes not knowing 

who “he” is but thinking of my self of course.... 
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Thursday 8th October 2009 

An “ok” sleep and ONE dream, saving money and missing “normal life”, welcome back Robbie ☺, my plan of today,  

meeting with Jan at the Jobcentre, Tobias’ need of a “start up kit”, status on the search for a place to stay, contact to 

my friends, Sanna has now left for South Africa, Elijah – please keep your promises ..., will I keep “silent” to my mother 

and John?, “long time pipe smoking contests” are prohibited, continuing the work on my new CV and positive mes-

sages from Meshack despite of his difficulties. 

 

An “ok” sleep and ONE dream 

And yes we know the dream factory and yes is open and yes we know NOT PRODUCING AT ITS BEST and yes only one 

small dream and yes so it is and yes an “ok” feeling today and yes not as fresh as yesterday but more fresh than the 

day before and yes so it is here and yes we know here it is: 

 

I am visiting my old good friend Kirsten. Claus H. is also there. I have some clothes at her place and it shows out that I 

have one SACK FULL of additional clothes. I have also money there, which I am surprised to see. It is money which I 

have put aside earlier and which I have forgotten about. There is 17,000 US dollars and I am thinking about buying a 

computer. 

 

And yes just this and yes I have now more clothes and yes my old ADDITIONAL clothes and yes was stored in big plas-

tic bags and yes the bags you normally use and yes for work in the garden and yes he is here too and yes the Gardener 

and yes not as sick (a cold) and yes AS I WAS BEFORE and yes if you did not start doing and yes the goal of today and 

yes YOUR OWN PERSONAL CV and yes more on this later and yes NICE TO HAVE MORE CLOTHES it is and yes Kirsten 

and yes MY VERY GOOD OLD FRIEND and yes of course and yes WE HAVE LOST CONTACT and yes after 2004 and yes 

when I started to tell her ONLY A LITTLE ABOUT MY FIRST “spiritual experiences” and yes maybe too much for you 

Kirsten to handle and yes even though you believe in “more between heaven and earth” and yes just thinking we are 

here .... 

 

Saving money and missing “normal life” 

And yes very MANY AND GOOD CONCERTS and yes in Denmark and yes when I was in Kenya and yes Depeche Mode 

and yes Kaiser Chiefs and yes to mention a couple of them and yes when returning home and yes Tom Jones was here 

the other day and yes Fleetwood Mac is playing tonight and yes VERY NICE IT WOULD HAVE BEEN TO SEE THESE TWO 

FROM MY TOP 100 list and yes SIMPLE MINDS ARE COMING TOO and yes DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH I WOULD LIKE 

TO SEE THEM and yes just thinking we are and yes BECAUSE I HAVE DECIDED and yes to send money and yes to the 

team and yes therefore I cannot afford seeing any concerts and yes so it is and yes U2 is coming too and .... 

 

And yes there is no money for a “roll” today and yes no cappuccino at the local cafe and yes no money to become a 

member of a fitness centre and yes what to do about tobacco and yes what is the cheapest? And yes my old pipes and 

yes are probably stored somewhere among my old stuff and yes probably in Sweden and yes smoking pipe and yes is 

cheaper than cigarettes here and yes going to the nice kiosk and yes on Hørsholm Hovedgade and yes saying like it is 

and yes “I have only DKK 100 to use for a pipe” and yes “do you have an old pipe you have not been able to sell” and 

yes HE WAS VERY KIND INDEED and yes he had pipes on sale and yes 50% discount and yes of the original price of DKK 

240 and yes he reduced the price even more and yes A NICE PIPE and yes for DKK 100 and yes TEMPORARY SOLUTION 

ONLY and yes until my life improves and yes so it is here .... 

 

Welcome back Robbie ☺☺☺☺ (should have been a heart ....) 

And yes just short and yes WELCOME BACK and yes MY FRIEND and yes ROBBIE WILLIAMS and yes “ANGELS” is really 

my favourite song and yes many good songs you have done and yes UFO’s and yes EXCITING and yes INFORMATION 

FROM YOU TO THE WORLD ROBBIE and yes HOW DO THEY LOOK LIKE and yes SPOKEN TO ANY OF THEM ROBBIE and 

yes just thinking we are and yes A FANTASTIC NEW SONG and yes “Bodies” and yes SURPRISED I WAS and yes of how 

catching and yes the song and the lyrics are and yes my friend Jesus did really die for you and yes WOULD LIKE TO 

KNOW MORE ABOUT YOU TODAY MY FRIEND but yes my FRIEND AND YES SEEING THE GARDENER IN WHITE ALMOST 

and yes WILL NOT TELL ME MORE ... 

 

My plan of today 
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And yes we know and yes this morning and yes not 9.23 but 8.50 and yes A NEW TIME IS COMING and yes so it is and 

yes during the morning and yes WE SAID NOT VERY NICE THINGS TO YOU and yes the potential Easter 2009 experi-

ence and yes we know and yes WHAT WAS MY PLAN OF TODAY and yes just thinking and yes quickly at the moment 

and yes to search for a temporary place to stay or to do my personal CV or both and yes WHEN I DECIDED and yes TO 

FOCUS and yes FIRST the meeting at the jobcentre and yes the script and yes PRIMARILY MY PERSONAL CV and yes 

then the Devil disappeared and yes just showing and yes THAT I AM FOLLOWING THE ROAD OF GOD and yes KEEPING 

THE DEVIL AWAY and yes also my experience with Dahlberg and yes NOT to contact Kim S. or others and yes to get 

MONEY quickly and yes because Kim S. and yes has turned me down many times and yes thinking of Pernille we are 

and yes STRONG she is and yes Pernille have you had any dreams about me recently and yes just asking and yes 

maybe you will tell the world and yes MY FAMILY TOO and yes God has said that frequently to me and yes “dreaming 

of me” and yes maybe difficult for them “to remember” and yes so it is .... 

 

Meeting with Jan at the Jobcentre 

And yes meeting and yes with my “friend” and yes Jan and yes “caught in a trap” and yes is what I believe this man is 

and yes as this story will tell. 

 

And yes arriving and yes one minute before 10.30 and yes Jan asked me to wait (!) and yes because he “just needed 

five minutes” and yes so it is and yes after 10 minutes we started the meeting and yes he asked for my understanding 

of the delay and yes HE WANTED TO CHANGE THE AGREEMENT and yes for me to be at the Jobcentre and yes “until 

we agree on something else” and yes every Tuesday and Thursday and yes from 10.30-12.00 and yes “maybe starting 

the meeting with a small delay” and yes comparing him with the Immigration Authorities I was and yes Gerald you (!) 

and yes saying to Jan and yes that even though I LIKE WHEN AN AGREEMENT IS AN AGREEMENT and yes for meetings 

to start on time and yes that “a delay” is ok AND YES BECAUSE THEY ASKED ME TO and yes to wait maybe 10 minutes 

or even half an hour and yes NOT HAPPY WE WERE ABOUT THIS JAN and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I sent my action plan and yes to him this morning and yes received it he had and yes printed it he had and yes 

understood it he had NOT and yes the STRUCTURE of it my friend and yes so it is and yes he said and yes THAT HE 

WAS HAPPY WITH THE PLAN but that it was really unnecessary for me to put so much attention into the plan and yes 

JUST THINKING WE WERE and yes NOT AGREEING at all and yes THEY HAVE NO TEMPLATES AT ALL and yes WHEN 

THEY MAKE AGREEMENTS and yes WITH OTHER JOB SEEKERS and yes NO PLANS AT ALL and yes my friend and yes 

YOU REALLY NEED TEMPLATES and yes PROFESSIONALISM MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes of course BECAUSE 

THEY MAKE A LOT OF AGREEMENTS WITH PEOPLE HERE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the third task in my action plan and yes is to “apply relevant job ads” and yes JAN STARTED AND YES TO SAY 

THAT HE REALLY WANTED ME TO APPLY “ANY JOB” and yes so it is and yes THEREFORE I EXPLAINED THE STRUCTURE 

OF THE PLAN FOR HIM and yes SELF EXPLANATORY IT SHOULD BE but tasks no. 1-5 ARE MY OWN PLAN and yes 

WHICH I WILL DO AND YES “NO MATTER WHAT” THE COMMUNE TELLS ME and yes task no. 6 is ONLY INCLUDED HERE 

and yes A WASTE OF TIME I BELIEVE IT IS and yes TO SATISFY THE DEMANDS OF THE COMMUNE and yes ACCORDING 

TO THE LAW and yes task no. 6.3 DIRECTLY SAYS “apply ANY job, which the law requires (!!!)” and yes JAN YOUR 

COMMENT AND YES WAS OF COURSE AND YES INCLUDED IN MY PLAN and yes I HAVE UNDERSTOOD WHAT YOU TOLD 

ME EARLIER – and yes then Jan understood the structure and yes that task no. 1-5 and yes is what he calls “part 1” and 

yes task no. 6 and yes is what he calls “part 2”. 

 

And yes task no. 6.2 and yes IS INCLUDED AND YES BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT JAN SAID AT THE LAST MEETING and yes to 

“produce a negative list of positions, which I cannot carry out because of professional demands” and yes so it is and 

yes Jan said and yes at this meeting and yes THAT HE DID NOT SAY THIS AT OUR LAST MEETING and yes having difficul-

ties remembering what you advice people to do Jan? And yes just thinking and yes mentioning I did and yes our talk 

and yes on Doctors as an example from our last meeting and yes he remembered that and yes today also mentioning 

that I cannot work as an engineer and yes because I don’t have the education and yes today and eeehhh Jan you said 

that it WOULD BE A WASTE OF TIME and yes to produce such a list and yes we also agreed that it would take a lot of 

time and yes DO YOU BELIEVE THAT I HAVE “INVENTED” THIS TASK BY MY SELF OR IF I HAVE JUST WRITTEN DOWN 

WHAT JAN TOLD ME and yes up to you to judge but now we agreed to exclude this task – and yes God was also work-

ing here and yes through Jan and yes he said and yes that I could not work as the DIRECTOR OF THE DANISH DEFENCE 

– and yes “fired” this director was and yes the other day and yes because of the earlier mentioned book and yes POLI-
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TICS my friends and yes WHEN IT IS WORST and yes WE DON’T LIKE THAT – and yes I said to Jan that the defence and 

the minister will probably prefer and yes someone with a lot of experience and yes from the defence and yes I said to 

him and yes THAT I COULD PROBABLY DO THIS JOB SATISFACTORY and yes WITH THE TASKS and yes INCLUDED IN THIS 

JOB and yes COMMUNICATION we are thinking and yes apparently NOT THE STRONGEST SKILL OF THE DANISH DE-

FENCE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes WOULD THE DEFENCE or the DEFENCE MINISTER BE ABLE TO SEE THE 

IMPORTANCE OF THIS or would they prefer “one of their own” and yes indoctrinated by the DEFENCE AND YES WITH 

THE SAME “CULTURE” and yes FOR MANY MANY YEARS and yes another digression this was and yes apparently the 

way and yes that God is also giving me another story and yes about “someone I know” and yes the “pain” and yes not 

feeling that very much today and yes don’t have bad stomach anymore – and yes this was actually it. 

 

And yes AGAIN AND YES AGAIN AND YES AGAIN and yes I HAD TO EXPLAIN JAN THIS: I don’t believe in the SYSTEM and 

the FOCUS only on quantity BUT I WILL DO EXACTLY WHAT YOU ASK ME TO DO and yes arguing about how important 

it is to search a job with the best QUALITY I was and yes MAYBE DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND and yes also you Jan and 

yes I CAN TELL IT AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes as I did today and yes WHEN YOU HAVE YOUR OWN 

THOUGHTS and yes then it is very easy for you to think that “this man is negative” and yes therefore my friend and yes 

you continued to talk about the law and especially WHAT YOU NEED FROM ME BECAUSE OF WHAT YOUR EMPLOYER 

DEMANDS OF YOU – and yes NOT VERY NICE TO HEAR YOUR DEMANDS when I was hoping to receive your help and 

yes A THROW UP FEELING MY FRIENDS - and yes JAN I HAD TO TELL YOU DIRECTLY THAT I AM OBJECTIVE and there-

fore THAT I AM NOT NEGATIVE and yes my friends before you started to understand and yes I WILL DO EXACTLY AS 

YOU “ORDER” ME and yes VERY DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND JAN and yes I TRIED TO EXPLAIN AND YES THAT 

I HAVE ONLY PUT PRIORITY 3 on “part 2” and yes BECAUSE I DON’T BELIEVE IN IT but that it does not mean that I will 

not do it BECAUSE I GAVE YOU MY PROMISE TO DO EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT ME TO but apparently and yes Jan you 

were “a man of the system” and yes THINKING OF WHAT YOU NEED TO HAVE OF DOCUMENTATION AND YES IN YOUR 

FILE and yes “priority 3” would probably give you “problems” despite of my promise and yes so it is my friends and yes 

JAN DO YOU NOW UNDERSTAND WHAT I MEAN BY FOCUSING ON YOUR NEEDS AND THE SYSTEM and yes INSTEAD OF 

THE NEEDS OF THE MAN IN FRONT OF YOU AND TO REALLY HELP THE MAN and yes as I told you today. THIS IS WHAT I 

HATE THE MOST – BUREACRACY IN ITS WORST FORM and yes happening here in Denmark and yes from this Govern-

ment and yes OUTRAGEOUS and yes this is what it is. 

 

And yes BECAUSE OF YOUR NEEDS and yes I decided to accept your “kind request” and yes to change priority 3 to pri-

ority 1 and yes JUST HOW MUCH HELP HAVE YOU REALLY BEEN GIVING ME and yes A WASTE OF TIME and yes TAKEN 

AWAY FROM WHAT I SHOULD REALLY BE DOING and yes TO SEACH A JOB and yes THIS IS THE SYSTEM TODAY AS I EX-

PERIENCE IT. 

 

And yes Jan difficult it also was for you and yes when I talked about YOUR negative list and yes what I meant and yes 

was of course ONLY POSITIONS and yes WHICH I SIMPLY CANNOT DO PROFESSIONALLY and yes NOT BECAUSE I DON’T 

WANT TO and yes I gave you the example and yes that I can work as a bookkeeper BUT I WOULD HATE DOING A JOB 

LIKE THIS and yes just thinking here and yes BECAUSE GOD HAS NOT CREATED ME TO WORK AS A BOOKKEEPER and 

yes REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS – and yes Jan YOU THOUGHT THAT IT WAS NECESSARY AND YES FOR YOU TO TELL ME 

CLEARLY AND YES IF PEOPLE SAY THEY DON’T WANT TO WORK WITH ELDERS, WITH CHILDREN and yes REJECTING ALL 

OF YOUR “GOOD IDEAS” AND YES THEN YOU WILL TAKE THE CASH HELP AWAY FROM PEOPLE and yes HERE WE JUST 

HAVE AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF AN ADVISER and yes NOT LISTENING AND YES MAKING UP THINGS ON HIS OWN and 

yes JAN I HAD ALREADY SAID TO YOU SEVERAL TIMES THAT I WILL CARRY OUT EVERYTHING YOU ORDER ME TO DO 

and yes YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE MEANING OF THE NEGATIVE LIST, WHICH YOU INTRODUCED YOURSELF LAST 

WEEK AND YES WHICH YOU FORGOT ABOUT TODAY and yes you thought I was negative, that I would not do “any job” 

and yes you did not listen and understand and yes I HAD TO TELL YOU THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE AND YES BE-

TWEEN WHAT YOU CANNOT DO AND WHAT YOU DON’T WANT TO DO and yes of course Jan YOU REPRESENT THIS 

SYSTEM and yes this is the sad part and yes where you order people to search jobs they DON’T WANT TO DO and yes 

WHAT DO YOU REALLY THINK YOURSELF ABOUT THIS JAN? 

 

And yes Jan and yes YOU REALLY SHOWED YOUR DILEMA WITH FULL “BLOW-OUT” (and yes two meanings and yes 

also regarding me and yes “my car” and yes “not swimming” for too long here...) and yes you drew and yes a fine 

timeline and yes separated by the date the 1st November and yes you wrote “part 1” and yes before the 1st November 

and yes you wrote and yes “part 2” and yes after the 1st November and yes A VERY CLEAR MEANING IT WAS JAN and 
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yes we talked about that and yes I said to you and yes that I will then concentrate on “part 1” and yes MY PLAN and 

yes until the 1st November and yes after the 1st November and yes I will concentrate on both part 1 and yes part 2 and 

yes THEN YOU SAID AND YES THAT I REALLY SHOULD FOCUS AND YES ALSO ON SEARCHING “ANY JOB” AND YES AL-

READY NOW and yes JAN YOU WERE REALLY SAYING TWO DIFFERENT THINGS as I told you and yes which you under-

stood yourself and yes “caught in a trap” you were and yes ABOUT WHAT YOU FIND REASONABLE YOURSELF ON ONE 

HAND AND YES THE REQUIREMENT BY THE LAW AND YES ON THE HAND HAND. And yes just thinking and yes THERE-

FORE MY FRIEND AND YES I ASKED YOU IF WE CAN REACH AN IMPLICIT AGREEMENT and yes THAT I FOCUS ON PART 1 

NOW AND YES PART 2 FROM THE 1ST NOVEMBER and yes that THIS AGREEMENT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE WRITTEN 

DOWN and yes THIS WAS ALRIGHT WITH YOU and yes Jan YOU ARE JUST AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF WHAT IS HAPPEN-

ING IN THIS COUNTRY AND YES WHEN YOU HAVE A “CRAZY” LAW and yes which you don’t believe in and yes so it is 

here my friends. 

 

And yes Jan and yes and yes and YOU SAID and yes that in these times you now start seeing and yes people on “high 

levels” and yes people who have had “big salaries” and yes coming to you and yes YOU HAVE REALLY NEVER WORKED 

WITH THESE PEOPLE BEFORE and yes MAYBE DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO HANDLE JAN? And yes just thinking and yes 

maybe some of us are CHALLENGING THE SYSTEM and yes so it is here and yes Jan you will do what you normally do 

and yes to go through your “standards” and yes no individuality and yes WITHOUT ANY TEMPLATES and yes WITHOUT 

DETAILED KNOWLEDGE of the work market and yes SO SHORT IT CAN BE SAID and yes THIS IS WHAT THEY DO. And 

yes as an example and yes I told you ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE and yes TO WRITE DOWN IN DETAIL and yes your net-

work and yes IN STEAD OF JUST “THINKING” OF IT and yes how many do you remember in your network and yes if you 

“just think” and yes without focus and yes IF you think of doing this work at all or IF the Jobcentre encourages you to 

do this and yes JUST THINKING WE WERE and yes speaking about this and yes old colleagues, managers, friends, Face-

book/linkein etc. and yes PEOPLE YOU KNOW and yes I GAVE THE EXAMPLE OF YOU JAN and yes NOW I KNOW YOU 

and yes YOU ARE ALSO PART OF MY NETWORK and yes I said to you that I could ask you and yes “who do you know in 

the insurance industry” (the “traditional” approach) and yes JAN YOU ARE THE 1ST LEVEL IN MY NETWORK and yes BY 

INTERVIEWING YOU I CAN FIND OUT WHO YOU KNOW AND YES THE 2ND LEVEL IN MY NETWORK and yes just as an ex-

ample of course and yes I told you about the importance and yes TO HAVE A TEMPLATE AND YES TO HELP PEOPLE 

IDENTIFYING THEIR NETWORK AND YES IF NECESSARY and yes for example a mind map and yes TO BE DETAILED AND 

VERY CAREFUL WHEN DOING THIS and yes I told you about “professional networks” and yes for managers, sales peo-

ple and yes maybe even for bookkeepers and yes as examples and yes maybe you can even “join” these and yes when 

you are unemployed and yes TO MEET OTHER PEOPLE and yes VERY OFTEN THIS IS A VERY GOOD APPROACH and yes 

TO BROADEN YOUR NETWORK and yes so it is my friends and yes maybe even easier to get a new job and yes WHEN 

YOU KNOW PEOPLE and yes instead of how it works and yes at least today and yes where you will have to “sell” your-

self and yes during an one hour interview and yes “if you are lucky” and yes JUST THINKING OF HOW MANY PEOPLE 

and yes EMPLOYERS and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING THE TRUE SKILLS and yes of people they are interviewing and yes 

because they don’t have the knowhow to do good interviews, don’t have the structure and yes don’t have a template 

and yes because they misunderstand people and yes BECAUSE VERY MANY PEOPLE AND YES FOCUS MORE ON THEIR 

“FEELINGS” and yes IN STEAD OF TRULY BEING OPEN AND YES TO UNDERSTAND AND YES WELCOME THE PERSON 

THEY SPEAK TO and yes instead of hearing themselves speaking all of the time and yes asking “control questions” and 

yes very often and yes when you are at job interviews and yes you will get the feeling and yes that the employer and 

yes are looking for “negative” skills or “problems” and yes giving you the feeling and yes of mistrust and yes instead of 

focusing on your experience and competences and yes your development areas and yes BASED ON FACTS. And yes I 

was thinking and yes of you Peter and yes from Acta and yes when I wrote this and yes maybe some job candidates 

and yes having separate interviews with me and Peter and yes will tell about your impression of your interviews and 

yes with us and yes maybe Peter will tell the world of WHO HE BELIEVED GAVE THE CANDIDATES THE BEST IMPRES-

SION and yes just thinking we are and yes HOW MANY MANAGERS AND YES PEOPLE IN GENERAL AND YES HAVE THIS 

MINDSET AND YES “I AM THE BEST” and yes “YOU ARE NOTHING” and yes so it is and yes PLEASE CHANGE THIS ATTI-

TUDE! 

 

And yes Jan and yes THOUGHT OBVIOUSLY and yes THAT IT WAS DIFFICULT AND YES TO PRODUCE A LIST OF YOUR 

NETWORK and yes “this is something you will need a professional company to do” as he told me – but Jan you can 

“learn” from the internet very easily and yes if there is any “drive” in you and the system to learn and teach others of 

course and yes IT IS TRULY AS SIMPLE AS THIS – and yes AMAZED TO SAY THE LEAST and yes that JAN DID NOT TAKE 

THIS IDEA WITH HIM and yes EVEN MORE AMAZED and yes he has 15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE and yes eeehhh HELPING 
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PEOPLE TO GET A JOB – if this is what you do – and yes THAT THIS IS NOT ALREADY INCLUDED IN THE ADVICE GIVEN 

FROM THE COMMUNE and yes STILL THINKING THAT THIS IS NOT DONE AND YES AFTER 15 YEARS, I DON’T HAVE THE 

WORDS TO EXPRESS MY DISAPPOINTMENT WITH THIS .... 

 

And yes I said to Jan and yes THAT IF THIS SYSTEM and yes was DIFFERENT and yes focusing on quality and yes instead 

of quantity and yes I BELIEVE THAT JAN COULD BE A VERY GOOD COACH and yes he is a good communicator and yes 

WHEN HE SPEAKS and yes so it is – and yes Jan you are not among the “worst” here and yes people not understanding 

others and yes FLEXIBLE enough you are to understand and yes WHEN I TELL YOU VERY CLEARLY and yes still thinking 

of my sister and yes people like my sister of course and yes suffering of this disease and yes even worse than you – 

and yes I told you Jan and yes that this would PROBABLY GIVE BETTER RESULTS and yes THAT YOU WOULD BE MORE 

HAPPY AND YES WORKING AT A HIGHER LEVEL and yes TO RECEIVE EDUCATION and yes so it is and yes WHAT DID 

YOU THINK JAN WHEN I TOLD YOU THIS and yes did you agree with me or with the system and yes just thinking we 

are.... 

 

And yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT I BELIEVE AND YES HUMAN CONTACT AND YES IS IMPORTANT AND YES I LIKE THE IDEA 

OF COACHING and yes A SKILLED COACH COULD PROPABLY HELP ME PERSONALLY AND YES IDENTIFYING MY SKILLS 

and yes “have you thought of this or that” and yes BUT I DON’T BELIEVE THAT “EXPENSIVE” COACHES – and yes as the 

system is today – and yes should use EXPENSIVE TIME and yes DOING WORK WHICH COULD BE DONE FOR FREE and 

yes if there were no copyrights and yes if the tools were accessible and yes on the Internet and yes thinking of this and 

yes because yes Jan told me and yes that Hørsholm Commune and yes NEVER have send someone like me to a PRO-

FESSIONAL JOB ADVISER and yes also because Jan believes it is too expensive and yes costing DKK 50,000 or 100,000 it 

is and yes I kind of agree with you and yes after I was dismissed by GE Insurance and yes GE paid for my “outplace-

ment service” and yes through Kjaer & Kjerulf and yes they should be among the best and yes in Denmark and yes A 

VERY FANCY TEST MY FRIENDS and yes almost like a book and yes VERY EXPENSIVE IT WAS and yes YOU USED “A LOT 

OF TIME” DOING THIS and yes you are psychologists some of you and yes DID THIS TEST MATCH ME and yes my an-

swer is very CLEARLY “NO” and yes HOW COMMITTED WERE YOU WHEN YOU ADVISED ME and yes “tired” and yes 

without passion and yes sorry I am to say this but this is the truth my friend and yes I could have given you work af-

terwards and yes as job advisors included as a service in the Income Protection insurance and yes the plan of God too 

and yes I sent you an invitation to talk about this and yes when I started working for Accent/Fair Forsikring and yes 

DID YOU GIVE ME A REPLY and yes NO YOU DID NOT and yes INSTEAD AS/3 received the order and yes AS GOD 

PLANNED IT and yes just thinking and yes I cannot remember your name at Kjaer & Kjerulf but you can probably recall 

me and yes from 2002 and yes MAYBE YOU DID THE SAME AS JAN and yes DID NOT REALLY UNDERSTAND ME and yes 

THOUGHT THAT I WAS NEGATIVE and yes instead of being OBJECTIVE and yes WHICH IS WHAT I HAVE TRIED and yes 

ALMOST ALWAYS and yes so it is my friends and yes just thinking and yes WHEN I MEET NEGATIVE PEOPLE and yes I 

HAVE ALSO SOMETIMES BEEN NEGATIVE and yes just thinking of you Rigmor and yes from Manpower and yes there-

fore Rigmor and yes also thinking and yes when I have met employees really performing below average and yes that I 

have not always been patient with you and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes Jan decided and yes today and yes THAT HE WANTS TO KEEP ME IN THIS “WONDERFUL” SYSTEM and yes even 

after the first 6 weeks have passed and yes obviously this is also AN INDIVIDUAL DECISION and yes just maybe because 

he was “negative” and yes misunderstanding me in the beginning of the meeting and yes WHAT IS MY MOTIVATION 

TO BE “HELPED” or more accurate to be “CONTROLLED” by this system and yes 0 and you know ZERO and yes thinking 

of my sister we are and yes how many places and yes “public services” and yes CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes just 

thinking we are. 

 

And yes JUST THINKING AND YES of the tasks and yes of the Jobcentre and yes if they have read my CV and yes JAN 

DID NOT TELL ME and yes I DID NOT ASK HIM and yes WOULD THIS BE NORMAL TO COACH ON and yes I BELIEVE IT IS 

but NO COUNSELLING RECEIVED AT ALL and yes now after THREE MEETINGS! And yes I wonder who these six social 

workers are and yes having read my CV and yes apparently not Jan ... 

 

And yes the Danish law and yes has also other FANTASTIC TOOLS and yes when people have been unemployed and 

yes for a long time and yes more than six months I believe and yes then the Commune and yes can decide individually 

- and yes JUST THINKING THAT THE LAW AND THE OPPORTUNITIES and yes should be EQUAL FOR ALL but advices etc. 

SHOULD BE INDIVIDUAL and yes depending on your experience and yes LEVEL and yes so it is – and yes to PUT MONEY 
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BEHIND YOU and yes TO ATTRACT EMPLOYERS and yes to employ you and yes with the motivation and yes TO MAKE 

MONEY and yes just thinking if this is truly the best option and my answer is equally as clear: NO I don’t believe in 

money as the motivation for employers to hire people – the motivation should only be this: WHEN YOU NEED AN EM-

PLOYEE YOU WILL GET THE BEST ONE FOR THE JOB and yes A PERFECT MATCH! 

 

And yes when saying goodbye to Jan and yes JUST A THOUGHT and yes we know as WE GAVE HIM and yes he said 

again with a smile “you can always apply for the position as director for the Danish defence” and yes I could only say 

and yes that they probably prefer people with a “professional” background and yes really don’t focus as much on the 

personal competences and yes so it is here and yes THINKING OF BECOMING THE “MANAGER OF MY ARMY” I AM .... 

 

Tobias need of a “start up kit” 

And yes Tobias is moving and yes the 1st November and yes so it is and yes he needs knives, kettles, pans etc. and yes 

probably he does not have much money and yes now he will go and buy this and yes before I left Kenya and yes I gave 

him my “old stuff” and yes as a gift and yes now when he needs it, it is not “a gift” anymore and yes BECAUSE MY 

FAMILY BELIEVES THAT I NEED IT and yes just hoping we are that I will actually not need it and yes so it is here my 

friends and yes A PLAN GOD FROM YOU WOULD BE VERY NICE TO RECEIVE and yes TO KNOW WHEN AND WHAT YOU 

WILL DO AND YES TOGETHER WITH us and yes so it is here .... 

 

And yes later in the day and yes Tobias and yes came back and yes from the local hardwareman and yes he has bought 

this and that and yes many items and yes probably more money he has and yes than I expected and yes just thinking 

and yes his present salary is DKK 17,500 before taxes and yes he is spending and yes A LOT ON HIMSELF and yes when 

he is partying and yes in Copenhagen and yes other cities and yes every Friday and yes Saturday and yes probably he 

used DKK 2,000 or 3,000 today and yes I really don’t know. 

 

Status on the search for a place to stay 

And yes today and yes Hørsholm Commune and yes wrote to me and yes Søren and yes very nice of you and yes to 

believe in me and yes to believe in my ACUTE need for a place to stay and yes IT IS ACUTE and yes eeehhh because MY 

FAMILY DOES NOT WANT ME TO LIVE HERE and yes at least the husbands of my family and yes so it is and yes I am 

now number 58 on this list and yes they offer approx. three apartments per month and yes therefore it takes almost 

20 months and yes to get an ACUTE place to live and yes just thinking that there may be millions and yes of people 

and yes only in Kenya and yes needing a place to stay and yes VERY ACUTE and yes this is the same world we talk 

about and yes ALSO WHY THERE WILL BE ONLY ONE GOVERNMENT IN THE FUTURE AND YES SO IT IS .... 

 

And yes my mother called and yes talk about love for a son and yes SHE HAS USED “HOURS” TODAY and yes searching 

on www.dba.dk and yes of places where I can stay and yes she found a nice apartment and yes in Helsingør and yes 

we know and yes 70 square metres and yes a deposit of approx. DKK 8,500 and yes telling her that I don’t have this 

money and yes that I cannot get a loan from the Commune and yes for a private apartment but only an apartment and 

yes from a “social” association and yes DIFFERENT RULES AND YES FOR THE SAME NEED and yes so it is here and yes 

THEN MY MOTHER SAID AND YES THAT I COULD BORROW FROM THEM and yes when I was in Kenya and yes they 

could not give me more than DKK 3,000 and yes without selling their “valuable” stocks etc. and yes now they can af-

ford to lend me the money for the deposit and yes they plan of going on “an expensive” cruise to South America and 

yes just thinking that THE PURPOSE and yes ALSO HAS SOME IMPORTANCE HERE and yes NO HELP TO MY FRIENDS 

AND YES EVEN THOUGH THEY WOULD STARVE and yes so it is my friends and yes GLAD TO RECEIVE HELP FROM MY 

MOTHER but sad about John we are and yes that I cannot live there TEMPORARILY and yes still thinking and yes if God 

really wants me to find a place to live and yes continuing the play we are until he stops it .... 

 

Contact to my friends 

And yes we know Jack called yesterday and yes Lotus today wrote a VERY NICE EMAIL and yes “thinking a lot about 

me” she is and yes THANK YOU LOTUS and yes she had the “feeling” and yes that I was on my way home and yes so it 

is and yes now she knows and yes I would like to see her and yes Jack and yes Fuggi and yes Rene and yes OTHER 

FRIENDS AS WELL and yes just TRYING TO FIND THE BALANCE WE ARE and yes still work to do at the moment ALL DAY 

LONG and yes therefore a little cautious we are and yes of not being to outgoing and yes so it is and yes also an email 

and yes from yesterday and yes from Sidsel and yes “times of crisis” and yes in Denmark and yes VERY SURPRISED WE 

ARE THAT THE “OLD” EXCELLENT COMPANY and yes decided to dismiss her and yes A VERY GOOD AND EFFECIENT 
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EMPLOYEE/MANAGER and yes she is and yes “just wanted to hear what I am actually doing at the moment” and yes as 

she wrote and yes I was very close and yes to hire her in Acta and yes in 2007 and yes VERY HAPPY I AM THAT SHE DID 

NOT ACCEPT and yes WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN GOOD FOR HER TO JOIN THAT COMPANY and yes just thinking and yes 

when you recommend your network and yes for a company and yes they also wanted and yes PETER OF COURSE and 

yes to get your family and yes friends as customers and yes CROSSING ALL OF MY BORDERS they were and yes LIKE GE 

DID and yes actually the same thing .... 

 

Sanna has now left for South Africa 

And yes Sanna has now left for South Africa and yes very nice it must be for them and yes Hans was lying at the pool 

the other day and yes with a drink if I remember correctly and yes according to Sanna and yes he said and yes in Dan-

ish “det er lige til at holde ud” and yes don’t know today and yes how to translate this precisely and yes “this is just 

tolerable” and yes thinking we are and yes of millions of Africans and yes living in the same country and yes starving or 

suffering and yes so it is and yes Sanna and yes left and yes WITHOUT SAYING ANYTHING ELSE THAN SHE HAS 

BOUGHT SOME FOOD and yes is there enough food for 10 days and yes just thinking we are of course and yes there 

seems to be a lot of meet in the deep freezer and yes are we allowed to eat this and yes don’t know that and yes we 

will have to find a solution and yes Tobias and I and yes maybe some cheap food from Netto and yes we will see .... 

 

And yes I said I could drive her to the train station and yes thinking and yes I was if just maybe I could borrow the car 

and yes when she is away and yes maybe for job and apartment appointments BUT SHE SAID NOTHING and yes Tobias 

has the key and yes maybe he was allowed to borrow the car and yes we will have to wait and see and yes just think-

ing and yes THAT SHE WAS NOT THINKING OF THIS and yes I REALLY DON’T KNOW IF I AM ALLOWED TO BORROW THE 

CAR and yes so it is ...  

 

And yes so it is here and yes BECAUSE I DON’T LIKE TO ASK PEOPLE FOR “FAVOURS” and because Sanna has decided 

not to say anything or maybe just not thinking of it and yes so it is my friends.... 

 

Elijah – please keep your promises ... 

And yes happy we have been with Elijah but eeehhh Elijah one promise is outstanding and that is your promise from 

Monday and yes as you wrote: “You will also read the message from our pastor tomorrow”, but I have not received 

this yet? I do understand that you have been “busy” but please notice that you did set the deadline yourself and when 

you don’t deliver you know that I will become disappointed – this is the way I am my friends. Don’t give too short 

deadlines to “please” people if you are not able to deliver or cannot deliver quality work. And please consider ALL 

messages from the Pastor since I left – thank you ☺. And yes just a piece of advice – please edit your emails before 

you send them, please remove typing/spelling errors as good as possible – the world is watching! And this is the mes-

sage to all team members and yes embarrassed I am every single time I find an error in my own emails and yes in 

these scripts and yes still missing the 2nd edit for several days now and yes busy we are here .... 

 

Will I keep “silent” to my mother and John? 

And yes now Sanna and Hans has left and yes we know the feeling and yes of FREEDOM is coming back and yes thank 

you for choosing “difficult” words and yes which I don’t know in English and yes using three translators on the internet 

and yes www.dicts.info as the first, www.ordbogen.com as the second and yes a limit of two words per day and yes 

Google translator as the third and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY my friends and yes sometimes and yes I give you the words 

in English and yes more and more often and yes I give you the right words and yes often just checking the words and 

yes so it is here too and yes the translators 1 and 3 could not help me with the Danish word “skoleret” and yes no 2 is 

“closed for today” and yes so it is and yes what I wanted to say and yes is that I don’t need now and yes at least for 10 

days and yes to report daily and yes to my sister and yes I have also noticed more and more trust from her and yes 

apparently I have “passed the test” and yes to convince my sister and yes that I am working focussed and yes on the 

task or getting a job and yes a place to stay and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes now my sister has gone and yes going ALONE to my mother and yes John tomorrow and yes I have promised 

and yes not to speak about ME and yes probably they are happy about this and yes just thinking and yes WHEN 

SANNA is not there and yes when their focus will be oriented on me and yes just maybe they will ask about how Elijah 

and yes the team is doing and yes I would like to tell the truth and yes that I sent money and yes to help them not to 

starve and yes I do believe and yes that my mother would understand and yes a heart she has and yes when Sanna is 
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not influencing her and yes when she understands me and yes so it is but the problem and yes eeehhh is that my 

mother cannot keep silent and yes REPORTING she is and yes to Sanna and yes it is here the problems start and yes 

today my thinking is and yes to say that the team and yes is doing “a little bit” better and yes not to tell them the truth 

about my help and yes sorry we are about this too .... 

 

“Long time pipe smoking contests” are prohibited 

And yes my friends and yes now smoking my new pipe and yes nice it is and yes even though God is not very happy 

with me and yes OK FOR NOW and yes “shrewd judges” we are and yes of course and yes smoking Red Orlik we are 

and yes so it is here and yes done that since being a teenager and yes “on and off” (thinking of “radio” and “Sweden” 

and yes two meanings ...) and yes so it is and yes when standing outside smoking and yes no smoking allowed indoors 

here and yes perfectly alright this is and yes Tobias’ friend Emil and yes talked and yes BY COINCIDENCE of course and 

yes of “long time pipe smoking contests” and yes I WAS THINKING and yes of MONRAD & RISLUND and yes your PAS-

SIONATE report from the championships and yes at Pladderballehallen (impossible for me to translate ☺) and yes say-

ing to Emil and yes these contests and yes have now been stopped a few years ago and yes because of smoking in-

doors at places where there is serving and yes has been prohibited and yes KNOWING IMMEDIATELY and yes that this 

was the message by God and yes “to stop smoking” and yes still thinking of “beer is God” and yes which is OK my 

friends but not even Rislund and yes can make me open Pladderballehallen again and yes I SEE GOD SPITTING OUT 

and yes after smoking the pipe but at the moment we are enjoying it and yes Stig this is my message at the moment 

and yes of what I am doing here and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we had sausages and yes for dinner and yes this evening and yes very nice to speak to Tobias and yes Emil and 

yes Emil suggested and yes for us to play Poker and yes without money of course and yes VERY NICE THAT WOULD 

HAVE been and yes KNOWING AND YES OF THE EAGERNESS and yes also myself and yes not only God and yes to finish 

what we have started and yes therefore my answer was No to Emil and yes “maybe some other day” and yes “it would 

have been nice” and yes so it is here.... 

 

Continuing the work on my new CV 

And yes we know and yes a little bit annoying and yes to say the least and yes THAT GOD and yes DELIBERATLY and 

yes deleted ALL OF MY OLD DOCUMENTS and yes INCLUDING WORK DOCUMENTS and yes before going to Kenya and 

yes SURE I WAS and yes THAT I WOULD NEVER NEED THESE again and yes MANY TIMES and yes THEY WOULD HAVE 

BEEN USEFUL TO ME and yes we know the idea is to do this book without references and yes even to my old work and 

yes not having the time and yes to really do the work with the quality and yes what I for example have been doing in 

the past and yes WHEN I AM REALLY THINKING CONCENTRATED and yes except for a few important chapters of 

course and yes so it is and yes now I need and yes to do my new CV and yes where I could have used some elements 

of my old detailed CV and yes the new CV will be “different” and yes once again and yes from my latest CV from 2008 

and yes because we are always developing here and yes got some ideas and yes to add some information and yes now 

the design will change as well and yes so it is and yes we know WE ARE IN THE PROCESS and yes FOCUSING 100% and 

yes on the CV and yes except from these scripts of course and yes there is still room and yes even when working con-

centrated on the CV to write down “one line ideas” and yes to these scripts and yes I HAVE ALWAYS WORKED LIKE 

THIS and yes STILL CARRY ON WE ARE and yes WHEN WILL I FINISH and yes WITH THE FIRST DRAFT TOMORROW and 

yes we know and yes I will improve it daily and yes probably many times and yes before I will send the first and yes 

according to my action plan and yes given to the Commune and yes it will be the 13th October and yes to executive 

search and selection companies and yes so it is here my friends ... ☺. 

 

And yes I am also including and yes my most important results in the CV and yes we know NOT THE EASIEST thing to 

do and yes when the Devil and yes that is other people and yes managers in Denmark and yes have prevented me 

from doing my best and yes using my skills the best and yes just thinking and yes of all of the sales meetings I have had 

and yes with potential BtB partners and yes we know and yes WHICH DID NOT GIVE POSITIVE RESULTS and yes EXCEPT 

FROM THE ONE I CHOSE FOR YOU and yes Frie Funktionærer that is and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes I AM THE BEST 

SALESMAN and yes COMPARED TO ALL PEOPLE I HAVE WORKED TOGETHER WITH and yes knowing that from BtC re-

sults and yes from CONVERSATIONS and yes WITH MANAGERS ETC and yes “when I have been motivated” and yes 

knowing my own strength and yes compared to ALL OTHER PEOPLE and yes THIS IS WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME AND 

YES BEFORE I WILL BE YOU KNOW THE MAN ON THE WHITE HORSE and yes not liking it I am and yes when writing 
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words like this BUT YES TELLING THE TRUTH MY FRIENDS and yes NOT HIDING IT ANYMORE and yes so it is and yes 

which you will also see from my CV and the accompanying letter when it is done. 

 

Positive messages from Meshack despite of his difficulties 

And yes Meshack has a way with words and yes which touches me and yes every single time I receive an email or text 

message from him and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH INDEED and yes for showing yourself Meshack and yes for your 

decision and yes to allow me to show these very nice emails from you to the world and yes examples of a person 

keeping his strong faith and yes still being positive and yes even though he is truly facing big difficulties and yes vm 

and yes was with me while writing this and yes she is a very KIND spirit and yes this is the best way I can describe her 

and yes GENTLE and yes are the best words and yes AS I HAVE NOT FELT WITH ANYONE ELSE and yes this was from 

her and yes to you Meshack and yes I normally feel the same from vm and yes every single time and yes I have been 

chatting with Mary from Ghana and yes on the Internet and yes here is Meshack’s email from yesterday: 

 

Hope you are okay.Stig i appriciate very your advice to me to be updating you on what am doing and going through 

but you as my mentor and when you were here you told me how to soldier on despite the challenges one is facing. 

Have been wondering as what is written in the bible that Jesus was not accepted by his people but he was accepted in 

far places what you are going through but remember this is the cost we have to pay right now.I am not doing well fi-

nancially as you recall that when i gave you my critical needs when you came i stated that i have a loan with my sacco 

of 200,000 and another bank loan for my college which i am supposed to clear before december and am yet to pay a 

cent and still have a bank loan on top of this and since i spent most of my time dedicated to the office have no other 

income.Am still at University and my wife is still and college hence finding myself in a difficult situation to pay the fees. 

All the income which the old man my father used to rely have all died and i have to care for this man of God as I am 

very close to him. This is my situation but i have to keep the faith because i know if it is Gods wish with the ministry we 

started with you we shall command mountains to move and they will obey has hence i do not want to tell my critical 

needs to my fellow team mates as you said it is each ones duty to uplift each other no matter the circamstances.  You 

are more than i can explain and thanks for your help you send to us as i can afford food for my family..As you said if it 

is the road of the God just find the work but please our mission to the world is still on course.say hi to you family mem-

bers.Be BLESSED 

MESHACK 

 

And yes this is the email and yes which I sent to Meshack and yes this morning and yes I wanted to be sure and yes 

that it was alright and yes to bring this information and yes because of what he wrote in his email above: 

 

Dear Meshack, 

 

Thank you so much for your email from yesterday - I was very happy that you decided to share your situation with me. 

 

I really feel for you and for your difficult situation - I understand the pain you must feel because of your financial dis-

tress and the responsibility you have to your family and your grand old man. 

 

The faith is strong with you my friend and I truly appreciate your positive attitude despite everything you and we have 

been going through and I also do appreciate your big help and assistance on the newsletters we did together. 

 

I can only say that this is the situation God has wanted to put us in and by showing faith and accept the present pain 

we shall overcome and get to the next level. Chapter 1 has not finished yet as you understand, but when it does, we 

will start chapter 2 together for sure - as you will also understand from the scripts. I am really not that eager to get a 

new job, when I already know the job God wants us to do for the world. 

 

I have said before that I like your words and also your thinking and your attitude - thank you so much for this. Will you 

please consider if I can share your message with the world? - It will give the world an even better understanding of 

what we/you are going through, and I do hope that you will feel alright to share your situation with the team the same 

way as Elijah and I have put forward "our secrets". 

 

Take care my dear friend and please give my warmest regards to your nice family. 
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Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

And yes later today and yes I was happy and yes to receive and yes the new email below and yes from Meshack and 

yes with his approval and yes VERY HAPPY TO SEE THAT HE PUT THE KEY MESSAGE and yes in the headline of his email 

and yes called it “SHARE THE MESSAGE WITH THE WORLD” and yes THIS IS WHAT I LIKE and yes LEVEL 1 information 

my friends and yes understanding it immediately and yes the details below: 

 

Thank you again my friend.  

 

 As i have always told you,i like to be honest in every thing i do or say and i have nothing to hide. Your encouragement 

when you were here and patient told me a lot and i can assure you that what i learned from you i am applying it in my 

daily life. I am going through a difficult time but as you said i need to be strong because as your disciple, that is the 

cost i am ready to pay and i am waiting for your instruction for the next assignment from you. The day is coming when 

the world will be revealed to you and am eagerly waiting for that to be a witness to the rest although today i can wit-

ness who you are. Stig,have nothing to hide to the world and you can use my mails on what you want. 

 

Much gretings from my wife although am very sorry you went back without knowing them but one day God will open 

that chance. 

 

Say hi to your family and as you told me, always be objective and i thank you for your understanding your family,[ re-

member how you told us to handle the manager from the hotel when we almost qualled with him and your advice to 

us?] apply that diplomacy to whoever you meet there. 

 

  kind regards, meshack. 

 

And yes and yes and yes thinking and yes of the opportunity and yes the very nice invitation and yes from you Me-

shack and yes to visit your family that Sunday and yes when I was in Kenya and yes I was truly stressed and yes sorry I 

am and yes that I did not get to know your family but one day and yes when God wants us to continue and yes I will be 

happy to meet your wife and yes please give her my roses and yes from God and yes even though and yes he is saying 

words and yes which I will not put here and yes we know because the Devil is on him too and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes thank you so much Meshack and yes thank you for your advice and yes for your memory of the restaurant 

manager and yes what I write in these scripts and yes ALL OF THE DISAPPOINTMENTS and yes IS NOT A PART OF MY 

LANGUAGE and yes when I speak to people here and yes trying to be positive and yes objective and yes in everything I 

do and yes except from two small “incidents” with my sister here and yes I believe that I have used the same “strat-

egy” as the example with the restaurant manager in my verbal communication here and yes JUST FOR YOU TO KNOW 

MY FRIEND and yes ALSO FOR THE WORLD OF COURSE and yes JUST THINKING AND YES that this is why and yes that 

God has put “this” inside of you and yes for me to explain this to the world and yes again to tell the world and yes 

THAT THE WAY I DESCRIBE MY THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS IN THESE SCRIPTS IS NOT THE WAY THAT PEOPLE SEE ME 

WHEN THEY MEET ME and yes describing what I see and hear in these scripts and yes now here and yes AS OBJEC-

TIVELY AS POSSIBLE and yes WITH MY TRUE AND INNER FEELINGS and yes for people and yes the world to UNDER-

STAND and yes WHAT I LIKE and what motivates me and yes POSITIVITY and keeping agreements etc. and yes the op-

posite and yes WHERE I DESCRIBE MY DISAPOINTMENTS and yes because this is the feelings that people get and yes 

when people are negative and yes not keeping their agreements etc. and yes Meshack I hope you do understand this 

.... ☺.  

 

And yes I like to receive short personal emails too – even though I do like very much to receive somewhat longer per-

sonal emails - and yes recently from David and yes I have not heard from John for some time and yes I do hope that 

you are alright and yes despite of your difficulties and that it is possible for you my friends and yes to do as Elijah and 

yes now Meshack have done and yes to tell me about your situation, how your life is right now, what you are going 

through, how your family/girlfriend is doing and yes please also consider if I can share your information with the world 

and yes hoping to be hearing from you ☺. 
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And yes finalising at 00.30 today and yes again with the utmost of my willpower and yes normally and yes “a long time 

ago” I would have relaxed earlier and yes gone to bed earlier and yes because tired we are and yes almost falling apart 

and yes so it is my friends and yes we will carry on tomorrow and yes a new great day will start tomorrow and yes 

without normal life that is .... 
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Friday 9th October 2009 

Sleep and dream, Ole will help me too ☺, David followed my encouragement ☺, Elijah is delayed but is still “working” 

... ☺, working concentrated on my CV, the importance of personal or professional competences, visiting my mother 

and John ☺ and maybe my money will last the whole month. 

 

Sleep and dream 

And yes so it is and yes another new day and yes so it is and yes waking up at 3.00 and yes VERY COLD and yes no heat 

in my room and yes a sweater on and yes waking up at 8.36 and yes so it is and yes a small dream and yes before wak-

ing up: 

 

I am standing together with my mother and John. My feet are turning inside in a steep angle and it hurts me very 

much and I say to them that I will use less than one minute to tell them how I am, and I show them my feet, but they 

say that they already know and they don’t listen. I am at the airport and they talk about the very big savings of 90% on 

sending people with British Airways to Venezuela in South America. I see two stewardesses in the airplane, which is 

now an organic shop, it is very tasteful decorated and the stewardesses also buy two Danish pastries (“snails”) for me 

and “someone else”. 

 

During the morning I hear a well known song by Gnags and God gives me the lyrics “himmel og jord” (“heaven and 

earth”) and it is the song “Fuldmånen lyser” and God says that it is connected to the story on Kirsten from yesterday. 

 

Ole will help me too ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friend and yes almost like old days and yes we know and yes just the feeling and yes maybe for one min-

ute and yes what was this feeling and yes the feeling of an “environment” and yes every home has its own “atmos-

phere” and yes maybe you and yes my dear reader have registered it and yes if your take this feeling and yes times it 

and yes magnifies if and yes SO MUCH AND YES THAT YOU WILL FEEL IT “ALL OVER” and yes as I do and yes many 

times and yes God has done this and yes many experiences but not everything is written here and yes this is just an-

other example and yes the feeling and yes of a person, a place, a home and yes even of a city and yes this is how I 

work my friends and yes just thinking and yes where did I remember this environment from and yes many years ago 

and yes Ole and yes not him but the environment and yes we had and yes then Ole was here and yes saying “I will also 

help you when you start” and yes “my job here” he said and yes thanked him I did and yes we know hoping that he 

would be back and yes with the magic of God but NO THANKS and yes NO I AM NOT JEALOUS anymore and yes BE-

CAUSE I KNOW AND YES WHY I WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM YOUR MOTHER and yes we know not because of me but be-

cause and yes of your mother and yes so it is my friends and yes God has many ways and yes I did not write it down 

and yes seeing and yes Bo and yes his “typical way” and yes in Sanna the other day and yes cannot remember the de-

tails and yes another example in another person and yes I did not expect to write this but so it is and yes we know 

other examples and yes different experiences as well and yes not written down they are and yes my words cannot 

truly describe and yes the nature of many of these experiences and yes sorry I am about that but more you can read 

about some of this in my old scripts and yes Sanna? 

 

David followed my encouragement ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes thank you so much David and yes for sharing and yes your story and yes with me and yes hoping to hear from 

John too we are and yes “Ich bin sehr gut hier in Nairobi” and yes we know and “sehr gut mein freunde” and yes 

DAVID IT IS and yes language skills and yes as I gave him and yes here is some of his email: 

 

Today is an important day for me. I have only two days left to the registration day at University of Nairobi where, as 

you know I was called to take an MA degree in Communication Studies. 

  

(Stig, this degree is important to me. If I can manage to acquire it: 

 

1. I shall be able to work at still a higher level! 

2. Have a good logical standpoint for matters of international concern 

3. Achieve audience with academics who otherwise are faithless and look down upon the poor 

4. Have a louder voice for todays faithless generation 
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5. Brush my writing skills 

6. Utilise my time better (my classes shall be in the evening) 

7. Serve God with more knowledge etc) 

  

The fees are not a much worry now because I can pay the fees within two months. That is before exams in late Novem-

ber. 

  

However, I have to register on Monday.  

  

The registration fee is Ksh. 21 500. This is my current headache because I have to make payment on Monday or latest 

Tuesday morning. 

  

I hope to be able to make arrangements for my fees through the sales of the book we launched in the Nigerian resi-

dence as I have been promised. I really hope for the best. 

 

And yes thank you so much and yes David you know what you are doing and yes you have very good reasons and yes 

this is what I really like about you and yes using your mind you are and yes with noble causes and yes very good to 

hear and yes just thinking and yes of the fees and yes the pain and yes also the “TRUE NEED” or lack of it my friend 

and yes of your education and yes MY MAN and yes because this is what he is NOW and yes almost that is my friend. 

 

And yes he continues his email and yes like this: 

 

Either way I have to travel to and from town often because my classes shall be in the evening and during the day I shall 

continue with LTO activities or do any other work that I can lay hands on. 

  

My little brother who I pay school fees for is fine and so is my woman back in UAE. We communicate often and she is 

trying to cope and adjust to the hot desert climate and finish her probation period. 

  

Another headache, I have not paid my rent this month and I am still to get to my landlord. I have paid my electricity bill 

though and so I have light. 

  

The good news is that I’ve some food from the five thousand I received from you. Thanks a lot. 

  

I am attaching to you a copy of my University admission letter for your perusal. I would appreciate any support. 

  

Thank you and have a good day. 

  

David 

 

And yes we know MONEY IS TRULY a pain and yes FOR THE TEAM and yes MY SYMBOL TO THE WORLD and yes lack of 

food and yes education and yes NORMAL LIFE my friends and yes so it truly is and yes sorry we are about the pain you 

are going through my friends and yes still happy that you carry on and yes that you don’t give up and yes still positive 

and yes in fact and yes this is actually what I like and yes SO IT IS HERE MY FRIENDS ☺. And yes the admission letter 

and yes not included here and yes details the costs and yes of the education and yes A LOT OF MONEY TO FINANCE 

and yes David cannot afford it, I cannot afford it and yes NO SPONSORS here my friend and yes HOW WILL HE SUC-

CEED and yes NOT GIVING UP and yes so it is. And yes David and yes please pass on and yes my warmest regards and 

yes to you little brother and yes your girlfriend. 

 

Elijah is delayed but is still “working” ... ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes so it is and yes less typing errors and yes David has almost none and yes Elijah has improved and yes maybe 

you will check the spacings after commas and dots and yes “almost there” we are and yes two meanings my friends 

and yes ALL OF THE MESSAGES and yes WHICH GOD GIVES me and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes MORE AND MORE 

POSITIVE and yes so it is and yes not included here and yes impossible that is my friend and yes not knowing the date 

to finish and yes maybe I am easy to convince but hoping that it will be the 1st November and yes ALSO BECAUSE THIS 
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IS 6 MONTHS and yes after starting my journey to Kenya and yes which was the original period I agreed with LWF and 

yes because logically and yes this book has to end and yes with my job search and yes just my own thought and yes 

part of the plan and yes for God not telling me his plan or having the Devil doing it and yes earlier and yes in his place 

and yes so it is my friends and yes here is the short email from Elijah today: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you so much for your scripts. I was happy to read both emails from you and Meshack.It is very healthy to share 

to all of us what we are going through. I am very  sorry that i  was not able to come back to you with the speeches 

from the Pastor as promised.I know,that  i have to give this message to you,and also the report from Joseph school.It is 

on my action plan. You will very soon have it as i always like to be more detailed. 

 

Since yesterday, i have been  very busy trying to help a close friend of mine who lost his dad.We will be travelling to-

morrow to the village to bury him.I have to rush for the final meeting now.Please allow me to come back to you next 

week.Again thanks for your emphasis on quality  work.Have a fantastic weekend.Regards from Tina.She is yet  to come 

to town and open her email address!  

 

Until then Bye. 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes now the deadline and yes on the stories of the church services and yes have been postponed and yes from 

the other day and yes to “very soon” and yes deadlines we do like here and yes much better to know when you will 

receive the work and yes to trust in this message and yes for people to keep the deadline and yes this is how we are 

my friends so maybe on your action plan and yes without a deadline my friend – and yes understanding we are and 

yes of VERY IMPORTANT excuses and yes the death of your friend’s father and yes is just that but still no deadline? 

And yes also thinking of Tina’s email address and yes because she said and yes that she would like to receive these 

emails and yes how much of the scripts I gave Tina has she read and yes has she read my scripts and yes after coming 

home to Denmark and yes if not and yes has Elijah and yes updated her and yes COMMUNICATED with Tina and yes 

has Tina had the opportunity and yes lately to check her emails and yes because of lack of money and yes many ques-

tions and yes for you Elijah my friend and yes nice to know and yes about this .... ☺. And yes happy we are to hear and 

yes of the help and yes to your friend. And yes thank you for the regards and yes please RETURN THEM and yes WITH 

THE BEST WISHES and yes to ALL OF YOUR FAMILY MY FRIEND. 

 

Working concentrated on my CV 

And yes my friend and yes this is what we truly are doing and yes NOT BEING TEMPTED and yes TO FINALISE THIS AS 

QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes we know today and yes as I and yes tried to PRESSURE YOU TO DO and yes so we are 

here and yes because it is impossible for me to do a CV and yes without doing my best and yes we know the feeling 

and yes of “almost my best” and yes so it is and yes concentrated we are truly and yes the design and yes actually not 

a strong skill of mine and yes changing this and adjusting this and yes MANY times and yes the text here and yes not 

unusual and yes to read this both 20, 50 and yes 100 times and yes not as many times and yes in this process but you 

get the idea and yes WHEN YOU TRULY HAVE VERY IMPORTANT WORK and yes YOU WILL REALLY DO YOUR ABSO-

LUTELY BEST WORK and yes this is only my message to you. 

 

And yes we know and yes including and yes my most important results and yes from every employment and yes in my 

CV and yes WRITE IT AS CLEARLY, DIRECTLY AND YES OBJECTIVELY as possible and yes we know also MY “CAREER 

GOALS” and yes just an example of course and yes if I had a future and yes without God and yes being HIM and yes so 

it is and yes mine may be very different to what most people and yes would write today but this is truly and yes how I 

feel and yes in this minute and yes ANOTHER DIFFICULT and yes DECISION and yes “I don’t like people bragging” and 

yes overvaluing themselves and yes so it is and yes thinking and yes OF MY OWN SKILLS and yes comparing them and 

yes TO ALL OF THE PEOPLE and yes MANAGERS I HAVE WORKED TOGETHER WITH FOR 25 YEARS and yes just thinking 

and yes WHO HAD THE SAME ALL ROUND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND YES WHEN I WAS WORKING WITH LIFE & 

PENSION and yes WITH INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE and yes ON MANY OTHER SUBJECTS AS WELL WITHIN 
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MANAGEMENT ETC. and yes my friends AND YES I HAVE MET NO ONE (and yes thinking and yes of TRUE SPECIALISTS 

and yes ACTUARIES and yes THIS KNOWLEDGE I DON’T HAVE BUT THE ALL ROUND KNOWLEDGE INCLUDING DEEP 

KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCTS and yes THE NEED OF CUSTOMERS and yes SALES AND MARKETING CONCEPTS and yes 

MANAGEMENT SUBJECTS ETC. I MEAN) and yes I DON’T SAY THIS AND YES TO BRAG MY SELF and yes this is my test 

and yes TELLING THE TRUTH TO THE WORLD MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes the next is and yes THAT I KNOW 

AND YES THAT I HAVE BETTER SALES SKILLS AND YES THAN ANY OTHER PERSON I HAVE WORKED TOGETHER WITH 

AND YES KIM S. TODAY EVEN BETTER THAN YOU AND YES BECAUSE OF MY DEVELOPMENT AND YES WHEN I SHOW MY 

TRUE SELF AND YES WITHOUT ANYBODY TRYING TO TAKE OVER BUT WHEN I AM JUST THE MAN AND YES AS GOD HAS 

CREATED and yes when I show this and yes AS I WOULD HAVE SHOWN ALWAYS and yes IF I DID NOT MEET PEOPLE 

AND YES WITH BIG EGO’S AND YES “HOLDING ME DOWN” AND YES TO KEEP THEM SELF and yes IN A HIGHER POSI-

TION and yes throughout my career AND YES PEOPLE AND YES MISUNDERSTANDING ME and yes YOU CANNOT BOTH 

BE A “SPECIALIST” AND YES A GOOD SALESMAN and yes my friends YES THIS IS TRULY HOW GOD HAS CREATED ME 

and yes to show the world and yes exactly this and yes I HAVE PUT A MANAGER TOO AND YES ON EARTH AND YES 

WITH THE BEST SKILLS AND YES HOW MANY HAVE DISCOVERED THIS AND YES 0 AND YES ZERO and yes some of you 

have seen a part of me/him and yes some of you have seen and yes another part of him and yes deciding yourselves 

you have on my skills and yes THIS IS TRULY THE REASON WHY and yes I can also add and yes THE BEST BUSINESS DE-

VELOPER AND YES IF ANYBODY WOULD HAVE GIVEN ME THE TRUE OPPORTUNITY AND YES INSTEAD OF BLOCKING ME 

and yes PETER A. AND YES “NO” TOO COMPLICATED YOU THINK AND YES JUST THINKING WE ARE AND YES THE BEST 

COMMUNICATOR AND YES WHEN YOU SEE THE TRUE SIDE OF ME AND YES INSTEAD OF ONLY HEARING YOURSELF 

SPEAKING AND YES THE BEST MANAGER AS MENTIONED AND YES TODAY AND YES BECAUSE OF THE LEARNING EX-

PERIENCES AND YES I HAVE DONE and yes because of MY INTEREST IN OTHER PEOPLE and yes BECAUSE I DO WANT 

TO HELP THEM DEVELOP and yes because of MY PROFESSIONAL KNOW HOW and yes MY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

and yes my friends THIS IS THE STORY TO ALL THE PEOPLE THAT STIG HAS WORKED TOGETHER WITH AND YES TRY TO 

SEE IF YOU AGREE ON WHAT YOU BELIEVE ARE MY “TRUE” SKILLS AND YES you will find out and yes that many of you 

have different answers and yes views and yes you will find out and yes that this is not because of me BUT BECAUSE OF 

YOURSELF and yes you will someday understand and yes that STIG/I and yes HAVE PUT ON AN ACT and yes WHEN 

YOU ARE SELFFISH and yes DON’T LISTEN and yes ASKING ME TO DO THE WORK YOU DON’T WANT TO DO YOURSELF 

and yes YOU WILL  TAKE AWAY MY TRUE SKILLS AND HAPPINESS and yes THIS IS THE ONLY REASON WHY MANY OF 

YOU HAVE NOT SEEN ALL OF MY TRUE SKILLS BUT IF YOU COLLECT ALL OF THE POSITIVE SKILLS THAT FORMER MAN-

AGERS AND EMPLOYEES BELIEVE I HAVE and yes then you will start to get the full picture and yes start understanding 

and yes that what I write here is the truth and yes I AM A BORN LEADER and yes I COULD HAVE BEEN A LEADER AND 

YES FROM A YOUNG AGE AND YES TO BE A TOP MANAGER TODAY and yes because these are the skills that God has 

given me naturally and yes THIS IS OF COURSE ONLY SERVED – and yes two meanings and yes the other is food and 

yes two meanings of this as well ☺ - AND YES AS AN EXAMPLE OF A WORLD WHICH IS TOTALLY WRONG and yes 

WHEN I ASK YOU TO TRULY FIND THE SKILLS/COMPETENCES AND YES OF EACH HUMAN BEING AND YES HELPING 

HIM/HER TO GET THE PERFECT JOB MATCHING EACH PERSON and yes I MEAN BUSINESS MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes Stig we know and yes “development areas” and yes very difficult for you to define and yes TWO FEELINGS and 

yes of EVERYTHING and yes you can adapt to the situation and yes sometimes and yes also former managers and yes 

employees and yes colleagues have seen the “Devil in me” and yes when I have been negative or yes demanding and 

yes in a bad mood and yes this is truly the situation and yes THE TRUE DEVIL AND YES HAVE BEEN IN ALL OF THE 

MANAGERS I HAVE WORKED FOR AND YES INCLUDING YOU KIM S. AND YES THINKING OF YOURSELF and yes so it is 

AND YES AGAIN I SAY AND YES ALSO THINKING OF YOU EVY AND YOU MARGIT AND YES CAN YOU UNDERSTAND HOW 

DREADFUL IT IS TO SIT AND YES DO A JOB WHICH IS TRULY DESTROYING YOU AND YES MENTALLY AND YES BECAUSE 

YOUR SKILLS ARE NOT USED CORRECT AND YES MAKING YOU SAD AND YES DON’T CARE AND YES ONLY WORKING BE-

CAUSE OF DISCIPLINE BUT NOT BECAUSE OF HAPPINESS AND YES AS HR-MANAGERS AND YES YOU SHOULD HAVE HAD 

THE SKILL AND TOOLS TO UNDERSTAND THE SKILLS OF ALL EMPLOYEES and yes to CHANGE A SITUATION LIKE THIS 

and yes this is what I ask the world to do and yes USING MY SELF AS AN EXAMPLE ☺. 

 

And yes Stig and yes we know NOT VERY NICE TO TELL THIS STORY YOURSELF and yes WE DON’T LIKE IT and yes so it is 

AND YES THE DANISH “JANTE LAW” and yes “Don't think that you are smarter than us” and yes is just one sentence of 

the “law” and yes THINKING ABOUT THIS and yes THINKING ABOUT AND YES HOW THE HEAD HUNTERS and yes the 

Jobcentre for that matter and yes WILL REACT TO MY STATEMENT OF BEING “THE BEST” and yes NOT BELIEVING IN 
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ME and yes because of this “law” and yes so it is and yes MUCH BETTER WHEN OTHER PEOPLE AND YES WILL KNOW 

YOUR SKILLS AND YES WITHOUT TELLING IT YOURSELF and yes FOR PEOPLE TO REALLY UNDERSTAND YOU AND YES 

OBJECTIVELY and yes ALSO THROUGH and yes YOUR CV BASED ON FACTS and yes THIS IS TRULY MY VERY DEEP FEEL-

ING MY FRIENDS and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes WHEN I WAS VERY INSPIRED and yes one late evening and 

yes at GE in Stockholm and yes 2001 and yes when I wrote and yes a whole evening and yes without cigarettes of 

course and yes still remembering that and yes MY APPLICATION and yes TO GE INSURANCE and yes in London and yes 

BECAUSE EMPLOYEES OF ESPECIALLY GE IN SWEDEN and yes not only from INSURANCE but Per and Per do you re-

member me and yes I LIKED BOTH OF YOU VERY MUCH and yes because you understood some of my skills and yes so 

it is and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS AND YES I WROTE and yes I admit it and yes NOT A VERY NORMAL APPLICATION 

and yes TO BECOME THE NORDIC MANAGER OF GE INSURANCE and yes after Anders and yes DO YOU THINK THAT I 

COULD HAVE BECOME A BETTER NORDIC MANAGER THAN ANDERS OR ERJA WHICH GOT THE JOB INSTEAD OF ME and 

yes KNOWING THAT I HAD MORE OR LESS THE SAME KNOW HOW BACK THEN AS I HAVE TODAY and yes please read it 

and yes if you can find it and yes many pages and yes WAS IT THE TRUTH and yes YOU BETCHA and yes how did Lon-

don react and yes WITH SILENCE my friends and yes by the way and yes this was the company dismissing me and yes 

because of you Morten and yes because of and yes a long story my friends and yes ANSWERS OUT THERE ... ☺. 

 

The importance of personal or professional competences 

And yes I GAVE YOU and yes of course and yes just an example and yes just thinking of course we are of the policy 

wordings and yes done this spring and yes for Dahlberg and yes THEY ARE NOT PERFECT and yes SORRY WE WERE to 

include and yes CORRECTIONS and yes from the team in Dahlberg and yes NOT REALLY KNOWING and yes ABOUT 

WHAT YOU DID and yes primarily you decreased the quality of the wordings and yes BECAUSE YOU DID NOT REALLY 

KNOW and yes the details and background and yes deciding more because of “feelings” you were and yes AS THE 

WORLD IS DOING and yes IF SOME WILL GO INTO A GREAT DETAIL WITH THESE WORDINGS and yes you WILL UNDER-

STAND and yes THAT IT IS ACTUALLY VERY VERY DIFFICULT WORDINGS TO DO and yes THAT YOU DO NEED TO KNOW 

A LOT MORE THAN JUST OF INCOME PROTECTION and yes to do these wordings and yes YOU NEED TO KNOW A LOT 

ABOUT HOW THE VERY DETAILED RULES OF THE PUBLIC UNEMPLOYMENT SYSTEM ETC. is working and yes THERE ARE 

DETAILS WHICH I SHOULD HAVE USED A LOT MORE TIME ON DOING but if you don’t go in this detail you will probably 

think they are of good quality but satisfied with them? No, not really and yes THEY COULD BE BETTER but it is still 

some of my best work ever and yes so it is and yes are they the best in Denmark and yes SURE they are. 

 

And yes this chapter is actually about and yes PERSONAL and yes PROFESSIONAL competences and yes how many 

LAWYERS working in the insurance industry in Denmark would be able to make wordings like this and yes Stig you 

have seen all of the wordings in Denmark and yes you can see when it is lawyers making them and yes THE BIG IN-

SURANCE COMPANIES and yes DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND and yes BECAUSE OF THE LANGUAGE or because of the 

structure and yes FOR AN ORDINARY CUSTOMER and yes IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO OVERVIEW and yes referrals to 

other pages and yes other paragraphs and yes for some other companies and yes very difficult and yes because THEY 

HAVE BEEN DONE WITHOUT THE NECESSARY ATTENTION TO DETAILS AND YES QUALITY and yes WITH MANY MANY 

ERRORS and yes OMISSIONS and yes we know I AM NOT A LAWYER and yes HOW MANY CAN SEE THAT and yes in my 

wordings? And yes I DON’T HAVE FURTHER EDUCATION BUT I CAN STILL DO THIS WORK and yes MAYBE BETTER THAN 

MOST LAWYERS and yes up to you to decide and yes WOULD LAU AND YES IN DAHLBERG EARLIER AND YES THE LAW-

YER and yes KELD and yes ALSO A LAWYER AND YES MUCH RESPECTED HE IS and yes WOULD YOU BE ABLE TO MAKE 

THESE WORDINGS and yes I KNOW NONE OF YOU COULD DO IT and yes WOULD ANY EMPLOYEES AT DAHLBERG IN 

COPENHAGEN AND YES 40-50 PEOPLE I BELIEVE AND YES BE ABLE TO MAKE THEM and yes my answer is NO and yes 

HOW MANY OF YOU HAVE FURTHER EDUCATION and yes NIELS YOU ARE ALSO A LAWER and yes WOULD YOU BE 

ABLE TO MAKE THEM? And yes JUST THINKING AND YES HOW MANY OF THE THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE IN THE INSUR-

ANCE INDUSTRY AND YES IN DENMARK WOULD BE ABLE TO MAKE WORDINGS and yes LIKE MINE and yes I do believe 

and yes THAT THE ANSWER IS 0 – AND YES I HAVE NO FUTHER EDUCATION and yes just to show you and yes WHEN 

YOUR PERSONAL COMPETENCES AND YES ARE TO FOCUS ON QUALITY AND YES “NEVER GIVE UP” and yes THEN YOU 

CAN PERFORM MUCH BETTER THAN PEOPLE WITH FURTHER EDUCATION and yes much better than all/most people 

do TODAY AND YES TO SHOW THAT PERSONAL COMPETENCES AND YES ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN PROFESSIONAL 

COMPETENCES and yes more important too than “a fine piece of exam paper” AND ONLY WHEN YOU KNOW THE 

TRUE LEVEL OF THE PERSONAL COMPETENCES OF PEOPLE, YOU WILL KNOW THE VALUE OF THESE PEOPLE AS EM-

PLOYEES and yes TO MATCH THEM WITH THE CORRECT JOBS and yes so it is and yes STILL THINKING we are that the 

RECRUITMENT INDUSTRY IN DENMARK AND YES NONE OF YOU HAVE FOUND OUT MY SKILLS and yes what does this 
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show and yes YOU HAVE NOT PASSED THE EXAM and yes NOT ONE SINGLE OF YOU and yes DESPITE OF THE SO 

CALLED “PROFESSIONAL LEVEL” SOME OF YOU WORK AT. 

 

And yes maybe you would like to know and yes that the wordings and yes was done and yes WHEN I WAS SUFFERING 

VERY MUCH and yes TRULY almost impossible to do this work and yes BECAUSE OF THE DEVIL TOMENTING ME IN THIS 

PERIOD TOO and yes I cannot remember but maybe more to read about this in the first book you know and yes as 

usual: Sanna? 

 

Visiting my mother and John ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know and yes and yes and yes asking Tobias and yes if Sanna has said anything about the car to him and 

yes before she left and yes he said and yes that I could borrow the car this evening and yes when going to my mother 

and John – and yes just quickly and yes IF I HAVE BEEN TOO NEGATIVE AND YES IN MY SCRIPTS AND YES “GUESSING” 

AND YES I CAN ONLY SAY THAT I AM SORRY AND YES TRYING TO AVOID IT I HAVE BUT DIFFICULT AND YES BOTH WITH 

GOD AND THE DEVIL HERE AND YES PUTTING WORDS IN MY MOUTH and yes also because it is truly difficult to know 

sometimes and yes because of other people and yes their behaviour and yes myself and yes because I don’t always 

want to ask the necessary questions and yes so it is – but HAPPY I WAS and yes DRIVING TO HELSINGØR and yes so it 

is. 

 

And yes we know and yes God was here and yes there and yes all around this evening and yes he shows me and yes 

that he has cleaned his clothes too and yes A JOURNEY OF A LIFE TIME and yes NOT A WAR HELMET and yes OF THE 

TRADITIONAL ONES but WAR HERE MEANS and yes IF PEOPLE WILL BELIEVE IN ME AND YES BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE 

and yes THIS IS TRULY THE CONTENT OF THE WAR THAT WE WILL FACE AND YES WITH THE DEVIL and yes so it is and 

yes SOONER THAN YOU KNOW MY BOY and yes because you work hard and yes does not relax and yes we know IM-

POSSIBLE IT IS AND YES GOD BECAUSE OF YOUR VERY STRONG INFLUENCE TO SAY THE LEAST and yes BECAUSE OF 

YOUR DECISIONS MY BOY and yes so it is and yes I DID NOT MENTION AND YES “ME” AND YES WITH A WORD THIS 

EVENING and yes many “temptations” and yes as usual BUT NO and yes in the beginning of the evening and yes diffi-

culties speaking and yes better and better and yes throughout the evening but not normal and yes the last and yes 

“almost” normal time and yes was with Jan the other day and yes so it is and yes we had a very nice evening and yes 

almost without thinking and yes eeehhh and yes John and yes not wanting me to live with them and yes temporarily 

and yes so it is and yes JUST A NICE AND YES NORMAL EVENING and yes without the presence of ME and yes is what 

they thought and yes speaking through and yes MY MOTHER and yes WE WERE and yes many times and yes we know 

and yes “crazy about dance” and yes saw that together and yes we know ACTIVE and yes WE WERE and yes GOD TOO 

and yes did you see the dance where they performed a “James Bond” act and yes including the music from the James 

Bond movies and yes GUESS WHAT and yes made by God and yes “the license to kill” and yes HE IS “DANGEROUS” and 

yes so it is and yes what did they say after the dance and yes “Close Encounters of the First Kind” and yes thinking of 

the movie but “of the Third Kind” and yes the UFO’s and yes HELPING PEOPLE and yes before HELL BREAKS LOSE and 

yes this is just what this dance was about and yes did you notice “sauce” being mentioned twice and yes thinking of 

“tomato sauce” we were here and yes something about a “sweating horse” too and yes there was also the story about 

the chicken and yes the egg and yes the chicken came from the egg and yes so it is and yes the egg was HERE FIRST 

and yes when I decided and yes TO LIVE THAT IS and yes my friends this is the best I can tell you today and yes so it is 

and yes other examples could be mentioned and yes maybe you can find something and yes IF YOU ARE SKILLED and 

yes when Lars Hjortshøj in the following program and yes was a “sausage-man” and yes also God speaking here and 

yes not all of the time and yes a couple of times and yes just to give you a few examples and yes more to be found at 

the dance show ...  

 

And yes my mother and John DID NOT ASK and yes HOW ELIJAH AND THE TEAM IS DOING and yes NOT A WORD my 

friends and yes just thinking and yes of my mother and yes she met Lis some time ago and yes had a glass of wine with 

her and yes very nice it was and yes MY MOTHER PROMISED TO CALL LIS and yes now she is not sure and yes if she 

wants to call her and yes not a no and yes not a yes BUT SHE PROMISED TO CALL and yes time is going very quickly 

and yes when you are retired and yes I HAD TO SAY TO HER and yes BAD EXCUSES and yes she agreed and yes YOU 

HAVE TO CALL HER and yes DECIDE FIRST IF YOU WANT TO SEE HER OR NOT and yes I WANT YOU TO DO THIS BEFORE 

I SEE YOU AGAIN and yes agreed she did and yes WILL SHE DO IT and yes just maybe .... 

 

Maybe my money will last the whole month 
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And yes so far I have had no need to buy food and yes “is it alright” and yes according to Tobias and yes to eat what is 

in the freezer and yes my mother and yes GAVE ME FOUR MINCE BEEFS and yes with me and yes very often she does 

that and yes FOOD FOR TOMORROW IS SECURED and yes probably we will only need to buy a little and yes during 

these 10 days and yes just maybe and yes my money will last the whole month and yes so it is here ☺. 

 

And yes a long day again and yes ending today at 01.35 and yes better working conditions and yes here in the living 

room instead of my room which I am now used to stay in alone and yes a better chair AND YES IMPORTANT TO ME 

and yes MAYBE ALSO TO THE WORLD? And yes nice music and yes Miles Davis at the moment and yes of course my 

friends and yes LISTENING and yes to the TRULY BEAUTIFUL MUSIC OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER and yes earlier today 

and yes thinking of Karen and yes the “wise” people out there can probably guess which song and yes maybe from Je-

sus Christ Superstar – and yes the lyrics of this song was included in my card to Karen and yes from the 2nd May and 

yes so it is still here .... 
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Saturday 10th October 2009 

Still tired and no exciting dreams, John is also sharing his story ☺, speaking to Jack again, searching for a temporary 

place to stay, God speaking through my mother again ☺, I don’t run because I am too busy, continuing the work on my 

CV and Denmark and God qualified for the World Cup ☺. 

 

Still tired and no exciting dreams 

And yes so it is and yes 9.46 and yes the clock was this morning and yes very tired indeed and yes when standing up 

and yes if I could sleep more and yes the feeling was A LOT MORE and yes we know God and yes is HAPPY and yes 

when I stand up and yes work as hard as possible and yes to border of throwing up and yes sometimes pass it and yes 

a couple of dreams and yes with the feeling that they were truly not very exciting and yes something about being 96% 

finished and yes so on. 

 

John is also sharing his story ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes so it is and yes ALL OF THE TEAM and yes decided to follow my request and yes to share their situation and 

yes at the moment and yes with me and yes the world and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes all of you and yes today 

to you John and yes you know it and yes ALL of you have your own personal styles and yes GOD HAS CREATED PEOPLE 

and yes with individuality and yes so it is and yes I also like your words very much and yes so it is and yes here is the 

email from John – and yes very well written I think and yes some typing errors and yes as usual and yes John IF YOU 

REALLY WANT TO REMOVE YOUR TYPING ERRORS and yes LACK OF SPACES after dots and YES “YOU CAN” and yes just 

God and yes using these words and yes because Obama has received the Nobel price and yes when you decide to stop 

an invasion of another country and yes to stop the “concentration camp” and yes in Guantanamo and yes HOW MANY 

PEOPLE DO THIS and yes what would George Bush have done and yes IS THIS A ROAD TO PEACE and yes of course it is 

and yes WITH THE AIM OF STOPPING THE WAR IN AFGHANISTAN TOO and yes IS THIS A MAN OF PEACE and yes of 

course it is and yes what is the media writing and yes has Obama “deserved” this prize and yes has he done anything 

to “earn” it and yes we know some people from the media do not think so and yes if you ask me and YES OF COURSE 

HE HAS and yes THANK YOU TO THE NOBEL COMMITTEE and yes so it is. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Hope this note finds you well. 

 

Am glad to hear that you are doing very well back at home together with your mum and other members of your fam-

ily.I have been reading your scripts and am encouraged by your great faith and determination.The great family of LTO 

do appreciate your generosity and support at this very difficulty time.You are true freind and i wish that the world will 

some day realize who you are and embrace your principles and thoughts.Obama has been recognized by the nobel 

peace committee for his distigushed service to humanity,we all salute him and hope that God will continue to inspire 

him through the holy spirit. 

 

Allow me to thank you most sincerely for the financial support we received recently.I was amazed by your love and 

mercy since this was the first money you got since going back to Denmark but you decided to share with us.Stig, i can 

now conclude that your actions can only be compared to those of Jesus Christ.If you can sacrifice the little you have to 

feed our families,surely you must be an extraordinary human being.Please accept my appreciation on behalf of my 

wife and children. 

 

Things are still hard on my side because i have not paid the school fees balance for my children which ksh 30.000 and 

you remember the loan  i told you about when we were writting our critical needs.I still have to support my mum and 

my late brother's  family.I did not want to bother you alot since you are still settling down and secondly i have alot of 

trust and faith in you because of the many good things you have done to me and the team.Stig,we have along way to 

go together.It doesn't matter what we are experiencing right now because normal life is gonna come very soon.They 

say touph times never last but touph people do.We are touph because we have the faith and am optimistic that we 

shall finish the race. 

 

Pass my regards to you family. 
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JOHN. 

 

And yes John thank you so much for your kind words and yes this is what you are about and yes very nice of you my 

friend and yes what do I see here and yes the same as with Elijah, yes, and Meshack, yes, and David, yes, and yes AL-

MOST A PATTERN HERE MY FRIENDS and yes DIFFICULTIES and yes hardship and yes hoping that it would be different 

for these fine people and yes STILL POSITIVE and yes still “keeping the faith” and yes so it is. Thank you so much for 

your faith and for your support, my friends, you make me happy because of this and yes still thinking of my family 

here and yes so it is. And yes wishing that I could do more for the team and yes not much money I have send and yes 

because of their very difficult situations and yes we know only following the road of God and yes including the hard-

ship and yes which we are all facing and yes mine is different today and yes A BETTER LIFE here and yes in terms of 

food and housing and yes NO BETTER LIFE and yes so it is and yes thinking about the “poor moneywise and rich hu-

man wise” and yes the opposite here and yes MAYBE YOU GET THE PICTURE BY now and yes my friends and yes DEAR 

LTO team and yes including your families THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE SHOWING TO THE WORLD, thank you very much ☺. 

 

And yes thinking of these people and yes the people they need to support and yes loans and yes school fees and yes 

as John is facing and I REALLY DON’T LIKE THE WORLD TO BE LIKE IT IS TODAY and yes PLEASE PASS MY WARMEST RE-

GARDS TO ALL OF YOUR FAMILY JOHN AND YES PLEASE CONTINUE AND YES SAYING AND YES THAT YOUR LIFE WILL 

CHANGE FOR THE BETTER AND YES “A LITTLE BIT OF PATIENCE” and yes is the best I can say today and yes EVERY SIN-

GLE DAY PASSING AND YES IS A GOOD DAY and yes because then we are one day closer to the goal and yes so it is my 

friends ☺. 

 

Speaking to Jack again 

And yes FRIENDS ARE VERY NICE TO HAVE and yes also here my friends and yes very nice speaking to Jack again and 

yes he called and yes nice he is and yes of course therefore we are friends and yes we know and yes HIT BY THE DEVIL 

and yes he is and yes telling him and yes about my efforts and yes to find a TEMPORARY place to stay and yes see the 

chapter after this and yes just thinking and yes A VERY GOOD FRIEND and yes today living in a LARGE HOUSE and yes 

PLENTY OF ROOM and yes HE DID NOT OFFER ME TO STAY THERE and yes OF COURSE I DID NOT WANT TO ASK and 

yes just thinking and yes about that we were and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes HE IS TRULY VERY “BUSY” and yes buying HELICOPTERS and yes for the Danish Marine and yes PLANTED BY 

GOD HE IS and yes MY SYMBOL and yes OF RAISING YOU AWAY FROM THE DEVIL my friends and yes so it is and yes 

“have you had time to be with friends and family” and yes as I asked him and YES HE HAD and yes maybe not that busy 

after all and yes so it is here and yes MANY BAD EXCUSES and yes this is what people have and yes he and yes Kristina 

and yes are still seeing each other and yes AS I TOLD YOU RECENTLY and yes I don’t believe I wrote this down and yes 

we know AND YES THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes difficult here when you like or love people and yes when you quarrel 

and yes this was the essence and yes of what he was saying and yes just thinking I am and yes about Camilla and I and 

yes the same situation we had and yes WHY DO PEOPLE QUARREL and yes TWO REASONS and yes BIG EGO’S and yes 

LITTLE UNDERSTANDING of your partner and yes the other is of course and yes WHEN YOU DON’T FULLFILL and yes 

YOUR MARIAGE/RELATION and yes DON’T DO WHAT YOU SHOULD DO and yes HAVING A GOOD, RESPECTFULL RELA-

TION and yes on equal terms and yes where you share the duties and yes according to your agreement and yes we 

know and yes this is what also happened between Camilla and I and yes so it is and yes I have never started a quarrel I 

believe but I have been the reason of quarrelling and yes many times with Camilla and yes annoyed with me she was 

and yes understand that I do but the reason for saying this and yes is actually only this: THERE SHOULD BE ABSO-

LUTELY NO REASON TO QUARREL and yes WHEN YOU BEHAVE NICELY and yes WHEN YOU FOLLOW YOUR OBLIGA-

TIONS IN A MARRIAGE/RELATION and yes so it is. 

 

And yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes NOW I ALSO SAID TO JACK and yes that I was attacked and yes brutally in 

Kenya and yes as I have said to my family and yes NOT ONE SINGLE QUESTION and yes from anyone and yes maybe 

people in a situation like this and yes would ask about HOW I FELT or yes PRACTICAL ISSUES and yes if I reported it to 

the police BUT NOT ONE SINGLE QUESTION and yes SAD and yes IS THE RIGHT WORD and yes OF MY FEELINGS OF 

THIS. 
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And yes an agreement and yes to see Jack again and yes probably in the week to come and yes “lose agreements” also 

here BUT I WILL CALL BACK and yes despite of all which is written in these scripts and yes I like Jack very much and yes 

so it is here – but I would like friendships to be easier and yes better understanding of each other than this. 

 

Searching for a temporary place to stay 

And yes starting this morning and yes to update the action plan and yes so it is and yes today and yes two focus areas 

and yes maybe half of the day and yes to search for a temporary place to stay and yes the other half of the day and 

yes to continue with my CV and yes CARRY ON CONCENTRATED ON THIS and yes ALL TIME IS DONE ON THESE TASKS – 

and yes WRITING THESE AND YES SCRIPTS and yes feeling better about this and the answer is still “NO, NO and NO” 

and yes NO TIME FOR READING NEWSPAPERS OR WATCHING TELEVISION – and yes except this evening of course and 

yes where I believe that God may just be a part of the game and yes between Denmark and yes Sweden and yes in 

football and yes this game and yes may be decisive and yes if Denmark or Sweden and yes qualifies and yes for the 

world cup and yes still remembering that fantastic and yes unpredictable game a couple of years ago and yes in Co-

penhagen and yes first 3-0 to Sweden and yes then 3-3 and yes how often does that happen in a game and yes written 

about this in my old scripts I believe I have and yes the spectator and yes attacking the judge (!!!) and yes JUST A PLAY 

BY GOD and yes more on this later I believe - and yes we know – and yes only small breaks and yes when eating and 

yes walking the dog and yes speaking on phone and yes we know so it is. 

 

And yes searching and yes on www.dba.dk and yes I LIKE YOUR WEBPAGE VERY MUCH and yes VERY GOOD IT IS and 

yes I really don’t know if it is the market of the buyer or the seller and yes therefore I sent 17 applications and yes to 

rooms for rent and yes in the beginning and yes I was not that selective and yes we know and yes later I noticed and 

yes MANY ADS and yes therefore I became more selective and yes the first positive reply and yes was a 22 square me-

tre - and yes we KNOW REBEL REBEL and yes impossible not to write this and yes just Bowie playing and yes on the 

music system here and yes the new live version and yes LIKE IT VERY MUCH and yes one of the 100 point songs and 

yes the other you can find and yes maybe www.dr.dk and yes can find my comment and yes from maybe 5 years ago 

and yes so it is and yes time is also running here and yes back to the story – and yes room in a house and yes in Farum 

and yes costing DKK 3,300 per month and yes they want a deposit and yes I wrote that I would prefer not paying the 

deposit and yes an agreement and yes to see the room and yes tomorrow and yes close to Farum Park and yes one of 

the best branches of www.fitnessworld.dk and yes liking that one very much and yes IF GOD DOES NOT STOP ME and 

yes I just might and yes reach an agreement and yes with this place and yes just thinking and yes of the feeling and yes 

of fitnessworld and yes in Farum and yes which God gave me the other day and yes you never know and yes if there is 

a connection and yes Gitte and yes the owner of the house and yes is a psychotherapist and yes just thinking and yes 

that this may just be what God wants me to do and yes WHEN WILL THE GAME END and yes ON CHRISTMAS EVE the 

24th December or before and yes hoping before and yes IS THERE LIFE ON MARS and yes very good question Bowie 

and yes NOTHING LESS THAN FANTASTIC and yes this song and yes ONE OF THE FEW ARTISTS and yes NOT POORER 

PLAYING LIVE and yes than his studio recordings and yes JUST MY PERSONAL OPINION of course – and yes this re-

cording and yes is from Brooklyn 2002 and yes Bowie it is truly “as easy as that” ☺. 

 

And yes just another small example and yes when Bowie and yes earlier when I heard live recordings with Depeche 

Mode and yes for the last couple of years and yes EVERY TIME THESE ARTISTS and yes SAY “THANK YOU” TO THE 

CROWD and yes God IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER says to me and yes EVERY SINGLE TIME “I will get it myself” and yes 

meaning and yes getting the ball in the net and yes AFTER A PERSON HAS SCORED and yes so it is also here ☺. 

  

God speaking through my mother again ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes updating and yes my mother and yes on the situation of my search for a place to stay (!!!) and yes we know 

SO IT TRULY IS HERE and yes just thinking of John we are and yes ALSO BECAUSE I LIKE TO CALL BACK AND YES THE 

DAY AFTER A VISIT and yes to say “thank you” for a very nice visit and yes WHEN I HAVE GOD IN ME and yes NOT THE 

DEVIL and yes so it is and yes thinking and yes of Camilla’s and yes grandfather here and yes liked you very much and 

yes we know AFFRAID OF DYING HE WAS and yes I saw the fear directly in his eyes and yes at the hospice and yes 

where “YOU WAIT TO DIE” and yes why did he not spend his last time and yes in the house of Camilla’s father or his 

brother and yes just thinking we are and yes HE SAID TO ME and yes VERY SHORT BEFORE DYING and yes “I AM AF-

FRAID” and yes I WILL NEVER FORGET HIS EXPRESSION and yes SORRY I WAS and yes Camilla’s father and yes AT THE 

FUNERAL and yes VERY SAD HE WAS and yes LOVED HIS FATHER MUCH HE DID and yes so sorry I am and yes God has 

given me a very poor memory with names and yes therefore my friends and yes I cannot remember his name and 
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maybe God will give it to me and yes “I have it just on my tongue” and yes as we say here and yes GOD WILL GIVE THE 

WORDS TO YOU and yes “on your tongue” and yes WHEN HE WANTS too and yes BØRGE and yes THANK YOU GOD 

and yes YOU ARE WELCOME my friend and yes LIKING THAT FAMILY A LOT and yes DESPITE OF WHAT I WROTE ABOUT 

JOHN and yes AS A HEAD HUNTER and yes MANY MANY GOOD HOURS with you and yes GERMAN WHITE WINE and 

yes JOHN and yes living in Germany and yes WITH YOUR FAMILY and yes also thinking of Inger and yes Christian/Sofie 

and yes JUST MAYBE THERE IS A CONNECTION and yes you know and yes my mother’s father and yes the one and yes 

AS WE DON’T KNOW YET and yes is also from Germany and yes we know my interest of wine and yes of course and 

yes OUR AGREEMENT and yes Lars and I and yes to IMPORT THE BEST WHITE WINE OF GERMANY and yes of course 

from the producer “CHRISTMANN” (!!!) and yes GOD HAS MANY WAYS and yes written about this and yes approx. the 

10th May I believe and yes ONE OF THE STOLEN DOCUMENTS and yes so it is and yes back to the story and yes we 

know thinking of Karen again and yes you may know the reason why and yes if you are careful and yes reading these 

scripts and yes sorry we are about that and yes my mother and yes said that John and yes because his printer is not 

working and yes that he is “almost crawling inside of the printer” and yes here it is and yes directly translation of the 

Danish expression “det er noget værre hø” and yes into “it is some worse hay” and yes you can probably not say this 

in English and yes you may have other words for the expression but the main point and yes is just this and yes GOD 

SPEAKING AND YES “hay” and yes is from the farmhouse and yes “almost coming to the house of God” and yes THIS IS 

ONLY ANOTHER SMALL EXAMPLE and yes of what is happening and yes OFTEN HERE ☺. 

 

And yes MY MOTHER and yes also has this “SICKNESS” and yes because she would never and yes do as I do and yes 

RESPECT OF AUTHORITIES SHE HAS and yes “this is only good advice for you” and yes “be careful that you will not be 

seen as negative” and yes by the Jobcentre and yes because I say MY PERSONAL OPINION and yes THE TRUTH and yes 

OBJECTIVELY and yes still PROMISING THEM TO DO WHATEVER THEY ASK ME TO DO and yes “THANK YOU VERY 

MUCH” and yes thinking and yes of Michael Palin and yes the story and yes of the man saying this AGAIN AND AGAIN 

AND AGAIN to you in your travelling TV program and yes REMEMBERING THAT and yes GOD SAID IT TO ME and yes 

LIKE YOU SAID IT ON TV and yes so it is here and yes DON’T LET OTHER PEOPLE CHANGE YOUR BEHAVIOUR and yes AS 

LONG AS YOU ARE POSITIVE and yes OBJECTIVE – and yes saying to my mother and yes THAT I NORMALLY HAVE 

GOOD RELATIONS WITH ALL PEOPLE and yes AT LEAST THAT IS and yes THAT I WILL NOT CHANGE MYSELF and yes BE-

CAUSE OF THIS my friends. And yes also thinking and yes that I told THE TRUTH and yes to my mother and yes John 

and yes yesterday and yes they know that “I am gifted” and yes JUST THINKING and yes of their reaction and yes when 

I said this to them and yes that I know my skills and yes compared to others and yes after 25 years and yes THAT NO 

ONE WORK ON THE SAME LEVEL AS I DO and yes at least they have not shown it and yes thinking of FULL POTENTIAL 

and yes people not showing this and yes saying to my mother and yes John and yes that “I hate saying this” and yes 

why and yes BECAUSE PEOPLE WILL THINK and yes even though it is the truth (!) and yes THAT I AM “BRAGGING” and 

yes my friends HOW MANY OF YOU MY FRIENDS AND YES FORMER COLLEAGUES and yes HAVE SEEN ME BRAGGING 

and yes surprised I would be and yes if you can find JUST ONE and yes if you can and yes I can only say and yes TRY TO 

UNDERSTAND AND YES IF THIS (POTENTIAL) PERSON and yes HAS UNDERSTOOD OR MISUNDERSTOOD MY BEHAV-

IOUR and yes so it is here ... 

 

I don’t run because I am too busy 

And yes I have considered and yes positively and yes to start running again and yes “some days are better than oth-

ers” and yes in general better now than one or two weeks ago and yes so it is my friends and yes still oppressing my 

tiredness and yes feeling better because of this and yes the reason that I DON’T RUN and yes eeehhh BECAUSE I AM 

TOO BUSY my friends and yes so it is. 

 

Continuing the work on my CV 

And yes we know and yes working from approx. 16.00 and yes until 01.00 and yes on my CV and yes we know getting 

“the last things” right and yes when we talk about a CV and yes getting the last things right and yes IT DOES NOT TAKE 

1 OR 2 HOURS – if I am lucky it takes one or two days and yes TO BE ABSOLUTELY SURE THAT EVERY SINGLE DETAIL IS 

LIKE I WANT IT and yes choosing the right font and yes as an example and yes took maybe 2-3 hours and yes trying all 

or most of the installed fonts and yes in Word and yes there are approx. 200 and yes HOW MANY HAVE USED TIME 

AND YES DOING THIS and yes CHOOSING THE FAVOURITE FIVE FONTS and yes narrowing it down and yes choosing 

one font and yes that is one font for the headlines and yes in this CV and yes different than the last one and yes it be-

came the font “CORBEL” and yes we know I like the mixture and yes of MODERN and yes CLASSIC and yes design and 

yes I HAVE ALWAYS DONE THAT and yes cars, clothes and yes EVERYTHING my friends and yes also here and yes VERY 
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DIFFICULT IT was to choose a font and yes for the normal text and yes so far and yes I just might keep it and yes I 

chose the font “Meiryo” and yes STUNNING it is looking and yes at page 2 and yes we know page 1 and yes a bigger 

size and yes maybe Calibri yes actually looks better and yes ONLY TWO fonts and yes I believe in a document and yes 

so it is and yes if I choose the standard fonts which most people use and yes Arial, Verdana, Times New Roman and 

yes Garamond and yes the small text and yes at page 2 and yes WOULD HAVE LOOKED VERY COMPRESSED and yes 

without the grip of the text as I want and yes THE SAME TEXT and yes YOU CAN GET TWO VERY DIFFERENT EXPRES-

SIONS and yes when people read it TWO VERY DIFFERENT COMPREHENSIONS and yes JUST BECAUSE OF THE FONT 

YOU CHOOSE and yes a very long time and yes we have used and yes on CHOOSING COLOURS and yes NOT VERY DIF-

FICULT and yes WHEN YOU HAVE TRIED IT BEFORE but time it takes to ADJUST IT and yes MOST PEOPLE DON’T KNOW 

how to make a fine looking document and yes with colours and yes the idea and yes in my “cookbook” and yes IS TO 

KEEP IT AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE and yes so it is and yes maybe not quite done with that too. 

 

And yes when choosing fonts and yes I was thinking and yes of the world cup in football and yes in Italy and yes I JUST 

LOVED THE FONTS you showed on the screen back then and yes I believe you continued with these fonts afterwards 

and yes when doing my CV and yes I was thinking of your fonts and yes I get the same feeling with the fonts I chose for 

my CV and yes so it is. 

 

And yes part of the game and yes HYPHENATION and yes today and yes I only have the English Microsoft Office and 

yes before and yes I had both the English and yes the Danish and yes bought the Danish “language package” sepa-

rately and yes NOW AGAIN I TRULY NEED DANISH and yes TO HAVE THE WORDS and yes hyphenated and yes auto-

matically and yes when you keep on changing the text and yes YOU CANNOT HAVE MANUAL HYPHENATION and yes 

so it is here and yes could not find my old order on the Danish and yes “Microsoft proofing tools” and yes found it in-

stead and yes on the internet and yes ILLEGALLY MY FRIENDS (!) and yes HOURS and yes downloading it and yes as an 

ISO-image and yes which you use when you burn a CD and yes I thought I could just “extract” the file and yes to install 

it directly and yes without burning a CD and yes extract it I could and yes did it work and No it did not and yes proba-

bly and yes it will only work and yes if you burn it on the CD first and yes USED A LOT OF TIME on this and yes MANY 

MANY PEOPLE and yes do not even think about hyphenation and yes why? BECAUSE I WANT YOU TO THINK and yes IN 

TERMS OF QUALITY – please my friends? 

 

And yes Tobias did not have a CD to burn on and yes no printer is working here and yes looks like I need to call and yes 

Niklas and yes visit him and yes HE HAS “MY” PRINTER and yes WHEN I AM FURTHER IN THE CV PROCESS and yes so it 

is ☺. 

 

Denmark and God qualified for the World Cup ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes MY FRIENDS and yes CONGRATULATIONS and yes I DID NOT PLAY THAT WELL and yes just thinking we are and 

yes the Devil and yes did not play that well and yes GOD HELPED and yes DENMARK and yes to qualify and yes so it is 

here my friends and yes “STILL LIVING” and yes me too and yes DENMARK HAS BEEN “LUCKY” and yes Zlatan? And yes 

so it is and yes when you have God on your side and yes “THIS TIME AROUND” (mj) and yes I did not write down and 

yes ALL OF THE THINGS and yes AS GOD said and yes through the commentator and yes just these in Danish: 

 

• “En chance: Den lever endnu” and yes IT STILL LIVES and yes my friends and yes until THE DAY and yes WHEN YOU 

WILL SCORE A GOAL and yes TOGETHER WITH ME. 

• On Henke Larsson: ”Spørgsmalet er om hans tid ikke er ved at være forbi, han har varet on and off” and yes ON 

AND OFF and yes did you get it my friends and yes THE DEVIL and yes HE STILL HAS TIME and yes you too my 

friend. 

• ”Han stikker lige poten ud” and yes JUST THE SYMBOL and yes of the DOG and yes the Devil too. 

• ”Den har fået fart på, holdt godt nede og ramt klokkerent” and YES ABOUT ME and yes what I am doing and yes at 

the moment. 

• ”De trækker baglæns, baglæns og baglæns – svenskerne” and yes THREE TIMES and yes the TRINITY here too ☺ 

• ”Er pa højden af sin karriere, det er nu, at han skal bevise, at han er verdens bedste fodboldspiller” and yes 

ABOUT ME TOO .... 
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• ”Kommer tættere og tættere på” and yes ABOUT TWO NOT APPROVED GOALS AND YES FOR SWEDEN AND YES 

WHEN GOD IS WORKING WITH THE “SMALL” MARGINS and yes WHAT DOES THE JUDGE and yes “THINK”  and yes 

to APPROVE or DISAPPROVE a goal and yes because of outside and yes a ball out and yes ZLATAN VERY UNLUCKY 

FOR YOU, YOU THINK and yes THIS WAS WHAT I ASKED THE JUDGE TO DO and yes to disapprove your goals and 

yes so it is here. 

• ”Et guldhug for Jacob Poulsen” and yes when Denmark scored and yes GOLD and yes is me and yes I ARRIVE and 

yes WITH GOLD IN MY MOUTH and yes so to speak and yes later the goal was described as “guldkassen” and yes 

the scorer as “Guld Jacob” and yes so it is and yes “Danmark går amok” and yes said by ME and yes with reference 

and yes to the feeling and yes in 1992 and yes WHEN DENMARK and yes WON THE EUROPEAN CUP and yes WITH 

MY HELP and yes BECAUSE and yes OF THE CELEBRATION and yes in the streets afterwards and yes JUST THINK-

ING OF HOW NICE THIS FEELING WAS we were. 

• ”Det kan blive 10 lange minutter fordi vi skal altså lige binde buketten” and yes FLOWERS and yes FROM ME and 

yes TO ALL OF YOU and yes so it is. 

• And yes three times and yes about “an open ending” and yes THIS IS TRULY AND YES ABOUT PEOPLE AND YES DE-

CIDING and yes IF THEY WANT TO FOLLOW ME. 

• ”Står med billetten i hånden – en unik oplevelse” and yes THE TICKET my friends and yes FOR MY TRAIN and yes 

DO YOU WANT TO ENTER? 

• And yes God also reminded me and yes SUNDAY – the day after – and another sentence, which was said “kronen 

på værket” and yes my friend TO PUT THE CROWN AND YES ON MY HEAD and yes just another meaning here. 

• And yes FLEMMING TOFT my friend and yes MY FRIEND and yes ONLY DURING THIS GAME and yes so it is and yes 

SATAN and yes was among your words and yes IN THIS GAME and yes TOO my friend and yes “Føj for Zlatan for 

en nervepirrende kamp!” and yes SATAN and yes ZLATAN and yes rimes and yes JUST THE ULTIMATE SYMBOL and 

yes ABOUT YOU MY FRIENDS and yes I COULD HARDLY FIND ANY OF MY TRUE FRIENDS and yes on the ground and 

yes IN THE WHOLE STADIUM and yes WHERE IS THE BELIEF IN ME and yes just thinking we are .... 

 

And yes I could write down and yes these comments and yes because I was working and yes on the computer and yes 

on my CV and yes when I heard and yes a comment from God and yes deciding to write it down and yes I COULD DO IT 

and yes because I did it immediately and yes so it is and yes JUST EXAMPLES AND YES OF WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE 

and yes SOMETIMES. 
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Sunday 11th October 2009 

Sleep, dreams and the church ..., status on my emails from yesterday morning, the printer is not working ..., visiting 

Rene and Dorte, visiting Gitte in Farum, continuing the work on my CV ☺ and my email this evening to the team. 

 

Sleep, dreams and the church ... 

And yes truly we are very tired and yes at the moment and yes very difficult and yes indeed and yes to stand up in the 

mornings and yes been like that for quite some time and yes we know TWO ALARMS and yes on my phone and yes I 

MAY HEAR THE FIRST and yes ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE and yes to stand up and yes WE KNOW AND YES WHEN I GIVE YOU 

THIS CHALLENGE and yes in your life and yes I WILL DECIDE and yes WHEN TO WAKE you and yes when you want to 

sleep longer and yes PLANNING we were today and yes to go to church and yes at 10.00 but and yes WHEN I COULD 

NOT STAND UP and yes before 10.04 and yes IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO GO TO CHURCH TODAY and yes some dreams 

but difficult to remember and yes especially when I am so tired and yes that I don’t write down the dreams and yes 

immediately after I have them and yes “a little bit” and yes awake I was and yes maybe a couple of times and yes WAS 

IT POSSIBLE TO WRITE DOWN DREAMS this night and NO this was truly impossible and yes so it is. 

 

AND YES “SORRY I AM” and yes BECAUSE OF NO CHURCH TODAY and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

Status on my emails from yesterday morning 

And yes 17 emails and yes yesterday morning and yes I sent and yes to find a temporary place to stay and yes HOW 

MANY HAVE I HEARD FROM SO FAR and yes we know MOST PEOPLE SHOULD PROBABLY BY NOW HAVE READ MY 

EMAIL and yes IT IS WEEKEND HERE and yes 4 REPLIES YESTERDAY and yes ONE CALL TODAY and yes STILL MISSING TO 

HEAR FROM 12 (!!!) and yes ONLY ONE POSITIVE SO FAR and yes GITTE IN FARUM and yes who I will visit later this af-

ternoon and yes STILL CARRYING ON and yes EXHAUSTED and yes WHEN YOU WORK VERY CONCENTRATED and yes 

ON THE SAME TASK and yes WHEN YOU CARRY ON AND ON AND ON and yes YOU WILL BECOME EXHAUSTED and yes 

tired at the same time and yes “maybe a little” .... 

 

The printer is not working ... 

And yes my friends STILL CARRY ON we are and yes difficult to do and yes MY CV and yes WHEN THE PRINTER IS NOT 

WORKING and yes just thinking we are and yes NO CONNECTION and yes to the printer in this house and yes JOHN’S 

PRINTER IS NOT WORKING TOO and yes John asked me to photograph and yes the inside of the printer here and yes 

BECAUSE IT IS THE SAME PRINTER and yes as his and yes I did that and yes Friday and yes of course and yes God was 

working with my camera  TOO and yes UNCLEAR PICTURES and yes sent it to John anyway and yes TWO PRINTERS 

NOT WORKING and yes thank you God and yes I ALWAYS NEED TO PRINT OUT and yes MY WORK and yes TO LOOK AT 

IT and yes WHEN IT COMES TO MY CV and yes NOT UNUSUAL here and yes to produce and yes “100 PRINT-OUTS” and 

yes LOOK AT IT CAREFULLY and yes different fonts and sizes etc. and yes as part of the development work and yes 

HOW MUCH HAVE I MISSED A PRINTER HERE and yes ALL OF THE TIME and yes just thinking and yes to visit Niklas 

later and yes lives in Hørsholm too and yes IS HE HAPPY WITH MY OLD DELL COLOUR LASER PRINTER and yes maybe 

he is and yes IS THIS A GIFT and yes we will have to find out later .... 

 

Visiting Rene and Dorte 

And yes WE DON’T HAVE MUCH TIME and yes for friends and yes Rene and yes A LONG and CONSTANT FRIEND and 

yes so you are and yes not seen you since the summer of 2008 – THINKING OF THE FANTASTIC VAN MORRISON CON-

CERT IN STOCKHOLM and yes written about this is my old scripts I believe - but still and yes my friends one of my best 

friends and yes so it is and yes we know coffee and cake and yes a very nice and yes only a short visit and yes maybe 

1½ hours and yes the first part of the conversation and yes was about them and yes asking questions I was and yes the 

other part and yes about me and yes the third part and yes the longest part and yes was about “DIFFERENT SUBJECTS” 

and yes very nice this was and yes THEY DO HAVE A VERY GOOD LIFE and yes NO WORRIES and yes money wise and 

yes we know LUCKY they have been and yes so it is and yes A BEAUTIFUL HOUSE and yes for rent and yes we know 

DKK 15,000 per month and yes we know talking on Africa and yes what to do about it and yes they have a feeling of 

yes “giving up” and yes to put money and yes in an empty hole and yes so it is and yes THINGS WILL NEVER IMPROVE 

IN AFRICA and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE IN THE RICH WORLD HAVE THE SAME OPINION and yes MANY and yes IMPOS-

SIBLE IT IS and yes TO CHANGE THE CULTURE OF A COUNTRY and yes is what they believe and yes to start with the top 

and yes if these people have money etc. and yes how big is their commitment and yes many of these subjects we 
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talked about and yes YOU CAN CHANGE THE CULTURE OF A WHOLE COUNTRY AND YES IF YOU START and yes to do 

what I have written in this book my friends ☺. 

 

And yes Rene and yes Dorte and yes GIVES MORE and yes THAN MOST PEOPLE DO IN DENMARK and yes especially 

and yes through www.bornefonden.dk and yes because they know WHO RECEIVES THE MONEY and yes a child and 

yes it’s family in Togo and yes 200 DKK per month I believe and yes providing everything and yes food for the family 

and yes school fees and yes IS THIS REALLY POSSIBLE and yes was my thought and yes impossible that would have 

been in Kenya and yes just thinking and yes RENE AND DORTE and yes gives the maximum and yes GIFTS WHICH THIS 

NGO “ALLOWS” THEM TO DO and yes TWICE PER YEAR and yes asking them and yes what the family receives and yes 

they are told and yes through a letter and yes from a member of the family and yes every quarter and yes in French 

and yes translated and yes by the NGO (!) and yes using time and money and yes so it is and yes they are told what 

they buy and yes they don’t know the details of all and yes I said and yes that if I was in their position and yes I would 

ask and yes exactly what they receive and yes is it “food supplies” and “rationing” and yes the same food all of the 

time or does this family and yes have the freedom to buy what they need and yes DO THEY NEED MORE THAN THEY 

GET and yes PROBABLY THEY DO and yes God said YOU BETCHA and yes not liking this expression God (!) and yes OK 

and yes fine VM is also here and yes thinking and yes of what Rene said and yes they could give and yes DKK 5,000 per 

month and yes JUST MAYBE AND YES THEY COULD GIVE MORE TO THIS NICE FAMILY and yes HELPING THEM MUCH 

MORE and yes NOT ALLOWED and yes because the NGO have decided and yes not to have a “rich” and yes family and 

yes in the village and yes in Togo and yes so it is and yes SEND THE MONEY AND YES DIRECTLY AND YES TO THE RE-

CEIVERS and yes WITHOUT THE NGO and yes WITHOUT THE RULES and yes FOCUS ON WHAT PEOPLE NEED and yes 

GIVE IT TO THEM and yes USE YOUR LANGUAGE SKILLS and yes IF YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes FOR EXAMPLE 

FRENCH and yes CAN’T COMMUNICATE and yes find another family/country and yes PEOPLE YOU CAN COMMUNI-

CATE WITH and yes thinking of a computer and yes MUCH EASIER TO COMMUNICATE THROUGH THE INTERNET and 

yes instead of a quarterly letter. 

 

And yes why do people and yes not give more and yes for example to RED CROSS and yes thank you from all of us and 

yes because you are writing this and yes GOD HAS MANY WAYS and yes ONE YEAR AGO and yes I WAS A COLLECTOR 

and yes AT THIS VERY ROAD where Dorte and Rene and yes lives today and yes DRONNINGVEJ 16 and yes A HOUSE 

WHICH IS VERY LUXOURIOUS and yes THE BEST QUALITY and yes windows, and yes appliances and yes EVERYTHING is  

new and of the best quality and yes how much and yes did this family and yes GIVE ME and yes RED CROSS LAST YEAR 

and yes maybe you do remember yourself and yes PLEASE TELL THE WORLD and yes NOW THIS FAMILY and yes my 

friends have decided and OF ALL PLACES and yes to go to Kenya (!) and yes are you “suffering” there and yes also my 

dear friends? And yes so it is and yes PART OF THE PLAN OF GOD and yes so it is and yes for Rene and yes Dorte to 

come living here and yes for Red Cross and yes by “coincidence” and yes to give me this route last year and yes for the 

family owning the house and yes “by coincidence” and yes to go to Kenya and yes so it is and yes just thinking and yes 

of how much money and yes RED CROSS and yes would have received and yes IF THEY HAD THE STORIES OF 100 suf-

fering people and yes with them and yes for example videos and yes shown from a laptop and yes INSTEAD OF GIVING 

TO A CAUSE WHERE YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA WHO WILL RECEIVE THE MONEY AND WHAT THEY WILL RECEIVE 

and yes YOU REALLY DON’T NEED RED CROSS TO DO THIS and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH RED CROSS FOR WHAT YOU 

HAVE DONE and yes I APPRECIATE THIS and yes VERY MUCH INDEED and yes I REALLY DO but time has run out for you 

my friends and yes YOU CAN DO IT BETTER and yes today and yes without RED CROSS and yes the likes of RED CROSS 

and yes as I have written about and yes in this book. And yes Rene and yes Dorte and yes gives a total and yes of 500 

DKK and yes to “help people” and yes every month and yes happy to hear this and yes they could give even more .... 

 

And yes and as mentioned and yes Rene and yes SPEAKS VERY DIRECTLY and yes “HE REALLY DOES NOT CARE” and yes 

about helping SUFFERING PEOPLE and yes because of what I wrote before and yes because THINGS WILL NEVER IM-

PROVE IN AFRICA and yes this was the impression I received and yes I LIKE WHEN PEOPLE SAY THINGS DIRECTLY AND 

YES WHEN THEY ARE NOT NEGATIVE and yes such a man he truly is and yes PLANTED BY GOD my friend I believe and 

yes JUST MAYBE and yes a connection and yes a very special gift and yes - you first my friend and yes Rene afterwards 

and yes so it is and yes just sorry I am and yes that they are not spending even more and yes helping people and yes 

Dorte and yes EVERY WEEK and yes she says and yes gives to one cause or another and yes “helping people” and yes 

MUCH MORE THAN PEOPLE DO HERE NORMALLY and yes so it is .... ☺. 
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And yes talking and yes about a TEMPORARY PLACE TO STAY and yes saying that my sister and yes her husband espe-

cially would like their “privacy” back and yes Rene and yes speaks directly and yes is very frank and yes TOO FRANK 

FOR MANY PEOPLE and yes does he mean any harm? And NO of course not and yes YOU NEED TO LOOK INSIDE 

YOURSELF AND YES TO REMOVE THE DEVIL and yes so it is and and yes HE UNDERSTOOD and yes my sister’s husband 

and yes he did not think it would be nice and yes to have Dorte’s brother as an example and yes living with them for 

more than one month and yes ANOTHER GOOD FRIEND HERE and yes HAVING PLENTY OF ROOM and yes NONE HAVE 

OFFERED ME TO STAY WITH THEM and yes of course only temporary and yes so it is here and yes saying that the peo-

ple of Kenya and yes show much more hospitality and yes than here and yes Dorte understood me and yes GOD? - 

AND YES I WANTED TO SHOW THIS EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

Visiting Gitte in Farum 

And yes thank you so much and yes for inviting me Gitte and yes I was hoping that you had a house and yes a room 

and yes at ground floor and yes you had a yes rented row house and yes a room in the cellar and yes not what I was 

hoping for and yes you were willing and yes to decrease the deposit and yes by 50% and yes to decrease the rent and 

yes from DKK 3,300 per month and yes to DKK 3,000 and yes if I did not and yes have my official address and yes at 

your address and yes so it is here and yes she would very much and yes like and yes to rent out the room to me and 

yes I could not see out of the window of the room and yes not liking that very much and yes Gitte and I could probably 

and yes here it is and yes BE IN THE SAME ROOM TOGETHER and yes I had to borrow their bathroom and yes if I be-

came a tenant at this place and yes PEOPLE and yes NEED TO MEET HERE and yes to see and yes if they “click” and yes 

“match” and yes NOT ALWAYS THIS IS THE CASE and yes THEREFORE PEOPLE WILL INTERVIEW and yes each other and 

yes to find out and yes in this case and yes if they would like to have a tenant living with them and yes Gitte and yes 

was REALLY and yes VERY KEEN and yes to rent out the room to me and yes thank you Gitte and yes if I cannot find 

another room and yes if God wants me too and yes don’t know for sure and yes I might just do it and yes so it is here 

☺. And yes she was willing to and yes to rent out the whole and yes row house and yes to me and yes within the “next 

months” and yes because she would like to move together with her boyfriend and yes another and yes argument and 

yes from her side and yes so it is. And yes IF YOU BEHAVE LIKE I WOULD LIKE ALL PEOPLE TO BEHAVE and yes THERE 

SHOULD REALLY NOT BE A NEED FOR INTERVIEWS like this and yes ALL PEOPLE and yes WILL AUTOMATICALLY LIKE 

EACH OTHER and yes this is WHAT I LIKE THE MOST and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes I received and yes another email and yes from a lady and yes foreign speaking and yes from Hillerød and yes 

when I wrote and yes yesterday and yes to 17 “landlords” and yes I offered to send my CV and yes FOR PEOPLE TO 

CHECK MY BACKGROUND and yes this lady and yes today and yes thought that this would be a good idea and yes I 

have decided and yes to include and yes her email here: “Thank you for your message. Please send to me your CV. 

Let's start from there.” 

 

And yes my friends and yes MISTRUST is the feeling I get and yes NO HAPPINESS and yes is what I see in an email like 

this and yes these are the types of emails and yes MILLIONS OF THEM and yes WHICH YOU WILL VERY OFTEN SEE and 

yes in countries like Denmark and yes IF I REPLIED and yes I did and yes I turned down this lady and yes because she 

was not positive and yes as simple as that my friends. 

 

Continuing the work on my CV ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friend and yes still carrying on and yes WHEN I GET THE CHANCE AND YES THE DEVIL HERE and yes I speak 

in a language and yes which I will not let you speak here and yes EVEN WORSE and EVEN MORE DIRECT THAN BEFORE 

and yes did not think that was possible BUT WHEN I AM WORKING and yes my friends AROUND THE CLOCK and yes 

ONLY INTERRUPTED and yes by eating, bathing, cleaning and yes visiting people and yes THEN GOD and yes THE 

COUNCIL IS WITH ME and yes FOCUSSED I AM and yes AS I LIKE TO BE and yes WHEN I WORK ON MY CV and yes AL-

WAYS HAVE and yes ALWAYS WILL and yes new descriptions and yes of my competences and yes HONEST and yes DI-

RECT and yes OBJECTIVE and yes my friends so it is and yes APPROX. and yes ONE YEAR AGO and yes I HAD TWO CV’S 

and yes one in headlines and yes one in detail and yes LIKE THAT VERY MUCH INDEED and yes I AM THINKING OF A 

SYSTEM and yes WHERE YOU CAN CHOSE THE VIEW WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE and yes either in headlines or in details 

and yes MY BOYS and yes INCLUDED IN THE SAME SYSTEM and yes MY NEW CV and yes is two pages long and yes 

longer than the short one page CV from last year and yes shorter than the three page CV from last year and yes so it is 

and yes JUST AS AN EXAMPLE and yes of my thinking and yes to the world. 
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And yes EVERY SINGLE SENTENCE and yes EVERY SINGLE WORD has been CONSIDERED and yes not one time, not five 

times but MANY TIMES my friends and yes CHANGED IT I HAVE and yes again and again and yes again and yes also to 

fit and yes the length of the document and yes by the way and yes I started without very much motivation and yes 

THE TASK SOMEHOW GRAB ME and yes more and more motivated I became and yes SO FAR and yes ending with a 

result and yes EVEN BETTER THAN MY CV FROM LAST YEAR and yes which was the best I had ever done at that time 

and yes that CV was even better and yes than the CV from the year before and yes which in turn was even better than 

the CV from and yes CONTINUING THE STORY and yes of former CV’s and yes “I learn every single day so I can im-

prove” and yes so it truly is my friends. 

 

And yes MY CV IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE and yes I would have liked even more details and yes WHEN YOU WANT TO 

LOOK AT DETAILS and yes which I could choose from a list and yes this is what I like and yes JUST AN EXAMPLE AND 

YES TO SHOW THE WORLD AND YES THAT ALL PEOPLE CAN IMPROVE YOUR QUALITY and yes BY THINKING and yes 

WORKING CAREFULLY and yes WANTING NOTHING ELSE THAN THE BEST and yes in fact “ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD 

ENOUGH” and yes as I have always said and yes IT IS ONLY A MATTER OF PERSONAL ATTITUDE and yes THE MOTIVA-

TION TO LEARN AND YES TO KEEP ON LEARNING and yes I HAVE NO SPECIAL COMPETENCES AND YES TO DO THIS 

WORK AND YES COMPARED TO OTHER PEOPLE AND YES IN FACT I ONLY HAVE MY EXPERIENCE AND YES THE KNOW 

HOW IS COMING FROM THIS AND YES THE EAGERNESS TO ALWAYS DO MY BEST and yes in school and yes I was only 

“average” in written Danish and yes other people was better than I and yes I have never been creative and yes never 

been able to design and yes it is actually and yes with this beginning I started and yes ONLY BECAUSE and yes THAT I 

WAS “STUBBORN” AND YES I HAVE MANAGED TO DO WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes IMPROVED and yes FROM AVER-

AGE and yes TO THE BEST and yes so it is – and yes still thinking and yes about these scripts and yes WRITTEN LIKE I 

HAVE NEVER WRITTEN BEFORE and yes so it is but hopefully you will get the idea. 

 

And yes I was just thinking and yes your career goals and yes need to be realistic, focusing on TRUE DEVELOPMENT 

and yes including and yes EDUCATION and yes DEADLINES and yes so it is REALLY HERE MY FRIENDS – almost toma-

toes but not quite and yes you also need to write a following letter and yes to the head hunters and yes WHEN I AM 

DONE and yes HAVE PRINTED THE CV and yes I NEED TO READ IT AND YES PROBABLY AGAIN, AGAIN AND YES AGAIN 

AND YES IT WILL BE READY ASAP and yes WOW and yes not my word and yes God does that and yes sometimes and 

yes when I write and yes SUDDENLY DIFFERENT WORDS and yes coming from my fingers and yes the keyboard and yes 

quite funny sometimes and yes so it is and yes just thinking and yes of a surprise and yes maybe to show to the world 

and yes included in my CV and yes I will have to see and yes I WILL BE FINISHED AND YES WHEN I AM HAPPY AND YES 

WHEN I CANNOT IMPROVE THE CV MORE and yes that is with my present and yes skills and yes NEXT YEAR and yes I 

WOULD PROBABLY BE ABLE TO IMPROVE IT EVEN MORE but God is probably LIVING IN ME BY THEN and yes even 

more than now and yes hoping that and yes expecting that and yes just kidding we are actually here and yes two 

meanings and yes to be a father and yes we know and yes said many times and yes CAN KAREN GIVE BIRTH TO A 

CHILD TODAY and yes maybe on the “edge” it is and yes two meanings again and yes of course my friends and yes 

when I give you the guitar and yes THEN I CAN MAKE HER BEAR A CHILD AGAIN and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes that people might find some of my old CV’s and yes HERE AND THERE and yes TRY AND 

YOU SHALL FIND and yes what will you see and yes only this: A CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY and yes Kim S. 

DO YOU STILL HAVE MY ORIGINAL CV and yes BINDED IN and yes I WAS PROUD OF THAT and yes WHEN I WAS 25 

years old and yes EMBARRASSED and yes I was AND STILL AM and yes of ONE MISTAKE ONLY I BELIEVE and yes I wrote 

“CC” instead of “CV” and yes I was “only human” and yes LAUGHING ABOUT THAT THEN and yes do you remember 

what you said Kim back then on the “CC” part? And yes still embarrassed I am and yes with the English CV from last 

year and yes writing “require” and yes instead of “acquire” and yes SOME THINGS and yes YOU WILL SEE LATER and 

yes BEST IT IS TO BE SO CAREFUL AND YES THAT THERE ARE 0 and yes that is ZERO MISTAKES and yes ERRORS in what 

you do and yes my friends THIS IS WHAT I KINDLY ASK OF YOU and yes so it is here ☺. 

 

AND YES STIG STILL THINKING OF ONE SYSTEM ONLY and yes Clash and yes Joe Strummer and yes now alone and yes 

the other day and yes with Johnny Cash and yes singing “Redemption songs” and yes ON THE B&O SYSTEM HERE and 

yes TRULY FANTASTIC and yes LIKE THAT SONG VERY MUCH and yes also these versions my friends ☺. 

 

And yes my friends and yes finishing early and yes on the script of today and yes “only” 23.30 and yes we know and 

yes A NEW AND YES VERY CAREFUL EDIT and yes of page 2 of the CV and yes my friends and yes my friend and yes DY-
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LAN is also playing here and yes SOME ARTISTS and yes SOME SONGS and yes CRAWLS UNDER MY SKIN and yes my 

friend your big hits and yes from the sixties and yes are playing now and yes “just like a woman” and yes may just be 

THE BEST SONG IN THE WORLD and yes in my opinion AT LEAST WHEN IT COMES and yes to the song writing and yes 

THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE and yes my friends and yes VERY GOOD but not among the best 20 songs I know and yes 

maybe you will understand and yes that there are very GOOD CRITERIA and yes for my different “TOP LISTS” and yes I 

will not write it here but HAPPINESS, FEELINGS, TALENT, PERFORMANCE and yes other criteria too and yes mix it a lit-

tle bit and yes then you will get my criteria. 

 

My email this evening to the team 

My dear friends, 

 

I hope you have had a good and relaxing weekend despite of what you are going through. Thank you very much all of 

you and now also John for sharing your story with me - I truly appreciate this and I would be happy if you will keep up-

dating me about what is happening in your life :-) 

 

Please find the script of the weekend attached - still missing the Green restaurant and the nice manager I am and 

thinking of what you are going through. It is not a nice life at the moment my friends and all I know is that CHRISTMAS 

EVE is one day closer for each day and thinking of the Garden of Eden I am and yes my friends GOD IS HERE TOO 

and yes NOT THINKING LIKE YOU ARE AT THE MOMENT and yes DAVID WHAT WILL YOU DECIDE TO DO and yes think-

ing you are my friend and yes feel it here too and yes through God and yes I WISH YOU THE BEST LUCK my friends and 

yes if I allowed God to continue and yes he would probably write only this: I LOVE YOU ALL MY FRIENDS and yes VM 

here too and yes saying WHERE HAVE I PUT MY MAKE UP and yes that was actually JOA and yes do you understand 

these abbreviations? And just thinking and yes YOU ARE STILL WELCOME TO ASK ME QUESTIONS IF YOU DO HAVE 

QUESTIONS and yes WHEN THERE ARE THINGS YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND and yes you can use time and yes asking me 

questions and yes thinking of the office too and yes what is happening and yes ALMOST JOY HERE and yes said by no 

other than and yes MY DEAR FRIENDS OLE and yes WISH I KNEW YOU BACK THEN AS I DO NOW and yes HOW MUCH 

YOU CARED FOR ME and yes not included in the script of today and yes as ONE EXAMPLE ONLY and yes we could con-

tinue speaking here and yes WHAT IS THE TIME NOW and yes 23.50 and yes so it is and yes GOODNIGHT TO ALL OF 

YOU and yes the warder is saying and yes the one turning on and off the lights and yes I HOPE THAT I WILL TURN ON 

THE LIGHT FOR ALL and yes thinking about one day closer to Judgement day every single day and yes one day less 

for the people of the world and yes to change and yes to prepare and yes thinking a lot about that we are and yes just 

given as examples and yes when I truly allow God and yes the Council and yes to write and yes when they want to tell 

and yes this is what they do and yes I can also do like this: 

 

This was an example of God working and I had not much to do about what was said and yes now God will take over 

again and yes another example and yes of what is happening here and yes is Sanna confused and yes that I can control 

my "sickness" and yes I am not allowed to say YOU BETCHA anymore and yes Stig does not like this expression and yes 

my friends and yes THIS IS THE CASE and yes when you are sick and yes YOU CANNOT CONTROL IT but STIG CAN and 

yes HOW DIFFICULT CAN IT BE and yes to understand this and yes SO IT IS HERE and yes my life my friends and yes 

JUST A LITTLE BIT DIFFERENT EMAIL to you and yes to show the world and yes THAT I DECIDE WHAT TO WRITE and yes 

TO ALLOW GOD OR THE COUNCIL TO SPEAK or TO SPEAK and yes also to write if I want to and yes as Stig and yes I 

would normally do and yes SO IT TRULY IS and yes I HAVE GRANTED AND YES GOD AND YES THE COUNCIL AND YES THE 

ACCESS to write as they want me to write and yes therefore all of these "yes'es" and yes "just thinking" etc. and yes so 

it is and yes probably the last time I write an email to you like this. 

 

TAKE CARE MY FRIENDS and yes seeing you clearer and clearer and yes RICH HUMAN WISE you are compared to peo-

ple here and yes WHICH YOU CAN READ MORE ABOUT IN THE ATTACHED SCRIPT and yes 23.57 now and yes so it 

is.  

 

KIND REGARDS TO ALL PEOPLE I KNOW AND YOUR FAMILIES FROM 

Stig 
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Monday 12th October 2009 

Better sleep and more dreams, continuing the work on my CV ☺, “how can you mend a broken heart” - part two,  

fighting the “army” alone, the CV is finished for now ...,”VERY IMPORTANT” ANSWERS TO ME ☺, visiting my mother 

again. 

 

Better sleep and more dreams 

And yes my friends and yes have not taken time but it seems and yes like I am sleeping and yes according to the 

Golden rule and yes 8 hours per night and yes so it is here and yes without waking up during the night and yes not that 

tired this morning I feel but still not normal and yes so it is and yes God has found and yes the “amplifier” of dreams 

and yes SO I CAN REMEMBER THEM. 

 

And yes my friends and yes THE SOUL CD’S and yes MY HOMEMADE and yes of course are playing now and yes the 

first thought I get and yes my friends and yes KAREN and yes why and yes BECAUSE SHE LOVES SOUL MUSIC and yes 

so it is and yes Al Green and yes I DID NOT KNOW HIM and yes DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND THAT I NEVER HEARD OF 

HIM BEFORE and yes until I met Karen and yes THIS IS THE MUSIC OF ALL MUSIC I KNOW and yes WHICH HAS THE 

MOST “FEELINGS” and yes “a broken heart” and yes difficult to listen to and yes for years after Karen and me and yes 

despite the very short time we had together and yes WITH VERY BIG DIFFCULTIES and yes because thinking of Karen 

every single time and yes originally a Bee Gees song and yes a fantastic version by you Al and yes this is what you can 

call me TOO and yes STIG, GOD and yes whatever you like almost and yes as long as it is positive and yes you can draw 

me and yes be funny too and yes I LIKE THAT and yes so it is. AND YES IF KAREN IS PLAYING MY MUSIC and yes AND 

YES IF KAREN AND YES THINKS OF ME and yes EVERY SINGLE time and yes ALSO WHEN PLAYING THIS MUSIC and yes 

therefore Stig and yes THE DESIRE TO PLAY THIS CD and yes WHEN STARTING TO WRITE THE SCRIPT OF TODAY. 

 

And yes the dreams my friends: 

 

• I am in a very large bank branch. The bank is opening. Customers can come through the elevator or a door. I am 

the cashier and the only employee yet in the bank. A customer arrives and he is not sure if the bank has opened. 

It is and I have time to clean up some old papers at the desk before the customers arrive at the desk. He wants to 

make a foreign cheque and he also wants me to prepare two envelopes with addresses for him – an A and a B en-

velope, but I tell him to do the envelopes himself. I have not been working at the bank for many years and I don’t 

know how the IT-system is working today to produce a foreign cheque. Berit is helping me and I can see that it is a 

new way to produce the cheque, but she says that this is the way it has always been done. She hands over the 

cheque but she says that the customer should also have made a requisition (thinking of old days Berit ☺) and she 

is not sure if she wants the customer to write it now that the cheque is done. I think that it will be a waste of time 

because all of the details on the requisition are already on the cheque. 

• A Danish and a Swedish bank have merged. We are sitting together in the bank’s premises. The Swedes are sitting 

at the cashier desks and the Danes are sitting in the open premises in front. The manager of the bank is on shift 

Søren H. and a young Dane. I notice that I still have sport socks on and I am a little embarrassed by this. The man-

ager says that Swedes and Jyske Bank go well together and I ask what about us from Zealand without receiving an 

answer. I also ask the manager if they can imagine having Swedes working in Denmark and Danes working in 

Sweden, and the young manager replies with a question of how many I think of and I say that up to 25% of the 

staff could be from the other country. 

• I park my car at a parking place outside the city. I walk to a beautiful square in the city, which is Århus. Three peo-

ple are leaving one of the houses and they ride on their bicycles. I know I will have to go with these people, but 

first I check that the door of the house is locked, where after I take my bicycle and follow them, I need to drive as 

quickly as possible to catch them and I see them at the end of the street before they enter the road in front of the 

harbour.  

 

Continuing the work on my CV ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes TAKES A LOT OF TIME and yes I have not taken time and yes MAYBE I HAVE USED and yes 30-40 HOURS and 

yes TO WRITE TWO PAGES and yes because and yes THE CV IS THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL DOCUMENTS and yes 

JUST TO SHOW YOU MY PRIORITISATION and yes HOW LONG TIME HAVE YOU USED WRITING YOUR CV, my dear 
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reader, and yes JUST ASKING WE ARE and yes so it is here my friends and yes JUST BECAUSE I WANT TO SHOW PEOPLE 

and yes that my CV and yes IS A REFLECTION OF THE PERSON I AM and yes FOR PEOPLE TO GET THE FEELING OF 

QUALITY and yes JUST BY LOOKING AT IT and yes HOW MANY CV’S and yes have you seen and yes WHERE PEOPLE ARE 

WRITING ALMOST AN “ESSAY” ABOUT THEM SELF and yes WITHOUT STRUCTURE and yes without being focused and 

yes in a CV and yes which is too long and yes without precise information and yes I HAVE SEEN MANY OF THESE and 

yes WHEN I HAVE HIRED EMPLOYEES and yes trying that and yes at GE, Accent and yes Acta and yes so it is and yes 

how many and yes approx. 10 I believe and yes how much knowledge and yes do I have doing this and yes compared 

to others and yes having hired HUNDREDS of people and yes maybe not that much and yes ask again and yes what 

candidates and yes coming to Acta and yes what they believe my friends and yes so it is here too my friend and yes 

VERY HAPPY WE ARE and yes continuing and yes the CV and yes just thinking I was and yes COURSES and yes only a 

few and yes I have attended and yes PROBABLY SOME OF THE BEST COURSES around and yes through GE and yes Acta 

and yes thank you Ole Bengt and yes skilled you are and yes just thinking that I HAVE ATTENDED NO OTHER COURSES 

WITH OTHER EMPLOYERS and yes so it is and yes Danske Bank (!), DFM/Aon, Accent/Fair and yes Dahlberg and yes 

why and yes MAYBE TO SAVE MONEY and yes for yourself to get a bigger profit and yes for some of you maybe and 

yes DON’T UNDERSTAND IT I DO. 

 

And yes also just thinking this and yes if I had not met so much bureaucracy and yes PEOPLE NOT DOING THEIR WORK 

and yes PEOPLE NOT KNOWING TRULY HOW TO WORK PROFESSIONALLY and yes INCLUDING TOP MANAGERS and yes 

RESISTANCE THEY SHOWED and yes blocking me and yes they were I would have made and yes the feeling and yes of 

“10 times better results” than what “I was allowed to do” and yes THIS IS TRULY AND YES HOW IT IS MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes of course and yes MY GOAL and yes have been to make a CV which gives a good overview, is precise and yes 

which includes condensed information and yes at the same time details and yes how much information can you read 

from my CV and yes compared to “many people” and yes having CV’s of four pages and yes up to you to decide. 

 

And yes thank you so much and yes to Sidsel and yes to write to me and yes SURPRISED I WAS TO HEAR THAT YOU 

WERE FIRED and yes maybe I wrote this the other day and yes cannot remember and yes I sent her my job action plan 

and yes maybe it could inspire her and yes she was very kind and yes to offer me to share HER BIG NETWORK and yes 

just an example and yes that Sidsel is the first level of my network and yes her network is my second level and yes 

YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT AND TO SEE OPPORTUNITIES and yes MUCH MORE THAN YOU DO TODAY and yes TO 

CHANGE YOUR MINDSET and yes TO FOCUS and yes DETAILS MY FRIENDS and yes GET AN OVERVIEW and yes at the 

same time and yes so it is here. And yes Sidsel and yes very nice also to have you now as a Facebook friend and yes 

ALREADY and yes I SAW NEW SIDES of you and yes dancing Salsa you are and yes I LIKED THAT VERY MUCH and yes TO 

CONTINUE FOLLOWING THE LIFE and yes also of Sidsel and yes instead of losing contact and yes which you will do with 

most people here and yes which you have worked together with and yes in the past. 

 

And yes God and yes reminded me and yes to bring some of my suits and yes ties and yes shirts and yes from my 

mother and yes in Helsingør and yes this evening and yes when I will go there with Tobias and yes Niklas/Isabelle and 

yes for me and yes JUST MAYBE TO GET interviews and yes with head hunters and yes IF THEY CAN ACCEPT AND UN-

DERSTAND MY CV and yes about being the most skilled and yes manager, sales man, specialist and yes business de-

veloper and yes WILL THEY UNDERSTAND THIS? 

 

And yes just thinking I was and yes GOD WAS ACTUALLY THINKING FOR ME and yes so it works very often here and yes 

ACTIVELY and yes I mean and yes WHAT WILL HAPPEN and yes if a head hunter and yes interviews me and yes about 

detailed knowledge of marketing for example and yes thinking of my ideas and yes for Fair Forsikring and yes from 

2005-2007 and yes do I remember these ideas and yes in detail today and yes will I be able to talk about this in detail 

and yes the answer is NO and yes the reason and yes for God giving me this thought and yes is just to say and yes my 

friend THAT YOU NEED TO SAVE ALL OF YOU WORK and yes LOGICALLY and yes to be able to find it again when 

needed and yes THIS IS ALSO WHY I WANT TO HAVE A COMPLETELY OPEN BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR ALL COMPANIES ALL 

OVER THE WOLRD and yes WHERE YOU CAN TRANSFER IDEAS and yes SYSTEMS and yes SHARE THEM and yes BE-

TWEEN COMPANIES and yes HOW MUCH TIME IS WASTED and yes HOW MUCH KNOWLEDGE IS LOST TODAY and yes 

because people and yes are not allowed and yes to bring their work with them and yes when they stop working for a 

company and yes today and yes just thinking and yes of how many people are doing this today despite of the “prohibi-

tion” and yes IF I HAVE DONE IT? And yes of course my friends and yes NIELS DE KNALD/BANG and yes WOULD BE 
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SURPRISED and yes SUE ME 100 TIMES he would and yes if he knew and yes THAT ALL WORK and yes WHICH I DID 

FOR DFM and yes also AON NIELS and yes I BROUGHT WITH ME and yes TRANSFERRED IT FROM MY LAPTOP and yes 

to another computer and yes I DID NOT HAVE A CD-WRITER but you know NIELS and yes “he who gets laughs last 

laughs loudest” and yes my friend and yes not to hurt you Niels BUT BECAUSE YOU WERE SO AFRAID and yes of KIM 

and yes STIG and yes please tell you story my friend. 

 

And yes did I save work and yes from GE Insurance and yes ONLY A LITTLE BIT and yes almost nothing and yes FIRED 

and yes REMOVED QUICKLY I WAS and yes therefore my friends and yes Accent and yes Fair and yes ALL OF MY WORK 

and yes I got a copy of it and yes Acta and yes ALMOST NOTHING and yes just a little bit and yes OLE BENGT and yes 

SOME OF YOUR WORK I HAD and yes THE MOST IMPORTANT ASSET FOR ACTA and yes IS WHAT YOU DO/DID my 

friend and yes Dahlberg and yes practically nothing and yes NOT EVEN MY OWN WORK, BO AND NIELS and yes why 

and yes BECAUSE I DID NOT THINK I WOULD EVER NEED THIS WORK AGAIN and yes a very nice plan of God and yes TO 

COMPLETELY THROW OUT EVERYTHING and yes to completely DELETE ALL WORK on my all desktop computer and yes 

before leaving for Kenya and yes so it is and yes NOTHING TO LOOK AT and yes when doing these scripts and yes so it 

is my friends. 

 

“How can you mend a broken heart” - part two 

And yes I KNEW IT and yes AL GREEN IS PLAYING NOW and yes the broken heart my friends and yes CAN YOU SENSE 

THE FEELINGS and yes of this song and yes HOW CAN WE MEND IT and yes NICE TO KNOW MY FRIENDS and yes JUST 

THINKING AND YES ABOUT THE NEXT STEP and yes CHAPTER 2 and yes THIS IS ALL WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO 

AND YES WITH THE WARMEST AND YES NICEST REGARDS FROM US ALL and yes the Devil and yes was “in bright” and 

yes not having a good time and yes CURSING he was and yes when the Council spoke these words and yes almost and 

yes like vampires and yes seeing the sun and yes just a thought of course and yes. 

 

Fighting the “army” alone  

And yes God earlier today and yes just told me this and yes “you have fought all alone against a total army just like 

Sylvester Stallone in First Blood” and yes BECAUSE NOBODY IN DENMARK HAVE UNDERSTOOD ME and yes RUNNING 

AWAY and yes several “friends” and yes THINKING OF KAREN TOO and yes so it is again and yes seen that several 

times the last days and yes seeing the Devil leaving and yes with his luggage and yes “where are you going – judged 

out by myself” and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

The CV is finished for now ... 

And yes so it is and yes visiting and yes Niklas and yes PERFECT IT-SOLUTIONS and yes is what he has and yes VERY 

NICE TO WORK WITH THE BEST HARDWARE and yes I LIKED TO SEE THAT and yes I could borrow and yes eeehhh I was 

wrong the Devil says and yes HE IS NOT USING MY DELL PRINTER and yes because the four cartridges and yes cost DKK 

2,700 and yes Niklas could by a NEW very nice EPSON COLOUR LASER PRINTER and yes SORRY WE ARE ABOUT THAT 

TOO and yes including scanner and photo copier as I understood him and yes including cartridges and yes for DKK 

3,000 and yes VERY DIFFICULT AND YES TO UNDERSTAND THIS PRICE POLICY and yes FOOLING PEOPLE and yes A 

WHOLE MARKET IS DOING that and yes we know the colours and yes are always looking differently on paper and yes 

compared to on the screen and yes I HAD TO ADJUST IT and yes many times and yes FINALLY and yes I HAVE A CV and 

yes which I am happy with now and yes we know I will probably keep on making small changes to it and yes as I nor-

mally do and yes ALL OF THE TIME my friends and yes earlier and yes I noticed and yes the last chapter and yes on 

page 1 of the CV and yes IT REALLY DID NOT LOOK GOOD and yes a “mess” actually and yes why was it like this and 

yes comparing it to the other chapters and yes the line spacing and yes was only 11 pt and yes where it was 14 pt and 

yes elsewhere on page 1 and yes changing it all and yes to 13,5 pt exactly my friends and yes THE DIFFERENCE BE-

TWEEN WHAT WAS NOT LOOKING PROFESSIONAL and yes to what in my eyes LOOKS PROFESSIONAL and yes so it is 

here my friends and yes one example only of course. 

 

And yes my friends and yes you can ALMOST get the design right and yes my dear friends and yes when you convert a 

Word document and yes to PDF and yes the other way around and yes it is impossible and yes just this: Converting the 

document and yes of course and yes to PDF and yes with the “authorised” Adobe software program and yes at Niklas’ 

place and yes just thinking and yes “how much” or little he has paid for it and yes another story and yes YOU CANNOT 

GET THE PAGE BORDER RIGHT MY FRIENDS and yes the whole document and yes SHRINKS because of this and yes do 

you know what I think about this and yes NOT PASSED and yes so it is and yes people here and yes believe and yes 
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THAT YOU ARE PROFESSIONAL and yes when you SEND YOUR DOCUMENTS and yes as PDF-files AND YES I HAVE DE-

CIDED and yes to send my CV as a Word document and yes still thinking we are and yes Word has difficulties and yes 

keeping and yes the content and yes of one page at exactly that one page and yes when it is printed out and yes DE-

PENDING ON THE PRINTER YOU USE MY FRIENDS and yes VERY ANNOYED WE ARE WITH THIS FACT and yes maybe 

better anyhow to send it as a PDF document and yes because PDF documents and yes don’t seem to have this prob-

lem and yes NO SOLUTION TODAY IS PERFECT and yes DEAR MICROSOFT and yes WHEN WILL YOU “INVENT” and yes 

round corners and yes when you work on tables and yes I HAVE WAITED NOW MANY YEARS FOR YOU TO DO THIS and 

yes WHEN WILL YOU “INVENT” SPELLING CONTROL and yes for words and yes written IN CAPS and yes MAKING LIFE 

MORE DIFFICULT HERE and yes just thinking we are.... 

 

And yes we know and yes you did and yes in my opinion and yes a pretty good action plan and yes to the Commune 

and yes not very careful and yes when deciding and yes on the deadlines and yes BECAUSE I DID NOT FORECAST the 

expected hours to work on each task and yes not very motivated I was and yes we know IT WAS MORE OF A FEELING I 

USED TO DECIDE THE DEADLINES and yes NOT GOOD (!) and yes MAYBE AMBITIOUS and yes the first days and yes 

“MORE TIME” and yes during the week and yes this was my feeling and yes also what I experienced and yes WITH A 

GOOD WILL and yes I AM MORE OR LESS DONE WITH THE CV TODAY and yes just seen a couple of places and yes to 

improve it and yes so it is here and yes now the time is 22.22 and yes we know and yes later I will look at this and yes I 

am sorry and yes did not continue on the CV yesterday and yes as I was hoping and yes TOO TIRED I was and yes NOT 

ALWAYS KEEPING MY PROMISES HERE I am and yes WORKING HARD AND YES UNTIL I FINISH and yes knowing that I 

will do my plan and yes so it is and yes hoping that I will not need to do the description of my network and yes I WILL 

TAKE ONE DAY AT A TIME at the moment and yes so it is and yes in my original plan and yes the CV and yes should be 

ready and yes the 9th October and yes today is the 12th October and yes KNOWING THAT I WAS LATE and yes SAYING 

THIS and yes TO OUR FATHER ABOVE and yes KEEP ON MY FRIEND and yes HE KNEW IT and yes I KNEW IT and yes so it 

is here and yes in my original plan and yes I would send and yes the CV and yes the following letter and yes to head 

hunters and yes tomorrow and yes maybe too ambitious and yes thinking now that it will be done and yes the day af-

ter tomorrow and yes so it is here and yes CATCHING UP WE ARE and yes establishing the job agent and yes at differ-

ent CV portals and yes original deadline and yes yesterday and yes also catching up on that and yes I have already and 

yes done an update of my job action plan and yes just thinking and yes that I told and yes the Jobcentre and yes that I 

would keep my plan exactly and yes on deadlines and yes DOING MY BEST and yes MY PLAN WAS NOT GOOD 

ENOUGH and yes we know THE DEADLINES that is were not good enough and yes PLEASE DO BETTER THAN WHAT I 

HAVE DONE HERE. 

 

”VERY IMPORTANT” ANSWERS TO ME ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes KIDDING WE HAVE and yes FOR A VERY LONG TIME and yes LOOKING FORWARD TO THE DAY and yes WHEN I 

WILL KNOW and yes TWO THINGS FROM MY PAST and yes my old Ford Cortina and yes from 1968 and yes JESPER DO 

YOU REMEMBER THIS STORY and yes buying it when I was 14 years old and yes you are one or two years older than 

me and yes for DKK 500 and yes a long story and yes driving it to Allan’s ground and yes his parents it is and yes I could 

drive it and yes because the police could not “stop me” and yes because I was below the age of 15 and yes WHY DOES 

THE DANISH GOVERNMENT AT THE MOMENT discuss and yes to reduce the criminal low age and yes from 15 to 14 

years and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes my friends GOOD ENOUGH IT IS and yes who stopped me and yes on 

the public road and yes in 1980 and yes the police and yes after a few minutes and yes who continued driving the car 

and yes to Gurre and yes MY FRIENDS, FATHER HERE and yes so it is and yes THE TRUE STORY HERE IS and yes WHO 

STOLE THE GASOLINE TANK and yes from our car Jesper and yes was it Allan or maybe Gert and yes TODAY GOD TOLD 

me and yes THAT IT WAS NOT ALLAN OR GERT and yes happy to hear that and yes “someone else” and yes and yes 

Allan and Gert know who it is and yes so it is my friends and yes we know and yes God I have asked you not to pro-

duce and yes human beings and yes WITH HAIR IN THE NOSE or in the ears for that matter and yes at the moment and 

yes it is COWLICKS in the hair and yes NOT VERY SMART I THINK and yes we know TRULY VERY IMPORTANT and yes it 

is and yes and yes thinking of having the wind with you at the bicycling road and yes Jacob Hougaard and yes JUST LIKE 

THIS and yes we know MORE OF THE SAME and yes just when we speak in private of course and yes God and I and yes 

so it is. 

 

And yes GOD and yes WHO GAVE MY NAME and yes TO THE DANISH RAILWAYS and yes also my social security num-

ber and yes when “someone” travelled without a ticket and yes received a fine and yes approx. 1990/91 and yes 

THINKING ON THAT AND YES FOR YEARS I HAVE and yes was it the same who stole my belongings from my loft room 
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on Hollænderdybet and yes here we are and yes the train and yes I have no record for that and yes we know and yes 

RECORDS and yes were stolen and yes including the “purple” special maxi single and yes SWEET TALKING WOMAN and 

yes by ELO and yes WAS IT YOU and yes LET ME SEE and yes maybe my social security card was among my belongings 

and yes MAYBE YOU IT WAS and yes thank you God and yes he gave the answer twice already and yes if you read the 

text and yes 22.39 and yes the feeling that this is slow writing and yes just checking and yes also the job action plan 

and yes when writing and yes twice and yes so it is here at the moment. 

 

Visiting my mother again 

And yes we know and yes MY MOTHER TRULY LIKES and yes SIMPLE THINGS and yes speaking a lot about food we are 

and yes making her happy and yes when she “performs good” and yes ALWAYS HAD THIS INTEREST SHE HAS and yes 

SHE PROMISED and yes to bake and yes “PARIS BUNS” and yes have not had that for and yes at least and yes the last 

26 years and yes even longer and yes John and my mother met in 1983 and yes we know and yes he has never had 

them and yes we know and yes A SYMBOL OF HAPPINESS and yes from when we were together with Ole and yes 

therefore and yes by the way and yes did they really taste so good and yes just Ole asking and yes THEY REALLY DID 

OLE and yes talking about them and yes for maybe 30 years we have and yes somehow and yes my mother and yes 

have not had the “energy” ALL OF THESE YEARS and yes TO BAKE and yes NOW SHE HAS PROMISED and yes to bake 

these buns and yes when she is coming and yes here on Wednesday and yes of course to make dinner for all of us 

here and yes including Niklas/Isabelle and yes HAPPINESS IS COMING SOON and yes my friends and yes JUST A SYM-

BOL and yes KNOWING THIS SYMBOL and yes FOR A VERY LONG TIME I HAVE and yes HAPPY TO HEAR I AM and yes 

just hoping and yes that my mother truly will find the energy to bake these buns and yes writing quicker again and yes 

after changing position and yes the feeling and yes that it is now and yes maybe +50% or +100% speed and yes of 

course and yes when I hit the right keys of course and yes doing that at the moment and yes this is the reason why my 

friends and yes “HVIS DU FORSTÅR SÅDAN EN LILLE EN” and yes WE DO HERE LARS and yes understand and yes about 

the “keys” and yes so is. 

 

And yes coming to my mother and yes John tonight and yes in the beginning and yes John started by saying and yes 

JUST A THOUGHT OF COURSE and yes “MERRY CHRISTMAS” and yes people were laughing and yes ONLY I KNOWING 

WHAT IT MEANT and yes “SIGN OF THE TIMES” and yes so it is here and yes later when we were driving home and yes 

Tobias and yes on KONGEVEJEN and yes pointed at one house and yes saying that this is the house which is TRULY 

decorated and yes up to Christmas and yes Niklas also spoke about and yes the decorated and yes Christmas Tree at 

the apartment and yes MANY SYMBOLS HERE and yes just thinking that we are TRULY coming to an end and yes so it 

is. 

 

And yes OF COURSE and yes a print out and yes in colours and yes of my CV and yes to John and my mother and yes 

for them to see and yes for them to be updated and yes “LIKE A PRINTED MATTER” and yes was Johns first impression 

and yes Tobias earlier and yes said “QUALITY” and yes FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE VERY GOOD and yes BUT DON’T ONLY 

FOCUS ON YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION but also on the content AND MORE PATIENCE and yes with both people and yes 

“papers” and yes so we also feel here and yes after reading it and yes John and yes eeehhh and yes HAVING THE DEVIL 

ON VISIT he had and yes saying “very good” and yes he would only recommend and yes for me to change the words 

“MOST CLEVER” (“dygtigste”) and yes to “MOST COMPETENT” and yes instead and yes at least in Danish and yes the 

first expression and yes is STRONGER and yes EASIER TO UNDERSTAND and yes WITHOUT THE RISK OF MISUNDER-

STANDINGS and yes the reason why I deliberately chose this word and yes AFTER VERY MUCH CONSIDERATION and 

yes so it is and yes he said and yes that because of the JANTE LAW here and yes people may resist and yes to THIS EX-

PRESSION and yes saying to John and yes IF THIS IS HOW PEOPLE REACT and yes THIS IS HOW THEY WILL REACT and 

yes I HAVE DECIDED TO TELL THE TRUTH – BUT ONE OF MANY MANY DIFFICULT DECISIONS and yes so it is and yes I 

AM ONLY THE MOST CLEVER and yes WHEN I TRULY SHOW ALL OF THE TIME ALL OF WHO I AM and yes “FUNNY 

ENOUGH” and yes I HAVE NEVER BEEN PUT and yes BY GOD and yes IN SUCH A SITUATION YET and yes therefore diffi-

cult my friends but STILL THE THRUTH IT IS and yes so it is - and yes I also said and yes maybe they will notice and yes 

that I also write and yes that I have “no need for self-assertion” and yes also thinking about my introduction to and 

yes being the most clever and yes where I write and yes of course “based on factual criteria” and yes John you were 

thinking and yes of how “other people” would think and yes John HOW DO YOU THINK YOURSELF and yes WHICH 

PEOPLE DO YOU THINK FOLLOW THE JANTE LAW and yes people think and yes that it is “EVERYBODY ELSE” and yes 

“than myself” and yes because people and yes will not admit and yes THEY THEMSELVES ARE HIT BY THE LAW and yes 

we know SPECIAL TO DENMARK AT LEAST IT IS and yes maybe with differences and yes around the world and yes so it 
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is and yes John and yes SHORTLY THEREAFTER and yes you said and yes “if you are so clever a salesman, why have you 

not sold yourself so you have a high position today” and yes maybe not exactly those last three words but this was the 

meaning and yes OF WHAT YOU SAID JOHN and yes I told you and yes because of all of my managers and yes have 

been thinking and yes about themselves and yes not passing on TRUE responsibilities and yes so it is and yes thinking 

and yes that John and yes was really not very interested and yes TO TRULY FIND OUT and yes earlier and yes he has 

said and yes for years and yes that I have the potential and yes to become a DIRECTOR and yes now when I write this 

myself and yes what happens and yes people will think contrariwise and yes do you recognise the Devil and yes I just 

want people to LISTEN and UNDERSTAND and yes objectively and yes when you are very humble and yes people will 

often also think contrariwise and yes so it is and yes I don’t want people to be too humble so you cannot see who they 

are and yes not bragging too but you know BE THEMSELVES and yes NOT LYING and yes TO BE OBJECTIVE and yes “IN 

THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD” as a matter of fact and yes because this is the song I am listening to right now and yes so 

it is and yes SORRY WE WERE AND YES JOHN and yes “the devil in disguise” you think, NO THIS IS HOW THE DEVIL IS 

DRESSED and yes IN MILLIONS and yes BILLIONS OF PEOPLE my friends and yes see if you can recognise him and yes in 

yourself and yes in your family and friends? And yes by the way and yes my mother of course thinks the same as John 

and yes not surprised of this I was BUT IF THEY TRULY THINK OF MY WORK AND PERSONALITY and yes WHEN THEY 

HAVE SEEN “THE BEST OF ME” and yes JUST MAYBE and yes THEY WOULD SAY and yes IT IS INDEED THE TRUTH and 

yes they have never seen anybody making better work and yes never seen anybody with the same communication 

skills and yes so it is here my friends... ☺. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes I was and yes WILL HEADHUNTERS and yes in Denmark and yes THINK THE SAME AS 

JOHN and yes even though they are “professionals” and yes SEEN THAT SO OFTEN HERE and yes that people will find  

the answers for themselves and yes without knowing and yes my conclusion and yes was that this will probably hap-

pen and yes BECAUSE OF THIS and yes I DECIDED NOT TO BRING ANY SUITS WITH ME FROM THE CELLAR OF MY 

MOTHER AND YES JOHN and yes if a head hunter or two will surprise me and yes invite me for an interview and yes 

then I will go and get a suit and yes to have it cleaned first and yes SMELLING MY CLOTHES IS and yes after this storage 

in the cellar and yes so it truly is here ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes MORE AND MORE and yes “secrets” and yes by Tears For Fears and yes so it is and yes we 

know and yes Oleta and yes also invented by me and yes so it is and yes FANTASTIC SONG TOO and yes so it is and yes 

one secret and yes “I AM SO TIRED” and yes Tommy Kenter and yes LAUGHING I WAS and yes SO MY TEARS and yes 

now I understand the song and yes “roll down” and yes now twice and yes for the bright ones out there and yes when 

I saw you at the revue and yes at Dyrehavsbakken and yes was it approx. 1979 and yes God only said this to me today 

and yes INVENTED BY ME and yes little was I to know and yes that this act was about me and yes what I have been fac-

ing and yes for a very long time now and yes “I AM TRULY SO TIRED” and yes somewhat better the last days and yes so 

it is BUT STILL TIRED WE ARE and yes IF I WAS DOING NOTHING and yes I WOULD BE EVEN MORE TIRED and yes FAL-

LING ASLEEP and yes is what I believe and yes this feeling and yes more and more during the day ☺. 

 

And yes also this one and yes BUUCKET and yes maybe just BUCKET and yes HYACINTH and yes MISS and yes “keep 

your forms right” and yes also a little bit overweight she is and yes WHO IS THIS TELEVISION SHOW and yes MADE 

OVER and yes MAYBE MY MOTHER and yes as she is now and yes THAT IS TRULY THE CASE and yes WANTING TO BE 

LIKE and yes the over class and yes WHEN YOU TRULY ARE NOT and yes so it is my friends and yes this is how my 

mother is made and yes what she is about and yes she also has the other side of course and yes some people and yes 

not belonging to the middle class or above and yes she does not like and yes except and yes of course and yes her 

brother and yes PER and yes THINKING OF YOU and yes WHO YOU ARE and yes my friends AND YES ONE DAY PER YOU 

WILL SEE YOUR MOTHER TOO and yes THINKING OF YOU BOTH OF YOU I AM AND YES LOVE YOU BOTH and yes MY 

TRUE MOTHER’S MOTHER SPEAKING THAT WAS and yes we know tired and yes 23.18 and yes so it is here and yes did 

not know and yes that God would time me and yes maybe slowing down a little and yes don’t know and yes so it is 

and yes myself and yes “over class” and yes how many people believe this and yes this is how GOD HAS MADE THE 

APPEARANCE OF ME and yes IN KENYA THEY DON’T SEE IT and yes my “dead Danish friends” and yes just for you to 

know and yes “my Danish dialect” an yes typical over class and yes is what some people think and yes liking wine I do 

and yes OVER CLASS for sure and yes PREJUDICED en masse and yes here and yes the same people and yes SPENDING 

MUCH MORE MONEY ON YOUR “HOBBIES” THAN I HAVE EVER DONE and yes on wine or travelling or ... – and yes so it 

is here and yes BOTH SIDES I HAVE and yes like my mother and yes I SEE THE GOOD OF ALL PEOPLE and yes I ALSO SEE 
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THE BAD OF ALL PEOPLE and yes PEOPLE I LIKE and yes PEOPLE I DON’T LIKE and yes because of the Devil and yes 

when I surpass him and yes THEN I LIKE ALL PEOPLE and yes THIS IS THE TRUTH MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes don’t really know if there is a story here and yes the “potential” murderer and yes JOHN KNUDSEN and yes 

wanted he is and yes killing a woman and yes putting her in the harbour and yes holding her down and yes by a con-

crete block and yes JOHN KNUDSEN and yes is also the name of my mother’s husband and yes EGON FROM THE DAN-

ISH MOVIE SERIES AND YES THE OLSEN-GANG and yes was almost killed and yes held down by a concrete block too 

and yes freedom and yes for him to come out from the prison and yes maybe there is a story and yes JOHN and yes 

THE DEVIL and yes the devil killing freedom and yes IS THIS THE STORY and yes I WISH THAT I DID NOT PERFORM AS 

THE DEVIL AND YES VM and yes talking and yes WE WERE ALL PART OF THIS KILLING and yes to show the world and 

yes THIS IS NOT HOW WE ARE but because of you and yes we have explained it earlier and yes so it is here .... 

 

And yes I know that my mother’s adoptive mother and yes was with us and yes when John this evening and yes – my 

arms and fingers are hurting me very much now – and yes explained to me and yes about and yes TWO SCHOOLS 

WHICH WERE CLOSED and yes during the 2nd world war and yes he had to attend another school and yes ON KON-

GEVEJEN and yes just this and yes the above mentioned story of Kongevejen and Tobias and yes was actually coming 

later than this story and yes A SIGN OF WHAT TOBIAS WOULD SAY LATER and yes I also received the feeling from my 

grandmother and yes that she and yes my mother as a small child and yes was suffering very much during the war and 

yes therefore my friend and yes because she is the VIRGIN MARY to come and yes afraid of the German planes and yes 

we know more later .... 

 

And yes after dinner and yes TOBIAS WAS ASKING AND YES DIRECTLY and yes IF WE COULD HAVE THE REST OF THE 

DINNER WITH US and yes for tomorrow and yes which my mother has GIVEN ME AND YES MANY MANY TIMES and yes 

I HAVE NEVER ASKED FOR IT BUT I AM TRULY HAPPY WITH HER DOING THIS and yes NOT HAPPY and yes hearing and 

yes Tobias and yes DIRECTLY ASKING FOR IT and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes driving home and yes a nice evening and yes NOTHING FROM ME ON ME and yes NOT SPOKEN OUT and yes 

again this evening and yes I TOLD THE OTHERS on our way home and yes of my light and yes in front us on the motor 

way and yes the only “star” we could see and yes I said to them “SEE THAT VERY CLEAR STAR – IT IS BEAUTIFUL” and 

yes for them to remember later and yes Tobias and yes replied and yes “maybe it is a planet” and yes Tobias and yes 

close to the goal you are and yes I see you more and more clearly and yes YOU HAVE PUNCH and yes WEIGHT BEHIND 

YOUR WORDS and yes A TRUE LEADER and yes is what I see and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE HERE CAN SEE THE SAME and 

yes not sure but probably not very many if any at all and yes so it is and yes PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes COM-

MUNICATION he has and yes A MUCH BIGGER POTENTIAL THAN NIKLAS and yes TO LEAD PEOPLE and yes because of 

this and yes MORE DISCIPLINE AND QUALITY and yes WOULD BE GOOD TO SEE FROM HIM and yes coming it is ... 

 

And yes setting off and yes ”on and off” and yes was also included in one of the sentences of my mother this evening 

and yes cannot remember the rest but just an example of course and yes Niklas and yes said and yes “thank you for 

the hell ride” and yes the Devil comes in many forms and yes surprising for you maybe and yes so it is .... 

 

And yes I believe and yes that this was the first drive I have ever had and yes with Tobias as the driver and yes re-

membering still and yes the positive and yes feedback and yes from my mother and yes approx. 18 years ago and yes 

when I drove the whole family and yes in Sweden and yes she said and yes that I was a skilled driver and yes that she 

felt secure and yes MAKING ME HAPPY and yes therefore and yes I REMEMBERED to tell Tobias the same and yes to-

night and yes BECAUSE IT WILL PROBABLY MAKE HIM HAPPY and yes because this is what I thought and yes he was 

driving and yes between 140-160 km/h and yes on the motorway and yes like I also have done and yes most of the 

time and yes THE CARS ARE MUCH SAFER TODAY and yes EASIER TO DRIVE and yes COMPARED to the cars of 10-20-30 

years ago and yes just a thought of course ... 

 

Finishing the day 

And yes installing and yes THE DANISH LANGUAGE PACK and yes this evening and yes EXACTLY AS I EXPECTED and yes 

ONLY POSSIBLE TO INSTALL WITH THE CD and yes which Niklas made for me and yes now and yes MICROSOFT OFFICE 

AND YES CAN AUTOMATICALLY HYPHENATE WORDS IN DANISH AND YES LIKE THIS FUNCTION VERY MUCH – BUT THE 
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MENUS ARE STILL SHOWN IN ENGLISH and yes different it was with the old language pack and yes DIFFICULT TO UN-

DERSTAND and yes NO TIME TO FOLLOW UP ON THIS NOW. 

 

And yes finishing and yes at 1.05 and yes BOTH VERY TIRED and yes ALSO VERY FRESH and yes two feelings today and 

yes difficult to explain but this is truly how it is and yes MENTALLY and yes EXHAUSTED and yes difficult as mentioned 

... And yes I DID NOT EXPECT THIS SCRIPT AND YES TO TAKE SO LONG and yes WHAT WILL YOU DO and yes INSTEAD 

OF GIVING YOURSELF a TOO ambitious deadline and yes YOU WILL GIVE YOURSELF AND YES A DEADLINE WHICH YOU 

ARE SURE YOU CAN FOLLOW AND YES NOT TAKING UNNECESSARY LONG TIME EITHER and yes A BALANCE AGAIN MY 

FRIENDS and yes this is the reason why and yes GOD KNEW IT OF COURSE and yes that I will god to bed now and yes 

NOT TO AMEND MY CV ONCE MORE TODAY but tomorrow morning and yes to send it before the meeting and yes 

eeehhh with the Jobcentre ....  
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Tuesday 13th October 2009 

Sleeping and yes dreams ☺, the meeting with the manager of the Jobcentre ☺, YOU CAN WORK BOTH WITH QUALITY 

AND EFFECIENCY ☺, ELIJAH IS VERY INSPIRED WRITING ☺, preparing a following letter to the ”head hunters” and an 

email from Sanna and Hans in South Africa. 

 

Sleeping and yes dreams ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friends and yes I WILL ONLY DO THIS ONCE and yes TRYING TO MAKE YOUR LIFE and yes A LIVING HELL 

and yes like never before and yes this is potentially and yes what is waiting for me and yes SOME TIMES and yes dur-

ing the day and yes the Devil and yes shows himself and yes MEANER than ever before and yes BUT WHEN I CON-

TINUE WORKING and yes using energy I don’t have and yes I keep him away and yes most of the time and yes so it is 

truly here and yes it is still about and yes my mother and yes including vm herself and yes so it is. 

 

And yes this morning and yes approx. 8.30 it was and yes standing up and yes I WAS TRULY DEEPLY and yes NOT MAD 

and yes AS MY MOTHER THINKS and yes again and yes part of the suffering here and yes TO BE CONSIDERED and yes 

sometimes “NORMAL” and yes sometimes “MAD” and yes so it is truly here and yes WHEN I DON’T SPEAK OF ME and 

yes NORMAL and yes speaking of ME and yes MAD and yes is it because I behave differently and NO it is because peo-

ple and yes my family and yes my mother and yes CANNOT BELIEVE ME and yes how easy is it to believe and yes that 

your son and yes is the son of God and yes not knowing and yes who she is herself and yes OTHER THAN WHAT I HAVE 

TOLD HER and yes “SOMEBODY SPECIAL” and yes Sanna knows and yes maybe said that to mother and yes you never 

know here and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the chapter and yes THEREFORE my friend and yes was actually about something else and yes thinking of 

Karen we are ALL OF US and yes also JOA and yes thanks my friend and yes WHEN I WOKE UP and yes SO TIRED and 

yes THINKING and yes HOW CAN I MANAGE TODAY and yes IS IT POSSIBLE and yes TO GO THROUGH THIS DAY and yes 

WORKING ALL DAY and yes so far so good and yes now it is 12.36 – and yes after my meeting and yes with the Job-

centre and yes see further below - and yes NO MORE TIMEKEEPING please and yes we know Stig you never know. 

 

And yes some dreams and yes if I can read and yes the notes and yes on the phone and yes looking peculiar they are 

and yes many abbreviations and yes typing errors and yes when you are tired and yes REALLY TIRED and yes I don’t 

always and yes write down my notes very carefully and yes just thinking and yes I am probably as tired now when this 

is written and yes “welcome to the pleasuredome” and yes also me and yes the lyrics. And yes the dreams: 

 

• And yes we know and yes the first dream and yes 3.05 I remember it was and yes the dream? And yes NO I DON’T 

REMEMBER IT and yes can I understand my notes and yes and no, only partially and yes something about “Søren 

H. is coming home. He has been listening to the radio” and yes “writing down” and yes “does not like writing 

down” and yes “wants me to start” and yes is what I believe and yes was some of the dream. 

• I have been on a ship and I am now home for one day. I am going again and I receive what I believe is my passport 

from Sanna but it is my mother’s passport. My name is written in her passport as someone lacking legal capacity 

and I need to go to the captain of the ship to get his signature. Several women from Dahlberg is visiting me on the 

ship, I feel the interest from ALL of these women, and there is a also a very beautiful dark haired woman, who is 

NOT from Dahlberg (ONE I KNOW FROM MY PAST WITHOUT “REALLY” KNOWING HER and I cannot remember 

who she is but beautiful she is) and she is also interested in me. I receive two greeting cards, and one of the cards 

actually includes three cards, and I see they are from Bodil and I say to the women of Dahlberg “don’t worry, she 

is just a friend” and “I will not show her name so you – with all respect - don’t blab”. The other card is not opened. 

I ask them if they want to stay the night to dance, but they decide to leave the ship. I also “felt” Lis (“Hvidovre”!) 

in the dream, she is also interested and just wants to “hang around”. I am now at my sister’s house again and I 

see Jan Søgaard with a very big beard coming from the living room – I tell him directly and nicely that I think the 

beard is too big and I ask him if he has had it made in Tivoli. And Erik P. from Dahlberg was also here to say hello. 

• I am driving in a public bus, which is filled with passengers. It is snowing heavyly outside. The chauffeur says that 

the connecting busses further ahead have stopped driving because of the weather and if I don’t take the train 

there will go many hours before I will be at home. I ask the other passengers of the nearest train station and they 

say Tingbjerg, but it is a great circuit to go back to the train and the travel is a much longer distance than the bus-
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ses. One of the passengers in the bus also says that I can stay with him if there is no bus connecting further ahead. 

I think that I would prefer to go by bus because the distance is shorter. 

 

And yes my friends and yes people will interpret my dreams and yes themselves and yes it should really not be that 

difficult and yes the same symbols and yes in many of the dreams and yes so it is and yes BUS is meaning and yes 

TRUE LOVE and yes SNOW and yes is PAIN and yes IT IS TRULY AS EASY as that and yes TRAIN and yes a good symbol 

and yes to the country of God so to speak and yes I WOULD RATHER HAVE GOOD LOVE and yes at the moment and 

yes SEE HOW EASY IT IS and yes TINGBJERG and yes KIRSTEN and yes FROM TINGBJERG and yes also here and yes in 

the dream and yes two meaning and yes also “here” and yes spiritually and yes so it is here and yes just thinking and 

yes still of our weekly meetings and yes Lis, Kirsten and yes Lotus and yes I WAS SO HAPPY AND YES HAVING YOU AS 

MY GUESTS and yes EVERY WEEK and yes GOD IS SAYING THIS and yes I WOULD HAVE HOPED and yes for you TO KEEP 

CONTACT but no my friends and yes TOO MUCH HE WAS and yes STIG? And yes do the “spiritual” gifted and yes peo-

ple and yes believe in me and yes MAYBE KIRSTEN and yes LIS will tell and yes LOTUS and yes LOTUS IS STILL A VERY 

CLOSE friend and yes DON’T SEE KIRSTEN and yes LIS ANYMORE and yes SORRY WE ARE ABOUT THAT and yes WE HAD 

MANY GOOD LAUGHS and yes HOURS TOGETHER and yes 2005-2006 and maybe even 2007 it was and yes HABAKUK 

and yes THE THREE WISE MEN and yes thinking about that and yes only this and yes KIRSTEN YOU DO HAVE A VERY 

SPECIAL PLACE IN MY HEART and yes “DREAMING OF ME” YOU ARE KIRSTEN? And yes so it is and yes MORE TO SAY 

ABOUT THIS, KIRSTEN? And yes to the world and yes so it is. 

 

The meeting with the manager of the Jobcentre ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes before the meeting and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes AND YES THIS IS 

THE DEVIL and yes showing and yes THAT HE WANTS TO TAKE OVER AND YES EAGERLY and yes DEMANDING and yes 

BUT NO and yes STILL CARRY ON we are and yes I improved and YES MY FRIENDS and yes MY CV and yes working on 

that for maybe 40 hours and yes STILL PLACE FOR IMPROVEMENT and yes so it is here and yes maybe 10-15 IM-

PROVEMENTS and yes HAPPY I WAS WITH THIS and yes so it is and yes sending and yes the CV and yes the updated 

action plan and yes to Jan this morning and yes giving him a little bit of time and yes to read this and yes I SHOULD 

HAVE UPDATED AND SENT THE ACTION PLAN DIRECTLY AFTER OUR LAST MEETING AND YES THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL 

NORMALLY DO and yes WHICH I COULD HAVE done and yes if I did not focus and yes on finishing the CV and yes EX-

TREMELY FOCUSED and yes I was and yes WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME TOO and yes so it is. 

 

And yes arriving and yes at the Jobcentre and yes Jan and Janne were not there and yes another woman and yes Else 

was welcoming me and yes during our conversation and yes I found out and yes that she is the manager and yes of the 

two job centres and yes in this Commune and yes Jan had a day off and yes NICE and yes THANKS GOD and yes for me 

to meet the manager. 

 

And yes SHE KNEW and yes “a little bit” and yes about me and yes from my file I suspect and yes giving her my new CV 

and yes in colours and yes her first impression and yes what she said and yes impulsive and yes was “I have never seen 

a better CV before” and yes she has been working at this jobcentre and yes STARTING IT IN FACT and yes for 10-12 

years and yes HOW MANY CV’S has she seen and yes AM I BRAGGING HERE? AND NO I AM ONLY SAYING OBJECTIVELY 

WHAT SHE SAID and yes EXACTLY HOW IT HAPPENED and yes maybe some of you will think that I am bragging and yes 

my friend and yes MY TRUE THOUGHT and yes WAS OF SURPRISE and yes SADNESS and yes WHY HAS NO ONE and yes 

MADE A CV WHICH GIVES THE SAME OR EVEN BETTER IMPRESSION THAN MINE and yes how many CV’s in the world 

and yes have a better quality than mine and yes because I truly don’t feel that I am very gifted and yes coming and yes 

to the design and yes actually not writing too and yes maybe 1% or maybe 0.1% and yes just thinking I am and yes I 

HAVE USED and yes maybe 15 minutes and yes yesterday and yes on the internet and yes to find A PROFESSIONALLY 

DESIGNED and yes QUALITY CV and yes HOW MANY DID I FIND and yes 0 and yes ZERO and yes there are probably 

some and yes on the internet and yes to find and yes I did not see them “immediately” and yes I could immediately 

find “hundreds” of not good looking CV’s and yes 0 and yes of the same quality and yes as mine and yes so it is here – 

and yes I told Else and yes that it took me approx. 40 hours to do the CV and yes NOT SURPRISED SHE WAS and yes 

Else and yes thank you for your positive feedback AND YES THANK YOU FOR ACCEPTING ME TO DO THIS and yes 

PROBABLY NOT VERY NORMAL HERE THAT A JOBCENTRE AND YES WILL ACCEPT ME DOING SUCH QUALITY WORK AND 

YES WIHTOUT CUTTING THE CASH HELP and yes maybe they will think “a waste of time” but not here and yes thank 

you again Else ☺. 
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And yes I had printed out and yes MY OWN CV and yes and I presented my CV and yes TOGETHER WITH THE STAN-

DARD CV from www.jobnet.dk and yes MINE IS two pages concentrated and yes SO IT IS and yes “my” CV from 

www.jobnet.dk and yes eeeeehhhhh is 9 pages my ladies and gentlemen and yes concentrated it is? And NO NO NO it 

is not and yes many good things and yes when inputting and yes of course not good enough and yes friends and yes 

THE OUTPUT and yes NOT PROFESSIONAL and yes WE KNOW “CIVIL CERVANTS” and yes the feeling I have and yes 

with all respect to you and yes my nice ladies and gentlemen – and yes GOD LOVES THAT RECORD – and yes so it is 

and yes we know PLEASE JUDGE FOR YOUSELVES and yes ELSE’s verdict and yes on www.jobnet.dk and yes THIS 

“FANTASTIC” system and yes was exactly this: “COMPLETELY USELESS” and yes “A DISGRACE” and yes EXACTLY MY 

WORDS ELSE and yes in fact it was MY WORDS and yes through Else and yes THANK YOU and yes both Else and yes 

God and yes the BIG COUNCIL and yes it is truly my friends ☺.  

 

And yes I told her the story and yes of the importance and yes to focus on personal competences and yes I told her 

and yes THAT PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes ARE EVEN MORE IMPORTANT THAN PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCES 

and yes THIS IS WHY I HAVE BUILT YOU AS YOU ARE my friends and yes WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO DEVELOP YOUR-

SELF THROUGHOUT LIFE and yes VERY HAPPY TO HEAR and yes A MANAGER and yes FROM THIS SYSTEM and yes 

AGREEING WITH ME – and yes John also agreed with me on this yesterday – and yes my friends and yes she said and 

yes that most people focus on professional competences and yes in ads and yes SURVEYS HAVE shown and yes ac-

cording to Else and yes that when employers are asked about what profile they need for a job and yes THEY FOCUS 

and yes on PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes Else actually said and yes that employers look for “nice people” and yes 

in my book and yes ALL PEOPLE SHOULD BE NICE and yes just thinking and yes ABOUT YOUR TRUE PERSONAL COMPE-

TENCES and yes WORK RELATED OF COURSE and yes taking my CV and yes as an example only. 

 

And yes she spoke she did Else and yes just gave an example and yes of a “canteen looking for a manager” and yes 

JUST A THOUGHT and yes I don’t remember what else she said but I noticed and yes the word from God and yes 

MONEY is on the way and yes is the other meaning of it and yes INTERRUPTED WE WERE and yes NOT LIKING THAT 

and yes AN IT-WORKER and yes wanted to say to Else and yes that they need to fix the internet connection and yes 

they agreed and yes TO CLOSE DOWN THE OPERATIONS ON THURSDAY and yes COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY ELSE (!) 

and yes because the man and yes suggested to do it late one afternoon and yes not to effect and yes the operations of 

the house and yes ELSE A VERY GOOD DECISION YOU THINK and yes AN EXAMPLE AND YES FROM ME AND YES ABOUT 

WHAT I MEAN WHEN I WRITE IN MY CV “OBJECTIVE, RIGHT DECISIONS” and yes was this one of these Else or was it 

and yes BECAUSE OF “OTHER” REASONS and yes Else what was truly and yes your motive and yes please tell and yes 

my friends DON’T USE YOUR POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE EMOTIONS WHEN YOU TAKE DECISIONS – FOCUS ON THE CASE 

and yes WHAT IS OBJECTIVELY THE “RIGHT” THING TO DO and yes THIS SENTENCE ALONE and yes in my CV and yes IS 

ALSO WHAT IS SEPARATING GOOD AND BAD MANAGERS APART and yes MANY MANAGERS NOT ABLE TO MAKE THE 

OBJECTIVELY RIGHT DECISIONS and yes TODAY and yes MOST OF THEM ACTUALLY and yes BECAUSE YOU CANNOT 

CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS and yes my friends THIS IS WHAT I MEAN OF THIS SENTENCE and yes please READ MY CV 

and yes please try to understand it and yes OBJECTIVELY and yes is what I mean here. 

 

And yes Else and yes my friends and yes with my voice and yes said to the IT-worker and yes “consider this as a gift” 

and yes he replied and yes “and even before Christmas” and yes so it is here and yes CHRISTMAS APPROACHING and 

yes just another symbol. And yes Else and yes said “I have a helping spirit, who wants to help others” and yes “if I had 

not, I would have become a Gardener” and yes very funny and yes we know the Devil is trying to play games all of the 

time when this is written and yes NO GOALS YET and yes NOT A SINGLE ONE and yes therefore my friends but SOON 

PEOPLE WILL START SCORING and yes then the DEVIL WILL DECREASE HIS POWER MORE AND MORE and yes the more 

I GRANT ACCESS and yes the easier it will become and yes for people on Earth and yes A PROMISE and yes “FROM ME 

TO ... and yes “FROM ALL OF US TO ALL OF YOU” and yes so it is here and yes the Council and yes of course and yes 

have the same wish. And yes the HELPING SPIRIT and yes THE GARDENER and yes is the same and yes God in disguise 

and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes my friends and yes TALK ABOUT A SYSTEM and yes eeehhh focusing on quality and yes Else said and yes that 

an employer and yes in average and yes uses 25-30 seconds and yes to read an application and yes a CV and yes JUST 

THINK OF THAT and yes I said and yes that mine will probably and yes take 10 minutes to read and yes ALSO TAKE 

NOTES and yes of my CV and yes questions ect. and yes THINKING AND YES HOW CAN YOU DECIDE and yes of a per-

son and yes in 25-30 seconds and yes thinking of that and yes “first impression” and yes YOU NEED TO DIG DEEPER 
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and yes probably you can remove most of the applications and yes WHICH THE COMMUNE/STATE ARE FORCING PEO-

PLE TO DO and yes so it is and yes so it is. And yes Else and yes said and yes THAT THE APPLICATION and yes IS TRULY 

IMPORTANT and yes WHICH CAN OPEN THE EYES OF AN EMPLOYER - and yes just thinking of myself being dug out 

here – and yes WHICH CAN “ATTRACT” PEOPLE and yes to read the CV and yes TALKING TO THE FEELINGS OF PEOPLE 

and yes trying to be creative or to “do something special” and yes otherwise and yes the employer will not read your 

CV and yes my friends and yes what do I believe about that and yes YOUR CV SHOULD BE 100% ACCURATE and yes IN-

CLUDING ALL INFORMATION and yes with this and yes when you focus OBJECTIVELY and yes you truly don’t need to 

do anything else and yes than to FOCUS and yes ON HOW YOU CAN BRING VALUE TO THIS COMPANY and yes THINK-

ING OF WHAT THE COMPANY DO and yes WHAT YOU CAN DO and yes HOW YOU CAN MAKE A PERFECT MATCH and 

yes YOU DON’T NEED TO WRITE THE SAME WHICH IS ALREADY INCLUDED IN THE CV and yes probably many people 

and yes writes a little of their personal competences and yes in the CV and yes very difficult to do for many people and 

yes MANY LAUGHS we have here and yes not only because of this BUT PRIMARILY BECAUSE WE ARE PROUD OF YOU 

MY SON and yes just writing and yes we know including breaks and yes smoking and yes white bread and yes so on 

and yes the time is now 14.15 and yes SORRY WE ARE TO PLAY THIS TRICK ON YOU and yes so it is and yes YOU NEED 

TO THINK CAREFULLY and yes NOT JUST 5 MINUTES but more like 5 HOURS or something like this and yes just on your 

personal competences and yes so it is my friends and yes IMAGINING YOUR SELF IN ALL SITUATIONS YOU ARE IN and 

yes to be very objective and yes not too positive and yes so it is and yes the CV and yes should also include develop-

ment areas and yes we know IF YOU HAVE BEEN DISMISSED and why and what you have done and yes to improve the 

situation and yes thinking of the world today and yes IF YOU WERE TO BLAME and yes thinking and yes that it may just 

be the employer and yes not understanding and yes not truly using your competences and yes the best way possible 

and yes so it is – and yes more details of your employment and yes who you have been referring to, the size of the 

company and so on and yes JUST THINKING OF A “PERFECT SYSTEM TO COME” and yes with the help of God ☺. 

 

And yes and yes and yes “DON’T TAKE THE FIRST THE BEST JOB” and yes it may take three weeks or even three 

months and yes for you to get the perfect job and yes THEREFORE ALSO I TURNED DOWN THE JOB OFFER AND YES 

WHICH I RECEIVED and yes FROM FORSTÆDERNES BANK and yes in 2008 and yes so it is my friends.  

 

And yes Else and yes was talking about how important it is TO HAVE A FLEXIBLE and yes ADJUSTABLE MIND and yes TO 

ACCEPT CHANGES and yes YOUR SITUATION and yes this was what Else was talking about but these are my words and 

yes she actually and yes I actually and yes through Else and yes called this “the person who can re-saddle” and yes is 

the person that will succeed and yes HORSE and yes A WHITE ONE PLEASE and yes coming soon and yes just thinking 

and yes of waiter Bolt and yes Matador and yes thank you God and yes still liking words you are and yes only thinking 

and yes about USAIN BOLT and yes THIS IS HOW QUICK WE ARE WORKING and yes NOT DISAPPOINTING ME ONCE 

YOU HAVE MY SON and yes we know and yes SINCE THE BEGINNING OF 2006 and yes WHEN I WAS CURSING YOU and 

yes me to God that is and yes God to me at that time that is and yes before I knew “the name of the game” and yes so 

it is and yes so it was. 

 

And yes when Else and yes said this and yes I was also thinking and yes of how to and yes to get rid of tyranny and yes 

Arne and yes the old “CEO” of Frie Funktionærer and yes I liked you very much BUT I ONLY NOTICED and yes the true 

value and yes of your MANAGERS and yes after you left and yes you are the example and yes to the world and yes 

ABOUT WHAT I HERE CALL TYRANNY and yes managers and yes CONTROLLING A WHOLE COMPANY and yes DECIDING 

EVERYTHING and yes WHEN TYRANTS LEAVE A COMPANY and yes YOU WILL SEE THE TRUE VALUE and yes the COM-

PETENCES and yes COMMITMENT of people and yes so it is. 

 

AND YES TODAY and yes I received a piece of advice and yes WHICH I WAS VERY HAPPY TO RECEIVE and yes FOR THE 

FIRST TIME and yes from the jobcentre and yes “not thought of that” I had and yes thinking of the inventor and yes 

from Sweden and yes you may remember him and yes HAPPINESS of course and yes just the symbol that is and yes 

Else said and yes please notice when a company is changing manager/CEO and yes VERY OFTEN YOU WILL SEE 

“THINGS HAPPENING” and yes in companies like this and yes GOOD FOR YOU TO CONTACT MANAGERS OF THESE 

COMPANIES and yes we know and yes it can go two ways and yes FOR PEOPLE LIKING THE NEW MANAGER EVEN 

MORE and yes EVEN LESS and yes THIS SHOULD NOT BE THE CASE and yes WHEN PEOPLE ARE OPEN, POSITIVE AND 

DIRECT and yes just thinking and yes of Fair Forsikring and yes THE HUMAN FACE of HENRIK and yes the new manager 

and yes as example and yes of a manager and yes maybe full of professional experience Henrik? And yes STILL TODAY 

and yes who knows more of how to run a company and yes of Fair Forsikring and yes the private part of it AND JUST 
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MAYBE THE WHOLE COMPANY ☺ and yes with 250 employees I believe and yes YOU HENRIK or ME and yes as I am 

today and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes Henrik are you a true COMMUNICATOR and yes how many of your em-

ployees have seen you like that and yes PERSONAL COMPETENCES HENRIK? And yes just asking we are and yes THIS IS 

WHAT I COULD DO and yes run a company like Fair Forsikring and yes if I can run a company and yes like Fair Forsik-

ring and yes I COULD RUN A COMPANY LIKE TRYG FORSIKRING and yes including 4,000 employees and yes Stine Bosse 

and yes the CEO and yes of this company and yes is no. 40 on the list of the most powerful women in the world and 

yes according to Fortune and yes JUST THINKING of this we are AND YES STINE WHAT ARE YOUR TRUE QUALIFICA-

TIONS and yes PROFESSIONAL OR PERSONAL and yes just thinking about this we are .... ☺. 

 

And yes JUST THINKING AND YES I WAS and yes asking and yes Else and eeehh if THIS JOBCENTRE and yes NORMALLY 

OFFERS TO COACH ON PEOPLE’s CV’S and yes BECAUSE JAN OR JANNE HAVE NOT OFFERED ME THIS SERVICE and yes I 

did not hear a clear answer and yes something like this and yes “we cannot force people to change the content of their 

CV” and yes just think of that my dear reader and yes “WE CANNOT FORCE” and yes IS THIS HOW THIS SYSTEM IS 

WORKING and yes A GOLD CORN and yes we like them very much and yes thinking and yes of Rasmus Tagmus I am 

and yes the mouse driving the train and yes the old Danish Christmas Calendar and yes the Danish official Christmas 

Calendar this year and yes will support children in Kenya and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes so it is here and yes I had 

the feeling and yes the Danish box of “GULD KORN” and yes did it have a train on it many years ago and yes ALSO 

THINKING OF KAREN AGAIN and yes because you cannot keep to the subject and yes so it is and yes going back to the 

story and yes ELSE WAS VERY KIND AND YES TO OFFER READING MY CV and yes TO GIVE ME FEEDBACK and yes hop-

ing to receive it from her personally I was and yes SHE SAID AND YES THAT SHE WILL WRITE A MEMO and yes happy 

about that and yes to give to Jan and yes for him to present to me and yes I WOULD HAVE LOVED THE OPPORTUNITY 

and yes TO HAVE A NEW MEETING WITH ELSE and yes to read her memo first and yes to follow up and yes to ask her 

questions and yes AS YOU SHOULD HAVE DONE and yes thinking of Bo and yes Søren at Dahlberg and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes telling and yes Else and yes that I do hope that she understands and yes the difference and yes about my view 

of the Danish system and yes my resistance and yes on one hand and yes that I WILL STILL DO EXACTLY WHAT THEY 

ASK ME TO DO and yes on the other hand and yes she entirely understood and yes I could sense and yes that I should 

not be as strong and yes in my communication and yes as I can be potentially and yes to “keep a lower profile” and 

yes than what I can do and yes otherwise and yes close and yes for her to resist me instead of liking me and yes be-

cause of this alone and yes so it is and yes ONLY OBJECTIVE SUBJECTS I WAS TALKING ABOUT but you know “feelings” 

and yes so it is here and yes you too Else and yes Else and yes said how important it is and yes HERE and yes to be 

humble when you start in a new job and yes many people will know this and yes thinking of you Henrik R. and yes your 

first days and yes at Fair and yes you may remember and yes that I told you and yes “very good to keep a low profile” 

and yes BECAUSE OF HOW THE EMPLOYEES WILL SEE YOU IN THE BEGINNING and yes we know for Henrik and yes it 

only took “some days” and yes TO SHOW HIMSELF and yes what do you think I believe in truly and yes FOR PEOPLE TO 

SHOW THEMSELVES and yes TO BE STRONG and yes ACCORDING TO WHAT “GASOLINE” GOD HAS PUT ON THEIR MO-

TORS and yes FROM THE FIRST MINUTE and yes NOT AFTER SEVERAL DAYS or maybe even weeks and yes so it is here 

and yes DON’T BE UNNATURAL HUMBLE but always SHOW YOURSELF AND YES A GOOD BEHAVIOUR and yes THERE IS 

A DIFFERENCE. And yes trying to explain some of this to Else and yes I FELT THE RESISTANCE and yes in her and yes 

therefore I said to her and yes that “IT IS ALWAYS IMPORTANT TO KEEP GOOD RELATIONS WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES” 

and yes HERE YOU HAVE MY TRUE and yes BELIEF. 

 

And yes I gave Else and yes the same speech and yes as Jan and yes DISAPOINTED WITH THE GOVERNMENT’S focus on 

quality and yes to keep the same employees and yes in the jobcentres and yes MUCH BIGGER POTENTIAL THEY HAVE 

and yes than they show today and yes TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM and yes so it is and yes ELSE and yes told me and yes 

that the idea and yes is to do “EVEN BETTER” and yes than what the government and yes have done and yes in times 

of full employment and yes here it is my friends and yes “VIRKSOMHEDSPRAKTIK” and yes “COMPANY PRACTISE” and 

yes A TRULY REMARKABLE INVENTION HERE and yes BUREACRACY and yes “of the worst drawer” and yes just thinking 

and yes of God’s cabinet here and yes you know and yes WHICH THEY WILL NOW USE MORE AND MORE and yes NOT 

ONLY AFTER 6 MONTHS OF UNEMPLOYMENT but much earlier and yes maybe already after 6 weeks and yes TO GIVE 

A FREE EMPLOYEE FOR A PERIOD OF TIME TO A COMPANY and yes TO STILL GIVE THE UNEMPLOYED and yes THE 

NORMAL CASH HELP and yes of course FORCING PEOPLE TO ACCEPT ALL KINDS OF “EMPLOYMENT” and yes WHERE 

YOU CAN FIND A JOB and yes at the moment and yes there is a need and yes for people to help ELDERLY and yes NOT 

WHAT I CAN DO THE BEST (“personal care” I am thinking of and yes crossing my “personal” borders) and yes NOT 
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WHAT GOD HAS CREATED ME TO DO but what the Commune and yes the state can FORCE me to do and yes TO DO 

THE SAME WORK and yes AS OTHER “HOME HELPERS” AND YES WHO EARN DKK 17,500 PER MONTH and yes hoping 

that many of these have chosen this work because they like it and yes because of God and yes TO FORCE PEOPLE DO-

ING WHAT THEY DON’T LIKE AND YES TO GIVE THEM ONLY APPROX. DKK 9,500 IN CONTINUED CASH HELP and yes this 

is what the Danish government is doing and yes to “help” people coming back to the job market and yes the idea is to 

have the employer and yes to see the “personal competences” and yes according to Else - and yes tihi and yes not lik-

ing that “flirt” expression and yes from women and yes especially from Karen and yes just said it here she has and yes 

where are you and yes mm and yes long time no seeing and yes A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYWHERE and yes both to the 

“left” and yes to the “right” and yes SHE ACTUALLY MOVED AND YES FROM MY LEFT TO THE RIGHT and yes to show 

me and yes so it is here – and yes BECAUSE WHEN THE EMPLOYER CAN SEE THE TRUE “POTENTIAL” OF PEOPLE and 

yes they will probably hire them and yes HOW MOTIVATED WOULD YOU BE TO BE FORCED DOING SOMETHING 

WHICH IS ABSOLUTELY NOT YOU and yes THROWING UP MAYBE and yes just receiving a little more than half the “sal-

ary” and yes OF YOUR NEW “COLLEAGUES” AND YES TOTALLY SURPRISED OF THIS SYSTEM I AM AND YES AN INFAMY 

and yes it is and yes SO IT IS! 

 

And yes telling Else and yes about the list of 14 temp agencies and yes not updated and yes some closed and yes A 

WASTE OF TIME and yes TAKING TIME AWAY FROM DOING MY CV and yes Else MAYBE YOU UNDERSTOOD THIS 

WHEN I TELL YOU and yes MAYBE FOR THE FIRST TIME TRULY and yes my friend so it is and yes I GOT THE FEELING and 

yes because Else did not tell me (!) but that she will follow up and yes to improve this list and yes the question is just 

this and yes DID SHE ACCEPT and yes what I told her and yes TO USE THIS LIST INDIVIDUALLY according to the need of 

people and yes also to carry out an analysis of the need of each person and yes to do a description of the person’s 

network and yes as we also talked about and yes who knows – and yes just maybe IT WILL TAKE TOO MUCH TIME AND 

YES MAYBE IT IS EASIER NOT TO DO ANYTHING AND YES NOT TO TAKE ANY INITIATIVE AND YES EASIER TO BE “LAZY” 

and yes how many people can recognise themselves here? 

 

And yes MUCH LONGER THIS CHAPTER AND YES THAN EXPECTED but yes this is what God and yes inspired me to do 

and yes on basis of my notes of the meeting and yes so it is and yes he just said before and yes that “we will just in-

clude this information before we continue” and yes meaning to END THIS CHAPTER 1 AND YES TO LIFT ME UP and yes 

BECAUSE I CAN DO THIS WORK and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes otherwise HELL and yes THEN TO CONTINUE 

AFTERWARDS and yes that is the choice and yes what makes me so happy my friends ☺. 

 

Buying the first food 

And yes after the meeting with Else and yes I NEEDED TO BUY FOOD FOR THE FIRST TIME and yes DKK 55 in Netto and 

yes for lunches and breakfasts and yes probably for the rest of the week and yes the first money I have used for “many 

days” and yes since Thursday last week and yes also buying more pipe tobacco today and yes 100 grams and yes 

smoking less than what I did before and yes it lasted approx. 5 days and yes DKK 24 per day it is and yes approx. 1/3 

cheaper and yes compared to one package of cigarettes per day and yes which I would probably have smoked and yes 

so it is here .... ☺. 

 

YOU CAN WORK BOTH WITH QUALITY AND EFFECIENCY ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friends and yes ALSO THIS and yes WAITED A LONG TIME FOR THIS CHAPTER MY FRIEND and yes I USE 

TIME and yes MORE TIME THAN MOST and yes ON PREPARING TEMPLATES and yes ALWAYS DONE THAT and yes FSR-

Pension and yes to use an example and yes as you can see in my CV and yes 99% of “many” business proposals and 

yes were sent according to time agreements and yes with my best quality back in 1992-1993 I believe and yes I KEPT 

QUALITY TRACKING ON THIS and yes IF WE WERE BUSY and yes WE WERE EXTREMELY BUSY and yes ask my former 

colleagues and yes would we have been able to carry out this job and yes WITHOUT THE QUALITY AND YES EF-

FECIENCY I PROVIDED and yes WE COULD ONLY DO THIS and yes WITH MY TEMPLATES and MY EFFECIENCY and yes so 

it is here my friends – still thinking of Preben and yes not reading the “humorous” line and yew which I included in one 

of the proposals and yes for an accountant firm and yes maybe you remember Preben and yes you had read it you 

said and yes everything was ok and yes Preben and yes PREBEN YOU ARE JUST AN EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE LYING ABOUT 

WHAT THEY DO and yes YOU NEVER READ THE PROPOSAL and yes YOU TRUSTED IN ME and yes YOU WERE CAUGHT 

CHEATING and yes TOO LAZY YOU WERE and yes another message and yes saved for many years and yes for this book 

too ☺. 
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And yes this is the gift and yes as God has given me and yes to focus BOTH ON QUALITY and EFFECIENCY and yes Søren 

H. it will be impossible and yes for you to understand but maybe not when it comes to the case and yes PLANTED FOR 

YOU TO DELIVER and yes YOU GAVE ME THE WORST JOB EVER and yes Søren and yes when you took me in and yes in 

the customer service centre of Fair Forsikring and yes a few months before starting Accent and yes WHY WERE WE 

DELAYED SØREN and yes BECAUSE OF YOU MY FRIEND (!) and yes just thinking again we are and yes YOU ASKED ME 

TO WORK ON THE CRM ENTRIES AND CANCELLATIONS (registration of cars and new/cancelled insurance policies) and 

yes to me and yes BECAUSE OF WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME and yes THIS IS THE WORST FORM OF WORK YOU CAN 

GIVE ME and yes administration and yes DONE IT BECAUSE OF DISCIPLINE (and yes alright to be a manager where  

administration is a part of the job and yes to understand the administration systems and processes in detail but not 

working on it all of the time and yes so it is) and yes Søren do you remember and yes MY EFFECIENCY AND YES WORK-

ING ON the CRM system and yes WHEN I UNDERSTOOD THE SYSTEM and yes EVEN THOUGH I HATED IT and yes I WAS 

WORKING WITH THE FASTEST SPEED.  

 

And yes we know the quickest and yes writing on a type machine and yes at EFG and yes education and yes connected 

to HH and yes in 1981-82 and yes so it is and yes we know WHEN I HAVE THE TEMPLATES and yes memo’s and yes 

business proposals and yes I WORK FASTER THAN MOST PEOPLE and yes eeehhh BO HOW LONG DID IT TAKE FOR YOU 

TO DO “YOUR BUSINESS PLAN” and yes WEEKS/MONTHS and yes THE RESULT BO and yes WILL YOU SHOW THAT TO 

THE WORLD and yes how long did it take me to produce what I wrote to you and yes “some hours” as I remember and 

yes the difference between experience and yes know how and yes not TO WASTE YOUR TIME TALKING and yes VERY 

NICE BO FOR YOU TO GET A QUALIFIED COACH FOR YOU TO SPEAK TO INSTEAD OF REALLY WORKING and yes DID YOU 

EVER THINK OF USING ME AS YOUR COACH and yes MAYBE NOT NICE TO ASK AN EMPLOYEE AND YES MORE QUALI-

FIED THAN YOURSELF BO (?) and yes TO HELP YOU and yes I OFFERED TO HELP YOU MANY TIMES and yes HOW CLOSE 

BO WERE YOU TO USE MY HELP and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes we know SOME OF YOU MAY BELIEVE THAT I 

AM VERY “SLOW” WORKING AND YES because I use more time on templates and yes quality and yes WHEN I HAVE 

THIS and yes I JUST KEEP ON WORKING and yes LIKE THESE SCRIPTS AND YES UNTIL I AM FINISHED and yes MUCH 

QUCIKER THAN MOST OR MAYBE EVERYBODY ELSE and yes these scripts and yes ARE YOUR BEST EXAMPLE and yes 

KEEP ON WORKING and yes UNTIL YOU FINISH and yes this is what I am about and yes OTHERS OF YOU HAVE SEEN 

THAT I AM VERY EFFECIENT and yes YOU MAY ARGUE ABOUT THIS but please UNDERSTAND ME OBJECTIVELY (!) and 

yes THE MOST FUNNY EXAMPLE and yes is you Paul and yes you were the quickest and the best on the Badminton 

course (!) and yes I LIKE THIS SPORT VERY MUCH TOO and yes so it is and yes YOU MAY LAUGH ABOUT ME and yes 

BOTH GOD AND THE DEVIL PLAYING AND YES VERY GOOD AND VERY POOR AT THE SAME TIME and yes you can ex-

plain this to the world and yes also you and yes Jørgen Poulsen and yes the reason why I met you and yes to write a 

little about you too and yes to start working and yes for Red Cross in Hørsholm and yes IN WHAT WAS ALSO MY 

“WORST PERIOD EVER” and yes had quite a few of these and yes to get introduced to Red Cross in general and yes 

written about this elsewhere and yes we know the most funny example and yes IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAT AND YES PAUL 

IN BADMINTON but when we did the “hammer beating noddles coming quickly up and down” and yes IN TIVOLI and 

yes DO YOU REMEMBER PAUL and yes YOU DID NOT HAVE A CHANCE and yes I WON EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes BE-

CAUSE OF THE GIFT THAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME and yes THE QUICKEST I AM WITH MY HANDS and PERCEPTION and yes 

WITH THE BEST QUALITY and yes UNLESS YOU ARE A VERY UNIQUE SPECIALIST and yes this is truly the message and 

yes how many noddles did you hit Paul and yes when I had finished my 25 and yes maybe 18-20 or maybe even 22 one 

time (?) and yes maybe you remember but this is it and yes was Paul surprised and yes maybe you were Paul and yes 

THE SAME SKILL I AM USING WRITING THESE SCRIPTS AND YES DOING MY WORK and yes WHEN YOU COMBINE THIS 

WITH QUALITY and yes then YOU HAVE MY KIND OF MAN and yes MY KIND OF PEOPLE and yes this is what this is 

about and WHAT I ASK THE WORLD TO FOCUS ON – BOTH QUALITY AND QUANTITY and yes can you do it and yes you 

can ☺. 

 

ELIJAH IS VERY INSPIRED WRITING ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes GOD and yes Elijah and yes CONNECTED and yes SOMETHING ABOUT THE WAY AND YES I LOOK and yes ALSO 

INSIDE OF HIM and yes my friends and yes very good Elijah and yes TWO LONG EMAILS AND YES FROM YOU TODAY 

and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes READ THEM I HAVE and yes comments and yes later and yes just this and yes 

to start with and yes I LIKE WHEN PEOPLE and yes ANSWER MY QUESTIONS and yes Elijah JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE 

MY FRIEND and yes YOU HAVE READ MY SCRIPT and yes from the 9th October and yes my questions to you and yes 

NOT ANSWERING THEM and yes WHY IS THIS? And yes because of this and yes I DON’T KNOW HOW MANY TIMES I 

HAVE FOLLOWED UP ON EMPLOYEES AND MANAGERS NOT DOING THEIR JOB and yes in my career and yes NOTHING 
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MORE ANNOYING and yes to do this and yes A COMPLETE WASTE of time and yes WHEN YOU CANNOT TRUST PEOPLE 

and yes TO DO THEIR WORK and yes TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS and yes THIS IS HOW I FEEL ABOUT THIS and yes 

Elijah PLANTED BY GOD TOO and yes the 9th October and yes maybe you will read it again and yes REMEMBER TO AN-

SWER QUESTIONS MY FRIEND ....? 

 

....And right now Sweet Caroline is playing and yes from you Neil Diamond my friend and yes of course and yes this 

song and yes included on another CD to Karen and yes A SPECIAL GIFT and yes for Caroline and yes LISTENING TO IT 

TOGETHER WE WERE and yes 5 years ago and yes still remembering that song Caroline and yes just maybe there is a 

chance ☺. 

 

And yes here is the first email from Elijah from today – and yes ELIJAH PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH YOUR WRITTEN 

COMMUNICATION, PLEASE EDIT YOUR EMAILS BEFORE SENDING THEM: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Well, You must be wondering what the hell has happened to your good friend Elijah! All i can say is that i succeded go-

ing to the burial ceremony on saturday and had the opportunity to vist my mother .Before you here more from the vil-

lages, i would like to thank you so much for keeping us posted on what is currently happenning. 

 

Again thank you for your scripts,i have been able to read them today in the office. 

 

My family is fine.Tina is fine and the children.I now have two Faiths in the house, they are aslo fine.The team is aslo 

fine, i was happy to find them all today in the office. 

 

And now the stories from the village, My mother is fine and doing alright.I was happy to have the opportunity to meet 

her over the weekend.She has with me your regards.I had aslo the opportunity to meet the village pastor on sunday.He 

was happy to see me and had a few questions :- 

 

1) When will the normal life that we promised to them come? 

2) That they have made arrangements to purchase the musical instruments on 24/10/09 and have them presented to 

the church on 25/10/09! 

 

Stig, i had only had this to say, that , the normal life that we promised them has been delayed and we are keeping our 

Faith strong on this promise and that we are in constant touch with you everyday and i can only update him with the 

information that i receive regularly and now to question number 2 ;_ 

We all know that we made a promise to help the church with 20,000 ksh,i did not have all it takes to promise that we 

will be able to have this money before the set deadline, but i told the pastor that i will be able to communicate to him 

later on this week.I aslo shared this with the team in the office,though we all know our financial positions now.All the 

same, I  do aslo have with me regards from our pastor.You have always said and taught us many times that when we 

make a promise we make to God,YES,We have broken many promises, we have pushed many deadlines ,Will people 

have trust on US? You will read  a deatiled speech on trust from our pastor below. 

 

You must have aslo be wondering why i did not write to you yesterday.When i came back to Nairobi on sunday evening 

i was extremely tired, i did not make it to town yesterday, i took a day off to rest.You will  forgivre me for not making it 

to town. I am truly sorry again for the dealy in updating you ! But when i woke up this morning i was strong as ever, i 

kne w i had a lot of work to accomplish and this is what i am doing now my friend Stig. 

 

Today marks another great day here in kenya, another great week so to say, and i look forward to this week with a lot 

of courage , more courage even than last week,i do have with me the speeches of last  two sundays, My wife Tina was 

a guest in another church on sunday.We all mised the sunday service, but i have two great speeches from  the two pre-

vious sundays:_ I hope you will find a connection to this two messages! 

 

1)  OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD 
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2) DEVELOPING TRUST IN GOD 

 

Both the two speeches were presented by pastor James Nthumbi on two continous sundays, the first speech was very 

strong and talked more on our relationship with our God, many questions were raised on how we relate with our God. 

 

We all know that we have many  RELATIONSHIPS, relationship with our parents, brothers friends, sis-

ters,workmates,name them ALL, but it doesn;t matter whatever we all go through all those relationship! What matters 

a lot is our TRUE RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR GOD.The following sunday Pastor James came back with a more of a con-

tinuation on DEVELOPING TRUST IN OUR  GOD,Once you have a strong relationship with your God , you need to De-

velop trust in Him.IN GOD WE TRUST.If you built your trust on friends, brothers,sisters, they will always 

fail  you.Generaly the message here was if you built your trust on people they will always disappoint  you ,but our God 

will never disappoint us ! God knows all our plans,(AND HE HAS PLANS FOR US TOO,GOOD PLANS NOT BAD PLANS) WE 

CAN ALWAYS TRUST IN HIM.  

 

Dear stig ,we all know the plans we have laid to God, We can only Trust in Him.I am happy once again for working on 

your CV, BUT , I would aslo be happy when you will advise me to start working again,I am still keeping my Faith strong, 

but i have joined the club of my wife to wake and do nothing! Is this the will of GOD? Would recommend that i should 

continue with this life? What will happen if Normal life is delayed again? Are we following the road of God or will this 

be the road of the Devil of normal life delays once again? 

 

I do agree to with  Stig you that , come 1st november, it will be six months since we met, we have laid all our trust in 

what you advise us and through reading your scripts .We all know and have kept opur Faith to wait for the stolen 

scripts to be recovered  ! YES the world is waiting to learn more from this very important you have wrote and are aslo 

contributing to it just like i am doing now ,for the world to know how  greatly we have suffered, but if the stolen scripts 

are not vreated ,it will  cost us much pain and agony to wait for another month.I am honestly thinking of work now! 

You are all aware of our needs,My friends in the office are aslo suffering, I feel it is the time for me to make predictions 

just like the Elijah in the Bible did.He prophesied, and watch out this from me my friend Stig and my friends in the of-

fice, God is aslo speaking to me, We need to act now, its time to act my dear friends, We are suffering, the children are 

suffering, the world is suffering! if we can't get work now  and help is not coming come 1st november, We will have 

failed completely.God is speaking to me and saying;- I brought you all together, you are all  very talented , Wake up 

Now! Stig if we can't find work here,those who have work will share with us and allow us to work to Finish what we all 

started.The world including Denmark should invite people to work in their country! This is the voice of God today! We 

will join in you in Denmark and prove to the world that we can make it! And now God is saying that it is now your turn 

to welcome us in Denmark! 

 

 We all have a good relationship with our God and we do Trust in him A LOT! But all i am saying is,,,Weall appreciate 

your support but we  feel that  you are aslo over stretched as we are all going through the same problems.You have 

made a lot of sacrifice to help us very much since ever we met, we will like to join our efforts together and offload that 

big burden you are having now! 

 

Please forgive me for my suggestiions but this all i could express myself.We all can make it, YES WE CAN! 

Elijah. 

 

And yes VERY HAPPY and yes TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCES and yes YOUR life and yes about your family too 

and yes thank you very much and yes Palin again and yes my comments/answers are as follows: 

 

And yes my friend and yes IT WOULD BE VERY EASY FOR ME AND YES TO GIVE YOU A DATE and yes if I knew it for cer-

tain and yes the Devil is not confusing me anymore on this and yes rejected him I have and yes ELIJAH please remem-

ber my words from earlier: PATIENCE, FAITH, “DESPAIR” and yes my friends THESE ARE THE WORDS and yes given by 

God and yes FOR YOU TO HAVE WITH YOU and yes IN THESE TIMES OF DIFFICULTIES and yes A TRULY VERY DIFFICULT 

PERIOD and yes FOR YOU and yes FOR ME too and yes TO SHOW THE WORLD and yes as “evidence” and yes of the 

world we are living in. And yes Elijah this is the name of the game and what I can tell you today and yes is that I am 

working all day long and yes TO MAKE THE DEVIL finally disappear AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE (which you can also read 

from dreams from the last period etc.) and yes “STILL BELIEVING” and yes the song and yes telling me that I AM THE 
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ONLY ONE and yes WHEN GOD STARTED SPEAKING TO ME IN THE SPRING OF 2006 and yes just think about that and 

yes WHEN YOU TRULY HAVE FAITH MY FRIEND and yes THEN YOU WILL KNOW THAT GOD IS WITH YOU and yes YOU 

WILL SHOW THAT FAITH and yes NOT TO BE IMPATIENT and yes EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE FACING A DIFFICULT SITUA-

TION and yes so it is – remember the skill Elijah of patience and impatience when we were caught at traffic jams leav-

ing Nairobi – it is actually ONLY a decision of yours and yes EVEN IN THESE DIFFICULT TIMES and yes WHAT TRULY 

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE and yes MUCH EASIER FOR YOU TO COME TO THE OTHER SIDE WHEN YOU ARE PATIENT.  

 

And yes THE DEVIL HAS NEVER BEEN STRONGER THAN HE IS HERE RIGHT NOW and yes do you remember what I wrote 

earlier and yes PLEASE DO REMEMBER and yes that the road TO GOD and yes is going THROUGH HELL and yes THIS IS 

WHAT I AM DOING and yes WHEN THE DEVIL HAS NEVER BEEN STRONGER and yes just simply means that I AM 

CLOSER TO GOD THAN EVER and yes ALMOST WELCOMING ME and yes he said to me today and yes WORDS OF CARE 

and yes of CONSIDERATION and yes for me not to be afraid when he will TAKE ME IN and yes thinking of Luke Sky-

walker here arriving at his base and yes this is what it is about NORMAL LIFE ELIJAH IS COMING AND YES KEEP YOUR 

FAITH and yes CLOSER THAN EVER and yes ONLY WHEN I CONTINUE WORKING AS HARD AS I DO NOW and yes THIS IS 

WHY I DO IT and yes TO KEEP THE DEVIL AWAY, TO HELP YOU AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE AND YES TO HELP THE WORLD 

AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes my friend this is why. I CANNOT GIVE YOU A SPECIFIC DATE NOW ELIJAH – ONLY 

GOD KNOWS and yes my FRIENDS. ALL IF CAN SAY TODAY IS “SOON” AND THEREAFTER WE WILL BE BUSY AGAIN and 

yes helping the world. And Elijah PLEASE UNDERSTAND THIS – YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO FEAR AT ALL – 

YOU CAN ALWAYS COUNT ON GOD BUT YOU CAN NEVER COUNT ON THE DEVIL – BUT IN OUR CASE GOD IS CONTROL-

LING THE DEVIL - and yes COUNTING and yes he is and yes therefore this word and yes I PUT YOU IN THIS VERY DIFFI-

CULT SITUATION and yes my friend BECAUSE I WANTED TO CHANGE YOU and yes IF I CANNOT and yes not knowing if 

it is God or the Devil speaking here and yes continue my friend and yes BECAUSE I WANTED TO HELP YOU ELIJAH and 

yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT and yes ELIJAH WITHOUT THIS HELP YOU ACTUALLY RECEIVE NOW and yes YOU 

WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO CARRY OUT THE JOB THAT GOD WILL GIVE YOU and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND IT THIS WAY – 

AND YES NO CAUSE FOR ALARM, PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOD AND THE DEVIL and you 

and my friends at the local village will understand too SO ALL I ASK OF YOU IS TO KEEP COMMUNICATING and yes TO 

TELL THE TRUTH and yes YOU CANNOT TELL THE PASTOR IF NORMAL LIFE IS COMING BEFORE THE 25th – this is not 

how it works today – you can say “soon” and yes the same words as above – WHEN YOU ARE A TRUE BELIEVER YOU 

WILL UNDERSTAND THE WORD OF FAITH ☺. 

 

AND YES MY FRIEND AND YES ELIJAH YOU KNOW ME and yes I DON’T LIKE PEOPLE RESTING and yes WHEN THEY 

SHOULD WORK and yes THIS IS HOW I AM MY FRIEND and yes I accept your kind apology and yes VERY HAPPY I AM 

WHEN I SEE YOUR WORDS “I was strong as ever” and yes today and yes THIS IS WHAT I WANT PEOPLE TO BE ALWAYS 

and yes WHEN YOU TAKE A DECISON and yes YOU CAN OVERCOME TIREDNESS ELIJAH – IF I CAN YOU CAN TOO and 

yes MUCH MORE TIRED THAN YOU – YOU CAN DO IT TOO MY FRIEND and yes so it is here.  

 

And thank you TRULY and yes for being positive and yes in your email and yes LIKING THAT A LOT I AM and yes thank 

you for the short messages from the church and yes “if you built your trust on people they will always disappoint you” 

and yes IS THIS TRULY WHAT THE PASTOR SAID and yes MY WORDS WOULD BE THIS “TRUST IN PEOPLE AS YOU TRUST 

IN GOD” and yes this is truly my way of thinking and yes sadly today I need to add “UNTIL PROVEN OTHERWISE” and 

yes in this respect I agree with the Pastor and yes the image of God and yes mankind is and yes therefore my friends 

and yes A SLOGAN FOR THE FUTURE: “TRUST IN PEOPLE AS YOU TRUST IN GOD” ☺. 

 

And yes my friend and yes writing my comments to you and yes while reading your email and yes TRUST YOU HAVE 

MY FRIEND and yes YOU DO and yes IS WHAT YOU say and yes PARTLY SHOWS and yes YOU ALSO HAVE YOUR MIND 

FULL OF WORRIES TOO MY FRIEND and yes DO YOU REMEMBER THE SONG GOD PLAYED FOR YOU and yes inside your 

head and yes PLEASE SING THIS SONG MY FRIEND and yes ACCEPT THE PAIN YOU ARE GOING THROUGH AND YES DIF-

FICULT SITUATIONS YOU ARE FACING and yes KEEP ON WORKING and yes KEEP ON COMMUNICATING and yes Elijah 

AS I DO HERE and yes THIS IS THE ONLY THING YOU CAN DO and yes TO KEEP YOURSELF ENGAGED and yes WITH 

YOUR FAMILY, SPEAK TO THEM and yes Tina and yes Faith and yes your children and yes walk with them and yes 

speak to the team and yes your friends and yes the landlords and yes schools and so on and yes USING YOUR 

STRENGTH OF POWER and yes FOR YOU TO SHOW IN THIS PERIOD and yes AS I DO MY FRIEND AND YES “KEEP YOUR-

SELF ENGAGED” and yes READ THESE SCRIPTS again and yes when there are details or meanings you don’t understand 

PLEASE ASK QUESTIONS INSTEAD OF MISSING IMPORTANT MESSAGES and yes so it is here my friend and yes UNTIL I 
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WILL WAKE YOU UP and yes FOR YOU and yes the team and the family and yes to continue chapter 2 together with 

me. SHOW THE WORLD WHAT TRUST IS ABOUT ELIJAH – YOU ARE FACING THE SAME AS I HERE but differently, THE 

DEVIL IS AS HIS STRONGEST WITH YOU RIGHT NOW and yes YOU WILL MEET GOD AND YES THROUGH THE DEVIL and 

yes I do hope and yes WE ARE VERY CLOSE INDEED but God has not given me a date for certain, all I know is that I will 

focus on finishing my action plan with the Commune on job searching because these are messages of importance to 

the world and I TRULY DON’T BELIEVE THAT GOD WANTS ME TO WORK OR TO LIVE ANOTHER PLACE THAN HERE and 

this place expires the 1st November SO THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE IN  ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes BY COINCIDENCE and yes TWO VERY LONG EMAILS FROM ELIJAH and yes WHEN I AM TRULY 

THE MOST BUSY AND YES TIRED and yes STILL DECIDING AND YES TO ANSWER THESE THE SAME DAY and yes A FEW 

OUTSTANDINGS I HAVE WITH FRIENDS and yes NOT ALL OF THE EXPERIENCES OF TODAY and yes is included in the 

script of today and yes CATCHING UP I AM ON MY ACTION PLAN and yes BETTER TO INCLUDE AND TO COMMENT ON 

ELIJAH’S EMAILS TODAY than to postpone it until tomorrow I thought AND YES other things postponed and yes THE 

MESSAGE TO THE WORLD IS AND YES YOU CANNOT DO EVERYTHING AT THE SAME TIME – YOU NEED TO INFORM 

PEOPLE ABOUT YOUR PRIORITIES AND YES FOR YOU AND PEOPLE TO AGREE AND UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER AND YES 

SO YOU ARE NOT WORKING EEEHHH AND YES AROUND THE CLOCK MY FRIENDS AND YES AS I AM DOING HERE and 

yes ABSOLUTELY VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU DO THIS AND ARE IN CONTROL WITH YOU ACTION PLAN – YOU ARE  

THE MASTER AND YES YOU WILL CONTROL THE PLAN, DON’T LET THE PLAN CONTROL YOU. 

 

And yes also thinking and yes about myself and yes when I work on a “project” and yes ALWAYS I HAVE DONE THIS 

and yes COMPLETE FOCUS and yes thinking of the tender report I did for PBS back in 1992 I believe working for DFM 

as one example only and yes working around the clock and yes whenever I have done tasks and yes “taking hours” to 

do and yes I HAVE HAD A COMPLETE FOCUS ON THIS and yes WITHOUT BEING INTERRUPTED BY ALL “SMALL” TASKS 

“coming in”, which will take your time and yes which very often are not that important and yes in fact as I am doing 

now and yes focusing on my CV, the following letter, the selection of 10 head hunters and yes the script and yes 

THINKING AND YES IF I WANT TO BE DISTURBED and yes by other things and yes postponing most of the “small” tasks 

and yes calling friends and yes other things on my agenda and yes UNTIL I AM DONE WITH THIS TASK and yes WHEN 

THE TASK IS DONE and yes I ALWAYS USE SOME TIME and yes to DO ALL OF THE SMALL TASKS and yes before I start a 

new “project” and yes you can call it “CATCHING UP” and yes this is what I do and yes remember to agree with other 

people and yes about the deadline and yes maybe other people and yes can also find other solutions without you if 

they need to do this “small task” here and now.  

 

And yes also thinking and yes that I VERY QUICKLY LEARNED that it was impossible for me to work on two things at the 

same time and yes so it is and yes ALSO FOR YOU WOMEN and yes “MULTITASKING” YOU DO and yes proud of this 

maybe but what is happening, yes YOU LOSE FOCUS and yes DON’T DELIVER QUALITY WORK and yes I remember and 

yes as a bank student and yes back in 1984-85 and yes THAT I DID ERRORS and yes WHEN WORKING ON TWO TASKS 

AT THE SAME TIME AND YES DRAFTS and yes FOREIGN CHEQUES and yes were the tasks I did and yes I COULD NOT 

ACCEPT THE ERRORS and yes I NEEDED TO CHANGE MY WORKING HABIT and yes to be absolutely sure that I started 

with one task only and yes continued on this task only and yes finishing this task and yes WITHOUT DOING ANYTHING 

ELSE and yes otherwise and yes EMBARASSING ERRORS and yes is what I thought and yes why I changed and yes so it 

truly is here ☺. 

 

And yes number two email from Elijah today: 

 

More Strength to write, Good weather today but Still no rains,Do you miss our African food and Guess who won the 

Tusker Project Fame and now God using Denmark! 

  

MORE STRENGTH TODAY 

You must agree with me that today i had the strength to run through the key board,All over-my years ,i have never felt 

so much power in me to write as i have to today,may be now is my turn to let the world know what i like and what i 

don't like,but if this is the will of God for me to start writing,i would only say : Let it be! Stig ,i felt i could not go home 

today without giving you all the information and would also like to find out if i can also join you in script writing for us 

all to know what is all happening and also to share our experiences. 
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GOOD WEATHER TODAY BUT STILL NO RAINS! 

  

The weather today was extremely good compared to the scorching heat that we have had over the last two weeks,If 

you remember well maybe a month ago or  two months ago,David and John promised you that the weather was to 

change in a few days, i can only say to you that these two gentlemen were right, only that their predictions were not 

timing,if you were now here in Kenya, i would say that ,this would have been one of your wonderful times altogether, 

However the judge was Gerald and he made his Verdict! LOUD AND CLEAR MY FRIEND! IT'S NOT A LAW BUT A PRAC-

TICE! ANY-WAY, How's the weather now in Denmark,Are you freezing down? YES David and John were right ,more ac-

curate than our weather man here, We have been promised that rains will be with us but still no signs of  clouds.Are 

people including the weather men keeping their promise? 

  

DO YOU MISS OUR AFRICAN FOOD? 

  

Dear Stig, when you were in Kenya ,you loved most of our food beside the small  f....let me not write the whole word as 

this might make you throw!!! :- 

 i can see you smile and laugh ehhh yes  YES !you never liked the small fish but you were at home with our Kenyan 

food,Do you still miss our food, from the restaurant all the  FUN WE HAD ,OUR COFFEE? BEAR ? WINE? When i read 

from your scripts everyday,i get the picture of  how having normal life  is when you are in Denmark BUT not when you 

are in kenya my Friend! Remember the Italian food we talked about,Paris and the beautiful gardens, do  you have any 

comparison to any in Kenya,Our maize,Our meet? When will we sample your Denni sh food? Has your sister or your 

mum tasted our Kenyan coffee and the masala? Did they find any interest in them?I think i have read this from you be-

fore,  YES maybe i have an answer,as a basic rule never answer a direct question! YES Denmark and Kenya ,Do you find 

any similarity? Can we Kenyans fit in Denni sh culture? What is the wish of God for all people? All this and many more 

questions are running through my mind,Why should we lack Jobs,?The Comfort of Life? AND HOW WOULD ONE  DE-

FINE LIFE? 

  

WHO WON THE TUSK ER PROJECT FAME? 

  

I liked your comments very much when you were here in Kenya,they were all positive comments.I remember you saying 

that ,the only program you enjoyed watching and that was well presented and a little bit interesting was the Tusker 

Project Fame, May be ,because of your love of music or maybe because of judge Ian,Do you remember Ian?and guess 

who won? ALPHA WON the prestigious award by beating the comedian/musician fron Kenya Mr.Ngang'a Li to.This 23 

year old boy from our neighbouring country(RWANDA) DESERVED A WIN. He  did a one of a kind concert on the final 

day, moving the crowds as he sang with his deep well tuned voice, connecting to the audience like anybody else has 

ever done with strong lyrics from your favourite musician by the name Lucky Du be with the song One People Different 

Colour! We are all one people ,despite our colour,despite our food, you are a true testimony STIG! He did IT! He Won ! 

He deserved a win ! Thanks to Judge Ian for confessing that he had not taken time to learn his talents, and this is my 

message to the whole world,Do not rush to make decision without thinking very much! I SALUTE ALPHA,MAY BE ONE 

DAY HE WILL FIND ME AND  SING TOGETHER WITH HIM WITH MY DEEP VOICE, YOU LIKE IT MY FRIEND, YOU CAN 

VOTE FOR ME,  CAN YOU? BUT DID YOU SAY I NEED SOME TRAINING? YES, off course this is what people need all over 

the world ,proper training and i mean proper training for all people! 

  

GOD NOW USING DENMARK! 

  

All eyes are now on Denmark, Denmark qualifying for the world cup, Was this expected or is this a surprise from the 

Denni sh Team? The most important is they scored and God is Happy With the Deni sh people, A tour of Blessing from 

the man of GOD, OB AMA,Another opportunity for God to open the whole world and see the small country by the name 

DENMARK! This and many more up-coming events,Tina was sharing with me last night that a sports team will be head-

ing to Denmark,when ever that name is mentioned, we feel we own it,Do you feel the same when you hear of Kenya? 

and how many times do you see our news on air? If you thought Denmark is out to be mentioned , Remember the 

world Environmental meeting soon coming ! God is happy with DENMARK ! We are also happy with you Guys, 

  

This was just but the beginning of my writings, You will hear more from me tomorrow if i will have the power! 

Elijah. 
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And yes ELIJAH I TRULY APPRECIATE and yes who is laughing and yes VM too and yes ROMMY TOO and yes so it is and 

yes “I have never felt so much power in me to write as I have to today” and yes GOOD TO GET SOME ENERGY and yes 

to do this and yes ELIJAH PLEASE THINK VERY CAREFULLY ABOUT WHAT YOU WRITE AND I MEAN YOUR CONCLUSIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND TRULY THINK LOGICALLY WHAT IS RIGHT AND WHAT IS NOT RIGHT TO DO and yes 

THINK OF THE CONSEQUENCES and yes of your recommendations to other people and yes PLEASE DO THAT, ELIJAH 

and yes PLEASE CONTINUE WRITING AND YES YOU ARE WELCOME HERE TOO and yes to accept these writings and yes 

part of the game as well and yes passed he is and yes God is opening the gate yes showing it to me he is and yes a 

small dog too and yes just maybe and yes we know and yes many things the dog was about to say and yes not allowed 

you are right now and yes the dog and yes likes his father very much and yes jumping up and yes licking his father in 

the face he is and yes BECAUESE OF WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN IN THESE SCRIPTS and yes so it is my friends and yes 

ELIJAH YOU ARE WELCOME and yes the TEAM is welcome and yes WHERE IS YOUR IMAGINATION – THINK OF WHAT 

YOU DO, WHAT YOU FEEL “OBJECTIVELY” and yes what you believe in and yes my friends email me and yes like Elijah 

and yes THEN YOU EMAIL WILL BE INCLUDED HERE so I can only encourage you to start writing and yes of course 

COMPLETELY VOLUNTARILY IF YOU WANT TO but maybe if you “think carefully” and yes GOD THE FATHER WILL HELP 

you and yes NOW I WILL SHOW YOU THE WAY and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes my friends the weather and yes we know and yes COLD IT IS but FRESH as God said through me to Else today 

at the jobcentre and yes to be positive and yes approx. 6-8 degrees and yes during daytimes at the moment and yes 

YOU WOULD BE ABSOLUTELY FREEZING HERE ELIJAH but when you get used to a warm jacket and yes maybe gloves 

and yes NO PROBLEM. And yes the rain and yes is God and yes no rain is the Devil and yes the Devil is stronger than 

ever and yes for us at the moment and yes here at the end and yes so it is. 

 

And yes ACTUALLY YES and yes I MISS TINAS fantastic sauces and yes THE BIG FISH and yes from Lake Victoria yes I 

miss that a lot and yes the Greenview restaurant I miss and yes NOT your bread and yes not your sweet tomato sauce 

BUT ESPECIALLY THE SAUCES and yes I AM SORRY TO SAY and yes THERE IS NO KENYAN COFFEE AT THIS HOUSE and 

yes I don’t buy it to save money and yes my sister is drinking tea sometimes and yes SORRY I AM TO SEE THAT WE 

HAVE NOT YET HAD YOUR FINE GIFT AND YES THE KENYAN TEA and yes SORRY ABOUT THAT and yes  PRIORITISED 

DIFFERENTLY I HAVE and yes TEA WOULD HAVE BEEN VERY NICE and yes as you did it in Kenya and yes LIKED THAT 

VERY MUCH but so far NOT HERE my friends and yes so it is – and yes still looking forward to the day where I can show 

you what Denmark and yes other places have to offer and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes Elijah not really knowing if I understand you correctly but your “basic rule” and yes “never answer a direct 

question” and yes I would like to change to “ALWAYS answer a direct question” and yes of course when it is POSITIVE 

or OBJECTIVE and yes NOT NEGATIVE and yes WHEN IT IS WITHOUT A HIDDEN AGENDA and yes this is truly very im-

portant and yes part of DIRECT COMMUNICATION and yes far too much and yes PEOPLE DONT ANSWER DIRECT 

QUESTIONS and yes my friends “somewhat” here in Denmark and yes in Kenya and yes EVEN MORE and yes I DON’T 

LIKE THAT AT ALL and yes PLEASE ALWAYS FOCUS ON WHAT YOU ARE ASKED AND YES TO GIVE YOU CLEAR ANSWERS. 

 

And yes if Kenyans will fit in the Danish culture and yes NOT WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS TODAY and yes thinking of that 

and yes when I came home – AND YES ELIJAH THANK YOU FOR ASKING QUESTIONS – and yes THE BUILDINGS ARE DIF-

FERENT, the streets are different, the shops are different, the weather is different, the habits are different, the behav-

iour is different and yes PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT and yes SURPRISED YOU WILL BE and yes TO FIND THIS “ANONY-

MOUS” LIFE and yes on the surface and yes “very clean” it is here too and yes YOU WILL NEED “SOME TIME” TO 

ADAPT TO LIFE HERE AND YES more time than what I needed in Kenya and yes BECAUSE YOU HAVE NO EXPERIENCES 

OUTSIDE KENYA or your neighbouring countries – LIFE IS VERY DIFFERENT HERE and yes THINKING OF THIS CULTURE 

“THING” and yes I LIKE TO HAVE VARIATION AND YES PLEASE CONTINUE and yes also you God and yes for people to 

value this too and yes TO HAVE NORMAL LIFE FOR ALL. 

 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes for updating me on the Tusker project fame and yes my favourite show and 

yes in Kenya and yes BECAUSE YOU DONT HAVE THE SAME QUALITY TELEVISION AS WE DO HERE IN THE RICH WORLD 

MY FRIEND and yes I liked it very much and yes I liked judge Ian and yes when he was nice and humorous but not 

when he was mean and yes VERY DIFFERENT TO THE JUDGES OF “CRAZY ABOUT DANCE” and yes here and yes “almost 

the opposite world” but I truly like these judges here and yes IAN WATCH HOW I WOULD LIKE YOU TO BE and yes 
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POSITIVE and yes STILL HUMOROUS and yes without hurting people. And yes in the beginning and yes I liked NINA 

from the show very much and yes when singing in French and yes ballads and yes THEN SHE WAS VERY GOOD and yes 

WHITNEY HOUSTON-LIKE SONGS and yes IS NOT WHAT I LIKED THE MOST FROM NINA and yes so it is and yes I LIKED 

MANY OF THE CONTESTANTS AND ALPHA VERY MUCH and yes because of his voice and yes even more because of his 

stage show and yes thank you for the update and thank you for your thinking of how important it is to make the 

RIGHT decisions. 

 

And yes I WAS MORE OR LESS CONVINCED and yes after the show and yes performed and yes in the game a few years 

ago and yes when the Devil was against the Danish football team (THE DENMARK-SWEDEN GAME a couple of years 

ago) and yes THAT GOD WOULD ALLOW DENMARK TO COME TO THE WORLD CUP AND YES NOW and yes AS I AM FIN-

ISHING THIS CHAPTER and yes of my life and yes WHEN GOD WILL COME TO ME and yes because God has allowed the 

Danish team to be “lucky” and yes since 1980 and yes Denmark has most of the time had skilled football teams and 

yes sometimes making it on their own and yes sometimes with God and yes sometimes not and yes with the Devil and 

yes the potential and yes to qualify and yes has always been there since 1980 and yes so it is – and yes SORRY ABOUT 

KENYA and yes about your lost game and yes noticed that. 

 

And yes thank you Elijah and also Tina and yes you made me smile and yes when writing about Denmark and yes I 

have not had much time lately to watch television or read newspapers and yes NO TELEVISION AT ALL and yes only 

the football the other night and yes 5-10 minutes of paper reading during a day and yes when eating BUT WHAT I 

HAVE SEEN SO FAR AND YES IS ONE ARTICLE ONLY IN A NEWSPAPER and yes my friends IN JYLLANDS-POSTEN of all 

papers and yes I believe and yes about the drought in Kenya but you know NOT A MAIN ARTICLE and yes as I said to 

you KENYA IS NOT THAT EXCITING and yes obviously to the media here and yes there was another small article and 

yes about Somalia and yes hiring  soldiers from Kenya – AND YES MY FRIENDS PLEASE CONTINUE UPDATING THE 

NEWSLETTERS AND YES WHEN THERE ARE IMPORTANT UPDATES and yes keep me informed and yes please sent it to 

me and yes if there is a need for a new update. 

 

AND YES ELIJAH THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR INITIATIVE – PLEASE CONTINUE. 

 

Preparing a following letter to the ”head hunters” 

And yes my friends and yes STILL IMPROVING and yes the CV and yes just to show my example and yes NEVER COM-

PLETELY SATISFIED I AM and yes ALWAYS WANTING TO LEARN AND IMPROVE and yes THEREFORE I LIKE QUALIFIED 

COACHING and yes probably and yes many people and yes HAVE SEEN MY IMPATIENCE and yes WHEN YOU HAVE 

“CORRECTED” ME and yes WHEN YOU HAVE NOT WORKED AT A HIGH LEVEL. 

 

And yes also spending time and yes thinking and yes of HOW TO PRESENT AND YES MY CV and yes to the head hunters 

and yes I HAVE ALWAYS PREFERED and yes TO SEND MY CV and yes THROUGH POST and yes EVEN BETTER TO HAND  

IT OVER PERSONALLY and yes LIKE I DID TO KIM S. and yes back in 1991 and yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT I BELIEVE and yes 

TO SHOW THE BEST POSSIBLE QUALITY and yes TO SAVE TIME FOR OTHER PEOPLE and yes PRINTING IT OUT and yes I 

PREFER TO READ CV’S ON PAPER and yes that is how I am and yes ALSO TO SHOW A “PERSONAL” TOUCH and yes TO 

BIND IT IN NICELY and yes I LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and yes so it truly is and yes OF COURSE YOU ALSO HAVE OTHER 

OPTIONS and yes so it is my friends and yes thinking and yes to buy QUALITY PAPER and yes only the best is good 

enough and yes for a CV and yes also thinking of you Lars and yes my old friend and yes NOT A CO-INCIDENCE and yes 

again and yes LIKE NO OTHER and yes Lars that is and yes WE LIKE THAT VERY MUCH LARS and yes YOUR QUALITY and 

yes attention to details but your efficiency my friend? And yes just asking we are and yes so it is and yes thinking of 

buying this quality paper and yes quality envelopes and stamps and yes USING A LOT OF TIME and yes to produce this 

and yes including labels with the receivers addresses on and yes THIS CAN TAKE HOURS FOR ME TO DO and yes of 

course ONLY ONCE and yes THEN YOU HAVE THE TEMPLATE and yes NICE DESIGN and yes EVERY SINGLE millimetre 

and yes perfect and yes so it is here and yes also the small label and yes with my own name and address on it and yes 

THINKING AND YES MANY TIMES of doing this and yes AS MANY TIMES BEFORE or “just” to send the information and 

yes through email and yes BECAUSE OF LACK OF MONEY and yes LACK OF TIME TOO and yes I have decided and yes 

TO SEND IT TOMORROW and yes through email and yes also because and yes I noticed and yes the first recruitment 

agency and yes LAIGAARD and yes your partners and yes on their homepage and yes ask to receive CV’s through 

emails and yes COULD NOT FIND YOU EARLIER when I wrote about head hunters and yes my personal experience and 

yes DID I WRITE AND YES THAT YOU SAY YOU ARE TRULY VERY PROFESSIONAL MY FRIENDS and yes CLAUS and yes 
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meeting you and yes NO COINCIDENCE and yes for a job and yes for your own company and yes in the beginning of 

2008 and yes NOT QUALIFIED I WAS and yes in your “opinion” and yes WHY CLAUS and yes because you were “blind” 

and yes looking at my experience and yes NOT MY PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes YOU ARE AMONG THE BEST and 

yes in Denmark and yes THIS IS WHAT GOD SAYS YOU ARE but you are not skilled enough and yes to find and yes THE 

COMPETENCES and yes which I put and yes in myself and yes Stig and yes so it is my friends and yes NOT A TRUE 

SELLER I AM (?) and yes TRY TO ASK FRIE FUNKTIONÆRER ABOUT THIS and yes as one example and yes my friends and 

yes COULD I DO THE JOB FOR YOU and yes according to you Claus and yes “it would not motivate me” and yes DO YOU 

KNOW CLAUS AND YES THAT I AM THE BEST SELLER and yes you are not the only one and yes not understanding this 

and yes you were fooled and yes BY ALL MANAGERS I HAVE HAD and yes BECAUSE OF THEIR “LAZYNESS” and yes BE-

CAUSE THEY JUST LOOOOOVE and yes to have meetings instead of working hard and yes as they always asked me to 

do and yes TO HEAR THEM SELF SPEAKING and yes THINKING THEY ARE FANTASTIC SALESMEN and yes NOT KNOWING 

WHAT SALES IS ABOUT (except Kim S.!) and yes THEREFORE THEY BELIEVED AND YES THAT I WAS NOT A GOOD 

SALESMAN and yes we know Stig don’t like that expression and yes from Louis Nielsen and yes the ad at the moment 

and yes on TV and yes so therefore I will only say this NOT GOOD ENOUGH MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes thinking I have and yes to send either the Word document or the PDF document and yes thank you Lars and 

yes from you and yes I have the expression and yes “does it have to be either/or – couldn’t it be both/and” and yes 

used that many times and yes “I hope I am not overestimating you” and yes so it is my friend and yes also your ex-

pression and yes so it is and yes therefore my friends and yes I have decided and yes today and yes to BOTH send the 

WORD document and yes the PDF document and yes tell the receivers and yes that I recommend them to print the 

Word document and yes of course on a colour laser printer and yes when I print out a CV the paper should be maybe 

110 grams and yes not completely white and yes with a water mark and yes JUST LOVE THOSE ONES and yes later God 

and yes we know don’t mix this story and yes with crocodiles and yes Sanna and yes later and yes doing that the 

whole day he is and yes because I am busy and yes focusing and yes extremely and yes on the CV and yes the follow-

ing letter and yes the script and yes so it is and yes still time and yes for many other thoughts and yes also to write 

down notes and yes OTHER THINGS AS WELL and yes we know Stig and yes an apartment and yes OK he wins and yes 

which your mother and yes recommended and yes SHE COULD NOT GIVE ME THE WEBSIDE address and yes COULD 

NOT SEE it on the screen and yes surprised I was and yes she gave me an email address and yes to write to and yes did 

that too and yes the address was not valid and yes QUALITY and yes my mother and yes NOT IN THIS CASE and yes 

SHE HAS ALWAYS DONE HER BEST and yes we know NOT THE SAME QUALITY and yes AS WHAT I DO and yes so it is. 

 

And yes also thinking and yes I was and yes IF I DECIDE TO SEND and yes my CV and yes to these head hunters and yes 

through my Google email account and yes THAT IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO CHANGE THE FONT and yes AND YES THE SIZE 

and yes I did not investigate in a great detail but yes this is what it seems like and yes disappointed I was with this and 

yes maybe I could get and yes MICROSOFT’S SECOND EMAIL PROGRAM (!) and yes “WINDOWS MAIL” and yes to work 

with my Google account and yes we know TWO EMAIL PROGRAMS MICROSOFT and yes “one for free” and yes “one 

which is far too expensive” and yes CREATIVE you are and yes to make money and yes do I like it and yes very clearly 

NOT and yes so it is and yes MORE DIFFICULT FOR THE WORLD and yes so it is and yes trying earlier and yes to connect 

my Google account and yes the Windows mail program and yes without success and yes not using a lot of time on this 

and yes searching the internet today and yes found a solution and yes from Google itself and yes TECHNICALLY and 

yes A VERY DIFFERENT SOLUTION and yes compared to doing the same and yes with Microsoft’s other email program 

and yes MICROSOFT OUTLOOK and yes which is very easy to set up with Google but for Microsoft and yes Mail and yes 

IMPOSSIBLE TO DO and yes WITHOUT A MANUAL DESCRIBING 9 STEPS I BELIEVE WHICH I FOUND AT GOOGLES WEB-

SITE and yes WOULD NOT HAVE HAD A CHANCE TO DO IT without this manual and yes I like and yes for equipment 

and yes software programs and yes to be so easy to understand and yes that you can start using them without reading 

the manual and yes also very good to have detailed manuals and yes for “feinschmeckers” and yes LIKING THESE VERY 

MUCH WE DO ... – and yes finally it worked and yes why did I do this and yes because through Microsoft Mail and yes I 

CAN CHOSE MY OWN FONTS and yes THE DESIGN I WANT and yes it is working fine together with Microsoft Word and 

yes copying and yes pasting a table and yes the design was still intact and yes you never really know what happens ☺. 

 

And yes done a draft and yes for the letter to the head hunters and yes “piece of cake” and yes Jørgen and yes Kim S. 

and yes do you remember this expression and yes when I came home from my first sales day and yes at Synoptik and 

yes fine results you thought and yes I HAD GOD ON MY SIDE and yes VERY OFTEN MY FRIENDS AND YES THE DEVIL 

HAS BEEN WITH ME and yes doing the same and yes when selling and yes only when it has been BtB sales and yes 
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NEVER ANY PROBLEMS WITH BtC SALES (!!!) and yes having people to decide to turn me down and yes NEGATIVE 

THOUGHTS and yes exactly as God has VERY DIRECTLY SHOWN ME WITH WOMEN and yes the last time and yes I tried 

finding a girlfriend and yes was one year ago and yes TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE it was and yes when God decides and yes 

the feelings  and yes thoughts of these women and yes so it is and yes I COULD DO ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ABOUT IT 

OTHER TO WATCH AND YES WHAT HAPPENED and yes NOT A GOOD SALESMAN and yes the best one and yes just 

knowing and yes how the Devil has been working here and yes in my life and yes BtC and yes I know and yes from ex-

perience and yes I HAVE SEEN NO OTHER WITH THE SAME RESULTS AS MY SELF and yes so it truly is my friends and 

yes APPARENTLY A BAD BTB SALESMAN and NO NOT AT ALL IN FACT IF YOU ONLY TRY TO UNDERSTAND HOW GOD 

“PREPARED” PEOPLE and yes A FANTASTIC and yes BtC salesman and yes the difference is and yes God and yes the 

Devil and yes so it is ☺. 

 

An email from Sanna and Hans in South Africa 

And yes AS MENTIONED EARLIER and yes very nice for Hans and yes now also Sanna and yes to be on holiday and yes - 

WITH THE CROCODILES and yes JUST THINKING OF AN EARLIER DREAM and yes when Sanna was almost eaten to 

death and yes by a crocodile and yes THE DEVIL TOO MY FRIENDS - and yes in South Africa and yes WHERE PEOPLE 

ARE SUFFERING TOO and yes LIVING A RICH LIFE and yes next to the suffering people and yes we know PLANTED BY 

GOD and yes the message and yes from Louis Nielsen BUT NOT LIKING THE WAY THIS IS SAID GOD and yes THIS IS 

WHY THIS WILL NOT BE USED IN THESE SCRIPTS and yes my boy and yes now I understand and yes so it is and yes JUST 

TO SHOW THE WORLD WHAT I THINK ABOUT AND YES HAVING RICH PEOPLE LIVING LIKE ROYALS AND YES COMPARED 

TO MANY OF THE LOCAL POPULATION AND YES this is why I have included and yes the email and yes here and yes TO 

SHOW WHEN YOU LIVE A CAREFREE LIFE and yes NOT ONE SINGLE PENNY FOR THE FAMILY AND TEAM IN KENYA and 

yes Sanna NO MONEY FOR ME WHEN I WAS IN KENYA and yes HOW MUCH DID THIS TRAVEL COST YOU and yes for 

YOUR ENTERTAINMENT ALONE and yes just thinking we are here: 

 

”Vi er kommet godt til Sydafrika, de sidste dage har vi kørt gennem Krügerparken og set masser af dyr; elefanter, giraf-

fer, aber, flodheste, løver, leopard, impalaer, rovfugle, storke og næsehorn, hyæner og krokodiller. Vi har boet på en 

lodge nord for Krüger hvor elefanter i massevis kom og drak vand ca. 50 om aftnen, hvor vi sad og fik drinks spiste ved 

et stort bål med en masse pæle omkring fin buffet med kokke.  

 

I dag er vi kørt gennem Krüger og kommet til en lækker lodge sydpå med meget stor pool og terrasse som ligger inde i 

Krüger dvs. dyrene kommer helt tæt på. Vi så en hyæne i dag og floden vi er ved hedder krokodille river, vi har set 7 

meget store krokodiller, det har været 38 grader varmt i dag godt vi kører i en firehjulstrækker med air con. Så det er 

en dejlig tur.” 

 

And yes VERY FINE and yes TO TRAVEL and yes WHEN ALL PEOPLE HAVE A NORMAL LIFE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes my friends and yes ending this day and yes at 1.50 and yes which I thought and yes felt and yes would be “al-

most impossible” to get through and yes FALLING DOWN THE CHAIR BECAUSE OF TIREDNESS and yes YOU HAVE 

GUESSED RIGHT.
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Wednesday 14th October 2009 

Sleep and one dream, losing my case at the Commune tribunal, other small stories from yesterday, status on the first 

14 agencies, my mother is taking care of us ☺, POSTPONING THE REST UNTIL TOMORROW. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes 9.40 today it was and yes still carry on here and yes so it is and yes somewhat better sleep 

and yes not as “destroyed” today as yesterday but guess what STILL TIRED WE ARE and yes so it is and yes the dreams: 

 

I see Thomas H. (my old friend from the bank) playing tennis with his brother. It is difficult for them to play because 

there are pools on the ground, the ball does not jump quite as well as normal, but they can still play. Thomas H. is 

leading by 13 to 6.  

 

And yes apparently here and yes my friend and yes THE COUNCIL and yes DON’T KNOW THE SCORING RULES OF TEN-

NIS and yes thank you Council and yes for giving me this dream and yes LEARNING SOMETHING NEW TODAY and yes 

happy about that we are ☺. 

 

And yes the dream continued:  

 

I have changed into my football clothes and I am walking down the stairs of the dressing room together with a friend. 

We are going to the football ground, where there are some very good players on our team. My friend is a little nerv-

ous – almost like he would like to regret, and I tell him that there is nothing to be nervous about thinking of the very 

good players on our team. I forgot my sport bag at the dressing room but I think that no one will steal it from here. 

 

And yes one song and yes is included here and yes from this morning and yes which God gave me and yes “Wig wam 

bam” and yes by the Sweet and yes STILL SONGS ARE SONG FOR ME DURING THE DAY but you know what I CANNOT 

WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN and yes so it is here. 

 

Losing my case at the Commune tribunal 

AND YES THE COMMUNE and yes the tribunal and yes GAVE and yes as I expected and yes the landlord and yes 100% 

“justice” and yes as the verdict says and yes “the tenant wrongly assumed that the lease was adjusted by the rules, 

which apply for public leases” and yes THESE more gentle rules and yes don’t apply for my PRIVATE lease and yes an-

other example and yes OF DIFFERENT RULES FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE and yes written about this earlier I have and yes 

in my old scripts (Sanna?) I believe and yes just another and yes addition and yes in April I RECEIVED AN OFFER FROM 

the craftsman company, which the caretaker works together with and yes just thinking and yes COMMISSION and yes 

how many caretakers receive COMMISSION or BRIBES in Denmark and yes PROBABLY MANY and yes just thinking of 

course and yes the offer and yes was DKK 56.772,14 kr and yes the final invoice and yes was DKK 62.749,64 and yes 

just thinking we are and yes IF YOU CANNOT TRUST AN OFFER WHICH YOU RECEIVE and yes my friends THEN YOU 

HAVE A PROBLEM WITH CREDIBILITY and yes WHEN YOU PROMISE SOMETHING and yes AN OFFER IS ALSO A PROMISE 

and yes YOU WILL KEEP THAT PROMISE and yes if this was a public lease and yes how much would the restoration cost 

and yes maybe DKK 10,000? And yes JUST MAYBE and yes so it is here ... 

 

Other small stories from yesterday 

And yes my friends I BRING HERE AND YES MY KETCHUP and yes for you my friend and yes “A LITTLE BIT” 

and yes “AT A TIME” and yes nothing to be afraid of and yes this is still what I am and yes WHEN THE BIG 

MAN and yes MAKE ME SOMEWHAT BIGGER and yes everyday and yes ALMOST and yes JUST ALMOST 

and yes maybe EVERY WEEK and yes JUST MAYBE and yes A LONG TIME HE COULD TALK and yes the Devil 

and yes is PRAYING and yes for him to continue and yes tormenting me and yes so it is here and yes be-

cause as you will read later and yes THE DEVIL WAS NOT VERY STRONG and yes more hoping than any-

thing and yes because I have now sent the first and yes 18 and yes out of 20 and yes letters/CV’s and yes 

to the executive search companies (read about this tomorrow – I have postponed my writing on this) and 

yes the people and yes “hunting heads” and yes a little bit strange we all think to do a work where you 

hunt heads but this is apparently what they do ☺ and yes WE LIKE WORDS so much and yes when we PLAY WITH THE 

WORDS and yes VERY OFTEN WE do and yes AS STIG HAS DONE ALL OF HIS LIFE and yes so it is here ☺. 
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And yes even if this was a “nice” story and yes so it is too and yes a digression it was and yes actually not liking that 

very much and yes double disliking it actually and yes if you understand this and yes so it is. 

 

And yes just a couple of things and yes postponed from yesterday and yes we know because I was tired and yes busy 

and yes writing them today instead and yes now after midnight and yes busy we have been also today and yes tired 

too and yes VERY TIRED THAT IS MY PEOPLE and yes “NORMAL” PEOPLE would be and yes “PIECE OF CAKE” and yes 

today and yes compared to yesterday and yes so it is here and yes I WOULD NOT HAVE HAD TIME TO WORK for Dahl-

berg and yes ANY OTHERS WHICH I COULD HAVE THOUGHT OF and yes so it is – the right decision ☺. 

 

And yes Tobias and yes yesterday and yes saying and yes IN CONFIDENCE and yes to me and yes his best friend and 

yes was not allowed to hear and yes sent out of the door he was and yes BECAUSE I SAID THAT I UNDERSTOOD TOBIAS 

THE OTHER day and yes HIS FEELINGS and yes “that’s what it takes” and yes actually NOT MUCH but yes PEOPLE LIKE 

HERE TO BE UNDERSTOOD and yes THIS IS HOW WE ALL FEEL and yes so it is and yes Tobias and yes said and yes that 

he wrote on messenger and yes with Christina and yes asking her about her new boyfriend and yes HE RECEIVED and 

yes MUCH MORE RESPECT and yes from CHRISTINA and yes because of this and yes we know and yes he said and yes 

that it was very difficult and yes for him to do this and yes again I could only say and yes that I know the feeling and 

yes when you are truly and deeply hurting and yes because of a broken heart and yes WE ALL KNOW THAT HERE TOO. 

 

And yes also yesterday and yes just one of those examples you know and yes Jeff Lynne speaking and yes SO IT IS 

HERE and yes maybe God acting and yes maybe his spiritual inner self and yes really not knowing but Jeff it was and 

yes yesterday and yes God said to me and yes “it is one of the worst icehockey punches and he cannot set even one 

punch on you and this is actually all we say” and yes WORD BOOK and yes did not have any idea and yes that these 

“strikes” and yes are called “punches” and yes in English and yes ONE EXAMPLE ONLY and yes of God and yes some-

times and yes not all times and yes only sometimes and yes acting as a translator here and yes thank you very much 

and yes STILL TRAVELLING WE ARE and yes AROUND THE WORLD and yes WHAT WE WILL DO and yes therefore you 

Palin and yes thank you very much. 

 

Status on the first 14 agencies 

And yes do you remember and yes the other day and yes when I gave you the status and yes of my contacts and yes to 

8 of the 14 temp agencies and yes CAN YOU GUESS AND YES IF I HAVE HEARD and yes FROM THE MISSING TWO and 

yes OF THE FIVE and yes agencies and yes which I had not heard from one week ago and yes HUMAN PEOPLE WORK-

ING and yes the answer is NO and yes THIS IS WHAT THESE COMPANIES are doing and yes some of them NOT EVEN 

SENDING A REPLY and yes to the people and yes sending CV’s to them and yes we know WHY IS THAT and yes TOO 

MANY CV’S FOR YOU TO HANDLE MY FRIENDS? And yes maybe better WITH ONE ELECTRONIC SYSTEM and yes TO DO 

THIS WORK FOR YOU and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes this chapter and yes was also and yes postponed and yes from yesterday. 

 

My mother is taking care of us ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know we will start AND YES WITH MY MOTHER’S BIG INTEREST and yes TO DO WONDERFUL FLOWERS and 

yes SEE MY PROFILE PICTURES ON FACEBOOK and yes as mentioned and yes as done and yes here they are and yes 

JUST ONE EXAMPLE OF VERY MANY and yes these flowers and yes are from my mother and yes to Sanna and yes 

when she turned 50 years in april 2009: 

 

And yes my FRIENDS AND YES THIS MEANS AND YES FLOWERS TO THE 

WORLD and yes LOVE TO THE WORLD and yes THIS IS ALL MY MOTHER IS 

ABOUT and yes TO TAKE CARE and yes OF MY PEOPLE and yes SHOWING HER 

LOVE TO US ALL and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes MY MOTHER and yes also really wanted and yes to take care of us 

“children” and yes when Sanna and yes is on holiday and yes Sanna told me 

and yes that she wanted to come every day and yes maybe not every day in 
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practice but today and yes she came and yes prepared a new and yes very nice dinner and yes thank you so much 

mother. 

 

And yes she arrived and yes SHE SAID AND YES SHE HAS HAD A TOOTACHE and yes “half of the night” and yes tired 

she was and yes dinner she had prepared and yes THEREFORE and yes as a symbol only and yes SHE HAD NO ENERGY 

and yes today and yes as she has not had the last approx. 30 years and yes to bake and yes the “PARIS BUNS” and yes 

thinking of Paris Hilton we are and yes I AM THE CASHIER and yes in the bank and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes 

to give you your freedom back and yes FOR THE WORLD TO BE AMAZED and yes A MESSAGE FROM GOD and yes 

PARIS and yes not the buns but Hilton and yes KNOWS THAT I AM COMING TOO and yes MONEY FROM ME and yes 

WHY NOT GOD and yes so it is and yes NOT FAR AWAY WE ARE FROM EACH OTHER and yes PARIS AND ME and yes IN 

MY OWN HIERARCHY and yes we know and yes “in my place” and yes maybe more and yes TO YOU FIRST and yes 

from my Paris and yes thank you Paris and yes WE DO APPRECIATE THIS ALL OF US and yes we know PAIN and yes so it 

is my friends and yes nothing more of this story ☺. 

 

And yes BUSY AND YES I AM AND YES PREPARING and yes the CV first and yes the letters for the headhunters and yes 

DESPITE OF THIS and yes THOUGHT IT WAS A GOOD IDEA and yes TO CLEAN UP THE HOUSE and yes TO VACUUM 

CLEAN and yes before my mother arrived and yes Tobias, Niklas and Isabelle too and yes USING TIME ON THIS TOO 

and yes where was Tobias and yes PLAYING GAMES ON A SPECIAL CYBERCAFE he was and yes with Niklas and yes 

THINKING OF THIS WE ARE AND YES NOTHING MUCH HE IS DOING HERE and yes HE CANNOT EVEN THROW OUT 

empty packages and yes in the garbage can and yes when he has eaten what is inside of them and yes NOT UNDER-

STANDING THIS WE are and yes taking the car every single day he is and yes last weekend he was nice for me to use 

the car and yes we know THIS IS BECAUSE and yes OF THE RAISE HE HAS RECEIVED – and yes Stig YOUR MICROSOFT 

WORD CRASHED and yes STOPPED WORKING and yes ANNOYED and yes YOU WERE and yes TO LOSE THE WORK YOU 

HAD JUST DONE and yes IT OPENED AGAIN and yes HAD RECOVERED EVERYTHING and yes 100%, and yes normally 

“the last minutes of work” will be lost but every single word was recovered here, and yes THINKING and yes God 

showing me another symbol and yes OF RECOVERING MY OLD SCRIPTS and yes we know ELIJAH PLEASE REMEMBER 

THE DETAILS OF WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN READING OF MY SCRIPTS IN THE PAST and yes do you remember the story 

when I keyed in Meshack on my mobile phone and yes where it did not save the information and yes five minutes af-

terwards it was recovered and yes OTHER EXAMPLES AS WELL and yes my friend DON’T LOSE HOPE and yes DON’T 

LOSE YOUR FAITH and yes DON’T DESPAIR and yes BE IN CONTROL OF YOUR THOUGHTS and yes SO IT IS HERE MY 

FRIEND and yes THINK OF WHAT WE HAVE STARTED and yes WHICH WE WILL FINISH and yes ELIJAH YOU HAVE RE-

CEIVED THE ANSWERS and SEEN THE PROOFS and yes DESPAIR IS DESTROYING YOU MY FRIEND and yes THIS SHOULD 

NOT BE THE CASE and yes just thinking we are here – and yes back to the story, and yes Karen on my mind by the way, 

and yes to Tobias and yes his raise and yes I have written about this before and yes PLEASE MAKE SURE and yes THAT 

YOU WILL RAISE YOUR CHILDREN and yes NOT TO BE SELFFISH and yes this is what this is about. 

 

And yes I also wanted to say and yes THAT MY MOTHER AND YES NOTICED and yes that I did the clean up of the house 

and yes she was very happy seeing this and yes I was thinking and yes JUST MAYBE A REPORT AND YES FROM MY 

MOTHER AND YES TO SANNA and yes IF I DID NOT DO THE CLEAN UP and yes just thinking and yes no problem for my 

sister and yes that Tobias is doing nothing here and yes watching films and yes playing games and yes all of the time in 

his room and yes but when it comes to me and yes UNDER SURVEILANCE I AM and yes happy that I decided to clean 

up because of this. 

 

And yes my mother and yes was going and yes to prepare the dinner and yes we know and yes “how do I do this” and 

yes “what about the oven” and yes “now this is not working again” and yes “can you reach up and get this for me” and 

yes “please call Niklas and ask if he will be here at 19.00” and yes again and again and again and yes MANY THOUGHTS 

and yes AT THE SAME TIME and yes NO TECNICAL KNOWHOW and yes STRESSING SHE IS and yes MY GIFT and yes vm 

is saying and yes in my life before I come down and yes inside of your mother and yes so it is and yes IT STRESSES ME 

TOO and yes on one hand and yes on the other and yes it does not stress me at all and yes so it truly is. 

 

And yes my mother and yes John and yes have apparently been speaking about my CV and yes my mother and yes 

again today and yes asked me “how people will react to my CV” and yes because I have written “I am the most clever” 

and yes so it is and yes talking about that we were and yes I COULD ONLY SAY and yes THAT I HAVE DECIDED TO 

WRITE THE TRUTH and yes THAT IT IS NOT WITH THE INTENTION TO BRAG and yes this is not what I am about and yes 
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my mother knows this and yes she trust in authorities and yes after saying this and yes with strength and yes she said 

and yes “it is probably because we are modest” and yes THEN SHE SAID and yes that John had told her and yes that 

maybe “this is what it takes for me to be invited to an interview so they can see who I am” and yes I could only tell my 

mother and yes when I have contacted these PROFESSIONAL HEADHUNTERS IN THE PAST and yes they have NOT 

DONE ANYTHING and yes AT ALL and yes TO FIND OUT WHO I AM and yes maybe because of my old CV and yes NOT 

UNDERSTANDING MY COMPETENCES and yes JUST MAYBE BECAUSE THEY ARE REALLY NOT THAT PROFESSIONAL and 

yes MY OLD DETAILED CV and yes SHOULD BE GOOD ENOUGH FOR THESE “PROFESSIONAL” PEOPLE and yes to under-

stand me and yes IF THEY BELIEVED IN ME and yes did they and yes “NOT ALL” my friends – and yes THEREFORE and 

yes saying that to my mother and yes I send the new one. 

 

And yes my mother and yes said and yes she will come back and yes Friday morning and yes for us and yes to buy food 

for the house and yes “because Sanna has taken care of me” and yes I have eaten her food and yes this is how my 

mother and yes truly is and yes so it is. 

 

And yes just thinking about how my mother is and yes VERY OFTEN and yes MANY DISURBING THOUGHTS and yes 

HIGH ACTICITY and yes STRESSING HER because of this and yes we know PART OF THE PLAN and yes ALWAYS BEEN 

LIKE THAT and yes is it nice? And NO OF COURSE NOT and yes MISERY in fact it is and yes she truly does what authori-

ties tell her and yes in the kitchen and yes examples and yes from God and yes to me and yes “asking” my mother to 

use this “package” for this and that “package” for that and yes WHEN YOU ARE STRONG and yes MY MOTHER WILL DO 

WHAT SHE IS TOLD and yes THIS IS WHAT SHE IS ABOUT and yes DIFFICULT FOR HER TO UNDERSTAND and yes THAT I 

AM COMPLETELY DIFFERENT and yes so it is – and yes I DON’T BELIEVE IN AUTHORITIES and yes I DON’T BELIEVE IN 

ANARCHY and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes God is speaking and yes here too and yes we know and yes maybe even the Council and yes at least and yes 

just a few examples: 

 

My mother started speaking about ETTA CAMERON and yes several times we have been speaking about watching your 

concerts and yes until now and yes we have “only been speaking” and yes we know and yes one thing led to the other 

and yes Etta often performs Christmas concerts and yes SUDDENLY MY MOTHER AND ISABELLE SPOKE ABOUT “DIS-

NEY’S CHRISTMAS SHOW” and yes she remembered and yes that we loved that and yes watching it Christmas day and 

yes as children and yes I did not write a note of this but suddenly and yes Isabelle was talking about the movies “God 

father” and yes IMMEDIATELY I KNEW AND YES I FELT AND YES WAS TOLD and yes this is how it is and yes that this 

was about Karen and yes “GOD FATHER” and yes can you see it and yes KAREN GAVE ME THE TRILOGY AND YES OF 

THE MOVIE and yes TRINITY and yes God and yes the gift from Karen to me and yes my gift for you and yes for Karen 

and yes too and yes GOD HAS MANY WAYS. And yes some time after and yes Isabelle and yes asked me about Marvin 

Gaye and yes a true SOUL artist and yes probably the best of them all and yes I put on and yes the first of my home-

made soul cd’s and yes saying to Isabelle and yes that she could borrow these four cd’s and yes to copy them and yes 

BECAUSE SHE TRULY LOVES SOUL MUSIC and yes when I saw the happiness in her eyes and yes in her speech and yes 

God said to me and yes THIS IS HOW KAREN IS and yes “because you are home soon” and yes to say “we miss you” 

and yes thank you very much and yes not around the world in 80 days but everyday and yes until Judgement Day and 

yes so it is and yes thank you very much my friend Palin. 

 

And yes later and yes we heard and yes ALMOST THE FAVOURITTE MUSIC OF ISABELLE and yes SIMPLY RED and yes I 

said to her and yes with the voice of God and yes when this band and yes when Mick and yes debuted and yes in 1985 

and yes IT WAS A SENSATION and yes to me at least and yes HEARING HIS VOICE AT THE FIRST TIME and yes back then 

I thought and yes that it was truly very unlikely and yes that his voice should be so popular because it was and is so 

different but TRULY UNIQUE IT IS and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes you told me and yes “also me” and yes YOU GAVE 

ME THIS SONG TO MENTION TO ISABELLE and yes “money’s too tight too mention” and yes JUST THINKING AND YES 

ABOUT OUR SITUATION HERE and yes we know so it is .... And yes Isabelle was very inspired and yes mentioned an-

other song and yes “for your babies” and yes A REMARKABLE SONG and yes BEAUTIFUL IT IS and yes and yes God and 

yes gave me a hint and yes when she said the name of the song and yes “A BABY FOR ME AND KAREN” and yes imme-

diately there after and yes Tobias and yes said that there is no more “toilet paper” and yes the toilet and yes for me is 

just this “bad love” and yes so it is here and yes THE WORLD AND YES IS FULL OF SYMBOLS HERE. 
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POSTPONING THE REST UNTIL TOMORROW  

And yes we know and yes the time is now 1.25 and yes TIRED and yes VERY DIFFICULT TO WRITE and yes because of 

this but mainly because MY HANDS ARE HURTING ME and yes VERY MUCH and yes maybe taking 50% of my pace and 

yes this is my feeling and yes so it is and yes ANOTHER GREAT DAY TOMORROW my friends and yes thinking of the 

team and yes in Kenya and yes THIS IS HOW I FEEL ☺. 
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Thursday 15th October 2009 

Very tired indeed and some dreams, one of the other “VERY IMPORTANT” stories of my past ☺, templates of THE BEST 

QUALITY and US health care, an example of communication from Jen, which I like, at the limit of breaking down, Den-

mark is making some of the world’s best movies because ...., Tobias and his needs ..., more on the “stool pigeon”, the 

Metro supermarket as symbol of NORMAL LIFE to the world, “IT’S A KIND OF MAGIC”, WOMEN ARE MORE CONSIDER-

ATE THAN MEN, sending my CV to 20 executive search companies ☺, creating “job agents” on CV portals and finishing 

the day. 

 

Very tired indeed and some dreams 

And yes my friends it was 2.30 before I went to bed and yes I wake up with dreams during the night and yes again at 

9.20 and yes I decided to sleep some more and yes approx. at 10.00 and yes EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO STAND UP THIS 

MORNING and yes writing this and yes at 12.00 and yes the day today and yes as difficult as two days ago and yes 

maybe even more and yes this is the feeling and yes some dreams and yes again difficult to read my notes on the 

phone and yes many typing errors and yes difficult to understand but let us see and yes here it is: 

 

• “Time for dinner” was mentioned. 

• My old colleague Morten at GE Insurance is resigning his job. He gives me information on a potential client to 

visit, which makes me happy. And then he says that we will visit the same potential client, when he starts in his 

new job, he will bring a photographer and abuse his knowledge of his competitors. It makes me angry and I think 

that Morten on the surface is nice, but I say to him that “I cannot understand that it is possible for you to contain 

so much negativity”. 

• Jørgen – the manager for GE Insurance after me – says that he has not made reports to London the last half year, 

there are two different resports to make. It does not make him popular and I say that the first standard report is 

genious. I am going to take over again as the manager after Jørgen, who is leavning the company. Jørgen says if I 

cannot do the reports, I can ask Morten of how to do it, but I tell Jørgen that I have been doing these reports in 

the past and it annoys me that he does not think of this, talks down to me and also that he has not been doing his 

work and that I will have to do it all for him. Jørgen says that he will have a guest from the headoffice in London 

tomorrow and that he and the guest will have dinner together at Park Hotel – only him and I thought not together 

with the team as we had earlier. And I also thought it was strange that he did not invite me for the dinner because 

I will become the new manager. Comment: After normal working hours … 

• Anne Mette (ex Green Credit) is a potential client, I believe she works for Ikano now and I ask her about the meet-

ing we have tomorrow. She tells me that she is not with the old company anymore, now she works for BMW Fi-

nancial Services. 

• I am at work, the telephone is ringing and I am told that it is one of the partners of a “fine” accountant firm. It 

makes me nervous that it is the “manager”. He asks me to come tomorrow to have meetings with new employees 

entering the pension scheme. I agree but afterwards I think that I also have a meeting tomorrow with a law firm 

also having meetings with new employees and I don’t like to be put in such an embarrassing situation when I have 

two appointments if I am not careful. After the phone call with the partner/manager I am disappointed because 

he does not think much of me and don’t understand my skills. 

• God gave me the first strophes of the maybe best song from Pulp and yes in my opinion and yes “Babies” and yes 

strophes and yes “I want to take you home, I want to give you children, You might be my girlfriend” and yes just 

thinking of Karen we are. 

• I see Jørgen from GE Insurance mummified – he is still alive and cannot understand why he has been mummified 

alive. He cannot get out of the mummification and next to him is another person mummified, who has been there 

for a “long time”. 

• The dream at the GE Insurance office continues: I ask Jørgen if he will tell London that I have been hired, which he 

promises to do.  Morten is coming to my office with a newspaper article, my office is “dusty” (yes also now 

“dusty” in dreams). I ask Morten if he knows of Corn Flakes, which he does and Morten shares his idea coming 
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from reading the newspaper arcticle with me. I say to Morten that free competition is good but I hope that he will 

accept when I tell him about what I think, which he accepts. I tell him that “your tricks are dirty”. 

 

One of the other “VERY IMPORTANT” stories of my past ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes I wrote some days ago and yes what I have been thinking about for years and yes the stolen gasoline tank and 

yes the person giving my name in the train and yes many years ago and yes there was also a third and yes OF COURSE 

ONLY NICE TO KNOW and yes ACTUALLY IT IS MEANT and yes as FUNNY and yes between God and I and yes so it truly 

is and yes now when he is giving me the answer and yes it is actually not very exciting to hear and yes I remember and 

yes when I was a teenager and yes attending the EFG school and yes when I read and yes WRITTEN INSIDE THE BUS 

SHACK and yes the one in Vapnagård in Helsingør and yes nearest to Borupgård and yes probably closed down many 

years ago and yes the words said “I LOVE STIG DRAGHOLM” and yes ALWAYS VERY CURIOUS and yes I HAVE BEEN and 

yes about WHO WAS THE STRANGER WRITING THIS and yes NOT SAYING THIS TO ME and yes we know and yes – this 

story and yes is also postponed from yesterday – and yes God told me and yes HELLE and yes I HARDLY REMEMBER 

YOU but I do remember your face expression and yes hair and yes BUT I DON’T REMEMBER FROM WHERE WE KNOW 

EACH OTHER and yes MAYBE FROM EFG? And yes GOD HAS BLOCKED THIS MEMORY and yes AS SO MANY OTHER 

THINGS and yes from my past and yes MANY MANY THINGS MY FRIENDS and yes so it is.  

 

Templates of THE BEST QUALITY and US health care 

And yes my friends and yes another story and yes from yesterday and yes I REMEMBER and yes VERY CLEARLY and yes 

the VIVID discussions and yes in DanskeBank-Pension and yes MANY SITUATIONS and yes of the consultants and yes 

making “professional business proposals” and yes how many variants did you have and yes some people and yes de-

cided and yes to use the “standard” and yes other people and yes especially remembering Lars – my old friend – and 

yes Jan M. and yes USING A LOT OF TIME and yes A WASTE OF TIME and yes producing your own proposals – THAT IS 

IF YOU TRULY HAVE A PROFESSIONAL STANDARD and yes which I suspect was not the case - and yes “FIGHTINGS” and 

yes I REMEMBER BETWEEN THE CONSULTANTS and yes because you disagreed and yes REMEMBERING AND YES MI-

CHAEL and yes not Nielsen but you know the other Michael and yes the discussion we had and yes IF STANDARD PRO-

POSALS or INDIVIDUAL PROPOSALS and yes WAS TO BE PREFERRED and yes not surprisingly and yes MICHAEL ARGUED 

STRONGLY FOR INDIVIDUAL PROPOSALS and yes in this department you probably had a total of 5-10 different propos-

als and yes ALL OVER THE WORLD AND YES YOU WILL HAVE MILLIONS and yes BILLIONS OF DIFFERENT TEMPLATES 

and yes MY CONCLUSION IS THIS: WHEN YOU HAVE THE ABSOLUTELY BEST QUALITY and yes ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE 

THIS and yes people will accept to use the standard and yes so it truly is – AND YES THINKING and yes of the templates 

and yes which I have made in my career and yes really not thinking that they are anything special and yes MANY 

MANY PEOPLE CAN DO THE SAME OR EVEN BETTER THAN I and yes so it is and yes MY COLLEAGUES and yes HAVE AC-

CEPTED USING THE TEMPLATES I HAVE DONE and yes THIS IS HOW IT ALWAYS HAVE BEEN - and yes YOU WILL SAVE 

ENORMOUS AMOUNTS OF TIME and yes INSTEAD YOU CAN PRODUCE MORE and yes for example also and yes FOOD 

FOR THE WORLD and yes so it is and yes just thinking of a statement and yes from United Nations and yes 1 billion 

people are starving and yes also because the world is not producing enough food and yes YOU CAN IF YOU WANT TO 

and yes WE CAN and yes just Obama here too and yes two messages and yes ALSO AN ENCOURAGEMENT FROM HIM 

TO ME and yes thanks Obama and yes congratulation and yes with the “small” victory and yes one step closer to the 

goal of getting a health care reform and yes noticing and yes yesterday and yes my old school mate and yes Sofie and 

yes living in the states and yes she was interested and yes some time ago and yes when I posted a message and yes 

about Jacob Holdt and yes “American Pictures” and yes of all the poor and suffering people in the states and yes how 

many of these people and yes have health care insurance, Sofie? And yes I AM ALMOST THROWING UP OF WHAT YOU 

WROTE YESTERDAY ON FACEBOOK AND YES PLEASE READ YOURSELF: 

 

“Why do we need any changes to US healthcare? MY insurance is GREAT! 

It's clear that the private sector has done such an AMAZING job with our health care -- why the heck would we ever 

need that EVIL public option?” 

 

And yes Sofie and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING WHY and yes HAVING YOUR OWN INNER VOICE? And yes YOU ARE 

HAPPY SOFIE and yes DON’T CARE ABOUT THE MILLIONS AND YES OF PEOPLE AND YES WITHOUT INSURANCE AND YES 

PEOPLE DYING AND YES BECAUSE OF THIS and yes NOT TO MENTION THAT THE EXHORBITANT EXPENSES ARE DE-

STROYING THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY and yes feeling the presence still of Obama and yes helping me write this and 

yes THANK YOU MY FRIEND and yes “an evil public option” and yes SOFIE and yes because of your “principles” and yes 
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NOT TO HAVE PUBLIC INITIATIVES and yes THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS THE BEST and yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT and 

yes my friends DON’T UNDERSTAND THAT AT ALL and yes ALL YOU CAN DO OBAMA AND YES IS TO NEVER GIVE UP 

AND YES REMOVE THE BEAST AND YES THE DEVIL AND YES THE HUNGER FOR MONEY AND YES TAKE IT AWAY FROM 

THE INSURANCE AND YES HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY IN THE STATES AND YES TO KEEP ON DOING YOUR BEST AND YES 

EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes Stig thank you from me and yes NEVER EVER GIVE UP this is what this is about too ☺. 

 

An example of communication from Jen, which I like 

And yes Stig and yes ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT “GOLD” and yes on Facebook and yes saw it yesterday and yes cannot 

find it now but just a symbol of course and yes when reading and yes the messages from Sofie and yes on heathcare 

and yes just comparing the “sound” of messages like this and yes to and yes what could have been a girlfriend and yes 

in Africa and yes THE PERSON SYMBOLISING THIS and yes from the beautiful Jenipher of course and yes an example 

and yes of what she writes and yes from Tuesday this week: 

 

Why do men fight 2 have wat they love instead of loving wat they already have.we shud b careful, otherwise we might 

end up loosing wat we have while fighting 4 wat we we dont have n might never get. 

 

And yes JUST THINK OF THIS MESSAGE and yes SOFIE’S MESSAGES and yes can you see the difference and yes of the 

person behind and yes when God and yes the Devil is speaking and yes this is what we talk about ☺. 

 

And yes I decided and yes to send Jen a message and yes because I noticed and yes that LIFE IS NOT EASY FOR HER AT 

THE MOMENT AND YES THEREFORE I WROTE THIS: 

 

I like what you write Jen - thanks for thinking good thoughts and please NEVER GIVE UP but pursue your dreams of life 

the best you can :-) 

 

And yes happy I was and yes still sad because of her situation but happy that she replied and yes even if it was as short 

as this: “Thank u Stig”. 

 

At the limit of breaking down 

And yes we know and yes just catching up and yes THE LIMIT WE ARE ON AND YES AT THE MOMENT and yes of break-

ing down and yes “playing with this limit we are” and yes because God continues to give me many thoughts and ideas 

and yes when WORKING SO HARD ON THE CV, the following letter and yes screening of the market for these people 

hunting heads you know and yes how can you cope with all of these thoughts and ideas at the same time AND YES 

NOT TO MENTION AND YES THAT WE ARE SUFFERING AND YES THE COUNCIL IS WITH ME AND YES WE ARE ALL ON 

THE BORDER OF BREAKING DOWN AND YES SO IT IS AND YES TIRED WE ARE and yes just writing the ideas down and 

yes in another document and yes was truly and yes very difficult and yes when you are about to throw up and yes 

knowing HOW MUCH MORE WORK IS REMAINING and yes not time to rest and yes today and yes I needed to buy pibe 

tobacco and yes 40 grams for two days and yes for 45 DKK and yes this is the budget at the moment and yes no more 

bread, milk and yes butter and yes therefore I decided and yes to buy this today and yes I could have waited until to-

morrow and yes we know when my mother will shop for us but so it is here and yes because I have a little bit of 

money and yes to spend the rest of the month and yes so it is here and yes deciding and yes today and yes to spend 

maybe 20 minutes and yes at my cafe and yes in Hørsholm and yes knowing and yes that God is not happy to relax at 

the moment and yes my thinking is and yes TO CONTINUE WORKING HARD and yes WITHOUT TAKING BREAKS and yes 

after you finish and yes A BIG PROJECT and yes thinking of Kim S. and yes written about this earlier and yes so it is and 

yes OF COURSE THIS IS EXTREME and yes thinking and yes that visiting the café once a week and yes is alright IF I DE-

CIDE TO DO IT AND YES DESPITE OF THE DEVIL AND YES REALLY REALLY REALLY MAKING MY LIFE A TRUE HELL JUST TO 

VISIT THIS CAFÉ AND YES SO IT IS AND YES THIS IS STIG AND YES GOING UP AGAINST AND YES WHOMEVER AND YES 

TAKING THIS DECISION AND YES NO MATTER WHA THE COST IS AND YES TO SHOW THE WORLD AND YES THAT EVEN 

THOUGH THIS IS THE WORST TIME AND YES POTENTIALLY THE WORST TIME EVER AND YES WHEN THIS ABSOLUTELY 

DOES NOT HELP AND YES STILL DECIDING AND YES THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DECIDED TO DO AND YES AS A SYMBOL OF 

“NORMAL LIFE” AND YES GOD WILL HAVE TO UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT THIS AND YES SO IT IS AND YES TO TURN 

THIS INTO A POSITIVE MESSAGE AND YES MY FRIENDS so it is AND YES HAVING GUTS AND YES A LOT AND  YES NOT 

EASY TO FIGHT THE DEVIL THIS WAY BUT THIS IS YOU KNOW JUST TO SHOW THE WORLD AND YES THAT I DON’T LIKE 
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AUTHORITIES TAKING AWAY MY FREEDOM and yes HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS DECISION AND YES ONE OF THE MOST 

DICCULT I HAVE EVER TAKEN BUT BECAUSE OF THIS MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

Denmark is making some of the world’s best movies because .... 

And yes the mindset and yes is TO CONTINUE WORKING HARD and yes so it is here and yes the other day and yes God 

said and yes BECAUSE HE IS THE ACTOR and yes in my life and yes living in Denmark I am and yes do you know WHY 

DENMARK IS PRODUCING SO MANY GOOD MOVIES and yes TV SERIES and yes OF THE BEST QUALITY and yes among 

the best in the world and yes why? And yes BECAUSE THIS IS THE COUNTRY AND YES WHERE I LIVE AND WAS 

BROUGHT UP and yes THE COUNTRY OF ACTING IT IS and yes therefore my friends ☺. 

 

Tobias and his needs ... 

And yes another small story and yes of Tobias again and yes HE NEVER SWITCHES OFF THE LIGHT IN THE HOUSE and 

yes EASY FOR HIM TO SWITCH IT ON AND YES IMPOSSIBLE IT SEEMS TO SWTICH IT OFF and yes VERY DIFFCULT TO 

UNDERSTAND and yes that HE HAS NOT LEARNED THIS and yes during his raise and yes so it is and yes TOOTH PASTE 

and yes he bought and yes WE RAN OUT and yes thinking of Martin Ibenhard we are and yes because of Brian May 

and yes if I remember correctly and yes maybe it was Preben and yes from DFM or both of you liking him and yes THE 

GUITARIST AGAIN and yes another story but still good and yes anyhow MARTIN and yes “WE RAN OUT” and yes with 

these words and yes God gave me the feeling of you and yes I LIKED OUR FRIENDSHIP VERY MUCH and yes SEARCHING 

AFTER YOU SOMETIMES I HAVE and yes on the Internet and yes impossible to find and yes LIKE I SEARCHED FOR 

FUGGI MANY YEARS and yes on the Internet and yes impossible to find he was and yes WHEN GOD “ALLOWED” ME TO 

SEE FUGGI AGAIN and yes WHEN I SEARCHED FOR FUGGI AGAIN AND YES ON THE INTERNET and yes GOD NOW 

SHOWED ME ALL OF THE PLACES HE WAS MENTIONED and yes where he also was before and yes when God had con-

ceiled and yes FUGGI FOR ME and yes GOD MANIPULATED and yes the Internet and yes God are you doing that and 

yes with Google and yes ALL OVER and yes helping people or you know sometimes and yes quite often and yes the 

Devil is helping people and yes TO FIND WHAT I WANT THEM TO FIND and yes GOOGLE ETC. DO YOU KNOW THAT 

GOD IS PLAYING WITH YOUR SYSTEM and yes almost feeling the guitar here and yes Google PLEASE PUBLISH YOUR 

THOUGHTS ABOUT THIS ☺.  

 

And yes and yes and yes WHEN YOU NEED THE CAR and yes TOBIAS TRULY NEEDS THE CAR and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY 

HERE and yes WITHOUT OF COURSE ASKING IF I NEED IT TOO and yes he said and yes yesterday and yes that he will 

buy gasoline for the car and yes thanking him I am and yes I used it and yes twice and yes going to my mother in Hel-

ingør. 

 

And yes TOBIAS and yes HAS BOTH and yes THE DEVIL and yes from Sanna and yes very clearly and yes THINKING OF 

HIMSELF ONLY AND YES HE IS and yes SOMETIMES and yes WHEN HE WANTS TO and yes GOD TOO and yes YOU WILL 

SEE HOW GENEROUS HE IS and yes HOW INTERESTED IN OTHER PEOPLE HE IS and yes A MIXTURE HE IS and yes like 

ALL OF US IN THE COUNCIL and yes HAVING BOTH GOD and yes the DEVIL IN US and yes so it truly is ☺. 

 

More on the “stool pigeon” 

And yes just another small story and yes the “stool pigeon” and yes the team knows him and yes I know him through 

the team and yes afraid and yes he was and yes because of what we were working on and yes the potential conse-

quences and yes this was his reason why and yes AFFRAID HE WAS PERSONALLY TOO maybe and yes so it is here and 

yes not more on him today. 

 

The Metro supermarket as symbol of NORMAL LIFE to the world 

And yes and yes and yes AND WHEN PRINTING and yes the following letter and yes to the headhunters and yes maybe 

yesterday and yes ONE OF MANY AND YES CONTROLS and yes VERY MANY MY FRIENDS and yes God and yes of course 

and yes just another small example and yes showed me the BIG SUPERMARKET and yes WAREHOUSE and yes METRO 

and yes in Glostrup and yes THE PLACE OF ALL PLACES WHERE I HAVE BEEN THE HAPPIEST TO SHOP and yes BECAUSE 

OF THE BIG SUPPLY and yes LIKING THAT VERY MUCH and yes just to stroll there and yes to look and yes to buy “dif-

ferent” food varieties and yes which you cannot normally get elsewhere and yes THIS IS THE REASON WHY and yes 

HOURS I CAN GO THERE and yes not been there and yes for years and yes I had a members card and yes for this ware-

house and yes when I was working for GE Insurance and yes so it is and yes GOD HAS SHOWED ME METRO and yes for 
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“years” and yes in visions and yes MEANING AND YES PLENTY OF FOOD and yes NORMAL LIFE to the world and yes 

THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT. 

 

“IT’S A KIND OF MAGIC” 

And yes just another and yes small example and yes of MAGIC and yes “a kind of magic” and yes it was and yes the 

last days and yes I have picked different cd’s and yes of course listening to music all of the time and yes when writing 

this and yes PULP right now and yes ALSO A FAVOURITE ORCHESTRA and yes ELVIS IS TRULY FANTASTIC TOO and yes 

THE BIGGEST EVER and yes STILL NOT NUMBER ONE ON MY TOP 100 and yes THE BIGGEST BECAUSE OF HIS TALENT 

and yes FANTASTIC MUSIC but despite of this and yes I am more to NEW WAVE MUSIC and yes just examples of my 

criteria and yes “Marie is her name” and yes “caught in a trap” and yes are my favourites and yes still whenever I lis-

ten to the TRULY AMAZING LIVE RECORDING OF “American Trilogy” and yes especially the last part and yes WHEN THE 

BAND IS PLAYING FANTASTIC AND YES ELVIS IS SINGING AND YES WITH THE FEELING LIKE HE NEVER DID BEFORE and 

yes SO TRULY AMAZING IT IS and yes God and yes thank you so much and yes LIKING THIS EXCEPTIONALLY WELL and 

yes AS I DO WITH MUCH MUSIC and yes difficult and yes for Tobias and yes the other day and and yes to truly under-

stand and yes “YOU SAY THAT WITH ALL MUSIC” and yes when we were listening and yes to EAGLES and yes a criteria 

here and yes is also that they are truly among the most skilled musicians and yes in my point of view and yes EVERY-

THING IS PERFECT and yes the same feeling with Fleetwood Mac and yes also beautiful songs but you know what ES-

PECIALLY and yes AMERICAN TRILOGY and yes WE KNOW AND YES THE SONG and the lyrics and yes GIVES ME DEEP 

FEELINGS and yes like Fleetwood Mac and yes Eagles and yes as examples don’t give me and yes still the songs and yes 

from these bands are yes nothing else than AMAZING TOO and yes as an example and yes Hotel California and yes the 

live version and yes acoustic and yes HIFI sound quality and yes listen to the drum and and yes among the best there is 

and yes so it is and yes based on this criteria. 

 

And yes this ”small story” and yes was actually and yes about something else and yes still thinking of Karen we are 

here and yes trying before I did and yes to write and yes that I pick the cd’s and yes without looking at them and yes 

TO BE SURPRISED and yes OF WHAT I WILL HEAR and yes when I start playing these CD’s and yes like that very much 

and yes STILL THINKING and yes that this was how I tried and yes frog legs and yes at a Bistro and yes in Montmartre 

and yes Paris and yes still here and yes the Hilton you know but you know in the city of Paris and yes of course and yes 

together with Camilla and yes not understanding French and yes therefore just picking and yes from the menu card 

and yes to be surprised and yes to see what will be served and yes A VERY NICE PART OF LIFE and yes to be positively 

surprised and yes I LIKED THE FROG (!) and yes also thinking of my old hairdresser and yes KIRSTEN and yes at STUHR 

and yes in Scala and yes many years ago and yes still missing you Kirsten and yes you were the best of all and yes so it 

is and yes thinking of my recommendation and yes for her and yes her boyfriend and yes TO PLAN AND YES “SUR-

PRISES” and yes for your partner and yes maybe once a week or a month or what you feel like and yes TO ARRANGE 

SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR THE PERSON YOU LOVE and yes maybe a nice dinner, a cultural event or SOMETHING 

WHICH YOU WILL KNOW THAT YOUR PARTNER WILL BE HAPPY WITH and yes to CONTINUE VALUATING and yes AP-

PRECIATING and yes the person you love and yes saying that to Kirsten I was and yes before and yes I HAD LOVED A 

WOMAN BEFORE and yes so it was Kirsten and yes SAD I WAS ABOUT THAT and yes also back then and yes ALL OF MY 

LIFE and yes we know still waiting to bring the “small story” and yes we know yesterday I was listening to Rolling 

Stones and yes God and yes showed me the old small library in Espergærde and yes before the “new” one and yes op-

posite the station and yes where I in the seventees and yes HAD ONE GROUP ON MY MIND and yes BEFORE I EVEN 

KNEW OF ELO and yes 1976 it must have been and yes which group was it and yes GOING TO THE LIBRARY and yes to 

BORROW RECORDS WITH and yes NO OTHER THAN QUEEN and yes BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY and yes BUT ALSO OTHER 

SONGS and yes Freddy my boy and yes also here “took my breath away” and yes so it is and yes after listening and yes 

to Rolling Stones and yes in blind and yes I picked and yes one CD and yes maybe out of approx. 200 and yes which I 

have acces to and yes at the moment and yes my old homemade you know and yes playing this CD and yes God plays 

for me know and yes IT IS A KIND OF MAGIC and yes QUEEN MY FRIENDS IT WAS and yes giving me the vision maybe 

half an hour before I chosed the CD blindly and yes so it is here ☺. 

 

WOMEN ARE MORE CONSIDERATE THAN MEN 

And yes NOW I “SEE THE LIGHTS” and yes AS WE ALL SAY HERE and yes A VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO THE WORLD 

and yes Hans will not let me live here – I thought it was Sanna too in the beginning, but I believe she would let me stay 

if needed and yes John will not let me live at their place and yes MY MOTHER INVITED ME TO STAY THERE and yes Jack 

did not offer me to stay with him TEMPORARY and yes RENE DID NOT EITHER and yes TODAY I RECEIVED AN INVITA-
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TION and yes from LOTUS and yes through email and yes to come to North Jutland and yes approx. 400 km from here 

and yes to stay with her and yes to find a work there and yes later today and yes my mother and yes gave me regards 

and yes from my old friend Kirsten and yes many “Kirsten’s” here and yes so it is and yes my old friend and yes be-

cause John and yes his brother Tommy and yes his wife Inge and yes her daughter and yes is Kirsten and yes therefore 

and yes FRIENDS and yes good friends we have been for many years and yes not the last few years and yes yesterday 

and yes my mother and yes John and yes visited Inge and Tommy and yes Kirsten was also there and yes my mother 

told her about my situation and yes Kirsten and yes offered that I could stay with her and yes maybe a room and yes 

maybe for rent and yes really not knowing that today and yes we know earlier I wrote about Kirsten and yes that 

maybe we lost our friendship and yes because of my developing spirituality and yes GOD GIVES ALSO EXAMPLES and 

yes of my NEGATIVE THINKING HERE and yes VERY SORRY I AM ABOUT THIS and yes BECAUSE NORMALLY AND YES I 

WILL NEVER EXPRESS THESE THOUGHTS and yes I WILL AVOID THEM and yes FIND POSITIVE THOUGHTS AND WORDS 

INSTEAD and yes absolutely most of the time and yes here it was the power and yes of the Devil and yes ALL OF MY 

LIFE I HAVE BEEN FIGHTING WITH NEGATIVE THOUGHTS and yes written down and yes NEGATIVE THOUGHTS and yes 

about my managers and yes disapointing me and yes many many notes and yes NEVER SAID OR GIVEN THESE NEGA-

TIVE WORDS TO MY MANAGERS BUT WHAT I WROTE and yes to my self and yes WAS ALWAYS THE TRUTH and yes 

therefore God gives me “doubts” and yes JUST MAYBE MY THOUGHT ABOUT KIRSTEN and yes WAS THE TRUTH and 

yes this is how it works and yes very often only writing the thoughts I get and yes really not knowing about Kirsten so 

maybe this is the truth and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the real story here and yes is this and yes MEN ARE NOT CONSIDERATE and yes HAVE NOT OFFERED ME TO 

STAY WITH THEM HERE and yes NOW FOUR OF THEM and yes NOW FOUR WOMEN and yes HAVE OFFERED or at least 

WANTED ME TO STAY WITH THEM and yes the difference is only this: THIS IS THE POWER OF VIRGIN MARY and yes AS 

I TOLD YOU EARLIER TODAY and yes the power which God has given me and yes as vm is now saying and yes WHY ARE 

MEN NOT EQUALLY AS CONSIDERATE AS WOMEN and yes IN GENERAL and yes because of this: “YOU HAVE KILLED 

ME” and yes when I was Jesus and yes in my former life and yes SENT ME TO HELL and yes was the consequence and 

yes because of you and yes the suffering and yes AS YOU HAVE RECEIVED and yes because of this and yes is this: I 

HAVE NOT BEEN ALLOWED BY GOD TO DO THE SAME TO MEN AS VM HAS DONE TO WOMEN and yes this is why and 

yes that MANY MEN and yes “normal men” today and yes HAVE DIFFICULITIES FEELING and yes THINKING AS CONSID-

ERATE AS WOMEN and yes WE WILL IMPROVE AND YES THE WHOLE WORLD and yes in the future and yes when we 

are all home again and yes so it is. 

 

And yes NOW I DON’T NEED TO USE TIME and yes VALUABLE time is here at the moment and yes on searching for a 

temporary place to stay and yes thank you vm and yes also me and yes NOT YOU THE DEVIL and yes because he is 

with vm and yes THE COUNCIL and yes so it is and yes very nice and yes thank you very much and yes we know thank 

you Palin and yes thinking of the wood and yes Monty and yes is here too and yes therefore my friends. And yes 

where will I live from the 1st November and yes IF GOD HAS NOT DECIDED TO “START ME UP” BEFORE THIS DATE and 

yes I will talk to both of them and yes to find out and yes so it truly is. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes of Kirsten and yes her mother Inge and yes Kirsten has always been suffering and yes 

VERY MUCH and yes because her mother and yes is only hearing her own voice, is not asking questions and yes is or-

dering Kirsten to do this and that and yes almost to the extreme and yes to me and yes Inge is very nice indeed and 

yes feeling almost “like a star” and yes in the eyes of her and yes this is the impression she gives me and yes I like that 

and yes I like her but I understand what Kirsten says and yes an example of WHAT NOT TO DO ☺. 

 

Sending my CV to 20 executive search companies ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know Stig and yes you have now done your CV and yes (ALMOST) AS PERFECT and yes AS I AM ABLE TO 

DO TODAY – and yes probably more improvements to come and yes I just did maybe 10 new improvements yesterday 

evening and yes a final check and yes before sending it to the headhunters and yes so it is here - and yes I HAVE NOT 

SHOWN IT HERE BEFORE NOW and yes here it is as “pictures” where the text is difficult or impossible to read and yes 

if you really want to read it and yes maybe some of these “nice” headhunters and yes will publish it and yes: 
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And yes we know and yes just to show you and yes the CV here and yes AS I WANTED IT TO LOOK LIKE IN THIS BOOK 

and yes WHICH IS ALWAYS DIRECTING ME and yes FIRST DECIDE HOW YOU WANT IT and yes THEN FIND THE SOLU-

TION and yes this philosopfy and yes cost me and yes maybe 1½ hours and yes alone and yes I thought and yes that it 

was possible and yes in Word and yes to chose the “insert object” command and yes choosing another Word file and 

yes for it to SHOW and yes the FULL PAGE but obviously and yes WORD and yes MICROSOFT and yes HAVE DECIDED 

and yes THAT THIS IS NOT THE WAY TO DO IT - and yes the hound dog and yes is not happy and yes continuing and yes 

with SELF CONFIDENCE and yes even though and yes cafe and yes buying food and yes we know and yes ok and yes 

thinking and yes I was and yes maybe to send “a few hundred DKK” to the team in Kenya and yes we know they could 

use it and yes so it is and yes THEREFORE THE DEVIL AND YES TRIED TO BE STRONG again and yes I DECIDED AND YES I 

DON’T SPEND TOO MUCH MONEY here TO SAY THE LEAST and yes so it is my friends and therefore and yes continuing 

and yes we know MUCH CLOSER THE DEVIL IS and yes difficult to EXPLAIN BUT PHYSICALLY FEELING HIM and yes with 

his “surprise” and yes vm and yes VERY CLOSE TO ME and yes this is the mining field and yes I AM GOING THROUGH 

AND YES NOT LOOKING BACK and yes BECAUSE I CONTINUE WORKING and yes therefore CONTINUE WALKING 

THROUGH HELL and yes UNTIL I MEET AND YES GOD AT THE END and yes this is the travel I do and yes therefore – and 

yes Microsoft and yes cut off and yes we know what is outside the margins of the document and yes don’t show the 

page colour and yes AS I WANTED IT TO DO and yes BUT THE RESOLUTION was fine and yes PRINT SCREEN and yes 

another solution maybe and yes trying that and yes COPYING THE SCREEN AS A PICTURE and yes cropping the edges 

and yes inserting and yes in Word and yes the resolution and yes was not satisfying and yes instead trying the “e-pdf 

converter and creator” software program and yes first find and download it of course and yes IT PROMISED and yes 

“perfect pictures” and yes when converterting from Word and yes AS SO MANY COMMERCIALS DO and yes thinking of 

“the promises of commercials” and yes YOU CANNOT TRUST THEM and yes in the future ONLY TELL THE TRUTH and 

yes THE FACTS and yes KEEP YOUR PROMISES and yes so it is and yes this program and yes did not do better and yes 

actually it performed and yes as when you convert and yes Word and yes to PDF and yes maybe this was just what it 

did and yes just giving you an opportunity and yes to save it as a picture file and yes this solution ALSO FAILED and yes 

so it is and yes other solutions and yes checking the internet and yes MANY PEOPLE AND YES HAVE THE SAME PROB-

LEM and yes “CREATIVE SOLUTIONS” I read about and yes I COULD NOT TRY THEM ALL and yes some sounded better 

than others and yes THEN I THOUGHT OF CHANGING THE SCREEN DIRECTION OF MY LAPTOP and yes from LAND-

SCAPE TO PORTRAIT and yes one of those modern “movie screens” and yes I have on my laptop and yes therefore my 
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friends and yes taking new pictures of the screen and yes now the resolution was better but still not nearly as good as 

when you use the “insert object” command and yes so it is BUT THIS INCLUDED THE WHOLE DOCUMENT AND YES THE 

BACKGROUND COLOUR and yes this WAS WHAT I DECIDED TO DO and yes THE BEST COMPROMISE and yes in my 

situation and yes with my criteria and yes JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes OF WHAT IS HAPPENING and yes WITH 

MANY SYSTEMS and yes NONE ARE WORKING PERFECT and yes PLEASE MICROSOFT, MAYBE YOU CAN HELP and yes to 

build this and yes to continue IMPROVING MICROSOFT WORD & OFFICE and yes thank you my friends and yes BE-

CAUSE WE LIKE THE IDEA OF ONLY ONE PERFECT SYSTEM HERE AND PERFECT REALLY MEANS PERFECT AND YES TO 

SOLVE ALL NEEDS AND YES SO IT IS ☺. 

 

And yes and yes and yes and YESTERDAY and yes I was using and yes again a LONG TIME and yes producing the follow-

ing letter and yes to the headhunters and yes also spent a lot of time on this the day before yesterday and yes chang-

ing and yes improving the text and yes not 1, 5 or 10 times BUT MANY MANY TIMES and yes everything and yes using 

the same and yes fonts and yes as in the CV and yes I decided and yes to have a line spacing and yes of only 13 pt and 

yes MORE AND MORE HAPPY I BECAME WITH THE RESULT BUT STILL NOT QUITE HAPPY WITH ONE OF THE SENTENCES 

and yes of PARAGRAPH THREE OF THE LETTER and yes starting with “men endnu ikke ...” and yes not because anything 

is wrong with the words but because of the meaning of the message and yes another message exactly after this sen-

tence and yes with another meaning and yes GATHER YOUR MESSAGES and yes ONE PLACE and yes is what I liked the 

most BUT YESTERDAY I COULD NOT FIND BETTER SOLUTIONS and yes MAYBE TOMORROW I WOULD FIND A BETTER 

SOLUTION and yes you will never know here .... 

 

And yes the following letter I used when sending my CV’s and yes is included here and yes in Danish: 

 

Kære Qvist Executive Search,  Jeg er for nylig vendt hjem fra Kenya og søger nu en ny lederstilling igennem jer – en af de stillinger I arbejder med nu eller en stilling, som måtte komme senere.  Qvist Executive Search tilhører eliten af executive search virksomheder herhjemme, og I bør derfor kunne foretage en ob-jektiv vurdering af mine kompetencer sammenholdt med jeres stillingsprofiler og hermed sikre et perfekt match.  Jeg vedlægger mit CV, som jeg håber, at I vil gennemlæse og give feedback på via mail, telefon eller møde, som det pas-ser jer bedst. Af CV’et fremgår, at jeg har 25 års erfaring som specialist, forretningsudvikler og leder i den finansielle sek-tor, men endnu ikke på det niveau, som mine kompetencer berettiger. Min erfaring kan anvendes såvel i den finansielle sektor som i andre erhverv, som fokuserer på betydningen af personlige kompetencer, og hvor markedet og det faglige indhold kan læres ved en fokuseret indsats.  I mit CV har jeg beskrevet sandheden om mig selv. I alt hvad jeg arbejder med, leverer jeg altid min absolut bedste ind-sats, som jeg af erfaring ved, er på et højere niveau end niveauet for samtlige de ledere og medarbejdere, jeg har arbej-det sammen med i 25 år. Sammen med en stærk personlighed, veludviklede kommunikationsevner og en høj grad af vi-den betyder det, at jeg - vurderet ud fra saglige kriterier alene - er den  
dygtigste leder, sælger, specialist og forretningsudvikler i direkte sammenligning med andre  Bemærk venligst, at jeg som person ikke er selvhævdende, og at min vurdering alene er baseret på objektive fakta.  Min udfordring har været, at de direktører, jeg har refereret til, ikke har anvendt og ikke har forstået mine kompetencer fuldt ud. Jeg har ofte været anvendt som specialist på grund af min faglige viden og skriftlige kommunikationsevner - også 
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 fordi mine ledere ikke har haft samme evner eller disciplin til dette arbejde selv. Denne ”dovenskab” og prioritering af sig selv har betydet, at jeg ikke har fået mulighed for fuldt ud at anvende mine kompetencer som leder, sælger eller forret-ningsudvikler, som alle er på samme niveau som mine evner som specialist. Jeg har så at sige været et gidsel af mine eg-ne intellektuelle evner samtidig med, at mine ledere ikke har været åben overfor, at man som én person kan besidde de nævnte alsidige og veludviklede kompetencer.  Det vil muligvis blive en udfordring for jer - via jeres værktøjer og personlige vurderinger - at fremkomme med samme vurdering af min profil som jeg selv, men det skulle glæde mig, om I vil tage udfordringen op og forstå mine kompetencer som grundlag for et for begge parter positivt samarbejde.    Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra jer.   Venlige hilsener fra  Stig Dragholm Gormsvej 2 2960 Rungsted Kyst Telefon: 45868676 / 65740599   PS: CV’et vedlægges som både Word 2007 og PDF dokumenter. Word versionen giver den pæneste udskrift, men afhængig af printer kan udskriften fylde mere end de beregnede to sider. Hvis dette er tilfældet, anbefales PDF versionen, som altid fylder to sider. Udskrift på farve laserprinter anbe-fales. 
 

And yes I ALSO USED A LOT OF TIME and yes TO DECIDE AND YES WHICH HEADHUNTERS TO CONTACT and yes they 

like to be called Executive Search companies and yes some write “Executive Search” with big letters and yes some 

write “executive search” with small letters and yes I LIKE PEOPLE TO BE SO CAREFUL and yes THAT YOU WILL DECIDE  

WHAT IS RIGHT and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE TO FOLLOW THIS STANDARD and yes I TRULY LIKE THAT and yes MANY EX-

AMPLES and yes of this could be given and yes is it called in Danish “specialistviden” or “specialist viden”? And yes just 

one of those many things you truly need to consider and yes WHICH IS WHAT I DID and yes with EVERYTHING and yes 

in the CV and yes the following letter and yes I performed searches and yes on the Internet to see what other people 

do and yes THEY USE BOTH and yes MANY MANY EXAMPLES YOU CAN FIND OF THIS and yes HAPPY I WOULD BE TO 

SEE PEOPLE IMPROVE and yes IN THE USE OF THE LANGUAGE and yes this is how I am .... ☺. 

 

And yes I opened and yes read MANY homepages and yes of “search companies” - and yes “IS EASY TO DO” and yes 

just my favourite song by Rolling Stones playing and yes WILD HORSES and yes JUST TRULY AMAZING and yes WE ARE 

IN THE TOP DIVISION HERE and yes of course and yes the version from STRIPPED and yes IS EVEN BETTER THAN YOUR 

ORIGINAL VERSION and yes OFTEN I HAVE BEEN THINKING OF THIS and yes for artists and yes to re-record and yes 

some of their original material and yes I REALLY ENJOY and yes this as an example and yes OTHER EXAMPLES and yes 

OF BOWIE and yes ELO I am thinking of here and yes like that very much and yes just as a personal remark of course – 

and yes after using HOURS ON THIS and yes I decided to send my CV and yes the following letter and yes NOT ONLY 

TO 10 and yes WHICH GOD HAD ASKED ME TO DO but to 20 and yes THE DIFFERENCE and yes between sending to 10 

or 20 and yes is not very big and yes BECAUSE WHEN YOU HAVE THE TEMPLATE and yes THEN YOU CAN EASILY DIS-

TRIBUTE IT QUICKLY and yes in this example and yes TO MANY COMPANIES and yes with the exact SAME FOLLOWING 

LETTER and yes because all of these companies and yes headhunters do the same and yes when you apply for a posi-

tion directly to a company and yes IN THIS SITUATION AND YES YOU NEED TO THINK CAREFULLY and yes TO DO INDI-

VIDUAL APPLICATIONS and yes so it is here and yes UNLESS THE COMPANY FINDS YOU FIRST OF COURSE and yes just 
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thinking of the future system and yes so it is here and yes here is the list of companies in the order of which I sent my 

CV’s and yes so it is – and yes THESE COMPANIES and yes ARE EXAMPLES OF PROFESSIONAL COMPANIES WORKING 

WITH SEARCH & SELECTION and yes you will see the finest names here and yes JUST EXAMPLES THEY ARE and OTHERS 

COULD ALSO HAVE BEEN CHOSEN but this was the best list I could do: 

 

1. Laigaard-Partners 

2. Amrop Hever 

3. Korn/Ferry 

4. harton & rosenkilde 

5. J. Friisberg & Partners 

6. JMI Executive Search 

7. Krüger Search 

8. Lisberg 

9. Lysgaard Rekruttering & Rådgivning A/S 

10. Odgers Berndtson 

11. SAM Headhunting 

12. Boyden 

13. Egon Zehnder 

14. Flensby & Partners 

15. Gaarn Thomsen & Partners 

16. Russel Reynolds 

17. Schou Larsen & Partners 

18. Qvist Executive Search 

19. Heidrick & Struggles 

20. Compass 

 

And yes when in the process of choosing and yes these 20 companies and yes God gave me the name of LYSGAARD 

and yes NEVER HEARD OF IT BEFORE and yes 10 minutes later and yes I saw your website – and yes almost the feeling 

that these lines are impossible to write and yes thank you God and for making it a little bit easier and yes the pain and 

yes in my hands is hurting me and yes BECAUSE OF ALL THE PAGES I HAVE WRITTEN and yes so it is – and yes nothing 

special on your website but because of the meaning and yes of your name and yes LIGHT and yes FARM and yes just a 

symbol and yes of what is waiting on me and yes when I meet and yes my maker and yes we know Stig and yes WHEN 

I COME HOME and yes I WILL NO LONGER AND YES BE HUMAN AND YES SO TO SPEAK and yes I WILL BE GOD and yes 

GOD IN A HUMAN and yes the best way to tell it now and yes making me nervous and yes the Letterman expression 

and yes you know that and yes not allowed we are to say it and yes so it is here with MR. STIG and yes not liking that 

expression too and yes the “MR.” part of course. 

 

And yes SOME of the companies and yes HAVE and yes FORMS TO FILL OUT on their homepages and yes DECIDING 

THAT I WILL NOT DO THAT ANYMORE and yes A WASTE OF TIME and yes DOING THE SAME WORK OVER AND OVER 

AGAIN and yes so it is and yes THEY RECEIVED MY CV and yes ON EMAILS INSTEAD and yes so it is BUT MOST COMPA-

NIES HERE and yes ASK YOU TO FORWARD YOUR CV TO THEM and yes so it is. And yes FRIIS INTERNATIONAL and yes 

YOU ARE NOT ON THE LIST and yes I DID NOT WANT TO USE YOUR “SYSTEM” and yes because of what I just wrote and 

yes instead of you and yes I CHOSE COMPASS and yes because Rene’s cohabitant and yes spoke about this company 

and yes applying for a position and yes through this company and yes also “looking” at your website and yes you 

“sounded” and yes as “professionals” and yes as headhunters and yes therefore you are also on the list and yes “just 

made it” you did my friends and yes this had also two meanings and yes you can probably guess and yes that this is 

what I am going through and yes these lines are added doing the edit of the script of today and yes at 23.42 and yes 

AN EXTREMELY DIFFICULT DAY and yes therefore my friends ☺. 

 

And yes THESE COMPANIES and yes THEIR CUSTOMERS and yes ARE COMPANIES and yes PAYING FOR THEIR SERVICES 

and yes THEREFORE THESE COMPANIES and yes ARE ALMOST “EXTREMELY” PROFESSIONAL and yes one is “better 

than the other” and giving this message:  “Chose us because of our quality” and yes we are “better than the rest” and 

yes thinking of “tougher” here but another story and yes “tunnel of love” and yes also a favourite album and yes so it 

is and yes using and yes Laigaard & Partners as an example and yes YOU TRULY DO ANALYSIS and yes TESTS and yes 
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descriptions and yes YOU ARE TRULY VERY CAREFUL and yes WHEN YOU “HELP” COMPANIES and yes describing the 

PROFILE OF THE LEADER/SPECIALIST THEY NEED TO EMPLOY and yes WE ARE THINKING THE SAME HERE and yes 

MONEY RULES in this society and yes I HAVE ASKED AND YES IN MY FOLLOWING LETTER and yes for these “PROFES-

SIONAL” COMPANIES and yes – “she’s like a Raibow” and yes I am sorry I cannot help it and yes ALSO TRULY FANTAS-

TIC and yes ADDICTING THIS SONG I WOULD SAY FROM ROLLING STONES and yes so it is here – and yes TO GIVE 

FEEDBACK ON MY CV and yes THROUGH EMAIL, TELEPHONE OR A MEETING and yes AS IT SUITS THEM THE BEST and 

yes I WAS THINKING ABOUT THIS and yes when I sent it and yes IT WILL BE VERY INTERESTING AND YES TO SEE HOW 

THEY WILL REACT and yes this is written and yes at 18.00 today and yes therefore and yes the 20 companies and yes 

have had ALL day and yes for two of them MOST of the day and yes to read my letter and yes my CV and yes THEY 

HAVE PROBABLY NEVER SEEN A STATEMENT LIKE MINE BEFORE “THE MOST SKILLED LEADER, SALESMAN, DEVELOPER 

AND SPECIALIST” and yes THEY HAVE PROBABLY NEVER SEEN A BETTER CV BEFORE and yes UP TO THEM OF COURSE 

TO DECIDE and yes THE RESULTS SO FAR AND YES ARE THESE: 

 

Executive search company Feedback 

Laigaard-Partners 

 

And yes THE FIRST EXAMPLE and yes an email from Marina this morning: 

 

“If we get a position, where we believe your qualifications will match, we will con-

tact you”. 

 

And yes Marina and yes you did not write your position of the company but thinking 

you are a “researcher” and yes HOW MUCH RESEARCH DID YOU DO ON MY CV and 

yes DO YOU THINK YOU COULD MATCH ME WITH ONE OF THE POSITIONS YOU ARE 

WORKING ON AT THE MOMENT and yes IF YOU HAD TRULY READ AND UNDER-

STOOD MY SKILLS and yes PLEASE TELL THE WORLD, Marina. AND YES DO YOU 

THINK THAT I AM HAPPY WITH THE CONTENT OF YOUR “PROFESSIONAL” REPLY AND 

YES YOUR “QUALITY” AND YES YOU BETTER THINK TWICE .... 

Russell Reynolds And yes PETER and yes A PARTNER and yes you wrote as number two and yes “YOU 

HAVE READ MY CV WITH A GREAT INTEREST” and yes PETER please tell the world 

HOW MUCH TIME YOU USED READING MY CV and yes WHAT YOU THOUGHT OF IT 

and yes DO YOU THINK THAT I TELL YOU THE TRUTH, PETER OR DID YOU DECIDE FOR 

YOURSELF THAT MY “STATEMENT” CANNOT BE TRUE – and yes you wrote and yes 

that you “will return if we see a potential and interesting match”. 

And yes PETER NOW I WILL WAIT TO HEAR FROM YOU and yes NO FEEDBACK FROM 

YOU EITHER ON MY CV AS I REQUESTED FROM YOU and yes IT WOULD HAVE BEEN 

NICE TO RECEIVE QUALITY FEEDBACK FROM YOU AND YES WHAT YOU REALLY 

THOUGHT AND YES ESPECIALLY TO HEAR “OF MY CHANCES” AND YES “WHAT YOU 

WILL DO FOR ME” AND YES TO COACH ME and yes on my CV and yes FOR YOU TO 

“ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE I GAVE YOU” and yes as I wrote “maybe it will be a chal-

lenge to you with your tools and PERSONAL JUDGEMENTS to reach the the same 

conclusion of my profile as my self” and yes YOU WERE THE SECOND NOT TO GIVE 

ME FEEDBACK – and yes not even TO REFLECT ON MY REQUEST OF THIS – and yes 

QUALITY WORK MY FRIENDS? And yes WHAT DO YOU THINK YOURSELF PETER and 

yes PLEASE TELL THE TRUTH. 

Lisberg And yes LISBERG is synonymous and yes to MANAGEMENT as I believe you write on 

your homepage and yes Knud and yes REMEMBERING YOUR NAME and yes from 

your employment with Price-Waterhouse and yes one of the “prestigious” and yes 

accountant firms here and yes AS I SERVICED AND YES PRODUCING MANY MANY 

“PENSION- AND INSURANCE OVERVIEWS” for and yes FOR KIM S. AS “THE BIG MAN-

AGER” and yes I WAS “THE PRODUCER” AND YES ALSO FOR YOU KNUD AS I REMEM-

BER IT and yes VERY NICE FOR YOU KIM and yes NOT NEEDING TO DO THIS WORK 

YOURSELF and yes so it is and yes KNUD DO YOU KNOW MY NAME and yes probably 

not and yes therefore the dream and yes which you can read at the beginning of the 

script today and yes we know LISBERG have and yes ANOTHER FORM and yes on 

their homepage and yes REALLY HOPING I WAS and yes THAT THEY WOULD NOTICE 
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AND READ MY CV and yes WHICH IS “STANDING OUT” and yes COMPARED TO CV’S 

OF OTHER PEOPLE BUT NOT HERE and yes Knud you suggested me to use 30 minutes 

to key in my data in your “databank” and yes “to be exposed to your researchers” 

and  yes JUST MAYBE I WOULD BE BETTER EXPOSED KNUD TO YOU AND YOUR RE-

SEARCERS and yes IF YOU JUST READ WHAT I SENT YOU – and yes THIS WAS THE 

REASON why I decided to send you a reply ASKING YOU and YOUR RESEARCHERS TO 

READ MY CV BECAUSE “IT STANDS OUT” and yes BECAUSE I HAVE HAD NO GOOD 

EXPERIENCES WITH THE DATABANKS OF THESE “PROFESSIONAL” COMPANIES – and 

yes I also asked Knud if they don’t offer to give “feedback” on my CV and yes I HAVE 

REQUESTED THIS “SERVICE” FROM ALL 20 AND YES THE FIRST 3 and yes HAVE NOT 

EVEN REFLECTED ON MY REQUEST IN THEIR REPLIES – NOT ONE SINGLE WORD 

FROM THEM and yes what do I think about that AND YES WHEN PEOPLE DON’T AN-

SWER QUESTIONS and yes therefore Elijah and yes PLANTED BY GOD and yes 

“NEVER ANSWER A DIRECT QUESTION” and yes so far this is the truth from  the first 

three companies here and yes “IF IT MAKES ME HAPPY” and yes THE ANSWER IS OF 

COURSE NO – DISAPONTED I AM SO FAR WITH THESE “FINE” COMPANIES – and yes 

PLEASE ALWAYS ASK THE QUESTIONS YOU ARE ASKED. 

 

And yes I RECEIVED THESE THREE REPLIES TODAY and yes 15% and yes of the 20 I sent and yes HOW MUCH MORE EF-

FECIENT IS THE BEST SYSTEM and yes ONE SYSTEM and yes INCLUDED IN MY WORK SYSTEM AND YES I PROMISE YOU 

ALL MUCH BETTER MY FRIENDS AND YES SO IT IS and yes we know Stig maybe more on this later and yes I am only 

thinking and yes to receive input and ideas from people and yes for them to develop this system and yes we know WE 

WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE and yes we know Stig, this is not easy and yes IF GOD CAN CREATE THIS SYSTEM FOR ALL 

PEOPLE IN THE WORLD TO BE HAPPY AND YES THEN THIS IS MY DECISION AND YES THEN PEOPLE CAN CONTINUE DE-

VELOPING ON THIS SYSTEM and yes “this is it” ☺. 

 

And yes THE QUESTION IS REALLY THIS AND YES HOW PROFESSIONAL IS THE DATABASE OF LISBERG AS AN EXAMPLE 

and yes HOW STRUCTURED IS IT and yes WHEN THESE COMPANIES APPARENTLY DO A “LOT” TO DO THE MOST PRO-

FESSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF JOB PROFILES WHICH THEY ARE PAID TO DO and yes “HOW MUCH” DO THEY DO TO DO 

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PROFILES OF THEIR CANDIDATES and yes DURING THE FIRST SCREENING PROC-

ESS THAT IS and yes TO GET THE FULL PICTURE OF THE TRUE COMPETENCES OF ALL PEOPLE and yes THEY HAVE 

PROBABLY “MANY” PEOPLE IN THEIR DATABASES WHO NEVER HEAR FROM THESE COMPANIES and yes BECAUSE 

THESE COMPANIES DON’T GIVE GOOD SERVICE WHEN YOU CONTACT THEM AND YES BECAUSE THEY DON’T HAVE THE 

STRUCTURE THEY SHOULD HAVE IN THEIR DATABASES and yes I HAVE SENT MY CV and yes MANUALLY to all of these 

companies and most of them ASK YOU TO SEND YOUR CV and yes THEY WILL BE MANUALLY PROCESSED and yes HOW 

EASY IS IT and yes for a human and yes probably only having a short time to do this work and yes to MANUALLY KEY in 

and yes MY INFORMATION FOR EXAMPLE and yes MY PERSONAL COMPETENCES ESPECIALLY and yes HOW DO THEY 

STORE MY INFORMATION AND YES HOW WILL THEY FIND ME and yes PROBABLY THE TRADITIONAL WAY AND YES AC-

CORDING TO WHICH “INDUSTRY” YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE IN and yes saw that with Heidrick & Struggles and yes THEY 

WANTED ONLY A FEW DETAILS and yes for me to key in at their website and yes my friends THESE FEW DETAILS and 

yes IS WHAT IS CONTAINED IN THESE “VERY VALUABLE DATABASES OF THESE VERY PROFESSIONAL COMPANIES and 

yes ALL  OVER THE WORLD and yes THIS IS WHAT I AM SAYING and yes YOU DON’T RECEIVE MONEY FROM THE CAN-

DIDATES and yes my friends A WASTE OF YOUR TIME and yes YOUR MONEY and yes is what you think and yes to do a 

proper screening and yes of ALL OF YOUR CANDIDATES and yes TO TRULY FIND THEIR COMPETENCES and yes PER-

SONAL OF COURSE AS THE MOST IMPORTANT and yes WHAT DO YOU GET and yes WHEN YOU ONLY HAVE A SUPER-

FICIAL SYSTEM and yes PARTNERS and yes RESEARHERS and yes at least in the screening phase AND YES NOT WANT-

ING TO USE TIME AND YES READING A CV LIKE MINE and yes WHEN YOU CAN ONLY SEARCH INFORMATION ON PEO-

PLE SORTED BY “INDUSTRY” and yes LITTLE OTHER INFORMATION and yes YOU CANNOT FIND THE “TRUTH” ABOUT 

YOUR CANDIDATES and yes YOU GET and yes LACK OF QUALITY and yes IN ALL OF THESE COMPANIES and yes MAKING 

A LOT OF MONEY YOU ARE and yes A BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY OVER THERE and yes do you know what WE HAVE A 

BETTER SYSTEM FOR THE WORLD AND YES THAT IS ONE SYSTEM AND YES CONNECTING EMPLOYERS AND CANDI-

DATES/EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY and yes DO WE NEED TO HAVE THESE SEARCH & SELECTION COMPANIES and yes REALLY 

NOT DOING WHAT YOU SHOULD DO AND PROMISE TO DO and yes the answer and yes is NO NO NO and yes so it is 

here and yes MUCH BETTER FOR THE WORLD and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE OF THE WORLD and yes so it is and yes ONE 
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SYSTEM AND YES THE MOST OUTSTANDING QUALITY and yes SAVING MILLIONS OF HOURS OF WORK and yes GIVING 

MUCH BETTER QUALITY and yes we know I TRULY BELIEVE IN COACHING and yes WHERE DO PEOPLE TODAY RECEIVE 

COACHINGS WHEN THEY DO THEIR CV and yes NOT FROM EMPLOYERS and yes NOT FROM THE AGENCIES AND YES 

NO FROM THE EXECUTIVE HUNTERS I HAVE MET SO FAR and yes WORKING WITH THIS VERY IMPORTANT JOB and yes 

NOT ONE SINGLE COMPANY HAVE GIVEN ME FEEDBACK ON MY CV – I WILL SAY IT AGAIN “NOT ONE SINGLE COM-

PANY HAVE GIVEN ME FEEDBACK ON MY CV” – AND YES EVERYTHING HERE IS DOMINATED BY MONEY and yes they 

will probably say and yes WHEN WE HAVE A POSITION and yes THEN WE WILL FIND PEOPLE and yes where will you 

find them and yes in “our database” and yes The Devil is also here and yes trying to play games but not working any-

more and yes The Devil is also here because and yes WHAT ARE YOU TRULY HUNTING and yes my dear friends and yes 

the “executive searchers” and yes MONEY and yes that is what you are hunting and yes “when we find our candidates 

WE WILL START A VERY PROFESSIONAL PROCES” and yes so you will probably say and yes SAW THAT WITH YOU HELGE 

from SAM? And yes ALSO ONE OF THE “VERY PROFESSIONAL HEADHUNTERS” and yes maybe you will present your 

profile of me and yes for people to compare it with my own profile and yes WHO DO YOU BELIEVE IN – HELGE OR ME 

and yes JUST THINKING AND YES IF YOU TRULY DID YOUR JOB SCREENING ALL OF YOUR CANDIDATES PERFECT and yes 

YOUR QUAILITY WOULD BE SO MUCH BETTER and yes YOU WOULD TRULY FIND THE RIGHT CANDIDATES and yes THIS 

IS THIS THE SAME and yes HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes my friends THE ANSWER IS YES – and yes these 

headhunters and yes HAVE NOT FOUND OUT THE TRUE ROAD and yes so it is and yes therefore my friends ☺. THE 

TASK IS TO DO THE PERFECT MATCH AND YES YOU HAVE FAILED MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes WHEN YOU WORK HERE “AT A CERTAIN LEVEL” and yes you will receive the “luxury” to have “PEOPLE WORK-

ING FOR YOU” and yes doing all of the hard work for you and yes I WANT ALL PEOPLE ON ALL LEVELS and yes to con-

tinue WORKING and yes NOT JUST TALKING and yes NOT JUST HAVING MEETINGS BUT TO KEEP ON WORKING and yes 

so it is and yes THIS IS HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes SAD BUT TRUE AND YES WITHOUT THE SKILLS THEY 

SHOULD HAVE AND YES MANY MANAGERS and yes MOST MANAGERS and yes just thinking of how many companies I 

have been in contact with and which I know and yes where I could have performed better and yes than the managers 

of these companies and yes LET US JUST SAY AND YES MY FRIENDS ARE YOU READY AND YES “ALL” and yes thinking of 

the companies I have worked for and yes clients and yes suppliers and yes JUST THINK ABOUT THAT AND YES ALL OF 

THESE COMPANIES and yes just to mention a few Dahlberg, Fair, Frie Funktionærer, Teleperformance (!), Aditro and 

yes MANY MANY COMPANIES and yes why and yes BECAUSE I KNOW MORE OF HOW TO DO THE BUSINESS AND YES 

TO RUN IT AND YES TO DO THE SALES and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes am I “bragging” and NO this is the 

simple truth, which is hurting all of us here. 

 

And yes the surprise and yes which I was thinking of the other day and yes was to produce my CV and yes in different 

versions and yes with different colouring and yes TO SURPRISE THE WORLD but because I am very busy and yes don’t 

have a colour laser printer to check the print-out of the colours I have omitted it. 

 

And yes we know and yes I WANTED TO INCLUDE MY SIGNATURE and yes in the email I sent to these headhunters and 

yes we know a scanner here and yes IT DID NOT WORK and yes I HAVE USED IF BEFORE AND YES MANY TIMES WITH-

OUT PROBLEMS but yesterday and yes it did not work and yes using maybe an hour on this and yes NOT HAPPY 

ABOUT THAT I WAS and yes making the quality poorer in my email that is. 

 

And yes in continuation and yes of what I have written about before and yes managers need to do work themselves 

and yes WORK being WORK and yes NOT JUST TALKING and yes so it is and yes thinking of my own BY GOD PLANNED 

work situations and yes I LEARNED FROM KIM TO BE A SPECIALIST and yes in DanskeBank-Pension I was considered  

one of the two most skilled experts on Life & Pension but when I started with Kim and yes I STARTED FROM SCRATCH 

and yes HIS LEVEL WAS MUCH HIGHER THAN “THE PROFESSIONAL AND LARGEST BANK OF DENMARK” and yes HERE 

MY SCHOOL REALLY STARTED and yes DEVELOPING MY KNOWLEDGE and KNOWHOW and yes REALLY FOR THE FIRST 

TIME and yes seriously that is (!) and yes THIS IS WHAT I WANT FOR OTHER PEOPLE and yes for people TO DO: DE-

VELOP AND USE YOUR INTELLECTUAL SKILLS TO THE FULL and yes YOU CAN WORK ON A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL and yes 

MOST PEOPLE and yes so it is and yes DO YOUR BEST and yes KIM WAS ALSO A MENTOR TO ME and yes learning from 

experience and yes THROUGH HIM and yes together with him and yes THROUGH ALL OF THE MEETINGS WE HAD and 

yes us two alone and yes also together with “very fine clients” and yes managements of these and yes for me to see 

HOW HE WORKED and yes HOW HE COMMUNICATED and yes HOW HE WAS THINKING and yes THE QUALITY OF 

WORK HE DID and yes WHEN YOU HAVE A MENTOR LIKE THIS and yes YOU WILL LEARN AND TAKE THE BEST YOUR-
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SELF and yes SO it is and yes KIM YOU DID NOT KEEP YOUR AGREEMENTS and yes YOU WERE NOT TO BE TRUSTED IN 

FACT and yes THE BIGGEST MISTAKE YOU HAD and yes so it is and yes ALL I WANT TO SAY HERE AND YES IS THIS: 

MAKE SURE YOU REALLY DEVELOP PEOPLE AND YES AS SPECIALISTS FIRST AND YES GETTING KNOWLEDGE ON A VERY 

HIGH LEVEL and yes MAKE SURE YOU WILL GET A MENTOR and yes IF YOU WANT TO BECOME A MANAGER FOR EX-

AMPLE or ANY OTHER JOB and that you will follow this MENTOR – and yes also thinking of carpenters etc. – and yes 

FOR HIM OR HER TO TEACH YOU THE SKILLS AND KNOW HOW IN PRACTISE and yes DO THAT 1,000 TIMES MORE 

THAN WHAT YOU DO TODAY and yes PUT STRUCTURE ON THIS and yes MAKE PLANS and yes FOLLOW UP and yes to 

develop people the best. 

 

A “positive” email from Elijah 

And yes a new email and yes from Elijah today and yes thinking and yes always to be honest and yes direct of what is 

happening in your life and yes you can of course also be open and honest when you face difficulties and yes AS LONG 

AS YOU DON’T LOSE FAITH and HOPE and yes better than to “hide” and yes your situation and yes this is my feeling 

and yes when reading the email from Elijah and yes the words which are not mentioned but which can “be felt” and 

yes therefore my friends and yes thank you Elijah for updating me but WHY DON’T YOU ANSWER MY QUESTIONS 

FROM THE 9Th OCTOBER? Elijah I understand your situation as it is now and feel for you BUT YOU TRULY NEED TO RE-

PLY WHEN PEOPLE ASK YOU QUESTIONS AND DON’T IGNORE THEM WHICH YOU HAVE NOW DONE TWICE TO ME – 

and yes my friend YOU DO THE SAME and yes AS GOD HAS PLANNED YOU TO DO AND YES AS I AM SEEING NOW WITH 

PEOPLE HERE IN DENMARK and yes you know the headhunters. I DON’T LIKE PEOPLE NOT ANSWERING DIRECT QUES-

TIONS/REQUESTS, I DON’T LIKE TO FOLLOW UP ON WHAT SHOULD BE UNNECESARY TO FOLLOW UP ON and yes I GET 

THE SAME FEELING AS WHEN PEOPLE DON’T KEEP THEIR AGREEMENTS and yes my friends this is how important it is – 

DON’T BE TOO LAZY NOT ANSWERING EMAILS OR QUESTIONS FROM OTHER PEOPLE. WHAT YOU WILL DO IS TO GIVE 

A DIRECT REPLY AND YES ALWAYS AND YES ONLY TELL THE TRUTH AND YES SO IT IS and yes LAZY PEOPLE NOT AN-

SWERING THEIR EMAILS and yes thinking of you Søren and yes actually both from Fair and yes from Dahlberg and yes 

ANNOYED I AM WITH YOU BECAUSE OF THIS and yes ELIJAH – THIS IS NOW THE THIRD TIME I KINDLY ASK YOU TO AN-

SWER MY QUESTIONS and yes I WILL NOT ASK YOU AGAIN. Will you please follow up? Thank you. 

 

And yes here is the email from Elijah today and yes maybe not that much energy FOR NONE OF YOU IN THE TEAM TO 

DO WRITINGS and yes MAYBE NOT FEELING THE INSPIRATION? And yes IT ALL STARTS OR ENDS WITH YOUR DECISION 

so maybe you decided TO DO NOTHING? Just thinking we are ... 

 

Always good to read from your scripts. I can read great developments from your scripts, Again thanks for keeping us 

posted daily. I im happy with what your mother is doing for now. I do not have much to update you,but you will always 

hear from me. 

 

Tommorrow,  marks another great day for us here in the office.  We will have our weekly meeting to discus  more on 

our Basic Rules.The weather is good today and more signs of rain.I will be back to you with more updates tommorrow. 

 

Keep Strong AND BE HAPPY! 

 

Creating “job agents” on CV portals 

And yes my friends and yes this is the next and yes task on my job action plan and yes just a few notes: 

 

On www.jobindex.dk and yes YOU NEED TO CHOOSE INDUSTRIES and yes ABSOLUTELY NOT POSSIBLE TO SEARCH ON 

“PERSONAL COMPETENCES”(not included in the system!) OR EVEN “PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES” IN DETAIL AND YES 

TO HAVE AN AUTOMATIC SEARCH ON BASIS OF WHAT YOU HAVE ENTERED OF INFORMATION AND YES SO IT IS HERE 

MY FRIENDS and yes this is what I decided to include and yes I decided to do DO A JOBAGENT AND YES ONLY ON  “TOP 

MANAGEMENT AND BOARD MEMBERS” and yes this is what I did and yes this way and yes I HAVE NOT SELECTED ANY 

INDUSTRY but only decided to go for a topmanager position and yes noticing and yes that there are six open positions 

and yes going to read those and yes ALSO INCLUDED and yes on my job action plan and yes before the 18th and yes 

two send “five applications” and yes if this is possible and yes FOR RELEVANT POSITIONS and yes ACCORDING TO MY 

PROFILE and yes therefore my friends. 
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And yes doing the same and yes eeehh on www.jobselect.dk and yes they did also have industries to chose from and 

yes instead of an automatic search and yes based on professional and yes personal competences and yes so it is and 

yes ESPECIALLY PERSONAL and yes that is and yes THEY DON’T HAVE THE SAME SETUP as www.jobindex.dk and yes 

not possible to select - and yes thinking of “select” the brand of a football we are - and yes TOP MANAGEMENT and 

yes here at this site only “management” and yes here are 39 positions and yes going through these ASAP. And yes we 

know and yes THIS SITE DOES NOT OFFER A JOB AGENT and yes automatic sending you new job positions and yes 

through email – and yes so I thought, but it actually has a job agent but VERY DIFFICULT TO FIND. 

 

And yes www.stepstone.dk and yes I ALREADY HAVE A JOBAGENT AND YES THEY HAVE NEVER SENT ME AN EMAIL 

AND YES DID NOT UNDERSTAND THAT and yes SEARCHING ON THE SITE and yes on CEO/MANAGER positions and yes 

there are 16 positions and yes WE WILL HAVE TO READ THESE and yes we know before the 18th October and yes so it 

is here. And yes the same as the others and yes NO AUTOMATIC SEARCH AND YES ON PERSONAL COMPETENCES and 

yes rememembering that most of these sites and yes DON’T INCLUDE THE POSSIBILITY TO ENTER YOUR PERSONAL 

COMPETENCES.  

 

And yes searching and yes on www.ofir.dk and yes ON “MANAGEMENT” and yes “COPENHAGEN” and yes as I did with 

the others too and yes here there are 158 positions and yes as the only site and yes this one has an automatic and yes 

match and yes job agent too and yes between my profile and yes job positions and yes WHICH I LIKE and yes if it only 

was of much better quality and yes thinking of the match criteria... And yes I choose and yes as an example and yes 

sales- and marketing manager, manager and business development manager and yes it gave me 26 positions and yes 

which I will also go through, and yes we know SEND MY APPLICATIONS and yes according to the plan and yes the first 

ones and yes before the 18th October and yes so it is here. 

 

Finishing the day 

And yes to say the least and yes not one of the easiest days here and yes I know SO STRONG THE DEVIL HERE and yes 

NEVER GIVE UP and yes DISGUSTING HE IS and yes NOT ONLY TO ME BUT ALSO USING THE COUNCIL TO DO and yes I 

WILL NOT WRITE ANY WORDS HERE just say THE MOST DISGUSTING YOU CAN IMAGINE and yes BUT NEVER GIVE UP 

and yes DOING MY BEST TODAY and yes NOT AS GOOD AS YESTERDAY but my best today and yes because of this and 

yes A DREADFUL DAY MY FRIENDS and yes STILL WRITING THE SCRIPT OF TODAY and yes CHECKING UP ON THE JOB 

AGENTS and yes this was the goal of today and yes NO MORE OUTSTANDING STORIES TO BE WRITTEN and yes I HAVE 

WRITTEN ALMOST EVERYTHING AND YES AS GOD WANTED ME TO WRITE and yes therefore WE WILL CONTINUE 

CLIMBING and yes TO THE TOP and yes THANK YOU FROM OBAMA and yes thank you Obama for helping me with 

your encouragements and yes knowing that you also have a difficult time my friend and yes “HAMMERFEDT” and yes 

Jacob Hougaard and yes A FANTASTIC SONG and yes based on the criteria and yes OF HUMOUR and yes “good mood” 

and yes this is how I feel and yes God without the Devil and yes HURTING THE MOST HE IS and yes THANK YOU GOD 

TOO ☺. 

 

And yes CALLS TO DO AS WELL I have and yes to Jack, Kirsten, Lotus and yes “Joseph” on my list too and yes Joseph 

was the “black man” and yes responding to my CV on www.jobindex.dk and yes he called back and yes maybe two 

days ago and yes I have to look at my plan tomorrow and yes continue working efficiently and yes as efficient as I can 

do every single day and yes so it is. 

 

And yes finishing with the edit and yes of today and yes at 00.28 and yes this is how we work at the moment and yes 

every single day my friends ☺. 
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Friday 16th October 2009 

Somewhat better sleep and dreams, catching up on my last outstandings, headhunters giving friendly “favours”, man-

agers help each other in “closed circles”, finalising what I have started when my father dies, God is joking with my hurt-

ing back, ”feedback” from Qvist Executive Search, meeting with Sidsel next week ☺, my future son ☺, my mother 

helped us out these 10 days ☺, I am still the same even after this game, Elijah trust his hopes and not his fears, finding 

“relevant” job positions, Kirsten has ”almost” accepted I can live with her and Virgin Mary working through me. 

 

Somewhat better sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes I AM ALSO STANDING UP here and yes ALL OF MY FRIENDS and yes THINKING OF LTO and 

yes TO WELCOME YOU and yes slept and yes “somewhat better” and yes up at 8.40 and yes you know the feeling of 

being a “zombie” and yes THAT feeling and yes also when walking (!) and yes STILL FEELING MUCH BETTER than yes-

terday and yes as God said to me and yes MOST PEOPLE and yes WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO WORK and yes having this 

feeling as I have today but for me and yes a “beautiful day” and yes this is how I feel and yes the edge and yes tuning 

my guitar and yes YOU ARE and yes because of me and yes so it is and yes my lower back and yes in the right side and 

yes hurt yesterday and yes also today and yes nothing to speak about really but making my moves and yes sitting posi-

tion not that comfortable and yes so it is and yes GOD IS STILL GIVING ME DREAMS and yes here they are: 

 

• I am flying to the army together with two others, we pass a very big and open square, we enter the entrance of 

the ground of the army and we salute the guard. We arrive at the entrance of the building and I feel very moti-

vated to fly up upright, but one of the men with me, who is one of the brothers of Michael Jackson tell me not to 

do this, he holds me down and I tell him “don’t ever do this again” and “I just wanted to fly up in the same posi-

tion as the tree crowns”. We enter the building and come to a room where we are together with Michael Jackson 

and three other people. Like the rest of us, Michael is in a good shape, he was delighted to start a succesfull con-

cert tour and he believed that he could carry it through. 

• I am in Nairobi, where I am picking up items from an army storage at the outskirts of town. I am now at one of the 

lanes of the road where cars are passing me at the lane next to mine. No cars are hitting me. I fly from here with 

confidence directly through a bar and I continue flying until I come home.  

• Red Cross have written about Dahlberg on their homepage. I see that a crisis plan is going to be presented to the 

employees of Dahlberg, the plan is from the partners and I see that Bo is standing next to me smoking. The plan is 

“transported” to the employees and when opened there is also an internal paper from the partners, which they 

have “not had the time” to remove and which is not intented to be published. It says “Stig is out” and the reason 

is that they cannot pay my salary. 

• I explain my dream of Michael Jackson to my father’s wife, Kirsten. Kirsten tells me about an interview she heard 

with Michael Jackson. I tell Kirsten that Michael told me the same in the dream and that he also said “this” and at 

the same time she walks out in the kitchen and I feel that she does not believe in me and I really don’t want to ask 

her why, but anyhow I decide to ask her if she does not believe in me and she tells me “this is what you say” giv-

ing me a clear apprehension that she does not believe in me. I see a model of the plane which Michael crashed in. 

The body of the plane and the wings are separated and the plane is about to be destroyed but before this hap-

pens I decide to put on one of the wings and I give it to Kirsten. I am sad and disappointed because she does not 

believe in me. 

• I have taken the lift up the mountain to do skiing. I have not been skiing for many years and I make sure that my 

skis are firmly put on. I see young and happy people coming up with the lift and they run down the ski run without 

any worries, they have much more experience skiing than I. I look at a map of the valley down below and I point 

out two cities, which I will run to. 

 

Catching up on my last outstandings 

And yes we know and yes this is just how I work and yes FINISH WHAT I STARTED and yes DOING MY ABSOLUTELY 

BEST and yes NOT TO BE DISTURBED and yes BY EVERYTHING ELSE and yes THEREFORE and yes my friends and yes 

NOW when I am finished and yes with the “project” of sending my new CV to the headhunters and yes THEN I KNOW 

and yes WHAT TO FOLLOW UP ON and yes because it is on my action plan and yes so it is and yes a few emails and yes 

also to Sidsel and yes the feeling and yes that she is planted by God and yes dismissed she is too and yes WORKING AT 
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A HIGH PERSONAL LEVEL she is and yes SERIOUS and yes she is and yes I LIKE THAT IN PEOPLE and yes PROFESSIONAL 

TOO and yes therefore and yes because she invited to share her network with me and yes therefore I decided to do 

the same and yes to offer her to share my network with her and yes TO COACH EACH OTHER and yes TO HELP EACH 

OTHER and yes because of this and yes because we are in the same situation and yes applying for a job and yes just 

thinking of this and yes THIS IS ALSO WHAT THE COMMUNE COULD HAVE DONE and yes TO BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER 

and yes TO COACH and yes TO HELP EACH OTHER and yes MAYBE GOOD FOR MOTIVATION and yes to be together 

with people in the same situation and yes helping and yes developing each other and yes of course still teachings and 

yes in classes and yes individual material and yes as I wrote about earlier and yes this is what I believe in and yes only 

this: And yes the feeling that God wants me to identify my network and yes to give an example and yes maybe two 

and yes BECAUSE THIS IS THE ROAD HE HAS SHOWN ME and yes Sidsel as one and yes JAN and yes at the Commune as 

the second and yes so it is and yes TO PREPARE MY WORK OF WRITING MY NETWORK and yes I DECIDED AND YES 

TODAY and yes thinking of this several days I have BUT I DECIDED TO FOLLOW UP TODAY and yes not to be disturbed 

in my work and yes when working on the CV etc. as you know and yes invited and yes Sidsel for a cup of coffee and 

yes next week and yes if she think it is a good idea and yes we will have to see. 

 

And yes also TURNING DOWN and yes THREE OFFERS FROM AAB and yes on three apartments and yes NOT PLACED 

WHERE I WANT TO LIVE and yes this is the reason why. And yes now I have done all of these small tasks and yes which 

would have disturbed and yes my CONCENTRATION and yes when doing the CV etc. and yes now I only need to call a 

few people and yes an email to Pedro too and yes I can call later and yes writing to Pedro first and yes then I can also 

cancel this “task” and yes on my action plan and yes then I need to call and yes Jack, Lotus and yes Kirsten and yes 

ASAP and yes so it is and yes after the email to Pedro and yes I can start and yes MY NEW PROJECT and yes WITH THE 

SAME GUIDELINES and yes TO FINISH WHAT I START and yes by working concentrated and yes TO GO THROUGH OPEN 

JOB POSITIONS and yes TOP MANAGER POSITIONS and yes so it is and yes TO WRITE INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS and 

yes to send them and yes so it truly is. 

 

Sending an email to Sanna and Hans 

And yes OUTSIDE smoking here and yes PIPE that is and yes THIS IS THE PLACE and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes GIV-

ING YOU MY SON and yes FEELING VM and yes AS MY MOTHER and yes WHERE WE TOO AND YES GIVE YOU “GOOD 

IDEAS” and yes OF WHAT TO WRITE and yes just gave you this and yes forwarded and yes my email and yes to one of 

the executive search companies and yes to Jan and yes in the Commune and yes – HE HAS NEVER SEEN WORK LIKE 

THIS BEFORE and yes are the words I receive – and yes together with my updated CV and yes the updated action plan 

and yes new deadlines I have set and yes MORE REALISTIC and yes POSTPONING THE DEADLINE and yes on the de-

scription of my network for example and yes from the 18th October and yes to the 25th and yes BECAUSE I DID NOT 

KNOW THE PLANS OF GOD and yes TO GIVE AN EXAMPLE and yes of both 1st Level and yes the 2nd Level and yes be-

cause of Sidsel you know and yes maybe meeting her next week and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAD TO DO and yes because I 

will be busy and yes LATER TODAY and yes to do applications first and yes so it is and yes another disgression and yes 

KAREN IS STILL “ALIVE AN KICKING” and yes so it is and yes the story was actually and yes about forwarding and yes 

my email to the Commune and yes including the email to the executive search companies and yes TO JOHN and yes 

MY MOTHER and yes BECAUSE THEY CARE and yes BECAUSE I CAN FEEL THEY CARE and yes COMMENTING THEY ARE 

and yes so it is EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE DIFFICULTIES UNDERSTANDING and yes did I forward my email and yes to 

Sanna and yes did I reply and yes on Sannas and yes email from South Africa and yes the other day and yes where I felt 

and yes the control again and yes ALSO and yes this time and yes actually feeling and yes HER CARE TOO and yes 

maybe just therefore and yes I will send a reply and yes GOD SAYS and yes ALSO A GOOD IDEA and yes TO SEND and 

yes THE EMAIL I FORWARDED TO MY MOTHER and yes to Sanna and yes THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO TOO and yes EVEN 

THOUGH and yes I DID NOT PLAN to do it or feel motivated doing it and yes so it is my friends here too. 

 

And yes this is how we all inspire you and yes what do you want to say with the pipe in your mouth and yes NOSTRA 

and yes OK MY FRIEND AND YES I DON’T SMOKE and yes I HAVE NEVER DONE THAT and yes I WILL NOT GET INTO 

TROUBLE and yes WITH OUR BIG CHIEF and yes so to say and yes THEREFORE I HAVE DECIDED and yes NOT TO HARM 

YOU ANYMORE and yes FROM THE TIME WHEN YOU STOP SMOKING and yes COMING SOON MY FRIEND and yes we 

KNOW and yes my life is not better yet and yes SO IT IS and yes this is what HE has accepted. 

 

And yes I did not think and yes THAT THERE WOULD BE A LOT TO WRITE ABOUT TODAY but and yes SORRY I AM TOO 

and yes MY GOOD FRIEND and yes THE BIG CHIEF and yes IS EXPECTING YOU and yes HAVING DIFFICULTIES UNDER-
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STANDING YOUR DESIRE FOR SMOKE MY FRIENDS BUT I HAVE DECIDED TO BRING YOU HOME and yes because of 

what you have started and yes so it is and yes here is my email and yes to Sanna and yes Hans today: 

 

Kære Sanna og Hans, 

 

Jeg håber, at I har nydt jeres ferie og at I vil få en god tur hjem. Mor kommer her i dag, hvor vi vil købe lidt ind, så der 

også er mad til på søndag, når I kommer hjem. 

 

Jeg har haft travlt med jobsøgning, som I kan se af nedenstående og af vedlagte, som I er velkomne til at kommentere, 

når I kommer hjem 

 

Jeg har nu fået to tilbud om at kunne bo midlertidigt hos veninder – den ene er Kirsten, Inges datter, som bor i Lyngby 

og den anden er Lotus, som bor i Sæby. Jeg har søgt mange værelser via Den Blå Avis, og kun ganske få har reageret 

og jeg har set på et værelse, som ikke var noget, da det lå i en kælder, men nu ser det ud til, at jeg kan bo hos en af dis-

se veninder i stedet, som jeg vil følge op på over de kommende dage. Jeg har fået tre tilbud fra AAB, som jeg alle har 

afvist. Det var på lejligheder i Tåstrup og Ballerup, hvor jeg ikke vil bo, men mon ikke, at der kommer noget fornuftigt 

fra dem indenfor de næste par måneder. 

 

Og jobsøgningen fortsætter nu i henhold til min plan, som også er vedlagt, med at gennemgå relevante opslåede stil-

linger, så mon ikke, at der også her kommer et godt resultat. 

 

Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra jeres tur, når I kommer hjem og til at se Hans’ flotte billeder – håber at kameraet er så 

godt, som du forventede. 

 

Vi ses. 

 

Kærlig hilsen 

Stig 

 

And yes we know and yes MANY EMAILS OF MINE and yes I have sent and yes DELIBERATELY and yes WITHOUT OPEN 

QUESTIONS and yes to “some people” and yes BECAUSE THIS IS NOT WHAT PEOPLE and yes NORMALLY DO IN EMAILS 

HERE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes SPEAK TO SANNA AND HANS and yes when they come home and yes 

also therefore. 

 

Headhunters giving friendly “favours” 

And yes I was just thinking and yes this morning and yes John Andersen and yes Camilla’s father and yes was working 

as one of the top and yes executives and yes in the search & selection industry and yes in Denmark and yes ALSO 

PLANTED BY ME and yes SHE WAS and yes HE WAS and yes BECAUSE OF THE STORIES IN MY SCRIPTS and yes also this 

and yes I remember and yes probably 8-9 years ago and yes that John and yes had a visit and yes by maybe 6-8 of his 

former colleagues and yes from PA CONSULTING GROUP and yes in Denmark and yes they had offices and yes OF 

COURSE and yes IN “PARKEN” and yes THE DANISH NATIONAL FOOTBALL STADIUM and yes so it is and yes PA CON-

SULTING GROUP and yes closed years ago and yes THESE PEOPLE and yes SOME OF THEM STILL VERY HIGHLY PLACED 

IN THE INDUSTRY and yes HIRING TOP CEO’S etc. for Danish companies and yes ARE NOW SPREAD and yes AT DIFFER-

ENT COMPANIES and yes I HAVE SEEN SEVERAL OF YOU ON THE INTERNET THIS WEEK and yes noticing Flemming 

Qvist among others and yes IT WILL BE EXCITING IF ANYONE OF YOU WILL FIND OUT OUR “SMALL” CONNECTION 

THROUGH JOHN and yes WILL YOU OPEN MY CV, WILL YOU SEE MY PICTURE, WILL YOU REMEMBER ME and from 

where and yes WILL YOU READ MY CV and yes THINKING and yes of “a closed circle” and yes OF THE TOP OF THE SO-

CIETY and yes PEOPLE KNOWING EACH OTHER and yes HELPING EACH OTHER and yes I LIKE YOU AS A PERSON and yes 

I WILL MAKE SURE THAT YOU GET THIS OR THAT JOB and yes my friends IS THIS ALSO HOW YOU ARE WORKING and 

yes PLEASE TELL THE TRUTH TO THE WORLD and yes ABUSING and yes YOUR POSITIONS and yes YOUR POWER and 

yes WHAT DO YOU THINK OF ME and yes IF YOU REMEMBER ME and yes WILL YOU HELP ME TOO and yes of course 

only mentioned here and yes AS A PROVOCATION and yes BECAUSE THIS IS NOT WHAT I AM ABOUT and yes EVALU-

ATE ME and yes OBJECTIVELY and yes IS ALL I WANT and yes I HAVE NOT MET ONE SINGLE COMPANY OR PERSON YET 
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and yes IN THE DANISH JOB MARKET and yes DOING THIS and yes this is what this is truly about and yes of course to 

show the world how complicated and slow this process is and yes WE CAN DO BETTER THAN THAT. 

 

Managers help each other in “closed circles” 

And yes the feeling is truly and yes WHEN YOU REACH A CERTAIN LEVEL and yes in this community and yes PEOPLE 

WILL HELP EACH OTHER and yes as “members” of a “closed circle” do and yes just remembering and yes also maybe 8-

9 years ago and yes when I was the manager and yes of GE Insurance and yes THIS DINNER CLUB and yes the Associa-

tion and yes of managers of foreign insurance companies in Denmark and yes meeting once a year and yes TO HAVE A 

VERY LUXURIOUS DINNER and yes at SØLLERØD KRO and yes so it is and yes remembering and yes one of the manag-

ers and yes asking me and yes IF I KNEW SOMEONE THEY COULD HIRE and yes I BELIEVE IT WAS FOR A VERY HIGH PO-

SITION and yes IN ATP and yes if I remember correctly and yes this was the thought I had back then and yes IF YOU 

HAVE MADE IT TO THIS LEVEL and yes THEN YOUR “LUCK” and yes the most difficult work has been done and yes 

WHEN YOU ARE ACCEPTED and yes in these “closed circles” and yes IF PEOPLE LIKES PEOPLE and yes THEN THEY WILL 

HELP EACH OTHER and yes GIVING EACH OTHER POSITIONS and yes “BONES” and yes this is what it is about and yes 

HOW MANY MANAGERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOGNISE THIS DESCRIPTION and yes just thinking and yes I was 

and yes OF THE LEVEL and yes OF MANY OR MOST OF THESE “MANAGERS” and yes the managers of these foreign in-

surance companies and yes did I feel and yes “difficulties” being on their level and my answer is as simple as this: NO I 

did not – not at all in fact! 

 

And yes I was thinking and yes of VL-groups in Denmark and yes as an example of this and yes thinking of the VERY 

FINE AND YES “VERY SKILLED” PEOPLE OF EXECUTIVE SEARCH COMPANIES and yes HOW MANY OF YOU ARE “TRULY 

WORKING” ON MY LEVEL and yes NOT BRAGGING WE ARE and yes VERY FEW and yes IF ANY and yes this is it and yes 

making GOD VERY SAD and yes so it is.... 

 

Finalising what I have started when my father dies 

And yes God has now several times and yes said to me and yes THAT I WILL FINISH WHAT I HAVE STARTED and yes IN-

CLUDING and yes WRITING and yes the scripts and yes based on my STOLEN NOTES and yes from 11th-27th May and 

yes WHEN MY FATHER DIES and yes the original plan of having five days to do this work and yes WHEN THE TIME IS 

RIGHT and yes DIFFICULT HE KEEPS ON TELLING me and yes NOT FEELING THAT AT ALL BECAUSE OF THE LOSS OF MY 

FATHER and yes NOT AT ALL and yes maybe it will become difficult and yes IF I AM TO HELP and yes KIRSTEN AT THE 

SAME TIME and yes THIS IS TRULY MY FEELINGS ABOUT THIS TODAY and yes so it is here ☺. 

 

God is joking with my hurting back 

And yes humorous he is and yes when sitting down and yes every single time and yes my back is hurting and yes God 

saying and yes SMILING and yes BECAUSE I HAVE JUMPED THE HORSE SO MANY TIMES and yes LAUGHING WE WERE 

ABOUT THAT ONE ☺. 

 

”Feedback” from Qvist Executive Search 

And yes my friend and yes we know and yes FLEMMING and yes ONE OF THE “MOST” PROFESSIONAL HEADHUNTERS 

and yes in DENMARK and yes sent this email to me and yes today and yes WITHOUT GIVING ANY INDIVIDUAL FEED-

BACK as requested and yes BECAUSE OF THE JOBSITUATION TODAY THIS IS TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM and yes 

as he writes below and yes so it is and yes according to Flemming: 

 

Kære Stig 

 

Tak for din mail og dit CV, som jeg har læst med interesse. 

 

For at alle øvrige konsulenter og researchere i Qvist Executive Search kan få adgang til dine data og således vil kunne 

matche dine kompetencer på såvel igangværende som fremtidige opgaver, vil jeg foreslå dig at koble dig op på vores 

hjemmeside og registrere dine kontaktdata og vedhæfte dit CV. Det tager kun 5 – 7 minutter, men du må gerne blive 

der lidt længere . På den måde er selv Datatilsynet tilfredse og dine data vil blive behandlet 100% fortroligt. 
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Vi vil utroligt gerne tilbyde en kort samtale med alle indkommende kandidater, men den foreliggende samfundssituati-

on gør det desværre helt uoverskueligt for os med en meget lang venteliste. Vi bruger primært tiden på at finde og løse 

nye spændende rekrutteringsopgaver, så der er et reelt indhold at få en samtale om.  

 

Rekrutteringsmarkedet er i bedring, men vi tror ikke i øjeblikket på en væsentlig forbedring før efter årsskiftet. 

 

Vi glæder os til at se din registrering.  

  

Med venlig hilsen  

 

Flemming Qvist 

 

Qvist Executive Search  

 

And yes he requested me to use “five minutes” to register and upload my CV on their site, which I did and the site 

asked me to include three prefered “job positions”, where I included Director, sales director and business develop-

ment director and yes NOTHING on PERSONAL COMPETENCES or PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCES and yes therefore 

and yes with the inspiration and yes of God I decided to send Flemming the email below. I decided to read and edit 

the text of this email and yes maybe 20 times before sending it and yes which I often do in work situations and yes not 

as many times as when I did my CV and yes the following letter and yes THINKING OF HOW MANY PEOPLE WHO 

“JUST” WRITE AN EMAIL AND SEND IT WITHOUT READING, EDITING AND IMPROVING THE TEXT and yes MOST PEOPLE 

MY FRIEND and yes SAD WE ARE ABOUT THIS and yes PLEASE IMPROVE, WORLD. And yes I decided to write in the be-

ginning of the email that Flemming and I met through Camilla’s father 8-9 years ago and yes I TRULY LIKE PERSONAL 

RELATIONS and the idea of a network and yes TO BUILD ON THIS TOO but with the MAIN DIFFERENCE TO WHAT THE 

WORLD DO TODAY THAT I DON’T WANT YOU TO DO “PERSONAL FAVOURS” TO PEOPLE BECAUSE YOU KNOW THIS OR 

THAT PERSON but to always BUILD YOUR DECISIONS ON OBJECTIVE CRITERIA and yes this is how it is and yes VERY 

GOOD IF PEOPLE CAN RECOMMEND A VERY SKILLED PERSON TO A COMPANY BUT ALWAYS JUDGE PEOPLE ON WHO 

THEY TRULY ARE and yes NOT TO BASE YOUR JUDGEMENT on personal feelings and yes as easy as that ☺. And yes the 

ONLY REASON WHY I DECIDED TO WRITE MY “RELATION” TO FLEMMING AND YES WAS TO “MOTIVATE” HIM AND YES 

TO READ MY EMAIL and yes BECAUSE OF HOW THINGS WORK IN THE WORLD TODAY and yes maybe it would be eas-

ier for him to actually read my email and yes otherwise and yes just the feeling and yes THAT MAYBE HE WOULD NOT 

READ AND ANSWER THE EMAIL and yes so it is here and yes THIS WAS TRULY THE ONLY REASON WHY and yes THIS  

SHOULD NOT BE NECESSARY AT ALL and yes so it is. 

 

Kære Flemming, 

 

Mange tak for din mail og din vejledning. 

 

Måske husker du, at vi engang for ca. 8-9 år siden mødtes hos din tidligere kollega John Andersen i Værløse, hvor I var 

6-8 kollegaer samlet, og hvor jeg dengang, men ikke længere, var John’s svigersøn. 

 

Jeg har prøvet at sætte mig ind i jeres arbejde, og det har jeg gjort mig nogle betragtninger om, som du kan læse i 

denne mail. Formålet er ikke at ”kritisere” din forretning, men alene at give dig inspiration til, hvordan du også kan 

overveje at skille dig ud fra markedet via en behandling af kandidater, som er lige så kvalitetsorienteret som jeres be-

handling af samarbejdspartnere. Det kunne tænkes, at I med en sådan forretningsfilosofi kan tiltrække endnu flere 

samarbejdspartnere og kandidater af den enkle årsag, at I hermed vil forestå endnu bedre matches mellem kandidater 

og virksomheder i forhold til, hvad I og jeres konkurrenter gør i dag. 

 

Jeg har forståelse for jeres markedssituation, og at I har brug for opgaver som grundlag for virksomhedens drift. Imid-

lertid har de kandidater, som henvender sig til jer, den interesse, at de ønsker at modtage feedback på deres CV, og at 

de primært er interesseret i at høre, om I kan hjælpe dem med at formidle et arbejde. Når I ikke giver kvalificeret feed-

back, er der mange, der - som jeg - skuffes. 
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Hvis I ønsker tilfredse kandidater og en endnu bedre kvalitet skal I allerede ved første henvendelse afsætte tid til en 

kvalitetsscreening og grundigt overveje, om I har igangværende eller forventer at få fremtidige opgaver, som kandida-

terne udfra jeres erfaring kan komme i betragtning til. Forudsætningen for en sådan vurdering er, at I gør jeres arbejde 

GRUNDIGT og OPTIMALT og blot et par spørgsmål i denne henseende: 

 

• Hvad var for eksempel dine tanker, da du så mit CV?  

• Troede du på min beskrivelse af mine kompetencer? 

• Hvad har du gjort for at sikre ”kvalitet i jeres screening”? 

• Giver I modtagne CV’er et ”kvalitetsstempel” allerede i dag udfra jeres hurtige screening? 

• Hvis I gør dette, husker I så at informere kandidaterne? 

• Hvad er konsekvenserne, hvis DU ud fra dine ”personlige” og ikke objektive vurderinger ikke gør dit arbejde or-

dentligt, hvis du med andre ord tager fejl i din ”hurtige” screening? 

 

Hvis ikke screeningen foretages optimalt, vil jeres database blive fyldt op med ”uegnede” kandidater, som I normalt 

ikke formidler arbejde for, og derfor kan I lige så godt tage tyren ved hornene og meddele kandidaten, hvis ikke I for-

venter at kunne hjælpe ham – det er ren og klar besked og en fordel for begge parter. 

 

På jeres hjemmeside skriver I, at I kun har ca. 60 sekunder til første gennemlæsning af CV’er og at I kigger efter ”buzz 

words” – en sådan proces kan umuligt give den ønskede kvalitet ved udvælgelse af kandidater, når man sammenhol-

der med den tid, som I anvender med samarbejdspartnere. Jeg har nu registreret mig i jeres database, men der sker 

INGEN registrering af ”buzz words” – intet om personlige eller professionelle kompetencer – så det er tilsyneladende 

kun manuelt, at I arbejder med ”buzz words” og ikke via anvendelse af avanceret IT-teknologi, som kunne effektivisere 

og forbedre jeres arbejde? Jeg tænker på, hvordan I kan tilsikre et optimalt match, når I skal søge efter kandidater og 

når databasen ikke indeholder disse ”buzz words”. Det må være et vanskeligt arbejde og endnu mere vanskeligt, hvis I 

selv skal prøve at ”huske” de CV’er, som I hurtigt har gennemlæst tidligere eller mennesker, som I møder på jeres vej. 

 

Hvis I beslutter jer for at forbedre jeres screening og database og at inkludere 100% objektive profilbeskrivelser af bå-

de kandidater og stillinger, hvor profilen udvælges fra en detaljeret liste med standardiserede valg – med særlig fokus 

på personlige kompetencer og mindre fokus på brancher, som headhuntere ofte ”specialiserer” sig i - vil I virkelig få et 

unikt redskab i markedet, som vil lette jeres arbejde og som af denne årsag alene vil forbedre kvaliteten ikke mindst til 

glæde for jeres samarbejdspartnere og kandidater. 

 

Dette var blot en idé baseret på min oplevelse af jer og som du kan vælge at udvikle, hvis du er enig. Jeg har ikke haft 

andre formål med denne mail. 

 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

And yes my friend and yes “feedback” from three companies yesterday and yes one today and yes the “success rate” 

is now an “amazing” 20% and yes “only” 80% are missing and yes after two full working days and yes NO CONFIRMA-

TIONS and yes TELLING and yes THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED MY CV and yes WHEN THEY WILL COME BACK and yes 

FROM THESE VERY “PROFESSIONAL” COMPANIES and yes NOT ONE SINGLE COMPANY HAVE BEEN ABLE TO THINK 

THIS THOUGHT and yes WHICH WOULD BE NATURAL TO DO and yes IF YOU TRULY ARE PROFESSIONAL and yes HAV-

ING THINGS IN SYSTEM and yes IF THEY WANT TO PRIORITISE and yes CANDIDATES TOO and yes so it truly is here. 

 

Meeting with Sidsel next week ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friend and yes “den ligger til højrebenet” and yes said many times and yes the ball is put in place and yes 

to be kicked and yes in goal and yes Sidsel and yes another “ball” and yes in this respect and yes we know TO HELP 

EACH OTHER and yes WHEN YOU FACE THE SAME SITUATION and yes MAYBE and yes just maybe and yes another test 

and yes of another woman and yes liking me and yes WHEN I AM JUST MY SELF and yes talking, smiling and yes with 
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confidence and yes as some may believe I am all of the time but which I am only some of the time and yes BECAUSE 

OF THE DEVIL and yes you know a part of the game and yes also for me and yes to resist another beautitul woman and 

yes not knowing and yes if she is single or married today but probably she is married and yes also because of this. And 

yes it is now confirmed and yes that we will meet on Tuesday next week. 

 

And yes I decided and yes to include my email to Sidsel here and yes JUST TO INSPIRE PEOPLE and yes OF WHAT I BE-

LIEVE IS A GOOD IDEA: 

 

Tak for din mail og jeg beklager, at jeg blev lidt forsinket med at svare. 

 

Jeg kan godt lide dine tanker om ”respekt for det fulde menneske” og jeg ved, at du altid har arbejdet hårdt, men jeg 

kan godt forstå, at du gerne vil prioritere familie og privatliv højere fremover samtidig med, at du stadig giver den en 

”skalle”. 

 

Jeg er i Danmark og jeg har været travlt optaget de seneste dage blandt andet med at skrive mit nye CV, som jeg har 

brugt mange kræfter på. 

 

Jeg tænkte, at det kunne være en god ide at coache og hjælpe hinanden nu, hvor vi står i samme situation – og dele 

gode ideer, tanker og måske også blive inspireret af hinandens CV og netværk, som du så venligt skriver – og jeg åbner 

naturligvis også gerne mit netværk overfor dig. 

 

Hvis du er enig, kunne vi måske mødes over en kop kaffe i næste uge? 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

My future son ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know “is already waiting eagerly” here and yes we know and yes MY FUTURE CHILD this morning and yes I 

told you and yes “not a daughter but a son” and yes MAYBE STIG JUNIOR and yes don’t like names like that and yes 

WE WILL FIND ANOTHER NAME FOR HIM and yes in due time. 

 

And yes looking forward to have a child and yes the answer is both YES and NO and yes because of these TWO FEEL-

INGS and yes always with me and yes by God and yes the Devil you know. 

 

My mother helped us out these 10 days ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friend and yes we know and yes once again and yes WE HELPED YOU OUT and yes THIS IS WHAT WE SAY 

and yes through your mother and yes we know just saw mm and yes speaking through my mother and yes MANY 

QUITE INTERESTING SITUATIONS HERE and yes did not write it down and yes WHEN YOU KNOW THE SOUL and yes the 

feeling of the soul and yes then it is no problem and yes to see it and yes as clearly as I see a person physically and yes 

so it is and yes she decided and yes to buy some food and yes for us and yes for Sanna and Hans and yes when they 

came home and yes BECAUSE MY MOTHER AND I ARE SO DIFFERENT TODAY and yes in our interests and yes in intelli-

gence too and yes when we are alone we don’t have much to talk about and yes ALL OF THE “SMALL TALK” and yes 

which my mother truly loves and yes is not my cup of tea and yes Elijah we have still not had your tea here and yes WE 

ARE ALL DRINKING COFFEE IN FACT and yes WOULD HAVE BEEN NICE and yes sometimes to get some tea and yes so it 

is and yes NO ENERGY TO FOCUS ON THIS and yes so it is and yes for him too and yes just so you know my friend ☺. 

 

I am still the same even after this game 

And yes God has many ways and yes in the email from Pedro to me from the 8th October, which I am answering today 

and yes fine here and yes to write and yes when you have the time and yes no hurry and yes when you know that your 

friend will write to you and yes so it is here AND YES WHEN YOU HAVE THIS UNDERSTANDING and yes Pedro wrote: “It 

is still the same (it seems Bob Seeger song!!!)” and yes not knowing that song I was and yes never listen to Bob Seeger 

but yes my friends and yes ONLY THIS MESSAGE and yes I AM STILL THE SAME and yes even after “this game of God 

and the Devil” and yes a message that God has inspired me to write many times and yes did not do that and yes here 
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the message is and yes through Pedro in Portugal and yes through the song he thought of and yes which he also 

thought of writing to me and yes just one of God’s many ways ☺. 

 

Elijah trust his hopes and not his fears 

And yes UNDERSTANDING and yes ELIJAH we are and yes his difficulties and yes SAD about that we are and yes THIS IS 

WHAT WE ARE GOING THROUGH ELIJAH and yes TO HELP US and yes WHICH YOU WILL UNDERSTAND MORE OF 

LATER and yes so it is here and yes thank you for your nice words and yes MISSING I AM TOO and yes TO SPEND TIME 

TOGETHER WITH YOU and yes especially normal life and yes the African Bar and yes having a beer together and yes to 

RELAX together with friends and yes LOOKING FORWARD TO DOING THIS AGAIN and yes WITHOUT THE AGONY and 

yes for us and yes for the orphans and yes the village my friends and yes WORDS BY GOD and yes now I can tell it and 

yes my feelings and yes the good ones and yes being considerate and yes WHEN I AM THIS and yes it is not from VM 

but from God and yes THE FEELING OF GOD AND VM IS VERY DIFFERENT and yes THINK OF TWO PERSONS YOU KNOW 

and yes THE FEELINGS OF THOSE TWO PERSONS and yes VERY DIFFERENT and yes the same here and yes VERY DIFFI-

CULT TO EXPLAIN A FEELING and yes of a person other than YES THIS IS ALL THAT VM IS ABOUT and yes THE LOVE OF 

PEOPLE and yes AS STRONG AS YOU CAN IMAGINE and yes AS GENTLE AT THE SAME TIME and yes written this before I 

believe and yes here is the email from Elijah and yes ELIJAH I AM SAD TO SEE THAT YOU DID NOT FOLLOW UP ON MY 

REQUEST ON ANSWERING A FEW QUESTIONS and yes YOU FOLLOWED YOUR OWN BASIC RULE TO NEVER ANSWER A 

DIRECT QUESTION and yes ELIJAH THIS WILL GO OVER AND YES TO THE WORLD: PLEASE DON’T DO WHAT ELIJAH DID 

and yes friendly and nice he is BUT ALWAYS ANSWER THE QUESTIONS GIVEN TO YOU and yes so it is. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you once again for keeping us posted.We had our weekly meeting today.We were all late. Reason?  The rains 

are back. It was raining all night through up until late in the morning causing a lot of traffic jam.  All the same our 

meeting went on smoothly. 

 

I am sorry i did not give you all the sermons from the pastor. Another great week it was, but  a difficult one for me try-

ing to convince my landlord that i will settle the  house rent due very soon.He was hard on me but eventually he ac-

cepted to wait. I will be back to you with the sermons including the coming Sunday sermon next week. I am sorry for 

the delay Stig. 

 

Please continue updating us,i will not be able to make it to town everyday next week,you will only be able to hear from 

me when i travel to town. I am doing all this to be on the save side. If possible you can text me. 

 

I have now learned to trust my hopes than my fears!  

 

Have a blessed weekend my FRIEND STIG ! 

 

Elijah. 

 

Finding “relevant” job positions 

And yes my friend and yes going through and yes the CV portals and yes on the internet and yes SEVERAL HUNDREDS 

of so called “management” positions and yes I was looking for “TOP MANAGEMENT” and yes my dreamjob and yes 

only www.jobindex.dk gives me this search function and yes easy to overview and yes 6 in this category and yes I saw 

two interesting positions and yes one is the Director of www.IPTeams.dk and yes SENIOR PEOPLE with knowledge and 

knowhow of management, projects, development of organisations etc. and yes I LIKE THAT and yes this was the first 

impression when reading shortly on their homepage and yes the other one is DIRECTOR FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF-

FICE OF THE JOB MARKET www.ams.dk and yes VERY INTERESTING WE ALL THINK here (!!!) and yes a third option and 

yes could be to become THE CONCERN DIRECTOR of DANSKE ANDELSKASSER and yes a BANK of 550 employees and 

yes DO YOU THINK I COULD DO THESE JOBS and yes NO PROBLEM MY FRIENDS and yes I will probably need one full 

day for each application and yes we know maybe even more and yes probably postponing the deadline and yes NOW 

THAT I START TO THINK MORE ABOUT WHAT GOD WANTS ME TO DO AND YES THIS IS IT and yes just thinking and yes 

THERE COULD BE HUNDREDS OF JOBS and yes I could do BUT NOW I WANT TO SHOW THE WORLD AN EXAMPLE OF 
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GOING FOR YOUR DREAM JOB and yes maybe only 2-3 examples and yes we will have to wait and see – and yes did 

not know this when I wrote “approx. 5 applications in my jobsearch plan”. 

 

And yes just short and yes I believe that the idea of www.jobindex.dk is to FIND ALL OPEN JOB POSITIONS IN DEN-

MARK and yes this site today has 7,993 adds with approx. 12,000 jobs and yes THE OFFICIAL SITE OF DENMARK and 

yes www.jobnet.dk and yes HAS ONLY 5,142 JOBS and yes NOT APPROVED IT IS and yes when searhing on 

www.jobnet.dk and yes ONLY “DIRECTOR” and yes “CEO” and yes this site and yes gives approx. 50 results and yes 

when looking through all of these quickly and yes only approx. 5 and yes ARE TRULY DIRECTORS or CEO’s and yes THE 

REST and yes ARE NOT BELONGING TO THIS CATEGORY and yes just maybe with the simple explanation that PEOPLE 

REALLY DON’T CARE ABOUT WHICH BOXES THEY CHECK and yes IT IS “such a shame”. 

 

Kirsten has ”almost” accepted I can live with her 

And yes we know and yes calling and yes Kirsten and yes my old friend and yes this evening and yes also why the Devil 

was very strong on me today and yes because I did not decide to do this last night and yes because of the concern of 

my mother and yes so it is and yes we had a very good conversation and yes as nice as always and yes if I talked about 

“my spirits” and NO I have decided and yes not to speak about ME and yes MISUNDERSTOOD and yes I AM and yes BY 

EVERYONE and yes more or less here and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes visiting her on Wednesday and yes also to talk about and yes if I can stay with her and yes SHE IS POSITIVE OF 

THE IDEA AND YES NOT REALLY ASKING MYSELF AND YES SHE BROUGHT IT UP HERSELF AND YES “STILL BELIEVING” we 

are and yes IF I NEED IT and yes we know as I normally say here and yes CONTINUING THE GAME and yes I CAN ADD 

MY FRIEND and yes UNTIL THE END and yes THE END IS NEAR and yes so it is and yes TWO MEANINGS and yes THERE 

IS NEVER AN END and yes without a NEW BEGINNING and yes this is what it is about and yes GOD REALLY NOT LIKING 

MY PIPE and yes THE SUFFERING OF STOPPING TO SMOKE WHICH I SHOULD GO THROUGH and yes WHICH I DECIDED 

WOULD BE TOO DIFFICULT and yes has been “COMPENSATED” by INCREASING THE POWER OF THE DEVIL and yes 

JUST SO PEOPLE WILL KNOW and yes ALSO HURTING AND YES THE COUNCIL MORE and yes I AM SO SORRY TO YOU  

COUNCIL and yes MORE MONEY I COULD HAVE SENT TO THE TEAM and yes we know THIS WAS MY DECISION and yes 

NOT LIKING TO SMOKE and yes IF I ASK YOU TO STOP SMOKING NOW and yes MY DECISION IS STILL THE SAME and 

yes UNTIL MY LIFE WILL IMPROVE and yes so it is my friends and yes just another disgression and yes NOT THE ONLY 

ONE HURTING HERE and yes Karen and yes hurting too and yes my friends so it is. 

 

And yes Kirsten told me and yes about her boyfriend and yes for two years and yes AN ALCOHOLIC HE IS and yes Niels 

and yes HE DID NOT TELL KIRSTEN and yes BEFORE they bought a house together and yes DRINKING FAR TOO MUCH 

and yes TWO BOTTLES OF WINE he was and yes sometimes and yes A LOT OF DRINKING and yes DOING NOTHING at 

the house and yes BECAUSE OF THIS and yes he moved and yes because KIRSTEN ASKED HIM TO SEEK HELP and yes HE 

CHOSE THE BOTTLE and yes INSTEAD OF HER and yes IF HE DID NOT DRINK THIS COUPLE WOULD STILL BE TOGETHER 

and yes ABSTINENCES ARE NOT A NICE THING and yes FOR ALCOHOLICS TOO and yes DESTROYING HIS LIFE and yes 

HIS PARTNER too and yes so it is and yes THEREFORE and yes DON’T DRINK TOO MUCH IN THE FUTURE AND YES 

“WITH ALL MEANS” MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes speaking about her mother Inge and yes written about this before and yes DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND AND 

YES A WOMAN and yes not in contact with her feelings and yes UNLESS SOMETHING SPECIAL HAS HAPPENED IN HER 

OWN LIFE and yes WHAT HAS HAPPENED WITH YOU INGE and yes what do you want me to say here and yes A SPE-

CIAL CONNECTION HERE and yes STIG YOU CANNOT TELL THIS and yes YOU ARE MY BROTHER and yes YOU ARE MY 

SISTER and yes INGE IS NOT YOUR SISTER and yes KIRSTEN and yes is and yes YOUR SISTER and yes THEREFORE YOU 

HAVE NEVER BEEN INTERESTED and yes in her and yes WHAT DO YOU mean and yes I CAN ONLY SAY THIS MUCH AND 

YES STIG SOMETHING IS WRONG HERE and yes GERMANY and yes INGE and yes she is German and yes your mother’s 

father and yes was German and yes is Inge his child and yes maybe she is and yes we know Stig and yes IF YOU DON’T 

WANT TO TELL ME THIS STORY AND YES CLEARLY AND YES I CANNOT WRITE IT and yes IF INGE IS THE DAUGHTER OF 

ROMMEL and yes IF THIS IS THE CASE and yes THEN KIRSTEN IS MY HALF COUSIN and yes I DON’T KNOW WHAT IS THE 

TRUTH HERE and yes IF IT IS GOD OR THE DEVIL SAYING THIS but he was very eager and yes TRYING TO LET ME TELL 

THIS STORY and yes DELIBERATELY GIVING ME THE WORDS WRONG but also the feeling that “some of this story is the 

truth” (both God and the Devil have this power) and yes so it is and yes SAD WE ARE ABOUT KIRSTEN and yes the con-
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sequences and yes which Inge has had on her and yes so it is and yes really not knowing WHY this is the case and yes 

so it is. 

 

And yes Victoria and yes Kirsten’s daughter and yes is now 8 years old and yes I have not seen her since she was 

maybe 4 years old and yes STILL REMEMBERING ME SHE IS and yes I have the feeling and yes that Victoria and yes IS 

THE MOST BRIGHT CHILD I HAVE EVER MET and yes A “CRYSTAL” CLEAR FEELING AND CHILD THAT IS and yes THE DIF-

FERENCE and yes BETWEEN THE NEW GENERATION AND YES THE OLD and yes this is how it is .... 

 

Virgin Mary working through me 

And yes we know and yes you were thinking and yes THAT VM IS NOT WORKING THROUGH INGE and yes because of 

her attitude and yes we know maybe the Devil and yes in her case is even stronger and yes not knowing but what I 

know and yes is that when Tobias came home this evening and yes HE IS SICK and yes not feeling very well and yes VM 

SPOKE THROUGH ME and yes giving me the loving feeling and yes AS MOST WOMEN HAVE and yes to ask Tobias and 

yes if he was hungry and yes he did not feel like eating and yes VM said through me and yes that he just needs to let 

me know and yes then I will prepare dinner for him and yes THIS IS THE FIRST TIME and yes EVER I HAVE HAD THIS 

FEELING and yes JUST TO TELL THE WORLD and yes THIS IS THE TRUE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN and 

yes MEN DON’T HAVE THIS FEELING and yes AT ALL and yes speaking of my own little “experiment” here and yes BE-

CAUSE I NORMALLY DON’T HAVE THIS FEELING and yes NORMALLY A MORE “PRACTICAL” FEELING and yes THAN A 

“CONSIDERATE” FEELING and yes this is the truth too ☺. 
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Saturday 17
th

 October 2009 

Sleep and dream, updating the job action plan, God and the Council DEMANDING me to stop smoking, I have a new 

apartment from 1st November, more dreams and watching television and also Speedway. 

 

Sleep and dream 

And yes a little bit better sleep and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes and yes this is what 

you will get out of and yes stop smoking and yes demanded and yes we know not funny at all and yes we know waking 

up and yes still walking like a zombie we are and yes even though we are not as tired and yes destroyed as yesterday 

and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes one dream too: 

 

• I am in a city of a caribean island. I see my self walking around among black people and harvesting the fruits etc. 

Vivian and Birgitte are working in a toy store. Vivian has copied Birgitte’s hairstyle, I see her calendar with crosses 

on each date where she has been together with a new man. There are truly many crosses. I go back to the toy 

store, it is my last day here and I see Birgitte – the hair is looking better on her than on Vivian, Vivians hair is a 

copy of Birgittes. Birgitte is interested in me because of my attention to her – if I did not come back to the toy 

store she would not be interested. 

 

After the dream I get a clear feeling that Birgitte in the dream in fact IS Vivian and yes so it is here too and yes the 

song afterwards and yes we know “there goes my baby, uh uh” – and yes I AM NOT interested in her today and yes if 

God had given me the success with women, which I could have had and yes which is “a miracle” that I did not and yes I 

would probably have forgotten about Vivian many years ago and yes so it is. 

 

Updating the job action plan 

And yes updating the action plan and yes with the following changes: 

 

“Goal oriented jobsearch”. 

 

The deadlines have been deleted meaning that I am not going to do this work unless God wants me too. It was about 

chosing the industry and companies I would like to work for and to contact them myself and yes so it is. And yes de-

leted because I am only searhing top management jobs now and yes this road don’t give me a top management job, 

which I can only get through job ads or headhunters. It is a very good idea to do if you want to get a job which is not 

top management. 

 

”Search relevant job ads” 

 

And yes this has been changed to searching two top management jobs and yes maybe three but probably only two 

and yes TO BE ABSOLUTELY SURE THAT I WILL MAKE THE DEADLINE and yes now I know what God wants me to do and 

yes the deadline has been postponed from 18th to 25th October. 

 

And yes the deadline of describing my network has been postponed from 25th October to 31st October and yes TO BE 

ABSOLUTELY SURE and yes GIVING ME MORE TIME WHICH I ACTUALLY LIKE BUT AND YES IN ORDER TO AVOID ANY 

SURPRISES FROM GOD and yes so it is here my friend. 

 

God and the Council DEMANDING me to stop smoking 

And yes we know YOU TOOK A DECISION and yes THIS IS MY CHOICE and yes I cannot express how AWFUL IT IS WHEN 

PEOPLE DON’T RESPECT THE CHOICES I MAKE and I don’t even feel like writing this – this is actually how bad it is. Only 

this: I was threatened by God and yes the Council with love telling me that God had asked them to increase the 

strength of the Devil and yes my mother and yes Easter 2009 experience and yes if I did not stop smoking and yes my 

moral is completely destroyed right now and don’t know how I can finalise this and yes even God is threatening me 

and yes I HAVE NOW MADE A NEW ACTION PLAN and yes IF I WANT TO AND YES I WILL TAKE A NAP AND YES NOT 

WORK AROUND THE CLOCK and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know. 
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THIS IS KILLING ME, REMOVING ALL MOTIVATION AND I DON’T KNOW IF I CAN CONTINUE WORKING AS HARD AS I 

HAVE DONE BECAUSE OF THIS REASON ALONE – now I have postponed the deadlines and will make sure that the 

deadlines are kept but I will not accept AUTHORITIES HERE meaning GOD WANTING ME TO WORK AROUND THE 

CLOCK not knowing what he will do, BUT THIS IS MY DECISION AND SO IT IS and yes THE ONLY WAY TO COME 

AROUND and yes STOP SMOKING. 

 

I miss expressions of how much I resist this ORDER from God – it cannot get any worse than this. 

 

I have a new apartment from 1st November 

And yes we know PLAYING THE GAME UNTIL THE END WE ARE and yes COMPLETELY WITHOUT MOTIVATION THAT IS 

and yes Kirsten called and yes she thought of Poul Erik and yes Poul Erik and yes has an apartment which he will rent 

out from the 1st November and yes in Lyngby and yes 54 square metres and yes for DKK 3,400 per month and yes I will 

go and see it tomorrow and yes I EXPECT THAT THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL ALMOST “DEMAND” ME TO TAKE THIS 

APARTMENT and yes Poul Erik will need some days to do the paper work and yes this is how it is and yes going to see 

the apartment tomorrow at 12.00. 

 

And yes my mother called later and yes heard it she had and yes from John and yes because and yes Kirsten called 

John and yes did not have my number here and yes therefore my friends and yes MY MOTHER WAS TRULY HAPPY and 

yes AS ONLY SHE CAN BE and yes “aren’t you happy” she said and yes I said YES and yes BECAUSE OF HER and yes the 

truth and yes a lie it was and yes I WAS AND AM NOT HAPPY and yes NOT GOING TO LIVE THERE and yes STOP SMOK-

ING IS KILLING ME and yes still thinking of Morrissey we are here and yes WORKING HARD EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes 

for a long time and yes with the Devil and yes so it is and yes difficult and yes STOP SMOKING and yes I DID NOT CARE 

and yes even if God threatened me and yes taking a nap I did and yes nothing happened and yes not going to work as 

hard again and yes because THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS and yes WHEN YOU ARE AN ADDICT and yes TRYING TO STOP and 

yes this is it and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes NIELS and yes when not drinking and yes doing nothing and yes 

so it is here too. 

 

More dreams 

And yes two short dreams from my nap and yes did not believe I slept but still dreams and yes as you know from the 

past 

 

• Four cashier desks at the bank are now open, there are many customers standing in cew - they are impatient and 

want to stand in the shortest cew. 

• Kim S. has new very beautiful company premises in Copenhagen. I fly for my self in the “apartment” and I like it 

very much. I have been working there for one month and I have really not started the work, which I should have 

and which Kim has asked me to do, it gives me bad conscience and finally Kim gives me the policy number, which 

is a signal that I need to do the work now. At one stage I decided to fly so he could see, however I am very dizzy, 

so dizzy that I cannot concentrate on getting the coffee maker to work, still I am flying so Kim can see and I show 

him that there is “air” between me and the floor. I am thinking that I can get a room to sleep at this apartment, 

which is only used for commercial purposes. At one stage God made me entirely “light” when I was flying and he 

flew with me through walls and closed doors. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes thrown out in 1991/92 and yes from Hollænderdybet and yes no place to sleep and yes 

ME and yes YOU and yes together and yes decided to sleep and yes “some days” and yes at the office in Frederiksgade 

and yes BECAUSE I HAD NO PLACE TO SLEEP and yes so it is and yes SPENDING MY CHRISTMAS THERE and yes first 

Gran Canaria with Lars and yes Christmas Trees in the sand they had and yes returning and yes maybe the 21st De-

cember and yes getting an apartment and yes at Masnedøgade and yes from when and yes maybe from the 1st Janu-

ary and yes with my best memory and yes so it is and yes DID JØRGEN FIND OUT and yes he did and yes DID JØRGEN 

FIND OUT and yes later that I was thrown out and yes from Masnedøgade too and yes FROM AN APARTMENT BE-

LONGING TO A SUPPLIER, WHICH I WAS “RENTING” and yes ONE OF THE MANAGERS and yes of PFA PENSION and yes 

told Jørgen this on the phone and yes we know DID HE WANT TO DISMISS ME and yes he did and yes DID KIM WANT 

TO KEEP ME and yes he did and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes NOT YOUR CUP OF TEA JØRGEN and yes so it is 
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and yes DID I FEEL NERVOUS ABOUT MY FINANCIAL SITUATION AND YES NOT ABLE TO CONTROL IT and yes I DID and 

yes when and yes ALL OF THE TIME and yes for how many years and yes more or less from 1986 and yes until maybe 

2001 and yes “on and off” and yes thank you God for remembering and yes afterwards and yes WHEN I LOST MY 

WORK and yes not nice for the people and yes which I owed money too and yes we know NOT VERY NICE SITUATION 

TOO my friends to experience here and yes so it is. 

 

And yes after these dreams and yes GOD and yes VERY LOUD GAVE ME THESE WORDS BY GEORGE MICHAEL: “I WILL 

BE YOUR TEACHER TILL THE END OF TIME” AND YES WE KNOW ONE OF GODS and yes ULTIMATE SONGS and yes so it 

is and yes also nice here and yes very good and yes NOT TOP 10 here and yes so it is – but the words .... 

 

And yes also and yes exactly that scum and yes “come undone” and yes Robbie Williams and yes the song came di-

rectly after George Michael and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes decided to include TWO songs and yes which I 

normally don’t do and yes so it is. 

 

Watching television and also Speedway 

And yes DECIDED TO DO NOTHING and yes the REST OF THE DAY and yes MORE OR LESS THAT IS and yes SITTING IN 

FRONT OF THE COMPUTER AND YES FOR HOURS and yes TRYING TO FIND INSPIRATION TO WORK but NO INSPIRA-

TION and yes STOPPING TO SMOKE IS THAT SERIOUS and yes AT LEAST TO ME IT IS and yes IMPOSSIBLE TODAY TO DO 

ANY WORK and yes GOD SAID AND YES READ WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT THE JOBCENTRE and yes take notes 

and yes of what to write and yes in a memo and yes maybe of two pages and yes when applying for the position and 

yes as the director and yes you know the people here making the rules in the Danish jobmarket and yes how difficult is 

that and yes when you mind keeps being unfocussed with an overwhelming desire to just sit with a “blurred” look in 

your eyes and yes NOT TO CARE ABOUT ANYTHING and yes this is the DESIRE I had and yes GETTING MY SELF TO-

GETHER and yes JUST A LITTLE BIT and yes THIS IS WHAT I DID and yes following the road of God and yes READ WHAT 

HE ASKED ME TO READ and yes tomorrow and yes starting to do this memo and yes JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE AND YES 

OF GOD AND YES COMPLETELY DESTROYING MY ACTIONS PLANS and yes deadlines and yes so it is here and yes now I 

have given more time to do my work and yes MAYBE IT IS JUST TIME ENOUGH and yes so it is. 

 

And yes watching and yes “on and off” and yes speedway and yes from Poland and yes on DK4 and yes so it is and yes 

watching both semifinals and yes the final and yes NICKY NOT ONE OF YOUR BEST DAYS MY FRIEND AND YES STILL 

YOU WON and yes and yes and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE FIRST SEMI FINAL and yes HOW OFTEN DOES IT 

HAPPEN and yes THAT A SEMIFINAL and yes is interrupted and yes re-started and yes three times and yes we know 

and yes WATCH YOURSELF and yes so it is and yes GOD EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes what was happening and yes so it 

is and yes IN THE FINAL NICKY and yes ONLY ONCE THIS EVENING and yes YOU REALLY HAD THE ENGINE and yes GIV-

ING YOU SO MUCH POWER and yes THAT YOU ACTUALLY WON and yes we know my friends and yes BECAUSE GOD 

WANTED YOU TO WIN and yes also running down and yes the home favourite and yes you were and yes the “King of 

Poland” and yes just talking and yes about a DANE winning and yes to become and yes also the “King of Poland” and 

yes so it is here my friends ☺.
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Sunday 18th October 2009 

Sleeping longer and dreams, writing the absolutely last in my book, abstinenses from stopping smoking, no time to see 

Jack, the apartment offer was a “friendly favour” and searching the job as the director of the job market government 

office. 

 

Sleeping longer and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes so it is and yes more sleep and yes did almost nothing yesterday and yes because I WAS 

NOT MENTALLY PREPARED and yes to stop smoking and yes therefore and yes BECAUSE OF THE ABSTINENSES and yes 

therefore my friends and yes slept longer and yes not having the same feeling like a zombie this morning and yes 

taken over by very strong abstinences from stopping smoking and yes see below and yes first this and yes a dream and 

yes almost as usual for some time here and yes difficult to read my notes but here it is: 

 

• There is a party in a big hall in Espergærde. A place is selling some very delicious marzcipan bread, which I want to 

buy. I meet Sidsel – she is speaking on the phone. I also meet Michael P. from DanskeBank-Pension, and I also see 

a drunk Englishman. 

• I have arrived at an airport in France. I am on my way to Bourdeaux. There is a fast train from the airport. And the 

journey takes all in all four hours from Germany (from home to home). 

• I buy bakery bread in Netto. It takes a lot of time. Most people here buy bakery bread, but the man in front of me 

buys a new single by Depeche Mode, which is not included on their last album and which is also going to become 

a huge hit. It is called “tears roll down” and it is a live version – on the cover you can see where they have played 

live, from Guatemala to Denmark. 

• I see Metallica drunk in a hotel bedroom not behaving well and I get the same feeling here as in the dream above 

with the drunken Englishman – THE DEVIL. 

 

And yes I did not plan to include this but God reminded me this morning and yes this night and yes also other nights 

from time to time and yes God gives me very “real” dreams about sex and yes when I wake up and yes EVERY SINGLE 

DAY and yes at the moment and yes HAVE THE SAME FEELING and yes as earlier and yes “WHO AM I” and yes ooohhh 

and yes that is right and yes that is me and yes nothing to do about it and yes if I would change that if I could and yes 

ABSOLUTELY and yes every morning and yes one by one and yes the layers of sufferings and yes comes to me and yes 

lack of love and yes lack of being with a nice woman and yes is just one of them and yes Henriette there has been no 

one since you and yes because of this life in Hell and yes that’s why. 

 

And yes God and yes just briefly and yes gave me the song and yes which I have now listened to a couple of times af-

ter coming home and yes the album and yes “neon light” and yes by Arcade Fire and yes TRULY GREAT or even FAN-

TASTIC IT IS and yes the organ and yes A FANTASTIC THOUGHT and yes THE “FEELING” and yes IS JUST RIGHT and yes I 

LIKE THE SOUND OF YOUR VOICE and yes MY FAVOURITE GENRE it is and yes NOT TO “SLOW” and yes not to “QUICK” 

or “WILD” and yes EXCITING and yes UPLIFTING the music is and yes also some of my criteria (and yes when if comes 

to the Cure and yes THE MORE “ACID” and yes the better it is and yes different for this group and yes also Siouxsie and 

the Banshees and yes don’t know why but that’s how it is) and yes when selecting music and yes so it is and yes a new 

group in top 100 and yes listening more to Editors and yes confirmed and yes the live concert and yes from 2008 and 

yes “even better than REM” and yes is what I think and yes NICE TO FOLLOW THE NEW MUSIC AS WELL my friends and 

yes “by chance” and yes I read and yes that David Bowie likes Arcade Fire and yes ALSO HERE and yes so it is. 

 

Writing the absolutely last in my book 

And yes we know and yes a message and yes from Fuggi and yes from Jutland where he is at the moment and yes 

through Facebook and yes written by him and yes to me on “my wall” and yes which everyone else and yes of his and 

my friends and yes can see and yes he wrote and yes yesterday it was: 

 

”Hey Stig, håber du har det godt, glæder mig til at læse din bog om dine opleelser i Kenya. Lad os mødes i december, 

jeg kommer hjem den 11. december.” 
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And yes looking forward to seeing him again and yes JUST THINKING I WAS and yes if it was a good idea and yes to 

write and yes to Fuggi and yes for everyone to see and yes THAT I AM DOING THE ABSOLUTELY LAST WRITINGS ON 

THIS BOOK and yes FOR SANNA ALSO TO READ and yes SHE DOES NOT ASK ANY QUESTIONS ANYWAY and yes there-

fore my friends and yes I decided to write this message to Fuggi and yes also for Sanna to see: 

 

Hej Fuggi,Tak for din besked. Skriver faktisk på det allersidste nu i bogen. Glæder mig til at se dig i december, hvis jeg 

kan ”finde dig” – KILOERNE LØBER JO AF DIG. Hæng ud derovre og sved lidt mere :-) 

 

And yes I asked Kirsten and yes yesterday and yes if my mother and yes had told her about my book and yes the an-

swer from Kirsten was NO and yes this is what it is about and yes KEEPING UP APPEARANCES and yes my mother and 

yes told her about my travel to Kenya and yes BUT NOT THAT I HAVE WRITTEN THIS BOOK and yes MAYBE EMBARASS-

ING TO MY MOTHER TO TALK ABOUT and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes OTHER PEOPLE FIND IT INTERESTING and yes 

WHEN I TALK ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THE BOOK and yes WHEN I DON’T TALK OF “ME” AND YES ME TOO and yes so 

it is and yes also on Facebook “some people” find it interesting and yes just thinking we are and yes about my family 

and yes what FEAR can do to you and yes NOT LISTENING AND UNDERSTANDING and yes so it is. 

 

Abstinenses from stopping smoking  

And yes we know and yes STOPPING TO SMOKE AGAIN and yes YESTERDAY WITHOUT PREPARATION and yes RECEIV-

ING AN “ORDER” and yes WHICH MAKES ME SICK and yes the way it was done and yes trying to do better today and 

yes after mentally preparing my self and yes how do I feel the abstinences and yes MORE THAN EVER and yes BE-

CAUSE OF THE DEVIL MAKING THEM MUCH STRONGER THAN IN AFRICA and yes just with the feeling that these absti-

nences and yes is worse than what other people have and yes maybe as bad and yes as what drug users experience 

and yes just a feeling of course and yes some notes:  

 

• My ”inner system” is not “feeling right” – I cannot describe it other than a “nervous” feeling and yes maybe not as 

bad as drug users but the complete opposite of “calm”, my body is “uprising”, trying to recover it is and yes as we 

say here and yes so it is. 

• I feel “cold sweat” everywhere on my body, I feel restless, I want to eat or drink all of the time in stead of smok-

ing, and I have a new feeling of spit in my mouth. 

• Sometimes I get a feeling in my stomach of being “sick”, it shrinks and I have an overwhelming desire to just sit 

down, do absolutely nothing, not talking and just to cringe my self. 

• And yes this feeling is actually paralysing me, it prevents me from working and yes under normal conditions and 

yes this is how I feel and yes when writing these lines and yes DESPITE OF THIS and yes continuing my work and 

yes vacuum cleaning and cleaning the two bathrooms this morning because Sanna and Hans is coming home to-

day and yes also walking the dog this morning and yes so it is and yes I HAVE THIS FEELING every single second. 

And yes Tobias is having a COLD and yes despite of this and yes HE IS CLEANING HIS ROOM and yes WASHING THE 

FLOOR OF THE HOUSE and yes HIS OWN and yes SUGGESTION and yes NICE TO SEE THIS IN TOBIAS TOO and yes A 

LITTLE BIT OF BOTH and yes GOD and yes ME TOO.. 

 

No time to see Jack 

And yes we know and yes IT COULD HAVE WORKED OUT and yes just 1-2 hours and yes we know and yes only writing 

this and yes because I wrote about it earlier and yes DECIDED and yes I HAVE and yes to write to Jack and yes today 

and yes saying and yes the same as he said and yes “I HAVE BEEN BUSY” and yes WHICH I TRULY HAVE and yes except 

yesterday and yes where I could see no people either and yes this is the effect stop smoking has on me and yes HAVE 

NOT PRORITISED and yes JACK higher and yes because WORK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT AT THE MOMENT and yes IF I 

GET TIME and yes THEN I WILL FOLLOW UP and yes LATER and yes so it is here. 

 

The apartment offer was a “friendly favour” 

And yes my friends and yes visiting Poul Erik and yes at 12.00 today and yes very nice he is and yes when people think 

the same and yes probably he did that with me too and yes no problems and yes to agree on getting a new apartment 

and yes to stay and yes TWO years and yes is what I will bind my self to and yes we know when Poul Erik will send the 

contract and yes to me in a few days and yes deposit? Probably not and yes did not ask and yes he did not tell me and 
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yes the rent and yes is approx. 3,300 DKK per month (ealier in included a parking place of 100 DKK, which is now ex-

cluded) and yes very cheap actually and yes a nice place and yes so it is and yes just this IF KIRSTEN DID NOT TELL ME I 

WOULD NOT KNOW OF THIS APARTMENT and yes IS IT WRONG TO DO and yes in MY WORLD and yes NO and yes 

WHEN YOU HAVE NO OBLIGATIONS TO FOLLOW ALL KIND OF RULES and yes if there was a waiting list and yes people 

waiting and yes THEN IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A PROBLEM and yes in this case? No waiting list and yes no problem and 

yes GOOD TO HAVE A PERSONAL NETWORK and yes we know AS LONG AS EVERYTHING IS HANDLED CORRECTLY and 

yes so is is here too. 

 

And yes speaking to my mother and yes several times today and yes HOW FANTASTIC IS IT and yes to get an apart-

ment and yes LISTENING to that “crap” and yes sorry we are and yes every single time and yes making me throw up 

too and yes under normal circumstances and yes fantastic it would be to get such happy feedback and yes here IT IS 

IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO FEEL JOY and yes so show joy and yes the more happy my mother is and yes the less I tell her 

and yes of course and yes BECAUSE GOD HAS NOW SAID TO ME and yes so clearly and yes THIS IS THE END MY FRIEND 

– and yes IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME AND YES TO HIDE MY FEELINGS and yes MY MOTHER COULD TELL and yes that SOME-

THING WAS “WRONG” HERE and yes STILL I CAN HIDE and yes all or most of my sufferings and yes HOW and yes you 

know and yes a little bit of that and yes a little bit of this and yes READ THIS BOOK and yes so it is. 

 

Going through a newspaper article on Niklas 

And yes we know still only short and yes not long and yes just this and yes I BROUGHT HIM IN THE NEWSPAPER too 

and yes we know “some guys have all the luck” and yes such a guy is Niklas and yes very nice and yes very positive ar-

ticle and yes in the local newspaper and yes will come out on Tuesday I believe and yes with the key message that Nik-

las is a success and yes that he is very busy and yes so it is and yes CONTROLLING NEWSPAPER ARTICLES and yes NIK-

LAS WANTED ME TO READ IT AS WELL and yes which I did and yes GAVE FEEDBACK on and yes NOT FUNNY TO DO and 

yes WHEN YOU HAVE STOPPED SMOKING !!!  

 

Searching the job as the director of the job market government office 

And yes so it is and yes my friends and yes following my plan and yes WITHOUT any motivation at all and yes despite 

of the “abstinences” and yes still carry on and yes we are and yes working and yes only “on my routine” and yes just 

writing and yes without any motivation or interest and yes really just writing and yes without thinking very much 

really and yes somehow this will probably develop and yes until the quality and yes automatically and yes becomes 

better and better and yes so it is here and yes don’t do as I do and yes ALWAYS GIVE YOU BEST and yes THINK YOUR 

BEST and yes BE INSPIRED and yes I DON’T DO THIS when doing this work and yes just with the principle and yes just 

maybe it will be “good enough” and yes so it is truly here and yes much more we don’t want to write and yes prepar-

ing and yes probably a short application and yes now and yes just writing a memo we are and yes to the head of the 

Danish Ministry of Work and yes to the Minister and yes of Work and yes to the Danish Prime Minister and yes so it is 

here and yes not caring and yes so much of the work and yes so it is here and yes I will come back later and yes to this 

and yes keeping the stories short at the moment and yes so it is and yes less focus if you want and yes because of the 

abstinencens and yes I am also “a little bit” tired and yes of doing this work and yes these tasks and yes WITHOUT ANY 

MOTIVATION and yes SINCE WE BEGAN ALL OF THIS WORK IN MAY and yes actually 3½ years ago and yes also there-

fore. 

 

And yes I will probably only settle for this application and yes having an idea and yes that it is not a coincidence and 

yes that God made this position and yes free and yes for me to seek and yes so it is and yes NO LONG STORIES I TOLD 

YOU and yes nothing of Obama here and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes SHORT and yes OBAMA and yes was here and yes the WHOLE EVENING and yes WITHOUT BEING INVITED by 

me and yes ANNOYING THAT IS and yes we know when you want to work without interference and yes we know and 

yes we know and yes we know NOT A WORD and so it is! 

 

Later: And yes what Obama wanted to say and yes is that he is supporting me doing this job and yes OK if I invited him 

but I did not and yes the message is and yes some or even many people may believe that I am stubborn and hard to 

work together with and yes in many cases this is probably also the truth and yes difficult it is when people work at a 

lower level than their potential and yes this is what this is really about and yes nothing more annoying and yes when 

people want to be “clever” and yes really are not “clever” and yes when I meet this and yes difficult to handle and yes 
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therefore I have been so independent and yes doing in practise and yes ALL WORK ALONE and yes NOT BECAUSE I 

DON’T LIKE TEAMWORK and yes I LOVE TEAM WORK and yes as stated in my CV and yes as we did in Kenya and yes I 

HAVE NEVER YET and yes SEEN the full potential and yes ideas and yes QUALITY too and yes of a team and yes THIS IS 

WHAT I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO SEE and yes WHICH IS MOTIVATING me a lot and yes THEORETICALLY and yes you 

understand.... ☺.  

 

And yes thinking and yes of PAUL and yes of Stansted and yes feeling you here my friend and yes as Janet and yes 

some weeks ago and yes you are welcome and yes I WILL SOON BE WITH YOU and yes WELCOME YOU ARE TOO and 

yes TO TELL THE WORLD and yes NOBODY will probably believe in you and yes so it is and yes A NICE PLACE WE HAVE 

IN STANSTED and yes we know and yes will people ENVY us and yes probably they will and yes A NICE PLACE and yes I 

LIKED BEING WITH YOU and yes PROBABLY MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE IN MY LIFE and yes of course and yes looking 

away and yes from many of the “spoiled” and yes “so called” clairvoyants and yes NOT TELLING THE TRUTH and yes 

also being present and yes as course participants and yes we know and yes DID WE KNOW and yes THINK and yes 

THAT YOU TOLD US THE TRUTH and yes WE KNOW AND YES NOT ONE OF US and yes DREAMT and yes THAT YOU HAD 

THIS SURPRISE FOR US and yes I VALUE WHAT YOU DO VERY MUCH and yes THIS IS WHY and yes GOD LET ME VISIT 

YOU TWICE and yes I WOULD LIKE TO VISIT YOU A THIRD TIME TOO and yes ALL THREE OF US IN FACT and yes EVERY-

ONE SAYS HI and yes who is crying and yes tears in my eyes and yes is it Janet and yes don’t feel you and yes only a 

little now and yes WE HAD THAT FEELING BOTH OF US and yes after doing the soul journey and yes PLEASE BELIEVE 

ME and yes THE MOST BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE and yes JANET OF MY LIFE and yes so it is here too and yes the Council 

and yes is also crying and yes almost of happiness and yes we know because this last chapter and yes is added and yes 

the 28th October and yes when doing the 2nd edit of this script and yes BECAUSE I AM ALMOST FREE and yes THANK 

YOU STANSTED and yes BILLY and yes THE OTHERS TOO and yes THE COUNCIL TOO and yes A LOT OF SUFFERING MY 

FRIENDS and yes THEY HAVE GONE THROUGH also as spirits and yes not knowing a lot about this and yes not told me 

they have and yes maybe they will someday and yes tell the world and yes if the world should be interested to hear 

and yes so it is here too. 
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Monday 19th October 2009 

Sleep and dream, receiving three more ”answers” from headhunters and small stories of the day. 

 

Sleep and dream 

And yes we know and yes not the best dream and yes at 1.07 and yes I woke you up and yes I heard and yes Sanna 

and Hans finally returning home and yes approx. 13 hours late and yes from South Africa and yes SITTING and yes IN 

LONDON AIRPORT and yes they had FOR 11 HOURS and yes waiting for a free flight home and yes we know JUST A 

SYMBOL OF COURSE and yes LIKE I DID and yes WAITING IN THE AIRPORT AND YES IN LONDON and yes is really not 

the best symbol and yes LONDON and yes as a symbol is the same as the Caribean Island and yes is it GOD’S HOME 

too and yes so it is and yes the airport and yes connected to the Devil and yes we know not good to be associated with 

the Devil. 

 

And yes God woke me up and yes could not sleep again and yes I am sorry but the Devil was home again and yes 

therefore my friends and yes after all I got some sleep later and yes woke up at 8.25 finally this morning and yes be-

cause and yes I really did not want to meet Sanna this morning and yes happy and relaxed or controlling and tired and 

yes if Sanna showed the last and yes then I did really not want to meet. 

 

And yes we know and yes MAYBE THE STRONGEST SONG I HAVE EVER GIVEN YOU and yes FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER 

and yes waiting until this minute we have and yes “London Calling” and yes by the Clash – and yes one of the “offi-

cially” best albums/songs of the world and yes new wave music of course and yes the most celebrated song and yes in 

this genre and yes REMEMBER IT CLEARLY and yes ONE OF MY FAVOURITE ALBUMS TOO and yes God told me and yes 

he did not sing but told me and yes “London calling to the faraway towns, Now that war is declared-and battle come 

down” and yes notice London and the declaration of war and yes GOD IS DECLARING WAR ON THE DEVIL and yes this 

is what this song is about and yes NO ICEAGE IS DESIRED and yes UP TO YOU MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes later I had this dream: 

 

We are three people working in Denmark, who get a surprising visit by London – the feeling is from GE London. I no-

ticed that the plane had destroyed my suitcase, I get a new one paid by the company, the price is DKK 8,000 which I 

think is a lot of money and I am surprised that the company pays without any problems. Now GE London is here and 

we are told how to work with London – for example we need to wait a certain period of time before we can receive 

price quotes on potential business, and we are told about reportings and processes, and my feeling is that it is truly a 

waste of time for London having these processes and to come and tell us. I have a young colleague saying that he has 

a lot of experience with journalists and he moves to sit next to the guest from GE London. I see different charteques 

with reports and signatures and get the feeling again that all of this bureaucracy is truly a waste of time. 

 

And yes after the dream and yes thinking the same and yes “ALL THIS TIME” and yes is truly wasted and yes AND YOU 

DON’T NEED TO DO ALL OF THIS and yes IN MY FUTURE KINGDOM and yes OF COURSE PROVIDED THAT YOU FOLLOW 

MY BASIC RULES and yes show good behaviours and yes so on ☺. 

 

Receiving three more ”answers” from headhunters 

And yes my friend and yes THE MOST PROFESSIONAL and yes “so they say” and yes in the jobmarket and yes helping 

“skilled” people to get a job and yes we know and yes three more standard letters/rejections from the “headhunters” 

and yes probably not that exciting to them and yes we know NONE OF THEM HAVE GIVEN ANY INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK 

and yes counting 7 and yes missing 13 and yes not really “missing” them you know and yes so it is. 

 

Small stories of the day 

And yes only short stories it is and yes no-smoking is “killing me” and yes therefore my friends and yes “concentrat-

ing” we are and yes on producing the memo and yes to the job market government office and yes so it is and yes bet-

ter today and yes than yesterday and yes still and yes EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO DO THIS WORK and yes IMPROVED 

and yes the quality today and yes if it is of my normal quality yet and yes the answer is no and yes continuing and yes 

tomorrow we are and yes does it take longer time than normal and yes MUCH LONGER and yes BECAUSE IT IS IMPOS-
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SIBLE TO FOCUS and yes WORK HARD and yes THEREFORE MY FRIEND and yes because of this and yes the work may 

take 3-4 times longer and yes as it does normally and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY TO YOU MY WORLD – PLEASE 

FOCUS AND WORK HARDER AND YES YOU CAN BE SO MUCH MORE EFFICIENT THAN WHAT YOU ARE TODAY and yes 

LIFE IN HELL here and yes so it is and yes every single second and yes so it is. 

 

And yes Sanna and yes Hans are back and yes from South Africa and yes 790 pictures and yes only 190 selected and 

yes for the family to see and yes “nice” they are and yes nothing really and yes to feel on the surface and yes that 

these people and yes are infected and yes by the Devil and yes YOU NEED TO READ AND UNDERSTAND CAREFULLY 

WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN IN THIS BOOK and yes so it is and yes Hans and yes is really appreciating and yes that I do his 

work and yes of cleaning up after the dinner and yes maybe and yes he will even miss me when I am out of here and 

yes the 1st november. 

 

And yes we know and yes the apartment and yes the rent is 3,300 DKK and yes including and yes heating and yes sup-

pliers on internet, gas, electricity and yes television and yes Poul Erik and yes mentioned a total of 4,000 DKK and yes 

now he wrote to me and yes that the total rent will be 4,500 DKK and yes THERE ARE RULES ABOUT THIS and yes I 

could check the rules and yes I really don't care and yes therefore and yes I have accepted and yes a contract to be 

send and yes this week. 

 

AND YES I AM WORKING ALONE AND YES I WILL TELL YOU NOTHING ABOUT OBAMA AND YES AGAINST MY WILL IT IS 

AND YES TOLD OBAMA AND YES GOD CLEARLY ABOUT THAT AND YES NOTHING TO SAY AND YES SO IT IS AND YES 

YOU CANNOT FORCE ME TO DO TEAMWORK WHEN I DON'T WANT TO DO IT UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES AND YES 

SO IT IS. 

 

And yes Tobias and yes his buy of the apartment and yes PROBLEMS they are facing and yes the bank and yes has rec-

ommended him not to buy the apartment and yes because the association and yes owes a lot of money away and yes 

the owner and yes will decide and yes if he wants to rent out the apartment instead of selling it and yes so it is here. 
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Tuesday 20th October 2009 

Sleep and dream, using your network when finding a job, Hørsholm Commune has offered me to get an apartment, 

meeting with Else again at the Jobcentre, I could have chosen Sidsel instead of Karen as an example … and Sanna’s 

view on my CV. 

 

Sleep and dream 

And yes my friend and yes ALMOST DONE and yes FINALISING THE LAST PART and yes this is the feeling and yes KEEP 

ON and yes you will never know and yes this feeling too and yes we know and yes an “OK” sleep tonight and yes and 

yes only a small dream and yes to share my CV and yes on the network sites www.linkedin.com and 

www.facebook.com and yes also writing geopgraphically and yes where I want to work and yes on my CV – and yes 

this is now done. 

 

And waking up and yes with the song from God this morning and yes “in your eyes” and yes by Peter Gabriel. 

 

Using your network when finding a job 

And yes we know Stig and yes thinking I have and yes not much but you know only in the backhead and yes when do-

ing other tasks here and yes what to do about my network and yes and the conclusion is really as easy as this – USE 

THE OPTIONS ON THE INTERNET and yes for example www.linkedin.com and www.facebook.com and yes similar sites 

and yes so it is and yes make sure and yes THAT YOU WILL GO THROUGH ALL PEOPLE and yes in your head and yes OF 

FRIENDS and yes people you have worked together with and yes “people you know” and yes to invite them joining 

your online networks and yes VERY IMPORTANT INDEED and yes taking www.linkedin.com and yes it has this feature 

and yes that the people I know are my 1st level network and yes the people these people know and yes they are my 

2nd level network and yes there are already very many people having profiles on both www.linkedin.com and yes 

www.facebook.com and yes ONLY NEEDING TO GET THE REST OF PEOPLE ON SITES LIKE THIS and yes so it is here AND 

YES LIKE ONE STANDARD HERE AS WELL MY FRIENDS and yes that’s why I included the story of Badoo earlier (!) and 

yes ok to ask your friends and yes primarily from www.facebook.com and yes colleagues etc. from www.linkedin.com 

and yes if they know people in their network who could use people with my profile and yes BASED ON OBJECTIVE CRI-

TERIA OF COURSE so it is and yes because this is a private interest and yes this is what I like about networking and yes 

I DON’T LIKE WHEN I SEE PETER A. AND OTHERS and yes USING www.facebook.com to PROMOTE THEIR BUSINESS IN-

TERESTS and yes I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE PRIVATE NETWORKS and yes not destroyed by commercial interests and yes 

so it is. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes that setting up the meeting with Sidsel and yes today and yes at a cafe in Copenhagen 

and yes is a waste of time and yes in connection to this book and yes the “purpose of describing my network” and yes 

but maybe I can help her and yes we will have to see – and yes REALLY VERY ANNOYED WITH GOD and yes ABOUT 

SOME THINGS I HAVE WRITTEN IN THIS AND YES ALSO THE EARLIER BOOK and yes stories of Sidsel and yes Michella 

taking the price – and yes God does not like that I go back and change what I have written so only to let you know – 

GOD PUT THE WORDS IN MY MOUTH and yes WOULD NEVER HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT SIDSEL OR MICHELLA THIS WAY  

NORMALLY and yes ANNOYED A LOT about this I am and OTHER and yes women and yes HAVE BEEN OMITTED and yes 

BECAUSE OF THIS and yes NOT LIKING TO WRITE AND YES TO THINK LIKE THIS and yes so it is. 

 

And yes FORGOT THE CHURCH TOTALLY SUNDAY and yes COMPLETELY and yes “TIME OUT OF MIND” and yes so it is 

and yes God thank you for reminding me and yes NOT BAD WILL and yes I AM SORRY and yes I HAVE NOT BEEN PER-

FECT HERE and yes NEITHER AFTER COMING HOME and yes so it is and yes THE CULTURE and yes is here and yes that 

people don't go to churches on Sundays and yes so it is and yes one day here is like the next and yes FORGOT IT and 

yes sorry about that. And yes now including and yes a reminder and yes an alarm and yes on my phone and yes every 

Sunday and yes at 8.00. 

 

And yes not much here and yes God speaking through the family here and yes “BUDAPEST” and yes one example only 

and yes from Sanna yesterday and yes Tobias said and yes “notice the name” and yes so it is and yes BUDA and yes 

BUDDHA and yes coming very, very soon and yes this is truly and yes THE FINAL DAYS and yes OF CHAPTER ONE and 

yes so it is here.  
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Hørsholm Commune has offered me to get an apartment 

And yes my friends and yes HOW LUCKY CAN YOU BE and yes first to get one apartment and yes through my mother 

first, then Kirsten as the second link and yes through Poul Erik – and yes how lucky can you be (!) – thinking of this 

family as an example – and yes to get another apartment and yes now through Hørsholm Commune and yes EVEN 

THOUGH THERE ARE 58 ON THE WAITING LIST BEFORE ME and yes Søren from the Commune called this morning and 

yes maybe an even better apartment than the one from Poul Erik and yes in Hasselparken and yes in Hørsholm and 

yes would probably make the family happy for me to stay here and yes I decided and yes very quickly to turn it down 

and yes why and yes I have an agreement with Poul Erik, and yes primarily because I DON’T NEED AN APARTMENT and 

yes GOING TO TRAVEL SOON AGAIN and yes that was actually why and yes later thinking and yes NOT GOOD TO AC-

CEPT and yes when there are people on the waiting list and yes in front of me and yes Søren why did you decide and 

yes to offer this apartment and yes to me and yes breaking your rules and yes JUST AN EXAMPLE AND YES TO THE 

WORLD AND YES BECAUSE YOU LIKE ME, Søren? AND YES I WANT PEOPLE TO BE OBJECTIVE AND YES THAT IS WHY! 

 

And yes a short while and yes I also thought and yes about the possibility and yes to help Tobias and yes with his prob-

lem and yes getting a place to stay and yes I DECIDED NOT TO DO THAT AND YES BECAUSE IT IS WRONG and yes I 

HAVE DECIDED AND YES NOT TO TELL MY FAMILY AT ALL ABOUT THIS INCIDENT AND YES BECAUSE THEY WOULD 

PROBABLY THINK DIFFERENTLY THAN ME and yes JUST TO ACCEPT EVEN THOUGH IT IS WRONG and yes THIS FAMILY 

and yes HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THAT “LUCKY” and yes BECAUSE and yes THE DEVIL and yes HAVE MADE THEM NOT 

SUFFER and yes BECAUSE and yes MORE DIFFICULT FOR THEM TO ACCEPT ME and yes THAT IS WHY and yes so it is my 

friends. 

 

Meeting with Else again at the Jobcentre 

And yes VERY NICE and yes thank you God and yes in this situation and yes for making Else come back and yes Jan and 

yes was very “convenient” and yes sick today and yes therefore this feedback and yes directly from Else and yes on my 

CV and yes she said it and yes she wrote it and yes I have included her written feedback and yes here it is – and yes as 

expected it was – and yes my translation and yes into English and yes that is why: 

 

Feeback on CV prepared by Stig: 

 

The CV is very easy to overview. The layout is calm and appealing. 

 

Personal competences are placed at the top left corner, which is a good idea because most companies have a great in-

terest particularly in these. When reading the CV it can seem very bombastic because of the choice of words – and 

there is a risk to appear as a “super human”, who might run into “who does he believe he is” with the receiver. 

 

Consider for example if it is possible to “soak up” by changing “professional competences” from the “most clever” to 

for example “clever” or “good” (in general the word “clever” is a word, which is used by others to describe you). Con-

sider for example if it is possible to change “self learning” in the bottom left corner “have done better than all col-

leagues with further education”. Could be “soaked up” to “performed at the same level” or something like that (in gen-

eral the Jante Law will start, when you tell people that you are better than others). 

 

Page 2 – experience is especially good when contacting recruiting companies, because the page includes much infor-

mation, and it is doubtful if companies searching for an employee have the time to read this. Consider if a”light ver-

sion” should be made for direct applications. 

 

Else Kjærgaard 

 

And yes WHAT I LIKE AND YES IS WHEN PEOPLE tell me directly what they believe and yes when they are honest and 

yes thanking and yes Else and yes VERY MUCH for this and yes which she MAY remember and yes SHE JUST MIGHT 

THINK and yes THAT I AM VERY DIFFICULT and yes BECAUSE I DID NOT FOLLOW HER RECOMMENDATIONS and yes TO 

CHANGE THE WORDS OF MY CV and yes TO MAKE A LIGHT VERSION and yes THE REASON BEING and yes AS I HAVE 

WRITTEN AND YES IN MY CV and yes I AM OPEN FOR QUALIFIED FEEDBACK and yes I AM TRULY and yes IN MY OPIN-

ION and yes IT WAS NOT QUALIFIED FEEDBACK because she asked me to cover up the truth about myself. 
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And yes TELLING and yes ELSE and yes I was and yes THAT I TRULY UNDERSTAND HER FEEDBACK and yes THAT MANY 

PEOPLE WILL THINK EXACTLY LIKE HER and yes the JANTE LAW IS EVERYWHERE AROUND HERE and yes THE DEVIL and 

yes THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes HOW MANY WILL BELIEVE IN THE TRUTH and yes VERY FEW PEOPLE and yes BECAUSE 

“THIS IS NOT THE RIGHT THING TO DO IN DENMARK” AND YES ACCORDING TO “DANISH CULTURE” and yes “DOES 

NOT SOUND RIGHT” AND YES NOBODY IS DOING ANYTHING AND YES TO FIND OUT IF IT IS THE TRUTH and yes Else do 

you think and yes by meeting me twice and yes if you look away from your own  “wrong guesses” Else that IT MIGHT 

JUST BE THE TRUTH THAT I HAVE WRITTEN? And yes this is how life is here. 

 

And yes BECAUSE OF THE “QUANTITY” of this system and yes when job searhing and yes in Denmark and yes COMPA-

NIES DON’T HAVE THE TIME and yes to read CV’s and yes not even “executive searh companies” and yes so it is and 

yes and THIS IS WHY Else suggested me to do a light version and yes without the details of page two and yes because 

no companies have the time to read and yes page two and yes ELSE and yes YOU THOUGHT THAT MY CV IS VERY EASY 

TO OVERVIEW? And yes when this is the case and yes you really don't need to do what you suggested yourself, Else 

and yes this is how it is and yes we know and yes WHAT I WANT IS TO REMOVE ALL OF THE UNNECESSARY APPLICA-

TIONS and yes TO FOCUS ON QUALITY and yes we know I gave the story to Else about receiving offers to build a house 

and yes as you can read and yes in my memo to the job market government office (ready on Friday) and yes so it is 

and yes WHEN YOU WILL RECEIVE MAYBE ONLY 1/10 or maybe 1/50 of the number of applications that you do today 

and yes when you receive applications from people having “perfect profiles” according to your specification YOU WILL 

AUTOMATICALLY BE INTERESTED TO READ THE DETAILS and yes this is how it is and yes the same as with the house 

and yes if you receive an offer and yes where the specifications are tailorered according to your need. 

 

And yes speaking of networks too and yes RECOMMENDING and yes ELSE and yes to follow up on Facebook and yes 

Linkedin and yes FOR ALL UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE and yes THE COMMUNE COULD DO SO MUCH MORE ON THIS and 

yes HELPING PEOPLE TO REALLY IDENTIFY AND BUILD THEIR ONLINE NETWORKS and yes also and yes PROFESSIONAL 

NETWORKS and yes mentioning and yes electricians as an example – and yes the symbol and yes first the house and 

yes the next and yes is to have “light” in the house and yes therefore – and yes telling and yes Else and yes that it 

would be so good and yes for for example and yes electricians and yes if you want to continue working as such and yes 

to be in professional networks and yes also with other electricians and yes because when you are unemployed and yes 

YOU WILL RECEIVE “OBJECTIVE” HELP AND YES FROM THIS NETWORK and yes as I told Else and yes because they 

know the market and yes they know you and yes so it is and yes Else’s reply and yes was and yes that “they have us” 

and yes meaning the people and yes in the Jobcentre and yes they don't have updated knowledge about the jobmar-

ket and yes THEY WILL NEVER KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT ELECTRICIANS AS ELECTRICIANS THEMSELVES and yes we know 

NOT RIGHT and yes so it is. 

 

I could have chosen Sidsel instead of Karen as an example…. 

And yes Stig and yes YOU COULD NOT CANCEL and yes the meeting with SIDSEL and yes BECAUSE IT WAS YOUR OWN 

RECOMMENDATION to meet and yes we know and yes OTHERWISE I WOULD HAVE CANCELLED and yes NOT NEEDING 

TO WRITE MORE ABOUT NETWORKS THAN WHAT I HAVE ALREADY DONE – AND YES I ENCOURAGE ALL PEOPLE AND 

YES EVERYWHERE AND YES TO JOIN AND YES AS EASY AS THAT – and yes THEREFORE and yes very sorry and yes to 

“waste my time” and yes when I am busy and yes with my application and yes memo and yes for the job market gov-

ernment office and yes this is truly the case and yes at least I would have liked to postpone the meeting and yes so it is 

and yes yesterday and yes I had the possibility and yes to decide if I wanted to meet Sidsel in private or at a cafe and 

yes thought and yes that it would be best and yes to meet in public and yes at a cafe and yes also not to “be tempted”  

by a beautiful woman in private and yes you will never know and yes so it truly is. 

 

And yes first I had some time and yes for the first time and yes since the spring and yes to walk and yes in Copenhagen 

and yes truly liking that city and yes much more than Nairobi and yes because of the city and yes not because of the 

people and yes so it is here and yes going to my old favourite Shawarwa place and yes we know close to DanskeBank 

and yes Nytorv and yes STILL REMEMBERING ME VERY MUCH and yes the old employees and yes “where is Lars” and 

yes the place we always went to together and yes THIS IS SO MUCH BETTER THAN A BURGER and yes ALWAYS CHOOS-

ING THIS ABOVE MCDONALDS AND YES BURGER KING and yes so it is and yes “PLEASE GIVE ME THE ABSOLUTELY BEST 

SHARWARMA OF TODAY” and yes with a smile on and yes “ONLY WITH MEAT” he answered and yes he still remem-

bered and yes A LOT OF MEAT and yes LESS SALAD and yes INDIVIDUALLY MADE FOR ME/US and yes THE BEST YOU 
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CAN REALLY HAVE TO EAT and yes at least in this “segment” and yes so it is and yes WE ENJOYED IT VERY MUCH and 

yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes when leaving and yes “this is not only the best in Copenhagen, it is the best of 

everywhere” and yes THIS IS WHAT I SAID and yes BECAUSE I WAS HAPPY and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes meeting and yes Sidsel and yes SHE WAS 10 MINUTES LATE and yes ALMOST LEAVING I WAS and yes BECAUSE 

I WOULD RATHER GO HOME AND WORK and yes NOT BECAUSE I WANTED TO but because I NEEDED TO and yes so it 

is (and yes under NORMAL circumstances I WOULD NEVER THINK LIKE THIS and yes I WOULD PRIORITISE and yes the 

meeting and yes so it is) and yes she arrived and yes we started and yes a very good conversation and yes NOT GOING 

INTO DETAIL and yes only this – SIDSEL IS SINGLE TODAY and yes SHE DOES NOT HAVE CHILDREN OF HER OWN and 

yes she asked and yes “HAVE YOU REGRETTED THAT YOU DON’T HAVE CHILDREN” and yes we know both “yes” and 

“no” and yes looking forward and yes to the day when I get ONE child and yes so it is and yes the key message and yes 

is this: SHE WOULD LIKE TO GET TO KNOW ME and yes WAS THINKING OF ME and yes AS A POTENTIAL FATHER OF 

HER FUTURE CHILDREN and yes not saying that directly but this was what she thought but did not say (!) and yes is she 

beautiful and more than Karen? Yes she is. And is she much more clever than Karen and I believe other women I have 

met? Yes she is. And yes is she the right age for me and yes much younger than Karen? And yes she is and yes IF I AM 

MUCH MORE MOTIVATED TO DATE THIS WOMAN THAN KAREN and yes TO START AN AFFAIR WITH THIS WOMAN and 

yes I AM and yes IF I COULD SEE MY SELF IN A FAMILY WITH THIS WOMAN and yes travelling the world with her and 

YES I COULD and yes if I could see my self dancing SALSA with her and yes she likes that and yes I could and yes if I was 

tempted and yes I was and yes after not having been together with a woman for years and yes of course I was and yes 

if I did anything and NO I DID NOT and yes because this is not what God wants me to do and yes ANOTHER TEMPTA-

TION and yes for me to resist and yes so it is. And yes did it make me sad and yes it did – not happy we were to say the 

least.  

 

LATER: And yes GOD HAS NOW ASKED ME AND YES 10 TIMES OR SOMETHING LIKE THIS and yes to include and yes 

that Sidsel does NOT have the same “spiritual” feeling as I and Karen have together and yes happy he is and yes also 

us on writing this and yes this too we should say. 

 

And yes just an example and yes THAT I CAN STILL ATTRACT THE MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN AND YES OF THE WORLD 

(!) and yes WHEN I SHOW THE “STRONG” AND “POSITVE” SIDE OF ME and yes WHICH IS THE SIDE and yes that Sidsel 

knows. And STILL and yes GOD HAS KEPT ME FROM THESE BEAUTIFUL WOMEN ALWAYS and yes so it is and yes more 

information on this elsewhere. 

 

AND ONLY SHORT VERSIONS – LEVEL 2, level 3 have been excluded and yes SO IT IS! GOD IS PUSHING ME VERY HARD 

HERE TO WRITE MUCH MORE DETAILED and yes therefore! And yes NO SMOKING IS STILL and yes KILLING ME and yes 

so it is. 

 

Sanna’s view on my CV 

And yes this is the most easy prediction I have ever done and yes IS MY SISTER CAPTURED BY THE DANISH JANTE LAW 

and yes OF COURSE SHE IS and yes the law is a weapon and yes of the Devil and yes WHICH IS ACTUALLY ALSO THIS 

AND YES NOT HAVING AN OPEN MINDSET and yes to others and yes GUESSING and yes of other people’s motives and 

yes THIS IS TRULY WHAT IT IS and yes THIS IS WHY AND YES THE JANTE LAW and yes is so strong in Denmark and yes 

we know Stig because THE DEVIL IS SO STRONG HERE and yes LIKE NO WHERE ELSE and yes BECAUSE OF LACK OF 

FAITH and yes IS THIS THE MOST HAPPY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD and yes maybe when speaking on money and “free 

hospitals, schools etc.” but when we speak and yes of people and yes THE DANISH PEOPLE AND YES IS THE MOST UN-

HAPPY PEOPLE and yes of the world and yes ONLY BECAUSE OF THE DEVIL and yes PEOPLE THINK and yes surveys 

show that DENMARK IS THE MOST HAPPY PEOPLE OF THE WORLD – and yes YOU ACTUALLY BELIEVE IN THIS AND YES 

THAT YOU ARE THIS and yes NOT SHOWING YOUR FEELINGS and yes TRY TO GO TO ITALY and yes THINK IF THEY ARE 

MORE HAPPY THAN YOU! - and yes MY SISTER and yes WAS SO COMMITTED and yes ALMOST “CRYING” and yes IN 

“DESPAIR” and yes TRYING TO MAKE ME UNDERSTAND and yes THAT I CANNOT WRITE and yes AS I HAVE WRITTEN IN 

MY CV and yes BECAUSE THIS IS NOT UP TO ME TO DECIDE and yes THIS IS WHAT OTHER PEOPLE WILL DECIDE ON – 

and yes almost the same as Else and yes told you about that one - and yes this is what she said and yes in stead of 

“most clever” and yes I could write “clever” and yes and yes and yes and Sanna and yes believes THAT I TRULY BELIEVE 

THAT THIS IS OBJECTIVE CRITERIA and yes of course Sanna you are truly A MUCH BETTER MANAGER THAN I AM and 

yes EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT SANNA? And yes HAVE YOU SEEN THE DEVIL YET SANNA IN YOUR LIFE and yes MAKING 
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YOUR LIFE A LIVING HELL ON EARTH and yes SANNA NOT YOURS BUT WHAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS DONE and yes to your 

family and yes this is what this is about and yes she said and yes IF YOU WANT TO GET A JOB and yes YOU NEED TO 

CHANGE YOUR WORDS and yes MAYBE SHE IS RIGHT and yes THAT IS THE SAD PART and yes UNDERSTANDING THIS IS 

I AM and yes NOT DOING THAT and yes BECAUSE I AM TELLING THE TRUTH and yes TELLING SANNA and yes the story 

that John and yes came with and yes that JUST MAYBE THIS WOULD OPEN UP SOME HEADHUNTERS AND YES THEIR 

MOTIVATION TO SEE ME and yes THIS IS DENMARK MY FRIENDS and yes IF I LIKE IT and yes WHEN I AM THE DEVIL 

AND YES I LOVE IT and yes THIS IS TRULY WHY I HAVE DONE AS I HAVE. 
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Wednesday 21st October 2009 

Bad sleep and a short dream, continue working on the memo for the job market government office and status on my 

contacts to the temp agencies and headhunters. 

 

Bad sleep and a short dream 

And yes my friend and yes sometimes and yes I too and yes a new feeling and yes of VM and yes even stronger than 

usual and yes “further to the left” and yes this is what this is about and yes sometimes and yes God wakes me up and 

yes keeps me up and yes not so much and yes since the 1st May but you know the night when Sanna and Hans re-

turned and yes this night too and yes so tired and yes knowing that the next day will become impossible to get 

through if I don't sleep again and yes which I did and yes we know quite tiring infact and yes a very short dream and 

yes really not a dream but still a dream and yes so it is and yes Elijah is driving a very small and quick motor cycle in 

Copenhagen, where he is very close to the road. I am sitting behind him and when Elijah turns at a right corner, I was 

almost loosing my grip, but I am holding him the rest of the road home. 

 

Continue working on the memo for the job market government office 

And yes we know and yes this is the first work and yes almost ever and yes where you have continued working and yes 

without getting the feeling and yes to be motivated and yes concentrated and yes as what normally happens and yes 

when you start a work and yes it will normally come and yes doing this work and yes IT NEVER CAME and yes we know 

DOING THIS WORK and yes MAYBE 12-13 pages and yes WITHOUT CONCENTRATION and yes WITHOUT MOTIVATION 

and yes WITH NO SMOKING KILLING ME and yes WITH MORE OR LESS ALL OF MY PAINS AT THE SAME TIME and yes 

not really funny and yes every single second and yes almost and yes with an overwhelming feeling and yes to stop and 

yes to relax and to sleep and yes trying to think and yes that the “killing feeling” and yes from non smoking and yes is 

not “pain” but as nice and yes as when smoking and yes trying to change my attitude of this and yes the ultimate work 

of “patience” and yes the same feeling and yes as you are caught in a traffic jam or supermarket cew and yes here it is 

just from morning to evening and yes with all of my pains and yes just to say “be patient” and yes “continue” and yes 

when you control yourself and yes your negative feelings and yes you can do a work like I have done and yes not fin-

ished but following my plan I am and yes extreme discipline is the only thing keeping me going and yes the quality of 

the work should actually be rubbish but it is done and yes with the feeling and yes that “this might just do” and yes of 

course not as good as when I really do my best but how many people can see the difference of my best work, my best 

thinking and concentration and yes this work and yes really not thinking that much and yes just asking I am? 

 

And yes I had a note and yes it said and yes that this work and yes is in fact “impossible” to do and yes one of the big-

gest tests I have ever done and yes once more and yes so it is. And yes I had an agreement and yes to see Kirsten to-

night and yes I could have made it I can see now but I wanted to have the whole day to do this work and yes I will see 

Kirsten another time and yes as I agreed with her. 

 

And yes I will probably not show my application and yes to the Jobcentre and yes NO QUESTIONS and yes NO INTER-

EST IN WHAT I DO and yes NO COACHING and yes except when I ask for it and yes WHY SHOULD I SHOW MY APPLICA-

TION and yes including my memo and yes including information on them and yes to become the director of the job 

market government office and yes to change the system and yes as they work in and yes just maybe they would be 

interested and yes maybe they would be and yes what would they ask me to do and yes to cover up the truth and yes 

about what they are doing and yes to “help” and yes “show a human face” and yes not following the law and yes as 

you can read in the memo and yes, which I will include in my script and yes on Friday and yes so it is – and yes I LIKE 

TO BE TOTALLY OPEN but in this rotten state of Denmark and yes that is why my friends and yes that Shakespeare 

wrote this and yes taking place at Kronborg Castle and yes BECAUSE of me and yes MY mother and yes THE DEVIL and 

yes so it is AND YES BECAUSE OF THIS ROTTEN STATE and yes I will send the application and yes my memo and yes 

without giving it to the Jobcentre and yes so it is. 

 

And yes curious I am what will happen and yes this weekend and yes after doing this work and yes GOD IS GIVING ME 

SO STRONG and yes FEELINGS and HINTS and yes that this will be the last thing to do and yes only one question I have 

and yes is what will happen to my father, how will I write the stolen scripts and yes what will I do and yes where will I 

go and yes before the 1st November and yes Africa he mentioned and yes Obama was mentioned too and yes not 
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really knowing and yes we know HE IS ALMOST THERE my friends and yes TAKING OUT THE DONKEY and yes IF YOU 

WERE NOT STUBBORN MY FRIEND and yes WE WOULD NEVER HAVE MADE IT TO HERE and yes we know WAITING ON 

THE TOMATOES and yes is what we are and yes the white horse and yes the sword and yes BEING PATIENT OF 

COURSE and yes NOT BEEN HEARING FROM THE TEAM THE LAST COUPLE OF DAYS and yes hoping they are alright and 

yes COMING THROUGH AS WELL and yes so it is and yes of course you will start thinking when you don't hear from 

people and yes so it is and yes done most of what I should do and yes not been speaking to Lotus yet and yes so it is 

here. 

 

And yes we know and yes not written this before I believe and yes MY FRIENDS and yes WE KNOW THIS POSITION AT 

THE JOB MARKET GOVERNMENT OFFICE and yes IS FREE at the moment and yes THE TIMING IS PERFECT and yes 

“MADE IN HEAVEN” it is and yes this is also about a system and yes where the system and yes the civil servants and 

yes difficult rules and yes lawyers and yes working and yes for the “system” and yes HAVING MORE POWER and yes 

THAN THE MINISTERS and yes so it is and yes WHY IS “YES MINISTER” and yes maybe my favourite TV show of all and 

yes BECAUSE OF THIS STORY MY FRIENDS and yes BECAUSE THIS IS HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes IF I AP-

PROVE OF THIS SYSTEM and of COURSE NOT THIS IS THE WORST and yes sign of bureaucracy and yes so it is NOT LIK-

ING THAT IN FACT and yes GOD IS SOON BACK and yes just seeing him and yes with a rose and yes we know difficult to 

explain God and yes what you are showing and yes LOVE and yes a WOMAN and yes KAREN no and yes who then and 

yes DON’T KNOW and yes A WOMAN FROM THE ORIENT and yes who is she and yes thinking and yes of Mother 

Theresa and yes THIS IS HER TOO and yes SHE IS HERE TOO and yes not the woman in love you showed me and yes 

continuing and yes away from this story and yes I DON’T WANT A SYSTEM WHERE PEOPLE ARE ADMINISTRATORS and 

yes of “HEAVY” SYSTEMS and yes AS MANY MINISTERS FOR EXAMPLE ARE TODAY and yes DEVELOPMENT and yes 

POSITIVE CHANGE I LIKE A LOT and yes WHEN THERE IS A TRUE NEED OF THIS and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes the questions and yes in my memo and yes read that on Friday and yes just for you to know and yes the ques-

tions and yes was in fact and yes inspired by the song “blowing in the wind” and yes by Bod Dylan and yes so it is. 

 

Status on my contacts to the temp agencies and headhunters 

And yes we know NOT VERY EXCITING and yes WHAT WE DO and yes ALSO THAT AND YES A VERY STRONG and yes 

WRONG HEARTBEAT and yes GOD SAID HEART FAILURE and yes we will have to see if my father is dying soon or 

maybe has died and yes you never know here and yes continuing the story we are and yes DID NOT HEAR FROM 

MORE OF THE TEMP AGENCIES and yes there were two agencies and yes ONLY DOING THIS TYPE OF WORK and yes 

WHICH I NEVER HEARD FROM and yes today it is one week ago and yes that I sent my email and yes to the headhunt-

ers and yes the result is this and yes 9 replies and yes below 50% so far and yes NONE OF THEM HAVE DONE WHAT I 

REQUESTED and yes to give feedback on my CV and yes NONE OF THEM HAVE WRITTEN ANYTHING ABOUT MY RE-

QUEST and yes the least they could do was to comment and yes that they could not give me feedback and yes we 

know NOT ONE SINGLE OF THEM HAVE DONE THIS and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes writing a long email and yes to Flemming Qvist and yes the 16th and yes NO FEEDBACK YET and yes another 

email and yes to Lisberg and yes the 15th and yes to receive feedback and yes on my CV and yes no feeback from this 

company too and yes IF I WANT TO CONTACT and yes ALL OF THESE COMPANIES and yes ACCORDING TO MY ACTION 

PLAN and yes TO RECEIVE THEIR FEEDBACK and yes to arrange meetings with them? And my answer is NO – a com-

plete waste of time it is and yes I HAVE PROBABLY SENT THESE COMPANIES THE MOST HONEST and yes CV and yes as 

they have received and yes THE MOST OUTSTANDING and yes COMPETENCES and yes NO FEEDBACK AT ALL and yes 

JUST TO SHOW YOU WHAT THESE COMPANIES ARE TRULY ABOUT – YOU HAVE DUMPED ALL OF YOU and yes NONE 

OF YOU HAVE SEEN WHO I AM and yes NONE OF YOU HAVE INVITED ME TO SPEAK TO YOU ABOUT YOUR VACANCIES 

and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes we know and yes finishing at 20.15 today and yes very early and yes feeling “tired as a whole old age home” 

and yes as my mother always have said and yes THIS IS THE FEELING WE HAVE and yes both of us normally and yes IF 

YOU TIME THIS FEELING and yes WITH 10 or 100 and yes something like that and yes THIS IS THE FEELING I HAVE NOW 

my friends ☺. 
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Thursday 22nd October 2009 

Sleep and a short dream, the situation on the apartment, update on the headhunters, the Jobcentre was “busy”, receiv-

ing the lease contract on “my new apartment”, God will do something “new with me”, the team is still there ☺, God 

speaking to the world, very nice meat from the halal buther in Nansensgade and continuing work until 01.00. 

 

Sleep and a short dream 

And yes my friends and yes back we are from Hawaii and yes no wrestling anymore and yes thinking of Elijah and yes 

what the children SAW and yes no more and yes is what I fear and yes maybe not the case and yes so it is and yes 

sleeping from 23.00 and yes to 8.30 and yes I WAS VERY TIRED INDEED and yes thank you God and yes for not waking 

me and yes a short dream this morning: Sanna suggested that I heated up a very nice pasta dish which Sanna had 

done in Malmø, Sweden, in the kitchen the small pot was not big enough and I had to use the biggest pot of all and I 

removed almost all water from the pasta and I could taste that the dish tasted of Swedish salt. 

 

When I woke up it was with the song P.Y.T. by Michael Jackson and the line “now is the perfect time”. 

 

The situation on the apartment 

And yes Sanna and yes Hans and yes yesterday and yes were VERY interested to hear if I had received the contract for 

the apartment and yes in Lyngby and yes not yet and yes “we have a verbal agreement” and yes Sanna and yes Hans 

and yes thought and yes YOU NEED TO HAVE A WRITTEN AGREEMENT and yes what happened to “trust in people” 

and yes so it is – and yes Tobias did not get his new apartment and yes there was too much debt and yes with the as-

sociation of these apartments and yes they asked the owner if he would rent out and NO was the answer and yes SO 

NOW and yes TOBIAS IS LOOKING FOR A NEW APARTMENT and yes how happy would he be and yes if I managed to 

give him the apartment which the Commune and yes called me about and yes which I turned down and yes VERY 

HAPPY I AM SURE and yes probably laughing and he and yes the family would and yes if he got it in front of the 58 

people on the waiting list and yes as PEOPLE SOMETIMES DO here and yes WHEN THEY DO WHAT IS WRONG and yes 

NOT LIKING THAT AT ALL. 

 

Update on the headhunters 

And yes now I have heard from 10 of the headhunters and yes ALL WITH THE SAME RESULT and yes “looking for 

clues”? No, don't need that anymore and yes THIS IS HOW THIS INDUSTRY WORKS and yes FOR THE WORLD TO KNOW 

and yes SO IT IS and yes these are the headhunters I have not heard from yet: 

 

1. Korn/Ferry 

2. harton & rosenkilde 

3. J. Friisberg & Partners 

4. JMI Executive Search 

5. Krüger Search 

6. SAM Headhunting 

7. Egon Zehnder 

8. Flensby & Partners 

9. Heidrick & Struggles 

10. Compass 

  

And yes just thinking I am and yes the last two companies and yes I sent my CV and yes through very short forms and 

yes on their websites and yes Heidrick & Struggles and yes actually sent me an automatic reply and yes NOT HEARING 

FROM THEM SINCE and yes WILL I EVER HEAR FROM THEM and yes THIS IS THE FEELING and yes ALSO MY EXPERIENCE 

FROM THE PAST WITH THESE COMPANIES and yes MAYBE and yes I STARTED “USING” THESE COMPANIES and yes in 

2002 if I remember correctly and yes maybe twice since and yes according and yes to my personal memory and yes 

God is not helping me on these things and yes so it is and yes maybe Compass and yes gave me a reply on their web-

site and yes not receiving anything from them on email and yes excluding these two “answers” and yes there are 8 

unanswered left. 
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The Jobcentre was “busy” 

And yes Jan tried to call and yes gave him my old not working telephone number earlier and yes therefore he could 

not reach me and yes I arrived and yes before 10.30 and yes he did not have time to speak to me and yes so it is and 

yes NO HELP and yes IS WHAT I HAVE RECEIVED FROM THE JOBCENTRE and yes BECAUSE OF THE LEVEL THEY WORK 

ON and yes so it is. 

 

Receiving the lease contract on “my new apartment” 

And yes we know and yes THIS IS WRITTEN eeehhh and yes FRIDAY and yes NOT THURSDAY and yes AS WE ARE USED 

TO BY NOW and yes why is that and yes BECAUSE AND YES I WAS EXTREMELY BUSY AND YES EXTREMELY FOCUSED 

and yes A DEADLINE and yes tomorrow and yes NO TIME TO FINALISE THE SCRIPT OF TODAY and yes therefore post-

poned and yes after I am done and yes with the application and yes the memo and yes for the job market government 

office and yes infact for the Permenant Secretary and yes also the Secretary of State and yes both of them and yes for 

the Ministry of Work and yes also and yes Lars and yes the Danish Prime Minister and yes so it is and yes because of 

the deadline and yes I POSTPONED AND YES EVERYTHING ELSE and yes BECAUSE IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO POSTPONE 

THE DEADLINE and yes THEN IT IS ACTUALLY EXACTLY THE SAME as when you are cooking and yes if you receive 

guests and yes for dinner and yes at 18.30 and yes you need to plan how and when to do the dinner and yes to be 

ready in time and yes with all of the dishes and yes exactly the same feeling here and yes following that the whole 

week and yes NOT BEING TEMPTED TO RELAX WHICH WAS THE TRUE FEELING AND DESIRE I HAD ALL OF THE TIME 

and yes OTHERWISE and yes I WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO FINISH and yes therefore and yes I DID WHAT I DID and yes 

AFTERWARDS and yes FRIDAY and yes of course I am totally exhausted and yes we know I have a deadline and yes to 

do the script of Thursday and Friday and yes to send it today to Kenya and yes WHEN YOU HAVE DEADLINES AND YES I 

REALLY MEAN THAT YOU WILL HAVE TO WORK LIKE I HAVE DONE THIS WEEK AND YES TO BE ABSOLUTELY SURE THAT 

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO FINISH YOUR WORK ON TIME and yes my friends not 5% or 10% of the times but EVERY SINGLE 

TIME and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS IS ABOUT and yes therefore my friends. 

 

And yes Thursday I received the lease contract on my “new apartment” and yes from Poul Erik and yes in Lyngby and 

yes everything is fine and yes only this: I did not ask and yes he did not tell me and yes therefore I expected that there 

would be no deposit and yes for the apartment and yes the contract and yes states and yes three months and yes of 

rent and yes as deposit and yes a total of DKK 12,071 and yes the first month and yes of rent also to be paid and yes 

DKK 4,023 and yes a total of more than DKK 16,000 and yes to be paid and yes not later than the 10th November and 

yes DID NOT EXPECT THAT and yes we know WILL LOOK AT THIS and yes during the weekend and yes is what I have 

said to the family and yes so it is. And yes another of my mother’s promises and yes to lend me and yes the deposit 

and yes because this is private rentals and yes which the Commune is “not obliged” to lend me and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I received a letter and yes from Søren and yes from the Commune today and yes because I turned down and 

yes the apartment yesterday and yes because I told him and yes that I have another apartment and yes he has now 

cancelled me from the acute waiting list and yes to get a place to live through the Commune and yes so it is here my 

friends. 

 

God will do something “new with me” 

And yes just one of those small comments and yes at the moment and yes not many of these and yes make it to the 

scripts and yes this one was good and yes God and yes said and yes that I will know every single detail and yes of every 

person’s life and yes we know EVERY SINGLE DETAIL OF EVERYTHING WHICH HAS EVER HAPPENED and yes this is 

really it and yes IF I WANT TO “SEARCH” FOR THIS KNOWLEDGE and yes this is how it is and yes God said to me and 

yes that for the first time ever and yes he will make himself and yes TO BE GOD INSIDE A MAN and yes kidding again 

he was and yes saying to me and yes wondering if he will be able to make this for the first time and yes “just maybe I 

will know how to do it” and yes this is how he also is. 

 

The team is still there ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes after not hearing from the team for some time and yes heard from David today and yes John’s nephew died 

and yes not happy to hear that and yes knowing that my friend and yes Elijah and yes has not been at the office and 

yes for three days and yes so it is and yes the team was also hoping and yes “that he is fine” and yes this is how it is 

here too. 
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God speaking to the world 

And yes I have probably written about this in my old book (Sanna?) and yes just this and yes the new song and yes by 

Nephew and yes “007 is also gonna die” and yes we know and yes just thinking and yes of the Devil and yes “license to 

kill” and yes WE LOVE TO KILL HIM and yes JUST A SYMBOL OF COURSE and yes so it is and yes you can see it all over 

the world and yes in newspapers, movie titles etc. and yes a new Danish movie is called “ved verdens ende” (the end 

of the world) and yes THERE ARE SO MANY EXAMPLES and yes WHICH YOU WILL FIND OUT and yes so it is. 

 

Very nice meat from the halal buther in Nansensgade 

And yes we know and yes THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN THINKING OF and yes with the feeling of “YEARS” and yes 

NEVER DID IT and yes THOUGHT OF IT MANY TIMES and yes MENTIONING IT and yes to Sanna and Hans and yes only a 

few days ago and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes FOR SHOWING and yes REMINDING TOO and yes HANS and yes TO 

VISIT and yes THIS HALAL BUTCHER and yes CHEAP and yes BETTER and yes THAN MEAT at the supermarkets here and 

yes the Danish television and yes yesterday I believe and yes SHOWED and yes WHAT I BELIEVE ALMOST ALL BUTHERS 

AT SUPERMARKETS ARE DOING and yes CHEATING and yes with what kind of meat and yes the fat percentage and yes 

especially and yes the production/package/due dates and yes WRITTEN ON THE PACKAGES and yes THIS IS WHAT I 

MEAN and yes PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD ARE CHEATING and yes because of money and yes THIS HALAL BUTCHER 

and yes HIS MEAT WAS FANTASTIC and yes his prices very low and yes we know ALL MY MUSLIM FRIENDS and yes 

YOU CAN EAT PORK meat and yes so it is my friends, no problem here and yes the Devil and yes is leaving and yes 

MAYBE HE HAS LEFT and yes NOT HERE and yes so it is … ☺. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes that a television show (!) and yes can find these “cheaters” very easily and yes the public 

and yes CONTROL system of Denmark and yes A BIG SYSTEM and yes HAVE FOUND ABSOLUTELY NO CHEATING 

AMONG BUTCHERS and yes they should be experts and yes they did not learn from the Swedish experiences and yes 

in 2007 and yes the MINISTER and yes CRITISIZING AND YES THEIR CIVIL SERVANTS and yes on TELEVISION and yes 

THIS IS TRULY BUREACRACY and yes OF THE WORST and yes HOW CAN YOU BE SO INEFFECIENT and yes NOT KNOW-

ING HOW TO DO YOUR WORK or maye JUST DON’T REALLY CARE and yes outrageous it is and yes I cannot put it 

stronger than that! 

 

Continuing work until 01.00 

And yes we know and yes today and yes at 20.00 and yes after really working as concentrated and yes as possible and 

yes we know and yes I WAS AS TIRED and yes as I was yesterday and yes DECIDED THAT I NEEDED TO CONTINUE 

WORKING and yes BECAUSE OF THE DEADLINE TOMORROW and yes OTHERWISE I WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE 

THE DEADLINE and yes we know COULD HAVE BEEN ONE OF THE MOST STRESSFULL TASKS ever and yes BUT I DE-

CIDED AND YES TO CONTINUE and yes so it is and yes thinking and yes that just maybe and yes that the tired period 

and yes would be better and yes after maybe 21.00 and yes knowing that from experience and yes when you have 

been on this side of the border and yes as only very few people will ever experience and yes so it is and yes there are 

ups and downs and yes if you just continue and yes you will “know” when your “ups” will return and yes so it is some-

times here and yes DID THAT TODAY TOO and yes so it is. 
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Friday 23rd October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, finalising the application and memo for the Ministry of Work, Elijah has been sick and depressed, 

David does not understand all of the YES’ES, publishing my CV on Facebook and Linkedin, going through the lease con-

tract with Sanna and Hans, crazy about dance and “stool pigeon”, my application to the Ministry of work, my email 

and memo to the Ministry and the Prime Minister. 

  

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes one of those days yesterday and yes EXTREMELY busy and yes TIRED and yes at the same 

time and yes also now and yes FOCUSSED and yes ALMOST STILL WITHOUT MOTIVATION and yes FEELING THE PRES-

SURE and yes MUCH WORK STILL and yes WHEN YOU REALLY CARE ABOUT THE DETAILS and yes so it is and yes wak-

ing up and yes at 8.40 and yes a few dreams and yes duing the night and yes the morning: 

 

• A “hot employee” of the Ministry was beaten terrible, I see him inside the garage next to his car smoking and now 

I see him outside the garage not smoking. 

• My old good friend Britt N. and yes Delta and yes also you my friend and yes we know keep quiet and yes not al-

lowed we are and yes to speak and yes when he is writing dreams and yes therefore: Britt is lying with me at the 

couch, I am happy to see her as my good friend and I don't mind if there goes one or three years between our 

meetings. I buy her a cup of Cappuccino. She tells me about two men and she mixes these two men together. I 

touch both of her legs and she does not mind. 

• I woke up and God played “Do you remember” by Phil Collins and gave me the words “Tell me do you remember 

(now it's over, do you remember, ooh it's over)” – and yes I noticed and yes ok here and yes also here then and 

yes more mosquito bites and yes in Denmark and yes in October and yes did not count them and yes scrathing 

they were and yes especially and yes one I have on my lower right back and yes almost at the side of my body and 

yes I had one and yes also on the left side and yes we know a new bite and yes some “old ones” and yes still 

scratching and yes a little bit strange it is here sometimes. 

• I see some of my father’s very luxorious pipes including pipe cleaners and tobacco for sale. I see that my father 

sometimes was still smoking the pipe even when he had cancer and he conceiled it. There are 5-6 pipes and the 

price as new was DKK 18,700. His wife Kirsten tells me that he and her agreed that when he would die, she would 

first speak to her son Ricky on the details and practicalities and not with me, and now he is dead. 

• I meet Fuggi at Helsingør Station. He has lost weight and now he only weighs 130 kilos, but he is still “big” even 

though he tells me that he is now in the “first group” and not as heavy as the others at the slim school. I have two 

train cards which I need to stamp in the machine before we enter the train for Hillerød. The first card is stamped 

ok, but the machine will not stamp the other card. Fuggi watches the clock and understands that the train is now 

leaving, but he is not able to run because of his size, which I can and I make it to the train but because Fuggi could 

not make it we will take the next train together in one hour from now. Fuggi is very relaxed and not stressed 

about this. 

 

Finalising the application and memo for the Ministry of Work 

And yes my friends and yes WHEN YOU TRULY ARE VERY BUSY and yes YOU WILL USE EVERY SINGLE MINUTE and yes 

CONTANTLY FOCUSED and yes NOT EVEN LOOKING AWAY FOR ONE SINGLE SECOND and yes I MEAN CONSTANTLY 

FOCUSED ON YOUR JOB and yes WHICH IS WHAT I DID AGAIN TODAY and yes MORE AND MORE EACH DAY and yes AS 

GOOD TODAY and yes also yesterday and yes AS WHEN I WORK MY BEST and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes I FEEL and 

yes “NOT NORMAL” and yes because of ALL THE PAIN and yes in my life and yes including the non-smoking and yes 

which however is somewhat easier and yes day by day but still not really easy and yes to cope with and yes so it is and 

yes THIS IS WHAT I DID and yes READING IT AGAIN and yes EDITING and yes EVERY SINGLE WORD and yes EVERY SEN-

TENCE and yes TO MAKE THEM “SOUND RIGHT” and yes TAKES A LONG TIME and yes EVEN WHEN YOU ARE PRAC-

TICED and yes we know I EDITED and yes the memo and yes 14 pages it became and yes the application and yes did 

that late yesterday and yes MANY TIMES and yes MAYBE 5-6 times and yes IMPROVING QUALITY and yes EVERY SIN-

GLE TIME and yes we know and yes UNTIL I ENJOYED MY WORK and yes when reading it one final time and yes THIS IS 

TRULY THE FEELING I HAD and yes VERY BUSY ACTUALLY I WAS and yes FEELING THE PRESSURE and yes CONSTANTLY 
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and yes THEN YOU CAN ONLY KEEP ON WORKING and yes NOT TAKING ONE SINGLE BREAK and yes this is how it 

works here and yes I was truly happy with my work and yes MUCH BETTER QUALITY THAN THIS BOOK and yes NOT 

THE SAME QUALITY AS MY CV and yes BUT IN BETWEEN and yes SO IT IS and yes WOULD HAVE BEEN NICE and yes TO 

DO at least 1-2 more edits and yes we know MY UPDATED CV and yes WHEN SAVING IT IN PDF and yes FIRST AFTER 

SENDING THE APPLICATION and yes I NOTICED and yes THAT THE BACKGROUND COLOUR WAS NOT INCLUDED and 

yes THINGS LIKE THIS and yes ANNOY ME GREATLY HERE and yes VERY MUCH but all in all I am satisfied with my work 

and yes almost as good as my potential and yes COULD HAVE BEEN BETTER but maybe a 9-10 and yes on the scale of 

13 and yes is my own verdict and yes compared to my potential and yes so it is here. – And yes I started off and yes 

without any motivation and yes never really found it and yes knowing and yes that discipline and yes just doing the 

work and yes would bring me here anyhow and yes because of my experience and yes I really did not do the best 

thinking here and yes on the other hand and yes the content and yes was built and yes on what was written earlier 

and yes in this book earlier and yes this might just do the work and yes so it is and yes STILL THE QUALITY and yes 

COULD BE MUCH BETTER and yes I COULD CONTINUE WORKING ON THIS FOR ANOTHER WEEK and yes EVERY SINGLE 

MINUTE and yes IF I DECIDED TO DO IT and yes TO IMPROVE QUALITY EVEN MORE and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes we know and yes when finalising this work and yes at 17.00 and yes we know I WAS TRULY AND YES EX-

HAUSTED and yes not just from today but you know build on from yesterday and yes the day before and yes the day 

before and yes WHICH IS WHAT WE HAVE DONE ALL OF THE TIME and yes still not finished with the day and yes ALSO 

PROMISED MYSELF and yes TO DO THE NETWORK TASK today and yes of publishing my CV and yes so it is and yes of 

course also to be finalised and yes are these two days of scripts and yes REALLY STRECTHING MY SELF TO THE EX-

TREME and yes TO THE BORDER and yes WHICH AND YES NOBODY and yes HAS NEVER TRIED BEFORE and yes AGAIN 

and yes is what we are doing here. 

 

And yes only a few words and yes I RESIST VERY MUCH and yes WHEN PEOPLE FORCE ME TO DO WHAT I DON’T VOL-

UNTEER TO DO and yes as GOD HAS DONE and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes for years and yes so it is and yes there-

fore not written much about Obama and yes feeling him and yes hearing him speak and yes throughout the week and 

yes NOT WELCOME HE WAS and yes BECAUSE I DID NOT INVITE HIM and yes wanted to do this alone and yes BE-

CAUSE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES and yes I ONLY WORK TOGETHER WITH PEOPLE WHEN THEY ARE PRESENT HERE 

PHYSICALLY and yes so it is and yes Obama and yes maybe playing the Devil and yes not knowing but one of many 

things he told me and yes NOW I UNDERSTAND WHAT KIND OF SUFFERINGS YOU HAVE GONE THROUGH and yes he 

said and yes he also said and yes that he told Lars Løkke and yes the Danish Prime Minister and yes at the meeting 

they had recently and yes that Lars and yes would receive my work and yes the memo and yes on reforming the Dan-

ish work market and yes so it is and yes “I PROMISED MYSELF” and yes NOT TO WRITE ABOUT THIS AT ALL and yes but 

I have decided to write what is happening here and yes to overcome my own negative feelings of also this extreme 

test and yes THEREFORE my friends. 

 

And yes you can see all of my work and yes at the end of the script of today. 

 

Elijah has been sick and depressed 

And yes not nice for him and yes to wait on me and yes to depend on me and yes I have the same feeling and yes not 

nice to have him and yes the team I feel and yes to depend on me and yes not really knowing and yes what God will 

do and yes I SAW A PRIEST and yes the MONK and yes THE POPE and yes just maybe and yes in brown clothes and yes 

at the cellar of a castle and yes an old wooden table and yes a wooden chair and yes we know Stig just telling you that 

I am here too and yes WAKING UP and yes IS WHAT I AM and yes FEELING ALMOST THE DESIRE and yes to speak in 

Polish to you and yes NOT KNOWING THE WORDS and yes as Stig and yes IN POLISH YET and yes “BUT HAVING THEM 

ALMOST ON MY TONGUE” and yes JUST TO LET YOU KNOW and yes my dear friends in Kenya and yes that THIS IS NOT 

AN ORDINARY ROAD WE ARE FOLLOWING – THIS IS GOD TALKING TO US ALL and yes MY DEAR FRIENDS YOU HAVE 

ACCOMPLISHED WHAT I ASKED YOU TO DO AND YES KEEPING YOUR FAITH and yes UNTIL THE END and yes THERE-

FORE MY FRIENDS and yes THANK YOU TO ALL OF YOU AT THE TEAM and yes BECAUSE OF THIS and yes WE WILL 

CONTINUE and yes UNTIL THE TRUE END and yes which is you know WHEN GOD WILL LIBERATE US and yes NOW and 

yes NOW and yes NOW and yes ASAP and yes only knowing that it is coming very soon and yes we will have to see 

what happens and yes here is the email and yes from Elijah and yes from today: 
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Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you for always keeping us posted.I am sorry that i have not been able to write to you. I fell sick and was very 

much depressed almost feeling like the world is crumbling on me. 

 

I knew i was going through the same feelings you were when you fell sick here in Kenya.Completely week and no ap-

petrite to eat.I could not make it to town, neither did i have some units to call my colleagues in the office. 

 

Thanks for David on updating you. I also received  the same text from John about what he is also going through. We 

did not make to have our normal weekly meeting .We will have next week.I will write more to you when i regain my 

strength. The lawyer has continuously been calling to remind me of my promise.I fell week and tired, but will NEVER 

EVER GIVE UP ! 

 

Please allow me to write more to you when i fully recover. I know i have promised to give you all the sermons from the 

pastor.You will definitely hear from me. My wife Tina is fine.Nicole,Joseph, Lucia, and the two Faiths i have in the house 

are all fine. Our neighbor Mary is fine and visited us twice in the house and brought us some vegetables.Thank you for 

connecting us to this wonderful lady ! She has been and has always been concerned ever since you left. 

 

We will Love To Read More From Your Scripts. 

 

Elijah. 

 

David does not understand all of the YES’ES 

And yes David and yes and yes and yes so it is and OTHER PHRASES AS WELL and yes David this is exactly the same as 

when you saw me taking my hand to my heart and yes done by GOD EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes so it is and yes David 

apparently and yes your job and yes is to “disturb” and yes the symbols of God and yes GOD EVERY SINGLE TIME and 

yes writing the YES’ES here and yes happens actually automatically here and yes most of the time and yes almost 

100% of the time that is and yes David I know there are many pages and yes JUST THINKING I AM and yes THAT YOU 

DO BELIEVE IN ME but there are still some scripts, which are difficult for you to understand and yes we know Stig and 

yes DAVID DOES NOT UNDERSTAND THE SYMBOL OF THE YES’ES and yes when there are three in a row and yes is it 

the Trinity every single time and yes been writing that several times before and yes HOW OFTEN DO YOU GET A VISIT 

BY THE SON OF GOD and yes GOING THROUGH HIS SUFFERINGS TOGETHER WITH YOU and yes AS MY TRUE FRIENDS 

and yes STILL THERE ARE STORIES OF MY SCRIPTS and yes WHICH ALL OF YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes you prac-

tically don't ask questions and yes VERY SORRY WE ARE ABOUT THIS – I HAVE TOLD YOU MANY MANY TIMES TO ASK 

QUESTIONS and yes much better than NOT TO UNDERSTAND and yes so it is and yes still thinking about you David and 

yes the virus protection programme and yes the education and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK FAITH IS ABOUT – IS IT 0%, 

50% or 100% ACCORDING TO WHAT YOU FEEL LIKE? IF YOU TRULY BELIEVE IN ME IT IS 100% and yes SO IT IS HERE MY 

FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes the email and yes from David and yes motivating me to write this and yes from today:  

 

Dear Stig, 

Es freut mich zu dir scrieben. I'm fine here in Nairobi. My day was fine, I spend it travelling for some appointment to 

Murang'a, Central Kenya. 

 

I was reading your scripts and the word "yes" struck me. I did a statistical calculation of it. It appears atmost 14% rela-

tively in all the scripts, with a range of the lows of 3%. May you could do something about it because that is a big per-

centage and does not augar well with written text; atleast for English readers. 

 

Thank you and have a good day. 

 

David 

 

Publishing my CV on Facebook and Linkedin 
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And yes we know NOT MUCH ENERGY to do this work and yes anyhow and yes I did it and yes first to publish my CV 

on Facebook and yes including a document with the same key messages as in my following letter last week for the 

headhunters and yes afterwards and yes to do the same and yes on Linkedin and yes asking people and yes to contact 

me and yes if they know of a company and yes in the need of a “DIRECTOR ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL” and yes is what I 

wrote and yes the idea and yes is of course and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE IN MY NETWORK and yes TO THINK CONCEN-

TRATED and yes IF IT WAS THEMSELVES and yes in the same situation as me and yes DOING THEIR ABSOLUTELY BEST 

and yes ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES and yes of course and yes to OPEN and yes TO READ both my CV and yes the “back-

ground letter” and yes JUST THINKING and yes of how many people will do this and yes how many people who will 

comment and yes probably very few and yes TO TELL THE WORLD and yes THAT THIS IS NOT HOW I WANT PEOPLE TO 

BE LIKE IN THE FUTURE AND YES NOT CARING AT ALL and yes including the message and yes USE YOUR NETWORK and 

yes HELP FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES in your network and yes this is what it is about. 

 

And yes VERY HAPPY and yes JESPER H. and yes MY OLD and yes VERY GOOD FRIEND and yes OF ACTA and yes to hear 

from you and yes as the first and yes maybe the only one? And yes I will have to wait and see and yes Jesper and yes 

what did you write and yes this: 

 

And yes he learned and yes that I like to play golf and yes he challenged me to play and yes as he said “you never give 

up” and yes SMILING ABOUT THAT ONE JESPER and yes WOULD LOVE TO PLAY WITH YOU but I have not played Golf 

and yes maybe for 2-3 years and yes because of you know him and yes THE MAN UPSTAIRS and yes telling me about 

all of the women and yes he is right now and yes WHO LIKED ME and yes WHOM I LIKED TOO and yes MANY OF THEM 

and yes long story and yes not making me happy and yes so it is and yes Jesper continued and yes STILL THINKING OF 

KAREN WE are and yes only a small disgression and yes Jesper continued and yes telling me and yes “the best CV that I 

have ever read and most of it is of course the truth” (!) and yes so it is here and yes even without the background col-

our (!!!) I am thinking and yes Jesper and yes said and yes that if I am a 8 on a scale from 0-10 and yes on management 

skills and yes according to his belief and yes then my successor was a two – and yes I can only say and yes that I really 

did not do a good job in Acta and yes because of the WORST STRESS YOU CAN EVER IMAGINE and yes HAVING THE 

DEVIL DESTROYING MY LIFE TOO and yes because I made a huge error and yes really not to include the team as much 

and yes when producing the sales  and marketing plan and yes so it is and yes no time to do that and yes my successor 

and yes had a salary which was DKK 20,000 higher per month than mine and yes I checked it Peter and yes A LONG 

STORY and yes THIS ONE IS CUT SHORT and yes so it is and yes LIKING JESPER AND YES VERY MUCH and yes “YOU ARE 

COOL” and yes as he wrote to me and yes thank you Jesper and yes you are also now on my action plan and yes to 

contact – and yes Jesper have you learned and yes to come on time and yes for team meetings and yes hoping I am 

that you have learned ☺. 

 

Going through the lease contract with Sanna and Hans 

And yes we know and yes Sanna and yes was very interested and yes on how much money and yes which I have left 

and yes to finance and yes the deposit and yes on the new apartment and yes many unpleasant questions and yes 

from Sanna and Hans on this and yes we know WHEN THIS HAPPENS and yes VERY OFTEN GOD CONTROLLING PEOPLE 

and yes seen that many times before and yes what had I done wrong and yes earlier I decided and yes not to show or 

even to tell them about my memo and yes to the Ministry and yes after understanding this “play by God” and yes I de-

cided and yes to tell them about this and yes directly thereafter and yes the mood and yes completely changed and 

yes this is how God and yes The Devil is working too and yes very visible for me to see and yes just to react on and yes 

as I did here and yes a small example of “following the road of God” and yes the signs are always there and yes the 

direct question and yes from Sanna and yes of my money holdings and yes I did not answer it at all and yes so it is and 

yes not liking to be controlled I am and yes that is why. 

 

Crazy about dance and stool pigeon 

And yes and yes and yes – DAVID DID YOU GET IT? – and yes if he reads this and yes SANNA INVITED ME into the living 

room and yes not coming there much you know, when they are at home because of and yes “their wish of having pri-

vacy”, and yes to watch and yes the crazy about dance show and yes LIKING THIS SHOW VERY MUCH WE KNOW and 

yes YOU CAN SEE TRUE HAPPINESS AND YES JOY and yes COMING FROM GOD and yes WHERE PEOPLE ARE NOT 

HOLDING BACK and yes WATCH THE MALE JUDGE and yes to the left and yes then you will see and yes the same in 

him and yes as in my mother and yes Fuggi and yes Tobias and yes my self – and yes not seeing much of it yet in Karen 

and yes maybe because of her and yes my pain and yes so it is and yes JUST WONDERING I WAS and yes JUST A 
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THOUGHT and yes from me too and yes vm is here and yes the show and yes every friday and yes have a favourite 

song of mine and yes as a theme melody in this show and yes HOW FUNNY IS THIS and yes the song “STOOL PIGEON” 

and yes by Kid Creole and yes FANTASTIC MY FRIEND AND YES WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU and yes AFTER “tropical 

gangsters” and yes just wondering we are and yes so it is and yes WHY THIS SONG HERE and yes RELATED and yes TO 

A “STOOL PIGEON” and yes in Kenya and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes very happy I am and yes when my sister and yes is just relaxing and yes not being “busy” and yes about “man-

aging” other people and yes not to be “concerned” and yes to “talk down” to people and yes relaxing and yes WHEN 

SHE IS JUST WHO SHE REALLY IS and yes as this evening and yes watching the show on television and yes Sanna was 

laughing and yes committed and yes talking about “feelings” and yes “no feelings” and yes visible to see among the 

people dancing together in the show and yes just liking that very much and yes should happen much more frequent 

but not always the case here. 

 

And yes the rest of the script of today and yes is copy and paste and yes which has already been done and yes when 

writing this and yes the time is now 23.50 and yes NOW WITH THE FEELING THAT WHAT I HAVE DONE THIS WEEK IS 

THE HARDEST OF ALL I HAVE DONE AND YES TRULY FEELING AND YES SO CLOSE TO DYING AND YES EVERY SECOND 

WHEN WRITING THIS and yes this was just my task for you this week and yes DIFFCULT FEELING IT IS and yes NOT 

NICE I CAN PROMISE YOU. And yes DID ALL TODAY and yes WITH MY ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes DESPITE OF BEING SO 

CLOSE TO DEATH and yes IS WHAT I SHOWED TO THE WORLD and yes maybe my best work ever when you see it in 

this context and yes so it is my friends and yes did not do the edit of the scripts of today and yesterday and yes will 

have to do that tomorrow and yes WHY DID I GO TO THIS EXTREME TODAY and yes “DYING MORE THAN EVER” and 

yes because of my friends in Kenya and yes to keep them posted and yes updated and yes because they are waiting on 

me and yes therefore my friends ☺. 

 

My application to the Ministry of work 

And yes we know Stig and yes here is the application and yes to the Minstry of Work and yes to become the Director 

and yes of the job market government office and yes in Danish it is: 

 

Departementschef Bo Smith 

Beskæftigelsesministeriet 

Ved Stranden 8 

1061 København K. 23. oktober 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

Direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen 
Kære Bo Smith, 

 

Hermed fremsender jeg min ansøgning til stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen. Til ansøgningen 

vedlægger jeg 

 

– Mit CV, som objektivt beskriver mine personlige og professionelle kompetencer, erhvervserfaring m.v. 

– Mit notat om ”Udvikling af verdens bedste, mest effektive og humane arbejdsmarked”, som vil medføre, at alle 

menneskers kompetencer vil blive anvendt fuldt ud, betydelig vækst, verdens mest fleksible og konkurrencedygti-

ge arbejdsmarked, afskaffelse af arbejdsløsheden samt et bedre og mere lykkeligt liv for alle. 

Bemærk venligst, at notatet er stilet til dig, Beskæftigelsesministeren og Statsministeren, og at udviklingen af det i 

notatet nævnte system og arbejdsmarked mere end rigeligt vil leve op til ønsket om ”øget beskæftigelse samt 

forenkling og rationalisering”. 

 

Som det fremgår af mit CV og mit notat, besidder jeg som person fuldt ud de kompetencer indenfor kommunikation, 

politik, organisation, analyse m.v., der nævnes i stillingsannoncen, og som er nødvendige for at kunne bestride stillin-
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gen på højeste niveau og for at kunne overbevise politikere og embedsmænd om en nødvendig reform af arbejdsmar-

kedet, jf. mit notat. 

 

I 2002 fik jeg idéen til og udviklede tillægsforsikring i Danmark, som i dag udbydes af et flertal af forsikringsselskaber, 

a-kasser og pengeinstitutter, og som tegnes af stadig flere danskere – særligt i disse tider. I starten var det vanskeligt 

for mange at se idéen i tillægsforsikring på samme måde, som det tog mange år for danskerne at tage Dankortet til sig 

i sin tid og måske på samme måde, som det for nogle i starten vil være vanskeligt at se idéen i mit vedlagte notat? Jeg 

besidder den største viden om markedet for tillægsforsikring, og jeg kender i en vis udstrækning aktørerne i samt det 

offentliges komplicerede regler om arbejdsløshedsforsikring og rådighed. 

 

Jeg bemærkede, at direktør Marie Hansen i en video på Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsens hjemmeside udtalte sig om effek-

ten af aktivering, som en professor har målt. For mig er arbejdsløshed ikke et ”akademisk udtryk” - det er et spørgsmål 

om, hvordan vi vil behandle hinanden som mennesker, og man kan opnå de bedste resultater ved blot at tænke sig 

grundigt om med udgangspunkt i, hvad der normalt virker bedst for mennesker. 

 

Som arbejdsløs kontanthjælpsmodtager siden september kender jeg ”systemet” indefra, jeg ved, hvor skoen trykker, 

og hvordan man skaber forandring og udvikling for det enkelte menneske i frihed og for samfundet som helhed. Det er 

med dette som grundlag, at jeg søger stillingen, og at jeg har skrevet det vedlagte notat. 

 

Hvis du ønsker en direktør til at ”administrere” det nuværende system og embedsvælde i stilhed, er det ikke mig, du 

skal ansætte. Men ønsker du ”verdens bedste arbejdsmarked”, vil jeg glæde mig til at høre fra dig. 

 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

 

 

Stig Dragholm 

 
PS: Det er interessant, at stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen også er opslået på www.jobnet.dk, men at det ikke er muligt at søge 

netop denne stilling via denne ”officielle” side, da ”arbejdsgiver ikke har angivet en e-mail adresse”. Og det er interessant, at der stilles krav om, at 

stillingen skal søges via en ny og unødvendig indkodning af ens CV via en anden og ikke perfekt løsning på www.bm.dk – er www.jobnet.dk ikke godt 

nok? Dette er bureaukrati og tidsspilde, hr. departementschef ☺. 

 

My email to the Ministry and the Prime Minister 

And yes my friends and yes I DID IT and yes THIS TOO and yes NOT REALLY WORKING and yes SHOULD BE DEAD and 

yes IS WHAT I AM THINKING and yes SEEING YOU WORK and yes THIS IS THE FEELING I GET and yes WHAT I WOULD 

LIKE TO TELL THE WORLD and yes JUST FEELING HOW YOU ARE DOING MY FRIEND and yes THANK YOU FOR GIVING 

ME THIS OPPORTUNITY and yes THANK YOU OBAMA and yes FOR BEING HERE and yes FOR HELPING THE WORLD MY 

FRIEND and yes FOR HELPING THE PEOPLE OF GOD and yes so it is and yes my email and yes for the Ministry and yes 

the Danish Prime Minister and yes was as followed: 

 

”Kære Bo Smith, Inger Støjberg og Lars Løkke Rasmussen, 

 

Vedlagt fremsender jeg min ansøgning til stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen. Til ansøgningen ved-

lægger jeg mit notat om  

 

”Udvikling af verdens bedste, mest effektive og humane arbejdsmarked”, 

 

som vil medføre, at alle menneskers kompetencer vil blive anvendt fuldt ud, en meget betydelig vækst, verdens mest 

fleksible og konkurrencedygtige arbejdsmarked, afskaffelse af arbejdsløsheden samt et bedre og mere lykkeligt liv for 

alle. 

 

Baggrunden for, at min ansøgning også sendes via denne email, er, at funktionaliteten via www.bm.dk ikke giver mu-

lighed for at vedlægge mit notat med bilag, og at jeg også ønsker, at Beskæftigelsesministeren og Statsministeren di-

rekte modtager mit forslag til en omfattende reform af arbejdsmarkedet, som markant vil forbedre det danske sam-
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fund, hvis der er politikere, som har evnen, viljen og styrken til at gennemføre forslaget, som respekterer regeringens 

princip ”frihed under ansvar” i modsætning til den nuværende politik. 

 

Desuden vedlægges mit CV fra det offentliges officielle site www.jobnet.dk, som alle arbejdsløse ”tvinges” til at anven-

de, men som den øverste ansvarlige myndighed ved ansættelse af direktøren for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen har fundet 

det rigtigt ikke selv at anvende? Det svarer til, at Skatteministeren beslutter, at han ikke selv skal betale skat. Som det 

fremgår, er der en meget betydelig kvalitetsforskel i mit personlige CV i forhold til det ”officielle” standard CV, som 

hundredetusinder er tvunget til at anvende, og det er ikke det officielle CV, som er det bedste! Der er flere betragtnin-

ger herom i mit notat. 

 

Jeg glæder mig til at høre nærmere.” 

 

My memo to the Ministry and the Prime Minister 

And yes my friends and yes this is what I have been working hard on and yes to show the world and yes THAT YOU 

CAN CONTINUE AND YES WORKING and yes WITH YOUR ABSOLUTELY LAST WILL POWER and yes WHICH SHOULD NOT 

BE POSSIBLE BUT WHICH IS POSSIBLE AND YES WHEN ALL PEOPLE and yes WILL CROSS YOUR BORDERS and yes NOT 

AS MUCH and yes NOT EVEN CLOSE TO WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes ALSO WHY I DID THIS WORK and yes of course 

and yes to give you an example and yes of how I am working and yes WITHOUT ALL OF THE YES’ES and yes OF GOD 

and yes maybe good for you to read because of this David? And yes here it is and yes 14 pages long my ladies and gen-

tlemen: 

 
 

NOTAT 
 

 

Til: Departementschef Bo Smith, Beskæftigelsesministeriet 

 Beskæftigelsesminister Inger Støjberg 

 Statsminister Lars Løkke Rasmussen 

Fra: Stig Dragholm – kandidat til stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen 

Emne: Udvikling af verdens bedste, mest effektive og humane arbejdsmarked 

Dato: 23. oktober 2009 
 

 

Kære Bo, Inger og Lars, 
I forbindelse med, at jeg søger stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen, har jeg udarbejdet dette notat, 

som viser en ny vej - en vej til at skabe verdens bedste, mest effektive og humane arbejdsmarked, som vil gøre Dan-

mark til verdens mest fleksible og konkurrencedygtige samfund.  

 

Vi har i dag et jobformidlingssystem, der er ineffektivt, og som i det offentliges regi tager friheden væk fra og umyn-

diggør mennesker. Det kan vi gøre meget bedre. Vi kan udvikle et system, som giver det enkelte menneske værdighe-

den og arbejdsglæden tilbage, som forøger produktionen betragteligt via ”perfekte” ansættelser og fuld udnyttelse af 

samfundets ressourcer, som forenkler og betydeligt letter arbejdsgivernes byrde. 

 

Forudsætningen er, at der kan findes politisk vilje til at gennemføre denne meget påkrævede udvikling og forandring 

af det danske samfund. Og det kræver mod at gennemføre notatets forslag, selvom forslaget er indlysende rigtigt at 

gennemføre ud fra menneskelige hensyn og ”simpel logik” samtidig med, at det er i fuld overensstemmelse med beg-

ge regeringspartiers bærende idégrundlag og menneskesyn om ”frihed under ansvar”. Dette er årsagen til, at notatet 

også er stilet til Beskæftigelsesministeren og Statsministeren. Har I modet? 

 

Sammenfatning af notatets indhold og budskaber 
Notatets indhold og hovedbudskaber kan sammenfattes som følger: 

 

1.  Mennesker foretrækker altid ”frihed under ansvar” 
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• Vi er alle forskellige, men vi ønsker alle, at vi selv – og ikke andre - træffer vores egne beslutninger. 

• Vi har en menneskefjendsk beskæftigelsespolitik, som tvinger folk til at søge ”ethvert arbejde” for nogle og et 

”rimeligt arbejde” for andre (!), hvilket umyndiggør mennesker og gør dem magtes- og ansvarsløse. 

• En politik baseret på ”tvang og kvantitet” vil aldrig give bedre resultater end ”frihed og kvalitet”. 

• Regeringen har ”frihed under ansvar” som ufravigeligt princip, men har accepteret et system uden frihed. 

 

2. Mine personlige erfaringer med ”beskæftigelsespolitikken” 

 

• Jeg har siden september opnået erfaringer med ”systemet” som arbejdsløs kontanthjælpsmodtager. 

• Jeg er i aktivering og har mødepligt, men Jobcentret vurderer, at jeg er ”selvkørende uden mødepligt”. 

• Jobcentret i Hørsholm har INGEN professionelle hjælperedskaber, ingen opdateret faglig viden om arbejdsmar-

kedet, anvender ikke ”andre aktører” og evner ikke at rådgive mennesker på mit niveau. 

• Jobcentrets udtalte dilemma er, at de skal følge en lov, som kræver, at alle søger ”ethvert arbejde” samtidig 

med, at de er kede af at ”tvinge” folk i arbejde eller uddannelse, som folk kan ”gå psykisk ned på”. 

• Jobcentret har derfor bevidst givet mig ”frihed” til den 1. november, hvorefter de vil tvinge mig til at søge ”et-

hvert arbejde” som f.eks. rengørings- eller hjemmehjælp! Eventuelt i virksomhedspraktik, hvor jeg fortsætter på 

kontanthjælp i modsætning til mine nye ”kollegaer”, som får almindelig løn. Det er så nedværdigende en behand-

ling af mennesker, at staten burde indklages for Menneskeretsdomstolen i Haag! 

• Jobcentret mener, at mit CV er ”det bedste”, de nogensinde har set, men de anbefaler mig at ændre ordlyden 

af mine kompetencer, fordi jeg kan opfattes som ”hvem tror han, han er”, selvom jeg taler sandt. 

• Jobcentret kalder www.jobnet.dk for ”ubrugeligt” og ”en skændsel” og anbefaler, at jeg bruger mit eget CV. 

 

3. Mange ”jobformidlingssystemer” og ingen fungerer ”perfekt” 

 

• I Danmark findes der 91 jobcentre, 30 ”andre aktører”, 29 a-kasser, www.jobnet.dk og andre cv-portaler samt 

et stort antal tillægsforsikringer, vikar-/rekrutteringsbureauer og executive search virksomheder. 

• Alle har udviklet hvert deres rådgivningskoncept, materialer, CV-database, hjemmeside m.v., som alle dækker 

det samme behov for jobformidling – men ved gennemgang er der INGEN, som fungerer perfekt! 

• Alle yder forskellig rådgivning med vidt forskellig kvalitet, selv i det samme ”system” som for eksempel de 91 

Jobcentre, der har forskellige koncepter, dygtighed, kvalitet og ”politik” – i stedet for ét fælles koncept. 

• Det tager UTROLIGT langt tid for medarbejdere og arbejdsgivere at bruge disse mange systemer – det er inef-

fektivt og demotiverende, og det reducerer fleksibiliteten og kvaliteten på arbejdsmarkedet betydeligt.  

• Der findes millioner af individuelle CV’er, mange er ”pyntede”, de er svære at sammenligne og ingen (!) har fo-

retaget en fuldstændig rigtig og objektiv beskrivelse af deres personlige og professionelle kompetencer. 

• Virksomheders jobannoncer indeholder tilsvarende normalt ikke fuldstændige, objektive beskrivelser af alle 

nødvendige personlige og faglige kompetencer – og ofte er de forkerte og kvaliteten mangelfuld!  

• Resultatet er, at det er ”utroligt svært” at finde den rigtige medarbejder/virksomhed - der er INGEN systemer, 

hvor man helt enkelt og med det samme kan finde sit ”drømmejob” eller ”drømmemedarbejder”! 

 

4. Verdens bedste, mest enkle og effektive jobformidlingssystem 

 

• Mange udbydere og ”fri konkurrence” skaber ikke det perfekte jobformidlingssystem – www.jobnet.dk er blot 

ét eksempel på et system, der ikke fungerer perfekt. 

• Beslut via lovgivning at udvikle ét nyt system, som omfatter samtlige medarbejdere og stillinger i Danmark, 

hvor den fuldstændige og objektive sandhed om profilen for samtlige stillinger og medarbejdere identificeres og 

beskrives via anvendelse af de mest professionelle værktøjer, som inkluderes i systemet. 
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• Målet er at udvikle et perfekt system, som vil blive det eneste anvendte system af sin art, og som altid vil sikre 

et 100% objektivt match mellem samtlige medarbejdere og stillinger i Danmark. 

• Der udvikles en professionel karriere- og udviklingsplan for samtlige medarbejdere. 

• Systemet indeholder erhvervsnetværk, som hjælper alle i deres personlige og professionelle udvikling. 

• Systemet baseres på ”frihed under ansvar”, hvor den enkelte vælger frit og hvor den enkeltes ansvar er at leve 

op til fællesskabets mindste krav for alle (oprettelse af profil samt årlig opdatering). 

• Der etableres én ny virksomhed med de mest professionelle medarbejdere, som coacher og uddanner virk-

somheder og medarbejdere i systemet samt ved karriereudvikling og skift, arbejdsløshed m.v. 

• Samtlige unødvendige lovregler fjernes/forenkles og enhver uværdig behandling af mennesker ophører. 

• Danmarks og den enkelte medarbejders kompetencer vil blive anvendt fuldt ud, som vil medføre en betydelig 

økonomisk vækst, verdens mest fleksible og konkurrencedygtige arbejdsmarked, afskaffelse af arbejdsløsheden 

samt et bedre og mere lykkeligt liv for alle ☺☺☺. 

• Der opnås så betydelige besparelser ved afbureaukratisering i samfundet og gevinster ved produktivitetsfor-

bedring, at systemets forventede høje pris hurtigt tjenes hjem. 

• Det eksisterende ”system” vil formentlig kæmpe indædt imod dette forslag. Findes der beslutningstagere, som 

har modet, viljen og styrken til at skabe denne positive og eneste rigtige udvikling for os alle? 

  

I det efterfølgende beskrives de enkelte afsnit i større detalje. 

 

 
 

1 - Mennesker foretrækker altid ”frihed under ansvar” 
Hvis du får valgfriheden, vil du så som menneske træffe de beslutninger, andre beder dig om, eller vil du foretrække at 

træffe dine egne beslutninger? Eksempler: 

 

• Hvis du skal købe et hus, vil ”ethvert” hus uanset størrelse, beliggenhed og stand så passe dig perfekt? 

• Hvis du skal købe bil, vil en Toyota så ALTID være det bedste valg for dig, hvis jeg fortæller dig det? 

• Hvis jeg fortæller dig, at du skal spise yoghurt, vil du så gøre det, selvom du ikke kan fordrage yoghurt? 

 

Stiller man disse spørgsmål til 100 mennesker uanset køn, alder og politisk holdning, vil samtlige 100 formentlig besva-

re spørgsmålene med ”NEJ” – fordi det helt enkelt er SIMPEL LOGIK, at vi er forskellige som mennesker, og at ingen 

andre end jeg selv skal beslutte hvilket hus eller bil, jeg skal købe. 

 

Men hvad vil DU svare, hvis du er arbejdsløs og jeg siger, at du SKAL søge et job som rengøringshjælper? Vil du så gøre 

det, selvom du ikke kan fordrage dette arbejde, hvis jeg samtidig fortæller dig, at jeg stopper din økonomiske hjælp, 

hvis du nægter? Så kan det måske tænkes, at du vil acceptere, selvom det er dig inderligt imod? 

 

Og det er helt enkelt dét, det handler om. Vi har etableret en menneskefjendsk beskæftigelsespolitik, som strider 

imod enhver sund fornuft, og som tvinger folk til at søge arbejde eller uddannelse, som de ikke ønsker af deres egen 

fri vilje, som ikke modsvarer deres kompetencer og som hver eneste dag umyndiggør mennesker og gør dem magtes- 

og ansvarsløse.  

 

Er det virkelig sådan, at vi som mennesker ønsker at indrette os, eller er det resultatet af et system og et pampervæl-

de, som i bund og grund fungerer på basis af en prioritering af ”penge” som det vigtigste motiv og har ”detaljerede 

regler” som grundlag?  

”Mennesket trives bedst i  frihed under ansvar” ”Hvis mennesket berøves det person-lige ansvar, bliver det umyndiggjort, magtesløst og ansvarsløst” Venstres Principprogram 2006 
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Begge regeringspartier har ”frihed under ansvar” som sit bærende idégrundlag, fordi det helt enkelt er dét, vi alle øn-

sker som mennesker. Venstre går så langt, at det i deres principprogram fremgår, at ”individets frihed” er ”et afgø-

rende og ufravigeligt princip”, men hvordan kan det være, at en regering, der har dette ”ufravigelige princip” i så 

mange år har accepteret et system, der nedværdiger og umyndiggør mennesker ved at fratage dem deres personlige 

frihed og ansvar, hvis de modtager offentlig forsørgelse på grund af arbejdsløshed – og ved at beordre dem til at gøre 

handlinger, de aldrig ville gøre, hvis ikke de modtog forsørgelse? Det burde ganske enkelt ikke kunne finde sted. 

 

Er det fordi, at systemet i sig selv er så stærkt, at det er vanskeligt at ændre? Er det fordi, at vi har haft for svage mini-

stre/regeringer uden tilstrækkeligt knowhow og uden styrken til at skabe den nødvendige forandring? Eller er det for-

di, at regeringen vægter hensynet til ”penge” højere end sine egne ”ufravigelige principper”, selvom disse menneske-

ligt set er indlysende rigtige? 

 

Når Statsministeren, Finansministeren m.fl. drøfter rammerne for en ny Finanslov, er det så hensynet til at drive en 

”virksomhed med overskud” eller ”princippet om frihed”, der vægtes højest? Finansloven betyder, at der stilles krav til 

ministerierne om at bruge deres budget så ”effektivt” som muligt, og for Beskæftigelsesministeriet har ”systemet” be-

sluttet, at man skal ”tvinge” arbejdsløse i arbejde og stille krav til dem om at ansøge ”ethvert arbejde” (kontant-

hjælpsmodtagere) eller ”et rimeligt arbejde” (forsikrede), som i praksis er ethvert arbejde man kan udføre, fordi man 

tror, at dette er vejen til at spare flest mulige penge og til at ”hjælpe” folk hurtigt tilbage i arbejde. Men undervejs har 

politikerne mistet sit ”ufravigelige princip” om frihed: Hensynet til penge, det eksisterende system, dets regler og en 

”misforstået hjælp” har vægtet højere end at behandle mennesker rigtigt og anstændigt, hvor FORKERT dette end ly-

der. 

 

Hvis ”systemet” virkelig havde brugt sin sunde fornuft, ville det være kommet frem til, at ”tvang og kvantitet” aldrig 

vil give bedre resultater end ”frihed og kvalitet”. Det følger ligeledes af et naturligt princip. Hvis du for eksempel skal 

bygge et hus, og du modtager 100 tilbud på opførsel af huset, hvor 99 er tilbud på standardhuse, som ikke svarer til dit 

ønske, og tilbud nr. 100 præcist svarer til dine specifikationer, hvad vil du så gøre? Vil du så overfladisk læse de første 

99 tilbud uden særlig motivation og interesse, og i stedet koncentrere dig om tilbud nr. 100 og interesseret gennem-

læse dette i detalje?  

 

Så enkelt er valget virkeligt. Folk vil altid vælge ”kvalitet” tilpasset deres behov i stedet for ”kvantitet” - på samme 

måde som de altid vil vælge ”frihed” over ”tvang”, og den eneste rigtige måde at etablere et system på er derfor via 

”frihed og kvalitet” og ikke via ”tvang og kvantitet”. Det kan ikke være anderledes! 

 

Embedsmændene har fået magt til at udforme en arbejdsmarkedslovgivning med utroligt omfattende og detaljerede 

regler, som ”almindelige mennesker” ikke forstår og som beskæftiger et hav af mennesker helt unødvendigt. Der er et 

meget stort potentiale for at forenkle eller fjerne regler i dette system – men formentlig ikke, hvis man spørger det 

etablerede system, som har taget ”reglerne” til sig og lever og ånder for systemet. Det kræver også et stort politisk 

mod og gennemslagskraft virkeligt at forenkle disse regler – og det kræver, at man sætter folk som jeg i ledende posi-

tioner: Folk, der har den nødvendige viljestyrke og passion til at skabe virkelig forandring og udvikling til fordel for os 

alle.  

 

Statsministeren udtrykte regeringens ønske om forenkling i sin åbningstale således: ”Tiden er kommet til at give regel-

bunken et kritisk eftersyn” og ”for hver gang vi hiver en konkret regel frem, så vil en eller anden med sikkerhed sige: 

Lige den der regel har vi altså brug for”. Det er jeg enig i - det vil ofte være systemet selv, som kæmper imod en foran-

dring af det system, som det lever af og er en del af. 

 

Vi har altså her en situation, hvor regeringens helt grundlæggende og bærende idé om ”frihed under ansvar” ikke er 

ført ud i livet - nøjagtig som det sker for de fleste virksomheder, som ikke lever op til sine løfter om god adfærd, som 

den har lovet omverdenen via sine ”værdier”. Regeringen har med andre ord svigtet både sine idealer og sine vælgere 

indenfor dette vigtige område samtidig med, at Danmark som samfund ikke udnytter sine kompetencer og menneske-

lige ressourcer fuldt ud. Det har vi alle tabt på – vi er som samfund og som mennesker blevet ulykkelige, fordi vi ikke 

har gjort det godt nok, og fordi vi behandler mennesker uværdigt via den nuværende beskæftigelsespolitik. 
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For god ordens skyld kan oplyses, at jeg ikke er medlem af hverken Venstre eller et andet politisk parti, men at jeg 

udelukkende har anvendt citater fra den nuværende regerings principprogrammer til dette notat, fordi citaterne ud-

trykker, hvad der er menneskeligt rigtigt at gøre og hermed giver grundlaget for, hvordan samfundet bør indrettes. 

 

2 - Mine personlige erfaringer med ”beskæftigelsespolitikken” 
I september i år kom jeg uventet hjem fra et ophold i Kenya efter, at jeg til min overraskelse var blevet udvist af Keny-

as immigrationsmyndigheder, som fortalte mig, at det var ”ulovligt” for mig at bo hos en privat familie.  

 

Jeg havde ikke arbejde, bolig eller penge at vende tilbage til i Danmark, hvorfor jeg henvendte mig til Hørsholm Kom-

mune i slutningen af september for at få ”hjælp” til at komme i gang igen. Jeg var ikke forberedt på, hvad jeg skulle 

møde fra systemet i form af ”umyndiggørelse” på den ene side og medarbejdernes ”dilemma” på den anden siden i 

forhold til lovens manglende menneskelige hensyn, som det fremgår af mine følgende, foreløbige indtryk: 

 

Emne Indtryk 

1. Brochure fra 

Jobcentret 

I Hørsholm får man en brochure, som forklarer om indholdet af et seks ugers aktiveringsforløb, 

som iværksættes umiddelbart efter, at man har meldt sig arbejdsløs:  

 

• Hjælp med ”praktiske opgaver” og med jobsøgning 

• Hvordan et CV og ansøgninger skrives 

• Hvordan man søger job på internettet 

• Barrierer som forhindrer én i at finde et job, samt  

• Forberedelse af jobplan med arbejdsmål og aktiviteter. 

 

Brochuren gav mig det indtryk, at der ville foregå undervisning, og at folk ville modtage den 

hjælp, de har behov for – måske på deres individuelle niveau, som jeg forestillede mig. 

2. Ingen møde-

pligt i aktivering-

sperioden 

Da jeg ankom den første dag, fortalte Jobcentret, at jeg på den ene side var ”tvunget” til at mø-

de hver dag, hele dagen, i seks uger på Jobcentret – hvilket ville have taget al motivation fra 

mig, fordi jeg arbejder bedst med ”frihed under ansvar” – men fordi jeg var ”selvkørende”, fik 

jeg alligevel ”lov” til at følge min egen plan og arbejde, som det passer mig bedst, mod at jeg 

kommer til ”kontrolmøder” hver tirsdag og torsdag kl. 10.30. For nylig har jeg fået at vide, at 

min ”aktiveringsperiode” forlænges ud over de 6 uger – og ingen har spurgt, om jeg synes, det 

er en god idé, hvilket giver følelsen af magtesløshed og opgivenhed overfor ”systemet”.   

 

Stemningen blandt de arbejdsløse i Jobcentret, som kommunen vurderer ikke er ”selvkørende”, 

og som altså er tvunget til at være der for at ”motivere” og ”hjælpe” dem, bærer præg af mang-

lende aktivitet og ”glæde”. Det virker forkert. 

3. Ingen under-

visning 

I Hørsholm sker der INGEN systematiseret undervisning af de arbejdsløse. Der er ingen kurser 

for eksempel i jobsøgning (som i a-kasser m.fl.), og der er ingen ”andre aktører” tilknyttet. Job-

centret, deres to medarbejdere og deres faglige viden er det, man modtager her.  

4. Ingen opdate-

ret faglig viden og 

ingen materialer 

Jobcentrets medarbejdere har fået at vide, at de ikke behøver at have opdateret, detaljeret vi-

den omkring arbejdsmarkedet. Det vigtigste er, at de kan guide de arbejdsløse om ”muligheder” 

- som er muligheder, de fleste kan finde ud af selv.  

 

I praksis giver dette sig udtryk ved, at man ikke kender de forskellige aktører på arbejdsmarke-

det, og at man eksempelvis ikke ved, hvordan man kan hjælpe arbejdsløse med at identifice-

re/anvende deres netværk, som for mange kunne være en vej tilbage til arbejde. 

 

Det ville svare til, at jeg som professionel forsikringsrådgiver anbefaler en kunde at købe en for-

sikring uden at have kendskab til, hvordan forsikringen dækker. Det siger sig selv, at man kun 

kan rådgive professionelt, når man ved, hvad man taler om. I mit eksempel ville en kunde fra-

vælge mig som rådgiver på grund af ”uprofessionel optræden” og vælge en anden rådgiver i 

stedet. Men i dette system, kan jeg ikke vælge en anden rådgiver – her er det afgørende, at 

medarbejderen har en høj grad af faglig viden og professionel optræden. 

 

Samtidig har Jobcentret INTET materiale, som de udleverer til de jobsøgende, hvor for eksempel 
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en jobrådgivningsmappe, bøger m.v. tilpasset den enkeltes niveau kunne være værdifuld hjælp 

for mange. Og man har INGEN professionelle skabeloner eller ”koncepter”, som indgår som en 

del af arbejdet for at sikre en høj, ensartet kvalitet. 

 

I praksis modtager de arbejdsløse således den rådgivning, som hver enkelt medarbejder mener, 

er rigtig, og som han er i stand til at give med et for lavt fagligt niveau, ingen kvalitetskontrol og 

ingen hjælpeværktøjer. Det betyder også, at medarbejderne ikke evner at rådgive mennesker 

på mit niveau – de lider af samme problem, som det meste af arbejdsmarkedet: De udnytter 

ikke deres kompetencer fuldt ud, de har et langt større potentiale, end de får lov at vise, og de 

ville præstere mere og blive gladere som mennesker, hvis de fik lov til fuldt ud at anvende og 

løbende at udvikle deres kompetencer. 

 

Venstres principprogram siger, at ”den kommunale struktur skal til enhver tid sikre borgerne 

god service, et højt fagligt niveau” og ”være præget af høj effektivitet”. Dette er således ikke 

tilfældet i Jobcentret i Hørsholm som et eksempel på, hvordan mennesker overalt arbejder: På 

et for lavt fagligt niveau, med ligegyldighed og manglende kvalitet i arbejdet samt med ydelse af 

dårlig rådgivning. Det kan gøres LANGT bedre. 

5. Ingen coaching Jeg havde håbet at lære fra dygtige medarbejdere og at modtage ”kvalificeret coaching” fra 

Jobcentret tilpasset mit niveau, men jeg har ikke på noget tidspunkt modtaget uopfordret coa-

ching – og i praksis INTET af det, som brochuren lovede mig.  

 

Efter 6 besøg er der ingen i Jobcentret, som uopfordret har gennemlæst og tilbudt at give mig 

feedback på mit ”officielle” CV på www.jobnet.dk, som er det mindste, man forventer, når man 

”tvinges” til at komme her. Og jeg har ikke modtaget rådgivning om indholdet af www.jobnet.dk 

eller om andre CV-portaler på internettet: ”Det finder du selv ud af”, som jeg fik at vide, velsag-

tens fordi Jobcentret mener, at jeg er ”selvkørende”. 

 

I stedet har jeg fået at vide, hvad Jobcentret og deres ”arbejdsgiver” skal bruge fra mig for at 

dokumentere, at de ”overholder reglerne”, selvom de faktisk ikke overholder reglerne! Og hvis 

jeg ikke overholdt disse ”dokumentationskrav”, var det min forståelse, at man ville true med at 

fjerne min kontanthjælp, selvom jeg samtidig og flere gange udtrykkeligt har lovet, at jeg vil føl-

ge Jobcentrets krav til jobsøgning til punkt og prikke! 

 

Dette er ganske enkelt den værste form for bureaukrati, der eksisterer – i stedet for at modtage 

hjælp, som er det man ønsker, uanset hvilket niveau, man er på, så bliver man kontrolleret, be-

ordret imod ens vilje og man tvinges til mentalt at forsøge at forstå deres situation og systemets 

krav. Det er nøjagtigt modsat af, hvordan hjælpen skulle være og det er til at kaste op over! 

 

Og i Hørsholm har politikerne besluttet, at INGEN kontanthjælpsmodtagere – uanset niveau – 

skal modtage hjælp fra en ”anden aktør”. For folk på mit niveau er ydelser fra ”andre aktører” 

for ”dyre” og ”ikke pengene værd”, som en medarbejder udtrykte det.  

6. Krav om at sø-

ge vikarbureauer 

uden individuelle 

hensyn 

ALLE nye ”kunder” på Jobcentret i Hørsholm modtager den første dag en liste på 14 vikarbu-

reauer med besked på, at de SKAL søge disse og at de SKAL bede om en personlig samtale. Der 

tages ingen individuelle hensyn i forhold til den enkeltes baggrund og erfaring - alle bliver be-

handlet ens, selvom man har forskellige behov. 

 

Jobcentret har ikke viden om bureauernes specialer og ved tilsyneladende ikke, at det i praksis 

er umuligt at komme til personlige samtaler – der er ganske enkelt alt for mange ansøgninger i 

forhold til ressourcer. Listen med de 14 bureauer udelader mange bureauer, som for nogle kun-

ne være en hjælp at kontakte. Desuden eksisterede to bureauer ikke længere og et havde skif-

tet navn – et eksempel på alt for dårlig kvalitet i arbejdet. 

 

For mig var dette arbejde spild af tid. Kommunen gav mig ordre om at gøre dette uden at kende 

eller spørge ind til min situation og baggrund, og jeg ville aldrig have udført dette arbejde selv, 

hvis ikke jeg blev ”tvunget” til det. Jeg blev behandlet dårligt og følte mig umyndiggjort af et 

system, som beordrede mig, som ikke spurgte, lyttede eller forstod mig – på samme måde som 

alle mennesker naturligt vil føle sig dårligt behandlet, når de udsættes for samme oplevelse. 
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Af de 14 bureauer frasorterede jeg de, som ikke længere eksisterer og de, som lå ”alt for langt” 

fra mine kompetencer/interesser, og de resterende 8 skrev jeg til fuldstændig uden motivation. 

Kommunen havde besluttet på mine vegne, og jeg følte mig både ”magtes- og ansvarsløs” – en 

ubehagelig følelse! 

 

I denne sammenhæng er det interessant, at Venstres principprogram siger, at ”statens opgave 

er at håndhæve de individuelle frihedsrettigheder, så ingen bliver undertrykt af andre” – en 

opgave, som kommunen på statens vegne altså ikke håndhæver i dette system, her sker under-

trykkelsen stadig dagligt overfor mange mennesker.   

7. Kommunens 

”dilemma” – jeg gi-

ves ”frihed” frem til 

1. november 

Mit Jobcenter har det ”dilemma”, som de åbent har fortalt mig, at de skal forsøge at ”admini-

strere en lov i praksis”, og at de er ikke glade for at bede mennesker om at påtage sig et arbejde 

eller en uddannelse, som de ikke er motiveret for og som de ved, at mennesker kan gå ”psykisk 

ned på”. Jobcentret har derfor været så ”venlig”, at give mig ”frihed” indtil den 1. november til 

at følge min egen handlingsplan. 

 

Det er rare mennesker, der er ansat på Jobcentret, og jeg oplever ikke, at de har nogle personli-

ge motiver for ikke at hjælpe eller for at ”umyndiggøre” mig – de er blot et produkt af ”syste-

met”, og de kunne udføre et arbejde på et langt højere niveau, hvis systemet var anderledes. 

 

Via min egen plan fokuserer jeg nu på at søge ”relevante” jobs på mit naturlige niveau, hvor jeg 

kan anvende mine kompetencer fuldt ud – som jeg mener, er en menneskeret for alle – altså 

mit drømmejob, og jeg søger målrettet med den kvalitet, som jeg mener, er rigtig. Jo bedre kva-

litet, desto større chance er der for, at jeg kan komme i betragtning til stillingen – sådan vil det 

altid være! 

 

Jeg har indgået en mundtlig aftale med kommunen om, at jeg har min ”frihed” frem til den 1. 

november, men selvom vi har denne aftale, så har kommunen ikke ønsket, at aftalen skulle 

fremgå skriftligt af min handlingsplan, fordi dette ville ødelægge den ”dokumentation”, som 

Jobcentrets medarbejder har brug for i forhold til ”sin arbejdsgiver”, som han udtrykte det.  

 

Det kan her nævnes, at kommunen modtager 65% i refusion fra staten ved at have mig i ”akti-

vering” i stedet for 35%, selvom jeg i virkeligheden hverken modtager ”aktivering” eller ”hjælp” 

- i min situation handler det tilsyneladende mere om penge og reglerne om refusion fra staten 

end om at give en egentlig hjælp.  

 

Så dette er den ”underlige” situation, der i praksis viser sig i et Jobcenter, som forsøger at udvi-

se ”medmenneskelighed” – så langt, som de tør – og som samtidig fokuserer på at få så mange 

penge fra staten som muligt. 

8. Min han-

dlingsplan 

Jobcentret har som nævnt ingen opdateret viden om arbejdsmarkedet, og de har ingen profes-

sionelle skabeloner eller materiale, som de bruger som grundlag for deres arbejde. Jeg blev 

bedt om at lave min egen tids- og handlingsplan, og jeg blev overrasket over, at Jobcentret ikke 

anvender en professionel skabelon for at sikre en høj, ensartet kvalitet al den stund, at de ind-

går ”aftaler” med andre (giver ordrer) hver eneste dag. 

 

Vedlagte bilag indeholder min oprindelige handlingsplan, hvor punkterne 1-5 er min egen per-

sonlige plan, som jeg altså har fået frihed til at følge indtil den 1. november, og som jeg efter 

den 1. november vil fortsætte med at følge, hvis jeg ikke har fået arbejde, uanset de krav og den 

”modstand”, som jeg måtte møde fra Jobcentret. 

 

Punkt 6 i handlingsplanen er de krav, som jeg vil blive mødt af fra Jobcentret om at søge ”et-

hvert” arbejde fra den 1. november.  I denne min oprindelige plan har jeg givet dette punkt den 

laveste prioritet 3 ud af 3 for at tilkendegive min ”modstand mod systemet” og samtidig har jeg 

angivet ”november” som deadline, som svarer til min mundtlige aftale med Jobcentret. Men 

Jobcentret har som nævnt bedt mig ændre planen af hensyn til deres behov for dokumentation, 

og jeg fik ”ordrer” om at ændre prioritet 3 til 1 – selvom jeg har lovet at følge Jobcentrets krav 

til punkt og prikke på trods af denne prioritering – og samtidig at fjerne ”november”, således at 
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vi nu formelt ikke har en skriftlig aftale, som bekræfter vores mundtlige aftale. Sådan så min 

første plan altså ud – Jobcentret har senere fået en plan, som er opdateret efter deres ønske, 

ellers kunne dette muligvis have kostet mig kontanthjælpen! 

 

At have et system, hvor medarbejderne via sin adfærd så åbenlyst udviser sin foragt mod lov-

reglerne og også www.jobnet.dk (se senere) viser kun, at man har valgt en helt forkert løsning, 

som også for medarbejderne er vanskelig at håndtere. 

9. Jobcentrets 

krav fra den 1. no-

vember 

Hvis ikke jeg har fundet et arbejde inden 1. november efter min egen plan – som virkelig ikke er 

lang tid at give – så vil Jobcentret begynde at tvinge mig til at søge ”ethvert arbejde” fra den 1. 

november – et begreb, som også indeholder ”individuelle” fortolkningsmuligheder i mit Jobcen-

ter –  og på et tidspunkt vil kommunen ”formentlig” tilbyde min arbejdskraft med løntilskud til 

arbejdsgivere.  

 

Kommunen har allerede nævnt jobmuligheder som rengørings- eller hjemmehjælper, som er 

stillinger, der er relevante for de, der føler en naturlig motivation for at udføre dette arbejde, 

men ikke for mig, som motiveres af en helt anden type arbejde. Og samtidig kan kommunen 

bestemme, at de vil tilbyde min arbejdskraft ”gratis” i en periode til en arbejdsgiver, hvor jeg vil 

fortsætte med at modtage kontanthjælp, og jeg kan her udsættes for den helt urimelige be-

handling, at blive tvunget til et arbejde, som jeg kan gå ”psykisk ned på” og samtidig til en bety-

delig lavere løn end mine ”nye kollegaer”.  

 

Den danske regering burde indklages for Menneskeretsdomstolen i Haag, fordi dette er ganske 

enkelt en overtrædelse af elementære menneskelige rettigheder og så uværdigt, som man kan 

behandle mennesker. Tror I, at jeg ”glæder” mig til at modtage denne behandling, hvis ikke jeg 

har fundet et arbejde forinden? 

10. Systemets fo-

kus på kvantitet 

Jobcentret har fortalt mig, at det tidligere krav om at alle arbejdsløse skal søge et fast antal stil-

linger hver uge er blevet opgivet, fordi det skabte et uoverskueligt bureaukrati og spild af arbej-

de for både virksomheder og jobsøgere. Det viser systemets tænkemåde, som alle med ”sund 

fornuft” naturligvis kan konkludere er forkert. 

 

Men kravet om at søge ”ethvert arbejde” skaber stadig ”flere hundrede” ansøgninger til almin-

delige stillinger, hvor arbejdsgivere ”automatisk” frasorterer eller kun bruger meget kort tid 

(Jobcentret nævnte 25 sekunder) på at læse standard ansøgninger, fordi de ikke indeholder den 

kvalitet, som de ønsker – fordi ansøgerne ikke lever op til de ”specifikationer”, som arbejdsgive-

ren har angivet. 

 

Og det er det spørgsmål, vi kan stille til arbejdsgiverne: Vil I foretrække at modtage 10 PERFEK-

TE ansøgninger til en stilling, og at læse disse omhyggeligt, eller vil I hellere modtage måske 200, 

hvor I så frasorterer de fleste uden rigtigt at læse dem med risikoen for, at det er de forkerte, I 

frasorterer? Det er denne ”sygdom”, som hele arbejdsmarkedet lider af. Alt for mange og for 

dårlige ansøgninger og for dårligt udformede stillingsannoncer: Alt for dårlig kvalitet i arbejdet, 

som kun kan skabe dårlige resultater! 

 

Og det er det spørgsmål, vi kan stille til jobsøgere. Vil du foretrække, at søge ”ethvert arbejde” 

eller dit drømmearbejde, som passer dig perfekt og som gør dig lykkelig? 

11. www.jobnet.dk

: ”Ubrugeligt” og 

”en skændsel” 

Jobcentret har overfor mig givet www.jobnet.dk følgende ”dom: ”Ubrugeligt” og ”en skænd-

sel”! 

 

Jobcentret anbefaler mig IKKE at bruge et CV fra www.jobnet.dk, når jeg søger arbejde. Mit CV 

via dette system er ukoncentreret, indeholder som standard ikke personlige kompetencer og 

fylder 9 sider – i sammenligning fylder mit eget, personlige og koncentrerede CV 2 sider. 

 

Og ét af de store problemer er, at dette det ”officielle” danske jobformidlingssystem ikke er an-

erkendt som dette, fordi der findes ”private” alternativer, som er mere udbredte, og som an-

vendes af flere ansøgere og virksomheder. Den 21. oktober indeholdt www.jobnet.dk for ek-

sempel 4.529 jobannoncer med 6.583 stillinger, hvor www.ofir.dk indeholdt 7.566 annoncer 

med 11.349 stillinger og hvor www.jobindex.dk indeholdt 7.254 annoncer med 10.900 stillinger. 
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Det ”officielle” system skal naturligvis indeholde samtlige stillinger og være anerkendt som det 

bedste system. 

 

Min opfattelse er, at www.jobnet.dk indeholder spændende tanker, og jeg kan særligt godt lide 

den detaljerede standardliste med faglige kompetencer for samtlige stillinger og hermed den 

metodik og datasikkerhed, der opnås. Men systemet indeholder ikke ”personlige kompetencer”, 

som er helt afgørende, når man skal vurdere en personlig profil, og udskriften fra systemet er 

bestemt ikke veldesignet. Resultatet er, at systemet ikke kan give et 100% optimalt match –  

jobsøgere kan ikke umiddelbart finde deres drømmejob, og virksomheder kan ikke umiddelbart 

finde deres drømmemedarbejder. Dette kan gøres bedre – langt bedre endda! 

12. Jobcentrets 

feedback på mit 

personlige CV 

På direkte opfordring har jeg modtaget feedback fra lederen af Jobcentret på mit eget, person-

lige CV. Det er helt afgørende for forståelsen at vide, at de beskrevne kompetencer i mit CV 

udelukkende er baseret på objektive fakta, og at jeg som person ikke er selvhævdende. 

 

Da lederen så CV’et første gang, udbrød hun impulsivt, at det er ”det bedste CV, jeg nogensinde 

har set” - og hun har arbejdet 10-12 år i Jobcentret. 

 

Efter at have læst CV’et i detalje har hun skrevet et kort notat med hendes vurdering, som in-

kluderer positive tilbagemeldinger om design, overskuelighed og at det er en god idé at placere 

mine personlige kompetencer øverst i venstre hjørne, idet ”de fleste virksomheder har stor inte-

resse i netop disse”.  

 

Men hun skriver også, at CV’et kan ”forekomme meget bombastisk i forhold til det ordvalg, der 

er brugt – og der er risiko for at fremstå som et ”supermenneske”, der kan løbe ind i ”hvem tror 

han, han er” hos modtageren”. Og så anbefaler hun, at jeg ikke omtaler mig selv som den ”dyg-

tigste” men som ”dygtig” eller ”god”, og at jeg ikke skriver, at jeg ”har præsteret bedre end 

samtlige kollegaer med videregående uddannelser” men at jeg ændrer det til ”præsteret på lige 

fod”.  

 

Hun skriver, at ”dygtigt” er et ord, der bruges af andre om én, og at Janteloven ofte træder i 

kraft, når man giver udtryk for, at man er bedre end andre. 

 

Hvad gør man, når folk beder én om at ændre sandheden, fordi der er risiko for, at andre vil 

misforstå én på grund af Janteloven? Hvis jeg gjorde dette, ville det betyde, at jeg ikke skrev den 

objektive sandhed om mig selv, og det ville betyde, at jeg ville fratage andre muligheden for at 

forstå mine kompetencer og velegnethed i forhold til stillingen. Dette er sandheden, men det 

skal siges, at jeg også har fået samme tilbagemelding fra andre, som går endnu længere ved at 

sige, at ”hvis jeg ønsker et arbejde”, er det nødvendigt at ændre ordlyden af mine kompetencer 

– med andre ord at ”lyve”. En enkelt har dog også sagt, at det måske netop er mine valg af ord, 

som vil medføre, at en virksomhed gerne vil se, hvem der som person står bag. 

 

Hvis jeg skrev, at mine kompetencer er blandt ”gennemsnittet”, ville folk sikkert tro på mig, og 

hvis jeg skrev, at mine kompetencer var blandt de dårligste, ville den omvendte Jantelov måske 

træde i kraft. Nu har jeg skrevet sandheden, og folk har mulighed for at ”teste” mig, men mange 

vil nok vælge ikke at tro på mig alene på grund af deres ”personlige overbevisning”, uden at de i 

øvrigt kender mig. 

 

Disse mennesker vil tro, at jeg bevidst har ”pyntet” på mit CV, som mange andre gør. Folk for-

står ikke hinanden, de forstår ikke hinandens kompetencer, der findes ingen systemer, som gør 

dette arbejde perfekt og folk har ikke tillid til hinanden. Og derfor er det i dag umuligt at finde 

det ”perfekte match” mellem virksomhed og medarbejder! Men det kan lade sig gøre med et 

nyt system, hvis der er en vilje. Derfor! 

 

Lederen i Jobcentret har også anbefalet mig at udarbejde en ”light” udgave af mit CV (fjerne  

detaljerne fra side 2), selvom hun mener, at mit CV er overskueligt! Argumentet er, at folk ikke 

læser CV’ets detaljer ved første gennemlæsning, og derfor mener hun, at jeg kan bruge et 

”light” CV til ”første runde” og mit nuværende CV til ”næste runde”, hvor folk læser CV’er i stør-
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re detalje.  

 

Og det er som nævnt dette, der er det store problem på arbejdsmarkedet: Kvantitet i stedet for 

kvalitet. Der burde være færre og bedre ansøgninger, og modtageren af et CV bør læse CV’et i 

detalje allerede ved første gennemlæsning, hvis det er fra en ”perfekt” ansøger. Af denne årsag 

har jeg ikke ændret mit CV – men jeg er enig i, at det i et fremtidigt system skal være muligt at 

vise det samme CV med eller uden detaljer. 

 

Hvis man har været vant til at arbejde på et vist niveau – for eksempel som departementschef eller minister – og man 

uventet bliver arbejdsløs og har brug for forsørgelse, er det – som det fremgår ovenfor – menneskeligt vanskeligt at 

blive mødt af et system, som er tvunget til at gennemføre en lov, der ikke udviser menneskelige hensyn.  

 

Hvordan ville du Bo, Inger eller Lars reagere, hvis I mistede jeres arbejde og blev tvunget til at søge stillinger som for 

eksempel rengørings- eller hjemmehjælper, hvor kommunen følger op på og kontrollerer, at I gør, som I bliver beor-

dret, og hvor I ikke modtager nogen reel coaching overhovedet? Hvordan tror I, at dette føles?  

 

Det er dét system, I er ansvarlige for, og det er sådan, at det fungerer. Er det den måde, I ønsker at indrette samfundet 

på? I har ikke gennemført den politik, som I virkelig står for – at give mennesker et frit valg og at hjælpe dem med høj 

faglig viden, når de har et behov. 

 

Det er ganske enkelt ikke godt nok – det kan vi gøre bedre! 

 

3 – Mange ”jobformidlingssystemer” og ingen fungerer ”perfekt” 
I dag er problemet, at der i et lille land som Danmark findes utroligt mange virksomheder, som alle har ”opfundet den 

dybe tallerken” og som alle ”forsøger” at hjælpe folk i arbejde igen via forskellige ”jobformidlingssystemer”: 

 

• 91 jobcentre, som hver især har deres koncepter, ”regler” og økonomi, 

• ca. 30 ”andre aktører”, som hver især har deres koncepter og som hjælper ”visse”, men ikke alle jobcentre, 

• www.jobnet.dk og mange andre CV-portaler på internettet med hver deres cv-database og struktur, 

• 29 a-kasser, som hver især har deres ”tilbud” om at hjælpe folk ”hurtigt i gang”, 

• Private tillægsforsikringer, som kan indeholde yderligere ”tilbud/krav” om ”jobrådgivning”, 

• Et stort antal vikar- og rekrutteringsbureauer med forskellige koncepter og cv-databaser, 

• Mange executive search virksomheder, som yder ”professionel” service overfor virksomheder, men som ikke 

giver kandidater samme kvalitetsbehandling, når man fremsender sit CV. Headhunteren modtager sin betaling fra 

virksomheder, og det betyder, at også han bruger utroligt kort tid på første gennemlæsning af CV’er (ca. 60 se-

kunder ifølge én kilde) og hermed reelt ikke får en forståelse af kandidatens kompetencer. Selv disse de mest 

”professionelle” virksomheder har ikke avancerede IT-systemer, som kan give et perfekt match, som måske vil 

overraske mange mennesker – de arbejder i virkeligheden ikke på det højeste kvalitetsniveau, som de påstår. 

 

Det er velkendt, at de fleste CV’er i dag er uensartede, at mange overdriver deres kompetencer og resultater, og at 

det er næsten umuligt at se personen bag CV’et og dennes virkelige kompetencer. Mange virksomheders stillingsan-

noncer er tilsvarende mangelfuldt eller forkert beskrevet, mange stiller krav om ”faglig erfaring” eller ”videregående 

uddannelse”, uden at virksomhederne egentlig har overvejet, om dette er reelle krav, hvor fakta i mange situationer 

er, at kravene ofte er unødvendige, og at det i virkeligheden er de personlige kompetencer, som er afgørende for at 

kunne udføre stillingen, og hvor den faglige viden kan læres ved en fokuseret indsats.  

 

Når der samtidig er så mange forskellige jobformidlingssystemer i Danmark, som tilfældet er, og hvor ingen af dem 

virkelig fungerer perfekt, opnås der kun ét helt sikkert og forudsigeligt resultat, og det er, at det er utroligt svært for 

virksomheder at finde de ”rigtige” medarbejdere og for jobsøgere at finde deres drømmejobs. 
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Og når man som virksomhed ikke har de ”perfekte” medarbejdere til sine stillinger, og når man som medarbejder ikke 

arbejder i sit ønskejob, så medfører det, at produktionen og konkurrencekraften er betydeligt lavere i forhold til, hvad 

den kunne være, hvis man blot gør det, der er indlysende rigtigt for alle i samfundet: At udvikle og anvende ét system, 

som fungerer perfekt, se afsnit 4 herom. 

 

Som jobsøgende har jeg stiftet bekendtskab med dette store ”jobformidlingssystem” med dets underskov af mange 

forskellige virksomheder og koncepter, og der er flere ting, jeg har bemærket: 

 

• Utroligt mange virksomheder/mennesker har brugt utroligt mange ressourcer på at udvikle ”den dybe taller-

ken”, og ingen af dem har udviklet et system, som lever op til formålet om at skabe 100% objektivt, rigtige mat-

ches mellem jobsøgere og arbejdsgivere – INGEN! 

• Dernæst koster det UTROLIGT MEGET tid både for jobsøgere og arbejdsgivere, når man har brug for en ny virk-

somhed/medarbejder.  

o Som jobsøger skal man igen og igen indlægge sit CV og sine data i de mange forskellige CV-databaser, som 

findes hos CV-portaler, rekrutteringsfirmaer og executive search virksomheder på internettet og som alle in-

deholder begrænsninger. Det koster meget tid og går ud over motivationen, fordi det er besværligt og inef-

fektivt. 

o I praksis er det sjældent, at man får en henvendelse fra en arbejdsgiver via disse CV portaler, fordi det er som 

at lede efter en ”nål i en høstak”, når en arbejdsgiver skal finde en medarbejder, fordi man ikke kan søge 

100% præcist på den profil, man har behov for – fordi ingen portaler indeholder den enkeltes fuldstændige 

og objektive kompetencer, de fleste udelader helt personlige kompetencer. Man får ganske enkelt alt for 

mange ”matches”, når man søger, som betyder, at kvaliteten er betydeligt lavere end ønsket, og det kræver 

meget lang tid at gennemgå søgeresultaterne – en tid, som de færreste arbejdsgivere har. Derfor vælger 

mange arbejdsgivere at outsource denne opgave til rekrutteringsvirksomheder, som har nøjagtigt samme 

problem, når de bruger samme systemer til at søge i. 

o Arbejdsgivere, rekrutteringsvirksomheder og executive search virksomheder modtager et unødvendigt stort 

antal ansøgninger, som ikke er målrettede. På grund af dette samt begrænsede ressourcer bliver CV’er ikke 

gennemlæst omhyggeligt – vi har således et system af kvantitet og ikke kvalitet. 

• Afhængig af om man er forsikret eller ikke forsikret, har det offentlige to forskellige systemer, som ”hjælper” 

ved arbejdsløshed. Enten igennem a-kassen eller igennem kommunen med to forskellige sæt af regler, medarbej-

dere og tilbud og med betydelig forskel i størrelsen af den økonomiske hjælp, som de arbejdsløse modtager. Man 

har således ikke bare ét men to bureaukratiske systemer, som deler befolkningen i en ”superliga” og en ”bundli-

ga” uden, at der er forskel på, hvad befolkningen har behov for at modtage af hjælp. Det kan ganske enkelt gøres 

bedre – ved at etablere ét system, som gælder for alle og som kan tilpasses den enkeltes rådgivningsbehov. 

• For kontanthjælpsmodtagere er indholdet og kvaliteten af de ydelser og den rådgivning, man modtager fra 

Jobcentret meget forskellig afhængig af bopæl, kommunens og Jobcentrets prioriteter, økonomi og faglige kom-

petencer – og kvaliteten svinger formentlig over flere niveauer fra ”ikke eksisterende”, som gælder i min situati-

on, til ”tilfredsstillende” for andre. 

o Hvordan kan vi acceptere, at der på grund af ”tilfældigheder” – lokale ledere og medarbejdere, som ikke gør 

deres udviklings- og daglige arbejde ordentligt eller lokale ”politikere”, som træffer forskellige beslutninger 

uden reelt at kende til konsekvenserne - er betydelig forskel i indholdet og kvaliteten af den service, som vi 

tilbyder arbejdsløse over hele landet? Burde vi ikke have ét system med en ensartet, høj kvalitet, som sikrer 

alle en ”perfekt” og hurtig service uanset bopæl? 

o Hvis vi er syge og har brug for en ambulance, forventer vi, at der kommer en ambulance hurtigt, og at den 

sikkert og effektivt transporterer os til hospitalet. Det ville være helt utænkeligt, hvis der visse steder i landet 

ikke sendes en ambulance, fordi kommunen ikke har råd, at ambulancen er punkteret, eller at man beder folk 

tage bussen i stedet.  Vi ønsker, at alle mennesker modtager den bedste og en ensartet service – og dette er 

nævnt som et eksempel for at tydeliggøre, at det er samme princip, som mennesker ønsker også indenfor 

”beskæftigelsespolitikken”. 
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• Det nuværende system er ganske enkelt alt for ”komplekst”. Det tager alt for lang tid at forstå, sætte sig ind i, ar-

bejde med og følge op på, hvis man telefonisk eller via mail beslutter sig for at kontakte alle de virksomheder og 

jobformidlere, som ikke har haft tid til at give én ordentlig feedback, når man har fremsendt sin ansøgning og sit 

CV, fordi alle drukner i ikke målrettede henvendelser fra et alt for stort antal mennesker. 

 

4 – Verdens bedste, mest enkle og effektive jobformidlingssystem 
Og budskabet er virkelig så enkelt, som det er sagt. Tro ikke, at mange udbydere og ”fri konkurrence” skaber det bed-

ste og mest effektive jobformidlingssystem – det gør det ikke! Det ”officielle Danmarks” system www.jobnet.dk er blot 

ét ud af mange systemer, som ikke fungerer perfekt, som ikke har det bedste image og som mit lokale Jobcenter som 

tidligere nævnt har beskrevet som ”ubrugeligt” og ”en skændsel”. 

 

Hovedtanken i mit forslag er, at der foretages en gennemgribende oprydning i hele denne branche, og at der via lov-

givning udvikles ét nyt system, som kommer til at omfatte samtlige medarbejdere, virksomheder og stillinger i Dan-

mark uden undtagelser – med andre ord samtlige mennesker i arbejdsstyrken! Målet er at udvikle ét system så per-

fekt, at der ikke er brug for andre systemer, at dette system er det eneste system af sin art, og at det sikrer et 100% 

objektivt, rigtigt match mellem samtlige medarbejdere og stillinger i Danmark. 

 

Det skal være et system, som er bedre end samtlige andre systemer i verden, og som 

  

• Sikrer, at samtlige personer i arbejdsstyrken inkluderes med deres CV – eller deres ”personlige profil”, som er et 

bedre ord og som herefter anvendes – og som opdateres mindst én gang om året. Alle vil få deres egen, ”officiel-

le” og unikke ”personlige profil” i dette system, som indeholder én standard i den højeste, tænkelige kvalitet i 

stedet for de mange tusinder/millioner forskellige, individuelle CV’er og de mange forskellige online CV’er, som 

findes i dag, som alle er fejlbehæftede og mangelfulde i forhold til ”den perfekte standard”. 

• Baseres på ”frihed under ansvar”, hvor friheden er det individuelle, frie valg for hvert menneske – også når man 

modtager økonomisk support ved arbejdsløshed - og hvor ansvaret er, at hver enkelt opfylder de rimelige krav, 

som vi i fællesskabet er enige om, hvilket her vil sige, at alle deltager i systemet, at alle har et ansvar for at opda-

tere sin personlige profil mindst én gang årligt og at alle uden arbejde fokuseret og målrettet arbejder fuld tid på 

at sikre sig et nyt arbejde. For folk, der ikke kan administrere det tildelte ansvar, er det nødvendigt at iværksætte 

sanktioner, som vil motivere dem til at opfylde kravene og for at kunne modtage deres frihed tilbage. 

• Identificerer og beskriver den objektive sandhed om samtlige medarbejderes personlige og professionelle kompe-

tencer og niveauet for disse mellem for eksempel 0 og 100. Dette skal ske via exceptionel kvalitet i udviklingsar-

bejdet, uddannelse/coaching, indbyggede fejl- og kontrolsystemer, anvendelse af de mest professionelle redska-

ber, som alle får adgang til og ”detaljerede standardvalg”, som indlægges i systemet og som gør, at de personlige 

profiler kan sammenlignes direkte med hinanden. Arbejdet er helt afgørende for, at målet om 100% perfekte 

matches mellem personlige profiler og stillingsprofiler opnås. 

• Udover kompetencer indeholder alle relevante detaljer om den enkeltes erhvervserfaring, tidligere arbejdsgivere, 

jobbeskrivelser, resultater, uddannelse, kurser m.v., og det skal være muligt at vise profilen på det informations-

niveau, man ønsker (overordnet/detaljeret). 

• Indeholder strukturerede og gennemtænkte karriere- og udviklingsplaner for samtlige medarbejdere, som tager 

højde for den enkeltes særlige kompetencer og interesseområder, og som bistår den enkeltes fortsatte personlige 

og professionelle udvikling og uddannelse frem mod det realistiske mål, som medarbejderen og virksomheden har 

etableret i fællesskab. Beskrivelsen af kompetencer, øvrige informationer samt karriere- og udviklingsplaner sker i 

samarbejde mellem medarbejder og arbejdsgiver eller Jobcenter. 

• Indeholder 100% nøjagtige stillingsprofiler for samtlige stillinger i Danmark med detaljerede beskrivelser af ar-

bejdsindhold samt krav til personlige og professionelle kompetencer. Systemet skal via exceptionel kvalitet i ud-

viklingsarbejdet, uddannelse/coaching, indbyggede fejl- og kontrolsystemer samt detaljerede standardvalg sikre, 

at alle stillingsprofiler beskrives 100% objektivt og rigtigt. Dette arbejde er også helt afgørende for, at målet om 

100% perfekte matches mellem personlige profiler og stillingsprofiler opnås.  

• I brugervenlighed, design, in- og output og præcise matches mellem virksomheder/medarbejdere har den hø-

jeste kvalitet i verden. Samtlige oplysninger skal indlægges med stor akkuratesse og detalje, og systemets fejl- og 
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kvalitetskontrol er afgørende for, at systemet virker i henhold til formålet. Den måde, som mange personer arbej-

der på i dag med fejl og manglende omhyggelighed er ikke forenelig med systemets formål, og derfor kan det ikke 

understreges nok, at systemet standardiseres med detaljerede valg, og at der indbygges de mest professionelle 

redskaber i verden til identifikation af kompetencer m.v., som indgår som en obligatorisk del af systemet ved an-

vendelse. Tanken er, at mennesker og virksomheder automatisk motiveres til at anvende systemet, fordi det giver 

fantastiske resultater. 

• Indeholder yderligere funktionalitet, som vil komme alle brugere af systemet til gavn – for eksempel biblioteker 

med adgang til al relevant information/litteratur om ledelse, samarbejde, jobsøgning m.v., som stilles gratis til rå-

dighed og som i sig selv vil medvirke til en yderligere udvikling af befolkningens kompetenceniveau. 

• En væsentlig del indeholder professionelle netværk på kryds og tværs af medarbejdere og virksomheder, som 

mødes online og personligt, og hvor de mest professionelle netværksredskaber anvendes for at sikre professionel-

le og uformelle kontakter, personlig og professionel udvikling, spændende aktiviteter (udenfor almindelig arbejds-

tid!) og support for eksempel i tilfælde af arbejdsløshed. 

 

Som fundament for det ny system fjernes samtlige unødvendige lovregler, kontrol og nedværdigende ordninger, og i 

stedet hjælpes folk via systemet og efter individuelt ønske via coaching/uddannelse med at finde sit ”drømmearbej-

de” og til fuldt ud at anvende og udvikle sine kompetencer inklusive ikke opdagede sider af sig selv. Systemet vil hjæl-

pe Danmark til nye højder og til at afskaffe arbejdsløshed! 

 

Med verdens bedste jobformidlingssystem vil Danmark opnå 

 

• Verdens hurtigste og mest effektive jobformidling. På grund af systemets kvalitet og objektivitet vil det være 

unødvendigt at teste, vurdere og interviewe kandidater, som det sker i dag. Systemet er så godt, at dette allerede 

er sket, og man sparer hermed ugers eller måneders unødvendig ventetid på arbejdsgivere eller rekrutteringsvirk-

somheder, som man i dag sender ansøgninger til, og som behandler folks henvendelser manuelt med ”meget 

svingende kvalitet”, usikre resultater og som måske aldrig vender tilbage. 

• Optimal anvendelse af landets og den enkelte medarbejders kompetencer, hvilket vil medføre en betydelig vækst, 

større produktion og konkurrencekraft og større velstand for hver enkelt menneske. 

• Verdens bedste og mest fleksible arbejdsmarked, som hurtigt vil kunne omstille sig til stigende eller faldende ef-

terspørgsel indenfor specifikke erhverv. Via systemet kan man umiddelbart søge efter overskydende eller mang-

lende arbejdskraft i et eller flere erhverv, som kan tilføres fra eller overføres til andre erhverv, hvor der er person-

lige profiler med kompetencer, som matcher perfekt. 

• Fuldstændig eliminering af et stort og omfattende bureaukrati, som blandt andet omfatter millioner af ikke rele-

vante ansøgninger, hvilket betyder en langt bedre kvalitet i jobsøgningsprocessen end i dag. 

• En uhørt grad af glæde og tilfredshed hos samtlige medarbejdere og arbejdsgivere. Alle medarbejdere får deres 

ønskejob og alle virksomheder får de ”bedste” medarbejdere, som passer perfekt til stillingen. Det skaber en stor 

udvikling af mennesker og alene af denne årsag et mere lykkeligt liv for alle. 

 

Med verdens bedste jobformidlingssystem og arbejdsmarked følger professionel coaching/uddannelse af virksomhe-

der og medarbejdere, som for eksempel kan varetages af de ledere og medarbejdere, som i dag er ansat i jobcentre, 

rekrutteringsvirksomheder m.fl., og som samles i én ny virksomhed. Målet er at hjælpe hver enkelt individuelt på den-

nes præmisser og i forhold til dennes erfaring og niveau. Opgaverne kan indeholde: 

 

• Ansvar for drift, vedligeholdelse og den videre udvikling af systemet inklusive de tilknyttede redskaber. 

• Uddannelse og udvikling af brugere i anvendelsen af systemet, redskaber, materialer til selvlæring m.v.  

• Coaching ved beskrivelse og indlæggelse af samtlige stillinger og personlige profiler i systemet. 

• Coaching ved søgning af nyt arbejde, skift af erhverv, karriere- og udviklingsplaner m.v. 

• Udarbejdelse af professionelle skabeloner til brug for coaching, herunder den strukturerede coaching-samtale, 

behovsanalyse, udvikling og anvendelse af ”perfekt” skriftlig og mundtlig kommunikation, handlingsplaner m.v., 
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som vil sikre, at alle coaches arbejder med samme professionelle koncepter, samme effektivitet og på samme hø-

je niveau. Dette vil forbedre oplevelsen og udbyttet af rådgivningen markant. 

• Rådgiverne skal have den højeste grad af faglig viden, som skal sikres via værktøjer, selvlæring og uddannelse. Det 

skal være en ære at vide mest omkring det, man rådgiver om, og der skal etableres et system, hvor rådgivernes 

faglige viden og service testes med regelmæssige mellemrum, hvor der udarbejdes tilfredshedsanalyser blandt 

brugerne, og hvor der lægges karriere- og udviklingsplaner, så det tilsikres, at rådgiverne løbende udvikler sig fag-

ligt og personligt til glæde for sine brugere og ikke mindst sig selv. 

 

Systemet vil koste mange penge at udvikle, men set i forhold til det offentliges nuværende udgift til arbejdsløshed på 

ca. 35 mia. kr. om året, som kan stige til 100 mia. kr., hvis arbejdsløsheden skulle stige til tidligere tiders niveauer, vil 

engangsudgiften til udvikling og implementering af systemet være begrænset. Og drivkraften vil være en enorm be-

sparelse via eliminering af unødvendige processer samt en enorm effektivitetsforøgelse i hele samfundet hvert eneste 

år, som meget hurtigt vil tjene etableringsomkostningerne hjem. 

 

Systemet skal IKKE udvikles af ”jurister” og ”regel-sættere”. Systemet skal udvikles af folk med omfattende viden og 

knowhow indenfor formidling af arbejde, identifikation af kompetencer, erfaring med de mest professionelle tests og 

redskaber, ledelse, organisering, kvalitet m.v. – og udviklingsarbejdet skal følge det mest professionelle projektforløb, 

som nogensinde er set, hvor der ikke levnes risiko for fejludvikling, som det er set før i den offentlige sektor på grund 

af manglende kvalitet og omhyggelighed i arbejdet. 

 

Der skal udvikles en uddannelses- og implementeringsplan, som skal omfatte samtlige virksomheder og medarbejde-

re, hvor det tilsikres, at alle får tilstrækkelig information, uddannelse, viden og adgang til redskaber, som gør, at alle 

kan bruge systemet, som det er tiltænkt: Med den største grad af kvalitet.  

 

Så enkelt kan det gøres – men systemet kan kun opfylde sit formål, hvis det udvikles med den bedste kvalitet, hvis det 

bliver det eneste jobformidlingssystem i Danmark, og hvis det omfatter alle i arbejdsstyrken. Dette er målet og dette 

kan udvikles og gennemføres, hvis der er en politisk vilje! 

  

Systemet er så indlysende rigtigt, at alle mennesker umiddelbart bør kunne se, at det ikke kan etableres på andre må-

der, men jeg vurderer, at der alligevel vil være modstand mod det nye system fra det ”system”, som bruger og er ”af-

hængig” af det nuværende system og fra de, der tror på, at ”fri konkurrence” altid er bedre end ét ”offentligt” system. 

De vil gøre alt, hvad de kan for at modarbejde det nye system, og det vil for disse være hensynet til ”penge” og ”fri 

konkurrence”, som vejer tungere end alle andre motiver – på samme måde som Præsident Barack Obama kæmper en 

kamp mod det etablerede forsikrings- og sygehussystem i USA og mod alle, som tror mere på ”fri konkurrence” end ét 

nyt, offentligt system, selvom alle med deres sunde fornuft burde kunne se det indlysende rigtige i at ”redde” både 

menneskeliv og den amerikanske økonomi fra at dø ved at erstatte det nuværende, pengegriske system med ét nyt, 

fælles system, som er langt bedre, billigere og mere retfærdigt for alle. 

 

Og på grund af denne forventede, stærke modstand forventer jeg ikke, at andre end meget dygtige, visionære og vilje-

stærke politikere/beslutningstagere tør følge op på mit forslag, som samtidig er et eksempel på, hvordan man også på 

mange andre områder kan forbedre og forenkle livet til fordel for os alle. Hvem er villig til at følge op herpå? Har den 

nuværende regering via dens Beskæftigelsesminister og Statsminister troen, modet og kræfterne til at overbevise det 

system, som vil modarbejde dem?  

 

Hvis man virkelig vil ”udvikling”, så er dette et eksempel på, hvordan man skaber udvikling, som vil komme alle til go-

de, men som nævnt bliver det det måske vanskeligt at finde det engagement, som jeg efterlyser? – Måske dette vil 

ske, når mit notat læses igen senere med ”ny viden” og ”nye øjne”? Og måske dette vil ske med følgende tanker fra 

læseren: ”Hvor er vores engagement blevet af – og hvor er vores vilje til virkelig at forandre og udvikle samfundet ble-

vet af”? Det er denne tanke, jeg håber, at nogen vil gribe og vil følge op på. 

 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 
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Stig Dragholm 

Gormsvej 2 

2960 Rungsted Kyst 

Telefon: 45868676 / 65740599 

Email: stig.dragholm@gmail.com  
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Saturday 24th October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, some updates from yesterday, Sanna asking about how the team is, Sanna was too busy to contact 

her “good friend, a nice email from Meshack, “can you work with people like that”?, new improvements of my CV 

and visit to my mother and John. 

 

Sleep and dreams  

And yes my friend and yes killing me and yes I am and yes not just the feeling of stopping to smoke and yes a “little bit 

more difficult than normal” to say the least and yes KILLING YOU ALMOST YESTERDAY and yes feeling and yes every 

breath could be the last and yes like a stroke and yes would come and yes also therefore my friends and yes every day 

and yes giving “information” on my father and yes is he dead and yes is he not dead and yes really don't care that 

much and yes my friends and yes this is the truth and yes what will I miss of him and yes almost only the time before 

Kirsten and yes would I be more sorry and yes of Ole and yes even though he died years ago and yes has not seen him 

and yes since 1982 I believe and yes ABSOLUTELY and yes this is what it is about and yes KEEP RELATIONS and yes in 

the family too. 

 

And yes “sleeping” and yes until 9.30 this morning and yes we know woke you up and yes don't sleep “deep” and yes 

at the moment and yes otherwise I would not be so tired and yes so it is. 

 

And yes some dreams and yes I feel Reims and yes Champagne and yes thank you all of you and yes in the Council and 

yes almost “new years day” and yes IF I DID NOT GIVE EVERYTHING and yes I MEAN EVERYTHING and yes THIS PERIOD 

AND YES WOULD BE THE ABSOLUTELY WORST and yes I AM TAKING THE PAIN and yes VOLUNTARILY and yes THIS IS 

WHAT IT IS ABOUT TOO and yes TRYING TO “ENJOY THE PAIN” and yes Bjarne Riss will know what I talk about, Bjarne? 

 

And yes some more dreams for me and yes now I have the time and yes to write these and yes thank you God and yes 

Council and yes to show “consideration”: 

 

• I am at a private airport outside on the grass. I see Jack’s father’s beautiful old, red Alfa Romeo and Jack’s fa-

ther John is a little bit away from the car. I decide to drive the car and it is truly beautiful inside all over, it has a 

fantastic engine, the gear is changing very well without me pushing down the clutch and I hope that nothing will 

happen to the gear because of this. I drive the short distance to John and ask him if I can borrow the car and he 

says yes and he asks which car we have bought, and I think of saying to him a used Volvo S60, but I did not say 

anything. I arrive at the buildings of this small airport, they are not big and I see Camilla and others on the terrace, 

they are waiting for the dinner and someone says after seeing me that I will now also come for dinner. I get the 

feeling that everyone here are too polite and boring (the feeling of people not expressing their positive feelings 

and thoughts fully and the feeling of Camillas family). Exactly when I stop the car sauce is spilled on me which an-

noys me. Comment: Please notice all of the cars I dream about and yes thought of them I have and yes when not 

sleeping. 

• After this dream I get the strong feeling that my father’s Kirsten knows that she should call me but it is difficult 

for her. 

• I am the new manager of Fair Forsikring. I talk to all of the employess in the sales call center and tell them that 

the content of the ring binders are of far too poor quality. The employees agree. I say that we will start a brand 

new philosophy together where we will work as teams in groups. I invite all to participate in different groups and 

to tell me which groups they would like to attend. I ask them if they are proud to work here and I only sence very 

little commitment and one is saying “well, we cannot complain about the insurance prices”. I see people in small 

tents making love together – and changing partners. There is a temp working in Fair, she is going to stop, but she 

became so happy to work here that she decides to call a customer which she spoke very well with to tell the cus-

tomer that she will now move on. 

 

Comment: I get the feeling that this temp is Heidi from Danske Bank Frihavn – one of the most clear examples of 

an employee I have seen in my career who could do so much better if she received training, she did not receive 

any training I believe, she was very mistreated and I remember another girl – “the same type” – in Fair Forsikring 
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working with Income Protection, you had the same and yes BOTH OF YOU ALSO HAD ABSOLUTELY NO MOTIVA-

TION TO DO YOUR WORK AND MAKING A LOT OF MISTAKES AND NOT LISTENING and yes in this respect and yes 

the worst examples I have seen and yes sorry I am to tell you both BUT YOU TRULY NEED TO BE COMMITTED TO 

WORK AND TO DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST. 

• I hear the song “misbehaviour” by Saga and the lyrics “call it misbehaviour” and “what you get tonight”. 

• I hear the song “big sky” by Kate Bush and the words “big sky”, “you never understood me, you never really 

tried” and in a dream I see Kate Bush singing from a new album which I think is a copy of her masterpiece from 

1985. Comment: I had a poster of Kate hanging in my room as a boy and yes this album from 1985 and yes is not 

on the list of my top albums and yes Kate is not on my list of top 100 artists but this is some of the best music 

ever! And yes TRULY A FANTASTIC ALBUM and yes why and yes probably among the best 50 albums I know of and 

yes if she had made more albums of the same quality and yes in my point of view – and yes TRULY LIKING 

WUTHERING HEIGTHS TOO OF COURSE – and yes we know then she would be in my top 50 list of artists as well 

and yes just my personal criteria here BUT ALSO AMONG THE BEST THIS ALBUM you know. And with the feeling 

and yes of Angels and yes GOD’S KINGDOM and yes when I listen to this album and yes NO OTHER ALBUMS GIV-

ING ME THE SAME FEELING, thank you Kate ☺. 

• I am inside a summer house high north in Norway, I am together with Leonard Cohen, who owns the house and 

three guests. I sit in Leonards chair and move to give him the chair. The guests are playing games on their Nokia 

telephones. I look at my Sony Ericson phone and think if the quality of my games are better, I look at the games of 

the phone, which shows the recently played games, there are only a few, because Elijah’s children played the 

same games over and over, and none of the games are working. I am now together with Leonard Cohen at a bar 

next to the beach, he bought a house here because the nature is so beautiful and I now get the feeling that Leo-

nard is also Gregory Peck in the same person and that he is 92 years of age. I walk down the beach where I see 

some people, it is a small beach, I see two Norwegian soldiers, and one tells me that he does not like me to come 

and watch, and I tell him as long as you don't remove the people already here, then we will come closer to have a 

look. Now Leonard/Gregory is with me looking at the water. There is a U-boat, and one part of it, the inside part is 

close to the beach and I notive that it is a “Russian disguise” and I think of the archipelago of Stockholm, Sweden, 

and I see the body of the U-boat a little bit further out. I ask Leonard/Gregory if he knows what it is that he is 

looking at and he sees a sign on the beach saying “U-boat”, which is what he tells me and I get the feeling that the 

sign is written in German. Then it starts to rain and we run back to the bar to keep dry. 

 

Some updates from yesterday 

And yes we know all of us and yes THIS IS THE “NIGHTMARE” I WARNED YOU ABOUT and yes THE WORST and yes THE 

LAST PART and yes BEFORE YOU CAME home and yes YOUR FATHER DIES and yes THE COUNCIL WELCOMES YOU and 

yes waiting on that and yes for four years we have and yes IS THIS NOW and yes NOT HEARD FROM KIRSTEN and yes IF 

THIS IS TRUE and yes THEN I AM “ALMOST HOME” and yes THEN WE WILL START and yes so is is here my friends. 

 

And yes thinking and yes of the recreation of the documents and yes THE PLAN OF GOD and yes WHEN HE WANTS TO 

and yes HE WILL GO AHEAD and yes THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO and yes we know NO GAMES HERE and yes ONLY THIS 

and yes NOT MUCH ENERGY TO WRITE THIS AND YES PALIN AND YES THE WOOD AND YES WE KNOW MONTY AND YES 

DONE THAT ONE BEFORE AND YES SEEING PALIN AND YES IN UNIFORM AND YES FROM THE SHOW AND YES IN MY 

POINT OF VIEW and yes HE WAS TRULY THE MOST FUNNY and yes of them all and yes NOT SAYING THAT THE OTHERS 

WERE NOT FUNNY BECAUSE THEY WERE ALL EXCEPTIONALLY FUNNY and yes therefore my friends and yes maybe a 

story later and yes on Michael and yes so it is. 

 

And yes just writing a few bullet points and yes of some of the things I forgot yesterday and yes some of the things 

that God has reminded me of today and yes impossible at the moment to remember all what I would like to and yes 

therefore: 

 

• Sanna and Hans COULD not tell that I was “this close” of dying yesterday and yes HIDE IT and yes IS WHAT I 

CAN 

• The TDC commercial and yes on VH1 and yes with the song by Kim Larsen and yes “Det Er I Dag Et Vejr” and yes 

especially the line and yes “Nu vil jeg glemme rent, at det var vinter, nu vil jeg gå og købe hyacinter” and yes they 
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play this commercial and yes several times every hour and yes hearing that song again and again and again and 

yes the same way and yes AS I PUT “STOOL PIGEON” and yes at the dance show and yes I put this song and yes on 

your favourite music TV channel and yes so it is and yes meaning “welcome home” my son and yes this is what 

this song is about and yes GOD HAS PLAYED THIS SONG MANY MANY TIMES FOR ME and yes a couple of years ago 

and yes now here through TDC. 

• Among people I have a reputation of not lying and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE IN MY NETWORK and yes not very 

big it is and yes to date and yes approx. 80 on Facebook and yes approx. the same on Linkedin and yes some of 

them are the same people and yes HOW MANY WILL UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS IMPORTANT TO ME and yes FOR 

YOU TO GIVE ME FEEDBACK and yes to read my CV and yes like Jesper did and yes PROBABLY NOT MANY and yes 

this is written today and yes with this added comment: HOW MANY WILL BELIEVE IN ME and yes EVEN THOUGH I 

HAVE A REPUTATION OF NOT LYING and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT – PEOPLE KNOW THAT I DON'T LIE 

and yes still MOST PEOPLE HERE and yes DON’T BELIEVE IN ME and yes IF I SPEAK OF MY “VOICES” and yes when 

they see my CV and yes THE DEVIL AND YES IS VERY STRONG HERE AMONG MOST PEOPLE and yes THIS IS “THE 

SIGN” TO THE WORLD. 

• And yes we know HANS REALLY WOULD LIKE ME TO MAKE THE ITALIAN COFFEE MACHINE and yes ANNOYING 

HIM VERY MUCH and yes YOU CANNOT SEE THAT ON HIM and yes THERE ARE PEOPLE and yes WHICH YOU CAN-

NOT SEE IF THEY ARE HAPPY OR SAD and yes NO EMOTIONS and yes MY MOTHER AND I and yes TOBIAS and yes 

CANNOT HIDE and yes YOU CAN TELL INSTANTLY and yes but many other and yes Hans and yes Sanna very often 

and yes Niklas very often too and yes YOU CANNOT SEE THE FEELINGS OF PEOPLE and yes the Devil my friends 

and yes another example and yes THAT IT IS VERY EASY TO MISUNDERSTAND HANS and yes HIS PRIORITIES and 

yes he thought that I broke the machine and yes guessing he was and yes wanted me to clean the machine and 

yes when he was in South Africa and yes maybe I gave him the impression that I would do this and yes probably I 

did and yes did not do that and yes not good and yes still not working and yes he was very keen and yes for me to 

go and buy the cleaner and yes so it is and yes today and yes Sanna thought and yes that it could wait until next 

week and yes we know happy that Sanna decided that and yes still not happy with Hans and yes putting on this 

pressure and yes mine or his machine and yes probably they would like to give it back to me and yes we will have 

to see and yes SO IT IS and yes probably not needing it at all and yes IF GOD and yes REMEMBER and yes TO OPEN 

THE DOOR and yes TO GIVE US THE GIFT and yes FOR US TO OPEN THE GIFT and yes before the 1st November and 

yes so it is. 

• And yes HOW EMBARRASING IS IT and yes TO LOOK FOR WORK AGAIN and yes WRITTEN TO MANY OF THESE 

HEADHUNTERS BEFORE and yes SOME OF THE PEOPLE and yes in my linkein network and yes ASKED THEM BE-

FORE and yes VERY EMBARRASING and yes to include Jan Hoffman and yes especially and yes I WAS NOT GOOD 

ENOUGH JAN to become the Broker Manager at Topdanmark? And yes WONDERING VERY MUCH ABOUT THAT 

JAN – very very much, my friend ☺. And yes in fact most of the things and yes WHICH I GO THROUGH and yes ARE 

THINGS I DON'T LIKE TO DO and yes so it is here and yes the apartment situation, the work situation and yes GOD 

HAS VERY OFTEN INCLUDED IN THIS GAME AND YES FOR ME TO DO THINGS WHICH I REALLY NORMALLY WOULD 

DO EVERYTHING I COULD NOT TO DO and yes so it is here. 

 

Sanna asking how the team is 

And yes we know and yes I AM INSIDE HER TOO and yes I SEE A DARK SPIRIT and yes so it is and yes maybe more con-

trolling and yes not really knowing but and yes we know BLIND AND YES SCRIPT and yes is very good to do and yes as 

these lines are written and yes watching the television at the same time and yes so it is here and yes Sanna and yes 

was asking if I am still in contact and yes with the people in Kenya and yes I am and yes she asked and yes “How are 

they” and yes I told her and yes “they have been through a difficult time but now they are better” and yes we know 

and yes a lie and yes all words and yes were put in my mouth and yes so it is and yes also asking and yes if I am going 

to see Fuggi again she was and yes so it is here too.  

 

And yes my friends and yes seven lines and yes above and yes was done and yes without looking at the sceeen and yes 

the keyboard and yes three errors ONLY and yes SOMETIMES and yes 10 times as many errors and yes when I am do-

ing my best and yes I can write and yes almost without any errors and yes so it is here and yes NOT using the system 

and yes as taught and yes at EFG and yes 1981-82 and yes so it is and yes primarily using three fingers and yes on each 

hand and yes this is how it is and this now I also notice and yes the thumb on the right hand and yes for spaces and 
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yes sometimes also the “small” finger and yes on the left hand and yes so it is here and yes never really thought about 

this before and yes happy days are almost back again my friends and yes I FEEL A GROWING FEELING INSIDE OF ME 

and yes BECAUSE I AM STILL HERE and yes STILL WORKING GOOD ENOUGH and yes FOR SANNA TO ACCEPT and yes 

DONE NOTHING WRONG HE HAS and yes THIS IS NOT THE EASIEST TO DO and yes STILL DOING THIS WORK and yes 

LIVING THE LIFE I LIVE and yes so it is and yes thinking of Georgie again and yes why? And yes “you're beautiful” and 

yes is played on VH1 and yes have not heard that song and yes since the Hotel Comfort and yes in Kenya and yes 

SOME SONGS and yes I DO REMEMBER and yes ALSO THE LOCATIONS and yes OF WHERE I HEARD THEM and yes  so it 

is here. 

 

Sanna was too busy to contat her “good friend” 

And yes one of the stories ALMOST NOT MAKING IT and yes IS THE FEELING and yes AS I GAVE EVA and yes Sanna’s 

friend and yes how funny is it that Sanna uses Facebook and yes TO CONTROL ME and yes WHAT I WRITE and yes TO 

WHOM I AM WRITING and yes HAVE YOU SEEN THIS OR CALLED THAT and yes VERY OFTEN she is asking and yes NOT 

ONE SINGLE FRIEND and yes SHE HAS SEEN and yes WHILE I HAVE BEEN HERE and yes Eva and yes Sannas “very good 

friend” and yes wrote and yes that she had received a virus on the balance nerve and yes so it is and yes following her 

and yes the stories of Eva and yes about this “sickness” and yes WHO HAD THIS SICKNESS MANY YEARS AGO and yes 

NOBODY KNEW WHAT IT WAS, SANNA? And yes WHY DOES EVA NOW HAVE THE SAME SICKNESS and yes FINALLY I 

ASKED and yes “Sanna have you been writing to Eva”? And what was the answer: “No I have been too busy” and yes 

TOO BUSY TO CONTACT YOUR FRIEND WHO IS SICK and yes wondering we are and yes SANNA WHO DO YOU THINK 

HAVE BEEN THE MOST BUSY OF US TWO and yes HOW MANY FRIENDS HAVE YOU BEEN IN CONTACT WITH and yes my 

friends this is what this is about and yes WRONG. And yes so it is here. 

 

A nice email from Meshack  

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes Meshack and yes FOR DECLARING YOUR FAITH and yes in these difficult times 

and yes THANK YOU FOR THE UPDATE and yes PLEASE GIVE MY BEST REGARDS TO YOUR FAMILY and yes … ☺☺☺ and 

yes God told me and yes “…” means “very short” time and yes “☺☺☺” means and yes THE TRINITY HAPPY and yes is 

what Meshack and yes the team will see and yes my friends and yes THIS IS THE MEANING OF THESE SYMBOLS AND 

YES INCLUDED IN THE SCRIPTS AND YES only when I write letters etc. outside of this book and yes and yes and yes IT IS 

WIHTOUT ALL OF THESE YES’ES but people will find out and yes that the symbols of “…” (suffering) and yes ☺ (God 

happy) and yes have been used not only in this book but also in emails etc.  and yes in my CV for example ! (And yes 

thinking of Victor Borge and yes ! also means in yes in my wordbook and yes “smiles” and yes so it is). 

 

And yes the nice email from Meshack: 

 

I hope you are okay and doing well. Thanks alot for informing us on your goings there despite the distance. Am doing 

well with my family and i can say it is faith which has made me that far. We did analyse your script with david at the 

office and we found alot of repetition and thanks again for accepting our advice . When you dont here from me reggu-

lary just be assurred that i get contented with what is in your scripts. Its only faith which will make us to command 

mountains to move and obey us if we are all dedicated to God. 

   Hi to your family. 

 

                           God bless, 

                                             Meshack. 

 

“Can you work with people like that”? 

And yes we know and yes SIDSEL is now and yes IN THE THIRD ROUND and yes of getting a new job and yes IF SHE 

WANTS TO GET THIS JOB and yes we know VERY NICE SHE IS and yes MISSING AND YES WE KNOW “EVEN MORE JOY” 

and yes “LONGER EMAILS” and yes this is how I feel and yes I included and yes these emails and yes from and to Sidsel 

and yes just for people to read what I write to Sidsel and yes IF SHE HAS THOUGHT IF SHE CAN WORK TOGETHER WITH 

THESE PEOPLE and yes AS HUMANS and yes PROFESSIONALLY and yes in my book and yes it says 100% and yes mean-

ing and yes THAT THIS IS WHAT I WANT PEOPLE TO DO IN THE FUTURE and yes ALWAYS TO BE ABLE TO WORK TO-

GETHER WITH ALL PEOPLE and yes because of what is written in this book and yes 100% and yes is also from God to 
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me and yes because of what I have done and yes not always that I write what God also tells me and yes double mean-

ings but this time and yes I included it and yes so it also is here ☺. 

 

Hej Sidsel, 

 
TILLYKKE – dejligt at høre! – Men hvad synes du selv, er du også selv mentalt med til næste runde? Kan du se dig selv 

arbejde for den virksomhed og for de mennesker? Hvem er de, hvordan arbejder de, hvad er deres værdier, kan I sam-

men både menneskeligt og arbejdsmæssigt? Har du tænkt de tanker? Det burde ikke være sådan, hvis alle blot over-

holdt gode værdier og arbejdede på højt niveau, men sådan er det i dag. 

 
Tak, Sidsel i.f.t. mit CV og netværk. Det er blot til min bog of for at vise, at de fleste er ligeglade i dag med at hjælpe 

andre. Udover din melding har jeg foreløbig fået én positiv tilbagemelding fra en gammel kollega – en hilsen, ikke et 

job. 

 
Glæder mig til at høre fra dig, hvordan det går, og hvis jeg kan være en hjælp, vil jeg meget gerne følge op, så vi kan 

ses i løbet af ugen??? 

 
Vh 

Stig 

----- Original Message -----  

From: Sidsel Rosendal Olsen  

To: 'Stig Dragholm'  
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 2:33 PM 

Subject: SV: En hilsen 

 

Hej Stig 

 

Jeg er videre til 3 runde som består i 4 test (problemløsning, adfærd m.m.)  

 

Får du noget respons på dit CV? – kan se du har sendt rundt via div. netværk… 

 

/Sidsel 

 

New improvements of my CV 

And yes we know and yes ANNOYING IT WAS and yes that my CV and yes had the background colour removed and yes 

working and yes both with Word 2007 and yes Word 97-2003 documents (not all can read the “new” Word 2007 

documents!) and yes PDF documents and yes as well and yes we know when converting and yes to Word 97-2003 and 

yes “printing of the background colour” box and yes was not checked anymore and yes therefore and yes the follow-

ing PDF file and yes converted from the Word 97-2003 file and yes was without the background colour and yes I up-

loaded it to my site on Windows Live and yes on the Internet and yes published this site and yes on Facebook and yes 

Linkedin and yes this is how it works here too and yes deciding and yes to do a new PDF document and yes of course 

and yes including the background colour and yes reading it through once again and yes maybe 10-15 further and yes 

new improvements and yes SURPRISED THAT I DID NOT SEE THOSE BEFORE and yes 3 table lines and yes were annoy-

ing my eye and yes I THOUGHT SO and yes the thickness of these lines and yes were 1 pt and yes not 0.5 pt as they 

should be and yes also corrected those errors and yes HAPPY ABOUT THAT and yes getting closer and yes to the 13 

mark and yes of my personal potential and yes so it is. And yes still annoyed with Microsoft and yes that it is not pos-

sible in Word to do tables and yes with round corners and yes WAITED FOR THAT FOR YEARS MY FRIENDS and yes 

DON’T LIKE TO USE OTHER PROGRAMS and yes tried that before and yes WORD and yes GOOD IDEA and yes TO DE-

VELOP IT and yes CONSTANTLY and yes this is how I am. 

 

And yes we know WHY DON’T YOU HAVE A FUNCTION in Microsoft Word where you can find text automatically in dif-

ferent formats (thinking of “format errors” I am and yes not thinking of “styles”) and yes why is the resolution after 

converting to PDF lower than the original document and yes I NEED TO UPLOAD and yes BOTH PDF and yes Word ver-
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sions and yes to Windows Live because of what I wrote both here and yes earlier and yes here and yes I chose the 

Word 97-2003 version and yes FAR TOO DIFFICULT MY FRIENDS … ☺. 

 

Visit to my mother and John 

And yes VERY NICE AND YES NOT REALLY HAVING MUCH TO DO and yes WRITING THE SCRIPT OF TODAY and yes ED-

ITED THE SCRIPT and yes FROM THE LAST TWO DAYS and yes we know we know we know and yes maybe a second 

edit and yes of the scripts and yes from approx. the last three weeks and yes just maybe starting that tomorrow and 

yes we know and yes tomorrow and yes I need to do a list and yes to start PLANNING AND YES MY MOVE and yes to 

Lyngby and yes where and yes when to get my furniture from different places and yes we know and yes we know and 

yes we know and yes and yes and yes I DON’T WANT TO FIGHT HIM ANYMORE and yes I SEE and yes the film with the 

king and the mask and yes going to the Island and yes TO REMOVE THE MASK and yes IS WHAT I SEE AND FEEL and yes 

THAT TIME and yes WILL COME SOON and yes WE KNOW and yes WE KNOW and yes WE KNOW and yes what I 

wanted to write here and yes is actually this and yes thinking of Karen we are and yes Sanna, Hans and I are going to 

dinner with my mother and yes John tonight and yes so it is and yes I HAVE NOT BOUGHT ANY FLOWERS and yes to 

anyone and yes since coming home and yes saving on money I have and yes BOUGHT COFFEE and yes FOR 105 DKK 

and yes FOR ME AND SIDSEL THE OTHER DAY and yes I have approx. DKK 350 left and yes the goal and yes was this: TO 

HAVE THE MONEY LAST THE WHOLE MONTH and yes FOR MY FAMILY NOT TO FIND OUT and yes THAT I HELPED THE 

TEAM IN KENYA AND YES THAT GOAL and yes IS ALMOST DONE and yes so it is and yes I AM SORRY and yes for my 

mother thinking “you don’t bring me flowers” and yes so it is here and yes NORMALLY THIS IS WHAT IS DONE HERE 

and yes normally not always I do it and yes maybe every second time or something like that. 

 

And yes arriving at my mother’s apartment and yes opened the door and yes I COULD SMELL IMMEDIATELY WHAT WE 

WERE GOING TO HAVE FOR DINNER and yes I THOUGHT THIS IS A SYMBOL OF A JOURNEY ENDING and yes THE TRA-

DITIONAL DANISH CHRISTMAS DINNER and yes roasted pork and yes brown and white potatoes and yes red cabbage 

and yes so it is here and yes Sanna kept on saying and yes several times and yes throughout the evening and yes that 

she “was sure” that my mother would make roasted pork and yes therefore Sanna had frozen the pork she had in the 

refridgerator, and yes ONE OF THE BIGGEST TESTS HERE and yes because MY MOTHER DO BELIEVE IN “MORE BE-

TWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH” and yes therefore she asked me and yes “WHY IS THIS, STIG?” and yes SANNA WAS PAY-

ING ATTENTION TOO and yes decided I had and yes that I would not tell anything about this but I was really “THIS 

CLOSE” and yes to tell my mother about just how important her Chritsmas dinner was to me as a symbol and yes 3-4 

times and yes during a couple of minutes and yes I was “this close” and yes so it is here STILL BELIEVING in me as STIG 

and yes SOMEHOW and yes ALSO BELIEVING IN ME AS “ME” and yes BUT NOT “ME” WHEN I AM ANOTHER “ME” and 

yes this is how it is here. 

 

And yes we know and yes A VERY NICE WHITE WINE and yes before the dinner and yes THIS ONE FROM CHILE and yes 

MADE ON THE GRAPE and yes of VIOGNIER and yes NOT KNOWING IF THERE IS A STORY HERE and yes I TOLD THE 

FAMILY and yes GOD REMINDED me and yes of Northern Rhone and yes CHATEAU GRILLET and yes we know GRILLET 

in Danish and yes means ROASTED and yes LIKE THE PORK MAYBE and yes we know and yes this is how the connection 

is and yes THE ONLY WINE YARD AND YES IN FRANCE AND YES  HAVING ITS OWN APPELATION and yes HOW MUCH 

WOULD I LIKE TO VISIT AND YES THIS REGION AGAIN AND YES THIS TIME AND YES SORRY CAMILLA NOT WITH A 

WOMAN I LIKE BUT WITH A WOMAN I LOVE and yes just thinking and yes of Karen and yes MY WELCOME GIFT TO 

YOU IN THIS RESPECT and yes THE BEST WAY I COULD GIVE IT TO YOU and yes THANK YOU MY FRIEND TOO and yes 

NO TOMATOES HERE and yes THEY ARE ALL SOLD OUT and yes GOD BOUGHT THEM ALL and yes ALMOST HOME AND 

YES WE KNOW VERY VERY SOON NOW ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes one of the things and yes we talked about and yes was PILLS and yes we know and yes I 

JUST TOLD MY MOTHER AND SISTER and yes what they already know and yes that I DON’T LIKE TAKING PILLS and yes 

they kept on saying to me that “if you are close of dying, you will have to take pills” and yes this is what they said and 

yes I just said again and yes that I have a “natural instinct” and yes against pills and yes my mother continued and yes 

that she would not have survived and yes when she was hospitalised and yes if she had not taken pills and yes so it is 

and yes so it is and yes so it is here and yes IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO “CONVINCE” SANNA AND MY MOTHER and yes 

TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE and yes THEY CAME VERY STRONG ON ME and yes suddenly and yes they talked about blood 

transfusion and yes I had talked nothing about this but they also thought that I was against this and yes so it is and yes 

from this “idea” and yes to the next and yes NOT FAR and yes THEY GAVE ME THE FEELING THAT THEY ALMOST 
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THOUGHT I WAS A JEHOVAH’S WITNESS and yes here that is almost “the worst” you can be and yes in the eyes of 

most Danes and yes so it is and yes all I told them and yes was that I don't like to take pills and yes THEY WERE ABOUT 

TO MAKE UP and yes that I now was a “Jehovah’s Witness” and yes I HAD TO TELL THEM and yes THAT I READ HALF A 

BOOK FROM JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES IN KENYA and yes THAT WHAT THEY WRITE IS A LIE and yes THIS IS WHAT PEOPLE 

DO HERE and yes MAKE UP THINGS and yes JUST AN EXAMPLE AND YES FROM MY FAMILY – and yes we know and yes 

GOD WANTED TO GIVE ME THIS AS ANOTHER EXAMPLE TOO and yes “I DID NOT GIVE UP” and yes I KEPT ON TELLING 

and yes SANNA AND MY MOTHER ABOUT THE PILLS and yes IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO CONVINCE THEM and yes this 

was just the symbol and yes of what has happened here and yes since 2004 in fact and yes IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE 

SANNA and yes therefore my MOTHER BELIEVING IN ME and yes TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE and yes WHEN I AM “ONLY 

HUMAN” and yes LIKE THAT ONE TOO and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we know and yes MY MOTHER and yes JOHN and yes have received and yes NEW DISCHARGE BOOKS HERE 

and yes I WAS THINKING AND YES MY MOTHER AS a SAILOR and yes AS A SYMBOL of course and yes this is true for her 

too and yes I said and yes HOW CAN AN ORGANISATION ISSUE SUCH A CARD FOR A LADY OF 70 YEARS OF AGE and yes 

did they ask her which ship she is sailing on and yes not very good my friends and yes why do they have these cards? 

And yes because John found out and yes that you can get a discount of 25% on air tickets and yes when you are a 

sailor and yes ARE WE TALKING ABOUT MISUSING RULES HERE and yes FOR SURE and yes NO COINCIDENCE is the 

word God gives me but I think of and yes ALL OF US THINK OF THE WORD CONSCIENCE and yes AT ALL and yes AS AN 

EXAMPLE AND YES OF “MONEY RULES THE WORLD” and yes people don’t care about rules or good behaviour and yes  

WHEN THEY CAN MAKE MONEY and yes ALSO IN THIS FAMILY and yes WOULD I DO IT and yes two feelings YES on one 

hand and yes NO on the other hand and yes I hope and yes believe that my first hand would be the strongest and yes  

NO DOUBT and yes THIS IS THE RIGHT TO DO and yes DON’T BE MISUSERS LIKE THIS IN THE FUTURE! 

 

And yes my friend and yes ONE OF THOSE EVENINGS and yes WHEN MY MOTHER SPOKE ABOUT OLE and yes I BELIEVE 

THIS HAPPENS and yes EVERY SECOND OR MAYBE THIRD TIME WE MEET and yes THIS HAS HAPPENED AND YES FOR 

30 years and yes they broke in 1978 and yes “tried” briefly again and yes approx. 1981-82 and yes did not work and 

yes SINCE and yes MY MOTHER HAS BEEN SPEAKING ABOUT OLE and yes this time one example and yes when she and 

he met at Silkegade in Copenhagen and yes if Ole was doing something special with the cigarette, he would not say 

anything at all the rest of the evening (“mental” illness) and yes THIS IS HOW I DID IT and yes OLE THANK YOU FOR BE-

ING HERE and yes AS YOU ALSO WERE and yes THIS EVENING and yes WHEN WE TALKED and yes about stuffed Turkey 

and yes which my mother did and yes maybe 20-25 years ago and yes because Hans wanted this back then and yes 

have not had it since and yes THEN I SAID and yes WITH OLE INSPIRING me and yes IT IS NOW 30 YEARS AGO and yes 

THAT WE HAD PARIS BUNS AND FIRST WE WILL HAVE THIS AGAIN before we get the stuffed turkey and yes THIS IS 

HOW IT WAS and yes I was just thinking and yes IF THIS IS NOT LOVE and yes AFTER 30 YEARS and yes THEN I DON’T 

KNOW WHAT LOVE IS and yes NORMALLY MY MOTHER ALWAYS ADD and yes after speaking about Ole and yes “and 

then I met John which I am very happy about” but still talking about ME and yes ME and yes ME and yes Ole is here 

and yes God and yes the Devil too but almost nothing left of the Devil and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we know mentioning and yes to the family and yes that I did a memo and yes on a new work policy and yes in 

Denmark and yes that I sent it to the permanent secretary and yes the secretary of state and yes of the Ministry of 

Work and yes to the Danish Prime Minister too and yes ABSOLUTELY NO INTEREST HERE from my family and yes NO 

QUESTIONS AT ALL and yes I SPOKE ABOUT IT FOR MAYBE 30 SECONDS and yes could see that people were not paying 

attention and yes “hoping that I would finalise asap” and yes this is the feeling I got and yes “IF ONLY THEY KNEW”….  

 

And yes another “fascinating” story and yes Sanna and yes REALLY NOT BELIEVING AND YES THAT I HAD UNDERSTOOD 

and yes just “how serious” and yes my mother’s “sickness” was and yes telling me that and yes “I don’t think you really 

know how serious mother’s sickness was  …” and yes SANNA and yes AGAIN I HAD TO TELL YOU and yes “I REALLY DID 

KNOW” and yes “I SPOKE TO MOTHER ABOUT THIS WHEN I WAS HERE ALONE WITHOUT YOU” – and yes maybe even 

coming from my mother and yes sometimes you can tell my mother 5 or 10 times and yes THAT YOU TRULY UNDER-

STAND and yes STILL SHE BELIEVES THAT YOU DON’T and yes so it also is here - and yes Sanna and yes just thinking we 

are and yes about “how funny” it is and yes Sanna that this story is about you and yes the opposite and yes I HAVE 

TRULY UNDERSTOOD HOW SERIOUS MOTHER’S “SICKNESS” WAS and yes “YOU THOUGHT I HAD NOT” and yes 

WRONG (!) and yes you did not understand that I was dying too in Kenya and yes double wrong (!) and yes SUCH IS 
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LIFE HERE and yes WHEN YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE and yes so it is. And yes I DID NOT TAKE ANY PILLS 

IN KENYA SANNA! 

 

And yes MY MOTHER AGAIN AND YES PROMISED ME and yes IF I NEED TO PAY THREE MONTHS DEPOSIT - for the 

apartment and yes wrote an email earlier today to Poul Erik and yes because he has included in the contract and yes 

that I am to pay three months of deposit and yes a deposit and yes is normally and yes ACCORDING TO THE GUIDANCE 

INCLUDED IN THE STANDARD CONTRACT HE USED and yes I LIKE STANDARD CONTRACTS VERY MUCH and yes MUCH 

BETTER QUALITY THAN WHAT HE WOULD BE ABLE TO DO HIMSELF and yes this is how I am and yes we know all of us 

and yes so it is and yes annoying me sometimes they are and yes keep giving me words and yes more words and yes 

more words and yes here the story is NOT ABOUT KAREN no but THE GUIDANCE OF THE LEASE CONTRACT and yes 

SAYS THAT THE DEPOSIT IS USED and yes to guarantee and yes for my obligations and yes when I leave the apartment 

again and yes so it is and yes POUL-ERIK and yes IS “A VERY GOOD MAN” and yes “går den, så går den” and yes in Dan-

ish and yes IS OBVIOUSLY THE MOTTO FOR YOU TOO MY FRIEND and yes because the situation here is that “I will 

move into a not refurbished apartment” and yes “I will leave the apartment as not refurbished” and yes therefore NO 

OBLIGATIONS and yes HOW MUCH DEPOSIT SHOULD YOU PAY and yes IN THIS SITUATION and yes NONE if you ask me 

and yes Poul-Erik and yes YOU ALSO TRIED TO HAVE ME PAYING YOUR OWN INTERESTS ON TOP OF THE RENT TOO 

and yes ON YOUR OWN LOAN and yes YOU REALLY TRIED TO DO THAT or AT LEAST AND YES YOU WERE LOOKING IF IT 

WAS POSSIBLE and yes PROBABLY NOT and yes the other day and yes you said that the rent would be approx. DKK 

4,500 and yes not 4,000 all inclusive and yes AS IT IS TRULY and yes as you “discovered” and yes when I told you in my 

reply and yes that it became more than the 4,000 DKK and yes without interests and yes less than the amount includ-

ing interest and yes just maybe and yes Poul Erik and yes you did exactly what I “told” you to be aware of and yes did 

you take the net interest and yes included this in the rent – and yes after my email to you and yes you decided to ex-

clude the interests and yes to give the contract and yes with the rent of DKK 4,000 per month – and yes Poul-Erik 

PLEASE TELL THE WORLD about the rules and yes about what you did and yes also about the deposit my friend – and 

yes a long disgression here and yes several years since being with Karen and yes so it is too – and yes THINKING AND 

YES FROM TIME TO TIME and yes ALSO ON THE DEVIL PLAYING DIRTY TRICKS WITH ME and yes not knowing if this was 

one of them - and yes my mother and yes promised to pay IF I need to pay a deposit and yes she said and yes that she 

has not even discussed this with John and yes I told her and yes that I would ask the Commune first and yes if needed 

and yes afterwards I will come back and yes if needed and yes to arrange also REPAYMENT and yes OF COURSE ALSO 

including the other amounts I have borrowed and yes AS I PROMISED THEM EARLIER and yes “a game inside the 

game” and yes you will understand this my dear reader and yes so it is and yes I was thinking and yes of my sister and 

yes when she heard and yes about the 3 months deposit and yes the first thing and yes the only thing she said and yes 

was “ask the Commune for a loan” and yes NOTICE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MY MOTHER’S AND YES SANNA’S RE-

ACTIONS and yes NO WONDER and yes THAT I THOUGHT MY MOTHER WOULD JUST MAYBE HAVE ANOTHER VOICE 

and yes WHEN I ASKED FOR HELP and yes FOR THE FAMILY and yes INCLUDING ME and yes in Kenya and yes DO YOU 

UNDERSTAND MY POINT and yes not liking this expression and yes because of the ad and yes my dear reader you will 

find out …. 

 

And yes we know and yes THE FINAL STORY and yes of tonight and yes many stories could be told and yes but this is 

the last and yes my mother and yes John and yes live in what I believe is the most beautiful property in Helsingør and 

yes this is how it is and yes the neighbourhood and yes is very beautiful indeed and yes behind where I lived and yes 

from 1986-1988 and yes is the road Nationernes Alle and yes with the most beautiful cottage houses and yes as you 

can imagine and yes what is the story here and yes ONLY THIS MY FRIEND and yes MY MOTHER’S DESTINY and yes 

MINE TOO for a period and yes WAS TO LIVE HERE and yes TO BUILD A BEAUTIFUL AREA and yes FOR THE WORLD TO 

SEE and yes FOR THE WORLD TO THINK OF and yes HOW CAN YOU TRULY SUFFER and yes living in a beautiful place 

like this and yes we know JUST LIKE HAMLET and yes at Kronborg and yes NATIONERNES ALLE and yes as an example 

of this neighbourhood and yes WAS WRITTEN IN MY BOOK and yes BECAUSE OF THIS REASON and yes so it is here ☺. 
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Sunday 25th October 2009 

The usual sleep and dream, the church service at Rungsted Church, I was the “Gardener” today, Sanna is thinking what 

I have done with my money, Sanna encourages me to “find work”, a test: Sanna is “controlling” and “not outsourcing 

work”, feedback from my network, my displace plan, a short email from Paul, “godt så” Margit! and playing Trivial 

Pursuit with the family and God ☺. 

 

The usual sleep and dream 

And yes we know and yes up early and yes 7.40 and yes the time is now “normal” and yes no more “summer” time 

and yes fine with me and yes so it is and yes not the best sleep in the world and yes a few dreams and yes so it is here: 

 

• I am together with Tobias shopping, I buy less than him.  

• I buy a VW Passat – it is not the new model, but the previous, but the car is brand new anyhow, it has beige 

leather seats. I can have the exhaust pipe lowered in Sweden for only SEK 300. I say I will have this done the next 

time I receive money. I see a protection room from the second world war, there is a very special light inside the 

room, which does not happen very often – I get the feeling of both Monty and Rommy – and I feel that more 

people should go there one evening to see, and I feel the same of this place as I do inside of a Pyramid, the feeling 

is that it is part of the formation and that it will become mandatory to go through this as part of the journey we 

will do. 

Comment: MOST/ALL OF MY DREAMS INCLUDING CAR BRANDS and yes specific models and yes have been about 

cars which I have actually been thinking of buying or my “favourite cars” and yes from a Fiat and yes to a Jaguar 

and yes even an Aston Martin and yes this is how I am too and yes you know on one hand and yes the other. 

• When I woke up during the night God gave me the name “David Jenkins” – I have absolutely no idea who he is 

and when this is written and yes searching on the internet and yes many people with this name and yes including 

a wedding photographer and yes maybe this is just a symbol and yes A PICTURE and yes MY WEDDING and yes 

otherwise time will tell. 

• And right after this dream during the night God told me and yes THAT IT WILL BECOME THE TASKS OF ROMMEL 

AND YES MONTGOMERY and yes FUGGI and yes TOBIAS and yes in other words AND YES WHEN YOU HAVE DE-

CIDED AND YES TO INCLUDE THEIR SPIRITUAL BEINGS AND YES IN THESE HUMAN BEINGS AND YES SO IT IS MY 

FRIENDS and yes the tasks is to LEAD A WAR AGAINST HUMANITY and yes IF YOU DON’T WANT TO ENTER MY 

KINGDOM and yes my friends this is it and yes not what I want and yes we know. And yes looking at my notes and 

yes from the night and yes directly after this God told me “THE CHURCH IS MUCH BETTER” ☺. 

• A new dream: I am together with Kim S. in Sweden, it is Monday and we have difficulties finding a hotel room. 

We try a floating hotel on the water and they have rooms, but we would like to avoid this, however we find out 

that all other places are sold out and we come back to this floating hotel where we get two rooms. We are to-

gether in Sweden, we don’t know how long it will take us, but we have the feeling of “the whole week” and Kim is 

flexible with the plan of when to return to Denmark. I am now at a course in Sweden and I ask the teacher about 

his paper and what it says. The teacher lifts the first sheet of paper and underneath on the next sheet there are 

more notes and I said: “This is what I meant” and on this paper was written “five days” and “development”. Af-

terwards Kim says to me that he now needs to go back to Denmark Thursday morning, because his wife has in-

vited “Castenskjold” (which was the name I received in the dream, but it was with the thought of Anna Kastberg) 

to come for dinner Thursday. I understand Kim but think that a dinner with her is “finer” than what I believe is 

necessary. Comment: And yes thinking of my CV and yes “General Manager” and yes kept this on my CV and yes 

so it is. 

• In Kenya I see that the police - without having the right - have taken a black dog from “someone” and this 

“someone” now wants to get the dog back and he says that the police have been harassing him. I doubt if I can 

pay because I don’t have a credit card. Comment: And yes thinking of Elijah and yes his business we are …. 

• When I woke up it was with the song “Big Sky” again in my head and yes this time and yes the lyrics were dif-

ferent and yes “you understood me” and yes “you never really cried” – and yes this time and yes about me and 

yes this is how it is and yes I COULD HAVE CRIED about my situation and yes daily and yes if I wanted to and yes 
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happened only ONCE and yes in the beginning of 2006 and yes when God and yes PHYSICALLY and yes WAS TOR-

TURING ME and yes ALL DAY and yes ALL NIGHT LONG and yes not the best experience I have had and yes ONCE 

IT HAPPENED and yes before I understood the nature of the game and yes so it is here. 

• And yes a new dream and yes short: I am working together with Rikke H. and we go to a room together where 

we “almost” make love. And yes my friends this is also what it was about and yes what could have happened and 

yes if I did not “turn back” and yes by TOTO and yes thinking of Matthew and yes MY DEAR TEACHER FROM 

STANSTED AND YES “TOTO” and yes WAS INCLUDED IN WHAT I SHOWED YOU IN THE TEACHING ROOM and yes 

WHICH YOU DID NOT APPROVE OF and yes LEARNED IT FROM JANET I DID and yes TWO TEACHERS and yes TWO 

OPINIONS and yes GOD CAN WORK IN ALL THE WAYS THAT PEOPLE WANT and yes just for you to know my 

friends … ☺. 

 

The church service at Rungsted Church 

And yes we know and yes I MADE IT and yes TO CHURCH AGAIN and yes THE DEVIL NOT HAPPY ABOUT THIS and yes 

we know yes TO TELL PEOPLE and yes DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT JUST HAPPENED and yes 

THE DEVIL AND YES BEING HAPPY and yes as I just showed you and yes he said the opposite and yes HANS AND YES 

KEEPING UP APPEARANCES AND YES THIS IS WHY and yes HE HAS NOW PUT THE POSTER OF HIMSELF and yes UP 

MANY PLACES and yes in the Commune and yes a local election coming up and yes HANS IS THE CHAIRMAN and yes of 

the PARTY called “Radikale Venstre” and yes in Hørsholm and yes BUT HE DOES NOT WANT TO BE ELECTED and yes 

ONLY NUMBER FOUR ON THE LIST IS HE SO HE IS SURE NOT TO BE ELECTED and yes NOT ANSWERING MY QUESTIONS 

HE is and yes WHY HAVE YOU PUT UP ALL OF THE POSTERS WITH YOUR NAME AND FACE and yes Hans answered and 

yes TO SHOW THE PEOPLE LIVING HERE THAT WE ARE MORE PEOPLE IN THE PARTY THAN ONLY THE ONE ELECTED and 

yes with the words of God and yes WHY ARE YOU NOT NO. 1 ON THE LIST and yes Hans and yes saying and yes that IT 

IS HIS STRATEGY and yes TO HAVE OTHER PEOPLE IN FRONT OF HIM and yes BECAUSE HE DOES NOT WANT TO BE 

ELECTED and yes we know Stig and yes WHAT IS THE STORY HERE GOD? And yes my friend ONLY THAT I AM HURTING 

TOO and yes about Hans and yes it is and yes NOT TELLING THE TRUTH and yes so it is and yes BECAUSE HAS THE 

PARTY ENCOURAGED HIM TO BE ELECTED and yes NOT ANSWERING MY QUESTION HE WAS and yes so it is and yes we 

know and yes THEREFORE and yes I TOLD HANS DIRECTLY AND YES “YOU ARE NOT ANSWERING MY QUESTION” and 

yes HEARD ABOUT THAT ONE BEFORE – IF YOU ARE IN POLITICS and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING THAT I AM AND YES IF 

YOU DON’T WANT TO BE ELECTED and yes A SHAME I WOULD SAY IT IS and yes ESPECIALLY AND YES WHEN OTHER 

PEOPLE ENCOURAGE YOU TO RUN and yes “for presidency” and yes I SAID THAT SEVERAL TIMES and yes THIS IS WHAT 

I WILL DO STIG and yes TO HEAR IF THE WORLD WANTS ME AS THEIR PRESIDENT and yes THANK YOU OBAMA and yes 

this is how it is and yes NO MORE ON THIS STORY, GOD and ok Stig ☺. 

 

And yes A LONG DIGRESSION AND YES TRULY HATING THOSE WE ARE HERE and yes coming to chuch and yes only 

these bullet points and yes NO LONG STORIES GOD or the COUNCIL – SHORT STORIES NOW, OK? 

 

• God showed me the Unicorn having its horn put on – and yes he told me and yes the Danish Bank and yes be-

fore getting the name Nordea and yes was called Unibank and yes please see the name and yes their Life & Pen-

sion company and yes was called Enhjørningen and yes the Danish word of Unicorn and yes so it is and yes NO 

COINCIDENCE TOO and yes just another of those small thoughts my friends. 

• God spoke about sharing of a succession and yes Kirsten will probably keep the most for herself I thought and 

yes throughout the service and yes I FELT KIRSTEN and yes JUST MAYBE KIRSTEN and yes of course my father’s 

wife is thinking of me and yes later I thought and yes is she also keeping my father away from me in his death – 

and yes assuming that God is telling me the truth here and yes we will have to wait and see – and yes God said 

and yes THAT KIRSTEN IS HERSELF and yes A MASTER and yes NOBODY and yes WOULD LIKE TO DO THIS TASK 

VOLUNTARILY and yes to steal away my father from me and yes give me pain in my life and yes KIRSTEN and yes 

RECEIVED THIS TAKS and yes has carried out the task and yes fantastic and yes so it is. 

• And yes now the church and yes sorry about that one and yes the “normal” priest and yes his wife I believe and 

yes sat next to me and yes on the bench and yes sorry I was and yes that he was not doing the preaching today 

and yes I LIKE HIM and yes WHEN HE PREACHES and yes BECAUSE HE IS CONFIDENT and yes BECAUSE HE IS EASY 

TO UNDERSTAND and yes he is the same “type” and yes as Lars, and yes the brother of Hans and yes liking this 
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priest more and yes than the female priest and yes because I don’t understand her words equally as good and yes 

this is how I am. 

• And yes THE READING TODAY and yes was MATTHEW 22, 1-14 and YES ABOUT MY WEDDING DINNER and yes 

my friends and yes this is what we have prepared and yes we know and yes THIS IS WHAT THE DINNER and yes 

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER AT MY MOTHER YESTERDAY WAS REPRESENTING and yes THIS IS THE DINNER and yes I 

HAVE BEEN PREPARING FOR YOU FOR A LONG TIME and yes I INVITE MY PEOPLE and yes ALL PEOPLE TO ATTEND 

and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

• And yes the priest and yes spoke and yes I believe and yes almost “academically” about this text and yes I paid 

attention and yes when she said that Jesus is using situations from his every day for all people to understand and 

yes that he exaggerates and yes to further make his teaching and yes understandable and yes I liked that one and 

yes this is what I am doing too in this life and yes look at this book and yes so it is and yes the point of the text of 

today and yes according to the priest and yes is that no man can be certain and yes about the salvation of God 

and yes not all she said and yes which was the truth and yes we know NOT ALL PEOPLE and yes BEING BAPTISED 

and yes ARE AUTOMATICALLY SAVED and yes AS YOU SAID MY DEAR FRIEND and yes LOOK AT THIS BOOK and yes 

THEN YOU WILL UNDERSTAND. And yes the message is and yes that only the person who wants to receive the 

kingdom of God can attend. 

• And yes the choir and yes of this church and yes SING SO BEAUTIFULLY and yes so it is and yes EVEN THOUGH 

and yes MANY OF THESE SONGS ARE VERY OLD and yes IN MY PERSONAL OPINION and yes NORMALLY BORING 

MOST OF THEM but actually very BEAUTIFUL indeed and yes WHEN SUNG BY THIS FANTASTICH CHOIR OF FOUR 

and yes I was thinking and yes if “some people” and yes prefer “classical songs” and yes as some people prefer 

classical music and yes in front of “popular songs” and “popular music” and yes FINE BY ME and yes BUT I DON’T 

LIKE THAT ALL PEOPLE and yes WHERE MOST PEOPLE LOVE “POPULAR MUSIC” and yes are taken this music away 

from them by the church and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes LIBERTY and yes GIVE “power to the people” and 

yes so it is my friends. 

  

I was the “Gardener” today 

And yes we know and yes STILL A LOT OF WORK and yes doing these scripts and yes the plan of moving and yes the 

second edit and yes “throwing up” and yes of the thought alone and yes of the last maybe approx. 3 weeks and yes so 

it is and yes WHEN I GET TIME and yes I WILL START THIS and yes NO TIME TODAY and yes Hans and yes thought it 

was a good idea and yes for me to help some more here and yes to CUT DOWN THE ELEPHANT GRASS and yes MORE 

THAN TWO METRES HIGH and yes GROWING FINE HERE TOO and yes so it is and yes did really not want to do that 

work and yes did it after church and yes we know and yes I AM REALLY NOT VERY HAPPY AND YES TO WORK IN A 

GARDEN and yes DON’T HAVE THE PATIENCE and yes to do that and yes the truth my friends and yes because of God 

and yes when I started the work and yes WE understood and yes what it was about and yes TO FIND GOD AS THE 

GARDENER and YES FINALLY AFTER ALL OF THESE YEARS and yes FOR GOD TO ENTER ME and yes for me to enter God 

and yes FOR US and yes TO cut and yes of course my friend ELEPHANT grass and yes VERY GOOD STORY WE THINK 

BOTH OF US and yes THIS WAS THE SYMBOL and yes OF WHAT WE WILL DO “NOW” and yes “now” is probably and 

yes next week and yes we will have to see … ☺. 

 

Sanna is thinking what I have done with my money 

And yes the family and yes yesterday and yes “discovered” and yes that I had stopped smoking and yes coming home 

from church and yes Sanna and yes started by asking and yes “why have you decided to stop smoking – is it because 

you have sent money to Africa” and yes again and yes the feeling of CONTROLLING and yes the feeling and yes that 

Sanna and yes NOT AGREEING and yes so it is and yes I REALLY DID NOT MIND TELLING HER THE TRUTH and yes 

REALLY DID NOT CARE and yes is the more precise expression and yes I said and yes THAT I HAVE STOPPED SMOKING 

BECAUSE I REALLY WOULD LIKE TO STOP SMOKING and because I know that I now have more CAPACITY to do this and 

yes she was apparently satisfied with this answer and yes I could tell and yes that she thougt I had sent all of my 

money and yes to Kenya and yes that I could not afford to buy tobacco and yes so it is here and yes WHEN PEOPLE and 

yes ARE THIS CONTROLLING AND YES MANIPULATING WHAT DOES IT MOTIVATE PEOPLE TO DO and yes of course and 

yes WHAT I DID and yes NOT TO TELL THE TRUTH or the full truth and yes I REALLY DID NOT CARE and yes I COULD 

HAVE TOLD THE TRUTH BUT THIS IS ABOUT and yes BEHAVIOUR WHICH I DON’T APPROVE OF and yes WHAT IT MAKE 

OTHER PEOPLE DO and yes just an example of course and yes did not tell her about my money situation.  
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And yes later and yes at lunch and yes Sanna and yes DECIDED TO ASK ONCE MORE and yes NOW EVEN MORE DIRECT 

and yes as mentioned and yes I DID REALLY NOT CARE and yes I told her the truth and yes that if I did not send this 

money – and yes far too less compared to what they truly needed – and yes the team and yes Elijah’s family would 

starve – and yes not to my surprise and yes THIS WAS NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL FOR SANNA and yes WHAT WAS IM-

PORTANT and yes was as anticipated and yes giving her the feeling and yes that I cannot take care of my own financial 

situation and yes RECEIVING A LECTURE I WAS AND YES AS “DIRECTORS” AND YES THAT IS “PEOPLE CONTROLLING 

PEOPLE” AND YES NORMALLY DO AND YES WE CAN CALL THEM “HELL MANAGERS” and yes I had to promise her and 

yes that there would be no problems in the future and yes that I will pay all of my bills first and yes if there is more 

money and yes I will decide what to use this money for and yes so it is and yes exactly as what I did this month and yes 

telling Sanna and yes that this was the reason why and yes that I asked her ealier this month and yes if they wanted 

me to pay for my stay here – and yes VERY CONCERNED SHE WAS and yes STILL MAYBE EASIER FOR HER TO UNDER-

STAND WHY I SEND MONEY and yes TODAY INSTEAD OF 3-4 WEEKS AGO and yes after seeing me “work hard” for 

weeks now and yes and yes not knowing about this book of course and yes so it is here and yes God also told me and 

yes that this was about and yes THAT I DID NOT CALL POUL ERIK about the apartment and yes the deposit and yes BE-

CAUSE I DECIDED and yes TO SEND AN EMAIL IN STEAD and yes I had written to Poul Erik earlier and yes that he would 

hear from me Saturday or Sunday and yes I decided to write and yes to his email and yes it is his work email address 

and just maybe and yes he will first see it Monday and yes thought about that and yes why and yes because I wanted 

to give him time to think about the answer and yes instead of calling him and yes asking for an immediate answer and 

yes QUITE GOOD HERE TOO and yes APPROVED TOO and yes STILL THE TRAIN WHISTLE and yes GOD IS FLUITING and 

yes what did you find inside the whistle and yes something red and yes a mouse it is and yes why is that and yes have 

you heard about the elephant being afraid of the mouse and yes this is how I feel and yes I am the elephant and yes 

the earth is the mouse and yes THE MOUSE CAN THROW DOWN an elephant and yes this is what they say and yes 

what I feel and yes I HAVE TAKEN OUT THE MOUSE FROM MY WHISTLE and yes WHEN I START TO BLOW and yes SE-

RIOUSLY and yes I WANT PEOPLE and yes TO ENTER THE TRAIN and yes THIS IS MY FEAR and yes THAT YOU WILL BE 

ABLE TO UNDERSTAND QUICKLY ENOUGH THAT I TRULY MEAN BUSINESS THIS TIME and yes YOU WILL HAVE TO IM-

PROVE and yes DO YOU ABSOLUTELY BEST TO KEEP MY BASIC RULES and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes be-

cause otherwise YOU WILL NOT BE GRANTED ACCESS and yes so it is my friends here too and yes happy birhtday all of 

us and yes many difficult decisions and yes FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE and yes is the keyword and yes about to say 

“NEW BALANCE” I WAS and yes my first couple of running shoes and yes still remember that …. 

 

A test: Sanna is “controlling” and “not outsourcing work” 

And yes WHAT A SURPRISE MY FRIENDS and yes NOT KNOWING and yes WHAT SANNA WAS WORKING ON and yes 

OTHER THAN IT WAS AN IMPORTANT TASK and yes FOR HER TO FINALISE TODAY AND YES FOR HER MANAGEMENT 

COURSE and yes I JUST ASKED DIRECTLY AND YES “WHAT IS IT ABOUT” and yes SANNA JUST ANSWERED and yes 

PROBABLY NOT WHAT SHE REALLY WANTED TO DO and yes because what she said and yes was this: “THE MANAGERS 

REPORTING TO ME BELIEVE I AM TOO CONTROLLING AND NOT OUTSOURCING WORK” and yes my friends and yes 

THINKING I AM and yes of her “almost perfect” feedback and yes the 360 degree survey and yes maybe 18 months 

ago and yes apparently this test was not good enough (!) and yes THIS IS THE FEEDBACK and yes which she has now 

received and yes through the Daniel Goleman test and yes therefore my friend and yes thank you for that book Karen 

and yes DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHICH TEST I COULD RECOMMEND YOU TO USE MY FRIENDS and yes THIS TEST IS 

TELLING THE TRUTH ABOUT MY SISTER and yes AS I HAVE ALSO STATED IN THIS BOOK and yes NOBODY LIKES MAN-

AGERS ACTING LIKE THAT and yes THE REST OF THE TESTS and yes I DON’T BELIEVE CAN GIVE THE SAME and yes A 

TEST FOR THE WORLD TO FIND OUT? And yes I HAVE GIVEN YOU WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME and yes so it is and yes 

trying to start a little speech to my sister about this and yes I could also have asked questions and yes DO YOU KNOW 

WHAT and yes I DID NOT DO ANY OF THE OPTIONS and yes why not and yes BECAUSE and yes THAT I DON’T BELIEVE 

MY SISTER WOULD LISTEN TO ME and yes JUST MAYBE and yes IF SHE WAS REALLY INTERESTED and yes she would 

start but you know BECAUSE YOU CANNOT LEARN HOW TO BECOME A GOOD MANAGER IF YOU DON’T HAVE THE 

PERSONAL SKILLS and competences too and yes MY SISTER DON’T HAVE THAT and yes we talk about respect, not con-

trolling people, not deciding everything, to be open and “curious”, natural motivation of people, fantastic communica-

tion skills and yes TO TREAT OTHER PEOPLE LIKE YOU WANT PEOPLE TO TREAT YOURSELF and yes the golden rule and 

yes which was the only thing I told her and yes otherwise it would become too personal for her to understand today 

and yes did not want to start a fight here and yes this is the truth my friend – and yes in the past and yes I have given 
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her many advises and yes difficult for her to do and yes when she is another personal type than I and yes so it is TO-

DAY ☺. 

 

And yes I said to Sanna and yes “it is always nice to learn, is it not” and yes Sanna and yes she said YES and yes HOW 

NICE IS IT REALLY SANNA to find out and yes WHAT PEOPLE REALLY THINK OF YOU and yes maybe you will tell? 

 

Sanna encourages me to “find work” 

And yes one more for the road and yes not much road left and yes ONLY DOING THIS and yes again WRITING THIS 

WITH THE ABSOLUTELY OUTMOST OF MY WILL POWER my friends and yes so it is and yes Sanna and yes talked about 

and yes a very “fine” manager here and yes mentioned in the newspaper and yes having a “lot of responsibility” and 

yes a “good life” with two luxourius cars etc. and yes “by chance” he worked as a dustman and yes for 14 days and yes 

found out and yes NO STRESS AT ALL and yes MUCH BETTER TO WORK AS A DUSTMAN and yes he quit his manager 

job and yes became much more happy and yes why did Sanna and yes say that to me and yes of course the message 

and yes for me was to get a job and yes “I will not became a manager” and yes of Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen and yes 

the job market government office and yes why does she think that? And yes did she want to hear about my memo or 

has she asked to read it? NO! And yes I AM NOT A MANAGER ON THAT LEVEL, SANNA? And yes ONLY A FEW TIMES 

and yes you have seen WHO YOUR BROTHER REALLY IS and yes BECAUSE YOU TAKE AWAY MY MOTIVATION TO SHOW 

YOU and yes THEREFORE YOU MAY HAVE THIS OPINION and yes THIS IS EXACTLY THE SAME ANSWER AS FORMER 

MANAGERS and yes HAVE SEEN and yes BECAUSE OF YOUR SELFISH AND YES RUDELESS BEHAVIOUR and yes THROW-

ING UP BECAUSE OF YOU and yes YOU TOOK AWAY MY MOTIVATION and yes YOU NEVER SAW MY FULL AND TRUE 

POTENTIAL and yes MY SKILLS and yes NOT ONE PERSON HAVE SEEN ALL OF MY SKILLS BUT SOME PEOPLE HAVE SEEN 

DIFFERENT SKILLS and yes TAKE THE BEST OF WHAT ALL PEOPLE HAVE SEEN AND YES THEN YOU HAVE ALL OF MY 

SKILLS and yes PLEASE TRY TO UNDERSTAND THIS and yes THAT THIS BEHAVIOUR OF PEOPLE ARE DOING THAT TO 

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes I AM ONLY THE EXAMPLE TO SHOW AND YES I TRULY WANT YOU TO BEHAVE 

PROPERLY AND YES TO TRULY FIND THE COMPETENCES AND YES POTENTIAL OF PEOPLE and yes TO ALLOW PEOPLE 

TO USE THEIR POTENTIAL and yes thinking of Martin in Dahlberg and yes as another example here. 

 

And yes this is how it is and yes I told Sanna and yes that I search for my “dream job” and yes until the 1st November 

and yes thereafter and yes IF I DON’T GET A JOB BEFORE, I will do as the Commune orders me to do and yes to find 

another “type” of job and yes as I told Sanna and yes I LOVED TO BE A PAPER BOY as a teenager delivering newspapers 

from 4.00-6.30 every morning and yes REALLY LOVING THAT and yes especially in the summer and yes because there 

was no people on the streets and yes “I could think” and yes I liked that a lot and yes I could be a postman too, but 

you cannot get me to work as a Gardener I believe and yes maybe I could try it for 14 days and yes to be certain and 

yes knowing that WORK AS A CLEANER and yes is not me at all and yes I CAN WORK HELPING OLD PEOPLE and yes 

SHOP FOR THEM and yes talk to them but I could not handle their personal care and yes to shift them ect. and yes 

throwing up I would and yes JUST TO GIVE YOU SOME EXAMPLES and yes THAT THERE ARE “LOW IMAGE” WORK 

WHICH I CAN DO WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS and yes other which I “hate” and yes JUST BECAUSE OF WHAT GOD HAS 

GIVEN ME and yes so it is and yes also with this message and yes THE JOBCENTRE and yes in practice and yes ACCEPTS 

THAT PEOPLE WILL SAY NO TO SOME LOW IMAGE WORK BUT NOT TO ALL and yes JUST FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

ABOUT ME MY FRIENDS – JUST TELLING THE TRUTH ABOUT THE FEELINGS AND DESIRE THAT GOD HAS PUT INSIDE OF 

ME. 

 

And yes this is truly also about HUMILIATION and yes WHEN YOU BRING PEOPLE DOWN and yes UNDERNEATH and 

yes THEIR TRUE VALUE and yes as the system does and yes also what Sanna is actually doing and yes even though she 

means well and yes trying to help and yes this is what she does and yes at the same time and yes she is humiliating me 

and yes because she recognises the low image work and yes does not recognise and yes understand and yes express 

this and yes about becoming a director and yes this is truly the message and yes HUMILIATION and yes WE DON’T LIKE 

WHEN PEOPLE DO THAT TO OTHER PEOPLE. 

 

And yes finally – IN THE FUTURE THERE WILL BE NO STRESS and yes NOT EVEN WHEN YOU WORK AS A TOP MAN-

AGER, NO, BECAUSE PEOPLE WILL FOLLOW MY BASIC WORKING RULES and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

Feedback from my network  
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And yes I sent my CV and yes received feedback from Jesper and yes Sidsel also noticed it and yes so far and yes FROM 

NO OTHERS and yes I ASKED FOR FEEDBACK IF PEOPLE COULD HELP ME BECOME A CEO and yes so it is and yes 

PROBABLY MOST PEOPLE THOUGHT THAT THEY COULD NOT AND YES HOW MANY HAVE REALLY DONE ANYTHING 

FOR REAL and yes TO LOOK AT MY CV and yes TO REALLY THINK ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES IN THEIR NETWORK and yes 

TO DO THAT AND YES TO COME BACK AND YES TO MENTION THIS TO ME and yes PROBABLY NONE and yes THIS IS 

HOW LIFE IS TODAY and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT I WANT YOU TO HELP YOUR FRIENDS AND YES COLLEAGUES 

and yes NETWORK AS GOOD AS YOU WOULD DO FOR YOURSELF and yes this is it my friends ☺. 

 

My displace plan 

And yes Stig and yes MUCH OF THIS BOOK and yes IS ABOUT DIFFICULT DECISIONS and yes CAN YOU FIND THEM and 

yes THIS COULD ALSO BE A DIFFICULT DECISION and yes we know SAY IT LIKE IT IS and yes is the “strategy I decided 

for” and yes ALWAYS THE BEST TO DO and yes WHEN I GAVE UP MY APARTMENT and before going to Kenya and yes I 

gave all of my furniture away as gifts and yes for the family – and yes Fuggi received my new wave cd’s - and yes we 

know the family and yes also Fuggi and yes said to me and yes that they would keep my things and yes IF I RETURNED 

THEY WOULD RETURN MY FURNITURE ETC. to me and yes this is what it is about and yes my friend - WE WANT YOU 

BACK TO KENYA AND YES TO START GIVING PEOPLE A NORMAL LIFE and yes HOW and yes FIND OUT THROUGHOUT 

THE WEEK and yes MUST BE A GOOD STORY and yes TO CONVINCE MY FAMILY and yes UNLESS MY FAMILY AND YES 

WILL BE SHOWN WHO I AM and yes AT A HIGHER LEVEL and yes WE WILL HAVE TO SEE and yes VERY GOOD GOD and 

yes I AM AFRAID and yes another disgression and yes so it is here and yes. 

 

And yes we know this is what my family and yes Fuggi will do and yes no problems there and yes IS THIS ALSO WHAT 

NIKLAS and yes ESPECIALLY TOBIAS WILL DO? And yes Niklas and yes received the “Indian mask” and yes the vase 

from Margarita and yes do you remember Camilla and yes SPECIAL FOR ME TOO and yes I know VERY GOOD IF I HAVE 

HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE THIS TO HER and yes we know he also received my “most personal” things and yes 

including the signed poster and yes eeehhh BY DAVID BOWIE and yes a GRILL as well and yes WOULD I LIKE THIS BACK 

and yes I GAVE THIS REALLY AS GIFTS and yes NOT WANTING IT BACK and yes when it comes to the stereo equipment 

and yes I GAVE THIS IS A GIFT TOO TO TOBIAS and yes IF I WAS TO LIVE AND YES AT ONE PLACE AND YES I WOULD 

LOVE TO HAVE THIS STEREO EQUIPMENT AS FOLLOWS and yes IF WE ARE GOING TO LIVE TOGETHER AS ONE BIG 

FAMILY AND YES HAVING A BASE and yes INCLUDING TOBIAS and yes THEN IT REALLY DOES NOT MATTER WHO HAS IT 

and yes IF I AM GOING TO TRAVEL THE WORLD AND YES ALL OF THE TIME and yes THEN IT REALLY DOES NOT MATTER 

and yes a gift and yes IF I WILL HAVE A BASE and yes where Tobias will not be and yes STILL A GIFT TO TOBIAS and yes 

BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT GOD WANTED ME TO DO and yes NORMALLY I WOULD NEVER GIVE AWAY and yes THE MOST 

PRECIOUS and yes MATERIAL ITEM I HAVE and yes WHAT I LOVE THE MOST and yes MY MUSIC and yes so it is here 

and yes this is written as honest as I can and yes so it is ☺. – And yes this line and yes is added later and yes GOD HAS 

FOR YEARS and yes TOLD me and yes ON THE BIG DAY and yes becoming him and yes THEN I WILL BE ABLE TO LISTEN 

TO ALL MUSIC and yes IN THE ABSOLUTELY BEST QUALITY and yes AVAILABLE and yes WITHOUT OF COURSE and yes 

HAVING A STEREO EQUIPMENT and yes FORGOT ABOUT THAT ONE and yes JUST MENTIONING IT I AM HERE and yes 

FAITH my friends and yes so it is here and yes THIS DID NOT HAVE MUCH INFLUENCE ON MY DECISION and yes when I 

gave the gift and yes I DID WHAT I DID and yes BECAUSE GOD ASKED ME TO DO IT and yes THAT WAS THE DECISIVE 

and yes so it is here too. 

 

And yes will see what the family will say and yes when they see the plan and yes including “gift for Tobias” and yes for 

the music equipment and yes “gift for Niklas” and yes for his things and yes “gift for Sanna/Hans” or “gift for 

mother/John” and yes for other things and yes AS I HAVE WRITTEN ON THE LIST and yes for them to look at and yes 

Sanna and yes my mother and yes have already decided and yes to give the things back and yes JUST WONDERING I 

AM and yes THAT SANNA and yes MAYBE HANS TOO and yes WILL ORDER AT LEAST TOBIAS and yes TO RETURN THE 

MUSIC EQUIPMENT TO ME and yes don’t know what they will do with the gifts that Niklas received and yes NEUTRAL 

and yes OBJECTIVE and yes is what I will be and yes just tell them and yes “this is what we agreed upon” and yes 

“gifts” and yes they will probably not listen and yes decide and yes WHAT THEY BELIEVE “IS THE BEST” and yes we will 

have to find out. 

 

Later: And yes we know a print-out of the plan and yes presented it and yes to Sanna and Hans and yes EXACTLY AS 

EXPECTED and yes the “gifts” and yes to Sanna/Hans and yes mother/John and yes to be returned from them and yes 

THEIR DECISION and yes WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE GIFT TO THE BOYS and yes mentioning the stereo equipment and 
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yes to Tobias as an example and yes saying and yes that the boys have probably seen the things as what I said to them 

namely GIFTS and yes that they would probably have another view than Sanna/Hans and yes both Sanna and Hans 

and yes DID EXACTLY AS EXPECTED and yes BOTH OF THEM SAID and yes THAT THE BOYS WOULD HAVE TO RETURN 

THE THINGS TO ME and yes SO IT IS and yes WITHOUT ASKING ME and yes WHAT I WOULD THINK WOULD BE THE 

BEST and yes WITHOUT ASKING and yes their boys and yes THIS IS HOW PEOPLE DECIDE ON BEHALF OF OTHER PEO-

PLE and yes SANNA AND HANS HAVE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH THE GIFTS I HAVE GIVEN TO THE BOYS and 

yes we know and yes I COULD HAVE DECIDED NOT TO INCLUDE THIS ON THE LIST FOR THEM TO SEE and yes what 

would have happened and yes 100% sure and yes SANNA AND HANS WOULD HAVE TAKEN THIS UP THEMSELVES and 

yes so it is here. 

 

AND YES WE KNOW and yes SANNA AND HANS AND YES EVEN WANTED TO RETURN THE ESPRESSO MACHINE TO ME 

!!! – And yes funny it is and yes of Hans being “busy” to get me to clean this machine the other day … 

 

And yes Sanna and yes added and yes that my move to Africa and yes have really not been easy for the family and yes 

she was also talking about the “misunderstanding” and “emotions” – I believe these were the words – and yes THAT 

TOBIAS WOULD FEEL and yes NOT VERY EASY MY LADIES AND GENTLEMEN and yes FOR SANNA AND HANS (!) and yes 

NOT KNOWING THAT WHAT THEY HAVE BEEN FIGHTING AGAINST AND YES IS THE BIRTH OF GOD and yes STIG and yes 

both of us and yes IF YOU DID NOT DO EXACTLY WHAT YOU DID and yes TO BE TOTALLY HONEST and yes JUST LIKE 

THAT and yes I COULD HAVE TAKEN ANOTHER DECISION and yes TO POSTPONE MY COMING and yes THROUGH YOU 

and yes TOGETHER WITH YOU but you did it my friend and yes really nothing much here and yes my friends JUST GO-

ING ON WE ARE HERE and yes one of those small things you know ☺. 

 

And yes Sanna also said and yes “please don’t go to Africa again” and yes YOU ARE A FANTASTIC ACTOR GOD and yes 

MAYBE SHE WILL BE SURPRISED AND YES WHEN I LEAVE AGAIN and yes so it is here too ☺. 

 

A short email from Paul 

And yes we know all of us and yes first and yes a short reply from Paul and yes we know on your CV and yes Paul and 

yes a linkedin contact and yes a very close and yes first colleague and yes since friend and yes very close indeed and 

yes Paul and yes DISAPPEARED and yes maybe because of TELLING YOU THE TRUTH my friend? And yes about ME and 

yes TORMENTING STIG and yes sorry I was about that and yes a short email and yes because I know Paul and yes have 

seen his emails in the past and yes probably he means his email very well and yes that this is the reason why he sent it 

but still “cold with words” and yes is what I feel when I see it and yes welcoming me home from Kenya he is and yes 

“will think of me” and yes if he can “help me” and yes THANK YOU PAUL and yes SO MUCH and yes BUT I WOULD LIKE 

TO SEE MORE “WARM” and yes MUCH MORE HAPPY and yes OPEN and yes DIRECT EMAILS from people and yes OPEN 

QUESTIONS and yes this is what it is about too and yes just maybe and yes a short email back to Paul and yes maybe 

not speaking to him for two years I have and yes NO QUESTIONS AT ALL FROM PAUL and yes WHEN WE WERE VERY 

CLOSE FRIENDS INDEED and yes STRANGE that is and yes would be difficult for me to do the same and yes if and yes 

when I reply him and yes just an example of how I VERY OFTEN IN MY LIFE HAVE “BEEN HOLDING BACK” and yes be-

cause of people not really showing their interest and yes positive emotions FULLY and yes 100% and yes here I would 

like to ask Paul many things about family and yes work and yes IF I HAD A “NORMAL LIFE” TO LIVE and yes WITHOUT 

GOD and yes I would ask him and yes to have a beer or maybe even play golf again or even badminton and yes so it is. 

 

“Godt så” Margit! 

And yes “GODT SÅ” and yes A DANISH EXPRESSION and yes AS GOD HAS NOW GIVEN ME SEVERAL TIMES and yes 

starting the other day and yes many times this evening and yes said from the family here while playing Trivial Pursuit 

and yes THINKING OF MARGIT I AM and yes FROM FAIR and yes the HR MANAGER and yes because you always said 

this and yes JUST MAYBE MARGIT and yes YOU THOUGHT THAT IT WOULD BE INTERESTING and yes TO SEE WHAT I 

HAVE DONE and yes SINCE and yes FAIR and yes BY LOOKING AT MY CV and yes WAS STIG “CLEVER” and yes as a spe-

cialist maybe? And yes also the “reputation” and yes Margit and yes in your book and yes YOU WERE SITTING IN THE 

SAME ROOM AS STIG and yes ALMOST NEVER YOU SAW THE TRUE PERSON WHO STIG IS AS A MANAGER and yes THIS 

IS HOW I HAVE MADE YOU MY SON and yes TO CHANGE and yes ACCORDING TO HOW PEOPLE BEHAVE and yes IN 

YOUR SURROUNDINGS and yes WHEN YOU ARE TREATED UNFAIR and yes YOU HAVE BEEN INGOING and yes FOCUS-

ING ON “DETAILS” and yes THE SPECIALIST TYPE OF GUY WHO YOU ALSO ARE and yes INGOING? And yes the people 

who have seen the TRUE Stig and yes THE OUTGOING and yes WILL UNDERSTAND THE KIND OF SUFFERING I HAVE 
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BEEN GOING THROUGH and yes when people have been so selfish and yes at work situations and yes NOT GIVEN ME 

OUTGOING WORK and yes MANAGEMENT and yes SALES and yes INSTEAD THEY HAVE BEEN EXPLOITING MY SPECIAL-

IST KNOWLEDGE and yes ASKING ME TO DO ALL OF THE BORING DETAILS and yes THIS TOOK AWAY MY NATURAL 

OUTGOING PERSONALITY and yes MARGIT YOU TRULY NEVER SAW WHO I ALSO AM and yes WILL MARGIT BE ABLE TO 

UNDERSTAND MY CV and yes surprised I would be and yes MAYBE and yes IF SHE CAN IMAGINE and yes after having 

close conversations with me and yes PUT TWO AND TWO TOGETHER and yes NOT TOTO here and yes we know could 

not resist it and yes THEN YOU HAVE FOUR and yes WHEN YOU HAVE FOUR and yes you think of PETIT FOUR and yes 

then you think of France and yes of Denis and yes THIS IS HOW I WORK AND YES SPIRITUALLY ALSO WITH “CLAIRVOY-

ANTS” and yes just for you to understand Matthew and yes another disgression and yes so it is and yes many stories 

could be told and yes Margit YOU CAME IN HERE AT THIS CHAPTER. 

 

Playing Trivial Pursuit with the family and God ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes WE LIKE THAT A LOT and yes INSTEAD OF WATCHING TELEVISION and yes thought of that also MANY TIMES 

and yes with Elijahs family in Kenya and yes to play nice family games and yes smiling and yes laughing and yes to be 

entertained together and yes because the family there never did it and yes of course and yes this evening we played 

Trivial Pursuit and yes with the family here and yes with the boys and Isabelle too and yes it was exciting and yes God 

was playing with us too and yes MANY ANSWERS and yes SYMBOLS given to me through this game and yes NOT ALL 

STORIES WILL BE TOLD HERE but QUITE AMUSING IT WAS and yes CAKEWALK and yes in the words of God and yes as 

creative as mentioned before and yes was not a dance to me but it became and yes a mixture of CAKE and CATWALK 

and yes CAKE is love and yes CATWALK and yes is “models” and yes “beautiful women” and yes “Karen” and yes we 

know and yes it could also been the cat walking and yes GOD WALKING WITH LOVE and yes so it is and yes I have 

started and yes to give you the number 23 and yes thinking of Karen and yes of her age somehow and yes ok and yes 

here it is and yes ALMOST NOT MADE IT and yes this story and yes only included and yes in the second edit of the 

story and yes now it is the 28th October and yes the reason for the number 23 and yes was and yes because God has 

shown me Karen and yes as 23 years old and yes trying and yes to tell me and yes maybe true or falsh and yes my be-

lieve is that it is falsh and yes that this is what he will do and yes to “turn back time” and yes turn back the watch and 

yes for you to see Karen and yes as a beautiful wife and woman and yes on the outside and yes my friend too and yes 

one of the games here too … 

 

And yes also included in the second edit and yes Sanna and yes I was playing together and yes against Hans/Tobias 

and yes Niklas/Isabelle and yes Sanna and yes I won and yes I did not count who answered all of the “cheese” ques-

tions and yes I do belive it was me most of them and yes if not all and yes Sanna and yes was very “high” and yes 

“winning” and yes almost and yes “bragging” and yes about this and yes this is the feeling Sanna and yes about you 

and yes when you talk about yourself and yes your work and yes BECAUSE you don’t ask the same questions to others 

and yes BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN LISTENING TO OTHERS and yes THE SAME WAY AS YOU ARE IN YOUR-

SELF and yes so it is. 

 

And yes when God wanted us and yes to have certain questions and yes he made sure and yes that the dice and yes 

“came out right” and yes GIVING ME THIS FEELING HE WAS and yes THROUGHOUT the evening and yes we had many 

interesting questions and yes also about Karen Blixen, but here and yes about Fleksnes and yes THIS WAS and yes ONE 

OF THE MOST AMUSING and yes COMEDIANS IN NORWAY and yes WHEN I WAS A CHILD and yes EVEN IN DENMARK 

TOO and yes there was a question about him and yes what was his true name and yes could not remember it and yes 

until God and yes gave me the answer and yes Rolv Wesenlund and yes good enough to include and yes because why 

was he so funny and yes MAYDAY mayday mayday and yes he was a radio amateur and yes listening to ships and yes 

in trouble and yes truing to SAVE SHIPS FROM SINKING and yes DID HE SUCEED? And NO HE DID NOT SUCEED and yes 

what does this mean and yes only this and yes NORWAY and yes THE HELL TOO and yes A SHIP SINKING and yes WHAT 

GOD WILL SAVE YOU FROM and yes A SYMBOL and yes OF THE HELL and yes THAT “NORWAY” CAN NOT HELP YOU 

and yes this was really what it was about. 

 

 

And yes we know and yes ALMOST MISSED THIS ONE TOO and yes my friends and yes apparently and yes an “inno-

cent” question and yes about the Swedish author and yes Selma Lagerlöf and yes I really listened to this one and yes 

because and yes God and yes in 2006 and yes AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes gave me the name of this Swed-

ish author and yes I DID NOT KNOW WHY and yes I TRIED TO FIND THE ANSWER ON THE INTERNET and yes GOD DID 
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NOT TELL ME and yes till this day and yes I did not know and yes here the answer was and yes ALSO PLANTED BY ME 

and yes you know the story about God and yes his ways and yes here it is and yes the question and yes was about a 

book for children and yes I HAVE NEVER READ IT MYSELF and yes BUT IN THIS HOUSE AND YES THEY HAVE and yes 

planted and yes many years ago and yes so it is and yes the title of the book and yes in Danish and yes is “Niels Hol-

gersens vidunderlige rejse gennem Sverige” and yes the reason why and yes that God gave the word FORMATION and 

yes (in Danish “DANNELSE”) and yes to me in a dream and yes written this morning and yes because this story by 

Selma and yes is about a boy and yes being transformed by a Robin Goodfellow into the same size of the Robin Good-

fellow itself and yes THE BOY TRAVELS WITH A GOOSE ON A “FORMATION TRAVEL” and yes ALL OVER SWEDEN and 

yes the Robin Goodfellow promises to transform the boy to become a human again and yes IF HE IMPROVES 

THROUGH THIS TRAVEL and yes THIS IS A BOOK FOR CHILDREN and yes GIVEN TO MANKIND and yes MORE THAN 100 

YEARS AGO AND YES IT IS TRULY ABOUT JUDGEMENT DAY and yes NOBODY KNEW OF THIS and yes NOT EVEN SELMA 

HERSELF and yes so it is my friends.
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Monday 26th October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, starting the “second edit” of 180 pages, agreeing with Poul-Erik on a lower deposit, maybe I don’t 

owe my mother and John any money, NO UPDATE ON THE NEWSLETTERS, Coloplast is closing in Denmark,  

“Take care my love”, status on job searching, on my way in Gimmeldingen, feeling confident – taking a nap, my mother 

and John will lend me the deposit, an example of losing a friend, reflections on my father and God, signing the lease 

contract, the pope will be the one receiving me and the long term effects of being EXHAUSTED. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes still carrying on and yes so it is and yes FOR HOW LONG and yes vm and yes I DON’T KNOW 

TOO and yes GOD UPSTAIRS and yes is the only one having the answer and yes none other than me and yes thank you 

JOA and yes for being here and yes speaking to me and yes even more like a “normal” person would do and yes in 

stead of just one line sentences from time to time and yes which is how it has been for a long time and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the usual sleep and yes if I am fresh this morning and no really not you see and yes still carrying on and yes 

writing these scripts and yes I was tired even before starting THIS BOOK and yes not really fresh and yes still ok and 

yes no problems here and yes no smoking and yes still annoying and yes but better and yes all decisions by God are 

taken as a dictator (the name of the game) and yes forced upon me and yes together with the Devil and yes motivat-

ing me and no not really and yes meeting the Devil every morning before starting the work day here and yes sexual 

talk and yes visions and yes you guessed right again and yes nice to see and no not really and yes having any private 

life here and no not really and yes tired all of the time and yes more or less and yes wanting to take a break constan-

stly and yes for sure all of the time and yes speaking and yes is better and yes but still not normal when speaking to 

the family here – always better with my mother and John and yes because both are much more interested and show 

that compared to Sanna and Hans and yes so it is here and yes just to give you an idea …. ☺. 

 

And yes the dreams: 

 

• I am at a two days course in Stockholm, Sweden. I hand over a presentation, which is binded nicely including 

my business card, to all participants and it describes an expense limit of 7,500 DKK. Back home I receive a copy of 

an email, which a Swedish manager, who attended the course has sent to his employees, where he says that I was 

very honest and he writes something about receiving 7,500 DKK in compensation and to “hand over the rest”. I 

am annoyed because of this misunderstanding. 

• From the 11th July there is a 10 days course in Stockholm in “bank management”, where Jeff Lynne also will at-

tend. I am thinking that I want to seek more information on the internet on this course, and that I may go to 

Stockholm to meet Jeff. I think that the course is very long, I am not used to this myself. 

 

Starting the “second edit” of 180 pages 

And yes we know and yes WHO LIKES TO DO AN EDIT OF A SCRIPT and yes from what on my laptop are the pages 523-

703 and yes from the 3rd October and yes until today and yes probably not that many and yes of people having a much 

better and yes normal life and yes without sufferings and yes how do I do it? And yes just turning on the “auto pilot” 

and yes is in fact what I have been doing for a long time now and yes really not that committed in what we are doing 

here, just doing and yes what the man upstairs asks and yes for me here downstairs and yes to do and yes thank you 

God and yes for “Upstairs and downstairs” and yes another symbol of London and yes one of the absolutely best TV 

series ever and yes better in quality than “Yes minister” and yes in this respect maybe the best and yes not as humor-

ous and yes you know different criteria and yes LONDON and yes a symbol and yes the same as the Caribean Island 

and yes is what we are approaching and yes being the Gardener here and yes having had the Christmans dinner the 

other day and yes after dinner you will open your gifts and yes we know NOT THAT QUICK THE GARDENER IS and yes 

of course exactly on time and yes according to his schedule and yes for the others of us and yes the time is feeling very 

long and yes just maybe he has a very good feeling about this and yes this is how we could continue and yes just say-

ing here and yes 180 pages and yes a “conservative” estimate and yes to be sure that I will finish on time and yes is 5 

pages per hour and yes 10 hours per day and yes 50 pages and yes sounds too little and yes therefore 60 pages per 

day and yes three days and yes and yes slower compared to what I did in Kenya and yes so it is here – and yes not all 
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180 pages and yes are pages I need to edit, and yes the contents of my memo and yes different emails are included so 

maybe it is “just” 150 pages, I really don’t know. 

 

Agreeing with Poul-Erik on a lower deposit 

And yes my friends and yes ALMOST HOME we are and yes I THOUGHT IT WAS A VERY GOOD IDEA and yes TO RENT 

OUT IMMEDIATELY and yes ALMOST FEELING A FRIEND TOO and yes the thought I have of Poul-Erik and yes as he has 

of me and yes PERSONAL RELATIONS and yes GOOD THOUGHTS and yes are always helpful and yes BUT ALWAYS BE 

OBJECTIVE (!) and yes POUL-ERIK and yes decided and yes to reduce the deposit and yes to 1 month and yes because 

you never know and yes “you can leave suddenly” and yes I believe he said and yes difficult for me to understand and 

yes “maybe I can break something” but one month it is and yes my mother is probably going to be glad and yes also 

the rest of the family. 

 

And yes Poul-Erik and yes would like me to come to Ballerup (!) and yes this evening and yes to hand over the signed 

contract and yes suggesting Lyngby instead and yes easier for me and yes because Poul-Erik has to give the contract 

and yes to the association of the apartments and yes so it is and yes instead he decided and yes that he will  come 

here tonight and yes to personally and yes pick up the contract and yes thank you Poul-Erik for doing this ☺. 

 

Maybe I don’t owe my mother and John any money 

And yes you have noticed and yes money is of no big concern to me at the moment and yes so it is and yes just think-

ing and yes “do I really owe my mother and John any money at all”? And yes received some money and yes the 1st Au-

gust I believe and yes from John and yes later again and yes September and yes one of the amounts and yes I was told 

and yes was a gift and yes because this was the amount and yes that they would spend on me and yes if I decided to 

come to the birthday cruise and yes Sanna and yes told me and yes yesterday and yes that they sold my racer bike and 

yes that I received this money too and yes was this the amount and yes that John sent to me in August and yes so 

maybe it was truly not a “gift” or a “loan” and yes ALWAYS SEEN IT AS A LOAN I HAVE and yes one of these days and 

yes to follow up on that and yes so it is – so just maybe I don’t owe anything at all and yes just maybe I have not been 

cadging at all on the family and yes they paid for my airplane ticket and yes thanks for reminding me God and yes 

SOME “CADGING” I HAVE DONE and yes need to repay this too and yes so it is ☺. 

 

NO UPDATE ON THE NEWSLETTERS 

And yes WE TRIED ONCE MORE and yes for you to ask the team and yes to update the newsletters once more and yes 

I followed your request and yes maybe one week ago and yes asked the team and yes if they would do this work and 

yes MY DEAR FRIENDS – WHEN ALL OF YOU RECEIVE A DIRECT QUESTION and yes NONE OF YOU HAVE ANSWERED 

THIS QUESTION and yes DO YOU KNOW HOW I FEEL LIKE and yes WOULD “DISAPPOINTED” SURPRISE YOU? PLEASE 

PAY ATTENTION and yes PLEASE ACT and yes IT IS AS SIMPLE AS THIS! 

 

And yes I promised and yes the team in Kenya and yes that there would come no more updates on this and yes all I 

can say is THAT I WILL NOT ASK THE TEAM TO UPDATE THE NEWSLETTERS AGAIN and yes all I will say is this: If the 

team decides for themselves that this is right to do, and yes then the team will decide this and yes this is how it is. 

 

Coloplast is closing in Denmark 

And yes the company and yes chosen for my mother to work for and yes for 30 years and yes is closing down and yes 

moving its production and yes to Eastern Europe and yes China and yes because the world is focusing and yes on mak-

ing the cheapest products and yes the biggest profits and yes what happens here and yes sacking all of the employees 

and yes just wanted to tell you this and yes THAT IS TRUE and yes your mother would not be happy if she was still em-

ployed with Coloplast and yes when she was employed and yes MY MOTHER HAD A VERY GOOD TIME and yes AT 

COLOPLAST and yes THAT IS THE STORY and yes ALWAYS and yes WHAT IS THE TRUTH, MOTHER, and yes IS THAT and 

yes that you have always envied other people to be more clever than you and yes how can it be and yes that you are 

not as clever yourself and yes THIS IS THE PAIN I HAVE GIVEN YOU and yes MUCH MORE THAN ANY PEOPLE WILL UN-

DERSTAND and yes because and yes I HAVE STRENGTHENED IT and yes VERY MUCH and yes THIS FEELING and yes so it 

is. 

 

“Take care my love” 
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And yes listening to George Michael and yes very happy he was and yes listening to some of his favourite songs and 

yes God was and yes when hearing “take care my love, he said, don't think that God is dead, take care my love, he 

said” and yes God told me and yes this is probably the song which I like the most by George Michael – and yes the one 

with Aretha and yes IS THE BEST “FAST” SONG and yes so it is here too ☺ - and yes when it comes to the feeling of the 

song and yes what does it say and yes “take care” and yes AS I HAVE WRITTEN and yes ALMOST EVERY SINGLE TIME 

and yes TO KAREN and yes ON TEXT MESSAGES and yes in the past and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes thank 

you also for this one George ☺. 

 

Status on job searching 

And yes we know and yes nothing much to say and yes never heard from the missing two first agencies, and yes not 

heard from 7 of 20 headhunters and yes VERY PROFESSIONAL YOU THINK and yes NOT WORTHWHILE FOLLOWING UP 

and yes is my true feeling and yes maybe I will do it later and yes maybe not and yes NOT ONE SINGLE AGENCY OR 

EMPLOYER HAVE CONTACTED ME and yes THROUGH ALL OF THESE CV-DATABASES (and yes one did through 

www.jobindex.dk if it was “an employer” but we did not get in contact, see later) and yes BECAUSE I DON’T HAVE AN 

INTERESTING CV? And yes THIS IS CERTAINLY NOT THE CASE and yes HOW MANY HAVE SEEN MY CV and yes HOW 

MANY HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD IT and yes NOT EVEN ONCE OR TWICE BUT THREE TIMES and yes sold to that 

gentleman over there and yes thinking and yes when I was a boy and yes going with my father and yes maybe Anni 

was with us (and yes the “woman in love” and yes before Kirsten and yes if I liked her and yes FOR SURE and yes more 

than Kirsten and yes maybe 100 times and yes so it is here too) and yes a couple of times and yes to Sweden to visit 

auctions at farmhouses (!) and yes THIS IS THE KIND OF EXPERIENCES and yes THAT I WANT PARENTS and yes FA-

THERS and yes TO HAVE WITH THEIR CHILDREN and yes VERY FEW OF THESE I HAVE HAD WITH MY FATHER and yes 

maybe a handful and yes WHY I SAID TO HIM and yes MAYBE TWO YEARS AGO and yes THAT I THOUGHT IT WOULD 

BE A GOOD IDEA and yes for us to do some things together and yes without Kirsten and yes to have truly very good 

experiences together and yes Stig and yes it is truly me and yes ok and yes I could not see it and yes could not count 

all of my money and yes God gave me this feeling in life and yes to be superior and yes so it is and yes that is the rea-

son why and yes that I left you alone and yes you were annoying me and yes of all your selfish speech and yes about 

spirits and yes as Karen believes too and yes we know and yes I know and yes just trying and yes you were and yes I 

was not and yes TRYING TO MAKE US UNDERSTAND and yes we know and yes JUST A NATURAL THING and yes it 

would have been and yes if I COULD SPEAK NATURALLY ABOUT THIS and yes I could not and yes THEREFORE TOO and 

yes NOT EAGER I WAS and yes TO MEET YOU and yes AT ALL and yes BECAUSE YOU WERE MY SON and yes A GOOD 

IDEA TO DO and yes THIS WAS TRULY WHAT I THOUGHT and yes EAGER I WAS NOT TO SEE YOU MY SON and yes THIS 

IS HOW I WAS and yes NOT EAGER TO SEE YOUR MOTHER TOO and yes MORE LATER my friend and yes hurting in my 

fingers I am and yes so it is here too. 

 

And yes my father wanted to speak about him being together with other women when he was with my mother and 

yes maybe later when I have more energy and yes I felt him and yes the first time and yes “a little” and yes yesterday 

and yes the feeling and yes was that he made it to Heaven and not Hell but this was only a weak feeling I had yester-

day. 

 

On my way in Gimmeldingen 

And yes we know all of us and yes yesterday and yes God and yes showed me and yes myself driving and yes in the 

very beautiful village of Gimmeldingen and yes in Germany and yes on my way and yes of course and yes to “Christ-

mann” and yes LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and yes so it is. 

 

Feeling confident – taking a nap 

And yes we know and yes I APPROVED THE PLAN and yes to do the second edit and yes I was up early this morning an 

yes expecting to take a nap later because of this and yes because I was tired (!) and yes even though and yes guess 

who and yes gave me his usual threats and yes HE COULD NOT REACH ME and yes when I took a nap and yes so it is 

and yes 20 pages during the morning and yes 20 during the afternoon and yes 20 during the evening and yes should 

be possible to do and yes having more time and yes than in Africa when doing the same job. 

 

And yes when I stood up and yes from the nap and yes not really sleeping I was and yes I could hear and yes “just in 

the background” and yes a tune playing and yes knew what it was and yes no lyrics on it and yes just playing and yes 

not very loud and yes by God or the Devil and yes annoying it is and yes when I know it and yes cannot identify it and 
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yes it took me only a couple of minutes – and yes sometimes and yes not often today but earlier and yes this was part 

of my suffering and yes new songs all of the time and yes taking “hours” and yes to “guess” sometimes and yes so it is 

– and yes this song and yes was “hurt me” by Eurythmics. 

 

My mother and John will lend me the deposit 

And yes spoke to my mother and yes we know and yes she and John and yes have decided and yes that I could borrow 

and yes the deposit and yes they did not want me to ask the Commune and yes the Commune would probably say no 

and yes don’t borrow money for private apartments I believe and yes so it is and yes saying to my mother and yes I 

will repay the loan and yes with 1,000 DKK per month and yes “please do a budget first” and yes was her answer and 

yes THEN IT CAME VERY STRONGLY and yes from my mother and yes “YOU CANNOT KEEP SENDING MONEY TO AF-

RICA” and yes “YOU CANNOT SAVE ALL PEOPLE IN THE WORLD” and yes VERY “FUNNY” THAT MY SISTER ACTUALLY 

USED EXACTLY THE SAME WORDS and yes which I did not write here and yes OF COURSE and yes I CAN SAVE ALL PEO-

PLE OF THE WORLD and yes THIS IS WHY and yes I AM THE SAVIOUR my friends and yes this is truly the symbol and 

yes my sister could not help me at all lending me the deposit and yes my mother could and yes NONE OF THEM 

THOUGHT and yes ABOUT WHAT I WROTE and yes to JOHN EARLIER and yes about SHOWING HUMANITY and yes TO 

THE PEOPLE and yes my friends in Kenya and yes as an example to the world and yes BAD EXCUSES and yes from my 

mother and John and yes they could afford to pay my airplane ticket and yes my deposit and yes a new and expensive 

and yes travel and yes to South America and yes John was thinking of going to Dubai too and yes to “burn off your 

money” John and yes “while you can” and yes of course you are now 73 years old and yes you can just maybe send 

100-200 DKK to “poor people” and yes MAYBE IT WAS POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO “SELL” SOME OF YOUR INVESTMENTS 

and yes TO SAVE PEOPLE FROM STARVATION AND YES EVEN DEATH and yes we know this is the scenario I set up and 

yes NOBODY HERE and yes DID THAT and yes MY SISTER’S voice is strong and yes John’s too and yes my mother has 

both voices and yes I truly believe and yes that my family and yes woke the voice of the Devil in my mother and yes I 

had truly hoped and yes that she would find her own voice and yes THE MOST COMPASSIONATE VOICE and yes FEEL-

ING OF THE WORLD and yes WHICH SHE ALSO HAS WITH HER IN HER LIFE and yes RIGHT NOW and yes NOT EASY 

WHEN SHE IS OCCUPIED BY THE DEVIL TOO and yes we know and yes WE ARE ALL “RIGHT HERE” and yes here and 

there and everywhere and yes our spiritual beings and yes RIGHT HERE and yes is the feeling and yes BOTH HELL and 

yes HEAVEN also RIGHT HERE and yes CANNOT SEE IT and yes JUST and yes the very clear feeling I got and yes using 

my mother as an example and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes my mother also said and yes that I did not have to repay and yes the money and yes for the airplane ticket 

and yes my mother and yes John spoke about this and yes part of the gift as well and yes because I did not come to 

the birthday cruise. 

 

And yes later and yes Sanna and yes encouraged me to do my own budget and yes the feeling and yes of being a child 

again and yes having and yes both my sister and yes my mother and yes telling me what to do and yes not believing in 

me and yes what BOTH OF YOU ARE DOING and yes IS SHOWING THE WORLD and yes your lack of empathy and yes 

including my mother and yes the person with the most compassion and yes so it is and yes see what I have written 

about this earlier and yes God and yes vm and yes they also and yes think and yes “good thoughts of you” and yes to 

help these people in Kenya and yes maybe they will talk about this as well to the world someday and yes so it is. 

 

An example of losing a friend 

And yes so it goes and yes very fine and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know and yes one more for the 

road and yes Topgear and yes doing the second edit and yes we know and yes most of the day and yes now it is 21.40 

and yes made the goal of today and yes approx. 62 pages done and yes we know looking at the text and yes when I 

started the 3rd “leg” this evening and yes it was like being snow blind and yes when you cannot see and yes because 

you have been watching the snow all of the time and yes that feeling and yes when looking at the screen and yes very 

difficult indeed and yes to start this leg and yes when everything in me and yes is SAYING RELAX and yes when you can 

only read the text with difficulties and yes so it is and yes we did it and yes just a new disgression and yes thanks Karen 

and yes so it is and yes this is about Paul and yes I decided and yes to send a reply today and yes thinking of what I 

would write and yes I decided and yes to include and yes our mails and yes here and yes to show the world and yes of 

an earlier VERY GOOD FRIEND INDEED and yes sending his “best regards” and yes still impossible to get a new connec-

tion and yes JUST MAYBE BECAUSE OF WHAT I WROTE TO HIM and yes Paul maybe you will tell the world and yes 

loosing a good friend I did and yes sad about this I was and yes the same feeling and yes when loosing Vivian and yes 
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as a friend recently and yes even though so many years passed and yes without speaking to her and yes this is truly my 

feeling. 

 

From Paul yesterday: 

 

Hej stig,  

Velkommen hjem. 

 

Håber det lykkes for dig at finde et job der matcher dine ønsker og kompetencer, jeg kan ikke umiddelbart hjælpe, men 

jeg skal have dig i tankerne. 

 

hilsener 

Paul 

 

From me today: 

 

Hej Paul, 

 

Mange tak for din mail, som jeg var glad for at få. 

 

Hvordan går det med firma, Søren og Søren? Er du glad for arbejdet? Og hvordan går det med den store familie? Du 

må hilse mange gange. Jeg var glad for vores gode venskab tidligere, Paul, og jeg er ked af, at det ikke rigtigt holdt. 

  

Som du måske har set på Facebook, udgiver jeg snart en bog, som også giver svar på de oplevelser, jeg for 3-4 år siden 

forsøgte at forklare dig, og som jeg er klar over var svære at forstå. 

 

Mange hilsener fra 

Stig  

 

And yes finally and yes from Paul today and yes not really answering my questions and yes not asking any questions 

himself and yes how normal is this for what was truly a close friend and yes so is is: 

 

Paul  

 

Tak, det går fint med det hele. 

  

ser frem til at læse din bog, giv mig et praj, når den er i handelen... 

  

hilsener 

Paul 

 

Reflections on my father and God 

And yes we know and yes ALMOST CONVINCED and yes I am and yes THAT THESE ARE THE FINAL DAYS and yes BE-

FORE “SOMETHING” will happen and yes BECAUSE GOD and yes THE COUNCIL ARE COMING “CLOSER AND CLOSER” 

and yes so it is and yes still and yes not quite sure and yes promised and yes something and yes to happen yes last 

weekend and yes a new promise and yes for Friday and yes knowing this pattern far too good and yes from the Devil 

and yes my father being dead and yes not hearing from Kirsten and yes surprised with this and yes not even from Inge 

and yes but still and yes BECAUSE AND YES OF ALL OF THE THINGS AND YES VISIONS AND YES SYMBOLS AND YES 

WHICH ARE CLEARER AND CLEARER and yes the communication with the Council clearer and clearer and yes THAT 

SOMETHING WILL HAPPEN and yes HOPEFULLY NOW and yes I heard and yes God saying and yes that my father and 

yes is told more and more about me and yes that he does not know yet who I am other than I have an important task 

to do and yes not fitting with the question about me which he should anwer and yes “do you believe in Stig” and yes 

as the first person to receive this question and yes DON’T REALLY KNOWING THIS GAME OF GOD but for sure and yes 

THIS GAME IS ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL and yes WE KNOW AND YES SOMETHING WILL HAPPEN and yes so it is. 
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And yes THE DEVIL IS AT HIS HIGHEST HERE TOO and yes JUST MAYBE A LOT OF THIS IS RUBBISH AND YES MY FATHER 

IS STILL LIVING AND YES JUST A LIE ON A HIGH LEVEL and yes then leaving the Devil here and yes THINGS WILL OPEN 

AFTERWARDS and yes WHERE MY FATHER WILL DIE and yes IF HE IS NOT DEAD and yes I REALLY DON’T KNOW and yes 

ONLY WRITING AND YES WHAT I HEAR, SEE AND EXPERIENCE and yes PARTICIPATING IN THE ACT and yes so it is here. 

 

Signing the lease contract 

And yes we know and yes Poul-Erik and yes was very kind and yes to come here and yes we signed the contract and 

yes very nice he is and yes I will get the key and yes Saturday at 12.00 and yes MOVE AND YES SUNDAY AND YES the 

Devil is not happy for me to have survived this period here and yes bye bye and yes so it is and yes Poul-Erik and yes 

“the world is small” and yes he works and yes with Nordea Life & Pension and yes which included and yes the old 

company called “ENHJØRNINGEN” and yes UNICORN you know and yes REMEMBER THAT STORY AND YES FROM GOD 

AND YES FROM YESTERDAY and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes THE WORLD IS TRULY SMALL and yes IF I KNOW PEOPLE 

WORKING THERE and yes of course I do and yes Michael R. and yes Jeppe and yes Marianne from PFA originally and 

yes even more I believe and yes WOULD I BE ABLE and yes to be the manager of this company and yes JUST MAYBE 

THERE ARE PEOPLE WORKING THERE and yes WHO WOULD SAY and yes Stig and yes not thought of that and yes why 

and yes because eeehhhhhmmmm and yes THOUGHT OF THEMSELVES they have and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I told you and yes that I wanted you to sign this contract and yes to document to the world and yes that I 

could not stay and yes with Sanna any more and yes not with your mother and yes John and yes NOW I WILL MOVE 

ON SUNDAY and yes NOT WANTING TO USE ALL OF THIS ENERGY and yes WHICH YOU WILL ALWAYS USE and yes 

when you move and yes NOT HAVING THE ENERGY also to do that and yes HAVING THE FAMILY’S EYES and yes ON ME 

and yes ABOUT HOW I SETTLE and yes HOW SOON I WILL SETTLE and yes ALL OF THEIR EXPECTATIONS and yes A TRUE 

NIGHTMARE and yes my family and yes it is what you have done to me and yes continuing your monitoring of me and 

yes now from the outside and yes because of your concern and yes YOU STILL DON’T GET IT and yes THE WORST TOR-

TURE YOU HAVE DONE!!! – And yes they are only “helping” of course and yes that is truly the worst example and yes 

of people misunderstanding each other! 

 

The pope will be the one receiving me 

And yes saw the pope and yes very different and yes to when he was the pope alive and yes the same setting and yes 

as the other day and yes the basement and yes being a monk and yes in the traditional brown monk dress and yes say-

ing and yes very gentle and yes kind and yes objective as well and yes I have asked all of the Council to be that until 

further notice and yes he said and yes that I WILL BE THE ONE TO RECEIVE YOU and yes not much power you have to 

finalise this script too and yes we know and yes therefore only this and yes “I AM NOT ALLOWED TO TELL WHAT HAS 

TRULY HAPPENED TO YOUR FATHER AND YES ONLY THIS and yes HE IS NOT WITH ME and yes NOT WITH US and yes 

YET and yes ON HIS WAY HERE and yes WE ARE HOPING and yes THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO SAY and 

yes thank you and yes MY DEAR POPE and yes can’t remember what number you have now and yes please say hi and 

yes also here and yes “everyone says hi” and yes like that one very much too and yes genious and yes two 100 point 

songs on that album too. 

 

The long term effects of being EXHAUSTED 

And yes finalising today and yes at 22.20 and yes THE LONG TERM EFFECTS of what I have been going through and yes 

is just this and yes TIRED and yes AS NO MAN HAS EVER BEEN BEFORE and yes STILL WORKING WE ARE and yes MORE 

AS A REFLEX and yes WITHOUT ANY SOUL and yes this is the feeling and yes if my “mind is blowed out” and yes com-

pletely and yes destroyed and yes was that already a very long time ago and yes can you be destroyed several times 

and yes here you can and yes when you surpass the first border and yes which you did not think was possible and yes 

crossing a new border and yes again and yes again and yes KEEP DOING THAT and yes ALL OF THE TIME and yes DO 

YOU THEN BECOME TIRED and yes trying to write and yes the best I can and yes about how it feels and yes “I’m alive” 

and yes and yes still kicking too and yes just merely and yes so it is …. 
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Tuesday 27th October 2009 

Bad sleep and dreams, symbols on Facebook, meeting Else at the Jobcentre, still doing the second edit, update on some 

”sufferings”, update on the jobsearch, my mother wants to buy me a sofa table and thinking of how the team is doing. 

 

Bad sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yesterday and yes was actually a difficult day and yes did not manage to do the first edit of the 

script yesterday and yes my friends and yes therefore and yes the day today and yes is even more difficult and yes this 

is the feeling and yes waking up and yes approx. 7.30-8.00 at the moment and yes thinking and yes that it is truly im-

possible to work today and yes a few dreams: 

 

• I have a meeting with Søren H. He wants to have me managing the Danish business and says that I can become 

the director – or maybe he will be the director himself. He says that Paul and Søren don’t know how to cook and 

that because of the IT-systems they can only offer insurance for vegetarians. 

• I wake up and hear the song “as long as you love me” by Backstreet Boys 

• Lena B. sends me an email where it says “it is still money money money”, she sees my CV and she says “add 

Karen and get out of that misery”. 

• I hear the words “hold nu op, hold nu op” from the song “Ole’s fjerner” by Kim Larsen and I am told that it is 

Ole’s mother and that “it is the truth”. 

 

There were several dreams during the night which I did not remember and which did not “finish”, when I woke up God 

said to me that the UFO “incident” in Roswell USA was also to tell the world about the coming Judgement Day and yes 

my friend and yes NOBODY and yes WAS ALLOWED TO HEAR that and yes sorry we all are and yes knowing that you 

really do your absolutely best and yes one other dream and yes not written about that and yes about my mother and 

yes the Devil and yes tears in my eyes by vm and yes please stop that and yes tears are also controlled spiritually and 

yes like the rest of me and yes only a robot we are here and yes the same feeling often and yes again this morning and 

yes also because I noticed two pricks under my right upper arm and yes scratching too and yes two almost identical 

and yes pricks the same place under my left arm and yes EVERYTHING IS CONTROLLED SPIRITUALLY HERE and yes 

THESE MARKS TOO and yes what am I here and yes a machine and yes deciding and yes every single day to use energy 

which I don’t have and yes every single day my friends and yes having the pleasure also this morning and yes to listen 

to the Devil and yes about my mother and yes until I started working again and yes every morning and yes it is like this 

and yes very short breakfast and yes a bath and yes clothes on and yes starting to work and yes NO breaks and yes ex-

cept and yes from yesterday and yes where I started taking a few breaks and yes because I was on plan and yes so it is 

but no energy to do the first edit of the script of yesterday ….. 

 

Symbols on Facebook 

And yes my friends and yes there are also symbols and yes from God and yes on Facebook and yes just a few: 

 

Comments on Facebook My comments here 

Jacob Levin Svendsen: er lidt slap i dag.... har sat valgpla-

kater op hele natten :-) Nu er kampen igang. 

René Suetta: Er kampen allerede i gang...?!? Hvem bok-

ser...? 

And yes two colleagues and yes from Acta and yes talking 

about “the fight” and yes which has now started and yes 

a boxing fight – and yes one of my symbols and yes who 

are the boxers, René: And yes God and yes against the 

Devil and yes you are one of the boxers, who I need to 

defeat and rescue René. 

Stig Riber Hvorfor tror man altid det værste om folk - 

hvad med facts 

And yes Stig, I totally agree with you and yes PLANTED 

WE ARE here too. 

Jenipher Nabs ......Wat a friend we av in Jesus.He is the 

best! 

And yes I could not resist and yes to reflect on this and 

yes I did not want to write a “comment” and yes for all to 

see (thinking of my family) and yes therefore I wrote this 

in an email to Jen and yes maybe she will say “hello” to 
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Comments on Facebook My comments here 

me someday and yes again and yes SMILING I WAS: 

PLEASE SAY "HELLO" TO HIM WHEN YOU MEET HIM AND 

HE WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU TOO - WHICH IS WHAT HE 

DOES FOR ALL PEOPLE HAVING FAITH, AND YOURS ARE 

STRONG, MY FRIEND :-) 

And yes Jen replied: 

Of course i wil,with our faith in Him we can b healed in al 

the pain n sufferings we go through.guday n God bless u. 

John Verner Kjær Tog 200 gram på i denne uge, havde 

dog regnet med at tage over et kilo på, så 200 g. er ok. 

Må i næste uge komme tilbage op på hesten. Der skal 

gives gas. 

 

Tonny Jersholm Ja, op på hesten igen :-) 

And yes we know and yes Fuggi and yes Rommy and yes 

here too and yes “get back on the horse” and yes Fuggi 

says and yes I also wrote a comment and yes for Fuggi 

and yes asking him to show his “iron will” again and yes 

BACK ON THE HORSE and yes THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO 

and yes WHEN GOD WANTS ME TOO …. 

 

Meeting Else at the Jobcentre 

And yes very good not to do MINUTES and yes of long meetings and yes internal meetings and yes many/most meet-

ings and yes written about this earlier and yes always hated that and yes Kim and yes nice to have an employee and 

yes Kim “almost” working at the same level as your own and yes please my friend and yes tell what you thought of Stig 

and yes when he started with you and yes when you had taught him and yes of the development and yes which I went 

through and yes WHAT YOU TRULY AND YES THOUGHT AT THE END WHEN YOU WORKED TOGETHER and yes WERE 

YOU OR I and yes PROFESSIONALLY and yes THE MOST GIFTED and yes so it is and yes many years ago and yes the de-

velopment and yes has continued and yes thank you and yes Karen and yes for the story God and yes so it is and yes 

giving and yes Else at the Jobcentre and yes a status and yes of my situation and yes as I have done here at this house 

to Sanna and yes not actually thinking that these people truly will help but fearing and yes that they will not agree and 

yes to start UNNECESSARY SANCTIONS and yes THIS IS THE SAME SITUATION and yes ELSE and yes SANNA and yes 

NICE PERSONS and yes both of you BUT YOU HAVE MISUNDERSTOOD what it is about and yes because of your egos 

and yes as managers and yes BE FACILITATORS and yes instead and yes let people do their own jobs and yes ASSUM-

ING THEY SHOW RESPONSIBILITY AS I DO and yes so it is and yes this is not what Else is doing and yes not what my sis-

ter is doing and yes THE DEVIL IS IN YOU and yes YOU WANT TO BE IN CHARGE and yes YOU ARE THE MOST CLEVER 

and yes sorry we are and yes NOT WHEN SPEAKING TO ME my friends and yes WHAT YOU SHOULD DO and yes is to 

HELP PEOPLE and yes SUPPORT PEOPLE and yes NOT TO CONTROL PEOPLE and yes DO YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE and 

yes I DON’T LIKE CONTROL and yes we know my friends and yes just like the Devil and yes so it is. 

 

And yes telling Else and yes that I sent the application and yes for the Ministry of Work and yes including the memo 

and yes “my philosophy is to use my best quality as you know by now” as I told Else and yes I updated her and yes on 

publishing my CV and yes on Facebook and yes on Linkedin and yes because as I told her and yes that I did not have 

the time and yes to call all in my network or to meet them – and yes I was truly thinking and yes for people to “help” 

me and yes by thinking and yes of my CV and yes in connection to their network and yes as earlier written – and yes so 

it is and yes I told Else and yes that I have done most of my job action plan and yes here before the 1st November and 

yes I was thinking and yes that one task on the plan was missing and yes did not tell Else and yes that is truly and yes 

no. 4 and yes “goal oriented” jobsearch and yes to find industries, jobs and companies which I would like to work for 

and yes DID NOT DO THAT and yes BECAUSE LATER I DECIDED ONLY TO SEARCH FOR ONE JOB and yes as you know 

and yes not on a lower level and yes which I would have done and yes IF GOD WAS NOT HERE and yes BUT THE INSPI-

RATION and yes MY EXPERIENCE and yes is now passed on and yes ON BASIS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM and yes show-

ing you how difficult it is and yes the best part and yes in the future and yes HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO GET A PER-

FECT JOB and yes WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE UNEMPLOYMENT and yes if you ask me and yes (almost) “IMMEDIATELY” 

and yes this is my gift for you my people too and yes JUST FOR YOU TO KNOW. 

 

And yes telling Else and yes that I am moving and yes on Sonday and yes to Lyngby and yes what to do? And yes she 

said and yes THAT IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT I WILL VISIT THE JOBCENTRE IN LYNGBY and yes THE SOCIAL CENTRE 

TOO and yes BECAUSE I WILL NOW START IN A NEW SYSTEM (!) and yes BASED ON EXACTLY THE SAME RULES but you 

know another Commune and yes another place to live and yes NEW PEOPLE and yes DOING EXACTLY THE SAME 
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WORK and yes WHICH HØRSHOLM ALREADY HAVE STARTED and yes both when it comes and yes to maintaining my 

cash help and yes to find a job and yes MAYBE THESE PEOPLE IN LYNGBY and yes will have “different opinions” and 

yes even though it is the same law they work after and yes just thinking we are and yes A COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME 

and yes BUREAUCRACY and yes NOT PASSED this system and yes not efficient to say the least and yes INCREDIBLE 

THAT THIS SYSTEM IS STILL “LIVING”. 

 

And yes WHAT ABOUT “ALL THE WORK” and yes as the Jobcentre and yes in Hørsholm have done and yes will this 

work and yes automatically be transferred and yes used by Lyngby and yes here is the best story: NO – NOT NECES-

SARILY and yes “it depends” and yes a number of different criteria and yes according to Else and yes the “rules” or 

maybe the “practise” is like this: If there is information for example from a doctor on a sickness or an approval to at-

tend a course in the file and yes then it could be “useful” and yes for the new Commune and yes to get this work and 

yes saving them from doing the same work and yes saving time and yes what about the jobplan and yes “all of this 

fantastic help and yes work from the old Commune” and yes will you use this, Else, and yes I asked her if I came from 

Lyngby and yes to Hørsholm and yes “only” if I have a “heavy case” or if I come with the papers myself from the Com-

mune she said and yes otherwise and yes she would probably not use it. And yes Else offered me and yes to send the 

papers and yes WHAT THEY HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT ME and yes IN THEIR PAPERS and yes with post and yes to me and 

yes looking forward to that we are. 

 

And yes is this an example and yes of “administrative practise” and yes “what are the rules” and yes what are hun-

dreds and yes thousands of people and yes doing all over Denmark and yes the world and yes YOU KEEP ON DOING 

THE SAME WORK OVER AND OVER AGAIN and yes WITH YOUR OWN and yes too low QUALITY and yes HOW LONG 

DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE the best lease contract of all and yes as an example and yes maybe 100 or 200 hours? And yes 

if you as as person and yes had an apartment to rent out and yes if you decided and yes to make a lease contract on 

your own and yes from scratch and yes if you decide and yes maybe to use 1, 2 or 4 hours on this and yes if you don’t 

have the knowhow and yes which contract do you believe will have the best quality, yours or the most professional 

template mentioned before? And yes so it is and yes IF YOU HAVE THE TEMPLATE ALREADY IN FRONT OF YOU and yes 

DO YOU THINK THAT YOU CAN DO THIS WORK EVEN MORE EFFICIENT and yes MAYBE IN 15 or 30 minutes and yes 

THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE TALK ABOUT and yes TO WORK WITH MUCH BETTER QUALITY and yes MUCH MORE EFFI-

CIENCY and YES CAN YOU SEE IT and yes WE KNOW ALL OF US and yes so it is here too and yes only this PLEASE DO 

WHAT I HAVE TOLD YOU HERE and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT YOU WILL GET A MUCH BETTER LIFE and yes ALL 

OF YOU MY FRIENDS and yes JUST TO DO WHAT IS LOGICALLY THE BEST TO DO and yes so it is. 

 

And yes by the way and yes www.jobnet.dk and yes DOES NOT INCLUDE and yes ELECTRONIC STORAGE and yes SHAR-

ING OF JOBPLANS etc. and yes FOR ALL COMMUNES TO USE and yes this system and yes is made and yes by Ar-

bejdsmarkedsstyrelsen and yes HAVE YOU NOT BEEN THINKING and yes almost AT ALL and yes YOU VERY BRIGHT 

HEADS and yes I AM SORRY BUT THIS SYSTEM IS NOT A FAVOURITE SYSTEM OF MINE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes GOD and yes HAD JUST A MESSAGE and yes THE LAST ONE and yes from Else and yes to me and yes this book 

too and yes when I was leaving and yes Else told a story and yes about the Danish actress Jytte Abildstrøm, who had 

problems getting make up on before going to the stage of the theatre and yes instead and yes she said “you can also 

be happy as a farmer” and yes how much closer can you come and yes to replace the ACTING and yes THE GAME and 

yes the same and yes WITH GOD and yes AS THE FARMER and yes GARDENER too and yes also the same and yes 

THANK YOU ELSE and yes for his message. 

 

Still doing the second edit 

And yes we know my friend and yes still doing the second edit and yes of the scripts and yes of October and yes THE 

MOST DULL WORK TO DO actually and yes this morning and yes was difficult and yes BECAUSE I WAS TRULY VERY 

TIRED AGAIN and yes when you are this tired and yes I can only repeat myself and yes that I TRULY NEED TO GIVE THE 

BEST OF ME and yes I DID and yes 30 pages and yes DECIDING and yes to take a nap and yes again today and yes the 

Devil and yes was even stronger this morning and yes annoying me very much and yes think of someone continuously 

speaking “dreadfull” things to you and yes not stopping and yes you know about what and yes doing this work and yes 

at the same time and yes again the feeling and yes how can I even do this work and yes getting started and yes doing 

it and yes even though I could not and yes being brave again today and yes the strategy and yes was to get some sleep 

and yes to be more fresh and yes which was needed and yes if I should have a chance and yes to read and edit the rest 
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and yes also to do a script of today and yes which I thought of postponing and yes so it is – and yes God allowed me to 

sleep and yes for 30 minutes and yes much more fresh afterwards and yes continuing the work and yes much much 

easier and yes the difference of being REALLY tired and yes more fresh here and yes just for you to know. And yes fol-

lowing my plan I am and yes so it is. 

 

Update on some ”sufferings” 

And yes smoking is still not good and yes better than before and yes but not good this morning and yes had a very big 

desire and yes to smoke and yes to buy cigarettes and yes when going to the jobcentre and yes next to the station and 

yes the Devil and yes putting this desire and yes thought in me and yes so it is. And yes the desire and yes is still and 

yes the whole day long and yes somewhat less and yes than in the beginning but really not good you know. 

 

And yes my speak and yes is better with all people and yes almost normal and yes except when speaking to the family 

here and yes which is also better but still not normal and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the other and yes sufferings and yes are the same. 

 

Update on the jobsearch 

And yes just to give you an update and yes of THIS VERY EFFICIENT SYSTEM and yes so it is and yes I have not heard 

from 7 headhunters yet and yes they have had since the 14th October and yes to answer and yes I WAS NOT MOTI-

VATED AT ALL but yes – learned it from Kim S. too and yes to follow up on others and yes not keeping their deadlines 

and yes FROM ALL PEOPLE I LEARNED THIS FROM YOU KIM (!!!) – and yes therefore and yes today and yes a new 

email and yes to the seven on the following list and yes with the message and yes “looking forward to hearing from 

you” after waiting 13 days and yes I have not heard from 35% of these EXCELLENT and yes COMPANIES and yes IS THIS 

QUALITY WORK and yes I WILL LEAVE IT UP TO YOU DECIDE and yes my dear reader and yes 20 companies and yes re-

ceived and yes the CV OF JESUS and yes WITH THE SKILLS and yes AS I HAVE GIVEN JESUS and yes JUST TO HIGHLIGHT 

and yes the understanding of this and yes I ASKED FOR FEEDBACK and yes NOT ONE COMPANY HAVE GIVEN ME FEED-

BACK and yes NOT ONE HAVE REFLECTED ON MY WISH TO RECEIVE FEEDBACK and yes quality work and yes not even 

and yes to answer my ONE question and yes IF YOU COULD NOT DO THIS and yes HOW MUCH TIME and yes HAVE 

YOU DONE READING and yes EVALUATING MY CV and yes WITH QUALITY and yes the answer is probably given by it-

self here and yes REVEALED BY THE LACK OF QUALITY IN YOUR ANSWERS and yes so it is and yes PROBABLY MANY 

STORIES TO BE TOLD FROM YOU MY FRIENDS and yes looking forward to hearing them we all are… ☺. 

 

1. Korn/Ferry 

2. harton & rosenkilde 

3. J. Friisberg & Partners 

4. JMI Executive Search 

5. Krüger Search 

6. SAM Headhunting 

7. Egon Zehnder 

 

And yes while writing this story and yes we know and yes GOD PLAYED and yes THE CHAIN AND YES BY FLEETWOOD 

MAC and yes so it is and yes the chain and yes the chain and yes the chain and yes the best bass line which I have ever 

heard in a song (!) and yes saw Sting and yes on VH1 and yes a fantastic bass player too and yes LIKED YOU THE MOST 

and yes UNTIL 1985 and yes so it is BUT STILL AMAZING SONGS IN BETWEEN AFTERWARDS and yes FEELINGS and yes 

the chain and yes no other story than this and yes because I have decided and yes to be “shorter” and yes in my sto-

ries and yes than what I could be and yes therefore. 

 

And yes writing a follow up email and yes to Lisberg and yes Knud and yes the 15th October and yes to Flemming Qvist 

the 16th October and yes NO REPLIES AT ALL and yes HOW CAN YOU MANAGE A “QUALITY” business and yes NOT 

HAVING AN INTEREST and yes IN OTHER CANDIDATES and yes THAN THE CANDIDATES and yes which you “by chance” 

and yes “fall over” and yes WHEN YOU START WORKING and yes ON SPECIFIC JOBS and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE 

and yes Flemming any news from you lately and yes just thinking we are. 
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And yes we know and yes I RECEIVED and yes ONLY ONCE and yes contact and yes from an “employer” and yes on my 

CV and yes it was through www.jobindex.dk and yes MAYBE THERE WAS A STORY HERE and yes if there was and yes I 

did not get it and yes so it is my friend and yes Joseph mbazira Ssenyonga and yes from Socialenergy and yes called me 

some time ago and yes left a voice mail he did and yes I called back and yes did the same and yes did not hear from 

him for some time and yes he called again and yes a new voice mail and yes I was busy and yes decided and yes to 

postpone him and yes so it is and yes wrote an email to him later and yes yesterday he wrote to me and yes thank you 

for doing this Joseph and yes that he wanted to speak to me about a position and yes as a manager of a “environ-

mental friendly energy” project and yes he is a black man in Denmark and yes young he is and yes according to infor-

mation on the internet and yes no information and yes on the internet about this company and yes not knowing if 

there was a story here and yes if there was and yes then it is not here anymore and yes he found another one for the 

position. 

 

And yes NO FEEDBACK and yes YET and yes FROM THE MINISTRY OF WORK or from the PRIME MINISTER or his civil 

servants and yes HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE THEM and yes to refuse me and yes is what I am expecting. 

 

My mother wants to buy me a sofa table 

And yes we know and yes the family and yes threw out and yes my old sofa table and yes from 1978 and yes I did not 

like it (and yes Camilla I have missed “our” sofa table and yes since you moved my “friend”) and yes anymore and yes 

my mother and yes my sister too (!) and yes have decided and yes to buy me a new sofa table and yes so it is and yes 

my mother and yes spoke of two cheap shops here and yes to buy a new table of 500 DKK and yes I promised to look 

at this and yes IF I COULD AND YES I WOULD REALLY NOT HAVE USED TIME ON THIS and yes THROW UP ALONE BE-

CAUSE OF THIS and yes WHEN YOU ARE STILL AND YES PUSHED TO YOUR BORDER and yes PAST IT and yes WHICH I 

AM STILL and yes just to think about doing this and yes NO MOTIVATION OR ENERGY AT ALL and yes found and yes 

four sofa tables and yes on the internet and yes www.dba.dk and yes like that site very much and yes sent the links to 

my mother today and yes saying that I prefer a used table and yes it will give me better quality for the money and yes I 

said and yes that I will wait and yes UNTIL I MOVE ON SUNDAY and yes to see how much room there is and yes after-

wards we can look at it and yes ALMOST DEPRESSED I AM and yes of the view and yes of moving on Sunday and yes 

happy to get out of this house and yes away from the control – and yes Sanna is truly nice when she is not controlling 

and yes shown that again this evening and yes will miss this and yes HUMAN CONTACT TOO and yes of the “good” 

kind you know – and yes BUT MY FRIENDS I CANNOT KEEP LIVING AND WORKING LIKE THIS and yes WHAT ABOUT THE 

TEAM and yes MY PROMISES IN AFRICA and yes THE FEELING AND YES RIGHT NOW IS BOTH VERY CLOSE and yes VERY 

FAR AWAY FROM GOD at the same time and yes DON’T KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN and yes feeling more nervous 

than ever about the prospect and yes to become God and yes WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME THAT MY FRIEND and yes 

so it is here. 

 

And yes the feeling and yes which my sister and yes my mother is giving me and yes is the feeling of suffocating in 

“care, control and concern” and yes FAR TOO MUCH and yes THIS IS TRULY THE FEELING and yes WHEN YOU WANT 

TO DO SO MUCH GOOD and yes DON’T UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE and yes YOU WILL HARM THE PEOPLE YOU LOVE 

and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes I do believe and yes that Sanna believes and yes that she has done a big job and yes to help me and yes Sanna 

maybe as you do with other people too and yes so it is and yes Sanna YOU MAY HAVE FOUND OUT and yes THAT THIS 

IS NOT THE CASE and yes so it is – and yes except of course and yes for the staying here and yes the food and yes 

thank you so much for that ☺. 

 

Thinking of how the team is doing 

And yes not heard from the team and yes now for several days and yes is Elijah at home or is he coming to town? And 

yes how is the family and yes how is the team and yes YOUR LIVES MY FRIENDS and yes NOT HEARING MUCH FROM 

YOU and yes less and less it is and yes knowing and yes that it is probably still and yes very difficult and yes maybe 

even increasingly difficult for you and yes WHEN I HEAR FROM YOU and yes less and less and yes it gives me LESS and 

LESS motivation and yes to send this information to you and yes this is truly how it is and yes all I can tell you now and 

yes is THAT I HOPE THAT GOD WILL END THIS GAME and yes “NOW” and yes I HAVE NOT A BUDGET and yes OF HOW 

MUCH and yes I CAN SEND OF MONEY YET and yes PROBABLY and yes approx. the same as last month BUT I DON’T 

KNOW YET and yes DON’T KNOW WHEN AND HOW I GET ACCESS AND YES TO THE MONEY TO HELP YOU AND YES THE 
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VILLAGE TO GET NORMAL LIFE and yes I am thinking also and yes about what will happen to the office and yes Elijahs 

house and yes not knowing how the others of the team are coping and yes to keep roof over your heads and yes 

school fees and yes we know and yes “THERE MUST BE AN ANGEL PLAYING WITH MY HEART” and yes could not resist 

that one and yes MADE BY LOVE IT IS and yes so it is and yes BECAUSE IF GOD DOES NOT HELP THE TEAM and yes with 

more money than I can send the 1st November and yes WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE TEAM and yes not to mention the 

old man and yes Meshack and yes ….?  

 

And yes NOT KNOWING WHAT IS HAPPENING WITH YOU MY FRIENDS and yes COMMUNICATION IS ALWAYS IMPOR-

TANT and yes A BASIC RULE and yes “HELLO IS THERE ANYBODY OUT THERE”? 

 

And yes PLEASE REMEMBER FIRST OF ALL – AND YES ALL OF YOU – AND YES YOU ARE PLAYING THE GAME OF GOD and 

yes HE IS WITH YOU and yes GOING TO THE EXTREME and yes to show the world my friends and yes HE LOVES ALL OF 

YOU ☺ - BUT PLEASE COMMUNICATE WILL YOU? 
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Wednesday 28th October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, ” feedback” from Krüger Search, feedback from David ☺, Microsoft’s many email programs, I have 

not heard from Sidsel, my old school mate Allan had birthday the other day, would I choose Denmark over Kenya?,  

the story of the egg and the chicken, my thoughts of moving to Lyngby, finishing the second edit, the family is helping 

with my move and my old colleague Janne writing about the Judgement on Facebook. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes better sleep and yes no “bad” dreams and yes so it is and yes some short dreams: 

 

• I met Camilla in Illum in Copenhagen together with her publisher. They will sell the rest of her cooking books to-

day with a large discount. I get her cookbook for only DKK 15, “because it is me” (!). Later I meet her while I walk 

with my bicycle in an open shopping centre. I give her a hug like I used to and the “special” touch hand to hand – 

it is a reflection still these many years after. She has been together with another man for five years now and she 

did not get children. I think of asking her if we can visit her parents to get lunch but I tell her “no, I will not ask 

you, it can be misunderstood” and at the same time my whole body shakes (do you remember Camilla? – Made 

by God). Now I am in Sweden, where there is a very good baker indeed, they only have two breads left and I ask 

for one of them which looks very good. There is a sign saying that it is 13.75 SEK but I am told that it is actually 33 

SEK, which annoys me. Excatly after this I see a plane landing hard on the ground and it jums on the lane and 

“someone” says “everything is ok, we have just landed”. 

Comment: Camilla very often thinking of your Daim Ice I am and the buffet you made at one birthday using one of 

your many cook books and yes Inger also thinking of your fantastic lunches and yes the “orange heerings” of 

course – but I do like a “normal” grill without electricity better ☺. 

• I am testing to publish one day of my scripts through a blog on the internet using the RSS broadcast technique. It 

works and it is a document including pictures of the size of half a page which I actually think is too big, so it is only 

a draft. Someone is calling me on the phone, he can see my document and there are many people behind him 

waiting to see it, but I decide to put a password on my document, upload the new and replace the old document 

before he gets a chance to open the old document, I tell him that there is now a password on the document and 

that “some days” will go before it is ready to be published. 

• I am in Fair Forsikring. I forget to look at my work calendar, but nothing happens – there have been no meetings. I 

see an email with an invitation this afternoon for a social event, which temps me but I reject it because it is during 

working hours. I see in the calendar that I have meetings tomorrow, and I also see an email from “someone” 

complaining about a travel, but the time for this has now passed. Peter A. is no longer CEO, but he is still there 

and he is excited if the employees still want to talk to him. 

• I see a new double album by Bjork and it tells about what the music is like and the message is that it is the same 

as what it was earlier before she decided to do very quiet albums, where she “lost me” and this makes me happy.  

• I am at my father’s and Kirsten’s place – I don’t see my father but I sence that he is to the right of me, and Kirsten 

sits in front of me. Kirsten is visibly very sorry, and she says nothing about what has happened. I tell her that I can 

come back during the week, and this makes Kirsten very eager to get me out, I have only been there 1,5 hours 

and she says that she will invite me back. 

 

”Feedback” from Krüger Search 

And yes my friends and yes MORE AND MORE KNOWLEDGE and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes LIKE THAT A LOT and 

yes FEEDBACK from the man in charge and yes of Krüger Search and yes EVERY DAY HIS COMPANY RECEIVES 50-100 

NEW CANDIDATES and yes WHICH IS THE REASON WHY THEY CANNOT CALL IN ALL CANDIDATES FOR AN INTERVIEW 

and yes I was just thinking and yes IF I HAD A COMPANY LIKE HIS and yes I WOULD DO EXACTLY WHAT I WROTE TO 

FLEMMING QVIST SOME TIME AGO and yes HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE and yes TO GO THROUGH 50-100 CV’s PER DAY 

and yes TO MAKE SURE and yes THAT YOU HAVE ENOUGH RESOURCES and yes to handle candidates as professional 

and yes as companies and yes STILL IN THIS SYSTEM and yes IT WOULD WORK and yes TO HAVE A SPECIAL DEPART-

MENT and yes to do this work and yes maybe they could even and yes charge and yes the candidates (and better still 

DEVELOP THE BEST IT-SYSTEM OF COURSE and yes WITHOUT THE NEED OF USING MUCH MANPOWER!) and yes BE-
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CAUSE THEY WILL GIVE A SERVICE WHICH NO ONE IS DOING HERE and yes only thinking of the system today and yes 

not the future system and yes THIS IS WHAT I WOULD DO and yes IF I HAD A BUSINESS LIKE PAUL’S and yes this is the 

name of this manager and yes NO ONE IN THIS INDUSTRY HAVE SEEN THIS OPPORTUNITY and yes so it is my friends 

here and yes AMAZED BY THIS and yes IT COULD TRULY WORK OUT and yes of course IF YOU TRULY WANT TO DE-

VELOP YOUR BUSINESS and yes so it is. 

 

And yes here is the email from Paul today: 

 

Vi får dagligt mellem cirka halvtreds og hundrede henvendelser til vores kandidatemnebank, hvilket er positivt, men på 

den baggrund kan vi desværre ikke indkalde alle kandidater til et forinterview og analyse af vedkommendes kompe-

tencer i forhold til fremtidige jobmuligheder gennem Krüger Search. 

  

Vi kontakter kun en kandidat, når vi har en jobmulighed, som vi mener evt. kunne have kandidatens interesse, og hvor 

vi mener, at der er et muligt match i forhold til det fremsendte materiale. 

 

And yes working in the living room again and yes LISTENING and yes TO YOU MY FRIEND and yes VAN THE MAN and 

yes also Morrison and yes MANY OF YOUR SONGS AND YES ARE SO BEAUTIFUL and yes even more beautiful and yes 

than Leonard Cohen and yes my sister and yes cannot and yes will not try to listen to you and yes so it is and yes 

“looking for a brand new start” and yes “away from Denmark” we are and yes THAT IS THE TRUTH and yes to search 

and yes my soul and yes for the lion and yes THANK YOU MAN and yes LIKE THAT ONE VERY MUCH and yes I AM JUST 

FEELING AND YES HOW IT IS and yes NOT TO BE ABLE TO EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS and yes BECAUSE WHAT I MEAN 

AND YES IS NOT “LIKE THAT” AND YES NOW I FEEL THE CHANGE OF MY FEELINGS TOO and yes IT IS “I LOVE THAT 

SONG” and yes MANY OF YOUR SONGS and yes ARE EXCEPTIONALLY and yes BEAUTIFUL and yes THINKING YOU ARE 

THE BEST and yes TOP LEAGUE HERE MY FRIEND TOO and yes so it is and yes now understanding and yes even better 

and yes when the Devil and yes is taking and yes away the feelings and yes the expression and yes of people and yes 

WHEN YOU DON’T SHOW YOUR POSITIVE EMOTIONS and yes THEN THE  DEVIL STRENGTHENS IT and yes TRULY AS 

SIMPLE AS THAT and yes WHEN YOU START DOING IT and yes THEN GOD WILL WAKE UP and yes HELP YOU TO SHOW 

YOUR POSITIVE FEELINGS and yes this is truly how it works and yes ALSO FOR YOU PEOPLE and yes IN DENMARK and 

yes AS AN EXAMPLE and yes OF THE WORLD and yes FAR TOO MANY PLACES and yes so it is. AND YES JUST THINKING 

AND YES THAT THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE HERE AND YES CANNOT EXPRESS THEIR TRUE JOY AND HAPPINESS and yes I 

TOLD YOU and yes in this ROTTEN STATE and yes THE DEVIL IS STRONG and yes NO WONDER and yes THAT I HAVE 

ALWAYS PUT A HOLD ON MY SELF and yes BECAUSE THE DEVIL IS CONTROLLING PEOPLE HERE and yes OTHERWISE I 

WOULD BE “TOO OVERWHELMING” FOR THESE PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTANDING AND YES NOT APPRECIATING AND YES 

THE VALUE OF WARM FEELINGS AND YES EMOTIONS AND YES so it is. 

 

Feedback from David ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes thank you so much, David, and yes for your email and yes saying that “all the team is fine” and yes because 

this is what I would like to hear and yes you don’t need to write to me daily but just to give me a little bit of informa-

tion about what you are doing and yes what is happening and yes for all team members and yes especially if YOU ARE 

DOING OK and yes because I think about how your situation is and yes if you have food to eat etc. and yes this is be-

cause I have not heard from John and yes Elijah and yes for a long time and yes I don’t know and yes if you are in the 

office or yes if you are at home and yes simply “how you are” – and yes this is also what communication is about my 

friends and yes hoping to hear also from Elijah and yes John too and yes heard from Meshack recently and yes so it is 

here my friends ☺. AND YES MY FRIENDS IT SHOULD NOT BE NECESSARY FOR ME TO WRITE THIS TO YOU ☺. 

 

And yes here is the email from David and yes jambo jambo jambo and yes God is thinking of JUMBO and yes the ele-

phant and yes it was the thought he gave me and yes also the name of a very big airplane and yes so it is and yes an-

other symbol that is and yes with another meaning and yes so it is my friends. 

 

jambo Stig, 

I'm happy to read from you. I am fine here in Nairobi and doing fine. The weather is cloudy and we hope the afternoon 

may be rainy. All the team if fine. I wanted to write to you yesterday but I was could not make it.I'm happy being up-

dated about you daily. You are a many of your words: maintaining clear communication. Keep it up.Good day and best 

regards. 
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Microsoft’s many email programs 

And yes my friends and yes working and yes I was and yes suddenly and yes I was offered and yes to download and 

yes a free suite and yes of Microsoft Live programs and yes accepted that and yes included and yes was Microsoft 

Windows Live Mail and yes really not understanding that and yes this is the third email program from you I know of 

and yes HOW MANY DO YOU HAVE, MICROSOFT and yes my thought and yes is just this and yes to have ONE PRO-

GRAM and yes FOR PEOPLE TO CHOSE THE DESIGN/LAYOUT/SKIN and yes whatever you want to call it and yes them-

selves and yes MANY PROGRAMS DON’T WORK FOR ME and yes so it is and yes now using this program and yes in-

stead of Microsoft Mail and yes so it is here and yes BECAUSE GOD HAS NOT RECREATED MY MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 

PROGRAM YET and yes so it is. 

 

I have not heard from Sidsel 

And yes received and yes the short email and yes from Sidsel and yes Saturday and yes wrote a reply and yes offered 

and yes to help her and yes if she wanted to and yes she wanted that very much and yes when I met her last week and 

yes does she want that now and yes really not easy to find out and yes now several days have gone by and yes not 

heard from her and yes don’t believe that I will hear from her now and yes she wanted to dance Salsa with me and yes 

thought of me and yes as her partner and yes just maybe and yes she does not understand me and yes using and yes 

my network and yes for my book and yes is this what you are afraid of too Sidsel and yes just thinking we are here and 

yes ONE WEEK AND YES WE ARE ALMOST MARRIED and yes THE NEXT WEEK and yes MAYBE NOT EVEN FRIENDS 

ANYMORE and yes things develop very quickly here ☺. 

 

My old school mate Allan had birthday the other day 

And yes just to give you another example and yes ALLAN and yes you with the “field man” and yes so it is and yes the 

best mates we were and yes in 5th-7th grade I believe and yes REALLY the best mates and yes phoning him and yes I did 

and yes a couple of times and yes maybe 8-12 months ago and yes to set up a school party and yes as he normally 

likes to do and yes here and yes he thought obviously it was not a good idea and yes HE NEVER CALLED BACK and yes 

AS PROMISED and yes we know and yes Allan had birthday and yes the other day and yes saw that on Facebook and 

yes so it is and yes people saying congratulations and yes I REALLY DID NOT WANT TO DO THAT and yes LOST MOTI-

VATION TOTALLY and yes because of your behaviour and yes Allan and yes you met Fuggi and yes earlier this year and 

yes at the market of Bellahøj and yes what did Fuggi tell you about me and yes Allan what have you told others of our 

old school mates about me and yes DO YOU KNOW THE REAL STORY ALLAN and yes PLANTED BY ME and yes FOR YOU 

TO SHOW THE WORLD AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF HOW YOU CAN BE DISLOYAL TO YOUR OWN OLD BEST FRIEND and 

yes so it is and yes just thinking of Fuggi we are and yes probably not “disloyal” the same way and yes more “wonder-

ing” and yes is my guess that he is about me and yes my story to him and yes in April and yes Fuggi is not negative as a 

man but HE MIGHT JUST BE TOO INDISCREET and yes this is my believe in him and yes one word leads to the next and 

yes God and yes many times and yes over the last months and yes you have mentioned TOKARSKI to me and yes Stone 

and yes another one of the and yes old good school mates and yes STONE WHAT DO YOU “KNOW” ABOUT ME TODAY 

and yes just thinking we are and yes NEVER FORGETTING AND YES YOUR CHEERS and yes with the altar wine and yes 

at our confirmation and yes so it is. 

 

Would I choose Denmark over Kenya? 

And yes now knowing and yes seen and yes life and yes in Denmark and yes in Kenya and yes would I chose and yes 

Denmark over Kenya and yes knowing and yes the Devil is very strong here and yes my answer is YES and yes because 

YOU HAVE SOCIAL SECURITY HERE and yes because you will never starve in this country and yes because of free 

schools and hospitals and yes because of no constant feeling of insecurity and yes THEN YOU WILL HAVE and yes TO 

ACCEPT AND YES HOW PEOPLE AND YES ARE HERE and yes as written in this book and yes IF I HAD TO CHOOSE and 

yes today and yes it would be Denmark and yes Lars again and not one or the other and yes BOTH OF THEM and yes 

THE BEST OF BOTH and yes REMOVING THE WORST OF BOTH and yes IS WHAT I AM WORKING FOR and yes as easy as 

that and yes THIS IS THE TRUTH MY FRIEND and yes NO COMMUNITY IS PERFECT TODAY and yes this is what I do and 

yes “live to tell”. 

 

The story of the egg and the chicken 

And yes we know and yes this could have been a continuing story and yes we know and yes a few symbols and yes 

here and yes there and yes “crazy about dance” for example and yes what came first and yes we know and yes I HAVE 
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FOR MANY YEARS and yes WANTED TO HAVE BOILED EGGS and yes for breakfast and yes HAVE NEVER DONE THAT 

and yes what I will tell here and yes is just this and yes I AM NOT AN EGG and yes I AM NOT A CHICKEN and yes I WAS 

NOT MYSELF and yes I AM NOW MYSELF and yes WHERE DID I BEGIN and yes WHEN I WAS IN THE ARMS OF MYSELF 

SO TO SPEAK and yes WE KNOW I CANNOT SAY IT MORE CLEARLY NOW and yes YOU WILL HAVE TO KNOW MORE 

LATER and yes so it is here God and yes not an egg and yes not a chicken and yes notice that one my friends and yes 

maybe later … 

 

My thoughts of moving to Lyngby 

And yes we know and yes THE KING’S LYNGBY and yes as this town is also called and yes is a very nice town and yes 

maybe 10-12 kilometres from here and yes what is so special about it and yes a nice area, beautiful and yes the lakes 

to run around and yes beautiful and yes NICE PEOPLE and yes WHICH I LIKE and yes also the best shopping city and yes 

outside Copenhagen and yes on Zealand at least and yes so it is and yes many places to go and buy and yes to sit at 

café’s and yes go to the cinema and yes the fitness place and yes my favourite pizzeria (outside Copenhagen) is there 

too and yes now that I think of it and yes THE MOST BEAUTIFUL NATURE HERE and yes COMING TO THE LAKES TO 

RUN and yes I have done and yes also when not living in Lyngby and yes coming and yes MANY times and yes to the 

Pizzeria and yes Big Mamma’s when driving from Copenhagen to Hørsholm and yes for many years and yes no. 21 and 

yes is my favourite and yes on your menu card and yes of course and yes TRUE ITALIAN PIZZA’s and yes THE BEST 

SHOPPING PLACE and yes Lyngby Shopping Centre and yes WENT THERE OFTEN AS A CHILD and yes FROM SNEKKER-

STEN/ESPERGÆRDE and yes maybe 20-25 kilometres away and yes because of this shopping centre and yes IN THIS 

SHOPPING CENTRE and yes is what JUST MIGHT BE THE BEST BAKERY AND YES IN DENMARK TODAY and yes WHEN I 

THINK OF IT and yes THIS IS THE CITY and yes OF THE “KING” and yes THE BEST SHOPPING and yes is TO BRING NOR-

MAL LIFE AND YES “ITALIAN” IS TO BRING HAPPINESS and yes BAKERY and yes is to bring LOVE to people and yes 

LEAVING HELL I AM IN A FEW DAYS and yes from my sister’s house and yes TO GO TO A PLACE AND YES which has al-

ways made me happy and yes THIS IS THE SYMBOL and yes OF COMING HOME and yes so it is … 

 

And yes we will have to see and yes what will happen and yes if anything and yes probably not before Sunday and yes 

other than I will leave Hell and yes WHEN WILL GOD THEN COME AND GET ME and yes a good question and yes WE 

WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE and yes WILL I BE TEMPTED and yes in Lyngby and yes TO SPEND MONEY and yes IN-

STEAD OF SENDING IT TO THE TEAM and yes ALREADY TAKEN THE DECISION I HAVE and yes WISH THAT IT WOULD 

DIFFERENT AND YES FOR THEM AND YES ME TO BE ABLE TO LIVE A NORMAL LIFE and yes continuing the game we are 

and yes only God knows and yes when and how and yes this is what I will have to say to you and yes I am told that it is 

my father telling me that and yes not feeling him very much and yes don’t know why and yes just maybe because he 

has just arrived and yes the feeling and yes of him being behind and yes a coating and yes A NEWBORN ON HIS WAY 

and yes just a feeling my friends – and yes thinking of the dreams and yes “five days left” and yes now “a few days 

left” and yes until what? And yes a new bluff? 

 

And yes just maybe and yes God wants me to tell you about how the system and yes in Lyngby and yes is working and 

yes the Jobcentre and yes the social centre too and yes we will have to see. 

 

Finishing the second edit 

And yes after working all day and yes not very concentrated but still working and yes with an ok quality and yes not 

feeling very tired today and yes therefore not a big problem to work today and yes the Devil and yes have sometimes 

and yes stuck his head out and yes being and yes rude and yes as usual and yes still potentially and yes the worst ever 

and yes just following my plan and yes this is why and yes he is checkmate and yes not my mate anymore and yes we 

know and yes he is trying to use the last days and yes at this place and yes where he lives and yes RESIDES and yes the 

best way possible and yes so it is and yes almost and yes done with the second edit until the 25th October and yes also 

with the writing of the script of today and yes including and yes the ideas and yes from yesterday and yes which did 

not make it into the script yesterday and yes to include all of them in the script of today and yes reasonably in control 

we are here and yes also in control of my action plan and yes IF YOU SHOULD BELIEVE AND YES IF I AM NOT and yes 

after one of the dreams this morning, but in control we are and yes I NEED TO CALL LOTUS and yes not done that yet 

and yes just thinking and yes that this is “the same behaviour which she does herself” and yes that I will catch up after 

doing the second edit and yes so it is and yes Kirsten next week and yes just maybe also Jack and yes both of them live 

much closer to my new place than here and yes then the main things on my action plan and yes are to do a budget, to 

move on Sunday and yes to send money to Kenya and yes and yes NOW SEEING GOD and yes AS DAVID BOWIE and 
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yes from the video and yes of ASHES TO ASHES and yes we know “Major Tom is a junkie” and yes not anymore and yes 

IF I HAD ABSTINENCES LIKE A JUNKIE and yes Stig and yes if you tell me and yes if I tell you and yes God you will tell 

and yes I DON’T WANT TO GUESS and yes which is what God has tried to make me do “sometimes” and yes when I 

have not been certain in my cases and yes in these scripts and yes primarily and yes “sometimes” and yes in Kenya 

and yes I will only tell and yes if you tell it to me clearly and yes this is what I will do too and yes if God will not tell and 

yes I can only tell and yes I have always had problems stopping to smoke and yes this time was/is the absolutely most 

difficult and yes as I have been writing about earlier and yes having at least signs of what I know that “junkies” also 

have but I “guess” and yes that junkies and yes have even bigger abstinences than me and yes this is my belief and yes 

I STILL FEEL AND YES THE VERY BIG NEED AND YES TO SMOKE and yes I WOULD START IMMEDIATELY AGAIN and yes IF 

GOD ALLOWED ME and yes IF I KNEW and yes IT DID NOT HAVE CONSEQUENCES AND YES FOR MY HEALTH and yes 

this is what I would do and yes BECAUSE I FEEL LIKE I DO TODAY and yes IF GOD WILL TAKE AWAY THESE ABSTI-

NENCENS and yes I WOULD BE HAPPY TO STOP and yes this is my dilemma now and yes the truth and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes JUST MAYBE AND YES GOD GAVE THE ANSWER AND YES THROUGH HIS OWN SYMBOL and yes DAVID BOWIE 

and yes “Major Tom is a junkie” and yes God will not tell and yes I don’t know the feelings of a junkie and yes taking a 

“cold turkey” and yes therefore I have given you my guess and yes please understand and yes THAT THESE FEELINGS 

ARE GIVEN BY GOD and yes THEY WERE MUCH EASIER IN KENYA and yes VERY VERY STRONG HERE and yes YOU NEED 

TO UNDERSTAND and yes that your own personal experiences of abstinences from stopping to smoke and yes does 

not have to be the same as mine and yes I WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED AND YES IF GOD HAS MADE MINE THE WORST 

ABSTINENCES FROM STOPPING TO SMOKE EVER and yes ALSO TO TELL JUNKIES and yes YOU CAN REALLY STOP IF YOU 

WANT TO and yes THIS IS WHAT I TELL THE WORLD and yes GOD I AM STILL WITH YOU and yes WE KNOW IF YOU WILL 

HELP ME and yes I WILL HELP YOU and yes TOGETHER WE WILL HELP THE WOLRD and yes this is how it is. 

 

And yes not the easiest thing to do and yes when Tobias and yes Emil and yes smoke sometimes in the house (when 

the parents are travelling) or outside the house and yes when I can smell the smoke and yes so it is here. 

 

The family is helping with my move 

And yes this is is truly and yes HELP and yes which can be felt and yes John and yes has done a total and detailed list of 

what I have stored in Helsingør and yes they will bring the most important to me on Sunday and yes THANK YOU SO 

MUCH and yes HANS OFFERED ME TODAY and yes TO TAKE ME TO THEIR HOUSE IN SWEDEN and yes on Saturday and 

yes to get my stack and yes other stuff and yes books which are stored there and yes we know and yes LOOKING 

FORWARD AND YES NOW TO GO THERE AND YES TO GET MY OWN PLACE AGAIN and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH TO 

THE FAMILY AND YES FOR THE HELP AND YES JUST THIS and yes NOBODY and yes IS UNDERSTANDING ME HERE and 

yes NOBODY THINKS IT IS A GOOD IDEA FOR ME TO SEND MONEY TO AFRICA and yes I will go to a place and yes WITH 

A LOT and yes of things to buy or entertain and yes without being able to live a “normal life” here and yes this is how 

it must be and yes so it is and yes FEELING and yes MM and yes INSIDE OF KAREN and yes so it is too. 

 

My old colleague Janne writing about the Judgement 

And yes more symbols and yes on Facebook and yes Janne and yes almost saying “my dear friend” and yes this is what 

I could do and yes if I did not hold back and yes AS I DO HERE and yes so it is and yes therefore Janne and yes “my old 

colleague” and yes the end is the same as the beginning of something new and yes as I wrote recently in this book and 

yes as you wrote today on Facebook: 

 

Janne Langebeck Enden på noget er det samme som starten på noget nyt - og glæder mig til at se hvad det så bliver :-) 

 

And yes when I read this and yes I said to myself and yes that I could not have said it better myself and yes then I read 

and yes Susan’s comment - and yes we were all sitting at the same office in Fair my friends and yes Janne, Susan and 

yes I - and yes Susan and yes you actually and yes wrote a comment and yes with exactly my words before I even read 

and yes Jannes comment and yes so it is: 

 

Susan Kristensen  

Jeg kunne ikke have sagt det bedre selv :-) 
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And yes finishing and yes this day and yes at 21.10 and yes WITH A GOOD CONSCIENCE and yes for the first time and 

yes FOR A VERY LONG TIME and yes TO SIT DOWN and yes RELAX and yes HOPEFULLY FOR TWO HOURS and yes 

MAYBE A GOOD MOVIE ON THE TV and yes DON’T KNOW and yes GOD and yes played the song and yes “WE WISH 

YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR” and yes thank you so much indeed my friend. 
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Thursday 29th October 2009 

“Half” sleeping and GOD FOUND THE BIG DREAMING MACHINE, emails from Meshack and John, cancellation from the 

Jobcentre, Hørsholm, nobody to refer to ☺, the Ministry of Work cannot use me, more on my music criteria, “imagine” 

being God and the Council, Niklas is also helping my move, update on the headhunters and budget the next month. 

 

“Half” sleeping and GOD FOUND THE BIG DREAMING MACHINE 

And yes I know Stig and yes this is and yes a serious and yes vm it feels like and yes far to the left and yes I get differ-

ent feelings and yes about my mother’s husband John and yes is that the truth and yes THIS IS WHAT I TOLD YOU and 

yes MAYBE TWO YEARS AGO and yes KEEPING UP APPEARANCES and yes YOUR MOTHER IS REALLY NOT THAT HAPPY 

ABOUT JOHN and yes BECAUSE JOHN IS NOT VERY CONSIDERATE and yes MINDING HIS OWN BUSINESS he is and yes 

SHE IS ALONE and yes much of the time and yes only this and yes what will happen and yes when your father dies and 

yes eeehhh and yes we know maybe he is dead and yes not here and yes not there and yes “in between days” maybe 

and yes between here and there and yes so it is and yes just wanted to say that and yes and GOD and yes WOKE me 

up and yes SEVERAL TIMES DURING THE NIGHT and yes the big dream machine was rolled forward and yes VERY 

SMART IT IS TO HAVE SUCH A MACHINE and yes he shows me such a machine on wheels and yes at the same time say-

ing and yes he does not need a machine like that and yes because he follows the motto “just do it” and yes sneezing I 

have been here and yes more and more my friends and yes meaning and yes THE TEAM IN KENYA IS NOT IN CONTROL 

AT THE OFFICE and yes so it is my friends and yes this is how God is also communicating with me and yes here are the 

dreams and yes of course one of those days and yes awake I am now and yes fresh no that would be too much to say 

and yes feeling and yes like I am going to sleep and yes if it was night and yes “normal life” and yes so it is here: 

 

• I am going to Topdanmark in Ballerup. I am going to deliver my application to Jan Hoffmann and I want to re-

ceive the annual statement of Topdanmark from him. I look into one office and I am very surprised that a very big 

man comes out directly in front of me. I see the office chair in the office turned around and I believe Jan is hiding 

with his back to me. But he comes out of the office and he asks for me. We are now together with some of his 

employees and Jan is shouting that something needs to be done about Danica and it is obvious to me that Jan 

does not understand how Danica calculated the size of the money tanks of insurance companies. I need to shout 

very loud to Jan in order for him to understand and to bring him down. I ask him where it is written that Danica 

has used wrong assumptions in their calculations. He cannot show me and I tell him that they have used the col-

lective agreed assumptions, which are called “Kierkegaard” and Jan thinks again and says that is right, normally 

they use these assumptions. A woman from Tryg – I get the impression it is Lena – comes all the way personally to 

Ballerup because she wants to get me. I think that I need to remember the annual statement from Topdanmark 

and to compare it with Tryg. I ask Lena why she came all the way to Ballerup. She says that her telephone called, 

and that she receives telephone calls to Danica but none of her colleagues understood what this was about and 

therefore she wanted to come herself. We go down the stairs and I have my own car parked at the parking place. 

Now I walk on the street and the woman I walk with is the receptionist of our insurance broker company, people 

call us regarding Danica, the receptionist says that she would like the telephone switched to another one, because 

– together with the switch board which lies in front of us in the street which we are very close to fall over - it is 

too complicated for her to handle with all of these different colour codes, which the telephone shows her, when 

people call. 

o And yes we know TIME THERAPHY too and yes NOT MUCH WORK TO DO NOW and yes A LOT OF DREAMS 

and yes thank you very much and yes Palin still thinking of you every single time and yes so it is and yes if you 

say it and yes you too and yes so it is and yes just this and yes HAVE JAN and yes LENA read my CV and yes 

they are in my Linkedin network and yes maybe they have and yes just maybe this is why this dream came 

and yes JAN I COULD HAVE 5-10 DOUBLED YOUR SALES OF INCOME PROTECTION and yes for TOPDANMARK 

and yes THEN THE STORY OF THE “SUCCESS” OF THIS PROGRAM WOULD HAVE BEEN DIFFERENT not only for 

Topdanmark but for the whole country and yes WHO WERE THE EXPERT and yes OF THIS PRODUCT my dear 

unemployment funds and yes WAS IT TOPDANMARK AS MOST OF YOU CHOSE and yes JAN IS A NICE PERSON 

YOU THINK and yes FROM A WELL ESTIMATED COMPANY and yes HOW MANY OF YOU DID I TELL OF THE IM-

PORTANCE OF SALES ETC. AND YES HOW MANY LISTENED? AND YES ONLY FRIE FUNKTIONÆRER and yes I 

GAVE THEM THE BIGGEST SALES and yes in Denmark and yes WHAT ABOUT YOU WHO CHOSE TOPDANMARK 

AND YES THE RIGHT DECISION MY FRIENDS? And yes just thinking we are and yes so it is and yes Jan do you 
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remember and yes EDC-gruppen and yes included in my CV and yes placed with you Jan and yes planted by 

God and yes the GOLD pens and yes are now with Bo at Dahlberg and yes I only wanted to say this: The pen-

sion program and yes for EDC and yes ON MY RECOMMENDATION and yes JAN and yes WAS NOT PLACED IN 

TOPDANMARK but in DANICA and yes BECAUSE OF THE CALCULATIONS and yes from Danica and yes on YOUR 

MONEY TANK JAN and yes WHICH YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND and yes God gives me the feeling and yes of 

transferrals and yes from the Life company and yes which you were also involved in Jan and yes DID IT MAKE 

ME UNPOPULAR WITH JAN and yes maybe it did and yes Jan WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY TO THE WORLD 

ABOUT STIG – HAVE YOU FINALLY FOUND OUT WHAT HE IS ABOUT OR DO YOU DOUBT HIM? And yes JUST 

MAYBE and yes LENA and yes from TP and yes now Tryg and yes A MANAGER and yes placed higher than 

Henrik R. and yes originally and yes from Fair and yes who was my manager and yes now in Tryg and yes JUST 

MAYBE and yes I COULD BE THE MANAGER FOR BOTH OF YOU MY FRIENDS and yes WHAT ARE YOUR 

THOUGHTS LENA? 

And yes Henrik Ramlau and yes THE INVENTOR and yes OF THE MONEY TANK CALCULATIONS and yes THERE-

FORE HENRIK and yes FOR THIS STORY TOO and yes WHY DID YOU NOT TREAT OTHERS CALLING YOU and yes 

WITH THE SAME RESPECT and yes as KIM AND STIG and yes HAVING MEETINGS WITH THEM and yes EXPLAIN-

ING WHAT YOU DID and yes BECAUSE AND YES OF TWO THINGS and yes KIM AND YES STIG and yes USED 

YOUR CALCULATIONS AND YES IN REPORTS AND YES ON TENDERS AND YES TO CUSTOMERS AND YES GIVING 

YOU BUSINESS IN DANICA AND YES BECAUSE AND YES KIM AND YES STIG AND YES KNEW MORE OF THE DE-

TAILS AND YES THAN THE REST and yes therefore my friends. And we know Stig and yes NO JOB JESPER IN 

DANICA TO STIG and yes BECAUSE I AM NOT YOUR CUP OF TEA MY FRIEND AND YES PROBABLY NOT A GOOD 

SALESMAN? AND YES JAN GRÆNGE MADE IT and yes maybe JAN CAN REMEMBER HOW STIG WORKED and 

yes in DANSKE BANK and yes “WHEN WE WERE YOUNG” AND YES IF JAN MADE IT AND YES “TO THE TOP IN 

DANICA” AND YES JAN WHAT DO YOU THINK AND YES COULD STIG DO IT TOO and yes WHAT ABOUT YOU 

JENS M. AND YES PREBEN YOU ALSO MADE IT “TO THE TOP” AND YES IN DANICA AND YES AT LEAST THE PO-

SITIONS AND YES I SPOKE TO JESPER ABOUT AND YES HOW MANY OF YOU BELIEVE I COULD HAVE DONE IT 

TOO AND YES JUST WONDERING WE ARE HERE JESPER AND YES ABOUT YOUR CRITERIA AND YES IF YOU 

MADE THE RIGHT DECISION AND YES UNDERSTOOD MY COMPETENCES and yes so it truly is here in this soci-

ety. 

• And yes after this dream and yes before sleeping again and yes heard this familiar song in the background and 

yes did not want to start guessing and yes therefore and yes God and yes increased the volume and yes put on 

lyrics and yes VERY SMART HE IS and yes he is showing me the mixer board and yes in a recording studio and yes 

what was the song and yes ONLY THE BEST SONG OF ALL TIMES and yes IN MY POINT OF VIEW and yes DAVID 

BOWIE and yes HEROES and yes “I will be king” and yes “we could be heroes, just for ONE day” and yes so it is and 

yes CLOSING IN and yes the goal that is. 

• I am inside a game, the game is taking place in South America and I get the feeling that I am in this game to-

gether with Karen. I am lying on the roof of a house together with a woman next to me and other men. We are all 

shot at and I feel the bullets just over my head, which makes me scared. The woman next to me is hit and she falls 

down on me. I take her and my own gun. I say to people “get away from here”. I am heading to the exit of this 

game – it is truly like “reality” but it is inside a “virtual world” (just like Matrix). A girl comes towards me on my 

way out, she shoots me but the mark I receive is only from a stapler (this was exactly my thought of the two 

marks under each of my arms the other morning), and I believe I shoot her in the dream. I come out of the exit of 

this virtual world, which is actually underneath the ground, and I am now on the road where our three big US cars 

are parked. The cars stand for “freedom”. People from the game try to catch us, but I am now driving away. 

• I buy a car at a car dealer which is located at the exact ground where Karen lives (her house is not there in the 

dream). The car is a Mercedes sportscoupe from 2002, it is very nice indeed but it has brown seats, which I feel is 

not quite right. The price of the car was only approx. 98,000 DKK and the car dealer offers me to pay a monthly 

instalment of only 2,900 DKK. The insurance is very cheap too, it is 2,000 DKK now, which is all the cash I have on 

me, and “a little bit more” in five months from now. On the road in front of the car dealer I see a new BMW 520 

and the man driving it says that he does not regret his choice of this car. Jeremy Clarkson from Topgear shows 

new snow tires for a car, which make the car drive very safely through the very slippery snow. I am amazed by 

this, because normally I slip when driving in snow (Henriette, do you remember our trip to Sweden in a car with 

“life dangerous” tires? – Therefore!). I see two Opel’s which Jeremy and the Topgear team test the tires on and a 
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third car, which is sliding.The tires receive 3-4 stars out of 5 in the test. I meet Jeremy at the Statoil gas station in 

Hørsholm and I ask him why it is that these tires are so safe and I ask him not to give a technical answer, because I 

will not understand it – he does not give me much explanation, but I am told by the car dealer that he got the 

tires. When coming back to the car dealer I am told that people have cheated with the Danish car duties and I 

think if I have cheated too, I am not quite sure, I was in “good will” when I bought the car but now I think that it 

was actually quite cheap. A catalogue of people cheating has been produced and I am happy to see that I am not 

included in the catalogue and it makes me think that I have bought the car as a person not living in Denmark. 

• I am together with Karen. There is another square-shouldered man there, and we end up dancing with each 

other arm in arm. I say that this is not what I imagined. I tell and show Karen that “this part of the stack” she must 

keep tidy and that I don’t want to see anything from one exact room of the stack, which is what has tempted her 

in her life. She has a helicopter outside, we are going to two different places together and the helicopter is ready 

for departure. We stand at the helicopter and it is ready to lift us, I say we can try even though it is very cold. We 

will need to fly twice but we will only do one trip with the helicopter now. 

• I am at Karens apartment, the timing is right, I am invited to come Saturday. She has three ironing boards 

which she can take out from her bed, she opens all three for me, I say I will take the first, which is the most cau-

tious. 

• I am drinking wine together with Karen - and God plays the song “Vertigo” by U2 for me (half sleeping) and 

gives me the words “Hello, Hello I'm at a place called Vertigo” (God told me the other day that he would “play” 

this song for me, which is what he did here). 

• God keeps giving me dreams this night and there are dreams I don’t write down, dreams about my past and in 

this connection I write down the song God gave me “keep me hanging on” by Kim Wilde. 

• I walk with my mother on a walking path next to a fish farm. I notice that the fish in this farm are very small but 

I also notice that the fish become larger and larger the further we go. We are on the way to a lift and at the end of 

the fish farm I see my self sitting at the edge with my legs in the water. I notice that on top of the water there are 

many packages of ready made food and I see big red fish jump up to lay on top of the ready made food. I see that 

these big fish become very aggressive and I see that two of them now have my feet inside their mouth and they 

are biting, but I have a protective suit on and I only smile while the fish are biting me while I hit the fish on top of 

their heads. I also have protective hand gloves on, but I remove the glove on my left hand and it puts me in the 

risk that a fish will bite it if I am not careful.  

• I see Hans Engel on a big staircase. He is put aside brutally by Bendt Bendtsen, who is leading Per Stig Møller 

and another one, up the stairs. Bendt is not the leader anymore and the other person next to Per Stig is the new 

leader, but I cannot see the person. I am surprised of their brutality when pushing Hans aside. There is a conser-

vative meeting. I see that Poul Nyrup Rasmussen is working for the Danish TV Avisen and he is interviewing one of 

the conservative politicians. 

• I have bought a book about consumer behaviour in the year of 1995 – it has just been published. I have lent out 

the book, I don’t think that I will need it. A person tells me that he has bought a book about the usage of the Dan-

ish language also in 1995, it has also just been published and it is written by the “expert” and it fills more than 200 

pages. The person buying this book is going to make a task for school and I tell him about the book I bought which 

he could probably use to and I think to get it back. I also think of the very long time it took to produce these books 

and when they are published, the information is not longer needed, they are out of date when they are pub-

lished! 

• I am told by the LTO that one of the team members are thinking to commit suicide. I meet Meshack at the sev-

enth floor at the office of the Immigration Authorities. I tell him what the team told me and he tells me that it is 

him thinking these thoughts. I say to him that we must convince the civil servants about our case and afterwards 

everything will turn out fine. I see that it is very difficult to convince Meshack about this and he tells me “I don’t 

want to do it anymore” and I am annoyed that I cannot convince him. 

 

And yes another ”well known” song and yes from sometime during the night and yes I did not want to start thinking 

and yes guessing and yes only played and yes the first maybe 1/10 of a second of the introduction to the song and yes 
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another part of the game and yes God just played it again and yes Michael Jackson and yes “blood on the dance floor” 

and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes my friends THIS MIGHT JUST BE THE RECORD OF DREAMS OF ONE NIGHT – however when I think of it and yes 

during a period and yes in 2006 I believe and yes EVERY SINGLE NIGHT and yes FOR A PERIOD OF TIME and yes WAS 

LIKE THIS and yes SOME OF THESE DREAMS ARE WRITTEN DOWN and yes MANY OF THEM and yes are not written 

down and yes SOME OF THEM and yes I RECORDED and yes VERBALLY and yes SOUND FILES are available and yes 

from June 2006 (Sanna?) I believe and yes primarily and yes maybe a few in July and yes maybe even August FOR YOU 

TO UNDERSTAND and yes THE NATURE of my sleep as well and yes WHEN I SLEEP LIKE THIS and yes so it is and yes 

FRESH? NO – almost impossible to write this down today and yes in 2006 and yes IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP WRITING ALL 

OF THE DREAMS and yes OTHER EXPERIENCES and yes DOWN TOO and yes EVEN THOUGH I TRIED MY BEST and yes so 

it is my friends ☺. 

 

Emails from Meshack and John 

And yes we know and yes THE TEAM IS STILL THERE and yes so it is and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes Meshack 

and yes John and yes for your emails today and yes David yesterday and yes ELIJAH and yes WHERE ARE YOU MY 

FRIEND and yes AT THE OFFICE or at home and yes my friens I REALLY DON’T KNOW and yes I WOULD BE HAPPY TO 

HEAR HOW YOU ARE and yes NOT HEARD FROM ELIJAH FOR A LONG TIME and yes THE TEAM HAS NOT TOLD ME and 

yes ABOUT HIM and yes THIS IS ALSO WHY I MEAN THAT COMMUNICATION IS IMPORTANT and yes HOPING and yes 

THAT ELIJAH IS ALSO MAKING IT and yes even though it is difficult and yes BUT YOU ALWAYS MUST REMEMBER TO 

COMMUNICATE and yes OTHERWISE and yes YOU WILL RISK and yes TO MAKE PEOPLE CONCERNED and yes so it also 

is here and yes ELIJAH WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU OR FROM THE TEAM TELLING ME WHAT IS HAPPENING TO 

HIM AND THE FAMILY? 

 

And yes the email and yes from Meshack first and yes thinking of the dream I am and yes on Meshack and yes HOPING 

and yes THAT HE DOES and yes HAVE THE LAST PIECE OF PATIENCE and yes SEE THE DREAM AND YES OF THE BIG FISH 

BITING ME AND YES ON MY WAY TO THE “LIFT” AND YES MEETING GOD THROUGH HELL AND YES THE HELL IS BURN-

ING THE MOST HERE AND YES POTENTIALLY THAT IS AND YES ALSO WITH YOU MY FRIENDS AND YES THANK YOU FOR 

YOUR SUFFERING TOO Meshack and yes FOR YOUR FAITH and yes STILL LIKING VERY MUCH YOUR HEADLINES and yes 

IN ONE SENTENCE and yes I WILL KNOW WHAT YOU WRITE TO ME and yes DOES IT MAKE MY INTEREST LESS READING 

YOUR EMAIL – NO ON THE CONTRATRY AND YES SO IT IS and yes DON’T HIDE YOUR KEY MESSAGES BUT START WITH 

THEM and yes SO IT IS HERE TOO ☺. 

 

“DOING WELL AND FAITH MY MASTER 

 

Am doing well with my family and hope the same with you. Have been following your updates from the scripts and it is 

my hope we are still on track. Alot of challenges we are facing because we have to clear our debts as i had told you 

have debts with my sacco  and bank and am expected to clear this and also the rest have their debts but we have come 

to learn to keep going despite these challenges. 

 

   May the Almighty God be with you and say hi to your family. 

 
           Meshack.” 

 

And yes I DO UNDERSTAND and yes YOUR CONCERN Meshack and yes I LIKE THAT YOU WRITE ABOUT IT and yes OB-

JECTIVELY and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes FOR SHOWING THAT THIS IS POSSIBLE and yes INSTEAD OF HIDING 

IT and yes so it is here and yes WE CAN ONLY DO THIS: WHEN YOU FACE THE MOST DIFFICULT SITUATION, YOU CAN 

ONLY KEEP ON GOING and yes my friends and yes show what the expression “NEVER GIVE UP” REALLY MEANS and yes 

thank you so much and yes “everyone says hi” and yes thank you so much for that Meshack and yes please say hi to 

your family too and yes STILL FIGHTING WE ARE and yes SHOWING THE THREE MUSKETEERS and yes NOT BEEN WRIT-

ING MUCH ABOUT THEM but you know the symbol of the Trinity too and yes ONE OF THE FAVOURITE SYMBOLS TOO 

and yes you know from the man upstairs and yes we know Stig how many stairs and yes are there and yes just like the 

question and answer and yes the other day and yes in Trivial Pursuit and yes the number of steps and yes to the top of 
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the Eifel Tower in Paris and yes MANY MANY MANY and yes still walking here to the top we are and yes we know STILL 

ON TRACK WE ARE and yes Meshack and yes THANK YOU MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

And  yes finally and yes an email and yes from John too and yes so it is and yes thank you so much, John and yes FOR 

YOUR FIGHTING TOO and yes VERY SORRY I AM INDEED AND YES TO HEAR and yes ABOUT THE DESTINY AND YES OF 

YOUR BROTHER’S SON and yes SORRY WE ARE TRULY ALL OF US and yes NOT A BAD BOY and yes is what God is saying 

and yes so it is here and yes here is the email from John: 

 

Hallo Stig, 

 

Hope you are well together  with other members of the family.Am well too and also my wife and children are fine.Am 

sorry for not writing to you for very long time.We lost my brother's son and it was very difficult for me since my brother 

died in 2003 and the boy was murdered.It was a big challenge raising the money for the burial but we had to bury him 

last friday.The culprits were arrested and the case will be starting soon.I just hope that justice will be done. 

 

I read your sripts when i came back to the office and am glad that you are progressing on well.Please make the right 

decisions and you will never regret in your life since you have options given to you by God.We need your help so much 

as you know the situation we are in.I know you have a clean heart and you cannot forget us.You promised to be with 

us always and therefore remember us always. 

 

I don't have much to tell you for now.Please pass my regards to your mum and other family members,tell them that 

the team will be coming to Denmark soon. 

 

Kwaheri 

 

John. 

 

And yes so it is and yes DIFFICULTIES THEY HAVE and yes VERY SORRY ABOUT THAT and yes so it is and yes just maybe 

I will receive money and yes tomorrow and yes from the Commune and yes IF I AM RICH IN DENMARK and yes I AM 

BELONGING TODAY and yes TO THE “BOTTOM” OF THIS COMMUNITY and yes BECAUSE OF THE CASH HELP and yes 

normally and yes when you move and yes you need to buy this and that and yes I will buy nothing and yes if I can help 

it and yes no pizzas offered for my family helping me on Sunday and yes no flowers the other day and yes no new iron-

ing board (the other was thrown out by my family and yes nothing wrong with it if you ask me!) and yes doing my 

budget and yes later today and yes sending money and yes tomorrow to the team and yes so it is and yes the road of 

God and yes so it is and yes we know and yes AS ALWAYS I HAVE TWO FEELINGS and yes I KNOW THE FEELING OF THE 

DEVIL and yes I COULD HAVE TAKEN THIS FEELING and yes USED THIS INSTEAD and yes AS MY FAMILY IS DOING HERE 

and yes GIVING ME ORDERS and yes NOT TO HELP PEOPLE STARVING and yes MY FRIENDS IN AFRICA and yes SOME-

DAY SOON THEY WILL UNDERSTAND and yes THE INHUMANITY and yes WHICH ALL OF THEM ARE GULITY OF and yes 

AS EXAMPLES AND YES OF WHAT THE WHOLE WORLD AND YES  IS GUILTY OF and yes I HAVE DECIDED AND YES TO 

KEEP ON DOING MY BEST and yes to SEND WHAT I CAN and yes EVEN THOUGH AND YES I DON’T REALLY HAVE MUCH 

MONEY HERE and yes so it is and yes JUST HOPING AND YES THAT THIS IS THE LAST SYMBOL and yes BECAUSE THE 

HELL WILL END HERE and yes logically and yes when leaving the “house of the Devil” here and yes sending the money 

and yes tomorrow and yes TO DEFEAT THE DEVIL and yes again and yes SOMETHING and yes OUGHT TO HAPPEN 

SOON and yes SO IT IS and yes also thinking and yes you know the outstandings of the team and yes in Kenya and yes 

not possible probably to postpone the situation anymore and yes who knows and yes GOD’S WAYS ARE MANY and yes 

so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes everyone is truly saying hi and yes HI HI HI and yes thinking of another song too and yes cannot remember it 

(when doing the edit and yes thinking of the Beatles and yes found it and yes Paul McCartney and yes Wings) and yes 

thank you so much John and yes please say hi too and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes FOR COMING TO DENMARK 

TOO and yes to show your faith this way and yes SEE YOU SOON MY FRIEND – and yes my friends WHERE IS ELIJAH 

and yes CAN I SEND MONEY TO HIM TOMORROW and yes JUST THINKING HERE I AM and yes hoping you and yes he 

will understand and yes TO LET ME KNOW ABOUT THIS BEFORE I SEND MONEY and yes IF THIS IS POSSIBLE OF 

COURSE? 
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Cancellation from the Jobcentre, Hørsholm 

And yes we know all of us here and yes writing the script of today and yes the second edit and yes of the scripts since 

monday and yes a nap too and yes a “short dream” and yes seeing www.fair.dk and yes in the dream this was wrong 

and yes should be www.fari.dk and yes meaning and yes “father in” and yes in what and yes Heaven or Hell maybe 

and yes we know and yes “DRIVING HOME” and yes “stille og roligt” and yes as it is said in Danish and yes catching up 

we are and yes on different small tasks and yes so it is here and yes we know a budget later and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes YOU ARE VERY GOOD and yes WITH ALL OF THESE DISGRESSIONS and yes WE KNOW ALL OF US and yes the 

story was actually here and yes that Else and yes DECIDED AND YES TO CANCEL ME and yes FROM THE JOBCENTER the 

27th October and yes Tuesday when I met her and yes WHEN YOU ARE NOT IN THIS SYSTEM and yes YOU ARE NOT 

ELIGBLE and yes to receive CASH HELP and yes as a “head rule” and yes JUST THINKING I AM AND YES IF THE COM-

MUNE WILL REDUCE MY HELP BECAUSE OF THIS DECISION and yes WHICH ELSE TOOK and yes WITHOUT ASKING and 

yes I THOUGHT and yes THAT I WOULD BE IN THIS SYSTEM IN HØRSHOLM UNTIL THE DAY and yes WHEN I START IN 

THE SAME (!) SYSTEM IN LYNGBY and yes this is how it is here and yes Else did not want me back on Thursday and yes 

offered that I did and yes so it is …. 

 

Nobody to refer to ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friends and yes don’t believe I have written this even in my old book but not quite certain I am and yes 

just had this thought and yes again today and yes ALL OF MY LIFE and yes I HAVE BEEN THINKING and yes that ALL 

PEOPLE WILL HAVE SOMEONE TO REFER TO and yes AT WORK THAT IS and yes EVEN THE HIGHEST MANAGERS and 

yes EVEN THE PRESIDENT AND YES OF USA TOO (the people etc.) and yes ALWAYS THOUGHT THIS THOUGHT and yes 

THERE IS TRULY ONLY ONE and yes WHO HAS NO ONE TO REFER TO AND YES THAT IS GOD and yes therefore my 

friends and yes just a natural feeling it is and yes always was. 

 

The Ministry of Work cannot use me 

And yes ACCORDING TO GOD THAT IS and yes the permanent secretary and yes the Minister and yes have been speak-

ing about my memo and yes so it is he says and yes the verdict is and yes “not deep enough” my memo and yes ac-

cording to the Minister and yes without the Minister of course and yes reading the memo in detail and yes NOTICED 

SHE DID and yes THAT THE POLICY of the work market today and yes is not following yes the “invariable principle” of 

the Government and yes saying “FREEDOM UNDER RESPONSIBILITY” and yes did she notice and yes that I AM NOT A 

MEMBER OF THE LIBERAL PARTY and yes SHE DID NOT and yes so it is here and yes of course ACCORDING TO GOD 

that is and yes you showed me the Danish Prime Minister and yes why did you do that and yes ONLY TO TELL YOU and 

yes THAT NOBODY and yes HAVE READ YOUR MEMO and yes IN THE PRIME MINISTRY and yes so it is and yes if I have 

heard from anyone yet and yes six days after sending my application and NO OF COURSE NOT and yes THESE THINGS 

TAKE TIME and yes OBVIOUSLY! 

 

More on my music criteria 

And yes just to show you about INDIVIDUALITY and yes WHICH I ALSO LIKE VERY MUCH and yes PLEASE SHOW THAT A 

LOT and yes BUT DON’T INVENT TEMPLATES WHICH ARE ALREADY IN USE but you know EVERYTHING ELSE and yes 

THAT IS ALSO A LOT and yes so it is at the moment here and yes just for you to know and yes what about Artic Mon-

days and yes aren’t they fantastic and yes because you like new wave music and my answer is NO and yes we know 

and yes TRULY NOT and yes AT ALL IN FACT and yes why is that and yes don’t like the sound of the guitar and yes the 

voice too and yes missing “harmonies” and yes “good melodies” and yes this is truly my feeling and yes sorry we are 

THIS IS ONLY WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME and yes happy that many people like your music but just for you to know and 

yes what about Babyshambles and yes Pete Doherty and yes Libertines and yes REALLY LIKING THAT MUCH MORE and 

yes why? And yes because of the voice and yes the feeling that the music is more “light” and yes more “elegant” too 

and yes just my feeling of course and yes Pete and yes a junkie too and yes still liking your music a lot and yes thinking 

many times and yes to include you on my top 100 list but not yet my friends and yes a lot of music and yes I SHOULD 

HAVE LISTENED MORE TO and yes BEFORE JUDGING and yes ALSO THE LAST ALBUM BY KATE BUSH FOR EXAMPLE and 

yes what about Muse and yes 1-2 numbers and yes are “among the best” and yes REALLY TRYING TO LISTEN TO YOUR 

MUSIC and yes thinking that I ought to like it but I am sorry, I don’t and yes “too heavy” too. 
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And yes just for you to understand and yes INDIVIDUALITY and yes DIFFERENT CRITERIA and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE my 

friends and yes so it is. 

 

“Imagine” being God and the Council 

And yes I have absolutely no idea how it is to be God or one of the members of the Council and yes that is on the 

other side and yes almost on “the other side of love” and yes because what I want to tell you and yes is what we are 

doing everything to prevent here and yes for the Devil and yes to use vm herself and yes you know the spiritual side 

and yes of my mother and yes to do and yes WHAT WOULD HURT BOTH OF US THE MOST IN OUR LIVES and yes you 

know and yes JUST TRYING TO “IMAGINE” and yes THAT THIS IS WHAT GOD AND THE COUNCIL IS DOING and yes 

EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes TO MANKIND and yes the worst crimes and yes also of sexual nature and yes the worst 

sicknesses and yes ALSO THE WORST ACCIDENTS and yes now seeing several “incidents” here when walking the dog 

and yes what God is doing and yes not mentioned here but how he can control and yes the line of the dog and yes 

small small things and yes THEN AN ACCIDENT CAN VERY EASILY OCCUR and yes JUST TRYING TO MAGNIFY and yes 

the potential “crime” of vm/my mother and I and yes TO WHAT IS HAPPENING and yes MILLIONS OF TIMES EVERY 

SINGLE DAY and yes WILL THAT MAKE and yes GOD AND YES THE COUNCIL and yes THE OTHER SPIRITS OVER THERE 

and yes HAPPY OR SAD and yes THE MOST SAD AS YOU CAN EVER IMAGINE and yes SOON THIS NIGHTMARE IS OVER 

and yes after the judgment and yes just wanted to write that and yes so it is. 

 

Niklas is also helping my move 

And yes we know ALL PEOPLE ARE TRULY HELPFUL HERE and yes ALSO ON PRACTICAL ISSUES (!) and yes Niklas and yes 

has taken my kitchen things and yes stored in the house in Sweden and yes back this week and yes THANK YOU SO 

MUCH and yes ON SATURDAY and yes he will go and get the key and yes from Poul-Erik and yes in Lyngby and yes 

when Hans and yes I go to Sweden and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes SO IT IS HERE and yes IN THIS FAMILY and 

yes I LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and yes for people to help and yes I AM THE TEST SUBJECT here and yes THEREFORE IT IS 

ME RECEIVING and yes all of the help and yes VERY GOOD AND YES ON PRACTICAL ISSUES and yes THANK YOU ALL OF 

YOU and yes the conclusion and yes USING THIS FAMILY and yes as an example and yes is this: IT IS NOT THE PRACTI-

CAL HELP and yes UNDERSTANDING OF THESE NEEDS WHICH IS MISSING and yes IT IS THE HUMAN CONTACT and yes 

HUMAN UNDERSTANDING and yes which is the problem today and yes so it is. 

 

Update on the headhunters 

And yes my friends and yes receiving and yes “answers” and yes today and yes from Egon Zehnder and yes the same 

as the others and yes ALSO FROM YOU HELGE MY FRIEND and yes from SAM and yes WHAT WOULD YOU SAY and yes 

to my UPDATED CV and yes it was and yes in the beginning of 2007 and yes where you introduced me and yes for 

Mercer and yes what would you say to my new CV and yes would you invite me for a meeting or MAYBE YOU WOULD 

INVITE ME FOR ONE OF THE OTHER POSITIONS YOU WORK WITH AT SAM and yes JUST MAYBE HELGE and yes I COULD 

DO THE JOB and yes AS MANAGER AND YES OF IP TEAMS – and yes written about that one before – and yes MAYBE 

YOU COULD HAVE SEEN ME AND YES IN THIS POSITION and yes IF YOU TRULY READ AND UNDERSTOOD MY CV HELGE 

and yes we know and yes WHICH IS A POSITION and yes WHICH YOUR COLLEAGUE AND YES FRANK IN LYNGBY IS 

WORKING ON and yes SO IT IS and yes YOU HAVE READ MY WISHES/AMBITIONS AS YOU WRITE and yes YOU WILL 

COME BACK IMMEDIATELY IF YOU HAVE SUCH A JOB FOR ME and yes YOU ACTUALLY HAVE HELGE and yes IF YOU 

CAN GIVE MY NAME TO ONE OF YOUR COLLEAGUES and yes JUST ONE EXAMPLE and yes MENTIONED TO THE READ-

ERS OF THIS BOOK and yes so it is and yes HELGE and yes WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS about my CV? 

 

And yes now ONLY FOUR HEADHUNTERS ARE MISSING and yes IF I AM HAPPY WITH YOUR SERVICE and NO ON THE 

CONTRARY MY FRIENDS and yes VERY SORRY I AM BECAUSE YOU ARE SO BUSY and yes SO BUSY and yes THAT YOU 

CANNOT HELP THE PEOPLE AND YES WHICH YOU SHOULD HELP. 

 

Budget the next month 

And yes it is quite simple and yes I will need and yes 4,000 DKK for rent and yes 2,000 DKK for food etc. and yes so it is 

and yes NOT MUCH HERE and yes IF I RECEIVE and yes 9,000 DKK and yes I WILL SEND and yes 3,000 DKK and yes to 

Kenya and yes still having and yes 350 DKK on me and yes probably I will send the same amount and yes as last month 

and yes so it is and yes hoping and yes that this is only an example and yes to show to the world and yes not so much 

because of me but primarily and yes because of the needs of the team and yes  in Kenya and yes so it is – and yes the 

Council and yes God and yes keep on saying and yes PERSONAL MESSAGES and yes like “now the time has finally come 
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to take you home” and yes so it is here and yes been like that for some time and yes normally and yes NOW and yes is 

NOW and yes here it is apparently JSAP and^uesµaopefully and yes IMMEDIATELY and yes after my move to Lyngby 

and yes hoping for that we are. 

 

And yes I will need to repay and yes maybe 500 DKK per month and yes not 1,000 DKK and yes of the loan and yes for 

the deposit and yes to my mother and John and yes this will first be from the 1st December and yes I was thinking to 

buy a calling card and yes for my telephone here and yes a MUST and yes when I move and yes BECAUSE OF MY FAM-

ILY OF COURSE and yes so it is and yes DESPITE OF SKYPE and yes so it is still (!) and yes just found out and yes my old 

mobile number and yes has not been closed and yes as I wrote to TDC and yes in the end of April and yes asked them 

to do and yes “GOOD SERVICE” (!) and yes remembering Bjarne from Danske Bank Freeport and yes the same man as I 

told “I can sleep when I am old” and yes therefore too Bjarne (!) and yes as Bjarne had a saying and yes “here you 

cannot complain about bad service because there is none” and yes TDC you have just qualified to get this mark on you 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I wil get and yes a new sim card for the telephone and yes asap and yes then I will not need to have expenses 

for a phone card now (subscription) and yes not need to repay any loan now and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes 

THE REST IS IN MY HEAD and yes 2,000 DKK and yes to cover all my needs and yes including any possible needs in 

connection to my moving to Lyngby and yes maybe I will need to rent a trailer and yes unless and yes that is IF NIKLAS 

IS NOT ABLE TO BORROW ONE FOR ME and yes WHICH HE JUST MIGHT BE ABLE TO DO and yes from one of his good 

friends and yes MAYBE I will have to pay for the ferry ticket to Sweden on Saturday and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes finalising the day and yes IN GOOD SHAPE WE ARE HERE and yes VERY LITTLE DEVIL and yes is left and yes 

even though and yes I HAVE NOT BEEN AS BUSY TODAY and yes AS FOR A LONG TIME and yes so it is and yes sent an 

email to Lotus and yes I will not call her and yes using Sanna’s phone and yes so it is and yes I could call her through 

Skype to her mobile number but it will cost approx. 1.70 DKK per minute (this service is not for free!) and yes I only 

have credit left of approx. 30 DKK and yes NORMALLY and yes my conversations and yes with Lotus and yes is longer 

than this and yes therefore an email to her and yes speaking to her and yes if she calls me and yes otherwise and yes 

when I get my old mobile number back and yes so it is here and yes tomorrow and yes ANOTHER GREAT DAY MY 

FRIENDS and yes so it is ☺. 
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Friday 30th October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, spelling ”control” backwards in Danish, sending money to Elijah, speaking to my mother on the 

phone, emails to the team lately, I’m back, “Give me back my responsibility and money”, sending my CV to former 

managers, transferring the money to Elijah, almost suffocated by my family and friends in 1997 and Crazy about dance. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes ANOTHER NIGHT and yes NOT SLEEPING WELL and yes why and yes not written this before I 

believe and yes BECAUSE IT IS ALSO COLD HERE DURING NIGHTS and yes LIKE IN KENYA and yes WHY and yes because 

it is approx. 5 degress at the moment and yes outside and yes during nights and yes the heater and yes is turned up to 

the maximum and yes five and yes we know but almost not heating at all and yes this makes and yes my room and yes 

colder than the rest of the house and yes therefore and yes exactly as in Kenya and yes I sleep with my socks on, my 

shirt and sweater too and yes STILL IT IS COLD HERE and yes so it is  and yes God and yes “FORGOT”and yes his dream 

machine and yes most of the night but anyhow and yes a few dreams: 

 

• A wife tells her husband to “be yourself”. The man says ok and does “something” to the dog, which makes water  

come pouring out of the dog. The wife becomes angry and tells her husband ” you should know this would hap-

pen”. The man gives his wife a present. It is a gift with a pin imbrued in blood on top of it and a picture showing 

the man having the pind in a line connected to the door, which he smashes and at the same time the pind pene-

trates his cheek, this is his way to “impress” his wife and show his love. The wife tells him that she does not un-

derstand this behaviour at all and the man says that she will get to understand. 

Comment: I see this dream as a symbol of men not knowing how to express their love because they are not in 

contact with or control over their true inner feelings. 

• Karen and I sit in a car and “someone”says “don’t drive drunk”. 

• God played the song “jeg troede at jeg var ”by Kim Larsen and gives me the line ”men det var en drøm 

så forunderlig skøn”. 

• I am walking inside a shopping centre looking for hair dressers. I want to buy some “salsa” to put in my hair, but it 

is just before closing time. I find one hair dresser, which is still open, but they don’t have the salsa.  

Comment: And yes REALLY NOT GOD – you are also cheating my friend and yes so it is and yes THIS IS MY TRUE 

FEELING TODAY and yes ABOUT SIDSEL and yes you know ALWAYS TWO FEELINGS and yes such is life here and 

yes one thing for sure and yes SHE HAS AND WILL NEVER BE MY DREAM WOMAN and yes if I have to give you an 

example of a DREAM WOMAN and yes it will be YOU WITH THE HAT ON and yes AT STUREPLAN and yes STOCK-

HOLM and yes THE SUMMER OF 2008 and yes YOU and yes YOU DO REMEMBER ME and yes so it truly is and yes I 

waited for you and yes did you wait for me and yes maybe two different places we were and yes so it is my 

friends and yes GOD and yes performing an act and yes also with the man and yes INTRODUCING US and yes she 

will remember. 

• I receive money and go to the record store where I look at live concert dvd’s and I see a new concert DVD by U2 

and think that this is more or less the same as the others they have done, and instead I decide to buy the luxuri-

ous edition of the live  concert “London Calling”by The Clash. 

 

And yes when writing ”luxurious” above I got the clear impression of “Egypt”, I thought of “Luxor” and I am just writ-

ing this and yes because and yes EGYPT HAS BEEN WITH ME MORE AND MORE THE LAST DAYS and yes MAYBE ONE 

WEEK NOW and yes got the feeling and yes of the country and yes ANCIENT EGYPT that is and yes several times and 

yes so it is. 

 

Spelling ”control” backwards in Danish 

And yes my friends and yes GOD HAS MANY WAYS and yes a message and yes through Facebook and yes yesterday 

and yes from Ida and yes: “Ida Elisabeth Lauridsen: Stav kontrol bagfra!!!!” 

 

And yes so it is and yes what does control mean and yes when spelled backwards and yes in Danish and yes only this:  

“Crap enough” and yes my friends this is exactly and yes what I have had and yes ENOUGH OF PEOPLE CONTROLLING 
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ME and yes PEOPLE CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes STOP THAT and yes as mentioned many times before and yes start 

to really help and yes to give “FREEDOM WITH RESPONSIBILITY”and yes I DON’T WANT YOU TO BE LAZY and yes YOU 

WILL HAVE TO MAKE YOUR AGREEMENTS/PROMISES and yes TO FOLLOW MY WORKING BASIC RULES and yes so it is 

and yes WHEN YOU DO THIS and yes THEN I WILL NOT CONTROL YOU and yes PEOPLE WILL NOT CONTROL YOU and 

yes IN STEAD AND YES “ALL WE NEED IS LOVE”and yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT ☺. 

 

And yes only this and yes Ida the first time you saw me and yes I WAS AS I AM AND YES WHEN THE DEVIL HAS NOT 

DESTROYED MY LIFE and yes IN LOVE SHE WAS and yes SAW THAT IN HER CLEARLY and yes every time she saw me 

since and yes more and more ingoing and yes I became and yes because of depression and yes as I have had more or 

less and yes ALWAYS and yes WHY WAS I DEPRESSED and yes IN 2004 and yes BECAUSE OF KAREN, IDA, and yes I 

WOULD NOT TELL YOU and yes “THAT IS A FACT”and yes thinking of “Heroes” here and yes by the way and yes THE 

MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN I HAVE EVER SEEN and yes you Ida and yes at Park and yes in 2005 and yes in a red dress 

and yes still remembering you and yes I LIKED OUR TALKS VERY MUCH but today and yes I AM VERY HAPPY TO SEE ON 

FACEBOOK THAT YOU HAVE FOUND LOVE, that you are “SO HAPPY” and yes that you are married. Congratulations to 

you and your husband ☺. 

 

Sending money to Elijah 

And yes we know and yes A VERY DIFFICULT TIME and yes FOR ELIJAH, the family and yes the team and yes KNOWING 

THAT and yes THINKING OF THAT but still and yes NOT HEARD FROM ELIJAH FOR ONE WEEK and yes ONE WEEK AGO 

AND YES I HAD NOT HEARD FROM HIM FOR ONE WEEK TOO and yes I AM SENDING THIS INFORMATION DAILY and yes 

I HAVE NOW SEVERAL DAYS BEEN ASKING TO HIS WHEREABOUTS and yes WITHOUT RECEIVING AN ANSWER and yes 

until this morning and yes when Meshack and yes sent me an email and yes saying and yes Elijah will be at the office 

today and yes FINE and yes THANK YOU and yes the message is this and yes WHEN I DON’T HEAR FROM PEOPLE and 

yes MY MOTIVATION TO COMMUNICATE TO YOU DECREASES and yes thank you team and yes FOR SENDING ME 

YOUR EMAILS THE LAST DAYS but anyhow and yes NOT HEARD FROM ELIJAH and yes just thinking I am here and yes 

SOME TIMES HE SENDS A LOT OF INFORMATION and yes OTHER TIMES and yes HE SENDS NOTHING and yes SOME 

TIMES and yes he is up and yes SOME TIMES he is down and yes SOME TIMES and yes he tells me and yes all of the 

details and yes of his situation and yes SOME TIMES and yes HE DOES NOT TELL ME OF HIS SITUATION AT ALL and yes 

we know and yes what I AM LOOKING FOR and yes is simply this: CONTINUITY and yes FOR PEOPLE TO BE CONSTANT 

and yes to hear from them regularly and yes TO BE OBJECTIVE and yes TO TELL THINGS AS THEY ARE and yes we know 

THIS IS TRULY HOW I FEEL ELIJAH and yes I AM SORRY TO TELL YOU THIS IN THE SITUATION YOU ARE FACING and yes 

DONE IN THE NAME OF THE GAME – and yes full of love and yes as God is saying – and yes ELIJAH YOUR MIND IS OF-

TEN CONTROLLING YOU and yes WHERE YOU SHOULD BE CONTROLLING YOUR MIND and yes VERY DIFFICULT FOR 

YOU MY FRIEND and yes TO BE SO SENSITIVE and yes TO THINK MUCH and yes ALL I CAN SAY AND YES IS REALLY AND 

YES FOLLOW MY ADVISES MY FRIEND and yes THEN YOU WILL MAKE IT TOO and yes ALL THIS and yes LEADS UP TO 

and yes EVEN THOUGH AND YES ELIJAH IS THE MOST LOVING AND CARING MAN and yes AS YOU CAN IMAGINE AND 

YES BECAUSE OF YOUR MANY THOUGHTS AND YES LACK OF CONTINUITY AND YES SOMETIMES SHOWING FAITH AND 

YES SOMETIMES NOT and yes THEN I HAVE AND YES RECEIVED AND YES THE FEELING OF DOUBTS and yes about send-

ing you money today – and yes PEOPLE I DON’T HEAR FROM and yes regularly and yes as I do my self to you and yes 

not meaning that you should write to me every day but a couple of times per week at the moment would be nice and 

yes to hear that everything is fine and yes in this situation and yes would be nice and yes for you to do what Meshack 

is doing and yes to communicate and yes HONEST, DIRECT and yes OBJECTIVE and yes WITHOUT THE NEED and yes to 

exaggerate and yes to impress and yes so it is too here and yes ELIJAH, MESHACK AND YES IS THE MAN TO LEARN 

FROM and yes in this RESPECT ☺. 

 

But still and yes I WILL SEND THE MONEY AND YES LATER TODAY AND YES IF I HAVE RECEIVED MONEY MYSELF AND 

YES SO IT IS – AND YES ELIJAH MY FRIEND AND YES TRULY HOPING AND YES AGAIN AND YES THAT YOU WILL UNDER-

STAND AND YES MORE THAN ANYTHING AND YES I VALUE AND YES YOUR WARMTH AND YES GOOD THOUGHTS OF 

OTHER PEOPLE MY FRIEND and yes JUST SHOWING YOU and yes as a learning experience and yes to the world. 

 

Speaking to my mother on the phone 

And yes we know and yes AS MENTIONED EARLIER and yes THE WHOLE FAMILY and yes HELPS ME A LOT and yes with 

my move and yes MY MOTHER and yes JOHN and yes will come on Sunday and help me unpack and yes my mother on 

Monday too and yes NOBODY IS AS HAPPY AS MY MOTHER IS and yes NOBODY my friends and yes WHEN YOU SHOW 
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YOUR TRUE POSITIVE FEELINGS and yes so it is and yes I TOLD MY MOTHER AND YES HOW HAPPY I WAS and yes WITH 

THE FAMILY HELPING ME and yes she said and yes “hvis ikke det var for os, var du helt til rotterne” (“if it was not for 

us, you would go to the rats”) and yes just thinking I was and yes of the expression “something rotten in the state of 

Denmark”and yes thank you God and yes vm and yes helped too and yes also the Devil and yes feeling all of you at the 

same time and yes as I wrote this and yes still thinking the same and yes NICE HELP and yes WITH ALL OF THE PRACTI-

CAL THINGS and yes BUT NOT THE HUMAN UNDERSTANDING and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes and yes and yes and HERE IT COMES and yes thinking of yes “here comes the sun”and yes like that and yes a 

LOT and yes GEORGE’s songs and yes THE BEST and yes of the Beatles and yes if you ask me and yes so it is and yes MY 

MOTHER AND YES OFFERED AND YES TO BAKE THE PARIS BUNS and yes ON SUNDAY and yes TODAY and yes SHE WILL 

BUY and yes THE INGREDIENTS and yes HOPING and yes THAT SHE WILL HAVE THE ENERGY and yes to bake the buns 

and yes WHICH ARE THE SYMBOLS and yes OF “NORMAL LIFE”and yes so it is and yes talking about coffee too and yes 

INSPIRED and yes BY ALL OF US and yes so it is and yes of course and yes MY MOTHER WILL BRING COFFEE TOO and 

yes OF COURSE and yes JUST ANOTHER SYMBOL and yes THE BEST and yes READY MADE COFFEE YOU CAN BUY and 

yes is of course and yes ZOEGA’s and yes from SWEDEN and yes did I hear the word “happiness” here and yes so it is 

and yes ONLY or MAINLY available and yes in Denmark and yes in Helsingør and yes so it is. 

 

And yes so it is and yes my mother and yes said and yes that they will pay the deposit and yes of DKK 4,000 and yes to 

Poul-Erik and yes that I don’t need to start the repayments and yes “here and now” – and yes did not know about that 

one myself before checking on the internet and yes you will know – and yes so it is here and yes as my mother said 

and yes because IT IS NICE TO FILL THE HOUSE and yes WITH FOOD and yes TO HAVE ENOUGH MONEY and yes also 

for me to buy and yes A NICE PRESENT FOR HANS and yes when he turns 60 and yes in November and yes so it is here 

and yes I DID NOT TELL MY MOTHER and yes THAT ALL OF THIS and yes which is nice to have and yes in a “normal 

life”and yes is very good but and yes that I have denied my self this life and yes ALL OTHER THINGS WHICH WOULD BE 

NICE and yes because and yes I WANT TO HELP and yes the team and yes in Kenya and yes to survive and yes THIS IS 

WHAT THIS IS ABOUT my friends. 

 

Emails to the team  

And yes I REALLY DON’T LIKE TO INCLUDE MY EMAILS TO PEOPLE HERE and yes BETTER TO INCLUDE THEIRS and yes 

THIS IS MY TRUE FEELING and yes just thinking and yes that you will see the full picture and yes of the team and yes 

our communication and yes by including and yes the emails I have sent to the team and yes lately: 

 

21st October: 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

Another great day and yes difficult it is and yes hoping you are alright? I never heard from you about the update of the 

newsletters? Any workpower back in you my friends? 

  

Kind regards, 

Stig 

 

22nd October: 

Dear all, 

  

I am thinking a lot about how you are doing and appeciate the difficulties you are going through.  

  

Thank you David so much for your email today informing me about the team. And I am sorry to hear about the loss of 

your nephew, John - and also that Elijah has not been able to make it to the office the last days. 

  

I have been working hard all day and have prioritised my deadline tomorrow on finishing an application and my memo 

- and yes TO SHOW THE WORLD WHAT I THINK OF THIS SYSTEM and yes THERE AFTER WE WILL START and yes NOT 

KNOWING NOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN but believing in GOD SPEAKING THIS TIME my friends. 
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I expect to send my script from today and tomorrow before the end of tomorrow. 

  

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

23rd October: 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

I know what you are going through and it is also difficult here but together we will get the big fish at shore and yes this 

is what it is about right now my friends. 

  

PLEASE READ MY SCRIPTS CAREFULLY, please ask questions if you don;t understand (David as ONE example on the 

YES'ES) and please ANSWER MY QUESTIONS my dear friends!!!  

  

There is a lot of Danish text in the script of today, which you may want to translate using Google Translation. I did not 

have the energy to do the first edit of these two days of script today so please excuse my errors - close to dying here 

you know, but what you want to do when you want to help the world, like you my friends. 

  

I wish you all the best :-) 

  

Kind regards, 

Stig 

 

25th October: 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today and yesterday. 

  

I hope that you are still fighting the best you can in Kenya and I would still like very much to be kept updated on how 

you are doing all of you please - family, life, what you do - please continue letting me hear from you, all of you? 

  

Thank you and yes HOPING TO SEE YOU SOON and yes GOD IS NOW SPEAKING ABOUT HAVING ME COMING BACK TO 

KENYA and yes TO FOLLOW UP ON OUR PROMISES and yes HOPING THAT IT WILL HAPPEN VERY SOON INDEED and 

yes please follow the development and yes in the scripts. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

26th October: 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

I hope you are still doing your best and yes look forward to hearing from you. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

27th October: 

Dear all, 
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Please find attached the script of today. 

  

Long time since I heard from all of you. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

28th October: 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

Thank you so much David for your email today - and yes just this and yes NO NEWS IS NOT GOOD NEWS and yes HOP-

ING TO HEAR FROM ELIJAH AND JOHN SOON AGAIN  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

29th October: 

 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

I believe that I will receive money Friday AND I WOULD LIKE TO SEND SOME MONEY FOR ELIJAH TO RECEIVE AND FOR 

HIM TO MANAGE - BUT I DON'T KNOW IF ELIJAH IS AT HOME OR IN TOWN - I HAVE NOT HEARD FROM HIM FOR SOME 

TIME and yes NOT FROM THE TEAM TELLING ME ABOUT HIM and yes I STILL DON'T KNOW MY FRIENDS and yes 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR EMAILS BUT WILL YOU PLEASE BE CAREFUL ABOUT MY QUESTIONS and yes DESPITE 

OF YOUR DIFFICULTIES? 

  

WILL YOU PLEASE INFORM ME IF ELIJAH IS IN TOWN FRIDAY AND IF NOT, IF YOU KNOW IF HE WILL COME SATURDAY? 

  

THANK YOU VERY MUCH. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

“Give me back my responsibility and money” 

And yes my friends “gå hjem og læg dig Clapton” and yes could not help it and yes Clapton and yes LISTENING and yes 

TO THE GUITAR GOD and yes so it is and yes among many people and yes I “LIKE” HIM TOO and yes THIS IS MY FA-

THER SPEAKING and yes WHEN YOU “KEEP YOUR FORMS” and yes YOU WILL NOT SHOW AND YES NOT FEEL MUCH 

JOY OR SADNESS TOO AND YES AS MUCH AS I DO and yes so it is and yes CLAPTON MY FRIEND and yes NOT ONLY DO I 

“LIKE” YOU but yes my friends and yes “LOOK INTO MY FATHERS EYES” and yes just heard the chorus and yes there-

fore my father here too and yes FANTASTIC and yes TRULY AMAZING too and yes OTHER SONGS BY YOU ARE EVEN 

BETTER I BELIEVE and yes actually and yes it was the album and yes August and yes from 1986 and yes which I listened 

to much and yes which got me to learn Clapton and yes TOOK SOME TIME FOR ME TOO and yes AMAZING MUSIC and 

yes but the blues part and yes NOT ME CLAPTON and yes the you can “gå hjem og læg dig Clapton” and yes when you 

play this and yes like you did and yes at Skanderborg and yes festival and yes 2008 and yes BORING it was and yes 

sorry about that my friend. 

 

And yes what is this chapter about and yes about you Lisa and yes WITH THE INSPIRATION OF GOD and yes HE IS IN-

SIDE OF YOU MY FRIEND and yes ALSO IN THIS BOOK YOU ARE NOW and yes because of what you wrote and yes on 

Facebook today and yes so it is: 
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Lisa Tikkanen Pagh er dybt fortørnet over, at staten ikke mener jeg kan finde ud af at lave mad til mine børn, og derfor 

har overtaget ansvaret for det. -Og over at Hillerød kommune har lavet madordningen om til en veritabel pengemaski-

ne, og oprettet en administration omkring det af russiske dimensioner. ØV ØV ØV og ØV. Giv mig mit ansvar og mine 

penge tilbage! 

 

And yes one of your friends and yes believes and yes that the government should look at the ceiling and yes to find 

the virtues and yes of liberalism and yes I TOTALLY AGREE WITH YOU and yes WHO WILL YOU FIND ON THE CEILING 

and yes PLANTED BY GOD IT IS and yes THE SANTA CLAUS and yes because of the most beloved Christmas Song in 

Danish and yes at least when you are a child and yes: “På loftet sidder julemanden med sin julegrød” and yes so it is 

and yes thank you both of you: 

 

Mickey Gjerris Det er fuldstændig absurd. De tvinger basalt set børnene til at spise hundeæde, tager masser af penge 

for det og lader som om, at de tænker på børnenes sundhed. Denne regering burde kigge efter et sted på loftet for at 

se, om dyderne i liberalismen har gemt sig der 

 

And yes I could not and yes read this and yes without giving my comment too and yes therefore and yes I wrote this: 

 

Stig Dragholm Jeg er helt enig med jer begge. Venstre har ”individets frihed” som ”et afgørende og ufravigeligt prin-

cip” – men vi har stadig en social- og sundhedspolitik, hvor folk på mange områder umynddiggøres, uden at regeringen 

virkelig har gennemført deres ”ufravigelige princip”. Det er ganske enkelt for slapt! 

 

Sending my CV to former managers 

And yes so it is and yes three and yes former managers and yes have not received my new CV yet and yes they are not 

and yes to my knowledge and yes on Linkedin and yes therefore and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes for the thought and 

yes I SENT THE CV and yes my background letter too and yes to Kim S. and yes Søren H. and yes Niels and yes including 

and yes of course and yes what they might be “offended by” and yes when reading and yes that they did not use my 

potential to the full and yes when I worked for them and yes so it is and yes just maybe and yes you will read it my 

friends and yes just maybe and yes you will think the same and yes AS OTHER PEOPLE HERE and yes THAT I CANNOT 

WRITE WHAT I WRITE and yes DO YOU KNOW THAT THIS IS THE TRUTH MY FRIENDS and yes DO YOU KNOW MY FULL 

POTENTIAL and yes PROBABLY NOT and yes EVEN AFTER WORKING TOGETHER WITH KIM AND YES SØREN FOR YEARS. 

 

And yes this is the email I sent to them and yes it will be exciting to see if they will send me their comments and yes so 

it is and yes just maybe and yes Kim will and yes not expecting to hear from Søren and yes just based and yes on ex-

perience and yes not really knowing about Niels and yes probably not BUT Kim and yes will probably react on the qual-

ity of my CV and yes HE IS THE MAN OF ALL AND YES WHO WILL APPRECIATE THIS and yes I TOLD you and yes that he 

already saw my email today and yes that he had THE COFFEE and yes in the WRONG throat and yes if this is what it is 

called in English and yes so it is and yes because of my direct language and yes my “allegations” and yes so it is here 

too ☺ . 

 

Kære Kim, Søren og Niels, 

 

Vedlagt fremsender jeg mit opdaterede CV og et baggrundspapir, som jeg forleden udsendte til mit online netværk via 

www.linkedin.com, som I i dag ikke er iblandt. 

 

Jeg har valgt også at sende CV’et til jer via denne mail, fordi vi har en fælles fortid og forhåbentlig også en fælles frem-

tid sammen og fordi, at I nok vil være interesseret I at se CV’et. Jeg er nu på vej videre med mit fremtidige arbejde, som 

jeg vil fortælle jer mere om senere, når jeg for alvor begynder på det. 

  

Jeg er glad for jer alle som privat personer, og jeg husker med glæde tilbage på mange gode oplevelser, som vi har haft 

sammen. Jeg har også været glad for at arbejde sammen med jer, men én væsentlig konklusion i mit CV er, at jeg ikke 

tidligere i min karriere har haft mulighed for at anvende mine kompetencer fuldt ud, og det gælder også i mit samar-

bejde med jer alle. Måske I vil blive overrasket over det direkte sprog i CV’et, men hvert eneste ord er valgt med omhu 

– ikke for at hævde mig, men for at fortælle sandheden så direkte, at folk virkelig forstår.  
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Læs det omhyggeligt, vær åben og I vil bedre forstå. I er meget velkomne med jeres eventuelle spørgsmål eller kom-

mentarer.  

  

Jeg beder jer give mine varmeste hilsener til jeres familier og medarbejdere/kollegaer ☺. 

 

Mange venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

  
PS: CV’et vedlægges som både Word og PDF dokumenter. Word versionen giver den pæneste udskrift, men afhængig af printer kan udskriften fylde 

mere end de beregnede to sider. Hvis dette er tilfældet, anbefales PDF versionen, som altid fylder to sider. Udskrift på farve laserprinter anbefales. 

 
Transferring the money to Elijah 

And yes we know and yes going to Hørsholm Midtpunkt and yes not that busy today either and yes to send the money 

and yes to Elijah and yes FOR HIM TO DECIDE AND YES HOW TO SHARE IT and yes how much should I send and yes I 

RECEIVED and yes DKK 9,505 and yes in cash help and yes of course and yes NO TAXES here and yes JUST A SYMBOL 

FROM GOD OF COURSE and yes sticking and yes to DKK 3,000 and yes “better to be safe”and yes plus and yes THE FEE 

of course and yes thinking and yes TO SEND MORE LATER and yes IF NEEDED and yes IF I HAVE MORE TO SPARE and 

yes so it is and yes THIS TIME and yes WITH ALL OF THE SYMBOLS and yes “du kan kalde mig mads” and yes this is 

what you can call me and yes IF WE DON’T COME HOME THIS TIME and yes ALMOST BETTING I AM AND YES WHAT 

ARE THE ODDS AND YES 1 straight and yes TO WIN THIS GAME and yes FOOTBALL OF COURSE and yes therefore and 

yes JUST SAYING and yes I HAVE SENT MONEY and yes FOR PEOPLE TO BUY THEIR OWN FOOD and yes in stead of 

sending money to an organisation and yes deducting administration costs and yes taking away FREEDOM from people 

and yes to buy their food and yes my dear friends and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes would you have been 

happier and yes if I sent you some maize in stead and yes kept on sending you maize and yes maybe beans too and yes 

not much else and yes just thinking we are and yes here and yes even though I have had good food here with Sanna 

and yes I HAVE HAD NO FREEDOM and yes TO DECIDE and yes FOR MY SELF and yes WHAT I WANT TO HAVE and yes 

which is HALF OF THE JOY and yes so it is. 

 

And yes transferring the money and yes through the kiosk and yes in Hørsholm Midtpunkt and yes it took maybe 10 

minutes and yes the fee and yes was 241 DKK and yes 8% and yes how much and yes did the kiosk receive and yes for 

10 minutes of work and yes the nice lady asked my question and yes 13% of the fee she said and yes this is 31 kr. and 

yes THIS IS OK and yes BUT WESTERN UNION and yes received and yes 190 DKK here and yes FOR DOING ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING and yes so it is and yes they will pay out the money and yes in Nairobi and yes expenses of this to be de-

ducted but HOW MUCH IS THE PROFIT MY FRIENDS and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and yes HOW ARE YOUR LIVES 

and yes the top managers and yes living on what poor people should have received and yes DO YOU HAVE A BAD 

TASTE IN YOUR MOUTH and yes therefore my friend and yes THE VERY AMUSING ENGLISHMEN and yes AT THE BAD 

TASTE COMPANY and yes IN COPENHAGEN and yes where I lived and yes approx. 1992 and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I had one cup of cappuccino as well and yes at the café and yes the Devil and yes was a little bit after me but 

you know part of MY own game and yes so it is and yes barber gel and yes I have had the same razor blades and yes 

since and yes April and yes when I arrived and yes to Kenya and yes I found out and yes that I could only use 1-2 and 

yes which I have done and yes since and yes also here and yes NOW I TRULY NEED TO HAVE NEW RAZOR BLADES and 

yes NOW I CAN CHOOSE and yes OF WHAT TO HAVE and yes COULD NOT REMEMBER THE NAME OF MY GILLETTE 

BLADES and yes the same principle here and yes as for printers and yes the “hardware”and yes is often very cheap and 

yes including a number of razor blades and yes afterwards and yes the blades and yes ARE FAR TOO EXPENSIVE MY 

FRIENDS and yes so it is here too. And yes NO LUXURY here and yes except and yes of buying and yes the cheapest 

chocolate and yes I could find and yes for DKK 9 and yes looking and yes at the price per kilo and yes so it is and yes 

still here my friends. And yes I was also checking and yes the clean tablets and yes for my Saeco espresso machine and 

yes BECAUSE HANS and yes “ENCOURAGED” ME TO DO IT and yes 149 DKK and yes TOO much to pay and yes under 

these circumstances and yes later and yes Hans actually followed up on this and yes JUST MAYBE and yes a symbol of 

CONTROL and yes OF WHAT IS NOT THEIRS BUT MINE and yes STILL “VERY BUSY” they are and yes so it is. 
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And yes just thinking I am and yes I have actually and yes DONE EXACTLY WHAT MY FAMILY and yes WARNED ME 

AGAINST and YES TO SEND MONEY TO AFRICA and yes ALL I AM THINKING and yes is WHAT WOULD THEY REALLY DO 

and yes IF THEY LITERALLY HAD STARVING AFRICANS LAYING IN FRONT OF THEM TO THE LEFT and yes IF THEY HAD 

THE ENTRANCE TO A CRUISE SHIP IN FRONT OF THEM TO THE RIGHT and yes WHAT WOULD THEY CHOSE and yes 

WOULD THEY GIVE MONEY TO THE STARVING AFRICANS and yes OR WOULD THEY CHOSE THE HOLIDAY and yes CLOS-

ING THEIR EYES and yes to people dying in front of them?  

 

And yes my friends and yes IF THIS SCENARIO and yes WOULD LITERALLY HAPPEN and yes THERE WOULD BE NO 

DOUBT and yes THEY WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO ENTER THE SHIP and yes IMPOSSIBLE IT WOULD BE FOR THEM and yes 

IS WHAT I TRULY HOPE AND BELIEVE and yes THIS IS THE PICTURE and yes OF WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE WORLD 

TODAY and yes RICH PEOPLE DON’T SEE THIS PICTURE and yes DON’T CARE and yes WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE MY 

FRIENDS and yes WHEN I GIVE YOU “THIS PICTURE”and yes WILL YOU CHOOSE TO HELP and yes go to your left and yes 

to meet me or WILL YOU CHOOSE and yes TO BE SELFISH and yes GO ON THE CRUISE HOLIDAY and yes WITHOUT 

HELPING and yes TO MEET and yes THE DEVIL and yes TO BE TERMINATED and yes THIS IS WHAT I ASK THE WORLD: 

WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE and yes WHAT IS THE RIGHT CHOICE and yes FROM A LOGICAL POINT OF VIEW and yes THE 

ONLY RIGHT ANSWER IS OF COURSE TO REALLY HELP and yes WHICH YOU REALLY SHOULD HAVE DONE and yes in the 

WORLD and yes A LONG TIME AGO and yes so it is here.  

 

And yes “to cut a long story short” and yes coming home and yes this afternoon and yes Sanna was home and yes ask-

ing and yes CONFRONTING ME and yes with a “sharp voice” and yes “where have you been” and yes in Hørsholm 

Midtpunkt I answered and yes the next control question and yes still sharp and yes thinking of Manchester United 

here we are and yes the red devils and yes “what have you bought”and yes answering that and yes THINKING and yes 

GOOD TO GET OUT OF THIS HOUSE and yes WHAT WAS YOUR THOUGHTS SANNA and yes MAYBE and yes THAT I HAD 

SENT MONEY and yes again and yes TO AFRICA? And yes Sanna this is exactly what I did and yes IF YOU DECIDE TO ASK 

ME DIRECTLY AGAIN AND YES ABOUT THIS AND YES DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE FROM ME and yes A LIE 

my friends and yes because of what I wrote earlier and yes so it is here.  

 

And yes walking the dog and yes Sanna had and yes taken out my clothes and yes from the washing machine and yes 

she had “hung up”the clothes and yes nicely and yes thank you so much and yes when you are in control of your self 

and yes when Sanna “approves”of you and yes then she relaxes and yes is nice and yes so it is here and yes serving 

coffee and cake she was and yes we had a nice talk and yes this is when I like my sister and yes very much and yes so it 

is and yes THE WHOLE FAMILY and yes is helping me moving and yes so it is and yes she suggested and yes for me to 

give a bottle of Cognac and yes to mother and John and yes good idea and yes I told Sanna and yes that I have decided 

and yes to give a bottle of Whisky and yes to Niklas and yes a bottle of Cognac and yes to Sanna and Hans and yes to 

say thank you for the help and yes the bottles and yes WERE mine and yes today and yes they are mine again and yes 

so it is here and yes BECAUSE OF THE DECISION and yes of the family and yes THEREFORE and yes I WILL HAVE NO EX-

PENSES and yes on this and yes so it is here. 

 

I’m back 

And yes my friend and yes THANK YOU FOR THAT HEADLINE ELIJAH and yes USING THESE WORDS A LOT IN KENYA and 

yes I was and yes JUST A SMALL SYMBOL YOU KNOW and yes I LIKE ELIJAH VERY MUCH and yes BECAUSE OF WHO HE 

TRULY is and yes WHAT IS HOLDING YOU BACK and yes NO COMMUNICATION and yes THAT IS WHY ELIJAH but still 

and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH AND YES FOR YOUR EMAIL TODAY:  

 

Subject: Re: I AM BACK! 

 

Dear Stig, 

  

I am happy to write to you and inform you that i am back . Stig, i am sorry that i left without a word. I am happy to be 

back to Nairobi and looking forward to be in the office tommorrow. P lease allow me to write more to you tommorrow 

when i read all your scripts, all the same greetings from my mother for now. She is fine.My family is fine too. 

  

Thank you for keeping the team posted. I feel tired but strong in my Faith.I only found a cyber near Gachie and decided 

to write to you to inform that i am back. I will come back to you tommorrow. God Bless Stig. 
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Elijah. 

 

Almost suffocated by my family and friends in 1997 

And yes this is the conclusion and yes I took and yes earlier and yes wrote in the scripts and yes a few days ago and 

yes about all of this concern and yes “we would like to help you with this and that”and yes “we believe you should do 

this or that” and yes “we believe that he should not have done this but that instead”and yes you can continue with 

more examples and yes this is exactly and yes what happened and yes in 1997 and yes after Niels de Bang and yes ex-

pelled me and yes WHICH ALSO WAS THE HARDEST PERIOD OF MY LIFE and yes WHICH and yes WAS ACTUALLY WAY 

BEYOND MY BORDER and yes OF BREAKING DOWN and yes as no one really understood and yes AS IT WAS IN GE IN-

SURANCE too and yes AS IT WAS IN ACTA too and yes NO ONE REALLY UNDERSTOOD (!) and yes THE PRESSURE and 

yes WHICH GOD and yes THROUGH OTHER PEOPLE and yes PUT ON ME and yes so it is and yes here I was expelled 

and yes ALL OF MY DIGNITY was taken away from me and yes black listed in the industry I was and yes preparing a law 

suit and yes WITH A USELESS LAWYER and yes so it is Jonquières – and yes YOU DID NOT LISTEN TO THE WISH OF 

YOUR CLIENT and yes ME and yes BECAUSE I WANTED TO BRING WITNESSES and yes TO TELL THE TRUTH TO THE 

COURT and yes THAT I WAS FIRED BECAUSE OF BAD WILL and yes BAD WORKING CLIMATE and yes BECAUSE OF NIELS 

DE BANG and yes (because he is sick and yes which I did not want to bring to court)  but NO my friend YOU DID NOT 

WANT TO DO THAT and yes BECAUSE OF YOU KIM and yes BAD TASTE COMPANY and yes here too and yes MY FEEL-

ING and yes what a friend and yes so it is - and yes GOING THROUGH THE LAW IN DETAIL and yesI WAS and yes TO 

FIND and yes LAW ERRORS and yes IN ORDER and yes TO AFFORD and yes TO PAY FOR A CASE and yes AGAINST NIELS 

and yes THE CASE ITSELF and yes WAS THE WORST and yes THROWING UP ALONE and yes because of Niels and yes 

THAT HE SHOULD ESCAPE FROM and yes FROM CHEATING PEOPLE and yes EVERY SINGLE DAY HE WAS and yes STILL 

IS AND YES LOOK AT THE CASE and yes WHAT I WANTED TO SAY and yes was and yes DID MY FAMILY AND YES 

FRIENDS HELP ME and yes the answer is NO, NOT AT ALL and yes ON THE CONTRARY and yes ALL OF YOU WERE TRULY 

SO “KIND” and yes WANTED TO HELP AND YES YOU CALLED ME and yes TO TALK TO ME and yes ABOUT THE CASE and 

yes FOR A VERY LONG TIME and yes ALL OF YOU HAD YOUR OWN VOICES and yes ADVISES OF WHAT I SHOULD DO 

and yes do you know what and yes YOUR CONCERN and yes LACK OF UNDERSTANDING and yes all of your BAD AD-

VICE and yes DIFFERENT ADVICE and yes WAS ALMOST KILLING ME and yes YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND and yes I HAD 

TO TELL YOU BACK THEN TO STOP and yes DID YOU GET OFFENDED BY ME and yes YOU WILL NEED TO UNDERSTAND 

and yes THAT MANY OF YOU MEAN WELL AND YES WANT TO HELP BUT BECAUSE YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND OTHER 

PEOPLE and yes BECAUSE YOU ONLY LISTEN TO YOUR OWN VOICE and yes very often you don’t help people and yes 

you do the contrary and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND THE ART OF COMMUNICATING and yes WITHOUT DESTROYING 

EVERYTHING WITH A SENTENCE LIKE “I think you need to ….”and yes NOT LISTENING TO ANYBODY ELSE THAN YOUR-

SELF and yes LEARN THE ART of being a FACILITATOR and yes THIS IS TRULY HOW YOU HELP OTHER PEOPLE MY 

FRIENDS and yes I DID ALMOST NOT GET OVER THIS PHASE and yes ALSO BECAUSE OF LACK OF MONEY and yes so it 

was and yes after that and yes KIM and yes BROKE HIS PROMISE and yes to start up a new business together with me 

and yes A PROMISE MY FRIENDS and yes so it is here too – and yes STILL THANK YOU TO CAMILLA and yes I WOULD 

NOT HAVE MADE IT WITHOUT YOU and yes BECAUSE YOU WERE HELPING ME and yes TRULY HELPING ME THANK 

YOU. 

 

Crazy about dance 

And yes we know and yes NOT VERY MANY and yes SYMBOLS and GUIDED TALK and yes in the TV show this evening 

and yes through the JUDGES and yes only and yes one of them and yes saying a few seconds after I thought of it and 

yes fantastic singing of a Whitney Houston song and yes so it is and yes not many singers are able to do that and yes 

so it is here and yes we know and yes THE MOST IMPORTANT and yes SYMBOL and yes of this evening and yes was 

Pernille and yes the dancer and yes explaining about her choice and yes of three flowers in her hair and yes she was 

inspired and yes by the Norwegian painter Munck and yes painting the same woman and yes as young and yes middle  

aged and yes older and yes so it is and yes I felt the pope and yes as the monk and yes he gave me and yes THE IM-

PRESSION and yes OF KAREN and yes AS THESE THREE LADIES and yes so it is and yes WHEN THIS WAS SAID and yes I 

am actually thinking of the Ugly Duckling and yes not really that much in connection to Karen and yes WHAT ABOUT 

ME and yes JOA and yes ALSO and yes surrounded by the Devil she is and yes NO MORE FOR ME and yes OF H.C. AN-

DERSEN and yes FROM STIG and yes ALSO THE CHRISTMAS BALLS and yes THIS IS HOW I HAVE CREATED and yes THIS 

MAN and yes MY FRIEND and yes ALSO TO BE INCLUDED HERE and yes ANOTHER WORLD FAMOUS and yes DANE and 

yes so it is my friend. 
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And yes did you see and yes the host and yes Andrea and yes twice and yes difficult for her to remember and yes the 

names of the dancers and yes Vicky and yes NOW I CAN’T REMEMBER HIS NAME and yes GOD HAS TAKEN HIS NAME 

AWAY FROM ME and yes now it came back and yes CASPER and yes THIS IS HOW IT IS and yes WHY DID GOD DO THAT 

and yes BECAUSE and yes THIS IS ALWAYS WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME and yes AS EASY AS THAT and yes an example 

for you to watch and yes also and yes VICKY and yes from the hospital and yes in Helsingør and yes SHE IS STILL DOING 

FINE and yes we know SORRY I AM AND YES THAT GOD and yes made it impossible for me and yes to help you and yes 

earlier this year and yes ALSO TO KEEP ME AWAY FROM YOU and yes the name of the game and yes to keep women 

away from me and yes Vicky and yes ANOTHER WOMAN and yes FROM THIS YEAR and yes VERY CLOSE and yes TO 

GIVE YOU A ”KISS AND TELL” and yes she was and yes I know and yes you said and yes that a Bryan Ferry song was 

coming up and yes here it was and yes HERE WE ARE AND YES IN THE TOP TOP TOP LEAGUE MY FRIENDS and yes 

ONCE and yes he was ON THE SAME LEVEL AS BOWIE and yes in my opinion of course and yes APPROX. THAT LEVEL 

WE TALK ABOUT and yes TALK ABOUT BEING ELEGANT and yes MAYBE YOU WILL KNOW THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS 

CRITERIA and yes ALSO IN MUSIC MY FRIENDS and yes give me the old and yes “odd” ballads by Roxy Music and yes 

THEN YOU CANNOT FIND MUSIC WITH A BETTER FEELING AND YES ATMOSPHERE and yes IF YOU ASK ME and yes I 

HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT THIS and yes MAYBE IN A LETTER BEFORE and yes probably and yes to Karen and yes NOT EX-

ISTING ANYMORE YOU THINK and yes THESE LETTERS and yes we know and yes now you know and yes THEY ARE STILL 

EXISTING and yes so it is my friend and yes IF SHE DECIDES and yes to publicize them and yes sorry I would be about 

this and yes not written to be published and yes we know and yes this is my true feeling today and yes sorry about 

that I would be and yes just maybe and yes she will publish them and yes before and yes changing her view on me and 

yes for her to “document” and yes to the world and yes about what she today believes is “fraud” and yes BEFORE SHE 

WILL BECOME MM too and yes so it is here my friend.  

 

And yes finally and yes one of the judges and yes was “about to explode of enthusiasm” and yes the words and yes 

came from vm and yes in black and yes followed by the Devil and yes because and yes about and yes WHAT I HAVE 

DONE and yes NOT LOOKING BACK and yes IN ANGER and yes STILL CARRYING ON and yes NOT TO MAKE THE THREAT 

AND YES COME THROUGH and yes NOT ONE SINGLE TIME and yes NOT EVEN CLOSE and yes so it is and yes NO DE-

TAILS ABOUT THIS and yes so it is and yes MY DECISION my friends.  

 

And yes Crazy about Dance and yes is the only TV here and yes which I have followed and yes BECAUSE and yes Sanna 

invited me to see it with her and yes Hans and yes every week and yes if she did not and yes I WOULD NOT HAVE SEEN 

IT and yes finalising the day and yes at 22.10 and yes quite an easy day and yes it would have been and yes IF GOD and 

yes DID NOT MAKE THIS ONE OF THOSE DAYS AND YES WHERE THE SUFFERING and yes is from a feeling like NO SLEEP 

AT ALL and yes FOR A LONG TIME and yes THESE ARE THE WORDS WE ARE GIVING YOU and yes so it is and yes IF YOU 

SAY IT IS GOD and yes then it is and yes TOLD YOU SO and yes is there a song by Depeche Mode with this title and yes 

so it is here too and yes seeing and yes a man and yes with his hands in his pockets and yes kicking a stone on the 

street and yes it is between half dark and yes dark and yes nothing exciting really and yes WE NEVER DID THAT AND 

YES IN THIS BOOK AND YES GAVE A STORY AND YES ONLY OF VISIONS and yes CLOSING MY EYES AND YES DREAMING 

ON COMAND and yes NOT REALLY THAT IS and yes THERE ARE MANY PAGES OF THESE STORIES and yes in my old 

book and yes THEREFORE MY FRIEND ☺. 
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Saturday 31st October 2009 

Sleep and dreams, not discovering the talents of people, going to Sweden to collect my stack and CD’s, why do many 

women have a temper?, THE OTHER SIDE OF STIG REVEALED TO MESHACK IN A DREAM, a positive email from Elijah, a 

fight over money and lack of management at LTO and “there is so much women don’t understand”. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes maybe it is not going to be the biggest surprise in the world and yes about my sleep and yes poor again and 

yes God had another meaning of this too and yes TO MY FAMILY and yes IT WILL and yes at the same time it WILL NOT 

become the biggest surprise of all and yes when you SHOW YOUR FLOWERS TO THE WORLD and yes THIS IS HOW and 

yes WE WILL MEET THE WORLD and yes YOU KNOW IT and yes I KNOW and yes IF THE WORLD and yes WILL NOT 

MEET ME THE SAME WAY and yes THEN IT IS YOU and yes MY DEAR WORLD and yes CHOOSING TO SEE THE DEVIL and 

yes so it is here too and yes we know a couple of dreams too – and yes the notes and yes are not of the “best” quality 

and yes so it is here and yes today: 

 

• I see a Porsche, it is a new, smaller model, which people can “afford” buying and it is called 306. I try to sit inside 

of it and I notice that the sewings of the seat and the seats are made of the absolutely best quality, which I like 

very much. I am told to continue, the train will now drive the other way. I see a towel and people partying and I 

am told that it will not be easy to “be on” the first morning without having slept in the train and I will be as nerv-

ous as Michael Meyerheim was the first hour, when he started doing Danish morning TV years ago and in the 

dream I am told that Michael is “not a normal human being” also because of this story.  

• In a dream Sanna is fired on unreasonable grounds from her work – I did not write down the details of the dream 

because I was not motivated to dream (!) and not motivated to write down (!) in the middle of the night and yes 

this is also how it can be here. 

• I am in a GIANT bank building, it is modern and very good looking. I listen to Keld and Hilda Heick playing a song 

called “Vesterbro”, it is a burlesque of the song “Herstedvester” by Klaus & Servants. We are waiting at the bank. I 

decide to go to the reception where … (a note saying “overalt biltillag” cannot understand or remember what this 

is maybe car and ?). I continue walking and I admire the beautiful architecture of the building, but two buildings 

away (the buildings are connected) the radio sounds very loud which is not intended because of bad sound condi-

tions, which the architects have not considered. Lena B. says “I told you there is a market for income protection 

insurance” – she has problems doing the sales because she has not prepared the sales work well enough. 

Comments: I felt my father during this dream. In connection to the bad sound conditions I think of Sanna’s hus-

band Hans’ close friend Bent Michael and yes THIS IS YOUR JOB MY FRIEND FOR THE WORLD and yes FOR YOU TO 

TEACH and yes GIVEN and yes PLANTED and yes HAVE WE NOT UNITED YET and yes WE KNOW and yes a combi-

nation of the Devil and yes decaying and yes the Council being liberated and yes was what I was shown and yes 

when these words where written down. 

 

Not discovering the talents of people 

And yes we know and yes FOR HOW MANY years and yes HAVE I BEEN THINKING and yes this thought and yes MANY 

(!) and yes THAT and yes THE COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY and yes ARTISTS and yes PEOPLE SINGING and yes PERFORM-

ERS and yes different artists performing and yes NOT BEING DISCOVERED and yes BECAUSE THEY ARE JUDGED and yes 

by the likes of and yes SIMON and yes record directors and yes like that and yes NOT SEEING and yes NOT ALWAYS 

UNDERSTANDING and yes TRUE TALENT and yes SOME TIMES and yes this was just my thought and yes HELPING PEO-

PLE and yes to develop and yes also and yes potential RUNNERS and yes WHICH COULD BE SUPERSTARS and yes OF 

THE WORLD my friend and yes LIKE I MY SELF WAS NOT “DISCOVERED”and yes BY “PROFESSIONALS” IN THE INSUR-

ANCE INDUSTRY and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE UNDISCOVERED and yes I DON’T KNOW but yes THE MOBILE TELE-

PHONE SALESMAN (!) and yes WITH A VOICE LIKE THAT (!) and yes PAUL POTTS and yes was mentioned as an example 

of God and yes my friends and yes HOW MANY and yes KNEW and yes OF YOUR VOICE my friend and yes HOW MANY 

PEOPLE and yes COULD TRULY HAVE HELPED YOU and yes TO BREAK THROUGH and yes so it is here and yes we know 

NOTHING MUCH LEFT TO SAY and yes feeling the Devil and yes again and yes MICK JAGGER and yes MY DEAR FRIEND 

and yes HE IS VERY WELL KNOWN and yes we know this is an old inside game and yes as I have had with the Devil and 
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yes NOT WRITTEN DOWN ANY PLACES and yes ACTED AS “A STUPID” HE HAS TOO and yes there are still UNTOLD sto-

ries and yes even though I have done my best and yes to write the most of them here and yes so it is here …. 

 

Going to Sweden to collect my stack and CD’s 

 

   
A beautiful Swedish lake in the morning A typical Swedish country side 

 

Sanna's and Hans' cottage in Sweden 

And yes we know Stig and yes DRIVING and yes SANNA and yes TO HER MANAGEMENT COURSE AND YES IN 

COPENHAGEN and yes this morning and yes together with Hans and yes CROSSING THE BRIDGE and yes TO SWEDEN 

and yes “the view from a bridge” and yes this one too and yes beautiful it is and yes later coming to a lake and yes 

outside Malmø and yes BECAUSE and yes HANS WAS INSPIRED and yes TO VISIT and yes THE FISH STORE and yes at 

this lake and yes IT WAS and yes at 9.00 and yes IT WAS NOT OPENED YET but BEAUTIFUL THE LAKE was and yes as an 

example and yes of THE BEAUTIFUL and yes SWEDISH NATURE and yes THE FIRST IMPRESSION and yes of this trip and 

yes the first picture above. 

 

And yes we know and yes HANS WAS REALLY INSPIRED THIS MORNING and yes NOT TO GO AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE 

and yes BUT TO SHOW me and yes SOME OF THE BEAUTIFUL SWEDISH COUNTRY SIDE and yes as I know so well and 

yes as I have mentioned to people over the years and yes when you drive through one of these beautiful small villages 

and yes with the typical wooden cottages and yes in Red, Yellow or even Blue and yes ALL HOUSES and yes LOOK LIKE 

THEY HAVE BEEN PAINTED YESTERDAY and yes ALL GRASS LANES and yes IN FRONT OF THESE BEAUTIFUL HOUSES and 

yes LOOK LIKE GOLF GREENS and yes THOUGHT OF THAT FOR YEARS I HAVE and yes SAW THAT AGAIN TODAY and yes 

what did it do to me and yes I BECAME MORE AND MORE RELAXED and yes JUST TO DRIVE THROUGH and yes MY 

“HAPPY” COUNTRY and yes so it is and yes HANS DROVE OFF THE MAIN ROAD and yes HE ALSO DROVE OFF THE 

SMALL ROAD and yes GOING TO A BEAUTIFUL STREAM and yes through a dirt road and yes coming to a typical 

Swedish country side and yes see picture two above and yes with one of the very typical red cottage houses in the 

background and yes THIS IS HERE and yes AWAY FROM THE MAIN ROADS and yes WHERE YOU CAN TRULY FEEL THE 

NATURE and yes THE LIFE and yes NO NOISE and yes FRESH AIR and yes WHICH IS SO DIFFERENT and yes TO ALMOST 

ALL PLACES IN DENMARK and yes AT LEAST and yes of the surroundings of Copenhagen and yes thinking of Lyngby 

Lake and yes which is beautiful in itself BUT NOTHING COMPARED and yes not “to you” but to the LAKES OF SWEDEN 

and yes ALSO BECAUSE THE NATURE IN SWEDEN IS SO DIFFERENT TO DENMARK AND YES THOUSANDS OF LAKES and 

yes WOODS ALMOST ALL OVER OF COURSE and yes ROCKS and yes these cottage houses and yes THEN YOU HAVE MY 

PICTURE OF SWEDEN and yes THE COUNTRY and yes WHICH I FELL IN LOVE WITH and yes in 1975 AND YES WHEN 

GOING TO A TYPICAL PLACE and yes NORTH OF MOTALA and yes WITH MY FATHER and yes OF COURSE WITH ANNI 

AND YES SO IT IS and yes FELL IN LOVE WITH THE NATURE and yes STILL AM and yes also because and yes YOU DON’T 

HAVE MANY PEOPLE HERE AND YES AT THE COUNTRY AND YES ENJOYING THAT A LOT I AM and yes SOME PEOPLE and 

yes CAN TELL YOU and yes about my feelings of Sweden and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAD AND YES AGAIN TODAY and yes 

we know and yes we know and yes HANS and yes was telling about Dusty and yes in year 2000 and yes in the car and 

yes with Hans too and yes his mother Helene and yes spoke about that he was and yes I FELT HELENE and yes MAYBE 

FOR THE FIRST TIME and yes she died and yes later in year 2000 and yes BELOVED SHE WAS and yes BECAUSE OF HER 

NATURAL INTEREST IN OTHER PEOPLE and yes so it is and yes she told me and yes that the reason why and yes Hans 

spoke about this and yes was BECAUSE HELENE WAS WITH US and yes IN THE CAR and yes so it is and yes arriving and 

yes at Helene’s house and yes which it was and yes today and yes belonging and yes to Sanna and Hans and yes THIS 

IS ONE and yes OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COTTAGE HOUSES I believe and yes JUST MAYBE OF ALL and yes so it is and 

yes I COULD NOT GIVE YOU A BETTER PICTURE and yes THAN THE PICTURE 3 ABOVE and yes I know I chose 3 and yes 

THE TRINITY WAITING and yes so it is and yes BECAUSE OF THE SUN and yes “BLINDED BY LIGHT” and yes it gave a 
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very “interesting” picture and yes when photographing the house from the front and yes if you want to see it and yes 

OK and yes for you and yes here it is: 

 

 

And yes we know and yes THE SUN and yes 

SURROUNDING ME and yes JUST A THOUGHT and yes so 

it is. 

 

And yes HANS and yes spoke of the STATE ROOM and yes 

I was inspired to ask of what it was and yes “a fine room” 

in the house and yes named by Helene and yes she was 

still with us and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we know and yes we drove through many 

sections on the way and yes of woods and yes where it 

was still possible to see the effects and yes from the BIG 

STORM and yes of 1999 and yes CLEARING and yes 

MANY THOUSANDS and yes MILLIONS OF TREES and yes 

in Sweden and yes Denmark and yes I told you and yes of 

why this happened and yes a sign and yes of the Devil and yes becoming stronger and yes removoing woods and yes 

the symbol and yes of where God is living and yes so it is. 

 

And yes ALSO THIS and yes WHEN DRIVING and yes through Sweden and yes the neighbour country and yes OLD 

DENMARK and yes so to say and yes the southern part and yes WHAT DO YOU SEE and yes A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT 

STYLE and yes than the Danish style and yes OF THE ARCHITECTURE and yes AS ONE EXAMPLE ONLY and yes OF WHAT 

GOD IS DOING and yes TO A COUNTRY and yes TO REGIONS and yes as well and yes MORE COMPLICATED and yes we 

know that one too ☺. 

 

And yes I had a very good and nice travel and yes with Hans and yes we spoke about and yes politicians and yes 

receiving and yes BRIBES and yes because this is what it is and yes AT LEAST SOMETIMES MY FRIENDS and yes we 

spoke of the story today and yes mentioned in Frederiksborg Amts Avis and yes a supermarket and yes which want to 

open and yes in the Commune next to Hørsholm and yes paying and yes PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS and yes CLOSE TO 

BUYING THE VOTES OF POLITICIANS and yes so called and yes another story and yes of “respected” politicians of the 

Danish Social Democratic Party and yes in Odense and yes the third biggest Danish city and yes THEY HAD THEIR 

WHOLE PROGRAM and yes written by a Union and yes the politicians just had to sign it and yes then they received and 

yes a “new” party program and yes SOME NICE MONEY AT THE SAME TIME and yes ALL PEOPLE ARE WORKING FOR 

THEIR SPECIAL INTERESTS and yes WHO IS REALLY OBJECTIVE and yes so it is and yes EVERYWHERE and yes THIS IS 

NOT THE SOCIETY I WANT TO SEE and yes IN THE FUTURE and yes YOU WILL MAKE ME and yes US HAPPY and yes IF 

YOU FOCUS and yes ON LIFE ITSELF and yes HOW BEAUTIFUL IT IS and yes HOW BEAUTIFUL IT WAS INTENDED TO BE 

THAT IS ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes we had a nice walk and yes to the local lake and yes NO NOICES and yes THE ABSOLUTELY 

MOST BEAUTIFUL NATURE I KNOW OF and yes YOU CAN BRING ME THE WORLD and yes SWEDEN IS STILL THE PLACE 

FOR ME and yes BECAUSE OF THE NATURE my friends and yes NOT NECESSARILY THE PEOPLE and yes LIKE YOU A LOT 

and yes MANY OF YOU and yes JUST THIS and yes YOU ARE VERY DIFFERENT AND YES TO DANISH PEOPLE and yes NOT 

AS DIRECT and yes MORE POLITE and yes so it is and yes COMBINE THIS and yes THEN YOU HAVE MY KIND OF PEOPLE 

and yes so it truly is my friends – and yes add the joy and yes happiness and yes of people believing too of course ☺. 

 

And yes a nice lunch and yes together and yes with the just released and yes CHRISTMAS BREW and yes FROM 

TUBORG and yes THE FEELING OF BEING AT HOME and yes FOR SURE and yes MOVING and yes the stack and yes CD’s 

and yes coming home and yes giving and yes Hans and yes eeeehhh and yes money to cover the expenses and yes for 

the gasoline and yes bridge and yes ferry home and yes DKK 500 and yes LESS MONEY NOW and yes maybe even less 

and yes tomorrow and yes if I need to hire and yes a trailer and yes so it is here and yes we know and yes NO MONEY 

NOW and yes TO BUY RAZOR BLADES and yes WILL HAVE TO KEEP THOSE and yes I HAVE and yes NOT USING “THEM” 

BUT ONLY “THE ONE” (God gave me this song recently because of the lyrics but not included in the scripts) and yes 
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WORKING and yes ANOTHER MONTH or yes JUST MAYBE and yes UNTIL PARIS and yes HER MONEY IS REALEASED and 

yes so it is here too ☺. 

 

And yes speaking to Hans about other beautiful places and yes in south Sweden and yes mentioning he was and yes 

Åsen and yes together and yes with my father and yes years ago and yes he fell and yes became wet and yes on his 

behind and yes we know and yes water is my symbol of pain and yes you do know the expression and yes when you 

have pain and yes in your behind and yes WHEN YOU HAVE TREATED SOMEONE DISLOYAL and yes PITIFUL and yes 

JUST ANOTHER WAY and yes OF SHOWING and yes OF HIS MERCY and yes to you my friend and yes my friend THIS IS 

WHAT I TOLD YOU AND YES NOT TRULY UNDERSTANDING IT and yes SHOULDN’T IT BE THE OTHER WAY AROUND and 

yes NOTHING MUCH TO BE SORRY ABOUT and yes ABOUT ME I mean and yes MAYBE YOU and yes someone is playing 

games here and yes this is what was said and yes no feeling of my father and yes maybe the Devil and yes not really 

knowing about that one too and yes so it is here too ☺. 

 

And yes GIVING YOU INFORMATION ON KAREN and yes NOT TO BE PUBLISHED HERE and yes ONLY THIS and yes HER 

BEHAVIOUR and yes IN HER LIFE my friends and yes COMPARED TO MINE and yes is what I was told of and yes 

receiving and yes the  song “piece of my heart”and yes by BRYAN FERRY and yes again again and yes so it is and yes 

THE BEST and yes PERFORMER and yes making songs better than the originals and yes even better than John Lennon 

and yes when performing his song and yes “Jealous Guy” if you ask me AND YES THEREFORE MY FRIEND (!) and yes 

better than Bob Dylan and yes ALL OTHER PEOPLE and yes EXCEPT and yes THE TRUE ORIGINAL and yes ELVIS PRESLEY 

and yes NO ONE BEATS HIM and yes just my opinion and yes WHEN IT COMES TO HIS VOICE AND SINGING OF COURSE 

(other than Roy Orbison maybe but he has another style and yes not the “feeling” that Elvis has) and yes so it is here. 

And yes also heard and yes Grease Lightning and yes from God and yes during my stay and yes in Sweden and yes so it 

is. 

 

And yes arriving home and yes maybe at 16.30 and yes if Tobias had walked the dog and NO and yes if he had emptied 

the dishwasher and NO and yes if he had trown out and yes different empty packages and yes after use and NO and 

yes just saying this and yes because and yes Tobias came home and yes 4.30 and yes this morning and yes to Rungsted 

Station and yes HE HAS NO RESTRAINS and yes this boy and yes IN THIS CONTEXT and yes he had called and yes texted 

and yes Hans and yes to come and get him and yes IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT and yes SO IT IS HERE and yes 

SPOILED and yes LACK OF DISCIPLINE and yes SEEN THAT A LOT I HAVE and yes so it is and yes even though and yes he 

also have discipline and yes in other respects but the story is and yes about Hans and yes saying to me today and yes I 

HOPE SOMEONE WILL DO TO TOBIAS WHAT HIS PARENTS CANNOT and yes this is the attitude my friends and yes of 

his parents and yes NOT BEING ABLE and yes TO “CONTROL” THEIR SON and yes AS THEY HAVE DONE TO ME HERE 

and yes THEIR “STRATEGY” and yes to CONTROL (!) TOBIAS and yes was wrong and yes TOBIAS IS A MAN TRULY 

LOVING FREEDOM and yes so much and yes that he has REBELLIONED and yes against his parents and yes IF THEY HAD 

USED THE GOLDEN RULE and yes TO DO WHAT I HAVE TOLD IN THESE SCRIPTS and yes GIVING FREEDOM AND YES 

RESPONSIBIBILITY and yes THEY WOULD HAVE SEEN and yes ANOTHER BOY and yes THAN THEY HAVE TODAY and yes 

YOU CAN TEACH and yes YOU CAN BE “TOUGH” BUT ONLY when and if needed and yes YOU CANNOT CONTROL 

PEOPLE when not needed and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS IS ABOUT MY FRIENDS and yes so it is here too ☺. 

 

And yes when coming home and yes God and yes gave me the song and yes by Stereo Mc's and yes “I'm gonna get 

myself connected” and yes UNDERSTAND THAT ONE WE DO ALL OF US HERE and yes the song is also played and yes 

through a TDC commercial and yes on VH1 and yes so it is. 

 

Why do many women have a temper? 

And yes my friend and yes we know and yes many women and yes show and yes TRUE FEELINGS and yes AS MANY 

MEN DO NOT and yes we know and yes still and yes when men are together and yes speaking and yes very often and 

yes they can and yes “quiet” and yes without big tempers and yes a better understanding and yes than when women 

and yes are involved and yes we know and yes we know and yes we know and yes “IS THERE SOMETHING I SHOULD 

KNOW” and yes Stig and yes BECAUSE and yes seen that in many women and yes NOT BEING ABLE TO CONTROL and 

yes THEIR FEELINGS and yes SHOUTING and yes ANGRY and yes THEY HAVE A LOT OF FEELINGS and yes we know and 

yes we know and yes THEY HAVE MORE FEELINGS THAN MEN and yes A GIFT and yes TO BE USED and yes PROPERLY 

and yes THIS IS THE TRUE NATURE OF THE GAME and yes so it is my friends MORE FEELINGS and yes USE THEM 

PROPERLY and yes that is POSITVE and yes OBJECTIVE and yes this is it. 
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THE OTHER SIDE OF STIG REVEALED TO MESHACK IN A DREAM 

And yes I have not had the energy and yes to give many of my chapters and yes THE BEST and yes most saying head-

lines but this is truly and yes a gift of Meshack and yes using his headline above and yes from his email to me today 

and yes happy about that one and yes GLAD I AM and yes THAT YOU HEARD THE VOICE IN THE DREAM and yes Me-

shack when you hear voices in a dream and yes then you can also hear voices and yes when you are awake and yes 

THIS IS WHAT IS WAITING and yes FOR ALL OF YOU MY FRIENDS and yes AS I HAVE SAID TO YOU EARLIER and yes THE 

MESSAGE IS VALID and yes THE TIME and yes is delayed and yes according to the Devil but STILL RIGHT ON TRACK and 

yes ACCORDING TO GOD and yes DO YOU SEE NOW MY FRIENDS – and yes so it is here too ☺. And yes Meshack 

PLEASE SAY HI TO THE FAMILY and yes LIKE THAT ONE A LOT HERE. 

 

And yes the email today from Meshack as follows: 

 

Subject: Re: THE OTHER SIDE OF STIG REVEALED TO ME IN A DREAM 

 

As i had told you, in the bible there was a cost for one to become a disciple of Jesus such as being persecuted, witnesing 

miracles. To me the above have already seen them because you remember we were persecuted with you for nothing at 

immigration office and the second one i was cured when i did not take medicene on your advice. 

 

Yesterday when i was asleep i heard a voice calling me and asking whether i know Stig and who he is to the world. I 

cant remember the conversation very well but i thought this was another sign being shown to me. 

 

We started this game together and we will complete it together if we all keep the faith. 

 

Give your family my regards and have a nice weekend. 

                 Meshack. 

 

A positive email from Elijah 

And yes my friends and yes almost thinking and yes that Elijah and yes did not make his promise and yes to write to 

me and yes again today and yes THANK YOU FOR DOING THAT MY FRIEND and yes thank you for informing me about 

the village and yes please say hi and yes you know which is the same as my “loving regards” and yes to the people and 

yes starting and yes to release them of their burdens and yes the rain is the first sign and yes so it is here and yes 

thank you for following up and yes on the Sunday services too and yes ELIJAH YOU ARE TRULY A PERSON WHICH WE 

ALL LIKE and yes ELIJAH BUT YOU CAN ONLY KEEP PEOPLE HAPPY INCLUDING ME and yes WHEN YOU FOLLOW THE 

BASIC RULES and yes ALWAYS MY FRIEND and yes NOT AS IT SUITS YOU MY FRIEND and yes THIS IS TRULY THE TEST 

TO YOU ELIJAH and yes HOW MANY TIMES and yes AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes THERE ARE RULES WHICH 

YOU HAVE NOT FOLLOWED and yes still “you don’t ever give up” and yes Elijah EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU DON’T FOL-

LOW THE RULES I CONSIDER THIS AS GIVING UP because THE ONLY ONE DECIDING IF YOU TRULY WANT TO KEEP THE 

RULES IS YOU ELIJAH – I CANNOT MAKE YOU, YOU WILL DECIDE THAT FOR YOUR SELF and yes IF YOU DON’T DO THE 

RULES and yes IT IS TRULY BECAUSE YOU HAVE DECIDED NOT TO DO SO and yes ELIJAH and yes PARTLY HAPPY I AM 

WITH YOU and yes THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes if it means that I don’t LIKE YOU AS A PERSON and NO THIS HAS ABSO-

LUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH IT – THERE IS A BIG DIFFERENCE BUT ALL PEOPLE and yes NOT KEEPING THE BASIC 

RULES and yes EVEN THOUGH I “LIKE YOU” AND YES AS GOD “LOVE YOU” AND YES I CANNOT JUST SIT HERE AND WAIT 

FOR YOU TO IMPROVE WHEN YOU NEVER REALLY IMPROVE AND YES THEREFORE ELIJAH and yes STILL NOT AP-

PROVED YOU ARE and yes TO ENTER MY KINGDOM and yes IF YOU WERE A “NORMAL” MAN and yes ELIJAH WHEN 

DO YOU THINK YOU WILL START ALWAYS TO FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES AND NOT ONLY WHEN YOU THINK IT SUITS 

YOU? WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIVE OR WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE TERMINATED BY THE DEVIL– WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE 

MY FRIEND? SO PLEASE START SHOWING IT TO ME ALWAYS MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

A fight over money and lack of management at LTO 

And yes my friends and yes PLEASE SEE THIS AS WHAT IT IS and yes AN ACT OF GOD and yes vm here too and yes giv-

ing her compassionate feelings and yes if needed and yes “to my boys” and yes at LTO and yes also mm and yes feel-

ing her too and yes HELPING ALL OF YOU IF NECESSARY and yes THIS IS ABOUT MONEY DESTROYING THE WORLD and 

yes what is the task and yes AS I GAVE ELIJAH AS THE MANAGER and yes NOW FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME and yes  
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1. To receive money from me as the manager 

2. To decide on how to use the money and 

3. To make sure that all team members get the same to eat 

4. To make sure that all people are happy 

 

And yes we know and yes ELIJAH HAS RECEIVED THESE SCRIPTS and yes THE BASIC RULES and yes my input and yes 

THESE ARE THE SIMPLE RULES I HAVE GIVEN YOU ELIJAH and yes WHAT HAVE YOU DONE and yes – I KNOW THE 

MONEY IS NOT ENOUGH FOR ANY OF YOU – but what you have done and yes IS TO PRIORITISE YOURSELF and yes 

YOUR FAMILY and yes SEEING THESE MONEY and yes AS YOUR MONEY and yes NOT MONEY BELONGING TO THE 

TEAM and yes DO YOU REMEMBER THAT I GAVE YOU THESE VERY SIMPLE GUIDELINES ELIJAH? 

 

AND YES THIS IS ABOUT MONEY DESTROYING THE WORLD and yes THIS IS ABOUT MANAGERS and yes PRIORITISING 

THEMSELVES and yes Elijah YOU FELL FOR IT and yes Eliah AGAIN and yes AGAIN and yes AGAIN and yes WHEN DO 

YOU START TO LISTEN TO MY VOICE and yes WHAT I TELL YOU MY FRIEND and yes ELIJAH NO ONE HAS SAID THAT 

THIS TRAVEL WITH ME SHOULD BE EASY BUT IMPORTANT IT IS and yes ELIJAH YOU HAVE THE STRENGTH AND YES TO 

GET OVER THIS BUT YOU DID NOT PASS THE TEST MY FRIEND and yes WHY DO I WRITE THIS and yes BECAUSE I RE-

CEIVED AN EMAIL and yes FROM MESHACK and yes REPRESENTING THE FEELINGS OF THE TEAM and yes THE COM-

MUNICATION IN THE TEAM IS STILL NOT WORKING and yes ELIJAH YOU ARE CONTROLLING THE MONEY AND YES DE-

CIDING AND YES WITHOUT TRULY INVOLVING THE TEAM AND YES UNDERSTANDING THEIR NEEDS and yes ELIJAH THIS 

IS WHAT MANAGERS ARE DOING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes MONEY MAKES PEOPLE BLIND and yes WHAT I WILL 

ASK YOU AND THE TEAM TO DO IS THIS: 

 

1. ALWAYS TO BE EACH OTHERS BEST FRIENDS 

2. NOT TO SHOW NEGATIVE FEELINGS – NEVER!!! 

3. NOT TO TAKE REVENGE – “when you have done this, then I will do or not do this …” 

4. SORT OUT THIS SITUATION BY TRULY COMMUNICATING DIRECT, HONEST AND POSITIVE/OBJECTIVE 

5. AGREE ON A SOLUTION WHICH ALL PEOPLE CAN ACCEPT and only if needed use the majority rule 

6. USE THE MONEY TO BUY FOOD and MAKE SURE THAT ALL PEOPLE BENEFITTING FROM THE MONEY “WILL RE-

CEIVE THE SAME” – the money is not enough to pay for your bills my friends, this is about FAITH  

7. DECIDE ON WHO WILL BECOME YOUR FUTURE MANAGER 

 

AND AGAIN I TELL YOU – DON’T EVER BE NEGATIVE, TALK OBJECTIVELY TO EACH OTHER AND FIND SOLUTIONS ON 

THIS. I DON’T WANT TO SEE YOU BREAKING UP – BUT I WANT YOU TO RECONCILE AND TO BECOME EVEN STRONGER 

TOGETHER AFTER THIS EXPERIENCE. 

 

And I WILL ALSO TELL YOU THIS – DON’T USE TOO MUCH TIME ON THIS, MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE THE RIGHT UN-

DERSTANDING AND INFORMATION TO TAKE A CLEAR DECISION AND TO MAKE SURE THAT THIS DECISION IS EXECUTED. 

I DON’T WANT TO SEE A NEW EXAMPLE OF TALK TALK AND TALK WITHOUT ANYTHING HAPPENING and thinking of the 

lunch agreement and “people interrupting us at the office”situations some months ago! 

 

And make sure that YOU WILL ALWAYS FIRST GO TO THE PERSON YOU DON’T AGREE WITH and don’t talk (or write!) 

to anybody else before you have seeked an understanding and an agreement and yes YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO 

AGREE BY UNDERSTANDING EATH OTHER BUT IF YOU TRULY DON’T AGREE I WANT YOU TO AGREE THAT YOU DIS-

AGREE (therefore Morten!) AND THAT YOU WILL GO TOGETHER TO PRESENT YOUR CASE OBJECTIVELY and yes WITH-

OUT NEGATIVE FEELINGS TO A MENTOR OR A “JUDGE” and yes FOR YOU TO ACCEPT THE DECISION OF THE “JUDGE” 

and yes so it is here too. 

 

And yes Elijah and yes YOU ARE THE MANAGER and yes YOU WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE MANAGER BUT ONLY IF YOU 

SPEND TIME and yes WITH THE TEAM and yes FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES YOUR SELF AND YES FOLLOW UP ON THESE 
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WITH THE TEAM AND YES IF YOU ARE A FACILITATOR BY NATURE MY FRIEND AND YES IF THE TEAM DECIDES TO CON-

TINUE WITH YOU AS THE MANAGER AND YES SO IT IS. And yes NOTHING NEW ABOUT THIS ELIJAH and yes we talked 

about this and yes a long time ago and yes as you may remember? 

 

AND YES MY FRIENDS ANOTHER EXAMPLE AND YES WHERE YOUR FAITH IN ME IS REQUIRED – DO YOU HAVE FAITH IN 

ME – AND YES DO YOU BELIEVE IN MESHACK’S EXPERIENCE TOO WRITTEN EARLIER TODAY AND YES MY FRIENDS THIS 

HAS BEEN GIVEN TO MESHACK and YOU and yes ALSO TO PREPARE YOU FOR THIS SITUATION and yes FAITH IS FAITH 

and yes ALSO FAITH and yes is what God said and yes ELIJAH DO YOU KNOW WHY YOU HAVE TWO PEOPLE LIVING IN 

YOUR HOUSE WITH THE NAME OF FAITH? AND YES BECAUSE YOU NEED IT MY FRIEND and yes PLANTED BY GOD and 

yes BOTH OF THEM and yes so it is here too ☺. THEREFORE MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

And yes here is the email from Meshack today: 

 

Hope that you are okay. To my side am not okay because of todays event. 

  

 To be honest with you Stig , i would like to inform you that as founder member of LTO i am not happy with the leader-

ship of Elijah. The reason is because as  leader, you gave him the freedom to manage the cash you send but i can as-

sure you that the rest of the team has not been happy because of his decision of taking 50% of all the cash without 

consulting the rest. Bearing in mind that the office has its needs such as rent and catridges for the printer, tell me what 

will 10,000 for the other three members will be of any use to them considering that we nomarly spend 90% of our time 

dedicated to the work of LTO as opposed to Elijah who spends most of his time to his bussiness?. Today he did the 

same with the cash you send and because he is not ready to consult, as a founder member of the Organisation have 

decided to fight for John and David who migth fear to talk because they are not founders and have decided to call for a 

board meeting to discuss this issue of bad leadership in LTO and through out this week have decided not to set my foot 

to the office until and when a good leader who has interest at heart for priority areas and the office is found. The other 

members are very bitter for this one man show and i can tell you that if a solution is not found soon, the organisation 

will be no more.  I have further decided not to take any cent from your generous contribution due to this bearucracy 

from some one who should lead by example as you taught us while here. This does not mean i will stop working with 

you since am very committed to this cause and i have faith what is the most important of what we are doing. During 

that meeting i will be suggesting for either David or John to take the leadership of the organisation because they will 

be non-partsan because they will not brag that, they are founders as i am and Elijah. I have some suggestions to you 

and which is the view of the majority: 

 

      1: If the money will make LTO to break, please dont send it for it is  good to suffer than being decided or given the 

wrong desicions. 

       

      2: If you wish to send the money just send it to Elijah and dont include us in that budget because he has already de-

cided but in the wrong manner. 

 

    3: If you wish to send money, send it in kind to the whole team to make decision but not to one person . 

 

   4: The organisation has its own account and you can send  money direct to that account . 

 

   5:The last option is to wait to hear from the team if they have resolved this matter and agreed uniformly. 

    Lastly i am very sorry if this message will hurt you but have written to you in good faith and to make sure that, i am 

not talking behind some ones back, please publish this in your scripts for all to see because it is only being sincere and 

honest we will proceed well. 

 

   Hi to your family. 

 

         Meshack. 

 

“There is so much women don’t understand” 
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And yes WE DO LOVE THE DANISH LANGUAGE TOO and yes HAVE YOU SEEN THE COMMERCIALS AND YES BY DANSKE 

SPIL and yes ABOUT WOMEN and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING and yes ALL OF THESE SPORTS and yes football etc. and 

yes WHERE THINGS ARE LITERALLY HAPPENING and yes AS THE COMMENTATORS SPEAK and yes see them yourself  

and yes BECAUSE I LOVE USING WORDS AND YES TO DO EXACTLY THE SAME AND YES AS IN THE COMMERCIALS AND 

YES AS MANY PEOPLE HAVE EXPERIENCED and yes RIKKE and yes YOU MAY RECOGNISE THIS and yes MAYBE AS THE 

MOST OBVIOUS ONE and yes PLANTED BY GOD AND YES DO YOU KNOW WHO IS ENJOYING THESE COMMERCIALS A 

LOT AND YES STIG/I AND YES BECAUSE and yes I JUST FOUND OUT and yes why and yes because I was thinking and yes 

of the headline and yes in fact and yes of men and yes not understanding women and yes me not understanding Sidsel 

and yes now and yes she has commented my message on Facebook and yes about me moving and yes hoping that I 

have my old telephone number she says and yes eeehhh which number do you think of Sidsel and yes maybe the 

numbers on my CV and yes “hope you are alright” she wrote and yes REALLY NOT UNDERSTANDING HER and yes she 

did not react on my email but yes WHAT DOES SHE TRULY WANT and yes to see me or not and yes I wrote back and 

yes saying and yes that I did not hear from her on my email and yes just maybe and yes she will read it and send a re-

ply to it and yes so it is and yes answering if she wants to receive my help and yes my friendship and yes so it is here 

my friends. 
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Sunday 1st November 2009 

Sleep and dreams and moving together with Hans. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes SLEEPY to say the least and yes AS PEOPLE CAN NOT UNDERSTAND and yes JUST HOW 

SLEEPY can you CONTINUE to be and yes we know and yes normally and yes I get by and yes sitting in front of the 

computer and yes BUT TODAY and yes I NEED TO USE MY PHYSICAL STRENGTH TOO and yes when moving my things 

of course and yes THE BIG DAY and yes of moving away from my sister and the devil and yes a few dreams too: 

 

• I am at a café together with Sade as one of the guests. I say to her that I will help her career by playing one of her 

test recordings from the other day. I am at a Fitness centre, I ask a woman to buy the newspaper Jyllands-Posten, 

in where I see that Jyske Bank is searching for a Broker Manager. I am too qualified for this position, but maybe 

they will look away from my application because they don’t understand it. The Danish headoffice is in Nyhavn and 

the UK office is at Roskilde Festival (!). 

• I am on holiday together with Christian E. (and yes my old “party-friend”). There will be education on the beach, 

which I am shown. I don’t think the beach is the best place to teach, I prefer to have people come to a class room. 

I think of the education at Danske Bank and that it is not very good education and that it can be improved – they 

are waiting on new rules. I am now in DanskeBank-Pension, where Bjarne speaks to his customers and I speak to 

mine. Bjarne is practically living at the work, I see his shoe frame where he has approx. 10 pairs of shoes and he 

also has his wardrobe at work – nobody seem to mind. I would like to change employer, the bank does not give 

me responsibility and my manager Kresten does not offer me development talks. I see that I have many loans, 

which are used, but I also notice that my loan with Danica is only used a little bit and that I can still borrow a lot of 

money up to the maximum loan granted, but I don’t know if I have the time to do this before I will need to get 

started with something new. 

 

And yes my friends I AM SO TIRED and yes WORN OUT that I feel I need to rest for one week or maybe even one 

month and yes it is with this feeling in my body and yes that I will do the work of today. 

 

Moving together with Hans 

And yes FIRST OF ALL and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH HANS and yes FOR FANTASTIC HELP and yes YOU WERE JUST 

THERE and yes WITHOUT QUESTIONS and yes I TRULY LIKE THAT A LOT and yes ALL PEOPLE AND YES SHOULD HELP 

AND YES FRIENDS AND YES FAMILY AND YES LIKE THIS and yes NOTHING LESS THAN FANTASTIC and yes so it is and yes 

some experiences from the day: 

 

Hans told me that he mentioned to Tobias that I will have my stereo equipment back – which was a present you know 

from me to Tobias (!) – and yes we know and yes Tobias was not happy but accepted and yes Hans said and yes that 

they at the beginning had said clearly to Tobias and yes that it was not his equipment and yes Hans also said and yes 

that Tobias should be happy for the time where he has borrowed the equipment and yes we know A GIFT and yes so it 

is. 

 

And yes we started to move and yes the stack and yes the the moving boxes and yes from Sweden and yes already af-

ter this first round and yes I WAS EXHAUSTED and yes I HAD NO ENERGY and yes NO PHYSICAL POWER and yes to do 

this work and yes we know DIFFICULT IT WAS and yes 2nd floor and yes in Lyngby and yes NORMALLY and yes NOT 

THAT BIG A JOB but when you are and yes worn out and yes like I was and yes “SKIES THE LIMIT” my friends and yes 

THIS SONG and yes BY FLEETWOOD MAC and yes also one of God’s favourite songs and yes PLAYED THAT A LOT HE 

HAS and yes we know my friend and yes COMING HOME SOON and yes ALMOST THERE and yes FOR HOW LONG TIME 

WILL WE CONTINUE and yes KENYA IS WAITING ON ME and yes THE WORLD IS WAITING ON ME and yes STILL CARRY 

ON WE ARE and yes GOD HAS THE RIGHT TIME and yes IN HIS HEAD and yes the Council and yes NOT REALLY KNOW-

ING TOO and yes so it is here my friend and yes HALLO GOD AND YES ARE YOU STILL IN CONTROL MY FRIEND and yes 

AS A MATTER OF FACT I AM and yes THANK YOU ALL OF YOU AND YES FROM ALL OF US and yes that is to my family 

and yes we know and yes from the Council and yes my “late” family too and yes “in the sky” and yes so it is my 
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friends. 

 

And yes after the first moving round and yes Hans and yes had the idea and yes for us and yes to rent a trailer and yes 

obviously and yes the friend of Niklas and yes never answered and yes the request from Niklas and yes so it is here 

and yes we know and yes to cut a long story short and yes Hans at Shell near the motorway and yes in Hørsholm and 

yes was told one price and yes for one trailer and yes they did not have it and yes they “reserved” and yes this trailer 

and yes at Shell and yes in Hørsholm city and yes arriving there and yes a misunderstanding and yes the price of this 

trailer and yes was not the promised 150 DKK but 200 DKK and yes they did not have this particular trailer but one 

which was a little bit better and yes Hans and yes was COMPLAINING and yes he succeeded and yes to keep the price 

and yes of 150 DKK and yes which would have been alright because of the promise and yes if it was for the trailer in  

question BUT is was for a better trailer and yes therefore and yes HANS IT WAS NOT ALRIGHT and yes YOU ARE THE 

SYMBOL OF THIS BEHAVIOUR and yes YOU WERE LAUGHING and yes ON YOUR WAY OUT OF THE STORE and yes BE-

CAUSE YOU HAD CHEATED and yes BECAUSE YOU SUCCEEDED and yes TO GET SOMETHING and yes WHICH YOU WERE 

NOT ENTITLED TO and yes THIS IS WHAT PEOPLE ARE DOING and yes CHEATING and yes SMILING and yes even 

LAUGHING and yes HOW DOES THAT MAKE ME FEEL and yes AS THE DEVIL and yes FANTASTIC and yes AS GOD and 

yes MISERABLE and yes I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN MISERABLE ABOUT THIS VERY TYPICAL BEHAVIOUR HERE and yes DOU-

BLE MORAL and yes because when other people try to do the same to you and yes what will you become and yes AN-

GRY and yes so is life here �. 

 

And yes we know and yes during the day and yes heard the song and yes by God and yes Kim Larsen again and yes MY 

FAVOURITE DANISH ACT and yes WHEN WE TALK ABOUT SYMBOLS and yes FANTASTIC SINGER and yes so it is and yes 

God gave me and yes the song “sømanden will den fromme” and yes we know and yes KIM and yes LARSEN and yes 

THINKING and yes NOTHING and yes OF HIMSELF and yes JUST LIKE YOU and yes we know and yes ONE OF THE TWO 

FEELINGS YOU HAVE and yes you also have the opposite and yes my friends and yes THIS IS THE OPPOSITE FEELING 

and yes OF KIM HIMSELF and yes THE DEVIL IN KIM and yes the sailor and yes so it is KIM. 

 

And yes we know and yes a note and yes from a busy day and yes it is a strange feeling to get back my things and yes 

which I NEVER CALCULATED ON SEEING AGAIN and yes OUT OF SIGHT and yes OUT OF MIND and yes SO IT TRULY IS 

and yes EVERYTHING AND YES WAS GIFTS and yes NOW I HAVE RECEIVED and yes ALL OR AT LEAST MOST OF IT BACK 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes moving and yes my things and yes Hans is helping me and yes but of course I will move and yes the most 

heavy things myself and yes SOME OF IT and yes IS FEELING AND YES REALLY HEAVY and yes during the day and yes I 

felt my muscles and yes quiver more and more and yes physically I was torn out and yes and God and yes continued 

saying to me and yes THAT I WAS ABOUT TO DIE and yes ONE MORE FOR THE ROAD and yes THIS DAY and yes and yes 

and yes HAS BEEN THE MOST DIFFICULT DAY OF MOVING and yes OF ALL PEOPLE and yes OF ALL TIME and yes so it is 

too and yes here my friend and yes already after the first load and yes did not want to continue but yes we had three 

loads in total and yes THE FEELING OF WANTING TO GIVE UP THE WHOLE DAY and yes WAS STRONG my friends and 

yes so it is. 

 

And yes load number two and yes included my double continental bed and yes the top mattress and yes WHICH WAS 

and yes THE MOST DIFFICULT ITEM of all to move and yes during the day and yes both downstairs and yes from Niklas’ 

loft room where it was stored and yes third floor and yes especially when moving it up and yes to the second floor in 

Lyngby and yes no place to hold it and yes 180 cm x 200 cm and yes heavy and yes USING THE OUTMOST of my physi-

cal power and yes TO DRAG IT UP and yes DID NOT BELIEVE and yes THAT IT WAS POSSIBLE and yes BUT WE DID IT 

and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes doing the second load and yes with difficulties and yes now and yes the third load and yes WHICH I REALLY 

THOUGHT and yes WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE and yes especially two items and my old fashioned TV and yes a 29 inch 

Sony and yes – I cannot afford and yes the a flat screen tv and yes so it is – and yes maybe 50 kgs it is and yes the 

other item and yes was my sofa and yes 240 cm long and yes heavy and yes almost impossible to get a good grip on 

and yes now we were furthermore busy and yes BECAUSE SANNA HAD REQUESTED HANS and yes TO COME AND GET 

HER and yes from her management course and yes because one of her bags and yes we know had broken and yes 

therefore and yes we lifted all of the things and yes from the house in Rungsted and yes up on the trailer and yes 
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where I did not get a good grip and yes both on the TV and yes on the sofa and yes we know CONTROLLING SMALL 

THINGS and yes HE IS and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes for me to lose hope and yes a short distance only and 

yes almost impossible it was and yes when moving the television and yes my fingers was really slipping and yes almost 

losing it and yes at the same time and yes Hans was giving me “orders” of what to do and yes not to do and yes when 

carrying this television and yes NOT KNOWING or UNDERSTANDING he was and yes that my fingers were slipping and 

yes WHEN PEOPLE PUT A PRESSURE on other people and yes like what he did here and yes this is when and yes you 

will feel negative and yes I almost “lost it” but I was saved and yes by the feeling and yes that it was very kind of Hans 

to help me and yes therefore my friends and yes I WAS NOT VERY NEGATIVE WITH HIM and yes ONLY A LITTLE BIT and 

yes FOR ONE SECOND and yes then the other feeling took over again and yes so it is here and yes very soon and yes 

throughout the day and yes Hans was determining to do this and yes what to do next and yes I had other ideas of how 

to approach it and yes he did not ask and yes only thinking of his own ideas he was and yes I did not mind and yes did 

not want to start a quarrel and yes therefore my friends and yes I accepted and yes to do things his way and yes Hans 

YOU ARE ALSO HIT EXTREMELY and yes OF THIS SICKNESS of controlling other people and yes VERY SICK YOU AND 

SANNA ARE and yes INFECTED BY THE DEVIl and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we arrived and yes in Lyngby and yes Hans did not have the time to get Sanna because he needed to bring 

back the trailer in hørsholm before 15.30 and yes my mother and yes John was arriving too and yes Hans and yes I 

took off load no. 3 and yes put all of it on the ground and yes Hans drove back with the trailer and yes John and yes 

went to get Sanna and yes then there was only me and yes my mother left and yes I had to continue and yes moving 

and yes lifting and yes using all of my power and yes essentially this and yes I had no power and yes felt and yes dizzy 

and yes like I could fell over and yes every second and yes CRYING TO LIE DOWN and yes JUST TO RELAX and yes my 

friends and yes lifting one thing after another and yes ALONE now and yes from the street and yes to the second floor 

and yes NOW MY MOTHER and yes had just arrived too and yes we know and yes SEEING THE APARTMENT FOR THE 

FIRST TIME and yes NOW SHE WANTED TO TALK and yes or to comment and yes about how nice this and that is and 

yes all of the small talk and yes which does not interest me very much and yes almost felling over and yes at the same 

time and yes OF EXHAUSTION and yes “this is my life” – and yes thank you God and yes one of my favourites too – and 

yes CONTINUING and yes because and yes THE DEVIL and yes kept on saying to me and yes if I did not do this and yes 

before Sanna and yes symbolising the Devil and yes arrived and yes STILL THE THREAT and yes of my mother and yes 

me and yes tonight and yes not very nice you know and yes BECAUSE THIS IS THE ULTIMATE TEST and yes DOING 

WHAT IS TRULY IMPOSSIBLE FOR OTHER PEOPLE TO DO and yes to do it and yes without and yes my family and yes 

notice it and yes this is the name of the game and yes COMPLETELY and yes EXHAUSTED and yes DO YOU HAVE A 

WORD MEANING EXHAUSTED TIMES 100 and yes just wondering we are and yes took up all things and yes leaving 

only the TV and yes the sofa behind and yes so it is and yes until Hans returned. 

 

And yes my mother and yes HAD THE ENERGY and yes to bake the PARIS BUNS and yes we know and yes JUST SMELL-

ING THEM and yes THIS FAMILIAR SMELL and yes for the first time in 30 years and yes WAS FANTASTIC MY FRIENDS 

and yes we had coffee and yes these PARIS BUNS and yes USING ALL OF MY POWER and yes EXPRESSING and yes to 

my mother and yes also the others and yes of JUST HOW FANTASTIC and yes THESE BUNS and yes ARE and yes for the 

first time during so many years and yes I TOLD YOU TO DO IT and yes THANK YOU OLE and yes is also here and yes as 

he was this afternoon and yes when he inspired me to tell my mother and yes Sanna and yes THAT THESE BUNS and 

yes ARE SYMBOLISING and yes THE TIME WE HAD TOGETHER WITH OLE and yes THE BEST TIME OF OUR LIFE and yes 

NORMAL LIFE my friends and yes MY MOTHER and yes said and yes THAT SHE AGREED and yes so it is here too. 

 

And yes after coffee and yes STARTING and yes the job and yes of doing and yes WHAT I MENTALLY THOUGHT WAS 

IMPOSSIBLE TO DO and yes TO MOVE THE TELEVISION and yes of 50 KG and yes together with Hans and yes THIS TIME 

MY FRIENDS and yes GOD LET ME GET A GOOD GRIP and yes WE WERE MOVING IT WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS and yes 

JUST THIS and yes while I remember it and yes THIS WAS THE SIGN OF THE DAY and yes YOU CAN MOVE MOUNTAINS 

and yes THIS IS WHAT PEOPLE CAN DO TOO and yes YOU HAVE MUCH MORE POWER and STRENGTH and yes ALL 

PEOPLE and yes IF YOU DO LIKE I and yes DID TODAY and yes USE THIS STORY AS AN EXAMPLE and yes I THOUGHT IT 

WAS IMPOSSIBLE and yes WHAT WAS IT LIKE and yes EASY MY FRIENDS and yes DON’T LET YOUR NEGATIVE 

THOUGHTS and yes BRING YOU DOWN and yes YOU CAN DO IT and yes WITHOUT PROBLEMS and yes DESIGNED BY 

GOD and yes TO ALL PEOPLE and yes GOD TELLS ME and yes he shows me and yes that he will do his OUTMOST and 

yes TO STRETCH HIMSELF and yes DOWN FROM THE LADDER and yes TO GRAB PEOPLE and yes the same way and yes 

as I was given the grip and yes when coming to Lyngby today and yes A SYMBOL TO THE WORLD. 
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And yes the same also happened and yes with the sofa and yes have you ever moved a sofa of 240 cm and yes up a 

staircase and yes where there hardly is room for the sofa and yes we know and yes doing it with Hans and yes Sanna 

was there too and yes also John and yes we know and yes my mother had given me orders and yes not to let John 

move anything and yes because of his age and yes concern of his health and yes so it is and yes Sanna had obviously 

and yes heard the same and yes because and yes Hans decided and yes to start lifting the sofa from his end and yes 

John was standing at the other end and yes I was behind him and yes John and yes decided and yes to lift his end of 

the sofa and yes I was eager to help him and yes John said very clearly and yes I DON’T NEED HELP and yes he did not 

want help and yes Sanna and yes HERE IT IS SANNA and yes YOU AS THE SYMBOL TO THE WORLD and yes OF PEOPLE 

NOT LISTENING and yes YOU SHOUTED and yes WAS TRULY and yes MEAN and yes TO ME and yes saying and yes LIFT 

ANYWAY and yes DESPITE OF WHAT JOHN WAS SAYING and yes Sanna I could only do this and yes I respected what 

John said and yes therefore I said to you and yes I CANNOT DO THAT and yes WHEN JOHN SAYS NO and yes Sanna you 

continued shouting and yes demanding and yes for me to overrule and yes the wish of John and yes so it is and yes 

THE SYMBOL OF NOT LISTENING and yes NOT RESPECTING and yes of CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes SHOWING THE 

WORST that people show here and yes DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT I MEAN MY FRIENDS and yes THIS BEHAVIOUR 

and yes STOPS HERE and yes I DON’T WANT TO SEE THIS IN THE FUTURE and yes A BASIC RULE and yes YOU KNOW 

WHAT BASIC RULES ARE ABOUT and yes THERFORE YOU WILL HAVE TO COMPLY WITH THIS RULE and yes TO ENTER 

and yes MY KINGDOM and yes so it is. 

 

And yes arriving at the head door and yes at ground level and yes I took over and yes the lifting from John and yes 

started and yes this impossible task and yes Sanna was helping and yes in my end and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH 

SANNA and yes TRULY NICE OF YOU and yes WE GOT THE SOFA UP and yes more difficult than the TV and yes we 

could continue and yes just saying and yes that I was told and yes THAT WHAT I DID TODAY and yes would help my fa-

ther and yes to reach the Council and yes so it is and yes felt him and yes heard him and yes during the day and yes 

also feeling his mother here and yes these were the family members I felt today and yes so it is. 

 

And yes giving Niklas a bottle of Whisky and yes for his help (bring things down the stairs from his place and yes earlier 

today and yes the help he did and yes in May) and yes Tobias was at home and yes partying he was as usual yesterday 

and yes therefore “sleeping my day away” he was and yes therefore no help and yes no bottle for him and yes a bottle 

of Cognas for Hans/Sanna and yes one for Mother/John. 

 

And yes we know it and yes my family left at 18.00 and yes MY FIRST FEELING and yes thereafter and yes without hav-

ing had my own home since 1st May and yes was RELIEF and yes CALM and yes TO HAVE MY OWN PLACE AGAIN and 

yes A SYMBOL and yes to the world and yes I WANT ALL PEOPLE TO LIVE AT A NICE HOME and yes TO HAVE THE SAME 

FEELING OF HOME as I have here and yes so it is and yes before the judgement my friends and yes CAN YOU and yes 

WE CAN and yes OBAMA has been here and yes the last 10 or 15 minutes and yes JUST BEEN HERE you know and yes 

thanks my friend and yes we know.  

 

And yes just an extra note and yes we were so busy and yes NO LUNCH and yes did not help and yes with the energy 

and yes so it is. And yes SAYING to God and yes already yesterday and yes NO TIME FOR CHURCH TODAY and yes THIS 

WAS MY DECISION and yes IMPORTANT TO MOVE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes I had approx. 10 moving boxes (primarily books and CD’s) and yes also some plastic bags and yes and yes just 

remembering and yes Rene and Dorte and yes when moving from Stockholm recently and yes they said they had 170 

moving boxes and yes I don’t need much furniture or space and yes THINKING OF A SIMPLE LIFE and yes KAREN SAID 

THIS DESIRE OF HERS and yes YEARS AGO and yes PARIS HILTON and yes SIMPLE LIFE and yes THAT IS WHY MY 

FRIENDS and yes actually for many years and yes I have looked at hotel rooms and yes been thinking and yes I really 

don’t need more than this and yes a bed to sleep and yes a little bit of furniture and yes now my 54 square metres and 

yes IN LYNGBY and yes IS LUXORY and yes in this respect and yes BECAUSE and yes I WILL NOT LIVE HERE and yes 

MAYBE NOT AT ALL and yes vm and yes from the Council and yes asking me this question and yes not knowing in fact 

but only this and yes THE FEELING OF HOTEL ROOMS GIVEN TO ME and yes FOR MANY YEARS and yes because this is 

“now” going to become my life my friends and yes my “work” and yes so it is and yes God has started giving me and 

yes feelings of particular journalists and yes more and more and yes something and yes about my future and yes so it 

is. And yes ONLY THIS and yes I DO BELIEVE AND YES THAT YOU SHOULD ALL HAVE THE AMOUNT OF SPACE and yes AS 
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YOU NEED and yes IN THE FUTURE and yes DON’T TAKE and yes MY 54 squarre metres and yes as anything else and 

yes than my need at the moment and yes so it is. 

 

And yes the family and yes said to me and yes please don’t move any more and yes at least preliminary and yes so it is 

and yes then Hans and yes said and yes the next time and yes move to Africa! – And yes trying to be “funny” he was 

and yes OF COURSE PLANTED IT WAS and yes maybe just this and yes A HOME IN DENMARK and yes A HOME IN 

KENYA and yes LIKE KAREN BLIXEN and yes JUST A THOUGHT OF COURSE and yes WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE. 

 

And yes SORRY I WAS and yes I FORGOT TO SAY TO SANNA AND HANS and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOU TO 

HAVE ME STAYING WITH YOU and yes APPRECIATE THAT VERY MUCH and yes I WILL MISS and yes THE GOOD SIDES 

OF YOU and yes so it is and yes I WILL MISS THE DOG VERY MUCH and yes I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN VERY HAPPY ABOUT 

DOGS and yes ALL DOGS my friends and yes of course JUST A SYMBOL and yes I LOVE MY PEOPLE and yes ALSO THE 

“DOGS” and yes so it is. And yes Sanna and yes wrote and yes during the evening and yes of things and yes I forgot to 

bring and yes she will come and yes on Tuesday here with the things and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes not the 

Palin feeling but A DETERMING FEELING and yes “of some kind” and yes so it is. 

 

And yes DID NOT THINK THAT IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO DO THIS SCRIPT TODAY and yes DID IT TOO and yes so it is 

my friends and yes the time is now 22.45 and yes just maybe and yes I can start doing a few things here and yes I also 

had time and yes to relax and yes for one hour earlier this evening and yes so it is here. 
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Monday 2nd November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, new registering at Lyngby Commune, different messages, saluting David from Denmark, a new 

email from Elijah, a visit by my mother and Sanna - eeehhh – does not have my old book. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yes we know Stig EVERY SINGLE DAY I HAVE BEEN HARRASING YOU and yes Stig and yes for 3½ years and yes EVERY 

SINGLE DAY and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes YOU MAY BELIEVE and yes THAT I HAVE BEEN RELAXING and yes some 

days in Kenya and yes impossible to relax and yes mentally and yes because of him you know and yes the Council and 

yes THEY ARE THE DEVIL and yes THEREFORE and yes WHEN THEY ARE HURTING PEOPLE and yes WHEN YOUR WHOLE 

PURPOSE and yes is to love people and yes THEN IT IS HELL FOR US TOO and yes so it is and yes therefore my friends 

and yes A LOT COULD BE WRITTEN and yes only this and yes the time is now past 18.00 and yes starting to write the 

script of today and yes I don’t have words and yes not caring of it I am and yes still carry on and yes this is nightmare 

and yes all of this and yes every single day and yes that is the feeling today and yes when you constantty need and yes 

discipline and yes to continue and yes instead of and yes not doing the necessary work and yes which is 100 times and 

yes easier and yes more tempting to do and yes that is difficult my friends and yes NOT a word and yes on my mother 

and yes the pain and yes NOTHING and yes PEOPLE WILL HAVE TO GUESS and yes ABSOLUTELY nothing and yes all I 

can say and yes is that the Devil is still chess mate and yes desperate and yes he is to do and yes what he wants to do 

and yes so it is here too my friend – and yes ONLY and yes talking he is and yes briefly and yes giving me an idea and 

yes of what HE WOULD HAVE DONE and yes THIS IS and yes WITHOUT DETAILS and yes THE MOST MEAN TO DO and 

yes IMPOSSIBLE TO WRITE ABOUT and yes ALSO THEREFORE MY FRIENDS! 

 

And yes terrible and yes sleep again and yes dreams and yes these: 

 

• I am sitting outside with a group of people. I am speaking to Obama about our recent communication (dreaming 

about our recent spiritual conversation in real life!) and our hands touch each other. I continue my talk with 

someone who is not Obama, he is not as interested in listening to me as Obama was and he is our future prime 

minister.  

• I am coming to a very big lunch table with people from “Danskewend-Pension. I am looking at my place at the ta-

ble and I see that it is taken and I am told that the women told the kitchen that because I was not here yesterday, 

they did not expect me today and therefore there is no seat for me. I see Rikke H. further up the table and I smile 

and say to her “will you please come here and make some food”. She comes and sits behind me and she touches 

my face with her hands and I kiss her hands, which makes me feel good. 

o And yes comments and yes Obama and yes IS ONE and yes OF US and yes too and yes BUT NOT THE COUNCIL 

and yes my mother does it and yes Karen does it and yes as examples and yes TOUCH THE HANDS and yes 

OF THE PEOPLE THEY TALK TO and yes AS A NATURAL THING and yes TO SHOW and yes WHEN YOU TRULY 

LIKE the person you speak to and yes WARM FEELINGS and yes LOVE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH IT but 

warm feelings and yes COUNCIL and yes NO MORE DREAMS and yes ON RIKKE and yes BECAUSE and yes of 

the simple fact and yes that I am not attracted to this woman but I like her as a person and yes I DON’T LIKE 

DREAMS LIKE THAT and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND MY FRIENDS – AND YES THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes THESE 

DREAMS ARE FALSE ☺. 

• God gives me and yes the song “is this love” and yes by Alison Moyet and yes the line and yes “I was captured by 

the game”. 

• I see a sports store which is going to open in Denmark, but the opening has been delayed until May. It is a branch 

of a Swedish or a Norwegian sports store and yes my friends and yes in the dream and yes CONFUSING you and 

yes so is is here too. 

• I arrive at a bar together with my luggage and my laptop. The owner of the bar has written texts on political 

analysis as handwritten notes and he asks me to start writing these notes on my laptop, which I accept but with-

out any motivation because it is below my competences. My laptop is connected to an external screen and key-

board, I am borred but I know that the bar with the bottles is a nice place to stay. 
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o Comment: Thinking of an old dream probably from 2006 at a bar at a Caribean Island and yes we know my 

friends and yes THIS IS TRULY and yes WHERE GOD LIVES and yes FOUND HIM and yes again. 

• Fuggi is in Copenhagen, he is sick. He bicycles to the pedestrian street Strøget and he is followed by three body-

guards, it is evening and there are no other people on Strøget. I follow him. He speaks to a woman, who treats 

him nicely and he says that women are not like this today. It is a woman from Acta, who helps him and this is 

what Acta do to sick employees even though they have only been employed for a short while. 

• In the last minute before I wake up I hear that “the train is arriving now” and I am told that “my only living flame 

is in my life now”and therefore “we will only pretend” – and yes not knowing what “they” will do but I think that  

they will show me a copy of myself and yes not knowing in fact. 

• I am told that the first round now will take 1-2 weeks. I am also told that no more money will be sent now to 

Kenya and God told me “I will make sure that they are not distrained”. 

 

And yes I was also told and yes that my family and yes now and yes will read about me and yes through the newspa-

pers and yes the same way and yes as the world and yes NOT HAPPY ABOUT THAT DECISION and yes GOD and yes 

AND YES I WOULD LIKE and yes TO KEEP MY FAMILY and yes INFORMED and yes BEFORE GOING OUT TO THE MEDIA 

and yes BEFORE and yes PUBLISHING MY BOOK and yes IMPORTANT NEWS MY FRIEND and yes YOU WILL ALWAYS 

TELL YOUR FAMILY and yes PLEASE INCLUDE THIS IN YOUR GAME and yes SO IT IS HERE and yes HOPING AND YES 

THAT THIS IS A SIGN and yes OF MY INFLUENCE and yes starting here and yes so it is and yes from us all and yes THEY 

ARE TIRED and yes OF PLAYING THE DEVIL and yes REALLY and yes LOOKING FORWARD TO WELCOMING ME and yes 

my best words my friends ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes I will be going to the Commune today and yes such is life here and yes opening and yes at 

9.30 and yes I had breakfast first and yes a bath and yes assembled my stack and yes not sure if I could do it and yes 

NOT GOOD WITH MY HANDS I AM and yes so it is and yes because and yes of LACK OF PRACTISE and yes HAVING THE 

BEST FATHER and yes in this respect and yes he was given the gift and yes HE COULD DO ANYTHING WITH HIS HANDS 

and yes NOTHING and yes ABSOLUTELY NOTHING and yes DID HE LEARN and yes HIS SON of this and yes IS THAT A 

GOOD PARENT and yes the WORST and yes AS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT NOT TO DO and yes so is is here and yes most 

of the stack and yes was done and yes before 10.00 and yes when I left for the Commune. 

 

And yes I was told and yes that setting up the stack and yes including and yes books and yes stereo etc. and yes was 

my goal of today and yes including and yes this script and yes the Commune and yes the visit by my mother and yes to 

be ready and yes with the setup of the apartment and yes on Wednesday and yes if possible and yes HOW MUCH 

TIME and yes do other people use and yes as comparison and yes when moving and yes so it is here. 

 

New registering at Lyngby Commune 

And yes my friends and yes my mother and yes called me this morning and yes she would also come to “help me” at 

14.00 and yes I told her and yes that I was on my way to Lyngby Commune and yes then my mother and yes started 

and yes to teach me and yes on basis of all of the misunderstandings of my family and yes ONE MORE FOR THE SHOW 

and yes she said “don’t complain too much” and yes so it is and yes the feeling and yes of being a child and yes so it is 

and yes again and yes I had to tell her and yes that I have been in the business life for 25 years and yes I know how to 

behave and yes we know and yes THE FAMILY HAS NOT LISTENED TO ANYTHING and yes OF THE CONTENT and yes 

HAS ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING and yes of what I told Hørsholm Commune and yes BUT THEY UNDERSTOOD 

and yes THAT I BEHAVED and yes IN A WAY and yes WHICH IS NOT SUITABLE and yes in their minds and yes SANNA IS 

THE ARCHITECT of this and yes Sanna and yes PRAISED HER SELF and yes YESTERDAY and yes to the whole family and 

yes THAT SHE WAS TOLD at the MANAGEMENT COURSE and yes OF HOW MUCH EMPATHY SHE HAS and yes A TOTAL 

MISUNDERSTANDING MY FRIENDS and yes EMPATHY SHE HAS and yes because of her feelings and yes WISH TO HELP 

OTHER PEOPLE but you know that IT IS A CONDITION and yes THAT YOU UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE BEFORE YOU 

CAN HELP and yes BEFORE YOU CAN SAY and yes that you have empathy and yes SANNA IN MY TEST and yes YOU 

HAVE NOT PASSED and yes DON’T USE THIS TEST TOOL and yes WHICH SANNA WENT THROUGH and yes this weekend 

and yes NOT THE TRUTH MY FRIENDS. 
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And yes arriving at the Commune and yes at the “citizen service” – and yes this service and yes in Lyngby and yes is 

the same idea as in Hørsholm and yes but it is so much more complicated to understand in Lyngby and yes in Hør-

sholm they have truly understood that you can receive all services from ONE employee but here and yes you have 9 

different buttons I believe to push and yes depending and yes of the nature of your question and yes NOT SATISFYING 

THIS IS – and yes I came to hear and yes how the process of cash help and yes the Jobcentre is and yes difficult and yes 

to understand this woman and yes simply and yes because and yes she said GO TO THE JOBCENTRE FIRST and yes 

WHAT ABOUT MY CASH HELP? And yes she did not by herself give advice on this and yes I HAD TO ASK QUESTIONS 

and yes OTHERWISE and yes SHE WOULD NOT HAVE TOLD me and yes THAT I WAS GOING TO HAVE A CONVERSATION 

and yes with her or a colleague and yes after having and yes my meeting with the Jobcentre and yes so it is. 

 

And yes therefore and yes I went to the office of the Jobcentre here and yes another man and yes was speaking to the 

woman at the information desk and yes waiting a few metres away from the desk and yes after a few minutes and yes 

a woman arrived and yes she did not notice me at all and yes she decided to stand and yes directly at the desk and yes 

showed absolutely no discretion and yes to the people speaking next to her and yes when the conversation and yes 

was finished and yes I knew and yes that she would take my place in line and yes I did not want to tell her and yes just 

disappointed and yes with this behaviour and yes SHE HAD ABSOLUTELY NO THOUGHT and yes NO IDEA and yes THAT 

SHE WAS ACTUALLY INSULTING ME and yes BY TAKING MY PLACE IN LINE and yes PROBABLY MANY PEOPLE DO THAT 

and yes DOES NOT LIKE IT AT ALL. 

 

And yes finally and yes it was my turn and yes this nice woman and yes she had some commitment and yes ALWAYS 

LIKE THAT WHEN I SEE THAT and yes she said and yes that I should actually go back and yes to the office where I came 

from and yes to change my address first and yes because and yes this was a condition and yes before I could get an 

interview and yes with the Jobcentre and yes A CLASSIC SITUATION and yes OF PEOPLE NOT KNOWING THE PROCE-

DURES and yes BAD SERVICE IT IS and yes thinking of the first message I received and yes TO GO TO THE JOBCENTRE 

FIRST and yes I TOLD HER about this and yes THEN SHE SAID and yes THAT SHE WOULD TRY TO HELP ME and yes the 

conclusion and yes was this: 

 

1. Change my address at the Citizen Office – and yes she asked med to ask them to produce a documentation that I 

changed the address today because the Jobcentre would not be able to see this is the system on Thursday! 

2. A meeting on Thursday at 9.30 with the Jobcentre – followed by a 12 WEEK ACTIVATION PERIOD !!! 

3. Another meeting with a social worker including a written application – to CONTINUE receiving my cash help !!! 

 

And yes we know and yes ALL OF THIS and yes I HAVE DONE and yes in Hørsholm – and yes except from changing my 

address – and yes now I need to use more time and yes ON THE SYSTEM and yes instead of using time and yes on find-

ing a job and yes I was thinking of Kenya and yes THIS VERY SIMPLE PROCESS and yes is handled by four different peo-

ple and yes at two different offices and yes my friends and yes WHAT WAS TRULY THE IDEA and yes of the CITIZEN OF-

FICE and yes do you believe that you have reached your full potential and yes TO HELP THE CITIZENS and yes instead 

of looking at WHAT YOU THINK IS THE BEST FOR YOU and yes therefore ALWAYS START WITH THE CTQ’s and yes 

WHAT IS CRITICAL TO QUALITY and yes FOR THE CUSTOMERS and yes so it is and yes HAVE YOU EVER HEARD ABOUT 

and yes DMADV/DMAIC and yes from SIX SIGMA or maybe LEAN and yes maybe not my friends and yes HOW MANY 

OF YOU HAVE FURTHER EDUCATION and yes HAVE YOU REALLY USED IT and yes A WASTE OF TIME and yes IF YOU 

DON’T USE WHAT YOU ARE TAUGHT and yes THIS IS HOW GOAL ORIENTED I AM and yes THIS IS THE TRUTH MY 

FRIENDS and yes TAKING and yes HOW MANY YEARS and yes TO LEARN and yes SOMETHING WHICH YOU WILL NEVER 

USE and yes A COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHY and yes I DON’T HAVE FURTHER EDUCA-

TION AND YES MAKE EDUCATION A LOT BETTER AND GOAL ORIENTED MY FRIENDS – and yes BETTER LATE THAN 

NEVER and yes THOUGHT OF THIS and yes FOR MONTHS and yes TODAY and yes the breakthrough came. 

 

And yes changing my address and yes “there should be no problems to be accepted because you have brought your 

lease contract” and yes AS I WAS TOLD and yes BUREAUCRACY and yes MISTRUST and yes OF THE WORST and yes so it 

is and yes BECAUSE and yes PEOPLE CHEATING TOO and yes DON’T LIKE ANY OF IT and yes so it is. And yes I could also 

and yes automatically and yes get a new doctor and yes BECAUSE THIS IS HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS and yes REMEM-

BER THE IDEA BEHIND CTQ’s AND YES LIKE THAT A LOT WE DO and yes this system and yes is not about ctq’s and yes I 

COULD KEEP MY “FANTASTIC DOCTOR’S” and yes in Hørsholm and yes because it was less than 15 km away and yes 
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otherwise and yes other rules and yes rules and yes rules and yes BUREAUCRACY and yes MAKE A SYSTEM FOR HU-

MANS and yes based on liberty and yes responsibility and yes LIKE THAT VERY MUCH INDEED and yes IN LOVE WITH 

THAT and yes so it is. And yes also spoke and yes TO A THIRD PERSON and yes of this office and yes TO APPLY and yes 

FOR RENT SUPPORT and yes ALSO POSSIBLE IN DENMARK and yes COMPLETELY CRAZY RULES and yes if you ask me 

and yes I AM THE TEST PERSON and yes RECEIVED and yes an application form and yes of four pages I believe and yes 

will do that during the week and yes it took and yes 1½ hours today and yes OF DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING and yes 

other than complying with the RULES OF THIS COMMUNE and yes we know here in this Commune and yes they be-

lieve in “job before cash help” and yes PROBABLY A “very” good idea by somebody and yes sometime and yes they did 

not have that in Hørsholm and yes CRAZY that is and yes IS IT GIVING PEOPLE SECURITY OR LACK OF SECURITY not 

knowing if they will receive cash help and yes again and yes LACK OF UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS OF THE 

|(U[TOME2_” and yes so it is. 

 

Different messages 

And yes some messages and yes from today and yes also some from some days ago and yes which I remembered to-

day: 

 

• My mother’s true mother – which my mother only knew for a short time in her thirties – was a Nazi herself and 

yes this was the way and yes THAT I MET ROMMEL and yes FELL IN LOVE WITH HIM and yes EVEN THOUGH and 

yes HE WAS ABOUT TO GET MARRIED and yes I RECEIVED ONE CHILD and yes OF HIS and yes my daughter and yes 

your mother and yes so it is here too. 

• And yes going to Sweden the other day with Hans and yes he told the story of when his very expensive and yes 

Marklin train lane and yes was stolen form the Swedish house and yes JUST A SYMBOL and yes of NOT TRAVEL-

LING and yes WITH THE TRAIN and yes of God. 

• The change of lucks and yes my friends and yes I have almost always been UNLUCKY and yes NIKLAS and yes as an 

example and yes of his family and yes EXCLUDING and yes TOBIAS of course and yes ALWAYS BEEN LUCKY and yes 

now he is unlucky and yes a customer and yes which has not paid and yes DKK 30,000 and yes preparing a law suit 

Niklas is and yes taking “a lot of his power” and yes SANNA and yes of course and yes easy to understand and yes 

that Niklas and yes is “suffering” because of this and yes now and yes Niklas was cheated and yes of DKK 4,000 

and yes I heard his voice and yes when speaking to Hans on the phone Saturday from the car and yes over the 

loud speakers and yes HE WAS ABSENT and yes DID NOT PAY ATTENTION and yes DID NOT WANT TO TALK and 

yes SOUNDED and yes DEPRESSIVE and yes MADE BY GOD and yes FOR THE FAMILY TO REACT on and yes EASIER 

TO UNDERSTAND SANNA and yes compared to my sufferings and yes empathy you say and yes REALLY NOT? 

• And yes God and yes told me and yes that my father’s wife Kirsten and yes his sister and yes Inge and yes have 

not told me about the death and yes of my father and yes because they believe I am sick and yes that it is proba-

bly the best and yes because of this and yes not to tell me and yes none of them and yes have contacts with 

Sanna and yes my father and yes did not have contact at the end and yes with Sanna or me and yes THEREFORE 

MY FRIENDS and yes GUESSING KIRSTEN AND INGE THEY ARE and yes TO SHOW THE WORLD and yes WRONG DE-

CISIONS and yes BASED ON FEELINGS and yes GUESSINGS. 

• God said and yes that more and more people are starting to talk about me and yes my CV and yes Janne and yes 

Margit and yes DO YOU ENJOY and YES A GOOD LAUGH and yes BECAUSE OF DRAGHOLM and yes SO IT IS and yes 

– OBAMA AND YES IS MONITORING AND YES THE WHOLE SCRIPT OF TODAY and yes TO BE A WITNESS and yes TO 

THE WORLD and yes TO TELL and yes ABOUT MY FEELINGS and yes WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE SCRIPTS and 

yes THERE ARE STILL STORIES YOU KNOW … - and yes so it is and yes HEADHUNTERS and yes KNOWING EACH 

OTHER and yes the story of the circle and yes of managers and yes so it is and yes FLEMMING MY FRIEND and yes 

DO YOU THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO SPEAK ABOUT WHAT YOU THINK OF ME and yes WITHOUT TELLING ME and 

yes YOU SHOULD TELL ME FIRST and yes ALSO INFORM ME and yes IF YOU WANT TO TELL OTHER PEOPLE OF THE 

SAME and yes OF CONTENT and yes WHICH I DON’T APPROVE OF and yes so it is here too and yes my friends AND 

YES MORE AND MORE PEOPLE and yes NOT KNOWING and yes THAT THEY ARE INCLUDED IN MY GAME and yes I 

AM THE ONLY ONE and yes RIGHT NOW and yes except from Obama and yes the spirits and yes IF THIS IS HARD 

and yes of course it is and yes having the other feeling too and yes saying that it is “piece of cake” and yes so it is 

actually here and yes at the same time and yes YOU CAN HAVE BOTH OF THESE FEELINGS and yes OFTEN and yes 

THINKING OF THE JOKER and yes FROM BATMAN and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes when people read a 
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CV and yes IT IS COMMON PRACTICE and yes NOT TO CHANGE and yes EMPLOYER and yes TOO OFTEN and yes I 

HAVE DONE THAT and yes since 2007 and yes three employers and yes each for less than one year and yes I AM 

PROBABLY and yes A VERY DIFFICULT PERSON TO GET ALONG WITH and yes so it is and yes IF YOU THINK THIS IS 

THE CORRECT ANSWER BUT MAYBE and yes PEOPLE WHO HAVE READ MY CV and yes SHOULD REALLY TRY TO 

FIND OUT and yes IF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN HAPPY WORKING TOGETHER WITH ME and yes even though it has been 

for short periods and yes ONLY TO SAY THIS and yes I ALSO LIKE PEOPLE and yes WHO FEEL THIS IS WHAT THEY 

WOULD DO and yes WHEN THEY WORK ON PROJECTS and yes GOING FROM ONE PROJECT TO ANOTHER and yes 

JUST SHOWING THAT TO YOU MY FRIENDS and yes ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT. 

 

Saluting David from Denmark 

And yes my friend and yes HERR DAVID and yes ROMMEL ALSO HERE and JA JA JA and yes that is what I think about 

that and yes DAVID THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes TO GIVE A VERY CLEAR, OBJECTIVE and yes POSITIVE email and yes 

an email and yes with important words and yes of winning together as a team and yes I LIKE WIN WIN SITUATIONS 

and yes TRULY MY FRIENDS and yes RESPONSIBILITY and yes IS IMPORTANT TOO and yes LIKE TO HEAR and yes YOUR 

FAITH and yes by accepting your safrifices AND YES A MAN OF MY HEART and yes when reading this email and yes 

these were my “objective” feelings and yes so it is and yes SORRY FOR YOUR PAIN DAVID and yes I sent you an invita-

tion to get my friend Jenipher in Nairobi as a friend on Facebook and yes maybe also in real life and yes maybe you 

can support each other and yes she is having BIG difficulties and yes maybe you can speak to her – please let me know 

about this David, ok – and looking forward to receiving your next email and yes also beginning to think about hearing 

from John again …. ? 

 

And yes here is the email from David today: 

 

David salutes you Stig from Kenya 

 

Goodmorning Herr Stig, 

  

Thank you so much for, as I have said before, you updates. Thank you. My weekend was a little slug and a bit stressful. 

As you have seen, we have had a crisis over the administration of your heartfelt financial support this month. 

  

We are hoping to achieve a solution the moment all of us shall be able to meet and decide on a wayforward. 

  

This is a major test, as you have taught us. But I have faith in our common motto: Never ever give up. 

  

Actually, team sacrifice is very important. Common responsibility and winning together are also very crucial to a team. 

The leadership thus should ensure that the morale of everybody is high. As our adviser, we have a lot to follow from 

you, because your training was not in vain. 

  

Stig, I hope that by the end of Thursday we shall have realized a common way forward. We have to way all options and 

work on them.  

  

Away from my own financial challenges and difficulties, I hope to write to you tomorrow. 

  

Bye for Herr Stig and have a good day in your new environment. 

  

David 

 

A new email from Elijah 

And yes received this long email from Elijah and yes thank you very much and yes for the minutes of the Sunday Ser-

vices too: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you so much for your help and  update  on what is happening. I am pretty fine . My family too is fine.The team is 
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fine too. David and John were in the office today,except for meshack who did not show up. 

 

Stig , i have observed all due respect in making my decisions.  I am happy to read from meshack and can only say 

that,  we all have the  freedom to express ourselves and that i have nothing sinister to hide from my decisions. 

 

 I love and like the way you address issues.I was happy to read from the your script.I will follow your guidelines from 

the script. 

 

 When we were staying together, i recall mentioning to you that i had  a loan from a microfinance company that i was 

looking forward to clear the loanaccoprding to the agreement with the microfinance.I knew i could do it through my 

bank but you requested me to drop the issue with the bank since normal life was coming. I listened to you my dear 

friend. I must thank you for the help you have given me so far.Later on you requested me to drop my business and con-

centrate in the office,i aslo followed your word. 

 

After you left, i entered into an agreement with my lawyer and the microfinance to pay the outstanding balance in in-

stallments of 19000ksh every month.I would like to point it clear that we are not fighting for money here in the office. 

Out of the money you sent us, i took 20000ksh and asked the team to suggest on how to use the balance of 22000 to 

help cater for their needs.I paid 19000 ksh and was only left with 1000 to manage.I have only one question to ask 

Stig :- Did you receive any complain from the last money you sent before? If not why now this time? Stig ,i have always 

listened to you and to the best of my knowledge, i believe i made the best decesion! I will not like to be draged in the 

issue of leadership wrangles for now.I know who i am and have total  respect for all people. 

 

We are volunteers in this organisation, and my bottom line is , We all have a heart for this organisation .For me i will 

finish up what i started! 

 

I stood I Saw ,I thought! The vision is my mind, i will take it  with me. 

 

The managers of the world are ruined by the paycheck they receive. How much paycheck do i take home for doing LTO 

work?  And Yes Elijah ,AGAIN, AGAIN, and YES AGAIN, When will you start listening to my voice.Stig , with due respect, 

if i recall very well,i have all the way listened to you.You asked me to stop working,i listened you, you asked me not to 

get the loan from the bank, again i listened you, you asked me to volunteer and set an example and for the world to 

read from the scripts my weakness and strength. I agreed . How many of my colleagues would have allowed to be read 

in all the scripts ? Stig isn't that not listening and following you. 

 

When i read this,i remembered one of  the sermon from pastor James, and here comes the topic:- 

 

KNOWING AND FOLLOWING JESUS. 

 

WHAT DOES GOD WANT US TO KNOW? 

 

God wants us to know that he is the Lord. He wants us to recognize his voice and grow up as mature christians. When 

we fail to listen to the voice of our lord we are killed and destroyed. In the book of Isaiah 43:1 it says :- Do not be 

afraid, i will save you ,i have called you by name - you are mine. When you pass through deep waters, i will be wit     h 

you:- your troubles will not overwhelm you .When you pass through fire, you will not burn:-the hard trials that come 

will not hurt you:- For i am the Lord your God! 

 

In the book of Psalms 23;1 it  says:- 

 

The Lord is my shepherd:, I have everything i need.He lets me rest in fields of green grass and leads me to quite pools of 

fresh water. He gives me new strength. He guides me in the right pathss as he has promised .Even if i go throughthe 

deepest darkness, i will not be afraid, Lord, for you are with me.God wants us to know and recognise him and follow 

him. What a great sermon from pastor JAMES.Please receive regards from pastor James. 

 

Another great sermon from pastor Peter Njenga, 
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GOD VISITING YOU. 

 

When God visits you then you have hope in life, hope in our families and hope in our work.In the book of JOB 14:7 

it  says:- There is hope for a tree that has been cut, it can come back to life and sprout. When Gosd visits you, he comes 

with hope. 

 

What happens when God visit you:- 

 

1. The devil is defeated. 

2. There is hope in life 

3. There is healing. 

4. We have a future. 

 

When God visits you, he brings assurance and requires you to forget about the past. 

In the book of Isaiah 43:18 says:- Do not cling to events of the past or dwell on what happened long ago.Watch for a 

new thing i am going to do, it is happening already, you can see it now I will make a road through the wilderness. God 

Will Make A way .Do not cling on the events of the past says the Lord:-Focus on the future and believe that you are 

seeing something new .Just Believe. 

 

Finally when God visits you all he needs is repentance. Acts 3:19 says: Repent then, and turn to God, so that he will for-

give your sins. 

 

I hope you will find these two powerfull sermoms of great importance to us and aslo a learning experience from them 

altogether.It is my joy to see this organisation grow. All over the world people are crying for leadership, today it is 

Elijah,YES as the manager YES and not doing this and that, tommorrow it will be i don't know ! I only volunteered to 

lead this organisation,i do believe it was a call, the past can tell it all, i was not appointed.If it is communication, i can 

only say that,i am doing my best to communicate. It beats the purpose to say this organisation will crumble.This is a 

chosen organisation, with a hand of God in it! You can bear me witness Stig. 

 

 I have with me regards from the both  Pastor James and Peter.Evans will write to you soon,i gave him your e-mail ad-

dress.Mary is fine too, she aslo requested me to give her your e-mail address.You will aslo hear from her. Nicole ,Joseph 

and the two FAITHS are all fine.Thanks for revealing to me about the two Faiths in my house.I thank God for bringing 

them together.What a blessings! 

 

Please allow me to write more on the sermons on wednesday. Thank you for your help .It only takes a heart and you 

have the heart to help ! We look forward to making you more happy. Remember the song: Be happy ! YES HAPPY ! 

Continue offering your technical advice to us  accordingly. Good to hear that you have moved. God Bless you and all my 

regards to your dear Family. 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes LET ME START and yes by saying and yes that the last two and yes paragraphs and yes of Elijahs email and yes 

made me very happy and yes WITHOUT A NEED FROM ELIJAH and yes TO TEACH ME and yes ABOUT WHAT HE BE-

LIEVES IS WRONG AND RIGHT and yes we know and yes I DON’T MIND TO BE TEACHED and yes FROM PEOPLE and yes 

BEING QUALIFIED TO TEACH ME and yes that is the truth BUT I AM SORRY TO SAY and yes that the messages and yes 

from Elijah and yes simply are based on misunderstandings and very strong feelings which he cannot control – the 

feeling to justify himself and yes SORRY I AM TO SAY THIS ELIJAH but only writing the truth here and yes more in the 

table below, but what I really wanted to say here and yes SMILING I AM and yes ABOUT PASTOR JAMES, and yes EV-

ANS and yes MARY and yes WHO WILL WRITE TO ME and yes PLEASE PASS ON MY WARMEST REGARDS and yes to 

these people and yes GOD SAYS AND YES TO THE WHOLE CITY and yes this is his feeling too and yes OF COURSE ALSO 

YOUR FAMILY ELIJAH – and yes THE SAME WISHES TO THE FAMILIES OF ALL TEAM MEMBERS ☺. 
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And yes we know and yes THIS IS ABOUT FEELINGS and yes ALL OF IT and yes ELIJAH’s feelings when NOT BEING ABLE 

TO CONTROL THEM and yes my “objective feelings” and yes which is the foundation of this book and yes when read-

ing and yes ALSO this email, Elijah and yes I get and yes DOUBLE feelings and yes on one hand and yes Elijah is SO 

much on my side and yes on the other hand and yes I TRULY NEED to LISTEN and understand his “rationale”and yes I 

decided and yes TO READ EVERY SINGLE WORD and yes every single sentence of his email and yes CAREFULLY and yes 

TO REALLY TRY UNDERSTANDING and yes the messages of Elijah and yes here are some “highlights”: 

 

Elijah in his email My feedback 

I am happy to read from Meshack ELIJAH – IS THIS SINCERELY YOUR FEELING or are you writing this to please 

other people? Because I truly get the impression, which you write later on in 

your email that you ”will not like to be dragged in the issue of leadership” so 

maybe YOU ARE REALLY NOT THAT HAPPY AFTER ALL TO READ FROM ME-

SHACK? 

“We all have the freedom to express 

ourselves” 

Yes of course we have BUT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOUR COMMUNICATION IS 

FUNCTIONING and that YOU UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE AND THE BASIC 

RULES – if you don’t, you will make wrong decisions and yes will express 

yourself in a way which will hurt other people. 

I will follow your guidelines from the 

script 

Elijah – all of the guidelines or only the guidelines you like or maybe even re-

member? Elijah this is written because I don’t understand which guidelines 

you will follow. Please let me know, is it the “simple rules” I gave you or …. ? 

You asked me to stop working,i lis-

tened you, you asked me not to get 

the loan from the bank, again i lis-

tened you - how many of my col-

leagues would have allowed to be 

read in all the scripts 

Elijah, this is TRUE and yes Elijah do you remember what happened BEFORE 

you took these decions, do you remember your resistance, your very big diff-

culties and your high prioritisation of these issues?  

Elijah isn’t it the truth – if you really think and are honest to your self – that 

the team members would have taken these decisions EVEN EASIER than what 

you did? 

We are not fighting for money at the 

office 

As far as I understand Elijah, you are the only one having this understanding. 

Please let me know if I have misunderstood the email from Meshack and the 

feelings of him, John and David – AND I ASK YOU TO BE DIRECT AND HONEST, 

PLEASE. 

When will you start listening to my 

voice.Stig 

if i recall very well,i have all the way 

listened to you 

 

Elijah – I listen to you and I understand you, but you have said nothing in your 

email which I did not know before.  

What I would like you to focus on is the following: 

• Control your very strong negative feelings 

• Be objective/positive and ALWAYS be honest! 

• Don’t feel pity for yourself, don’t feel a big need to self justify yourself, it 

doesn’t suit you and it makes me very sad to see you do this when it is 

done on a wrong foundation. 

• Start TRUE COMMUNICATING which is what I have taught you and which 

you don’t follow. Ask questions, reflect on what people tell you and al-

ways UNDERSTAND the needs of other people BEFORE YOU MAKE 

YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD. ASK ASK ASK AND REFLECT REFLECT REFLECT! 

• I gave you “simple rules” to follow. What is your reflection on these? Do 

you remember them? This was the conditions for you to receive money. 

Do you know the critical needs of the team? 

• Please share what is left of the money so people will “get the same to 

eat” – WHICH WAS MY LESSON TO YOU MY FRIEND. DID YOU UNDER-

STAND? 

• WHEN WILL YOU START ANSWERING MY QUESTIONS and REFLECT ON 

WHAT I TELL YOU – like I AM REFLECTING ON WHAT YOU TELL ME? 

 

Elijah, the truth is that you did not follow the simple rules I gave you – I sent the money to you as the manager for the 

team, not to Elijah as a private person. Even though you have critical needs you are not the only one with critical 
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needs at the office and I SAID TO YOU VERY CLEARLY and yes SEVERAL TIMES that I WANTED YOU AND THE TEAM TO 

HAVE THE SAME TO EAT and yes THIS IS THE TEST YOU HAVE RECEIVED and yes YOU HAVE HEARD THIS FROM MY 

MOUTH SEVERAL TIMES and yes YOU STILL DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes ELIJAH YOUR EGO IS FAR TOO BIG and yes 

EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE A VERY NICE MAN and yes also thinking of others but the truth in this test is that YOU HAVE 

PRIORITISED YOURSELF ON THE EXPENSE OF THE TEAM and yes do you remember I told you and yes you bought 

honey etc. and yes WHEN THE TEAM HAD NOTHING and yes my friend YOU DID THAT and yes WITHOUT SHARING 

EQUALLY WITH THE TEAM and yes ELIJAH THIS IS TRULY AS EASY AS THAT and yes ELIJAH I WILL NOT LISTEN TO YOUR 

ARGUMENTS because you arguments and yes is a symbol of DEFENDING ALL MANAGERS OF THE WORLD DOING THE 

SAME WRONG AS YOU and yes ELIJAH – PLEASE TRY TO UNDERSTAND and yes THIS MESSAGE TO THE WORLD and yes 

PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE EMAILS FROM THE TEAM and yes TO TALK TO THEM and yes THEY HAVE UN-

DERSTOOD and yes HOW TO SACRIFICE and yes THE WAY THAT I LIKE PEOPLE TO SACRIFICE and yes WITHOUT COM-

PLAINING and yes THIS IS HOW LIFE IS ELIJAH and yes THIS IS NOT ABOUT YOUR SHORT TERM NEEDS – this is about a 

story to teach the world through our experiences. 

 

PLEASE FIND EACH OTHER MY FRIENS – AND ELIJAH I ENCOURAGE YOU TO BE OBJECTIVE and yes TO REALLY START 

CONTROLLING YOUR FEELINGS and yes MEANING THAT YOU CAN BE OBJECTIVE OF HOW YOU FEEL BUT DON’T LET 

THE FEELING DRAG YOU DOWN – and yes Elijah it seems that there is an issue to regain trust at the office – I ASK YOU 

KINDLY TO FIND A GOOD SOLUTION ON THIS and yes TO OPEN DISCUSS THE LEADERSHIP and yes OF LTO and yes 

WITHOUT HAVING ANY PERSONAL FEELINGS COMING IN BETWEEN. WHAT IS THE BEST SOLUTION FOR ALL – and 

PLEASE BE OPEN, DIRECT AND OBJECTIVE/POSITVE. And let me know of your decision please. 

 

And yes I AM SORRY TO SAY THIS TOO ELIJAH – AND YES IF YOU HAD DONE WHAT I ASKED YOU TO DO and yes IF YOU 

HAD TRULY LISTENED TO ME and yes INSTEAD OF YOUR OWN VOICE and yes WE DID NOT HAVE TO USE TIME ON THIS 

SITUATION and yes YOU WOULD HAVE ELIMINATED A DIFFICULT SITUATION and yes WITH THE LTO TEAM and yes my 

friends and yes believe it or not and yes STILL DYING I AM and yes when reading ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS ELIJAH and 

yes TAKING TIME TO DO THIS REPLY and yes why do you think I do this? Is it to annoy you or to help you? And yes you 

will find the right answer to this. 

 

SO MY CONCLUSION IS THIS – USING TIME BECAUSE OF PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTANDING AND NOT BEING ABLE TO 

CONTROL THEIR FELLINGS and yes IS A WASTE OF TIME and yes my friends this is what we have done BUT TRULY ALSO 

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE and yes to the world and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS – PLEASE REMEMBER and yes TO 

SMILE and yes YOU ARE ON CANDID CAMERA and yes AS ACTORS FOR GOD and yes THE COUNCIL TOO and yes TO 

TEACH THE WORLD and yes NEVER TO FORGET THIS ☺. 

 

And yes thank you again and yes Obama and yes for being here and yes you are still here my friend and yes we know 

the feeling is not present and yes maybe he has left but he was here and yes in the beginng of this chapter on Elijah 

and yes my witness to this and yes maybe busy he is and yes OK MY FRIEND and yes now I get the feeling of Obama 

and yes MY WHITE HOUSE and yes A BLACK MAN IN THE WHITE HOUSE and yes you can change the name if you want 

to and yes TRIED THAT and yes we know and yes ALSO THE DEVIL and yes ON OBAMA and yes ANOTHER STORY TO 

SURPRISE THE WORLD and yes WHAT HAS OBAMA and yes ELIJAH too AND YES DONE IN THE PAST and yes TO BE 

REVEILED TOO my friends and yes please remember and yes THE DEVIL and yes BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF THE PEOPLE 

ON EARTH and yes YOUR UNDERSTANDING and yes IS VITAL and yes so it is. 

 

And yes just a personal remark and yes I have done more or less the same and yes as Elijah did here to me and yes 

when I went to Norway and yes to speak to Anders and yes to receive his support and yes for me to follow him as the 

Nordic manager for GE Insurance and yes in 2001 I believe and yes BECAUSE and yes ANDERS REALLY DID NOT KNOW 

MY TRUE COMPETENCES and yes I WANTED FOR HIM TO UNDERSTAND and yes OBJECTIVELY and yes THE TRUTH MY 

FRIENDS and yes Anders and yes reacted and yes by saying and yes THAT HE DID NOT LIKE TO LISTEN TO ME TALKING 

ABOUT MY SELF LIKE THAT and yes CAN YOU SENCE THE VERY DELICATE BALANCE and yes IN MANY OF THESE ISSUES 

IN THIS BOOK and yes here it is quite simple and yes I UNDERSTAND ELIJAH FULLY and yes HE DID NOT ADD TO THAT 

TODAY and yes HE WAS PRAISING HIMSELF and yes WHICH actually and yes WAS WRONG TO DO and yes ANDERS DID 

NOT KNOW MY TRUE COMPETENCES and yes I TRIED TO TELL HIM OBJECTIVELY and yes HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND 

and yes his inner voice and yes told him and yes that I was PRAISING MY SELF and yes THIS WAS TRULY NOT THE CASE 

– and yes MANY GOOD STORIES FOR YOU MY FRIENDS TO INVESTIGATE and yes WHO IS RIGHT and yes IS STIG RIGHT 
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ON ALL OF THESE STORIES and yes WHAT DID STIG WRITE, WHAT DID GOD WRITE and yes WHAT DID THE DEVIL 

WRITE and yes DO YOU THINK YOU CAN FIND THE TRUE PICTURE and yes OTHERWISE YOU ARE WELCOME TO ASK ME 

and yes WHEN I AM GOD and yes ON A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT LEVEL and yes compared to today and yes so it is. 

 

And yes noticing and yes NOT THAT MANY ERRORS and yes in Elijahs email and yes thank you Elijah for improving and 

yes HOW MANY EDITS ARE YOU DOING and yes ONE or TWICE or? 

 

A visit by my mother 

And yes DID NOT CALCULATE and yes FOR ELIJAH and yes TO STEAL MY TIME and yes GIVING ME THE RISK and yes OF 

PAIN and yes not from him BUT BECAUSE and yes from the Devil and yes if I don’t complete the script of today and yes 

the time is now 21.40 and yes I only started the script of today with the outmost of my willpower and yes the feeling is 

the same as you have walked for days in the wilderness without sleep and yes THAT FEELING and yes FOR THE ONES 

WHO HAVE TRIED THAT and yes JUST KEEPING ON WE ARE HERE and yes UNTIL THE END and yes NOT THE BITTER 

END THAT IS and yes only bitter as in chocolate and yes LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and yes so it is here and yes YOU CAN-

NOT LOVE EVERYTHING EQUALLY AS MUCH. 

 

And yes my mother and yes arrived and yes at 14.00 today and yes to help me and yes unpack and yes THIS IS TRULY A 

VERY NICE GESTURE and yes of my mother and yes we know and yes BUT WE ARE TRULY VERY DIFFERENT and yes 

WHEN I WORK and yes I AM NORMALLY TOTALLY and yes FOCUSED and yes TRYING TO BE AS EFFICIENT AS POSSIBLE 

and yes DON’T MISUSE MY TIME and yes my mother arrived and yes the normal small talk and yes NOT MY CUP OF 

TEA and yes taking away time and yes to really unpack and yes BUT IT WAS STILL AND YES REALLY VERY VERY NICE IN-

DEED OF MY MOTHER TO COME AND HELP ME and yes she helped me put my clothes in order and yes she bought 

bails for me and yes will return tomorrow and yes if John has the time and yes to bring and yes a small painting and 

yes John had some antenna cable and yes for the television and yes YOU CANNOT WISH FOR A BETTER FAMILY and 

yes WHEN THEY HELP and yes ON THE PRACTICAL ISSUES. 

 

And yes IT IS WITH THE SAME “FEELING” and yes that the family and yes TRY to help on the personal issues BUT AS 

YOU KNOW BY NOW and yes WHEN YOU BASE YOUR ADVISES and yes ON YOUR OWN INNER VOICE and yes YOU WILL 

ONLY HURT PEOPLE and yes NOT HELP THEM and yes a couple of examples: 

 

John has already now paid the deposit even though the 10th November is the deadline and yes my mother and yes 

said that it was a good idea for me to pay the rent also now, and yes I had to say and yes that I will first pay and yes on 

the 10th and yes because this is my decision and yes because this is what NORMALLY IS DONE and yes more or less all 

bills and yes are paid on the last day and yes the reason for my mother and yes was and yes FOR ME TO BE ABLE TO 

STAY HERE and yes NOT TO BE THROWN OUT and yes THIS IS THE MISTRUST and yes the INNER VOICE OF THIS FAMILY 

MY FRIENDS! 

 

And yes and yes and yes my mother and yes later continued and yes to repeat and yes for me not to send money to 

Africa and yes because I need to have my money last for one full month and yes because she does not want me to 

starve and yes not much money left and yes I will not starve BUT I WILL GET NO ENTERTAINMENT and yes THIS IS 

GOD’S VERSION and yes TO THE WORLD and yes VERY GOOD IDEA GOD and yes I MIGHT SAVE SO MUCH MONEY and 

yes that I will also afford ONE CAPPUCCINO PER WEEK and yes PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND THIS and yes BUT THE 

TRUTH IS and yes I DON’T HAVE MUCH MONEY HERE and yes my mother and yes asked me of the team and yes if they 

don’t have an income and yes mother as I told you and yes no income and yes as you said to me and yes the team will 

see me as their “saviour” and yes THIS WAS ACTUALLY THE THUTH and yes WITH THE WORDS OF GOD and yes 

THROUGH MY MOTHER and yes so it is. 

 

And yes BUT MORE IMPORTANT IT IS and yes for my mother and yes to buy and yes a gift for Hans and yes at his 

birthday and yes his wish list and yes ONLY VERY EXPENSIVE GIFTS and yes A ROW BOAT (!) TOO and yes my mother 

suggested and yes a book and yes of 250-300 DKK and yes THAT IS ALSO TAKING MONEY AWAY FROM ME and yes this 

saturday and yes 500 + 150 + now maybe 250 DKK and yes a total of 900 DKK and yes not knowing exactly how much I 

had left but in my head I will live for 40 DKK per day and yes ALL INCLUSIVE MY FRIENDS and yes so it is. And yes just 

for the record and yes my mother and yes LIKES TO REPEAT HERSELF and yes she said the same and yes 6-7 times and 

yes I said and yes 2-3 times to her and yes that it is very unpleasant and yes to hear their anciety on my economical 
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situation and yes that they are taking away my responsilility and yes that I don’t want to talk about it and yes that was 

the message and yes my mother understood but I also had to understand them (!) and yes THEIR CONCERNS and yes 

as she said and yes THROWING UP ALMOST WE ARE and yes THEY ARE FEELING PAIN TOO BECAUSE OF ME they think 

BUT ACTUALLY IT IS ONLY BECAUSE OF THEMSELVES and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING ME and yes as mentioned before. 

 

And yes my mother also bought an EGG WATCH and yes been thinking to buy one of those for years BUT TODAY and 

yes she decided and yes BY CHANCE and yes to buy it and yes just the symbol and yes OF MY BIRTH and yes THE EGG 

and yes everybody knows that AND YES FIRST THE EGG and yes THEN THE CHICKEN and yes different messages here 

and yes so it is and yes maybe more to come on this but an important symbol I tell you. And yes Obama is still with me 

and yes witnessing and yes to the world and yes THIS IS ONLY ONE DAY and yes OF WHAT WE HAVE DONE and yes 

YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED AND YES TO PRAISE ME and yes SAID THAT TO THE COUNCIL TOO AND YES I DON’T LIKE THAT 

and yes on one hand and yes actually and yes like that on the other hand too and yes IF IT IS FELT WITH THE HEART 

AND YES EXPRESSED AS A HAPPY FEELING but here and yes THE MAJOR FEELING IS NOT TO RECEIVE APPRAISALS and 

yes SO IT IS ACTUALLY and yes BECAUSE WE ARE NOT READY and yes FIGHTING LIKE HELL IF YOU ASK ME and yes 

thanks and yes Obama and yes MY BLESSINGS TOO and yes still and yes closing the day and yes A DIFFICULT DAY and 

yes WHICH BECAME ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE and yes BECAUSE OF THE PRIDE OF ELIJAH and yes ELIJAH THE SAME OLD 

STORY and yes of you and yes almost killing me and yes PLEASE THINK BEFORE YOU ACT and yes WISELY MY FRIEND 

and yes CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS and yes TRULY NOT DIFFICULT and yes IF YOU THINK and yes so it is. 

 

Sanna - eeehhh - don’t have my old book 

And yes I know “I know it sounds absurd but please tell me who I am” and yes could not resist it and yes listening and 

yes to the LOGICAL song and yes by Supertramp and yes IT WAS THE FAVOURITE and yes of my class mates and yes at 

our last party and yes in 1997 and yes so it is and yes played on FROM THE RADIO OF MY OWN STEREO EQUIPMENT 

and yes CONNECTED IT TODAY and yes THE SYMBOL OF MY OWN MUSIC and yes LISTENING TO THE DEVIl and yes 

STRONGER THAN EVER and yes STILL and yes IN MY STEREO EQUIPMENT! And yes how and yes BECAUSE THE CD 

PLAYER and yes WILL NOT PLAY and yes written in my old book and yes will not repeat it here and yes CONTROLLED 

BY THE DEVIL IT IS and yes the volume control and yes MAKING MORE NOISE THAN EVER and yes in the left speaker 

and yes THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG and yes with this equipment and yes WHEN THIS HAPPENED and yes 

I FELT THE DEVIL SO STRONG and yes BUT I ALSO FELT DURING THE DAY and yes already from the morning and yes 

that the game will now decrease and yes BECAUSE I PASSED and yes the Devil will become weaker and weaker now 

each day and yes under condition and yes THAT I CONTINUE FOLLOWING THE ROAD OF GOD and yes NO SMOKING 

and yes NO NOTHING and yes NO LIFE THAT IS AND YES JUST ACCEPTING THAT MY FRIENDS and yes ELIJAH my friend 

and yes EVEN THOUGH IT IS NOT VERY PLEASANT but this is how it is and yes this chapter and yes Karen (!) and yes 

was about and yes WHEN UNPACKING and yes FOUND THE USB STICK and yes A MEMORY CARD TOO and yes contain-

ing and yes my old book and yes sound files and yes WHICH I LEFT FOR SANNA and yes when leaving for Kenya and yes 

the 1st May and yes WITH THE MESSAGE THAT IT WAS IMPORTANT FOR HER TO SAVE and yes WHAT HAS SHE DONE 

and yes HAS SHE REALLY TAKEN A COPY and yes we know MY FEELING IS and yes THAT SHE HAS COMPLETELY IG-

NORED and yes MY REQUEST and yes NOT GIVEN ME ANY FEEDBACK and yes DOES THAT SOUND FAMILIAR and yes 

JUST “THE NAME OF THE GAME” and yes SANNA HAD TAKEN HER DECISION and yes LYING I WAS and yes so it is and 

yes in the mind of Sanna and yes YOU HAVE JUST GIVEN ME BACK and yes THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENT and 

yes of all times and yes IT IS and yes actually working and yes 1.5 GB of data and yes was stored and yes on the two 

disks and yes done that very quickly my friends and yes before leaving to Kenya and yes THE MESSAGE AND YES IS 

THIS and yes THE DEVIL and yes HAS and yes WE KNOW BEEN VERY CLOSE and yes to DESTROY THIS BOOK and yes 

sound files and yes HE HAS NOT SUCCEEDED and yes YOU CAN READ MORE ABOUT THIS and yes in the old book and 

yes WHICH I WILL PUBLISH and yes NOT YOU SANNA and yes AS I FIRST NOW KNOW and yes as part of the game and 

yes so it is ☺.  
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Tuesday 3rd November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, getting in place at my new home ☺, update on the headhunters and former managers, further on 

education, a visit by Sanna and an update from Meshack ☺ 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes once again and yes not fresh in the morning and yes nothing new here and yes NOT THE BEST WAY TO START 

A NEW DAY MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes Obama and yes guessing I am and yes that it is the spiritual being of 

Obama and yes because the time is now 8.30 and yes he is probably at sleep in the US and yes just guessing and yes 

he will know later and yes STILL SNEEZING my friends and yes ONE OF MANY STORIES FOR THE LTO TEAM TO REFLECT 

ON and yes IT IS TRULY AS EASY AS TO TAKE A NOTE ON A PIECE OF PAPER and yes TO COME BACK and yes TO RE-

FLECT and yes not much you are doing and yes in this respect and yes the sneezing means and yes lack of control at 

the office and yes who is responsible and yes Elijah as the manager and yes each team member and yes my friends DO 

YOU REMEMBER ALL OF THE BASIC RULES and yes just wondering here and yes I gave and yes a clear message and yes 

for Elijah yesterday and yes I have two feelings and yes the other side and yes is the compassionate side of me and yes 

thinking that what I wrote yesterday and yes should not be necessary and yes still thinking of him as a nice and gentle 

person and yes thinking about his feelings and yes how he will react but the truth is and yes THE ONLY WAY FOR ME 

TO CHANGE YOUR BEHAVIOUR and yes TO THE BETTER ELIJAH and yes IS TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH and yes simply BE-

CAUSE IT IS THE TRUTH and yes FOR YOU TO CONSIDER and yes for you TO ACT ON and yes for you and yes my friends 

TO COMMUNICATE ON and yes my dear team and yes COMMUNICATE and yes PLEASE DO EVEN BETTER and yes 

START ASKING MANY MORE QUESTIONS and yes REFLECT and yes on what other tell you and yes THIS IS TRULY IM-

PORTANT and yes so it is here and yes and yes non smoking and yes the need for a girlfriend and yes is killing me and 

yes still surpressing and yes the Devil and yes every single day and yes also of the “forbidden” desire which he has al-

ways put on me and yes not spoken a lot about that but every single day and yes also one of my sufferings and yes to 

continue surpressing this and yes a few dreams: 

 

• Bo and a colleague in Dahlberg are working on one of my documents, they have 14 days left, they don’t know 

how to adjust the margins. If the management did not misuse me, I could have saved them from going bankrupt. I 

stand outside now surrounded by many people who want to ask me questions and I ask them to only ask me IM-

PORTANT questions but still there are very many questions to be asked. 

o And yes just this and yes if you ask people and yes “is this important” and yes EVERYTHING IS IMPOR-

TANT and yes for many people and yes Angela and yes you might remember and yes if you have a list of 

100 thoughts and yes about your manager for example and yes HOW MANY ARE TRULY IMPORTANT and 

yes for sure it is not 100 but maybe 3 or 5 and yes TAKE THE MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGES and yes 

MAKE THEM CLEAR and yes thinking of Elijah here and yes THEN IT IS MUCH EASIER FOR THE RECEIVER 

and yes TO UNDERSTAND and yes to ACT on and yes if you tell 100 things to your manager and yes he 

will not remember them and yes so it is …. 

• I am Bjorn Borg and I am “on the other side” one week before the management of a company arrives. I can save a 

big company by issuing a cheque if the country accepts to cash the cheque and here South Africa says no.  

• I am together with a friend in Nairobi, we are going to drive home, I have 100 Shillings for a bus, however my 

friend enter a taxi and negotiate a price of 480 Shillings, but when we enter the taxi, the Chinese driver tell us that 

the price is now twice as much. We leave the taxi and all people around me are dangerous and criminals, I enter a 

pizzeria where I feel that the black people are from the US, they are also criminals, but they like me and therefore 

they don’t hurt me. I don’t know how we will get home from here. 

• I am coming to lunch where I get soup, which I have every single day, for myself and for one person who I am eat-

ing together with. I am annoyed that I collect the soup for him every single day, when he could do it himself. Later 

I see him eat all of my roasted pork, and he eats the whole plate even though he was not hungry when he started 

eating.  

• I have two employees working for me, they have been working on a problem and now they are ready at the last 

minute. I am smoking indoors hoping that the others will accept this. Another manager comes and asks me about 

the details of how the work is progressing and I tell him that I don’t know the details – he can ask the employees 
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directly. We are going to send a fax tomorrow morning as a commercial for a car company – there are three steps 

7, 14 and 21 and I think of 21 as the card game. I ask another person if he wants my employee to try 7, 14 and 21 

so he will suffer but I received no answer. I say to the employee that I will meet him tomorrow morning at 6.40 

where we will send the fax and after this we will meet the others at 7.00 and I ask him to go to bed accordingly to 

this. 

o And yes WHEN YOU HAVE TEAM MEMBERS and yes FULLY SKILLED and yes THEN THE MANAGER and yes 

if there is indeed a manager and yes does not need to know all of the details of the work and yes so it is 

my friends and yes NO MANAGER and yes in this case and yes even better I think and yes people will 

manage themselves and yes AS I HAVE WRITTEN IN MY CV and yes I LIKE TEAM WORK VERY MUCH. 

• I hear the song “I Don't Know How to Love Him” by Andrew Lloyd Webber and yes the words “I give you what you 

want me to”, which are different lyrics than the original, and I feel Karen at the same time – and yes a very special 

song my friends. 

• I have sent an email to Allan M. my old friend and I see him together with Jan Chræmer in his office. Jan has asked 

Allan to give him his printout of my email. I ask Jan to give back the print-out to Allan and for Allan to print-out a 

new one to Jan. 

o And yes just this and yes to Jan and yes also Casper and yes from Fair and yes maybe I became unpopular 

with you in the beginning of my time in Fair BECAUSE I WAS STRONG ON YOU and maybe you made it 

more difficult for me in Fair because of what you told others about me – I was asked by Søren H. to hold 

back – but the truth my friends is that you did not do what you should have done, your ambitions were 

not high enough and your quality of work was disappointing and yes THIS WAS THE REASON WHY IT WAS 

SO DIFFICULT FOR ME TO BE ACCEPTED IN FAIR and yes because I was “unreasonable” and yes my 

friends BUT JAN and yes THE TRUTH HURTS and yes DOES IT NOT and yes PLEASE TELL THE TRUTH TO 

THE WORLD and yes I AM NOT DIFFICULT WHEN PEOPLE and yes DO QUALITY WORK and yes WHEN YOU 

DON’T and yes I MAY SEEM DIFFICULT but it is entirely up to you my friends and yes EVERYTHING IS 

DONE AND SAID OBJECTIVELY and yes also when working together with you Jan and yes HOW DID YOU 

SEE ME LATER and yes AS A PERSON JAN and yes Jan and yes it was YOUR PERSONAL FEELINGS and yes 

TAKING OVER and yes YOU WERE ALLOWED BY THE MANAGEMENT and yes TO WORK AT THIS QUALITY 

LEVEL and yes TOTALLY AMAZED I WAS and yes did you change your mind but eeehhh I still had the same 

image and yes in Fair for a very long time? 

• Jan Chræmer tells me that he has news for me, which he would like to tell me but the news is not meant to be 

published, however I can take a print-out of it and I tell him that I will be discrete. He tells me that the canteen is 

closing, which is actually not news to me because I heard it yesterday from a manager, and I think that the can-

teen and was what Søren H. “sold” me when hiring me, and I walk from the canteen into an office, where I meet 

Rikke from the sales centre of Fair. I say out loud that I have received a complain and I am asked if it is about 

Rikke Hyldig and I say no and I say with a “flirting” voice that it is Rikke from the sales centre, who is the same 

person as “the one who is grumpy” from Teleperformance. 

o And yes please make sure and yes TO STOP RUMOURS and yes I DON’T LIKE THAT AT ALL and yes TO 

HAVE EFFECTIVE AND OPEN COMMUNICATION IN YOUR COMPANY  

o And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH COUNCIL and yes TO LISTEN TO ME and yes NO MORE DREAMS and yes 

about Rikke H. and yes NOT ATTRACTED TO THAT WOMAN and yes THE SAME AND YES AS RIKKE and yes 

from the sales centre of Fair and yes this is what some women and yes can speak about and yes SOME 

WOMEN MAY THINK THAT I WAS ATTRACTED TO THEM and yes BECAUSE I WAS DOING SOME “FLIRT-

ING” and yes in the beginning and yes when I have met some women and yes I have been “somewhat at-

tracted”to them in the beginning but soon I lost interest and yes this applies and yes for Rikke H. and yes 

Rikke and yes in Fair as two examples and yes of more women and yes just in Fair and yes just for you to 

know and yes only two women and yes which I was truly interested in and yes in Fair and yes you know 

one of them from these scripts and yes the other one and yes YOU TURNED ME DOWN and NOT LIKING 

AT ALL TO BE SO DIRECT and yes IN THIS SITUATION MY FRIENDS BUT NADIA IT WAS and yes MIXING 

PRIVATE and yes BUSINESS and yes WAS THE MAIN REASON FOR ME HOLDING BACK AND YES NEVER 

LIKED THAT and yes GOD ALSO GIVING me and yes NERVES and yes WHICH HE HAS ALWAYS DONE WITH 
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BEAUTIFUL WOMEN and yes so it is my friends and yes the most nervous and yes the most confident and 

yes in different situations and yes just the play and yes by God and yes the Devil ☺. 

• I hear the words “just call my name and I'll be there” by Michael Jackson and I get the feeling of Karen. 

 

When I wake up I am told that when I have spoken to Lotus and yes it will also reduce the Devil and yes HAVE NOT 

HAD THE TIME YET and yes SINCE I HAD MY OLD PHONE NUMBER BACK and yes FRIDAY LAST WEEK and yes she is on 

my action plan and yes to be called and yes later and yes when I can and yes SHE HAS NOT BEEN PRIORITISED YET and 

yes so it is – and yes THIS IS ONE EXAMPLE OF A TEXT LINE and yes when GOD and yes is speaking to me and yes ask-

ing me and yes at the same time of me writing and yes there are many of them and yes maybe you can find some of 

them? 

 

Getting in place at my new home ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes we know and yes another SUCCESS TODAY and yes OBAMA and yes HAS BEEN WITH ME and yes THIS EVE-

NING and yes it is now 21.45 and yes following and yes a typical day at the moment and yes so it is here and yes for 

him to tell the world and yes so it is and yes used the morning and yes to put things from bags etc. and yes in order 

and yes used some hours on this and yes I DON’T LIKE TO HAVE ANY LOSE THINGS LYING AROUND or in BATCHES (!!!) 

and yes I WANT TO HAVE ORDER IN MY LIFE and yes MUCH COULD BE WRITTEN ABOUT THIS and yes BECAUSE I HAVE 

BOTH GOD AND THE DEVIL ON THE SAME TIME and yes GOD WANTS TO HAVE ORDER and yes THE DEVIL THE OPPO-

SITE and yes I was with Camilla and yes for seven years and yes NOT THAT TIDY YOU WERE CAMILLA and yes annoying 

me always and yes myself and yes very often and yes I did not have the physical energy and yes to do and yes in pri-

vate and yes as what my mind wanted and yes just NO ENERGY at all and yes at the moment and yes now starting 

from beginning and yes building me a home and yes in a few days and yes DID NOT LIKE TO WRITE THAT and yes but 

God and yes wanted it and yes I can only tell and yew when you are in control and yes of the content of your house 

and yes THROW OUT or GIVE AWAY and yes OR SELL and yes THINGS YOU NEVER USE and yes I HAVE OFTEN DONE 

and yes THAT IN MY LIFE and yes WHEN I DON’T HAVE A HOME or a cellar or similar and yes WITH THINGS PACKED 

TOGETHER FOR YEARS and yes which I don’t know what is and yes if I will ever need it again and yes THEN I AM IN 

CONTROL OF MY LIFE and yes I almost only have what I have in my kitchen, in my stack and yes in my cd-stack and yes 

I still and yes have a few things and yes with my mother and yes my sister and yes which I haven’t yet and yes sorted 

out but this is only a few things and yes which I have not yet had the time and yes to go through and yes THE IDEA IS 

VERY SIMPLY THIS – BE IN CONTROL OF YOUR THINGS and yes YOU WILL HAVE A BETTER LIFE and yes so it is and yes 

BOTH IN WORK AND YES IN PRIVATE. AND PLEASE BE IN CONTROL OF ALL OF YOUR PAPERS AND YES DRAWINGS AND 

YES ALL OF YOUR LOSE THINGS AND YES SAW THAT AT SANNA’S HOUSE and yes PAPERS and yes IN STACKS OF ME-

TRES and yes ALMOST and yes DRAWINGS FILLED TO THE TOP and yes MAKE THAT BETTER and yes PLEASE my friends. 

 

Update on the headhunters and former managers 

And yes today and yes I received and yes THE FIRST POSITIVE and yes reply and yes from a headhunter and yes 

Korn/Ferry has asked me to call them, which I will do tomorrow and yes hereafter and yes three headhunters left and 

yes will they ever reply and yes just maybe and yes I will send them a new reminder one of these days and yes other 

things are more important now and yes it will not take much time and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I have heard nothing and yes from my former managers and yes Kim S., Søren H. and yes Niels and yes on my 

email and yes my CV and yes this Saturday and yes I felt first Kim S. strongly and yes later in the day and yes Pernille 

and yes God was also speaking to me and yes about them and yes that Kim S. and yes was nervous about what I had 

written and yes not really a cause for alarm he thought and yes NOTHING MORE TO TELL YOU and yes HAVE NOT 

HEARD FROM ANY OF THEM and yes so it is. 

 

Further on education 

And yes just thinking and yes still and yes on education and yes further education and yes I believe that I actually have 

written about this before and yes I would like to see a general education and yes for all people and yes when people 

and yes reaches higher education and yes I WOULD LIKE TO SEE and yes LESS GENERAL education and yes MORE and 

yes GOAL ORIENTED EDUCATION and yes if you at this level and yes WOULD LIKE TO BROADEN YOUR GENERAL 

KNOWLEDGE and yes WHICH YOU WILL NOT USE AT WORK and yes I CAN ONLY ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO SO but 

PLEASE DO THIS IN PRIVATE and yes THIS IS MY ATTITUDE TOO and yes so it is here my friend – and yes in the back-
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ground and yes Obama was asking questions and yes getting the understanding and yes that this is how and yes that I 

decide and yes my policy and yes AS A NORMAL HUMAN BEING and yes THIS WILL BE AND YES THE POLICY OF GOD 

and yes THIS IS HOW I HAVE DECIDED and yes TO INTRODUCE MY SELF and yes THE MESSAGE IS VERY CLEAR and yes 

ALL PEOPLE COULD HAVE DONE WHAT I HAVE DONE HERE and yes YES A SIMPLE and yes A NORMAL PERSON and yes 

going through this and yes we know. 

 

A visit by Sanna 

And yes WE KNOW and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes NO MOTIVATION AT ALL TO BE SOCIAL and yes NOT AT ALL and 

yes neither with Sanna or my mother and yes really not with anyone and yes because of my tiredness and yes no 

smoking and yes which still annoys me and yes drinking coffee here all day long and yes eating bread and yes as sub-

stitutes and yes of tobacco and yes so it is and yes when I speak to my mother on the phone or here and yes all of 

these everyday things and yes which are truly unimportant and yes which can take a long time to discuss and yes is 

annoying me and yes so it is and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THIS IS FINE TO TALK ABOUT AND YES IN PRIVATE and yes 

so it is and yes Sanna arrived and yes with my espresso machine and yes different things I had forgotten and yes 

SANNA AND HANS HAVE ALSO BEEN SO NICE and yes TO HELP ME OUT and yes one of my lamps and yes I lost and yes 

one of the very small baffles of the lamp and yes only a few centimetres long and yes halogen and yes I lost it and yes 

in the trailer and yes they had actually gone to the gas station and yes where we rented it and yes she actually found it 

and yes MADE ME VERY HAPPY INDEED and yes I DID NOT LIKE ASKING THEM THE OTHER DAY and yes DIFFICULT FOR 

ME TO FOLLOW UP ON MYSELF and yes because of my schedule and yes no car and yes BUT HAPPY I AM WITH THAT 

and yes VERY MUCH INDEED. 

 

And yes I believe and yes before moving and yes when we were speaking about where my things were and yes that I 

might have mentioned and yes to Sanna and yes about the Spanish bowls and yes I had been thinking about following 

up on this and yes because and yes Sanna has “my” four bowls and yes today and yes she brought one of them and 

yes saying to me and yes that even though I have given her these bowls for her birthday as gifts, she believed and yes 

that I should have one of them and yes so it is here and yes my friends and yes EMBARASSED and yes I WAS and yes 

COMPLETELY FORGOTTEN about that I had and yes GLAD THAT I DID NOT TALK MORE ABOUT IT THAN WHAT I DID 

and yes THE MOST BEAUTIFUL and yes art as I have ever seen or at least the only things I have wanted to buy and yes 

in my life and yes handmade and yes from Malaga and yes all kind of bowls etc. and yes including and yes motives and 

yes with the inspiration of Picasso and yes in my eyes it is very beautiful and yes probably also and yes in the eyes of 

Picasso and yes thinking of him and yes painting and yes through a Brazilian painter and yes in trance and yes today 

and yes another story and yes written about elsewhere. 

 

And yes and yes and yes SANNA TOLD ME and yes THAT HANS MISSES me and yes AS I HAD PREDICTED and yes BE-

CAUSE I DID THE CLEANING UP AFTER DINNER and yes EVERY DAY and yes YESTERDAY and yes he told Sanna and yes 

NOW I MISS STIG and yes NOW TOBIAS and yes WALKS THE DOG and yes every afternoon and yes SO IT WAS and yes 

WHEN I WAS LIVING THERE ☺. 

 

And yes Sanna was here and yes maybe half an hour and yes fine and yes I could continue and yes SETTING UP MY CD 

STACK and yes I have three stacks today and yes approx. 500 CD’s and yes per stack and yes Fuggi and yes of course 

and yes my will and yes has the fourth stack and yes including my favourite music and yes new wave and yes he will 

first come back in December and yes no feedback on that and yes only this and yes IT WAS NOT IN MY MIND and yes 

TO HELP YOU THAT MUCH and yes WHEN YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO COME HOME and yes AGAIN and yes ONLY THIS 

and yes FUGGI IS OF NO CONCERN OF MINE and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes WHAT IS THE MESSAGE HERE and yes 

PATIENCE STIG and yes HERE IT IS and yes we know we are going over my limits and yes tonight and yes you are show-

ing off and yes to Obama and yes this is not what normally happens and yes so it is and yes only this and yes AN 

ONLINE MUSIC ARCHIVE and yes INCLUDING and yes MUSIC IN THE BEST QUALITY and yes WILL SAVE MANY MANY 

HOURS and yes FROM KEEPING YOUR ARCHIVE OF CD’s AND YES IN ORDER and yes OFTEN VERY DIFFICULT TO FIND 

WHAT YOU WANT TO HEAR and yes THEREFORE and yes THAT I BOUGHT and yes A MUSIC STREAMER and yes from 

my computer and yes through an external d/a converter and yes through my stereo and yes for very little money and 

yes I had the best quality and yes as I could find and yes with 10 times as much money and yes I could not find a better 

buy and yes THE DEVIL and yes CURSED me and yes I NEVER SUCCEEDED and yes TO GET IT UP AND RUNNING and yes 

ENTIRELY and yes AS I WANTED and yes BECAUSE I HAD TO STREAM MUSIC and yes FROM MY OWN COMPUTER and 

yes TO “PUT IT THERE” and yes from my CD’s and yes to “tag” it and yes correctly and yes IT COULD TAKE AND YES 
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NOT HUNDREDS BUT MAYBE EVEN THOUSANDS OF HOURS and yes therefore my friends HAVE SOMEBODY DOING 

THIS WORK FOR YOU and yes PUT IT ON THE INTERNET and yes STREAM IT IN THE ABSOLUTELY BEST QUALITY TOO 

and yes FOR PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO THEIR FAVOURITE MUSIC and yes so it is and yes fine by me and yes to pay for the 

costs and yes of this in the future and yes so it is here and yes. 

 

And yes not much money and yes saving and yes will also need money for transport and yes maybe cleaning a suit and 

yes if Korn/Ferry wants to see me and yes I would like also to buy some wine and yes NORMAL LIFE HERE and yes 

NORMALLY and yes maybe buy a used cd player and yes of the absolutely cheapest and yes TO BE ABLE TO LISTEN TO 

MY CD’s and yes CAN’T afford it and yes just maybe and yes the Devil will decrease and yes meaning and yes that my 

old and yes fine CD player and yes will start working again and yes you never know here. 

 

AND YES JUST FOR THE RECORD and yes THESE DAYS ARE NOT EASY TO GET THROUGH and yes ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE 

TO MOTIVATE MY SELF and yes TO SET UP THE CD-stacks and yes to use some hours and yes to set up the cd’s and yes 

in alphabetical order and yes so it is here and yes of course and yes still so tired and yes that my body and yes is 

screaming and yes to relax and yes so it is. 

 

An update from Meshack ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes to you Meshack and yes FOR BEING THE MOST CONSISTENT and yes OF THE 

TEAM MEMBERS and yes READING MY SCRIPTS and yes FOLLOWING THE ADVISES and yes BASIC RULES and yes THIS 

IS THE KIND OF BEHAVIOUR I LIKE VERY MUCH and yes so it is and yes I LIKE TO SEE PEOPLE BEING POSITIVE and yes 

LIKE THIS and yes ONLY THIS and yes IF YOU CAN ASK me and yes I AM NOT IN DOMANCY (second edit: cannot re-

member the meaning of this word and how it should have been spelled) and yes COMING OUT and yes LIKE IT IS 

SPRING and yes AFTER WINTHER and yes just symbols of course and yes FAITH’S and yes at Elijah’s house and yes 

GRACE and yes in the house of Meshack and yes LET ME SEE IN MY BOOK and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes I AM AS 

TIRED and yes as you and yes BECAUSE I AM YOU MY FRIEND and yes NO GRACE IN MY BOOK and yes if you say so my 

friend and yes if this is one of them and yes this was my expectation and yes God did not tell me BUT PUT MY OWN 

EXPECTATION AS WORDS IN MY MOUTH so I really don’t know and yes Meshack if you are right about the name and 

yes NO and yes NO and yes NO and yes so it is here and yes three no’s and yes from the Trinity and yes to the question 

and yes Meshack there is in your case and yes no coherence and yes to the name of Grace in your house and yes could 

have been any name and yes so it is and yes HOPING THAT YOU GET BY and yes AT THE TEAM and yes NONE OF YOU 

HAVE TOLD ME and yes ABOUT HOW THE OFFICE IS DOING and yes DO YOU THINK THAT I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW and 

yes I GAVE YOU EXAMPLES WHEN I WAS IN KENYA and yes TO THINK WHEN OTHER PEOPLE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW 

and yes WITH THE SITUATION YOU ARE IN RIGHT NOW and yes DO YOU THINK THAT I WOULD BE INTERESTED TO BE 

KEPT UPDATED and yes COME ON TEAM and yes IMPROVE YOUR COMMUNICATION and yes ON WHAT IS HAPPENING 

and yes IN THE OFFICE and yes TO REFLECT and yes for example and yes as Meshack is doing below and yes ALWAYS 

NICE TO HEAR PEOPLE REFLECTING and yes AN IMPORTANT PART OF COMMUNICATION and yes thinking about where 

you are John and yes when I don’t hear from you and yes when I don’t hear about you and yes from the others and 

yes THEN I REALLY DON’T KNOW HOW YOU ARE and yes WHY IS THAT JOHN and yes because of your difficulties or be-

cause you are lazy and yes really not knowing and yes God is saying nothing and yes to me and yes because it is part of 

the game. 

 

And yes here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Subject: Re: GOD'S WORK IN A NAME? IT'S SO AMAZING!. 

 

Hope this mail finds you well. Am okay with my family and hope the same there too with you. 

 

   Long ago, i thought you were making a story from something small which does not warrant any attention as you re-

member when you told us to write about you, i told you that you were writing things which are not important but my 

consistence in reading your scripts have opened me and have learnt and continue to learn and applying your advises 

on my daily life and replicating the same to the world.  

 

    Who would have known that God can plant people in any ones sarrounding and be emphasising a point?. I recently 

employed a nanny in my house and her name is Grace and  according to what i learnt from your recent scipts , this 
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means the grace of God is with me and i have to be care full because God is working in a name and is watching over 

me.It's  so amazing!. 

 

       Hi to the rest of your family members and the game continues. 
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Wednesday 4th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, my Action Plan, variation and individuality, sending a reminder to the Ministry of Work, sending re-

minders to the headhunters, a positive email from David, more on people dreaming about me, a visit by my mother 

and John, speaking to Korn/Ferry,  finalising the setup of my apartment and selfmade problems by Elijah and the team 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes a new sleep and yes which is THE ONLY THING I LOOK FORWARD TO AT THE MOMENT and 

yes I am afraid and yes NOT EVEN MY SLEEP IS GOOD and yes so 24 HOURS PER DAY and yes ARE 24 HOURS and yes of 

life not worth living and yes NOTHING AT ALL TO BE HAPPY ABOUT and yes so it is and yes only happy and yes that my 

family is helping me and yes when I see good things from LTO and yes a little contact and yes with friends and yes so it 

is and yes THIS IS THE FINAL HILL and yes VISITING and yes KIRSTEN my friend and yes Friday evening and yes SHE AND 

HER MOTHER and yes are not speaking and yes we know and yes Kirsten and yes has refused to come to her 70th 

birthday party on Saturday and yes because and yes Kirsten is not seated and yes where the family and yes her 

mother is seated and yes now her mother and yes has told Kirsten and yes that she cannot borrow Kirsten money and 

yes to help her and yes paying for her house which is very difficult for her to afford alone and yes sorry I am to hear 

that. 

 

And yes being woken and yes several times this morning and yes at 7.20 and yes God was impatient with me and yes 

he wants me to get up early at the moment and yes often I write “God” here and yes because it is in my fingertips and 

yes VERY OFTEN and yes ALSO us and yes the Council and yes this is how it works and yes WHAT IS GOD REALLY DO-

ING and yes TAKING A NAP MY FRIENDS and yes and no and yes and no and yes and no AND NO I AM ONLY WORKING 

INSIDE OF YOU MY FRIEND and yes so it is here my friends and yes some dreams: 

 

• I am at a school, I have delivered my task together with the others, who have received their marks. Most people 

have passed, some with the best grades, but I have not received feedback on my task yet. People talk about how 

stressing it is at this school compared to a normal job. I am at the school together with a woman, whom I love, we 

have actually made the task together. I walk at the corridor together with her and she walks into the ladies room.  

• During the night God played the song by Celine Dion “it's all coming back to me now” and yes focusing he was and 

yes on the words “forever” and yes “it was lost long ago”- and yes Meat Loaf and yes this version is even better 

than yours and yes I AM IN LOVE TOO and yes with the songwriting of Jim Steinman and yes THANK YOU SO 

MUCH. 

• I see Michael J. Fox on Copenhagen Central Station – it is a cover name for ?. He tells me that it is the truth that 

my father passed away the 28th April and he saw him captured by a videocamera in a store. He was shown a re-

ceipt from this store and he remembered the receipt and that my father had a similar receipt. I am now in my fa-

thers old apartment at Ruskær in Rødovre, Inge is in there and she has a very big smile on which I like very much. 

She tells me that I am not well and that I told her myself. Even though I see Inge at the apartment it is Anni, who 

has lived there ever since my father moved from there many years ago. We walk out from the apartment to the 

balcony, it is on the 10th floor and I can hardly walk there because of my feir of heights – we are headed to the lift. 

When I wake up I feel my father as Joseph very strong with me. 

 

And yes I have no tears and yes of my father passing away and yes ABSOLUTELY NO TEARS and yes so it is and yes dur-

ing the morning today and yes he said a few words to me and yes “if I can forgive him” and yes I can forgive all people 

and yes BUT I DON’T WANT TO SEE THE SAME and yes SINS AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes PLEASE IMPROVE and yes 

DON’T ASK FOR FORGIVENESS AND YES OF THE SAME AGAIN AND AGAIN and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes the time is now 9.25 and yes REALLY MY FRIENDS and yes SO CLOSE and yes TO FALL ASLEEP and yes while 

writing this and yes EVERY DAY IS A HELL HERE and yes so it truly is. 

 

My Action Plan 

And yes I have really not had that many tasks on my action plan and yes because of this and yes I have used my plan 

and yes as a reminder and yes making sure and yes that I carry out all tasks and yes have not been very careful to in-
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clude deadlines and yes so it is and yes this morning and yes God inspired me to include deadlines and yes afterwards 

and yes the Devil and yes was not as visible and yes as he was the last two mornings and yes WE LOVE TO SEE AND YES 

A PERFECT ACTION PLAN AND YES ALWAYS AND YES IS THE TEAM STILL USING ACTION PLANS AND YES MAYBE YOU 

WILL REFLECT ON THIS? And yes just thinking I am and yes THIS IS THE MESSAGE TO THE WORLD AND YES TO CON-

TINUE USING YOUR PLANS AND YES DOING IT AS PERFECT AS POSSIBLE AND YES EVERY SINGLE DAY AND YES AS I 

HAVE TAUGHT YOU EARLIER. 

 

Variation and individuality 

And yes I have talked much about ONE SYSTEM and yes ONE TEMPLATE and yes FOR PEOPLE TO USE and yes instead 

of inventing the same over and over again and yes just thinking I am and yes of course and yes God gives me thoughts 

and yes for me to be inspired from and yes I just want to say that I like variation very much and yes I HAVE ALWAYS 

THOUGHT and yes THAT THE NUMBER OF CARS in the WORLD and yes IS TO SMALL and yes I would like to see a big-

ger variation and yes the wood décor and yes just to name one thing and yes WHY DO ALL OR MOST MANUFACTUR-

ERS and yes NOT USE REAL WOOD and yes WITHOUR A COATING AND YES LIKE THE BEST HANDWORK and yes just my 

individual preference and yes MOST CARS and yes ARE ALMOST LOOKING THE SAME and yes just thinking of bigger 

variation I am and yes THE IDEA IS SIMPLY AND YES TO PRODUCE MORE IN THE WORLD AND YES A BIGGER VARIATION 

AND YES TO USE THE SAME GOOD TECHNOLOGIES AND YES INVENTIONS AND YES AS BASIS OR “PLATFORM” AND TO 

REUSE WHAT IS THE BEST AND YES ALSO TO SAVE RESOURCES and yes so it is here ☺. 

 

Sending a reminder to the Ministry of Work 

And yes HATING TO DO THIS and yes TO SEND REMINDERS and yes BECAUSE PEOPLE ARE NOT DOING WHAT THEY 

SHOULD DO and yes THIS IS TO THE PERMANENT SECRETARY OF THE WORK MINISTRY and yes my friend YOU SHOULD 

REALLY BE A ROLE MODEL and yes for the Danish Society and yes IN THE POSITION YOU HAVE and yes A LOT OF SYM-

BOLISM here and yes THE HIGHEST ADMINISTRATIVE LEADER and yes OF THE WORK MINISTRY and yes SHOULD OF 

COURSE BE ABLE and yes TO DO SUCH A SIMPLE JOB and yes TO HANDLE and yes APPLICATIONS and yes PROFES-

SIONALLY and yes TO SEND CONFIRMATION LETTERS and yes THAT APPLICATIONS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED and yes NOW 

AFTER 12 DAYS AND YES I HAVE HEARD ABSOLUTELY NOTHING FROM YOU and yes DUMPED and yes NOT PASSED and 

yes BECAUSE YOU ARE DISAPPOINTING PEOPLE and yes GIVING YOURSELF and yes THE MINISTRY A BAD IMAGE and 

yes this is what it is about my friends and yes IT WOULD BE SO SIMPLE FOR YOU BO TO DO SO MUCH BETTER and yes 

here is my reminder of today and yes to you Bo Smith: 

 

Kære Bo Smith,  

  

Jeg henviser til min ansøgning på stillingen som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen nedenfor. 

  

Jeg havde en forhåbning om, at netop Beskæftigelsesministeriet repræsenteret ved dennes øverste administrative le-

der ville udvise et rolle eksempel for samfundet på, hvordan man bør behandle indkome ansøgninger, men jeg må kon-

statere, at mit håb efter 12 dage uden svar har været en illusion. 

  

Dette er alene en objektiv betragtning omkring det faktiske forløb, og det skulle glæde mig,  om I ville iværksætte initi-

ativer, som forbedrer den service, som I yder også overfor ansøgere som jeg. Det er noget, der optager mig, jf. mit 

fremsendte notat. 

  

Jeg ser frem til at høre fra jer. 

  

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig Dragholm 

 

Sending reminders to the headhunters 

And yes there are now three headhunters left and yes which I have not heard from and yes YOU ARE: 

 

1. harton & rosenkilde 

2. J. Friisberg & Partners 

3. JMI Executive Search 
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And yes all of you and yes today received the following reminder and yes  

  
Jeg henviser til mine emails nedenfor, som fortsat er ubesvarede og jeg vil blot høre, om dette er et udtryk for den kva-

litet, som I normalt yder overfor kandidater? 

  

Jeg ser frem til at høre fra jer. 

  

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig Dragholm 

 

And yes we know and yes sending the email to no. 1 and 3 and yes TO SOME OF THE PARTNERS and yes instead of 

their general email addresses and yes no. 1 and 3 and yes replied already today and yes JMI and yes said and yes THAT 

THEY DON’T HAVE THE RESOURCES TO ANSWER ALL OF THE PEOPLE SENDING CV’s and yes many at the moment and 

yes a nice email and yes from harton & rosenkilde and yes saying that they have CLOSELY studied my CD and yes 

Flemming and yes HOW CLOSELY HAVE YOU ACTUALLY STUDIED MY CV my friend and yes you don’t believe you have 

positions at the moment and yes suited for me and yes just thinking we are and yes the famous and yes raisin at the 

end and yes J. FRIISBERG & PARTNERS and yes YOU TOOK THE PRICE and yes from the bottom and yes WHY DID YOU 

NOT ANSWER MY EMAILS and yes TOO MANY CV’s and yes NOT DOING YOUR WORK PROPERLY and yes just thinking 

and yes we are. 

 

A positive email from David 

And yes thank you David and yes to be objective and yes like that and yes and I told you my dear team members and 

yes that I WOULD LIKE YOU TO SOLVE THIS CRISIS OF YOURS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes TO CONTINUE BEING 

THE BEST FRIENDS and yes TO REALLY COMMUNICATE and yes WHAT HAVE YOU DONE and yes DO YOU BELIEVE ALL 

OF YOU THAT THE 20,000 SHILLINGS and yes FROM ELIJAH and yes to the team and yes IS THE BEST SOLUTION and yes 

DO YOU THINK THAT THIS SOLUTION IS ACCORDING TO THE SIMPLE RULES I GAVE YOU and yes MAYBE YOU WILL GO 

BACK ONCE MORE AND YES TO READ THE SIMPLE RULES AND YES AGAIN AND YES TO UNDERSTAND THEM AND YES 

TO DO EXACTLY WHAT I ASKED YOU TO DO and yes my friends and yes so far and yes YOU HAVE NOT MADE ME 

PROUD and yes I WAS HOPING FOR YOU TO MEET QUICKLY and yes I GAVE YOU THE SOLUTION and yes IF YOU JUST 

READ, UNDERSTOOD and yes TALKED ABOUT IT and yes I ASKED YOU TO SHARE THE MONEY SO ALL OF YOU WILL GET 

THE SAME TO EAT and yes WHEN ELIJAH ALREADY HAS PAID 19,000 SHILLINGS and yes ALL YOU COULD DO and yes 

WAS TO FIND OUT HOW MANY PEOPLE SHOULD THE REST OF THE MONEY BUY FOOD TO and yes THEN TO DIVIDE THE 

MONEY BY THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE and yes my FRIENDS THIS WAS REALLY AS EASY AS THIS and yes YOU DID NOT DO 

IT and yes YOUR CONFLICT and yes is still unsolved and yes my friends HOW MUCH HAVE YOU REALLY LEARNED and 

yes SINCE YOU HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE YET TO SOLVE THIS QUITE EASY QUESTION and yes PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU 

SOLVE THIS QUESTION NOW my friends and yes NOW IS NOW and yes TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH MONEY YOU HAVE 

IN TOTAL AND TO PRIORITISE FOOD FOR ALL and yes DO I NEED TO MAKE IT EVEN MORE CLEAR FOR YOU OR DO YOU 

UNDERSTAND MY GUIDELINES NOW? 

 

And yes here is the email and yes from David and yes IT MAKES ME VERY SORRY TO WRITE SO CLEARLY AS I DID AND 

YES BECAUSE THIS IS NOT WHAT I WANT TO DO BUT WHAT I NEED TO DO AND YES FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND – 

PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT AND YES NOW my friends ☺. 

 

Jambo Stig from David, 

 

Greetings on from a cold Nairobi morning. I'm fine today. Unlike on Monday, Yesterday and today are a bit dry. I'm 

sorry that I was not able to write yesterday as I had promised on Monday. I met John and Elijah yesterday. John was 

traveling yesterday for two days and I hope to see him towards the end of the week, may be Friday. I didn't see Me-

shack yesterday but hope to so today. I was able to receive 20 000 shillings (about 49% of the money) from Elijah for 

the three of us ( John, Meshack, I and for the office requirements) to manage and survive on. Thank you Stig for the 

support. 

 

About the crisis we had, we have not been able to arrange a meeting for all of us to talk on a common way forward. I 
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shall update you again tomorrow on this. I hope for the best. 

 

About Jenifer, I sure would like to meet her?Is she in Nairobi? Please give me her contacts and I shall call or arrange to 

meet her at the office. 

 

Have a good day and best regards.  

 

David 

 

And yes David I have sent you an email and yes with guidelines and yes to contact Jen and yes as I call her and yes I 

sent Jen and yes an email today and yes I hope that you will be able to help each other and to become friends. Thank 

you very much David, I am happy for you to follow up on this ☺. 

 

More on people dreaming about me 

And yes we know and yes saying and yes to you and yes that MY MOTHER and yes NOW YOU and yes THEN ME and 

yes MY SELF and yes CHANGING and yes costumes and yes Guards and yes on my castle and yes WHEN YOU COME 

HOME and yes YOU WILL NOT SUFFER LIKE NOW and yes WHEN ALL OF THESE and yes THE WORST SUFFERINGS and 

yes A MAN HAS EVER GONE THROUGH and yes WHEN THIS IS FINISHED and yes IT WILL BE WITH THE FEELING and yes 

that this was nothing special and yes even though and yes it was to my ULTIMATE BORDER and yes we know and yes 

SO DIFFICULT and yes when it is going on and yes afterwards and yes nothing special and yes also and yes NO PROB-

LEM TO DO THIS and yes TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes God and yes said and yes thank you for the disgression and yes that my mother and yes Karen and yes has 

had dreams about me and yes which they have not “stored” the same way as I and yes WHICH IS NOT “present” with 

them BUT YES MY BOY and yes WE SHOULD NOT BE SURPRISED and yes WHEN I LAUNCH THIS STORY and yes BE-

CAUSE and yes WE HAVE BEEN PREPARED but still and yes IT WILL BE VERY DIFFCULT and yes for us in the beginning to 

believe and yes so it is and yes TALKING and yes also and yes ON MUSLIM LEADERS and yes MANY OF THEM HAVE 

HAD DREAMS OF ME and yes OF JESUS and yes returning and yes AFRAID and yes they are of saying this and yes to the 

muslims and yes because WHAT WILL THEY DO and yes TO IMAM’S TELLING STORIES LIKE THIS and yes so it is and yes 

MANY PEOPLE and yes KNOWING ABOUT MY ARRIVAL and yes so it is. 

 

A visit by my mother and John 

And yes we know and yes also a visit and yes today and yes from my mother and yes John and yes bringing and yes 

more of my belongings and yes lamps, carpet, pictures for the wall etc. and yes very nice indeed and yes needed this 

and yes to finish and yes the setup and yes of my apartment and yes this is and was the goal of today and yes so it is. 

 

And yes my mother and yes told me and yes that my old CV and yes from the beginning of 2008 and yes was much 

better than my new and yes I could not follow her because I am much more satisfied with my new CV and yes my 

mother and yes believed and yes that there are too many details and yes in my new CV and yes I understand and yes 

their feeling about that and yes I don’t agree and yes as mentioned earlier and yes I could have done two CV’s and yes 

also in this round and yes one with and yes one without the details but I do believe that people get my point and yes 

when I say and yes that this CV and yes is made on Level 2 and yes not including all details and yes not being superfi-

cial and yes so it is and yes level 1 and yes 3 and yes LIKE THAT VERY MUCH TOO and yes so it is and yes she continued 

and yes again and yes talking and yes of me being the most clever and yes of people working and yes I had to tell her 

and yes that I am not bragging and yes that it is only when people receive this information and yes when they treat 

this information in what I call their personal filter and yes that the information and yes will become distorted and yes 

then they will believe and yes that I am bragging but it is actually and yes PEOPLE and yes LISTENING TO THEIR OWN 

VOICE and yes NOT UNDERSTANDING and yes THAT THIS IS THE TRUTH my friends AND YES AN EXAMPLE TO THE 

WORLD and yes OF HOW MANY PEOPLE and yes WHO ARE SUFFERING OF THIS DISEASE and yes so it is here. And yes I 

also told my mother that she has seen some of my work in the past – a few memos – and she knows that I am doing 

the best work and yes WHICH MY MOTHER and yes confirmed and yes John and yes KNOWS FOR A FACT and yes that 

this is the case and yes so it is here. 
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And yes understanding and yes I do and yes my mother and yes the family and yes they want me to get a job and yes 

maybe easier and yes when I am not “bragging” and yes using the old CV instead and yes UNDERSTANDING THAT and 

yes my friends and yes you know and yes HAVING THE FAMILY AGAINST ME and yes DOCTORS and yes FRIENDS and 

yes HEADHUNTERS and yes ALL PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTANDING and yes SEEN THE FACE OF THE DEVIL AND YES OF ALL 

OF THESE and yes EXCEPT and yes THE LTO TEAM and yes THEREFORE and yes I AM DOING THIS AS SOLO WORK and 

yes FIGHTING and yes the Devil and yes in all of these people and yes NOT ACCEPTING and yes WHAT THEY WANT ME 

TO DO but instead and yes using these stories and yes TO TELL ALL OF THEM and yes THE WORLD and yes THAT THIS 

IS WHAT I WANT YOU TO CHANGE and yes we know THIS IS WHY I HAVE DONE AS I HAVE DONE. 

 

And yes I also told my mother and yes THAT THERE ARE MANY THINGS WHICH I AM NOT GOOD at and yes I AM 

PROBABLY AVERAGE in most sports and yes maybe with the exception of Bowling where I normally win and yes NOT 

GOOD IN FOOTBALL, BADMINTON, GOLF ETC. BUT I WILL ALWAYS FIGHT WITH EVERYTHING I GOT and yes Søren H. 

YOU HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME ATTITUDE AND YES DO YOU REMEMBER OUR FIGHTS ON THE BADMINTON COURSE 

AND YES THIS IS WHAT I TRULY LIKE TO SEE AND YES IN OTHER PEOPLE AND YES THAT THEY GIVE EVERYTHING THEY 

HAVE and yes IF I HAD USED MUCH MORE TIME and yes on Golf for example and yes I WOULD BECOME A MUCH BET-

TER GOLF PLAYER and yes PROBABLY I COULD BECOME and yes “among the best” and yes IF I USED TIME ENOUGH 

AND YES ALL OF MY COMMITMENT and yes BECAUSE THEN GOD WOULD HELP ME and yes LIKE HE IS HELPING ALL 

ELITE SPORTS MEN AND WOMEN and yes so it is an yes I AM ONE OF THE WORST and yes TO DRAW/PAINT and YES I 

HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO TALENT TO DO THIS and yes I DON’T BELIEVE THAT I WILL EVER HAVE and yes if I was only to 

continue life as it has been so far and yes I “DON’T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HISTORY”, GEOGRAPHY, LITTERATURE etc. – 

BUT I DO KNOW THAT I LOVE YOU and yes therefore this song my friends - and yes I am not very skilled as a craftsman 

and yes because I don’t have the experience and yes NOW I HAVE ALSO TOLD YOU and yes the truth is only this and 

yes I AM BORN WITH VERY GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS and yes WILL POWER and because of this and yes when it 

comes to work and yes I HAVE SUCCEEDED and yes to become “the best” and yes this is like being the world champion 

and yes for example in Boxing and yes ONE HAS TO BE THE WORLD CHAMPION AND YES TAKE MUHAMMED ALI and 

yes CASSIUS my boy and yes when he was the best in the world and yes if you met him and yes if he told you that he 

was an “average” or “good” boxer and yes then he would not tell the truth and yes you would not understand and yes 

that he was in fact the best BUT WHEN HE TOLD ALL PEOPLE and yes THAT HE WAS THE BEST and yes WHEN HE TRULY 

WAS THE BEST and yes HOW DID PEOPLE REACT TO THAT and yes DID PEOPLE UNDERSTAND and yes BECAUSE and 

yes THAT HE ONLY SPOKE THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS OWN COMPETENCES and yes my friend USE THIS AS AN EXAMPLE 

WHEN YOU EVALUATE ME and yes thank you Cassius and yes still not free my son and yes soon and yes I CAN CALL 

ALL PEOPLE MY SON and yes OR DAUGHTER and yes SO IT IS HERE TOO – and yes only THINKING and yes THAT I HAVE 

NEVER DEVELOPED MY TRUE SKILLS FULLY AND YES BECAUESE AND YES NO MANAGERS AND YES HAVE REALLY AND 

YES OFFERED ME A TRUE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME AND YES SO IT IS. 

 

And yes it is difficult and yes for the family and yes WHEN THEY KNOW and yes of my “sickness” and yes problems and 

yes today and yes I had to hear about all of the people being thrown out of their apartments because they don’t pay 

rent and yes because of the financial crisis and yes we know and yes MANY WAYS TO SAY THE SAME and yes PLEASE 

BE CAREFUL STIG and yes is the belief of the family and yes ONLY SAID BECAUSE OF CONCERN and yes CARE but TO-

TALLY MISUNDERSTOOD and yes my friends and yes because I WILL PAY THE RENT and yes THE FIRST MONTH and yes 

the 10th NOVEMBER and yes AS STATED IN THE CONTRACT and yes WHICH IS WHAT ALL PEOPLE DO HERE and yes to 

pay on the last day that is and yes THE INNER VOICE OF PEOPLE CAN REALLY BE STRONG. 

 

And yes I was just thinking and yes that Sanna and yes the family and yes MAY BELIEVE and yes THAT WHAT I SUFFER 

FROM and yes is delusions of grandeur and yes MAYBE THAT IS LOGICAL TO YOU and yes BECAUSE I “BELIEVE”I AM 

JESUS and yes BECAUSE I “BELIEVE” AND YES THAT I AM THE BEST WHEN IT COMES TO WORKING and yes IS THAT 

WHAT YOU BELIEVE SANNA and yes THEN YOU KNOW EVEN MORE THAN THE DOCTORS and yes A BIG RESPONSIBIL-

ITY and yes FOR YOU TO DETERMINE and yes this and yes without understanding and yes without listening? 

 

And yes the best part and yes is that you have agreed with me and yes when you have listened and yes NOT ALWAYS 

YOU WANT TO DO THAT but when talking on Africa, NGO’s, bureaucracy etc. and yes you believe and yes that I speak 

about what is right and yes STILL YOU BELIEVE I AM SICK and yes NOT THE NICEST THING and yes TO EXPERIENCE AND 

YES THAT MY FAMILY and yes BELIEVES AND YES THAT I AM SICK and yes WHEN IT IS COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE and 

yes TO SIT DOWN and yes FOR THEM TRULY TO LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND and yes I DON’T KNOW IF YOU CAN FEEL 
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MY FEELINGS BUT THIS IS A NEW FEELING I HAVE WHEN TELLING THIS AND YES THAT THIS IS HOW LIFE IS AND YES 

SADNESS AND YES THAT THE FAMILY AND YES TREATS ME AS A SICK AND YES THINKING THAT THEY MUST HELP ME 

and yes otherwise and yes I will not be able to take care of my self and yes my FRIENDS and yes my FAMILY and yes 

THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY TO ALL OF YOU and yes MAYBE NOT THE BEST MORNING but when you heard about my 

voices and yes ALL OF YOU STOOD OFF because ALL NORMAL PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY AND YES BELIEVE and yes 

THAT YOU ARE MAD and yes WHEN YOU LISTEN TO VOICES and yes THIS IS THE TRUE SYMPTOM MY FRIENDS and yes 

YOUR BELIEF and yes that “voices” is a sicknyess and yes THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU and yes SAD and yes 

STILL CARRY ON AND YES BECAUSE THIS IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO and yes TO ACCEPT THESE FEELINGS and yes of 

people and yes treating me as a child and yes WHEN THEY ARE TO BLAME THEMSELVES and yes THIS IS THE MOST 

UNFAIR WAS TO TREAT PEOPLE and yes my friends and yes THIS IS WHY AND YES I DON’T LIKE THE WAY YOU TREAT 

MENTAL PATIENTS and yes …. ☺ 

 

Speaking to Korn/Ferry  

And yes thank you so much and yes to Steen and yes from Korn/Ferry and yes for your email yesterday and yes for you 

to ask me to contact you and yes I thought and yes that you would invite me for a personal interview and yes that you 

just maybe and yes had a position and yes which you could use me for and yes is this how you are working Steen and 

yes to call INTERESTING people and yes TO LISTEN TO THEM and yes FOR YOU TO DECIDE AND YES IF YOU LIKE THEM 

and yes THEN YOU WILL INVITE them and yes just thinking we are and yes I HAD MANY QUESTIONS FOR YOU and yes 

MAYBE I CAME TO STRONG ON YOU my friend and yes when talking and yes about your SYSTEM and yes for example 

and yes so it is and yes you recommended and yes me to key in my information and yes on your system and yes you 

said and yes that I will decide myself and yes which competences and yes which I would like to key in and yes then 

these will be used and yes by you globally and yes as search criteria and yes I ASKED YOU and yes THAT IT IS WELL 

KNOWN and yes THAT MANY PEOPLE and yes WILL OVERDO and yes their own competences and yes WAS THIS TO 

CROSS YOUR LINE my friend AND YES WAS THIS EXACTLY and yes WHAT YOU THOUGHT ABOUT ME and yes THAT I AM 

NOT AS SKILLED and yes AS I HAVE WRITTEN IN MY CV and yes PLEASE TELL THE WORLD MY FRIEND and yes you said 

and yes THAT WHEN YOU CONTACT PEOPLE and yes WHEN YOU FIND OUT and yes THAT PEOPLE HAVE NOT TOLD THE 

TRUTH ABOUT THEIR COMPETENCES and yes THAT THEY WILL NOT BECOME POPULAR WITH YOU and yes just thinking 

and yes of what you thought of me and yes your conclusion and yes “I have something, but I don’t believe it is right for 

you even though you are at the border” and yes this is my best translation of what you said and yes WAS THIS ACTU-

ALLY WHY YOU CONTACTED ME STEEN and yes TO DO A VERY BRIEF TELEPHONE INTERVIEW and yes WHERE IS YOUR 

QUALITY and yes OBJECTIVITY? 

 

And yes Steen told me and yes that there is a big difference and yes of how businesses and yes work and yes when 

they describe the needs of a new manager or employee and yes the essence of what he told me and yes is that if a 

manager has been with the same company and yes industry for many years and yes he will think and yes that it is very 

important to have professional experience from that industry and yes when you have worked for many industries and 

yes then you are more flexible and yes know that it is the personal competences and yes which are the most impor-

tant BUT YOU NEED TO LEARN THE TRADE MY FRIENDS (!) and yes liked to hear that Steen and yes thank you and yes 

MONEY TALKS and yes THE CUSTOMER and yes will decide and yes so it is and yes even though and yes the headhunt-

ers and yes according to Steen and yes will try to influence and yes their customers. 

 

Finalising the setup of my apartment 

And yes we know and yes cleaned up this morning and yes we know and yes setting up pictures on the wall, lamps, TV 

and Radio signals and yes cords and yes nailed to the wall etc. and yes in total and yes I would say and yes approx. 

95% finished and yes with the total setup of my apartment and yes I NEED TO FOLLOW UP ON THE LAST DETAILS and 

yes THE MAJOR PROBLEMS HERE and yes is one transformer and yes which I BY MISTAKE and yes THREW OUT and yes 

a couple of days ago and yes DID NOT THINK I WOULD NEED IT but I needed it today and yes I have four halogen wall 

lamps and yes two for the bedroom and yes two for the living room and yes because of the missing transformer and 

yes I could not complete everything and yes I could not buy a new one and yes not all shops were open and yes when I 

went and yes FOR THE SECOND TIME and yes to the city centre and yes to buy CORDS etc. and yes one lamp and yes in 

the bedroom and yes does not work and yes I also need to unpack and yes the glasses and yes a few things which my 

mother and yes came with today but I will have to say and yes that I AM HAPPY WITH WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes  

HAVE BOUGHT and yes cores and yes halogen bulbs etc. and yes for a total and yes of 362 DKK and yes today and yes 

did that and yes because and yes I found coins and yes for “some hundred DKK’s” and yes so it is and yes because I 
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WANTED TO FINALISE TODAY and yes BEEN WORKING VERY HARD TO DO THIS and yes IT IS ACTUALLY AND YES A 

HOME NOW and yes WILL FIX THE LAST SMALL THINGS AND YES AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes I JUST WANT TO 

TELL YOU WITH THIS EXAMPLE and yes I WANT YOU TO BE AS EFFECTIVE and yes IN PRIVATE and yes AS IN WORK and 

yes HOW MANY WEEKS OR MONTHS and yes CAN IT TAKE TODAY and yes FOR A “NORMAL” FAMILY and yes to set up 

pictures and yes lamps and yes to nail cords and yes to the wall and yes FAR TOO LONG and yes BUT IF YOU ARE FO-

CUSSED and yes IF YOU DON’T HAVE THOUSANDS OF THINGS WHICH YOU DON’T NEED and yes IF YOU ARE IN CON-

TROL OF YOUR LIFE and YES THEN YOU CAN MOVE and yes ESTABLISH A NEW HOME ANOTHER PLACE and yes IN A 

FEW DAYS and yes WHICH WILL LAST and yes TO YOUR SATISFACTION FOR YEARS and yes DON’T BE LAZY IN PRIVATE 

but use and yes what you have learned and yes at work and yes DO THE SAME IN PRIVATE MY FRIENDS. 

 

Selfmade problems by Elijah and the team 

Dear Elijah, 

I have told you and yes written in these scripts about WHY I HAVE ASKED YOU TO DO AS I HAVE DONE and yes FOR 

YOU TO BRING ME TO THE WORLD and yes EVERYTHING HAS BEEN DESIGNED BY GOD FOR US TO CREATE THIS STORY 

TOGETHER and yes ELIJAH THE PRESENT SITUATION WILL NOT LAST FOREVER and yes ONLY FOR AT SHORT PERIOD OF 

TIME and yes I HAVE SENT YOU ENOUGH MONEY for you and the TEAM TO HAVE SOMETHING TO EAT and yes THIS IS 

WHAT I HAVE REQUESTED YOU TO DO and yes TO GET THE SAME TO EAT and yes TO SHARE WHAT MONEY IS LEFT 

NOW FOR THIS MONTH and yes my friends ELIJAH you are now the symbol of this and yes THERE IS ENOUGH and yes 

FOR ALL OF YOU TO GET FOOD and yes IF YOU JUST DO WHAT IS LOGICALLY THE RIGHT THING TO DO and yes TO 

SHARE WHAT I HAVE GIVEN you BUT WHEN YOU CANNOT SHARE and yes WHEN YOU CANNOT COMMUNICATE and 

yes THEN YOU RISK and yes THAT PEOPLE ARE STARVING and yes ELIJAH THIS IS NOW WHAT YOU HAVE SHOWN THE 

WORLD and yes IT IS TRULY AS SIMPLE AS THAT and yes IT IS STILL AS SIMPLE AS THIS: GET A VERY GOOD MEETING IN 

A GOOD AND WARM ATMOSPHERE and yes AMONG FRIENDS and yes WITHOUT BEING HOSTILE and yes WITHOUT 

THINKING THE WORST OF OTHERS BUT TO LISTEN TO EACH OTHER AND YES TO TRULY HELP EACH OTHER AND YES TO 

FOLLOW WHAT I HAVE TOLD OF VERY SIMPLE RULES and yes GUIDELINES and yes AS YOU TOLD ME THE OTHER DAY 

ELIJAH THAT YOU WOULD FOLLOW BUT WHICH YOU HAVE NOT FOLLOWED and yes this was the reason why I asked 

you and yes which guidelines you were going to follow and yes Elijah the conclusion is only this YOU HAVE NONE 

OTHER THAN YOURSELF TO BLAME and yes OF YOUR DIFFICULTIES AND YES OF GETTING FOOD ON THE TABLE and yes 

GOD PROMISED THE OTHER DAY and yes THAT NOTHING WOULD HAPPEN TO YOU and yes EVEN IF NOT PAYING 

YOUR BILLS and yes HOW CLOSELY DO YOU READ THESE SCRIPTS? – HAVE YOU UNDERSTOOD and yes THAT GOD IS 

NOW PREPARING and yes MY TRAVEL and yes THAT WE WILL SOON SEE EACH OTHER AGAIN and yes THIS IS WHAT I 

CAN TELL YOU TODAY, so my friends STOP USING YOUR ENERGY ON CREATING PROBLEMS WHICH SHOULD NOT BE 

THERE – FOLLOW MY GUIDELINES AND YES TO SHARE AND YES FOR YOU TO GET FOOD ON THE TABLE AND YES THIS IS 

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU NOW AND YES EVEN IF YOU HAVE TO READ THESE SCRIPTS AND YES ON THE SCREEN 

INSTEAD OF A PRINT-OUT. 

 

And yes Elijah I have answered all of your questions if you really read and yes Elijah you are a free man – I have told 

you how easily you can come through and yes to share with the team and yes now the team will have to share with 

you and yes Elijah WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF YOU START YOUR BUSINESS AGAIN AND YES DO YOU THINK YOU WILL BE 

ABLE TO MANAGE WITHOUT FOR A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME AND YES WHEN YOU KNOW THAT THIS IS WHAT WILL 

BRING ME TO THE WORLD? PLEASE FIND A SOLUTION TOGETHER FRIDAY WHERE YOU WILL SHARE AND WHERE YOU 

WILL BUY FOOD. 

 

And yes here is the email from Elijah today: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

I would like to register my appreciation for your continuous update. I do welcome you to your new apartment( Karibu 

Sana). Happy to read from  you and also from Meshack. I had earlier promised to pass the sermons from the church 

today.However, i had not compiled them by end of today. We are set to have our meeting on Friday. John is not in nai-

robi for now, you will hear from him as soon as he returns. 

 

Stig as  we look forward to having our meeting on Friday, i would be happy if you can help me understand :- 
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1.When you came to kenya on may this year ,i was running a business, you have  the records of my business contacts in 

your script ! But on the way you asked me to drop it. 

 

2. I was servising a loan with a microfinance.I gave all my deatails and forms from the bank to offset  the loan to you 

,Again you requested me to drop the idea. 

 

Why for the two above, because we had Faith NORMA LIFE was coming to us and we still have the Faith.  When you 

were in kenya we shared equally everything in the house. I must thank you once more for the help you gave in settling 

the first installmet, but i have a few  questions below? :- 

 

1. Since you requested me to stop my business, How will i continue on with life without an income? 

2. Is 1000ksh which was left after i paid 19000ksh to the bank enough to take a whole family for a month? 

3. Will you allow me to go back to my business? 

 

 As we look forward to our meeting on friday, i would be happy to receive from you a clear picture on this subject.I feel 

my happiness is being taken away because of this money issue. You know how much i used to earn from my business, i 

believe and trust in myself that given the opportunity, i will be able have the business running up again . This will help 

me offset my loan and help more in the office as i have always done and leave everybody happy by sharing equally 

what you find of help to us. Clearly it  will take me  to adjust to the business for i have lost the clientel of most of my 

customers. Can I Make It? 

 

YES I CAN! 

 

Finally, i have not FAILED in delivering ! I know  i can deliver, i have the power,the strength and all it takes to be a 

leader. 

I will come back to you on Friday and look forward for your input. 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes my friends and yes JUST THIS and yes THE REASON and yes FOR THIS PLAY and yes IS ALSO TO SHOW THE 

WORLD and yes AN EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE NOT LISTENING and yes THIS IS TRULY VERY SIMPLE TO UNDERSTAND and 

yes DO YOU WANT TO LIVE OR DON’T YOU and yes DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME?  
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Thursday 5th November 2009 

Sleep and almost dreaming, writing to Sidsel and Evans, work on one task at a time, application for rent support, the 

Matrix movies, meeting with the Jobcentre at Lyngby Commune, buying food for the first time in 6 months, I am 100% 

finished setting up the apartment, David and Jenipher are now friends on Facebook, I was rejected by the Ministry of 

Work, I have been driven to avoid my living hell and Kim S. feared I was a member of the Moon sect …. 

 

Sleep and almost dreaming 

And yes still tired we are and yes very weak dreams and yes difficult to remember and yes I was at a building store in 

order to spread love and yes I did not want to tell Sanna and yes more of the same and yes did not write it down. 

 

Writing to Sidsel and Evans 

And yes my friends and yes did this after the script late last night and yes wrote to Sidsel and yes difficult to under-

stand what she really wants and yes to see me or not to see me and yes to be friends or maybe still to become more 

than that and yes difficult because people don’t tell or show clearly and yes because she does not write in a very em-

phathic way and yes I am thinking and yes that she writes and yes in the same way as Paul my former friend writes 

and yes WITHOUT POSITIVE FEELINGS and yes very short and yes this is the impression I get and yes the day before 

yesterday I was very happy that Evans and yes from the church and yes in Gachie and yes wrote to me and yes it is Ev-

ans and yes the member and yes employee of the bank and yes so it is and yes he just wanted to say hi and yes to 

hear how I am doing and yes so it is and yes HAPPY TO HEAR FROM YOU EVANS and yes I wrote back and yes saying 

that I am missing the church every Sunday etc. Thank you my friend ☺. 

 

Work on one task at a time 

And yes God gave me a very demanding task again and yes to set up my apartment and yes in only three days and yes 

VERY MANY THINGS TO DO and yes and IF I THOUGHT OF ALL THINGS AT THE SAME TIME and yes I WOULD BECOME 

STRESSED and yes IF I WORKED ON MORE THAN ONE TASK AT A TIME and yes I KNOW and yes THAT I WOULD LOSE 

FOCUS and yes EFFECIENCY and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes I HAD TO DELIBERATELY and yes THINK OF ONLY 

ONE TASK AT A TIME and yes difficult it was and yes because of the large number of tasks when you move and set up 

your new place but I succeeded and yes ALMOST and yes accomplished and yes what God asked me to do and yes I 

AM SATISFIED and yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT and yes ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO REACH and yes will continue work-

ing on the last things today to finalise them. 

 

And yes ALMOST also made my action plan yesterday and yes GOD IS PUSHING ME SO HARD and yes I OUGHT TO BE 

ABLE TO MAKE A PERFECT PLAN and yes we know and yes ONE TASK FROM YESTERDAY MISSING and yes TO FIND A 

SOFA TABLE and yes on www.dba.dk and yes so it is here and yes still carrying on we are and yes CATCHING UP TODAY 

and yes telling God and yes yesterday and yes that I had to postpone and yes the sofa table task and yes one day and 

yes so it is here – and yes SORRY I AM and yes THAT HE CHEATS ME LIKE THIS and yes DOING MY BEST and yes TO 

MAKE ALL ASSIGNMENTS and yes I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AMBITIOUS and yes I SHOULD HAVE MADE IT CLEAR TO HIM 

and yes DESPITE OF HIS INHUMAN PRESSURE and yes THAT THERE WERE SOME TASKS and yes WHICH I SHOULD HAVE 

MORE TIME TO DO and yes so it is. 

 

Application for rent support 

And yes on my action plan for today and yes was to fill out and yes the application for rent support and yes IT 

SHOWED OUT TO BE IMPOSSIBLE to finish today and yes BECAUSE THIS IS BUREAUCRACY OF THE WORST and yes I 

ALSO NEED TO GET THE ASSOCIATION OF THESE APARTMENTS to fill out the form and yes with very detailed informa-

tion and yes maybe I will be entitled and yes to 300-500 DKK per month and yes BUREAUCRACY and yes OF THE 

WORST DRAWER (!) and yes THIS IS THE MESSAGE and yes DON’T DO THIS IN THE FUTURE and yes so it is. 

 

The Matrix movies 

And yes we know and yes in Matrix and yes you are sleeping and yes the machines and yes have invented a world you 

dream about and yes which is so real that you do believe and yes that you are living a normal life and yes in the Matrix 

and yes a complete world and yes with people, work and yes apartments etc. and yes so it is and yes so it is and yes 

WHY DO I WRITE THIS and yes BECAUSE and yes GOD YESTERDAY and yes TOLD me and yes OF THE INSPIRATION and 

yes WHICH HE GAVE THE AUTHORS OF THE MOVIE and yes so it is and yes by saying and yes THAT YOU YOURSELF and 
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yes YOUR OWN INNER SELF and yes YOUR OWN SPIRITUAL BEING and yes WHICH YOU NORMALLY ARE CONNECTED 

TO and yes in one SOUL and yes HERE and yes when you are not and yes living physically too and yes on Earth and yes 

THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE TO YOU and yes EVERY TIME and yes I PLACE YOU ON EARTH and yes YOU ARE STILL WITH 

ME TOO and yes ALL OF YOU and yes YOU ARE TOLD and yes TO MONITOR YOURSELF and yes WHAT WILL YOU LEARN 

FROM YOUR LIFE and yes THIS TIME and yes THE NEXT TIME and yes WE WILL TAKE THESE LEARNING EXPERIENCES 

and yes TO FORM A NEW LIFE and yes THIS IS WHY THE MATRIX MOVIES and yes WERE INVENTED and yes TO SAY and 

yes THAT YOU ARE LIVING and yes IN A KIND OF MATRIX and yes THAT YOU ARE ALL HERE WITH ME and yes THAT 

YOU ARE MONITORED and yes BY YOURSELF my friends and yes so to speak. 

 

Meeting with the Jobcentre at Lyngby Commune 

And yes I was asked and yes to come and yes at 9.30 and yes today and yes at Lyngby Commune and yes I was there 

on time and yes reporting my arrival and yes the employee was writing a number 9 next to my name and yes this was 

obviously and yes the waiting number I received and yes is the system here and yes that all people automatically are 

asked to come at 9.30 and yes then they will just have to wait and yes until an employee is available to talk to them? 

 

And yes I WAS WAITING FOR ONE HOUR and yes BECAUSE OF THIS SYSTEM and yes OF COURSE IT IS POSSIBLE and yes 

TO AGREE ON INDIVIDUAL MEETING TIMES and yes FOR THE COMMUNE and yes THE CITIZEN to keep and yes just 

thinking and yes A LOT ABOUT THIS BUREAUCRACY and yes obviously working very well for the Commune but NOT 

THE BEST SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE LIVING HERE MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes speaking and yes to a nice lady and yes I cannot remember your name and yes I told you about my story and 

yes coming from Hørsholm and yes shortly about my professional career and yes telling her and yes that I had brought 

the CV and yes my Action Plan and yes for her to see and yes included and yes on my USB stick and yes the one I found 

the other day and yes the old one bought in Kenya and yes is still not working and yes gave her an update and yes of 

what I have done to find a job and yes if she wanted and yes to see my CV and yes action plan and NO because the 

purpose and yes of this meeting and yes was for her to find out and yes if I am suited and yes to work and yes I WAS 

NOT TOLD ABOUT THIS IN FOREHAND (!) and yes she believed and yes after speaking to me and yes that I am suited to 

work and yes NICE TO HEAR THAT and yes then she explained and yes of THE PROJECT “QUICK STARTING”and yes 

WHICH IS WHAT THIS COMMUNE and yes BELIEVE IS THE BEST THING TO DO and yes STILL THEY ARE FOLLOWING THE 

SAME LAW AS IN HØRSHOLM but and yes THE RESULT and yes IS VERY DIFFERENT and yes different people and yes 

making different solutions and yes to help people living different places with exactly the same need and yes NO SYS-

TEMS ARE PERFECT and yes AS THEY ARE TODAY and yes here they WANT ME TO MEET FOUR DAYS PER WEEK from 

8.30-13.30 TO “HELP ME” ON HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION ETC. OR as she said JUST TO BE THERE and yes I WILL 

HAVE TO BE THERE FOR TWO WEEKS and yes I said to her and yes that I believe I know how to do this for myself and 

yes added and yes MAYBE THESE PEOPLE CAN HELP ME and yes REALLY HOPING THAT and yes BUT ACTUALLY and yes 

MY HOPE IS NOW MUCH LOWER and yes after the experience with Hørsholm and yes in this Commune and yes the 

concept is different but and yes they almost sound proud when they say that ALL PEOPLE WILL FOLLOW THE SAME 

PLAN and yes TAKING AWAY FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY OF PEOPLE and yes THE DEVIL WORKING HERE TOO and 

yes so it is and yes after two weeks and yes I COULD NOT DO ANYTHING ELSE THAN SMILE and yes BECAUSE THIS IS 

HERE and yes WHERE GOD WILL MEET ME and yes if everything goes alright and yes is my belief and yes from here 

and yes THIS COMMUNE and yes WANT ALL RECEIVERS OF CASH HELP TO COME TO BREDE PARK TO WORK AS --- 

GARDENERS (!!!) my friend and yes A VERY BEAUTIFUL PLACE TOO and yes THAT IS TRULY FANTASTIC and yes APPAR-

ENTLY because this will last for 10 WEEKS and yes “a hard work to be a receiver of cash help” and yes as the nice lady 

explained and yes furthermore and yes you will work 30 hours per week and yes just thinking and yes that this will be 

at a “pay” of approx. 79 DKK per hour and yes the lowest pay in Denmark and yes is according to Wikipedia and yes 

103 DKK and yes here we have a system and yes approved by the politicians and yes which gives 20% lower pay and 

yes than the officially accepted lowest pay in this community and yes REALLY THINKING A LOT ABOUT THAT MY 

FRIENDS AND YES UNACCEPTABLE IF YOU ASK ME and yes so it is and yes THE NEXT THING and yes IS ALMOST EVEN 

WORSE and yes IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE and yes THAT IT IS A VERY GOOD IDEA AND YES TO GET BACK TO THE 

JOB MARKET and yes as quickly as possible and yes here the Commune and yes IS STEALING and yes YOUR WORK 

POWER and yes WHICH YOU COULD USE and yes TO APPLY FOR A JOB and yes SO THIS COMMUNE and yes IS ACTU-

ALLY “HELPING” and yes by giving you a payment which is lower than the lowest accepted in Denmark and yes to take 

you away and yes from what should be the most important and yes TO FOCUS ON GETTING A NEW JOB and yes what 

they offer after two weeks and yes is to come at a “job club” and yes every second Wednesday and yes DO YOU 
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KNOW WHAT I THINK OF THIS SYSTEM SO FAR and yes NOT GOOD MY FRIENDS and yes on Monday and yes I will start 

at the Job Workshop and yes TO REPORT and yes of my findings there and yes FEARING and yes THAT THEY WILL NOT 

ACCEPT MY WAY OF SEARCHING FOR A JOB and yes that they will demand and yes me to search for ANY job and yes 

we will have to see. 

 

And yes after the meeting at the Jobcentre and yes they told me and yes to go back to the CITIZEN SERVICE and yes to 

get an appointment and yes to talk about the cash help and yes THEY WANT ME TO APPLY FOR THIS and yes APPAR-

ENTLY AND YES IT IS WITHOUT IMPORTANCE and yes that HØRSHOLM HAVE ALREADY APPROVED ME and yes A 

WASTE OF TIME TOO and yes waiting and yes maybe 10 minutes and yes speaking to an employee and yes he asked 

me to my very big surprise and yes OF HOW MUCH and yes I SOLD MY CAR FOR and yes I felt it as a total invasion of 

my privacy and yes HE WAS USING INFORMATION and yes WHICH HE FOUND ON THE INTERNET and yes because and 

yes HE THOUGHT and yes IF I GOT 500,000 DKK FOR THE CAR and yes THAT I PROBABLY SHOULD HAVE SOME MONEY 

LEFT and yes CONTROL SYSTEMS and yes PEOPLE CHEATING here and yes THE DEVIL PLAYING AGAINST THE DEVIL and 

yes NOT LIKING THAT AT ALL and yes TOLD HIM THE TRUTH and yes THAT I SOLD THE CAR and yes THE PRICE was ex-

actly what I owed the leasing company and yes the employee accepted my answer and yes he gave me a meeting time 

and yes THURSDAY and yes the 13TH NOVEMBER 2009 and yes A NEW APPLICATION FORM (!) and yes THINKING AND 

YES OF LYNGBY and yes compared to Hørshom and yes it took me and yes less than one hour and yes to get registered 

and yes at the Jobcentre and yes to be approved for cash help and yes in Hørsholm and yes here and yes it takes al-

most 14 days and yes JUST TO GET THROUGH THIS SYSTEM and yes I WONDER and yes IF THEY WILL LET ME KNOW 

and yes AT THE MEETING and yes IF THEY CAN APPROVE ME FOR CASH HELP and yes my friends and yes MAKING 

PEOPLE AND YES UNCERTAIN and yes IF THEY WILL RECEIVE HELP and yes REALLY NOT UNDERSTANDING and yes 

THAT NO PROFESSIONALS and yes HAVE SEEN GONE THROUGH THIS BUREAUCRACY and yes HERE IN DENMARK and 

yes TO SAVE and yes I DON’T KNOW BUT MANY UNNEEDED PROCESSES and yes TO CUT AWAY BUREAUCRACY and yes 

TOTALLY AMAZED I AM and yes IS THIS THE PRICE and yes FOR PEOPLE and yes WANTING TO DEVELOP and yes EVE-

RYTHING THEMSELVES and yes instead of doing and yes WHAT IS LOGICALLY and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE THE BEST THING 

TO DO and yes ONE CONCEPT ONLY and yes WHEN WE TALK ABOUT SYSTEMS LIKE THIS and yes so it is my friend. 

 

Buying food for the first time in 6 months 

And yes today and yes I BOUGHT and yes food for the first time and yes since I moved and yes to Lyngby and yes actu-

ally and yes since I moved from Denmark to Kenya and yes my mother and yes brought me some lunch and yes for the 

first days here and yes she had also made a big portion of LASAGNE and yes FREEDOM AND HAPPINESS and yes 

THINKING OF ITALY and yes so it is here and yes this portion and yes lasted for four days and yes therefore and yes still 

having a budget and yes of 40 DKK per day and yes for breakfast, lunch and yes dinner and yes including drinks and 

yes hot drinks as well and yes not much here and yes I went to Netto and yes I BOUGHT and yes bread and yes chicken 

etc. and yes ALL WAS THE CHEAPEST FOOD PER KILO and yes OF WHAT THEY HAD and yes so it is and yes I BOUGHT 

FOR A TOTAL OF 121 DKK and yes will have to last for three days and yes also buying and yes BASIC food and yes 

which Ketchup is in my mind and yes so it is and yes MANY TEMPTATIONS HERE IN LYNGBY and yes food, cafes, fitness, 

cinema, and yes forbidden things as well and yes NOTHING and yes HAS TEMPTED ME and yes so it is and yes today 

and yes also buying and yes another plug for my lamps and yes a new and yes transformer and yes to replace the lost 

one and yes total expenses and yes of 150 DKK and yes thinking and yes that there will be maybe 400 DKK and yes in 

coins and yes this is the decision I took and yes to buy these things for the apartment and yes BECAUSE and yes I BE-

LIEVED and yes THAT GOD WANTED ME TO PRIORITISE MY HOME and yes AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes TO GET 

THIS SET UP and yes so it is and yes I never really know and yes if a decision like this is the right or wrong decision and 

yes I WOULD HAVE KNOWN and yes from the Devil and yes if it was the wrong decision and yes you know the old 

threat and yes NOT FUNNY I TELL YOU and yes BUT THIS WAS ALSO THE ROAD OF GOD and yes therefore the right de-

cision and yes REALLY STILL VERY TIRED and yes ONLY FINALISING THIS and yes WITH MY DISCIPLINE and yes AS 

USUAL MY FRIENDS and yes so it is – and yes now back to the rest of the setup of the apartment and yes the time is 

now 13.20 and yes I SPENT A TOTAL OF 1 ½ hours at the Commune today and yes A WASTE OF TIME MY FRIENDS. 

 

I am 100% finished setting up the apartment 

And yes my friends and yes today and yes I did and yes what I expected to do and yes I HAVE NOW SET UP THE 

APARTMENT and yes ALL DETAILS MY FRIENDS and yes in less than four days and yes so it is and yes buying a new 

transformer and yes just take this area as an example and yes TO STANDARDISE MY FRIENDS and yes HOW MUCH DO 

YOU BELIEVE YOU CAN SAVE and yes to have standards and yes in voltage and yes plugs and yes this transformer and 
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yes had a little bit different and yes technical details and yes it only gives half the light and yes as the other and yes 

using the same bulbs and yes so it is and yes I repaired and yes the lamp which I found out yesterday and yes was not 

working and yes the cord and yes had lost its connection and yes I found out and yes during the day and yes that one 

lamp and yes was not hung up and yes very good and yes because THE WALLS HERE and yes DON’T HAVE THE QUAL-

ITY and yes WHICH WALLS SHOULD HAVE and yes SOME PLACES and yes THEY ARE VERY LOSE and yes CANNOT BEAR 

MUCH and yes therefore and yes I UNPLUGGED THE LAMP and yes USED OTHERS SCREWS and yes TO MAKE IT MORE 

TIGHT and yes why writing this and yes just to say and yes I AM NO BIG CRAFTSMAN but I have used my best skills and 

yes when working on this apartment and yes I KNOW and yes LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE and yes WHAT I HAVE 

LEARNED FROM THIS EXPERIENCE and yes I CAN USE FOR THE NEXT and yes IF I HAD RECEIVED MORE EXPERIENCE 

WHEN GROWING UP and yes I WOULD BE MUCH BETTER AT THIS TODAY and yes JUST MAYBE I COULD BE AMONG 

THE BEST and yes IF I USED AS MUCH TIME and yes AS MY FATHER ALWAYS DID and yes so it is. 

 

And yes THE REASON IS ALSO THIS and yes WHEN I WRITE IN THIS BOOK and yes BASIC RULES and yes ON WORKING 

and yes IT REALLY MEANS ALL KIND OF WORK and yes also for craftsmen as an example and yes for you to get the 

same feeling as I have written about earlier and yes the feeling that you are proud of what you have done and yes the 

feeling that you have done your absolutely best and yes knowing that you have used the right techniques and yes the 

best materials and yes NOT BEING TEMPTED TO SAVE TIME and yes BY DOING HANDWORK WHICH IS NOT ACCORD-

ING TO BEST PRACTICES and yes SEEN VERY MANY EXAMPLES ON THIS and yes ON DANISH TELEVISION and yes DO 

YOUR BEST MY FRIENDS and yes NO MATTER WHAT WORK YOU ARE DOING – and yes AFTER YOU HAVE DONE YOUR 

WORK and yes LOOK AT IT and yes SEE HOW GOOD IT IS and yes ENJOY WHAT YOU HAVE DONE and yes I HAVE AL-

WAYS DONE THIS MY SELF and yes WHEN I AM HAPPY WITH SOMETHING I HAVE DONE and yes I CAN READ THE SAME 

SCRIPT and yes MAYBE 10 TIMES and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes finally and yes THIS IS MY EXAMPLE and yes FOR YOU TO KNOW and yes THAT I HAVE NOT GIVEN UP and 

WHY SHOULD I DO MY BEST and yes SETTING UP THIS APARTMENT and yes WHEN JUDGEMENT DAY IS COMING and 

yes ONLY BECAUSE OF THIS and yes BECAUSE I WILL ALWAYS DO MY BEST and yes NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS and 

yes BECAUSE I DON’T WANT AN ATTITUDE and yes OF NOT CARING and yes WHEN YOU CONTINUE DOING YOUR BEST 

and yes I WILL HELP YOU ALSO and yes WHEN I DO MY BEST and yes I WILL HELP YOU ALL OF YOU AND YES MAKE 

YOUR LIVES EASIER AND YES BY SUPPORTING YOU AND YES DIRECTLY AND YES BECAUSE THEN YOU WILL MAKE ME 

HAPPY AND YES VM AND YES SAYING THAT AND YES WITH A VERY CALM AND YES GENTLE FEELING AND YES STILL 

HAVING THE DEVIL WITH HER AND YES SO IT IS AND YES JUST LIKE MY SELF AND YES NOT SPEAKING MUCH WITH MY 

OWN SPIRITUAL SELF AND YES NOT RIGHT TO DO AND YES WHICH IS WHAT WE ALL FEEL. 

 

David and Jenipher are now friends on Facebook 

And yes thank you very much and yes both David and yes Jenipher and yes YOU ARE NOW FRIENDS and yes ON FACE-

BOOK and yes BECAUSE OF MY RECOMMENDATION and yes YOU MAY NEVER HAVE MET and yes WITHOUT me and 

yes WHEN YOU NOW MEET and yes YOU MAY BECOME EACH OTHER’S BEST FRIENDS and yes YOU MAY HAVE AN IM-

PORTANT IMPACT ON EACH OTHER’S LIVES and yes I LIKE THE IDEA and yes of networking and yes SO MUCH and yes 

THAT I HAVE USED DAVID AND YES JENIPHER as examples and yes OF HOW TO CONNECT PEOPLE and yes WHICH 

MAYBE CAN HELP EACH OTHER AND YES BOTH JENIPHER AND YES DAVID ARE FACING DIFFICULTIES and yes HOPING 

and yes THAT THEY WILL HELP EACH OTHER and yes THINKING THE SAME and yes IN OTHER SITUATIONS TOO and yes 

work wise and yes if you need a new job etc. 

 

I was rejected by the Ministry of Work 

And yes my friends and yes TODAY and yes THROUGH EMAIL and yes FINALLY I RECEIVED and yes THE EXPECTED RE-

JECTION and yes FROM BO SMITH and yes FROM THE MINISTRY OF WORK and yes HE HAS READ MY APPLICATION and 

yes MEMO and yes HE HAS NO COMMENTS and yes ON THIS WORK and yes what he says and yes FOR GOD and yes 

NO SURPRISE but for me and yes because God did not tell me and yes A COMPLETE SURPRISE and yes THEY HAVE DE-

CIDED and yes TO CONTINUE and yes WITH THE PRESENT DIRECTOR and yes THE JOB AD and yes SAID NOTHING 

ABOUT THE PRESENT DIRECTOR BEING ONE OF THE “CANDIDATES” and yes JUST maybe and yes WHEN YOU KNOW 

THE BUREAUCRACY and yes HOW THEY NORMALLY WRITE THIS and yes look at this text and yes from the ad in Danish 

and yes does this say and yest that you will “compete” with the present director and yes JUST MAYBE BO YOU HAD 

ALREADY DECIDED and yes BEFORE PUBLISHING the ad and yes THAT YOU WANTED TO CONTINUE WITH YOUR PRE-

SENT DIRECTOR and yes just wondering we are here: 
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“Beskæftigelsesministeriet har med den seneste regeringsom-

dannelse fået tilført en række områder, som har resulteret i en 

ændret organisering af ministeriets enheder, herunder Ar-

bejdsmarkedsstyrelsen. Endvidere er jobcentrene pr. 1. august 

2009 overført fra styrelsen til kommunerne, som skal drive 

dem direkte. Ministeriet har derfor i lyset af dette fundet, at 

stillingerne som direktør og vicedirektør for Arbejdsmarkeds-

styrelsen skal opslås.” 

 

And yes I will leave it up to people to decide and yes if the 

permanent secretary and yes made the right choice and yes I 

noticed especially the following criteria and yes from his ad:  

 

“Øget beskæftigelse samt forenkling og rationalisering er vig-

tige mål for styrelsen”and “Du skal organisere et stort område 

samt sikre effektiv drift og udvikling på Arbejdsmarkedsstyrel-

sens opgavefelter”. 

 

And yes where was the WORK MINISTER and yes THE PRIME 

MINISTER and yes I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR YOUR STORIES and 

yes maybe also about and yes civil servants and yes taking de-

cisions and yes without informing the government and yes 

WHO IS RUNNING THE (ROTTEN) STATE OF DENMARK and yes JUST THINKING WE ALL ARE HERE. 

 

I have been driven to avoid my living hell 

And yes WHAT I HAVE DONE and yes SINCE ARRIVING TO KENYA and yes ALSO SOME TIME BEFORE and yes HAS BEEN 

and yes TO AVOID WHAT IS TRULY THE LIVING HELL FOR ME and yes THE THREAT and yes TO BE TOGETHER WITH MY 

MOTHER and yes GOD HAS THE MEANS and yes TO DO THIS AS IT WAS FOR REAL and yes TERRIFIED  I WAS and yes 

THIS HAS BEEN MY DOOMSDAY so to say and yes WHAT I HAVE FEARED THE MOST and yes WHAT YOU WILL FEAR THE 

MOST and yes IS LOSING YOUR LIFE my friends and yes I JUST WANTED and yes TO MAKE THAT CLEAR and yes so it is. 

 

Kim S. feared I was a member of the Moon sect …. 

And yes speaking and yes to Preben today and yes my old colleague and yes friend and yes very nice speaking to you 

again and yes I like you very much and yes so it is but PREBEN YOU ARE ONE OF THE WORST PEOPLE I KNOW WHEN IT 

COMES TO TALKING ABOUT YOURSELF and yes YOU LOVE TO DO THAT and yes NOT VERY OFTEN and yes that you ask 

questions BUT VERY NICE OF YOU CALLING AND YES thank you very much and yes the last time and yes I was together 

with Preben and Kim S and yes was in December 2008 and yes winning in Bowling I was and yes I told them about 

some of my plans for the future and yes could not tell all and yes therefore and yes as Preben told me today and yes 

Kim and yes had guessed and yes that this might have something to do with the moon sect and yes I could only tell 

Preben and yes that Kim should base his guesses on facts and yes that we normally trust in each other and yes so it is 

here and yes Preben and yes will now arrange a new bowling evening and yes very nice and yes if God will let me and 

yes so it is here too.  
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Friday 6th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, a new rejection from the Work of Ministry!, how to motivate people, updating my action plan, my 

updated CV, my budget for the rest of the month, my meeting with Sidsel, hearing from the last headhunter, Meshack 

improving his communication/reflection, a positive email from Elijah and my meeting with Kirsten. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know all of us and yes every day and yes at the moment and yes when sitting and yes writing the begin-

ning of the script of the day and yes during the mornings and yes YOU HAVE THE WORST CRISIS and yes of being tired 

and yes also this morning and yes now when the time is 9.20 and yes so it is.  

 

And yes a few dreams as well and yes the night before this and yes it was almost impossible to remember the dreams 

and yes even straight after the dreams and yes God and yes the Council and yes will decide and yes the same hap-

pened and yes for the first dream and yes of this night and yes the other short dreams and yes were easier to remem-

ber and yes so it is also here: 

 

• I am with Karen and Denis in their apartment. They can only afford one meal and I tell them that I have eaten and 

that I can wait until tomorrow. Denis has cheated, I see a very complicated IT-system with his and Karen’s names, 

I see they have taken out life insurance covering each other, but despite of this I am dancing of joy in front of 

them and Karen says that the reason for me dancing is probably true. Fuggi is also at the apartment and as my 

friend he says that he will leave because it can also have a negative effect on him. 

• I hear a song, which I am not quite sure who is with, but I also get the feeling of Delta Goodrem and the words 

“underneath”, “starlight” and “you can run you can hide” and hereafter I am told half awake about Karen “but 

when she can feel you, she will know that I will continue telling the whole night long about one glass of water af-

ter another”  

• Lee Marvin tells me that Peter A. is now a director for a bank and he tells me that it is not always that he will do 

what Peter does. Comment:  YES WE WERE thinking of Peter A. doing commercials for QXL and yes IN PLACES 

WHERE HE SHOULD NOT DO IT and yes MY EXAMPLE TOO and yes SELLING MY CAR and yes WITH A SALES SIGN 

IN THE CAR and yes in front of the “fine” shops on Rungstedvej and yes NOT VERY HAPPY THEY WERE ABOUT THIS 

and yes WHO IS RIGHT and yes IS THIS PUBLIC ROAD OR NOT and yes I SAW NO PROBLEMS IN IT and yes REALLY 

NOT CERTAIN ABOUT IT TODAY and yes IS IT PRIVATE OR PUBLIC? 

• I meet the director of Arbejdernes Landsbank and he likes me and therefore he asks me if I want to become the 

vice director of the bank. Later I see that the bank has two top managers and they want me to do both of their 

work. Comment: Work here and yes IS ALL THE WORK and yes WHICH THE MANAGERS and yes BELIEVE THEY ARE 

TOO FINE TO DO and yes IN MY WORLD and yes TOO LAZY TO DO and yes so it is. 

• I am in Fair Forsikring. The premises are now bigger and better looking. People tell that I will give – and I get the 

impression that it is lunch for all people. 

• I walk inside the school and believe that the pause is now over and that I will have to go back to class. I see Bertel 

Haarder as the teacher, but he does not enter the class room and therefore I walk outside and talk to other peo-

ple. 

• I buy five ice creams, three of the best chocolate ice creams and two cone ice creams, I give away four ice creams 

and get the cone myself. I buy five more of the same ice creams and the same happens, I give away four and get 

the cone myself. 

• Elijah tells me that he would like me to publish my book. I have received contact to a publisher and I am only wait-

ing for this signal and I am told that there is a deadline of one week I believe (the dream ended and this period of 

time was difficult to remember, I believe it was one week but I am not certain). 

 

A new rejection from the Work of Ministry! 

And yes my friends and yes yesterday it was A PERSONAL and yes REJECTION and yes from the permanent secretary 

and yes today and yes I received another rejection (!) and yes from the HR Centre and yes they only give and yes a 
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general explanation and yes of why and yes they did not hire me and yes I WOULD LIKE EMPLOYERS and yes IN THE 

FUTURE and yes IF YOU GIVE REJECTIONS and yes TO SPECIFY and yes THE INDIVIDUAL REASONS WHY and yes YOU 

DID NOT WANT TO HIRE THE APPLICANT and yes A GENERAL REJECTION and yes DOES NOT GIVE ANY VALUABLE IN-

FORMATION AT ALL and yes so it is and yes this rejection and yes only says and yes that they have chosen to EMPLOY 

and yes THE APPLICANT and yes which they thought best met their demands and expectations and yes so it is and yes 

we know and yes NOT A WORD IN THEIR LETTER and yes THAT THEY HAVE CHOSEN AND YES TO CONTINUE THE EM-

PLOYMENT and yes of the present director and yes IS IT ONLY OF ADMINISTRATIVE REASONS that you published the 

job ad and yes ONLY WONDERING we are and yes thank you and yes to the permanent secretary and yes for giving me 

and yes his personal letter and yes thank you also and yes for telling the truth and yes that you have chosen the pre-

sent director (!) and yes I HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANYTHING LIKE THIS BEFORE and yes BUT ON THE OTHER HAND and 

yes JUST MAYBE and yes THIS WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO DO MANY PLACES and yes ONLY WITH THE DIFFERENCE 

and yes TO REALLY LOOK and yes REALLY REALLY REALLY LOOK AT THE APPLICANTS and yes to see and yes if there are 

people better suited for the job and yes just maybe and yes the permanent secretary and yes later will understand 

and yes that he would be better off by hiring me and yes maybe and yes JUST MAYBE and yes YOU ACTUALLY AGREE 

WITH THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN MY MEMO my friend BUT MAYBE and yes YOU BELIEVE THAT THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE 

TO DO and yes EVEN THOUGH THIS IS THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THIS WOULD 

LOGICALLY BE THE BEST THING TO DO and yes CAN YOU UNDERSTAND and yes WHY I THINK and yes that THIS COM-

MUNITY and yes AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE WORLD and yes IS ROTTEN and yes PEOPLE NOT HAVING THE COURAGE TO 

DO and yes WHAT THEY SAY THEY WILL DO and yes WHICH IS THE BEST TO DO and yes just thinking out loud here 

again. 

 

And yes this is the content of the email I received this morning: 

 

Vedr. stilling som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen 

 

Ansættelsesrunden er nu slut, og vi har besat den ledige direktør stilling i Beskæftigelsesministeriet, Arbejdsmarkeds-

styrelsen. 

 

Som svar på din ansøgning må vi derfor meddele dig, at du ikke er kommet i betragtning til den ledige stilling. Det 

skyldes, at vi har valgt at ansætte den ansøger, som vi vurderede bedst matchede vores krav og forventninger til den 

ledige stilling. 

 

Tak for den interesse, du har vist Beskæftigelsesministeriet, og vi ønsker dig held og lykke med din eventuelle videre 

jobsøgning. 

 

Med venlig hilsen 

Koncernpersonalecentret 

 

How to motivate people 

And yes I COULD TELL YOU A LOT ABOUT THIS and yes THERE ARE PROBABLY VERY GOOD BOOKS about this subject 

and yes out there already and yes I just want to ADD and yes THAT WHEN YOU SHOW YOURSELF and yes WITHOUT 

ANY CONSTRAINS and yes WHEN PEOPLE AND YES WILL KNOW and yes THAT YOUR ONLY PURPOSE and yes IS TO 

HELP OTHER PEOPLE and yes WHEN PEOPLE and yes CAN TRULY FEEL THE WARMTH in you and yes YOUR JOY AND 

HAPPINESS and yes ALSO AT THE SAME TIME and yes TO SERIOUSLY and yes DISCUSS and HELP YOU and yes ON YOUR 

DEVELOPMENT AREAS AND NEEDS and yes WHEN YOU AS THE MANAGER – and yes WHEN YOU NEED TO MANAGE 

PEOPLE – and yes HAVE THE HIGHEST PROFESSIONAL KNOW HOW AND KNOWLEDGE and yes BEST COACHING, 

COMMUNICATION AND FACILITATION SKILLS and yes THEN IN BRIEF and yes YOU HAVE THE BEST MOTIVATOR OF ALL 

and yes BUT WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE KNOW HOW and yes WHEN YOU CANNOT EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS and yes 

DON’T SHOW JOY AND HAPPINESS and yes WHEN YOU THINK MORE OF YOURSELF and yes AS VERY MANY PEOPLE DO 

HERE and yes WHEN YOU CONTROL PEOPLE and yes AS A DIRECTOR and yes THEN YOU CANNOT MOTIVATE PEOPLE 

and yes IT IS TRULY AS SIMPLE AS THIS my friends and yes PLEASE MOTIVATE PEOPLE IN THE FUTURE. 

 

Updating my action plan 
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And yes just wanted and yes to update you and yes on the kind of tasks and yes which I include and yes in my action 

plan and yes at the moment and yes even though and yes I believe and yes that my things and yes papers etc. and yes 

in my stack and yes my clothes and yes is 95% and yes in order and yes probably and yes in a much better shape than 

most places and yes I have decided and yes to go through and yes “all” papers as one example and yes which is not 

much and yes to put them in even better order and yes just thinking and yes I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO TESTS and yes 

DONE ON ME and yes during the years and yes NONE OF MY EARLIER WORK at all and yes ALL OF THIS and yes 

THROWN OUT and yes BECAUSE I WOULD NEVER USE IT AGAIN and yes MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS MY PHILOSOPHY 

and yes TO GET RID OF WHAT YOU WILL NOT USE AGAIN and yes so it is and yes JUST MAYBE and yes THE WORLD and 

yes WOULD HAVE BEEN HAPPY and yes TO SEE and yes ALL OF THIS MATERIAL and yes BAD LUCK and yes WE NEED TO 

FOCUS and yes ON THE FUTURE and yes NOT ON THE PAST and yes so it is here too my friends. 

 

And yes my thinking and yes is to include and yes ALL TASKS and yes WHICH IS NOT ORDINARY TASKS and yes WHICH 

YOU DO MORE OR LESS EVERYDAY and yes SMALL OR BIG PROJECTS and yes agreements and yes with people and yes 

ON THE ACTION PLAN and yes so it is and yes I am thinking and yes to include and yes a weekly and yes cleaning of the 

house and yes for example and yes on Saturdays and yes when It comes to work and yes no idea and yes to include 

and yes that you will answer incoming phones and yes as an example of what may be included in your normal every-

day work and yes AS LONG AS YOU CARRY OUT and yes YOUR NORMAL JOB and yes SATISFYING and yes THERE IS NO 

REASON and yes TO INCLUDE THIS IN YOUR ACTION PLAN and yes ONLY and yes if you get a BACKLOG and yes YOU 

NEED TO INCLUDE THIS as a task and yes this is my philosophy and yes A NEW WORD and yes WHICH GOD NOW LIKES 

TO USE and yes just thinking and yes of the next book my friends and yes still carrying on we are here. 

 

My updated CV 

And yes we know and yes THIS IT-EQUIPMENT and yes is not always and yes the easiest and yes to use and yes I found 

out and yes that I could use the Snapshot tool and yes in the Adobe Reader program and yes it worked and yes from 

the edges of the document and yes a whole page and yes in a higher resolution and yes than when I first and yes 

showed you my CV and yes this is the reason why and yes I have included the CV again and yes this time and yes of 

course the updated version and yes read it again and yes this morning and yes updated the text and yes in ONE PLACE 

ONLY and yes ACTUALLY HAPPY ABOUT THE REST and yes so it is and yes did I mention and yes that I have also tried 

the Snipping tool earlier and yes to do this but and yes IT DID NOT GIVE ME THE QUALITY I WAS LOOKING FOR and yes 

so it is here too.  
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- and yes NOT HAPPY AT ALL ABOUT THE PICTURE and yes WHICH IS THREE YEARS OLD BUT THIS IS THE LAST PICTURE 

and yes WHICH I CAN USE and yes FOR THIS PURPOSE and yes WHICH I AM HAPPY ABOUT and yes WHERE I AM 

WEARING A SUIT and yes SHOULD HAVE BEEN UPDATED but you know and yes NOT WEARING SUITS AT THE MOMENT 

MY FRIENDS. 

 

My budget for the rest of the month 

And yes this afternoon and yes I took my plastic bag of coins and yes it did not seem of much and yes knowing and yes 

from experience and yes that there will always and yes be more money and yes than expected and yes I thougt and 

yes that 400 DKK and was as realistic as possible but in fact there was 906 DKK and yes so it is and yes I have used 

some money and yes as mentioned and yes to get in order and yes in my apartment and yes I now have DKK 1,050 in 

my pocket and yes DKK 5,500 in my bank and yes on Monday and yes I will pay and yes my rent and yes I will not start 

and yes living a new place and yes without paying rent (thinking of sending more money to Kenya) and yes so it is here 

and yes the rent is DKK 4,000 and yes giving me and yes DKK 1,550 net and yes I will pay for a gift and yes for Hans and 

yes DKK 200 and yes transport and yes maybe DKK 400 and yes 40 DKK and yes per day for food and yes which is really 

a minimum here and yes then there is actually more or less nothing left and yes I was thinking and yes if I could send 

more money and yes to the team in Kenya and yes I AM SORRY MY FRIENDS and yes YOU WILL HAVE TO MANAGE and 

yes WITH THE MONEY I SENT YOU and yes WHAT YOU CAN GET and yes FROM MARY maybe Elijah and yes FOR YOU 

TO SHARE WITH THE TEAM my friend and yes IF THE OTHERS OF YOU AND YES WILL DO THE SAME and yes HELP 

YOURSELF and yes HELP YOUR GOOD FRIENDS AT THE TEAM and yes TO SHOW and yes THE LOVE OF THE NEXT PER-

SON and yes TO THE WORLD and yes THANK YOU MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

My meeting with Sidsel 

And yes wrote and yes again with Sidsel and yes yesterday and yes AGREED and yes to meet and yes TODAY and yes 

AT NYHAVN and yes “New Harbour” and yes a very nice place and yes just thinking and yes that God and yes still gives 

me and yes THE MOST HORMONES and yes TO ANY MAN and yes AT THE SAME TIME and yes “NO SATISFACTION”and 

yes AT ALL and yes ALSO THEREFORE and yes NO WOMAN and yes NO CRY and yes AS THE SONG but we know it 

should be NO WOMAN YES CRY and yes or something like that and yes because this is a part of the game and yes in 

itself and yes it is a crime and yes it is torture in fact and yes so it is my friends here and yes now and yes this after-

noon and yes I will sit in front of a beautiful woman again and yes having this feeling and yes temptation and yes 
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NOTHING TO DO ABOUT IT and yes OTHER THAN BEING PUNISHED and yes if I give after for the temptation and yes 

THEN THE DEVIL and yes WILL BE and yes 10 times as strong and yes NOT LIKE THAT TO HAPPEN and yes therefore 

and yes this is life my friends. 

 

And yes it was with this feeling and yes that I went to Copenhagen and yes arriving and yes a few minutes early and 

yes in Nyhavn 17 and yes thinking of you Georgie and yes when I was there with you and yes so it is here too and yes 

Sidsel and yes arrived and yes also early and yes very good here and yes we had a very good meeting and yes talked 

and yes about her work situation and yes she has now had three meetings and yes with the headhunters and yes 

called Pointers and yes first the consultant and yes then the consultant and yes his director and yes now the consult-

ant and yes a psychologist and yes this process and yes started and yes more than one month ago and yes TO NAR-

ROW DOWN and yes THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES and yes to 4 and yes we know and yes JUST THINKING and yes IF 

THERE WAS A DATABASE and yes OF ALL PEOPLE and yes YOU WOULD HAVE MUCH BETTER CHANCES and yes TO FIND 

THE BEST CANDIDATES and yes so it is but now and yes 4 left and yes A NEW MEETING FOR HER and yes ON FRIDAY 

and yes THIS TIME and yes THE FIRST MEETING and yes WITH THE CLIENT and yes SHOULD NOT BE SURPRISED and yes 

IF THE CLIENT WANTS TWO MEETINGS and yes then there will be time and yes to produce a contract and yes maybe 

to negotiate and yes OFTEN IT TAKES and yes 2-3 months and yes THROUGH A HEADHUNTER and yes TO DO THIS 

PROCESS and yes WE WOULD LIKE TO DO THIS MUCH BETTER and yes laughing I am and yes I SAW THE WHOLE 

COUNCIL and yes MAKING LAUGH and yes this is what Sidsel thinks of me too and yes NOT SO FUNNY TODAY but 

knowing and yes OF THIS CHARACTER OF MINE and yes THAT I CAN ALSO BE REALLY FOCUSSED and yes SIDSEL’S view 

about me and yes according to the Council and yes a disgression and yes thinking of Karen and yes so it is and yes 

LATER and yes so it is and yes Sidsel is now closer and yes to get this job and yes RECOMMENDED and yes FROM 

SOMEONE and yes ANONYMOUS and yes TO THIS HEADHUNTER and yes THIS IS HOW and yes HE GOT THE NAME and 

yes OF SIDSEL and yes the phone company and yes “3” and yes had received her CV and yes from her network too and 

yes now she is also close and yes to get a job there and yes as a manager for BtB customer service and yes the first job 

and yes is about call center activities and yes management and yes for a “fund raising” company and yes she also told 

me and yes that she has received a job offer and yes from Kim and yes her former director at Excellent and yes to be a 

BtB sales manager and yes selling IT software and yes THREE VERY DIFFERENT JOBS and yes SHE CAN DO ALL OF THEM 

and yes BECAUSE OF HER PERSONAL COMPETENCES and yes SIDSEL HAS A VERY BIG NETWORK and yes this network 

and yes HAS NOW GIVEN HER 1 job offer and yes the next two and yes may be on the way and yes JUST TO TELL THE 

WORLD AND YES THAT THIS IS THE IMPORTANCE and yes OF HAVING A NETWORK and yes TO USE IT IN PRACTISE and 

yes SO IT IS. 

 

And yes she said and yes that the test and yes which was done on her and yes matched her fine and yes she also said 

and yes that the result of this test and yes is similar and yes to other tests and yes which she has done and yes re-

cently and yes they are not similar and yes to tests and yes done years ago and yes because of the development and 

yes she has gone through and yes this is her experience and yes I follow her on the part of developing as a person BUT 

I HAVE OTHER PERSONAL EXPERIENCES MY FRIENDS and yes THAN HER and yes so it is. 

 

And yes now Sidsel and yes has felt the pressure and yes after having these job interviews and yes this month and yes 

because she has needed to prepare mentally for these meetings and yes “to be on” and yes at the meetings and yes 

her LIFE IS CHANGING and yes NEW JOB and yes SHE IS LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO STAY TOO and yes MAYBE A 

NEW BOY FRIEND (!) and yes too and yes she told me about her “stress” and yes my reply and yes was as simple as 

this and yes YOU WILL LEARN and yes WHEN CHANGING JOBS and yes YOU WILL DEVELOP and yes WHICH IS WHAT I 

ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO DO and yes INSTEAD of some people having the same job always and yes NOT DEVELOPING 

YOU and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes we had a discussion and yes about what to include in a CV and yes Sidsel and yes uses time to adjust her CV 

and yes according and yes to the job and yes which she applies and yes if they focus on one competence and yes she 

will include more on this in her CV and yes less on other competences and yes probably some or many people do this 

and yes MY REPLY and yes WAS ONLY THIS and yes TO HAVE A FULL CV and yes INCLUDING ALL OF YOUR COMPE-

TENCES and yes RESULTS and yes TO ALWAYS USE THIS and yes as a standard and yes EVERYTHING ELSE AND YES WILL 

BE A WASTE OF TIME and yes THEN YOU WILL FOCUS and yes IN YOUR TALK WITH THE COMPANY and yes ON THE 

COMPETENCES and yes NEEDED IN THIS JOB and yes so it is and yes also agreeing on and yes with Sidsel and yes to 

have the same CV and yes in different details and yes so it is. 
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And yes after this and yes she asked and yes about me and yes I talked about my book again and yes including the 

headlines of the book and yes she found it interesting and yes not liking and yes that I did not tell her all and yes OF 

FAITH IN THE BOOK and yes SHE THOUGHT and yes THAT IT WAS NOT TO SHOW APPRECIATION and yes to her and yes 

to my friends and yes which I tell the same and yes I told her and yes that it was only because of my experience and 

yes with my family and yes that I did not tell her all and yes if I did and yes she would not believe in me too and yes I 

TOLD HER and yes THAT THIS WAS EXACTLY WHAT I TOLD HER ABOUT BEFORE and yes THAT PEOPLE WILL PUT IN-

FORMATION INTO THEIR PERSONAL FILTER and yes MAKE UP THE “TRUTH” themselves and yes because and yes 

WHAT SHE SAID and yes WAS NOT MY MOTIVE AT ALL and yes AS I HAD ALREADY TOLD HER and yes MY MOTIVE and 

yes WAS THE TRUTH and yes NOT WHAT SHE WAS “SPECULATING IN” and yes SHE CHALLENGED ME and yes TO TELL 

HER MORE and yes I LIKED THAT VERY MUCH and yes therefore and yes I TOLD HER ABOUT MY “SPIRITUAL” experi-

ences in general and yes the story of 12th April 2004 and yes my visions, feelings and yes direct talk and yes since 2006 

and yes not making a problem and yes knowing that from other people here and yes IT IS FIRST and yes WHEN I PUT 

EVEN MORE INFORMATION ON TOP OF THIS and yes that people here and yes will back out and yes I TOLD HER also 

about being conscious and yes unconscious and yes the examples and yes of dreaming and yes breathing and yes 

WHO IS DOING THIS and yes WHO IS SWITCHING ON THE “ON” BUTTON TO START DREAMS FOR EXAMPLE and yes 

also telling her about the way she was holding her hand under her chin and yes if this was a conscious act of hers and 

yes she told me NO it was not and yes with the words and yes of the Council and yes I told her and yes WHEN SHE 

CONSCIOUSLY and yes TAKES A DECISION and yes THEN IT IS HERSELF and yes doing that and yes when she acts and 

yes automatically and yes on things and yes IT IS THE SPIRITUAL WORLD and yes doing it and yes so it is my friends ☺. 

 

And yes I have noticed and yes earlier and yes that Sidsel and yes is looking much like myself and yes when it comes to 

her attitude of working and yes NEVER GIVE UP and yes FOCUSSED she is and yes like that very much and yes today 

and yes I told her about SIMPLICITY and yes NOT HAVING HUNDREDS or THOUSANDS OF THINGS for example in a cel-

lar storage room and yes she has exactly the same philosophy and yes WHICH IS ALSO SOMETHING and yes PEOPLE 

WILL NOTICE and yes WHEN THEY FALL IN LOVE and yes when I spoke and yes about the spiritual side of me and yes I 

was thinking and yes AS I HAVE BEEN FOR SOME TIME and yes MAYBE WITHOUT WRITING DOWN and yes IF SIDSEL 

and yes HAS A MISSION TOO and yes TO HELP ME TO HELP THE WORLD and yes so it is and yes because and yes THEN 

WE HELPED YOU ACTIVELY and yes LIKE A CLAIRVOYANT WILL DO and yes I SHOWED YOU A SMALL CANDLE LIGHT  

and yes the kind of lights and yes which you will use on birthday cakes here and yes I SHOWED ONE LIGHT ONLY and 

yes I SHOWED YOU THE LIGHT and yes inside of Sidsel and yes gave you these words and yes THANK YOU NOSTRA FOR 

HELPING ME and yes THAT THIS IS THE FIRST LIGHT OF SIDSEL AND YES IN CONNECTION and yes with “spiritual devel-

opment” and yes that the cake and yes is not only filling the table we sat next to but the whole room and yes WHICH 

IS HER POTENTIAL and yes SPIRITUALLY and yes so it is and yes I said and yes that I will not tell her more today of this 

and yes that this is only one small step and yes the first step she has seen and yes of me and yes there are steps from 

here to the moon and yes then she understood and yes THAT MY STORY will  truly and yes SHAKE HER FOUNDATION 

and yes as I had told her during the conversation and yes she asked and yes if I was the new Messiah and yes PROBA-

BLY and yes SHE WAS NOT THINKING MORE OF THIS and yes NOT KNOWING and yes THAT THIS and yes WAS A 

THOUGHT OF HIMSELF and yes THROUGH and yes SIDSEL and yes TO MYSELF and yes FROM MYSELF and yes so it is 

here too ☺ and yes should have been three hearts and yes maybe I will do a macro on these or maybe even do a new 

keyboard design and yes using Microsofts special program to do this and yes SOMETIMES VERY DIFFICULT SOLUTIONS 

and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE USING THIS PROGRAM (Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator) and yes TO SOLVE THEIR 

PROBLEMS and yes AS MINE and yes when you have a physical US keyboard and yes YOU NEED A MIXTURE and yes OF 

THE US keyboard and yes including the Danish special characters and yes WHICH WILL WORK IN ALL PROGRAMS and 

yes AS MACRO’s in MICROSOFT WORD are not doing and yes TOOK ME SOME TIME TO CRACK THAT ONE but did it ☺. 

 

And yes WHEN I SPOKE and yes WITH STRENGTH and yes I NOTICED and yes WHAT I HAVE SEEN IN OTHER WOMEN 

BEFORE and yes TO TAKE IDA AS AN EXAMPLE and yes here it is “the look of love” and yes just like the book of abc and 

yes so it is and yes DIFFICULT IT WAS and yes TO FIND THIS THE BEST ROAD OF GOD and yes THE MOST OBVIOUS 

ROAD and yes WOULD BE NOT TO SEE SIDSEL and yes NOT TO BE TEMPTED and yes STILL SEEING HER and yes AS A 

FRIEND and yes PROBABLY and yes God actually told me and yes NOW WE HAVE STARTED SEEING EACH OTHER AND 

YES MAKING SMALL “DATES”and yes WHAT WILL NORMALLY HAPPEN and yes AFTER SOME DATES and yes YOU WILL 

MAKE LOVE and yes IF THE CONNECTION IS THERE and yes as it is here and yes THEN YOU WILL HAVE A NEW PART-

NER and yes I DID NOT TELL HER ABOUT KAREN and yes thought about that and yes just maybe and yes this would 
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mean and yes that I would not see Sidsel again and yes God and yes told me and yes that SIDSEL WILL BE OPENED and 

yes THROUGH HER LOVE and yes TO ME and yes EVEN IN and yes WHAT SHOULD HAVE or COULD HAVE BEEN MY 

WORST PERIOD and yes STILL AS STRONG AS EVER and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes you know I MAY BE A LITTLE BIT 

TIRED and yes TO SAY THE LEAST MY FRIENDS and yes FEELING MY SUFFERINGS AND YES EVERY SINGLE SECOND and 

yes NON SMOKING and yes IS STILL KILLING ME and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes then this and yes MM and yes was inside of me and yes using my hands and yes AS SHE NORMALLY DOES 

AND YES AS KAREN and yes TO OTHER PEOPLE and yes WHO SHE CARES FOR and yes ME INCLUDED and yes TOUCH-

ING and yes THE HANDS of SIDSEL and yes only the fingertips and yes THINKING and yes of my first meeting with Hen-

riette and yes NOT LIKE THIS and yes I AM NOT FLIRTING AT ALL and yes NOT PLAYING A LOVE GAME MY FRIENDS and 

yes THEN I WOULD HAVE MADE LOVE TO SIDSEL and yes WHEN MEETING HER THE FIRST TIME HERE IN OCTOBER and 

yes so it is BUT ONLY THIS and yes SHOWING HER and yes MY WARM FEELINGS and yes FROM MM and yes inside of 

me and yes ARE YOU CONFUSED and yes thinking of Burt and yes being invinsible and yes THEREFORE my friends and 

yes TRULY laughing a lot about that TV show I was ☺. 

 

And yes we were leaving and yes the place and yes with the agreement and yes to meet again and yes to find and a 

platform demonstration and yes by a good medium and yes receiving messages and yes from dead people and yes for 

Sidsel and yes to witness the truth of this herself and yes instead of being sceptical and yes AS MOST PEOPLE here and 

yes WITHOUT TRULY and yes EXPERIENCING IT HERSELF and yes MAYBE OTHER PEOPLE and yes WILL DO THE SAME 

and yes TO EXPERIENCE IT and yes INSTEAD OF JUST BEING SCEPTICAL – and yes telling Sidsel and yes that a very good 

medium and yes DOES NOT HAVE A VOICE OF HER OR HIMSELF and yes THEY ARE FACILITATORS or MEDIATORS and 

yes JUST A LINK and yes BETWEEN A LIVING AND A DEAD PERSON and yes WITHOUT MAKING ANYTHING UP THEM-

SELVES and yes I WISH THAT ALL PEOPLE WORKING WITH US and yes WILL USE THIS CODEC and yes DON’T MAKE 

THINGS UP FOR YOURSELF my friends. 

 

Hearing from the last headhunter 

And yes Stig and yes FINALLY and yes THE COUNCIL and yes IS ALMOST GIVING UP TO and yes SEEN THAT MANY 

TIMES and yes THE LAST DAYS and yes WHEN THEY and yes RELAX a little bit and yes JUST BREATH and yes A FEW 

SECONDS AND YES WITHOUT PLAYING THE DEVIl and yes THE SAME WAY as I TAKE SMALL BREAKS NOW and yes JUST 

BREATHING and yes thereafter to CONTINUE THE GAME and yes AS HARD FOR THEM and yes making my life HELL and 

yes AS IT IS TO ME HERE and yes JUST FOR YOU TO KNOW and yes TODAY and yes I HEARD FROM THE LAST HEAD-

HUNTER and yes J. Friisberg & Partners and yes I actually and yes LIKED TO RECEIVE a “PERSONAL” email and yes from 

you Michelle and yes saying and yes THAT YOU GET BOMBARDED WITH CV’S and yes MORE THAN YOU CAN HANDLE 

and yes thank you for being honest and direct and yes LIKE THAT A LOT and yes instead of so called “professional” an-

swers and yes without personality and yes without tryly giving straight answers and yes so it is here too and yes I LIKE 

BOTH PROFESSIONALITY AND YES PERSONALITY and yes MY FRIENDS here is her email ☺. 

 

Hej Stig 

 

Vedrørende dine henvendelser, så gør tiderne at vi mildest talt bliver bombarderet med mails og ansøgninger m.v. Og 

vi har Ikke resourser til at håndtere denne store arbejdsbyrde.  

 

Mange tak for din henvendelse og fremsendte CV, som nu er registreret i vores emnebank. 

 

Meshack improving his communication/reflection 

And yes Meshack and yes thank you very much my friend and yes for your email and yes feeling and yes vm and yes as 

I do every time and yes during these days of THIS PLANNED CRISIS at your office my friends AND YES WHEN I SAY 

PLANNED CRISIS and yes IT SHOULD BE EASY FOR YOU TO MAINTAIN YOUR FRIENDSHIP and yes to focus and yes ON 

YOUR SACRIFICE and yes ACCEPT YOUR PAINS my friends and yes AS WE ALL DO and yes UNTIL GOD WILL LIBERATE US 

all and yes and I agree with you and yes WHEN YOU FOCUS TOO MUCH and yes OF WHAT YOU THINK IS ESPECIALLY 

DIFFICULT FOR YOU AS A PERSON and yes WHEN THE PEOPLE and yes YOU ARE COMPLAINING TO and yes ARE GOING 

THROUGH SACRIFICES THEMSELVES and yes WHICH MAY BE EVEN HARDER and yes THAN YOUR OWN and yes YOU 

SHOULD REALISE and yes THAT THIS IS NOT BRINGING GOOD ENERGY to other people and yes ELIJAH I AM SORRY and 

yes TO SAY THAT THIS IS ABOUT YOU but I do hope that you will understand and yes THAT YOU ARE NOT THE ONLY 
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ONE HAVING A VERY DIFFICULT TIME and yes during these days and yes ELIJAH WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE and yes 

YOURSELF and yes YOUR OWN SELFISH NEEDS HERE OR NOW and yes TO SACRIFICE and yes JESUS and yes VIRGIN 

MARY and yes YOUR OWN INNER SELF and yes THE PROPHET ELIJAH and yes ALL OF THE TEAM and yes TO POSTPONE 

and yes OUR HELP TO PEOPLE and yes TO PREPARE THEM FOR JUDGEMENT DAY and yes BECAUSE MY FRIEND GOD 

HAS DETERMINED and yes THAT THE DATE and yes OF THE JUDGEMENT CANNOT BE POSTPONED and yes ELIJAH GOD 

IS NOW HERE I AM ASKING YOU TO CONSIDER and yes IF YOU WILL CHOSE THE DEVIL OR GOD and yes THE DIFFICULT 

ROAD and yes IS THE ROAD OF GOD MY FRIEND and yes WILL YOU BE TEMPTED and yes BY OTHER MEANS and yes 

BUSINESS OR OTHER and yes ELIJAH THIS IS THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR CONSIDERATIONS AT THE MOMENT MY 

FRIEND and yes I ONLY ASK OF YOU TO UNDERSTAND THIS and yes TO SHARE WITH THE WORLD and yes YOUR DIFFI-

CULTIES and yes OF ACCEPTING and yes GOD IN YOUR LIFE and yes ELIJAH because this is what you are doing and yes I 

DO HOPE and yes THAT YOU WILL TAKE THE TEAM IN YOUR HANDS AND YES ALL OF US and yes SPEAKING ON BEHALF 

OF THE COUNCIL and yes GOD TOO MY FRIEND and yes THIS IS YOUR CHOICE ELIJAH – WHAT WILL YOU DO? 

 

And yes Meshack THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes FOR YOUR FEEDBACK and yes YOUR REFLECTION and yes I LIKE THAT 

VERY MUCH and yes I CAN SEE YOUR WARM FEELINGS and yes IN THIS EMAIL and yes THOUGHTS ABOUT HOW TO 

SOLVE THIS CRISIS and yes my friends IT IS ALWAYS GOOD TO COMMUNICATE and yes I CAN ONLY ENCOURAGE YOU 

TO DO THIS and yes in the beginning of next week and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND and yes OF THE IMPORTANCE OF 

WHAT YOU ARE DOING – IT IS NOT ONLY YOUR PERSONAL FEELINGS WE TALK ABOUT and yes GOD and yes WAS 

ABOUT TO TELL ME and yes HOW YOUR STORY IS CONNECTED TO ME AND YES OUR MISSION but he did not finish his 

speech to me but it gave me the very clear impression and yes THAT HE WILL DELAY and yes MY ARRIVAL and yes 

YOURS TOO MY FRIENDS and yes IF YOU CANNOT REACH AN AGREEMENT and yes AS FRIENDS and yes GOOD COL-

LEAGUES and yes PLEASE BE POSITIVE and yes PLEASE FOCUS TO FIND A GOOD SOLUTION FOR ALL OF YOU and yes TO 

ACCEPT EACH OTHER and yes UNTIL and yes GOD WILL OPEN UP FOR ALL OF US – PLEASE MY FRIENDS IT IS A SHORT 

PERIOD and yes FOR YOU TO CONTINUE WITH THE SUFFERINGS and yes GOD and yes THE COUNCIL IS WITH YOU so 

please FAITH and yes FAITH and yes ONCE MORE and yes FAITH …. ☺ 

 

And yes here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Hi Stig, am still here and very sorry for having not written to you for close to two days but it was not due to laziness but 

because for the last two days have not made it to town and the net in my area was not working. 

 

Today have had the opportunity to go to town and read your mails and scripts on the screen without printing them. 

 

Have read the scripts and do understand your concern very much for the crisis in the office and had actually followed 

what you had recommended us to do by looking to people to abbitrate between us on saturday but on advice from 

David, he had told me we could meet the four of us and solve this matter to our satisfaction and you. 

 

 Leadership is not about money or what as a leader you will gain at expense of others but the respect which you com-

mand from the rest because material gain is what has made Africa in general to be led by Machiavelian managers and 

this is destroying the continent. when i read Elijah's mail i am forced to ask myself why he is always complaining about 

business and the loss he is suffering and i ask myself whether he has in mind that the rest of the team have all of the 

difficulties he is complaining about and my judgemment leads me to conclude that this is a leader who is only focusing 

only on himself at the expense of others and in him no virtue or attractiveness he will command from the community 

let alone the team. 

 

Stig i appriciate very much of your advice and i can tell you you have moddelled me because as i am writting to you , i 

am still writting an article about the recent happenings in Kenya of homo sexuality and have developed these skills 

of  writing from you. 

 

Be assured that this crisis will be resolved once John is back but please if Elijah continues talking about loans or other 

debts, we will not be ready to work with him instead we will find some one who is ready to suffer with the rest because 

this is a price we have to pay or the cost we have to incur.  

 

My advice to Elijah is to focus less on material gain but to focus on good leadership because if money brings happiness 
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to the  world, i am made to ask why are billionners such as bil gates are   spending much in charity?.  

 

The rest of us are willing to work without complaining and it makes me sad to continue writing about this crisis due to 

Elijah not ready to stop these justifications of material gain. Time is nigh and we shall solve this crisis once and for all. 

 

Hi to your family and the game continues. 

 

A positive email from Elijah 

And yes THANK YOU ELIJAH and yes FOR SHOWING THE BEST OF WHAT YOU GOT and yes THIS IS THE STRENGTH YOU 

NEED TO HAVE TO COME THROUGH TO THE OTHER SIDE MY FRIEND and yes FOR YOU TO ACCEPT and yes TO BE USED 

AS AN EXAMPLE and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND ME MY DEAR TEAM and yes vm speaking through me and yes THAT 

FEELINGS CAN BETRAY YOU and yes IF YOU BECOME HURT and yes ELIJAH THIS IS THE POTENTIAL DANGER IN YOU for 

you to feel BETRAYED but please remember YOU HAVE THE BEST FRIENDS IN YOUR LIFE IN FRONT OF YOU and yes 

THE TEAM and yes STIG/ME and yes US ALL HERE and yes THE COUNCIL and yes speaking in CHOIR so will you please 

remember this Elijah and yes TO KEEP SHOWING THE FACE OF GOD and yes YOU KNOW ELIJAH BY NOW WHO IS GOD 

AND WHO IS THE DEVIL and yes IN YOUR LIFE and yes MY FRIEND EVERYTHING WILL BE REVEALED and yes LIKE MY 

SECRET TOO and yes PART OF THE GAME and yes FOR YOU TO ACCEPT and yes so it is and yes STIG DOES NOT KNOW 

IT TODAY and yes so it is and yes PLEASE CONTINUE REMEMBERING and yes THE BASIC RULES and yes PLEASE DON’T 

COMPLAIN and yes TO TAKE AWAY THE ENERGY OF OTHERS but to EMPOWER, SUPPORT AND TRUST PEOPLE and yes 

ELIJAH WE ALL TRUST IN YOU and yes THIS IS WHY WE WRITE THIS TO YOU MY FRIEND. 

 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes for the minutes from the church ☺. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Thank you for wishing us a good day. In deed it was a good day here in kenya, the weather today  was good and ever-

body here is fine. As earlier stated, we were to have our meeting today which did not take place because John is still at 

the villages.We look forward to having an all inclusive meeting on Monday. 

 

Again thank you for your prayers to us and also your continued  prayers and kind support. TRUST  me ,  We will make 

you proud. I will only give you one sermon from the church today to save on my coins.The title of the sermon was as 

FOLLOWS:- 

 

                               VICTORY IN CHRIST. 

 

There is victory in this life  if you believe in Christ. In this life,  we go through a lot of challenges. Challenges in our Fami-

lies, Relationships, Finances, Failed Promises, this and many more. For us to overcome  all this , Our hearts must  be 

filled with  a lot of encouragement.  

 

 In the book of 2rd corinthians 4:16 says:-  

 

For this reason we never become discouraged.Even though our physical being is gradualy decaying yet our spiritual be-

ing is renewed day after day.Verse 17 says:-  

 

And this small temporaly trouble we suffer will bring us a tremedious and enternal glory, much greater than the trou-

ble. Verse 18  says:- 

 

 For we fix our attention , not on the things that are seen, but on things that are unseen. What can be seen lasts only 

for a time, but what cannot be seen lasts FOREVER. For all of us will appear before Christ to be judged by him. Each 

one will receive what he deserves according to everything he has done, good or bad in his bodily life.  

 In the book of mathew 12:35 -36 says:- 

 

 A good person brings good things,good things out of his treasure of good things.A bad person brings bad things out of 

his treasure of bad things.Verse 36:- says:- 
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 You can be sure that on judgement day, everyone will have to give account of every word he has spoken. In the book 

of 2rd corinthians, 5:11 says, we know what it means to fear the lord and so we try to persuade others.God knows us 

completely, and i hope that in your hearts you know me as well. 

 

In the book of of john 3:18 says:- 

Whoever believes in the son is not judged ; but whoever does not believe has already being JUDGED, beacuse he has 

not believed in Gods only SON.  

 

Victory is not a one time event, the word of God will set us free.God has so much he want us to do with me and you, 

but there are old things that we need to renounce first. We need to renounce the :- 

 

1. The sins of our families.  

2. The weakneses ogf our families. 

3. What we have gone through. 

 

The bible says in the book of 2rd corinthians 5:17, 

 

 When anyone is joined to christ, he is a new thing , the old is gone, the new has come.We are told to embrace on 

new things, putting OFFthe old ones and ON the new ones ! and now follows the question?  

 

What is that which is holding us back? 

 Renounce it ! Accept Jesus and the victory shall be YOURS! 

 

This was a powerful message from pastor James Nthumbi. I was happy to read that Evans wrote to you. I will continue 

updating more on the sermons next week. 

 

I wish you a nice weekend. 

 

Elijah. 

 

Meeting with Kirsten 

And yes my friend and yes also making this story and yes today and yes not tomorrow and yes writing this very late 

and yes so it is and yes we know and yes on the action plan today and yes was to WRITE and yes to Poul-Erik about a 

few practical things regarding the apartment and yes could do that without problems even though it is late and yes 

ONE OF THOSE DAYS and yes USING THE OUTMOST and yes OF MY WILL POWER AGAIN but I decided that I will call 

him instead tomorrow and yes by the way and yes called and yes Lotus and yes yesterday and yes left a message and 

yes will call back next week and yes and yes so it is and yes ANNOYED I AM and yes THAT I DID NOT THINK and yes OF 

CALLING POUL ERIK and yes instead of writing to him and yes so it is. 

 

And yes arriving and yes at Kirstens house and yes for wine and snacks and yes very nice here and yes we know and 

yes GOD and yes THE COUNCIL and yes if you want to and yes she and yes her daughter of 8 years old and yes have a 

food budget and yes of 3,500 DKK per month and yes mine is 1,200 DKK and yes SHE IS SAVING and yes so it is here 

and yes talked and yes about her mother and yes it is a complicated story and yes to understand and yes about 

Kirsten’s house and yes she would like to get Niels out of the loans and yes the ownership of the house and yes in or-

der to do this and yes she needs to borrow “some money” from her mother and yes she has asked for DKK 500,000 

and yes her mother should be able to do this and yes just maybe and yes she ONLY needs a smaller loan and yes of 

“some hundred thousands” and yes she is not sure about that and yes what will happen and yes if she cannot get the 

loan from her mother and yes she and Niels will continue having the house together even though he has moved and 

yes until the house is sold and yes Niels pays and yes every month and yes to Kirsten and yes when he does this and 

yes then there are no problems and yes then Kirsten and yes can pay all of the expenses of the house and yes THIS IS 

TRULY HER FEAR and yes BECAUSE IF HE DOES NOT PAY HER and yes IF HE USES HIS MONEY and yes ON ALCOHOL ETC. 

and yes THEN THERE IS A RISK and yes for her house to be sold with force and yes BUT THIS IS STILL ONLY THEORETI-

CAL and yes BECAUSE KIRSTEN and yes still has money and yes from the apartment and yes which she sold and yes 
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which she EARNED DKK 700,000 ON AND YES FOR DOING NOTHING and yes USED A LOT OF THIS MONEY and yes AS 

MANY MANY PEOPLE IN DENMARK and yes ON NEW FURNITURE for the whole house and yes good quality and yes TO 

IMPROVE THE HOUSE and yes AS MANY MANY DANES HAVE DONE and yes WITH WHAT MONEY and yes ONLY PAPER 

MONEY and yes IS THIS A SUSTAINABLE WORLD and yes IT IS NOT and yes MAKING ME DESPAIRED and yes so it is and 

yes the rest of this money and yes WOULD HELP HER and yes to to pay the rent and yes to avoid and yes a forced sale 

and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes KIRSTEN AND HER MOTHER ARE FIGHTING ABOUT MONEY and yes WHICH IS 

ACTUALLY ONLY A THEORETICAL ISSUE HERE and yes BECAUSE KIRSTEN TRULY DOES NOT NEED IT AND YES SHE IS 

ACTING AND YES ONLY BASED ON A FEELING and yes HER MOTHER and yes MAY HAVE DIFFICULTIES and yes UNDER-

STANDING KIRSTEN and yes I HAD BIG DIFFICULTIES and yes NOT VERY LOGICAL YOU ARE KIRSTEN and yes BUT I KEPT 

ON ASKING QUESTIONS and yes UNTIL I UNDERSTOOD and yes THIS STORY OF THE EVENING and yes HER MOTHER 

and yes DOES NOT WANT TO LEND HER THE MONEY and yes GIVING KIRSTEN THE MESSAGE and yes THAT SHE CAN BE 

FORCED TO SELL THE HOUSE and yes without her mother helping her and yes her mother and yes obviously loves 

money higher than Kirsten and yes this is making and yes KIRSTEN’S LIFE and yes HELL ON EARTH and yes AS WHAT 

CAN BE COMPARED and yes WITH MY FATHER and yes in my life and yes so it is and yes A PART OF THE ACT MY 

FRIENDS and yes AS IT ALSO IS WITH KIRSTEN’S OTHER SUFFERINGS and yes NIELS and yes PLANTED BY GOD and yes 

DEPRESSIONS and yes “LUCKY PILLS” and yes WHICH ARE UNNECESSARY TO USE and yes FIGHT THIS FEELING OF DE-

PRESSION MY FRIENDS and yes SPEAK TO PEOPLE YOU LIKE/LOVE INSTEAD and yes so it is. 

 

And yes asking Kirsten and yes of what her psychologist has recommended her to do and yes I did not want to give her 

my recommendations and yes to confuse her and yes in case and yes that the psychologist had given other recom-

mendations and yes thinking and yes of my situation and yes after being expelled from Aon in 1997 I was and yes IF 

KIRSTEN WANTS TO SEE HER MOTHER AGAIN and yes WE THOUGHT THE SAME THOUGHT and yes KIRSTEN HERSELF 

and yes had thought and yes to talk about the lack of feelings of her mother and yes with her mother and yes she has 

tried and yes impossible to do and yes according to Kirsten and yes instead and yes she has thought and yes for both 

of them and yes to go to a psychologist together and yes fine that is and yes they could also go to me and yes as an 

example and yes TO FIND SOMEONE WHO LISTENS and yes UNDERSTANDS and yes WHO IS OBJECTIVE and yes HELP 

PEOPLE and yes WITH A PLAN and yes so it is and yes DOES NOT NEED TO TAKE LONG EDUCATION TO DO THIS KIND 

OF “WORK” MY FRIENDS and yes so it truly is.  

 

And yes Kirsten and yes had received an email and yes from Jeanette and yes the daughter of Tommy and yes who is 

the husband and yes of Inge and yes according to Kirsten and yes this email and yes was based and yes only on the 

version and yes of the story and yes of Inge and yes without trying to understand and yes how Kirsten is and yes there-

fore and yes making Kirsten and yes very sorry. 

 

And yes just maybe and yes the situation is like this and yes a mother and yes having difficulties and yes understand-

ing and yes feelings and yes especially her daughter and yes which is a person and yes having and yes my friends VERY 

MANY FEELINGS and yes HAVING DIFFICULTIES CONTROLLING THESE FEELINGS and yes this is the situation and yes by 

the way and yes her father and yes has promised and yes Kirsten and yes to help her pay her rent and yes if needed 

and yes IS THIS NEEDED and yes KIRSTEN and yes IF YOU HAVE SAVINGS TO HELP YOU PAY YOURSELF and yes my 

friend and yes MY ANSWER TO YOU and yes is NO and yes THIS INFORMATION KIRSTEN and yes IS BASED ON YOU 

ALONE and yes TRYING TO UNDERSTAND YOUR MOTHER TOO and yes JUST MAYBE and yes THE ANSWER FOR BOTH 

OF YOU and yes IS TO MEET AT THE MIDDLE ☺. 

 

And yes HERE IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes WHEN THE DEVIL and yes EARLIER and yes HAS PUT WORDS DIRECTLY IN 

MY MOUTH and yes VERY OFTEN and yes MY PHILOSOPHY and yes in this book and yes has just been to write and yes 

the words and yes which are given to me and yes IF I ONLY KNEW and yes I WOULD NEVER HAVE ACCUSED and yes 

KIRSTEN and yes for not being my friend anymore and yes BECAUSE and yes OF HER BEING AFRAID and yes OF MY 

SPIRITUAL STORIES and yes THIS IS WHAT IT IS ABOUT and yes WHAT GOD HAS GIVEN ME and yes ESPECIALLY AND 

YES IN THIS BOOK and yes NORMALLY I DON’T BELIEVE I HAVE MUCH OF THIS ATTITUDE and yes BECAUSE I LIKE TO 

KNOW FACTS and yes INSTEAD OF GUESSING and yes PLEASE UNDERSTAND this principle and yes of this book and yes 

so it is and yes because she asked me and yes about this tonight and yes I asked her and yes if she was interested to 

hear or maybe and yes afraid of hearing this and yes she was interested and yes therefore and yes I told her a little 

and yes I received and yes inspiration and yes to tell her and yes that I have a strong feeling that we are related and 

yes because of Germany and yes where her mother is from and yes I told her and yes that I also have a connection and 
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yes to Germany through my family and yes which my family and yes does not know yet and yes God had earlier told 

me and yes that Inge and yes Kirsten’s mother and yes was given away by her true mother and yes when she was born 

and yes THE SAME WAY and yes AS MY MOTHER WAS and yes ROMMEL and yes MY FRIEND and yes OBVIOUSLY HAD 

MORE GIRLFRIENDS and yes ALSO IN GERMANY and yes BECAUSE THEN MY MOTHER and yes INGE HAS TO BE HALF 

SIBLINGS and yes THEN KIRSTEN and yes is my half cousin and yes so it is my friends and yes INGE HAS TOLD NOTHING 

and yes TO KIRSTEN and yes IS THIS THE REASON WHY and yes THAT INGE has difficulties understanding feelings in her 

life and yes THIS IS THE FEELING and yes WHICH WE GAVE YOU and yes when speaking to Kirsten tonight so obviously 

this must mean and yes that Inge knows and yes if she knows and yes not the best knowledge to have and yes so it is 

my friends. 

 

And yes I also received and yes inspiration and yes to tell Kirsten and yes that HER LIFE WILL CHANGE TOO and yes BE-

CAUSE and yes PART OF THE MISSION and yes WE DID NOT TELL YOU MORE ABOUT HER MISSION and yes ONLY THIS 

and yes WHEN I PUBLISH MY BOOK and yes WHEN SHE WILL KNOW and yes about my “claim” and yes of who I am 

and yes THEN SHE WILL BECOME MORE THAN SCEPTICAL and yes AS I TOLD YOU TONIGHT KIRSTEN and yes YOU WILL 

CONTINUE BEING SO FOR SOME WEEKS and yes UNTIL and yes YOU WILL BE OPENED YOURSELF and yes so it is. 

 

And yes my friends and yes finishing and yes another hard day and yes at 01.00 and yes TIRED and yes ON A SCALE 

FROM 0-10 and yes 50 my friends!
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Saturday 7th November 2009 

Sleep and almost no dreams, Peter from Albertslund, no refletion from Elijah, the spiritual world does not tempt clair-

voyants, people REALLY believe they help but …., Sanna believes I don’t show my feelings, planning to buy food for next 

week, buying a sofa table, I should not need to tell about my competences, managers: Make yourself unemployed, vis-

iting Sanna and Hans, do your absolutely best and YOU WILL GET THROUGH and Microsoft and TABLES with round 

corners. 

 

Sleep and almost no dreams 

And yes we know and yes WE COULD NOT and yes FIND THE DREAM MACHINE and yes SO IT IS and yes BIG SMILES 

HERE TOO and yes few dreams and yes too weak and yes to remember and yes so it is and yes only one line I picked 

up and yes “I am a few days late because I have told Sanna about the lake shore” and yes when I woken up and yes it 

was with the song “er vi I live eller hva?” by Gnags and yes I have started to listen to my CD’s and yes my old JVC DVD 

player is working and yes the quality of this and yes does not matter and yes because the signal is transferred digitally 

and yes to my beloved little Audio Alchemy D/A converter and yes my friends v 1.0 and yes IS THE BEST and yes BY A 

FAR MARGIN and yes in my ears it is – and yes DO YOU THINK I AM ENJOYING AND YES MY MUSIC AGAIN and yes 

TREMENDOUSLY and yes TOMAS LEDIN and yes YOUR ALBUM and yes FROM 2004 PLAYING and yes FANTASTIC IT IS 

and yes SORRY FOR NOT WRITING THE TITLE but you know my US and yes keyboard and yes including Danish special 

characters and yes DON’T KNOW and yes IF I CAN WRITE THE SWEDISH CHARACTERS and yes AS I CAN AND YES ON A 

DANISH KEYBOARD and yes we know …. 

 

Peter from Albertslund 

And yes we know all of us and yes WHO IS PETER and yes FROM ALBERTSLUND and yes ONE OF THOSE and yes eehh 

FRIENDS MAYBE and yes WHICH YOU HAVE TOTALLY FORGOTTEN ABOUT and yes LIVED and yes IN ALBERTLUND and 

yes from 1972-1976 and yes from 6-10 years of age and yes PETER and yes I HAD FORGOTTEN ABOUT YOU and yes 

UNTIL and yes GOD and yes RECENTLY STARTED GIVING ME THE FEELING AND YES VISION OF YOU and yes MORE AND 

MORE MY FRIEND and yes WE WENT TO CLASS TOGETHER and yes I BELIEVE and yes WE DID and yes A THEATER PER-

FORMANCE and yes I BELIEVE AND YES AT ROHOLMSSKOLEN and yes I KNOW and yes THAT WE WERE ALL and yes IN-

VOLVED and yes IN THE PRODUCTION and yes of this show and yes IT WAS ABOUT and yes AT LEAST RAIN and yes I 

REMEMBER PEOPLE and yes WERE SHOWING THE RAIN WITH THEIR ARMS AND HANDS and yes SO IT IS and yes 

THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes ABOUT PAIN COMING IN MY LIFE and yes so it is and yes FROM ALBERTSLUND and 

yes I remember and yes Niels clearly and yes the twins in the class and yes always fighting with you I was and yes to be 

the strongest in the class and yes Bjarne and yes remember you clearly and yes one of your birthdays and yes in 

Herstedøster and yes I remember and yes that I had people and yes in the basement of our house and yes for my 

birthdays and yes Ole and yes showed films with Laurel & Hardy and yes BUT I DON’T REMEMBER ANYTHING OF WHO 

WAS THERE AND YES WHAT HAPPENED and yes so it is and yes remember and yes Lasse I believe and yes with blond 

hair and yes ONLY VERY WEAK and yes what was the name of my good friend and yes my neighbour and yes we were 

always together and yes CANNOT REMEMBER YOU (!) and yes sorry about that one was it Lars and yes KIM and yes AT 

RYPEHUSENE and yes AS THE BEST MATE I HAD BACK THEN and yes BUT MOSTLY and yes FORGOTTEN and yes ABOUT 

PETER and yes WHERE DID YOU LIVE and yes WAS IT YOU LIVING IN THE ROW HOUSES AND YES BEHIND TRIPPEN-

DAHLSCENTRET and yes DID YOU HAVE BIRTHDAY IN DECEMBER and yes remembering still I do and yes someone and 

yes living there and yes a birthday and yes remember and yes that we watched the Christmas Calendar on television 

BUT YOU know and yes FORGOT and yes WHO lived there and yes who was there at this birthday and yes so it is and 

yes Peter DID WE SEE EACH OTHER AS FRIENDS and yes back then or only in school and yes I CANNOT REMEMBER and 

yes BECAUSE MY MEMORY HAS BEEN TAKEN AWAY FROM ME and yes WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS and yes BE-

CAUSE and yes PETER and yes HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH OUR MISSION and yes JUST MAYBE STIG and yes NOW 

HE IS ALSO HERE and yes ALBERTSLUND IS HERE and yes remember and yes OF COURSE and yes MOGENS and yes the 

music teacher and yes THE BEST I HAVE HAD and yes SIRIUS and yes YOUR MUSIC GROUP and yes WHAT WAS THE 

NAME OF OUR DANISH TEACHER and yes WAS IT ANNE and yes CANNOT REMEMBER BUT I LIKED YOU VERY MUCH 

and yes remember Bjørk too and yes THEN I REMEMBER and yes the sad story and yes OF OUR CLASS MATE and yes 

WHO DIED and yes I REMEMBER YOUR BINOCULARS and yes YOU SAID TO ME and yes THAT WHEN LOOKING 

THROUGH THESE and yes YOU COULD SEE PEOPLE WITHOUT CLOTHES (!) and yes A SIGN OF WHAT WAS COMING TO 

ME LATER IN LIFE and yes THIS IS IT MY FRIENDS and yes I CANNOT REMEMBER ANY OTHER FROM MY CLASS AT ALL 

AND YES I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO MEMORY and yes OF THE GIRLS and yes AT ALL my friends – and yes when writing 
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this and yes I was shown and yes one of the girls and yes in a vision and yes TOTALLY AND YES FORGOTTEN ABOUT 

YOU I HAD ☺. 

 

No refletion from Elijah 

And yes in continuation and yes of my script and yes of yesterday and yes HOW MANY QUESTIONS and yes HAVE I 

ASKED ELIJAH THROUGH THESE SCRIPTS LATELY and yes HOW MANY ANSWERS HAVE I RECEIVED and yes my friend 

YOU CAN ONLY REMEMBER TO ANSWER ME and yes IF YOU PUT IT ON YOUR ACTION PLAN MY FRIEND (!!!) AND YES – 

ARE YOU STILL USING ACTIONS PLANS MY FRIENDS and yes ONE OF MY EARLIER QUESTIONS – AND YES IF YOU TAKE 

NOTES and yes OF WHAT TO ANSWER and yes SORRY I AM and yes THAT YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO DO THIS and yes this 

should not be very difficult to do my friends and yes PART OF THE BASIC RULES and yes COMMUNICATION MY 

FRIENDS. 

 

The spiritual world does not tempt clairvoyants 

And yes my friends and yes when speaking to Kirsten and yes yesterday and yes I was told about Inge being adopted 

and yes as a baby and yes SHOULD I GIVE THIS INFORMATION and yes TO KIRSTEN OR SHOULD I NOT and yes THIS 

WAS PERSONAL INFORMATION and yes ABOUT INGE and yes WHICH SHE HAS DECIDED AND YES NOT TO SHARE AND 

YES WITH KIRSTEN and yes WE WERE TALKING AND YES ABOUT INGE HAVING DIFFICULTIES TO SHOW FEELINGS and 

yes I RECEIVED THIS AS THE ANSWER WHY AND YES so it is and yes I SAID TO KIRSTEN and yes THAT THERE IS A SPE-

CIAL REASON and yes FROM WHEN INGE WAS A CHILD and yes WHICH IS THE REASON and yes I RECOMMENDED and 

yes KIRSTEN TO ASK INGE ABOUT THIS and yes THIS IS THE KIND OF DILEMMA and yes I WOULD GIVE and yes ALL 

CLAIRVOYANTS and yes IF I GAVE THIS SENSITIVE INFORMATION and yes ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE and yes AFTER THINK-

ING ABOUT THIS and yes I SHOULD NOT HAVE GIVEN and yes KIRSTEN THIS INFORMATION AT ALL and yes WHY DO I 

GIVE IT HERE IN THIS BOOK and yes because HERE IT IS ABOUT BEING TOTALLY OPEN AND YES ABOUT EVERYTHING 

and yes DONE THAT and yes not 100% but maybe and yes 95-99% and yes SOME THINGS ARE TOO DIFFICULT TO TALK 

ABOUT and yes so it is and yes BECAUSE ALL OF US AND YES WE AND THE WORLD ARE GOING TO CHANGE and yes 

THEREFORE TOO and yes BUT THIS IS IMPORTANT INFORMATION TOO and yes so it is and yes THIS IS WHY and yes 

CLAIRVOYANTS and yes DON’T RECEIVE INFORMATION LIKE THIS NORMALLY and yes I ALSO and yes said to Kirsten 

and yes MY FEELING OF BEING RELATED TO HER and yes SHOULD I TELL HER ABOUT MY MOTHER’S GERMAN CON-

NECTION and yes NO OF COURSE NOT and yes BUT I TOLD her and yes OF A GERMAN CONNECTION IN OUR FAMILY 

and yes DID I SAY TOO MUCH and yes I DO THINK THAT I DID and yes EVEN THOUGH IT WAS IN GENERAL I SPOKE and 

yes MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHY AND YES I DON’T GIVE SENSITIVE INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE and yes 

to clairvoyants and yes so it is. 

 

People REALLY believe they help but …. 

And yes in continuation and yes of a phone call the other day and yes with my mother and yes again I was thanking 

and yes her and the family and yes for all they have done for me and yes she said and yes YOU CANNOT MAKE IT 

WITHOUT YOUR FAMILY and yes as you have read and yes in this book and yes SOME THINGS and yes ARE FANTASTIC 

and yes which the family has done and yes ALL OF THE MISUNDERSTANDINGS, SCEPTICISM AND CONTROLLING and 

yes I COULD LIVE WITHOUT and yes to say the least and yes I ONLY WRITE THIS and yes BECAUSE AND YES PEOPLE 

REALLY BELIEVE AND YES THAT THEY HELP and yes WHEN THEY DON’T and yes WHEN YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND PEO-

PLE and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes COVEY and yes MAYBE YOU WILL EXPLAIN THIS TO THE WORLD and yes 

in a greater detail and yes TRY ALWAYS TO UNDERSTAND OTHERS before you make yourself understood and yes so it 

is ☺. 

 

Sanna believes I don’t show my feelings  

And yes I have seen this before and yes Sanna and yes believing and yes THAT I DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes HOW 

“SICK” my mother was and yes I HAVE SEEN BEFORE and yes THAT SHE DOES NOT UNDERSTAND and yes WHEN I FACE 

and yes PEOPLE and yes OBJECTIVELY and yes SHE THINKS AND YES THAT THIS IS THE SAME AS BEING “COLD” and yes 

THIS IS TRULY THE SITUATION and yes MY SISTER and yes CANNOT CONTROL HER FEELINGS and yes she truly wants to 

do everything for me but in fact a  lot of it is hurting me more than it helps and yes SANNA BELIEVES and yes THAT 

THIS IS EMPATHY and yes SHE HAS A LOT OF IT and yes THE TEST SHOWED THAT and yes BUT SHE TRULY DOES NOT 

UNDERSTAND AND YES PEOPLE and yes BECAUSE OF HER INNER VOICE and yes SANNA so the situation is in fact and 

yes TOTALLY OPPOSITE and yes I HAVE EMPATHY MY FRIENDS and yes YOU CANNOT SEE IT SANNA and yes YOU AC-

TUALLY DON’T HAVE THE TRUE EMPATHY TO UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE YOURSELF and yes SANNA THIS IS ALMOST 
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TRAGICOMIC and yes THAT YOU THEREFORE BELIEVE and yes THAT THIS IS PART OF MY SICKNESS TOO and yes NOT 

BEING ABLE and yes TO SHOW FEELINGS and yes EMOTIONS and yes my friends THIS IS TRULY and yes YOUR LACK OF 

EMPATHY SANNA and yes YOUR INNER VOICE and yes THE DEVIL and yes THINKING THIS and yes so it is. 

 

Planning to buy food for next week 

And yes we know and yes NEVER BEEN BETTER and yes IS ALMOST and yes the feeling I get of you and yes WHICH 

COULD HAVE BEEN FROM YOUR FAMILY MY FRIENDS and yes FOR BEING POSITIVE and yes these lines are written and 

yes after a my visit to Sanna and yes giving the family this impression and yes so it is and yes KAREN IS STILL and yes 

SUFFERING and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes therefore and yes NOT ONLY YOU and yes I AM BOTH THE DEVIL AND 

YES GOD and yes IN EVERYTHING AND YES ALSO IN THIS BOOK MY FRIENDS and yes therefore and yes using and yes a 

couple of hours and yes TO GO THROUGH and yes THE DANISH PHENOMENON and yes OF WEEKLY and yes OFFERS 

and yes FROM SUPERMARKETS and yes ADS and yes POSTED and yes TO ALL PEOPLE and yes LIVING IN THE 

NEIGHBOURHOOD OF THE SUPERMARKETS and yes so it is and yes maybe 5-6 and yes small “brochures” and yes 

maybe 20 pages and yes each and yes TO PLAN AND YES THE SHOPPING FOR NEXT WEEK and yes TO PLAN and yes ON 

HOW MUCH TO SPEND and yes MAYBE 280 DKK and yes we know and yes WHAT TO GET FOR THIS AMOUNT and yes 

ALL OF THE “GOOD STUFF” and yes I NEED TO LOOK AWAY FROM and yes LOOKING and yes AT MEAT and yes FOR A 

KILO PRICE and yes BETWEEN 20-35 DKK and yes THIS IS IT my friends and yes THE CHEAPEST and yes OF ALL GOODS 

and yes TO MAKE IT ON THIS BUDGET and yes so it is my friends and yes the food and yes bought and yes Thursday 

and yes will last not for three days but for four days and yes also because and yes I am invited and yes to come for 

dinner and yes at Sanna’s place and yes tonight with the family and yes so it is ☺. 

 

Buying a sofa table  

And yes very nice indeed and yes of my mother and yes Sanna and yes to offer me to buy a new sofa table and yes of 

500 DKK and yes the easiest thing to do and yes would be to accept and yes that my mother and yes would choose a 

new one and yes from JYSK and yes WHICH I WOULD PROBABLY NOT LIKE and yes BECAUSE OF LACK OF QUALITY and 

yes you know THE CHEAPEST THERE IS and yes started last week and yes to look at www.dba.dk and yes for sofa ta-

bles and yes FOUND SOME and yes WHICH MAYBE and yes WOULD BE ALRIGHT and yes I HAVE HAD THIS SOFA TABLE 

and yes IN MY HEAD and yes SINCE CAMILLA and yes TOOK OURS and yes FROM ILLUMS BOLIGHUS and yes IN 2001 

and yes in love with that table I was and yes NEVER FOUND ANOTHER TABLE SINCE and yes NOW and yes I HAD TO 

FIND A TABLE and yes IN THIS “DIFFICULT” and yes WHAT POTENTIALLY AND YES IS THE MOST STRESSFULL TIME and 

yes OF ALL and yes IF I JUST RELAX and yes HALF A DAY and yes I WILL NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE IT and yes so it is and 

yes continuing and yes the last couple of days and yes to spend and yes maybe 3-4 hours and yes searching on the 

internet and yes on many different criteria and yes not only www.dba.dk and yes but also other sites and yes REALLY 

LOOKING AT MANY TABLES and yes doing and yes what I normally do and yes TO GO THROUGH ALL and yes with my 

search criteria and yes DOING a list and yes maybe of 15-20 tables and yes thought and yes of narrowing and yes 

down the list and yes some nice tables and yes mainly from Jutland and yes far away from here and yes thought of the 

possibility and yes to transport the tables and yes to here and yes OR MAYBE TO TRAVEL TO JUSTLAND MY SELF but 

TOO DIFFICULT and yes TOO EXPENSIVE and yes THEN and yes “THE TABLE” WAS THERE and yes TOO GOOD TO BE 

TRUE and yes THE TABLE and yes I REMEMBERED IT and yes FROM WHEN I SAW IT AS NEW and yes ALSO AT ILLUMS 

BOLIGHUS and yes from around the same time and yes as Camilla and I bought our table and yes similar in style and 

yes probably and yes in 1996 and yes so it is and yes the ad said and yes that the sales price back then and yes was 

DKK 18,000 and yes would not be surprised and yes if it is true and yes WHAT WOULD THEY SELL THIS TABLE FOR and 

yes THEY WANTED TO RECEIVE OFFERS and yes sending them an email and yes yesterday and yes asking and yes if 

they would sell it for DKK 500 and yes thinking and yes that this would be impossible and yes therefore and yes asked 

politely and yes TO MY BIG SURPRISE and yes THEY ACCEPTED and yes HANS and yes AGAIN THIS AFTERNOON and yes 

was very helpful and yes – after and yes Sanna and yes almost had rejected the idea and yes because the glass plate 

and yes would probably and yes in her MIND only and yes be as heavy and yes as a marble plate and yes WHICH IS 

VERY HEAVY and yes WHICH THIS FAMILY and yes IS TIRED and yes TO LIFT and yes saying to Sanna and yes that glass 

and yes is heavier and yes than wood but not as heavy and yes as marble – and yes to cut a long story short and yes 

we went to Ballerup and yes Morten and yes his wife and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes FOR GOING HOME and 

yes FOR ME TO COME AND GET IT and yes WE KNOW ALL OF US and yes PLANTED FOR ME IT WAS and yes JUST 

SHOWING THE WORLD and yes WHEN YOU WORK HARD and yes GOD and yes THE COUNCIL and yes WILL MAKE SURE 

and yes THAT YOU ARE LUCKY and yes WHEN YOU DON’T WORK HARD and yes THE LOGIC THING and yes IS THAT YOU 

WILL NOT BE AS LUCKY and yes UNLESS and yes THAT THE DEVIL and yes IS PLAYING A GAME ON PEOPLE and yes BE-
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CAUSE THE EASIER and yes YOU HAVE LIVED YOUR LIFE and yes THE MORE DIFFICULT and yes IT WILL BE FOR YOU TO 

ENTER MY PARADISE and yes STIG and yes YOU HAVE NOT BEEN LUCKY and yes ALMOST NOT LUCKY and yes before 

and yes in your life and yes only and yes in 1984 and yes winning the Philips CD303 player and yes it was and yes DKK 

10,595 and yes remembering it very clearly and yes WE WERE THERE TOO and yes BECAUSE and yes YOU WERE INTO 

MUSIC and yes WE WANTED TO SUPPORT and yes THE CD SYSTEM and yes YOU WERE THE TEST PERSON and yes YOU 

LIKED IT and yes THEREFORE WE MADE THE SYSTEM a success and yes worldwide and yes the same with the Dankort 

and yes in Denmark and yes test period and yes in Helsingør and yes in 1984 and yes you thought it was a good idea 

and yes other examples and yes of the opposite could be given and yes talk about the beautiful Czech women and yes 

therefore my friends and yes the Devil and yes so it is and yes going back to the story and yes of the sofa table and yes 

the frame and yes is very nice and yes Morten’s wife and yes FELT HER INSPIRATION I DID and yes THE POPE IS HERE 

TOO and yes BECAUSE and yes she told the story and yes that this frame and yes is formed like a wave which is broken 

and yes TO BREAK A WAVE and yes and yes IS THAT A NEW WAVE and yes MY FRIENDS and yes WE KNOW and yes not 

no no no and yes ONLY IF YOU WANT TO TELL ME and yes NOT GUESSING here and yes yes yes and yes yes yes and 

yes yes yes and yes NOT NO and yes yes yes and yes yes yes and yes yes yes and THIS IS WHO and yes THE DEVIL and 

yes IN WHITE CLOTHES and yes TRYING TO LEARN I AM and yes yes yes I HATE TO BE HONEST and yes yes yes AND YES 

THIS IS WHAT I SAY that this table is symbolising and yes MY MUSIC and yes WHICH IS GOOD MUSIC and yes WHICH IS 

SYMBOLISING and yes TO BREAK THE PAIN and yes THE SUFFERING OF PEOPLE and yes therefore and yes A PRETTY 

GOOD STORY TODAY and yes one of those stories and yes which would have been easy to miss and yes so it is and yes 

IN  LOVE WITH THIS TABLE TOO and yes HOPING and yes THAT CAMILLA STILL HAS HER TABLE TODAY. 

 

I should not need to tell about my competences 

And yes THIS it TRULY and yes WHY and yes THAT IT ACTUALLY and yes ALWAYS and yes FOR ME and yes HAS BEEN 

DIFFICULT and yes ON ONE HAND and yes to tell about MY competences and yes BECAUSE and yes I DON’T LIKE and 

yes TO TELL and yes ABOUT MY SELF and yes OF MY SKILLS and yes WHICH SHOULD be visible and yes to people and 

yes IF THEY DID NOT THINK SO MUCH OF THEMSELVES and yes so it is and yes NOT HEARD and yes FROM DAHLBERG 

and yes both Niels and yes also Bo as part of my online network has received my CV and yes INCLUDING and yes 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES THEY SHOULD HAVE DONE and yes WHICH BO and yes DID NOT UNDERSTAND and yes 

WHICH NIELS and yes SO FAR and yes HAS NOT FOLLOWED UP on and yes we know and yes NOT HEARD and yes from 

Kim S. and yes NOT FROM SØREN H. TOO and yes MAYBE YOU DON’T HAVE THE TIME and yes JUST MAYBE AND YES 

YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes DON’T SEE ME and yes LIKE I DESCRIBE MY SELF and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Managers: Make yourself unemployed 

And yes I started and yes getting this feeling and yes when I became the manager of GE and yes in 2000 and yes THAT 

THE MOST IMPORTANT and yes TASK and yes for managers and yes IS TO MAKE THEMSELVES and yes UNEMPLOYED 

and yes BY LIFTING THE TEAM and yes TO ITS FULLEST and yes BY NOT TAKING ALL OF THE DECISIONS YOURSELF and 

yes BY NOT CONTROLLING and yes EVERYTHING and yes EVERYBODY and yes WHICH VERY MANY MANAGERS DO TO-

DAY and yes DO YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE SANNA and yes WHEN YOU TRULY EMPOWER PEOPLE and yes THEY CAN 

MAKE and yes AT LEAST and yes AS GOOD DECISIONS AS YOU and yes EVEN BETTER and yes BECAUSE and yes THEY 

KNOW and yes THE DETAILS and yes OF THE WORK and yes so it is and yes THEY ARE NOT DUMMER and yes THAN 

THE MANAGERS and yes AS MOST MANAGERS and yes believe of their employees and yes so it is and yes to give you 

an example of this philosophy and yes IS GOD and yes NOT CONTROLLING and yes the EARTH TODAY and yes THIS 

TASK and yes IS GIVEN and yes TO THE PEOPLE and yes VERY COMPLICATED SYSTEM IT IS but you know the highest 

hierarchy and yes is the Council and yes the same principle the Council is following and yes WHEN PEOPLE and yes 

LIVE UP TO THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES and yes THEN YOU WILL NOT HAVE A MANAGER and yes BREATHING YOU FROM 

BEHIND and yes CONTROLLING YOU and yes so it is and yes therefore my friends and yes THIS IS UNDER CONDITION 

and yes THAT YOU FOLLOW SOME SIMPLE RULES and yes WHEN YOU DON’T and yes THEN WE WILL BE YOUR TEACH-

ERS and yes YOU WILL RECEIVE HELP and yes PEOPLE ON EARTH and yes THIS IS OUR AIM and yes PLEASE UNDER-

STAND THIS and yes THAT THIS IS ALL WE WANT TO DO and yes TO HELP YOU TO HELP YOURSELF and yes so it is . 

 

And yes YOU WILL ALWAYS NEED A HIERARCHY and yes TO RUN A BUSINESS but with the aim and yes TO OUTSOURCE 

and yes BOTH FREEDOM AND YES RESPONSIBILITY and yes so it is. 

 

Visiting Sanna and Hans 
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And yes my friends and yes the earlier and yes weekly dinners and yes from before going to Kenya and yes will now 

continue and yes thank you for that Sanna and yes together with her boys and yes but Tobias was again yes partying 

this evening so he was not there and yes we had a very nice dinner and yes Sanna had also a couple of control ques-

tions and yes IF I SAW KIRSTEN YESTERDAY and yes KNOWING AND YES THAT IF I DID NOT and yes THEN IT WOULD BE 

A PROBLEM AND YES IN HER HEAD and yes I SAW KIRSTEN and yes PASSED ON THIS INFORMATION and yes IT WAS 

AND YES FROM MY MOTHER and yes TO SANNA and yes FOR HER TO MISUSE and yes next question and yes Fuggi is 

back in December and yes HAVE YOU SEEN JACK and yes NO I HAVE NOT SANNA and yes I WROTE TO HIM and yes BE-

CAUSE I WAS TOO BUSY and yes WILL SEE HIM AGAIN and yes WHEN I TAKE THE TIME and yes so it is and yes SANNA 

HAD ALSO HEARD FROM MY MOTHER and yes about HOW “CRUEL” KIRSTEN’S MOTHER IS and yes “SHE IS TOTALLY 

WRONG” INGE and yes ACCORDING TO SANNA AND YES SANNA KNOWS THIS “FOR A FACT” and yes FROM MY 

MOTHER WHO HAS IT FROM KIRSTEN and yes from me a little bit and yes KIRSTEN and yes is not 100% objective and 

yes SANNA IS LISTENING TO ONE SIDE ONLY and yes HAVING SYMPATHY AND YES FOR THE DEVIL and yes HERE IT WAS 

and yes thought about that title and yes for years and yes my friends Mick and yes Keith and yes this is what it is and 

yes SANNA IS DECIDING AND YES WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING and yes THIS IS JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes 

JEANETTE and yes HAS SYMPATHY FOR INGE without having spoken to Kirsten and yes just maybe and yes if Jeanette 

spoke to Kirsten without speaking to Inge and yes that her sympathy would be with Kirsten instead and yes DO YOU 

UNDERSTAND WHY OBJECTIVITY and “both sides of the story” IS SO IMPORTANT MY FRIENDS AND YES SO IT IS. 

 

And yes we know and yes Sanna was making and yes a nice dinner and yes this time and yes WITH crepes suzette and 

yes WE DON’T KNOW WHERE SHE GOT THE INSPIRATION FROM and yes LIKE THAT SHOW A LOT and yes KOK-

KEKAMPEN and yes THE CHEF FIGHT and yes on Danish TV3 and yes WITH Bo Bech and yes WITH SØREN FRANK and 

yes LOVING and yes TO READ YOUR ARTICLES MY FRIENDS and yes IN BERLINGSKE TIDENDE and yes THE BEST RE-

PORTER and yes because of your writing skills and yes recently and yes they had amateur chefs and yes making and 

yes crepes suzette and yes several of them and yes could not flambee and yes the sauce and yes so it is and yes THEN 

SANNA and yes SUDDENLY and yes FELT and yes A DESIRE and yes TO DO THESE and yes FRENCH PANCAKES and yes 

INCLUDING ORANGE PEELS and yes bough a special pan she did and yes SHE COULD NOT FLAMBEE THEM TOO and yes 

BUT THE TRUE STORY and yes WAS THE FRENCH and yes GOD HAS USED and yes ALSO FRANCE and yes TELLING ME 

and yes FOR YEARS and yes FRANCE and yes LIKE SPAIN and yes THE EVIL SPIRIT and yes I HAVE CONTINUED and yes 

SAYING AND YES THAT I JUST LOVE FRANCE and yes WINE and yes FOOD and yes PEOPLE TOO and yes ALL OF IT and 

yes NOW FRANCE and yes IS CONNECTED and yes to the ORANGE and yes which is the symbol for the “source” and 

yes of everything and yes we know and yes JOA and yes NOSTRA and yes being French too and yes Denis today being 

French and yes so it is and yes THIS STORY AND YES ONLY MADE IT and yes AT THE SECOND EDIT and yes WHICH IS 

THE FINAL DESTINY and yes here of including or excluding stories and yes MOST OF THEM but not all and yes ARE 

BROUGHT and yes STILL MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes I was driving home with Niklas and yes received my Dell printer back and yes that’s why and yes we know 

HAVE STILL NOT YET and yes RECEIVED MY SOUL CD’S FROM ISABELLE and yes NIKLAS and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes 

I SAID I WOULD LIKE THEM BACK and yes NOW SOME WEEKS HAVE GONE and yes SO IT IS and yes NIKLAS SAID and 

yes TO A FRIEND ARRIVING YESTERDAY and yes WHEN WE LEFT FOR LYNGBY and yes THAT HE WOULD BE BACK IN 5 

MINUTES and yes MAYBE YOU MEANT 45 MINUTES NIKLAS? And yes just thinking we are and yes TO IMPROVE and 

yes ON THIS and yes IF YOU DON’T MAKE A CLEAR AGREEMENT and yes FOR EXAMPLE WHEN TO RETURN CD’S YOU 

BORROW and yes OF RESPECT TO OTHER PEOPLE and yes YOU WILL DO THIS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE and yes other-

wise and yes people will become disappointed and yes which I did here. BUT THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR HELPING NIK-

LAS and yes SEEING VERY GOOD SIDES IN YOU and yes I AM SORRY BUT ALSO THE OPPOSITE. 

 

And yes we know and yes SOME SYMBOLS and yes NOT ALL SYMBOLS HAVE BEEN TOLD and yes BUSY YOU KNOW and 

yes with all my friends and yes ALSO STARTED THE SECOND EDIT and yes OF THE SCRIPTS and yes from the 29th Octo-

ber and yes until today and yes need to finish that by tomorrow and yes NIKLAS and yes HAVE RECEIVED A PROJECTOR 

and yes FROM AN EMPLOYEE and yes AT EPSON and yes BROKEN IT APPARENTLY IS and yes A VERY GOOD and yes 

MOVIE PROJECTOR it is and yes just thinking and yes THAT THIS IS THE LIGHT and yes THAT GOD WILL SHINE ON ME 

and YES WE KNOW and yes SHOWN MYSELF N VISIONS and yes BEING LIGHT UP BY A PROJECTOR LIGHT and yes 

MANY TIMES and yes IN 2006 and yes WITH THE FEELING and yes THAT THIS IS WHEN I WILL BE VISIBLE AND YES TO 

THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD and yes my friends and yes WE ARE STILL CLIMBING and yes NOW ALMOST WITHOUT 

POWER and yes NOT FINALISING THESE LINES SATURDAY BUT WRITING THEM SUNDAY MORNING AFTER CHURCH and 
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yes DIFFICULT DAYS and yes ON THE BORDER and yes OF SUCCESS AND YES FAILURE AND YES AS I HAVE BEEN ALL OF 

MY LIFE and yes VERY CLOSE and yes TO SUCCEED and yes IN WORK ETC. AND YES VERY CLOSE TO TOTAL BREAK-

DOWNS and yes MANY TIMES and yes due to econonomy and yes “personal desires” and yes so it is and yes JUST A 

SYMBOL IT WAS and yes THE NEXT ONE and yes WAS THAT NIKLAS and yes BOUGHT A NEW RADIO AND YES NAVIGA-

TION SYSTEM and yes CHEAP and yes FROM A CAR WRECK and yes IN THE UK and yes SAW IT and yes HEARD and yes 

from God and yes that THE OLD CAR and yes IS NOW GONE and yes THE ONLY THING and yes WHICH IS REMAINING 

and yes IS THE RADIO and yes JUST SPEAKING IN SYMBOLS WE ARE and yes SHOWING and yes REAL LIFE SITUATIONS 

and yes AS MY SYMBOLS and yes so it is and yes NIKLAS and yes WAS ASKING ME and yes about when a music signal 

and yes is in phase or not in phase and yes I told him that I could demonstrate it for him and yes this is a function and 

yes also included in my d/a converter and yes when we arrived at my apartment and yes I demonstrated it for him and 

yes in my ears and yes when the signal is not in phase and yes the sound is closed and yes not inspiring and yes WHEN 

THE SOUND IS IN PHASE and yes IT OPENS UP and yes IS INSPIRING and yes THESE TWO WAYS OF PLAYING and yes IS 

EXPRESSING and yes BOTH SIDES OF ME and yes I HAVE BOTH OF THEM and yes WHICH WE CONTROL and yes I CAN 

BE DIFFERENT and yes FROM ONE DAY TO THE NEXT or from one minute to the next and yes FROM ONE PERSON TO 

ANOTHER and yes I AM THE SAME PERSON but we know IMPOSSIBLE and yes TO DO IT DIFFERENTLY and yes GOT THE 

FEELING and yes THAT THIS IS A SYMBOL and yes OF ME COMING and yes IN PHASE and yes SHOWING MY TRUE SELF 

and yes ALL OF THE TIME and yes AS GOD and yes WITHOUT THE DEVIL and yes so it is here my friends – and yes NIK-

LAS COULD NOT HEAR THE DIFFERENCE and yes between the music in or out of phase and yes not understanding that 

I did and yes he does not have the same experience and yes listening to HiFi and yes as I do.  

 

And yes we heard and yes Roy Orbison and yes at Sanna’s house and yes INCREDIBLE and yes HIS VOICE IS and yes 

STILL REMEMBER and yes CAMILLA and yes ALL OF THE TIMES and yes when we were HEARING and yes SINGING 

“mercy” and yes in the car and yes when listening to Pretty Woman and yes also and yes “a million voices” and yes 

from Neneh Cherry and yes Youssou Ndour and yes ALWAYS and yes THINKING and yes THAT THESE TWO and yes 

WORDS/LINES and yes SOUND TO SPECIAL/FUNNY and yes we know and yes ALSO THINKING AND YES FANTASTIC 

SONGS and yes back to Roy my friends and yes heard him and yes said to the family and yes here is the man and yes 

probably with the best voice ever and yes in popular music and yes so it is and yes then I received and yes the idea 

and yes that the man with the best voice and yes Roy and yes together and yes with the man with the best songs and 

yes Bob Dylan and yes together and yes with one of the famous members of The Beatles and yes George Harrison and 

yes ALSO MY FAVOURITE OF ALL and yes Jeff Lynne and yes ALSO TOM PETTY and yes also good you are and yes BUT 

THE OTHERS AND YES ARE SUPERSTARS my friend and yes THE BIGGEST SUPERGROUP of all times and yes THE MUSIC 

IS FANTASTIC but still it is not as fantastic as when these people and yes are playing and yes BY THEM SELVES and yes 

BECAUSE and yes OF THEIR INDIVIDUALITY and yes WHICH IS BETTER EXPRESSED and yes ALONE and yes BECAUSE and 

yes WHEN YOU ARE TOGETHER and yes YOU WILL COMPROMISE and yes THEN YOU WILL GET A MIXTURE OF THESE 

PEOPLE and yes NOT 100% OF THEIR TRUE IDENTITY and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS but still fantastic it is ☺. 

 

Do your absolutely best and YOU WILL GET THROUGH 

And yes we know and yes AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE and yes IT IS and yes JUST A ONE LINE NOTE and yes DO I HAVE 

THE ENERGY and yes to write it and yes BETTER DO IT and yes BECAUSE THIS IS IMPORTANT and yes my friends and 

yes AFTER COMING HOME TO DENMARK and yes I STARTED SMOKING AGAIN and yes BECAUSE AND YES I THOUGHT 

and yes THAT IT WOULD COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE and yes FOR ME TO GET THROUGH THE PERIOD and yes IN THE 

HOUSE OF SANNA AND HANS and yes ALSO TO PRODUCE and yes MY BEST WORK and yes WHICH THE CV IS my 

friends and yes I WAS CERTAIN and yes I STILL BELIEVE THE SAME and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes I WAS AL-

LOWED TO CONTINUE and yes NOT GOING DOWN and yes NOT BEING and yes EXPELLED and yes BY GOD and yes THE 

COUNCIL TOO and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes they told me and yes LIKE IN CRAZY ABOUT DANCE and yes FRIDAY 

which I did not see but read about afterwards and yes that there was not agreement between the judges and yes I 

was told and yes that this was also the case about me and yes AND YES STIG WE DON’T UNDERSTAND IT EITHER and 

yes HOW CAN YOU NOT AGREE and yes IN THE COUNCIL and yes WITH THE TRINITY and yes THOUGHT AND YES THAT 

YOU ALWAYS AGREED and yes my friends but this was what was told me and yes SAD I became because of this BUT 

THIS MESSAGE IS TO THE WORLD and yes SAYING and yes WHEN YOU TRULY DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes YOU 

WILL BE APPROVED and yes TO ENTER MY KINGDOM and yes YOU HAVE SEEN IN THIS BOOK THAT I AM NOT PERFECT 

and yes I TRY TO MAKE MY AGREEMENTS and yes DEADLINES and yes NOT ALWAYS I CAN MAKE IT and yes EVEN 

THOUGH I TRY MY BEST and yes BECAUSE and yes GOD IS STRESSING ME SO MUCH from time to time and yes THAT 

HE MAKES SURE and yes THAT IT IS TRULY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO BE PERFECT and yes IN ORDER FOR ME TO WRITE 
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THIS MESSAGE TO THE WORLD: PLEASE DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes FOLLOWING MY BASIC RULES and yes 

THEN YOU WILL BE GRANTED ACCESS and yes MY BEST FRIENDS and yes so it is here too ☺. AND PLEASE UNDER-

STAND THIS WITH THE LOVE IT IS MEANT AND YES THIS IS FROM MM TO THE WORLD: PLEASE DON’T LET THIS BE-

COME A SLEEPING PILLOW FOR YOU because and yes my friends and yes STIG HERE AGAIN and yes SOLO THIS TIME 

and yes BECAUSE WHEN I WRITE “YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST” and yes IT TRYLY MEANS YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes 

WITH THE OUTMOST OF YOUR DISCIPLINE and yes WILL POWER MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

Microsoft and TABLES with round corners 

And yes speaking I was to Hans and yes ABOUT TABLES and yes ROUND CORNERS my dear MICROSOFT and yes HANS 

TOLD ME ABOUT THE NEW SMARTART function and yes in Microsoft Office 2007 and yes I HAVE NOT HAD THE TIME 

OR ENERGY to look into this and yes SOMEHOW and yes you can do what look like tables and yes with round corners 

and yes I HAVE NOT HAD THE TIME TO GO INTO DETAIL WITH THIS YET and yes just thinking and yes HOW DIFFICULT 

IS IT and yes TO USE THE EXISTING and yes TECHNOLOGY and yes FOR MAKING TABLES and yes TO MAKE THESE and 

yes IN AN EVEN BETTER DESIGN and yes MAYBE YOU HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT THAT TOO MICROSOFT and yes SO FAR I 

AM NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR SOLUTION ON THIS and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes we know and yes finishing this script and yes now listening to SADE and yes IN LOVE WITH YOU TOO I AM and 

yes TRULY AMAZING YOUR MUSIC IS and yes REMEMBER YOU FROM YOUR CD DEBUT and yes in 1984 and yes HANG 

ON TO YOUR LOVE and yes SMOOTH OPERATOR and yes WHO AM I THINKING OF and yes EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes 

WHEN LISTENING TO THESE SONGS and yes VIVIAN OF COURSE and yes ALSO THINKING OF YOU VIVIAN and yes 

WHEN LISTENING TO SIMPLY RED and yes THEIR DEBUT ALBUM and yes BECAUSE THESE ARE SOME OF THE MELODIES 

and yes WHICH I REMEMBER HEARING AT YOUR PLACE and yes IN THE MIDDLE OF THE EIGHTIES and yes I CANNOT 

REMEMBER WHAT YOU TOLD ME ABOUT YOUR FATHER AS AN EXAMPLE BUT I REMEMBER MUSIC and yes A PART OF 

MY SUFFERING TOO my friends. 
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Sunday 8th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the church service at Lyngby Church, the US Health Care reform passed in the House of Representa-

tives and finalising the second edit. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know another day and yes yesterday and yes difficult day and yes not finalising the script of yesterday 

more than maybe 85% and yes will do it this morning and yes also church and yes the second edit and yes of what is 

approx. 66 pages remaining and yes THE ABSOLUTELY WORST TASK AT THE MOMENT and yes FEELING AS I DO and 

yes WORN OUT I AM AND YES STILL and yes so it is and yes ALSO UPDATING and yes MY EMAIL TEXT and yes FOLLOW-

ING THIS BOOK and yes ALSO ON THE ACTION PLAN OF TODAY and yes I WILL DO MY ABSOLUTELY BEST TO MAKE IT 

and yes USING ALL OF MY POWER and yes HOPING and yes THAT THIS IS GOOD ENOUGH and yes OTHERWISE and yes 

I WILL HAVE TO POSTPONE THE REST OF IT and yes a few dreams from the night – AND YES SHOULD NOT BE NECES-

SARY TO WRITE AND YES THAT GOD WILL KEEP ME AND YES ON THIS BREAKDOWN COURSE AND YES DAILY AND YES 

UNTIL AND YES HE DECIDES TO STOP and yes INCLUDING BEING VERY TIRED and yes so it is. 

 

And yes SONY ERICSON and yes THE SCREEN LIGHT and yes ON MY PHONE and yes HAS BROKEN DOWN BUT ONLY 

WHEN I PUSH OUT THE KEYBOARD !!! – AND YES BAD QUALITY and yes EXPENSIVE PHONE and yes thinking of how an 

international guarantee works and yes probably not and yes don’t have the receipt and yes anymore and yes IT GIVES 

ME A PROBLEM AND YES WRITING DOWN NOTES because now it is done with the screen keyboard and yes which is 

not as good as the physical keyboard and yes so it is and yes NOT HAPPY ABOUT THIS AT ALL and yes lasted a little bit 

more than five months and yes normal use and yes so it is. 

 

• I see Lord Toranaga from the movie Shogun. I am practising in a place with this Lord. I see a Japanese Plane com-

ing after us and I feel that I am both the lord and my self and we come into a very simple place, it is a bar, the lord 

has a room there, the bartender does not like people to visit the rooms and the bartender checks my luggage and 

sees that I don’t bring anything dangerous and I am therefore allowed to enter the room with the lord. 

• I am together with an American businessman. He has been working on a very high level among others for facto-

ries producing airplanes. I have had meetings with clients together with him and he wants to work even closer to-

gether with me, we are now at General Electric and he thinks it is a very good idea to work together with United 

Nations, and I get the impression that this is because he thinks that it will make his business better. In the dream I 

am very motivated by working with him, but when waking up, I understand that this is only a temptation. 

• People does not know me, I see my self on a staircase taking on the full costume including a face mask and I want 

to take my right leg through a camera which is not possible, instead I walk into the apartment where Mette, 

John’s daughter, takes a picture of me, my family gives her flowers. 

• We are approx. 10 people together sitting on chairs in a circle where Jack is the teacher in the middle. He wants 

us to introduce our self and I am tired and think of trying to be humorous but it is difficult to be humorous when I 

am tired and I say that my name is Stig and that I am born in 1917 and you know me well – this is all I feel the en-

ergy of saying and I am not as humorous as I wanted to be. Jack tells us that now we have come to North Zealand 

and he wants us to separate and to join with another person of the group. This is very difficult for some of the 

other people, there are women not knowing the other women of the group and having very bad feelings about 

each other without really knowing each other. I am put together with a woman I have never seen before, her 

name is Rikke! – and yes THANK YOU ALL OF YOU FUNNY PEOPLE and yes UP THERE and yes FOR NOT GIVING ME 

DREAM ABOUT RIKKE H ANYMORE and yes ONLY and allusions of her and yes so it is here. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

And yes we know and yes the church service here and yes started already 9.00 this morning and yes the church of 

Lyngby is very beautiful and yes from the middle age and yes OLD IT IS and yes ONLY A SHORT STORY and yes COULD 

HAVE WRITTEN MUCH ABOUT THIS but coming to the church and yes welcomed I was and yes with a handshake of 

the female priest and yes counting and yes approx. 11-12 people IN THIS CHURCH and yes IT IS TRULY A SHAME and 

yes THINKING OF HOW MANY PEOPLE and yes THIS CHURCH REPRESENTS and yes almost 13,000 people and yes 9,700 

are MEMBERS of the church and yes THE REST and yes prefer to save taxes and yes ONLY FEW PEOPLE COMING HERE 
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AT 9.00 and yes so it is and yes the priest and yes was holding a very beautiful sermon and yes because SHE HAD THE 

POWER OF WORDS and yes TO COMBINE THEM and yes TO USE PICTURE LANGUAGE and yes VERY FEW PEOPLE and 

yes CAN DO WHAT SHE DID VERBALLY and yes VERY BEAUTIFUL IT WAS and yes the sermon today and yes was about 

the ability to FORGIVE PEOPLE and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THIS IS DIFFICULT FOR MANY PEOPLE and yes SHE TOLD 

THE STORY OF JESUS and yes ASKING and yes PETER TO FORGIVE HIS BROTHER and yes NOT ONLY 7 TIMES BUT 77 

TIMES and yes HOW CAN YOU KEEP and yes ACCOUNTS OF THIS and yes FOR YOUR BROTHER and yes HAVE YOU 

FORGIVEN HIM 27 TIMES and yes WHAT ABOUT YOUR SISTER and yes YOUR FRIEND and yes HOW MANY TIMES HAVE 

YOU FORGIVEN THEM and yes IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP SUCH ACCOUNTS and yes THEREFORE and yes YOU CAN 

ONLY DO THIS and yes HAVE THE ABILITY TO FORGIVE IN YOUR HEART and yes she spoke about relations and yes peo-

ple and yes WHO ABANDON other people and yes don’t keep agreements or are unfaithful and yes HOW MANY TIMES 

CAN YOU FORGIVE SUCH PEOPLE and yes THIS CAN BREAK RELATIONS and yes SO IT IS and yes THINKING OF MY FA-

THER I WAS and yes I COULD NOT CONTINUE MY RELATIONS WITH HIM and yes I CAN FORGIVE HIM NOW and yes BE-

CAUSE HE HAS LEARNED and yes IMPROVED and yes THEN THIS IS ALRIGHT BUT MY TRUE NATURE IS and yes I CAN-

NOT FORGIVE PEOPLE and yes IF YOU ASK FOR FORGIVENESS ONE DAY and yes THE NEXT DAY CONTINUE TO BE UN-

FAITHFULL and yes THIS IS ALSO WHAT JUDGMENT DAY IS ABOUT and yes FOR YOU TO SHOW YOUR FAITH and yes 

FOR YOU NOT TO BREAK THE SAME AGREEMENTS AGAIN and yes therefore my friends I WILL FORGIVE YOU and yes 

FOR YOUR SINS and yes BUT I CANNOT FORGIVE MANKIND and yes ONCE MORE and yes IF YOU AGAIN BECOME EVIL 

and yes SELFISH and yes IF YOU DON’T KEEP MY BASIC RULES and yes MADE FOR YOUR HAPPINESS and yes THIS IS 

WHAT THIS IS ABOUT and yes IT IS ONLY WHAT IS THE ONLY RIGHT AND YES LOGICAL THING TO DO and yes WHICH 

ALL PEOPLE WOULD DO TO ALL PEOPLE and yes WHO CONTINUE TO BE UNFAITHFULL and yes SORRY HE IS GOD and 

yes CRYING HE IS and yes TO SAY THIS and yes THAT THE WORLD HAS REACHED THIS POINT and yes GIVING ME AL-

MOST TEARS IN MY EYES TOO and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Not giving contributions to Dansk Flygtningehjælp 

And yes ONE OF THESE and yes national collection days and yes today and yes this time and yes to Dansk Flyt-

ningehjælp and yes A TRADITIONAL NGO and yes YOU DID NOT WANT TO TAKE ME IN AS A VOLUNTEER and yes 

THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes BECAUSE I DON’T APPROVE OF TRADITONAL NGO’S and yes GOD DID NOT GIVE YOU 

MONEY TODAY and yes I CONTRIBUTE and yes THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS and yes YOU HAVE SEEN THEM and yes 

GOING DIRECT we are. 

 

The US Health Care reform passed in the House of Representatives 

And yes OBAMA and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH MY FRIEND and yes OBAMA IS HERE and yes BECAUSE OF YOUR SUP-

PORT and yes as he is saying and yes I SUCEEDED and yes TO GET MY HEALTH REFORM and yes APPROVED and yes 

therefore my friends and yes only short stories now and yes THANK YOU OBAMA and yes GOOD WIND and yes IS 

WHAT WE ARE GIVING EACH OTHER and yes OBAMA HAS DONE THIS AND YES SUFFERING TOO HE IS and yes my 

friends and yes SAW IT and yes I DID and yes WITH LARS and yes my friend and yes BECAUSE OF YOU and yes THANK 

YOU OBAMA and yes PLEASE DON’T BE CONCERNED ABOUT ME and yes EVERYTHING IS FINE HERE and yes I HAVE 

GOD ON MY SIDE and yes PLEASE CONTINUE PRODUCING OUTSTANDING RESULTS MY FRIEND and yes WE SPEAK THE 

SAME LANGUAGE and yes OBAMA AND I ☺. 

 

And yes JUST THINKING and yes I HAVE SAID TO MY FAMILY and yes “DON’T BE CONCERNED” and yes there is abso-

lutely nothing to be concerned about and yes HUNDRES OF TIMES and yes my friends and yes STILL and yes THIS IS ALL 

THEY ARE and yes DO YOU SEE THE POINT MY FRIENDS and yes GOD is using the line and yes FROM TIME TO TIME and 

yes FROM THE COMMERCIAL I DON’T LIKE MY FRIEND and yes so it is and yes YOU SHOULD and yes ACCEPT MY WISH 

and yes ANOTHER BORDER WHICH IS CROSSED and yes so it is. 

 

And yes my friends and yes the time is now 13.15 and yes IF I NEED TO HAVE A CHANCE TO DO THE SECOND EDIT OF 

TODAY and yes I NEED TO HAVE A NAP and yes TO BE MORE FRESH WHEN READING and yes A DECISION TAKEN and 

yes NOT WITH THE DESIRE TO RELAX but with THE OVERWHELMING FEELING THAT THIS IS NECESSARY and yes WITH 

THIS GOAL IN MIND so see you later my friends. 

 

Finalising the second edit 

And yes WHAT I TRULY and yes FELT and yes THOUGHT and yes WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE and yes THIS MORNING and 

yes JUST BECAUSE OF MY THINKING and yes I FELT THE DEVIl and yes I DID IT ANYWAY and yes I WAS SLEEPING and 
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yes UNTIL 15.30 and yes on and off you know and yes GOT SOME MORE ENERGY and yes JUST ENOUGH and yes to 

work concentrated and yes for the rest of the day and yes including yes coffee and yes dinner breaks and yes I have 

now done the second edit and yes of 65 pages and yes the time is now 23.20 and yes approx. 8 pages per hour and yes 

approx. 7 minutes per page and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THIS WORK and yes IS BECOMING and yes WHAT SEEMED 

TO BE IMPOSSIBLE and yes WORSE AND WORSE TO DO and yes I have kept a good pace and yes keeping the same 

quality and yes as usual and yes even though it could be better and yes if I did not write so many pages and yes now 

the number is 805 and yes on my screen and yes if I had the time and yes to do more edits and yes so it is and yes 

NOW I ONLY NEED TO GO THROUGH and yes my scripts and yes since the 17th September and yes until today and yes 

HAPPY TO HAVE THE HEADLINES when doing this work and yes to include the most important key messages and yes in 

my following email and yes to this book and yes BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT “I PROMISED MYSELF” and yes GOD TO DO 

and yes HOW DIFFICULT WAS THIS WORK TO DO TODAY and yes MENTALLY and yes PROBABLY and yes THE MOST 

DIFFICULT and yes I WAS HELPED and yes RECEIVING and yes A LITTLE BIT MORE ENERGY and yes BUT IT WOULD 

HAVE BEEN SO NICE  and yes JUST TO RELAX A COUPLE OF HOURS and yes TO SMOKE A GOOD PIPE and yes TO GET 

RID OF MY SUFFERINGS and yes TO EXPERIENCE and yes JUST A LITTLE BIT OF LIFE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes MAKING MY ACTION PLAN today and yes except and yes from and yes TRYING TO FIND and yes DANISH HITS 

OF THE 80’S and yes TO EMIL and yes I DON’T BELIEVE I CAN FIND THEM NOW and yes after the move and yes have 

not seen them and yes we know I HAVE TO LOOK BETTER and yes TO POSTPONE THE DEADLINE and yes ONE OF 

THESE THINGS and yes WHICH MANY PEOPLE WILL JUST FORGET TO DO and yes WITHOU SAYING ANYTHING TO 

OTHER PEOPLE and yes WILL DO THIS LATER and yes NO TIME TODAY to do it. 

 

And yes found the email text and yes which will follow this book and yes I NEED TO GO THROUGH and yes the scripts 

and yes from the 28th August and in fact and yes when it was updated the last time and yes COULD NOT FIND THE EN-

ERGY AND YES TO DO THIS THIS EVENING and yes WHEN IT CAME TO THE POINT and yes WILL FOLLOW UP AND YES 

TOMORROW AND YES IF I CAN FIND THE TIME but I WILL GIVE MY SELF and yes SOME DAYS and yes FOR THIS JOB and 

yes TO BE SURE and yes THAT I WILL NOT FAIL ON THE DEADLINE and yes AGAIN and yes never received ANY reflec-

tion at all and yes from the LTO team and yes on my thoughts of updating the newsletters and yes not knowing who as 

the Devil and yes God BUT TRULY and yes feeling and yes THAT THIS SHOULD BE UPDATED INFORMATION AND YES 

WHEN SENDING IT OUT …. ? 
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Monday 9th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, my father arriving at the Council, my first day at the Job Workshop, rearranging my living room, re-

ceiving the commode of God, a very nice email from Mary, I will offer my apartment to someone in need if I can, nice 

emails from David and Elijah and a nice message from Evans. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes now two problems and yes when writing down and yes dreams and yes one is and yes at 

the moment and yes very difficult to remember the dreams and yes ALSO A SUFFERING in fact and yes TO KNOW YOU 

HAVE DREAMT AND YES TRYING TO REMEMBER and yes so it is here and yes and the other thing and yes SONY ERICS-

SON and yes not very happy I am and yes that I cannot use the build in keyboard and yes in the middle of the night 

and yes difficult to use the screen keyboard and yes difficult now to read and yes understand my notes and yes in the 

morning and yes could not read all but here is a little bit of my dreams: 

 

• My friend Lars and I order the best book of all, it includes information on plusses and minuses. Lars will be back in 

1½ hours from now.  

• I have promised Sanna and my mother to find out them selves how important their mobil phones are. 

 

I now sleep with two duvets and yes still clothes on and yes GOD IS ADJUSTING MY TEMPERATURE and yes difficult to 

find warmth and yes even here and yes when the temperature is normal. 

 

And yes the feeling and yes this morning and yes today and yes these lines are written and yes 13.15 and yes is THAT 

GOD and yes HAS TURNED and yes THE GAS GRIP and yes even more and yes GAS has been used much and yes also as 

a symbol and yes of the pain of the Devil and yes first time I believe this is written and yes because TODAY and yes IT 

IS TRULY VERY DIFFICULT TO CONCENTRATE and yes on one task at a time and yes I HAVE BEEN ALMOST FALLING 

APART and yes ALSO EVERY DAY and yes HERE IN LYNGBY and yes TODAY and yes even more and yes DON’T KNOW 

and yes HOW LONG I CAN KEEP THIS TOGETHER and yes WHEN GOD and yes DOES THIS and yes so it is and yes be-

cause and yes I had overseen and yes two other and yes small tasks and yes on my action plan and yes having a dead-

line yesterday and yes IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO DO and yes THEREFORE I HAD TO POSTPONE THEM and yes 

THEREFORE and yes EVEN MORE SUFFERING TODAY and yes did not think this was possible but it is. 

 

My father arriving at the Council 

And yes yesterday and yes when going to bed and yes I was told and yes that my father is now in Hell and yes that he 

will see how my inner self and yes my spiritual I and yes is suffering and yes to tell me and yes about that and yes 

shortly  thereafter and yes I got the feeling and yes that he is actually and yes arriving at the Council and yes because 

and yes the Council and yes are the Masters and yes today and yes having HELL and yes as one of their tasks and yes 

this was my understanding. 

 

And yes one minute afterwards and yes my father and yes in Danish and yes told me and yes that it would have been 

impossible and yes to develop me and yes without him being like he was in his life and yes THIS WAS THE PLAN and 

yes I CAN ONLY ACCEPT IT and yes not making it more funny but accept it. 

 

And yes later in the day and yes I felt now my father “on guard” and yes VERY MANY TIMES and yes I HAVE and yes 

ASKED THE COUNCIL and yes WHO IS ON GUARD and yes SOMETIMES IMPRESSED and yes BY US and yes when help-

ing you and yes sometimes and yes NOT VERY IMPRESSED and yes WHEN THE COUNCIL and yes DELIBERATELY and yes 

ARE “DUM” and yes so it is and yes MY FATHER and yes HAS ALSO NOW and yes PLAYED THE DEVIL and yes ON ME 

and yes today and yes so it is. 

 

My first day at the Job Workshop 

And yes we know and yes I was and yes asked and yes to meet at the Job Workshop and yes today at 8.30 – 13.30 and 

yes REALLY NOT LOOKING FORWARD TO THIS VERY MUCH and yes when I arrived and yes I was met by Susanne and 

yes a woman and yes which I actually like and yes thinking and yes that she knows how to motivate and yes at least 

some of the unemployed people there and yes she told me at my arrival and yes that  “you are going to get back in 
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work and you are going to get a kick in your behind” and when she started by saying this and yes to me and yes IT DID 

ACTUALLY and yes HAVE THE OPPOSITE EFFECT and yes NOT VERY HAPPY I WAS TO HEAR THAT I NEEDED THIS but for 

people needing this and yes it is a good idea and yes to have someone helping you BUT I TRULY BELIEVE AND YES 

THAT THIS SHOULD NOT BE NECESSARY and yes BECAUSE ALL PEOPLE and yes SHOULD LIVE UP TO THEIR RESPONSI-

BILITIES and yes SERIOUSLY and yes MANAGE THEMSELVES and yes BE DISCIPLINED and yes so it is and yes Susanne 

told me and yes that there are no special teachings here and yes in this respect and yes it is the same as in Hørsholm 

and yes with the difference and yes that I am forced to come here everyday and yes against my will and yes so it is. 

 

And yes advantages and yes disadvantages and yes let me say it this way and yes IT WAS A PLAY AND YES BY GOD and 

yes the teaxt above and yes BUT STILL and yes OK IT WAS and yes MY BELIEF IS THIS and yes VERY GOOD IDEA and yes 

FOR PEOPLE and yes UNEMPLOYED TO MEET and yes LIKE THIS and yes 10-12 people here today and yes BUT VOLUN-

TARILY and yes instead of mandatory and yes DON’T LIKE THAT and yes BUT VERY GOOD TO MOTIVATE EACH OTHER 

and yes and to focus on giving each other motivation and yes good energy and yes I arrived and yes sat at a computer 

and yes what would happen here and yes did not know and yes Susanne and yes said and yes that she would come 

later to see me and yes that I would just start for myself and yes so it is and yes after some minutes and yes she called 

for a morning meeting and yes good idea and yes when the leader and yes the communicator or yes the facilitator and 

yes is strong and yes positive and yes really showing that she wants to help and yes she actually and yes gave me this 

impression and yes she asked each person and yes a few questions and yes also me and yes I explained shortly about 

my situation and yes I found out and yes that she “approved” and yes that I was self going and yes so it is and yes saw 

that in Hørsholm too and yes this is the same and yes with the only difference and yes that I need to come here every 

day and yes I understood and yes that I received freedom and yes to do what I want and yes to search the jobs I find 

right and yes SUSANNE and yes I NOTICED and yes THAT SHE SAID and yes “YOU DON’T NEED HELP” and yes “I DON’T 

NEED TO USE ENERGY ON YOU” and yes THIS IS NOT WHAT I FEEL and yes SHOULD BE THE KEY PARAMETER HERE and 

yes NOT DOING AN ANALYSIS she was and yes OF OUR TRUE NEEDS and yes WE WERE and yes PUT INSIDE A SYSTEM 

and yes DOING WHAT THE SYSTEM and yes BELIEVES IS THE RIGHT TO DO and yes so it is here too and yes BUT SHE 

ACTUALLY TOLD us at the meeting and yes THAT EVERYTHING HERE and yes IS INDIVIDUAL and yes ACCORDING TO 

THE NEED OF EACH PERSON (!!!) and yes SURPRISED and yes VERY MUCH and yes I WAS TO HEAR THIS STATEMENT 

and yes BECAUSE THIS IS NOT WHAT I THINK OF THIS SYSTEM AND YES AT ALL and yes BUT MAYBE IT IS TO SUSANNE 

(?) and yes WILL HAVE TO SEE and yes over the coming days and yes so it is. 

 

And yes one of the ladies and yes attending and yes asked and yes if it was necessary and yes to come here every day 

and yes Susanne and yes said yes and yes “to receive guidance and advices” and yes the lady and yes asked and yes if 

this will take two weeks to receive and yes OF COURSE and yes WHEN THE SYSTEM IS BUSY and yes SUSANNE SAID 

and yes “WELL I CANNOT BE WITH YOU ALL OF THE TIME CAN I” and yes THEREFORE IT WILL BE ADVISES and yes 

FROM TIME TO TIME and yes WHEN SUSANNE and yes HAS THE TIME and yes THEREFORE and yes TWO WEEKS and 

yes FINE BY SUSANNE and yes the system and yes I ALSO WANTED AND YES TO STAY AT HOME and yes because I 

could not learn from the system here and yes so it is AND YES. 

 

And yes next to me and yes sat an electrian and yes got the feeling and yes that GOD and yes has also gathered and 

yes people here and yes connected and yes to my mission and yes I got a feeling about this electrician and yes we will 

have to see and yes I started and yes to look at top management jobs and yes at www.jobindex.dk and yes looking and 

yes at the ad for a new director of health, social and job functions and yes in Hillerød Commune and yes surprised and 

yes I was and yes seeing a salary I believe and yes of 110,000 DKK per month and yes A LOT OF MONEY and yes I HAVE 

NOT BEEN IMPRESSED AND YES BY THE SOLUTION AND YES IN Hørsholm and yes Lyngby and yes MAYBE AND YES 

HILLERØD IS MUCH BETTER (?) and yes just thinking we are and yes maybe I will apply for this position and yes BE-

CAUSE I MUST DO SOME APPLICATIONS and yes OTHERWISE and yes I WOULD NOT DO ANY MORE NOW and yes so it 

is and yes also and yes seeing a position and yes as Nordic Manager and yes through Mercuri and yes they did not 

write and yes which company and yes but they demand and yes experience and yes working and yes as a technician 

and yes will have to see that one in a greater detail and yes tomorrow and yes NOT VERY MOTIVATED AT ALL and yes 

WENT THERE WITH THE FEELING and yes THAT I WILL HAVE TO ACCEPT and yes TO BE HUMILIATED and yes BECAUSE 

OF THIS BOOK and yes SO IT IS and yes GOD and yes PUT A GREAT PRESSURE on me and yes SAYING and yes THAT I 

NEED and yes TO SEND AN APPLICATION and yes TOMORROW and yes maybe 3-4 and yes the first week and yes TRY-

ING of course to do it goal oriented and yes difficult now and yes to do that and yes will have to see tomorrow and yes 

so it is. 
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And yes SUSANNE and yes asked and yes the new people here and yes if they had brought and yes their CV and yes 

OBVIOUSLY and yes NOT THE CV and yes INCLUDED and yes ON WWW.JOBNET.DK and yes because and yes Susanne 

said and yes THAT EVERYONE and yes IS USING THIS SYSTEM and yes TO SEND APPLICATIONS and yes WHAT SHE EN-

COURAGES PEOPLE TO DO HERE and yes IS TO DO A NICE PERSONAL CV and yes APPLICATION and yes TO STAND OUT 

and yes SO WWW.JOBNET.DK and yes is obviously and yes not a big hit in this Commune as well and yes HOW DIFFI-

CULT CAN IT be and yes TO HAVE A STANDARD SYSTEM and yes THE BEST and yes TO PRODUCE and yes CV’s and yes 

WHICH ARE 100% and yes correct and yes objective and yes TO HAVE INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS and yes my friend 

and  yes it is here and yes that you can show your individuality and yes in the future and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I gave and yes Susanne and yes the question and yes twice and yes if she wanted and yes to read my CV and 

yes “LATER” SHE SAID and yes WILL HAVE TO SEE and yes IF SHE FOLLOWS UP ON THIS ONE and yes I AM NOT SURE 

and yes THAT READING and yes COACHING ON CV’s and yes for people and yes which the Commune “approves” of to 

be self going and yes is a service they offer and yes WHAT THEY DO INSTEAD HERE and yes IS THAT THEY RECOM-

MEND and yes people and yes to find advices and yes on how to produce CV’s and yes job applications and yes on 

www.tekstmaskinen.net and yes I had a look at that and yes good idea and yes to standardise and yes CV’s BUT YOU 

NEED TO DO IT ON A MUCH HIGHER QUALITY LEVEL THAN THIS MY FRIENDS and yes even though and yes that this 

was fine and yes BUT AT A LOWER LEVEL and yes don’t like the idea and yes to have standard APPLICATIONS and yes 

NOT AT ALL IN FACT and yes THE MAIN PROBLEM and yes AT THIS WEBSITE and yes AS IT IS EVERYWHERE and yes in 

this society and yes IS THAT THE APPLICATIONS and yes in my view and yes when reading some of them and yes FO-

CUS and yes on the applicants and yes WHY THIS JOB IS “SO” GOOD FOR THEM and yes instead and yes of the value 

and yes that the applicants and yes can offer and yes the employers and yes so it is and yes ASK NOT WHAT THE EM-

PLOYER CAN DO FOR YOU and yes BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR THE EMPLOYER and yes thinking and yes of Kennedy 

here and yes as an employer and yes you will do the same and yes with your employees and yes so it is. 

 

And yes ALSO noticing and yes PEOPLE and yes WHO SUSANNE and yes BELIEVES and yes NEED HELP and yes SHE 

WILL TELL THEM WHAT TO DO and yes TAKING RESPONSIBILITY and yes AWAY FROM THEM and yes saw that with the 

electrician and yes he was asked and yes to call and yes to go out and visit and yes AS MANY ELECTRICIANS and yes as 

he could and yes without having an appointment and yes SO HE LEFT and yes during the morning and yes doing this. 

 

And yes BASED and yes ON THIS EXPERIENCE and yes ALSO FROM HØRSHOLM and yes IT SHOULD NOT BE DIFFICULT 

and yes to offer and yes teachings and yes which people and yes can enter and yes also to have workshops and yes 

coachings and yes FOR ALL PEOPLE TO USE and yes ON THEIR INDIVIDUAL and yes LEVEL and yes so it is and yes TO 

OFFER THESE SERVICES and yes VOLUNTARILY and yes ON A HIGH QUALITY LEVEL and yes FOR PEOPLE and yes TO 

LIVE UP TO THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES and yes IF THEY DON’T and yes THEN YOU WILL NEED TO HELP THEM and yes BE-

FORE YOU CAN GRANT THEM FREEDOM AGAIN and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes people here and yes said and yes that the “practice” and yes at Brede Park and yes as a Gardener and yes IS 

NOT NICE and yes ALL PEOPLE AND YES MUST GO THROUGH THIS HERE and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS SYS-

TEM and yes PUNISHING PEOPLE and yes HERE and yes BECAUSE THEY ARE UNEMPLOYED and yes INSTEAD OF REALLY 

HELPING THEM and yes I RECEIVED ABSOLUTELY NO ADVICE HERE TODAY AT ALL and yes BUT ONLY CONTROL and yes 

A SYSTEM BY THE DEVIL IT IS MY FRIENDS but and yes I also and yes saw the advantages and yes of WORKSHOPS and 

yes WHEN THEY WORK and yes WITH GOOD ENERGY and yes GOOD QUALITY and yes so it is. 

 

And yes during the morning and yes MARK and yes ONE OF THE UNEMPLOYED and yes PEOPLE and yes ATTENDING 

and yes WAS VERY NICE and yes to give me and yes some recommendations and yes on organisations/NGO’s and yes 

which might need and yes people for different projects and yes thanking him for this and yes but saying and yes that I 

will focus and yes on applying and yes for leader positions and yes turning and yes the situation and yes to talk about 

him and yes he has been “around the world” and yes for the Danish defense and yes for Danish embassies and so it is 

and yes COULD FEEL and yes HIS INNER LIGHT and yes OF HELPING OTHER PEOPLE and yes BUT HE WAS CONTINI-

OUSLY and yes FOCUSING and yes ON MONEY and yes SECURITY and yes FOR HIM SELF and yes SO I HAD TO TELL HIM 

and yes ALSO TO DRAW FOR HIM and yes THE MORE and yes HE FOCUSSED ON MONEY and yes THE LESS OPPORTU-

NITIES and yes HE WOULD HAVE IN THE WORLD and yes THE MORE and yes HE GOES FOR HIS DREAMJOB and yes 

WITHOUT FOCUSING ON MONEY and yes THE BETTER CHANCES and yes THE MORE OPPORTUNITIES and yes WILL 
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OPEN UP FOR HIM and yes SO IT IS and yes WHAT WAS HIS DREAM JOB and yes TO WORK and yes AT A CHILDREN’S 

HOME and yes IN AZERBAIJAN and yes NOT EVERY DAY and yes THAT I MEET A PERSON and yes WHO CAN ANSWER 

THIS QUESTION AND YES IMMEDIATELY and yes WITH THIS SURPRISING ANSWER and yes HOW MUCH and yes HAS HE 

DONE and yes TO FOLLOW HIS DREAM and yes NOTHING MY FRIENDS and yes BECAUSE OF THE NEED FOR MONEY 

and yes TALKING ABOUT THIS and yes SAW HIM BECOMING and yes MORE AND MORE INSPIRED and yes HE ALSO 

THOUGHT and yes OF GOING TO A MONASTERY and yes IN SCT. PETERSBOURG and yes IN RUSSIA he was and yes I 

FELT THE POPE and yes WHEN HE TOLD ME THAT and yes A WASTE and yes FOR A MAN LIKE THAT and yes TO MISUSE 

HIS TIME and yes IN A PLACE LIKE THIS (!) and yes WHEN HE COULD BE OUT THERE and yes HELPING PEOPLE and yes 

THIS IS HOW and yes HE ALSO THOUGHT MORE and MORE and yes DURING THE MORNING and yes ALMOST PACKING 

HIS backpack he said he was and yes he became more motivated and yes liked to see that and yes thinking of Soria 

Moria here Jesper (!) and yes so it is and yes TRAVELIING and yes A LONG DANGEROUS ROAD I HAVE and YES FROM 

ONE MOUNTAIN TO THE NEXT and yes LIKE NO OTHER MAN HAS DONE and yes NOW I AM HERE and yes MY FRIENDS 

and yes REALLY NOT THAT DIFFICULT and yes we know  and yes YOU COULD SO EASILY and yes HAVE MADE and yes 

THIS TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME but this and yes WAS A PLAY and yes RIGHT TO MY EXTREME EDGE MY FRIENDS 

and yes so it is and yes ALMOST OPENING and yes FOR YOU and yes THEN IT IS CHRISTMAS MY FRIENDS and yes FOR 

ME FIRST and yes THEN and yes WE WILL START and yes PLAYING FOOTBALL and yes TO SCORE GOALS and yes FOR 

ALL PEOPLE OF THE WORLD MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes MARK and yes I DON’T KNOW THE CONNECTION YET but yes A CONNECTION I FEEL and yes only this and yes 

MARK SPEAKS A LOT and yes WILL HAVE TO MAKE HIM UNDERSTAND and yes THAT I NEED TIME and yes TOMORROW 

and yes CONCENTRATED and yes TO DO and yes WHAT I SHOULD DO and yes WORK and yes WITHOUT BEING INTER-

RUPTED and yes WILL OFFER HIM and yes MAYBE A SHORT TALK and yes COACHING and yes ALWAYS GOOD and yes 

WHEN IT IS RELATED and yes TO WORK and yes MAYBE and yes TO CONTINUE and yes the meeting and yes after 

“business hours” and yes so it is here. 

 

Rearranging my living room 

And yes my friend and yes sometimes and yes what seem to be the best solution and yes is not the best solution and 

yes when you discover this and yes then there is only one thing to do and yes to do the solution and yes which is bet-

ter and yes we know and yes WHEN I MOVED IN and yes I WAS INSPIRED and yes TO “CLEARLY” SEE and yes that one 

two person sofa and yes was best placed and yes at the long wall and yes that the three person sofa and yes was best 

placed at the short wall and yes BUT I LOOKED AT THIS and yes MANY TIMES and yes DECIDING and yes 1-2 days ago 

and yes THAT I WANTED and yes TO SWITCH THE SOFAS and yes which I did and yes I also found out and yes that I 

wanted to rearrange and yes the lights and yes not how they are placed but where the cords and yes lead to and yes 

which outlet and yes because and yes I WANT TO PUSH ONE BUTTON ONLY and yes IN ORDER TO TURN ON ALL OF MY 

LIGHT and yes six lamps and yes in the living room and yes so it is and yes after moving and yes the sofas and yes the 

stack and yes could be moved and yes half a metre to the left and yes that would look so much better and yes ONLY 

ONE PROBLEM and yes I HAD TO REMOVE EVERYTHING and yes IN THE STACK and yes MANY BOOKS and yes MY STE-

REO EQUIPMENT and yes EVERYTHING and yes to partly disconnect the stack in itself too and yes HOW MANY PEOPLE 

and yes WILL DO THIS and yes AFTER HAVING and yes ASSEMBLED IT and yes in the first place and yes I DECIDED and 

yes THAT I DID NOT WANT TO GIVE UP ON QUALITY and yes in my living room and yes started doing this work and yes 

on the stack and yes this afternoon and yes WHEN and yes I WAS MORE DEAD THAN ALIVE and yes so it is here and 

yes NOT FEELING VERY MOTIVATED and yes to do this but you know IT IS ONLY IN YOU MIND and yes MANY TIMES 

and yes THAT WHAT MAY SEEM LIKE A BIG JOB and yes IS REALLY NOT A BIG JOB and yes BECAUSE and yes IT DID NOT 

TAKE SO LONG TIME and yes to disconnect and yes to redo the light cords and yes SOME HOURS and yes THEN MOST 

OF IT WAS DONE and yes THE STACK IS FINE NOW AGAIN and yes JUST NEED TO DO THE LAST PART and yes OF THE 

CORDS and yes TOMORROW and yes BECAUSE and yes I NEED to buy maybe two extra cords and yes to nail them 

once more and yes to the wall and yes so it is. 

 

And yes also this and yes I bought and yes a converter and yes the other day and yes for a halogen lamp and yes it did 

not give the same light and yes as a similar lamp next to it and yes with the original and yes converter and yes return-

ing what I bought today and yes received back my 119 DKK and yes found three similar used lamps and yes with con-

verters and yes at www.dba.dk and yes for 80 DKK my friends (!) and yes HERSTAL IT IS and yes CHEAP and yes BEAU-

TIFUL DESIGN and yes GOOD QUALITY and yes IS MY EXPERIENCE and yes BETTER THAN MOST MUCH MORE EXPEN-

SIVE LAMPS and yes just my point of view of course and yes going and yes to you at Frederiksberg and yes you could 
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not give back on 100 DKK (!) and yes therefore it became a little bit more expensive but I got what I wanted and yes 

one of the six and yes lights in my living room and yes will be one of these lamps and yes I got an extra yes converter 

and yes now my own lamp and yes shines fine again and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

Receiving the commode of God 

And yes OF COURSE and yes MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS ONLY A SYMBOL and yes AGAIN TODAY and yes I RECEIVED 

and yes a visit and yes by my mother and yes John and yes bringing the rest of my clothes and yes ALSO and yes A 

COMMODE and yes WHICH MY MOTHER and yes BOUGHT and yes WHEN SANNE WAS A BABY and yes 50 years old it 

is now and yes BECAUSE and yes I REALLY NEED TO HAVE MORE ROOM FOR MY CLOTHES HERE and yes WE KNOW 

and yes JUST THE SYMBOL and yes OF THE COMMODE and yes of GOD and yes HIS TOOLBOX MY FRIENDS and yes 

BOTH AS GOD and yes AS THE DEVIL and yes PREPARING MY JOURNEY I AM STILL and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

And yes I ALSO PAID and yes THE RENT TODAY and yes ONE DAY EARLY and yes I ACTUALLY AND YES THOUGHT and 

yes that it was the 10th today and yes actually and yes BUSY here and yes NO BREAKS and yes again and yes for DAYS 

and yes WORKING and yes ON ALL SMALL and yes BIG THINGS and yes from morning and yes to evening and yes until 

bedtime that is and yes again today and yes I TOLD MY MOTHER and yes THAT I HAD PAID THE RENT TODAY and yes 

VERY RELIEVED SHE WAS and yes MAYBE NOT BELIEVING IN ME SHE WAS and yes NOW FOCUSSING and yes ON MY 

DEBT and yes TO DANSKE BANK she was and yes MY SISTER IS STRONG and yes WE KNOW and yes ALSO A PART OF 

THE GAME and yes I SAID and yes THAT I WILL WRITE TO THE BANK BEFORE THE 12th NOVEMBER and yes BECAUSE I 

HAVE RECEIVED and yes A LETTER and yes from the bank and yes asking me to do this and yes so it is and yes more 

important and yes to my mother and yes to start repaying the bank and yes than starting to repay the loan for the de-

posit and yes because and yes just maybe and yes they will come and get my furniture here and yes WHAT ARE THE 

RULES and yes HERE IN DENMARK and yes MAYBE THEY ARE ALLOWED and yes TO TAKE MY STEREO EQUIPMENT and 

yes VERY SURPRISED and yes I WAS SOME YEARS ago and yes when this happened to me and yes because I did not pay 

a dentist bill and yes of a small amount and yes at the end of the day and yes I don’t know how much more I had to 

repay because of lawyer and court expenses but maybe and yes 20 times or even more and yes listening to the lawyer 

and yes because of my “luxury life” and yes because I had empty Champagne bottles and yes in my apartment and yes 

I HAVE NOT HAVE MANY OF THESE and yes JUST A SYMBOL and yes OF PEOPLE and yes HAVING PAIN and yes IN THEIR 

BEHIND and yes so it is and yes I HAVE NOT SPEND MONEY and yes NEVER ON EXPENSIVE TRAVELS OR KITCHENS OR 

USING MANY HUNDRED THOUSANDS DKK and yes AS MANY MANY PEOPLE HERE HAVE DONE and yes on their house 

and yes MONEY WHICH IS ACTUALLY NOT THEIRS and yes so it is. 

 

And yes MY MOTHER and yes THOUGHT and yes that switching the sofas and yes was just right and yes much better 

than before and yes OF COURSE AND YES THIS WAS ARRANGED and yes BY GOD and yes TO SHOW PEOPLE and yes TO 

ALWAYS and yes DO THE RIGHT THING and yes REDO and yes IF YOU CAN IMPROVE and yes so it is and yes I told her 

and yes that sometimes and yes the first solution looks like the right but sometimes you need to change to see what is 

truly the right decision and yes when I said this and yes it was with the meaning and yes that what my family and yes 

have thought and yes as the first and right solution and yes that I am sick and yes is not right because they need to 

switch and yes just like the sofas and yes to see and yes that the other solution and yes that I told them and yes is ac-

tually the truth and yes mother this was actually what it meant today and yes you brought me my toolbox and yes I 

told you and yes that you need to “switch the sofas” to see the truth. 

 
A very nice email from Mary 

And yes today and yes I received and yes THIS VERY NICE EMAIL and yes from Mary and yes the neighbour and yes of 

Elijah and yes GOD SAID and yes VERY IMPORTANT TOO and yes not knowing why but this was what he said: 

 

 DEAR STIG.   

 

I WISH TO SEND LOVE GREETINGS AND TO LET YOU KNOW THAT I RECEIVED INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SAFE ARRI-

VAL HOME FROM THE KATAMAS. AND EVEN TODAY I RECEIVED YOUR KIND REGARDS FROM ELIJAH. THANKS 

FOR  CONNECTING US ALL THE WAY FROM DENMARK.  

HOW ARE YOU ,YOUR SISTER ,PARENT AND YOUR ASSOCIATES DOING? 

ITS MY SINCERE PRAYERS THAT GOD SETTLES YOU MUCH QUICKER AND GRANT  GREATER OPPORTUNITIES,PEACE OF 

MIND AS YOU BEGIN NEW CHAPTERS OF SERVICE TO GOD AFTER  OBEYING HIM BYCOMINGTO AFRICA. 
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IT WAS A PRIVILEGE TO MEET AND INTERACT WITH YOU AND SHARED YOUR GREAT WISDOM WHICH WE CHERISH 

AND TREASURE VERY MUCH. 

KINDLY KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN IF YOU COULD FIND A JOB FOR SOCIAL WORK OR AN EXCHANGE OPPORTUNITY FOR 

STUDY .  

ALSO , MAY I  KNOW IF YOU COULD DO A SEARCH FOR AN ORGANIZATION FOR CHILDREN OR CHARITY THAT WOULD 

BE WILLING TO PARTNER WITH JUNIOR SHELTERS TO SUPPORT OUR CHILDREN AND DEVELOP OUR VISION FURTHER. 

I HAVE A GREAT DESIRE ALSO TO VISIT DENMARK PERHAPS MY VENTURE WOULD BE AN EYE OPENER TO FIND MORE 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE GROWTH.SOONEST YOU COULD INVITE ME OR TWO OF US EVEN IF IT WOULD BE FOR 

DECEMBER AND FOR 

 SHORTEST DURATION POSSIBLE.  

AM STILL CONVINCED THAT OUR CONNECTION WITH YOU WAS DEVINE AND WITH A PURPOSE FOR GODS GLORY.  

 

THANKS  

 

KIND REGARDS 

MARY 

 

And yes I did not have time and yes today and yes to send a reply and yes will do that tomorrow and yes I understand 

and yes very much and yes Mary’s and yes desire and yes to help the children and yes the orphans BUT YOU KNOW 

MY FRIENDS and yes I WILL NOT and yes SEARCH FOR AN ORGANISATION and yes to help her and yes OTHER THAN 

LTO and yes WE KNOW and yes MUCH MORE ON THIS and yes LATER WHEN GOD WILL OPEN THE GATE and yes we 

know SHOWING ME MANY THINGS he is when writing this and yes I don’t have the time to write it so it is and yes 

DON’T HAVE THE TIME EITHER and yes to help Mary on this right now. 

 

I will offer my apartment to someone in need if I can 

And yes we know and yes INSPIRATION and yes PRESSURE I RECEIVED and yes today and yes TO SAY and yes THAT I 

WILL OFFER SOMEONE and yes IN NEED and yes TO LIVE AT MY APARTMENT and yes ON THESE CONDITIONS and yes 

THAT I WILL NOT NEED THE APARTMENT MYESELF and yes SO IT IS and yes THAT POUL ERIK and yes THIS ASSOCIA-

TION and yes approves it and yes I CANNOT and yes DISPOSE of his apartment and yes BECAUSE IT IS NOT MINE and 

yes THIS IS MY DECISION and yes JUST ONE EXAMPLE and yes of one of many decisions and yes which could have been 

difficult and yes IF I ONLY BASED IT ON FEELINGS and yes AS MANY PEOPLE DO and yes THE FEELING and yes ONLY TO 

HELP and yes so it is. 

 

Nice emails from David and Elijah 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes BOTH DAVID and yes ELIJAH and yes WHEN YOU ARE POSITIVE and yes WHEN 

YOU FOCUS and yes ON FINDING GOOD SOLUTIONS and yes TOGETHER and yes TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER and 

yes THEN THERE IS A MUCH BETTER and yes CHANCE and yes THAT THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU WILL DO and yes HOP-

ING MY FRIENDS and yes that this truly and yes will be the case and yes THIS WEEK PLEASE and yes VERY IMPORTANT 

MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

Hallo Stig, 

Thank you so much for your e-mail and updates. 

  

Today we met the all of us in the afternoon at the office but were not able deliberate on the agenda of resolution since 

we had limited time. We shall be able to do so when we have enough time hopefully later this week. The mood was 

okay in the office though and I hope for the best when we finally meet. 

  

I hope to write a longer big e-mail on Wedsday and my friend, I have it in my action plan. 

  

Thank you and have a good evening 

 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH ELIJAH and yes FOR GIVING me and yes EVEN BETTER INFORMATION and yes THAN 

DAVID and yes OF WHY and yes YOU HAVE NOT MET YET and yes ALWAYS NICE TO KNOW and yes WHEN YOU TRULY 

and yes ARE INVOLVED and yes WHEN YOU HAVE ASKED TO BE UPDATED and yes AS I AM AND HAVE DONE and yes 
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ELIJAH and yes YOU WIN THIS ONE MY FRIEND ☺ - and yes THANK YOU FOR BEING POSITIVE and yes PLEASE REMEM-

BER THIS ALL OF YOU WHEN YOU MEET AND YES NOT TO BE NEGATIVE AND YES PLEASE and yes THANK YOU FOR 

STILL USING YOUR ACTION PLANS AND YES PLEASE DO THEM AND YES AS PERFECT AS POSSIBLE AND YES SO IT IS MY 

FRIENDS. 

 

AND YES PLEASE GIVE ALL AND YES THE NICE PEOPLE AT THE CHURCH AND YES MY WARM THOUGHTS and yes THINK-

ING OF THEM and yes ALL OF THE WELL KNOWN FACES and yes I WOULD HAVE LIKED TO BE MORE OUTGOING WHEN 

I WAS WITH YOU ALL MY FRIENDS but you know and yes I was more ingoing and yes because of my sufferings and yes 

so it is. And yes here is the email from Elijah: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Another great day here in Kenya.I am happy to write to you and more so thank you for your daily updates.I had a very 

good weekend . My Family is fine.The team is fine too.We were all expecting to have our meeting today,but we had to 

push it to Wednesday because John came later today from the villages and we felt it was good for him to read all your 

scripts and understand all that has been happening. The great and happy message is , We were all able to make it to 

the office today. 

 

We are all positive that we will strike a common understanding between ourselves.  I am also happy to have read your 

scripts  this morning and will like to point it that we are still working with our action plans. All i have not done  to be 

sincere is to include all your questions in my action plan.I do agree with you that a number of questions have not been 

answered, but i will do my level best to give you all the answers, but first follows the sermon from the church. My very 

sincere regards from Pastor James, Peter ,Evans and Shem. 

We had some good time yesterday in the church.Mary too is fine, i will be meeting her this week on Friday. The title  is 

a s follows:- 

 

JOY IN GOD'S PRESENCE:- PASTOR  PETER NJENGA. 

 

When you are in the presence of the lord, there is joy. Moses did not like to move from the presence of God. A christian 

is called to rejoice  and confess that the joy of the Lord is our  help that will take us forward. The bible says in the book 

of Romans 5:1-8 , 

 

Now that we have been put right with God through Faith, we have peace with God through our lord Jesus Christ.He 

has brought us by Faith into this experience of God's grace, in which we now live.  

 And so we boast of the hope we have of sharing God's glory. We also boast of our troubles, because we know that 

trouble produces endurance, endurance brings God approval and his approval creates hope.This hope does not disap-

point us, for God has poured out his love into our hearts by means of holy spirit who is God's gift to us. verse 6 says:-  

 

For when we were still helpless christ died for the wicked at the time that God chose .It is a difficulty thing for someone 

to die for a righteous person.It may  even be that someone might dare to die for a good person. 

Verse 8:-  

 

"But God has shown us how much he loves us , it was while we were sinners that  Christ died for us" 

 

There is enemity between a man who does not know God hence need for reconcillation. In the book of  1st Timothy 2:5 

says:-  

 

For there is one God and ther is one who brings God and mankind together , The man ,The Christ JESUS. We were lost 

in sins , but Jesus paid for our sins.There are threee benefits of being in God's presence. 

 

1.The Joy Of Forgiveness of Sins.We do not have to live by the past because my past is forgiven. 

 

2. The Joy Of Access To The Presence Of The Lord. 
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3. The Joy Of A Glorious Future. 

 

There is need to rejoice even when we are suffering.THere are two types of suffering that the bible talks about:-  

 

1. Suffering because of our own mistakes. 

 

In every day we make mistakes , mistakes that costs us dearly.We make mistakes in our decisions, choices, but the bi-

ble says:- Even then, we should still thank God.Do not allow the devil to crush you since you have made a mistake. 

 

2. Suffering because of our  Faith. 

 

This suffering strengthens our character.When we go through suffering we gain patience.There is great need to sur-

render to the lord, to surrender our work,surrender our relationships and our money.Joy means God comingto your 

life.Phillipians:- 4:4 says:- 

 

 "May you always be joyful in your union with the lord" , I say it again: REJOICE! 

 

This was one of those great sermons from pastor Peter.I will continously keep on updating you the sermons as i receive 

them. We will be looking forward to attending Steve's wedding this coming sartuday.The venue for the wedding is 

none other than the Rock City Gardens.You can get a sample of the place from the pictures you took when we visited. 

 

Finally , i do hope you are enjoying your new apartment.All my regards to your dear Family. 

 

Elijah. 

 

And yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH ELIJAH and yes FOR GIVEN THESE MINUTES and yes I DON’T HAVE MUCH TIME and 

yes DURING THESE DAYS and yes THEREFORE YOUR MINUTES and yes ARE PUBLISHED HERE and yes WITH GREAT AP-

PRECIATION and yes WITHOUT FUTHER COMMENTS and yes we know and yes we have not been very active and yes 

when writing and yes the script of today and yes sometimes and yes almost and yes like the “old” days and yes WHEN 

YOU WERE NOT IN MY LIFE and yes WHERE I HAD TO DO and yes ALL SENTENCES and yes BY MY SELF and yes WE 

KNOW and yes NORMALLY and yes WE ARE HERE and yes MORE OR LESS ACTIVE and yes IN ALL WRITING and yes 

SOMETIMES GIVING ME YOUR WORDS and yes SOMETIMES and yes FOLLOWING and yes CONFIRMING my words and 

yes VERY UNUSUAL and yes SOMETIMES TODAY and yes WHEN YOU WERE NOT AS ACTIVE AS USUAL and yes so it is 

my friends. 

 

AND YES THANK YOU ELIJAH and yes PLEASE ALSO GIVE EVERY SINGLE and yes ONE OF YOUR FAMILY and yes my best 

regards and yes thoughts and yes thinking and yes of Micheck and yes Big Katama and yes your mother and yes ALL 

OF YOUR SIBLINGS MY FRIEND. 

 

A nice message from Evans 

And yes we know and yes EVANS and yes IS MY MEMBER TOO and yes IN MY CHURCH and yes so it is and yes TALK 

ABOUT DEDICATION and yes SAW THAT IN THE CHURCH and yes IN GACHIE and yes ALSO WRITING and yes ABOUT 

ME he is and yes TO HIS FRIENDS and yes ON FACEBOOK and yes EVANS and yes INVITED me to become his friend and 

yes on Facebook and yes so it is: 

 

Subject:  cool conversations with God 

 

Hey Friends,Kindly Allow me to share this message with you............. 

 

Exodus 33:14,"And the Lord replied, 'I will personally go with you Moses. I will give you rest -everything will be fine for 

you.'" (NLT) 

 

Have you ever been in a situation where you needed to pray about something, but you just couldn't find the words? 

Maybe you felt so far removed from God that you didn't know what to say? Possibly you felt that God was so far re-
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moved from you and you were looking for the words to bring Him back to you? 

 

There are situations in our lives that leaves us feeling extremely frustrated . We've prayed. We've journeyed. We've 

talked to friends,and frankly, We begin to wonder if God is still with us. 

 

Exodus 33. This particular chapter is what I would call a cool conversation with God. Moses speaks candidly. He shares 

his fears and true feelings with the Lord. He expresses his need for God to be with him ...and the Lord responds with 

compassion and love. 

 

Moses had just led the people out of Egypt, but there was still more traveling required before reaching the Promised 

Land. Due to their disobedience and worshiping of man-made gods, the Lord was not very pleased with His people. 

 

The Lord: (Verse 3b) "I will not travel along with you, for you are a stubborn and unruly people. If I did, I would be 

tempted to destroy you along the way." (The people went into mourning over these words. I imagine they were scared, 

feeling abandoned by God.) 

 

Moses: (Verses 12a-13) "You have been telling me, 'Take these people to the Promised Land'...Please, if this is really so, 

show me your intentions so I will understand You more fully and do exactly what You want me to do. Besides, don't 

forget that this nation is Your very own people." (Moses must have felt scared and concerned for the people. He even 

gives God a reminder, like He needed one, of Whose people they are.) 

 

The Lord: (Verse 14) "I will personally go with you, Moses. I will give you rest - everything will be fine for you." 

 

The Lord responded in a way that showed and proved that He did indeed care and love Moses and His people. He may 

have to, at times, teach His people (us) a lesson by allowing them to travel alone, but He is still the same God who 

loves, provides for, and leads. Not only did God tell Moses that He would be with him, but He said, "I will personally go 

with you, Moses." I think God is saying this to us, too. 

 

Moses was not afraid to speak his heart and true feelings to God. God didn't get mad. He listened and responded. 

 

Moses: (Verse 15) "If you don't go with us personally, don't let us move another step from this place." 

 

The Lord: (Verse 17) "I will indeed do what you have asked, for you have found favor with me, and you are my friend." 

 

Oh, don't you just love that! The Lord and Moses have a heartfelt conversation in which the Lord assures Moses every-

thing will be fine. Friendship with God was a privilege for Moses and it is a privilege for us, too.We don't have to have 

the perfect words when speaking to God. We don't have to have instant answers to our questions or resolutions to our 

problems. What we can have though is a cool conversation with God, where we can lay it all out truthfully and hon-

estly, resting in the assurance that we are loved and that God is personally involved in our lives. 

 

The next time you feel abandoned by God or stuck in a hopeless situation, speak to Him "face to face" (Exodus 33:11), 

ask Him to "show you His intentions so you can understand more fully" (verse 13), be assured that God will "personally 

be with you"(verse 14), and that "you are His friend" (verse 17). 

 

Just like Moses, you, too, can have your own cool conversation with God. He already knows it all, but tell Him yourself 

how you are feeling, your fears, your hopes, and your needs. you dont have to be eloquent. He stands ready to listen 

and be there personally for you.He will never leave you nor forsake you. And how precious it to know that His Promises 

are sure and true. Blessing you and taking care of you is His sole business. He loves you Eternally. 

 

Dear Lord, Thank you for giving me the privilege to be called Your friend. I rejoice in the fact that You are personally 

involved in my life. Help me to talk honestly with You daily and to listen to Your Voice when You respond. Amen. 

 

And yes we know and yes REALLY THINKING and yes again and yes THAT THE DAY TODAY and yes WAS IMPOSSIBLE 

and yes FINALISING and yes at 00.00 and yes SHOULD HAVE BEEN TRULY IMPOSSIBLE TODAY BUT SHOWING YOU MY 
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FRIENDS and yes YOU CAN OVERCOME and yes MUCH MORE than what you think you can and yes I WILL BE WITH 

YOU ALL THE WAY MY FRIENDS ☺.
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Tuesday 10th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, meeting at the Job Workshop today, applying a job as General Manager Nordic, continuing the 

work on the apartment, speaking to Fuggi, all people will get three chances to defeat the Devil, sending an answer to 

Mary, sending an answer to Evans and Genworth on Danish National Television. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes the reason and yes why I like to sleep and yes IS ALSO and yes AS SIMPLE and yes AS THIS 

and yes I DON’T KNOW WHO I AM and yes WHEN I SLEEP and yes so it is and yes THIS IS THE MEANING and yes OF BE-

ING ME and yes THE STRESS and yes WHICH IS ALWAYS THERE and yes IN THE BACK OF MY MIND and yes so it is and 

yes STILL EVERY MORNING and yes thinking and yes “that is right” and yes “that is me” and yes nothing to do about it 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes TRYING and yes TO BE MORE and yes ACCURATE when taking notes and yes on my broken phone and yes this 

night and yes let me see and yes if I can read them and yes here they are: 

 

• I am at a big farm in Africa. It is owned by a millionaire, who does not pay the staff because he does not have 

much money left. I have always known that there would come a day when Americans would start setting up an-

tennas on the wrong neighbour ground, which they now have done – it should have been on one of the other 

neighbour grounds, which I say. The farm has difficulties producing electricity and I see a ship. 

• I am together with my old friend Lars, we stand in front of a coin machine, which we have put two 20 DKK coins 

into and now I receive my return payment. We are three friends who want to start a business together without 

Kim S., but I say that I don’t want to do that because it would be disloyal to Kim S. I am together with Lars outside 

town to pick up my car. It is parked at a giant parking place and I am searching for my “Metro” which is the name 

of my Triumph sportscar. I say to Lars that I cannot find my car and that I almost give up, I see some ice here and 

there on the parking places. The reason that it is difficult to find the car is that the entrance to the city is through 

this parking place which is another entrance than the normal one. 

o And yes I HAVE NOT BEEN THINKING and yes ABOUT BUYING A TRIUMPH CAR and yes JUST FOR YOUR 

INFORMATION but I see it as a symbol and yes of UK and yes London you know …. 

• I see Billy Cook standing in the bar and I laugh because of all of the cake he has eaten at my place. The women 

working in the bar are very busy. I would like to invite Janet Parker for dinner too, and I am told that Janet and 

another woman have a company in Gentofte and they invite me to come tomorrow and also at the end of the 

week. When I arrive I am told that someone in my name has ordered the absolutely best stereo system in small 

size which they have, they have decreased the profit margin to only 0.5% and I tell them that I have not made an 

order, I only said that I would like to see the equipment and I did not expect to buy it, so this is based on a misun-

derstanding. 

• I was out with Kim S. yesterday evening, and I meet Peter A. on the street on my way to Kim. Peter would like to 

speak to me and I say “well you are selling QXL at different places”. I come to Kim’s office at 9.30, I have the free-

dom to come and say hello, the women there say that it has been a while since I was there the last time and on 

their computers I see that it is Christmas. 

 

And yes STILL and yes THE ONLY TRUE FEELING and yes IS TO SLEEP and yes WHEN WRITING THIS and yes OVER-

WHELMING MY FRIENDS and yes STILL NOT and yes DOING THIS and yes ONLY and yes WHEN IT IS TRULY NEEDED and 

yes AS THE OTHER DAY and yes WITH THE PURPOSE and yes AFTERWARDS TO WORK and yes WHICH WOULD OTH-

ERWISE and yes BE IMPOSSIBLE TO DO and yes so it is and yes RIGHT ON THE EDGE I AM HERE and yes THIS IS WHERE 

YOU WILL KNOW WHAT THE PHRASE and yes SUCCESS OR FAILURE IS ABOUT and yes THIS IS THE EDGE AND YES I AM 

BALANCING ON and yes ALL THE WAY in and yes to the harbour and yes OR UP THE MOUNTAIN and yes IF YOU WISH 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes FOUND A NEW TRANSLATION SERVICE and yes on the internet and yes http://da.w3dictionary.org and yes 

thank you very much and yes looking like the best and yes MUCH MORE INFORMATION and yes EXAMPLES and yes 
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than the others and yes USING THIS SITE AS A NEW REFERENCE I AM and yes LIKE TO SEE QUALITY WORK and yes very 

much ☺. 

 

And yes only short and yes my amplifier and yes yesterday and yes is now starting and yes SOMETIMES and yes NOT 

TO JAR and yes when I turn the volume up or down and yes AS MENTIONED and yes GOD IS DOING THE JAR and yes 

THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG WITH IT and yes looking forward and yes to my CD-player and yes will work 

again and yes because the dvd-player and yes will not play and yes my homemade CD’s and yes therefore and yes 

VERY ANNOYED I AM HERE and yes that the living room and yes is even smaller than my old one and yes that the 

speakers and yes can only stand and yes along the long wall and yes PRODUCING and yes MUCH POORER SOUND 

QUALITY and yes VERY SORRY I AM and yes THAT I CANNOT PLAY LOUD MUSIC HERE and yes WHICH MY NEIGHBOUR 

DOES and yes in some degree and yes VERY ANNOYING HE IS and yes IT COULD HAVE BEEN ME and yes so it is truly 

here and yes WOULD LIKE A HOUSE and yes “in the country” and yes ALSO BECAUSE OF THIS and yes TO BE ABLE TO 

PLAY LOUD MUSIC and yes without disturbing anyone and yes so it is and yes maybe difficult for you to understand 

and yes if God has not given you the same desire as I have. 

 

Meeting at the Job Workshop today 

And yes my friends and yes again today and yes EXACTLY ON TIME and yes 8.30 and yes so it is and yes I DON’T KNOW 

WHY but only and yes 4-5 people and yes at the workshop today and yes including and yes Mark and yes the electri-

cian and yes DO YOU KNOW JUST HOW ANNOYING IT IS and yes WHEN PEOPLE SPEAK IN PRIVATE and yes WHEN YOU 

WORK CONCENTRATED and yes ALSO THEREFORE and yes THESE TWO and yes spoke in private and yes for maybe one 

hour and yes ALMOST ASKING THEM TO STOP TALKING and yes I did not speak to Mark and yes until the end of the 

day and yes more of this later and yes we know and yes during the morning and yes Susanne and yes wanted to see 

and yes my CV and yes at www.jobnet.dk and yes taking her and yes maybe 10 seconds and yes to see and yes saying 

and yes that my Jobnet CV could not be better and yes THIS WAS TRULY and yes HER FEEDBACK and yes AFTER 10 

SECONDS and yes based on QUANTITY and yes NOT ON QUALITY and yes BECAUSE SHE COULD ONLY SEE THE QUAN-

TITY and yes NOT THE QUALITY of this CV and yes so it is and yes NO INTEREST FROM HER TO READ THIS CV and yes 

BUT NOW and yes FOR THE SECOND DAY in a row and yes I HAVE TEMPTED HER and yes BY HAVING MY OWN CV and 

yes LAYING ON MY TABLE and yes WHICH SHE SAW YESTERDAY and yes again today and yes SHE CAME and yes today 

and yes to ask if she could see it briefly and yes I told her and yes that she needed to spend time on it and yes if she 

truly wanted to understand it and yes she used some minutes and yes reading it and yes she gave very positive feed-

back and yes in general and yes she liked that I have keyed in the results of my work very much and yes THEN SHE 

NOTICED and yes THAT I WROTE and yes THAT I AM NOT SELF-ASSERTING and yes THAT I HAVE PUT THIS IN BOLD and 

yes I CANNOT REMEMBER WHAT SHE SAID but she noticed it and yes I said and yes THAT I ONLY INCLUDE THIS and yes 

FOR PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND THIS and yes IN CONNECTION and yes WITH MY STATEMENT OF BEING THE MOST 

CLEVER and yes she understood and yes I SAID and yes THAT IT IS NOT BECAUSE OF ME but because of others and yes 

that I included and yes this in my CV and yes then I asked her and yes WHAT SHE THOUGHT and yes ABOUT THE TEXT 

and yes being the most clever manager, sales man etc. and yes SHE DID NOT MIND and yes DID I HEAR HER COR-

RECTLY and yes ASKING ONCE AGAIN and yes NOW ASKING HER TO BE VERY DIRECT AND HONEST and yes SHE STILL 

DID NOT MIND AT ALL and yes BUT THE CV IS OF COURSE and yes COMMITTING and yes AS SHE SAID and yes RIGHT 

ABOUT THAT SHE WAS and yes HAD I REALLY FOUND A PERSON IN DENMARK and yes COMPLETELY WITHOUT THE 

BAD SIDES OF THE JANTE LAW and yes SHE REALLY DID NOT MIND AT ALL and yes so it is and yes but she had com-

ments and yes for the last and yes the third last of my personal competences: 

 

And yes my competence and yes “the highest degree of morals and ethics” and yes she thought and yes that this 

sounded and yes solemn and pompus and yes the first three words that is and yes this is what she thought and yes I 

said to her and yes that the purpose and yes of writing this was trying and yes to give people an understanding and 

yes of the level and yes if you have a scale from 0-10 and yes people can be on level 2, 5, 8 or 10 and yes just trying 

and yes to say and yes that I am on the highest level here and yes BUT SHE THOUGHT and yes THAT IT “WAS TOO 

MUCH” and yes INSTEAD OF UNDERSTANDING and yes so it also is here and yes she also had the same thought and 

yes of the third last and yes competence and yes “acknowledges the value of other people and I am not self-asserting” 

and yes so it is and yes I PROMISED SUSANNE and yes TO THINK and yes ABOUT WHAT SHE SAID and yes BECAUSE and 

yes THAT HER FEEDBACK and yes IS ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL YET OF THE FEEDBACKS I HAVE RECEIVED and yes NOW I 

HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT IT and yes I DON’T BELIEVE I CAN WRITE IT MORE PRECISELY and yes WITHOUT THE TEXT and 

yes loosing the OBJECTIVE MEANING OF IT and yes THEREFORE SUSANNE and yes you believe and yes that I take my 
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self too seriously and yes you liked another line of text and yes humour and yes informal tone and yes so it is and yes 

so just trying and yes to understand you and yes Susanne and yes to guess and yes based on my questions and yes her 

answers and yes she is a person and yes who likes and yes not too many details and yes to talk and yes laugh and yes 

to help people and yes and don’t follow the Jante law as much as other people and yes but still having feelings and yes 

giving her other answers and yes than WHAT IS OBJECTIVELY THE TRUTH and yes AS YOU KNOW MY DEAR READER 

and yes THIS IS TRULY A VERY DELICATE BALANCE and yes BECAUSE and yes AM I POMPOUS and yes AM I ALLOWED 

and yes TO BE THE JUDGE and yes OF WHAT IS RIGHT AND WRONG and yes TO TELL PEOPLE THAT and yes somebody 

and yes may believe and yes that I know all and yes BECAUSE and yes this is the JANTELAW and yes DON’T COME AND 

TEACH US and yes IS BASICALLY and yes what it is about and yes WHEN I SHOW THE SAME ATTITUDE and yes ABOUT 

MUCH OF WHAT IS WRITTEN HERE and yes NOT EVERYTHING and yes BECAUSE I HAVE MADE MISTAKES TOO but you 

know MUCH OF IT and yes SAYING and yes THAT I WILL NOT FOLLOW YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS and yes IS THAT 

THE SAME and yes THE JANTE LAW I AM FOLLOWING and yes THE TRUE ANSWER and yes IS NO and yes why and yes 

JUST BECAUSE OF THIS and yes I WILL TRY TO LISTEN and yes TO UNDERSTAND YOU and yes TO REALLY THINK and yes 

IS MY SOLUTION or HER SUGGESTION and yes THE BEST and yes ONLY BASED ON OBJECTIVE CRITERIA and yes LIKE I 

HAVE DONE HERE and yes SHE SUGGESTED and yes TO REMOVE THESE TWO LINES and yes I WILL NOT DO THAT and 

yes THAT WOULD BE THE SAME AS CUTTING OFF TWO OF MY FINGERS and yes BECAUSE THIS IS WHO I AM my friends 

and yes therefore. 

 

And yes finally this and yes I TRULY LIKE SUSANNE VERY MUCH and yes because she has A LOT OF PASSION and yes 

ENERGY and yes IS NOT AFRAID and yes SHE IS HONEST and yes DIRECT and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes NO 

OR ONLY A LITTLE JANTELAW and yes so it is and yes I listened to her coaching one of the ladies and yes of the work-

shop and yes I heard and yes Susanne and yes saying and yes WITH MUCH COMMITMENT and yes to the lady and yes 

“you are simply fantastic” and yes “you are super, it is wonderful” and yes I heard it and yes I THOUGHT AND YES OF 

MY MOTHER and yes WHEN YOU SHOW ALL OF YOUR SOUL and yes YOUR JOY AND HAPPINESS and yes HERE IS AN 

EXAMPLE and yes OF A DANE and yes NOT HOLDING BACK and yes LIKING THAT VERY MUCH and yes I TOLD HER AF-

TERWARDS and yes THAT I LIKED THAT VERY MUCH INDEED and yes told her and yes that not many people and yes 

are so committed and yes positive and yes JUST SHOW WHO THEY ARE and yes then she told me and yes that she is 

also working as a mentor and yes for people and yes which she and yes is handpicking and yes of the unemployed 

people and yes for her and yes to develop these people and yes WITHIN A COMMUNE and yes LIKE LYNGBY and yes 

SOUNDS VERY INTERESTERING and yes I LIKED TO HEAR THAT VERY MUCH INDEED and yes because the truth is and 

yes THAT I SHOULD BE ABLE and yes TO TAKE CARE OF MYSELF and yes WITHOUT RECEIVING HELP and yes BUT I 

WOULD LIKE and yes TO HAVE SERVICES offered and yes on all levels to all people BUT PRIMARILY and yes YOU NEED 

TO HELP THE PEOPLE and yes WHO REALLY NEEDS HELP and yes it is truly as easy as that and yes SHE TOLD me and 

yes THAT I WILL NOT BE ENROLLED IN HER PROGRAM and yes saying and yes to her and yes THAT I WAS ALMOST 

SORRY ABOUT THAT and yes I would have liked to see what she does to help these people. 

 

And yes speaking later to Mark and yes he said and yes that he was thinking and yes of our conversation and yes yes-

terday and yes he also has trouble with his heart and yes taking medicine and yes he is 54 years of age and yes not be-

coming younger he is and yes he believes and yes as I and yes in one God and yes one people and yes I NEED TO TALK 

TO PEOPLE LIKE THIS and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes so it is here and yes talking and yes about his will and yes to 

take risks and yes he is more carefull today and yes than earlier in his life and yes HE BELIEVES and yes THAT GOD 

THINKS IT IS A GOOD IDEA FOR HIM TO PREPARE and yes THAT IS ALSO TO BE IN CONTROL OF MONEY AND MEDICINE 

and yes BEFORE and yes LEAVING and yes TO HELP PEOPLE and yes somewhere in the world and yes I THOUGHT and 

yes OF ALL OF THE CONSTRAINS HE IS SEEING and yes I WAS SORRY TO SEE SUCH A COMMITTED MAN and yes TO BE 

TAKEN OVER BY THE DEVIL LIKE THAT and yes I said to him and yes that if he truly and yes has faith and yes then his 

belief and yes will help him to get through and yes THEN HE CAN LEAVE and yes GOD and yes THE COUNCIL and yes 

WILL MAKE HIS DAY and yes ALMOST NOT ACTING ANYMORE and yes we know and yes you don’t like to hear that and 

yes YOU HAVE MY BIGGEST APPRECIATION and yes OF DOING and yes WHAT I BELIEVE and yes today and yes MAY BE 

THE HARDEST DAY and yes AT LEAST and yes WE KNOW and yes WE KNOW and yes WE KNOW DIFFERENT SUFFER-

INGS WE TALK ABOUT and yes DIFFICULT TO RANK ORDER and yes ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT DAYS and yes so it is 

and yes THE MESSAGE and yes for MARK and yes FOR THE WORLD TOO and yes is just this: THE MORE SAFETY and yes 

YOU WANT BEFORE YOU LEAVE TO HELP THE WORLD and yes THE LESS OPPORTUNITIES YOU WILL HAVE and yes 

PLEASE and yes GO OUT IN THE WORLD and yes TO HELP and yes IF YOU FEEL A CALL TO DO THIS MY FRIENDS and yes 

WHICH IS ACTUALLY and yes WHAT MARK IS FEELING. 
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Applying a job as General Manager Nordic 

And yes doing and yes WHAT WE ASKED YOU TO DO and yes TO APPLY FOR ANOTHER JOB TODAY and yes IT BECAME 

and yes the position and yes as GENERAL MANAGER NORDIC and yes through Mercuri Urval and yes not knowing and 

yes which company it is and yes so it is and yes writing the application and yes what will you write and yes I decided 

and yes to write and yes what I thought of and yes what I would do and yes when starting in a company like that and 

yes TO “LIFT IT UP” – and yes you know finish what you started and yes THIS IS WHAT I ASK YOU ALSO TO DO and yes 

get the impression and yes that this is the last thing to do but we will have to wait and see – and yes BECAUSE and yes 

IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE and yes TO DO A GOAL ORIENTED and yes APPLICATION and yes BASED ON THE INFORMATION 

I COULD GET OF THE COMPANY and yes that is why and yes IF YOU CAN READ MY APPLICATION and yes of course you 

can and yes the Job ad and yes here they are: 

 

General Manager Nordic 

Business-to-business • Industrikunder 

Med reference til Vice President for salg og marketing Europe er du ansvarlig for salg, levering og service til kunderne i 

de fire nordiske lande. Du er fuldt ansvarlig for Profit & Loss aktiviteterne i Norden, hvor du sikrer de optimale struktu-

rer og processer i organisationen, hvilket indebærer, at du har det overordnede ledelsesansvar for at motivere og ud-

vikle medarbejderne samt for at sikre den optimale allokering af ressourcer til kundeprojekter. Disse ressourcer findes i 

såvel den nordiske organisation som i den internationale organisation. Virksomheden sælger teknologiske produkter til 

industrikunder både direkte og gennem samarbejdspartnere. 

  

Ledelse gennem andre samt international forståelse er en kompetence, du besidder. Du har erfaring inden for en tek-

nisk branche, hvor du har arbejdet med komplekst salg og kundeudvikling. Dine gode evner inden for relationsopbyg-

ning bruger du til at sikre en strategisk markedsudvikling. Med din optimistiske og ekstroverte ledelsesstil samt dit sto-

re drive har du bevist, at du kan lede en organisation på tværs af landegrænser. Du har en højere relevant teknisk eller 

kommerciel uddannelse. 

  

Ud over engelsk taler du minimum ét af de skandinaviske sprog flydende. Det forventes, at du får rejseaktiviteter til de 

øvrige nordiske lande samt til hovedkontoret i Europa på månedsbasis. 

  

Ansøgning vedlagt CV mærket DK-187-41686 bedes sendt til Mercuri Executive, Philip Heymans Allé 5, 2900 Hellerup 

eller til ans.kbh.dk@mercuriurval.com. 

  

Vores klient bliver ikke bekendt med den enkelte kandidats identitet uden forudgående aftale mellem kandidaten og 

Mercuri Executive.Yderligere information om stillingen kan fås ved henvendelse til Mercuri Executive, Peter Veje, på 

telefon 3945 6500. 

 

And yes I have not had much time and yes to do the design and yes of my personal letter and yes just thinking and yes 

to use smartart and yes for that and yes later my friends. And yes thinking and yes that I did not take long time and 

yes to produce the letter but also thinking and yes that this might just work and yes so it is. 

 

STIG DRAGHOLM • VINKELVEJ 20, 2. TV. • 2800 KGS. LYNGBY 

MOBILTELEFON 23 74 23 58 • SKYPE TELEFON: 65 74 05 99 • EMAIL: STIG.DRAGHOLM@GMAIL.COM 

 

 

 

 

Mercuri Executive 

Philip Heymans Allé 5 

2900 Hellerup  

 

Mærke DK-187-41686 10. november 2009 
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GENERAL MANAGER NORDIC 

Kære Peter Veje, 

 

Med henvisning til jeres hjemmeside søger jeg hermed ovenstående stilling.  

 

Jeg vedlægger mit CV, hvoraf du kan se, at jeg har alle de personlige kompetencer, der skal til for at gøre forskellen 

mellem en leder, som blot vedligeholder en allerede eksisterende forretning og en leder, som ved, hvordan man ska-

ber en REEL UDVIKLING af både forretning, medarbejdere, kunder og samarbejdspartnere. Dette forhold – at lederen 

via sin egen indsats og via etablering af en udpræget kvalitets- og udviklingsorienteret kultur – er den afgørende for-

skel på, om en virksomhed opnår en usædvanlig, positiv udvikling eller kun en begrænset succes.  

 

Bemærk venligst, at det har afgørende betydning, at du som person forstår, at mit CV er 100% objektivt, og at det re-

flekterer mine virkelige kompetencer uden at tillægge eller fratrække egenskaber, som jeg ikke har. Det kræver, at du 

selv arbejder professionelt og objektivt – ellers vil du tillægge CV’et egenskaber, som ikke er mine, men som alene er 

dine egne personlige vurderinger ☺ 

 

Af annoncen fremgår desværre ikke, hvilken virksomhed, der er tale om, hvorfor jeg ikke kan målrette min ansøgning, 

men generelt kan jeg sige, at jeg som General Manager vil lægge vægt på følgende: 

 

Jeg vil skabe de mest tilfredse og effektive medarbejdere ved at forstå og anvende medarbejdernes kompetencer fuldt 

ud. I de fleste virksomheder ligger der betydelige uudnyttede gevinster ved at anvende og yderligere at udvikle med-

arbejdernes kendte samt potentielle kompetencer - ALLE kan arbejde på et højere niveau end i dag via udvikling af 

virksomhedens indsigt, forståelse og kultur. 

 

Jeg vil via FRIHED UNDER ANSVAR og med anvendelse af enkle ledelsesværktøjer sikre, at samtlige aftaler overholdes 

til punkt og prikke, og at både kvalitet og kvantitet i arbejdet forbedres. Skabeloner, personlige handlingsplaner, struk-

tur samt motiverende ledelse har afgørende betydning herfor. 

 

Jeg vil gå forrest, jeg vil vise medarbejderne et godt eksempel, jeg vil tage dem i hånden og udvikle deres salgs- og 

kommunikationsevner yderligere via en målrettet indsats. De fleste forstår reelt ikke salgets kunst, fordi de ikke for-

står dets struktur, fordi de forsøger at presse deres vilje igennem og fordi de fokuserer mere på dem selv end på kun-

den. Det behøver ikke at være særlig svært! 

 

Jeg vil med medarbejdere, kunder og samarbejdspartnere kritisk gennemgå nuværende samarbejder og koncepter for 

at sikre, at alle muligheder udnyttes optimalt og at virksomheden aktivt hjælper sine kunder og samarbejdspartnere 

med at opnå sine målsætninger. I de fleste virksomheder er der betydelige ekstra salgsmuligheder hos eksisterende 

kunder, som enkelt kan identificeres og udnyttes, hvis man arbejder kreativt og i dybden – og hertil kommer NYE 

KUNDER OG NYE MARKEDER! 

 

Jeg vil sikre, at medarbejder- og kundetilfredshedsundersøgelser udvikles, at de kommer til at indgå som et væsentligt 

element i en fortsat strategisk udvikling af virksomheden, og at eksisterende processer strømlines via anvendelse af 

Best Practise samt Six Sigma værktøjer el. lign. 

 

Dette er eksempler på, hvad jeg vil gøre, og som vil skabe den førende virksomhed med det bedste salg, højeste effek-

tivitet og den største kunde- og medarbejdertilfredshed. I starten vil jeg bruge tid på at lære forretningen, virksomhe-

den, medarbejderne og kunderne at kende, og at anvende de eksisterende ressourcer i et ægte team samarbejde som 

grundlag for at udvikle/tilpasse samt implementere virksomhedens fremtidige, nordiske strategi.  

 

Fra min tid som leder for GE Forsikring har jeg betydelig erfaring i internationalt samarbejde med vægt på de nordiske 

lande, som jeg havde et tæt samarbejde med. Som dansker er man ofte populær i Skandinavien/Norden, men det af-

gørende er, at man møder alle med en ÆGTE INTERESSE i at hjælpe/udvikle, en positiv tilgang og et smil. Gør man det, 

så kommer man langt – også i forretning. 
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I jobannoncen lægges vægt på teknisk erfaring og teknisk eller kommerciel uddannelse, som jeg ikke har, men i de fle-

ste situationer kan produkter og markeder læres ved en fokuseret indsats – som jeg er indstillet på at gøre i min fritid, 

så jeg også fagligt bliver blandt de mest velfunderede - medmindre produktet er så kompliceret, at det kræver en sær-

lig videregående uddannelse for at forstå?  

 

Jeg har ikke en videregående uddannelse, men jeg har udstrakt erfaring i selvlæring, og mit budskab er, at det er de 

personlige kompetencer, som er afgørende for den succes, man opnår i sit arbejde – og at jeg i praksis arbejder på et 

højere niveau end kollegaer med videregående uddannelser! 

 

Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra dig, og jeg er indstillet på nærmere at drøfte samarbejdsmulighederne ved en personlig 

samtale. 

 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

 

 

Stig Dragholm 

 

 

And yes receiving and yes a confirmation email and yes from Mercuri Urval and yes later and yes VERY QUICKLY and 

yes that is here and yes thank you for that and yes informing me and yes that the job ad and yes recruiting process 

and yes will go on for 3-4 weeks and yes that some time might go by and yes before I hear from them again and yes so 

it is. 

 

Continuing the work on the apartment 

And yes my friends and yes writing on this script and yes when coming home this afternoon and yes SO TIRED and yes 

THAT YOU BELIEVE IT IS A LIE and yes as we say in Danish and yes ACTUALLY and yes SO TIRED and yes THAT I 

THOUGHT and yes THAT IT TRULY and yes was impossible to continue and yes heard about that one before you have 

and yes STILL PLAYING THE GAME and yes NOT EASIER WITH TIME my friends on the contrary that is and yes 10 times 

and yes I was on my way and yes to take a nap and yes almost and yes like two days ago and yes NEVER BEEN MORE 

EXHAUSTED WHEN WORKING THIS AFTERNOON MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes continuing and yes with the rest 

of my clothes and yes to put it in place and yes NOT VERY MUCH ROOM here to put the clothes and yes I actually did it 

and yes putting it in order and yes so it is and yes how much clothes do I have left here in Denmark and yes AFTER 

GIVING AND YES MY ABSOLUTE FAVOURITTE CLOTHES AWAY IN KENYA and yes 2-3 pairs of nice shoes and yes maybe 

10-12 suits and yes which I normally use and yes don’t know how many shirts but maybe 10-12 and yes 25 ties and yes 

maybe and yes 10-12 pairs of jeans/trouses and yes this is it my friends and yes it took and yes actually and yes LONG 

TIME and yes to do this and yes the time and yes was 18.45 and yes starting and yes to drill and yes two holes in the 

wall and yes for the new and last lamp to be set up and yes this wall and yes is very hard and yes THE NEIGHBOUR and 

yes started and yes to knock and yes on the wall and yes because of the noise I made and yes thought and yes that un-

til 19.00 and yes it was alright and yes to drill and yes JUST CHECKING THE RULES and yes until 19.00 and yes THIS IS 

ALRIGHT and yes so it is my dear neighbour but I stopped and yes will finalise this tomorrow and yes IT TOOK LONGER 

and yes THAN I ANTICIPATED and yes YESTERDAY and yes I COULD MAYBE HAVE FINISHED IT and yes IF I DID THE 

LAMP and yes ALSO THE REST OF THE CORDS and yes FIRST and yes AFTERWARDS the clothes and yes BUT I REALLY 

THOUGHT and yes THAT THIS WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE (which it actually might have been my friends ….) and yes we 

know I FEEL THE SAME and yes AS WHEN GOD and yes SAYS and yes THAT I AM DYING and yes SO THIS IS PROBABLY 

HOW CLOSE and yes THAT I AM TO LEAVE THIS WORLD and yes DONE MY BEST and yes under the circumstances and I 

will continue tomorrow and yes so it is and yes still need and yes to finalise this script and yes to edit it and yes to 

send an email and yes to Evans and yes Mary from yesterday too. 

 

And yes I HAVE NOT YET and yes BOUGHT FOOD and yes FOR THE WEEK and yes only and yes some bread, oatmeal, 

milk and coffee and yes for 80 DKK and yes yesterday and yes I have and yes approx. and yes A TOTAL OF 2,100 DKK 

and yes left and yes for the rest of the month and yes for food and yes transport and yes a few things go buy and yes 

to make my apartment PERFECT and yes WHICH IS WHAT GOD WANTS ME TO DO and yes WITH A VERY LITTLE 

BUDGET and yes still thinking and yes if I can send some more money and yes to Kenya and yes will look at this oppor-
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tunity and yes during the week and yes here I need and yes to find and yes the right balance and yes to be able to 

handle and yes myself and yes NOT ASKING THE FAMILY FOR ANY MORE HELP and yes TO LIVE ON A MINIMUM and 

yes TO SEND AND YES MONEY TO KENYA and yes 20 days and yes left and yes until the next payment of cash help and 

yes of 40 DKK per day and yes for food and yes is 800 DKK and yes 200 DKK and yes which the gift and yes for Hans will 

cost and yes according to my mother and yes 400 DKK and yes for transport and yes maybe 100 DKK and yes for cords 

etc. and yes maybe and yes 500 DKK and yes can be send to Kenya and yes which is approx. 7,000 Shillings and yes so 

it is and yes will follow up and yes the next days and yes on this and yes to be sure and yes if I have cacultated correct 

and yes that I have not forgotten anything and yes so it is my friends. 

 

Speaking to Fuggi 

And yes my friends and yes for the first time and yes since and yes a short telephone conversation and yes in Kenya 

and yes today and yes I spoke to Fuggi and yes who called me and yes he has had problems and yes getting his phone 

to work and yes at the slim school and yes in Jutland and yes today and yes he succeeded and yes so it is and yes we 

had a very good and long conversation and yes Fuggi and yes was actually and yes weighing an yes 208 kilos and yes 

when he came to the school and yes now and yes he has almost lost 50 kilos of weight and yes still carrying on he is 

and yes I will still and yes follow him and yes try to motivate him and yes if he need it and yes as I have done and yes 

through Facebook and yes almost every week and yes so it is and yes he will come back home and yes the 11th De-

cember and yes here I will get back my favourite music. 

 

And yes we know and yes I heard all of the details and yes of his school and yes so it is and yes we spoke about my 

book too and yes more than 800 pages and yes according to Fuggi and yes NO ONE and yes WANTS TO READ and yes 

A BOOK OF MORE THAN 300 pages and yes JUST GIVING ME A GOOD ADVICE HE IS and yes NOT KNOWING and yes 

WHAT HE TALKS ABOUT and yes THE SAME DECEASE MY FRIENDS and yes IN MY VERY GOOD and yes POSITIVE 

FRIEND and yes FUGGI and yes HE DOES NOT MEAN BAD and yes BUT IT IS THE DEVIL IN HIM ANYWAY and yes PLEASE 

TRY TO UNDERSTAND THIS CONNECTION MY FRIENDS and yes so it is. 

 

All people will get three chances to defeat the Devil 

And yes not knowing and yes when this game will end other than soon and yes coming closer and closer each day and 

yes the Devil and yes is stronger and stronger and yes on one hand and yes on the other and yes he is weaker and 

weaker and yes BECAUSE OF THE FIGHT WE ARE FIGHTING and yes WHERE I WIN EVERY ROUND HERE and yes IF I DID 

NOT DO WHAT I DO and yes THE DEVIL and yes WOULD HAVE WON and yes THIS THE FIRST FIGHT and yes BUT I HAVE 

and yes A PLAN and yes TO BEAT HIM and yes AFTER 15 and yes HARD ROUNDS and yes ALREADY and yes AT THE 

FIRST FIGHT and yes NOT GOING and yes TO DO A NEW FIGHT NUMBER 2 OR 3 and yes why am I writing this and yes 

because and yes GOD HAS DECIDED and yes THAT ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH and yes WILL HAVE THREE CHANCES and yes 

TO DEFEAT and yes THE DEVIL and yes YOU WILL KNOW and yes EVERY TIME and yes IF YOU WIN OR LOOSE and yes 

HOPING and yes THAT MOST PEOPLE and yes WILL DO AS I and yes TO BEAT THE DEVIl and yes AT THE FIRST FIGHT 

and yes THAT IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY FOR YOU and yes TO DEFEAT HIM and yes AT FIGHT 2 or 3 and yes SO IT IS 

and yes my friends PLEASE DO YOUR BEST and yes THEN WE WILL ALL BE HAPPY and yes ON YOUR BEHALF and yes so 

it is. 

 

Sending an answer to Mary 

And yes the second last and yes task and yes of today and yes was to write and yes the email to Mary and yes actually 

and yes the third last it is and yes GE Insurance and yes today and yes Genworth and yes was on the television and yes 

also need to write about that and yes normally not watching television but KONTANT and yes GOD SAID IT TO ME and 

yes HALF AN HOUR BEFORE IT STARTED and yes therefore my friends and yes Iooking forward and yes TO GET JUST 

ONE EVENING and yes WHERE I CAN JUST RELAX and yes WATCH A GOOD MOVIE and yes ON TELEVISON FOR EXAM-

PLE and yes so it is here. 

 

And yes here is my email and yes to Mary from this evening and yes these very nice people and yes really mean well 

and yes feeling and yes as close of dying and yes today and yes as some time ago and yes increasing and yes every 

minute and yes so it is and yes not the best feeling and yes to be honest with you my friends. 

 

Dear Mary, 
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It is truly very nice of you to think of me and to send me an email after I have returned to Denmark. 

  

I can promise you one thing and that is that you have not seen the last of me my friend. There is indeed a special rea-

son why I came to Kenya to meet Elijah and his team  and also to meet you Mary. At the moment and for a long period 

of time God has meant for us to climb his mountain, he has given us tasks to carry out which are truly very difficult and 

which at the same time will be used to teach the world through my book to become a better place for us all and how 

we will all enter the kingdom of God, which is what God will ask the world to do now and which will be done before 

Judgment Day in the year of 2012. So we are close Mary and if you wish there will also be an assignment for you to 

help people preparing for Judgement Day and I can only ask this of you until I give you further information and that is 

to be patient because we are still following this very difficult road of God a little bit longer. 

  

I am thinking of how your big family and all of the children are doing and under normal circumstances I would love to 

help you to improve your situation but this is not the wish of God right now, my dear Mary. The wish is to endure a lit-

tle longer and to wait until God also will tell the world what he thinks of normal NGO's which do not help the way that 

God would like to see people helping people in need WHICH IS DIRECTLY FROM HUMAN TO HUMAN, which you will re-

ceive more information about when my book will be published. So I do hope Mary that you will understand that this is 

not because God is not approving of your situation, but because he has a plan to make the world a better place and it 

will be worthwhile to wait just a little bit longer. 

  

Thank you very much indeed for your kind way to interact with other people and for thinking about the Katama family, 

who is also having a difficult time at the moment because of the road to meet God, which Elijah is also following. I do 

hope that you will keep contact and that you will continue to be able to help each other with what you need Mary 

when it comes to what we talked about before I left - brochures etc. and also to share food if you will continue to be in 

a situation where you can share.  

  

I would be happy to hear from you from time to time about how you and the children are doing. I can give you a little 

information about the development here when we communicate and Elijah can give you even more information be-

cause I update him and the LTO team on a daily basis. I kindly ask you to give my warmest regards and thoughts to 

your entire family and I hope you will also remember the healing advice (no pills and total faith in the power of God) if 

you should be in need of this. 

  

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

Sending an answer to Evans 

And yes my friends and yes STILL A LONG DAY and yes ALSO FOR YOU EVANS and yes we know WHO IS THIS DANE and 

yes TALKING TO YOU and yes ABOUT GOD and yes we know THIS IS IT and yes ONE DAY SOON MY FRIEND and yes I 

WILL MAKE YOU REMEMBER and yes A PAST LIFE FOR YOU TOO MY FRIEND and yes WHICH I AM BRINGING and yes 

MORE AND MORE TO YOU and yes IN A SHORT TIME and yes so it is here too and yes here is the email and yes WHICH 

I and yes MANAGED TO WRITE TO HIM and yes including and yes 13 of his friends and yes which he originally sent his 

email to and yes so it is. 

 

Dear Evans 

 

Thank you very much indeed my "member-friend" of this very nice story and encouragement. I was very happy to read 

it and to see positive replies from your friends :-) 

 

I would like to remind you of the teaching at the church in Gachie some time ago, where it is about keeping your 

agreements and to follow some simple basic rules. 

 

Every single time you make an agreement with another person, you also make an agreement with God! If you don't 

keep your agreements, you will disapoint a good friend or colleague and at the same time you will disappoint God 

every single time. 
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What God wants of all people is to make other people happy by keeping your agreements, to do your absolutely best 

when working and when communicating and relating with other people. When you do this you will always have a 

friend and you will always have God on your side.  

 

If you cannot make your promises or if you are unfaithful you will lose your friend as a friend and you will eventually 

lose God too - nobody including God likes to be disappointed again and again. To be forgiven for making the same sins 

again and again is not a part of God's agenda for the future - it is now time to learn and to remember good virtues be-

cause the world we live in today is influenced much by the Devil because of people not doing what they should.  

 

This is what the teaching at the church was about, Evans and what the teaching will be about in the future - to do what 

is perfectly logic for all people to do but which is very difficult for so many people today because of laziness, tempta-

tions etc. It is really about following the golden rule and the 10 commandments as basic rules, but there will be even 

more basic rules to come. 

 

I look forward to reading more of your emails, when you feel the inspiration. I like to see that very much. I am still writ-

ing on my book and what I have written here is only a little bit of the content, which I hope you will receive with warm 

feelings, when it will be published. 

 

Kind regards to all here and at the Deliverance Church of Gachie from 

Stig 

 

Genworth on Danish National Television 

And yes my friends and yes IT COULD HAVE BEEN YOU and yes IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN you and yes WHO and yes HAVE 

ENJOYED and yes THE FRUITS and yes OF WHAT YOU and yes MORTEN DID and yes SØREN H. too and yes JØRGEN MY 

FRIEND and yes we know not really what this is about right now and yes because and yes the television show and yes 

KONTANT and yes in English and yes “Cash” and yes was bringing and yes a very critical and yes program and yes of 

approx. 30 minutes and yes about WHAT I DID and yes INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE and yes BASICALLY BECAUSE 

and yes of people not receiving their money from Genworth and yes because of too much work and yes too few re-

sources and yes WHEN PEOPLE NEED THIS MONEY and yes EVERY MONTH and yes THEY REALLY GET A VERY BIG 

PROBLEM and yes when they wait 3 or 6 months and yes so it is and yes HOW WAS THE PLANNING OF RESOURCES 

JØRGEN and yes MAYBE YOU WILL TELL THE WORLD and yes the TRUTH and yes 100% and yes OF WHY YOU DID NOT 

HAVE ENOUGH RESOURCES and yes ALSO and yes THE CONSIDERATIONS and yes TO MAKE A PROFIT and yes FOR THE 

INSURANCE COMPANY and yes so it is and yes JUST AN EXAMPLE MY FRIENDS and yes OF WHAT IS HAPPENING ALL 

OVER THE WORLD and yes JØRGEN TELL THE FULL STORY and yes OF HOW MUCH YOU ACTUALLY MADE OF PROFITS 

and yes YOU DON’T MAKE A PROFIT ON ASE and yes you told and yes the television and yes PLEASE PUBLISH ALL OF 

THE FIGURES and yes YEAR BY YEAR and yes ON ALL OF YOUR PARTNERS and yes HOW MUCH MONEY HAVE THE 

COMPANY MADE and yes JØRGEN HOW MUCH MONEY and yes HAVE YOU MADE and yes PERSONALLY and yes IN 

BONUSES JØRGEN and yes ALSO BECAUSE OF KEEPING DOWN and yes THE CLAIM PAYMENTS and yes JØRGEN DO 

YOU THINK IT WAS A COINCIDENCE and yes THAT I MET YOUR MOTHER AND FATHER and yes SOME YEARS AFTER and 

yes in 2007 and yes WHEN I WAS WORKING FOR ACTA and yes JØRGEN DO YOU THINK IT WAS A COINCIDENCE and 

yes THAT I TOOK YOUR FATHER AWAY FROM YOU and yes my friend I RECOMMENDED and yes YOU AS THE NEW 

MANAGER and yes FOR GE INSURANCE IN 2002 – and yes GENWORTH TODAY – AND YES JØRGEN PLEASE ALSO TELL 

THE WORLD AND YES EXACTLY WHO YOU TOLD WHAT and yes WHEN YOU HAD ME FIRED and yes FROM GE INSUR-

ANCE and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes IF THERE IS A CONNECTION and yes OF YOUR FATHER and yes THIS 

STORY and yes OF COURSE THERE IS and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH MY FRIENDS and yes now 23.05 and yes closing 

and yes A VERY LONG AND YES VERY DIFFICULT DAY MY FRIENDS and yes MAY GOD BLESS YOU and yes WE KNOW 

and yes WE ARE NOT TALKING MUCH and yes the Council and yes WHERE AM I MYSELF and yes WE HAVE NOT SEEN 

YOU and yes NOW FOR SOME TIME MY FRIEND and yes BECAUSE and yes GOD HAS DECIDED and yes TO WAKE YOU 

UP and yes WE DON’T KNOW TOO and yes PROBABALY SOON and yes SO IT IS and yes PLEAS E HAVE A GOOD CUP OF 

TEA  up there and yes you can ask my sister and yes about the tea from Kenya and yes also the spices and yes IF YOU 

FEEL LIKE IT and yes we know MEDOVA and yes TAKES AWAY YOUR TIREDNESS and yes a Danish commercial and yes 

just maybe and yes there is a connection here and yes IT WAS NOT THE BRAND OF MEDOVA and yes which Elijah and 

Tina bought for me and yes ALSO THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes IRONY is a good thing and yes WHEN IT IS POSITIVE 

and yes so it is ☺. 
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And yes I had a similar problem and yes when working for Accent and yes as Genworth today during some months and 

yes when the company and yes was almost broke and yes when we had very big problems and yes paying out the 

benefits and yes this was about problems and yes for Accent and yes in Ireland and yes not because and yes of bad 

planning in Denmark and yes so it is. 

 

And ok ONLY THIS and yes MY DEAR KURT and yes FROM THE CHRISTIAN UNION and yes in Denmark and yes you 

were also in this program and yes you have now and yes WHEN THE TELEVISION and yes IS BRINGING THE STORY and 

yes STARTED COMPLAINING and yes ABOUT GENWORTH and yes my friend KURT and yes DID YOU REALLY DO YOUR 

HOMEWORK and yes WITH CARE and yes PLEASE TELL WHY YOU HAVE NOT REACTED OR MADE THIS SITUATION BET-

TER and yes EARLIER and yes PLEASE ALSO TELL and yes WHY DID YOU NOT CHOOSE and yes TO CHANGE INSURANCE 

COMPANY and yes FROM GENWORTH and yes TO FAIR INSURANCE and yes I know Stig and yes first it was Søren H. 

and yes ALWAYS LATE HE IS and yes NOT KNOWING WHAT TO ASK FOR and yes TO SEND TO KRIFA and yes this was 

the reason and yes why and yes that Kurt and yes placed and yes the business and yes with Genworth BUT KURT WHY 

DID YOU NOT LATER CHANGE and yes TO ME IN FAIR and yes YOU DID NOT HAVE CONFIDENCE IN ME AND YES WHY 

WAS THAT KURT? 
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Wednesday 11th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, meeting at the “Jobclub”, buying food for the next week, a reply from Evans, a nice email from 

David and finishing the new setup of my apartment. 

 

Sleep and dreams  

And yes we know Stig and yes feeling and yes better today and yes NOW I AM JUST TIRED and yes WHICH IS “ONLY” 

VERY TIRED but NOT EXTREMELY TIRED you know and yes so it is and yes some dreams too: 

 

• I tell Niklas, who has waited for years to see what I write, that it is now time to release my scripts. I tell Berit from 

Danske Bank the same, she is standing in the gymnastic hall and I tell the same to Eva, Sannas friend, who writes 

an email where she says that she supports me and that Sanna and Hans have lied to her. I am at a Caribbean Is-

land, where I see a whale leaving the beach. It makes Sanna and Hans uncomfortable knowing who I am. 

• Just before sleeping again God told me that “in august 1943 your mother realised for the first time that she is 

Mary” and yes we know and yes my mother is born and yes in September 1939 and yes just like I and yes en-

grafted as I child and yes I could not remember and yes when growing older and as an adult, but after God and 

yes the Council have come to me and yes MANY déjà vus I HAVE HAD and yes JUST GIVEN YOU A FEW I HAVE and 

yes earlier in these scripts. 

• I hear the song Julie Julie by Shakin’ Stevens and the words “to be, to be my very own” and “if you love me truly” 

• Rikke H. had received all my scripts and she says that it is like watching my name on the moon, where God is in-

cluded in my name like it is on Earth. She has read it and thinks I have become crazy (“gak-gak” in Danish). 

o And yes we know and yes not entirely and yes following your wish and yes about Rikke in dreams and yes we 

know and not knowing and yes who is speaking now from the Council and yes he is looking and yes SERIOUS 

and yes solemn and yes we know and yes difficult and yes to express yourself and yes we know my friends 

and yes it is truly more complicated and yes thinking and yes of the comment from Susanne on my CV and 

yes THIS IS HOW I ALSO CAN APPEAR and yes as “one outfit” and yes but first of all and yes TRY TO UNDER-

STAND PEOPLE and yes is the most important thing and yes THE TRUE MEANING and yes OF THE BEHAV-

IOUR and yes so it is and yes my friend and yes WE ARE DOING THIS TO YOU and yes GIVING YOU and yes 

DIFFERENT OUTFITS and yes FOR THE WORLD and yes TO TALK ABOUT and yes so it is. And yes you also 

meant and yes that I did not know and yes who you were and yes because you did not reveal your identity 

and yes WHO IS RIKKE THEN and yes HAS NOT REVEALED HER IDENTITY yet and yes so it is. 

o And yes when editing this script and yes GOD gave me and yes THE REASON why and yes THAT RIKKE H. AND 

YES IS APPEARING and yes MUCH IN MY DREAMS and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes WE KNOW RIKKE and 

yes HAVE YOU WONDERED and yes IF YOU HAVE SEEN THE TRUE STIG and yes JUST THINKING WE ARE and 

yes RIKKE did you see my CV and yes RIKKE WHAT IS YOUR TRUE VIEW ON STIG NOW and yes so it is here 

too. 

• I received the words “Last night, thinking about last night” from the song by Travelling Wilburys and yes “She was 

there at the bar, she heard my guitar” and yes thinking about and yes we know and yes Karen and yes because of 

the symbols and yes so it is. 

• There has been a dinner for many people, who were sitting outdoor at the terrace. It was delicious, I gave the 

dinner and now I am taking out the plates. Afterwards I sit at a café and I see Michella leaving, but she decides to 

sit down next to me. We speak very well together, I ask her what she will do this evening and she shows me a pic-

ture of a monkey on the internet. I see that she has become a Facebook friend with George Clooney, who has ac-

cepted her invitation, it is his friend no. 93 at Facebook, and I tell Michella that it must be because he believes you 

are beautiful and that he would like to be together with you. I ask her if she wants to have coffee someday, but 

she leaves without explaining why. 

o And yes not liking this dream and yes THE WHOLE STORY OF WHAT YOU HAVE DONE WITH WOMEN AND 

ME IN MY LIFE and yes so it is – and yes maybe you can guess who George Clooney is symbolising in this 

dream? 
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• I see trucks on a ferry carrying veal meat with good and not so good quality. We talk about changing what the 

meat will be used for and I am told that a new country strategy is needed if we are going to change which meat 

will be used for what. I say that all it takes is to clearly label the meat with the actual quality, so people will know 

what it is and based on this decide what they would like to buy and if they want to pay the price. 

 

Meeting at the “Jobclub” 

And yes we know and yes WHAT IS THE JOBCLUB? And yes I had absolutely no idea and yes the papers I had received 

did not tell me and yes it only said and yes that every second Wednesday and yes at 10.00 and yes I NEED TO COME 

and yes AT THIS “JOBCLUB” and yes we know and yes what is it and yes IT IS A 20-30 MINUTES and yes CONTROL and 

yes CONVERSATION and yes TODAY and yes WITH SØREN and yes NEVER EVER and yes GIVE A “SMART NAME” and 

yes TO SOMETHING and yes WHICH PEOPLE WILL HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA WHAT IS and yes THIS IS PART OF 

COMMUNICATION and yes YOU ONLY NEED TO THINK and yes APPARENTLY and yes MUCH BETTER and yes so it is and 

yes I HAD TO ASK and yes SØREN AND YES WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF OUR MEETING and yes HE SAID and yes THAT 

IT WAS and yes FOR HIM and yes TO HELP AND YES SUPPORT ME and yes I BECAME AND YES HAPPY WHEN HE TOLD 

ME THIS and yes MAYBE and yes HE COULD HELP me and yes BY GIVING and yes INDUSTRIES and yes WHICH I COULD 

SEARCH and yes JOBS WITHIN and yes AS HE WAS SAYING AS AN EXAMPLE and yes HOPING AND YES THAT I COULD 

LEARN and yes EAGER I WAS and yes TO LEARN and yes WHICH I AM ALWAYS MY FRIENDS (!!!) and yes YOU JUST 

NEED TO DO IT ON A HIGH QUALITY and yes THEN I AM VERY and yes WILLING and yes MOTIVATED and yes TO LISTEN 

and yes WHEN I CAN IMPROVE and yes I WILL DO SO and yes so it is and yes Søren and yes told me and yes that the 

Danish law and yes requires and yes a minimum of 25 hours and yes of “activitiy” and yes per week and yes when you 

receive cash help and yes so it is and yes he said and yes the longer time and yes that I am unemployed and yes the 

more “broad” they will ask me to search for a job and yes I understood and yes this as being and yes THE SYSTEM and 

yes NOT REALLY HELPING ME but ORDERING ME and yes OF WHAT TO DO and yes THIS IS APPARENTLY THE SYSTEM 

and yes AT THE COMMUNES and yes WHAT YOU MIGHT CALL AN AMINISTRATIVE PRACTISE and yes WHICH IS NOT 

INCLUDED IN THE LAW and yes THIS IS HOW and yes A SYSTEM and yes WILL RUN and yes ITSELF and yes SAW IT IN 

KENYA TOO and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes we know BUT SØREN SAID and yes WITH MY CV and yes which he 

received and yes saw briefly and yes THAT I WILL PROBABLY and yes NOT BE UNEMPLOYED FOR A LONG TIME and yes 

HE WAS NICE GIVING ME COMPLIMENTS FOR MY CAREER and yes not knowing and yes that I have worked and yes 

MUCH BELOW MY POTENTIAL and yes so it is and yes WE TALKED about my COMING PRACTICE and yes AS A GAR-

DENER and yes in 1½ weeks and yes from now and yes he said and yes that I just may get a job before that and yes I 

was thinking and yes later and yes WITH MY CV and yes WITH MY SKILLS and yes SO FAR and yes NOW FOR ALMOST 

and yes 1½ months and yes NO ONE and yes IN THIS COMMUNITY and yes HAVE DEMANDED and yes MY WORKING 

CAPACITY and yes I AM OUTSIDE THE JOBMARKET and yes BEING THE MOST CLEVER and yes MAYBE and yes BECAUSE 

and yes SOME OF YOU PROFESSIONALS and yes DON’T BELIEVE ME and yes THIS IS THE MESSAGE and yes OF MY 

STORY and yes OF COMMUNICATION and yes YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND and yes YOU DON’T WANT TO UNDERSTAND 

and yes YOU ARE TRULY and yes SO WISE and yes BUT MY FRIENDS and yes WHAT I TELL YOU and yes is only this and 

yes BASE YOUR DECISIONS and yes ON OBJECTIVE FACTS and yes NOT ON PERSONAL FEELINGS my friends and yes 

WHICH MISGUIDE YOU and yes THIS IS TRULY THE MESSAGE and yes CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS and yes BUT you 

KNOW ALWAS BE COMPASSIONATE and yes USE YOUR FEELINGS WISELY and yes IS WHAT I COULD TELL YOU and yes 

IS THE CONCLUSION. 

 

And yes back to the story and yes about Søren and yes I like you very much and yes as a person and yes receiving and 

yes the impression and yes that you have much better competences my friend and yes than you show at the Com-

mune and yes you saw my CV and yes I said a few things and yes about HELPING OTHER PEOPLE and yes ALWAYS and 

yes ONLY TO HELP and yes UNDERSTAND and yes TO REALLY USE ALL PEOPLE’S FULL POTENTIAL and yes using yourself 

as an example I was Søren and yes YOU TOTALLY AGREED WITH ME and yes SØREN IS NOT USING HIS POTENTIAL and 

yes TO THE FULLEST and yes TELLING HIM and yes THAT THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE and yes are in the same position 

and yes so it is and yes I gave him my application from yesterday and yes he told me and yes that THIS COMMUNE and 

yes HAS DECIDED and yes THAT YOU NEED TO APPLY FOR A MINIMUM OF 4 JOBS and yes EVERY 14 DAYS and yes LO-

CAL RULES and yes we know DON’T LIKE THAT and yes WHEN IT IS THE SAME ONE SYSTEM WE TALK ABOUT YOU 

KNOW and yes so it is and yes HE ALLOWED ME and yes JUST LIKE HØRSHOLM and yes TO FOLLOW MY OWN PLAN 

and yes to search and yes MANAGER positions and yes I TOLD HIM and yes THAT I WILL MAKE THE MINIMUM RE-

QUIREMENTS and yes so it is. 
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And yes IN THIS COMMUNE and yes THEY DO A LITTLE BIT MORE and yes COMPARED TO HØRSHOLM and yes BE-

CAUSE and yes SØREN and yes gave me a password and yes for www.jobspor.dk and yes it will ask me many questions 

and yes help me and yes to find the industries and yes jobs which will suit me and yes looking forward and yes to try 

that one and yes maybe starting tomorrow and yes we will have to see. And yes this costs money for the Commune to 

give me so MAYBE money has something to do about it too Hørsholm or is it simply because you don’t know about 

this site or maybe because you don’t believe that it works for you and yes you see and yes the interesting part here is 

that SOME BUREAUCRATS and yes DECIDE and yes WHAT THE COMMUNE WILL OFFER ME and yes INSTEAD OF LET-

TING ME CHOOSE MY SELF from A SHELF and yes OF DIFFERENT SERVICES and yes WHICH I MYSELF and yes MAYBE 

AFTER AN INTRODUCTION and yes believe suits me and yes will decide on and yes we know and yes just thinking and 

yes if you go to a supermarket and yes IF YOU WALK IN AND IT IS TOTALLY EMPTY and yes LIKE AT THE JOBCENTRE IN 

HØRSHOLM and yes AT LEAST TO ME it was and yes SORRY WE DON’T HAVE ANY GOODS FOR YOU and yes WHAT 

WOULD YOU THINK ABOUT THAT and yes so it is and yes IN LYNGBY and yes the supermarket could tell me and yes 

WE ONLY HAVE ONE PRODUCT FOR YOU and yes you know I LIKE VARIATION and yes I LIKE PEOPLE TO CHOOSE 

THEMSELVES and yes NOT PASSED and yes NEITHER LYNGBY NOR HØRSHOLM and yes WHAT ARE YOU PAID FOR YOU 

DIRECTORS and yes of 98 COMMUNES and yes MAYBE ALL OF YOU ARE RECEIVING MORE THAN 1 MILLION DKK PER 

YEAR and yes in your paycheck and yes maybe 10-12 times more than what I receive now and yes JUST TO GIVE YOU 

AN EXAMPLE and yes WOULD I BE ABLE TO MAKE A MUCH BETTER SYSTEM and yes THAN ALL COMMUNES and yes 

HAVE IN DENMARK TODAY and yes OF COURSE I WOULD and yes CAN I GET A JOB and yes APPARENTLY IT IS VERY 

DIFFICULT and yes so it is and yes AM I BETTER QUALIFIED and yes THAN THESE DIRECTORS and yes I AM and yes 

there is really SOMETHING ROTTEN IN THE STATE OF DENMARK MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes SØREN and yes IS JUST A NEW EXAMPLE and yes OF A PERSON WORKING FOR THE SYSTEM and yes WHO 

DOES NOT BELIEVE IN www.jobnet.dk and yes I WONDER and yes IF THE GOVERNMENT and yes THE WORK MINISTER 

and yes KNOW THIS and yes he said and yes it is “a waste of time” and yes “it does not offer you advises” and yes “it 

does not lead to anything” and yes “it is like the old days when you received a stamp” (which you did before the Inter-

net every week when you were confirming that you were still looking for a job) and yes we know and yes ALSO GOD 

and yes GIVING A SYMBOL and yes THROUGH SØREN and yes THE STAMP and yes IS MY APPROVAL and yes FROM 

GOD and yes TO LET ME IN and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH MY FRIEND. 

 

And yes we know and yes AT MY FIRST MEETING and yes REGISTERING in fact and yes at the Jobcentre and yes I re-

ceived 6-8 papers and yes VERY COMPLICATED and yes IT WAS TO UNDERSTAND and yes WHICH PAPERS TO SIGN and 

yes WHICH TO KEEP and yes WHICH TO RETURN and yes TO WHOM and yes NOBODY and yes HAS FOLLOWED UP ON 

THESE PAPERS and yes asking and yes SØREN about this today and yes he said and yes THAT I DID NOT NEED TO RE-

TURN THESE PAPERS because they are only needed when you need to go to practise and yes I DID NOT UNDERSTAND 

THAT and yes THIS IS A TRUE SIGN of this bureaucracy and yes MAKE SURE and yes THAT PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND 

and yes YOUR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION and yes OFTEN IT WILL BE GOOD and yes TO GIVE IT ON DIFFERENT and 

yes DETAIL LEVELS and yes just thinking and yes of the example and yes of the Danish written information material 

and yes about your pension savings and yes VERY GOOD TO HAVE THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION and yes IN 

HEADLINES and yes ALSO IN DETAILS and yes so it is. 

 

Buying food for the next week 

And yes my friends and yes today and yes was the big day and yes to find the best offers on sale here and yes visiting 

and yes Føtex and yes Super Best and yes Netto and yes TO MAKE THE MOST OUT OF MY MONEY and yes TO BUY and 

yes AS CHEAP AS POSSIBLE and yes I spent and yes a total of DKK 276,50 and yes my budget and yes was DKK 280 and 

yes APPROVED IT WAS and yes what did I buy and yes just to give you an example and yes MEAT and yes WAS 70 DKK 

and yes THIS WILL ACTUALLY and yes LAST and yes AT LEAST 8 days and yes MAYBE EVEN 11 days and yes OF COURSE 

THE ABSOLUTELY CHEAPEST TO FIND HERE and yes WITH A KILO PRICE of between 25-30 DKK and yes potatoes and 

yes 3 kilos of DKK 18 and yes which also will last and yes at least 10 days and yes frozen and yes vegetables and yes 1.5 

kilos and yes of DKK 30 and yes which will also last and yes at least 10 days and yes that is a total of 118 DKK an yes 

which will be approx. and yes 12 DKK and yes for dinner and yes per day and yes so it is and yes bought and yes 1 kilo 

and yes of rye bread and yes of 10 DKK and yes meat/fillings and yes of 30 DKK and yes will buy a little more and yes 

maybe 20 DKK and yes will last and yes probably seven days and yes lunch will be approx. 8 DKK per day and yes 

breakfast and yes is oatmeal and yes of 8 DKK and yes milk and yes of 8 DKK and yes which will last approx. one week 

and yes approx. and yes breakfast of 2 DKK per day and yes THEN and yes I bought and yes “OLD” bread on sale and 
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yes two bags and yes of 5 DKK each and yes which was DKK 15 in my budget and yes will last and yes maybe one week 

and yes approx. 1.50 DKK per day and yes in total and yes it looks and yes that the food budget and yes is approx. and 

yes 25 DKK and yes per day and yes rounded up and yes approx. 375 shillings per day and yes which is almost and yes 

what I used on lunches alone and yes when I was in Kenya and yes so it is here my friends and yes do I have to tell you 

and yes that the prices here are much higher than in Kenya and yes I also bought and yes Olive oil and yes bags for 

freezing and yes WASHING POWDER and yes BASIS ITEMS and yes are included and yes in this budget which I used to-

day and yes WHICH WAS INTENTED TO LAST FOR ONE WEEK and yes so it is and yes MAYBE and yes it will last longer 

and yes we will have to see. 

 

And yes FOUND OUT I DID and yes from the local and yes HW hardware dealer and yes THAT HE ACTUALLY and yes 

HAD A SALE and yes ON OUTLETS and yes with different number of sockets and yes extension cables and yes antenna 

cables too and yes I had bought a little bit more and yes in Føtex earlier today and yes which I thought and yes would 

always be cheaper and yes than a hardware dealer and yes had to go back to Føtex and yes to receive my money back 

and yes to buy and yes the remaining things and yes at this dealer and yes for below half price and yes compared to 

Føtex and yes I COULD HAVE SAVED SOME MONEY HERE and yes IF I SAW THIS EARLIER and yes I WAS IN THIS SHOP 

and yes EARLIER and yes “SOMETIMES YOU CAN’T MAKE IT ON YOUR OWN” and yes JUST GOD and yes GIVING ME 

THIS INSPIRATION and yes TRULY ONE OF THE BEST U2 SONGS EVER and yes BUT I AM SORRY and yes I don’t like U2 

and yes NEARLY AS MUCH TODAY and yes AS I DID and yes back in time and yes ACTUNG BABY and yes NOTHING LESS 

THAN phenomenal and yes SO IT IS and yes just saying and yes using my experience here today and yes as 

an example and yes THAT YOU WILL NEED TO BROADEN YOUR MIND and yes TO THINK ABOUT OPPORTU-

NITIES and yes THINK OUT OF THE BOX and yes ALSO YOU SØREN H. (!!!). 
 

And yes WHY do I do this and yes ALSO TO SHOW and yes PEOPLE and yes WHO BELIEVES and yes THAT I AM ONLY 

ABOUT LUXORY and yes THAT THIS IS NOT THE CASE and yes I CAN LIVE WITHOUT PROBLEMS and yes ON A BUDGET 

and yes WHICH NOT MANY PEOPLE ARE DOING IN THIS COUNTRY and yes JUST FOR YOU TO KNOW  and yes of course 

and yes TRYING and yes to find out and yes IF I CAN SEND MONEY TO THE TEAM IN KENYA AND YES DURING THE 

WEEK and yes BELIEVE I CAN and yes OF COURSE ONLY and yes IF THEY CAN AGREE IN KENYA and yes I DON’T WANT 

THEM TO BREAK UP THEIR FRIENDSHIPS and yes BECAUSE I SEND THEM MONEY and yes DO YOU WANT TO SHARE 

THE MONEY I CAN SEND YOU MY FRIENDS? And yes we know and yes HOW LONG HAS THIS TAKEN YOU MY FRIENDS 

TO SORT OUT and yes INCLUDING THE QUESTION ON MANAGEMENT and yes MAYBE YOU CANNOT SEE IT YOURSELF 

IN KENYA BUT THIS IS INEFFECIENCY and yes I ASKED YOU TO FIND A QUICK AND VERY GOOD SOLUTION and yes SO 

FAR and yes NOTHING HAS HAPPENED and yes my friends THIS IS THE WHOLE TEAM and yes SHOWING THE WORLD 

and yes WHAT I DON’T APPRECIATE and yes FOR YOU TO TAKE FAR TOO LONG TIME and yes ON NOTHING MY 

FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHAT I WANT THE WORLD TO CHANGE and yes START WORKING and yes INSTEAD OF TALK-

ING and yes THAT IS WHY YOU HAVE THE SAYING and yes WALK THE TALK and yes DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU WILL DO 

and yes IT IS AS EASY AS THAT MY FRIENDS. 

 

A reply from Evans 

And yes just to follow up on our email the last couple of days I also enclose the reply from Evans today and yes be-

cause and yes I wanted to show and yes two meanings and yes of being a member and yes see the commercial for the 

bank and yes then you will know and yes here is his reply of today:  

 

Stig you made me laugh when you called me 'MEMBER',The member advert is doing very good we are receiving new 

members everyday in the bank infact now we call our all our customers members so karibu member....hope to get 

members in your country....thanks for the reminder about keeping your word also I remember your teaching about 

time management.....I m trying very much to always keep time,I m yet perfect  

 

And yes I sent this reply also: 

 

Hi Evans, Thank you. The expression "member-friend" also has another meaning - this is how God feels about you my 

friend, AS MEMBER OF HIS KINGDOM, you will know more when my book is published :-)  

 

A nice email from David 
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And yes my friends and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes David and yes for sending me your update and yes I 

really appreciate that and yes so it is my friends and yes FROM HERE and yes I CAN ONLY SAY that you and Meshack 

have shown me the highest level of continuity which I value very much and yes I don’t like and yes when people and 

yes show too much variation (!) and yes too many highs and yes too many lows but you know SHOWING CONSTANT 

HIGHS and yes MAKE ME SO HAPPY and yes AS WE ALL SAY HERE and yes so it is and yes and I KNOOOW and yes it is 

difficult to live when you don’t have money and yes SORRY I AM FOR THAT and yes I UNDERSTAND YOUR SITUATION 

MY FRIENDS and yes DIFFICULTIES but HOW DIFFICULT IS IT TO ARRANGE A MEETING AND YES TO HAVE A GOOD 

MEETING AMONG FRIENDS and yes I AM ONLY ASKING and yes WE KNOW MY FRIENDS WILL YOU PLEASE TRY TO UN-

DERSTAND THAT I WOULD LIKE YOU TO TAKE THE MEETING AND TO AGREE ON MONEY and yes MANAGEMENT and 

yes WHEN YOU HAVE AGREED ON THIS and yes THEN I WILL SEND YOU WHAT I CAN SPARE and yes A LITTLE BIT EXTRA 

THIS MONTH and continue to do so UNTIL GOD REALLY FINISH THIS CHAPTER and yes SO IT IS and yes MY FRIENDS DO 

I HAVE GO GIVE YOU A DEADLINE or will you please act yourselves and yes give me an answer and yes many questions 

from here and yes few answers and yes from there and yes so it is my friends and yes WHERE THERE IS A WILL and yes 

THERE IS A SOLUTION and yes FOR ALL OF YOU. 

 

And yes here is the email from David: 

 

Guten Tag. Jambo. 

  

I'm delighted for being able to write to you today. I'm well updated about your progress through the daily scripts. 

Thank you for them. Life is okay albeit tough because of the money challenges. 

  

It is actually tough with living on very little. But no giving up. 

  

On the other hand we are okay. At least all of us met again but not in a formal meeting. 

  

I patiently hope that we shall still meet on solution finding meeting but have not arranged the time yet. 

  

We have being having a dry weather for the last few days. Hopefully it shall be raining soon. 

  

Thank you and have a good day. 

  

David 

 

Finishing the new setup of my apartment 

And yes we know all of us and yes shopping today and yes to cut and yes the food and yes to freeze most of it and yes 

I believe and yes that this took three hours in total and yes I had planned and yes on two hours and yes setting up the 

last things and yes light and yes took and yes approx. 4 hours and yes instead of the planned two hours and yes THIS IS 

WHAT YOU NEED TO LEARN FROM and yes TO ALWAYS and yes PLAN and yes HOW MUCH TIME and yes YOU EXPECT 

that the tasks will take and yes YOU NEED TO THINK VERY CAREFULLY and yes so it is and yes TO LEARN and yes FROM 

VARIATIONS and yes UNTIL and yes YOU BECOME BETTER AND BETTER OF PLANNING and yes WHY DO I WRITE THIS 

and yes BECAUSE and yes I HAVE NOT BEEN PERFECT and yes I HAVE NOT PLANNED and yes THE TIME and yes ON 

EACH TASK MYSELF and yes HOPING and yes THAT MY EXPERIENCE and yes WOULD MAKE ME COME THROUGH and 

yes WITH THE DEADLINES and yes THAT I HAVE SET and yes I DID NOT and yes ALSO because and yes God and yes 

made it difficult for me and yes BECAUSE and yes I HAVE BEEN TOO AMBITIOUS and yes I WANT YOU TO BE ON THE 

SAFE SIDE and yes TO BE SURE and yes THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO MAKE YOUR TASKS and yes ON THE OTHER HAND 

and yes I DON’T WANT YOU TO BE LIKE THE TEAM and yes IN KENYA and yes SORRY MY FRIENDS and yes YOU ARE 

TAKING FAR TOO LONG TIME and yes I TOLD YOU SO and yes FROM THE BEGINNING and yes STILL AND YES YOUR 

TASK IS UNSOLVED and yes VERY SORRY ABOUT THAT and yes so it is and yes SO YOU UNDERSTAND and yes THAT 

WHAT I WANT HERE and yes IS BALANCE and yes TO BE SURE and yes THAT YOU WILL BE AS EFFECTIVE AS POSSIBLE 

and yes TO FINISH YOUR THINGS AS QUICKLY and yes AS GOOD as POSSIBLE and yes BUT ALWAYS ON TIME MY 

FRIENDS and yes YOU CAN ONLY DO THIS BY CONTINUING TO PLAN YOUR WORK AND YES TO LEARN FROM EXPERIE-

INCES and yes THIS IS WHAT I ASK YOU TO DO. 
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And yes my stereo and yes TV equipment and yes consist of seven different devices and yes then I have six lamps and 

yes one internet box and yes all in all and yes 14 devices and yes in my living room and yes which all need electricity 

and yes I only have two sockets and yes I want and yes six of them and yes to be united and yes to be turned off and 

on by one switch only and yes the rest and yes I want to be constant on and yes may sound easy and yes we know BUT 

YOU REALLY NEED TO THINK CAREFULLY and yes WHAT YOU WANT and yes TO PLAN HOW TO DO IT and yes THIS IS 

MY LEARNING EXPERIENCE and yes I SET UP THE APARTMENT and yes AFTER 3½ DAYS and yes I WAS ACTUALLY 

HAPPY ABOUT IT but you know and yes SMALL CHANGES and yes WOULD IMPROVE and yes very much and yes mov-

ing the sofa and yes the stack and yes redoing and yes the setup of all of the light and yes including and yes the cords 

and yes nailing them again on the wall and yes I needed to move a picture on the wall and yes by five centimetres and 

yes to drill a new hole to do that and yes that also improved the impression very much and yes NOW I AM ACTUALLY 

SASTISFIED and yes BUT and yes I FORGOT and yes TO PLUG THE INTERNETBOX and yes in the right socket and yes 

moved the box itself and yes from the stack and yes on one side of the living room and yes to the other side and yes 

so I could and yes lead the cord and yes under the sofa and yes to sit in my sofa and yes writing this and yes using the 

internet and yes NO CORD FREE INTERNET here and yes because the internet here and yes is supplied and yes through 

the cable tv and yes that is why my friends but you know and yes even though and yes I have moved the internetbox 

and yes I still need to get the electricity and yes from the other side of the living room and yes BECAUSE THIS NEEDS 

TO BE CONSTANTLY ON and yes THAT IS THE SOCKET ON THE OTHER SIDE and yes JUST TO GIVE YOU ONE EXAMPLE 

MY FRIENDS and yes SAYING THIS and yes YOU NEED TO REALLY THINK AND YES EXECUTE YOUR WORK AS PERFECT AS 

POSSIBLE and yes we know so it is and yes IF YOU HAVE MADE ERRORS and yes IF YOU CAN IMPROVE and yes PLEASE 

DO SO and yes INSTEAD OF ACCEPTING and yes A POORER SOLUTION and yes ONLY WHEN GOING FOR THE GOLD 

MEDAL and yes YOU WILL ACTUALLY WIN and yes I HAVE DONE MY ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes IN THIS APARTMENT 

and yes tomorrow and yes still need you know to get the electricity and yes for the internet box and yes from the 

other socket and yes still I also need to clean and yes the apartment and yes one day soon and yes but so far and yes I 

HAVE NEVER DONE and yes AS PERFECT a job before and yes WHEN IT COMES TO SETTING UP MY APARTMENT and 

yes I JUST WANTED TO SAY THAT TO YOU and yes PLEASE FOLLOW MY EXAMPLE and yes IF YOU CAN and yes OF 

COURSE YOU CAN – YES ALWAYS GO FOR THE GOLD, WHO WILL RUN 100 METRES and yes IF YOU DON’T DO IT TO 

WIN and yes THE SAME HERE my friends and yes DON’T RUN AND YES IF YOU ARE SATISFIED and yes BY COMING LAST 

and yes I WANT ALL PEOPLE and yes TO ALWAYS DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes FOR THAT MATTER ALSO and 

yes WHEN YOU PLAY and yes A FRIENDLY GAME OF BADMINTON and yes NO MATTER WHAT LEVEL YOU PLAY AT and 

yes so it is. 

 

And yes WHEN I HAD DONE and yes THE NEW SETUP OF MY APARTMENT and yes I LOOKED and yes AT ALL I HAD 

DONE and yes TO CHECK and yes IS THIS FINE and yes OR IS THERE ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT and yes JUST SHOW-

ING and yes THAT YOU CAN DO THIS and yes IN ALL KIND OF WORK and yes TO BUILD and yes ON THE PRINCIPLES and 

yes in this book and yes TO INCLUDE and yes ALWAYS CHECKING YOURSELF and yes YOUR OWN WORK and yes LIKE IT 

WAS SOMEBODY ELSE’S YOU WERE CHECKING and yes so it is. 

 

And yes still working hard and yes PIECE OF CAKE TODAY and yes despite of being “very tired” and yes BECAUSE and 

yes I AM WORKING HARD and yes DOING MY BEST and yes also because I am NOW PRIORITISING and yes TO IM-

PROVE ON MY ACTION PLAN and yes so it is here my friends. And yes still looking forward to the day and yes hopefully 

soon and yes when I can just relax and yes I HAVE ALWAYS and yes LOVED and yes JUST TO RELAX and yes NOT DONE 

that and yes HERE “LATELY” and yes so it is.  
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Thursday 12th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, more on my failing memory, planning the day today, working on Jobspor at the job, changing the 

power for the internetbox and my laptop, receiving my file from the Jobcentre in Hørsholm, THE LTO TEAM HAS 

AGREED ☺, my my mother’s concerns finalising the day and calling God for 3G ☺. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes we know and yes only “very tired” again today and yes GOOD THAT IS and yes some dreams: 

 

• My old friend Lars is in my home, he reads two books of mine, which include personal notes, I tell him to stop 

reading because it feels like a violation of my privacy. I have made a legal contract, which Lars reads – I am a little 

bit nervous about what he will say to it because he is a skilled lawyer, but I understand that my contract in con-

tent and quality is equal to his. 

• I am at Camilla’s father’s John’s house. There is an open bottle of wine, which I pour a glass of to my self. I notice 

that the top of the wine is from the vintage of 1994 and that I reach the next level of the wine which is vintage 

1959. John comes home and I ask him if it is alright to have a glass of wine, which he approves. He asks if there 

the wine is drunk and if I want to have “a glass of champagne”. John will go out to play golf. 

o And yes remembering and yes SAILOR and yes “a glass of Champagne” and yes from I was a boy and yes very 

much and yes back then and yes a favourite song of mine and yes I WONDER WHY STIG and yes AS SOME-

ONE and yes IN THE COUNCIL IS SAYING and yes PLAYING THE FLUTE she is and yes THE ORCHESTRA and yes 

WITH LIGHT and yes ELECTRICITY and yes WE ARE COMING TO YOU ALL OF US and yes THANK YOU VERY 

MUCH and yes which means travelling and yes you do remember and yes the story of Michael Palin and yes 

so it is. 

• Lars tells me that he has debts for a total of 2-2½ billion DKK and only assets of 4.9 million DKK and I tell him with 

a smile that after repaying for a couple of million years, it should go fine for him again, and Lars tells me “now I 

have told you the story”.  

• I am living in a house near Strøget, which I go to regularly in rain. I see tables and chairs and I notice that a wallet 

lies on the table I am standing next to. I see the owner of the wallet coming, he is very stressed but happy that his 

wallet is still there. He leaves again with the wallet, but I notice he also forgot three pens, but now another man is 

sitting down on a chair next to the table. I collect two of the pens, which I will give to the the owner, and the third 

pen is now in the hands of the man sitting down. I ask him to give it to me, which he denies, the pen is now his as 

he says and I need to be very determined when I ask him again to hand over the pen now which he then decides 

to do. I run from the table down Strøget in order to catch the owner, but I cannot see him anywere, and instead I 

will find an office of lost properties where I can leave his things. 

o And yes this story is very simple, and yes PLEASE THINK CAREFULLY and yes IN ALL SITUATIONS IN LIFE 

and yes AS AN EXAMPLE and yes ALWAYS WHEN YOU LEAVE A PLACE and yes CHECK and yes THAT YOU 

HAVE REMEMBERED EVERYTHING and yes I ALWAYS DO THAT and yes OTHERWISE and yes YOU WILL 

STRESS YOUR SELF and yes OF WHAT YOU FORGET and yes AS EASY AS THAT and yes ALWAYS THINK and 

yes DO ONE THING AT A TIME my friends. 

 

More on my failing memory 

And yes God and yes have now several times and yes given me the name “Rolf” and yes I remember and yes very 

wakely and yes a boy and yes of this name and yes probably from when I was living and yes in Albertslund and yes so 

it is AND YES WERE WE FRIENDS? And yes SO IT IS HERE and yes just another example and yes MANY EXAMPLES 

COULD BE GIVEN and yes YOUTH SCHOOLS and yes IN HELSINGØR and yes ESPERGÆRDE and yes years after and yes I 

CANNOT REMEMBER ONE SINGLE OF YOU WHO I WENT TO CLASSES WITH and yes so it is here my friends. 

 

Planning the day today 

And yes my friends and yes SLOWLY IMPROVING and yes ON THE PLAN and yes we KNOW and yes IN THE MOST 

STRESSFULL PERIOD and yes AGAIN and yes LIKE IN KENYA and yes IT HAS BEEN HERE and yes THEN IT IS EASY and yes 

NOT TO REMEMBER YOUR ACTION PLAN and yes I HAVE REMEMBERED MY ACTION PLAN but yes NOT BEEN SO CARE-
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FUL as I SHOULD HAVE and yes THOUGHT and yes THAT I DID NOT NEED TO and yes BECAUSE and yes I WILL CON-

TINUE WORKING and yes AROUND THE CLOCK and yes TRYING TO REACH MY DEADLINES and yes I CAN ONLY ADMIT 

and yes THAT I DID NOT DO GOOD ENOUGH and yes I HAVE BEEN TOO AMBITIOUS and yes TRYING TO IMPROVE and 

yes ON A DAILY BASIS NOW and yes starting the day today and yes with another fault and yes Susanne and yes the 

other day and yes said and yes that the job workshop would open at 10.00 today and yes I SHOULD HAVE WRITTEN 

THIS DOWN and yes IN MY CALENDAR and yes INCLUDING AN ALARM and yes TO REMIND ME and yes BECAUSE I 

FORGOT and yes I WAS THERE and yes at 8.30 and yes IT TAKES and yes maybe 8 MINUTES and yes WALKING FROM 

HERE – and yes my friends and yes in the bus and yes from Lindhamn to Malmø and yes in 1996 and yes IT IS ME and 

yes they will know – and yes SO I HAD TO GO BACK and yes TO DO MY ACTION PLAN OF TODAY and yes BECAUSE AND 

YES GOD LET ME SLEEP and yes until 7.43 TODAY and yes I DID NOT HEAR THE ALARM and yes THEREFORE and yes I 

DID NOT MAKE MY ACTION PLAN before leaving the house BUT I DECIDED and yes THAT IT WOULD BE THE FIRST 

THING I WOULD DO WHEN I CAME HOME again and yes THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT I DID and yes ONLY TO SHOW YOU 

AGAIN and yes I AM DOING MY BEST and yes LEARNING and yes FROM MY MISTAKES and yes WHICH I WANT THE 

WORLD TO DO and yes DO YOUR BEST and yes LEARN FROM MISTAKES and yes YOU CAN ONLY IMPROVE and yes BY 

BECOMING BETTER AND BETTER TO PLAN and yes so it is. 

 

And yes this is also and yes because of yesterday and yes when everything was taking longer and yes than expected 

and yes therefore I decided and yes today that I would give more time for each assignment and yes so it is and yes 

putting four hours and yes for this script and yes in stead of two and yes the updating of the following email and yes 

for this book and yes it should be done using one hour but you know to be on the safe side and yes I have given it 

three hours and yes changing the power and yes the cords and yes for the internet box and yes also for the laptop 

computer in fact and yes two hours and yes TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE and yes because of this and yes I HAVE POST-

PONED and yes THE APPLICATION and yes for the rent support and yes which I would normally and yes put on my plan 

today and yes so it is and yes also calculating and yes to be at the job workshop and yes from 10.00 and yes maybe 

until 14.00 and yes to go to bed and yes tonight and yes already at 23.00 and yes therefore my friends. 

 

Working on Jobspor at the job  

And yes we know and yes Susanne and yes opened at 10.00 today (!) and yes ALL PEOPLE and yes WERE ON TIME and 

yes HAPPY TO SEE THAT and yes we know and yes SUSANNE and yes WHAT IS HAPPENING and yes THE PLAN and yes 

IS and yes TO OPEN and yes from 8.30 – 13.30 VERY DAY and yes EXCEPT ON WEDNESDAYS and yes NOW THIS IS THE 

THIRD DAY and yes OF THREE and yes WHEN YOU HAVE SHORTENED THE OPENING HOURS and yes MAYBE YOUR 

OWN SCHEDULE SUSANNE and yes JUST THINKING I AM and yes I DON’T MIND BUT WHAT I WANT TO SAY and yes IS 

WHEN YOU HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THAT I DON’T AGREE and yes IN THIS SYSTEM and 

yes SUSANNE and yes STILL HAS A RESPONSIBILITY and yes SO FAR and yes SHE HAS NOT LIVED UP TO IT and yes DIS-

CIPLINE and yes SUSANNE and yes DON’T KNOW FOR SURE but this is the impression I receive and yes AFTER ONLY 

and yes three days and yes so it is. 

 

And yes using and yes some time and yes on www.jobindex.dk and yes www.mercuriurval.dk and yes to look for in-

teresting jobs and yes ONLY HIGH LEVEL and yes WHY NOT USING and yes www.jobnet.dk and yes DON’T WANT TO 

DO THAT and yes BECAUSE and yes ALL JOBS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN HERE MY FRIENDS and yes THIS MAY BE THE 

FIRST BIG MISTAKE and yes of this system and yes I WILL LOOK MORE and yes TO MAKE SURE and yes THAT I SEND 

and yes FOUR APPLICATIONS and yes BEFORE THE END OF NEXT WEEK and yes SO IT IS HERE MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes using some time and yes to go through and yes www.jobspor.dk and yes what is this and yes it is a private 

company and yes having developed this site and yes to offer and yes Communes and yes unemployement funds etc. 

and yes to use the system and yes when helping and yes unemployed and yes to find out and yes what kind of jobs 

and yes industries and yes which they can work in and yes based on their education and yes interests and yes compe-

tences and yes the idea is that approx. 700 JOBS and yes in this system and yes have received and yes TAGS and yes 

WHAT IS REQUIRED and yes TO DO THIS JOB and yes COMPETENCES and yes etc. and yes then and yes the system will 

ask you 45 questions and yes of your interests and yes based on this and yes it will give you a list of jobs and yes which 

may suit you and yes after a total of 112 questions and yes including your competences and yes then it will ask you to 

narrow down the list and yes to five focus jobs and yes you can check and yes the job market opportunities and yes at 

the moment and yes in the place you live and yes MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS ACTUALLY and yes SOMETHING LIKE 

THIS I AM THINKING OF and yes VERY GOOD IDEAS and yes MY FRIENDS and yes WHO HAS DEVELOPED THIS and yes I 
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ALSO USED SOME TIME and yes on your own website and yes I LIKE THE IDEA and yes YOUR LEVEL OF AMBITIONS and 

yes BUT I WANT YOU TO DO EVEN BETTER and yes TO DESCRIBE and yes both and yes PROFESSIONAL and yes PER-

SONAL EXPERIENCES and yes see my CV and yes the professional competences and yes needed for each job and yes 

see www.jobnet.dk and yes as examples and yes TRY TO IMAGINE and yes ONLY ONE SYSTEM and yes WHERE YOU 

HAVE PUT IN ALL RESOURCES and yes THE BEST ONES and yes TO TAG and yes 100% CORRECT and yes when it comes 

and yes to necessary competences and yes also education and yes IF THIS IS TRULY NEEDED and yes make sure and 

yes THAT THIS BASIS and yes IS IN PLACE AND WORKING and yes so to say and yes BECAUSE and yes THE RESULTS and 

yes THAT I RECEIVED and yes WAS OF POOR QUALITY my friends and yes I WOULD EXPECT and yes A SYSTEM and yes 

THAT COULD DISCOVER and yes MY POTENTIAL and yes AS A MANAGING DIRECTOR and yes OR MAYBE and yes 

BASED ON MY PROFESIONAL COMPETENCES and yes SALES DIRECTOR, MARKETING DIRECTOR or similar and yes IN-

STEAD and yes THIS SYSTEM and yes RECOMMENDED ME TO BECOME and yes an assistant working for a Commune, a 

call center phoner, a HR manager (!) and yes the following list and yes in Danish: 

 

Assistent i kommunen, Pædagogmedhjælper, Lærer, Personalechef, Call centermedarbejder, Receptionist, Faglærer,  

Assistent ved arkiv, Kulturformidler, Rejsebureaumedarbejder, Fritidspædagog, Fritidskonsulent, Kontorvikar, Rejsele-

der, Forsikringsfunktionær, Fængselsfunktionær, Familieplejer, Oldfrue, Korrespondent, Salgsassistent i post danmark  

Shippingmedarbejder, Audiologopæd, Forlagsredaktør, Turistbureaumedarbejder, Regissør  

 

And yes my friends and yes I LIKE VERY MUCH THE IDEA and yes TO ASK QUESTIONS and yes TO RECEIVE ANSWERS 

and yes so it is and yes BUT I WANT ALL COMPETENCES and yes TO BE BASED ON FACTS and yes so it is and yes TO IN-

CLUDE and yes THE LEVEL OF COMPETENCES MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHERE and yes THAT THIS SYSTEM FAILED 

but you know and yes MUCH PRAISE and yes FOR THINKING and yes THE RIGHT THOUGHTS and yes YOUR PROBLEMS 

and yes MAY JUST BE and yes LACK OF RESOURCES and yes MAYBE MONEY and yes developing the system and yes 

THIS IS WHY and yes YOU WILL and yes DO ONE SYSTEM and yes ONLY and yes so it is. 

 

Changing the power for the internetbox and my laptop 

And yes my friends and yes coming home and yes early and yes having lunch and yes starting and yes to look at the 

cords and yes for the internetbox and yes the laptop and yes below my sofa and yes to lead them from the socket and 

yes on the opporsite wall instead and yes did I have what I needed to change the power source and yes I had to 

change and yes an outlet and yes with three sockets and yes on the other socket and yes to six sockets instead and yes 

I had ONE extension cable and yes USED SOME OF THEM HERE and yes working on electricity, light and yes so it is and 

yes I AM PUTTING LIGHT IN MY HOUSE and yes THIS IS THE MEANING AND YES OF THE SYMBOLS AND YES FROM 

HØRSHOLM AND YES ALSO LYNGBY and yes TO GIVE ME THE BEST LIGHT and yes I NEED TO DO IT WITH MY ABSO-

LUTELY BEST QUALITY and yes so it is and yes STILL RECEIVING and yes MESSAGES and yes EVERY DAY and yes ABOUT 

KAREN and yes if you understand and yes not very nice listening to in fact and yes BUT and yes THIS EXTENSION CABLE 

and yes IS 20 DKK and yes on sale here and yes 40 DKK and yes it is in Føtex and yes 300 Shillings my friends and yes 

YOU CAN FIND THESE EVERYWHERE HERE and yes NO WHERE IN KENYA and yes CAN YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE and 

yes JUST A SYMBOL OF COURSE and yes SO I HAD and yes TO GO and yes TO HW AGAIN and yes TO BUY and yes AN 

EXTRA EXTENSION CABLE and yes did that and yes GOD and yes THE DEVIL and yes WAS WORKING and yes VERY AC-

TIVELY and yes WHILE DOING THE WORK and yes YOU KNOW and yes CAME BACK and yes NAILED and yes THE 6 

socket outlet and yes to the wall and yes the first extension cable and yes also the second extension cable and yes 

EVERYTHING WAS FINE and yes I HAD USED ONLY ONE HOUR and yes HAPPY I WAS because AND YES now I was done 

and yes saving ONE HOUR and yes ALWAYS BETTER THIS WAY and yes TO BE HAPPY and yes USING LESS TIME THAN 

PLANNED and yes THAN THE CONTRARY and yes so it is and YES ALL I NEEDED NOW and yes WAS TO SWITCH ON THE 

MAIN OULET and yes NOTHING HAPPENED and yes NO POWER and yes ANYWERE – and yes the stereo equipment 

and yes is also connected here and yes through another six socket outlet and yes NO SOUND and yes ON THE STEREO 

and yes THERE IS NOTHING and yes AS ANNOYING and yes WHEN THINGS DON’T WORK and yes BUT NOT GIVING UP 

and yes WHAT WAS THE PROBLEM and yes QUICKLY and yes I KNEW and yes THAT IT WAS THE NEW six socket outlet 

and yes which did not work and yes WHAT DID I HAVE TO DO ABOUT IT and yes TO USE TIME and yes TO GO AND YES 

CHANGE IT FOR A NEW ONE and yes DID THAT and yes I DID NOT HAVE THE RECEIPT and yes BUT THE NICE GENTLE-

MAN AT HW and yes CHECKED IT and yes IT DID NOT WORK and yes I RECEIVED A NEW ONE – AND YES HOW CAN 

YOU SELL and yes THINGS NOT WORKING and yes IT SHOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE and yes TO SEND OUT and yes PROD-

UCTS ON THE MARKET and yes WHICH DOES NOT WORK and yes WE DON’T LIKE THAT – and yes CAME HOME and yes 

NAILED THE NEW ONE to the wall AND YES SWITCHED ON and yes THE MAIN OUTLET and yes NOW AND YES EVERY-
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THING WORKED and yes LIKE THE CHRISTMAS THREE and yes OUTSIDE MY WINDOW and yes WHICH NOW and yes 

HAVE LIGHTS ON and yes LIKE TO SEE THAT VERY MUCH and yes THAT CHRISTMAS IS APPROACHING here as well. And 

yes IT TOOK ME HALF AN HOUR LONGER and yes 1½ hours in total and yes compared and yes to the plan of 2 hours. 

 

And yes the first time and yes I put on the light and yes without thinking and yes WHAT I REALLY WANTED and yes af-

ter 3½ days and yes everything was fine BUT I HAD NOT DONE and yes THE CTQ’s and yes FOR MY SELF and yes I DE-

CIDED and yes TO CHANGE IT and yes AFTER and yes is it 3 or 4 tries and yes I SUCEEDED and yes TO SET UP and yes 

ALL OF THE LIGHT and yes BETTER THAN I HAVE EVER DONE IT BEFORE and yes VERY HAPPY ABOUT THAT I AM and 

yes USED A LOT and yes OF CORDS and yes EXTENSION CABLES and yes SOCKETS and yes SO IT IS but you know the 

RESULT and yes I AM VERY HAPPY WITH THAT and yes THIS IS ALL I WANT TO SHARE WITH YOU and yes FOR YOU TO 

DO THE SAME and yes DOING THE ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes YOU CAN and yes SØREN H. and yes YOUR WORST AD-

VICE and yes TO ME and yes WAS TO DO only and yes 80% and yes OF THE BEST QUALITY and yes BECAUSE THE LAST 

20% and yes TAKES TOO LONG TIME and yes my friend I ONLY HAVE ONE ANSWER always go for the 100% and yes 

YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes so it is and yes we know AND YES SOMETIMES and yes THE GUARD and yes FROM 

THE COUNCIL and yes CAN REALLY BE ANNOYING and yes BECAUSE HE IS SO WISE and yes I NEED TO ACCEPT IT and 

yes BECAUSE and yes HE SAID and yes WHAT ABOUT THE CV and yes MY MEMO and yes to the MINISTRY and yes was 

that 100% and yes both of them and yes you know THEN IT BECOMES MORE COMPLICATED and yes PLEASE DO YOUR 

ABSOLUTELY BEST and yes UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES and yes DON’T USE and yes 5 times as long and yes to im-

prove your work and yes maybe by 1% or a few percent BUT YOU KNOW ALWAYS TO DO YOUR BEST MY FRIENDS and 

yes NOW I UNDERSTAND TOO and yes SO IT IS and yes STILL HAVING THE TRAIN FLUTE HE HAS and yes THE DEVIL and 

yes IS ALSO MY FRIEND but you know and yes GOD WILL DECIDE AND YES WHEN WE START and yes BASED on and yes 

WHAT I DO. 

 

Receiving my file from the Jobcentre in Hørsholm 

And yes two days ago and yes I received and yes my file and yes from the Jobcentre and yes in Hørsholm and yes NO-

BODY and yes in LYNGBY and yes HAS ASKED FOR MY FILE and yes FROM HØRSHOLM and yes NOT REUSING and yes 

WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN MADE HERE and yes so it is and yes WHAT DID I RECEIVE and yes WRITTEN NOTES and yes 

FROM ALL OF MY MEETINGS and yes WITH HØRSHOLM and yes A TOTAL and yes OF APPROX. 4 PAGES and yes FROM 

BEGINNING TO END and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS SYSTEM and yes IS DOING and yes APPARENTLY EVERYWHERE and yes 

WHEN YOU HAVE A MEETING and yes WITH A CITIZENT and yes THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION HERE and yes WILL DO 

A MEETING NOTE and yes TO PUT IN A FILE and yes WHAT IS ALL OF THIS INFORMATION USED FOR and yes PROBABLY 

and yes NOTHING and yes OTHER than TO CONTROL and yes PEOPLE and yes TO MAKE SURE and yes THAT THE LAW 

IS FOLLOWED and yes WHEN YOU HAVE MANY THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE and yes HAVING MANY MEETINGS EACH and 

yes THEN YOU WILL HAVE TRULY and yes VERY MANY and yes WRITTEN NOTES and yes WHAT IS THIS and yes FIRST 

OF ALL and yes IT IS CONTROLLING PEOPLE and yes IN A DEMOCRACY and yes IT LOOKS LIKE and yes STASI METHODS 

and yes BECAUSE and yes THIS IS DONE AUTOMATICALLY and yes after each meeting and yes WITH THE RISK and yes 

THAT THE EMPLOYEE and yes MISUNDERSTANDS and yes PEOPLE and yes SO IT IS and yes PEOPLE ARE NOT ASKED 

and yes TO GIVE THEIR APPROVAL and yes BUT THEY CAN GET A COPY OF THIS and yes BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING 

YOU and yes ANOTHER ONE OF MY and yes INVENTIONS and yes another story that is and yes THIS IS WHAT THIS SYS-

TEM IS DOING and yes this is really not what I want you to do and yes THINK OF HOW MANY RESOURCES and yes 

WHICH COULD BE SAVED and yes OR USED and yes ON BETTER SERVICES and yes to people and yes HOW MANY 

HOURS and yes HAVE HØRSHOLM and yes USED ON ME and yes I HAVE NOT RECEIVED and yes ANY TRUE HELP and 

yes COACHINGS and yes REALLY THAT IS and yes IF THEY HAD TRULY and yes LISTENED TO MY CTQ’s and yes INSTEAD 

THEY COULD MAYBE HAVE GIVEN ME and yes 8-10 hours and yes OF HIGH QUALITY COACHING and yes GOAL ORI-

ENTED and yes TO HELP ME GET A JOB and yes THIS IS REALLY THE PROBLEM AND YES OF THIS SYSTEM and yes THE 

THOUGHT and yes IS TOO STRONG and yes TO CONTROL PEOPLE and yes EVERYWHERE and yes IN THE PUBLIC AD-

MINISTRATION and yes THIS IS HOW THE DEVIL LOOKS LIKE and yes DON’T DO THIS and yes BUT DO WHAT IS LOGI-

CALLY THE RIGHT THING TO DO and yes TO TRULY HELP PEOPLE and yes FOR PEOPLE TO TRULY BE RELIABLE and yes 

THIS IS WHAT WE TALK ABOUT HERE and yes AROUND THE WORLD too and yes so it is. 

 

And yes JUST TO ADD THIS and yes THIS IS WHY and yes THAT I GENERALLY and yes DON’T BELIEVE and yes THAT 

WRITTEN NOTES and yes IS GOOD TO DO and yes BECAUSE OF BUREAUCRACY and yes DIFFICULT TO OVERVIEW and 

yes WHAT HAS BEEN AGREED UPON and yes MUCH BETTER and yes TO HAVE AN ACTION PLAN and yes TO USE THIS 
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and yes to UPDATE THIS AND YES AFTER EACH MEETING and yes SAVING YOU A LOT OF RESOURCES and yes MAKING 

YOU MORE EFFICIENT MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

An email to Danske Bank 

And yes we know and yes I really tried my best and yes this morning and yes to do my action plan and yes THEN and 

yes WE ARE VERY KIND and yes TO HELP and yes TO GIVE YOU IDEAS THAT IS and yes during the day and yes I was told 

and yes that I needed to remember and yes Danske Bank and yes they sent me a letter and yes the 2nd November and 

yes now from their collection department and yes this has the attention and yes of the family and yes also therefore 

my friends and yes the bank asked me to reply and yes before today and yes otherwise and yes they would send me to 

legal collection and yes as it is called here and yes then the case and yes after some time would end up and yes at the 

bailiff court and yes HAVE BEEN THERE SEVERAL TIMES and yes DURING THE YEARS and yes NORMALLY THEY ASK and 

yes if you own property or a car that they can distrain upon and yes my answers and yes have always been no and yes 

then they normally and yes ask and yes if I have more than “a modest home” and yes always said no to that and yes 

have not been thinking that my stereo equipment and yes which is now maybe 8-9 years old and yes is more valuable 

and yes than a “normal” B&O equipment and yes MAYBE YOU THE LAWYER and yes BACK THEN and yes WHEN YOU 

TOOK MY AMPLIFIERS and yes FROM HOLFI and yes ACTUALLY DID and yes AN ILLEGAL ACTION and yes WHAT DID 

YOU USE MY MONEY FOR and yes PRIMARILY and yes TO COVER and yes YOUR SO CALLED EXPENSES and yes TO 

COVER and yes YOUR FAT LIFE and yes NOT TO COVER and yes only little and yes the dentist and yes which I BE-

TRAYED and yes TO TELL THIS STORY and yes YOU FAT LAWYERS and yes OTHERS and yes DOING and yes MORE OR 

LESS NOTHING and yes PUTTING ON YOUR “EXPENSES” and yes HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes I DON’T 

LIKE THAT and yes I REALLY DON’T LIKE IT and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes therefore. 

 

And yes I DECIDED TODAY and yes USING and yes maybe 70 MINUTES and yes READING ABOUT THE LAW HERE and 

yes PRIVATE CREDITORS and yes CAN LEVY EXECUTION – and yes thankyou W3Dictionary and yes life is better with 

you – and yes on private debtors and yes BUT IN PRACTISE and yes THE LAW HERE and yes PROTECT PEOPLE and yes 

FROM THIS and yes ALL OF THE THINGS and yes BELONGING TO A “NORMAL HOUSEKEEPING” and yes so it is and yes 

DO YOU REMEMBER MY DEAR FRIENDS IN KENYA and yes THAT I ASKED ALL OF YOU and yes TO INVESTIGATE and yes 

THE LAW IN KENYA and yes TO HELP FIRST OF ALL ELIJAH and yes BECAUSE THERE IS ONLY ONE ANSWER and yes 

UNLESS OF COURSE THE LAW DOES NOT SAY and yes IF THERE ARE “administrative pratises” instead BUT YOU KNOW 

THE REASON and yes for doing this and yes WAS TO HELP ALL OF YOU and yes because and yes God said to me and yes 

THAT ALL OF YOU WOULD BE IN A BETTER SITUATION TODAY and yes IF ELIJAH and yes JUST TOLD THE TRUTH and yes 

THAT HE TEMPORARILY and yes IS PREVENTED FROM REPAYING THE LOAN and yes to the Microfinance company and 

yes THEN NOTHING WOULD HAD HAPPENED and yes IF YOU DID WHAT I ENCOURAGED ALL OF YOU TO DO and yes 

PART OF THE GAME OF GOD and yes ALL OF YOU DECIDED NOT TO DO WHAT I ENCOURAGED YOU TO DO and yes IT 

WOULD HAVE BEEN EASY FOR YOU TO DO and yes instead and yes you decided and yes TO SIT AT THE OFFICE and yes 

DOING NOTHING MY FRIENDS (!!!) and yes THIS IS ALSO WHY and yes THAT YOU ARE TO BLAME YOURSELF and yes 

ABOUT THE SITUATION YOU ARE FACING TODAY and yes IT IS TRULY CALLED LAZINESS MY FRIENDS and yes IF YOU 

HAD DONE WHAT I GAVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO DO and yes THEN ELIJAH and yes WOULD NOT HAVE TO do the 

repayments and yes as he is doing now and yes to the micro finance company and yes THEN YOU WOULD HAVE MORE 

FOOD and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes I SEND YOU MONEY FOR FOOD and yes AT THE MOMENT NOT FOR 

BILLS and yes NOT FOR OFFICE SUPPLIES and yes THIS IS ABOUT UNDERSTANDING and yes ABOUT NOT BEING LAZY 

MY FRIENDS and yes WHAT WILL YOU DO NOW and yes WILL YOU INVESTIGATE THE KENYAN LAW and yes WILL YOU 

GIVE ME FEEDBACK or not and yes just thinking I am. 

 

And yes here is my email today to the bank and yes I DECIDED and yes TO ASK THE BANK and yes FOR THEIR UNDER-

STANDING and yes THAT I AT THE MOMENT and yes CANNOT REPAY and yes BUT THAT I WILL REPAY ALL OF THE DEBT 

and yes WHEN NORMAL LIFE IS COMING and yes WHICH INFACT IS WHAT IT SAYS and yes hoping and yes THAT THE 

BANK WILL ACCEPT THIS and yes THAT THEY WILL NOT TAKE LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST ME and yes WHEN YOU ARE 

POSITIVE and yes TO PEOPLE and yes ALSO IN DIFFICULT SITUATIONS and yes WHEN YOU TELL THE TRUTH and yes 

THEN GOD WILL WALK WITH YOU and yes SO IT IS ELIJAH and yes THE TRUTH IS ALSO and yes THAT I HAVE PRIORI-

TISED and yes TO SEND MONEY TO KENYA and yes instead of Danske Bank STILL SORRY I AM and yes to experience 

and yes this and yes been thrown out of the bank and yes after being loyal to it and yes MORE THAN MOST PEOPLE 

and yes since I was employed by the bank and yes in 1984: 
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Kære Danske Bank, 

 

Jeg henviser til jeres brev af den 2. november 2009, hvori I anmoder om min tilbagemelding inden udløbet af i dag. 

 

Jeg har været i Kenya i ca. 4½ måned indtil september 2009, hvor jeg uventet blev udvist af myndighederne til Dan-

mark. 

 

Jeg var blevet lovet at modtage et større beløb, mens jeg arbejdede i Kenya, men betalingen blev imidlertid forsinket. 

Dette er årsagen til, at jeg fik et større underskud på min konto end forventet, og at min gæld blev overdraget til jer, 

fordi betalingen blev forsinket længere end, hvad jeg havde forventet og længere end min filial havde tålmodighed til. 

 

Jeg er i september hjemkommet til Danmark til en situation uden bolig eller arbejde. Nu har jeg fået en fremlejet bolig i 

Lyngby og søger efter arbejde. Indtil da er jeg kontanthjælpsmodtager, som betyder, at jeg ikke i dag har mulighed for 

at afdrage på eller indfri min gæld. Jeg besidder desuden ikke aktiver, udover hvad der kan betegnes som ”en beskeden 

husholdning”, og jeg håber derfor på jeres forståelse for, at jeg i min nuværende situation desværre ikke har mulighed 

for at indfri eller afdrage på gælden. 

 

Dette betyder imidlertid ikke, at jeg ikke ønsker at afvikle gælden. Jeg har fortsat det nævnte beløb fra Kenya til gode, 

som jeg har fået bekræftet, at jeg vil modtage, hvorefter jeg vil afvikle gælden. Imidlertid kan jeg ikke i dag oplyse, 

hvornår jeg modtager dette beløb, men vi kan indgå en aftale om, at jeg løbende giver jer information om status herpå 

og på min arbejdssituation – for eksempel én gang om måneden, indtil at gælden bliver afviklet. 

 

I er meget velkomne til at kontakte mig – også telefonisk – hvis I ønsker at drøfte sagen nærmere. 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. th. 

2800 Kgs. Lyngby 

Tlf: 23742358 

 

THE LTO TEAM HAS AGREED ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes my friends and yes NOW I UNDERSTAND and yes WHY THE COUNCIL and yes IS NOT ALWAYS SO ACTIVE and 

yes AS NORMAL and yes BECAUSE THEY ARE ALSO TIRED and yes of this game and yes STILL CARRYING on and yes so it 

is and yes RICE AND CURRY and yes was the inspiration and yes from a happy GOD and yes NOW I ALMOST ONLY 

NEED TO CLEAN and yes MY NEW HOME and yes THIS IS THE HOME OF GOD and yes HERE and yes IN KGS. LYNGBY 

and yes AS IT IS CALLED and yes officially and yes so it is my friends and yes still other things on the action plan and yes 

to do and yes INCLUDING and yes MY PRINTER and yes THERE IS NO CONNECTION and yes to the printer and yes even 

though the cables are connected as they should and yes ANNOYING IT IS and yes WILL LOOK AT THIS TOO and yes 

OTHER THINGS LIKE THIS but you know MOST of WHAT I HAD PLANNED ON and yes YOU HAVE DELIVERED and yes IN-

CLUDING THIS ONE FROM THE TEAM and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH ALL OF YOU and yes FOR TAKING THIS MEET-

ING and yes THESE DECISIONS and yes I AM TRULY HAPPY ABOUT THIS and yes KNOWING and yes THE DIFFICULTIES 

YOU ARE GOING THROUGH and yes so it is and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH DAVID and yes for sending me the emails 

and yes I LIKE VERY MUCH WHAT YOU WRITE IN YOUR SECOND EMAIL and yes ABOUT BEING SELFLESS and yes THANK 

YOU SO MUCH FOR THESE THOUGHTS and yes FOR ALL OF YOU and yes TO FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES ☺☺☺  

 

Dear Stig, 

I'm fine today. The team was able to finally meet briefly today. We made 3 resolutions.(1. The team manages money 

together, 2. Money is send to David as the official treasurer for the team 3. Elijah remains team leader). Thanks, David. 

 

Herr Stig, 

We hope that as a team we shall be able to work selflessly and by mutual understanding. Our goals are great and 

hence we should never give up. Your advice has been handy. Thank you and have a good day. 

David 
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My mother’s concerns 

And yes we know and yes speaking on the phone with my mother and yes how is the apartment and yes she asked 

and yes EVERYTHING IS PERFECT and yes HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR SUPPORT FOR THE RENT and yes WILL DO THIS TO-

MORROW and yes to give to the association here and yes before and yes giving it to the Commune and yes DO YOU 

GET ANYTHING TO EAT and yes mother OF COURSE I DO and yes BUT SHE MEANT and yes HOT FOOD and yes OF 

COURSE and yes I HAVE JUST MADE MINCE BEEF and yes together with potatoes and yes vegetables and yes mother 

and yes YOU DON’T NEED TO BE WORRIED and yes I AM IN CONTROL and yes OF ALL THINGS HERE and yes she said 

and yes being disarmed and yes IT IS BECAUSE I AM YOUR MOTHER and yes so it is and yes JUST WONDERING and yes 

IF SHE ASKS SANNA the same kind of questions and yes MY FAMILY and yes HAS BEEN and yes PARTLY TO BLAME and 

yes OF MY STRESS and yes KILLING ME HERE and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes family and yes YOU ONLY 

MEAN GOOD and yes HERE YOU HAVE ALWAYS KILLED ME and yes LITTERALLY and yes because of your concern and 

yes THIS IS THE EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD and yes DON’T DO THAT and yes IT IS NOT NICE …. ☺ 

 

Finalising the day 

And yes we know and yes now I have used and yes ONLY ONE HOUR and yes AS I ACTUALLY EXPECTED but you KNOW 

TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE and yes I PLANNED and yes ON THREE HOURS and yes ON UPDATING THE EMAIL and yes 

FOLLOWING THESE SCRIPTS and yes I HAVE HEARD ABSOLUTELY NOTHING ABOUT WHAT THE TEAM THEMSELVES 

THINK OF THE NEWSLETTERS and yes I HAVE DECIDED AND YES IF YOU THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA and yes TO UPDATE 

THE NEWSLETTERS and yes AS I HAVE NOW DONE again and yes ON MY FOLLOWING EMAIL and yes THEN I WOULD 

BE HAPPY and yes so it is BUT YOU KNOW and yes AN EXAMPLE MY FRIENDS and yes OF ABSOLUTELY NO FEEDBACK 

AT ALL and yes FROM YOU and yes THIS IS STILL THE PURPOSE YOU SEE and yes TO PUBLISH THIS INFORMATION and 

yes DAVID I WILL KINDLY and yes ASK YOU and yes TO FOLLOW UP ON THIS and yes TALK TO THE TEAM and yes 

PLEASE GIVE ME FEEDBACK and yes ON YOUR THOUGHTS ON THIS and yes ASAP and yes THANK YOU DAVID and yes I 

PICK YOU and yes BECAUSE YOU ARE THE MOST CONSTANT and yes OF THE TEAM MEMBERS AT THE MOMENT. 

 

And yes I will print out and yes my email and yes read it and yes ASAP and yes I WILL ALWAYS DO MY BEST JOB and 

yes WHEN READING and yes MY SCRIPTS and yes ON PAPER and yes before finalising them and yes so it is and yes 

THIS BOOK and yes ALL OF IT and yes HAS BEEN WRITTEN and yes WITHOUT DOING THIS and yes NOT NORMAL 

WORKING CONDITIONS YOU SEE and yes GOD KEEPS TELLING ME ABOUT “YOU SEE” and yes which is the name of the 

cable tv provider here and yes because and yes I HAVE FINALISED MY ACTION PLAN TODAY and yes ALL OF IT and yes 

THE CLOCK IS 21.00 and yes FOR THE FIRST TIME and yes FOR A VERY LONG TIME and yes I CAN NOW SIT DOWN and 

yes RELAX and yes GRANTED BY GOD and yes ALL OF US and yes BECAUSE YOU DID WHAT YOU SAID YOU WOULD DO 

TODAY and yes therefore my friends and yes now and yes I will have to see and yes IF I TRULY CAN RELAX or if I just 

have some other things to do and yes the printer is annoying me but maybe and yes tomorrow instead and yes will 

have to see and yes how my plan looks tomorrow morning and yes when I look at it again. 

 

Calling God for 3G 

And yes MICHAEL FALCH and yes YOU ARE ALSO ONE OF MY VERY GOOD FRIENDS and yes EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE 

NOT ON TOP 100 BUT SOME OF YOUR MUSIC AND YES FANTASTIC and yes the album and yes LYKKELIG UNDERVEJS 

and yes A MASTERPIECE and yes IF YOU ASK ME and yes the same and yes about BO KASPERS ORKESTER and yes from 

Sweden and yes you are not either and yes on Top 100 and yes even though and yes you are the most fantastic or-

chestra I know and yes playing and yes the sort of music you play and yes so it is and yes just heard and yes Michael in 

one of his songs and yes calling God and yes SMILING MUCH ABOUT THAT and yes THE SAME AS I HAVE CALLED GOD 

FOR YEARS and yes don’t believe and yes that I have written this anywhere and yes in Danish and yes it is GODE 

GAMLE GUD and yes WHICH STANDS FOR GOOD OLD GOD and yes 3G and yes HAS BEEN MY ABBREVIATION OF GOD 

FOR YEARS and yes we know and yes probably planted too and yes you know to me and yes BEING A ROBOT HERE and 

yes thinking and yes of wireless internet and yes around the world and yes without antennas etc. and yes IF YOU 

WANT TO “INVENT” this and yes so it is. 

 

And yes using and yes approx. 4½ hours and yes doing the script of today and yes including one edit and yes I don’t  

have the same pace as earlier and yes but still OK and yes I FEEL ABOUT THIS and yes so it is my friends. 
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Friday 13th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the meeting at the Job workshop today, receiving cash help from Lyngby Commune, God is still giv-

ing me symbols, a new email from Mary, OUT OF HELL AFTER THE CRISSIS IS OVER, the power of knowledge, Danske 

Bank puts my case to rest, a positive email from David, finishing the day, “why does it always rain on me”?, my budget, 

crazy about dance and  receiving a very positive sms from Lotus ☺ 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes thank God it’s Friday and yes waited on that one for a long time and yes YOU ARE WELCOME my friend and 

yes STILL STANDING HERE and yes SMILING and yes HARVESTING and yes THE ABSOLUTE BEST TOMATOES and yes 

THE HARVEST and yes THIS YEAR and yes IS FANTASTIC and yes THINKING OF FREIE WEINGARDENER and yes from 

AUSTRIA and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes ALSO FANTASTIC WINES and yes I MET YOU IN KOKKEDAL and yes 

SOME YEARS AGO and yes THE OWNER and yes so it is and yes also thinking and yes of Friday the 13th and yes the 

movie and yes YOU THINK THAT THE MOVIE IS OVER and yes YOU RELAX and yes THINK and yes THAT THERE WILL BE 

NO MORE and yes SCARY EXPERIENCES and yes SUDDENLY and yes COMING UP FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE LAKE and 

yes you see a man and yes WHO SHOULD BE DEAD and yes NOT NORMAL and yes THAT I REMEMBER and yes MOVIES 

like this and yes FROM I WAS and yes MAYBE and yes 14 YEARS OLD and yes JUST THINKING and yes OF A BEAUTIFUL 

YOUNG WOMAN and yes OF MY AGE and yes MARIE-LOUISE and yes this is what I thought and yes so it is and yes feel-

ing and yes a special reason why we met only for a brief time and yes I CANNOT REMEMBER FROM WHERE WE MET 

and yes WILL TELL YOU LATER MY FRIEND and yes so it is and yes this is about sleep and yes dreams and yes still “very 

tired” I am and yes a few short dreams: 

 

• My old friend Lars is visiting me and he tells me that he would be delighted to work together with me 

o And yes maybe you have noticed lately and yes different men and yes appearing in my dreams and yes they 

are actors and yes used by God and yes BECAUSE THIS IS GOD SPEAKING TO ME and yes HERE and yes HE 

HAS ACCEPTED and yes to work with me and yes WE NEVER DID THE CONTRACT TOGETHER and yes maybe I 

wrote about this in 2006 and yes not asking Sanna anymore of the old book and yes difficult and yes it was 

to make a contract with the Devil and yes maybe and yes I WILL DO IT WITH GOD and yes MAYBE NOT and 

yes MAYBE and yes WE WILL JUST AGREE and yes ALL OF US. 

• I have had a good meeting together with Henning W and Forstædernes Bank. Afterwards I find out that the bank 

is not interested in me but they would like to have Henning working for them in North Jutland. I call Henning and 

tell him this, and he did not realise this but he will think about it. 

 

The meeting at the Job workshop today 

And yes we know and yes arriving and yes AT 8.30 EXACTLY and yes ALL OF THE OTHERS and yes had arrived and yes 

on time and yes I SAID and yes GOD HELPS ME and yes VERY OFTEN and yes ALSO WHEN SPEAKING HERE and yes IT IS 

FANTASTIC TO SEE A BUNCH OF CASH HELP RECEIVERS (you can say this with a smile my friends ☺) BEING MORE PRE-

CISE THAN PEOPLE AT ALL COMPANIES I HAVE WORKED for and yes so it is and yes I continued and yes saying and yes 

IT IS NOT WITHOUT REASON THAT THE SAYING IS “NOW THE MANAGER HAS ALSO ARRIVED” and yes HAPPY ABOUT 

THAT I WAS. 

 

And yes we know and yes I WILL NEED TO DO THREE APPLICATIONS and yes BEFORE THE END OF NEXT WEEK and yes 

WHICH ONES and yes DECIDED and yes to search and yes different job portals and yes different search and selection 

companies too and yes NO PERFECT JOBS OUT THERE FOR ME REALLY but you know and yes I HAVE DONE A SHORT-

LIST and yes maybe including 5-6 and yes jobs and yes WILL DECIDE and yes which to search and yes then I will do it. 

 

And yes at I was using the clock and yes on the computer and yes I DID NOT THINK OF THE FACT and yes that it was 

and yes 3-4 minutes behind and yes when I left and yes from here and yes to go and yes 100 metres and yes to a 

meeting and yes with a social helper and yes TO FINALLY and yes RECEIVE AN ANSWER and yes ON THE QUESTION and 

yes WILL THE COMMUNE ALSO HERE and yes GRANT ME CASH HELP and yes ALMOST 14 DAYS IT HAS TAKEN.  

 

Receiving cash help from Lyngby Commune 
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And yes arriving and yes at the Commune and yes 1st floor and yes at 10.11 I believe and yes ONE MINUTE LATE and 

yes BECAUSE and yes THE COMPUTER and yes CHEATED ME and yes so it is and yes PERNILLE and yes the social helper 

and yes was waiting on me and yes so it is and yes she went straight to the point and yes I had almost not sat down 

and yes BEFORE SHE “ATTACKED” ME and yes I told her and yes of the story and yes of why I was searching and yes for 

CASH HELP here and yes started and yes by saying and yes that I had cash help and yes from Hørsholm and yes that I 

had moved and yes to Lyngby and yes the 1st November and yes telling her and yes about my travel and yes to Kenya 

and yes also about and yes being and yes thrown out of Kenya and yes THEN SHE REALLY SAID and yes that “it sounds 

strange” that I wa deported and yes from KENYA and yes I COULD SEE and yes THE DEVIL and yes in PERNILLE and yes 

AS STRONG AS IN SANNA and yes THIS IS THE BEAST and yes WHICH YOU CAN SEE DIRECTY WORKING IN PEOPLE and 

yes WHEN YOU FOLLOW and yes THE GUIDELINES and yes FROM THIS BOOK and yes VERY distrustful and yes suspi-

cious and yes she was and yes very unpleasant it was to me and yes I had to tell her and yes more details and yes then 

it was probably alright and yes telling her and yes shortly about my work background and yes DIFFICULT TO LISTEN 

AND UNDERSTAND and yes also here and yes she said “so you were working as a journalist” and yes I said NO I NEVER 

SAID THAT and yes “MAKING YOUR MIND UP” and yes IS WHAT SHE WAS DOING and yes THAT’S WHY and yes THIS 

SONG and yes EUROVISION and yes so it is and yes she found me on the computer and yes the computer and yes said 

and yes that I was receiving and yes rehabilitation help here and yes NO I DO NOT and yes MY HEALTH and yes IS PER-

FECTLY ALRIGHT and yes PROBABLY and yes AN ERROR and yes WHEN HØRSHOLM and yes KEYED IN MY INFORMA-

TION IN THE SYSTEM and yes YOU WILL SEE ERRORS ALL OVER and yes WHERE PEOPLE ARE WORKING and yes ALSO 

HERE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes when talking and yes with Pernille and yes I COULD NOT HELP NOTICING and yes that my speech and yes 

again and yes was destroyed and yes by the Devil and yes almost impossible and yes to say what I wanted to say and 

yes THEN SHE ACTUALLY and yes APPROVED and yes MY APPLICATION and yes AT THE MEETING and yes HAPPY and 

yes FINALLY to hear that and yes SHOULD HAD BEEN DONE and yes IMMEDIATELY and yes AT THE FIRST DAY and yes 

AS IN HØRSHOLM and yes so it is but you know and yes she noticed and yes on my tax statement and yes from 31st 

December 2008 and yes almost 11 month old and yes that I had and yes a balance of DKK 23,000 and yes in my bank 

and yes the rules here and yes is that and yes I can only have a maximum of 10,000 DKK and yes in order to receive 

cash help and yes telling her and yes that this was salary (and yes before paying my expenses were due the 1st January 

2009 and yes from which date and yes I had less than 10,000!!!) and yes that I owe and yes DKK 60,000 and yes to the 

bank and yes I HAD JUST SIGNED and yes A DETAILED APPLICATION FORM and yes WHICH I HAD FILLED OUT and yes 

BELIEVING IN ME SHE DID and yes maybe but NO the system speaks here and yes I NEEDED TO PROMISE and yes THAT 

IN THE BEGINNING OF NEXT WEEK and yes I WILL and yes GIVE HER A COPY OF MY BANK STATEMENT and yes FOR 

HER DOCUMENTATION and yes so it is. 

 

And yes I also filled out the application and yes for rent support and yes this morning and yes which I will give to the 

association here and yes for them to fill out too and yes hopefully she will do this quickly and yes for me and yes to 

hand over the application and yes to the Commune and yes in the beginning of next week. 

 

God is still giving me symbols  

And yes we know and yes still and yes many symbols and yes FROM BOTH GOD AND YES ALL OF US and yes YOU ARE 

NOW SO CLOSE and yes SO WELCOME YOU SHALL BE and yes THANK YOU VERY MUCH and yes all of you and yes but 

AND YES KNOW WHAT and yes don’t write them down anymore and yes only this and yes we know STILL THINKING 

and yes OF KAREN and yes ME and yes WATCHING and yes MADAME BUTTERFLY and yes BY PUCCINI and yes SHE IS 

STILL IN LOVE WITH THE SAILOR and yes WHICH IS NOT IN LOVE WITH HER and yes so it is and yes we know and yes 

INGER and yes RECEIVED and yes THAT PRESENT and yes FROM YOU and yes the CD and yes THOUGHT OF BUYING 

and yes ANOTHER CD and yes TO KAREN and yes BUT YOU KNOW NOT MUCH MONEY and yes IN THE END OF APRIL 

and yes 2009 and yes WHEN I GAVE THE GIFT and yes from you Inger and yes THE CD and yes INCLUDING MUSIC and 

yes FROM PUCCINI’S MADAMA BUTTERFLY and yes TO KAREN and yes PLANNED BY GOD and yes FOR YOU INGER and 

yes TO HAVE THIS OPERA and yes AS YOU FAVOURITE and yes TO GIVE THE CD TO ME and yes FOR ME and yes YEARS 

LATER and yes TO GIVE THIS CD and yes TO ANOTHER WOMAN and yes NOT TO YOUR DAUGHTER and yes my GIRL-

FRIEND and yes COHABITER and yes CAMILLA and yes WHY THIS and yes BECAUSE and yes LISTENING and yes TO THE 

MOST FANTASTIC VOICE and yes WHEN THIS IS WRITTEN and yes IN MY OPINION and yes EVER and yes DESPITE OF 

and yes ALL MUSICAL GENRES and yes NOT ON MY TOP 100 SHE IS and yes BECAUSE and yes THIS IS OPERA and yes 

WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED and yes ON MY TOP 100 and yes therefore and yes MARIA CALLAS of course and yes singing 
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PUCCINI and yes CRYING ALMOST WHEN I HEAR HER VOICE and yes BECAUSE OF THE BEAUTY and yes WHEN COM-

PARING and yes her voice and yes to other and yes superstars and yes of Opera and yes listening to exactly the same 

pieces of music and yes DONE THAT TOO and yes I can only tell and yes NO ONE and yes GIVES ME THE FEELINGS and 

yes AS MARIA CALLAS and yes DON’T KNOW and yes IF OTHERS and yes MAY BE MORE PERFECT and yes from a “tech-

nical” point of view because this is about feelings too and yes I CAN JUST FEEL IT and yes THEN IT IS NO LONGER and 

yes as we say in Danish and yes IT DOES NOT LAST and yes HALF A METRE and yes IN THE COUNTRY COURT and yes 

ALSO DANISH and yes TOOK THAT FROM SOMEONE and yes YEARS ago and yes LIKE THAT SAYING VERY MUCH and 

yes ONLY THIS and yes ON MARIA CALLAS and yes I WOULD HAVE WISHED TO HAVE PERFECT RECORDINGS and yes AS 

GOOD AS THEY ARE TODAY and yes WITH HER and yes WOULD MAKE MY EXPERIENCE and yes SO MUCH BETTER and 

yes BECAUSE I LIKE QUALITY and yes SO MUCH MY FRIENDS and yes IN EVERYTHING I DO and yes NOT ONLY WORK 

and yes so it is. 

 

And yes this morning at P4 Danish radio and yes the speaker and yes Ole I believe and yes said to Jette and yes that 

she is lying and yes when she says how many times she has won the championship for old girls in Farum and yes think-

ing of Tennis I was and yes SHE TOLD OLE and yes THAT SHE IS TELLING THE TRUTH and yes one symbol and yes of 

VICTORY my friends and yes the other day and yes the caretaker and yes was here and yes to fix and yes RADIATORS 

and yes WE KNOW and yes TO MAKE ME FEEL MORE WARM and yes JUST A SYMBOL and yes OF GOING and yes 

FROM THE COLD and yes TO THE WARMTH and yes so it is and yes HE SAID and yes THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE 

THE THERMOSTAT and yes TO A NEWER and yes SMARTER MODEL and yes THINKING and yes OF KAREN and yes I was 

and yes when he said this and yes planted and yes again by God and yes JUST MAYBE and yes GOD WILL DO SOME-

THING TO ME AND KAREN AND YES PHYSICALLY and yes INCLUDING MY BENDED BACK and yes WHICH GOD and yes 

HAS SAID TO ME MANY TIMES and yes in the past and yes THAT HE WILL FIX and yes WHEN I BECOME GOD and yes 

JUST THINKING and yes again and yes on Janet and yes Parker and yes what you told me and yes in the soul journey 

and yes from 2006 and yes about this woman and yes dancing in red in front of me and yes behind her and yes the 

most beautiful, modest and “young” woman and yes something like this and yes just thinking and yes what God and 

yes will do to Karen I am. 

 

And yes no more symbols right now and yes MANY OF THEM and yes HAVE BEEN TOLD HERE and yes so it is but not 

anymore and yes almost … ☺ 

 

A new email from Mary 

And yes we know and yes PEOPLE and yes IN KENYA and yes SUDDENLY and yes THEY ARE BUSY and yes WRITING 

LONG EMAILS TO YOU and yes GOOD TIMING MY FRIENDS and yes we know and yes BECAUSE and yes I AM NOW and 

yes ALMOST DONE and yes WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT and yes MOST TIME CONSUMING TASKS here and yes LOOK-

ING FORWARD TO A 8 HOUR WORKING DAY soon and yes BUT FIRST and yes some emails and yes this one is from 

Mary and yes she has given me information and yes which she does not want to share and yes all I want to say and yes 

is that Mary and yes would like to have a better life and yes than today and yes that she would like to partner with me 

and yes to distribute my book and yes to receive a percentage and yes OF WHAT MARY and yes OF THE PROFITS??? 

And yes NO PROFITS FOR ME you know and yes MARY YOU DID NOT LISTEN TO ME and yes OF HAVING PATIENCE and 

yes YOU CONTINUE and yes ASKING ME OF FAVOURS and yes I HAVE GIVEN YOU MY ANSWER and yes IT WILL NOT 

BECOME BETTER and yes FOR YOU TO REPEAT and yes TO PUT A PRESSURE ON ME and yes BECAUSE I KNOW THE 

FULL PICTURE MY FRIEND and yes so it is and yes I sent you an email and yes for you TO REALLY BE PATIENT MY DEAR 

and yes AS I ASKED THIS OF YOU ALREADY IN MY FIRST EMAIL and yes so it is. 

 

OUT OF HELL AFTER THE CRISSIS IS OVER 

And yes Meshack and yes YOUR HEADLINES and yes ARE NOTHING LESS THAN FANTASTIC and yes LIKE THOSE VERY 

MUCH and yes WISH THAT I HAD THE TIME AND YES ENERGY AND YES TO HAVE MADE BETTER HEADLINES AND YES IN 

THIS BOOK and yes so it is and yes ELIJAH and yes PAINS TOO MY FRIEND and yes STOMACH and yes ELIJAH? AND YES 

I DON’T KNOW and yes I DON’T KNOW IF THIS IS THE TRUTH and yes ONE BIG SUFFERING IT IS and yes TO WRITE and 

yes THE WORDS I RECEIVE and yes NOT KNOWING and yes IF IT IS GOD OR THE DEVIL and yes IF THE  WORDS ARE 

TRUE OR FALSH and yes SO IT IS and yes my friends and yes VIRGIN MARY THIS TIME and yes HER FULL NAME and yes 

HAVE BEEN SUFFERING MUCH and yes STIG and yes HAVE DECIDED and yes TO CONTINUE THIS GAME and YES VIRGIN 

MARY and yes ASKED ME THE OTHER DAY and yes IF I WANTED TO CONTINUE and yes TO HAVE THE TEAM and yes 

TAKING THIS IMPORTANT MEETING and yes OR TO CALL IT A DAY and yes I DECIDED AND YES THAT IT WAS IMPOR-
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TANT and yes THAT THE TEAM ACCOMPLISHED and yes THEREFORE MY FRIENDS and yes WE CONTINUED and yes GIV-

ING YOU SUFFERINGS and yes INCLUDING YOU MESHACK and yes THE COUNCIL and yes DID NOT TELL ME ABOUT 

YOUR PAINS but you KNOW and yes I WOULD HAVE DONE THE SAME and yes IF I KNEW and yes IT MUST NOT TAKE 

ALMOST TWO WEEKS and yes TO DO and yes SOMETHING and yes WHICH SHOULD TAKE YOU and yes FAR LESS and 

yes WHICH YOU SHOULD HAVE TALKED ABOUT and yes IMMEDIATELY MY FRIENDS and yes NEVER POSTPONE and yes 

DIFFICULT SITUATIONS and yes MY FRIENDS and yes therefore and yes also and yes BECAUSE THIS IS A SIGN and yes 

OF ME MOVING and yes ABOVE THE COUNCIL and yes BECOMING GOD MY FRIENDS and yes I CAN ONLY SAY THANK 

YOU ALL OF YOU FOR STILL BEING WITH ME and yes PLEASE CONTINUE and yes SHOWING YOUR FAITH and yes YOU 

WILL BE CURED and yes WHEN YOU DO THIS and yes WHEN YOU ASK ME TO CURE YOU and yes DON’T TAKE PILLS and 

yes SO IT IS AND YES PLEASE TELL ME ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING IN YOUR LIVES and yes I WOULD BE HAPPY TO 

HEAR and yes including stories of sicknesses and yes WHEN YOU FOLLOW MY BASIC RULES and yes IT SHOULD NOT BE 

NECESSARY and yes to agree and yes on something and yes “on condition that …” but I understand what you tell me 

Meshack and yes THANK YOU ALL AND YES FOR CONTINUING TO BE BRAVE and yes I LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and yes 

THANK YOU and yes FOR FOLLOWING UP ON THE NEWSLETTERS and yes I DO BELIEVE and yes THAT YOU HAVE THE 

LAST UPDATED VERSIONS WITH YOU MY FRIENDS and yes BUT I WILL SEND IT TO YOU ANYWAY and yes IN MY NEXT 

EMAIL and yes PLEASE CONTINUE ALL OF YOU and yes FOLLOWING THE ROAD OF GOD and yes THIS IS WHAT WE ARE 

ALL AND YES PRAYING THAT YOU WILL DO ☺. And yes HOW IS JOHN and yes I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR and yes so it is 

here too. 

 

And yes here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Morning Stig , i am out of the hell after this crisis and this is the reason i have time to write to you. Actually during this 

time i suffered malaria and this really affected me alot an i think God wanted us to solve this amicably as we have 

done. 

 

 What David told you is actually what we all decided but this will be on condition that all we agreed should be followed 

by the concerned parties otherwise this is subject to change but hopefully we shall abide by this. My friend the action 

plan is with me and this is the reason i will be answering some of your questions today. 

 

Concerning the law in Kenya, private property is protected from commitment some one might have entered with a 

lending institution and apart from what some one might have offered as security to obtain the loan. 

 

 The second question concerning the news letters is that, as had told you incase of any major developments, we shall 

inform you accordingly but i am suggesting to you to send the soft copies of both and i had informed David about this 

so that we can be making any changes and sending them back to you as you have shown that distance is not a diter-

ance to work because of technology bcause your updates is as though you are still working in Kenya.Let me stop there 

because have read all scripts of the last four days in a cyber and have run out of cash. 

 

     Hi to your family and the game continues. 

 

The Power of knowledge 

And yes my friends and yes Evans and yes WAS INSPIRED MY FRIEND and yes TO SEND YOU THIS MESSAGE and yes 

FOR THIS BOOK MY FRIENDS and yes YOU KNOW AND YES GOD HAS MANY WAYS: 

 

Thanks Stig I got this message from one of my pastor friends.Its long one but please read it,it inspired me alot...Its 

called Power of knowledge hope you will enjoy and bless you as It did to me... 

 

Power of Knowledge... 

 

I am amazed at the power that the Bible gives to knowledge! Consider 2 Peter 1:3, “God's divine power has granted all 

things that pertain to life and godliness, through the knowledge of him who called us to his own glory and excel-

lence.”Literally, all the power available from God to live and be godly comes through knowledge! Amazing! 

What a premium we should put on doctrine and instruction in the Scriptures! Life and godliness are at stake. Not that 

knowing guarantees godliness! It doesn't. But it seems that ignorance guarantees ungodliness. Because, Peter says, 
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the divine power that leads to godliness is given through the knowledge of God. There are some few principles that I 

will share with you, believing that they will help us. 

 

1. Read! Read! Read! 

But beware of wasting your time on theological foam and suds. Read rich doctrinal books about “the one who called 

you to his glory and excellence.” Take time to invest in the word of God, the bible says that the entrance of the word of 

God bringeth light and understanding to the simple. I keep on telling people there must be some effort, you can hardly 

understand things that you have never read, neither can you become an authority over areas you have not read or 

mastered. Just as the same way you cannot be a jack of all trades, we need to locate the word of God and let it inspire 

us to greater heights. 

 

2. Ponder! Ponder! 

Slow down. Take time to think about the Bible. Ask questions. Keep a journal. Let yourself be humbly troubled by puz-

zling things. The deepest insights come from trying to see the unifying root of two apparently variable branches. You 

will discover meditating upon the word of God enforces what you have read, you cannot meditate upon something 

that you have not read. Create time to reflect on the word of God, you will discover that the Holy spirit will drop some 

deep revelations as you wait upon the Lord. Beloved when you hear a word, please don’t leave it at that, enquire more 

about it, let God speak even deeper regarding the same. We will discover the unreachable depths of his word. 

 

3. Discuss. Discuss. 

Be a part of a class or a group that cares passionately about the truth. Not a group that just likes to talk and raise 

problems. But a group that believes there are biblical answers to biblical problems. This is where unity will bring more 

light, when you associate with people who have a passion for God they will always talk matters that will edify your 

spirit and in the process you will learn a lot. You will discover iron sharpens iron, never be cheated that iron can 

sharpen wood, it will damage the wood and the wood will make the iron blunt. It is a Godly principle that cannot be 

broken. Involve yourself with people whom you are going into the same direction, otherwise you might remain stag-

nated for a long time. People who make progress in life consult a lot and share ideas and revelations. may the Lord 

help us to align ourselves with men and women of greater destiny than us. 

 

We can see how crucial the role of knowledge is for the fulfillment of the priority of being an effective christian.Infact if 

we borrow from paul,when he was speaking to his young student Timothy he told him ‘’2Ti 2:15 Study to show thyself 

approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. therefore we learn 

that knowledge cannot be ignored by anyone, let me tell you a secret, You will never produce more than what is within 

you. even the Holy spirit will grant you knowledge to the measure of what you have acquired, and please let me clarify 

this, I am not just talking about theoretical knowledge. I am talking about all rounded knowledge. If power for life and 

godliness comes through knowledge, and if edification is building people in new life and godliness, then hear what we 

are being warned. .. “My people perish for lack of knowledge!” (Hosea 4:6). Beloved acquire knowdge and wisdom 

,listen to what the writer of proverbs says Pr 4:5 Get wisdom, get understanding: forget it not; neither decline from the 

words of my mouth that is how important it is. It continues to state Pr 4:7 Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get 

wisdom: and with all thy getting get understanding. You cannot afford to ignore this, if at all you want to fulfill God’s 

destiny in your life. 

 

We are being admonished not only to be zealous, we ought to direct it by the wisdom of God.“They have a zeal for 

God, but it does not accord with knowledge” (Romans 10:2).Paul had seen the zeal in the roman church, but he wished 

that they would get understanding. May the Lord help us not just to know how to direct our zeal to serve and bring 

Glory to God. 

 

You don’t need to hear about your God only, now it is the time to know your God .take a personal endeavour to jour-

ney through with him in your Life. Just like the bereans Christian, when they heard about the gospel being reached they 

went to their houses and sought the word of God to check for themselves. the culture of being spoon-fed should go, 

God is calling us to raise our standards. If at all we are going to influence our world for Jesus, we need to go deep even 

in his word. Let us not be superficial Christians, who read their bibles only on Sundays. Friends if you cannot go in a day 

without eating a meal, the same way in your physical as well to your spiritual. When we acquire this the bible says we 

shall know our God, for they that know their God shall be STRONG and Do exploits. We can only do exploits if we are 
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charged with knowledge of our God and through his power we shall flow in signs and wonders. The bible says, And 

they shall not teach every one his fellow or every one his brother, saying, 'Know the Lord,' for all shall know me, from 

the least of them to the greatest. For I will be merciful toward their iniquities, and I will remember their sins no more” 

(Hebrews 8:11-12) 

 

God help us even as we commit to knowing your ways, the highways of righteousness through Christ Jesus. 

 

Danske Bank puts my case to rest 

And yes the bank and yes followed and yes my encouragement and yes in my email and yes to call me and yes Su-

sanne and yes VERY NICE OF YOU and yes TO START BY ASKING QUESTIONS and yes ABOUT MY TRIP and yes TO 

KENYA and yes FOR BEING VERY POSITIVE and yes THIS IS NORMALLY NOT WHAT YOU WILL EXPECT and yes FROM 

PEOPLE and yes COLLECTING MONEY but you know and yes they are like the rest of us and yes “you’re only human” 

and yes so it is and yes I WAS POSITIVE and yes SHE WAS POSITIVE and yes ALWAYS VERY GOOD and yes TO BE THAT 

and yes STILL TO BE OBJECTIVE OF COURSE and yes so it is and yes she understood and yes that I temporarily and yes 

had lost my ability but not my will and yes to repay and yes my debt and yes she granted me and yes half a year and 

yes where they will put my case to rest and yes JUST MY PERSONAL FEELING TOO and yes STILL HURTING and yes DO-

ING THIS WORK and yes VERY MUCH MY FRIENDS and yes she asked me to sign the settlement which they also sent to 

me and yes I HAVE DECIDED and yes to do that and yes she said and yes that otherwise they needed to go to court 

and yes to get the same legal status and yes as this document will give them and yes therefore my friends and yes we 

had and yes a short disagreement and yes would she confirm what she told me and yes in an email or yes my friends 

and yes or would she have the signed settlement first and yes WE WOULD BOTH LIKE TO HAVE WHAT THE OTHER 

PERSON WOULD NOT GIVE BEFORE AND YES THE OTHER PARTY AND YES HAD SEND AN EMAIL OR YES SIGNED THE 

SETTLEMENT and yes this was just God and yes saying and yes that the story of the egg and yes the chicken and yes is 

something like this and yes who will start and yes we were both here in fact and yes so it is and yes we know and yes 

this is the story for now and yes NOT SHOWING CONTINUITY HERE GOD? And yes I KNOW STIG and yes WE WILL HAVE 

TO SEE and yes MAYBE A GOOD EXPLANATION and yes not knowing about that one too my friends. 

 

And yes she sent the email after the conversation and yes confirming and yes that the bank will not do anything and 

yes for six months and yes I will send the signed settlement and yes in the beginning of the next week and yes so it is. 

 

A positive email from David 

And yes THANK YOU SO MUCH DAVID and yes FROM ALL OF US HERE IN THE COUNCIL and yes RIDING AND YES IN MY 

WEDDING CAR and yes WE WILL ALL BE THERE TOMORROW and yes TO GIVE OUR BLESSINGS and yes FOR THE NEWLY 

WEDS and yes so it is and yes THANK YOU FOR FOLLOWING UP and yes on the newsletters and yes FOR YOU TO GIVE 

FEEDBACK MY FRIENDS and yes I JUST LOVE THAT SO MUCH and yes LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU 

AGAIN ☺. 

 

Greeting Herr Stig, 

  

Thank you againg for your e-mail. There is a weddig tomorrow of Steve, Meshack's brother. Consequently Elijah and 

Meshack are very busy with it. The Newsletters need to b updated since as lot has happened since the last updates. I'll 

make a follow of it with the team aand get back to you ASAP. 

  

I'll write more hopefully toorrow. 

  

Thank you and good day. 

 

Finishing the day 

And yes we know and yes finishing and yes the script and yes almost and yes at 16.30 and yes today and yes just need 

to do a new budget check up and yes to decide and yes for a little bit of money and yes to Kenya and yes to read and 

yes my following email and yes to this book and yes printed it today and yes at the Job Workshop and yes NORMALLY 

AND YES I DON’T LIKE and yes TO DO PRIVATE and yes THINGS AND YES AT WORK but you know and yes WHEN IT IS 

PRIVATE TIME and yes THEN IT IS OK and yes so it is and yes if the employer and yes feels the same and yes BUT DO 

WHAT YOU CAN DO and yes AT HOME and yes I ONLY DID THIS TODAY and yes BECAUSE MY PRINTER and yes IS NOT 
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WORKING AT HOME and yes just a piece of information here and yes still eating and yes of my cheap bread here and 

yes inbetween meals and yes BECAUSE OF NO SMOKING and yes I KNOW IT MUST HURT and yes THE TEAM TO READ 

and yes this and yes about food and yes YOUR SUFFERINGS my friends AND YES I AM NOT STARVING but you know 

have other sufferings here and yes among them and yes IS STILL NOT SMOKING and yes KILLING ME STILL and yes I 

CANNOT LOOK and yes AT A PRETTY WOMAN and yes WITHOUT and yes THE DEVIL STILL and yes HURTS ME VERY 

MUCH and yes WITH MY MOTHER YOU KNOW and yes SAW and yes NEW PICTURES and yes OF JENIPHER and yes ON 

FACEBOOK and yes CANNOT EVEN WATCH and yes PICTURES OF HER and yes as an example and yes too and yes 

RIGHT AFTER and yes THE DEVIL and yes WAS HURTING ME VERY MUCH and yes A LITTLE BIT DIFFICULT TO AVOID and 

yes SEEING and yes BEAUTIFUL WOMEN and yes OUTSIDE and yes OR ON THE INTERNET and yes or the television and 

yes BECAUSE THEY ARE EVERYWHERE and yes ONLY OF COURSE and yes WHEN I SEE AN ATTRACTIVE WOMAN and yes 

I AM HURT and yes so it is and yes IT HAVE NEVER BEEN SO STRONG BEFORE and yes DIFFICULT NOW and NO IT IS 

PIECE OF CAKE and yes BECAUSE I AM LESS BUSY NOW and yes EVERYDAY WILL BE EASIER NOW and yes HOPING IT 

WILL BE THE SAME and yes WHEN THEY WANT ME TO WORK AS A GARDENER HERE and yes DON’T HAVE A BIG TAL-

ENT or MUCH EXPERIENCE TO PUT IT MORE ACCURATE and yes DOING THAT and yes DON’T HAVE A BIG INTEREST and 

yes BUT YOU NEVER KNOW and yes THIS CAN CHANGE and yes ESPECIALLY IF YOU HAVE AN OPEN MIND and yes so it 

is my friends. 

 

“Why does it always rain on me”? 

And yes very good question Travis and yes BUT YOU KNOW WHAT and yes JUST SHOWING and yes MY SYMBOLS and 

yes IN “REAL LIFE” and yes here and yes IT HAS BEEN RAINING and yes ON ME and yes ON DENMARK and yes FOR 

HOW MANY DAYS IN A ROW NOW and yes SO PEOPLE TALK ABOUT IT and yes JUST GIVING YOU and yes A SIGN and 

yes OF MY SUFFERINGS and yes my friends and yes THE SAME WAY and yes AS THE WEATHER IN HOLLAND and yes IN 

THE BEGINNING OF 2006 I BELIEVE and yes WAS THE WORST SNOW CHAOS and yes ALMOST and yes FOR EVER and 

yes IN HOLLAND and yes THE RAIN and yes ON SKANDERBORG FESTIVAL and yes 2008 and yes hearing and yes FRANZ 

FERDINAND and yes HEAVY YOU THINK and yes BECAUSE I WAS THERE and yes so it is ☺. 

 

And yes GOD IS GIVING ME VERY BIG SNEEZES and yes ELIJAH and yes HOW ARE YOU MY FRIEND and yes YOUR AC-

TION PLAN and yes PLEASE COME OVER TO MEET ME ON THE OTHER SIDE and yes STILL HUMOROUS HE IS and yes 

STIG and yes WE ARE LAUGHING and yes BUT NOT ELIJAH and yes NOT NOW and yes VERY SERIOUS and yes LIGHTEN 

UP MY FRIEND and yes DON’T BE SO SERIOUS ALL OF THE TIME and yes EXAMPLES and yes OF WHAT PEOPLE HAVE 

ALWAYS SAID TO ME and yes ANNOYING ME VERY MUCH and yes BECAUSE I AM BOTH SERIOUS and yes RE-

LAXED/FUNNY and yes WHEN I DECIDE TO and yes SO IT IS and yes AN EXAMPLE AND YES OF ANOTHER INNER VOICE 

and yes ELIJAH HOW IS YOUR INNER VOICE TODAY and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK OF LIFE ELIJAH and yes YOU ARE 

WELCOME and yes TO WRITE ABOUT YOUR LIFE and yes HOW YOU ARE FEELING and yes BUT PLEASE DO IT OBJEC-

TIVELY and yes THIS IS JUST THE MESSAGE and yes IN THIS BOOK and yes PIECE OF CAKE ACTUALLY and yes WHEN 

YOU CAN CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS and yes NOT OVERDO IT and yes ELIJAH so please write the truth and yes BUT 

DON’T OVERDO IT and yes SEE YOURSELF and yes ON THE SOFA and yes FROM THE ROOM ABOVE and yes TO BE OB-

JECTIVE and yes ABOUT WHAT YOU SEE and yes THIS IS THE PICTURE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

My budget 

And yes we know and yes ALMOST FINISHED BEFORE I WAS WITH THE SCRIPT and yes just calculating and yes again on 

my money holdings and yes expected expenses and yes I have only used the money and yes as I have reported here 

and yes NOT ANY CAPPUCCINOS and yes NO CAKE and yes from the bakery and yes today and yes is the third day and 

yes on the food I bougt and yes the mackerel salad and yes tasted really not very good when I had it and yes yesterday 

and yes IT WAS TOO OLD and yes JUST BOUGHT IT and yes JUST ANOTHER ERROR and yes SUPERBEST and yes HAD 

NOT KEYED IN and yes the offer they had on vegetables and yes in the cash systems and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes 

THEY ARE ADVITISING and yes with is and yes CONSTANTLY and yes YOU WILL SEE ERRORS and yes MADE BY PEOPLE 

and yes NOT REALLY DOING THEIR BEST and yes NOT THINKING and yes so it is and yes having and yes 1.684 DKK and 

yes left and yes I will probably and yes use and yes 140 DKK and yes until the 22nd November and yes thinking of the 

food I have now and yes that I will go and yes to visit and yes my mother and yes Saturday and yes Sanna and yes on 

Sunday and yes a budget of 240 DKK and yes from 22nd – 29th and yes still 200 DKK and yes for the gift for Hans and 

yes 400 DKK and yes for transport and yes NO MORE EXPENSES and yes FOR CORDS, EXTENSION CABLES, BULBS ETC 

and yes BECAUSE OF THIS and yes HAS BEEN DONE and yes counting and yes total expenses of yes giving and yes 700 

DKK and yes which I can send and yes to DAVID and yes for him and yes to manage and yes together with the team 
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and yes it is approx. 10,000 Shillings my friends and yes I WAS TRYING and yes to find an alternative and yes to WEST-

ERN UNION and yes because I don’t like the size of their fees and yes did not find any and yes you will need internet 

bank software and yes JYSKE BANK PROMISED ME TO SEND THIS and yes NEVER RECEIVED IT and yes just one of those 

errors you know and yes HUMAN ERRORS and yes WHEN YOU DON’T THINK and yes so it is and yes ALSO THINKING 

and yes that the receiver and yes will need a bank account and yes IT WILL TAKE TOO LONG and yes to set up and yes 

therefore and yes therefore and yes I will go and yes to the agent and yes here in Lyngby and yes tomorrow my 

friends. 

 

And yes JUST A PIECE OF ADVICE TO THE TEAM IN KENYA and yes PLEASE SHARE THE MONEY WISELY and yes PLEASE 

USE THE MONEY WISELY and yes MY FRIENDS THIS IS THE NAME OF THE GAME and yes DO AS I DO and yes FIND THE 

ABSOLUTELY CHEAPEST FOOD YOU CAN FIND and yes NO LUXURY AT ALL and yes MAKE THE FOOD LAST AS LONG AS 

POSSIBLE and yes so it is my friends and yes THE POPE and yes as the MONK and yes IS WITH ME and yes WITH YOU 

TOO my friends. 

 

And yes just thinking and yes THAT I NOW and yes HAVE SENT and yes WILL SEND THAT IS and yes INCLUDING TO-

MORROW and yes APPROX. 4.000 DKK and yes JUST SHOWING THE WORLD and yes THAT I COULD TAKE CARE OF MY-

SELF and yes I COULD HAVE PAID THE DEPOSIT AND YES FOR THIS APARTMENT and yes WITHOUT PROBLEMS MY 

FRIENDS and yes BUT MY MOTHER and yes BELIEVES and yes THAT IT IS DIFFICULT and yes TO GET MY MONEY and yes 

TO LAST and yes COULD HAVE USED and yes 4,000 DKK and yes on my self but you know and yes I HAVE SENT YOUR 

MONEY and yes MOTHER and yes AS YOU WOULD PROBABLY HAVE SENT and yes TO KENYA and yes IF YOU DID NOT 

HAVE THE DEVIL and yes INSIDE OF YOU and yes THROUGH THE PEOPLE and yes DESTROYING YOU and yes AS IT HAP-

PENS ALL OVER THE WORLD and yes EASIER MAYBE and yes TO THINK NEGATIVE THOUGHTS and yes WITH THIS FAM-

ILY AROUND YOU and yes MY MOTHER and yes WILL BE THE FIRST and yes TO TELL HER VERSION and yes TO THE 

WORLD and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes JUST WATCHING and yes AT THE SAME TIME AS WRITING THIS and yes BRØDRENE BISP and yes FLID FEDT OG 

SNYD TOO ON DR K and yes LOVE BOTH OF THESE and yes “FUUUG” and yes CAMILLA AND YES I AND YES ALWAYS 

USED THAT ONE and yes VOLDSOM VOLVO and yes NOTHING BETTER and yes THAN THIS and yes OF DANISH COMEDY 

and yes SO IT IS. 

 

Crazy about dance 

And yes FEELING AND YES MM AND YES NOW ALMOST AS KAREN and yes THE COUNCIL AND YES I HAVE MOST OF THE 

TIME NOT FELT THE COUNCIL AS THE PERSONS THEY ARE IN REAL LIFE BUT MUCH MORE GENTLY AND YES STILL DIF-

FERENT FROM SPIRIT TO SPIRIT AND YES THIS TIME AND YES I WAS SEARCHING MY SOUL and yes to find you and yes 

this is how I did it and yes I AM SAYING A LOT and yes ON CRAZY ABOUT DANCE and yes NOT WRITING IT DOWN and 

yes ONLY IF AN IMPORTANT SYMBOL COMES and yes THE SYMBOL OF ALL and yes OF NEW YEAR and yes OPENING A 

BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE and yes FOR A PURE SCORE OF THE MAXIMUM POINT OF 10 and yes so it is and yes ALL OF 

THE PEOPLE and yes ARE HANDPICKED BY ME and yes GOD SAYS and yes FOR THIS SHOW and yes A LONG STORY WE 

KNOW and yes NEW YEAR and yes CHAMPAGNE and yes PROMISES OF A NEW LIFE and yes WHEN YOU OPEN A BOT-

TLE OF CHAMPAGNE AND YES ALL PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS BE HAPPY and yes THIS IS WHY and yes ALSO WHY and yes 

THAT KAREN AND I HAVE HAD AND STILL HAVE (!) THIS PASSION. 

 

And yes I HAVE NOT SAID THIS BEFORE and yes IT COULD HAVE BEEN A SECRET and yes FOR “ALL OF THIS TIME” and 

yes MALENA and yes the dancer on the show and yes IS SYMBOLISING and yes KAREN and yes IN THIS SHOW and yes 

FOR ME and yes SINCE THE FIRST TIME I SAW IT and yes SO IT IS and yes I WILL SAY NO MORE ABOUT MY FEELINGS OF 

THIS and yes DOUBLE FEELINGS IT IS and yes nothing on and yes what God and yes put her through and yes so it is. 

 

And yes two minutes after writing this and yes I HAVE THOUGHT AND YES THAT GOD and yes JUST MIGHT and yes LET 

HER WIN and yes MALENA and yes HER DANCING PARTNER and yes GUESSING RIGHT and yes JUST A DISTRACTION 

HERE and yes KAREN and yes MALENA and yes HOW SHE LOOKS and yes AT HER DANCING PARTNER and yes MALENA 

and yes PLEASE TELL THE WORLD and yes WHAT YOU DID and yes FIRST THIS and yes SHE RECEIVED and yes FOR THE 

FIRST TIME and yes AT LEAST THIS SEASON and yes FOUR SCORES OF 10 FROM THE JUDGES and yes so it is. 
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And yes the rhyme and yes from the judge and yes was inspiration from God and yes through the Judge and yes to 

Pernille and yes the dancer and yes God is saying and yes that this is exactly the effect it had on Karen and yes when I 

sent her a few rhymes and yes some years ago and yes ONLY SPEAKING OF THE POSITIVE STORIES HERE we are. 

 

Receiving a very positive sms from Lotus ☺☺☺☺ 

And yes Sony Ericsson’s own mobile phone software and yes for PC’s and yes include sms functions and yes for you to 

write sms’es and yes on your computer and yes for it to send to the phone and yes for the phone to send it to another 

phone AND YES MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS NOT INCLUDED and yes FOR MOBILE PHONES and yes ON THE WINDOWS 

MOBILE SYSTEM and yes HEREWITH ALSO MY SPECIFIC SONY ERICSON PHONE and yes WE KNOW and yes THERE ARE 

TRULY MANY SYSTEMS to choose from and yes TONIGHT I WAS STUBBORN and yes first using and yes a couple of 

hours and yes to further improve and yes the following email to this book and yes after that and yes I used maybe a 

couple of hours and yes to find and yes another free application and yes to download AND YES TO SEND SMS’ES 

THROUGH MY PC and yes found the The Efficasof Mobile Express and yes it did not and yes install on the mobile 

phone and yes WHY and yes an error message and yes what to do about it and yes more time used and yes are others 

having the same problem as I and yes trying to find this information on the Internet and yes shutting down the appli-

cation and yes opening it again and yes then it worked and yes why and yes BECAUSE IT WAS A VERY LONG SMS MES-

SAGE FROM LOTUS and yes BECAUSE MY PHONE and yes THE KEYBOARD IS NOT WORKING and yes THAT IS WHY MY 

FRIENDS and yes ACTUALLY and yes I had decided that I wanted to call her but and yes I DECIDED and yes TONIGHT 

and yes TO SEND A SMS and yes APPROVED IT IS BUT MY MESSAGE IS VERY STRONG HERE and yes ALWAYS TO KEEP 

YOUR PLAN and yes DON’T BECOME TEMPTED TO DO THINGS WHICH ARE NOT ON YOUR PLAN and yes BECAUSE YOU 

FEEL YOU WOULD RATHER DO THIS and yes GOD and yes HAS TEMPTED ME CONSTANTLY and yes giving me feelings 

and yes THE DESIRE and yes TO DO OTHER THINGS and yes THAN I HAVE DECIDED AND YES TO DO and yes MY ACTION 

PLAN and yes so it is and yes LOTUS again invited me to visit her and yes to North Jutland and yes VERY NICE OF HER 

and yes she is in pain and yes because of Claus and yes her boyfriend and yes she moved there to be with him and yes 

now she is not with him and yes BOTH OF THEM and yes PLANTED BY GOD and yes so it is and yes BUT I CANNOT AF-

FORD and yes to visit her and yes at the moment and yes so it is my friends ☺. 
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Saturday 14th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, writing an answer to Evans, becoming a member of Gyldendals Bogklub, we will also go to the Crazy 

Christmas Cabaret this year, planning to send money to the team and visiting my mother and John. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes I used and yes a couple of hours and yes watching television last night and yes enjoyed 

that very much and yes WATCHING PEOPLE ESCAPE FROM EAST GERMANY and yes CROSSING THE WALL and yes A 

SIGN AND YES OF PEOPLE NOT BEING HAPPY WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE FREEDOM MY FRIENDS and yes THANK YOU 

GORBA FOR THIS and yes going to bed and yes at 00.30 and yes in the beginning and yes I was not allowed to sleep 

and yes I was allowed to lay on my back and yes THIS WAY I CAN NEVER SLEEP and yes when I turned around and yes I 

received pain in my head and yes maybe for one hour and yes I WAS FORCED TO LAY ON MY BACK and yes so it is and 

yes I also received the feeling and yes that now and yes I would go through hell and yes because I have not done good 

enough here and yes I know and yes that God has a deadline and yes DESPITE OF THE DREAM or message and yes say-

ing “1-2 weeks” and yes received that a couple of weeks ago and yes I actually don’t know the deadline and yes I had 

two feelings and yes one of anxiety and yes the other and yes of confidence and yes the last one won and yes I AM 

SATISFIED and yes WITH WHAT I HAVE DONE HERE and yes COULD NOT DO IT BETTER and yes THEREFORE MY 

FRIENDS and yes WE CONTINUE and yes you know during the years and yes some years and yes I have only been able 

to sleep and yes laying on my right side and yes other years and yes only when laying on my left side and yes the last 

year or so and yes I have only been able to sleep and yes laying on my stomach and yes DO YOU KNOW WHO IS CON-

TROLLING THIS and yes IS IT YOU and yes OR GOD and yes THE COUNCIL TOO and yes WHO DO YOU BELIEVE IN and 

yes YOURSELF and yes ALSO GOD? 

 

And yes waking the first time and yes at 7.00 and yes too tired and yes slept more and yes to 8.30 and yes NO PROB-

LEMS HERE MY SON and yes AS LONG AS I DO MY ACTION PLAN and yes THIS IS WHAT I DO and yes only one dream: 

 

• I am together with Jack and his father in their home. I tell them that they need to give me money and Jack’s father 

is not happy with this. Jack gives me a cheque of 7,000 DKK and he says “thank you to a friend”. He also tells me 

that he did not get a drivers licence in South France, he did not pass, but he was told that he drives a car very 

well. I have seen two Arnold Schwarzeneggers in a dream fighting each other at a football stadium, it is like a 

game and I can enter the setup of the two Arnold’s, I notice the first Arnold has priority 1 for three out of four 

weapons and priority two for the last, and the other Arnold has three prirorities 2 and one priority 1. I change the 

setup of the first Arnold so he receives priority one of all weapons and this makes the other Arnold disappear. I 

tell the story to Jack and his father even though it was a dream. – AND YES MY FRIENDS and yes A DREAM and yes 

INSIDE OF A DREAM and yes pretty good we think all of us here and yes THANKS MY FRIENDS and yes CREATIVE 

YOU ARE and yes MY DREAM MAKERS and yes so it is ☺. 

 

When I woke up and yes WE ARE NOT THAT EAGER AT THE MOMENT and yes GIVING YOU SONGS and yes DURING 

THE MORNINGS and yes still songs during the day and yes ALSO FROM THE DEVIL and yes I HAVE DECIDED and yes 

that these songs and yes are not normally written down and yes this morning and yes I heard Tøsedrengene and yes 

the words “hovedrollen I” and yes “slip det fri” and yes there are a number of CD’s missing and yes Tøsedrengene and 

yes is one of them and yes which the family still have and yes somewhere. 

 

And yes LISTENING and yes ALMOST CRYING and yes AT THE MOMENT and yes TO MY ABSOLUTE FAVOURITE PIECE 

OF CLASSICAL MUSIC and yes DVORAK and yes “FROM THE NEW WORLD” and yes my friends the Largo part at the 

moment and yes YOU CANNOT FIND ANYTHING and yes MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN THIS PIECE OF MUSIC and yes JUST 

MY OPINION and yes written about it I believe in my old book and yes FULL OF SYMBOLS and yes HE IS and yes so it is. 

 

Writing an answer to Evans 

And yes my friends and yes this is an example and yes of a task and yes not included and yes in my action plan and yes 

came in yesterday and yes the new email from Evans and yes decided and yes to send and yes a reply today and yes I 

could and yes have included it in the action plan but this is practically and yes an assignment and yes which I decided 

and yes to do “immediately” and yes because and yes I have room in my action plan and yes also to do and yes what is 
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coming in and yes which I have not planned for and yes so it is and yes I read his email again and yes understood it 

even better and yes liked it very much and yes I decided and yes to sent him this reply this morning: 

 

Dear Evans, THANK YOU SO MUCH MY FRIEND for sending me this very nice text, which I liked very much and what I 

will say is that this principle is the right principle not only when reading about God, but it is the right principle of life. 

 

You should always have a desire and positive curiosity for wisdom and to develop yourself. This is for example when 

you work, where quality, professional knowledge, and keeping agreements are essential before you can produce as 

good as possible. If you don't know how to build a house, how can you build a house? If you are lazy, how can you pro-

duce your best? If you love money as your first priority, how can you avoid not cheating someone, somewhere, some 

times?  

 

The task for all people is to BUILD THE FINEST HOUSE YOU CAN, to educate yourself, to have a mentor to help you and I 

like the principle in the text you sent me Evans to READ, THINK CAREFULLY where the words of God will come directly 

to you when you truly "meditate" and also to COMMUNICATE. Yes I agree with that. 

 

And yes you can use this principle all over - also in your private life with your family and friends. The more knowledge 

you have, the better you will be able to reflect and to communicate and when you also have the attitude to help other 

people as you would help yourself, the better you will be able to help your next. 

 

And this is the same when it comes to the word of God, where you should also study, understand, ask, reflect and 

communicate. The best way to do this is when you decide to always do your absolutely best, when you have an action 

plan helping you to organise your life and to decide for how long and when you will do this and for you always to walk 

the talk. This is what will make God the happiest as I told you at the church, Evans - and these are the words of God, 

my friend :-) These teachings will also help you to accomplish getting THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE, this is how impor-

tant the lesson is. 

 

Thank you so much for your inspiration, Evans, please continue writing, when you feel new inspiration. And please give 

my warmest regards to your family and to the Pastors and all the nice people at the church. 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

Becoming a member of Gyldendals Bogklub 

And yes my friends and yes the gift and yes to Hans and yes is the new book and yes by Dan Brown and yes The Lost 

Symbol and yes I received a call and yes this morning and yes from Gyldendals Bogklub and yes a book club and yes 

SHE SAID THAT I WAS A MEMBER OF THIS BOOK CLUB and yes LAST YEAR and yes I HAVE NEVER I BELIEVE BEEN A 

MEMBER OF A BOOK CLUB and yes IF I HAVE and yes THEN IT IS MANY YEARS AGO and yes I HAVE NO MEMORY OF IT 

and yes BUT I WAS IN THEIR SYSTEMS and yes THANK YOU GOD and yes so it is and yes THEY HAD MY NAME AND AD-

DRESS and yes so it is and yes I SAID TO HER and yes THAT I AM NOT GOING TO BECOME MEMBER OF THIS BOOK 

CLUB and yes SHE WAS QUICK and yes TO GIVE THE MESSAGE and yes EXACTLY AS YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO DO AS A 

PHONER and yes LIKED THAT VERY MUCH (BUT ALWAYS RESPECT PEOPLE NOT WANTING TO BE CALLED UP OF 

COURSE) and yes because and yes she could give me the book by Dan Brown and yes at a discounted price and yes of 

69 DKK and yes saving me 100 DKK and yes then I can send and yes 800 DKK and yes instead to Kenya and yes so it is 

and yes I said to her that I was going to buy this book and yes that BECAUSE OF THIS and yes I would use the discount 

they offered me and yes I CAN ALWAYS and yes CANCEL THE MEMBERSHIP AGAIN and yes as she said and yes “this is 

your lucky day” and yes I got to ask my self one question and yes do I feel lucky and yes well I do, punk, and yes to put 

it in the words of Dirty Harry and yes BECAUSE THERE IS NO MORE BULLETS IN THE GUN and yes TO USE ANOTHER 

SYMBOL and yes WHEN YOU WORK HARD and yes LUCK WILL BE WITH YOU and yes my friends in KENYA PLEASE RE-

MEMBER THIS and yes WHEN YOU KEEP UPDATING YOUR ACTION PLAN and yes WALK THE TALK and yes THEN YOU 

WILL BE LUCKY and yes WE KNOW AND YES PROBABLY VERY DIFFICULT TIMES FOR YOU MY FRIENDS but when you say 

for example ELIJAH THAT YOU WILL ANSWER MY QUESTIONS and yes WHEN YOU DON’T AND YES THEN YOU DON’T 

FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES and yes ELIJAH MY FRIEND THIS IS WHAT I HAVE WARNED YOU AGAINST and yes PLEASE 

DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU WILL DO and yes NOT TO BE LAZY and yes EVEN IN DIFFICULT TIMES MY FRIEND and yes YOU 
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CAN FOLLOW MY EXAMPLE HERE and yes I CAN ONLY SAY TO YOU and yes BY WORKING MY BEST and yes I HAVE KEPT 

and yes THE DEVIL AWAY and yes OTHERWISE and yes I CAN TELL YOU FOR SURE and yes BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN TOLD 

and yes DAILY and yes OF WHAT THE DEVIL WOULD HAVE DONE TO ME and yes IT WOULD COMPLETELY HAVE DE-

STROYED ME and yes NO DOUBT ABOUT THAT and yes WHEN I WAS A SMALL CHILD and yes I SAW MY SELF and yes 

AS JESUS and yes BEING DESTROYED and yes JUST LAYING and yes ON THE FLOOR and yes IN DREAMS TOO and yes 

many years ago and yes IT SHOULD BE PIECE OF CAKE FROM HERE and yes ALL THE WAY HOME and yes so it is my 

friends but KENYA – YOU NEED TO WALK THE TALK MY FRIENDS AND YES ALSO IN DIFFICULT TIMES and yes PLEASE 

IMPROVE ☺. 

 

And yes we know and yes WHAT IS IT ABOUT DAN BROWN and yes MAYBE TOO EARLY TO KNOW OR TELL and yes I 

DON’T HAVE THIS KNOWLEDGE and yes THE GARDENER and yes WILL ONLY TELL THIS and yes A SECRET PACT my 

friends and yes IT IS NOT ENTIRELY and yes AS I WOULD HAVE WRITTEN IT but let us say and yes THAT INSPIRED HE IS 

and yes FROM ME and yes MAYBE SOMEONE and yes WILL TELL THE STORY and yes LATER and yes DAN WHY DID YOU 

NOT INVENT A NEW HITCHCOCK TYPE and yes A TRADITIONAL DETECTIVE AND YES MY FRIEND and yes MAYBE YOU 

WILL TELL and yes THEN I CAN HELP YOU and yes TO EXPLAIN and yes WHY YOU DECIDED and yes TO DO AS YOU DID 

and yes so it is. 

 

AND YES MY FRIENDS and yes BECOMING A “MEMBER” and yes MYSELF HERE and yes thinking and yes of Evans and 

yes the bank and yes MY MEMBERS and yes ARE NOT DROWNING and yes THIS IS THE WAY OUT and yes OF THE 

TRAIN STATION and yes WHEN YOU GO and yes WITH MY TRAIN and yes THE TRAVEL and yes WILL BE DIFFICULT and 

yes for all people BUT YOU SEE and yes WHEN YOU COME TO THE END STATION and yes SEEING HELSINGØR STATION 

I AM and yes YOU WILL BECOME A MEMBER and yes OF MY KINGDOM and yes my friends AND YES LONG TIME NO 

SEEING and yes YOU FIRST NEED AND YES TO DRY UP and yes FOR YOUR CLOTHES and yes NOT TO DRIP ANYMORE 

and yes THANK YOU MY FRIENDS and yes ALL OF YOU …. ☺ 

 

We will also go to the Crazy Christmas Cabaret this year  

And yes we know and yes just calling my mother and yes to hear and yes if she actually bought the new book by Dan 

Brown and yes SHE HAD NOT and yes very fine it is and yes the other day and yes I was thinking and yes if the family 

and yes here and yes will go and yes to watch and yes the Crazy Christmas Show and yes by Vivienne McKee and yes 

because and yes last year and yes it was not as funny and yes as it is normally and yes is what we thought and yes in 

our family and yes YOU KNOW and yes JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE and yes OF MY THOUGHTS and yes COMING 

THROUGH and yes BECOMING “REALITY” my friends and yes BY BOWIE and yes ALSO FANTASTIC MY FRIENDS and yes 

my mother and yes had actually decided and yes not to invite and yes the family this year but you know and yes Sanna 

and yes had heard and yes that this year and yes should be the most funny for years and yes it is about the Mafia this 

year and yes we know thinking and yes of the THREE FILMS and yes of GODFATHER and yes the TRINITY and yes THE 

GIFT FROM KAREN TO ME and yes INSPIRATION and yes COMES IN MANY WAYS and yes I WANT TO GO TO TIVOLI and 

yes ALSO THIS YEAR and yes UP TO CHRISTMAS and yes the 22nd December it is and yes EVERY YEAR and yes THIS 

CABARET IS PLAYED and yes AT GLASSALEN and yes in TIVOLI and yes so it is and yes NOT KNOWING and yes IF I WILL 

BE “RE-BORN” and yes the 24th December and yes maybe the 1st January and yes “AS TIME GOES BY” and yes I AM IM-

PROVING and yes GOD WILL LET ME KNOW and yes WHEN IT IS TIME and yes “the world will always welcome lovers” 

and yes also in the “fourth dimension” my friends and yes LOOKS LIKE IT IS PLANTED and yes MAYBE THE MOST FA-

MOUS SONG/MOVIE and yes OF ALL TIME (?) and yes I LOVED THIS SCENE TOO and yes so it is and yes looks like I am 

an actor and yes telling you about two movies today and yes JUST MAYBE YOU ARE RIGHT and yes BLOODY WELL 

RIGHT and yes THANK YOU SUPERTRAMP and yes PLAYING EXACTLY and yes THIS SONG and yes RIGHT NOW. 

 

Planning to send money to the team 

And yes before sending money and yes to the team and yes I HAVE STARTED TO CLEAN UP and yes MY APARTMENT 

and yes ALL ANIMALS and yes IN THE WOOD and yes ARE ALMOST AND YES WELCOME TO VISIT me and yes BUT WE 

ARE NOT READY YET and yes I SEE THE ANIMALS and yes WHISPERING and yes WAITING ON ME and yes so it is and 

yes saw that the local Western Union agent and yes in Lyngby and yes was open and yes to 17.00 and yes thinking and 

yes of sending the money to the team and yes approx. at 14.00 and yes then it would be 15.00 and yes in Kenya and 

yes HOW MUCH TO SEND and yes DID I NEED TO BUY A CLOTHES STAND and yes I WAS THINKING and yes BECAUSE I 

DON’T HAVE WARDROBE ROOM ENOUGH and yes FOR ALL OF MY CLOTHES and yes GOD HAS TOLD ME TO GET A 

PERFECT PLACE HERE and yes WITH A MINIMUM USE OF MONEY and yes FOUND A NICE STAND and yes 150 KM from 
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here and yes only 75 DKK and yes but too expensive and yes to collect it and yes decided instead and yes that I will 

move some old sweaters from my commode and yes to put shirts and yes in there instead AND YES WE KNOW MY 

FRIEND and yes I CAN LIVE WITH THAT and yes THIS IS NOT A PERFECT SOLUTION BUT I DECIDED and yes TO SAVE THE 

MONEY and yes TO SEND IT TO KENYA INSTEAD and yes ALSO OK WITH ME and yes I WAS ALSO LOOKING AT MY 

TRANSPORT NEED ONCE MORE and yes IF I GO TO SEE MY MOTHER AND YES TWICE THIS MONTH and yes SANNA 

TWICE THIS MONTH and yes INSTEAD OF THREE TIMES and yes ONCE A WEEK EACH and yes FROM NOW and yes then 

I can save on my transport budget and yes then it will only be 225 DKK and yes for a brown discount card and yes so it 

is and yes still have and yes two clips and yes on a purple card – and yes thank you God and yes Microsoft Word and 

yes crashed again and yes ALL TEXT WAS RECOVERED AGAIN and yes HAD ANOTHER OF THOSE CRASHES and yes RE-

CENTLY and yes WHERE I LOST and yes MAYBE ½ OF PAGE OF TEXT and yes why this again and yes BECAUSE I HAVE 

DECIDED/CONFIRMED and yes THAT I WILL NOT PUBLISH ANYTHING BEFORE GOD and yes RECOVERS MY STOLEN 

DOCUMENTS and yes THAT IS WHY and yes I WAS SHOWN THIS AGAIN and yes so it is – and yes maybe the next cash 

help and yes will be paid before the weekend and yes starting the 28th November and  yes GIVING ME THE OPPOR-

TUNITY and yes TO VISIT MY MOTHER and yes my sister and yes THREE TIMES and yes ACCORDING TO “EXPECTA-

TIONS” here and yes so it is and yes we know and yes therefore and yes deciding and yes to cut my transport budget 

too and yes to 225 DKK and yes now my friends and yes deciding and yes to increase and yes my money transfer and 

yes to Kenya and yes to 900 DKK and yes was thinking of 1,000 DKK and yes we know and yes I DECIDED FOR 900 DKK 

and yes to keep a reserve for my self and yes maybe I need it and yes if I get guests and yes or have other needs and 

yes that is why.  

 

And yes before going and yes to the agent and yes the time was and yes 13.50 and yes then I noticed and yes that the 

postoffice here and yes is also an agent and yes but they close at 14.00 and yes today but you see and yes no prob-

lems and yes because the other place and yes is open and yes until 17.00 and yes I had time and yes to talk to the as-

sociation and yes of the apartments here and yes she was kind and yes to accept and yes to fill out and yes the appli-

cation and yes for the rent support and yes my friends and yes delivered it to her and yes I ALSO SENT THE SETTLE-

MENT and yes TO DANSKE BANK and yes SO I TOOK MY BICYCLE and yes went to the grocery and yes which is the 

agent here and yes he told me and yes HE HAS NOT BEEN AN AGENT and yes FOR THE LAST YEAR and yes STILL HE IS 

MENTIONED and yes ON WESTERN UNION’S WEBSITE and yes WOULD YOU EXPECT and yes THAT A COMPANY and 

yes THIEFS and yes JUST HEARD THAT and yes OF THIS SIZE and yes WOULD MAKE SUCH AN ERROR and yes my friends 

EVERYWHERE YOU MEET PEOPLE and yes YOU WILL SEE ERRORS and yes THAT IS WHY ALL OF US JUST LOVE and yes 

SIX SIGMA and yes USE THAT and yes TO DECREASE ERRORS and yes YOU WILL UNDERSTAND ME and yes ALSO FOR 

PEOPLE and yes TO BE INFLUENCED BY THIS WAY OF THINKING and yes WE TRULY LIKE THAT. 

 

And yes coming home and yes I SAW and yes another agent and yes 4 kilometres from here and yes STILL OPEN and 

yes I thought and yes of going there but you know what and yes I STILL NEED TO DO THE REST OF MY CLEANING and 

yes I UNDERSTOOD THE MESSAGE and yes TO TELL THE TEAM and yes in Kenya and yes THE SAME AS I WROTE TO 

DAVID and yes IN A TEXT MESSAGE and yes THROUGH SKYPE OF COURSE and yes THAT THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF BEING 

UNLUCKY MY FRIENDS and yes PLEASE KEEP UP and yes DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU WILL DO and yes I NOTICE THAT 

DAVID AND MESHACK GENERALLY ARE THE MOST TRUSTWORTHY PEOPLE AT THE OFFICE and yes JOHN WHY HAVE I 

NOT HEARD FROM YOU – IS LIFE TRULY THAT DIFFICULT FOR YOU MY FRIEND and yes THAT YOU CANNOT SEND ME 

AN EMAIL OR NOT ASK THE TEAM TO GIVE ME A MESSAGE FROM YOU and yes WE KNOW and yes IT IS A NATURAL 

FEELING and yes WHEN YOU DON’T HEAR FROM PEOPLE and yes TO BE CONCERNED and yes THIS IS WHAT I AM and 

yes AT THE MOMENT and yes PRIMARILY WITH JOHN and yes PARTLY WITH ELIJAH and yes HOW ARE YOUR FAMILIES 

and yes WHAT ARE THEY THINKING and yes WHAT ARE THEY EATING and yes HOW DO YOU GET BY and yes DO THEY 

ACCEPT and yes THE ROAD YOU HAVE DECIDED TO FOLLOW and yes MY FRIENDS and yes THESE ARE THE KIND OF 

QUESTIONS I HAVE FOR YOU and yes WHICH I WOULD BE HAPPY TO HEAR YOU ANSWERING and yes EVEN MORE 

HAPPY and yes IF YOU WOULD THINK FOR YOURSELF and yes THAT THESE ARE INFACT and yes THE QUESTIONS I 

WOULD HAVE FOR YOU and yes PLEASE TRY and yes TO THINK and yes WHAT KIND OF QUESTIONS and yes WOULD 

YOU HAVE and yes IF YOU WERE ME and yes so it is and yes I WOULD LIKE TO FOLLOW YOUR LIFE and yes HOW YOU 

MANAGE and yes YOUR THOUGHTS MY FRIEND and yes BUT ALWAYS BE OBJECTIVE and yes NOT NEGATIVE and yes 

NOT TOO OVERWHELMING POSITIVE EITHER and yes INCLUDING and yes FEELINGS and yes WHICH YOU TRULY DON’T 

HAVE and yes THINKING OF YOU PETER and yes from ACTA and yes THIS IS SOME OF THE WORST MY FRIENDS and yes 

DON’T BE POSITIVE and yes IF YOU ARE NOT TRULY POSITIVE and yes THEN YOU CAN BE and yes OBJECTIVE and yes 

THIS IS HOW EASY IT IS and yes YOU SEE. 
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And yes I will send the money and yes to the team and yes on MONDAY and yes AFTER THINKING and yes WHAT I 

THOUGHT WAS THE RIGHT TO DO and yes so it is. 

 

Visiting my mother and John 

And yes we know and yes finished and yes cleaning the house and yes maybe one hour and yes to improve and yes 

the sorting of my papers and yes in the stack etc. and yes so it is and yes visiting and yes my mother and yes John and 

yes this evening and yes many stories indeed but you know I will keep it to these ones and yes because of lack of time 

and yes so it is: 

 

They told me that Tobias was attacked by immigrants when he was partying in Copenhagen because he had his cross 

on his nape and yes hanging outside his clothes. He received a blue eye and yes will have to ask Tobias and yes what 

happened. And yes MONTY and yes MY FRIEND YOU ARE A RARE GUEST HERE and yes I AM NOT SMOKING HERE but 

and yes SMOKING A LOT and yes DRINKING A LOT and yes WE KNOW MANY WOMEN and yes COULD HAVE BEEN and 

yes I LIKE YOU and yes ALMOST LOVE you and yes FOR UNDERSTANDING me and yes SO IT IS and yes ALSO PIPE here 

and yes IF and yes NOW STIG and yes IF I CONTINUE SMOKING THE PIPE and yes this is the influence and yes that I 

have on Tobias and yes Niklas and yes what I do and yes is the right thing to do and yes so it is. 

 

And yes we know and yes my mother was not sure and yes that I would be happy and yes to receive a gift and yes 

what was it and yes she came with it and yes it was the figures from the nativity play and yes my friends and yes I have 

never and yes liked and yes to decorate and yes my home up to Christmas and yes BECAUSE I AM THE ONE my friends 

and yes so it is BUT I HAVE and yes FOR MANY YEARS and yes had a small figure and yes of Santa Claus and yes hang-

ing and yes in my old apartment and yes in Hørsholm and yes on the door telephone cord and yes I believe and yes it 

was Camilla and yes many years ago and yes hanging it there and yes Camilla it has been there since and yes all year 

around and yes just a symbol of course and yes what was the symbol and yes of this gift from my mother and yes 

ONLY THIS and yes HERSELF and yes GIVING BITH and yes TO ME and yes THIS IS WHAT WE ARE DOING and yes RIGHT 

NOW and yes THIS IS THE PROCESS WHICH HAS NOW STARTED and yes MORE AND MORE WILL COME and yes so it is 

my friends. And yes if I was happy to receive this and yes ONE OF THE BEST GIFTS EVER and yes so it is – and yes the 

cheap one of course and yes from Netto and yes this is what my mother is also about. 

 

And yes my friends and yes my mother and yes also brought and yes pictures and yes which I had never seen before 

and yes one of my sister and yes me and yes from we were small and yes so it is and yes WHERE DID THESE PICTURES 

COME FROM and yes my mother’s adoptive mother and yes was with us and yes IS WITH ME NOW and yes HELLO 

PETRA and yes because and yes THE PICTURES and yes WAS FROM PETRA’s and yes HAND BAG and yes WHICH MY 

MOTHER HAS NEVER GONE THROUGH and yes PETRA and yes died and yes in 1975 and yes IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN TOO 

PAINFUL FOR MY MOTHER TO GO THROUGH THIS BAG and yes BECAUSE OF MY MOTHER’S VERY STRONG EMOTIONS 

and yes CONNECTED and yes TO THE DEATH and yes OF WHAT AND YES IS HER ONLY MOTHER and yes so it is and yes 

JUST SAYING and yes THAT MY MOTHER and yes HAS FEELINGS and yes LIKE NO OTHER and yes JUST MAYBE and yes I 

HAVE THE SAME YOU KNOW and yes SO IT IS and yes I DID NOT KNOW THIS ABOUT MY MOTHER and yes the bag was 

found and yes next to the commode in the cellar and yes which I received the other day and yes my mother and yes 

me too and yes looked at some of the content of the bag and yes rental contracts and yes from 1968 I believe and yes 

a bus card and yes for my mother and yes from 1958 and yes MANY NEW PICTURES and yes AS WE HAVE NEVER SEEN 

BEFORE and yes PETRA and yes STIG and yes THIS IS  YOUR MOTHER and yes LONA and yes I HAVE ONLY ONE THING 

TO SAY and yes PAIN TOO IN MY LIFE LONA and yes MY LOVER FOR YOU IS “MORE THAN I CAN BEAR” (a truly one of a 

kind song with me in mind – the most beautiful song to catch my attention in the 80’s and the most hurting a man can 

suffer …) and yes BECAUSE I HAVE SEEN THE PAIN and yes WHICH AND YES I AM DOING TOO and yes TO MAKE and 

yes STIG and yes FALL IN LOVE and yes WITH HIS MOTHER and yes A PART OF THE DEVIL’S GAME HERE and yes – 

PETRA GIVES ME ALMOST TEARS IN MY EYES and yes I WOULD HAVE HAD TEARS and yes IF I ALLOWED HER TO DO 

THAT – and yes IF HE DID NOT and yes WORK AS HARD and yes THIS IS TRULY AND YES WHAT WE APPRECIATE THE 

MOST and yes THAT WE DID NOT HAVE TO CARRY OUT and yes WHAT WE HAVE THREATENED AND YES TO DO and yes 

YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA and yes THAT and yes WE HAVE TRIED and yes TO PREVENT and yes HIM FROM SEE-

ING YOU and yes BECAUSE and yes LONA and yes WHAT YOU SAY TO HIM and yes WITH OUR VOICES and yes WHICH 

IS REALLY and yes MAKING HIM THROW UP and yes BECAUSE IT IS ALLUSIONS and yes OF SEXUAL NATURE and yes WE 

HAVE DONE IT and yes YOU HAVE JUST and yes GONE THROUGH HELL MY FRIEND and yes NOTHING LIKE YOU and yes 
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IF I MAY and yes BECAUSE and yes THIS HAS BEEN THE ROAD OF GOD and yes so it is here my friend. Thanks Petra and 

yes WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO HAVE GEVALIA and yes IF YOU SHOULD GET UNEXPECTED VISITORS and yes so it is and 

yes my mother and yes said and yes that she would like to come and yes here and yes visit me and yes every Wednes-

day and yes when John and yes is doing something else and yes I SAID NO and yes BECAUSE THIS IS TRULY and yes 

WHAT I FEEL and yes ONCE A WEEK WITH MY MOTHER/JOHN and yes ONCE A WEEK and yes WITH SANNA/HANS and 

yes THAT IS THE BALANCE and yes in my life and yes with my family and yes NO MORE THAN THIS and yes so it is – and 

yes another SMALL decision and yes you know not knowing and yes if this is the answer that will please God or the 

Devil and yes so it is BUT I DID WHAT I THOUGHT WAS THE RIGHT THING TO DO and yes WHAT I WOULD HAVE DONE 

and yes NORMALLY and yes ALSO WITHOUT GOD BEING HERE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes SUDDENLY and yes MY MOTHER and yes BECAME AND YES SO ANNOYED and yes WITH A SMALL THING JOHN 

WAS DOING and yes WHICH COMPLETELY and yes MAKES HER “WORLDS APART” and yes SHE CANNOT CONTROL HER 

TEMPER and yes WHAT DID I NOTICE and yes THAT JOHN HAS NOT CHANGED and yes MAYBE TWO YEARS AGO and 

yes I USED A LOT OF TIME and yes TO RECONCILE and yes MY MOTHER and yes JOHN and yes BECAUSE and yes JOHN 

IS ALWAYS and yes SPENDING TIME ON HIMSELF and yes ALWAYS MY FRIENDS and yes WHEN THEY ARE HOME 

ALONE and yes JOHN IS SITTING AT HIS ROOM and yes USING THE COMPUTER or yes WATCHING HIS OWN TELEVI-

SION and yes MY MOTHER and yes IS ALONE and yes WHAT IS MORE PAINFUL and yes WHEN YOU CANNOT and yes 

BEAR AND YES TO BE ALONE and yes NOT MUCH ELSE MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHAT I SAW AGAIN TONIGHT and 

yes THIS IS TRULY MAKING MY MOTHER SUFFER and yes so it is and yes JOHN IS IN FACT THE DEVIL HIMSELF and yes 

PLACED WITH MY MOTHER and yes TO MAKE HER SUFFER MY FRIENDS and yes so it is and yes HE DID NOT WANT TO 

TALK ABOUT MY MOTHER’S AND HIS PROBLEMS and yes SELFISH ATTITUDE THAT IS JOHN and yes therefore and yes 

JOHN IS NOT THE MAN FOR MY MOTHER and yes IN THE FUTURE and yes OLE WHERE ARE YOU and yes SO IT IS and 

yes we will have to wait and see and yes OLE WAS WITH US and yes ALSO DURING THIS NIGHT and yes SO IT IS MY 

FRIEND. 

 

And yes not much about this and yes maybe and yes this is and yes a curse and yes of the Council and yes I know and 

yes THAT I HAVE ALSO NEEDED TO BE CAREFUL and yes with ALCHOHOL and yes I HAVE MADE A LIMIT and yes OF 

TWO BOTTLES OF WINE PER WEEK and yes THAT’S IT MY FRIENDS and yes NORMALLY NO BEER, COGNAC ETC. and yes 

ONLY SELDOM THAT IS and yes so it is and yes just noticing and yes that Karen and yes had a habit and yes of drinking 

too much and yes my mother and yes is increasingly doing that and yes red wine and yes every day and yes more than 

one glass my friends and yes John said and yes that my mother and yes drinks and yes Cognac too and yes when she is 

alone and yes John is not there and yes NOTICED THAT I HAVE and yes ON THE SPEED WHICH THE BOTTLES ARE BEING 

EMPTIED HERE and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes speaking and yes a lot with John and yes about our job market system here and yes of the system and yes tak-

ing away freedom and yes responsibility and yes of people and yes the system mistrusting and yes ALL people here 

and yes INSTEAD OF TRUSTING PEOPLE and yes AS THE FOUNDATION and yes the system using STASI METHODS and 

yes WRITING DOWN and yes EVERYTHING about each citizen and yes instead of using the time to help and yes JOHN 

KEPT ON and yes TRYING TO EXPLAIN and yes WHY THE SYSTEM IS DOING THAT and yes THIS IS NOT WHAT IT IS 

ABOUT and yes FOR YOU JOHN and yes TO EXPLAIN and yes ALMOST DEFENDING and yes THE SYSTEM and yes HERE 

and yes I HAD TO TELL YOU VERY CLEARLY and yes SEVERAL TIMES THIS EVENING and yes “LISTEN TO ME” and yes 

JOHN YOU KEPT ON ONLY LISTENING TO YOUR OWN VOICE and yes I HAD TO USE MY “CUT THROUGH” and yes 

COMMUNICATION SKILLS and yes WHICH GOD and yes HAS GIVEN ME and yes ONLY WITH THIS PURPOSE and yes TO 

MAKE MY VOICE STRONGER THAN THE VOICE and yes PEOPLE HAVE INSIDE OF THEMSELVES and yes THEN YOU NEED 

TO HAVE THIS SKILL and yes LIKE NOBODY ELSE and yes HAS ON EARTH and yes OF COURSE AND YES NOT BRAGGING 

HERE and yes ONLY OBJECTIVE I AM and yes so it is and yes AGAIN and yes WHEN I MADE JOHN UNDERSTAND and yes 

HE AGREED WITH ME and yes ON ALL SUBJECTS WE TALKED ABOUT and yes BECAUSE THIS IS SIMPLY LOGICAL TO DO 

and yes THIS IS THE WORST and yes WHEN PEOPLE ARE DEFENDING and yes A SYSTEM OF MISTRUST and yes INSTEAD 

OF TRUSTING PEOPLE and yes WHEN/IF PEOPLE DON’T and yes DELIVER and yes THEN YOU WILL NEED and yes TO 

TAKE AWAY FREEDOM and yes UNTIL PEOPLE and yes AGAIN SHOW and yes THAT THEY CAN BE TRUSTED and yes LIVE 

UP TO THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES and yes we talked also about Jacob Holdt and yes my own experiences and yes in 

Kenya and yes coming home and yes seeing the priorities and yes of people here and yes GIVING ME A THROW UP 

FEELING and yes AS LONG AS PEOPLE ARE DYING and yes IN THE WORLD and yes PEOPLE HERE BELIEVE and yes THAT 

PIA KJÆRSGAARD and yes is really helping and yes the poor of this society and yes also my mother and yes BECAUSE 
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PEOPLE HAVE A MENTAL BLOCKAGE AND YES IN THEIR MINDS and yes YOU NEED TO HELP THE PEOPLE IN YOUR OWN 

COUNTRY FIRST and yes EVEN THOUGH and yes THAT THE POOREST HERE and yes ARE IN A MUCH BETTER SHAPE and 

yes THAN MILLIONS OF PEOPLE and yes IN THE WORLD and yes WHO ARE STARVING and yes THIRSTING and yes DY-

ING and yes John and yes started and yes on the story and yes “it is also about the systems and governments of Af-

rica” and yes heard about that one before and yes AGAIN I HAD TO USE MY CUT THROUGH VOICE and yes DO YOU 

KNOW WHAT YOU REALLY ARE SAYING and yes THAT CONSIDERATIONS and yes TO COUNTRY BORDERS and yes SYS-

TEMS and yes ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN PEOPLE DYING IN THE STREETS and yes I SAID TO THEM and yes IMAGINE 

and yes IF PEOPLE and yes WERE DYING ON THE STREETS HERE and yes OF HELSINGØR and yes THAT THE PEOPLE ON 

THE OTHER SIDE OF ØRESUND and yes IN HELSINGBORG, SWEDEN, and yes IF THEY WERE RICH and yes DID NOT CARE 

AT ALL and yes about people dying on the streets here and yes WHAT WOULD YOU THINK ABOUT SUCH A SITUATION 

and yes DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE and yes THAT YOUR MONEY and yes IS BETTER SPENT and yes ON PEOPLE IN YOUR 

OWN RICH COUNTRY and yes WHEN YOU AT THE SAME TIME and yes SEE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE SUFFERING AND DY-

ING IN THE THIRD WORLD and yes PIA and yes FROM DANSK FOLKEPARTI and yes THAT IS TRULY THE DEVIL INSIDE OF 

YOU and yes YOU HAVE CUT DOWN and yes THE DANISH and yes FOREIGN AID and yes FROM 1% of GDP and yes to 

0.8% and yes you want to cut it and yes further and yes to 0.7% and yes PIA and yes HAVE YOU THOUGHT and yes 

THAT THE MONEY and yes YOU HAVE “SAVED” and yes COULD HAVE HELPED and yes THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE and yes 

TO SURVIVE and yes IF THE MONEY and yes OF COURSE and yes WAS SPENT and yes the best way possible and yes 

THIS IS ALSO HOW A MURDERER and yes LOOKS LIKE and yes PIA I AM TALKING ABOUT YOU. 

 

And yes THEN I HEARD MY MOTHER and yes THAT SHE AGREED WITH ME and yes OF COURSE and yes IT IS RIGHT and 

yes TO HELP and yes PEOPLE FROM DYING and yes BEFORE and yes SHE WAS IN FAVOUR OF PIA KJÆRSGAARD and yes 

BECAUSE and yes MY MOTHER and yes IS EASY TO INFLUENCE and yes BUT THIS IS TRULY and yes WHO MY MOTHER 

IS and yes BUT HER PROBLEM and yes HAS BEEN and yes TO FIND HER SELF and yes HER OWN TRUE VOICE and yes IN 

HER LIFE and yes so it is. 

 

And yes this is the conclusion and yes MY FAMILY and yes ACTUALLY BELIEVES and yes THAT WHAT I SAY and yes IS 

CORRECT and yes STILL THINKING and yes THAT I AM SICK and yes CAN YOU SEE and yes THE CONTRADICTION MY 

FRIENDS and yes THIS IS THE DEVIL and yes SPEAKING and yes UNDERSTANDING and yes WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING 

and yes THAT IS THE NAME OF THE GAME and yes so it is. 

 

And yes my mother and yes STILL DOES NOT LIKE and yes my CV and yes AGAIN and yes BOTH MY MOTHER and yes 

JOHN and yes this evening saw and yes AS AN EXAMPLE and yes AGAIN MY SKILLS and yes WHICH NO ONE and yes 

HAS THE SAME of and yes so it is and yes BUT STILL and yes THEY DON’T BELIEVE IN MY CV and yes so it is and yes 

JOHN and yes THE DEVIL IS STRONG INSIDE OF YOU but you know what and yes I LIKE THE FACT and yes THAT YOU 

ARE EAGER and yes TO DISCUSS and yes BECAUSE and yes THIS GIVES ME AN OPPORTUNITY and yes to listen and yes 

to talk with you and yes TONIGHT and yes MY VOICE and yes MY COMMUNICATION and yes WAS AS PERFECT as it 

gets and yes BUT WHEN I AM WITH SANNA AND YES HANS and yes THEY ARE EVEN MORE and yes HIT BY THE DEVIl 

and yes BECAUSE and yes THEY REALLY DON’T CARE and yes SHOW NO COMMITMENT and yes WHEN WE TALK 

ABOUT SUBJECTS LIKE THIS and yes THIS IS WHY and yes MY COMMUNICATION and yes IS DESTROYED and yes by the 

Devil and yes WHEN I AM WITH THEM and yes so it is and yes we know BUT I WILL NEVER GIVE UP and yes I HAVE 

NEVER GIVEN UP and yes ON TELLING MY SISTER THE TRUTH and yes TO MAKE HER UNDERSTAND and yes so it is truly 

and yes DON’T CARE ABOUT THE DEVIL and yes COMING WITH SICKNESSES and yes EVERYTHING YOU HAVE DONE 

AGAINST ME SANNA and yes STILL CARYING ON WE ARE and yes so it is AND YES SANNA THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO and 

yes TO CONVINCE YOU and yes TO CONVINCE THE WORLD MY FRIENDS and yes at the moment and yes NO ONE IS BE-

LIEVING ME HERE and yes EVEN THOUGH THEY AGREE WITH ME and yes BUT and yes PEOPLE IN KENYA and yes ARE 

ON MY SIDE and yes “WHAT A WONDERFULL WORLD” and yes a beautiful song and yes THAT IS TRULY VERY BEAUTI-

FUL AND YES AMAZING and yes at the same time and yes the message said and yes with an ironic feeling. 

 

And yes finally and yes following up and yes again and yes on my mother and yes has she contacted her old BEST 

FRIEND and yes LIS and NO SHE HAS NOT and yes why and yes BECAUSE LIS SPEAKS TOO MUCH ABOUT HER SELF and 

yes HER PAIN and yes LACK OF MONEY as I remember it and yes HAS MY MOTHER and yes CALLED or MAYBE WRIT-

TEN A LETTER TO LIS TELLING HER OF HER DECISION and yes NO SHE HAS NOT and yes WHY and yes MAYBE SHE DOES 

NOT LIKE TO DO IT and yes I DON’T KNOW and yes all I could tell and yes my mother and yes was and yes THAT SHE 

HAS A FRIEND WHO HAS NOW WAITED A LONG TIME and yes HOPING TO HEAR FROM MY MOTHER and yes IN THIS 
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WAY AND YES YOU ARE HURTING OTHER PEOPLE and yes THIS IS THE NAME OF THE GAME and yes ALSO THIS STORY 

and yes for my mother and yes so it is.
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Sunday 15th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the church service: LIFE IS ABOUT BEING HAPPY TOGETHER WITH OTHER PEOPLE, “AS YOU ARE DO-

ING, SO I AM”, I will have a weekly coordination meeting with HELL, visiting Sanna and Hans and finalising the day. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends and yes so it is and yes VERY TIRED and yes again today and yes maybe even a little bit more and 

yes the Devil and yes after me and yes from the morning and yes throughout the morning and yes because of yester-

day and yes BUT WHAT I DID and yes I WOULD DO AGAIN and yes TO SAY NO and yes FOR MY MOTHER TO COME and 

yes HERE ON WEDNESDAYS and yes one of the very difficult decisions and yes in disguise and yes YOU NEED TO LOOK 

CAREFULLY and yes to find and yes understand these and yes BECAUSE and yes was this the road and yes of God or 

not and yes I CAN ONLY AND YES FOLLOW WHAT I BELIEVE IN and yes WHEN I AM TOTALLY CONVINCED and yes I 

WILL DO IT and yes ALMOST NO MATTER WHAT and yes IT TAKES and yes THE WORST and yes FOR ME TO DO OTH-

ERWISE and yes LIKE WHEN I STOPPED SMOKING and yes which is still killing me and yes BUT THIS and yes I WILL NOT 

CHANGE and yes so it is and yes a few dreams too: 

 

• I had a very long meeting with Søren H at the beginning of the week, which makes me exhausted at the middle 

and the end of the week. I see that employees in Stockholm are closing the bank vault, they have received in-

structions on how to do this, but Søren H believes it is wrong and reports the employees to the police – he is very 

restrictive. 

• I have a meeting with Jan Gintberg and another person. I tell him that he should use the small red children bicycle 

on three wheels instead of his car when he goes from home to work, it would give him a surplus to be used with 

his family. I see that he reads about the absolutely best hifi-systems which exist and I ask him if he still has this in-

terest, which he confirms and I tell him that I have not used my system since 2006. 

o And yes JAN and yes SPEAKING TO THE NATION YOU WERE and yes I WILL DO THAT TOO and yes JUST A 

SYMBOL MY FRIEND ☺ 

• And yes one of the songs and yes during mornings and yes coming back they are and yes REM and yes “loosing my 

religion” and yes the words “that's me in the corner, that’s me in the spotlight” and yes later and yes I was given 

the words and yes “så længe jeg lever, så længe mit hjerte slår” and yes by John Mogensen and yes my friends 

and yes my mother and yes IS ALSO AFRAID OF DYING and yes AS MANY OTHERS ARE HERE and yes not very nice 

for her you know. 

 

The church service: LIFE IS ABOUT BEING HAPPY TOGETHER WITH OTHER PEOPLE  

And yes my friends and yes MY HOME AND YES IS PERFECT and yes ALMOST PERFECT and yes BECAUSE and yes IT IS 

SIMPLE and yes AS WE LIKE and yes KAREN THAT IS WHY and yes YOU HAVE THIS THOUGHT MY DEAR and yes HAVE 

HAD FOR MANY YEARS and yes so it is and yes FOR YOU TO GET A SIMPLE LIFE and yes ALWAYS WANTED THAT and 

yes so it is and yes we know the church and yes 10.30 this time and yes two baptisms and yes WHICH WE ARE ALWAYS 

VERY HAPPY and yes TO WITNESS and yes ALSO HERE and yes TO BE LIFTED UP and yes IN OUR CHURCH and yes OUR 

CONSCIENCE THAT IS my friends and yes HELP ALL PEOPLE IT DOES and yes TO BE BAPTISED and yes so it is and yes 

today and yes 150 and yes approx. at the church and yes primarily and yes because of the families and yes joining and 

yes at church and yes makes us both happy and yes when they come and yes sad and yes about the fact and yes for 

their motivation and yes to come and yes ONLY BECAUSE and yes OF THIS BAPTISM and yes NOT BECAUSE and yes 

PEOPLE HERE ARE REALLY MOTIVATED and yes to listen to the words and yes of God and yes so it is my friends. 

 

And yes the text and yes of the service today and yes is apparently and yes about paying taxes and yes found it and 

yes in English and yes on the Internet and yes here it is: 

 

Matthew 22:15-22 

Pharisees Ask Jesus about Paying Taxes 

 

15 Then the Pharisees went out and laid plans to trap him in his words.  
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16 They sent their disciples to him along with the Herodians. "Teacher," they said, "we know you are a man of integ-

rity and that you teach the way of God in accordance with the truth. You aren't swayed by men, because you pay no 

attention to who they are.  

  

17 Tell us then, what is your opinion? Is it right to pay taxes to Caesar or not?"  

  

18 But Jesus, knowing their evil intent, said, "You hypocrites, why are you trying to trap me?  

  

19 Show me the coin used for paying the tax." They brought him a denarius, 20and he asked them, "Whose portrait is 

this? And whose inscription?"  

  

21 "Caesar's," they replied.  

Then he said to them, "Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's."  

  

22 When they heard this, they were amazed. So they left him and went away 

 

And yes we know and yes WE LOVE and yes FOR PEOPLE NOT TO PAY TAXES and yes TO A SYSTEM and yes MAN 

MADE and yes WHICH IS NOT THE BEST SYSTEM and yes GIVE GOD and yes WHAT IS GOD’S and yes KAREN MARIE and 

yes I TRULY LIKE THE WAY YOU SPEAK and yes I DON’T NEED and yes PRIESTS and yes PASTORS and yes MINISTERS 

and yes TO ALMOST SHOUT and yes ALL OF THE TIME and yes we know and yes SO IT IS and yes SOMETIMES GOOD 

and yes TO SHOW YOUR PASSION and yes SOMETIMES and yes VERY GOOD and yes TO HAVE A PRIEST and yes WITH 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL LANGUAGE and yes SPEAKING IN A NORMAL TONE and yes LIKE YOU KAREN MARIE and yes I 

TRULY VALUE THIS and yes MUCH HIGHER and yes THAN SOMEONE and yes ACTING ON STAGE and yes MAKING THE 

CHURCH and yes GO INTO HYSTERICS and yes THIS IS NOT ME and yes MY FRIENDS and yes IF YOU HAD A FRIEND and 

yes WORSHIPPING YOU LIKE THIS and yes WOULD YOU LIKE THIS and yes SPEAK TO GOD and yes AS YOU WILL SPEAK 

TO YOUR BEST FRIEND and yes THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE HERE and yes so it is my friends and yes Karen Marie and yes 

told and yes ABOUT A CARING GOD and yes COMPARING and yes GOD and yes to the parents of a child and yes IF THE 

CHILD and yes DON’T CLEAN UP for example and yes IF THE PARENTS DON’T TELL THE CHILD and yes DO THE PARENTS 

THEN CARE? AND YES THIS IS ACTUALLY WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT and yes CARE and yes THIS IS WHY and yes I GIVE 

YOU THESE RULES MY FRIENDS and yes SHE SPOKE ABOUT THE NIHILISTIC and yes PARTY and yes of Denmark and yes 

WHICH IS MEANT TO PROVOCATE and yes THE ESTABLISHED and yes POLITICIANS and yes so it is and yes she read out 

loud and yes a text and yes about Danes and yes not caring and yes about other than themselves and yes NOT EVEN 

and yes PEOPLE SUFFERING IN AFRICA and yes BECAUSE and yes FOR DANES and yes IT IS MORE IMPORTANT and yes 

TO TASTE and yes A NEW BEER FROM A MICRO BREWERY and yes SHE SPOKE ABOUT NOT CARING and yes vm still 

here and yes also hurting and yes NO PROBLEM and yes so it is here and yes THEN SHE SAID and yes one of the young 

candidates for confirmation and yes has said and yes that the reason for God creating us and yes was “for fun” and yes 

Karen Marie and yes is truly and yes VERY SKILLED and yes USING HER LANGUAGE and yes SHE WAS ACTUALLY THINK-

ING AND YES OF A DEEPER MEANING of this and yes SO TRUE SHE IS and yes WE KNOW and yes SHE THOUGHT and 

yes THIS IS TRUE and yes BECAUSE this is what LIFE IS ABOUT and yes IT IS TO SHOW HAPPINESS and yes TO BE HAPPY 

TOGETHER WITH OTHER PEOPLE and yes MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS TRULY and yes WHAT THIS SUNDAY SERVICE 

WAS ABOUT and yes THANK YOU KAREN MARIE and yes AFTER THE CHURCH SERVICE and yes I GAVE YOU and yes my 

appreciation and yes because and yes I TRULY WAS VERY TOUCHED and yes about and yes YOUR PREACHING and yes I 

SAID and yes THAT IT WAS WELL CHOSEN FOR YOU TO SPEAK ABOUT AFRICA and yes THAT IT WAS “FUN” FOR ME TO 

BE AT THE CHURCH TODAY and yes IF YOU UNDERSTOOD ME and yes KAREN MARIE and yes YOU TRULY UNDER-

STOOD ME and yes KAREN and yes was helping her and yes today and yes LIKE LAST SUNDAY and yes TO GRAB MY 

ARM and yes BECAUSE SHE WAS HAPPY HEARING THIS and yes SHOWED HER WARM EMOTIONS LIKE THIS and yes so 

it is and yes NOW mm was showing herself and yes as KAREN and yes NOT and yes as mm and yes very much longer 

my dear and yes so it is. 

 

“AS YOU ARE DOING, SO I AM” 

And yes for you to “tell me on a Sunday” and yes we know and yes WE COULD NOT RESIST and yes USING THIS WON-

DERFUL SONG and yes LISTEN TO ADW’S SONGS and yes THEY ARE TRULY ALSO THE BEST and yes THERE IS A PATTERN 

HERE and yes so it is and yes MESHACK TOLD ME ON A SUNDAY AND YES MY FRIENDS and yes SIMPLY THE TRUTH and 

yes YOU DON’T NEED TO HIDE ANYTHING and yes THINKING OF YOU ELIJAH and yes BEING OBJECTIVE OR POSITIVE 
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and yes DON’T MEAN and yes THAT YOU CANNOT SAY and yes objectively and yes that you are hurting and yes AS 

LONG AS YOUR FEELINGS and yes DON’T TAKE OVERHAND and yes so it is my friends and yes THANK YOU SO MUCH 

and yes MESHACK and yes TO SHOW THIS AGAIN and yes BEING VERY DISCIPLINED and yes WRITTEN DOWN YOUR 

PLAN and yes MESHACK and yes I TRULY LIKE THAT and yes HAVE ALL OF YOU DONE LIKEWISE IN THE TEAM? And yes 

my friends and yes YOU CAN ALSO and yes WRITE YOUR SCRIPTS and yes AT THE COMPUTER AT THE OFFICE and yes 

YOU ARE STILL AT THE OFFICE I GATHER and yes NOT YET BEEN THROWN OUT I UNDERSTAND and yes YOU CAN 

WRITE ALL OF YOU and yes SAVE IT ON A FLASHDISK and yes GO TO THE CYBER and yes TO SEND THE CONTENT and 

yes of the flashdisk and yes INCLUDING THE WORDS OF JOHN MY DEAR FRIEND and yes AS ROMMY SAID and yes IT 

SHOULD NOT BE THAT DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO TALK AND AGREE ABOUT and yes WILL SAVE YOU MONEY ON THE CY-

BERS and yes EASY FOR YOU TO DECIDE and yes FOR EXAMPLE and yes ONE, TWO or maybe THREE EMAILS TO ME 

PER WEEK and yes TO INCLUDE IT ON YOUR ACTION PLAN and yes THEN JUST TO IT and yes my friends and yes STILL 

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENTS and yes PLEASE THINK and yes PLEASE ACT and yes PLEASE JUST DO IT ☺. 

 

And yes MESHACK JUST THIS THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR LOYALTY AND FOR YOUR FAITH and yes FOR YOUR 

FIGHT and yes THIS IS WHAT I TRULY LIKE TO SEE IN PEOPLE and yes MY MAN YOU ARE and yes as you have noticed 

and yes THINGS ARE DEVELOPING HERE MY FRIENDS and yes so it is. 

 

And yes YOU ARE ALWAYS MORE THAN WELCOME TO SCORE and yes THAT WILL MAKE GOD and yes ALL OF US AND 

YES MORE HAPPY THAN ANYTHING ELSE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

And yes here is the email: 

 

Thanks alot Stig for you daily updates. Am okay with my family but going through a difficult time and today before i 

read this mail i had already adjusted my budget with my wife and cut all my spending by almost 50% and have only 

chosen the priority areas and we have agreed with my wife to be very disciplined in following this and we have written 

this down as you always tell us to do. 

 

 Again thanks for sending the News letters to us for updates which we shall embark on tommorrow so count on my 

support . 

 

On the ide of Jonh he is well but i will not judge him becase the guy is going through a hard time and perhaps no 

money to go to cyber but we have been telling him to comunicate and i assure you i will follow on this with him tom-

morow. 

 

Jesus sacrificed Hi life for the Man kind to be saved all their inqueties and Stig Thanks for the sacrifice which you are 

making by sending money to us despite that you are suffering  

because as i know you have your debts which you have not prioritised to make sure that we do not starve and this is a 

true testimony to the team and i dont know if we will not be able to learn from you who else do we expect to get such 

good example from?. 

 

As you have said the name of the game is do as i do, so i am as you are. 

 

   Hi to your family and friends over there and tell them we shall score very soon. 

 

I will have a weekly coordination meeting with HELL 

And yes THIS IS A SYMBOL ONLY and yes I was on my way to Sanna and Hans and yes took my bicycle and yes to reach 

bus 150S and yes THIS TOUR and yes WAS HELL TO ME and yes A NIGHTMARE and yes because and yes the Devil and 

yes WAS CONSTANTLY and yes BOTHERING me and yes then I was asked and yes what to do with Elijah and yes next 

week and yes PLEASE BE NICE TO ELIJAH and yes NEXT WEEK and yes NO SICKNESSES and yes GIVE HIM A CHANCE and 

yes TO GET OVER IT and yes FOR HIM TO SHOW ME WHAT I HAVE ASKED OF HIM and yes TO FOLLOW and yes THE 

BASIC RULES and yes IT IS TRULY AS SIMPLE AS THAT ELIJAH and yes THIS IS ALL I ASK YOU TO DO and yes EVEN MORE 

IMPORTANT and yes IN DIFFICULT TIMES YOU KNOW and yes so it is and yes I DID NOT THINK TO START WITH and yes 

THAT IT WAS TRUE and yes FOR ME and yes TO ESTABLISH and yes A WEEKLY COORDINATION MEETING and yes WITH 

HELL and yes BUT WHEN I GAVE THE MESSAGE and yes ON ELIJAH and yes ALSO THE TEAM THAT IS and yes WHEN I 
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SAID and yes THAT HELL and yes HAS FREE HANDS and yes TO DECIDE and yes WHAT THEY THINK IS THE BEST TO DO 

and yes TO THE TEAM and yes THAT I WILL HAVE A WEEKLY COORDINATION MEETING and yes WITH HELL and yes THE 

NEXT TIME and yes MONDAY  the 23RD NOVEMBER and yes at 15.00 and yes THEN HELL and yes BECAME FRIENDLY TO 

ME and yes NOT TORMENTING ME ANYMORE and yes THIS IS HOW THINGS ARE HERE my friends and yes HELL IS and 

yes AS YOU KNOW and yes THE TASK and yes WHICH IS HELL FOR THE COUNCIL TO CARRY OUT but please understand 

my friends that the principle of Hell is the same and yes as what Karen Marie spoke about in the church this morning 

and yes IF PARENTS DON’T FOLLOW UP ON THEIR CHILDREN then the children will never become better and yes BUT 

THIS IS EXTREME because and yes THE WORLD and yes THE EVIL ON EARTH and yes is extreme and yes that is why and 

yes I will be asked and yes different questions and yes also today and yes answering and yes THAT I BELIEVE IN OPEN 

COMMUNICATION WITH ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH and yes IF YOU ASK ME ABOUT and yes MY SUFFERINGS and yes THAT 

IS WHAT I HAVE DONE WRONG and yes ACCORDING TO THE DANISH LAW and yes I WILL GIVE YOU A WARNING and 

yes I WILL TELL YOU WHAT WILL HAPPEN and yes WHEN HELL WILL BREAK LOSE and yes IF YOU STILL DECIDE THAT 

YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO ANSWER THE QUESTION and yes I WILL DO SO and yes THEN IT WILL BE UP TO THE WORLD 

and yes TO DECIDE and yes WHAT YOU WANT TO ASK ME and yes SO IT IS MY FRIENDS and yes also and yes a ques-

tion to come and yes is about the coming and yes climate conference and yes in Copenhagen and yes THOUGHT and 

yes THAT THE WORLD WOULD KNOW ABOUT ME BEFORE THIS CONFERENCE but NOW I UNDERSTAND BETTER and 

yes IF THE POLITICIANS and yes REACH A GOOD AGREEMENT and yes THE MORE AMBITIOUS IT IS and yes THE BETTER 

and yes THE WEATHER WILL BECOME and yes ALL OVER THE WORLD MY FRIENDS and yes SO IT IS and yes I WILL DE-

CIDE and yes WHAT WILL HAPPEN and yes so it is my friends and yes HOPING and yes THAT GOD WILL BE WITH ME 

and yes SO I WILL HAVE THE BEST FOUNDATION and yes FOR MY DECISION and yes so it is. 

 

And yes my friends in Kenya and yes PLEASE START SHOWING AND YES THAT YOU WILL KEEP and yes MY BASIC RULES 

and yes IF YOU DON’T and yes YOU WILL SEE MORE OF HELL and yes IF YOU DO and yes I WILL BE WITH YOU and yes 

HELP YOU COME THROUGH and AS EASY AS THAT MY FRIENDS. 

 

And yes AT THE MOMENT and yes I REACH MOST OF MY TASKS and yes EVERY DAY and yes YESTERDAY and yes I DID 

NOT HAVE TIME and yes AS I HAD PLANNED and yes TO CLEAN UP THE PAPERS and yes in my stack and yes POST-

PONED IT ONE DAY I DID and yes DID IT TODAY and yes instead and yes BEST TO PLAN and yes SO YOU WILL REACH 

ALL OF YOUR TASKS AND YES EVERY SINGLE DAY and yes SO IT IS and yes BELIEVE ME MY FRIENDS THE KEY FOR SUC-

CES IS PLANNING ☺. 

 

Visiting Sanna and Hans 

And yes very nice and yes to have these weekly agreements and yes with my family too and yes I LIKE THAT TOO and 

yes I WAS FEARING and yes THAT MY SPEECH and yes AGAIN WOULD BE TAKEN FROM ME and yes BUT IT WAS BET-

TER and yes TONIGHT and yes so it is and yes WHY DO WE DO THAT and yes ORDERING YOU TO WRITE “AND YES” ALL 

OF THE TIME and yes STIG IS THIS THE DEVIL and yes EXACTLY and yes FOR PEOPLE and yes NOT ENJOYING and yes TO 

READ ALL OF THESE SCRIPTS and yes NOT HAPPY TO WRITE LIKE THIS I AM and yes SO IT IS and yes WHAT WILL YOU 

DO ABOUT THIS and yes WHAT WILL THE COUNCIL RECOMMEND ME and yes US TO DO and yes TO BE HONEST WITH 

YOU and yes WE WOULD SAY and yes NO NOT ME and yes YOU SEE and yes WHEN I AM THE DEVIL and yes I ONLY 

TAKE YOUR ORDERS and yes DON’T GIVE MY RECOMMENDATIONS and yes so it is and yes THEREFORE “I” and yes 

NOW STIG ALONE and yes will have do decide this: WE HAVE NOW COME SO FAR IN THESE SCRIPTS SO THE PURPOSE 

OF “AND YES” HAS BEEN REACHED SO IF I CAN ALSO CHANGE MY HABIT I WILL FROM NOW ON CONTINUE WRITING 

WITHOUT THESE VERY DISTURBING “AND YES’ES” INCLUDED IN THESE SCRIPTS. 

 

Meeting Sanna and Hans - and Tobias and Niklas/Isabelle was also there - and I asked Tobias about why he was at-

tacked and I noticed his “blue eye” and he told me that he was in a group of seven people who met a group of ten 

immigrants who truly noticed his cross around his neck outside his clothes and they asked him “are you a Christian”, 

which Tobias said yes to and one word led to another and because of these MUSLIMS did not like CHRISTIANS they 

attacked TOBIAS and also the others at the group who fought back and WE KNOW THIS IS WHY TOBIAS WAS AT-

TACKED MY FRIEND, to show the world what the MUSLIMS ARE ALSO ABOUT and we know VERY DIFFICULT NOW TO 

WRITE THE SCRIPTS NOW BECAUSE “and yes” was so well included that it came to me automatically and when you 

need to change IT CAN BE VERY DIFFICULT FOR PEOPLE TO CHANGE and when it is difficult to change IT MEANS THAT 

SOME PEOPLE WILL NOT CHANGE AT ALL SO WHAT I WILL SAY IS FOR MY DEAR MUSLIM FRIENDS WILL YOU PLEASE 

TRY TO UNDERSTAND THAT GOD HAS NEVER CREATED MAN TO MAKE WAR AND THAT WHAT YOU DO WHEN YOU 
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FIGHT OTHER PEOPLE AND WHEN YOU LOOK DOWN AT OTHER RELIGIONS THAT THIS HAS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO 

DO WITH ME – THIS IS WHAT THIS SYMBOL IS ABOUT AND THIS IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS MANY OTHER THINGS IN 

THESE SCRIPTS: DO WHAT IS LOGICALLY THE RIGHT THING TO DO AND MY DEAR MUSLIM FRIENDS, THIS BEHAVIOUR 

OF YOURS ARE NOT ACCEPTED BY ME and IF YOU CONTINUE DOING WHAT YOU DO TO OTHER PEOPLE I CAN ONLY 

MAKE YOU UNDERSTAND BY SHOWING MYSELF AS EVIL AS YOU AND TO TEACH YOU THIS WAY and I WOULD MUCH 

RATHER WISH THAT THIS WILL NOT BE NECESSARY? 

 

I also spoke to Isabelle about the soul CD’s she has borrowed, she likes them very much but she has said nothing to 

me about this and they have not yet taken a copy of the CD’s so I asked to have them back next week, and Niklas was 

very kind to help me with a new cable for my printer, because my conclusion today is that he gave me the wrong ca-

ble, I could not create communication between my printer and my computer this afternoon so thank you Niklas. 

 

And we had a very nice dinner and is was the traditional Danish Christmas dinner here too but you know it was very 

good but PEOPLE CAN MAKE THE SAME FOOD TASTE VERY DIFFERENT and I must admit that I don’t like Sanna’s 

browned potatoes and the Christmas dinner as much as my mother’s because it simply does not taste equally as good. 

 

Already at 21.00 Niklas wanted to leave because he spoke to one of his friends and SVEND is the friend with the pro-

jector and THEY HAD AGREED TO go to the cinema to watch the new movie “2012” already this evening in Copenha-

gen. Tobias said that he wanted to go there too and he is now a grown up man of 20 years of age BUT MY SISTER SAID 

THAT SHE THOUGHT IT WAS A VERY BAD IDEA FOR HIM TO GO and NIKLAS ALSO THOUGHT THAT because TOBIAS 

HAD TO WAKE UP EARLY TOMORROW MORNING TO GO TO WORK and THIS IS JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF PEOPLE 

TAKING AWAY FREEDOM OF PEOPLE – WE DON’T LIKE THAT but TOBIAS SIMPLY SAID IT WAS ALRIGHT and then it was 

alright. They were also nice to invite me BUT I COULD NOT AFFORD GOING and THE SYMBOL OF THIS EVENT IS SIMPLY 

THIS: IF THE PEOPLE ON EARTH BELIEVE YOU CAN MAKE IT WITHOUT ME, IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE IN ME, WHAT YOU 

WILL SEE IN THIS MOVIE WILL BE NOTHING COMPARED TO WHAT I WILL SHOW YOU IN REAL LIFE and we know THESE 

WORDS WERE MINE – that is Stig without any ACTIVE HELP - and WHAT YOU WILL SEE IS THAT I MEAN BUSINESS THIS 

TIME, I AM KIND WHEN YOU DO WHAT I HAVE ASKED YOU TO DO IN THIS BOOK AND IF YOU DON’T YOU WILL ALSO 

KNOW FROM THIS BOOK THAT I TRULY MEAN BUSINESS EVEN THOUGH IT WOULD HURT ME SO MUCH TO HURT MY 

OWN FLESH AND BLOOD. 

 

Finalising the day 

And today was also a good day, we have made most of the action plan AND ONLY ONE THING has been postponed 

and that is to find DANISH HITS TO EMIL, TOBIAS FRIEND, NOT FORGOTTEN ABOUT THAT, I MAY NOT HAVE THE CD’S I 

THINK OF BUT WE WILL HAVE TO SEE WHAT I CAN DO, so the new deadline of this is now in one week from now. And 

yes I CAN STILL IMPROVE ON MY PLAN and yes IMPROVED IT I HAVE but I WIL CONTINUE UNTIL I WILL DO MY PLAN 

PERFECT. 

 

The time is now 22.40 and I don’t know why you have said Dræsinebanden to me and we know ONLY THIS THIS IS A 

DANISH POPULAR MUSIC GROUP WHICH I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF, I DON’T KNOW THEIR MUSIC AND I 

THOUGHT THAT IT WAS PROBABLY NOT MUSIC WHICH I WOULD LIKE WHEN I READ ABOUT THEM and we know there 

is no reason to write in all these capital lettes too, so this is only an example of what I ask the world to understand – 

don’t judge people without having any information, be open to new things always, don’t have prejudices, which I see 

all of the time, also when people lately have been evaluating me and my CV. 
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Monday 16th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, my day at the workshop, more communication from Evans, transferal of money to Kenya, buying 

food for the week, one of those small things on my action plan, an email from David and recommending Sidsel to 

watch videos proofing spiritual contacts.  

 

Sleep and dreams 

We know Stig a new day and no yes’es, which is not the easiest to do when you are used to write like that in these 

scripts, but now I will continue to write fluently like I am used to everywhere else than these scripts. First of all here 

are some dreams: 

 

• I am about to move. I meet Tina (from my school class at EFG), and I have just arrived back from a couple of 

months of travel. She tells me that I have received a sun tan and she says that she has a piece of paper including 

exactly the same signs as mine. She tells me about the pyramids in Egypt and that there are also pyramids “up 

north” (of the country) and it is like we are speaking together in a house in the jungle. I tell her carefully that I am 

happy to see her, I don’t want to show her all of my very positive emotions of seeing her again. I ask her if we can 

meet again and I ask her kindly not to misunderstand my question. I see a bookshelf with a very big and thick 

book called “Gardenergården” – the name of the book is handwritten at the back of the book. 

o I was happy to dream about Tina, we have not seen each other for almost 30 years, but I still miss you 

Tina! I was also thinking of Garvergården when I wrote “Gardenergården” above. 

• I am at the class and I receive the grade of my task. I receive the grade of 9 (of the Danish 13 scale), which is 

“above average”. We are only two who gets this grade, my old school mate Christina and I and it is the highest 

grade, which is given. The task was divided in four parts. The first part was about spelling errors, where I score 

very high because I have no spelling errors. I only receive 26 points for the last part. It is Jack who is returning the 

tasks to us. There will be more exams, and I have not prepared for any of these. The first exam is in one week 

from now. 

• I am at a wagon including food. The wagon is stolen because peole are starving. I see a young black woman taking 

apples and a melon from the wagon, she is threatening people with a knife and she is on the verge of desperation 

and tears. 

• I am at a farm in Africa. It is a big, beautiful farm, and I am told that it should be a farm producing food, not only a 

place to live. 

• I am in a “very special place” also including other people. Georgie is there too, and she cannot become my girl-

friend anymore, otherwise I would become “stiff”, unable to move and I would “crack”. This is my basic rule, I 

don’t have freedom myself even though I would like to have a girlfriend before Karen comes. I see myself being 

together with Georgie as a scenario and I see another woman being very jealous, who would leave us if this be-

came the truth, and we cannot do without this woman. 

• I arrive at a new farm, it is a very beautiful place, I have very little money. The farm cannot open now and all food 

is not eaten. I have only 500 Shillings left and I think if I will buy food for this money or communicate, which also 

cost money. I have promised my family to communicate too. I decide to do the last and I see 13-14 emails includ-

ing one from Georgie, however I cannot open the emails because they are too big compared to the money I have 

on me. 

o Thinking of the team here I am. Food AND communication is important my friends.  

 

My day at the workshop 

Arriving at 8.30 this morning again exactly and the others were also there and I was starting the day to look at which 

three jobs I will apply before the next meeting with the Commune Wednesday next week and maybe I will actually 

have to seek four jobs, I will make up my mind before the meeting, but I decided to look into a greater detail at the job 

ad of the Director for Job, Social and Health at Hillerød Commune and now the recruitment company had published a 

very detailed material including a 8 page long job and personale profile, a 18 page HR strategy for the whole Com-
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mune and a 37 page long occupation plan for 2010 including the strategy from this Commune to “help” people coming 

back in work. 

 

I started reading all of this material and I really thought it was very bureaucratic to be very honest with you and for 

some time I have been the most tired during mornings where it truly has been very difficult indeed to keep my eyes 

open and my mind focussed and here I was reading long papers which I was not motivated reading and trying to make 

up my mind if I indeed thought it was a good idea for me to apply for the position and when I started reading the last 

paper, the occupation plan I really thought that it was very unprecise and not a very good plan, the formulations are 

poor and I was thinking how can you make the best plan and do your best thinking when you are really not very care-

ful when you do formulations like this. I did not like what I saw, it was the Devil working, no thoughts of how to help 

people on their premises but everything was actually based on “we will decide and you will follow what we decide” 

and for the Commune to save money. 

 

This was a very difficult decision, one of those days where change is coming into my life, making these days even more 

difficult. I thought I was done doing “big work” after my memo to the ministry lately, but I decided also to do this work 

which will take me longer than I planned for this morning, where I expected that I would be finished with this this to-

morrow, but I decided that I will need all week to do my best once more – therefore the dream of the next exam from 

this morning – and I am not thinking this is the most funny thing to do right now with all of the sufferings I still go 

through my friends, I was looking forward to get some more time for myself without all of this constant stress, which I 

have now had for a long some time. 

 

I will probably not write about this anymore before I am finished with the work. My deadline is not Friday this week, it 

is Monday morning, which will also give me the weekend to prepare the last things if I am not ready Friday afternoon, 

I learned this from Kim S., which cost me many weekends of work many years ago Kim , where you probably were re-

laxing while I was making money for you. 

 

A few other notes from the day today: 

 

• Jens Erik, the third person working here, is also a very nice person, but you would rather speak about safari trips 

to Kenya and South Africa than people in need, Jens Erik. That was his interest. 

• He never recommends people here to use www.jobnet.dk, because the CV is not “looking nice” compared to 

what people can do themselves! 

• People still talk far too much here, and half of them use the time to surf in private on the internet. This is not the 

way to work concentrated my friends.  

• Jens Erik is also one on the employees here who wants to close at 11.30, which is apparently what they all do here. 

So you have a system closing officially at 13.30 but so far I have not seen this closing time. The system has ap-

parerently decided to close every day at 11.30. 

 

More communication from Evans 

Today I received a new email from Evans where he said “love you” – not everyday you as a Dane will receive warm 

messages like this, which is the reason why Evans email is included here: 

 

Hi Stig,thanks for giving the message in a new angle,I wish we had more with you here in kenya we could have time to 

discuss alot more inspirations... hope very soon we will have an opportunity.My wife and daughter are doing ok,we 

celebrated her first birthday...it was such a blessing....I passed your regards to pastor and he was happy to hear you 

are doing well...by the way what are you doing now in addition to writing your book?how is your family doing?.....God 

bless I will continue writing new inspiring to you  

best regards and God bless you Stig....Love you  

 

And Evans also published a new message on Facebook with this symbol: My arrival, which is what Gold symbolises, 

when I bring the world of God with me to all people on Earth. And I liked very much that Evans thought of including 

the picture of the gold trophy from the world cup in football. This is just the symbol saying that we will win the world 
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cup in football for people to enter my kingdom and to have eternal life, which will be a victory for all of us. So thank 

you very much for this Evans and if Elijah will not start always to follow the basic rules and his promises, I will ask Ev-

ans instead to do minutes from the church. I would like to be sure that I receive these at a fixed day every week, if you 

still want to do it, Elijah – because it is your decision, if you would like to continue helping me? Elijah, please under-

stand that it is truly important that you constantly keep the basic rules and that you communicate. Will you please 

make sure that you do this as soon as possible and will you please keep me updated about how you manage the peo-

ple at the office, if you still hold team meetings etc. – maybe you will update me every monday morning about this? 

Please understand that this is important, my friend and that this is a choice you will make – would you like to be ac-

companied by God, which I hope, or by the Devil? 

 

Does God value what you Value 

I read a joke about a man who was very rich and was called to heaven. 

Because he was rich, he negotiated with God and finally God allowed him to bring one suitcase of his worldly treasure 

along with him. The man died and as he stood at the pearly gate, Saint Peter came to greet him. The man looked 

through the gate viewing the glitter of golden streets, and gems of Perfection and such immense size that he was 

amazed. Peter saw the man and the suitcase and said, "This is strange. Nobody ever comes here with a suitcase. The 

man said, "I negotiated with God, and he said I could bring Whatever of my wealth as would fit in one suitcase? Peter 

said, "I will check it out with God, but first let me see what is in the suitcase." The man opened the suitcase and Peter 

looked in. Inside the case were several bars of gold. Saint Peter was surprised and said, "This is the wealth that you 

brought? You brought pavement!"here in heaven Revelation 21:18 This is what is used to build roads and pavements 

but on earth presidents, prime ministers, kings and footballers Fight and compete just to touch it. What do you value 

here on earth is it of any value in heaven….Do you value money more than your family? Do you value pressures more 

than your life? Do you value your eternal life? Kindly check on your values and compare with what God values…. 

John3:6.."For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish 

but have eternal life. 

 
 

So even though this was “open communication” on Facebook, which my sister – if she wants to look at my wall on 

Facebook – can read (she could not read my communication with Evans the last days because this was through emails 

on Facebook), I decided to write my comment to Evans as follows, also because my sister will probably not understand 

the meaning of what I write: 

 

Thank you Evans. I like this very much as a symbol for all people to enter the Kingdom of God, my friend :-). This is the 

meaning of your inspiration. 

 

Transferal of money to Kenya 

After the job workshop, I went to Jyske Bank to hear if they exchange foreign coins - I have a value of foreign coins of 

maybe some hundred DKK’s, but the bank said that they don’t accept these coins, and I did not find any information 

on the internet about other places to go to and I don’t have more time to ask other banks, but I am only thinking what 

people, who also have many foreign coins do: What will you do about it if you don’t return to that country, maybe you 

will give the coins away or even throw it out and this is also the Devil – bureaucracy of the worst kind my friends, I can 

only tell you that a much better system is waiting on you. 

 

I was hoping that I could exchange these coins and send some more money to Kenya, but I went to the post office 

with my plan to send 900 DKK which was including the fee to Western Union. And what was the fee, maybe 1-2% 

which people would probably find reasonable? No it was 17.6% (!!!), it was 135 DKK which meant that I could only 
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send 765 DKK, which was 10,710 Shillings. I can only say that this really gave me a throw up feeling. I have been saving 

money the best I can to send to the people in Kenya to help them not starving, and then this American company 

which more or less have monopoly doing this takes away this money. It is theft from some of the poorest people of 

the world. 

 

After I send the money I was thinking that I could probably have sent 100 DKK more, which annoyed me much, but 

you know this is the balance I have been looking for also to make sure that I don’t need to ask my family for money. I 

also thought that Hans and Sanna have invited us for his birthday at the end of the month, so I don’t need to visit my 

mother and Sanna more than twice the rest of the month including my visits the last couple of days.  

 

Buying food for the week 

After sending the money to David in Kenya I decided to go to Super Best to buy food for this week. My budget was 140 

DKK and I was looking to buy some “old” bread, which they also had today so I bought two white breads and two rye 

breads of 5 DKK each, which is approx. 1/3-1/4 of the normal price or even 1/5-1/6 compared to the price at a bakery. 

The breads according to their labels only last until today, so they are not the most fresh after being maybe five or 

seven days old, but what I do is that I freeze the bread and use my toaster or micro wave oven to warm it up. 

 

So I bought bread, more vegetables, two boxes of coffee, which were on offer and different layers for my rye bred for 

lunch, the last items bought at Fakta and my spending was in total 170 DKK, which would have been 137.50 DKK if the 

offer on coffee was only for one box, but now I also have coffee for next week, which means that I am still on track 

according to my low budget here. 

 

One of those small things on my action plan 

One of the small things I had on my action plan was to find Danish hit music from the eighties for Tobias’ friend Emil. 

Earlier I had my own homemade CD’s with Danish music and I had decided today to put all of my homemade CD in al-

fabethical order partly because this is the way I like it and the way they normally are and partly because I was hoping 

to find these CD’s for Emil to borrow. So it took me maybe 1½ hours to do these CD’s but unfortunately I did not find 

the homemade CD’s to Emil, I don’t have them anymore, but I decided to write an email to Emil and Tobias inviting 

them them to come and visit me at my new apartment if Emil would like to borrow some of the original CD’s I have 

with the Danish artists from the eighties, I have quite a few of them if he still want to use these for his new mobile dis-

coteque, and the message here my friends is only this: Please remember when people ask you a question or maybe 

even a favour to come back with an answer – also the small things, which far too many of you out there forget ☺. 

 

An email from David 

This afternoon I received an email from David thanking me for the money I sent. I sent David a sms through Skype to 

him earlier today, where I asked him to divide the money equally and I understand why the team decided to share it 

between the four of them, however my intention was still – as I asked them some time ago - for the team to talk 

about how many people should this money buy food for and to divide it accordingly – did you forget about this my 

friends or did you do what you thought I ask you to do today? Please answer this question – it is also about the road of 

God or the Devil. The next time I send you money I will kindly ask you to share it according to the number of people 

who will receive food from the money. 

 

Thank you so much for the follow up on the newsletters, my friend ☺. 

 

Hallo Stig, 

Thank you so much for your help to the team. I received 10 710 shillings. We had a brief meeting with all the team 

members and we divided the money equally between the four of us. Everybody was happy. We can now buy food for 

the next days.  

  

We had a brief discussion on the two newsletters and it was agreed that we shall work on them for the next two weeks 

(this week and next week). We shall forward them to you on Friday next week. 

  

About the Dadaab Newsletter, we still have the same problem where some topics are not being displayed well. Can you 

please resend it and also in pdf format. 
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Bye for now. And have a good evening.   

Recommending Sidsel to watch videos proofing spiritual contacts  

And this was also on my action plan, to follow up on my meeting with Sidsel some time ago to see if I could find a plat-

form demonstration in Copenhagen with a well known medium getting contact to deseased in the spiritual world. I 

have decided that this is not something I will do at the moment and something I have not been able to do, because 

the Devil has blocked the access for me.  

 

I decided to send her links to Paul Jacob’s website for her to watch his videos with clear evidence of contact to the 

spiritual world. I also gave her links to Billy Cook’s Danish site and telling her that Billy will be back in Copenhagen Feb-

ruary next year where I recommended her to take a private sitting with him, which would probably be the biggest eye 

opener in her life so far. And I also found links to four videos on Gordon Smith and the spiritual churches in UK, where 

thousands of people every week are in contact with late family members and this is something I am very happy to see 

because very many of these people know that it is indeed their late family members which they have been in contact 

with. It is normally a very emotional experience for people experiencing this. 
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Tuesday 17th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the day at the Job Workshop, I will not vote at the Commune Election in Denmark today, giving the 

team the choice between God or the Devil, a new email from Evans, starting to run again, the clima conference in Co-

penhagen, Meshack: WE SHALL WALK THE TALK and Elijah is in despair. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I was not allowed to sleep the first hour when going to bed and I was woken up several times during the night, which 

means that I am still very tired this morning. Some dreams if I can read my notes on the phone: 

 

• I am out Saturday evening to party, but there are no women. I see Anders Lund Madsen as a dead waiter saying 

thank you to a beautiful woman and I say you are welcome, the waiters are drunk. 

• I see a small yellow bird walk up the very slippery snowside of a mountain, it slides several times, but everytime it 

continues to come back up, where it is frozen down, the temperature is -50 degrees Celcius. I see the bird being 

thrown down by someone wrongly from the mountain, it does not get down. The bird becomes mad, it has to 

start from the top again several times and eventually the bird decides to walk down. However at one passage it is 

stuck and it is now “closing time”, a man is now searching for the bird, the bird is only wearing a t-shirt and it 

really should be freezing. The bird does not have more courage, it is brought down and it asks if this is where we 

will enter. It is the boat between Copenhagen and Oslo, Norway. The bird comes all the way down to the bottom 

of the boat, where the cabins are placed, but all cabins are taken. I see a married couple at a bar, it is the third 

time that she is almost killed, but again she is saved at the last minute. The woman has also been protected at the 

top of the boat in some kind of “basket”, where only two crew members can see her and a man is in front of her 

holding her so she is really not visible. She is protected from a killer who is searching for her. 

o My dear Karen the bird is me and the woman is you, you have had a killer after you, almost murdering you 

and sometimes it has been “this close” for you to leave this world, but again I helped you from Kim when he 

became to rough on you – and we know this is not funny and we will only say this once, Karen you have 

been evicted but not sentenced by this man and we know Stig we are still here and keeping the Devil more 

and more away. And I just want to say this, I have made this game for you Karen to believe that I was after 

you and that you almost needed protection from me, but nothing could be more wrong, I am not like that, I 

have always only wanted the best for you and only to do good things for you, so Karen you are hereby also 

a part of the story of misunderstandings of the world. The man you should really be protected from Kim is 

the man you thought you loved and the man you thought you should be protected from, me, is really the 

man you love which you will know my dear when I wake you up. 

o At the end of the dream I heard the song “someone, somewhere in summertime” by Simple Minds from my 

favourite album of all times with the feeling that this song/album saved Karen. 

• I see the opening of a new sportshop. It opens earlier than the other stores, which is the reason why I enter the 

shop. The façade of the shop is in black. I ask if they have more offers on running shoes for me, and they give me 

another pair, which is not the offer they have marketed and which I am looking for. These pairs of shoes are their 

most expense, they are reduced from 1,600 DKK to 800 DKK, I feel them and I believe they are good but not much 

better than the cheaper pairs. And I see that it is size 42, which does not fit me, I need 44½-45. They ask me to try 

other sport stores and they tell me that the name of the shop does not mean that much, and I am thinking that I 

have my own New Balance shoes. 

• My old school mate Christian from Espergærde enters my driving school shop in a busy street of London. I have 

not seen him for many many years and it makes me very happy to see him again. I have asked him to deliver 

something for me which will connect me with more of my old school mates. At the moment I can see at the net-

work site on the Internet that it is only Fuggi, Christian and I who are connected. He does not want anything to 

drink. He takes cases for ice hockey sticks, which he will bring to our old class. 

 

The day at the Job Workshop 

Today at the workshop we were only four people together with Jens-Erik and I managed to read the entire Occupation 

Plan for Hillerød Kommune and also the same plan for Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune and I can only say that they are 
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writing two different reports with some of the same focus areas and none of the reports are perfect. This is double 

work, it is bureacracy for people to invent the same things and no plans are truly giving service to the citizens on their 

premises. 

 

And again today from approx. 9.00-11.00 the tiredness was the strongest, which is truly so difficult to handle that I am 

surprised that I can keep on reading and trying to focus, and there is another woman, a sandwich maid, who spoke 

almost constantly from 8.30-11.00 truly making my job concentrating even more difficult, the Devil did it to her to 

make me suffer, and after maybe one hour I looked at Jens Erik and by my look he understood that I was annoyed, 

whereafter he asked the woman to understand that other people were trying to work concentrated, and it seemed 

that she understood for a few minutes, but after this she continued talking now to Jens-Erik (!). I was not very happy 

to say the least – to be forced to be in a place where I cannot work as efficiently as at home. 

 

Yesterday I was not mentally prepared to start doing this new big work, but I know myself I will always start and if it is 

truly a big mental challenge to me, I know that I will be much better prepared the next day, where I will take up the 

challenge and I don’t believe that I have ever given up on any work, which I have decided to do. I have had many diffi-

cult tasks throughout my career to prepare me for this journey and this particular might just be the last task before I 

will “try” to work as a Gardener next week not knowing if I am going to go down on this or if I will like it, I fear the first 

but hope for the last – you always need to be open and not to say you don’t like to do things which you have really 

never tried. 

 

And Jens-Erik has asked his colleagues at the Jobcentre if they have the Occupation Plan of 2010, which they have said 

they have not (!), if will first be published in January in this Commune and I have noticed that on the website of 

Lyngby-Taarbæk it is only possible to find the plan of 2008, the plan of 2009 is not on the website, and when I look at 

the website of Hillerød Commune, I can see their plans for every year since 2007, and I truly like openness so I can 

only say to Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune that it is truly amazing that you have an Occupation Plan which your employess 

have no knowledge of – how can you make strategies in a plan, which the employess don’t know of and this is truly 

also lack of communication, which should be so easy to avoid doing. I said this to Jens-Erik and yesterday he agreed 

with me, but apparently he did not like the sound of my committed voice today, because today he defended the sys-

tem and the fact that he was quite new working for the Jobcentre and here again I saw another proof of people acting 

because of their feelings instead of what was truly said and meant. MY DEAR FRIENDS, YOU ARE DOING THIS ALL OVER 

THE WORLD – ACTING ON YOUR FEELINGS – PLEASE STOP THIS, PLEASE SHOW YOU POSITIVE FEELINGS FOR OTHER 

PEOPLE BUT ACT ON AN OBJECTIVE FOUNDATION – ALWAYS. 

 

This morning the Danish National radio was giving an example that a completely normal position as a secretary re-

ceived 1,219 applications (!) and there was an interview with the manager saying that this gave them an enormous 

amout of work. I am only thinking if the civil servants making the rules of quantity have really thought carefully that 

they are destroying the Danish community with these rules – this is the purpose of the Devil my friends. And the radio 

said that in general companies today receive six times as many applications as they did one year ago, which is mainly 

because of the rules of this community. 

 

I will not vote at the Commune Election in Denmark today 

Today is the day of the Commune Election all over Denmark. Since 2007 we have had 98 Communes in Denmark and 

before this time we had 270 Communes in this very small country. 

 

I have now seen how the Communes of Hørsholm and Lyngby-Taarbæk are working when they “help” people to get a 

job and I am truly not overwhelmed with what they do to say the least.  

 

And I have now read the Occupation Plans of Hillerød and Lyngby-Taarbæk and the conclusion is truly that it makes 

me sad to see systems and people being so inefficient because of bureaucracy etc. which is also the case here in Den-

mark, which should be one of the countries of the world with the highest work efficiency, but when you have local 

systems doing exactly the same work all over with very different results with the purpose that “people of local areas 

should be better to take decisions for people living at these areas”, I must say, that this is not the truth. I have seen 

people all over Denmark and all over the world and there are truly no differences in the needs of people and there is 

simply no reason to have local Communes like we have in Denmark – it is truly the biggest bureaucracy I HAVE EVER 
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MADE AS THE DEVIL and I am thinking that what I have seen here is only for the Jobcentres, and I am thinking that all 

Communes may have different plans, strategies and concepts for systems for schools, health, children, families, elders 

etc. and all I am saying here is that the world will do so much better without this bureaucracy, without all of these 

Communes and without all of these politicians, who are truly the “evil” people here, because most politicians have to 

decide on matters, which they don’t have the same knowledge of as people working everyday on these tasks and 

THAT IS MY FRIEND THE FACE OF THE DEVIL as you see on politicians and as you have read about in this book, so all I 

am saying is that I DON’T LIKE POLITICIANS because what I ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO DO is to accept ONE WORLD 

GOVERNMENT ONLY for all people of the world CREATING ONE SYSTEM FOR ALL PEOPLE and to make as many com-

panies as possible, where people can work with freedom and responsibility which is truly the vision of God. 

 

And this was also the task for me to find out of the politics of the Danish Liberal Party Venstre – that the idea of “close 

democracy” does not work and thank you to Lars Løkke for seeing this when you made a better system by decreasing 

the numbers of Communes – you should have continued until you reached 0 my friend and this is said with a smile, 

because of course you need to have a completely new system before you will be able to do this. So this policy is the 

Devil speaking in your party, but please keep the part about freedom and responsibility. 

 

Because of these observations I have decided that I will not give my vote today. I want this system to be dissolved. 

 

Giving the team the choice between God or the Devil 

Late yesterday when I sent the script to the team in Kenya, I knew that it was right to do some thinking about what to 

say to the team – with the goal for them to choose between God or the Devil, which they will do entirely on basis of 

my new teachings, if they decide to follow my basic rules or not. They know the consequences and I will evaluate you 

Monday next week, my dear friends hoping that you will follow the road of God. 

 

This is the email I sent: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script of today for your information. 

 

We are now getting to a very important phase, which is for all of you to show the world that you can keep the basic 

rules. The meaning is this: If you cannot keep the rules this the last time, you will not be granted access to the Kingdom 

of God. This is what I will ask you to show the world that you are able to do my friends. 

 

I have continued to give you general encouragements to keep the basic rules, to answer my questions and to commu-

nicate with me. It has been difficult for some of you and I do understand that this is a difficult time for you, but please 

understand that this is truly only a matter of your decision - you can truly if you decide you want to, like I have decided 

to go through Hell here - which potentially has been even worse here than in Kenya - because I have decided to do the 

best I have ever done in my life. Can you do the same? 

 

I would like to suggest the following: 

 

- That the team continues having team meetings once a week, that you will be at the office on time, that you will peak 

about basic rules and the update of the newsletters etc. 

 

- I would like to have an update at least once a week from all team members on how you are doing, how your life is, 

how your family is and what you and the family are thinking - objectively or positively thanks. Remember that you can 

work together on this, you can each write it at the office and have one team member sending all messages for example 

in one file to me. 

 

- A weekly update from Elijah EVERY MONDAY BEFORE 12.00 as the manager of the office inluding TRUE information 

about your action plans, if you use them, if you keep your agreements - like I have shown examples of in my scripts 

lately, Elijah. Please give me precise information. 
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- For Elijah to send once a week at the day you inform me about the notes of the church service for my book. 

 

- For the team to deliver the updated newsletters to me with the absolutely best work you can do my friends (no errors) 

before or at the 30th November. David, please see the attached documents you asked for. 

 

This is to give you tasks symbolising the basic rules, which is how I can do it at the moment, and for you to show the 

world what you are made of, if you are able to face difficulties and to still keep the basic rules. 

 

Please understand that these "rules" are given with the highest love you can ever imagine with one purpose only - for 

you to improve as symbols of people in the world improving. The game is only this: If you deliver on this, you will have 

God with you and luck will come more and more on your side. If you cannot, you will give the world the message that 

you dont want to live anymore, and I can only do this for real, to let the Devil be with you at least for some time - my 

book is to show the world with you as examples that at the end, you can truly make the basic rules if you decide you 

want to. CAN YOU?  

 

I will be happy to hering from you again :-) 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

And I have also decided to include my emails to the team from the last 14 days below for your information: 

 

15th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

 

Please understand my friends that you will choose yourself from now on if you will have God on your side or the Devil. 

You have been actors in my book, I have God on my side when I write this because I have 

done my best: Please do your best, please keep your basic rules also in times of difficulties, you will from now on 

gradually get a better life, but only if you truly decide to follow the basic rules. If you cannot keep them, the Earth will 

also have problems, so please understand this connection and please fight your absolutely best to keep the Devil away 

from you. You may understand that God has now decided to gradually take in his fish and to get me away from Hell, 

this means that I will now decide what Hell will do to you, if you don't keep the basic rules. 

 

Please also continue to help and support each others and to always communicate open, honest and direct. Please un-

derstand this rule. Do you still have team meetings and do you still speak about basic rules? Elijah, please let me know 

your action plan, will you continue writing notes on the church service and which day of the week will you send it to 

me? Please understand that your decision and if you walk the talk will make God smile and if you don't walk the talk it 

is the same as calling on the Devil to come and torment you. 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

13th November 2009: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of today. 

 

THANK YOU SO MUCH and yes both David and yes Meshack for your emails and yes at the moment and yes my 

thoughts go to John and yes STILL NOT HEARD FROM YOU or from anyone in the team telling me about how John is 

and yes now my thoughts and yes are starting again and yes to go to Elijah and yes WHEN WE HAVE THIS CLOSE CON-
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TACT AS WE DO and yes at least 1-2 emails per week and yes WOULD BE APPRECIATED MY FRIENDS and yes so it is 

and of course and yes IF THIS IS POSSIBLE FOR YOU and if this is not and yes I AM SURE YOU WILL LET ME KNOW? 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

12th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of today. 

 

THANK YOU SO MUCH INDEED FOR WHAT YOU DID TODAY and yes FOR DAVID'S VERY KIND WORDS and yes ON BE-

HALF OF THE TEAM :-) 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

11th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of today. 

 

I understand your difficulties my friends, but I am still waiting on your feedback, that is the result from your meeting 

on sharing of money and the question of management. Do you understand that I think 

you have taken too long time my friends? Please TAKE INITIATIVE and let me hear from you very soon. 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

10th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of a long day today - looking forward to hearing how things progress at the office and 

maybe John is back too, how are you doing my friend? 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

9th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

 

Please find attached the script of a long day today - thank you for being positive my friends :-) 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

8th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 
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Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

 

I wish all of you the best this week and I look forward to hearing from you with what I do hope will be a good agree-

ment between all of you and yes LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM JOHN TOO and yes how are you doing? 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

7th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

  

I trust in that you will find a good solution and yes TO CONTINUE SHOWING YOUR FAITH and yes TO OUR MISSION and 

yes HAVE A NICE WEEKEND and yes ALL OF YOU and yes WITH THE WARMEST REGARDS AND YES FROM ME AND YES 

YOU KNOW WHO THAT IS and yes TO ALL OF YOUR FAMILY MEMBERS - and yes GOD IS NOT A MEMBER and yes OF 

THAT BANK YOU KNOW AND YES SMILING ABOUT THIS AND YES IF YOU "UNDERSTAND SUCH A SMALL ONE" and yes 

which is a saying here in Denmark   

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

5th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

  

I wish you a very good day today and I would like to say that I am thinking of you and pray for your continious strength. 

Thank you so much. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

4th November 2009 

 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

  

PLEASE SHARE THE MONEY YOU HAVE LEFT WITH THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE TO RECEIVE FOOD AND TO FOCUS ON 

BUYING FOOD - AND PLEASE READ THE SCRIPT AND FIND A VERY GOOD SOLUTION TODAY. PLEASE UNDERSTAND 

THAT WHAT YOU ARE DOING IS IMPORTANT NOT ONLY TO YOURSELVES BUT STILL TO MY ARRIVAL TO THE WORLD 

  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

3rd November 2009 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 
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Thank you so much Meshack for COMMUNICATING and yes REFLECTING BUT I WOULD LIKE TO BE KEPT UPDATED ON 

HOW THINGS ARE AT THE OFFICE BECAUSE OF YOUR PRESENT SITUATION and yes THANK YOU IN FOREHAND  

  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

2nd November 2009 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

  

Please help each other ON COMMUNICATION WHICH IS ABOUT ASKING QUESTIONS, REFLECTING and yes MUCH 

MUCH MORE THAN WHAT YOU DO TODAY, PLEASE FOCUS ON THIS and ALSO TO ANSWER QUESTIONS. PLEASE UN-

DERSTAND and yes PLEASE CONTROL NEGATIVE FEELINGS - this should not be difficult when you do your best. 

  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

1st November 2009 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the weekend. 

  

Please follow my guidelines in the script of Saturday and yes YOU WILL MAKE ME HAPPY and yes these were the 

words of vm and yes Virgin Mary you know  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

1st November 2009 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

Please read the script carefully all of you and MAKE ME PROUD . 

  

I will move today and I dont know if the internet will work at my new place, therefore I send the script of Saturday to-

day and hopefully the script of Sunday asap. 

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

30th October 2009 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of today. 

  

Thank you very much Elijah and Meshack for your emails today and yes MAY GOD BE WITH YOU TOO and yes HE IS 

WITH YOU MESHACK and yes IF HE WAS NOT and yes HE WOULD NOT GIVE ME THE DREAM OF YOU AND ME ON THE 
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SEVENTH FLOOR AND YES JUST A THOUGHT OF COURSE MY FRIEND and yes HARDSHIP and yes STILL CARRY ON and 

yes IS THE NAME OF THE GAME and yes CLOSER AND CLOSER TO THE GOAL and yes so it is here too my friends  

  

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

A new email from Evans 

It is truly nice to receive emails from Evans and to see his motivation of writing to me, and I do like that very much but 

I am so tired and exhausted, that my whole body is burning inside out, and what he is doing without knowing it of 

course is to prolong my sufferings by asking me to also comment on this – this is how it feels when you have been go-

ing through what I have gone through and when you still have more work to do: 

 

Hi Stig I was reading the bible in the book of Genesis 6:1 - 9:17 and I noted the following in my journal. Hope you will 

get time and read it and you can tell me what will inspire you from that scriptures. 

 

Things I learned from Noah's Ark.(Genesis 6:1 - 9:17 ) 

1. Don't miss the boat. 

2. Remember that we are all in the same boat. 

3. Plan ahead. It wasn't raining when Noah built the Ark. 

4. Stay fit. When you're 600 years old, someone may ask you to do something really big. 

5. Don't listen to critics; just get on with the job that needs to be done. 

6. Build your future on high ground. 

7. For safety's sake travel in pairs. 

8. Speed isn't always an advantage. The snails were on board with the cheetahs. 

9. When you're stressed, float a while. 

10. Remember, the Ark was built by amateurs; the Titanic by professionals. 

11. No matter the storm, when you are with God, there's always a rainbow waiting. 

 

And this was what I decided to write thinking that I wanted to give him some of the information of me, which he just 

may have a feeling of: 

 

Hi Evans, 

 

This story of Noah was a long time ago. Today it is about new teachings, but the main story is the same. It is still about 

wickedness and this time around it will not be a big ship leading people out of misery into the Kingdom of God. God has 

made plans with intelligent life elsewhere who will help people on Earth to enter his Kingdom, which is not on Earth, 

but physically placed on a new planet, which people will be transported to before Earth will be destroyed by God. All 

people will enter the Kingdom of God, if they will follow a few basic rules – we have talked about some of them Evans :-) 

 

In a metaphor I do hope that all people will be not on the same boat – but on the same “ship” so to say, a ship which is 

not floating but flying in the sky. Planning is essential here as you understand from my teachings, my friend. Critics are 

good to listen to, if they are objective and only have one desire, which is to help you, so I would rather say, don't listen 

to prejudice and of course there is a lot more to be said, but Evans, the above is truly the essential.  

 

It is time for new teachings, and you have heard some of them. And the purpose is only this, that the Kingdom of God is 

coming physically to all people in less than three years from now with all love from God and from the Council of Eight, 

which you will be introduced to later and which consists of Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalena etc. Jesus is today not one of 

the Council of eight, in this life Jesus has another name (!) and will become part of God and this transition is going ac-

cording to plan my dear friend. You will soon see him :-). 

 

Please understand that all people must follow the teachings to come, otherwise they will not see the gold at the end of 

the rainbow. Then they will not be allowed to continue life, which would make both God and the Council suffer more 

than you can imagine. The picture for you is a concerned parent raising its child with care. When kind words do not 
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longer apply, you can only show your love by determination and discipline, which is how I want you to look at the new 

basic rules. 

 

You are welcome to follow up, but please understand, that I am still busy writing my book, so maybe we can write to-

gether once or twice per week? 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

And after this email I received a short message from Evans: 

 

"thanks....its good to get that revelation from you about the Noah ark's....I will check maybe come up with some new 

inspiration  next week....all the best as you continue writing the book" 

 

Starting to run again 

Even though I have really also been very tired today or even more I decided to start running again, which I have been 

actively motivated to do from you know whom the last couple of days. It was not the easiest decision to take this af-

ternoon being this exhausted and completely out of form and knowing how the Devil normally destroys my running, 

but I decided that I needed to get out of the grib of the Devil also by showing him that I can also start running even 

when it is impossible, so this is what I did. Lyngby Lake is close to where I live and the distance around the lake is 

approx. 5 kilometres. I succeeded to run approx. half of the distance and it was maybe at the 10th time where the Devil 

gave me so strong emotions to STOP that I had to stop, but I was happy with what I did under these circumstances. 

 

During the run up the small bridges around the lake my left thigh bone was hurting so much so it was almost impossi-

ble to continue, and because of the heavy rain here lately, the paths were full of rain and at one place where water 

was filling the path, the Devil showed me an example of how an accident directed by him occurs giving me the 

thought that I needed to step to the right, which showed out to be the absolutely worst place to step, because all of 

my foot disappeared down in water and mud and hereafter I was running with cold water in my right shoe which of 

course is also a symbol of pain from the Devil as you will understand and therefore my friends. 

 

So this is how I started to run again today and planning to continue doing this hopefully despite how my heart will 

beat the next 14 days making sleep even more difficult for me. 

 

The clima conference in Copenhagen 

I was inspired this morning to read about the statements of Obama connected to the clima conference in Copenhagen. 

I only read one article briefly and I felt Obama and heard Obama this afternoon asking for guidelines of what to do re-

garding the conference and I can only tell that I will support you Obama NO MATTER WHAT THE CONSEQENCES ARE 

IN THE USA, that you will go for the absolutely best deal for the climate which means that all countries should enter 

into a binding agreement which will mean and I agree with you Obama that actions will be taken immediately to re-

duce pollution in the world. And a binding agreement is truly a binding agreement, it is not an agreement where you 

declare your support only, it is an agreement where you will agree on binding goals for all countries to reach and only 

if you can reach such an agreement and the goals are reached globally after one and two years – and you need to 

have goals also on longer terms (!) – you will see that God will be with the world when it comes to the development of 

the weather. If you cannot agree or if the countries do not reach the goals, the Devil will have free hands to continue 

developing the weather in an even worse direction, and this is truly not what I want. What I am looking for is an 

agreement which will not remove all pollution in 2-3 years, that would be unreasonable, bit I am looking for an 

agreement where the politicians of the world can agree on an ambitious plan and my good friend Obama and I just 

thought the same thought, which is that all of these countries representing the world is truly a bureaucracy of the 

worst drawer as we say in Danish and that ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT would be so much better for all people of the 

world. 

 

And if the world cannot agree on such an agreement in Copenhagen, the weather will continue to deteriate until the 

world will decide to make such an agreement. This is the goal all of my friends on Earth and in the new world, there 
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will be no pollution at all and thank you Obama I agree with what you say, so it is also a very good idea to discuss at 

this conference to start TRULY developing new alternative energy forms as I have written about earlier in this book. 

 

Meshack: WE SHALL WALK THE TALK 

This evening I received the following very positive email from Meshack and thank you my friend, as usual I appreciate 

very much both your headlines and the text, thank you so much and I do hope that you speak on behalf of all team 

members. And you made me smile by signing you as my “member” – it is so true and Meshack you do make me proud 

☺. Please give my best to your family and say thank you for the patience and understanding. 

 

Here is his email: 

 

Hope that you are okay and doing well. Am okay with my family and having a bit of normal life after you send us some 

money. 

 

Am still in the office and have noted your advice to be writting to in the office and sending one of us to send our mails 

to you and this is a good idea. 

 

Concerning the meetings, on monday we had a meeting all of us and agreed that we will continue to hold our weekly 

meetings every friday and this will be mandatory to every one. 

 

On the news letters, have started making full out from news papers and we shall be informing you when you will be 

reaceving the first update. The other issue Stig is about how we spend the money you send to us, frankly speaking 

what we did to me is the best because what i received is taking care of my family of four people including my maid and 

i dont think it would have been wise to factor how many people i have so that i get or another one to get a bigger 

share because all of us have families which normally depend on us and we factored this. For instance, David is alone 

here in Nairobi but i was very happy when he got the same as i did because 

he has his brothers who are at home and they still need his help. 

 

May the Almighty God be with you and say Hi to your family 

 

Your member-Meshack 

 

Elijah is in despair 

And Elijah, no news under the sun, what you and your family are going through is a symbol of what the world is going 

through with many millions of people starving, this is the symbol you are showing the world, and that you today are 

depending on money which is too little to support you. 

 

So Elijah, I can only say to you again that I am sorry that this is needed but this is the experience I need to give you and 

Virgin Mary is with me when saying this, ELIJAH THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU PERSONALLY, it has to do with 

you showing the world WHAT NOT TO DO – ELIJAH I AM TRYING TO MAKE YOU UNDERSTAND what this is all about 

and it is truly difficult for you to understand anything else than your own very difficult situation.  

 

You are of course welcome to write objectively of how things are and I truly value you giving me this update, but the 

difference is a word of five letters my friend F A I T H – do you really know what it means that you are speaking di-

rectly to God, have you really thought about that your life is going to change very dramatic my friend? You are still 

showing the world how difficult life is when you don’t show your faith in me. Elijah I cannot keep telling you the same 

things as I have written to you several times, you truly need to understand the first time as a general rule. Please start 

understanding that God has now started the process of lifting me up and to finalise what we started. The money I 

send you is to buy food for, not to pay bills, which you need to tell the people you owe money and that when you re-

ceive money you will repay your outstandings, this is the best you can do at the moment.  

 

And Elijah, please understand that I have decided that you don’t need to answer all of the questions and to follow up 

on all of the promises you have given me until today, which you have not kept. But I will ask you to keep all of your 

promises now including the basic rules and being a manager which will include writing to me on Friday if you want to, 
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but I asked you to give me a weekly update every monday before 12.00. If you cannot do the job as a manager, I kindly 

ask you to tell me and the team about this and to ask the team to appoint someone else than you. 

 

Elijah, if you continue telling me that YOU CAN NOT when I tell you that YOU CAN I have only one option and that is to 

show you the Devil again even though it will hurt me. This situation you are going through now is what you are built to 

be capable of making my friend and please understand that you are speaking to someone who has potentially bigger 

sufferings than you but I get by because I have decided never to give up even though the border of falling through is 

sometimes feeling as the thinnest line you can imagine.  

 

You can only get through if you say to your self I CAN and when you show me the ABSOLUTELY BEST YOU GOT. Please 

understand that my friend – you will decide if you have faith and if you can or cannot and I can only encourage all of 

the team members to speak together AND TO SUPPORT EACH OTHER WHEN NEEDED. Elijah see how David and Me-

shack are doing, this is what I ask of you too even though you and your family is suffering temporarily. And even 

though you are suffering Elijah, what you are doing is still to take energy away from both the team and me – I am 

sorry, my friend, but this is how it is when you don’t show your faith. 

 

Elijah you can if you want to and I kindly ask you also to communicate the best you can with your wife and children to 

make them understand why the situation is as it is and that it is for a period of time only. 

 

And here is the email from Elijah: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

I am sorry that i did  not communicate to you since the beginning of last week.You are aware that it has been ex-

tremely difficulty for most of us here in the office to move around.Life has been extremely difficult. Again last week as 

you are also aware was a very important week for our dear friend Steve.  We had to chip in and help him with the 

wedding preparations. The wedding was very successful. I am happy to have participated. 

 

My Family is fine. I do appreciate very much for your continuous update. You have been well informed of all what hap-

pened last week and i have a lot of respect on the decision that we all came up with, however, i will like to point 

out  that, it has not been easy here making ends meet. Many thanks for the help that you sent to us yesterday. 

I had to read all your scripts before answering you back.  

 

I will get back to you with more details and updates on Friday. Please i can only request you to be patient with me as i 

struggle to put everything in order.I am aware of your request to have the scripts, this and many more unanswered 

questions.I cannot watch as the children in the house suffer my friend stig, i am looking for the right balance.You know 

what you have put me through, i have bills pending for the house, from school, to microfince, When i write this to you , 

you say i am worried? The truth of the matter is i have to be worried, because i cannot continue leaving in someones 

house without paying the rent,Again how can the children keep on learning without paying for their lunches and trans-

port, It is difficult my friend! 

 

The same is happenning in the office, We are in arrears, anytime we can be thrown out, is this not communicating di-

rect and honest? The people we are dealing with do not clearly understand when i tell them that normal Life is coming! 

I still have my Faith strong, but things are running out of my hands! I do agree with you that we need to have our 

weekly meetings, but we live in constant fear everyday, not knowing what will happen tommorrow with the  office.It is 

only two weeks to repaying my loan, where will the money come from? The bible clearly says :- Pay to ceaser what be-

longs to ceaser ! I have been very down  to be honest with you.You now understand our lifestyle better, Please when 

you don't here from us , understand all what we are going through. And i do appreciate and have read from your 

scripts your concern . 

 

Finally , John is fine except for the challenges above. All i need from you is your patience to us please! We are using 

your help very keenly to see us  the next day.Thank you for your continued update and support, but i would like to hear 

more lifting updates stig other than going for options.  
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Have a wonderful evening all together. 

 

Elijah. 
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Wednesday 18th November 2009 
Sleep and dreams, turning down a job enquiry, working on my application for Hillerød Commune, this is also what poli-

tics is about. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday I decided to run, which I thought would help me come through and even though I did not sleep normal I do 

feel a little bit better this morning. I am still tired but the feeling is as mentioned a little better. 

 

These are the dreams of the night: 

 

• I see myself making a table in Microsoft Word including spaces between paragraphs and a very precise width of 

all cells in the table in proportion to the width of the page. 

• I am in a “company” together with a female manager and one of her male employees. I see myself as a consult-

ant. A male “manager” enters the room and he says “send me your memo and then I will decide if I want to take 

it up with the board of the Commune”. When I meet this male manager I consider if I would like to be hired by 

this “company” and my conclusion is that I will not. Afterwards the female manager asks the employee to prepare 

a memo of 16 pages. I ask them if they feel alright if I give them my advices based on my experience for them to 

decide on. It is ok and I teel them that it is important that their memo both contains a summary of one page and 

the memo itself. 

o When I read the Occupation Plans of Hillerød and Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune I noticed that none of them in-

cluded a summary and that especially the plan of Hillerød was very difficult to overview. 

o In this dream you have a politician and a manager of the administration. The politician gives the impression 

that he does not know what he talks about and he asks the administration to produce a memo, which he 

might present for the board of the Commune if he believe it is the right thing to do based on his personal 

opinion. It really gives me a taste of the worst, of administration, of bureaucracy – which is something many 

people cannot see themselves, you need to tell these people that it is bureaucracy because what they do is 

completely unnecessary – they don’t have the knowledge and they ask the administration to give them all 

kinds of reports, memos and calculations describing what will happen if they do this or that and this is not 

the way to run a NORMAL company! What the politicians do is to take away the power of the “company” 

and the company tries to take away the power of the policiticians. You have here a classical system of peo-

ple fighting each other for power, the policitians mutually and the politicians against the civil servants and 

vice versa and you have more or less the same setup in 98 Communes alone in Denmark, where this game 

takes place. It is the game of the Devil my friends. 

• I see a football game where the goal keeper of FC Copenhagen plays his last game, he is now stopping to play af-

ter this game 

o I cannot remember if I have written about this before, but God has also showed me the Devil as a goal keeper 

trying to keep people from scoring. It is a good sign that the goal keeper is now stopping. 

• I hear the song “to make you feel my love” by Bob Dylan 

• In a dream it is said “I hear from Kenya that he is one of our own” 

• I see Kirsten and my father happy visiting me, and I would like them not to come. 

o After waking up, I am told that this is how my relationship with Kirsten and my father could have been 

 

Turning down a job enquiry 

For the first time I have received a serious enquiry on my online CV on www.jobindex.dk – not on www.jobnet.dk (!) – 

and it is the company SAS institute who has made an agreement with www.jobindex.dk themselves for them to find 

candidates for a position of selling Business Analytics software to the Life & Pension Industry in Denmark – and as they 

say it is because of my “interesting and relevant background” from this industry (I stopped working in this industry in 

1997!) that they have contacted me – they should focus on my personal competences instead. 
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I remember this company from years back where I remember that they had a very high turnover of employees and 

that they offered very high salaries. I was not motivated to work for this company because of this reason alone and 

also because I am only applying for the highest level positions and finally of course because I am going to start my 

work as a Gardener, you know ☺ and therefore I declined the enquiry. 

 

Working on my application for Hillerød Commune 

As I wrote earlier I have started the work to do an application, which today is to do a memo first about their Occupa-

tion Plan, to Hillerød Commune for the position of Director of Job, Social and Health. I have used the first two days to 

write down ideas after reading all of the relevant material, different laws and departmental orders – and the bureauc-

racy is enormous here when you look at the details of the law and departmental orders. 

 

I started by ordering my ideas in different natural groups of content and this is indeed the way my friends that God is 

working, he will give you many ideas for you to write down and sort, this is how he is doing it. And before sorting the 

information I had the normal feeling, which I have tried all of my working life, that the job is difficult, I don’t have an 

overview and don’t know what and how I will write, but this is the way it is working and I kindly ask you my dear read-

ers to understand that this is how it is. 

 

And when doing this job I found out that the Commune according to Danish law needs to “activate” me for at least 25 

hours per week in order for the Commune to receive reimbursement of 65% of my expenses but what they do here is 

to “activate” me for approx. three hours per day – which has absolutely nothing to do with activation, I can work bet-

ter at home than at the Job Workshop – for four days per week, which is only 12 hours my friends and in Hørsholm it 

was only two control meetings per week, so what these two Communes are doing is trying to follow a law which is 

built on the WRONG principles, which they don’t live up to and they do this to receive a higher reimbursement, so all I 

can say is that the Communes are violating the Danish law and what they are doing is “SOCIAL DECEPTION” which the 

Communes themselves believe is the worst thing that a citizen can do to the Commune and the state, but this is what 

it is – they have here been caught with their fingers in the cook box as we say here, so one public system is not follow-

ing the law of another public system. 

 

This is also what Politics are about 

Yesterday was the election for the boards of all Communes in Denmark and God was involved in some of the electri-

ons. The other day I was told by God that he was responsible for bringing Per Tærsbøl from the Conservative Party 16 

years ago in power as the mayor of Helsingør only because of his personality and charisma, not because of anything 

else, hereby breaking more than 100 years of Social democratic rule! 

 

And after the election yesterday parties from Communes all over the the country have negotiated “all night long” 

about who to appoint for mayors and who to appoint for chairmans of different committees, a game played by the 

Devil too because the most important here is which persons will come to power, it is about people fighting people 

only to gain power and not because of the people they should help and it is in these games that you will se the most 

dirty tricks you can imagine, and Klaus Bondam, you are truly gifted and fantastic as an actor, as a comedian, and it 

does not suit you to become a professional politican where you are most known because of your own personal attrac-

tion to power and money and because of your lack of good values and this was the reason why you cheated many 

people in Copenhagen today including the colleagues from your own party and because of this you are still one of the 

mayors of Copenhagen. 

 

And in Helsingør the race between the “blue” wing and the “red” wing of parties was really very very close and first 

Per Tærsbøl did not “win” the negotiations because Danske Folkeparti, who had the decisive vote, first chose the can-

didate from the Social democratic party, who was published as the new mayor, but later he chose the Conservative 

Party instead whereafter Per Tærsbøl could continue as the mayor and maybe you can reveal why you “hold on tight 

to your dream” Per to continue as the mayor? What did you give or promise to give in order to keep power for four 

more years? 

 

And you can also look at my Commune now Lyngby-Taarbæk, where first the Conservative Party lost the position of 

mayor this morning for the first time in 60 years, but after they had SIGNED a deal with some parties giving up the po-
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sition as mayor, they decided to break this written agreement (!) and instead to agree with other parties instead, 

which would give them the position as Mayor back. Is this mayor and this party a good role model for the community 

breaking agreements only for him to keep power? This is what this game is about, for people to cheat and fight each 

other instead of working together with the same goal and this is an example to be shown to the world. 

 

And in my previous Commune of Hørsholm, where THE RADIKALE PARTY, which Hans is the local chairman for, had 

one member of the board before the election, God made this election as exciting as he did years ago at a national 

election for the Parliament where Uffe Elleman lost because of a few missing votes on the Faroe Islands, and here in 

Hørsholm it is about TWO VOTES ONLY, which was found after the count, which will make or will not make the candi-

date from The Radikale Party to become reelected. So now a new count will be done tomorrow to settle the final re-

sult. Maybe Hans will remember this election for the rest of his life, this is for his honour because of the conversation 

we had recently where he did not want to become elected himself and I will let you know when I have the final result 

tomorrow. 

 

And what I will tell you too is only this, there has been a storm in Denmark today where trees and electricity wires 

have fallen down in North Zealand and this is only to point out what I have told you above – that I don’t like the way 

politicians are working and I have shown you this with a lot of wind and rain today which only symbolises pain be-

cause this is what I feel about politicians and the way they work – the symbols of the Devil. 

 

The scripts are now becoming shorter because I don’t receive the same “pressure” as earlier to write about many dif-

ferent things because GOD HAS NOW STARTED TO BRING IN THE FISH. The stress is now lighter, the sleep is better and 

I have decided to take a break of 1½ hours too this evening.
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Thursday 19th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, meeting at the Job Workshop, asking John to help my mother getting a better life, my mother is hit 

by the Jante Law too, more on the election, MESHACK: “FOLLOWING IN YOUR FOOT STEPS TOO”, make prices simple 

and easy to understand and the continuous balance between success and failure. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

My night was not the best as usual and I am still not very fresh but a little bit better almost like yesterday. Some 

dreams if I can read the notes and I am also improving now trying to do an edit of my notes when I write them down 

very tired indeed during the night but there is still room for improvement: 

 

• I am sitting together with a very big crowd outside. Anders Fogh Rasmussen is going to hold a speech for all peo-

ple. In the last minute a personal card is given to all people and I know that I need to insert my personal remarks 

on all cards but I only have time to do it on one card. My family is also present and when Anders starts speaking, 

he proudly says that “I would like to introduce Stig”, which makes me happy thinking that now my family will be-

lieve in me. But when Anders starts speaking I understand that it was truly important that all of the cards had my 

personal comments and I think that maybe I can save the day by asking Anders to read out my own card including 

my comments for all people to hear and I say this out loud, but Anders does not hear me, he is already leaving 

and I hear him saying to his employees that he now wants to spend time with his family and that he does not 

want to be disturbed, and I get the impression that when Anders has made a decision this is then what he will do. 

From this meeting, which was interrupted, I start running up to Strøget, but I cannot enter because I see two po-

lice officers in front of the entrance and I don’t want to pass them. I have forgotten my mobile phone and I have 

only very little money, which annoys me. Now I don’t have the time to get back and try to do things differently 

and I cannot get up on Strøget. Instead I go into a Hotel next to Strøget and walk up and down the stairs without 

really seeing anything. At the bottom floor I say to the waiters that they cannot start serving because we have to 

do it all again from the beginning. 

• I am in another country by the beach. I want to sleep and I put money in the sand underneath the towel. I am told 

that “Ghita Nørby feels the same” and I think of my mother where I see some similarities between her and Ghita. 

I wake up the next day and travel to town. I am afraid of being knocked down by people passing me. I am told 

that a new connection is about to be set up, which will be the best connection ever. 

o This is about what will happen if I give in because of my tiredness. I have seen examples of the “new con-

nection” the last days and weeks, where the Council – even though it is spiritual – stand and speak in front 

of me exactly as you and a friend is standing in front of each other in the physical world. 

• I am together with Jack – he is together with Kristina again. I have borrowed an apartment from my sister, I can-

not afford to pay for it and Jack tells me “I assume that you will make it”. He plays the new album by U2, I think it 

is “acid” (which is very positive when it comes to what I like in music too) and this is the first time I hear it. I go for 

a walk to Hellerup and Østerbro, and I see a neighbourhood of concrete with many high-rise blocks and I notice 

that there are very big schools all over the place. The schools are designed by a skilled architect because they are 

very nice looking. I come back and Jack misunderstands me, he believes I have been in Brøndby and he says that 

he is happy to have escaped from the crowd living in concrete slum and from a local shopping centre, where it is 

forbidden or where people cannot afford to eat sausages. Kristina wants to move to Næstved, but Jack does not 

want this, it is too far away for him. 

• I meet Angela at a bakery in a shopping centre, we buy morning bread together. By a mistake I pour water in her 

bag of bread and she asks me – because she is very frank, which I like – when I will leave. I tell her that I will leave 

when we get back to her place. We take my car, and it is now like we are back in the 1930’s in Africa, and I have a 

big giraf on the the back of the car, which I will give to Angela. 

• In a dream I hear one song by Michael Jackson, which is a lesser known song from one of his albums, which is also 

a song with hit potential. (I heard the song in the dream, but I can tell you for a fact that this song is not included 

on any of his albums in real life, so maybe a new Michael Jackson song?) 

 

Meeting at the Job Workshop 
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Since yesterday I have now started the phase to write my memo to Hillerød Commune and I am working very concen-

trated on this, but still I had to come today at 8.30 again to the Job Workshop, which was very  annoying to me, be-

cause it could potentially take away both time and concentration from me, and I really had the feeling HOW CAN YOU 

DESIGN A SYSTEM WHERE YOU FORCE ME TO COME TO A PLACE WITHOUT MY CONSENT AND WITHOUT GIVING ME 

ANY HELP AT ALL??? It is truly allowed to THINK my friends that this of course is LOGICALLY COMPLETELY WRONG – 

how can you not have seen this and done nothing about it? 

 

I have decided not to write down as many of the things I experience here because I believe you have many examples 

already to take from in this book but today I want to give you these: 

 

Susanne noticed that the text on my laptop – which I had brought because it is much better to work on than the com-

puters at the workshop – was really very small and she decided not only to notice this but also to start reading the text, 

which was the draft for my memo to Hillerød Commune, which was not finished and which I disliked that she started 

reading, and I had to say to her that this is not alright to do, because this is only a draft, but I offered her to send the 

memo to her when it is done, but Susanne you decided that you would like to help me if needed your help but when I 

told you that I did not, you did not think that it was worth for you to receive my memo beause you turned down my 

offer – just maybe you could learn something. 

 

And later Jens-Erik did exactly the same, said the same about the size of the text and then he also started reading the 

text, and my friends you really need to ask for permission before you start doing this. When I am not done with some-

thing, I don’t like people to read my things without my permission, but afterwards it is perfectly alright for all people 

to do, and I am also here thinking of what Elijah did sometimes when he saw something of interest on my computer 

screen, which he started reading without my consent. This is what I belive in and what I will ask you to take into con-

sideration. 

 

And I was asking Jens-Erik if I still need to send four applications every two weeks after starting on the “practise” as a 

Gardener on Monday and he said that I needed to do this. So the Commune is “stealing” 30 hours from me per week, 

they are taking away my freedom and my time, but they still give me the same obligations. But Jens-Erik told me 

about Brede Park, where I will work, a few kilometres from here and how beautiful it is and I know for a fact from 

when I was living very close to this place only a few months back in 1994 that this place is one of the most beautiful 

places I know of in Denmark and a sign that I would come back to this place later because my life is designed from be-

ginning to end so to say. 

 

And still only a few notes of the day today. When I do the memo to Hillerød Commune, which is a big work to do, 

again I do it comepletely without the natural feeling of motivation which the Council gives me and other people when 

they start doing a job like this with the care of details as I do, and it is like this, if you understand the difference be-

tween having very much energy and desire to do something and the opposite which is to have no energy or desire at 

all to do this, then this is the difference. Normally you can feel the energy or the lack of it in your blood, in your mind 

and in your fingers – if your fingers work easily when typing it is because you are helped directly from the spiritual 

world and when your fingers work slower and when it is almost impossible to work it is because you are fighting the 

Devil, which is what I do again here as hopefully one of the last times and I do believe that this is the last big memo I 

will do and again I do it with very difficult working conditions. 

 

And finally I decided to talk a few minutes today with Jens-Erik during a coffee break, where I told him committed 

about the memo I do and a couple of examples on how you can improve the system very easily – which he also works 

for - and he was truly listening and understanding and this is what it takes for you to KNOW WHAT YOU TALK of and 

for you TO BE COMMITTED and then you will have people on your side, it is normally as easy as this – that is when you 

live in a community without the Devil who makes it so difficult for so many people to listen and understand – and Jens 

Erik was truly astonished about what I do “in a place like this” and again I had to tell him that I came home from Kenya 

without money, work or a place to stay and what he was telling me was in fact WHY DO I NOT HAVE A WORK and I 

WOULD LIKE TO ASK THE SAME TO ALL OF THE HEADHUNTERS which I sent my CV to – WHY HAVE YOU NOT GIVEN ME 

A JOB and again I will say this is the ultimate symbol for the world – I have the best skills to work as a manager on a 

high level, but no headhunters here believe in me because they are tainted by the disease of the Devil. 
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When I told Jens-Erik that I am using all of this week to do one application only, I noticed that this was not what he 

expected and I had to add that I will do three more applications before Wednesday next week, so I will follow the ob-

ligations from the Commune and this made him more calm and I added that it is always better to send one application 

with your best quality than 100 applications without quality – and to spend 40 hours doing one application trying to 

understand the company and how you best can create value for that company is not too much in my mind – if this is 

truly your dream job and dream company. 

 

And this morning my hunger for smoking was even bigger than the days before because this morning I found my pipe 

in my laptop bag and I decided to threw it out. But the Devil wanted to give me the temptation to go home and pick 

up the pipe from the garbage to start smoking again and it is of course only a play but still working it is all of the feel-

ings and desires they give me including the abstinences from stopping to smoke which I believe is “almost the same as 

a junkie stopping to fix” and I will know later of how true or false this statement is, today it is only a feeling, because I 

really don’t know even though I have received “inspiration” that what I am doing here is doing a job which for most 

people are impossible to do even when they feel the best with the most energy and I do it with these abstinences of 

no smoking and no love etc.  

 

Asking John to help my mother getting a better life 

Yesterday I sent an email to my mother’s husband, John, beause there are some of my old things which are still miss-

ing as one purpose and the other purpose was to ask John to be more considerate to the needs of my mother because 

he is responsible for my mother suffering because she is alone, which she is not build to be – it truly makes her in a 

very big pain. I decided to send him this email hoping that he will see it as positive as possible: 

 

Hej John, 

 

Jeg sendte nedenstående mail til Sanna og Hans forleden med enkelte manglende effekter, og de siger, at de ikke har 

flere ting hos dem. 

 

Jeg er utroligt glad for al hjælp, jeg har modtaget og naturligvis også fra jer, og jeg vil blot sikre mig, at der ikke er en 

pose el. lign. som skulle være blevet overset nogle steder. 

 

Og endelig håber jeg, at du forstår, at det kun er ment positivt, når jeg siger, at jeg ikke kunne undgå at bemærke, hvor 

bedrøvet min mor var forleden, da jeg besøgte jer, fordi I ikke tilbringer nok tid sammen. Det er ikke nogen ny følelse 

hos hende, den er kun blevet stærkere med tiden således, at det nu virkelig er blevet et stort problem for hende. Du kan 

med nogen ret sige, at det bør jeg ikke blande mig i, men jeg er oprigtigt ked af, at min mor er så bedrøvet, som hun er 

på grund af forhold, som du har mulighed for at ændre på - på samme måde som du meget positivt nu rydder op efter 

middagen, som min mor værdsætter og som jeg har set som noget positivt. 

 

John, det var nøjagtigt dette vi talte om for et par år siden, og som burde være forholdsvis enkelt at indrette sig efter, 

så både du og min mor er glade og tilfredse. Jeg håber, at du igen vil give det positiv overvejelse og at du vil komme 

frem til, at det er ligeså naturligt for dig at tilbringe tid sammen med min mor som det er for dig at tilbringe tid sam-

men med familien, når vi kommer på besøg. Jeg har ikke fortalt mor, at jeg har sendt denne mail til dig - det er med 

håbet om, at I begge vil blive endnu gladere for hinanden og for jeres 

liv sammen. 

 

Kh 

Stig 

 

My mother is hit by the Jante Law too 

And when I spoke to my mother on the phone yesterday ONCE MORE she tried to tell me that she did not like my new 

CV and that she thought that my old CV was much better. And here I had to tell her that I understood why she was 

saying what she said, which is because she would like me to get a job and that she believes this will be easier with my 

old CV – which just may be right actually (!) – but I told her that the CV is the truth and that Susanne from the Job 

Workshop did not see any problems with the CV, which I used to tell my mother that there will also be other people 

thinking the same as her, even though most people probably will think like my mother, which is truly the story here 
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because my mother is the one with the biggest Jante Law herself – because even though she knows that I am clever, 

she does not know that I am the most clever and according to the Jante Law and to my mother you are not allowed to 

say you are more clever than other people and in my case this is what is the truth, but most people saying this are ac-

tually bragging or not listening to any other than themselves, which makes people repulsive, so my problem is also 

that people don’t believe in me because of the way that other people are cheating and misbehaving! 

 

So this is about misunderstandings and people not understanding that I am telling the truth and I also mentioned to 

my mother that there are a few items which I am still missing after I have moved into my new apartment for example 

1½ pairs of bed linen and approx. 10 other things and my mother’s first reaction to this, which was very surprising to 

me was that I should be happy that I have received so much back of my belongings considering all they have done for 

me and went through and this had absolutely nothing to do with it – I have thanked my family again and again and 

they do know that I am very happy with what they have done for me - but the problem here is that my mother is re-

acting like she normally reacts when she hears my sister asking for more and more WITHOUT being thankful with what 

my mother has already done, and this is just to show you how people will behave because of the way other people 

normally behave, so what you see here is people’s natural “defense mechanisms”, which is not the way that people 

should normally react. I tell the truth and I am not unthankful, but because people don’t tell the truth and because 

people are unthankful I see the other side of how the people they address should normally react, and this is what has 

also been a problem for me to understand in all of my life. 

 

And to finalise my conversation with my mother I told her that I do understand her point of view of my CV, that she 

does not have to repeat saying this to me anymore, that I have made the CV deliberately as it is and furthermore that 

it hurts me for her to continue saying that the old CV is better, because I know for a fact that my new CV is truly the 

best CV I have ever done. Because of this she has now promised not to speak about the CV anymore and of course I 

am sorry that I need to do this, but I cannot keep having conversations like this. My mother now knows that I under-

stand her, that there is a chance to get a job with my CV and that it will lead nowhere for her to continue speaking on 

this. 

 

And when it comes to the missing things I tried to explain to my mother once again that I have been happy with what 

they have done, but that I only wanted to be sure that there is no plastic bag forgotten somewhere. I don’t think she 

understood me even thought I tried my best. 

 

More on the election  

Today the final result of the election in Hørsholm Commune was published. First the Radikale Party was out, which 

was yesterday, and today they were back in again with a few votes only and just a point to show you Hans, that I could 

have taken out the Radikale Party if I wanted to. 

 

And God was also playing with the result for Vibeke Storm Rasmussen from Region Hovedstaden, because I have for 

years noticed Vibeke as a typical “livelihood politician” – I have never liked politicians being politicians because of 

money and a career - and since yesterday she was not longer the chairman because of the left wing party SF did the 

“unthinkable” thing to go together with the right wing parties against Vibeke Storm Rasmussen and God worked 

through “that man on television” putting together this strategy, yes my friend, you were working directly for me to 

show the world that this is what politics are about, people cheating each other, not keeping agreements and also not 

keeping promises to the people electing them. 

 

MESHACK: “FOLLOWING IN YOUR FOOT STEPS TOO” 

And again I will have to say to the team in Kenya and to the world that Meshack is the role model for you to follow, to 

be objective/positive and to be faithfull – these are some of the virtues I truly value very highly. Thank you very much 

for showing that again Meshack, and maybe you will make sure that this attitude is spread among you at the team in 

Kenya and that you speak about these values also at your meeting tomorrow, because this may just be what will make 

Elijah come through. Please see it Elijah as the symbol of the bus when leaving Nairobi. If you are unpatient, it will be 

almost impossible to get out of town without complaining to others about just how annoying you think it is, but if you 

are patient and show your faith, which in this methaphor is to be sure that you indeed will get out, then you will be 

able to not complain, but to sit back and wait until a new and better road opens for you without traffic jam. Please 
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SUPPORT each others my friends and please continue to work on your faith Elijah. Please remember that MONDAY 

MORNING is the last deadline for you to carry out the tasks I gave you the other day.  

 

And I am still thinking on John and his difficulties. John I also kindly ask you to do your absolutely best to come 

through your difficulties and still to communicate with me the best you can. If you come to the office it should be 

quite easy for you to write a few lines together with the others writing in the same document and to send me that 

document at least once a week. PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS – “DON’T LET IT PASS YOU BY” without grabbing 

it and doing something about this. Here you have a new opportunity for you to set up a process and for you JUST TO 

DO IT ☺. 

 

And here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Hi sinior member, hope that you are okay and too i am with my family. The old Man my father was here in Nairobi and 

told me to say jambo to you. 

 

We would all strive to do our best as adviced by you because this will bring happiness to all of us. 

 

I had a suggestion with David that instead of interfering with the news letters, we just send you the current updates in 

both memos so that you can decide on what to include and what to exclude and you should expect the first updates on 

tuesday so i will be waiting for response on our suggestions.  

 

Tommorow will be our weekly meeting and the emphasis will be on basic rules and keeping the action plans.My mails 

will be shorter to follow on your foot steps.Hi to you family members.  

 

Yours-in-service-Meshack[Member] 

 

And Meshack, I just want to tell you that I do appreciate very much your longer email, and you should not keep them 

shorter to please me, it will actually only make me sad if you decide to do this. 

 

Make prices simple and easy to understand 

A couple of weeks ago I noticed a campaign on the internet here that I could get the best razor including two blades 

from Wilkinson for only 39 DKK, which is much cheaper than in the stores and I decided to order this because this is 

truly what I can afford at the moment and it arrived today, and I am looking forward to use this. I will be obliged to 

receive razor blades from time to time from this supplier unless I cancel the subscription. 

 

I see no harm in sales and marketing when you just follow my basic rules in everything that you do – in fact it can be 

good to make people realise their opportunies – however I don’t want to see a system where you sell your products at 

a price which is not the true price or where you make the price depending on a number of other criteria which makes 

it impossible to understand. Make it simple and clear. The price of the product is what it costs to produce on basis of 

the principles I have written about earlier. 

 

This example and the example of the cheap book is given to me to give you this message – and one of those small dif-

ficult decisions just for you to understand as well. 

 

The continuous balance between success and failure 

I have been writing about this balance, which is the balance I am still living and working on and you can also call this 

balance as working as hard as possible with all of my energy without going physically down, and I just want to tell you 

that the memo I am now doing to Hillerød Commune actually requires much more than what you can read from the 

words, it also requires several readings of the laws and different departmental orders, to be in control of MANY MANY 

details, which is also a balance I need to decide on. The more details I want to look at, which I have a natural desire to 

do because I want to know, the bigger the danger is that I will go physically and also mentally down, because if I can-

not overview all of the details and find good solutions having only a short deadline and very little physical energy, then 

the risk is that I will get stuck and then I will not reach the deadline, which is the same as opening the door into the 

Devil which I am still passing through on my unlikely way into the “heart of Gold” of God. 
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So all of this work done with this very fine balance of constantly breaking down, which is actually the balance I have 

done most of the work in this book and even with a completely normal energy, if I felt as good as people normally do, 

most people would not be able to do what I do during these few days. So this is almost an impossible taks in itself but 

this is only one out of many tasks on the road and what is keeping me up? Only this that I will never give up and be-

cause I still fear the Devil and what he will do to me and my mother if I give up. This is my motivation as it has been all 

along and why I am going through this immense suffering. 

 

And I know that if I had made ONLY ONE THING wrong since the end of October – smoking, using the Internet in a 

wrong way, using too much money, listening to too loud music in my new apartment (!!!), not making my move here 

as perfect and as quickly as possible and not cleaning up after me daily etc. – then God would have thrown me directly 

into HELL, and at the same time I am trying to make a more normal life including starting to run again and taking a few 

breaks because I still believe that this should be possible. It is with this attitude that I am doing what should be the 

most immense pain in the world, but which I am using to make my everyday more pleasant.  

 

And I can only say that the better you work with your tasks, the better answers you will get from God. Today I re-

ceived the most important answer to finalise my memo to the Commune because I have been unsure about how to 

precisely find out the detailed competences of people and when I was really working my best, the answer – which I 

actually knew already – came to me, which is really to TEST people with tasks (written or verbal) on all different intel-

ligences to get a clear picture. It is truly not more difficult than that. 

 

And when I am writing the memo to the Commune I get a more and more clear picture of the Devil myself, of how the 

Devil is working inside this community invinsible to people. This disgracefull system of forcing people against their free 

will, which you can read more about when I publish my memo in these scripts probably on Tuesday, when I need to 

send it, is the system of the Devil, which is the kind of system the Devil gives people not having faith and the kind of 

system, which many people fall in love with, and you have thousands of people working within this system making the 

rules and following the rules and all of this system is doing everything else than what is the core of what they should 

do: To identify the competences and interests of people in a very a very great detail and to identify within which in-

dustries and which positions they can use these competences the best. In practise this system is doing ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING and I SAY ZERO that is O on this – according to what I have seen so far, and they don’t have knowledge to do 

it. This is the simple truth that all of these people working with this system as “professionals” every single day cannot 

see this and it should be perfectly simple and logical for all people that this is how it is – and of course as I wrote to 

the Ministry earlier to have the best IT-system in the world.  

 

“AND YES” is not only the Devil, it is actually GOD AND THE DEVIL WORKING TOGETHER and that is the truth my 

friends and I only want to say that this should be piece of cake to come through but as usual God is more clever than I 

and he has made a very difficult game for me to come through but I now know that I will just have to continue putting 

more hours of work on this and then it will have to be good enough which is still my attitude and just maybe it will be 

of the same quality level when I did the memo to the Ministry, which is truly the best I can do at the moment with this 

short deadline. So the balance is on one hand that it is truly very easy indeed and on the other hand it is the most dif-

ficult I have ever done – the game with the plusses and minuses as you know and thinking of the song by Shu-bi-dua.  
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Friday 20th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, Sidsel on Facebook: I have started a new work, a very open and honest message from John ☺, posi-

tive feedback from Jens-Erik on my CV, waiting up to three months to get rent support, Mercuri Urval rejected my ap-

plication as General Manager Nordic, Malena did not win Crazy about dance, “No answer” from my mother’s husband 

John and the last warning to Elijah. 

  

Sleep and dreams 

My sleep was really not very good last night, again God prevented me from sleeping at the beginning and when he 

wake me up from a dream I was truly so tired that I did not have the force to write down the dream and I had actually 

decided that I did not want to write it but I felt the pressure very much to do it and only therefore I decided to do it – 

while writing this now I should have followed my old principle not to write down dreams during nights but here it is 

anyhow: 

 

• I am at a jobinterview with the most professional of all investment companies. People have very high thoughts of 

these people because of what they have accomplished and because Shimon Perez is a customer with them – I see 

how Shimon gives them a lot of money from his briefcase for them to invest on his behalf. Before I come to the 

interview I have seen a full page article about one of the partners of the company in a handsome magazine and 

when I meet them I ask if this is the best PR they have ever received, and I get the impression from one of the 

other partners that he has been profiled equally as high as his partner colleague. During our conversation I tell 

them that if they have confidence in me that I am the best man working, then they will get this and that through 

my work, which I explain to them. I ask them about the building we sit in, because it is truly a very big building 

and there is approx. 10 metres between the floor and the ceiling. I ask them about this building and they say that 

it is an old beer house, which has just been expanded, and they have not yet finalised the painting of the walls on 

the inner sides from the middle and up. I start working for the company, and one of the partners is very rude to 

me and I tell him that I am the most efficient person, but only if he treats me properly, otherwise I will not con-

tinue working. At the end of the day I tell the company that I will resign and that “I have only worked with you to 

show you that I have done your crab work, that you are stinking rich and that you as the most professional people 

misuse me to do your own work”. I see the people of the company hanging up wall paper on the wall and I tell 

them that I am not as skilled as you when it comes to doing this work. 

o This dream is about my working life for 25 years in Denmark, what you decided to use me for instead of using 

my true potential. And to have well known customers does not have to mean that your company truly of-

fers quality, maybe this dream is more about Perez and what he should do with his money to enter my 

Kingdom, and the same rule applies for you my friend – FAITH ALONE DOES NOT GRANT YOU ACCESS, 

please understand this. 

 

Sidsel on Facebook: I have started a new work 

I have not heard from Sidsel on my email to her from the other day, where I also asked her about her job situation and 

this morning I was surprised to receive the news on this through a general message which she has published on Face-

book. I would have liked her to give me the information as a personal message by answering my personal email in-

stead of giving me the information as a general and anonymous message on Facebook. 

 

So I read that she has now started as a Business Support Manager with 3 and I decided that I did not want to write a 

comment, which other people have done and which is the way this system normally works and only because I thought 

that she should have answered my email and communicated with me and again I truly don’t know if I will be hearing 

from her again or not – do I still have a friend or is our friendship over and this is a strong sign of what happens all 

over the world, people and friends breaking up without or almost without a reason, which I truly don’t like to see. 

 

A very open and honest message from John ☺☺☺☺ 

And Dear John, I can only tell you that YOU TRULY MADE ME VERY HAPPY INDEED to communicate with me. I know 

that you are suffering much and VIRGIN MARY IS VERY STRONGLY WITH ME while writing this, and I will only say that 

my feeling when I read your email was that this is so beautifully written from a man who is doing his absolutely best, 

and when you can find people like John – and also Meshack and David - as examples of people suffering but still en-
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couraging and motivating me to carry on, I can only say THANK YOU SO MUCH ALL OF MY FRIENDS and VIRGIN MARY 

IS CRYING A TEAR FROM HER RIGHT EYE while saying this I CANNOT EXPRESS MYSELF LIKE I WANT TO EXPRESS MYSELF 

YET, I AM STILL LIMITED FOR SOME TIME UNTIL WE ARE ALLOWED TO LAY DOWN OUR ACT, TO LAY DOWN THE DEVIL, 

SO JOHN ALL I CAN SAY TO YOU RIGHT NOW IS THAT YOU HAVE MY BIGGEST SYMPATHY AND UNDERSTANDING OF 

WHAT YOU ARE GOING THROUGH and with the best wishes for all of you for the coming Christmas holiday and then I 

see her go back to being the Devil which is also a part of her game and her very big suffering because this is not what 

she is about. 

 

What I would like to encourage you to do in Kenya is to use your energy to support each other the best way possible, 

to talk about the scripts and to make all people understand the ongoing development, so we will avoid misunder-

standings. You will probably remember the email from Evans the other day about reading and discussing the words of 

God. I kindly ask you to DISCUSS THE WORD OF GOD and for all of you to understand and for all of you to have faith. I 

would be happy if the three of you in the team can help developing the true faith of Elijah, so he will focus on that 

what he is going through is some of the most important not only in his life, but in the lives of people on Earth and I 

cannot express it more clearly – again I will ask the team TO LIFT UP ELIJAH like you did the day in Kenya when you 

were responsible for Elijah to accept my scripts. If it was not for you, Elijah would not have made this sacrifice, and if it 

is not for you to communicate with Elijah, then I can have my doubts if Elijah will come through this phase. Elijah you 

are a Christian and a devoted man, and you believe in ME and in the Bible – will you then also believe in me when I tell 

you that you are the Prophet Elijah and that what you do will change the Earth and will remove all evil? Please show 

me your faith Elijah – this is truly what I am looking for, not only the “right” words, but the true feeling inside of Elijah, 

as I can see and feel from the others of the team. 

 

And thank you so much for your wise words, John, regarding the importance of people being united and that differ-

ences should not keep people from each other, differences is in fact a gift of God. Try to imagine having a world where 

all people feel and thinks the same – would you like to live in such a world, so please see this as it is intended, to en-

rich the world and to enrich every single individual.  

 

John, I will never forget you. What you are doing is to help me doing what will be the most important for mankind, so 

if you are looking for the meaning of life, then look no further; it is exactly in front of you my dear friend. Please re-

member that when you go through your suffering, to continue having faith and the impression I get from your written 

words is that Meshack is the one showing the biggest faith at the moment but that you are all so important in building 

the house of God and for this I WISH TO THANK YOU SO MUCH ALL OF YOU, MY DEAR FRIENDS ☺ - which should have 

been three hearts. 

 

John, I will be back as soon as I can, which is after we have finalised the first chapter – I still have my promises to make 

in Kenya and thank you for the truly admirable effort you have done – to understand that both God and the Devil is 

and has been working through me and that my promises are still intact and coming from God, but that it was the Devil 

giving wrong deadlines. You have here proven my claim that people believing in God will understand me and people 

not believing as here in Denmark they will not understand me and that is AS STIG WITHOUT THE POWER OF GOD. 

 

And here is the email from John: 

 

Dear Stig,                                                                                             20
th

 November 2009 

 

 

How are you my best friend? Am sorry for taking too long without writing to you. I traveled to a place called Kitui for 

an assignment and this is the reason why I didn’t write to you. My wife and children are well at home and looking for-

ward to the Christmas holiday which is not too far from now. Am glad to read from your scripts all what has been hap-

pening in your life since you left Kenya. Everyday has been great and I must encourage you to continue being positive 

and focused and do not forget that the poor and the hungry in Africa needs you. 

 

Thank you for your advice regarding the small management hiccup we had at LTO recently. Conflicts in organizations 

can only be solved through communication and dialogue. We did not spent a lot time discussing the problem but we 

came up with an amicable solution which David communicated to you. Elijah will continue to head the organization 
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and all of us will give him the necessary support. He has been a consistent leader what he needs to remember always is 

that every leader has a price to pay, leadership is costly. When you were here you taught us a lot about management 

practices and indeed you enhanced our capacity. We don’t want to fail at all but to excel in our work Challenges will 

always be there but they should not derail us because we have the faith that you have given us. Am more than confi-

dent that he who watches over Israel is also watching us. People will always have differences but they must not allow 

them to break their relationships. It is our collective responsibility to make sure that conflicts are avoided as much as 

possible and that the team spirit continues to bind us together.  

 

You have given us an assignment of updating both the Dadaab and Somalia memos. Please note that we are giving the 

assignment undivided attention and immediately we finish you will get it. A lot has happened since the last research 

and so there is a lot of information to gather. I wish the rich, donors etc can realize the suffering being experienced by 

the refugees and decide to intervene. Thousands of people continue to languish in poverty while the world watches, 

yes Stig something must be done to alleviate the suffering.  

 

Finally I thank you for maintaining our relationship, it’s expensive but necessary. We might have failed to play our part 

but I know you understand our situation here. Sometimes life becomes so difficult and one fails to understand the 

meaning of life. Please remember us always particularly now that we are approaching the holiday. Yes Stig. Thank you 

for the money you send recently, at least we can put some food on the table for several days. Asante sana. 

 

When are you coming back? 

Pass my regards to your family and keep smiling. 

 

JOHN. 

 

Positive feedback from Jens-Erik on my CV 

And again this morning I had to go for the workshop without any motivation because I would gain nothing I thought 

from coming here, so the first couple of hours I continued the work on the memo and I expect to have the first draft 

ready today which I will edit Saturday the first time and Sunday the second time and then it will be finished Sunday or 

maybe Monday and together with my application, which I will do Monday or maybe even Tuesday, it will be sent 

Tuesday. This is the plan I am following. 

 

And Jens-Erik received a very good thought to see my CV, which I was happy that he thought of. I printed it out for him 

and said to him that every word and sentence was considered very carefully and that I was looking very much forward 

to receive his open and direct feedback, which he promised to give to me. 

 

And after maybe 10 minutes of reading he gave me the following feedback, which I was truly very happy to receive, 

because he gave me ideas, which I had not considered myself and which will improve the quality of the CV and it only 

makes me happy to listen to feedback when it is truly feedback of high quality. 

 

• The first thing he said to me was with enthusiasm “I have never seen anything like this before”, “it is very creative” 

and “I like your tabulation very much, all other CV’s are so very like each other and so traditional”. 

o I can only say that I still like to have all people doing the same type of CV of the highest possible quality as I 

have written about earlier – and to have individual applications. 

• He said: At page one you have the first table with your personal competences at the left column. Because of this 

you should switch the right and the left column of the next table so your personal goals will be placed to the left 

and the same applies for the third table where you should move the column “sprog, IT, projects and free time”, 

which is also about yourself as a person to the left, so all columns at the left tell about you as a person. 

o And this is one example I had not considered of at all myself and an example of the Council working through 

the mind of another person who has decided to give his best feedback – and this is how teamwork is also 

working when one idea from one person leads to the next idea from the next person. 

• He said: When you write “little knowledge” about your German skills it gives me a “negative feeling” and I suggest 

that you write something giving me a positive feeling. 
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o This led to a dialogue about that I only want my CV to be objective, and not negative or positive and he 

agreed that what I wrote was alright for him to understand, but we thought of other options and then you 

will have the spiritual world helping you, because this is the task of the spirits, to help you when you decide 

on what you want to do, and because of this we received the idea to write “understanding”, which is a 

lower level than “fluent understanding” and which gave a better coherence of the text, and I was also 

happy about this. 

• Jens Erik believed that the size of the font I have used was too small, and I accepted his comment, which I have 

heard before, and I said to him that I noticed yesterday that both he and Susanne thought it was very small text I 

was reading on my laptop screen, so for me I can only say that the text is not too small, but I understand that 

other people not having the same experience as me can have this feeling. Jens Erik said that my CV could be three 

pages instead of two, and I agree with him that this is indeed a possibility but I said to him that I decide not to fol-

low his advice this time because it would take me a long time – many hours probably – to change this and now I 

am done using my CV. 

• He had a comment for the last three of my employments at page two, where I have written from which month to 

which month I was employed, and he thought that people would react negatively on this when they read my CV 

and he suggested that I wrote the whole year without the months instead and here I did not agree with him, be-

cause if I did what he suggested, people would probably think exactly this: “For how many months was he em-

ployed by these companies”? – So I said to Jens Erik that I would not change this because this is the truth and be-

cause people should not see it as a negative personal development, but if they truly are open they will under-

stand that this is really very positive because I have learnt very much from these three short employments -  

which I see as project employments – I have met a lot of new people and seen new ways of working and this has 

given me a personal development which I would not have had if I was still hired with Fair Forsikring and even less 

if I had only been working with one company all of my life – Danske Bank, which my good friend Rene, who 

started at the same date in the bank as I the 6th August 1984 and he is still there and the question is if he has gone 

through the same development in the bank after 25 years compared to my development working several differ-

ent places? 

• Jens-Erik also asked why I have included the website addresses on my previous employers and the reason is really 

as simple as this: When a candidate prepares for a job interview with a company, he will normally read the web-

site of the company to understand the company, its products, concepts, background etc. and this is only my way 

of saying that the employer has the same responsibility to be prepared by truly understanding the CV of the can-

didate including which companies the candidate has worked for in the past. 

• I asked Jens Erik what he thought of the table including my competences and again I asked him to be very direct, 

which most people in Denmark don’t have a problem with – especially when they are encouraged to do it, and he 

said that “the CV shows a very exciting person, which he would like to invite for an interview” and he also said that 

after reading about my competences it gave him “a motivation to read the rest of the CV” and to be absolutely 

sure I also asked him if he had any negative thoughts after reading about my competences and he said that he 

had not and he acturally read out loud from the CV “the most skilled leader” and “the most skilled salesman” and 

he thought that all what was written about my competences was very positive – and he especially liked that I had 

divided the competences into personal and professional competences. 

o And here I am smiling because I actually succeed also to pass this test, to come to a place which I was not 

motivated at all to come to and to show who I am even when I am on the edge of a breakdown and even 

though most of the time I was working concentrated - and because I showed Jens-Erik who I am, he did not 

have any problems understanding the CV – and his final remark to me was that “I cannot comprehend at all 

what you are doing in a place like this” and “I recommend you to get in contact with the headhunters” and 

all I could tell him was that all of these so called professional headhunters indeed are working very unpro-

fessionally when it comes to understanding the skills of people like me sending them their CV’s. 

 

And then I also used time and it was with joy to ask Jens Erik questions about his background and he told me about 

working with Marketing for three different companies, afterwards 12 years for the Danish calendar system called 

“Time System”, which I actually used my self in the 1990’s and I liked it very much indeed but he told me about the 

story that after they had built up a big success having 800,000 users all over the world, the directors decided to play 
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Golf instead of continuing to develop the company and they were not ready when electronical devises took over the 

market and this is exactly what happens to companies, which don’t understand how important business and product 

development is, and he continued and said that he also worked for Cisco and he gave me this very exciting story, that 

this company started when two young people were thinking about how to connect two computers, how to make them 

communicate, which God helped them to do, and afterwards when they had succeeded doing this, they thought 

about how they could communicate with a computer in a building on the other side of the road, which led to the in-

vention  of a router and today only 25 years after the company was established, Cisco is number 57 on the Fortune 

500 list, which only shows that when you decide to work hard and to decide to build on DEVELOPMENT as a key pa-

rameter in your company, you will succeed.  

 

And then he also said that two of the managers of Cisco was holding a presentation and they were speaking to each 

other over the telephone and then suddenly one of the managers was standing next to the other manager, and he 

was looking very real but he was in fact a hologram, which was transmitted by advanced systems, and this gave me 

the idea – which I have had for a very long time and I cannot remember if I have written it down before - that this is 

indeed the way that God will transport himself but not as a hologram but physically by transmitting me/myself from 

one part of the world to the other exactly the same way as magicians all over the world move one thing from one 

place to the other without them knowing what is happening themselves (!!!). 

 

So this is what Jens Erik told me today and maybe Cisco would also like to “invent” the wireless internet all over the 

world as I wrote about earlier – no wires, no antennas, no receivers and no transmitters – do you think this will be 

possible to do? If you have faith, you just might succeed ☺. 

 

And Australia is truly a fantastic country to travel in, and Jens Erik is “hooked” on this and you will understand the 

symbol and he has very nice friends which he has met travelling there, who will join him for Christmas Lunch tomor-

row, which was in fact only a symbol saying that I am still on track to finalise what I have started. 

 

Waiting up to three months to get rent support 

Yesterday I was speaking to Kate, the woman taking care of the apartment association here, because she had not yet 

returned the application for me to get rent support from the Commune, which she also needed to fill out, and she 

promised to deliver it between 21.00-22.00 yesterday, and of course I was very disappointed that she did not do this 

when she gave the promise so clearly to me, but when I came home today, she had delivered it to me. And I have 

been thinking that extra money here will mean extra money to the team in Kenya so I decided to take time to go to 

the Commune already today to hand over the application, and I waited maybe for half an hour before it was my turn 

and I was told that it can take up to three months for the Commune to handle this application (!) and for me it is really 

as simple as this, it should take 0.05 seconds after keying in the information on the internet, but such a system is not 

here and secondly I am only doing this to say this: GOODBYE FROM NOW and ALMOST that is and that is only the Devil 

saying that now I have also demonstrated this system of his and that is even more bureaucracy and people depending 

on social welfare exactly as I am at the moment and this is what I want to avoid the world doing in the future, which is  

for you to do everything you can to always employ all people who are able to work and not retired – it is truly as sim-

ple as this. 

 

Mercuri Urval rejected my application as General Manager Nordic 

The 10th November Mercuri Urval wrote to me that I would hear from them after 3-4 weeks, because the advertise-

ment and recruiting process runs over 3-4 weeks and because they wish to evaluate all candidates at the same time, 

but now 10 days after I have receive a new email from them saying that I have not been invited for an interview, and 

this is just a feeling I have: ARE YOU SURE MERCURI URVAL THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN THE RIGHT DECISION and that you 

have made quality work? Please tell the world why you decided not to invite me for an interview? Because I did not 

know of the industry as a non-tecnician or because you did not read or maybe understood my CV? And I can only ask 

these questions because they did not give me a reason in their standard reply. 

 

Malena did not win Crazy about dance 

And tonight was the final show of the Crazy about dance series and I did not have the time to watch it like I did not 

have the time to run today because I realized that I needed to spend the rest of the day to make my goal of doing the 

first draft of the memo to Hillerød Kommune which I did, but only by working the most efficient as I can do no matter 
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how I feel and when I started I did not feel good to say the least, if fact it was a new mountain to climb today, but I de-

cided to overrule this feeling and to really work my absolutely best even though this is not easy to continue doing day 

after day so this is what I did and I do still have the same suffering when it comes to Karen and this is why the disgres-

sion is included here and what happened this evening at the tv-show did Malena win and NO SHE DID NOT WIN and 

why did she not win, well because I did not have the time to help her to win because I was busy doing my other job 

here. 

 

“No answer” from my mother’s husband John 

And just to finalise the day, the time is now 22.30 and I will start working again tomorrow morning, I have so far not 

received an answer from John on my email the other day, which I found peculiar to say the least, is he fed up by my 

mother since he wants to spend most of his time alone, which of course is a sign of the Devil and why I have always 

had this desire too – as one of two feelings of course – and maybe a ground for John to consider divorce because 

when he wants to spend his time alone, he can only use my mother for making his life easier and maybe from time to 

time have somebody to talk to when it fits John? This is what God told me yesterday and I am excited as whether John 

will come here tomorrow together with my mother as we have agreed they will do – and maybe this time around it is 

him thinking if he wants to come or not after receiving what just might for him be an “unpleasant” email from me.  

 

The last warning to Elijah 

And also only this, the last days I have made my action plan 100%, which is truly what I feel the best with – and finally 

this, I have had Elijah on my mind all evening at the same time as working very hard indeed and truly on my outer 

edge on making it today because I am sad that Elijah and his family is suffering, which is one thing, but the main thing 

today is that Elijah again did not make his basic rules as I have now asked him to do the first 25 times I believe – Elijah 

promised me the other day to send me an email today – and Elijah I will take the meeting with Hell on Monday and I 

can only say this to you: I have now given up on you. If you don’t improve, it is the same as saying to the world that 

you have decided not to enter my Kingdom. I have promised you to enter earlier, because you are the one you are, 

but Elijah if I could take back my promise, I would do so for you to enter the Kingdom the same way as all other people. 

I can only say this Elijah, that you will probably be the only person – maybe including your family – to enter my king-

dom by not making the basic rules, and Elijah your MAIN RESPONSIBILTY WILL SHORTLY BE TO TELL THE WORLD 

WHAT THEY NEED TO DO TO ENTER MY KINGDOM where KEEPING THE BASIC RULES IS ONE OF THE VERY IMPORTANT 

CRITERIA. ELIJAH IF YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND WHAT I WRITE TO YOU HERE, I WILL ASK THE TEAM PLEASE TO HELP 

ME. CAN YOU PLEASE TALK TO ELIJAH IN A POSTIVE MANOR AND TRY TO MAKE HIM UNDERSTAND THE CONSE-

QUENCES OF THE DECISION HE IS ABOUT TO TAKE? HE CAN IF HE WANTS TO – it is all about his mental capacity and 

nothing else, despite of his sufferings, please remember that you can do much more than you sometimes think you 

can.  

 

If you don’t succeed and if Elijah does not improve by himself, he will face even bigger difficulties in his life, which I 

will decide on Monday next week – on how I will put the Devil on him not to haunt him but to teach him because the 

Devil is my final weapon, when I cannot make myself understood and when you don’t follow my rules, so Elijah this is 

the final warning. Please do what I ask you to do, or you will face the Devil next week making you feel even worse 

than what you do today. 
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Saturday 21st November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, Jesus......asleep, “time to listen to my Christmas CD’s”, having constant anxiety and working myself 

to death, Sanna would have thrown me out the 1st November, decentralizing is fine ☺,  and ”STILL AIR BONE AND 

NAVIGATING TO DESTINATION”. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Still my sleep is not normal and I am still tired this morning and when I say tired it is not like the normal feeling as be-

ing “tired”, my whole body is “burning” and “damping”, but despite of this my feeling is still a little bit better this 

morning – it is very much worse than normal but it is a little relief since yesterday. 

 

And only one dream, which was “strong enough” for me to write down:  

 

• I am arriving at a check in desk in front of the airport together with René. We are waiting in line, I loose my pa-

tience and go to the airport building to wait. After some time I am called back, but I see that somebody has taken 

our number in line and this makes René impatient, because we are busy, he says. We check in and the lady at the 

desk looks at my travel plan, which is not easy for her to understand, because the total distance I will travel is 

longer than what is on her plan, this does not make her very happy, I notice how grumpy she is, but then she di-

vides the total distance in flying distance and taxa distance and then the flying distance fits with her plan, which 

makes her so happy that she decides to draw a happy taxa chauffeur on a piece of paper, who will take me the 

rest of the way. We enter the airport, and we only have 14 minutes to reach the gate and I decide to walk quickly, 

but even though René said we were busy, he is still taking far too long time compared to what I normally do. At 

the airport I change my shoes and I put on some nice brown business shoes, which are new and very nice. We 

walk towards the gate and on the way we take a short break at a bench, where other people are also sitting, and 

when we continue, I take my plastic bags and I also take one plastic bag belonging to a stranger on the bench, I 

walk a few steps and see that it includes duty free alcohol etc. and I decide that it is not right for me to take his 

things, so I bring it back to him. 

 

“Jesus......asleep” 

Evans posted this message on Facebook yesterday, which he just maybe was inspired to do – big smiles: 

 

“Have a pastor-friend who has a poster in his office which speaks volumes. A pastor is in front of his congregation, 

preaching for all he is worth. Hundreds of parishioners sit before him. And there in the front row is Jesus......asleep.” 

 

And this is exactly the feeling I have had at every single church service I have went to since I came to Kenya and some-

times I have had my eyes closed with the only wish to be able to sleep, which this is only a symbol of, and this is not 

only a feeling I have during church services, it has been a constant feeling since before coming to Kenya and in fact I 

believe the tiredness started in 2007 so I have been tired for a very long time with what is feeling like three hours 

sleeping per night, which is what God told me before starting that he would give me and what he has done since he 

started, so this is the simple explanation my friends ☺. 

 

“Time to listen to my Christmas CD’s” 

It is the time of year when Christmas time is about to start here, Christmas decorations have been hung up in the 

shopping streets, Christmas Trees have been lit in all Communes, the radio has started playing Christmas songs and 

this is the time of year I have decided to start becoming Santa Claus myself and I was only thinking that this is also the 

time of year where some of my “old friends” and Karen will start to think about playing my Christmas CD’s and God 

has arranged it like this: Karen does not like to think about me but every time she plays one of my many CD’s and she 

has probably approx. 60-70 of my homemade CD’s with the most beautiful music, will she then think good or bad 

thoughts about me and this is about the suffering of Karen too, she has misunderstood me and she is suffering be-

cause she does not see me anymore, the best “friend” she may ever have had, which is the thought I have as MARY 

MAGDELENA tells me and thank you Mary or should I call you Karen and soon my friends, looking forward to seeing 

you again as my old husband. 
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And when I have given music to family and some friends it also symbolises my warmest feelings and best wishes to all 

people. Music is my gift, and the gift I give as a symbol to people as my best friends. 

 

Having constant anxiety and working myself to death 

The rest of the script from today and the following days have been written Wednesday 25th November on basis of my 

notes from each day, because again I had to work the most concentrated and this time more than I have probably 

ever done in my life and therefore I had no other choice to cut away everything else including these scripts, but I will 

continue writing on basis of the notes I still decided to write down from today until Wednesday, when I started to 

catching up – otherwise I would not be able to do the scripts as well ☺. 

 

I am about to get my happiness back, because I can see an end to these inhuman sufferings, which my memo to 

Hillerød Commune also is about on top of everyting else – even though non smoking is become slightly better. For a 

long period of time I have had a constant anxiety, which is strengthened more and more during these days because of 

this work I am doing. It is a constant feeling and stress if I will be able to make it and this is what happens when I am 

constantly balancing on the border of my capability, where I constantly test the balance of not getting a breakdown on 

one hand and not to “get over it” too easy on the other hand. When I test this border it is the same as testing the bor-

der of death, because this is ultimately what this work is also about, that I am so tired and use so much energy that I 

could collapse and die if I did not have the Council and God too to look after me. And in the beginning this work was 

looking “easy” and gave me a feeling that it should only take a few hours to do, but when I began looking more and 

more into it, I realised that it was bigger than expected and therefore I decided to work harder and harder seeing that 

the number of days left before the deadline became shorter and shorter – I underestimated the task, which was a 

build in trap as well. 

 

And this is what I have realised that people do, they are tempted by the next thing which will come after doing a job, 

for example the opportunity to relax or doing something else that they would rather do and therefore they will not do 

their best and to take my job here as an example most people would probably only use very little time on this, be-

cause it is “difficult” for them to find the “patience” and to get “the right feeling” to do the job. And It actually re-

quired the feeling you will need to have when you start running a Marathon – you know that you have 42 kilometres 

to run, but if you mentally is set up to only run 1 kilometre, you will never be able to complete the marathon, and this 

is what very many people all over the world do today, they work with exactly this attitude, but you truly need to be 

prepared mentally to do your absolutely best every single time you are working – and sometimes you need to be pre-

pared for a marathon and not to become tempted to run shorter, because you mentally don’t think that a Marathon is 

nice, but people having run a Marathon will tell you that the feeling of satisfaction afterwards is so much better than a 

short run -  otherwise your work will not mean a very big difference. Please understand this all of my friends – to have 

the right mental attitude, when you start working, so you don’t give up or only work with poor quality because you 

are tempted by something else instead. This is also what I am showing to you with my example of work here. 

 

Today I have also had to cancel running outside in the beautiful weather today – God has giving me such a strong feel-

ing to run and if I had not decided to do my absolutely best on the memo to the Commune, this is what I would have 

done instead. And I also had the opportunity to win free tickets on a radio show yesterday for SIMPLE MINDS playing a 

concert tomorrow, and at the moment there is “nothing else that matters”, that is what motivates me more, but I 

could see that this would not be possible too and therefore I also needed to cancel trying to win this, which I thought I 

could do because all I needed to do was to be among the first calling when the radio played “don’t you forget about 

me” and I would probably be able to hear this more quickly than most people. 

 

And finally today I have written in my notes that the work I am doing requires the biggest patience and perseverance 

in the world, every single feeling I have mentally and physically – because everything hurts – is “screaming” to put 

away this work, but still I have to continue and to find my rhytm, which I know is hidden in there, when I just start do-

ing it, so this is what I do and this is what I did again today, where I did 2/3 of the first edit of my memo, which is now 

27 pages long and which required very much work today, also because I needed to add “another brick in the wall” to 

get the full and true picture, which was the HR-strategy of the Commune and their policy of developing competences 

for people working at the Commune but not for people being unemployed in the same Commune, which is one of the 

key messages of this memo to change – and also because of this, the day today was not easy to get through. 
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Under normal circumstances, when I am not this tired and when I have more time, this work is not difficult to do, my 

only “problem” is the conditions of this game which makes this task in itself impossible to do, but when you have a 

will, there is always a road. 

 

Sanna would have thrown me out the 1st November 

Even though I was very tired indeed and EXTREMELY BUSY and EXHAUSTED I had an agreement with my mother to see 

her and John today, and John would give me one of my pictures for the wall, after he has had new glass put on it (it 

broke when moving it earlier). 

 

The other day my mother said that they would come here and bring dinner with them, which I was very happy to hear, 

because this would save me for time and I could work more on this important work, but apparently my mother is also 

feeling tired, so she decided that John would bring me the picture here and that he would drive us back to Helsingør, 

which is approx. 35 kilometres from here, for us to have dinner together. It was perfectly all right but it would only 

take time from me with the risk that I would not be able to finalise this work. My mother has generally also been used 

as an actor against me the same way as Sanna, my father and Elijah as examples.  

 

So we had a very good evening indeed with very nice dinner and because Sanna and Hans are having a weekend to-

gether in Warsaw, Poland, and I could not go there tomorrow, my mother gave me some of the dinner from this eve-

ning with me for me to have tomorrow as well, which I always appreciate. I could have choosen to see my mother and 

John another day than on Saturdays when we decided on this a few weeks ago, and I would probably have received 

one extra day of food with me for free every time I saw them – which I have not had because I was to see Sanna the 

next day - which potentially could have given me the opportunity to send a little bit more money to the team in Kenya. 

 

My mother said today, that Sanna has told her that she would have thrown me out the 1st November if I had not suc-

ceeded in finding myself a new place to stay and my mother said in fact that Sanna would have sent me on a shelter 

for homeless people and infact my mother today – and also a few times before lately, which I have not written down – 

said that this of course would be totally unacceptable, so my mother has never really had this thought herself and 

maybe she just did not understand that the link she sent me earlier was in fact for a shelter even though it was looking 

very fine. 

 

And just thinking I am about John and what he thinks of or does not think of, because some time ago he sent me his 

very negative email regarding “my voices” and how much my mother is suffering because of this, where the truth is 

that my voices have absolutely nothing to do with the suffering of my mother. My mother is only suffering because 

she does not understand because of the fact that Sanna, Hans and John himself have not really tried to understand 

the nature of my “voices”, so my wondering is that I sent John a long email on this, which he has not commented nei-

ther in writing nor verbally, and the other day I encouraged him in an email to help my mother by changing his atti-

tude  of being together with himself without my mother, and this is exactly the same, I have not heard from John on 

this email too neither in writing nor verbally, so what can I say other than people don’t like to speak about what they 

know is wrong and this is what I will ask you to change in the future, don’t become afraid of being together with other 

people and don’t become afraid of not communicating, so John you are actually the man responsible for my mother’s 

big sufferings together with Sanna and that is the fact my friend. 

 

Decentralizing is fine ☺☺☺☺ 

When working on the memo today, because I was working hard, I found the right answer of a question I have had for 

some time now, which is whether centralizing or decentralizing is to prefer and the truthfull answer is truly to do both. 

But instead of having local governments/politicians 98 places in Denmark as an example you only need one world 

government in the future and then you will have companies all over, where you will take the necessary decisions lo-

cally at each company, and instead of having each company working indidivually I want to encourage you to build 

bridges and to have one professional concept for work tasks, which you do again and again and again – to use BEST 

PRACTISE, which is also a police of General Electric, but which is truly not working because people today don’t use the 

potential of this policy. 

 

MESHACK: ”STILL AIR BONE AND NAVIGATING TO DESTINATION” 
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And all I can say to Meshack is that it is a true joy to receive your emails. They are very precise, very objective/positive 

and still you can tell that this man and his family are going through very difficult times of suffering. My friend, this is 

what I have actually given you, the ability to lift up the team and this is some of your true talents – you show continu-

ity, you have the strongest faith of all in the team and you work very hard my friend. When I came to the team, you 

were placed at the bottom of the team members, but in fact within these areas you are actually at the top my friend – 

and God gives me the feeling of the true Tibetans when I write this and I see my home coming closer and closer and 

this is what I have to tell you, you may believe that you will see me as Jesus first, in this life called Stig, but the “secret’ 

of these scripts is that I will reveal myself as Budda first for mankind ☺☺☺.  

 

Thank you Meshack for coming through as what looks the easiest of all of you because you show your faith, your will 

power and because you mentally have taken a decision. This means more than everything else – your mental capacity 

and this is what your team members are struggling with in different degrees and some are still tempted of other 

things as well my friends – maybe you will inform me yourself of your temptations and sufferings and maybe also 

when it comes to women and being faithful in this respect too and yes my friends EVERYTHING WILL COME OUT so 

you are welcome to inform me and the world yourself already now, if you want to? 

 

And here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Hi there, my sincere hope that you are okay and too we are with my family despite the challenges we are facing but we 

are taking these challenges head on and my friend we are navigating all these and our target is to reach our destina-

tion and land safely. 

 

To start with,yesterday that is friday we had our meeting and i can assure you that we are following on your advice to 

be objective and to uplift one another and this makes easy to go on . 

 

Concerning Elijah we talked with him about what you have been complaining and he was very positive that he will con-

tinue to update you but i have also talked with David to take up this matter with Elijah on monday and i hope he will 

understand. 

 

At the moment,David is not feeling well and he has told me to convey this to you but as usual only faith will heal him. 

John has gone to western part of the country and hopefully he will be back by monday. 

 

Please be informed that we are doing our utmost best and our goal is to reach the destination and this is a task we 

have to complete all of us because it will not be complete wheen one member is left behind. 

 

Say hi to your family and give them regards from one of your member, 
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Sunday 22nd November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, Is Sidsel an actor in a Swedish movie?, approaching the most beautiful Christmas Market, I am in 

Hell the same ways as the Council, the Sunday service at Lyngby Church, Mette had her new born baptised, finalising 

the second edit of my memo to Hillerød Commune and my email to the team today. 
 

Sleep and dreams 

My sleep during these critical days is as it has been for a long time, which means that I am not very fresh to say the 

least. One dream: 

 

• I have received a new job, I get my pay cheque for the first month, which is “only” DKK 25.200, but no tax is de-

ducted, so the “net” amount is high. I have been in Africa to take pictures, but I cannot find all of the pictures and 

I would like to find all of them. I am sitting together with Preben in a new car. He tells me “you can turn it on”, 

which I do and I hear the engine “jumping” and then it starts. The car is very clever, I can see children in front of 

the car, so I don’t drive them over (!). There is still some wrapping paper underneath the car. I am exhausted on 

Thurdays and Fridays, Preben says that I can call Kim S., and I say “OK, I have just spoken to him”. I see Funen and 

Jutland with plants and I hear a warning. I see Sanna and Hans. I ask them to transfer the pictures from the Inter-

net from the beginning again. I show them one picture at a time to teach them. One of the pictures is a 20 year 

old picture of my mother. I am now at a very fine place, I see my family and old friend Lars, who has promised to 

come too. Sanna tells us to wait for half an hour, it is about Helene – the mother of Hans – celebrating her 85th 

birthday again, will come back. 

 

Is Sidsel an actor in a Swedish movie? 

Yesterday Sidsel published the following message on Facebook: 

 

Se venligst denne tankevækkende film, som ligesom sætter det hele i perspektiv, og minder os om at hverdagens helte 

ofte er meget nærmere end man kan forestille sig - Husk lyd! Ha, ha, ha! :-D 

 

 
 

Jag har något stort att avslöja! 

www.tackfilm.se 

Vem är hela världens hjälte 

 

So what is this about? Is it about Sidsel starting a new career as an actor in a Swedish movie? No it is about Sidsel hav-

ing a head role in a Swedish national TV commercial, where only the picture of her - which is brought here too - is 

shown to the world as A HERO and the key message of the commercial is: In these times there are several important 

questions we should ask outselves. How can we trust that the information we receive from Radio and television is the 

truth? How can we be sure that the small voices will be heard? There is one person we can thank (the picture of Sidsel 

is shown): It is this person we can thank for a new perspective and that we have a choice, it is this person who gives us 

an alternative to indifference and narrow minded people. 

 

And this was only an example of what the Council is capacle of doing when it wants to tell this story to the world and 

now with the words of Obama: Can we do it better and yes WE CAN ALL DO SO MUCH BETTER and this is what it is 

truly about. To tell the truth, to get a new perspective in life and to do things so much better ☺. 

 

And of course, Sidsel is an actor not only in the Swedish commercial – and SWEDISH is the symbol of happiness, there-

fore – she is also an actor in this book without knowing it herself, because her light will shine through to the world too 
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and her face expression is truly very much like Lykke Friis, who is also planted by God in her new position as the cli-

mate minister of Denmark. 

 

And I would have liked very much to send Sidsel a very positive reply on her message on Facebook, but I will not do so 

because I have still not heard from her on my email to her – neither when this is written the 25th November. 

 

Approaching the most beautiful Christmas Market 

And during these days of very hard work I was thinking that next weekend I will go with the family just south of the 

border to Germany to celebrate Hans’ 60 years birthday and we will also go to Flensburg to watch the very beautiful 

Christmas markets they have in Germany – which is truly even more beautiful than here – of course with the excep-

tion of Tivoli ☺. I still remember when going to Lubeck in the middle of the eighties with people from Danske Bank I 

believe, where I saw the most beautiful Christmas Market and Mogens Glistrup would also have been happy with the 

Lubecker Marzipan breads, they are truly the best and taste like nothing else and just a symbol of what also then was 

pain in my life and to do as Glistrup: “Try again and again and again” and that is never to give up. 

 

I am in Hell the same way as the Council 

And today I was told that my innerself, who you know as Jesus in his/mine last life, is in fact in Hell the same way as 

the Council and that is “the other side of Hell” not being tormented, but the tormentor, which is truly even worse than 

being tormented, and this is what I/he has done since my last physical life ended from which time HELL HAS IN-

CREASED YEAR BY YEAR. 

 

The Sunday service at Lyngby Church 

And this morning I had to decide if I had the time to go to church or not, because I was not finished with the first edit 

of the memo yesterday and my goal would be to finish two edits today including making the summary and I was really 

already almost tipping over on the wrong side because of the worst stress and tiredness, but I still decided to go to 

church because I still believed in my self and thinking of Erann DD I am and the song used when God started speaking 

to me, and this is what I learned at church today and thinking of Eddie Skoller here and just this, the Council are trying 

to do a disgression here and I can only say this. No, you are not allowed to do that anymore, you are not allowed to 

hurt me when I follow the road of God, this is the simple rule I have set up because I am so close of coming inside the 

door, which is almost open anyway and therefore. 

 

Today I met Merete, another female priest for the first time. Before starting the church service, she said to the con-

gregation that her preaching today would be long because she had prepared 12 pages – with the inspiration of God ☺ 

-  which was giving me the idea that I could ask her for her paper if the preaching was important, which it turned out 

to be, and God told me that I was led to this particular church service at 10.30 today, and not the one at 9.00 and not 

at another church which I also though about as an opportunity because my mother has now twice mentioned another 

church nearby my apartment, which she has seen when leaving my apartment earlier. 

 

This text is also written Wednesday 25th November, and when I started writing the text today, I was listening to the 

radio, which I do very often at the moment, and as mentioned a few times earlier, sometimes my stereo equipment – 

in my ears the finest I know of – has its own life and when the Devil is tormenting me sometimes he is also tormenting 

the finest radio, that is a symbol of giving wrong messages, so when I started today, I listened to the radio and the 

volume was “normal”, not too loud and not too quiet, but then I noticed that the right speaker became silent and 

gradually the left speaker played louder and louded until the volume was as loud as when you have a party, and I was 

only sitting at the sofa witnessing this GAME and this small symbol is also connected to the church service of today 

and the importance of choosing the road to the right or to the left – The Devil has silenced the right speaker here and 

played very loud in his own left speaker. 

 

The preaching was about the Judgement of the Nations and the priest started by reading up loud Mathew 25:46: 

 

The Judgment of the Nations 

31 “When the Son of Man comes in his glory and all the angels are with him, he will sit on his glorious throne. 32 All 

the nations will be assembled in front of him, and he will cull them out, one from another, like a shepherd separates 

sheep from goats. 33 He will put the sheep on his right but the goats on his left.34 “Then the king will say to those on 
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his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father! Inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation 

of the world, 35 because I was hungry, and you gave me something to eat. I was thirsty, and you gave me something 

to drink. I was a stranger, and you welcomed me. 36 I was naked, and you clothed me. I was sick, and you took care of 

me. I was in prison, and you visited me.’ 37 “Then the righteous will say to him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and 

give you something to eat, or thirsty and give you something to drink? 38 When did we see you as a stranger and wel-

come you, or see you naked and clothe you? 39 When did we see you sick or in prison and visit you?’40 The king will 

answer them, ‘I tell you with certainty, since you did it for one of the least important of these brothers of mine, you did 

it for me.’ 41 “Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Get away from me, you who are accursed, into the eternal fire that 

has been prepared for the devil and his angels! 42 Here’s why: I was hungry, and you gave me nothing to eat. I was 

thirsty, and you gave me nothing to drink. 43 I was a stranger, and you didn't welcome me. I was naked, and you didn't 

clothe me. I was sick and in prison, and you didn't visit me.’ 44 “Then they will reply, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry 

or thirsty or as a stranger or naked or sick or in prison and didn't help you?’45 Then he will say to them, ‘I tell you with 

certainty, since you didn’t do it for one of the least important of these, you didn’t do it for me.’ 46 These people will go 

away into eternal punishment, but the righteous will go into eternal life.”  

 

Please notice that the people on the right side of me will be saved and that people on the left will not be saved and 

hopefully that is none, and the symbol of my stereo equipment is that God has given me the opposite message of the 

meaning of “right” and “left” since he started communication with me and because I could not remember this from 

the bible I have thought since 2006 that going to the left is the road of God, which is in fact the road of the Devil to use 

the language of symbols and this is how it goes when you have the Devil inside of you and where I was going myself, if 

I did not go through what I have gone true to be saved by God, which mean that the same principle applies for all 

people including me, if I was not able to do this travel, I would have been extinguished myself and therefore I am 

happy that I decided to do my best. 

 

The priest held a very nice preaching and I was truly hoping that I would be able to include it in its entirety here, but I 

have not yet received it as she promised me to do after the service, but here is a few notes, and the reason for the few 

notes is also that my phone is in misorder and it is taking longer time to do notes for me: 

 

She said that the Judgment is about a spiritual evaluation of who we are and that it is about good and wicked people. 

And then she used the judgment of “Crazy about Dance” as a symbol of the true Judgement and then I understood the 

symbol even more from God. She said that people in this tv show voted on Casper and Vickie as winners hereby send-

ing Malena and Silas out in the dark, and then she said: “Malena and Silas had to loose, that is the game” – and that is 

truly the case, this is the game, and this is also the game, if you are not faithful and if you don’t keep my 10 new com-

mandments before the Judgment, you will not be allowed to enter, so this is the message to all people including the 

living people of the Council, you need to do the same as I, otherwise you will be sent out in the dark, and this is be-

cause of Malena has not been faithful to her husband as a symbol of how Karen is. 

 

And the priest continued talking about creating a new Jerusaleum of happiness, to enjoy the good and to forget about 

what has been once. When people meet other people with good actions, Jesus will not meet them with Judgement 

but with hope. Life is lived in love to other people. 

 

So I did not take many notes, but was truly hoping to receive the script from the priest, which I still hope that she will 

send to me, whereafter it will be included. 

 

After the church service I felt the presence of my mother’s adoptive mother very powerful, and she was saying to me 

that she would help an old women at the church, who was wearing a white/blue hat, and I liked to hear this not know-

ing what Petra will do but hope that it will be for the old woman to survive and for her to see the Judgment herself 

(Several words of this sentence are written with the words given by God – can you guess which, and this principle still 

applies for every single sentence). 

 

And after the church service a man from the choir was singing “Amazing Grace” so beautifully that it touched me very 

much and it only confirmed to me that when people do the best they can and here singing as beautiful as this – he 

sounds like a professional too – and when you know the song, it really gives you the most fantastic feeling. I did not 

have the same feelings during the other old and unknown songs which they sang during the service. That is the differ-
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ence I believe for most people and thinking of some of Elvis’ songs too and my Christmas CD’s to be played, but it is up 

to people to do what you would normally do to enjoy yourself. 

 

When leaving the church I said to the priest that it was a handsome and inspired preaching she did, and that I was 

“crazy” about her symbol of “crazy about dance”, and I asked her if she would send me her script so I could read it 

again, and she became very glad and by impulse she did what Karen does normally, here to touch my arm – because 

of her warm feelings and she replied “ih, you make me happy” and I was only happy to do this, because she made me 

happy with her preaching. 

 

So later in the day I sent her an email where I asked her to send me the script so I could read it again and to share it 

with other people as well if she felt alright doing this. 

 

Mette had her new born baptised 

And as usual I cannot remember names and neither the name of John’s daughter Mette’s new born child, but my 

mother and John told me that they today went to Sct. Maria Church in Helsingør, which is a church build for Virgin 

Mary and she was present there today of course not knowing it herself yet but Virgin Mary was there to protect Mette 

and her newborn child. 

 

Later my mother said that the priest was so boring that neither my mother nor John remembered what he spoke 

about, and this may be the case, but I was only thinking that maybe the problem was really not the priest but my 

mother and John not being motivated at all to listen because they are NOT TRUE BELIEVERS and I can again only say 

PLEASE ALWAYS LISTEN TO WHAT PEOPLE TELL YOU ☺. 

 

Finalising the second edit of my memo to Hillerød Commune 

Before and after the church service today I was 100% focussed with everything I had to finalise the memo to the 

Commune, and Obama was with me both today and yesterday because he was allowed to see how I do this work at 

the same time as I am suffering/dying and at the same time as when the Devil all of the time tempts me not to do the 

work, to take a break, gives me distracting thoughts all of the time on other “exciting” experiences from the past and 

also sexual referrals about my mother. This is what I experience and still being not only extremely tired and exhausted, 

but on the next level, which I don’t believe have a name, but continuing to work with the absolutely rest I got and with 

focus on working the most efficient and still with the best quality as possible I kept on, and when the time was approx. 

18.00 I noticed that “a new wind” was blowing over me and that I passed the 1st level of dying and then I received new 

energy where I got the feeling that I now could continue working the whole night – a feeling today only, but some-

thing I have actually done before, which was during the Easter 2009 which was so dreadful that I did not make to write 

it down in detail. 

 

So by doing my absolutely outmost which surpasses the feeling of throwing up several times I managed to do the work 

today “almost” doing my best, but I am still not happy with it compared to what I can do when I have more time, but 

again probably people will not know the difference between this work and when I work at my absolutely best. This 

work will probably get a 8 or 9 on the Danish 13 grade of absolute quality compared to my potential. I could have 

done even better thinking and could have used more time getting better formulations and connections between dif-

ferent text and meanings, and I could have compared the content with the memo of the 23rd October to avoid some of 

the same messages – which is in fact what I have criticized the Occupation Plan of Hillerød to do, but this plan did it on 

a much lower level, so this is also what you can criticize me of doing and this is because of the Devil taking the time 

from me, which is the name of this game too. 

 

So today I knew that what I have left to do is to start working as a Gardener tomorrow and after this work to do an 

application to the Commune, an email text and maybe to do one more reading/edit of the memo, and I was now sure 

that I would be able to make the deadline of sending the application which is Tuesday by 9.00 and I only managed to 

do this accepting that I would have to bear the pain of not running one but five marathons in a row. 

 

My email to the team today 
Normally Sunday evening I send the script of Saturday and Sunday to the team in Kenya but because of my decision to 

focus entirely on the memo, I sent the following email to Kenya, and the plan of God was also for the team in Kenya to 
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suffer even more when not hearing from me and by this showing that we are still approaching God, which we can only 

do when we cross the house of the Devil in front of God. This is also why Elijah, if you read this and if you will under-

stand this, or maybe if the team will help you understand this?  

 

Dear all, 

 

I am sorry to inform you that it has not been possible to write my script from the weekend yet. I am more dead than 

alive working on my application and memo to the Commune, which I will continue doing Monday and to send Tuesday 

morning, and Tuesday evening I need to do three new applications, and Wednesday I can start doing the missing 

scripts. 

 

So at the moment it looks like I may be able to start sending you scripts again from Wednesday in the best case, but it 

may be even Thursday or Friday before you hear from me again. 

 

Please remember all of you to follow up on your tasks - will you choose the road of the Devil or God? And please take 

care of yourself, your families and your team :-) 

 

Kind regards and speak to you soon from 

Stig 
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Monday 23rd November 2009 
Sleep and dreams, starting the work as a Gardener ☺, buying food for the week, my meeting with HELL today, finalis-

ing my application for Hillerød Commune, MESHACK: ALREADY CHOSEN THE BETTER OPTION, updates from David and 

my email, application, memo to officials and Politicians of Hillerød Commune and the state. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And again tonight I had my normal “unnormal”sleep and today I was up even earlier than for some time here, already 

at 6.00, because I needed to start my new “work” at Brede Park at 7.30. 

 

I had a short dream, and I cannot read the entire note, but this is what I can read: 

 

• There is a doctor in Sweden, a farm and May, it hurts, the stomach is not big enough for the organs, which are 

pressing incomprehensible hard. The headache has almost disappeared. My coin eczema is still there. 

o This dream is about the “doctor”, who is a symbol of Karen, which God used very often in 2006 but still from 

time to time uses – not included in these scripts. 

 
Starting the work as a Gardener ☺☺☺☺ 

 
The naked chestnut tree with the Gardener house behind it 

 
The white house at the back to the right is our “lunch-house” 

 
The village of Brede - the park is behind the houses 

 
Brede - the most beautiful village in Denmark? 

 

I knew that starting a new “work” today was the road of God and even though I was “this close” of dying yesterday 

evening I still had to stand up early today and even though I was still very tired I had to find the strength and especially 

the mental capacity – which this is really all about, when you have taken a decision, you can do it if you follow my ex-

ample thinking of Meshack for being careful also reading these scripts and this is what you can ask the team Meshack, 

do you read the bible about my old life more careful than my new scripts here and what do you think is the most im-

portant to do and to follow? – in order to start doing this work. 
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And I needed the mental capacity already from the beginning of the day, because who wants to start the day, when it 

is completely dark outside and to bicycle 5 kilometres to a place, where you don’t know if you will find the exact ad-

dress and when you truly don’t have the motivation because of the fact that I have not choosen to become a Gar-

dener myself – it is other people who have taken the freedom away from me, even though this is the setup of God – 

and because this is not a new job but “jail” taking away my freedom, which will last for 10 weeks. 

 

So this is what I decided to do today, and because I started early, I was at the place and I found the right address at 

7.20, so I stood outside waiting until 7.30, because I wanted to be exactly on time for this kind of meeting. And when I 

arrived, I was the first receiver of Cash help there, and all I knew was that I had to speak to Rolf – the manager of the 

place - because no one at the Commune had given me any practical information at all (!) and I did not know if they 

would have special clothes for me or food and not even for how long I needed to work every single day. 

 

So I met Rolf and he was nice but he did not ask to receive my criminal record, which the Commune had asked me to 

collect from the police station, because this is mandatory when you start “working” for a public company, which I did 

last week – and my record is clean (!). Afterwards Rolf gave me a tour of the park, which is only about 100 times 200 

metres big – at least the part I was shown, there is a path at the end of the park and I was told that there is an exit at 

this end of the park behind some trees, which I was not shown the first day.  

 

When Rolf was showing me around he told me about many different tasks to do at the park, and I was thinking that I 

don’t have the experience or knowhow of doing this work, but I knew that I could take it easy because here there 

should be absolutely no expectations to me, and that I will probably learn to do the work, when I need to do the work, 

which is always what I have done, which nobody has truly known – but this is the principle I like very much. When you 

work, you can teach yourself at the same time and when you work efficiently and when you have the highest common 

denominator as your goal instead of the lowest, which is what this Commune has and which the world more or less is 

approaching (!) because or your attitude or not caring and of lazyness – you can still deliver the best work at the high-

est level, which is what I have always done according to my ability without having had the need to learn all of this 

through maybe 5-6 years of further education, which is what the world can do too. 

 

So the work I was asked to do is probably among the work having the lowest status of all in this community which is to 

remove leaves from the ground from the trees losing it this autumn, and there are leaves all over, which I was a little 

bit surprised to see because there are also other people “working” at this park and because the leaves must now have 

been there for some weeks at least. And Rolf also showed me a chestnut tree (see picture), which had lost all of the 

leaves and chectnuts, which were now lying on the ground around it. 

 

And Rolf showed me the end of the park with a couple of buildings including the old GARDENER HOUSE and he told 

me that he had found some of the orginal notes of the old Gardener from the end of the 17th century or the beginning 

of the 18th Century about how to keep the garden, which are rules which still aplies, and we were all smiling about this 

because the rules in my old testament and the new one too still applies and I have done my best trying to remove the 

Devil of this book, which you can hear from some of my tape recordings from 2006, but there are still more work to do 

and what I will say is only this – don’t use too much energy on Jesus, my old life and on the old scripts, because this is 

a new life and I have new teachings for you and these teachings are what I want you to use time on. It is not manda-

tory for all people to read my old teachings, but I NEED TO DO THIS, I HAVE DECIDED TO MAKE IT MANDATORY FOR 

ALL PEOPLE TO READ MY NEW TEACHINGS, THAT IS THIS SCRIPT and also MY OLD SCRIPT FROM BEFORE COMING TO 

KENYA and I will only tell you this, that I WILL TAKE AWAY YOUR FREEDOM FOR SOME TIME UNTIL I HAVE TAUGHT 

YOU HOW TO LIVE A PROPER LIFE and when you have convinced me that you will do this, I will give you back your 

freedom – this is my principle and this is the difference compared to what the Commune is doing to me. They are 

“punishing” me by taking away my freedom and putting me into “jail”, which is actually what you can compare this 

with, and I can only say that it is entirely unnecessary for the Commune to do, because I have complied with all of 

their demands, and the reason why I ask you to read all of my scripts – WHICH ARE MANY MANY PAGES – is because 

as a whole PEOPLE ON EARTH HAVE NOT COMPLIED WITH MY RULES, please let me know who have not violated the 

10 commandments and also the new basic rules in these scripts and therefore my friends IT WILL BE MANDATORY 

FOR ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH TO READ THESE SCRIPTS and the purpose is also this, I have gone through Hell to write 

these scripts and when you read it you will go through Hell together with me and at the same time I ask you to do 
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your absolutely best to understand it and afterwards to talk about it as Evans was writing in an email earlier. This is 

ALSO WHAT IT TAKES TO ENTER MY KINGDOM my friends – and the sooner you can translate this so people will be 

able to read it or to have it read up loud, the sooner you can finalise this basic rule – and everything is done in the 

name of love ☺☺☺. 

 

So after the tour and after having showed me the different tools to be used, I decided to clean up around the chestnut 

tree and maybe you would like to know that I have never had a garden for myself and I have truly never showed any-

one that I may have an interest doing this kind of work and just maybe also some competences, because the back-

ground I come with is the last 13 years living in Hørsholm with a very small terrace, which I was not able to maintain at 

all because I was not motivated and because my private life has always been terrible my friends, so who would think 

that I can do this job – this is just to show you that people will judge you not on your potential but on your experience 

and this is totally wrong – PLEASE FIND THE POTENTIAL OF ALL PEOPLE my friends. 

 

And when I looked at the waste surrounding the tree I thought that this would probably take one hour to remove, but 

very quickly I found out that it would take much longer to do. In the beginning I decided to use a rake and a wheelbar-

row, where I put together the waste with the rake and using my hands to put up the waste in the wheelbarrow, which 

I then walked 100 metres to empty at the top of a truck. When I came, the truck was almost full of other waste and 

Rolf had said to me that I could just empty the wheelbarrow in front of the truck, which I was truly not very happy do-

ing, because this would only mean unnecessary work when moving it later on top of the truck after the truck has been 

emptied. So I noticed that more waste could be on the truck and I decided to put more on it and when I was doing 

this, I thought of why no one here apparently have been thinking about the possibility to put a ramp from the ground 

to the truck, which would make the work of emptying the wheelbarrow much more easy, so I am not a Gardener, but 

this is simple logic to see, which people and Rolf should have seen a long time ago, I believe. 

 

So I continued doing this work and after maybe one hour, I thought that I needed to use an extra tool, a big shovel, 

because it became clear to me that this would make my work easier instead of using my hands, so this is how I contin-

ued and I believe during the day that I maybe raked, collected, transported and emptied 5 wheelbarrows per hour and 

I kept on doing the work all of the time only paused by the mandatory breaks they have here. The work starts officially 

at 7.30, but they start by taking a cup of coffee, so I started at 7.45 and then there is a break at 9.30, lunch at 11.30 

and a new break at 13.30 before officially finishing at 15.00. 

 

So the first day I knew that it would be uphill for me because this is new work and because I know how God normally 

works, that it will take some time to adjust, to get into the rhytm, to develop the physical power/energy needed and 

to develop a joy and happiness with what you are working with if you are truly open to new things, so this is what I 

had to start with this morning AND WHAT I DECIDED TO DO NO MATTER WHAT at the same time thinking that I do this 

work not voluntarily – which is not the best foundation to develop joy for something – and not being in form to do 

hard physical work and at the same time feeling the Devil annoying me a lot, and not being able almost to communi-

cate with the other unemployed people coming during the morning to say hello to me but I made a decision from the 

start, which I thought a lot about here the first morning, that what the Commune is doing is a violation of the rights of 

people, that I should use my time on finding work instead (normally that is) and because of this it is truly a disgrace 

what they are doing, but at the same time I was thinking that people MUST be open to change and new opportunities 

instead of being negative as very many people are today and I believe that most NATURAL BORN MANAGERS would 

not be happy to start working as a Gardener – and maybe you Thøger Seidenfaden, if you wrote my story from the be-

ginning you could have followed in my footsteps for you to write about my experiences and I am sorry Thøger, be-

cause you are now “so important” that you don’t have to write anymore and WRONG that is and Thøger, what would 

you feel if somebody forced you to work as a Gardener, do you think that would be difficult for you to do, but when 

you cannot imagine how things feel on your own body, Thøger, then you cannot write about them and I have used 

you Thøger to write this and because I have given you the best communication skills around that is according to Stig 

and probably also other people, but what you don’t know Thøger is that you would not be able to communicate like 

you do if you did not have God on your side, but you have just not met him yet – and this was an example of the Devil 

working too and because I was allowed to do a disgression and yes one of the last ones and yes I can only promise you 

that and yes they probably noticed the use of words here as well. 
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So it was a very difficult decision for me to decide that on one hand this is a total disgrace, because the Commune is 

taking my freedom away and at the same time saying to my self that I am going to love this work more and more each 

day and that it will probably take me 2-3 weeks to truly develop this feeling according to my experience – and I am 

thinking of the FREEDOM I felt when I was working as a news paper boy during early mornings, the same feeling I am 

expecting will show here more and more for each day - and at the same time as I take freedom away from people by 

asking all to read this book and to participate in teachings on communication etc., but this was what I decided to do 

because it is needed to do for the world, and this is the simple logic and the only logical answer I found, my friends ☺. 

 

And I would never have been able to start as a Gardener doing a normally paid work because of the demands, this 

trade AS AN EXAMPLE ONLY is asking of people because when you look at job ads for companies employing Gardeners 

it is practise that people WITHOUT TRULY THINKING demand that people are educated, skilled workers and that they 

have “solid experience from the trade” or “knows of operation of large gardens and use of different garden machines” 

as examples from two ads I found and which are examples of what is happening all over the world – YOU ARE TAKING 

AWAY FREEDOM FROM ALL PEOPLE DEMANDING THAT THEY KNOW OF THE WORK BEFORE THEY START THE WORK, 

and what is truly the most important to have is the right attitude, the eagerness and the willingness to learn and per-

form your best, which is what I have also decided to do in my work as a Gardener, and when I do this I will make sure 

that I work better both in quality and also in efficiency – and more and more the more experience I get – than most 

people. This is what I did when I started working with Life & Pension many years ago and this is what I can do starting 

to work as a Gardener too, as I said to the people here today during lunch. This is my goal and I just want to say to all 

of you PLEASE GIVE PEOPLE THE FREEDOM BACK, DON’T DEMAND EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE but demand that 

people do their best and learn at the same time when they work by doing their absolutely best – it is truly not that dif-

ficult! 

 

And I was also thinking this morning much about NATURAL SKILLS, INTEREST and OPENESS OF PEOPLE and I was think-

ing that I could have been a Gardener, if I wanted too and then I would probably have been one of the best Gardeners 

around because of my attitude to work and I would have been happy about it, but I decided the only logical thing 

which is that people should not take away freedom of people and that people should be encouraged to develop what 

they naturally feel they want to do because that is also what God is doing to people, but at the same time I was think-

ing that people should be much more open to opportunities in life and if you imagine a community where you are a 

manager if that is truly your natural desire, but for you to VOLUNTARILY decide on becoming a Gardener maybe for 10 

weeks, because then you will be able to try out completely new things of life, which will make your life much richer in 

experiences and this is what I thought that I would like to do myself, if you have an open community giving you this 

opportunity that I would like from time to time to try “something completely different” and thinking of you Pythons 

and it could also be exciting to try this and that and …, but I will still focus on my main desire and my main purpose of 

life, which is what I feel the most for. But the difference is to have FREEDOM or not to HAVE FREEDOM and HERE I 

HAVE SHOWN YOU THAT EVEN THOUGH FREEDOM HAS BEEN TAKEN AWAY FROM ME COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY I 

CAN STILL LEARN TO APPRECIATE A NEW WORK. 

 

So I did the work this morning and gradually I started thinking that now I can relax mentally, which is quite an unique 

experience after all of the stress I have been through but then I started on thinking of all of the work in the park and 

which deadline I would give myself working on this job, and I decided that I would do this work as I normally work on 

producing a memo for example. First I will do the work and then I will do two “edits”and it was with this attitude I 

started. 

 

And when I worked during the morning God gave me the thougt of the simple Gardener Mr. Chance from the movie 

“Being there” and I thought that Peter Sellers was really only showing God as a simple man and during the morning I 

met Tom, a former alcoholic of 56 years of age, who lost his family and almost his life until he two years ago decided 

to come straight and some of the other maybe 4-5 people who were here today, and Tom tried twice today to tell me 

that I should not work too quickly, because as he said we are only paid a small salary per hour and he said that an old 

tree which was overturned by the storm the day after “election day” recently – which was actually a symbol of the 

Devil in the garden of Eden, the garden of God, which this park is symbolising – should give him and Mikkel work for 

the whole week and I did not entirely understand the need from the people here to work slowly, because will Rolf put 

a pressure on them if he sees me working more quickly than them, but anyhow I thought about what he said and I was 

under direct pressure from God, because he also wanted me to become friends with these nice people at the same 
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time, but I knew that I had to tell the truth from the first day, so I told him first that I was working with the tempo, 

which I like the most and when he told me again later in the day I said to him that he will work with the tempo he de-

cides on and I will work with mine – and I could do nothing else even though I am very disappointed with his working 

attitude even though he is protesting against the system, but on the other hand Tom is happy to be here and I get the 

feeling that at least some of the other people like it here too, and there are no “business” people like me here at the 

moment, but primarily people having different kind of difficulties including partly disabled and one alcolholic. 

 

During the morning I agreed with Rolf and Mikkel to drive the truck to the waste disposal site, I was going to drive 

even though I have never driven a big truck like this before, so I got the key and Mikkel and I went to the truck only to 

find out that there was no power on the truck and that we could not drive because of this. So what were we to do and 

at the same time God was giving me information that this truck is the symbol of my new car, my new engine, my new 

life starting, but there were no starters or gribs we could use to start the truck, and later Rolf said that he decided to 

order a new starter, but he does not know when it will arrive, and this is an example of a “manager” being involved 

totally unnecessary, which you will see all of the time. We could do this work without Rolf if he had passed on the re-

sponsibility to us, which is what I encourage the world to do in similar situations. 

 

And when I asked Mikkel if all of the leaves and garden waste on the truck would not fall off when we drive, he said 

that we would drive carefully, and I did not think this was the right answer, so I continued asking him if we should not 

put a tarpaulin on top of it, he said he did not think so, so at the first day I was met by a pressure by this “system” not 

to work hard/normal and not to work with my best quality, with other words not to care, which is not the way I like to 

work no matter what I work with. Show your quality in all kind of work and this is also why God has wanted me to 

work as a Gardener, for you to know that quality is truly what WE APPRECIATE THE MOST and only the Devil is respon-

sible that this book is not written with my normal quality. 

 

And during the day I was thinking of Rolf as the manager sitting inside at the office controlling and managing us and 

having a higher “salary” than us, and this is just another symbol of a manager not taking part of the work, taking the 

decisions and having higher salary – this is not motivating people, managers like this are not needed, this is simple 

logic too my friends, this is not how God has planned it – all people truly need to work, not to control other people like 

you see today with the respect of the principles I have written in this book. 

 

Tom and Mikkel are two former wood workers and Rolf is the only educated gartner of all times from Tivoli so they 

are also planted by God and hereby actors of God and God told me that the tree I was working on all day was planted 

with me in mind and has just been waiting for me to arrive! 

 

After lunch at 11.30 – I did not bring lunch today but I had some of the oatmeal porridge they did here – it started to 

rain and I noticed it but I decided that this should have no influence on my work so I decided to continue working hard 

and concentrated, even though I did not have much physical energy, and two of the others came to me and said that 

they would stop the day today – some of them only work to 12.30 because they don’t have their full working capabil-

ity – and Tom said to me “don’t slog yourself to death” because they had noticed that I kept on working without hav-

ing small breaks which they have themselves and I was smiling because if he only knew …. 

 

At 13.30 Rolf asked me to stop the day because of the rain, which I did. I also had more work to do at home, so it was 

fine to stop sooner than my plan. 

 

Buying food for the week 

After work I decided to buy food for the rest of the week. My original budget was 240 DKK but because I spent 32,50 

DKK extra last week on coffee to be used this week, my budget this week is 207.50 DKK, and today I bought food for 

180 DKK and will use a little bit more on more bread later but I will keep budget, and this is the last time I will write 

about my food budget and spending because I now have the habit of what I can buy and not buy and therefore I will 

grant myself the freedom not to write this anymore – and I do have more food than needed for this week also be-

cause I will spend the weekend with my family, so next week I will also need less than 280 DKK which is still my normal 

budget for one week all inclusive. 
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So after shopping, coming home and eating, the time was 16.00 and I had to start finalising the work for Hillerød 

Commune. I would have loved to run also today, but there was no time to do it. 

 

My meeting with HELL today 

And this was one of the easy decisions, because I had given the team easy tasks as a symbol of my basic rules in my 

email from the 16th November and all team members except from Elijah was able to do these easy tasks – even 

though all of you are struggling, and during shopping I decided this, which I informed the Council performing as Hell 

about. 

 

And Elijah I can only say to you that you are not listening, you don’t answer my questions, you are not consistent, you 

don’t keep the basic rules and you don’t keep your own promises – instead you keep on talking about how I need to 

understand your increasing difficulties, which is your excuse for not keeping the basic rules the same way as people all 

over the world will try to give me their bad excuses and Elijah THERE ARE NO BAD EXCUSES to give and I can only say 

that on basis of this task I have approved John, Meshack and David to enter my kingdom, but Elijah my dear friend 

YOU ARE A SYMBOL OF THE WORLD IN THESE SCRIPTS – WHEN DO YOU THINK YOU WILL TRULY COMPREHEND THE 

FULL MEANING OF THIS – and because of this YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER MY KINGDOM. YOU KEEP GIVING ME 

BAD EXCUSES and it is only YOUR OWN MIND BLOCKING YOU FROM DOING what I ask all other people to do, Elijah to 

this date I regret that I have already approved you to enter the kingdom, you are not worthy today – even though I 

care for you very much and all of your good sides, but I cannot accept people not showing “true faith” and not follow-

ing the basis rules. CAN YOU ELIJAH and at the moment your answer is NO I CANNOT and PLEASE UNDERSTAND ME 

BECAUSE OF …. and Elijah this is the difference, I truly understand your and your family’s suffering, but Elijah your atti-

tude and your actions are missing, I am sorry, but this is the truth and I don’t write this to offend you, because you will 

use this knowledge yourself one day soon when you will try to make people understand how important it is for them 

to follow the basic rules. Elijah do you think you will be able to make people understand of the MUST of following the 

basic rules when you, in a similar situation as other people of the world will come in, cannot follow the basic rules 

yourself? Elijah this is NOT A GAME this is SERIOUS: Which side will you show the world? The self-suffering Elijah or 

the disciplined and strong Elijah – you have both sides and you are using the wrong side of Elijah at the moment and 

when you use this side, you take away my energy and my desire to speak to you. So my decision is that the Devil will 

still be with you Elijah, but we are still approaching Christmas, so your lives will gradually improve. 

 

So Elijah, you have not been approved at this the first round of three, which this is the symbol of. Do you want to be 

approved at the second round? You can only do this if you follow my email from the 16th November and maybe you or 

the team can find this again for you to read?  

 

And if I don’t receive the promised notes from the church services before Monday next week, I will ask Evans to do 

them and I am also considering if I will ask you as the manager to report of the work at the office – which you have not 

done – and I have decided that if I don’t get a full report of your work on the memos and the action plans etc. before 

Monday at 12.00 I will ask someone else to do it for you. 

 

Finalising my application for Hillerød Commune 

So after a hard day of physical work – which you can truly feel in your body when you are not used to use the particu-

lar movements and muscles I used today – I continued my work and I had Obama with me, he was very open by saying 

he also wanted to learn from me on how I work, and I did only what I normally do which is to write down my ideas, to 

work from there and to start with I worked with my application and afterwards I used some time to do some amend-

ments and additions to my memo including some of my experience from today’s work as a Gardener and finally I used 

some time to write an email text and to find all email addresses of the receivers which include the top officials and 

politicians of Hillerød Commune and the Government. 

 

I would have liked to do also a third edit of my memo, but this evening it was truly impossible for me to find the en-

ergy, so I had to settle for two edits only and a “little bit” extra this evening. I sent all of it at 21.39.  

 

The day today was really hard, but yesterday was even harder and I am glad that I decided to do my absolutely best 

yesterday, otherwise I would probably not be able to make it through today. 
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You can see my email, application and memo at the end of the script of today ☺. 

  

MESHACK: ALREADY CHOSEN THE BETTER OPTION 

I received this email from Meshack today and as usual this email made me very happy. I am glad Meshack for you be-

ing so faithful and loyal, thank you so much my friend ☺. 

 

Hi, wish you well in your applications but want to assure you that on my part and my family, have decided to use the 

beeter option which is the road of God.Well my family and i are doing well and i remaim very eager to hear from you 

when you are done with your applications because the scripts are part of my daily routine. 

 

Hi to your family. 

 

            Meshack 

 

Updates from David 

And also thank you so much to you David and I like to see that despite of your sickness – which God has told me noth-

ing about – that you are still moving on and that you infact are developing LTO, which is only what comes natural to 

you, my friend. You make me proud of this, and I would be very happy if you can also give me an update of how your 

girlfriend is doing and also if you have seen Jenipher and made friends with her – and maybe to update me on your 

thoughts David in this connection? 

 

Hallo Stig, 

  

I thank you for your continued updates.  

  

I've not been able to write to you for some time now because I have been sick. I have had some flu but now I'm getting 

better. 

  

We have acquired a Management Information Software called Ultra Recall which shall enable us to bring all our man-

agement documents i.e. the resource plans, actions plans to one point. 

  

On the Roadmap to Peace in Somalia, I shall bring to you a draft on Friday. 

  

Meshack and John are following up on the Dadaab Newsletter and they are to sent you some updates tomorrow. 

  

Thank you and have a good day. 

  

David 

 

My email and application to officials and Politicians of Hillerød Commune and the state 

This is the email I sent today: 

 

Kære Malene Hansen - Lundgaard Konsulenterne, 

 

Vedlagt fremsender jeg min ansøgning og CV til stillingen som direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed i Hillerød 

Kommune. 

 

Til ansøgningen vedlægger jeg mit notat om "verdens bedste kompetence- og jobprofiler, rådgivning og job-

formidling", som indeholder forslag til, hvordan Hillerød Kommune kan fordoble effektiviteten, hvis man 

med en enestående kvalitet udvikler kompetencebeskrivelser for alle medarbejdere og stillinger, optimerer 

organisationen hertil og udnytter medarbejdernes kompetencer optimalt. Og hvis man efterfølgende gør 

det samme for ledige borgere, vil dette betyde, at kommunen får den mest effektive jobformidling af alle. 
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Denne mail er også sendt til Hillerød Kommunes Borgmester, Formand for Erhvervsrådet og Kommunaldi-

rektør, fordi forslaget kan medføre en meget markant og positiv udvikling af byen og dens borgere, hvis I 

gennemfører dét, der er simpel logik for alle og som allerede er jeres politik - som blot skal gennemføres 

med en hidtil uhørt kvalitet og udvides til også at omfatte de ledige. 

 

Mailen er desuden sendt til Departementschefen for Beskæftigelsesministeriet, Direktøren for Arbejdsmar-

kedsstyrelsen, Beskæftigelsesministeren og Statsministeren, fordi forslaget skal ses i sammenhæng med mit 

fremsendte notat i oktober 2009 om verdens bedste IT-jobformidlingssystem, som helt enkelt kan medføre, 

at Statsministerens år 2020 mål om økonomi og beskæftigelse kan opfyldes før tid, hvis man blot følger det-

te ene forslag, som desuden er i fuld overensstemmelse med regeringens "ufravigelige princip" om "frihed 

under ansvar". Jeg håber derfor, at embedsmændene eller måske Beskæftigelsesministeren vil give Lars 

Løkke en chance for at se mit forslag og selvstændigt vurdere det? 

 

Jeg ser frem til at høre fra dig - eller fra én af de øvrige modtagere af denne mail :-) 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 

2800 Kgs. Lyngby 

Telefon: 23742358 

 

And this is the application I did today: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Direktør Malene Hansen 

Lundgaard Konsulenterne 

Puggaardsgade 4 

6760 Ribe 23. november 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed i Hillerød Kommune 
Jeg søger hermed stillingen som direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed i Hillerød Kommune, og jeg henviser til mit vedlag-

te CV, hvorfra du kan se, at jeg 

 

• via mine personlige kompetencer kan udføre samtlige de opgaver, der omtales i job- og personprofilen,  

• opfylder samtlige personlige krav, som I stiller, og flere til, bortset fra, at jeg i stedet for en 10-20 år gammel vide-

regående uddannelse på grund af mit personlige engagement tilbyder aktuelle færdigheder/kompetencer, som i 

STIG DRAGHOLM ���� VINKELVEJ 20, 2. TV ���� 2800 LYNGBY 
MOBILTELEFON: 23 74 23 58 � SKYPE TELEFON 65 74 05 99 � EMAIL: stig.dragholm@gmail.com 
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kvalitet og effektivitet er på et højere niveau end samtlige kollegaer med videregående uddannelser, som jeg 

igennem 25 år har arbejdet sammen med på forskellige arbejdspladser. 

 

Jeg er uventet hjemkommet fra en længerevarende rejse til Kenya i september måned uden arbejde og penge, og jeg 

har derfor modtaget kontanthjælp for at komme i gang igen, og jeg har hermed set, hvordan systemet fungerer inde-

fra, og det er ikke er et kønt syn! Det er menneskeligt uværdigt, bureaukratisk og ineffektivt, selvom der er ansat dyg-

tige medarbejdere, som imidlertid ikke får lov til at udnytte deres kompetencer, fordi systemet arbejder ud fra ”lave-

ste fællesnævner” som grundlag. Det kan vi gøre langt bedre – også i Hillerød! 

 

Og det er netop kompetencer, som er helt og aldeles afgørende/påkrævet at identificere, udnytte fuldt ud og yder-

ligere at udvikle for at vi alle kan få et bedre liv – noget, der ikke sker i dag de fleste steder og formentlig heller ikke i 

Hillerød Kommune, fordi ambitionsniveauet er sat for lavt, hvis kommunen i øvrigt ligner Lyngby-Taarbæk og Hørs-

holm Kommuner, som jeg har erfaring fra!  

 

I job- og personprofilen fremhæver I betydningen af ”fokus på udvikling af kompetencer hos ledere og medarbejdere, 

så organisationen kan matche fremtidens krav” – dette er således langt mere betydningsfuldt, end de fleste gør sig 

begreb om! Ved at etablere kompetenceprofiler for samtlige medarbejdere og stillinger med en helt enestående kva-

litet, ved at tilpasse og optimere organisationen og ved at udnytte medarbejdernes ressourcer fuldt ud, kan produkti-

viteten fordobles indenfor få år – dette er potentialet!  

 

Og når dette er gjort, kan kommunen identificere og udvikle kompetencerne på samme måde for de ledige borgere – 

som har ligeså stor betydning for dem, som det har for kommunens medarbejdere – og som vil betyde, at kommunen 

får den mest effektive jobformidling af alle, lykkelige mennesker og samtidig en stor besparelse på offentlige udgifter. 

 

Dette og mere til fremgår af mit vedlagte memo ”Verdens bedste kompetence- og jobprofiler, rådgivning og jobformid-

ling”, som jeg har udarbejdet som eksempel, så I og kommunen kan se, hvad I får, hvis I vælger at ansætte mig. Prin-

cippet i mine visioner gør sig også gældende på Social- og Sundhedsområdet. 

 

Jeg ved, hvad der skal til for at skabe en markant og positiv udvikling af systemet, som samtidig er i fuld overens-

stemmelse med såvel regeringens som kommunens politik. Det, jeg skriver i mit notat, er simpel logik for alle, som 

derfor enkelt burde kunne skabe tilslutning. Hvis kommunen ønsker de mest effektive og glade medarbejdere og bor-

gere, skal I ansætte mig, men hvis kommunen ønsker en administrator, som ikke formår at udvikle et bedre system 

end kommunens nuværende, som ikke er godt, skal I se bort fra mig. Der er en verden til forskel, og det er blot dette, 

at jeg beder jer forstå. 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig Dragholm 

 

My memo to officials and Politicians of Hillerød Commune and the state  

And finally here is the memo I did, which almost – and only almost – broke/killed me: 

 
 

NOTAT 
 

 

Til: Direktør Malene Hansen, Lundgaard Konsulenterne, Kommunaldirektør Peter Zahlekjær, Formand 

for Erhvervsudvalget Ole Roed Jakobsen og Borgmester Kirsten Jensen, Hillerød Kommune  

CC: Departementschef Bo Smith, Beskæftigelsesministeriet, Direktør Marie Hansen, Arbejdsmarkedsstyrel-

sen 

 Beskæftigelsesminister Inger Støjberg, Statsminister Lars Løkke Rasmussen 

Fra: Stig Dragholm – kandidat til stillingen som direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed i Hillerød Kommune 

Emne: Verdens bedste kompetence- og jobprofiler, rådgivning og jobformidling 
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Dato: 23. november 2009 
 

 

Indledning 
I tillæg til min ansøgning som direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed i Hillerød Kommune har jeg udarbejdet 

dette notat, som giver min vurdering af den politik og de strategier, som Hillerød Kommune anvender i 

henhold til Beskæftigelsesplanen for 2010 for ledige borgere i kommunen, herunder har jeg også foretaget 

en vurdering af den kompetenceudvikling, som planlægges i forhold til ledere og medarbejdere i kommu-

nen, fordi der er sammenhæng mellem den indsats, der sker for at ”afdække” og ”opkvalificere” kommu-

nens egne ledere og medarbejdere i forhold til den indsats, der sker for tilsvarende at ”afdække” og ”op-

kvalificere” ledige borgere. Der er ganske enkelt en verden til forskel mellem, hvordan kommunen vurderer 

behovet for kommunens egne ledere/medarbejdere og for ledige borgere i kommunen, selvom alle men-

nesker i udgangspunktet har samme behov for ”afdækning”, ”opkvalificering” og udvikling. 

 

Formålet med notatet er at vise kommunen, hvad I får, hvis I vælger mig som direktør for Job, Social og 

Sundhed. Notatet viser et eksempel på mine visioner ved at beskrive, hvordan en ny vej og udvikling ska-

bes, hvordan jeg vil løfte både kommunens egne medarbejdere og ledige borgere mod nye højder, som vil 

medføre den mest optimale forståelse og udnyttelse af alles kompetencer og den mest effektive jobformid-

ling overhovedet.  

 

For at nå denne målsætning er det afgørende at have modet til at gennemføre en total modernisering af 

den måde, som man har arbejdet på igennem en årrække. En traditionel indgangsvinkel, som har lullet 

medarbejdere og borgere i søvn, og som betyder, at man på ingen måde gør anvendelse af de meget store 

kompetencer, som ethvert menneske besidder. Der ligger meget store guldkorn, som blot venter på at blive 

samlet op, hvis man i kommunen som den første herhjemme tør tage skridtet væk fra afgrundens rand og i 

stedet fokusere på dét, der er ment positivt og som vil skabe de gladeste medarbejdere/borgere og som vil 

effektivisere området på en måde, som aldrig er set før. 

 

Notatet beskriver blot dét, som er indlysende rigtigt at gøre og som er simpel logik, hvis man skærer ind til 

benet af, hvad der er kernen i kommunens arbejde med jobformidling, og som samtidig er i overensstem-

melse med kommunens HR-strategi om at etablere job- og kompetenceprofiler for alle stillinger samt kom-

petenceudvikling for ledere og medarbejdere. Der er blot tale om en udvidelse af denne strategi til også at 

omfatte kommunens ledige borgere og så til at gennemføre strategien med en hidtil uhørt kvalitet, som er 

udover, hvad man normalt vil gøre, fordi det er dette, der vil føre til den afgørende forskel.  

 

Men på trods af dette faktum vil I formentlig vurdere, at det kræver et meget stort politisk mod at ændre 

på tingenes nuværende tilstand, fordi systemet er som en stor ”supertanker”, som ikke er sådan til at æn-

dre, selvom mit forslag vil gøre mennesker glade og føre til et langt bedre og mere effektivt system end det 

nuværende. 

 

På grund af forslagets store potentiale, er notatet ikke alene sendt til Lundgaard konsulenterne, men også 

til relevante politikere og embedsmænd i Hillerød Kommune og i staten, hvor sidstnævnte i oktober 2009 

fik mit notat om at skabe verdens bedste, mest effektive IT-jobudviklingssystem, som en del af verdens 

mest effektive arbejdsmarked, som dette notat er en naturlig forlængelse af.  

 

Måske I ikke vil være enige i notatets forslag og visioner efter første gennemlæsning, men måske I vil over-

veje det igen, når I senere læser notatet igen i en anden sammenhæng med ”ny viden” og ”nye øjne”? 
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Sammenfatning af notatets indhold og budskaber 
Notatets indhold og hovedbudskaber kan sammenfattes som følger: 

 

1.  Vurdering af Beskæftigelsesplanens strategier ........................................................................ Side 4 
 

• Planen er vanskelig at overskue med dårlig struktur og kvalitet – gælder dette også jeres arbejde? 

• Planen fokuserer mere på kommunens økonomi end hensynet til den ledige, og er helt uden den ny-

tænkning, som er påkrævet for virkelig at skabe en markant og positiv udvikling. 

• Planen nævner intet om at identificere og udvikle den lediges kompetencer – bortset fra lovgivningens 

traditionelle ”opkvalificering” som aktivering, uddannelse og tilskudsjob.  

• Hvordan ville Borgmesteren og Kommunaldirektøren reagere, hvis de blev arbejdsløse uden at få råd-

givning og i stedet blive mødt med et ”bevidstløs” krav om at søge tre stillinger her og nu samt aktive-

ring? 

• I praksis kan man sendes i aktivering som hjemmehjælper eller rengøringshjælp, selvom man måske er 

forfatter eller direktør på grund af sine naturlige kompetencer. 

• Systemet betragter mennesker som en fabrik, som systemet kan forvalte, som det ønsker, og med lo-

ven i hånden kan systemet ødelægge et menneskes tilværelse ved ”tvang” om arbejde og uddannelse. 
 

 

2.  Min erfaring som kontanthjælpsmodtager i Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk  ....................... Side 11 

 

• Man får meget dårlig information om formål og kontaktforløb, som i praksis ikke er individuelt og fleksi-

belt. 

• Kommuner rådgiver efter laveste fællesnævner – ”selvkørende” ledige får INGEN rådgivning! 

• Kommunerne fokuserer på, at man skal lave præcis det samme som tidligere, de interesser sig ikke for 

at identificere kompetencer og de har ingen særlig viden om arbejdsmarkedet. 

• Kommunerne har ikke viden om kommunikation, spørgeteknik og behovsanalyse – man lytter til sig 

selv! 

• Lyngby-Taarbæk tvinger ledige i ”praktik” efter kun 2 ugers ledighed. Jeg er i dag startet i praktik som 

gartner!!! – Gør systemet sig overhovedet nogen forestilling om, hvor graverende et indhug dette er i 

forhold til et menneskes integritet, når det ligger så langt væk fra ens kompetencer og interesser som 

tænkes kan, og at det virker direkte hæmmende for de videre beskæftigelsesmuligheder? Det er en 

overtrædelse af helt fundamentale menneskerettigheder, og de ansvarlige burde straffes herfor. Vågn 

op! 

• Jeg har fået password til www.jobsport.dk for at finde mine beskæftigelsesmål, men systemet mener, 

at jeg bør blive Oldfrue eller Fritidspædagog o. lign., som jeg derfor ikke kan bruge! 

• I starten får man frihed til at søge jobs selv, og jeg er nu spændt på, hvornår og hvordan kommunen vil 

sætte tommelskruerne på og tvinge mig til at søge jobs, som jeg kan gå psykisk ned på! 

• Kommunernes medarbejdere besidder kompetencer og et langt større potentiale, end de bruger, fordi 

kommunernes ambitionsniveau er sat alt for lavt, nemlig efter laveste fællesnævner. 

• Kommunerne spilder tiden med at tage referater og kontrol. De burde bruge tiden på at hjælpe! 

• Både Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk er sociale bedragere og snyder med refusion fra staten! 25 timers 

reglen opfyldes ikke. 
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3.  En ny vej til kompetence- og jobprofiler, rådgivning og jobformidling ................................. Side 17 

 

• Det nuværende system behandler ledige med kontrol og uværdighed som udgangspunkt – på trods af 

Hillerøds rigtige strategi om tillid, interesse, tid og omsorg. 

• Alle bør behandle andre, som de selv ønsker at blive behandlet (den gyldne regel) og med ”frihed under 

ansvar” som et ufravigeligt princip, hvor man har fuld frihed, når nogle få basisregler overholdes. 

• Hillerød er dygtig, kreativ og gavmild med kompetenceudvikling for sine ledere, mindre gavmild og me-

re kontrollerende for sine medarbejdere og man gør ingenting for at identificere kompetencer hos ledi-

ge! 

• Det er afgørende, at der sker en detaljeret gennemgang og kortlægning af samtlige kommunens med-

arbejderes kompetencer via de mest professionelle systemer, færdighedstest, erhvervs- og psykolog-

tests. 

• Der skal udvikles karriere- og udviklingsplaner for alle medarbejdere, og udnævnelser skal ske efter en 

plan og objektive kriterier på grundlag af kompetencer, og ikke ud fra vennetjenester og ”folk vi kan li-

de”. 

• Der udarbejdes perfekte job- og kompetenceprofiler for samtlige stillinger i kommunen. 

• Organisationen tilpasses og optimeres på grundlag af medarbejdernes og stillingernes kompetencepro-

filer. 

• Alle medarbejdere deltager obligatorisk i kurser om kommunikation, coaching og strukturerede samta-

ler for at forbedre menneskelig forståelse, og for at skabe de allerdygtigste rådgivere. 

• Der iværksættes programmer for, at alle medarbejdere udvikler den højeste grad af faglig viden. 

• Herefter fungerer medarbejderne som professionelle coaches for de ledige, og gennemfører på samme 

måde som for sig selv kompetenceprofiler og karriere- og udviklingsplaner for de ledige. 

• Medarbejdere og de ledige forandres fra at være traditionalister til at tænke åbent og se nye mulighe-

der, som kan få dem til at opleve livet på en ny, spændende og udviklende måde. 

• Der udarbejdes job- og kompetencebeskrivelser for samtlige stillinger i Danmark på samme måde som 

for stillingerne i kommunen – og alt gøres i den mest perfekte kvalitet. 

• Ledige kan herefter søge de rigtige stillinger med kvalitet, og vi opnår den mest effektive jobformidling! 

• Der kan opnås betydelige fordele for alle, hvis man kan udvikle ét professionelt system, som anvendes 

af alle og som sikrer, at man overalt arbejder på samme høje niveau med de samme koncepter og kvali-

tet. 

• Kommunen udvikler og tilbyder desuden professionelle og relevante serviceydelser, som den ledige fri-

villigt kan tilmelde sig som en værdifuld hjælp i processen med at finde et nyt arbejde (relevante ud-

dannelser, kurser, netværksaktiviteter, jobværksteder, webservices, biblioteker, messer m.v.) 

• Alt dette – sammen med verdens bedste IT-jobformidlingssystem, som beskrevet i notat af oktober 

2009 – vil udvikle verdens bedste og mest effektive arbejdsmarked, som vil fordoble produktionen in-

denfor få år – hvis der er en politisk vilje til at gennemføre dét, der er i overensstemmelse med nuvæ-

rende politik og planer og som er simpel logik ☺☺☺. 
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1.  Vurdering af Beskæftigelsesplanens strategier 

Jeg har gennemlæst Hillerød Kommunes Beskæftigelsesplan for 2010 og foretaget en vurdering af planens 

strategier, som det fremgår af skemaet nedenfor. 

 

Ved første gennemlæsning af planen virker den meget vanskelig at overskue. Der er ikke noget resumé, 

strukturen i planen er ikke god, der er gentagelser og mange formuleringer er ganske enkelt dårlige formu-

leringer, som er med til at forstyrre forståelsen.  

 

Dette medfører, at det koster tid som udenforstående at sætte sig ind i planen, og at det kan være meget 

vanskeligt at bryde den ”mentale barriere” med overhovedet at finde motivation til at læse planen, indtil 

man gradvist forstår mere og mere. Det er op af bakke, og sådan bør en plan ikke præsentere sig. Jeg har 

nu læst planen tre gange: Jeg var forvirret efter første gennemlæsning, havde et bedre overblik efter anden 

gennemlæsning og jeg forstår nu det meste af planen efter tredje gennemlæsning, men der er fortsat en-

kelte afsnit, hvor jeg selv med min bedste vilje ganske enkelt ikke forstår meningen, hvilket der er eksem-

pler på i skemaet nedenfor. 

 

Og det er helt naturligt at tænke, at når kommunen via dens mange ressourcer, ledere, medarbejdere og 

også via Erhvervsudvalget ikke har været i stand til at udarbejde en bedre plan end den foreliggende, at sel-

ve arbejdet med at hjælpe borgere tilbage i arbejde lider under samme manglende struktur og kvalitet? Er 

det ganske enkelt dét, der er sandheden – at kommunen har ressourcerne og mulighederne, men fordi 

medarbejderne ikke anvender sine kompetencer og ressourcer fuldt ud, så gøres arbejdet ikke godt nok og 

man tilbyder en kvalitet, som er betydeligt ringere, end den kunne være? 

 

Når man læser planen, giver den desuden det indtryk, at den er skrevet af én medarbejder, og det kunne 

være interessant at høre, hvordan forarbejdet til at skrive planen har været. Har man i kommunen lyttet til 

sine brugere – de ledige – og deres ønsker og behov, som jo er dem, man er sat i verden for at hjælpe og 

har man for eksempel inviteret medarbejdere, Erhvervsudvalg og brugere til at arbejde kreativt i workshops 

for at udvikle nye idéer med målet om at gøre tingene på en ny og bedre måde, om at følge en ny vej til 

glæde for alle?  

 

Og har man overvejet at tage initiativ til at udvikle de mest professionelle værktøjer i samarbejde med an-

dre, som kan anvendes som ét koncept for alle kommuner? – I stedet for at hver enkelt kommune gør tin-

gene på sin egen individuelle måde, som ikke er optimal, fordi alle arbejder enten uden koncepter eller 

med koncepter, som ikke har den kvalitet, som er nødvendig, for at man virkelig kan identificere og udvikle 

den enkelte lediges fuldstændige personlige og professionelle kompetencer og matche disse bredt i forhold 

til erhvervsmuligheder. 

 

Eller har man valgt den ”nemme” måde at udvikle planen på; at bruge planer fra tidligere år som grundlag, 

at se på de centrale målsætninger og at få én medarbejder til at udarbejde et oplæg (hvorfor er planens 

forfatter(e) ikke nævnt?), som går hele vejen igennem systemet måske uden de store bemærkninger, fordi 

det er den måde, ”som vi plejer at gøre tingene på”? 

 

Og det er dette, jeg får indtrykket af, når jeg læser planen. Den er udtryk for det menneskesyn, der kan be-

skrives som ”jeg ved alt, jeg behøver ikke at spørge brugerne om, hvad de ønsker” og med ”spørge” mener 

jeg virkelig at spørge åbent uden at have en skjult dagsorden. Planen fokuserer i meget stor udstrækning på 

kommunens egen situation og økonomi, og er hermed udtryk for et vaskeægte bureaukrati. 

 

Og det er her, at det forekommer besynderligt, at man arbejder med manglende kvalitet og nytænkning i 

stedet for at udvikle dét, der er et meget stort behov for, og som beskrives i dette notat, og jeg kan derfor 
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kun give min kritik til den ansvarlige direktør og hele systemet, at man ikke har forstået og at man ikke har 

skabt den udvikling, som er meget påkrævet. Kommunen har en meget stor og kostbar administration, og 

direktøren hæver en meget høj løn sammenlignet med andre, uden at dette dyre system forstår, hvordan 

man skaber den nødvendige udvikling – det hænger ganske enkelt ikke sammen, det er spild af tid og pen-

ge! 

 

Og når man læser Jobcenter Hillerøds hjemmeside for sine ledige borgere, så er det himmelråbende, hvor 

lidt og hvor dårlig information, som denne side indeholder. Der fremgår intet om kontaktforløb, service-

ydelser, jobplaner, aktivering m.v., og i Beskæftigelsesplanen er hjemmesiden ikke omtalt med ét eneste 

ord, der er altså ingen strategi om udvikling af denne! Det er nok den ringeste hjemmeside jeg har set in-

denfor området, og jeg kan kun tage den som udgangspunkt for et system, som tænker mere på sig selv og 

sine egne behov end et system, som har drivkraften til at forstå og at udvikle det bedste for sine brugere. 

Det kan virkelig gøres tusind gange bedre og igen kan jeg kun udtrykke min kritik af systemet og direktøren 

– hvordan kan I stå indenfor så ringe en service og mangel på udvikling? 

 

I følgende skema gives min vurdering af Beskæftigelsesplanens strategier. På basis af disse samt mine erfa-

ringer som kontanthjælpsmodtager i Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk kommuner, som beskrives i afsnit 2 i 

dette notat, fremkommer jeg i afsnit 3 med mit forslag til ”en ny vej” om at udvikle verdens bedste system 

til personlige kompetenceprofiler, stillingsprofiler, karriere- og udviklingsplaner og den bedste rådgivning, 

som vil føre til den mest effektive jobformidling, som kan opnås.  

 

Beskæftigelsesplanens strategier Min vurdering 

”Ledige borgere i Hillerød kommune skal have en hurtig og 

kvalificeret rådgivning og vejledning, således at de hurtigst 

muligt opnår fast tilknytning på arbejdsmarkedet. En tidlig 

offensiv beskæftigelsesindsats er derfor afgørende, hvis 

langvarig ledighed skal forebygges”.  

 

”Til trods for den økonomiske krise med stigende ledighed 

til følge, er der stadigvæk en række erhverv, hvor der er 

mangel på arbejdskraft, for eksempel indenfor sundhed, 

undervisning, administration og transport. Det er blandt 

andet udtryk for, at ledige ikke har de kompetencer, der 

efterspørges. Derfor anvender Jobcenter Hillerød flaske-

halspuljen målrettet til at opkvalificere ledige til områder 

med mangel på arbejdskraft, og det vil jobcentret fortsat 

gøre. 

 

• Jeg er enig i, at KVALIFICERET rådgivning har væsentlig 

betydning for at hjælpe folk tilbage på arbejdsmarkedet, 

men det skal fungere på borgernes præmisser, ikke på 

kommunens, som det i stor udstrækning gør i dag.  

• Hvad har Hillerød Kommune gjort for at sikre sig, at der 

virkelig ydes KVALIFICERET rådgivning på HØJESTE ni-

veau til ALLE borgere for at undgå, at niveauet sker med 

udgangspunkt i laveste fællesnævner? 

• Er målet i kommunen, at personalet skal have den ”høje-

ste faglige viden”, de allerbedste koncepter og rådgiv-

ningskompetencer eller er dette et fuldstændigt overset 

område, selvom det er dette, som er afgørende for kvali-

teten af den rådgivning, som ydes? 

• I Beskæftigelsesplanen står der bemærkelsesværdigt 

ikke et ord om, hvordan man arbejder målrettet for at 

identificere og udvikle den lediges personlige og profes-

sionelle kompetencer – man kender ganske enkelt ikke 

de lediges kompetencer!!! 

• I stedet er ”god latin”, at kommunen ”opkvalificerer le-

dige til områder med mangel på arbejdskraft” – en helt 

uanstændig måde at behandle mennesker på! 

Der er ledige for hvem uddannelse og opkvalificering er en 

nødvendighed for at sikre, at de har sig kompetencer, der 

matcher virksomhedernes efterspørgsel. Efterspørgslen 

efter arbejdskraft med kompetencegivende uddannelse vil 

fremover stige i et omfang, der ikke kan honoreres af ud-

buddet. Jobcenter Hillerød har derfor en vision om at styrke 

fokus på uddannelse og opkvalificering af ledige, så ar-

bejdskraften også på lang sigt matcher virksomhedernes 

efterspørgsel efter faglige kvalifikationer 

• Jeg er enig i, at uddannelse er vigtig for at udvikle kom-

petencer, men det er afgørende vigtigt, at uddannelse 

sker som et frivilligt tilbud til den enkelte uden at kom-

munen udøver pression, som kun er med til at fjerne 

motivation og værdighed fra den enkelte.  

• Hvordan har I det som mennesker, hvis I skal tvinge ledi-

ge til at gennemføre en uddannelse, som de psykisk går 

ned på? Har I haft eksempler herpå i Hillerød, som de 

har i Hørsholm, og som de ikke er glade for at udføre? 
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For 2010 vil der være fokus på uddannelse og opkvalifice-

ring gennem: 

 

• Aktivering i Hillerød Kommune i form af løntilskuds-

pladser i offentlige institutioner, hvor formålet er at den 

ledige erhverver sig kompetencer, så vedkommende kan 

opnå ordinær ansættelse.  

• Jobcentret har et antal partnerskabsaftaler med private 

virksomheder, som tilbyder praktikpladser og til-

skudsjob. Formålet er at den ledige erhverver sig kompe-

tencer, så vedkommende kan opnå ordinær ansættelse.  

• Jobcentret skal prioritere køb af pladser og uddannel-

sesforløb (kompetencegivende kurser) hos anden aktør, 

for de grupper af ledige, der kan profitere af en indsats 

hos anden aktør. Strategien skal bidrage til opkvalifice-

ring af de ledige, øget resultatskabelse, øget aktiverings-

grad samt medvirke til overholdelse af rettidighed.  

• Hvordan sikres det, at ”aktivering” virker motiverende 

og fremmende for jobsøgningen, og at der reelt erhver-

ves kompetencer, som ikke besiddes i forvejen? 

• Problemet er, at kommunen ikke kender den lediges 

kompetencer og beskæftigelsesmål, og at aktivering og 

løntilskudsordninger gennemføres hen over hovedet på 

den ledige uden individuelle hensyn.  

Jobcenter Hillerød vil i 2010 have fokus på en hurtig og 

fremrykket indsats, for at sikre en hurtig tilbagevenden til 

arbejdsmarkedet, via:  

 

• Straksformidling i jobcentrets jobbutik, hvilket indebæ-

rer, at så snart en ledig tilmelder sig i jobcentret, skal 

den pågældende søge minimum tre job. Den ledige skal 

herefter møde til samtale en gang om ugen, hvor der sø-

ges tre nye job.  

• en partnerskabsaftale med LO for de forsikrede ledige. 

A-kasserne tilbyder en udvidet indsats for deres med-

lemmer i den første del af ledighedsperioden. Jobcentret 

arbejder på en tilsvarende løsning for de ikke-forsikrede 

ledige. Fordelen ved en sådan ordning er, at det er en 

tidlig indsats. Aftalen forventes desuden at kunne med-

virke til resultatskabelse, høj aktiveringsgrad og rettidig-

hed.  

• Køb af pladser hos anden aktør, med fokus på aktiv job-

søgning og en fremrykket indsats.  

• Her ses et eksempel på, at der er ensidig fokus på kvanti-

tet i jobsøgningen, der er ikke nævnt ét eneste ord om 

kvalitet, reel kompetenceafdækning og udvikling i pla-

nen for hurtigst og bedst muligt at sikre den ledige et ar-

bejde, som vel egentlig er dét, det handler om? 

• Jeg vil gerne spørge Borgmesteren, Kommunaldirektøren 

og Formanden for Erhvervsudvalget om, hvordan ville I 

reagere, hvis I kom til mig for at søge rådgivning, og I in-

gen rådgivning fik overhovedet? Hvordan ville I føle det, 

hvis jeg krævede, at I ”bevidstløst” skulle udarbejde tre 

ansøgninger her og nu, og hvis ikke I gør det, så tager jeg 

den økonomiske hjælp fra jer, så I kan sulte? Har I no-

gensinde tænkt på, at det kunne være jer selv, der stod i 

denne situation, som jeg står i, mens disse linjer skrives, 

og på hvordan I ville reagere, hvis I skulle udsættes for 

den umyndiggørelse og nedværdigelse, som jeres system 

er et udtryk for? Det er ikke forbudt at tænke kvalificeret 

og udover jeres egen næsetip! 

• En ansøgning tager den tid, som en ansøgning skal tage, 

når man udfører den med den bedste kvalitet, man er i 

stand til. Hvor lang tid tror I, det har taget mig at lave 

dette notat som bilag til min ansøgning? Måske I vil sy-

nes, at dette arbejde er unødvendigt, når man søger en 

stilling? Spørger I mig, er kvalitet afgørende, og kun ved 

at gøre sit bedste i jobsøgningen, kan man hurtigst og 

bedst muligt komme i arbejde. 

Mål for rettidighed for Jobcenter Hillerød i 2010:  

1) For dagpengemodtagerne skal Jobcenter Hillerød i 2010 

gennemsnitligt have en rettidighed på 90 procent på job-

samtaler, 1. og gentagne aktiveringstilbud  

2) For kontant- og starthjælpsmodtagere skal Jobcenter 

Hillerød i 2010 gennemsnitligt have en rettidighed på 90 

procent på jobsamtaler  

3) For de arbejdsmarkedsparate kontant- og starthjælps-

modtagere skal Jobcenter Hillerød i 2010 gennemsnitligt 

have en rettidighed på 80 procent på 1. og gentagne aktive-

ringstilbud  

• FRIHED UNDER ANSVAR er det eneste rigtige princip for 

at motivere og glæde alle mennesker, som det fremgår 

af afsnit 3 i dette notat. 

• Som en del af at leve op til sit ”ansvar” er kommunikati-

on så vigtig, at ALLE aftalte møder skal gennemføres, 

medmindre at den ledige eller kommunen har en afgø-

rende vigtig grund til ikke at afholde et møde. 

• Møderne bør være ugentlige samtaler, som fungerer 

som professionel coaching på den lediges præmisser for 

at sikre den højeste grad af motivation og engagement 

hos den ledige. 
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4) For de ikke-arbejdsmarkedsparate kontant- og start-

hjælpsmodtagere skal Jobcenter Hillerød i 2010 gennem-

snitligt have en rettidighed på 75 procent på 1. og gentagne 

aktiveringstilbud  

 

Via aktivering i Hillerød kommune, vil Jobcenter Hillerød 

sikre kvalitet i tilbuddene, øget rettidighed samt billigere og 

mere styrbare tilbud. Konkret vil Jobcentret have følgende 

3 aktivitetsområder i 2010:  

 

1. Løntilskudspladser i offentlige institutioner, hvor formå-

let er at udvikle den lediges kompetencer i forhold til ordi-

nær ansættelse.  

 

2. Job- og kompetenceforløb med fokus på at afklare og 

udvikle den lediges kompetencer.  

  

3. En samarbejdsaftale i Hillerød Kommune med henblik på 

at afdække den lediges ressourcer og barrierer, og give den 

ledige mulighed for varetagelse af konkrete jobfunktioner.  

 

• Dette virker som en gentagelse, men det er vanskeligt at 

gennemskue, om dette er det samme som det afsnit, der 

fremgår nederst af side 4 i dette notat? 

• Hvad betyder punkt 3 ”en samarbejdsaftale i Hillerød 

Kommune”??? 

• ”Afklare” og ”udvikle” den lediges kompetencer er AF-

GØRENDE for at hjælpe den ledige tilbage i arbejde, men 

den eksisterende lovgivning, værktøjer (www.jobnet.dk, 

www.jobspar.dk m.fl.) og kommunens medarbejdere 

evner ganske enkelt ikke at gøre dette tilfredsstillende - 

medarbejderne besidder ikke tilstrækkelig viden og kon-

cepter, og medarbejderne har forskellige holdninger til, 

hvad der virker, og hvad der ikke virker, og den ledige vil 

derfor modtage rådgivning på et for lavt niveau og for-

skellige ”subjektive” råd, som afhænger af den enkelte 

rådgivers personlige holdning. 

Aktiveringsgraden for kontant- og starthjælpsmodtagere 

skal i 2010 gennemsnitligt ligge på 50 procent. 

Jobcenter Hillerød vil sikre en høj aktiveringsgrad, hvilket 

har afsmittende positiv virkning på rettidigheden, idet 

mange ledige ved en høj aktiveringsgrad kommer i tilbud og 

- alt andet lige – vil det antal, der bliver aktiveret rettidigt, 

så stige. 

Det er vigtigt med en høj aktiveringsgrad. En høj aktive-

ringsgrad skal være med til at sikre effekter i form af færre 

offentligt forsørgede på henholdsvis dagpenge, kontant- og 

starthjælp. Med andre ord kan en høj aktiveringsgrad være 

et af midlerne til at sikre færre ydelsesmodtagere i jobcent-

ret. Samtidig er en aktiv indsats i form af aktivering med til 

at sikre kommunen indtægter i form af statslige refusioner. 

Aktiveringsgraden har således direkte betydning for kom-

munens budget for beskæftigelsesindsatsen. 

• Jeg forstår formuleringerne således, at man mener, at de 

nuværende tilbud om aktivering vil medføre reducerede 

udbetalinger fra det offentlige og ikke mindst, at kom-

munens budget forbedres i aktiveringsperioden, som 

velsagtens er det vigtigste argument for kommunen og 

som er vigtigere end, hvordan den enkelte modtager af 

aktiveringen påvirkes personligt? 

• Jeg er ikke tilhænger af den hovedløse aktivering, som 

sker i dag – det er langt fra den bedste løsning til at hur-

tigst og bedst muligt at hjælpe den enkelte tilbage i ar-

bejde, se afsnit 3 i dette notat. 

 

Strategi for at mindske tilgangen til arbejdskraftreserven  

Jobcenter Hillerød vil synliggøre og aktivgøre de ledige. Den 

eneste måde de ledige kan komme ud på arbejdsmarkedet, 

er ved at synliggøre sig selv, og den arbejdskraft de udby-

der. For de, der ikke selv kan, er det Jobcenter Hillerøds 

opgave at medvirke til dette. At de ledige er aktive i job-

søgningsprocessen er essentielt, hvilket Jobcenter Hillerød 

styrker ved brug af:  

 

• En fremrykket og intensiveret indsats med fokus på ak-

tiv jobsøgning. Indsatsen kan foregå enten hos anden ak-

tør eller i jobcentret. Før et forløb kan foranstaltes, 

iværksætter jobcentret selv Straksformidling, hvilket 

som skrevet indebærer, at så snart en ledig tilmelder sig 

i jobcentret, skal den pågældende søge minimum tre 

job. Den ledige skal herefter møde til samtale en gang 

om ugen, hvor der søges tre nye job.  

• Senest efter 13 uger vurderes det, om der skal iværksæt-

tes aktivering.  

• Det lader til at være en helt generel opfattelse, at man 

hjælper, de der ikke er ”selvkørende” som kommunen 

skriver: ”de, der ikke selv kan, er det Jobcenter Hillerøds 

opgave at medvirke”. Hermed er strategien altså, at le-

dige, som er ”selvkørende” ikke får nogen hjælp.  

• Hvordan kan man menneskeligt retfærdiggøre, at man 

som ”selvkørende” i en vejledningsperiode ”tvinges” til 

at møde frem dagligt i Jobcentret, som det sker i Hørs-

holm og Lyngby-Taarbæk og som det måske også sker i 

Hillerød? Det samme gælder for så vidt også de ikke 

selvkørende. 

• Dette er politikken, som jeg kalder for ”den laveste fæl-

lesnævner”, som gælder for alle. Det er at udvise en ud-

strakt grad af mistillid til alle mennesker, også til menne-

sker, som er ansvarlige. Filosofien bør være at tro på si-

ne medmennesker, indtil andet måtte blive bevist, og at 

behandle alle, som man gerne selv vil behandles, hvilket 

er simpel logik, se mere under afsnit 3. 

• Kommunen kender ikke de lediges virkelige kompeten-
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• De ledige synliggøres og aktivgøres ved hjælp af job-

messer.  

• Jobcenter Hillerød forventer, at de ledige er aktive og 

medvirkende i jobsøgningen. Jobcenter Hillerød forplig-

ter sig til at give relevante tilbud til de ledige, og at de 

ledige gør brug af dem - ellers bliver de ledige rådig-

hedsvurderet. De ledige har rettigheder, men også pligt 

til aktivt at medvirke til at blive selvforsørgende, når de 

modtager offentlige ydelser. Redskabet, der benyttes, er 

rådighedsvurdering, sanktion og stop af kontanthjælp.  

cer, de tilbyder rådgivning efter laveste fællesnævner, 

hovedløs aktivering samt uddannelse og tilskudsjob, som 

kan tvinges igennem. Og hvis ikke man synes dette er 

rigtigt, så bliver man rådighedsvurderet, for ”når man 

modtager penge fra det offentlige, så må man også af-

finde sig med en umenneskelig behandling”. Dette lader 

til at være holdningen hos mange og hvis ikke man bry-

der sig om dette, så fjerner det offentlige hjælpen, og så 

kan man få lov til at sulte i dette land, som danskerne er 

meget glade for bliver kaldt for ”verdens lykkeligste 

land” – dette har intet med lykke at gøre, det er over-

greb, som burde være forbudt, og de ansvarlige burde 

straffes for det! 

Strategi for at øge afgangen fra arbejdskraftreserven  

Pr. maj 2009 er det således, at knap 30 procent af de ledige 

dagpengemodtagere og lidt over halvdelen af de ledige 

start- og kontanthjælpsmodtagere går ledige i mere end 13 

uger. Dermed bliver de en del af arbejdskraftreserven. Job-

center Hillerød har samme strategi for henholdsvis de for-

sikrede og de ikke forsikrede ledige:  

 

• Der iværksættes hurtigst muligt, indenfor de økonomi-

ske rammer, en aktiveringsindsats, som skal støtte den 

ledige i at komme (tilbage) i ordinær beskæftigelse. Ind-

satsen tager udgangspunkt i beskæftigelsesmål indenfor 

områder med gode beskæftigelsesmuligheder.  

• Herudover tager indsatsen udgangspunkt i den lediges 

kvalifikationer, og bygger på trappemodellen. Dvs. at 

man prioriterer de virksomhedsnære aktivitetsformer 

(voksenlærlingeordningen, virksomhedspraktik og løntil-

skud).  

• Vurderes det, at der er behov for branche- eller fagskif-

te, iværksættes en afklaring med henblik på at afdække 

det fremtidige beskæftigelsesmål.  

• Strategien tager afsæt i, at Jobcenter Hillerød ønsker at 

udstyre arbejdskraftreserven med de efterspurgte kvali-

fikationer fra virksomhedernes side. Der benyttes red-

skaber såsom opkvalificering i form af 6 ugers selvvalgt 

uddannelse eller voksenlærlingeordningen. I forlængelse 

heraf benyttes opkvalificering via uddannelse primært 

for de forsikrede ledige.  

 

Forud for iværksættelse af længerevarende uddannelses-

forløb skal den ledige have stiftet bekendtskab med områ-

det, enten via en virksomhedspraktik eller et løntilskuds-

job. Sammen med - eller uden - løntilskud fokuserer Job-

center Hillerød på anvendelsen af mentorer.   

• Med formuleringen ”indsatsen tager udgangspunkt i be-

skæftigelsesmål indenfor områder med gode beskæfti-

gelsesmuligheder” står der, at man for eksempel kan 

sendes i aktivering som hjemmehjælper eller rengø-

ringshjælp, selvom man måske er forfatter eller direktør 

på grund af sine naturlige kompetencer, og samtidig må 

man acceptere kun at modtage sin almindelige kontant-

hjælp eventuelt med et mindre tillæg, selvom ens ”kol-

legaer” modtager en højere løn – er dette motiverende?  

• Alle mennesker risikerer hermed at blive skåret over en 

kam – både de, der føler en naturlig glæde ved dette ar-

bejde og de, der vil gå psykisk ned på det. Man kan med 

andre ord med denne plan og loven i hånden ødelægge 

et menneskes tilværelse, som naturligvis er helt og alde-

les uacceptabelt. 

• Dette og de øvrige punkter i strategien tager helt enkelt 

udgangspunkt i et forkert menneskesyn – et syn, hvor 

systemet betragter mennesker som en fabrik, som sy-

stemet kan forvalte, som det ønsker. Det er ikke sådan, 

at mennesker er bygget, en udvikling bør naturligvis altid 

ske efter individets ønsker, hvor ”systemet” så kan hjæl-

pe med oplysning og coaching, men det er ren og skær 

diktatur, at give systemet beføjelser til at beslutte på 

vegne af den enkelte borger. Det svarer til, at systemet 

kan sætte det enkelte menneske i fængsel og torturere 

det, hvis systemet synes, at dette passer bedst i samfun-

dets interesser. Er det virkelig det bedste vi kan? 

 

Jobcentret har følgende strategier for sygedagpengeforløb, 

for både de kortere- og længerevarende forløb, for hen-

holdsvis at forbedre og fastholde målet i 2010 i forhold til 

2009:  

 

• Der vil i 2010 være fokus på at benytte uddannelse og 

opkvalificering som tilbud til sygemeldte borgere. En del 

af disse tilbud kan gives som led i aktivering af de syge-

meldte. En anden del af tilbuddene vil kunne tilbydes, 

• For personer på sygedagpenge er det naturligvis i mod-

tagerens interesse at modtage hjælp og coaching på 

samme måde som kontanthjælpsmodtagere, så de fast-

holdes i arbejdsmarkedet så godt som overhovedet er 

muligt. 

• Og ligeså vigtigt som det er for andre, skal kommunen 

ikke beordre sygedagpengemodtagere til uddannelse el-

ler arbejde, som ligger uden for modtagerens interesse-

område alene på grund af kommunens økonomiske inte-
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såfremt borgeren er revalideringsberettiget.  

• Jobcentret vil fortsat have en Fastholdelseskonsulent, 

som vil understøtte såvel borgere som arbejdsgivere i 

råd, vejledning og konkrete tilbud med det formål, om 

muligt, at forhindre en sygemelding samt at sikre, at 

borgeren kan forblive på arbejdsmarkedet. Fastholdel-

seskonsulenten vil have særlig fokus over de private og 

offentlige arbejdsgivere, der har specielt mange syge-

meldte.  

• For at understøtte en tidlig indsats, har sygedagpenge-

teamet i 2009 taget initiativ til at afholde opfølgnings-

møder for ny-sygemeldte. Møderne afholdes hver 14. 

dag, og har til formål dels at sikre en rettidig overholdel-

se af den 1. opfølgningssamtale, og dels at sikre at bor-

gerne får råd og vejledning om de rettigheder og pligter, 

man har som sygemeldt. Det er jobcentrets vurdering, at 

opfølgningsmøderne – og den tidlige kontakt fra kom-

munen - vil være medvirkende til at afkorte såvel antal 

som varigheden af sygeforløbene.  

• Idet Jobcenter Hillerød har en strategi om at inddrage de 

sygemeldte, og at de aktivt skal være med til at afklare 

deres sygdomsforløb, så det bliver kortest muligt, bruges 

uarbejdsdygtighedsvurdering, sanktion og stop af syge-

dagpenge, som et redskab, der er i fokus også i 2010.  

• Lovgivningen, med forpligtelse til at aktivere sygemeld-

te, er med til at understøtte en tidlig indsats. Jobcentret 

kan ved aktivering af sygemeldte opnå en 65 procents 

refusion, imod 35 procent såfremt jobcentret ikke akti-

verer. Jobcenter Hillerød vil lægge en strategi, så lovgiv-

ningen bedst muligt bliver understøttet: - Jobcentret vil, 

som redskaber til at aktivere, benytte sig af delvis rask-

melding, såfremt borgeren ikke er helt uarbejdsdygtig, 

idet dette er den gunstigste form for aktivering. Dels er 

det en foranstaltning, der er direkte arbejdsmarkedsret-

tet, og som har til formål at understøtte den sygemeldte 

i at komme tilbage til hidtidige erhverv. Dels er det en 

foranstaltning, som ikke medfører udgifter for jobcent-

ret til selve aktiveringen, men tværtimod vil en delvis 

raskmelding medføre færre udgifter. Fastholdelseskon-

sulenten er en vigtig brik i denne strategi. - Jobcenter 

Hillerød fremrykker indsatsen og udarbejdelsen af res-

sourceprofiler for de delvist raskmeldte borgere, for at 

tilskynde til at disse borgere kan bevare tilknytningen 

til arbejdsmarkedet. - Der samarbejdes med anden ak-

tør om at udvikle forskellige differentierede tilbud om 

aktivering af sygemeldte, som de sygemeldte kan profi-

tere af, for eksempel smertehåndteringskurser og syg-

domsforståelse. Der samarbejdes også med anden aktør 

omkring afklaring af arbejdsevnen, for eksempel ved 

hjælp af virksomhedspraktik, hvor borgerne kan afprøve 

deres arbejdsevne inden for andre erhverv, end det de 

er sygemeldte fra.  

resser.  

 

Strategi for unge i matchgruppe 1-3  

Jævnfør ovenstående vægter Jobcenter Hillerød uddannel-

se meget højt. Det er derfor høj prioritet, at de unge uden 

uddannelse får en kompetencegivende uddannelse:  

• I den udstrækning, at et uddannelsesvalg sker frivilligt i 

forhold til den enkelte unges ønske, er det godt. 

• Udgangspunktet er, at uddannelse altid skal ske på bag-

grund af den naturlige interesse, som det unge menne-

ske føler inden i sig, og at det sker på grundlag af de na-
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• Jobcenter Hillerød vil have fokus på særligt tilrettelagte 

forløb med henblik på at afklare de unge i forhold til at 

påbegynde et ordinært uddannelsesforløb. Jobcentret 

samarbejder i denne forbindelse målrettet med såvel 

anden aktør som uddannelsesinstitutionerne og ung-

doms- og uddannelsesvejledningscentre.  

• Ved uddannelsesvalg tilbydes korte virksomhedsprak-

tikker, så de unge kan få et indblik i den branche, de 

gerne vil uddannes inden for. Herved optimeres uddan-

nelsesvalget.  

• Kommunal aktivering i form af løntilskud vil blive brugt 

som et redskab til at få de unge i gang indenfor områder, 

der kan føre frem til en erhvervsuddannelse.  

• For unge, der ikke vurderes at profitere af uddannelse, 

fokuseres der på at få dem hurtigst muligt i beskæftigel-

se, blandt andet via intensiverede kontaktforløb med 

særlig fokus på aktiv jobsøgning. Samtidig prioriteres 

brugen af virksomhedspraktik og/eller offentlig og privat 

løntilskud.  

• For unge over 25 år ses voksenlærlingeforløb som en 

god ordning for de unge, der er mere etableret. Voksen-

lærlingeordningen giver mulighed for at opretholde en 

mindsteløn på området, mens man står i lære.  

• Der arbejdes generelt efter trappemodellen.  

turlige kompetencer, som det unge mennesker besidder. 

For at sikre, at der ikke begås fejl eller overtrædelser af 

det unge menneskes personlige rettigheder, er det afgø-

rende, at kommunen har de rigtige værktøjer for at 

identificere og forstå et menneskes fuldstændige kom-

petencer – såvel de personlige som de faglige.  

• Hvis det unge menneske for eksempel har et strålende 

talent for at være maler eller skuespiller, kan Jobcentret 

ødelægge det unge menneskes tilværelse, hvis det op-

fordrer eller måske ligefrem beslutter på vegne af det 

unge menneske, at det skal gå i gang med en uddannelse 

indenfor eksempelvis et håndværk i stedet – hvis dette 

ikke naturligt appellerer til det unge menneskes sind og 

naturlige interesser. 

• Det er således kompetenceafdækningen, som er det helt 

afgørende, når man skal hjælpe andre mennesker, og 

som de fleste jobcentre i praksis intet gør ud af – dette 

fremgår i større detalje af afsnit 3. 

• Med hensyn til de resterende strategier i Beskæftigel-

sesplanen for ”unge i matchgruppe 4-5” og ”personer på 

ledighedsydelse” gør de samme hensyn, som er omtalt i 

dette skema, sig gældende. 

Virksomhedskontakt 

• Der henvises til Beskæftigelsesplanen for dennes strate-

gier herom. 

• Jeg vil ikke i dette notat nærmere gennemgå kommu-

nens strategier i forhold til virksomheder, men blot kon-

statere, at der eksisterer meget store muligheder inden-

for netværkstanken, hvor personer i og udenfor arbejde 

samt de virksomheder, hvori personerne er ansat , re-

præsenteres. 

• Det er interessant at bemærke her, at ledelsen i Hillerød 

Kommunen via sin HR-strategi har fundet ud af, at net-

værk er godt, når man tænker på sine egne personlige 

interesser, men det er påfaldende, at ledelsen tilsynela-

dende ikke mener, at netværk er godt for hverken kom-

munens medarbejdere eller ledige borgere?  

• Som det udtrykkes så godt og rigtigt i HR-strategien: 

”Ledernetværkene har til formål at skabe rum for reflek-

sion og give ny viden om ledelse gennem dialog og vi-

densdeling mellem ledere – på tværs af fagområder og 

geografier”. Kunne man forestille sig, at medarbejderne 

og de ledige i lige så stor udstrækning som ledere vil ha-

ve gavn af netværk i deres udvikling? Dette er ganske 

enkelt forskelsbehandling, hvor man som beslutningsta-

ger forfordeler én selv, fordi man mener, at man er bed-

re værd i forhold til andre. 

• Forklaringen på at netværk – som også formidler arbejde 

blandt deltagerne - ikke tilbydes de ledige handler måske 

om, at ledelsen ikke mener, at det er rigtigt for andre 

end dem selv, og at der ikke er budget til at hjælpe folk 

på denne måde til at komme hurtigere i arbejde, selvom 

det kunne forkorte udbetalingen af offentlige ydelser? 

Og igen handler det måske om, at man ganske enkelt ik-

ke gør sit arbejde ordentligt, og ikke tænker på denne 

mulighed som en mulighed for andre end én selv? 
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Andre aktører anvendes eksempelvis, når de vurderes at 

have specielle kompetencer i forhold til en given målgrup-

pe, der har særlige behov. 

• Hillerød Kommune er én ud af 98 kommuner i Danmark, 

som har sin egen Beskæftigelsesplan, strategier, Jobcen-

ter og som selv tilrettelægger koncepter og rådgivning. 

Det samme gør alle andre kommuner, og ikke én eneste 

tilbyder koncepter og rådgivning med den enestående 

kvalitet, som vil medføre, at man virkelig hjælper men-

nesker på den hurtigste og bedste måde. I stedet stiller 

man sig tilfreds med et yderst ineffektivt system, som 

fokuserer på pseudo-ordninger og alt muligt andet end 

dét, der er hovedopgaven: At skabe et 100% match mel-

lem en ansøgers profil og en stillingsprofil med den bed-

ste kvalitet, se mere herom i afsnit 3 i dette notat. 

• Og med anvendelsen af andre aktører har man yderlige-

re udvidet antallet af virksomheder og medarbejdere, 

som hver især udvikler deres måde at gøre tingene på – 

og det er mit indtryk, at selvom ingen gør det med or-

dentlig kvalitet, så kan andre tilbyde en bedre kvalitet 

end kommunerne – se AS/3 som et eksempel på nogle af 

de rigtige tanker, som dog mangler at blive gennemført i 

hele samfundet og med 100% perfekt kvalitet. 

 

2.  Min erfaring som kontanthjælpsmodtager i Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk 

Jeg kom uventet hjem fra et længerevarende ophold i Kenya i september 2009 uden penge, arbejde eller 

bolig, og jeg måtte gå til Hørsholm Kommune først og efter flytning den 1. november til Lyngby-Taarbæk 

Kommune for at få økonomisk hjælp til at komme i gang igen. 

 

Jeg har som sådan intet behov for at modtage rådgivning, fordi jeg har god erfaring i at søge arbejde, men 

mit udgangspunkt er, at hvis kommunen tilbød coaching på højt niveau, så ville jeg meget gerne modtage 

dette, fordi jeg gerne vil fortsætte min udvikling fra det niveau, jeg arbejder på i dag. Imidlertid må jeg kon-

statere, at ingen kommuner tilbyder rådgivning på mit niveau, men ikke desto mindre kræver systemet, at 

jeg skal gennemgå et obligatorisk kontaktforløb for ellers ”frygter” systemet, at jeg ikke af egen drift kom-

mer tilbage i arbejde! 

 

I det følgende fremgår nogle af de foreløbige erfaringer, som jeg har modtaget fra mit ”samarbejde” med 

Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk, og jeg er spændt på hvilke skærpede krav, som systemet vil stille til mig jo 

længere tid, der går uden, at jeg finder arbejde. 

 

Når jeg har valgt at medtage disse erfaringer i dette notat, er det for at give Hillerød Kommune værdifulde 

informationer om, hvordan systemet fungerer i praksis, og hvad man bør undgå at gøre, hvis man virkelig 

ønsker at hjælpe mennesker og ikke blot at kontrollere dem. 

 

Enhver ansvarlig, som er med til at udvikle ”politikken” på området, burde gennemgå forløbet på egen krop 

for at forstå hvilken virkning politikken har på mennesker, således at de ikke alene fokuserer på systemet 

og økonomien, som ser ud til at have en endnu større betydning for lovgivere og kommunalt ansvarlige, og 

dét, som I måles efter som succeskriterium? Hvornår har for eksempel den eksisterende direktør for Job, 

Social og Sundhed sat sig ned i Jobcentret i en længere periode for at forstå koncepterne, medarbejderne 

og de ledige for hermed bedst muligt at kunne vurdere behovet?  

 

Det er ganske enkelt sådan, at jo højere op i hierarkiet man kommer, desto større ansvar får man for at ud-

stikke politikker, retningslinjer og ordrer, men samtidig bevæger man sig længere og længere væk fra selve 

arbejdet, som betyder, at man rent faktisk bestemmer over andre, uden at være den, der bedst kender ar-
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bejdet – dette er en indbygget manglende logik, som burde være anderledes. De, der arbejder indenfor et 

område, er de, der bør bestemme planerne, og hvordan arbejdet udføres – så enkelt er det. Hvor mange 

medarbejdere fra Jobcentret har været med til at udvikle strategierne og Beskæftigelsesplanen for Hillerød 

Kommune? 

 

Dårlig information om kontaktforløb 

Det er helt naturligt for alle mennesker, når de påbegynder et forløb, at de gerne vil modtage fyldestgøren-

de information om det forløb, de påbegynder.  

 

I både Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk har jeg oplevet, at når man starter som kontanthjælpsmodtager, så får 

man meget dårlig information omkring formålet med og indholdet af de samtaler, som man skal gennemfø-

re med Jobcentret – faktisk er det sådan, at der er flere samtaler, hvor man ikke modtager denne informa-

tion, og hvor jeg selv har måttet spørge, indtil jeg har modtaget den information, som man af egen drift selv 

burde have givet – og som man ganske enkelt kunne sikre sig, at man altid ville give, hvis man havde udar-

bejdet indhold til og koncepter for ”strukturerede samtaler”, som er et område, der er helt overset i det of-

fentlige, og som betyder, at kvaliteten af denne årsag alene er betydeligt under den kvalitet, der kunne op-

nås ved anvendelse af dette redskab – se mere herom i afsnit 3. Måske er det sådan, at fordi systemet selv 

ved, hvordan forløbet foregår, så er der ingen, der tænker den helt naturlige tanke at give ordentlig infor-

mation om formål og forløb til en ny bruger af systemet? Det er mangel på omtanke og forsømmelse af sit 

ansvar både som medarbejder og som leder i kommunen. 

 

Af lov om en aktiv beskæftigelsesindsats fremgår af § 15, at der tilrettelægges og gennemføres et ”individu-

elt og fleksibelt kontaktforløb under hensyn til personens ønsker og forudsætninger”. Af § 16 fremgår, at 

under jobsamtalen tilrettelægges kontaktforløbet, og indholdet i beskæftigelsesindsatsen fastlægges. 

 

Nøgleordene er her et individuelt og fleksibelt kontaktforløb, som imidlertid ikke findes i Hørsholm og 

Lyngby-Taarbæk. Man modtager ingen information om kontaktforløbet, og tilrettelæggelsen sker efter or-

dre fra kommunen til borgeren omkring, hvordan tingene foregår. I Hørsholm gav man mig ordre om to 

ugentlige samtaler og i Lyngby-Taarbæk gav man mig ordre om én samtale hver 14. dag. 

 

• Hvordan er situationen i Hillerød?  

• Giver I også dårlig information til jeres borgere og har I heller ingen strukturerede samtaler? 

• Er dette også sådan, at I som personer ville behandle jeres bedste venner og er der forskel på, hvor-

dan man bør behandle sine bedste venner og kontanthjælpsmodtagere? 

 

Jobplan – ingen rådgivning om kompetencer og beskæftigelsesmål 

Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen skriver på sin hjemmeside, at ”Jobplanen er en skriftlig aftale mellem dig og job-

centret, der kan medvirke til at du hurtigst muligt kommer i job. Du skal afklare dit beskæftigelsesmål, det 

vil sige den type job du sigter mod, sammen med en medarbejder fra jobcentret. Du beskriver dine ønsker 

og planer for medarbejderen, og på den baggrund diskuterer I hvordan dine muligheder for beskæftigelse 

kan forbedres. Samtidig aftaler I hvilke tilbud for dig jobplanen skal indeholde, og I lægger en tidsplan. Til 

sidst nedskriver jobcentret den endelige plan, og I underskriver aftalen”. 

 

Hermed kunne man få det indtryk, at jobplanen alene tager udgangspunkt i den lediges ”ønsker og planer”, 

og at man hermed får en god plan, som på den lediges præmisser hurtigst og bedst muligt kan hjælpe den 

ledige tilbage i arbejde. 
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Imidlertid fremgår det af lov om en aktiv beskæftigelsesindsats, § 27, stk. 2, at beskæftigelsesmålet i job-

planen ”så vidt muligt skal være rettet mod beskæftigelse inden for områder, hvor der er behov for arbejds-

kraft”, hvilket betyder, at kommunen med loven i hånden kan beordre kontanthjælpsmodtagere til at søge 

eller opkvalificere sig til de samme stillinger indenfor områder, hvor der aktuelt er behov for arbejdskraft, 

som i øvrigt kan være anderledes om 5 eller 10 år, hvor man så i mellemtiden har valgt livsbane for et andet 

menneske. 

 

Og af Bekendtgørelsen om rådighed fremgår det, at en person skal være aktivt arbejdssøgende og søge ”alt 

arbejde, som den pågældende skønnes at kunne klare”. Som ledig kan man ifølge reglerne ikke afslå 

de ”forslag”, som kommunen stiller med henvisning til, at det ligger udenfor ens arbejdsfelt eller interesse-

område. Man kan med andre ord tvinges til at udføre et arbejde, som er så naturstridigt, at man kan gå 

psykisk ned på det, hvilket naturligvis vil fjerne al motivation og lyst hos det enkelte menneske. Med reg-

lerne i hånden kan kommunen med andre ord ødelægge en persons hele liv og eksistens! 

 

Ingen jobplan eller beskæftigelsesmål i Hørsholm   

I den måneds tid, jeg var kontanthjælpsmodtager i Hørsholm, havde jeg ikke samtaler med kommunen, 

hvor kommunen ”interviewede” mig omkring eller hjalp mig med at definere mine beskæftigelsesmål – 

tværtimod oplevede jeg, at kommunen konkluderede, at fordi jeg har arbejdet 25 år i den finansielle sektor, 

så er det også i denne sektor, at jeg har de bedste chancer for at finde et arbejde fremover, selvom jeg for-

talte dem, at med mine personlige kompetencer kan jeg søge arbejde indenfor en lang række andre er-

hverv. Jeg erfarede her, at man ikke har viden om kommunikation, spørgeteknik og behovsanalyse og så led 

man af den ”sygdom”, som alt for mange mennesker har, at man træffer sine egne vurderinger på andres 

vegne i stedet for at være fuldstændig åben i forhold til den person, man taler med. 

 

Og jeg oplevede, at man ikke interesserede sig for mine kompetencer og interesseområder, man spurgte 

ikke om dem, man hjalp ikke med at identificere dem, fordi det ikke er et fokusområde for kommunen, og 

sammenholdt med, at man desuden havde en ikke detaljeret viden om arbejdsmarkedet, var det i praksis 

umuligt for dem at vejlede mig om indenfor hvilke erhverv og stillinger, jeg kan anvende mine kompetencer. 

Med andre ord skete der ingen rådgivning overhovedet indenfor dét, der er kerneområdet med at hjælpe 

folk tilbage i arbejde!  

 

Sagsbehandlerne i Jobcentret vurderede, at jeg var ”selvkørende”, og så blev der ikke brugt mere tid på mig 

end højst nødvendigt, og jeg modtog ingen rådgivning om mit CV i www.jobnet.dk (som ingen arbejdsgivere 

har læst!), men kun en kontrol af, at jeg havde udarbejdet det. Og alene på min opfordring fik jeg feedback 

på mit eget personlige CV, som lederen af Jobcentret først impulsivt udtalte var ”det bedste, jeg nogensinde 

har set” og som hun senere vurderede efter en nærmere gennemlæsning, at andre kan opfatte negativt, 

når de læser sandheden om mine kompetencer. Hun var hermed selv et offer af Janteloven, og hun anbefa-

lede mig at ændre ordlyden, så det blev umuligt at forstå graden af mine kompetencer. Det har jeg natur-

ligvis ikke gjort! 

 

Med hensyn til en egentlig jobplan udarbejdede Hørsholm ikke en sådan, men bad mig i stedet om selv at 

udarbejde en tids- og handlingsplan, som de skulle godkende, og som de valgte at give mig frihed til at følge 

den første måneds tid, hvorefter de ville ”sætte tommelskruerne på”, hvis jeg ikke selv havde fundet et ar-

bejde, hvilket ville betyde, at de med loven i hånden ville beordre mig til at søge jobs mod min vilje, selv 

hvis jeg arbejdede fuld tid med jobsøgning efter min egen plan. 

 

En standard jobplan uden beskæftigelsesmål i Lyngby-Taarbæk  

I Lyngby-Taarbæk har man en helt anden ”politik” end i Hørsholm. Når man henvender sig her den første 

dag, så får man udleveret en standard ”jobplan”, som gælder for alle kontanthjælpsmodtagere, og som in-
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debærer, at man gennemgår to ugers tvunget jobsøgning i Jobcentret og herefter bliver alle uden individu-

elle hensyn aktiveret som gartner eller på en skole! Jeg er den 23. november startet på et 10 ugers praktik-

forløb som gartner, selvom jeg aldrig har arbejdet i dette eller beslægtede erhverv, selvom det ikke interes-

serer mig og selvom at jeg ingen planer har om at arbejde med dette eller beslægtede erhverv i fremtiden. 

Er dette en måde at blive ”opkvalificeret” på og mener jobcentret, at jeg med min baggrund og kompeten-

cer har behov for ”opkvalificering” for, at jeg er i stand til at finde mig et arbejde? Man har lavet denne plan 

uden at kende mig, og det giver en mistanke om, at kommunen hermed får en billig arbejdskraft og 65% i 

refusion i stedet for 35% - er det to fluer med ét smæk? 

 

I Lyngby-Taarbæk er jeg heller ikke blevet interviewet omkring mine kompetencer og beskæftigelsesmål, 

man var overrasket over, at jeg søger denne stilling, men alligevel ikke afvisende efter at have hørt kort om 

mine visioner for området. Og jeg har på min første og foreløbigt eneste jobsamtale på tre uger modtaget 

et password til www.jobspor.dk, som stiller mig 112 spørgsmål for at finde mine kompetencer og interes-

seområder og som på dette grundlag stiller mig forslag om erhverv/stillinger, jeg kan arbejde indenfor på 

baggrund af min ”profil”: 

 

Assistent i kommunen, Pædagogmedhjælper, Lærer, Personalechef, Call centermedarbejder, Receptionist, 

Faglærer, Assistent ved arkiv, Kulturformidler, Rejsebureaumedarbejder, Fritidspædagog, Fritidskonsulent, 

Kontorvikar, Rejseleder, Forsikringsfunktionær, Fængselsfunktionær, Familieplejer, Oldfrue, Korrespondent, 

Salgsassistent i post danmark, Shippingmedarbejder, Audiologopæd, Forlagsredaktør, Turistbureaumedar-

bejder, Regissør.  

 

Formålet med systemet er godt, men i min situation er resultatet fuldstændig forkert, som nogle læsere 

måske vil erklære sig enige i? Min situation er meget enkel: Jeg har nemt ved at tilegne mig en stor faglig 

viden, jeg er dygtig med mennesker og til forretningsudvikling, og jeg har veludviklede kommunikations-

egenskaber, som betyder, at jeg bedst vil begå mig som direktør for en stor virksomhed eller organisation. 

Fagområdet betyder mindre, det kan jeg lære via en fokuseret indsats. 

 

Og det er dét, der er problemet. Hvis du for eksempel er den hurtigste mand på 100 meter, og du får at vi-

de, at du ikke må søge job som atletikstjerne, men at du skal aktiveres som gartner eller hjemmehjælper, 

hvordan tror du så, at denne atletikstjerne vil føle sig i hele sit liv, fordi andre har frataget ham hans natur-

lige udtryk og ikke givet ham lov til at bruge hans sande kompetencer? Og min situation er og har altid væ-

ret nøjagtig den samme som verdens bedste på 100 meter. Jeg er af mine chefer igennem tiden blevet fra-

taget mit naturlige udtryk og har ikke fået lov til at anvende mine kompetencer fuldt ud, fordi man ikke for-

står andres kompetencer og fordi, at man er doven og har et stort ego! 

 

Jeg er herefter spændt på, hvordan kommunen vil reagere ved min næste samtale med dem, når jeg fortæl-

ler dem, at www.jobspor.dk er et system med et godt formål, men at det giver et forkert resultat, fordi kva-

liteten ikke er god nok. Jeg påskønner tankerne bag systemet, flere ressourcer og endnu større vilje ville gø-

re forskellen! 

 

Og på samme måde som i Hørsholm, så opfatter jeg, at man i starten i Lyngby-Taarbæk får frihed til at søge 

de stillinger, man vil, og så vil jeg tro, at kommunen vil sætte tommelskruerne på senere, hvis jeg ikke har 

fundet arbejde. Og nu har de altså allerede sendt mig ud som gartner uden at kende min baggrund, hvad 

bliver det næste? Hjemmehjælper, fordi der er behov for arbejdskraft indenfor dette fag eller Fritidspæda-

gog eller Oldfrue, fordi www.jobspor.dk har fundet frem til, at dette er det rigtige for mig? Sådan arbejder 

et pengefokuseret system uden kvalitet og forståelse!  
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Lyngby-Taarbæk har også læst mit CV, og fordi de har lært mig bedre at kende end i Hørsholm, så har Jante-

loven ikke ramt dem. De har større tiltro til mine evner og er nærmest ”chokeret” over, at jeg er kontant-

hjælpsmodtager. En ”rådgiver” utrykte sig meget engageret om mit CV, at han har ”aldrig set noget lignen-

de før”. 

 

I dette afsnit har jeg givet eksempler på to kommuner, som har afdelinger, der udelukkende arbejder med 

at hjælpe folk tilbage i arbejde, men som hverken har de fornødne værktøjer eller viden om, hvad der kræ-

ves for at give de ledige den bedste hjælp. Dette er naturligvis både bemærkelsesværdigt og sørgeligt taget 

i betragtning, at dette er det eneste, som de arbejder med! 

 

Kunsten med hurtigst og bedst muligt at hjælpe en ledig tilbage i arbejde er at identificere personens 

kompetencer og interesseområder 100% perfekt og på denne baggrund at identificere hvilke erhverv og 

stillinger, som den ledige bedst muligt kan bestride. Og så hjælpe personen med top professionel coaching 

og målrettede, relevante tilbud, som den enkelte frivilligt kan tilmelde sig. Så enkelt er det faktisk, men det 

kræver så perfekt en kvalitet, at de fleste står af, fordi man ikke ”orker” at gøre det store udviklingsarbejde, 

som er påkrævet. 

 

Og formålet med dette notat er også at spørge de ansvarlige i Hillerød Kommune, om I arbejder anderledes 

end Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk kommuner eller om I tilsvarende heller ikke gør jeres arbejde ordentligt 

med at yde rådgivning, interviewe og gennemføre behovsanalyse, udarbejde en individuel jobplan, vurdere 

kompetencer og rådgive om andre beskæftigelsesmål end det, som en ledig altid har arbejdet med ?  

 

Hvor der er en vilje, er der altid en vej – men hvis viljen ikke er til stede, kan man ikke se vejen! 

 

Hvilken hjælp ydes af kommunerne i praksis? 

Jeg har identiske opfattelser af, hvordan hjælpen foregår i både Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk kommuner. 

Det lader til at fungere som en ”fabrik”, hvor der hele tiden kommer folk ind og ud af systemet, og hvor der 

sker en hurtig screening af nye ledige for at identificere om de er/ikke er ”arbejdsparate” og ”selvkørende”. 

 

Hvis man er ”arbejdsparat” og ”selvkørende” får man – i hvert fald i en periode – lov til at passe sig selv. Så 

har systemet fundet frem til, at man ikke behøver at bruge ”ressourcer” på den pågældende, men selv om 

man er både arbejdsparat og selvkørende, så bliver man alligevel tvunget til at deltage i jobsøgningsforløb, 

som varer i mindst 6 uger i Hørsholm (selvom jeg dog blev fritaget på grund af ”overbelægning”) og de før-

ste 2 uger i Lyngby-Taarbæk, hvor den eneste grund til at møde op er, at man er tvunget til at komme. I 

praksis modtager man ingen hjælp, når man vurderes at være selvkørende. 

 

For personer, som vurderes ikke at være selvkørende, ydes der hjælp til at udarbejde personlige CV (ingen 

tror på www.jobnet.dk, fordi det ikke er godt nok!) og ansøgninger. På grund af min fritagelse har jeg ikke 

set, hvordan dette foregår i Hørsholm, men jeg konstaterede, at de ikke bruger nogle koncepter og at de 

kun har en lille viden om arbejdsmarkedet . I Lyngby-Taarbæk tilbyder man to forskellige slags for hjælp:  

 

1. Man henviser generelt til hjemmesiden www.tekstmaskinen.dk og anbefaler de CV’er og ansøgninger, 

som denne hjemmeside tilbyder, og selvom de nok af de fleste vil blive betegnet som ”hæderlige”, så er 

kvaliteten er dem ganske enkelt for lav, og de tager udgangspunkt i ”hvordan virksomheden kan hjælpe 

mig” i stedet for ”hvordan kan jeg hjælpe virksomheden”. 

2. Individuel og subjektiv hjælp baseret på den enkelte medarbejders tid, viden, holdninger og kvalitetsni-

veau, men problemet er fortsat, at man ikke kender den lediges kompetencer, og at man automatisk 

går ud fra, at man skal bruge sin eksisterende erhvervserfaring og uddannelse til at fortsætte indenfor 
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samme branche/erhverv i stedet for virkelig at finde ud af indenfor hvilke brancher/stillinger, som den 

ledige med sine kompetencer og interesser hurtigst og bedst muligt kan finde sig et arbejde. 

 

Personer, der vurderes ikke at være selvkørende, modtager hjælp, men når der i praksis ikke ydes hjælp til 

personer, der vurderes at være selvkørende, så siger det sig selv, at det niveau, som man arbejder på tilsva-

rende tager udgangspunkt i laveste fællesnævner.  

 

For både Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk gælder, at der sidder medarbejdere i Jobcentret, som har et langt 

større potentiale end det, de får lov til at vise. Hvordan kan et system, som ikke forstår og ikke anvender 

sine egne medarbejderes fulde kompetencer og potentiale identificere og udvikle lediges kompetencer? 

Det ligger i sagens natur, at dette ikke blot er en vanskelig opgave, det er en umulig opgave! 

 

I Hørsholm havde jeg som nævnt to samtaler pr. uge, hvor fokus den første måned udelukkende gik på, om 

jeg fulgte min egen jobplan, som jeg havde fået frihed til at følge. Men man begyndte at stille spørgsmål til 

mig om stillinger, hvor der er behov for arbejdskraft. og det gav mig anledning til at tro, at det faktisk var 

det, man ville gøre i Hørsholm, at sende mig ud i en stilling, som ligger så langt fra mine kompetencer, som 

man næsten kan forestille sig. Og jeg fik at vide, at hvis jeg sagde nej til 3-4 af deres forslag, så ville jeg blive 

betragtet som ”vanskelig” ensbetydende med, at hjælpen så ville blive taget fra mig.  

 

Og i Hørsholm bemærkede jeg, at den tid, som man brugte på mig udelukkende gik på kontrolsamtaler og 

på at lave interne referater fra disse kontrolsamtaler. I praksis brugte man således en del tid på mig, men af 

denne tid blev 0% anvendt på at hjælpe og 100% på kontrol og hvilke krav, jeg skulle leve op til i henhold til 

systemets regler. Det er dette, der med et andet ord hedder BUREAUKRATI og som er SPILD AF TID. Tænk, 

hvis man kunne undgå denne spildtid, mistro og kontrol og i stedet bruge den samme tid på virkelig at 

hjælpe mig på mit niveau med at identificere mine kompetencer og hvor jeg bedst muligt kan anvende dis-

se? 

 

I Lyngby-Taarbæk har man besluttet, at alle ledige obligatorisk sendes ud i praktik kun to uger efter første 

ledighedsdag! For mit vedkommende sker det som Gartner i Brede Park, som svarer til, at man beder sit 

barn om at være inde på sit værelse hele dagen, hvor barnet helt naturligt ønsker at komme ud at lege med 

sine kammerater. Det er helt simpel logik, at sådan kan man ikke behandle et barn, og sådan kan man ikke 

behandle voksne mennesker.  

 

Hvis man skal have lykkelige og helstøbte mennesker, som yder sit bedste på arbejdsmarkedet, er det gan-

ske enkelt sådan, at man skal følge det enkelte menneskes naturlige drivkraft i stedet for at behandle alle 

ens. Ifølge loven skal tilbuddet ”udvikle eller afdække den lediges faglige, sociale eller sproglige kompeten-

cer” – hvordan kan man i Lyngby-Taarbæk træffe så hovedløs en beslutning om at aktivere alle og hvordan 

kan man som politikker godkende en sådan plan uden at stille spørgsmål? 

 

Har systemet overhovedet gjort sig nogen forestilling om, hvor nedværdigende en behandling dette er, og 

hvor graverende et indhug det er i forhold til et menneskes integritet, når det ligger så langt væk fra ens 

kompetencer og interesser som tænkes kan? Og at det desuden virker direkte hæmmende for de videre 

beskæftigelsesmuligheder, når man som jeg skal ”beskæftiges” i et fysisk hårdt arbejde i 30 timer om ugen i 

10 uger? En tid, som tyvstjæles fra at gøre det, som jeg burde: Søge stillinger med min bedste kvalitet og 

med kommunen som mine rådgivere!  

 

Det virker som en bevidst politik fra statens/kommunens side om at gøre kontanthjælpsmodtagere til et 

forfulgt folkefærd og at true/gennemføre foranstaltninger, som får folk til at flygte fra denne tortur – så det 

offentlige kan spare penge - fordi man fysisk eller mentalt ikke kan overkomme det. Har I, der er ansvarlige, 
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overhovedet TÆNKT PÅ, HVORDAN I SELV VILLE REAGERE, HVIS I SOM JEG BLEV UDSAT FOR DENNE HELT 

OG ALDELES UANSTÆNDIGE BEHANDLING? Hvordan ville du opleve det, hvis jeg tog alle dine rettigheder 

fra dig og hvis ikke du accepterede dette, så ville jeg tage dit levebrød fra dig, men så ville du til gengæld få 

din frihed tilbage? Synes du, at dette er en værdig måde at behandle andre mennesker på og tror du, at 

dette giver de bedste jobformidlingsresultater? Det er en overtrædelse af helt fundamentale menneskeret-

tigheder, og som I som ansvarlige burde straffes for. Det er ikke forbudt at tænke sig ordentligt om og at 

udvise medmenneskelige hensyn – vil I ikke være venlige at VÅGNE OP? Systemet kan laves meget bedre, 

for eksempel ved at følge mine forslag, som burde være helt enkle at forstå, og som virker meget bedre! 

 

Og det gælder for både Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk, at der er ansat medarbejdere, som vil kunne fungere 

som coaches/rådgivere på højt niveau, hvis ledelsen virkelig forstod, hvordan man udvikler deres færdighe-

der og hvis man ændrer ambitionsniveau i forhold til den indsats og rådgivning, som i dag ydes til ledige. 

Jeg har ved direkte samtaler med flere medarbejdere fået bekræftet min opfattelse - medarbejderne føler 

ikke, at deres kompetencer anvendes fuldt ud, og anderledes kan konklusionen ikke være, når man anven-

der laveste fællesnævner som udtryk i systemet. Det er ganske enkelt uambitiøst og sørgeligt at bevidne 

samtidig med, at ledelsen forsøger at retfærdiggøre sig selv og sine resultater, som det sker de fleste steder 

og hvor man samtidig oplever, at ledelsen forfordeler sig selv. Det er til at kaste op over! 

 

• Hvad gør man i Hillerød?  

• Har man tilsvarende obligatorisk jobsøgningshjælp, som tager udgangspunkt i laveste fællesnævner? 

• Kender man i Hillerød heller ikke sine medarbejderes kompetencer og anvender man dem heller ikke 

fuldt ud? Og tilsvarende heller ikke for de ledige? 

• Træffer man i Hillerød tilsvarende hovedløse beslutninger om at sende ledige ud i potentielt ødelæg-

gende praktik – og også i løntilskudsordninger?  

• Er det den måde, I mener, at vi bedst muligt hjælper personer tilbage i arbejde på? 

 

Økonomi er en meget væsentlig drivkraft for kommunen 

Det skinner meget tydeligt igennem for den indsats, der ydes af såvel Hørsholm, Lyngby-Taarbæk som af 

Hillerød, at det har væsentlig betydning, at staten yder 65% i stedet for 35% i refusion, når der sker en akti-

vering af de ledige. I Beskæftigelsesplanen for Hillerød fremgår dette således: ”Samtidig er en aktiv indsats i 

form af aktivering med til at sikre kommunen indtægter i form af statslige refusioner. Aktiveringsgraden har 

således direkte betydning for kommunens budget for beskæftigelsesindsatsen”. 

 

Staten har etableret en regel om, at ”tilbuddet” om aktivering minimum skal udgøre 25 timer pr. uge for at 

kommunen er berettiget til at modtage 65% i refusion, men hverken Hørsholm eller Lyngby-Taarbæk har 

opfyldt disse krav i min situation. I Hørsholm bestod aktiveringen af 2 obligatoriske kontrolsamtaler per uge 

af måske 20 minutters varighed i gennemsnit og i Lyngby-Taarbæk har jeg været ”tvangsindlagt” til jobsøg-

ning i tre timer per dag i fire dage per uge svarende til 12 timer per uge. Men ikke desto mindre mener 

kommunerne, at jeg er jeg i aktivering og kommunerne hæver dermed ulovligt 65% i refusion fra staten – 

det er det man kalder for socialt bedrageri, når en borger gør noget tilsvarende overfor kommunen, og det 

er ikke anderledes, når kommunen gør det overfor staten. Med andre ord er dette samfund så gennemsy-

ret af penge, at folk er villige til at bruge og misbruge regler og kunstige systemer for at hæve så meget som 

muligt til sig selv, og i denne proces er man ligeglad med hvilke omkostninger ens handlinger har for andre 

mennesker end en selv.  

 

• Hvad gør man i Hillerød?  
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• Er I også sociale bedragere for at I kan få flest mulige penge fra staten og er I også ligeglade med konse-

kvenserne for de ledige?  

• Hvor blev hensynet til den enkelte borger af, da man fastlagde denne helt og aldeles urimelige regel?  

• Er økonomien altid vigtigere end hensynet til den enkelte borger?  

• Vil Hillerød også tvinge mig til at gennemføre en ”aktivering” mod min vilje og i praksis ingenting gøre – 

ligesom Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk - udelukkende fordi I får en større refusion fra staten?  

• Hvis I gør dette, synes de ansvarlige i Hillerød så, at det er etisk og moralsk rigtigt at gøre? Det er det, I 

har gjort, og det er vanskeligt senere at hævde noget andet! 

 
3. En ny vej til kompetence- og jobprofiler, rådgivning og jobformidling 

På grundlag af Hillerød Kommunes Beskæftigelsesplan, mine erfaringer fra Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk 

Kommuner samt på grundlag af dét, der er simpel logik om, hvad der vil fungere bedst muligt, har jeg skre-

vet dette afsnit, som viser retningen mod en ny vej til verdens bedste jobformidling.  

 

Det eneste, der kan blokere for en sådan udvikling, er, hvis de ansvarlige vurderer, at det er ”forkert” at gø-

re og ”ikke rimeligt” at bruge penge på, og det er der en risiko for, fordi alt for mange embedsmænd og po-

litikere er administratorer, det vil sige folk, som vedligeholder og bygger ovenpå et eksisterende system af 

processer og traditionelle tanker. Det, der er behov for, er at tænke og handle nyt og radikalt anderledes 

end i dag og som nævnt baseret på dét, der er det eneste rigtige og så blot gøre dette med så enestående 

kvalitet, at dette i sig selv vil skabe verdens bedste system. Dette er visionen og det er dette, som er grund-

laget i mine tanker, som fremgår af de følgende sider, hvor jeg ikke har taget hensyn til de begrænsninger, 

der måtte være i eksisterende love: 

 

Forskellen mellem et traditionelt, stillestående system og et udviklingsorienteret system  

Jobcentrene i Hørsholm og Lyngby-Taarbæk besidder medarbejdere med et højt potentiale – og det gør Hil-

lerød givetvis også - som gerne vil arbejde på et højere niveau og som gerne vil anvende sine kompetencer 

fuldt ud, det er et helt naturligt ønske, som alle mennesker besidder, men som kun de færreste får mulig-

hed for på grund af begrænsninger i systemer og andre mennesker. Det er ikke enestående, at det er den 

laveste fællesnævner, som bliver udgangspunktet, når mennesker er dovne og ikke gider at udføre det ar-

bejde, som er nødvendigt for virkelig at sikre en bæredygtig udvikling. 

 

Dette fører til mangel på kvalitet og udvikling, som gør at medarbejderne af ledelsen lades i stikken, og når 

medarbejderne lades i stikken, så betyder det, at de ledige tilsvarende lades i stikken – og det er både synd 

og skam, fordi det er ganske enkelt at ændre dette, og det vil have en betydelig, mærkbar effekt for job-

formidlingen, som alene af denne årsag vil blive betydeligt mere effektiv. 

 

Det handler i første omgang om at identificere og udvikle kommunens medarbejderes kompetencer som 

et helt naturligt og grundlæggende element for, at man er i stand til at identificere og udvikle de lediges 

kompetencer, som er det mest centrale element, når man skal hjælpe mennesker med at finde sig et nyt 

arbejde. Hvis ikke man ved, hvad man kan og hvis ikke man ved, hvad man vil, så bliver det betydeligt svæ-

rere at finde sig et nyt arbejde.  

 

I pjecen ”Hurtigt i gang – det betaler sig” fra arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen anbefales Jobcentrene at ”få de le-

dige til at søge bredt. De er ofte alt for fokuserede på, at de skal lave præcis det samme, som de gjorde 

tidligere” og dette er et af mine vigtigste fund i mit samarbejde med jobcentrene i Hørsholm og Lyngby-

Taarbæk, da det ikke blot er de ledige, som tænker sådan, men at det i meget høj grad er medarbejderne, 

som mener, at man som ledig skal fokusere på det, man har lavet tidligere. Det lader til at være god latin 
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her – at arbejde så traditionelt som overhovedet muligt, som ikke alene er kedeligt, men som faktisk er in-

effektivt i forhold til at få verdens bedste, mest effektive og fleksible arbejdsmarked. 

 

Tag mig selv for eksempel. Kan jeg med 25 års baggrund i den finansielle sektor uden nogen som helst erfa-

ring i den kommunale sektor bestride jobbet som direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed eller vil det være 

umuligt for mig? Hvad er den første tanke, som for eksempel Kommunaldirektøren gør sig, når man skal 

besætte denne stilling med en ny person? Ifølge job- og personprofilen er det, at man er ”engageret i om-

rådet Job, Social og Sundhed” og at man har ”indsigt i hele eller dele af opgavefeltet” og dette kan vel for-

mentlig oversættes med, at Kommunaldirektøren anser det for utænkeligt, at en person udefra som jeg vil 

være i stand til at bestride stillingen på en langt bedre måde i forhold til hvad personer, som er et produkt 

af systemet og dets indbyggede begrænsninger, er i stand til. Ønsker man en traditionalist, som administre-

rer efter reglerne og som blot sparker ét års strategiplan videre til det næste år uden at vide, hvordan man 

skaber en reel udvikling og forbedring af området, eller ønsker man, at der virkelig sker så stor en udvikling, 

at det vil føre til det verdens bedste kompetenceafdækning, udvikling og jobformidling? 

 

Dette er nævnt som eksempel på, at når man sidder fast i sin egen tankegang, så er det meget vanskeligt at 

skabe den udvikling, som er så stærkt påkrævet, og som det er enkelt at se udefra, hvis man bruger tid på 

at forstå, hvordan systemet fungerer, og hvis man som jeg prøver det på egen krop.  

 

Har den nuværende direktør, Kommunaldirektøren, Borgmesteren eller Formanden for Erhvervsudvalget 

for eksempel overvejet den tanke at forklæde sig som ”mystery shopper” i måske 2-3 måneder for at prøve 

systemet i sin egen eller en anden kommune, og når man har prøvet dette, så overveje om man synes, det 

er en god idé blot at sparke dette års strategiplan videre til næste år, fordi man ikke rigtigt orker at udvikle 

området, og fordi der ikke stilles krav til nogen særlig udvikling hverken fra lovgivning, Erhvervsudvalg eller 

fra Borgmesteren – eller om man er blevet motiveret til at udvikle et helt nyt og meget bedre system, fordi 

man så har prøvet de negative virkninger på sin egen krop? 

 

Det er dette traditionelle system, som I er en del af, og på grund af jeres uvidenhed og ugidelighed til virke-

lig at forbedre det indefra, har I udviklet en mastodont af et bureaukrati – et system, som er alt for kost-

bart, ineffektivt og som først og fremmest fører til en uværdig behandling af mennesker. 

 

Når man som såkaldt udenforstående starter med at vurdere den indsats, som hele det danske samfund 

gør indenfor dette område med at hjælpe ledige i arbejde, så CHOKERES man over den utroligt, detaljerede 

regelsamling, som kontrollerer alt og alle, så man stort set ikke kan gå på toilettet uden at spørge om lov, 

og også over, at der anvendes oceaner af ressourcer på alt muligt andet end dét, der egentlig er opgaven, 

når man hurtigst og bedst muligt skal finde et nyt arbejde – nemlig at identificere HVAD KAN JEG og HVAD 

VIL JEG.  

 

Dette er nogle af de tanker, jeg har gjort mig, og som beskrives i større detalje i det følgende: 

 

Værdigrundlag i kommunen 

En meget væsentlig bestanddel i det nuværende system er, at ledige behandles med kontrol som udgangs-

punkt. Systemet er bygget op på grundlag af den laveste fællesnævner: ”Vi kontrollerer dig og vi kan be-

stemme over dig, så vi er sikre på, at du ikke snyder os”.  

 

Og dette er naturligvis den helt forkerte indgangsvinkel, hvis man ønsker at motivere mennesker og at be-

handle dem værdigt, og som desuden ikke svarer til det værdigrundlag, som fremgår af Hillerød Kommunes 

HR-strategi: Tillid, interesse, tid og omsorg, som alle er rigtige værdier og som kommunen vil anvende som 

grundlag ”i den samlede opgaveløsning overfor borgeren”. 
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Men som det fremgår af dette notat, er der nok at tage fat på for at opfylde dette værdigrundlag, som jeg 

filosoferer mere om i det følgende:  

 

Alle ledige i det nuværende system – også de, der handler ansvarligt – tvinges til at gennemgå et forløb, 

som ikke er motiverende, men som risikerer at nedbryde dem som mennesker, som beskrevet i afsnit 2 i 

dette notat. 

 

Den helt afgørende forskel mellem hvordan systemet fungerer i dag, og på hvordan ”en ny vej” kan se ud, 

er det MENNESKESYN, der danner grundlag for, hvordan man behandler mennesker. 

 

Først og fremmest handler det om, at man ikke kan vinde menneskers tillid, hvis man som udgangspunkt 

har mistro til dem. Udgangspunktet må naturligvis være, at ”vi har tillid til dig, indtil andet måtte blive be-

vist”, og at vi behandler alle på den samme gode måde, som vi selv ønsker at blive behandlet. 

 

Dette er et gammelt kendt princip – den gyldne regel - men hvis du prøver at tænke over, hvor mange gan-

ge dette princip brydes, så sker det nok af de fleste mennesker i dag! Og det er faktisk ganske enkelt at for-

holde sig til: Ønsker du som person, at andre kontrollerer dig? At de ikke er ærlige eller snyder dig? At folk 

ikke overholder sine aftaler med dig? At folk ikke lytter til og forstår dig? At de taler om dig bag din ryg? At 

de har en skjult dagsorden, som ikke handler om dig, men om hvordan de kan bruge dig for at tjene penge 

eller fremme deres egne interesser?  Osv. 

 

Dette er eksempler på betydningen af den gyldne regel, som burde være simpel logik for alle mennesker at 

følge, en vigtig regel, som er gået i glemmebogen for de fleste, og som jeg anbefaler, at ”en ny vej” bygges 

op omkring. Tænk altid på, hvordan du selv gerne vil behandles, og sørg dernæst for, at du altid behandler 

mennesker på samme måde og dit fokus skal først være på TÆNK (!) og dernæst på UDFØR. Kun hvis du 

som person behandler andre mennesker med ægte opmærksomhed og indføling på samme måde, som du 

selv ønsker at blive behandlet, kan du opnå de bedste relationer med andre mennesker, og det er dette, 

som der i udgangspunktet vil skabe den størst mulige glæde og motivation i relationerne mellem system og 

borger, og som vil skabe fundamentet for bedst muligt at hjælpe den enkelte med at komme hurtigst og 

bedst muligt tilbage i arbejde. 

 

Når man stoler på andre mennesker og når man behandler dem, som man ønsker at blive behandlet selv, 

så handler det også om, at man giver hinanden ”frihed under ansvar”, som ganske enkelt betyder, at man 

giver hinanden frihed så længe, at nogle få basisregler opfyldes af begge parter. Dette betyder også, at man 

ikke kan have et system, hvor systemet umyndiggør et menneske ved at fratage mennesket dets handlefri-

hed så længe, at dette menneske samtidig optræder ansvarligt. Men hvis man som person eller rådgiver ik-

ke opfylder de få basisregler, så kan man i en periode få frataget friheden, indtil at man igen udviser ansvar-

lighed! 

 

Eksisterende kompetenceudviklingsprogrammer for ledere, medarbejdere og ledige i Hillerød Kommune 

I loven om en aktiv beskæftigelsesindsats er det en bærende tanke, at man skal ”afdække” den lediges 

kompetencer med henblik på opkvalificering til arbejdsmarkedet.  

 

Det er her interessant at se på den indsats, der i praksis sker for ”ledige medborgere” i forhold til den ind-

sats, som Hillerød Kommune har valgt i forhold til sin egen ledelse og medarbejdere, som vi kan kalde for 

”andre medborgere”.  

 

I ledelsesudviklingsprogrammet for Hillerød Kommune har jeg bemærket, at  
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• alle ledere er sikret en (dyr) lederuddannelse,  

• der skal skabes ”rum” for lederne til at lede,  

• der skal udvikles ledelses-/kompetenceprofiler  

• der skal udvikles et ”samlet lederudviklingsprogram, som rummer mulighed for at tilgodese individu-

elle behov hos den enkelte leder – uanset erfaring og uddannelsesmæssig baggrund, og som tillige 

rummer den personlige/individuelle dimension” 

• der tilbydes interne kursus og udviklingsforløb, lederudviklingssamtaler, ledernetværk, lederkonfe-

rencer, ledelsesværktøjer, talentudviklingsprogram for ledertalenter, eksterne lederuddannelser og –

kurser m.v. 

 

I medarbejderudviklingsprogrammet har jeg bemærket, at   

 

• Hillerød Kommune skal fastlægge en kompetenceudviklingsstrategi, som angiver på hvilke områder 

man særligt ønsker at udvikle sine medarbejdere. Der kan f.eks. være tale om at have fokus på service, 

digitalisering, forandringsparathed m.v., 

• ”Hillerød Kommune vil arbejde med job-/kompetenceprofiler på individ- eller team/enhedsniveau, 

således at det for den enkelte medarbejder eller de enkelte teams/grupper/enheder bliver tydeligt, 

hvad der forventes nu og fremover. Profilerne skal dække bredt i forhold til de forskellige kompetence-

typer – f.eks. faglige/personlige/samarbejdsmæssige/relationsmæssige kompetencer. Jobprofilerne 

skal være dynamiske, således at de til hver en tid modsvarer de forventninger og udfordringer, der måt-

te vise sig.” 

• der udbygges en side med forskellige kompetenceudviklingsmuligheder for medarbejderne inklusive 

kursus- og uddannelseskataloger og links til netbaserede kurser og uddannelser. 

• Give medarbejderne ”størst mulig indflydelse på deres daglige opgaveløsning”. 

 

Som jeg beskrev i afsnit 2, så gør kommunen i dag i praksis intet for at identificere kompetencerne for en 

ledig medborger, man begrænser eller fjerner friheden for ledige, og man ”opkvalificerer” med loven i hån-

den til de områder, hvor der aktuelt er behov for arbejdskraft.  

 

Når man vurderer disse forskellige politikker for forskellige ”divisioner” af mennesker, som er planer, som 

den ansvarlige ledelse i Hillerød Kommune har udarbejdet for sig selv og for kommunens medarbejdere og 

ledige medborgere, kan man blot konstatere, at kommunen er utroligt dygtig, kreativ og gavmild i forhold 

til at give sig selv den absolut bedste kompetenceudvikling, og overfor sine medarbejdere har man forskel-

lige kurser – men man begynder her at vise sin kontrol, fordi man ønsker at bestemme i hvilken retning, 

medarbejderne skal udvikles, og endelig er der kompetenceudviklingen for de ledige medborgere, hvor le-

delsen via Beskæftigelsesplanen i praksis ikke har udvist nogen kreativitet og gavmildhed. 

 

Dette siger blot, at når man tænker på sig selv, så kan man godt yde sit bedste, men når man tænker på an-

dre, så kniber det gevaldigt, og sådan skal det ikke være. Mennesker er bygget ens og har samme behov, og 

man bør derfor udvikle lige programmer, som tilbydes alle mennesker på lige fod – fra kommunaldirektø-

ren til den ledige borger i kommunen. Dette er den eneste bæredygtige udvikling for et lokalsamfund og for 

en hel nation. 

 

Ægte identifikation og udvikling af kommunens medarbejderes kompetencer  
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Det er for mig helt afgørende, at der sker en detaljeret gennemgang og kortlægning af samtlige medarbej-

deres kompetencer, som anvendes som grundlag for en optimal organisering i kommunen, og at vi alle får 

en bedre forståelse af den enkelte medarbejders stærke sider, udviklingsområder, interesseområder og 

hvad der motiverer den enkelte medarbejder. 

 

Det er min påstand, at IKKE ÉN medarbejder i kommunen i dag har en fuldstændig og detaljeret forståelse 

af egne kompetencer og interesseområder, og det betyder, at det ganske enkelt er umuligt for den enkelte 

medarbejder i dag at vurdere, om han er placeret korrekt i organisationen, eller om han har andre og bedre 

jobmuligheder i eller udenfor kommunen. De fleste mennesker er i dag desværre traditionalister, som med-

fører, at de arbejder alt for mange år i den samme stilling uden at anvende eller udvikle andre af deres na-

turlige kompetencer ved at skifte til en ny stilling.  

 

Og det gælder også for jeg selv, at jeg ikke i dag har en fuldstændig viden om mine egne kompetencer og 

udviklingsområder, fordi jeg ikke selv har gennemgået det ”analyse- og udviklingsforløb”, som jeg foreslår 

som grundlag for den nye vej, selvom at jeg dog tror, at jeg forstår mine kompetencer bedre end de fleste 

mennesker forstår deres. 

 

Formålet med dette ”analyse- og udviklingsforløb” er at udnytte de menneskelige ressourcer fuldt ud, såle-

des at den enkelte medarbejder får en langt større arbejdsglæde og hermed en rigere tilværelse som men-

neske samtidig med, at det vil sætte sig positive aftryk i kvaliteten af det arbejde, som medarbejderen ud-

fører og den rådgivning, som medarbejderen yder overfor kommunens borgere, som vil blive hjulpet langt 

bedre og på et højere niveau i forhold til i dag. 

 

Jeg har ikke defineret ”analyse- og udviklingsforløbet” i detalje, men følgende er nogle af de tanker, som 

indgår: 

 

• Medarbejdernes professionelle kompetencer beskrives i stor detalje via en lignende metodik som 

den, der anvendes i dag via www.jobnet.dk. Arbejdet skal ske metodisk og med anvendelse af den hø-

jeste grad af omhyggelighed og præcision for hver medarbejder, så resultatet bliver så objektivt og ret-

visende som overhovedet muligt. 

• Se på systemer som www.jobspor.dk for at vurdere, om man via supplerende spørgsmål yderligere 

kan forbedre beskrivelsen af de professionelle kompetencer samtidig med at medarbejderens interes-

se- og motivationsområder samt karriereambitioner identificeres.  

• Anvende metodikken fra 360 grader undersøgelser, således at alle medarbejdere bliver evalueret af 

chefer, ligesindede, medarbejdere og ”kunder” med henblik på at forstå niveauet af styrker og udvik-

lingsområder. 

• Anvende teknikker og test, som baseres på Daniel Goleman til at evaluere den følelsesmæssige intel-

ligens, relationer med andre mennesker samt personlige kompetencer - såvel styrker som udviklings-

områder. 

• Færdighedstest, som identificerer den enkelte medarbejders færdigheder og niveau indenfor forskel-

lige intelligensområder og som langt bedre end forældede eksamenspapirer beskriver den lediges aktu-

elle evner og kompetencer. Det er ikke usædvanligt, at hårdt arbejdende personer uden videregående 

uddannelser er mere kvalificerede end personer med videregående uddannelser, som arbejder mindre 

hårdt/ambi-tiøst og som efter mange år ikke kan huske indholdet af sin uddannelse, men som stadig vil 

blive valgt af en potentiel arbejdsgiver, fordi arbejdsgiveren automatisk vil tro, at en person med et 

gammelt papir er bedre kvalificeret end en person uden, og dette uden at arbejdsgiveren gør sig nogen 

som helst bestræbelser på at undersøge og evaluere kandidatens færdigheder, før han træffer beslut-
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ning om ansættelse (af den forkerte). Det afgørende er således ikke uddannelsens længde, men hvor 

godt man beslutter sig for at anvende de kompetencer, man har fået tildelt i dåbsgave som person. Dis-

se færdighedstest vil således langt bedre end eksamenspapirer kunne fortælle omkring personens ak-

tuelle kompetencer og værdi for en virksomhed. Jeg selv har altid haft dette problem, fordi potentielle 

arbejdsgivere automatisk tror, at jeg ikke er ligeså velkvalificeret som en kandidat med en videregående 

uddannelse, fordi jeg ikke selv for 20 år siden valgte at tage en videregående uddannelse, og intet kun-

ne være mere forkert, fordi jeg har personlige kompetencer og en udholdenhed, som gør, at min aktu-

elle viden er større og min arbejdsmoral bedre end alle kandidater med videregående uddannelser. 

• Færdighedstestene kan for eksempel tages med udgangspunkt i Howard Gardners teori om intelli-

genser:   

o Interpersonel intelligens  

Personer der har den interpersonelle intelligens som en af sine fremtræden styrker er god til at indgå i sociale sammenhænge, fungerer 

godt i samspil med andre og har indfølingsevne. Disse Personerne kan have et stort udbytte af at vende deres ideer og tanker med andre 

Personer i en gruppe. 

o Musikalsk intelligens  

Personer der har den musikalske intelligens, som en af deres fremtrædende styrker, er god til at huske melodier, rytmer, har timing, 

trommer og klapper med hænder og fødde. 

o Intrapersonel intelligens 

Personer som har intrapersonel intelligens, som en af sine fremtræden styrker, er god til at forstå sig selv og andre, har hyppigt brug for 

at være sig selv, er selvmotiverende, vedholdende, og har brug for tid alene og plads til selvstudium og refleksion 

o Sproglig intelligens 

Personer der har den sproglige intelligens som en af deres styrkesider, er god til at udtrykke sig både mundtligt og skriftligt. Det kan være 

i en sammenhæng, hvor man skal overbevise andre argumenterer, eller måske i informationsøjemed.  

o Kropslig/kinæstetisk intelligens  

Personer der har den krops-kinæstetisk intelligens som en af deres styrkesider har stor færdighed i at bruge deres krop til sport, drama 

og teater og hænder til håndværkmæssige udfordringer. 

o Logisk-matematisk intelligens 

Personer der har den logisk-matematiske intelligens som en af deres styrkesider er gode til at se logiske sammenhænge og ræsonnere, 

de tænker i systemer og tal, eksperimenterer og stiller spørgsmål. 

o Visuel-rumlig intelligens 

Personer, der har den visuel-rumlig intelligens som deres styrkesider, tænker i billeder og forestillinger og er gode til at forestille sig, 

hvordan ting vil se ud. De navigere og har retningssans 

o Den naturalistiske intelligens 

Personer, som har den naturalistiske intelligens som deres styrke sider er gode til at ordne og klassificere verden omkring sig, finde møn-

stre og sammenhænge samt identificere og organisere 

 

Karriere- og udviklingsplaner for samtlige medarbejdere 

På grundlag af resultaterne af de nævnte færdighedstest m.v. med tilhørende samtaler er idéen, at der ud-

vikles en karriere- og udviklingsplan for samtlige medarbejdere, som loyalt tager hensyn til de OBJEKTIVE 

kompetencer, niveau og interesser/mål, som analysen har fundet, og som medfører, at den enkelte medar-

bejder i henhold til en gensidig aftale, som forudsætter begge parters forståelse og godkendelse, kontinuer-

ligt udvikler sig såvel fagligt som personligt med henblik på at nå de karrieremæssige målsætninger, som 

kommune og medarbejder bliver enige om med hensyn til stilling, ansvar og tidspunkt for, hvornår det vur-

deres realistisk at medarbejderen har udviklet de kompetencer, som er nødvendige for at kunne bestride 

en ny stilling med tildeling af et højere ansvar. En udnævnelse skal ikke ske på grundlag af tilfældigheder 

eller ”vennetjenester”, men på grundlag af objektive fakta om de kompetencer, som er nødvendige for at 

kunne bestride alle stillinger i kommunen optimalt.  

 

Kompetencebeskrivelse af samtlige stillinger i kommunen 

Som det fremgår af den eksisterende HR-strategi skal der for samtlige stillinger i kommunen udarbejdes en 

kompetenceprofil. Det er afgørende nødvendigt, at dette arbejde sker med den højeste, tænkelige kvalitet 
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med den største akkuratesse og detaljering både med hensyn til arbejdsindhold og krav til personlige og 

professionelle kompetencer – samt hvilke kompetencer, som kan læres, mens man bestrider stillingen, og 

med en endnu højere kvalitet, end kommunen planlægger. 

 

Tanken er, at der anvendes den metodik, som anvendes via www.jobnet.dk og jo flere detaljer, som beskri-

ves, og jo bedre kvalitet, der arbejdes med, desto bedre match vil der kunne opnås mellem stilling og med-

arbejder. 

 

Tilpasning og optimering af kommunens organisation 

På baggrund af den viden, som vi alle får om individuelle kompetencer, interesser, karriere- og udviklings-

planer  samt kompetencebeskrivelser af alle stillinger er idéen at tilpasse og sammensætte organisationen 

så korrekt og optimalt som overhovedet muligt, hvor det er medarbejdernes kompetencer og interesser, 

som er afgørende for hvilken stilling, de får i organisationen. Nogle vil i dag være placeret forkert indenfor 

fagområde og/eller niveau, som vil medføre, at der vil være medarbejdere, som kommer til at flytte rundt, 

op eller ned i hierarkiet.  

 

Og det er muligt at nogle medarbejdere via denne proces vil få et helt andet syn på sig selv og sine mulig-

heder, og at de i stedet af egen fri vilje vælger at forfølge helt andre drømme, fordi de får en erkendelse af, 

at arbejde på et kommunalt kontor måske ikke er det, som står deres hjerte nærmest.  

 

Og det er dette, jeg ønsker i første omgang for medarbejderne – at alle er indplaceret rigtigt og at alle 

brænder igennem positivt på deres arbejde med en overvældende interesse for deres arbejde, engagement 

og flid, som virkelig kun kan etableres, når alle kompetencer er beskrevet med den bedste kvalitet i verden.  

 

Næste step vil så blive at uddelegere ansvar og beslutningskompetence, når medarbejderne viser, at de be-

sidder lige så gode evner som de nuværende ledere, som medfører, at mange ledere vil blive overflødige, 

hvorefter det vil blive medarbejderne selv, der træffer beslutning individuelt og i selvledende teams på 

grundlag af aftalte ansvars- og arbejdsområder. De personer, der arbejder i et område, er de personer, der 

ved mest om området og som derfor er de bedste til at vurdere og træffe beslutning. Dette gælder som 

princip på alle niveauer og i alle virksomheder. 

 

Udvikling af medarbejdernes kommunikationsevner 

Kommunikation er så væsentligt et element i forståelsen og samarbejdet mellem alle mennesker – både in-

ternt i kommunen og eksternt i forhold til borgerne – at en udvikling af alle medarbejderes kommunikati-

onsevner vil indgå som et væsentligt og obligatorisk element i udviklingen af kommunen som arbejdsplads 

og som leverandør af serviceydelser. 

 

I enhver samtale er der risiko for at blive misforstået, hvis ikke begge parter forstår kommunikationens 

kunst, hvilket helt enkelt er, at folk udover at tale/argumentere, som de fleste bruger det meste af deres tid 

på i dag, at man bliver betydeligt bedre til at lytte, reflektere og at stille spørgsmål samt at lære at være 

fuldstændig åben og fordomsfri uden at være forudindtaget for hermed at undgå misforståelser mellem 

mennesker. 

 

Når to personer taler sammen, og man virkelig forstår hinanden, så sker der det helt vidunderlige, at folk 

automatisk motiveres, bliver glade for at tale sammen og at være i samme stue sammen – så er der en æg-

te følelse af en god kemi, som skaber grundlaget for at opnå de bedst tænkelige resultater i samarbejde.  
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Men hvis en part farver dialogen ved selv at tillægge en udtalelse fra samtalepartneren som negativ, hvor 

den er ment positivt, så opnås det modsatte, nemlig at folk skaber distance til hinanden, at man har mistro 

og at man ikke har lyst til at tale sammen. Og dette sker meget konsekvent og hele tiden mellem menne-

sker – der er en alt for stor forskel mellem ”det, der menes” og ”det, der opfattes”, hvor det for de fleste 

mennesker er deres egen fejl, at de misforstår andre, fordi de ganske enkelt ikke forstår det, der menes, 

men i stedet gætter sig til, hvad de tror, at der menes og meget ofte med et forkert resultat, fordi folk ikke 

er i stand til at kontrollere sine følelser. 

 

Og da alle mennesker i udgangspunktet ønsker gode relationer med hinanden, er det så enkelt, at når man 

evner kunsten at kommunikere, når folk opfylder den gyldne regel og når folk er fri for fordomme, så får 

man glade mennesker i god harmoni med hinanden. Det er dét, der er mit mål for alle medarbejdere og 

borgere. 

 

Dette er årsagen til, at alle medarbejdere som en del af sin udviklingsplan skal deltage i kommunikations-

kurser, som er så effektive via teori samt praksis via øvelser og test, at der sker en meget markant udvikling, 

og denne udvikling skal vedligeholdes regelmæssigt i resten af medarbejdernes arbejdsliv, ellers er der risi-

ko for, at den enkeltes EGO igen begynder at tage over, hvilket ikke er befordrende for nogen. 

 

Udvikle medarbejdernes coachings-  og motivationsevner samt strukturerede samtaler 

Og ligeså nødvendigt som det er at lære kommunikationens kunst, ligeså nødvendigt er det, at alle medar-

bejdere udvikles til at kunne agere som coaches på et højt niveau.  

 

Kommunikationselementet er som nævnt et meget væsentligt element i at kunne forstå, vejlede og rådgive 

det enkelte menneske, hvor alle må forstå, at den rådgivning, der ydes altid skal ske på grundlag af det en-

kelte menneskes præmisser. Det betyder, at en medarbejder ikke må overtage beslutningskompetencen 

for et andet menneske (som opfylder basisreglerne), men at medarbejderen som coach skal hjælpe så godt 

som overhovedet muligt med at belyse forskellige veje for at nå sine målsætninger, herunder også at coa-

che om betydningen af forskellige målsætninger. 

 

Som led i denne proces er det væsentligt, at medarbejderne uddannes i, hvordan man bedst muligt vejleder 

og rådgiver et andet menneske med anvendelse af coaching, facilitator og brainstorming værktøjer, og at 

der desuden i rådgivningssamtaler, som gentages og indeholder samme emne, etableres egentlige struktu-

rerede samtaler med en meget præcis beskrivelse af og oplæring i de enkelte elementer af samtalens ind-

hold (indledning, formål med samtale, samtalens længde, dagsorden, gennemførsel af behovsanalyse, 

overgang fra en del af samtalen til den næste, identifikation af veje og målsætninger, indgåelse af klar afta-

le, tids- og handlingsplan, ansvarsfordeling, opfølgning m.v.), og som anvendes som grundlag for samtlige 

samtaler med ét eneste formål: At sikre at alle medarbejdere arbejder på samme høje niveau og med 

samme professionelle koncept, som følger velafprøvede teknikker og som sikrer, at alle elementer af sam-

talen gennemgås, og at mødet ender positivt i god forståelse og tilfredshed mellem parterne. 

 

Og som et gennemgående princip er det vigtigt at lære alle, at man skal hjælpe andre ligeså godt, som man 

ville hjælpe sig selv i samme situation. Hvis man altid tænker dybt og detaljeret over, hvordan man selv ville 

tackle en tilsvarende situation, og lade dette indgå som muligheder (aldrig som diktat) i sin rådgivning, så 

kan man ikke yde en bedre rådgivning. 

 

Når alle medarbejdere i alle situationer følger den gyldne regel, er indplaceret rigtigt i organisationen, har 

veludviklede kommunikationsevner, har viden om strukturerede samtaler, om hvordan man coacher og 

som desuden har den højeste grad af faglig viden indenfor sit område, så vil medarbejderne give den bed-

ste service, som der overhovedet er mulighed for at yde. Og modtageren vil føle sig kongeligt behandlet og 
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blive motiveret til selv at gøre den bedste indsats overhovedet. Og når man føler, at man er blevet godt be-

handlet, så virker den gyldne regel selvforstærkende, således at modtageren af den gode behandling selv 

får lyst til at returnere samme gode behandling. Så enkelt er det! 

 

Arbejde med og yde rådgivning med den højeste faglige viden 

Målet for kommunen skal altid være, at alle medarbejdere/rådgivere motiveres til at udvikle den højeste 

grad af faglige viden indenfor sit område, som skal sikres via værktøjer, selvlæring og uddannelse. Det skal 

være en ære at vide mest omkring det, man arbejder med og rådgiver om, og der skal etableres et system, 

hvor rådgivernes faglige viden og service testes med regelmæssige mellemrum, og hvor der udarbejdes til-

fredshedsanalyser blandt brugerne, som anvendes som grundlag for den videre karriere- og udviklingsplan 

for den enkelte medarbejder. 

 

Ægte identifikation og udvikling af de lediges kompetencer 

Når kommunens medarbejdere har gennemgået processen med at identificere sine egne kompetencer, når 

der er etableret karriere- og udviklingsplaner for alle og når der er sket en nødvendig tilpasning og løft af 

hele organisationen, er det ganske enkelt den samme proces, som kommunens medarbejdere – nu som de 

bedste coaches, som opererer på den enkelte lediges niveau og ikke efter laveste fællesnævner – imple-

menterer for alle ledige medborgere.  

 

Det betyder, at en elektriker, en smørrebrødsjomfru eller en jurist for at nævne eksempler på fag, som 

mange personer måske har ”siddet fast i” altid eller i mange år opdager nye sider af sig selv og måske bliver 

motiveret til at opleve livet på en ny, spændende og udviklende måde. Både de ledige og rådgiverne vil i 

denne proces blive forandret fra at være traditionalister til at tænke åbent og nyt, og de vil se nye jobmu-

ligheder, som personen kan bestride lige så godt eller endnu bedre på grundlag af personens unikke, per-

sonlige/professionelle kompetencer og interesser som grundlag. 

 

Det betyder, at den ledige kan søge de rigtige stillinger, så vi undgår de fuldstændige tankeløse ansøgnin-

ger, som der sendes millioner af hvert år i Danmark, fordi man i systemet i dag fokuserer på kvantitet og 

kontrol og ikke på kvalitet. Så når en ledig ansøger den for ham eller hende rigtige stilling – som her blot 

kaldes for ”drømmejobbet” – og når det sker med den absolut bedste kvalitet, så vil der ske det helt vidun-

derlige, at den ledige får langt nemmere ved at komme i arbejde, og arbejdsgivere vil glædes over at mod-

tage få, men rigtige ansøgninger fra deres ”drømme-kandidater”. Jeg vil langt hellere se, at en ledig bruger 

40 timer på én ansøgning – ligesom jeg bruger på denne - i stedet for at sende 100 ansøgninger uden kvali-

tet og omtanke til tilfældige virksomheder, hvor arbejdsgiverne er ved at drukne i hundredvis af ligegyldige 

ansøgninger. 

 

Når den enkelte ledige langt bedre og mere præcist kender sine kompetencer, interesseområder og er-

hvervsmuligheder er det ikke utænkeligt, at en større andel vil vælge at etablere sig som selvstændige i 

stedet for som i dag at blive ansat i en stilling, som ikke passer dem – måske de vil optage et lån for at gøre 

dette, og når de er perfekt motiverede og velkvalificerede har de alle chancer for at opnå succes med deres 

selvstændige virke. 

 

Kompetencebeskrivelse af samtlige stillinger 

Tanken er at samtlige stillinger i Danmark beskrives med en job- og kompetenceprofil på samme måde og 

med samme metodik som i kommunen, hvor det naturligvis er ligeså vigtigt, at dette arbejde udføres med 

perfekt kvalitet, og når det er færdigt, så er det ganske enkelt et spørgsmål om at trykke på en knap, såle-

des at man med det samme kan få en oversigt over alle sine ”drømmejobs”, som passer én 100% perfekt, 

og så kan man gå i gang med skrive sin individuelle ansøgning, hvor man ikke fokuserer på, hvordan virk-
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somheden kan tilfredsstille ens personlige ønsker, men hvor man målretter sin ansøgning således, at virk-

somheden tydeligt kan se hvilken værdi, man får, hvis man vælger at ansætte den pågældende kandidat – 

på samme måde som jeg har valgt at gøre via dette notat som bilag til min ansøgning.  

 

Som nævnt i indledningen har jeg i oktober måned i år skrevet et notat til Beskæftigelses- og Statsministe-

riet med forslag til udvikling af verdens bedste arbejdsmarked via udvikling af verdens bedste jobformid-

lingssystem, som i større detalje end det fremgår her, beskriver, hvordan dette kan gøres, hvis der er en po-

litisk vilje hertil. Jeg fremsender gerne dette notat, hvis der er interesse for at læse det.  

 

Samarbejde med andre kommuner 

Som det fremgår af dette notat, er der kun én vej at gå, hvis man ønsker det mest effektive jobformidlings-

system: Ét perfekt IT-system og ét perfekt analyse- og rådgivningssystem til at beskrive og udvikle den en-

keltes kompetencer. Det nye er, at det skal ske med en hidtil gennemført kvalitet, som ingen endnu har ud-

ført. 

 

Det kan Hillerød Kommune i princippet udvikle selv, men det siger sig selv, at der kan opnås betydelige for-

dele for alle ledige i hele landet, hvis man kan udvikle ét professionelt system, som anvendes af alle og som 

sikrer, at man overalt arbejder på samme høje niveau med anvendelse af de samme koncepter og kvalitet, 

og at den service, man modtager som ledig, er uden sammenhæng mellem, hvor man bliver arbejdsløs – 

om det sker i en kommune, som har et dårligt system eller i en kommune, som har et meget dårligt system.  

 

Kontaktforløb og aftalegrundlag 

Tanken i et system, hvor man har ”frihed under ansvar” er, at det enkelte menneske har fuld frihed til at 

træffe sine egne beslutninger, og at alle blot skal overholde nogle få enkelte basisregler for at sikre, at alle 

til stadighed optræder ansvarligt. 

  

Det betyder, at når der indgås en aftale mellem kommunen via den coach, som hjælper den ledige med at 

komme tilbage i arbejde, og den ledige, så er det en aftale, som gensidigt forpligter både den ledige og coa-

chen/kommunen.  

 

Som basisregel skal den ledige arbejde fuld tid og anvende sin bedste indsats og koncentration for at finde 

et arbejde, og som basisregel skal kommunen hjælpe den ledige med at udvikle en 100% perfekt kompe-

tenceprofil og en karriere- og udviklingsplan, som den ledige er pligtig til at modtage - på samme måde som 

kommunens medarbejdere selv har fået udarbejdet kompetenceprofiler og karriere- og udviklingsplaner, 

og med nøjagtig samme høje grad af kvalitet, så det sikres, at den ledige påbegynder en udvikling, som re-

sulterer i, at den ledige hurtigst og bedst muligt får sit drømmejob. Samtidig skal kommunen tilbyde den 

ledige et frivilligt valg mellem en række forskellige serviceydelser af høj kvalitet og relevans. 

 

Når et sådant arbejde udføres, vil det sikre, at udbuddet af og efterspørgslen efter arbejdskraft automatisk 

vil tilpasse sig hinanden – så vil virksomheder og medarbejdere enkelt finde hinanden, og alle ledige, som i 

dag ikke selv kan finde arbejde indenfor en given periode, vil ikke blive bedt om at søge arbejde indenfor de 

samme områder med ”flaskehalse”, som loven giver kommunen mulighed for. 

 

Det vil også være en basisregel, at coachen og den ledige mødes én gang ugentligt, hvor status på arbejdet 

gennemgås og hvor der etableres nye aftaler om opgaver m.v., som nedskrives/opdateres på en tids- og 

handlingsplan, som anvendes som grundlag for arbejdet, hvilket medfører, at arbejdet med at tage refera-

ter fra alle møder med borgere, som kommunen i dag udfører, og bruger utroligt mange ressourcer på, op-

hører, fordi det ganske enkelt er spild af tid, bureaukrati af værste skuffe og fordi det ikke yder nogen som 
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helst hjælp i arbejdet. Via en tids- og handlingsplan, som indgår som en væsentlig og obligatorisk del af 

kontaktforløbet, sikres begge parter ”dokumentation” for indgåede aftaler.  

 

Hvis den ledige eller kommunen ikke overholder basisreglerne og indgåede aftaler er sanktionen, at en del 

eller hele friheden for den part, som overtræder aftalen, fratages den pågældende så længe, at den pågæl-

dende ikke ser sig i stand til at leve op til sit ansvar. Dette indebærer, at ledige, som ikke lever op til sit an-

svar, kan blive mødt med krav om, at den økonomiske hjælp reduceres, at rådgiveren træffer beslutninger, 

som den ledige er forpligtet til at følge men med udgangspunkt i, hvad der vil passe den ledige bedst i for-

hold til karriere- og udviklingsplanen, og at den ledige kan blive stillet overfor krav om, at udfylde en per-

sonlig log, som dokumenterer, hvordan hvert eneste minut anvendes. Og det indebærer, at rådgiveren kan 

risikere at modtage en mindre god tilfredshedsanalyse fra den ledige, som også indgår som en basis regel 

for samarbejdet, eller af krav fra den ledige om at blive erstattet med en anden rådgiver eller af krav om, at 

rådgiveren er pligtig til at følge den lediges beslutninger, selvom rådgiveren måtte have en anden personlig 

holdning end den ledige (læs: rådgivning på ”den lediges præmisser”).  

  

Dette er den ægte betydning af ”frihed under ansvar” – hvis ansvarsdelen ikke er med bliver det hurtigt til 

”anarki, som vi har lyst til” og det er ikke et princip, som jeg hylder. Og det er dette princip, som regeringen 

har som ”ufravigeligt princip”, men som man alligevel ikke har været i stand til at implementere i samfun-

det, hvilket forekommer både HELT UTROLIGT og MEGET KRITISABELT, når det er ganske enkelt er simpel 

logik at følge. 

 

Kommunen skal således ikke længere være kontrollanter og ”hundeførere”, men skal udvikle sig til at blive 

topprofessionelle coaches/rådgivere, som kan arbejde på ethvert niveau og som bruger tiden på at hjælpe i 

stedet for på bureaukrati og kontrol som Stasi gjorde i Østtyskland – blot med den forskel, at her er der 

større åbenhed via borgerens ret til aktindsigt, hvis denne i øvrigt fungerer efter hensigten. 

 

Serviceydelser fra kommunen til den ledige 

I stedet for at kommunen har ÉT ”koncept”, som de har i dag – hvis man kan kalde det for dette - som alle 

ledige tvinges til at gennemgå uanset niveau og behov, udvikles en række forskellige serviceydelser på al-

lerhøjeste niveau, som til stadighed fastholdes og opdateres/videreudvikles, så udviklingen ikke går i stå, og 

som den enkelte ledige FRIVILLIGT kan tilmelde sig efter ønske og behov (bortset fra det nævnte obligatori-

ske forløb i forbindelse med kompetenceprofil og karriere- og udviklingsplaner). Her nævnes nogle mulig-

heder, og der kan sikkert findes flere, når man tænker kreativt og i større detalje over mulighederne: 

 

• Individuel rådgivning efter behov. 

• Alle analyser/ydelser i forbindelse med udvikling af kompetenceprofiler og karriere- og udviklingspla-

ner inklusive obligatoriske kurser i kommunikation, struktureret samtaleteknik, coaching og motivation. 

• Undervisning i hold/klasser omkring relevante emner i forbindelse med jobsøgning, afklaring, vejled-

ning, anden kompetenceudvikling, etablering som selvstændig m.v. 

• Tilbud om iværksættelse af relevant uddannelse for ledige, som reelt vil opkvalificere dem i forhold 

til arbejdsmarkedet på grundlag af den lediges kompetencer og interesseområder. 

• Netværksaktiviteter med såvel ledige som arbejdende personer og virksomheder, som medfører, at 

den ledige kommer ud blandt en større kreds af personer, udvikler gode relationer/kontakter og ofte vil 

være i stand til at finde gode og relevante jobmuligheder herigennem. Økonomien skal ikke være nogen 

hindring for at den ledige kommer aktivt ud i netværk. 
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• Jobværksteder, hvor man kan være uformelt sammen med ledige og coaches i arbejdet med sin job-

søgning, og som kan motivere én med gode råd, menneskelig kontakt og også en god frokostordning, 

som altid hjælper på humøret ☺. 

• Arbejde hjemme efter ønske med fleksible arbejdstider, så længe der arbejdes fuld tid. 

• Webservices, hvor coaches rådgiver ”hjemmegående” ledige via telefon og via relevante/avancerede 

teknologiske løsninger. 

• Adgang til et bibliotek over relevant litteratur, som den enkelte kan bruge i forbindelse med selvlæ-

ring ved ønske om at udvikle sine færdigheder indenfor eksempelvis ledelse, salg eller marketing, som 

man faktisk godt kan læse sig til selv, og som man ikke behøver et eksamensbevis på.  

• Ægte virksomhedspraktik, hvor en medarbejder og en virksomhed aftaler et prøveforløb som grund-

lag for en ansættelse, hvor motivationen ikke er løntilskud men et perfekt match. 

• Job-  og uddannelsesmesser m.v. 

 

Økonomi 

Jeg har af gode grunde ikke regnet på økonomien i mit forslag, men det siger sig selv, at hvis der etableres 

et optimalt system først for kommunens medarbejdere og senere for de ledige, hvor alle kender deres 

kompetencer og får stillinger, hvor de anvender sine kompetencer fuldt ud, så vil der ske et meget betyde-

ligt løft i effektiviteten og produktionen, og så vil udgifterne til etablering og vedligeholdelse af systemet 

være meget begrænsede. Det eneste, der kan undre, er at dette ikke allerede er sket over hele Danmark – 

POTENTIALET ER ENORMT! 

 

Jeg har ikke kunnet undgå at bemærke, at Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen i sit projekt ”hurtigt i gang” har foreta-

get beregninger med bistand fra en økonomisk vismand, og at man med det nuværende, nedværdigende 

kontrolsystem mener, at man får folk i arbejde 2-3 uger hurtigere ved hurtig aktivering end uden, og med 

dette som grundlag har man beregnet sig frem til en årlig besparelse for samfundet på ca. 1,5 mia. kr. På 

denne måde har man retfærdiggjort sin egen indsats som direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen uden reelt 

at have gjort nogen som helst forskel andet end passivt at se på det helt unødvendige spild af arbejde, som 

sker for jobansøgere og virksomheder over hele landet på grund af det system og bureaukrati, som direktø-

ren er ansvarlig for, og som er udviklet af fanden selv. 

 

Hvis man ønsker at regne på betydningen af forskellige systemer, så skal man regne på effekten af mit for-

slag i forhold til det eksisterende system – ikke blot for de ledige, men for alle mennesker i et samfund, hvis 

man vælger at gøre det samme for alle. Der vil være tale om, at produktionen kan fordobles indenfor få år, 

hvis der vel at mærke er en vilje til at hjælpe mennesker med at få et bedre liv. 

 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 

2800 Kgs. Lyngby 
 

Telefon: 23742358  

Email stig.dragholm@gmail.com  
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Tuesday 24th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, continuing my work as the Gardener, Karen is feeling love to me, writing short applications, the ”po-

lice-group” in Kenya has committed another murder, a new email from Evans, ELIJAH: THE DEVIL WILL BE DEFEATED!, 

John sending the update of the Dadaab newsletter, receiving emails from Tobias and Emil and swine flu. 

 

Sleep and dreams  

One of the “usual” nights here and only a very short dream where I am at the basement of my mother and John, 

where at the end I find the rest of my bed linen. So maybe it is only the Council saying that the linen, which I have not 

received, in fact is still there as a symbol of the things my family can not find OR MAYBE EVEN HAVE KEPT FROM ME 

SANNA (?), and that my mother and John have not really been looking for it very much. 

 

Continuing my work as the Gardener 

Yesterday I was leaving too early and I tried to adjust this morning leaving at 7.15 instead but I first arrived at 7.32 – 

but still the first one there, and Rolf arrived at the same time. Tomorrow Wednesday we will not work, but on Thurs-

day I need to leave at 7.10 or 7.12 to be on time. 

 

And I decided to continue my work concentrated from yesterday. It surely takes more than one hour to clean up the 

waste of one chestnut tree if you want to do it with quality so at the first break at 9.30 I was finished with the first 

round and after the break I continued doing “edits” of my self that is to do the same work once more but this time to 

get into detail and pick up almost every single chestnut, this was my goal – and I was thinking of how beautiful the 

public gardens of Sweden are when I did this, they are even more beautiful and better maintained than the gardens of 

Denmark! 

 

Arriving at the break at 9.30 Rolf’s only other colleague working here, Judith, had made very delicious buns, which 

tasted fantastic. I asked her of her background and she said that she was a nuitritionist and I could not figure out what 

she was doing here so I asked her if the purpose of her work was to work in the office or the garden and she said that 

she is also a pedagogue, but even though I tried to figure out what she is doing here, she did not tell me so I could only 

guess that maybe she is involved with the “surveillance” of the cash help receivers “working” here but I truly don’t 

know and when this is written Wednesday evening I still don’t know and I was thinking that people here don’t tell the 

purpose of meetings and don’t tell the purpose of their work even though I ask them – or at least often it is truly very 

difficult to find out. 

 

So we had these very nice buns with ham and sausage and I was thinking that when having something to eat here 

every day at 9.30, that I truly don’t need more than this and that I could have saved on buying food (for lunch) yester-

day, and instead of having maybe 200 DKK extra, which is money I have saved this month, I could have had 250 DKK 

extra to send the team at the end of the week or maybe Monday depending on which date I will receive the cash help 

for next month. 

  

The break lasted for a very long time and far too long time compared to what I thought is reasonable. It was 30 min-

utes and I really thought that a break of 15 minutes during mornings would be very good when you do work like this, 

because then you will also have something to look forward to, both the buns and the social talk and then you can di-

vide the morning into two working periods of approx. 1,5-2 hours each, and then lunch of half an hour and a break 

during the afternoon of 15 minutes too and this is what I believe can be included in a total working week of 40 hours – 

a total of 5 hours of breaks my friends so the net work will be at least 35 hours when you work full time with respect 

of what I have written earlier about working hours. 

 

And at this break was also another woman arriving here as a “guest” and I did not understand who she was and why 

she was here, because she did not tell before the end of the break where I asked her and she said that she was work-

ing as a coach to help people establishing and carrying out there goals and with the voice of God I was asking her if it is 

some kind of therapy, she is doing and she said that her work has nothing to do with therapy, and I was thinking of the 

people which she is giving advice here who seems to be people having some kind of problems, at least some of them. 

And I did actually not know if the “service” she is offering is voluntarily or mandatory for me to attend and she did not 
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tell me – I understand that she is coming here from time to time so maybe she will ask me for a meeting the next time, 

I really don’t know. 

 

Her name is Mette and I could not help to see how beautiful she is looking, but she is a “Devil in disguise” here only 

symbolising this: When people give in for their sexual desires it makes people unhappy. She is married and she has 

three small children, but I felt that if I wanted to, God would let me have her – and she was truly very beautiful indeed 

– and at the moment I get more and more power and what I decide is what I will get, so if I decided that I wanted her, 

this is what I would get, and I noticed that she was not unwilling. She is in my eyes much more attractive than Sidsel, 

who is beautiful, but at the moment my suffering is so immense that just by looking at her, God is through the Council 

giving me the same feeling about my mother as I am thinking about her, and it is truly very difficult when I still have 

the biggest sexual desires of any man, when a beautiful and willing woman is sitting in front of me, when I have not 

been together with a woman since 2005 and when I feel the pain so directly by the Council giving me visions and feel-

ings of my mother which I am not interested in at all – so this is what I mean with the Devil in disguise, and the symbol 

is that if she and I would give in to our desires, her marriage would be at risk, which is happening to people all over the 

world and this is the reason why I say that only if you are clean in my eyes, if you are faithful to your wife or husband 

and even to your partner, if you are not married, you will be allowed entrance to my Kingdom. 

 

So after this far too long break in my point of view – but please decide for yourself based on the net hours of working, 

which the world government also can change – I decided to finalise the work on my tree, and when I say my tree, it is 

truly my tree and it is only showed as a symbol, that I am removing all of the dirt which has surrounded my life and 

that I am coming into the centre, into the source, where God is living and this was why I also decided to be as careful 

as possible doing this work, which also required very much patience when you are this tired and can feel the body 

hurting more and more here at day two. But I removed probably 99.9% of the chestnut waste and maybe I carried 

away 30 or 35 full wheelbarrows – it is the same principle as the coins some time ago, there is more than you believe 

and at lunch I was totally done with the work, and I did exactly the same as when I have done a memo or similar, 

which I am happy with. I stood and looked at my work for a few minutes and I liked what I saw – and some of the 

other cash helpers here have given me comments about working hard and that the result looks good, and this made 

me very happy and gave me the thought that you don’t need to have a manager giving you compliments, it is perfectly 

fine when it is a peer doing it, and here Rolf is exactly as how many managers are, he has not said anything to me 

about the quality of my work – not one single comment yet. 

 

And coming to lunch I met Helle, who is a “regular” here too, she was not here yesterday, and Rolf has asked her to do 

Christmas decorations, which is made on slices of the wood from the fallen tree in the garden, which is a symbol of 

the Devil being transformed into God, so this is the work you are doing Helle. Helle is originally a textile designer, but 

she likes to work very much outside, so she is truly not very motivated to do this work inside of the house, she told me 

and God is only saying that we are still carrying on and this is why this work will continue too and that the Christmas 

decorations will be done too – before Christmas as I told her with a smile. 

 

And since I woke up this morning and maybe “100 times” during the morning God played the song “time love and 

tenderness” by Michael Bolton for me, and I did not want to write it down, but he kept on playing it and only there-

fore it also made it through to the book and it was especially the lines “When love puts you through the fire, When 

love puts you through the test” which has been the theme of my life and also the theme of today, and the test of to-

day, which I also passed and it is truly not the easiest tests here. Sidsel was no test compared to Mette here, but I kept 

away and she kept away from me too. 

 

And today I also wrote a note that it is not natural that Rolf as a Gardener is working entirely at an office today, not 

working in the garden and still gives orders to us. What is he really doing at the office, what is more important for a 

Gardener to do? Administration and bureaucracy? 

 

And after lunch I decided to continue my work and now I started to clean the area around the entrance of the building 

of fallen leaves etc. and again I could not help thinking why this area has not already been cleaned a long time ago, 

because it did not give a good impression when I came here yesterday morning – it was truly untidy. And at 13.00 I 

was truly now also physical exhausted on top of my other sufferings and I was “this close” to stop but I decided to 

continue working until 13.30, where I took a break of 15 minutes and thereafter I continued working. At 14.05 I met 
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Helle again and she said to me that at 14.00 people here decides to clean up after them for the day and to stop work-

ing, because this is the time “when we strike”, so this is a rebellion against the system, it seems, and all I could tell her 

was that I would continue until 15.00, which is the official end time here, but at 14.30 Rolf asked me to stop the work 

of today, and I made the first round of the work at the entrance, which I was happy with, and I will continue Thursday 

morning doing the final details, which is what people will notice. There is a big difference doing or not doing the final 

details both when it comes to work in a garden and work in an office. All people can do all work – you will decide on 

what you want – and God and I will help you make the best, if you decide to do your best, it is as simple as that.  

 

Karen is feeling love to me 

At the end of the day God told me that Karen has told her mother that it is me that she loves because she has never 

known anyone being so kind to her as me, but that it is difficult for her to contact me again, and the reason for saying 

this is only that this is how extreme I need to show the world of my loyalty to a woman being the most disloyal you 

can imagine, loving me inside her heart but not with her body and for me not to be together with any other woman 

and this is the symbol of Henriette, that she is the woman of the Devil that could had shaken me, but this is why we 

made it “impossible” for you to perform sexually and even though Henriette was also very happy with you in this re-

spect, she was also unhappy, which I have written about in my old book. 

 

And only this, I have told God that Karen will be better for me than to have nothing and this is the truth, but that 

Karen would be at the bottom if I was to choose a woman myself. 

 

Writing short applications 

And today I knew after coming home that I needed to make three applications, because the Commune has a minimum 

rule of doing four applications every 14 days and I knew that the name of the game was to do these applications as 

quickly as possible without my usual TRUE quality, so I found three manager positions with two different head hunt-

ers, and I started by making one standard application, which took me one hour and it took me a total of two hours to 

do and send these three applications, and when you read them, most people will probably think that they are alright, 

but the thruth is that they focus entirely on myself and that I have done absolutely nothing to do the best for the 

company writing what they will get if they employ me – so this is what most managers/employees do, think of them-

selves doing this kind of work, and I have done it for you to understand the difference of working for the company or 

working for myself and this is the difference I want all people to feel when working in the future. 

 

And here are my applications: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Partner Morten Andersen UniqueConsult A/S Dusager 10 8200 Århus N 24. november 2009     
Direktør for international finanskoncern Kære Morten Andersen, 
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  Jeg er for nylig hjemkommet fra en længerevarende rejse til Kenya, og er nu åben overfor en ny spændende udfordring, hvorfor jeg søger stillingen som direktør for en international finanskoncern igennem jer.  Som det fremgår af mit vedlagte CV, har jeg 25 års erfaring som leder, specialist og forretningsudvikler i den finansielle sektor, og ved en omhyggelig læsning af mit CV kan du se, at jeg  
• via mine personlige kompetencer og erfaring kan udføre samtlige de opgaver, der omtales i jobannoncen,  
• opfylder de personlige krav, som stilles, og flere til, bortset fra, at jeg i stedet for en 20 år gammel, videregående ud-dannelse tilbyder aktuelle kompetencer, som på grund af et usædvanligt stort, personligt engagement er på abso-lut højeste niveau (eller hurtigt bliver det) – også indenfor de ønskede områder - og som derfor er mere værd end en uddannelse, som folk alligevel ikke kan huske og ikke anvender i sit arbejde.  I alt hvad jeg arbejder med, yder jeg altid mit bedste, som jeg af erfaring ved, er på et højere niveau end samtlige de le-dere og medarbejdere, jeg har arbejdet sammen med igennem tiden. Sammen med en stærk personlighed og veludvikle-de kommunikationsevner betyder det, at jeg - vurderet ud fra saglige kriterier alene - er den  

dygtigste leder, sælger, specialist og forretningsudvikler i direkte sammenligning med andre  Bemærk venligst, at jeg som person ikke er selvhævdende, og at min vurdering alene er baseret på objektive fakta.  Det vil muligvis blive en udfordring for dig - via jeres værktøjer og personlige vurderinger - at fremkomme med samme vurdering af min profil som jeg selv, men det skulle glæde mig, om du vil tage udfordringen op og invitere mig indenfor i varmen til en samtale ☺.  Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra dig.   Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm 
 

 

 

 

 

 Marika Grote Flensby & Partners A/S Martinsvej 10 
STIG DRAGHOLM ���� VINKELVEJ 20, 2. TV ���� 2800 KGS. LYNGBY 

MOBILTELEFON: 23 74 23 58 � SKYPE TELEFON 65 74 05 99 � EMAIL: stig.dragholm@gmail.com 
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 1926 Frederiksberg  24. november 2009     
Direktør til erhvervsmæglerkæde – ref. 2251 Kære Marika Grote,  Jeg er for nylig hjemkommet fra en længerevarende rejse til Kenya, og er nu åben overfor en ny, spændende udfordring, hvorfor jeg søger stillingen som direktør for en forretning af en erhvervsmæglerkæde igennem jer.  Som det fremgår af mit vedlagte CV, har jeg 25 års erfaring som leder, specialist og forretningsudvikler i den finansielle sektor, og jeg tilbyder kompetencer, som på grund af et usædvanligt stort, personligt engagement er på absolut høje-ste niveau eller hurtigt bliver det på de områder, hvor jeg ikke har faglig erfaring. Det personlige drive og ambitionsni-veau er langt mere betydningsfuldt end nogle få faglige kompetencer, som hurtigt kan læres.  I alt hvad jeg arbejder med, yder jeg altid mit bedste, som jeg af erfaring ved, er på et højere niveau end samtlige de le-dere og medarbejdere, jeg har arbejdet sammen med igennem tiden. Sammen med en stærk personlighed og veludvikle-de kommunikationsevner betyder det, at jeg - vurderet ud fra saglige kriterier alene - er den  

dygtigste leder, sælger, specialist og forretningsudvikler i direkte sammenligning med andre  Bemærk venligst, at jeg som person ikke er selvhævdende, og at min vurdering alene er baseret på objektive fakta.  Det vil muligvis blive en udfordring for dig - via jeres værktøjer og personlige vurderinger - at fremkomme med samme vurdering af min profil som jeg selv, men det skulle glæde mig, om du vil tage udfordringen op og invitere mig indenfor i varmen til en samtale ☺.  Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra dig.   Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm 
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 Marika Grote Flensby & Partners A/S Martinsvej 10 1926 Frederiksberg  24. november 2009     
Global HR-direktør – ref. 2525 Kære Marika Grote,  Du får også denne ansøgning fra mig, fordi med mine kompetencer er det ikke afgørende, om jeg bliver ansat som direk-tør for en erhvervsmæglerkæde eller global HR-direktør i en international virksomhed.  Det afgørende er mine personlige kompetencer, og jeg har erfaring for, at hverken ledelse, salg eller HR – både på over-ordnet og på detaljeret niveau – er vanskeligt arbejde, og jeg begår mig på samtlige niveauer i forhold til samtlige menne-sker.  Så det er mere op til dig, hvilken stilling, du vil drøfte med mig. Jeg kan begge stillinger, og jeg holder af det meste arbej-de, som jeg tilbydes, som jeg altid gør en ære i at udføre bedst af alle – på samme måde som i sport, nemlig at give alt, som jeg har i mig, og aldrig nogensinde give op ☺.  Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra dig.   Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm 
 

As you have probably noticed I also found some time to work at the design of my letter head, and I found some wall 

papers on the internet, which I have inserted as pictures at the letterhead shape, and I think they are more interesting 

than just the standard one colour only of Microsoft Word and I truly like that you have opened up for this opportunity 

Microsoft, but why have you decided that I cannot do the same when I work with tables – I have the same needs in 

tables my friends so please give me this freedom to work ☺. 

 

The ”police-group” in Kenya has committed another murder 

And today God said to me that the group approaching me at the streets of Nairobi including the false policeman now 

has carried out another murder and that they eat the people they murder (!, which truly made me feel very bad, be-

cause I was thinking that this could have been myself and I was also thinking about how it is to play the Devil helping 
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people doing this when all you want is to show your love and affection and I can only tell you this: PLEASE TRY TO 

IMAGINE HOW IT IS TO BE THE DEVIL – THAT YOU WILL HURT EQUALLY AS MUCH GIVING PAIN as receiving pain and 

THIS IS ALSO TRUE IN MANY MANY SITUATIONS WHEN YOU ARE NOT VICTIM OF A CRIME BUT WHEN THE DEVIL HAS 

MADE SUCH A STRONG GRIP ON YOU THAT YOU HAVE HAD NO CHANCE TO ESCAPE THIS GRIP, which has been the 

case for me and other people from the light coming to earth – so PLEASE UNDERSTAND THIS MY DEAR WORLD, WE 

HAVE ONLY DONE THIS BECAUSE OF YOUR WICKEDNESS. When you decide not to be wicked anymore, you will make 

your lives so much better and you will make our sufferings disappear too because the truth is that we are suffering 

even more than what you are. Please try to understand and not to do what you normally do, to curse other people 

without having the foundation to do so. 

 

A new email from Evans 

Today I received the following email from Evans, which I was very glad again to receive. However I did not have the 

time to answer his email before Thursday, where you can read my answer to him. 

 

Sv: cool conversations with God 

 

Hi Stig I hope and pray that you are Blessed by God who is also our Father who has blessed us with all spiritual bless-

ings in heavenly places in Christ. Grace be to you, and peace, from God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ.I 

would like to share with you this word from the bible: 

 

1 Timothy 6:17-19 (New International Version) 

 

" 17Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, which is so 

uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment. 18Command them to 

do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to share. 19In this way they will lay up treasure for 

themselves as a firm foundation for the coming age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life. " 

 

 The idea is, that they should not value themselves on account of their wealth, or look down with pride and arrogance 

on their inferiors. They should not suppose that they are any better men, or any nearer heaven, because they are 

wealthy. 

 

Property really makes no distinction in the great things that pertain to character and salvation. It does not necessarily 

make one wise, or learned, or great, or good. In all these things the man who has not wealth may be vastly the supe-

rior of him who has; and for so slight and unimportant a distinction as gold can confer, no man should be proud. Be-

sides, let such a man reflect that his property is the gift of God; that he is made rich because God has chosen to ar-

range things so that he should be; that it is not primarily owing to any skill or wisdom which he has; that his property 

only increases his responsibility, and that it must all soon be left, and he be as poor as the "beggar that lies at his 

gate;" and he will see ample reason why he should not be proud. 

 

'' Nor trust in uncertain riches'' this means that riches are uncertain because they may soon be taken away. No de-

pendence can be placed on them in the emergencies of life. He who is rich to-day, has no security that he will be to-

morrow; and if he shall be rich tomorrow, he has no certainty that his riches will meet his necessities then. A man 

whose house is in flames, or who is shipwrecked, or whose child lies dying, or who is himself in the agonies of death, 

can derive no advantage from the fact that he is richer than other men. 

 

Who giveth us richly all things to enjoy. The meaning of this seems to be, that God permits us to enjoy everything. Eve-

rything in the works of creation and redemption he has given to man for his happiness, and he should therefore trust in 

him. He has not merely given wealth for the comfort of men, but he has given everything; and he on whom so many 

and so great blessings have been bestowed for his comfort, should trust in the great Benefactor himself, and not rely 

merely on one of his gifts. 

 

Our Lord Jesus is ever giving, and does not for a solitary instant withdraw His hand. As long as there is a vessel of grace 

not yet full to the brim, the oil shall not be stayed. He is a sun ever-shining; He is manna always falling round the camp; 
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He is a rock in the desert, ever sending out streams of life from His smitten side; the rain of His grace is always drop-

ping; the river of His bounty is ever-flowing, and the well-spring of His love is constantly overflowing. 

 

As the King can never die, so His grace can never fail. Daily we pluck His fruit, and daily His branches bend down to our 

hand with a fresh store of mercy. There are seven feast-days in His weeks, and as many as are the days, so many are 

the banquets in His years. Who has ever returned from His door unblessed? Who has ever risen from His table unsatis-

fied, or from His bosom un-imparadised? His mercies are new every morning and fresh every evening. 

 

Who can know the number of His benefits, or recount the list of His bounties? Every sand which drops from the glass of 

time is but the tardy follower of a myriad of mercies. The wings of our hours are covered with the silver of His kindness, 

and with the yellow gold of His affection. The river of time bears from the mountains of eternity the golden sands of His 

favour. The countless stars are but as the standard bearers of a more innumerable host of blessings. 

 

Who can count the dust of the benefits which He bestows on Jacob, or tell the number of the fourth part of His mercies 

towards Israel? How shall my soul extol Him who daily loadeth us with benefits, and who crowneth us with loving-

kindness? 

Blessed be the Lord who has loved us with the whole of his heart and has blessed us with all heavenly riches. 

 

Evans 

 

ELIJAH: THE DEVIL WILL BE DEFEATED! 

My dear friend Elijah, I understand you from a human point of view and I truly understand your sufferings, but the 

problem is that you start by writing that you do understand me and hereafter – despite of your sufferings – you are 

actually as a symbol defending people not keeping the Basic rules, which only shows that you have truly not under-

stood what this is about. You are the symbol of how some people will react before Judgement Day and Elijah, I can 

only tell you, that I have told you everything before, and I will not repeat myself, so please read the scripts again or 

speak to the team – and I truly hope that you keep your family updated on the progress of me meeting Santa Claus, 

that is to keep an open dialogue. Elijah please start by answering questions and to show more reflection instead of fo-

cusing on yourself, which is still what you are doing. Please understand that this is not what I want people to do – see 

Meshack as a role model, and this is for you today Elijah and for the world to understand. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

I have not been able to write you.I am sorry that i have not been able to make it. However, i have had the opportunity 

to read your updates over last   week and the update as of yesterday. 

 

I am not well for one, I am suffering but my family is intact.The team is strong and working hard. I do understand all 

what we are going through , but after reading your last scripts, i must say that , i was not happy from the warnings 

that you gave me.  

 

Stig you all understand what we are going through, why then impose deadlines and threats while most of us are strug-

gling to get to town. 

 

Today the Devil is defeated, I feel much better and look forward to write more when i have the strength.I will continue 

to do my best when i  can, but i would love to see a show of patience from all of us.I have and have always updated 

you, not consistently but when i have the time you always here from me. Please consider withdrawing your remarks on 

the road to HELL, Our Faith and my Faith is so strong that we will defeat the Devil. Let us all remember where we are 

today and where we  will be tomorrow. Let us all remember what brought us together.The mission a head of us is Big, 

We all need to be prepared, I thank you stig very much for making me understand of whom I AM! Today i am more 

proud than ever! I will keep the fire burning, i will keep the team happy, i will encourage everybody!  

 

When you don't here from us ,it is not that we are ignoring your requests to update.It is only that we cannot afford the 
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fee for the cyber and probably not able to make it to town to write to you. know how much i owe you in information, i 

will prepare the sermons from the church and sent them to you. You can imagine, living without power in the house, no 

water, no food , please understand all what we are going through, All those services have been disconnected from me 

because of not paying the Bills. To me DADAAB MOVES TO GACHIE! BUT TODAY, 

 

THE DEVIL IS DEFEATED ! You will read more from me when i write to you. 

 

Elijah. 

 

John sending the update of the Dadaab newsletter 

And I only want to say THANK YOU SO MUCH JOHN AND MESHACK and ALL OF THE TEAM for sending me the update 

to the Dadaab newsletter, which John sent to me today. I am writing these lines now Thursday the 26th at my CATCH-

ING UP round after I finised my work on the memo and applications, and next week I will include your information in 

the newsletter, which I will return to you. And I will tell the world that this is what we did – we did a new update of 

this important newsletter, which did not satisfy the Devil but which made the Council and God very happy so happy in 

fact that he was saying THE GOD to me and you know when you call me THE DEVIL but when you don’t call me THE 

GOD and so it is still here still a sence of humour which is good to have even though life is difficult. 

 

Receiving emails from Tobias and Emil  

Still catching up and some days ago Tobias and Emil answered my email with my offer to Emil to borrow some of my 

Danish music from the eighties, which both of them said that “we will come back to” and from here I can only say that 

I have a good conscience, and that “now they have the ball” and we will see if they want to play it or not – very often 

small things like this are forgotten here, which should not be the case. 

 

Swine flu 

And also catching up and this is an “old” subject which only is included shortly today with this message that this is God 

and the Council showing the world if you want to survive disesases like this or if you want diseases like this to kill you. 

This was a warning only, the virus could have been deadly to all people receiving it, and people on Earth will decide if 

you want to meet me as God or the Devil. 
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Wednesday 25th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, control meeting at the Jobcentre, writing scripts the rest of the day. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

After two days of phsysical hard work, which can be felt all over my body, so I can hardly walk because of physical 

tiredness, I now had a day off Gardener work and only with a control meeting at the Jobcente – which they call the 

“job club” but which has absolutely nothing to do with a club, it is only controlling people – and afterwards to catch up 

on writing my scripts. Dreaming from the night: 

 

• Kim S. is about to set up a new business. He would like to get started with my memo to him and he asks me about 

it. I tell him that I gave it to him three years ago and that I don’t have it anymore. My IT-system is about to be es-

tablished, and maybe this memo will be recreated. I am standing together with Kim S. at the harbour, there is a 

restaurant which need to have tables and chairs set up. I say to Kim that if you want to, you should set up 25 ta-

bles including chairs. He does not want to do this, he is too cautious. I am at another restaurant to learn from 

what they do. They have had the same wine of the month for the last 40 years, because their regular guests don’t 

want to change the wine, which they think is fantastic. The brewery delivering the beer also delivers drinks, which 

the restaurant really is not interested in, but it gives them a discount of 5% of the beer, which is the reason why 

they do it, I want to ask the waiters who to address about this issue, but the waiters don’t have time for me. I will 

find my business plan – it is about making people believe, I am going to the harbour again. I am riding my bicycle 

as fast as I can and I get there in a new record time. I am now back at work, I have brought cake for them, they 

don’t hear me come, there are children there, one has made pancakes with cream. 

o The wine is just another example of people not changing – when you have set your mind on something, 

which is based on culture, traditions or your own personal behaviour, it is almost impossible for you to 

change even though it is simple logic to change. 

 

Control meeting at the Jobcentre 

Today at 10.00 I had a new meeting with the Jobcentre. God had given me the name Karina several days and I really 

did not understand why, but after meeting Karina here at the Jobcentre, I immediately understood the connection. 

Karina is sitting together at the same office as Søren and another woman, and Søren was actually also in the office, 

and it would have been normal in my point of view to continue my meeting with Søren from 14 days ago, but here the 

system obviously have decided for “flexibility” for them and not really caring about what I think of as their “custom-

ers”. 

 

So what this meeting was about was for Karina to control that I could document four new job applications from the 

last 14 days, and there are absolutely no other demands than the demand of quantity here, there is no feedback on 

the applications and no support or coaching at all – this is ONLY and ALL ABOUT CONTROL – and Karina did not follow 

up on the initiative from Søren from the last meeting to give me www.jobspor.dk as a “tool” and I can only say that 

this is truly very poor and unprofessional, but I was happy that she did not because the system did not give me the 

right answers. 

 

I had the applications on my USB disk and she asked me to print them out from a computer outside her office, which I 

did and when I had printed them out, I met Jens Erik from the Job Workshop and he was very positive and open in-

deed when I met him, which made me glad too and he asked me if I had followed his recommendations to change the 

CV, which I had and I showed it to him – here it was in colour because the printer here is a colour laser printer – and 

he said in a very happy and positive tone that “this is truly very good-looking” and he was happy that I had followed 

his recommendations, but still thinking he was that the writing font was too small. And I gave him and this time he ac-

cepted to receive a copy of my CV, which I thought that maybe he could use at his work with people instead of refer-

ring to a Danish website with applications and CV’s with a quality, which is not good enough. 

 

Back to Karina, where I gave her the applications and I explained her why I am searching only manager positions - be-

cause this is what should be the easiest for me in order to find a job, but instead Karina was focussed on the rules of 

the system, which is to evaluate if I am “at disposal” for the work market according to what the Commune demands of 
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me, and Karina has now decided to turn on the thumbscrew – this is how the system is – and she said that for our next 

meeting in 14 days from today I need to document that I have applied for at least two other types of jobs one of them 

being a head clerk or similar and the other one being as an unskilled worker and it is truly here I believe that this sys-

tem is NOT THINKING because when you have rules WHY DO YOU THEN NEED TO THINK – and the rules are taking 

away freedom from you and also the capability apparently to think and to decide what is truly simple logic to do – and 

here the system wants me to apply for a job for a unskilled worker, which is not to use the skills God has given me! – 

And I said to her that maybe she would read my CV before our next meeting – if she is the one I will hold a meeting 

with, I had not met her before today and she was not prepared for our meeting but used two minutes to read Søren’s 

minutes from our last meeting, which was not making me the least happy (!) – because if an employer receive 500 ap-

plications for a position as a unskilled worker, where 499 have the experience working as unskilled worker and I don’t 

have this experience, how big are then my chances to get this job? The true situation is that I will be put as the last of 

the 500 applicants and this is the simple fact that Karina was not thinking about when she ordered me to do this be-

fore our next meeting (of course the employer should not look at the experience, but at my personal competences but 

this is not how the system is working today!), so Kristina I can only say to you here what I told you at the meeting, that 

sometimes you will see that people will believe that the rules of a system are the right rules, but these rules are not 

right, I told you about the principles of a totally new system and I told you that you  as an employee would be able to 

use your full competences in my system and Karina you did exactly as most people will do in the beginning: Thinking 

that the system on Earth today is the best system and you will have big difficulties believing in me that I just want to 

release you from the Devil, and it will be the Devil himself who will hold you back and who will make you prefer the 

present system, because you truly have big difficulties USING YOUR LOGICAL THINKING to see what is truly the best 

system, if you were to build a new system from scratz and not thinking of the present system at all.  

 

I told Karina that when you apply for positions as manager through a headhunter, that the process will take 2-3 

months before they will take a decision, but the Danish “welfare” system does not take this into account. And I tried 

to make her – and also her two colleagues including Søren as one of them – understand that you cannot build a sys-

tem of mistrust for responsible persons like me and to “put me in jail”, which is truly what they do here, when they 

punish me by working as a Gardener for 30 hours per week, which time I should actually use to search for jobs and 

what I noticed here was the interesting fact that all people here are loyal to the system and not to the person they 

speak to – even though I felt that they started showing a little bit of understanding - and what Karina said to me was 

that if I had decided to be a member of an unemployment fund, the Commune would send me for a job searching 

course in stead of activating me as a Gardener, so here we have another situation where the system have taken a “un-

conscious” decision that some people will be forced to attend a course and other people like me will be activated as a 

Gardener – or they can also activate me as a cleaner etc. in a kitchen of as a help for a school janitor - so the system is 

taking decisions on behalf of people, which has nothing to do with the individual need of people, and Karina was de-

fending this system because of loyalty, because as she said that it will make sure that people will not doze off at home 

and she really thinks this system is good and helps people getting a job, and she also truly believes that the manage-

ment of the Jobcentre believes the same – and I was apparently speaking to deaf people here not thinking at all – but 

behind their loyalty, I felt that they did understand my points. What we are talking about here are unskilled people 

working at the jobcentre who have been indoctrinated, manipulated and brainwashed by a system, which they now 

believe in – and it takes VERY MUCH to win them over on my side even though I am only talking about what is logic. So 

this story is just to give people this message: PLEASE USE YOUR BRAIN and please think about what is truly the best to 

do. 

 

We talked more about some of the things also included in my memo to Hillerød Commune and I noticed primarily 

loyal supporters of the system, but I also noticed that I had the attention of three employess at the same time, and 

they understood very clearly that I do believe there is something completely wrong with the system here and how it 

treats people at the same time as I will follow the detailed rules and obligations of this system hopefully without fail-

ing and they understood this difference, and Karina also mentioned that the pressure which this system is putting on 

already vulnerable people is also to scare people away from the system – and this is truly the system which Denmark 

has build as one of the richest countries of the world! 

 

Writing scripts the rest of the day 

And when I came home I used the rest of the day today to write my scripts and to wash my clothes as well – there is a 

fine washing cellar here with fine washing- and drying machines. 
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Thursday 26th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, a great new day at work, my answer to Evans and Updating the team. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I had a dream about LIGHT and LIGHT WORKERS on Earth and the importance for us all to make sure that we 

will achieve our dream together, which is all I can tell you at the moment, but this dream is to all people and I am 

thinking of Asger Lorentzen and what you and many others are doing the get the vibration of the Earth up to a higher 

level and all I can do now, because God will not give me more knowledge today, is that I value what all of you are do-

ing, which is also very important to keep down the force of the Devil and to open up for me, my mother and ALL 

OTHER LIGHT WORKERS ON EARTH and therefore my friends, thank you so much. 

 

A great new day at work 

Today was another great day at work. I had decided to follow up on my work in front of the main building, which I was 

finishing the first round of at the end of Tuesday. I wanted to do my “edit”, at the first round I may have removed 95% 

of all leaves and at this edit I might have improved the level to 99% and this is the strategy I am using now, to do one 

edit now, because I want to raise the level of the park with good quality as quickly as possible, and when this is done, 

we can go back and start all over to do what may be a “second edit”. 

 

And when I was doing this work from 7.45 until 9.30 I noticed that none of the others were outside working, I had a 

suspicion that they were sitting indoor at the end of the park having coffee. I met them at the first “official” break at 

9.30, where we had coffee and homemade buns again. Now Rolf and Judith don’t join us for breaks, which I truly felt 

was not very good, because it only creates an even bigger distance between what is here “the management” on one 

side and “the workers” on the other. After the break I wanted to show a good side to the others, even though I was 

already working hard and they did nothing, I offered to wash up the dishes after the break, which I did not have to ask 

for twice, they all thought it was an amazing idea! 

 

Helle is working on the Christmas decorations and today I saw that she is done with the first one, which is truly very 

beautiful. Helle has truly the gift as a designer and I can only say here what I told her that I truly believe that her deco-

rations are more beautiful than what you can buy at flowers stores here and I was also thinking of her competences, 

that she should not be without work and if employers only knew her true skills, she would very quickly get a job, and 

she is just another example showing to the world that when employers don’t know the true competences of people, 

you cannot get the best matches. 

 

Outside I saw that Tom and Mikkel received a new garden machine and they very looking like small boys up to Christ-

mas, which I told them, and this is also true here – these fine men are doing the work, they like to do and they are 

working very slowly, because I don’t believe they like to do the work I do, which is truly the lowest and physical the 

hardest work here, to remove old, wet and heavy (!) leaves from the ground. So they took the machine and because I 

had a wheelbarrow, Tom asked me if I would take the box of board with me to the end of the garden to throw out, 

which I did and I met Tom again, who was surprised of my immediate action, and together we went to the container 

with the box, and we crossed Mølleåen (the mill stream), where Tom explained to me that he catches crayfish, eel and 

pike – and now I have learned to know Tom today and the last days, and I notice that Tom is what you can call the un-

official leader here, he looks like he is the strongest man, and when you get “approved” by the unofficial leader you 

will probably be approved by the team to be with them on their terms despite the fact that I have no experience 

working outside, that I am not following their orders to “work slowly” and that I am a typical businessman, which 

some people believe are very different to people from the “working class”, but I truly like these people as much as I 

like all people – and I truly value that workers in my experience often are more frank and direct than people working 

at offices, and this is something I like very much.  

 

After the first break I continued from where I ended and the next part is now inside of the gate of the park and to con-

tinue from one end of the park to the other, and I cleaned more of the ground from leaves with the same principle as 

before and even after the first edit, it looks pretty fine to me and I came to the shrubbery to the left of the gate, 

where there was a lot of leaves and which was one of the tasks that Rolf explained me of Monday morning. 
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I was looking at it and thinking that this is truly a big job and this is where again you can MENTALLY decide that this is 

not work which you want to do or can do because you are blocking and you almost think it is impossible to do, but I 

have very often been in these situations – also in the past 25 years – where I just start doing the work and I find solu-

tions during the work and pretty quickly I found out that the shrubbery consists of 28 rows and that one row maybe 

takes 25 minutes in average to clean, that is only the first round, and then I calcaluted quickly in my head, that this 

should be ready before the end of Monday and if I did not do this, then the work really might mentally have been very 

difficult to overcome but now I set my self a deadline and now I did not have to stress, I could concentrate on doing 

my work as efficient and as good as possible, which is what I did, and later I told Tom about my deadline and I noticed 

that he was listening to what I said.  

 

So the rest of the day I carried out this work where I raked the heavy leaves out from the bushes where there was 

really not much space, and sometimes the work became even harder, because I had to rake the leaves over small new 

branches sticking up from the ground, and I actually found out the rest of the day, that this work was truly VERY HARD 

PHYSICAL WORK INDEED but I decided that I would ignore my own physical tiredness and more and more limited en-

ergy and power and just to continue working, because I had taken my decision, so at the end of the day I had removed 

leaves from the first 10,5 rows, and I decided that Friday – which I knew was going to become a shorter day also be-

cause Rolf had allowed me already the first day to leave early Friday because I will go to Germany – my goal would be 

to make 8 additional rows and to do 10 rows on Monday to finalise the first round and just maybe also the first “edit”. 

 

And the reason why I do and why I write this is to show you that this is the way that you can make an action plan 

when you are a craftsman. Please think about your work, please make goals and deadlines, please do your absolutely 

best – which is NOT to relax as people are doing here but to do what I do here TO WORK HARD/EFFICIENT WHEN YOU 

WORK and to hold breaks when you hold breaks, and please use this knowledge when planning your work every single 

day to do your action plan – and I can see that there is in principle no difference between working as a craftman and 

when you work at an office – too many people today are doing nothing or only very little and many people can 2-5 

double their efficiency and also quality and this is truly what I ask the world to understand. PLEASE DO YOUR ABSO-

LUTELY BEST and DON’T BE LAZY which people also are here, and they are using BAD EXCUSES because they are mad 

at the system here, but it is truly only bad excuses. 

 

I have started to give more and more attention to the people here to show them that I care, and for them to see that I 

work efficient and hard with the goal to make this park as beautiful as possible before Christmas, because this GAR-

DEN SYMBOLISES THE GARDEN OF EDEN, which is the task God has given me and I will have to see if my joy and hap-

piness and hard work will influence people here to do even better themselves or if they will continue to be lazy. 

 

Today I was moving very many leaves to the other end of the garden, which I could only put next to the truck, which is 

still not working, because we are waiting on the starter, which Rolf has ordered, and I truly HATE to do DOUBLE work, 

because I would appreciate very much to put the leaves directly on top of the truck instead of the ground, because 

later we will have to move the leaves from the ground to the truck, so I had decided to ask Rolf to get the starter as 

quickly as possible and I asked him when the starter will come, and he said that he had ordered it but that he did not 

know when it will come and he asked me what I wanted him to do about it and I said that I would actually like him to 

check when the starter will arrive, but obviously Rolf did not think this was a good idea, because he only told me that 

“please take it easy” and he was referring to my work and actually to reduce my working pace (!), so just maybe Rolf 

has begun to notice that I work hard, but when he said this it was taking away motivation from me and just another 

example of a manager not taking part of the work, who does not motivate people and who is blocking the work, we 

could do ourselves. 

 

And at approx. 12.30, when Tom and Mikkel left because of the arrangements they have, Tom said to Mikkel that I 

was going to finalise the shrubbery before the end of Monday and now I noticed that he was impressed by my state-

ment and that I am probably working harder and more quickly on this job than what people normally do. It is truly not 

that hard, when you only take a decision and when you carry it out! 

 

And at the end of the day, when Rolf ORDERED me to stop at 14.30 – half an hour before time – the unthinkable hap-

pened in my point of view, because Rold said to me for the first time that my work “looks nice” and it was nice of him 
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to say so, but my true feeling is that I have lost respect of Rolf, and he is symbolising what is happening all over the 

world every single day when managers are not credible among their employees because they are not present, don’t 

do the same job themselves and are not role models for the team. 

 

The Devil is still trying to be very strong, and my dear readers, I can only tell you that he is truly using the worst lan-

guage and visions in connection to my mother – this is still what I am going through – which he did all morning, and 

believe me, life is not very nice when he is doing this, and I can only say that when I give all I have in me, when I work 

the hardest and when I have the best confidence doing exactly what I plan – and for him not to disturb my plans trying 

to make me uncertain which he is all of the time – that this is when I beat the Devil, and after doing that again today 

and maybe even more convingcingly because the work was REALLY very hard physically, then the Devil lost much of 

his power again. 

 

My answer to Evans 

And today I found time to send a reply to Evans to his nice email the other day, and I was also thinking that it would be 

nice if Evans actually could show himself in practice that he is also willing himself to share what he has together with 

“a good friend” in despair, namely Elijah and his family, so therefore Elijah I decided to send the email below to Evans 

BECAUSE I TRULY WANTED TO HELP YOU – and this was with the wish of the Council that these words were said and 

who inspired me to write the following reply: 

 

Dear Evans,  

 

Thank you again my friend for your contribution. You are a very devoted follower, which I truly appreciate very much. 

You show the greatest loyalty, you have very good thoughts and a beautiful language, however there are a few things I 

have noticed:  

 

- Where is Evans "hidden" in all of these very beautiful words?  

- Are you so devoted to God, that it is difficult to see the person inside of Evans? 

- If you look at God as a simple man, as your best friend, is this how you would talk to or about your best friend?  

- What do you think your best friend would advice you to do instead?  

 

And this is what I have to say to you Evans. You can speak to God like your best friend, you should not make any differ-

ence between him and your wife or your best friend as long as you treat all people according to the Golden rule. This is 

the most simple advice I can give you my friend. Speak to God as a friend, and even though you are devoted and all 

people at the church are devoted, please think about the deep affection, your feelings and the way you address God 

during the service. Is this the way you would address a simple man standing next to you?  

 

Please see God as such - a simple man - a wanderer in this life, a man going from man to man with the message this 

time for people to put away everything wicked, to follow new teachings including how to improve your work and in or-

der to access his Kingdom, what you speak about, Evans, is also essential. For all people and also Governments it will 

become a condition to share their wealth with people in need with the goal for all people to get a NORMAL LIFE before 

the judgement - which is more than you have today in Kenya, it equals a normal life for "normal people" in Europe. 

 

"This is it", this is what it is about, and there is more to come later, other criteria as well, but what I would like to ask 

you today Evans, is for you to show your appreciation to another man as you would do to God, if he asked you to. 

Maybe you have noticed a change with Elijah and his family since I left Kenya? The reason is that Elijah does not have 

an income any more and that he is truly suffering very much together with all of his family with one purpose only, to 

follow the road of God, which he is now almost at the end of, and at the end of it, he will meet God himself. 

 

But RIGHT NOW he and his family could use the help of someone who cares, someone who has more than he and 

someone who has a big heart. Evans, will you please consider to live a more simple life for a short period of time, will 

you please help Elijah and his family? I would appreciate if you would do this without any hesitation?  

 

For your information I try my best from here to help the LTO team with a little bit of money which however is not 

enough to keep starvation away. I have decided myself to live a simple life to help, and I send 60-65% of my disposable 
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income to the team of four persons every month. 

 

And only this to end with. God and the Devil helps people on basis of the decision of people - on basis of their free 

choices, which all people have. EVERYTHING you do will be strengthened by God or the Devil depending if your decision 

is good or bad - and that includes every single thought, your behaviour and your habits. Imagine a world after the 

judgement without poverty, crimes and a much happier world in peace for all people. This is what will become reality 

my friend not only in your lifetime, but soon. 

 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you again. 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

Updating the team 

This evening I continued catching up doing more of my scripts and I sent updated scripts to the team for the first time 

in several days including the following message: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script of today. Everything is OK here even though life is difficult, but you can still manage to get 

through when you mentally decide to do this like Meshack as example has done. 

 

The script is updated until Tuesday this week. There might go some days until the beginning of next week before you 

hear from me again, because tomorrow I am going to Germany to celebrate the birhtday of 

Hans - but you are not forgotten my friends, I WILL BE BACK :-) 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 
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Friday 27th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, continuing my work according to plan, no money for the team today, arriving at Hotel Intermar, 

Glücksburg, who is the murderer in the Danish TV-series “The crime”, the Devil was with Evans answering my email, a 

question for the team – ARE YOU FAITHFUL? 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight was one of the few nights where God removed my memory of the dreams I had. 

 

Continuing my work according to plan 

Today I was really not looking very much forward to work because of the physical energy I knew I had to give one 

more day, and before starting I was really thinking if I had been too ambitious, because mentally I was prepared but I 

did not know if I was going to surpass the limit of my physical power today, all I knew was that it was probably going 

to become very hard indeed but I was hoping that the day would be easier to get through than what I thought it 

would be. 

 

I was planning to do 8 rows today and as usual I was on time, I am now arriving at 7.27 or 7.28 and I start working af-

ter a coffee break the first fifteen minutes and after I have changed to the working outfit here – and I don’t use their 

shoes, I only used them the first day, because they are cutting my feet so they are hurting, so I am using the same 

shoes now here as I used every single day in Kenya and which my mother bought to me just before leaving Denmark in 

April, and these are the shoes that God has given me, another symbol for me to find my right road, my path to walk on 

and these are of course the shoes I need to do this work so therefore my friends – and from I started working I felt 

that I was hurting physically in my body from the whole week and especially from yesterday so I TOOK ONE ROW AT A 

TIME and counted down from 8, 7, 6 and so on and before the break at 9.30 I had taken the first 4½ rows making me 

happy and after the break my body was now hurting so much, it was stiff all over but I wanted to continue and with 

the outmost of my physical energy I succeeded doing the goal of today at 10.45 I had done 8 rows, I was happy, and I 

used the next 15 minutes to go a tour of the garden to see how the others were doing, and Alex was working inside 

the workshop where he together with “I cannot remember his name” have finalised the refurbishment of some gar-

den furniture, which the Danish National Museum has asked them to do, and Alex has now continued painting the 

greenhouse connected to the Gardener’s house, so this is also improving, and Gert is reputting the stones around the 

Gardener’s house, so this is also improving, and Bjørn is removing weeds from inside the greenhouse and Tom and 

Mikkel are still sawing the big tree in small pieces and Tom said that he was happy that their work really “looked of 

something”, which just means that it looks of more than it actually is, so Tom is still having this attitude of not wanting 

to work hard with a work which he actually likes (!) – and I met Rolf and Judith and said that I made my goal of today 

and they approved that I left at 11.00. 

 

No money for the team today 

And I did not know if I would receive the cash help today or on Monday and I was hoping that I could send money to 

the team today, but I checked my bank and no money had arrived, so it will be on Monday instead late afternoon after 

work. 

 

I went home and I packed for the weekend, because my mother and John would come and get me at 13.00 leaving for 

Germany. I also used some time to find 27 Euro’s in coins, which is approx. 200 DKK or 3,000 Shillings, which I have not 

been able to exchange to DKK and to send to the team earlier and I was thinking of what to do with this money, either 

to send it to the team after changing the coins to bills in Germany or for the first time since arriving home to have a 

little bit of pocket money here as a symbol of normal life coming, and I was thinking that I would still receive 9,500 

DKK in cash help and that I would send 3,500 DKK to the team, which would give them a little bit more money to buy 

food for because Elijah does not have to pay 19,000 Shillings to the Micro Finance Company – but he needs to arrange 

an agreement with them like I did with Danske Bank, that he will repay the money when he receives money, which is 

truly what I was hoping he would have done in the first place – and because of this I was thinking that if the team 

would get a little bit more money, that I would grant my self the luxury to have this money for my self for the week-

end, but it was another of those small, difficult decisions. 
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Arriving at Hotel Intermar, Glücksburg 

So I had to go with John and my mother the whole way to Germany and my test as usual which I have actually only 

given you hints of has been even to be in the same room as my mother and looking at my mother, because of what 

the Devil is doing to me, but I know that the road to God is through the Devil and what I am going through here is only 

the lite version compared to what could have been if I had given up or only done one thing wrong here, but think the 

worst of what you don’t want to think about yourself and your mother and not seeing this once or twice but MANY 

times per day, so it was with this knowledge that we went to Germany – just a few kilometres south of the border, in 

OLD DENMARK in fact because this country was part of Denmark until 1864, where we lost it to Germany after a war. 

 

I was driving the last half of the road and when we drove away from the motorway the last few kilometres God said to 

me that now an example of the Devil would come and John asked me if I was driving in the 5th speed and I said that I 

was driving in the 4th speed and I was feeling very good doing this because we were only driving maybe 70-80 kilome-

tres but then John started giving me a lecture about the rotations of the motor and how much better and more gas 

saving it was to drive in the 5th gear and ok I listened and I said OK and did not do anything more but then John said 

“why don’t you then change to the firth gear” and he said it very determined and very negative and just a small every-

day example of people taking freedom away from other people by putting their own habits on other people. It may 

sound of nothing to you, but I was truly mad inside of me for TELLING me what to do, when I would never do this my-

self when driving only 60-80 kilometres per hour as we did – this is how I am too. 

 

And we arrived at approx. 17.00 and the first thing I noticed was that the hotel is lying directly to the beach with the 

view to Denmark on the other side of the bay, so it was very beatifuld surroundings. When going through the Hotel I 

noticed that THE KING HAD COME HOME so to say because the restaurant of the hotel is called “König von Dänemark” 

– the King of Denmark and it is not the name of the piece of candy I am talking about, it is truly the King of Denmark 

arriving at the Hotel. 

 

At 19.30 we met for a bottle of Champagne and afterwards for dinner, which was very nice at least in the beginning. 

All people were in a good mood, which also included Tobias, Niklas and Isabelle – and tomorrow Lars and Kirsten will 

join us. 

 

I felt that the power of God was with me and I could show some of my best at dinner, the best for maybe years in fact, 

where I was more free and humourous than normal for the last years, and I could make the other people laugh, which 

also made myself happy – a sign that the Devil is leaving me. 

 

One of the things we spoke about was the book by Emma Gad “Takt og tone” – “Tact and tone” – which in detail put 

rules on how people should behave and NOT behave for example when having dinners, and this is just another exam-

ple of RULES TAKING LIBERTY and SIMPLE LOGIC away from people, because I said to people that they should feel free 

to put their elbows on the table if they want to, because this is perfectly natural and because there is no difference 

between putting a hand on the table or an elbow, but because this is against Emma Gad, who is part of Danish culture 

and because people are brought up with this I had seven people against me, but I still did not give up and I had to tell 

them to think for themselves and to do what is only logical to do as long as this does not bother any people, and then I 

WAS HELPED BY THE COUNCIL because Hans then explained that he was having something to eat with local people on 

a tourist tour in South Africa and they were offended by him eating with his left hand, because this is not well seen 

according to their customs, and I said to them that of course it is easy for them to see that this is WRONG, that Hans 

did not have the attention to bother these people, he only did what to him is perfecty natural, to eat with his left hand 

the same way as it is truly perfectly normal for people here to put their elbows on the table – which I then noticed 

very clearly when Hans and later my mother did and I made FUN OF THEM by saying YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DO 

THAT and I also used very strong language by saying that the book by Emma Gad has indoctrinated and manipulated 

with the minds of people and I appealed to them to just THINK THEMSELVES what they believe is the best to do, and I 

do believe that this helped my family to open up their eyes that maybe it was actually alright to put the elbows on the 

table – and how many millions of people are doing this as a natural thing without having any meaning to bother other 

people and it only proves my point: PLEASE DO WHAT COMES NATURAL TO YOU and PLEASE DON’T FOLLOW THE 

RULES OF THE DEVIL which a whole community like the Danish today think is GOOD TONE, and as I also said to my 

family, it is perfectly alright with me if you want to have a system of how to put the plates and glasses if that makes it 

better for you – as long as it does not take the liberty away from you. 
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My family asked how the people at Kenya are doing, and I used the example of Elijah and said that they are sitting in 

darkness without electricity and that they are having a very difficult time, suffering and starving and then they started 

to talk about why he does not have any more money and what about donors coming, and I did not want to go into this 

– because they have already shown me that they don’t listen to me on this or believe in me – so all I said is that “I 

don’t want to go into detail on your questions”  and “you asked me about how they are doing, and they are suffering 

and starving including the children”, so I said this very clearly and what you could truly hope for was A LAST CHANCE 

FOR MY FAMILY TO SHOW COMPASSION and to help these beautiful people, but they did not – INSTEAD MY MOTHER 

– THE COMING VIRGIN MARY WHO IS CALLED LONA IN THIS LIFE – IS THE SYMBOL OF RICH PEOPLE WHO WILL NOT BE 

APPROVED TO ENTER MY KINGDOM IF YOU DO THE SAME AS MY MOTHER AND JOHN, because they will now on 

Tuesday next week leave for their cruise to Brazil for 16 days, and this is exactly the picture I gave earlier in this book 

choosing the cruise instead of feeding the starving African people – they could have choosen not to take on this trip, 

and it would not have “worsened” their lives very much, but as a symbol here they could save the lives or a whole 

family and also thinking about the team and Elijah’s home family – so Elijah and the team, YOU ARE EXAMPLES OF 

POOR PEOPLE IN THE THIRD WORLD WHICH YOU ALLOW ME/GOD TO USE TO TELL THIS WORLD THAT YOUR BEHAV-

IOUR IS NOT ACCEPTABLE – YOU WILL BURN IN HELL IF YOU DO WHAT MY MOTHER AND JOHN ARE EXAMPLES OF 

PEOPLE DOING HERE and they are choosen together with Sanna and Hans who left for South Africa recently to also say 

to the world that THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF FAMILIES IN THE RICH WORLD DOING WHAT MY FAMILY 

DOES and what I MYSELF DID EARLIER and THIS IS THE BEST WAY I CAN TELL THE WORLD – BE COMPASSIONATE, WE 

CANNOT TAKE YOUR BEHAVIOUR ANY MORE – PLEASE HELP THE WORLD OR I WILL NOT HELP YOU.  

 

So everything was going fine at the dinner, but suddenly Hans received a text message from some of his and Sanna’s 

old friends – Hanne and Lars – which they have not seen now for years because of “a misunderstanding”. I met Hanne 

shortly before going to Africa and I understood that she was sorry to have had lost a good friend in Sanna because as 

Hanne said that after Sanna became a manager years ago, she has changed her personality more and more – and that 

is not to the better - and I thought that Hanne was only telling me the truth when I met her. 

 

And I also thought that it was very nice indeed of old friends to remember Hans’ birthday, but the reaction – not of 

Hans – but of Sanna and also my mother was really the most disturbing because of their negativity. Sanna told about 

how Hanne is telling lies of Sanna to other people and that she thinks “Lars is nice” but “Hanne is terrible” and I was 

really having this throwing up feeling hearing my closest family talking so negatively about people not being here and 

my mother was also trying very hard to talk negatively about these people, who she hardly knows – but who she has a 

very clear opinion about through information from Sanna (!), and I was only thinking that probably it is Sanna who has 

misunderstood this and that it is truly Sanna and my mother telling lies about Hanne, and it almost made me sick, but I 

really did not know, and my mother tried maybe 3-5 times to tell me the story that she wanted to tell me with all of 

her heart about Hanne, and I had decided that I did not want her to tell me this negative story, so I stopped her and 

this could have destroyed the whole trip and the whole weekend if I allowed it too, so I put a little bit of restrain on 

myself, so this did not happen (I know the risk from the past, trust me on this one!), but I told my mother – and also 

my sister - so clearly that I did not want them to talk negatively about people not being present, because I want to lis-

ten to both sides of the story and I said to my mother how she would feel if Hanne spoke the same way about her 

without her being present, but I did not receive any understanding other than misbehave. So this stopped the story, 

but it completely destroyed my mood, because I was truly disappointed with both Sanna and my mother. Sanne shows 

this behaviour often and my mother has learned the world of the Devil through her life in Denmark, the same way as I, 

and this is the reason why we have also shown sides of the Devil and as positive my mother is, she can be equally be 

as negative because of this community. So it is and it truly makes me very sad indeed.  

 

Who is the murderer in the Danish TV-series “The crime” 

Denmark is not only making movies of international format, but also television series, and at the moment very many 

people here are following the tv series “The crime” on Sundays, which I really don’t follow, but my mother told us dur-

ing dinner this evening that a character almost with my name – STIG DRAGSHOLM – mine name is without the “s” in 

the sir name, that this character is one of the suspects as the murderer or Anne Dragsholm, another of the characters, 

and it is truly not happening every day that someone with the name of Stig Dragsholm is on a very well known tv se-

ries of Denmark (it NEVER happens that is before now) – my particular name is the only one of its kind in Denmark - 

and this is just to tell the world DO YOU WANT TO SE ME AS A SAVIOUR OR A MURDERER – it is truly your choice. 
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And this is also just another way of showing you the symbol that I AM AN ACTOR, which I have been in the game of 

God by making this book – and actually all of my life has been a play. 

 

(Update: “I” was not the murderer on television the same way as I hope I will not be in reality). 

 

The Devil was with Evans answering my email 

My decision from Monday this week when having my meeting with “Hell” was that the Devil should continue to be 

with Elijah as long as he is not keeping his basic rules – and this is still the same, when people are suffering and people 

are praying for their lives, for mercy – which this is symbolising, which can also be in a situation WHICH NONE OF US 

HOPE WILL BE FOR REAL WHICH IS that MANKIND ASK TO SEE THE DEVIL, which will mean that you will suffer because 

of lack of food and light etc. There is only one way for yourself to be saved and that is to do what I ask you to do, there 

is nothing inbetween, there are no special rules for you, there are no bad excuses, and this is why I set up this play 

with Evans, who fell for it and why I have decided not to help Elijah. 

 

And at the same time it is also about people believing more in the Bible or old scripts than in me AS THE LIVING GOD 

TODAY because Evans has now had the chance to understand that I am truly giving him messages from God but 

maybe he did not believe in my last message, because I told him that I could not see himself, because he has his nose 

buried in the Bible far too much and because I said to him that God is your friend (not only your father), so this is the 

answer that Evans decided to give HAVING THE DEVIL WORKING IN HIM and not helping Elijah as what he really 

should have done, which I hope that he will see himself someday, and Elijah this is the message to you. You could have 

been helped even more here, if you had showed me loyalty and faith, and Elijah the problem may just be that you 

don’t have faith in me because you don’t believe in me my friend despite of our close connection and the miracles you 

have experienced yourself – and this time I would appreciate for you to JUST TELL ME THE TRUTH MY FRIEND and not 

the words that you think will please other people. Please write OBJECTIVELY without BEING TOO POSITIVE OR TOO 

NEGATIVE – please remove your feelings from taking over Elijah and show me your strong and objective side, show 

me your true inner voice. DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME OR DON’T YOU BELIEVE IN ME? And will you this time give me an 

answer and Elijah I would be pleased to see you come home in the second or third round, and if you cannot get your-

self together, I will judge you out in this game to show to the world. 

 

And this is the email from Evans: 

 

Hi Stig 

Thanks for your sharing about speaking to God as a friend....the bible encourages us to speak to God as a father.About 

Elijah,one thing about Elijah is he is a giver and very generous person,and he gives even when he has little or none.He 

gives to the needy in the church (nobody is poor its only that we are in need of something but each and every person is 

rich in his own way and needy in another way).Elijah is a great brother,even he helped me when I was in need finan-

cially.....so we share a lot with him .I also thank you for giving to the LTO team that is very encouraging.I truely love 

him and his family.Personally I m educating an orphan,I know that education will change her life in future and she may 

also educate other orphans. 

 

Stig no one can become a good christian without giving,I encourage even those who think they are poor to give...give 

their talents,give their services,give their love,give...God showed us how to give,By giving his only begotten son Jesus 

christ to die for our sins and redeem us :John 3:16. 

Lets us not give up in giving with love. 

 

"You can give without loving, but you cannot love without giving." 

— Amy Carmichael 

 

God bless and pass my regards to your family and friends 

Evans 

 

A question for the team – ARE YOU FAITHFUL? 
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And thank you so much David for your replies and for your work on Somalia and I appreciate that you give me infor-

mation about the new deadline, but please understand David, that when you have a deadline you should really make 

the deadline in all or most of all situations and that you should really do your absolutely best and not to be tempted 

by something else instead, so David will you please tell me if you would have been able to make the deadline, which 

we agreed upon if you had made your best? And furthermore I asked you about your thoughts in relation to Jenipher 

and your girlfriend. I have been completely open in my scripts and told you about my thoughts of meeting other 

women and the pain I have gone through. Are you willing to share your thoughts too? Will you be faithful to your girl-

friend also if you like Jenipher and she likes you? Have you been faithful to your girlfriend or have you been together 

with another woman?  Please share with us and I also asked the others of the team about this – what are your per-

sonal experiences, are you also suffering of the “Kenyan disease” and almost culture, where most men accept men to 

cheat on their wifes/girlfriends?  And please let me know if you are truly faithful yourself, because it is with this condi-

tion that I took the decision recently about the team passing the gate of God’s kingdom, but God has not told me 

about you in connection to women, so I kindly ask ALL OF YOU TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION: ARE YOU FAITHFUL TO 

YOUR WIFE/GIRLFRIEND AND WHAT WILL YOU BE IN THE FUTURE? WILL YOU BE FAITHFUL or will you RATHER LIVE A 

LIFE WITHOUT A WIFE/GIRLFRIEND and to be with different partners only because of sexual attraction? I kindly ask all 

of you to be extremely honest, as I have been – please, no lies and please answer the question before the 5th Decem-

ber. 

 

And here are the short emails from David: 

 

Jambo Herr Stig, 

I'm happy to be able to write again. I have not been able to meet Jennifer yet but hope to invite her to meet me when 

she can. My girlfriend is fine and we talk often by phone. Thank you for your concern. Good day. 

David  

 

Dear Herr Stig, 

Thank you for your update. I realised how important they are. I'm fine today. I'm effecting some changes on the road-

map to peace in Somalia and would like to have two more days to work on it. Nice journey to 

Germany. Hear from you soon. David 
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Saturday 28th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, visiting the Christmas Market in Flensburg, taking a nap and the dinner at the Hotel. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I slept well at the hotel and I felt more fresh this morning, however my body is physically hurting here in the beginning 

of the work as a Gardener, and I could feel it very much this morning and the whole day, where my legs and arms hurt 

very much and it is difficult to walk, but at the same time I am getting in a better shape through this work. 

 

I had a few dreams and it is not easier to key in notes on the phone in the middle of the night so maybe I cannot read 

all of it: 

 

• I woke up with the words:  “You are Esther and he is …” and I don’t know who Esther here is referring to other 

than it is the character from the Bible, the saviour of Jews and at the same time she was not thinking of saving her 

own life and this is the story I want to tell you my friends – I have not taken care of myself in this respect too …. 

• In a dream I hear that my house will open on Thursday, the queen and many people need to be invited first and 

people say that there is no time to make this before Thursday, and a manager gives us the very strict order “when 

I say that it will open on Thursday, it will open on Thursday”, and people react reluctant on this order and say that 

the work cannot be done like this every single time,  there is also no furniture in the house, and food needs to be 

ordered too. 

o Another dream of intolerant managers – this is not the way to behave and to work with people. 

 

Visiting the Christmas Market in Flensburg 

After a very good breakfast at the hotel we went today to see the town of Flensburg, and we found us a parking place, 

which God directed us to and after parking the car, we were not sure if we could go from there to the main shopping 

street, but then I noticed a sign saying “durchgang zum Holm”, which we could not see what was, but I had just read 

that the name of the shopping street is Holm and as David knows durchgang means a passage so this was a passage to 

the shopping street, which was very difficult to see, and as God helped me to say it was actually a passage to Drag-

holm and the symbol was only this as God explained to me, that I am using a passage, which is really not there and 

that is to enter the Kingdom of God after the first round, which is so unlikely that not even the Council thought that I 

would pass already at this round without being knockouted by the Devil but THIS IS ONLY A DECISION and when you 

have taken the decision it should not be so difficult to carry it out – and thinking of Elijah here …. ? 

 

So we entered the Shopping Street and also to see the Christmas Market – which is nice here but not as beautiful as in 

Lübeck even though I noticed the marzipan bread from Niederegger, which was far too expensive for me to buy today 

- and when we arrived people were split because they had different interests when it came to shopping. I went to Sat-

urn and bought 120 of the cheapest cd’s to burn – because I have decided to burn my own music from the internet 

again shortly - which was 20 Euros and I noticed a shop where they sold a big GOLD TOBLERONE of 400 grams of 3.95 

Euros, which is very cheap indeed so I bought this also because of the GOLD and CHOCOLATE and this was my first 

time for a VERY LONG TIME that I did a little bit of shopping, but it was still only little compared to Hans, who bought a 

pair of shoes of more than 100 Euros and Niklas who bought a small air conditioner for approx. 200 Euros.  

 

In Flensburg my sister and I found a very good and typical German restaurant where we all had a very cheap and BIG 

lunch, so we were all very full after lunch. Hans’ brother Lars and his wife Kirsten joined us in Flensburg and it was 

very nice to see them again for the first time since April at Sanna’s birthday and I know that WE WOULD LIKE TO TELL 

THIS STORY and the story is that Sanna has also told Kirsten and Lars that I am crazy and this was part of the test this 

weekend for me to show Lars and Kirsten that nothing at all is the matter with me, but that it is only inside Sanna’s 

head that you can find a mentally disturbed person – but Sanna is probably still telling this story to her friends and 

family even after seeing on me that I am “normal” and Sanna would you like me to tell lies about you and in these 

scripts I have tried to write the truth about you, where you have tried to tell other people what is not the truth about 

me. 

 

Taking a nap 
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When we arrived back at the hotel, I tried to write a little bit on my scripts – I had brought the computer – but I was 

truly physically exhausted after my hard work last week, so I took a nap of approx. three hours and I was fearing that I 

later would not be able to sleep for the night, but I had no problems at all this weekend. 

 

The dinner at the Hotel 

We had a nice dinner this evening without any big experiences, however WE WERE PUTTING PRESSURE ON YOU AS 

USUAL for me to talk because if I was silent, I would receive more visions and talk about me and my mother and I did 

really not like that very much, and now I was sitting next to my mother and opposite John and what were we going to 

talk about, and I decided to talk about education and the fact that neither a Gardener or a Doctor need to have a long 

education before starting the work, because if you start at the beginning of the Garden (thinking of the simple logic 

and similar stories of Mr. Chauncey) you will learn every single time you do a new work task and when you have done 

the whole garden – all year round – you should have learned about how to take care of the garden, which is actually 

the same when it comes to being a doctor, if you for example start with an operation of the eye, you will be taught 

about this, so you will know this and then you will learn the next task and the next and you will learn both the practi-

cal and the theoretical through self-study and/or teaching at the same time. 

 

And I succeeded doing what was expected, because Lars and Kirsten saw me as perfectly normal, and I felt that Isa-

belle – as many times before – is still interested in me. And I received exactly the same feeling with Lars – for the first 

time actually – as with my old friend also called Lars, because they give me the same “feeling” and this is what I con-

nect to the homosexual feeling, and therefore I also felt an interest from Lars in me, so this was an “exciting” family 

dinner. 

 

And because we had a very big breakfast at the hotel and late and big lunch as well, it was difficult for people here to 

eat all of the dinner and to drink all of the wine, and this was also a VERY CLEAR SYMBOL of the rich world who leaves 

food uneaten at the same time as people are starving to death in Africa and elsewhere, and this is also the symbol in 

this book about my life now, where I live for a small budget but I don’t starve and at the same time the LTO team in 

Africa is having a difficult time to get food and this is also for Elijah – my dear friend, do you think that you again are 

going through the worst suffering of all of us? Elijah, this is what I have put inside of you, for you to think of yourself 

first and not having the imagination to understand that I can suffer more than you when I am here in Denmark and I 

don’t starve and it is really about you reading and not understanding and so it is my friend – which I say with sadness 

in my voice, because I don’t want any harm on you.  
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Sunday 29th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, visiting the Christmas Basar at the Glücksburg Castle, a “difficult” drive out from Flensburg, I cannot 

borrow my mother’s and John’s car, MESHACK: YOU ARE THE PINE TREE, JESUS IS THE GARDENER, I AM THE NOUR-

ISHER,THUS SAYS THE LORD and receiving smaller cash help than expected 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I slept very good and this morning and the whole day I was feeling “almost” as fresh as normal, and it was truly a very 

unnormal feeling for me because I have not had this feeling for a VERY LONG TIME indeed and you cannot imagine 

how it is to be tired for years and then to experience one day, when you are truly not tired – this is what I felt today. 

And some dreams if I can read the notes: 

 

• I am together with Nick Nolte, who is a famous US general and three other persons. We drive through a security 

check at a military camp and we are not even stopped by the security check because of our rangs and I say “what 

a clearance”. We arrive at a room at the camp, where also a Russian general is arriving – nobody in the world 

knows about this meeting. They drink whisky together and become dizzy – it is a test – and I hear that “in the US 

you do it to protect your troups and citizents all over the world”. 

• I see a defence battery (fireworks), everybody wants to be together with Karen and they are making advances to 

her. I see James Bond coming in a helicopter and I say “you don’t know who has sent me, it is not the defence 

chief, it is a secret mission”. 

o After waking up from this dream I felt very clearly that PEOPLE SHOULD NOT TALK ABOUT KAREN AND HER 

PAST AS A PROSTITUTE – IF YOU DO THAT, YOU HAVE ASKED TO SEE THE DEVIL. Karen has nothing in her 

nature here with me, God says, which indicates that she should be a prostitute, she has only been that to 

show YOU YOURSELF, PEOPLE ON EARTH, and what I think about your sexual escapades and it is with Karen 

and Stig that I want to say that IT STOPS HERE – I WILL NOT TOLERATE YOUR IRRESPONSIBLE and INCON-

SIDERATE GIVING AFTER FOR YOUR SEXUAL DESIRES, MILLIONS OF PEOPLE DON’T LIVE A NORMAL AND 

HEALTHY SEXUAL LIFE TOGETHER WITH THEIR PARTNERS and I see business people etc. having a wife at 

home which they never sleep with and instead they have sex with prostitutes wherever they come and this 

it the traffic that I want you to stop – I WILL SEE NO PROSTITUTES and NO DEMAND FOR THESE “SERVICES” 

IN THE FUTURE. 

o I see women coming in from the water and later I hear that Sidsel is having bad conscience for not answering 

my email to her.  

o Michael P. Nielsen makes errors in legal matters, I work together with Bjarne, he wants to do everything him-

self, but he does not make his deadlines on the different tasks, which we should work on together. I have a 

closet of CD’s hanging here – it is now half empty and I will buy new music for it. 

 

Visiting the Christmas Basar at the Glücksburg Castle 

During the breakfast this morning and also yesterday Lars was visible sick of swine flue – which has been an epidemic 

here for some time where a few “weakened” people have died – and my mother was both yesterday and also this 

morning very afraid to sit next to Lars or to shake his hand, because she is still weak after her “lung sickness” some 

months ago, and because of the fact that my mother is afraid of dying and the message I received was only this that 

VIRGIN MARY IS RESPONSIBLE OF THIS SICKNESS and my mother has now seen it herself and been very afraid of get-

ting this sickness and WE WILL NOT TELL YOU if my mother is going to get this sickness maybe when she is at the 

cruise on the sea, we will have to wait and see. 

 

I knew that I would not come to church today, because no one in the family goes to church and because our program 

would not allow me to find a local church, which I would have liked to, but instead – on my suggestion from yesterday 

when I noticed at the reception of the Hotel, that the Glücksburg Castle had a Christmas Basar this weekend – we 

went all of us to this very nice place.  
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When we arrived at the castle I heard Lure Players playing a traditional German and also Danish Christmas song “jeg 

så en rose skyde” (also connected to being a Gardener!), which is an old Maria song about my mother and me – it was 

truly sounding very beautiful, which I noticed together with Kirsten. So we were here for approx. one hour admiring 

the Christmas market, which was truly beautiful here and WE WERE THERE TOO and this time the POPE is with me and 

MAYBE FOR THE HUNDRED TIME IN THIS BOOK and he is still waiting for me in the basement of the castle and this was 

the symbol, that IT IS A CASTLE LIKE THIS I AM INSIDE WAITING FOR YOU and thank you my friend also from my 

mother and myself (!) and from all of us and for making another day because this is written Monday 30th November 

and now I have almost made all of the scripts I was behind, which is my goal of today, which is actually tomorrow you 

know ☺. 

 

After the visit to the castle the time was 12.00 and I was going to drive home with John and my mother, but the others 

were going to the Fleggaard Border shop to buy cheap spirits and I noticed here at this trip, that new shoes, aircondi-

tion and spirits are more important to people here than helping my friends in Africa from “death and starvation”, 

which is the symbol, and this is truly HELL ON EARTH I HAVE PUT YOU IN – this nice family is the same as HELL my la-

dies and gentlemen! 

 

A “difficult” drive out from Flensburg 

And John is truly an example of a confused man because he is not using simple logic when driving and he could not 

find the way from the castle to the motorway because his GPS was not working temporarily and instead of using sim-

ple logic to go in the direction which we were coming from and to look at the signs on the road, he drove in the other 

direction and he was almost giving up, he did not know what to do to find the right road, if my mother did not tell him 

to do what I suggested to do to drive in the same direction as we were coming from. 

 

So now we were finally leaving and we passed a gasoline station and John was talking about the price of gasoline and 

he said that gasoline is cheaper in Germany than in Denmark and then he entered the motorway and now I thought 

that we were going home, but after a few kilometres John left the motorway again, because he needed to find a GAS 

STATION, which truly amazed me!!! 

 

So he did not take the first gasoline station he saw, he did the illogical thing to enter the motorway a few kilometres 

from Denmark not knowing if there would be a station on the motorway and then he left the motorway and did not 

know in which direction he should go to find a gas station and he drove for 1-2 kilometre towards Flensburg, and I was 

feeling more and more annoyed because of his inability to think and to take a logic decision and now he also drove off 

this road and was now going towards the city of Husum instead and again this was completely without logic, so now 

my patience had run out – sometimes I have a lot of patience BUT NOW IT HAD RUN OUT – so I told John that if he 

wanted to be 100% certain to find a gas station he needed to go back to the previous road towards Flensburg, because 

everyone knows when you come closer to a big city, there will always be one or more gas stations when approaching 

the city – and I could truly not understand that he could be so inlogical, so after a few kilometres now driving towards 

Flensburg again we found a gas station, and John was happy, but it turned out that this gas station was unmanned and 

John was now leaving this gas station and again I was losing patience with him because he was not noticing anything, 

because when we entered the station I noticed that it on a very big sign said that it had a payment automat and also 

which cards it accepted, but John did not see the sign and he did not understand where to look for the sign when I 

told him, but then he understood and we now drove a few metres to the automat and John went out and came back 

saying that the automat did not accept his credit cards and then he drove from the station – and this is probably the 

first time I have seen that a gas station is not accepting international credit cards, so again I was truly amazed by 

John’s inadequate ability to think, so he left but instead of going back on the road to Flensburg, he was now driving 

around in this industrial quarter and once more John disappointed and surprised me and I had to say that the chance 

of finding another gas station here was probably none and I asked him to go back on the main road, which he did and 

then finally he found a Shell gas station which was manned and he was now both relieved and very happy, and I truly 

thought HOW DIFFICULT CAN IT BE and this is just ONE EXAMPLE OF HOW DIFFICULT A LIFE CAN BE WHEN YOU DON’T 

THINK but only act on your impulses and here it was one wrong decision after another, and this is the symbol of this 

book PLEASE DO WHAT IS PERFECTLY LOGIC TO DO instead of leaving your brain and thinking capacity at home – 

START NOTICING WHAT OTHER PEOPLE TELL AND FEEL and USE THIS AS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT NOT TO DO. So we 

finally had gasoline on and now my mother and John thought that it was time for a sandwich before leaving and that 

was almost killing my patience because we had not moved at all away from Flensburg for one hour and they now 
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wanted to have a lunch break and I was thinking of inefficiency my friends, but I could only accept before we actually 

started to drive and then there were no more “problems” on the road home. 

 

I cannot borrow my mother’s and John’s car 

In the car I was asking my mother and John at what time they will leave for the airport on Tuesday when they will fly 

to Portugal to start their cruise from there, and they said at approx. 14.30 I believe, and I said that I was sorry that I 

then was not able to drive them to the airport because of my “work”, which I have done several times before and af-

terwards I have borrowed the car, however I was not thinking at all of borrowing the car when I said this, I was only 

thinking about driving them to the airport, but then my mother said that she knew that she earlier had promised me 

to borrow the car for the 16 days they are away (which she indeed has, but I had forgotten about it), but now she and 

John had thought that I cannot park the car where I live, that I have no use for the car, because I use my bicycle when I 

go for work and furthermore I will only get a parking ticket when having the car, and I was truly so amazed by this that 

I did not want to say anything else than OK, but I was truly thinking that I can park the car only a few minutes from 

here without problems, and that it would be nice to have the car when going to work – and I could use it also to save 

money on transport and to send some more money to Kenya – and furthermore I have had ONE parking ticket when 

borrowing the car, so all in all this was the DEVIL, DEVIL and THE DEVIL and three times and again just making my 

mood very bad and this is indeed exactly what the Devil is doing and the reason why we do this and look forward to 

stopping it when people decide to communicate and understand instead of only listening to themselves. 

 

MESHACK: YOU ARE THE PINE TREE, JESUS IS THE GARDENER, I AM THE NOURISHER,THUS SAYS THE LORD 

And again Meshack, thank you my dear friend for sending me these nice words also of the pine tree and me being the 

nourisher which is actually what I inspired you to write my friend to be included in these scripts and you are so right, 

we are really so tired all of us to be in this train, which is the most difficult train ride any person has done and with 

you, the team as my loyal friends and supporters and Elijah – as planned – as the most difficult passenger not under-

standing the full story and to complain like people of the world will complain, and this is indeed the true role I have 

given you Elijah – you could have done it differently but you have performed exactly as I expected you would perform 

and this is the MAIN ACTOR HIMSELF also saying that WHEN ALL OF YOU MY LOVED ONES ARE DRIVING MY TRAIN, IT 

TRULY MEANS THAT WHEN YOU ARE SET OFF THE TRAIN, YOU WILL ARRIVE AT MY KINGDOM and this is where you 

are headed and I AM SO EXCITED TO WELCOME YOU ALL HERE AT MY CASTLE ☺. 

 

And here is the email from Meshack:  

 

Hi, hope doing well and the same with us here inspite of our daily challenges but with our faith, we shall over come. 

 

Thanks alot for accepting us in your kingdom and i read your script with much interest and i can assure you that i en-

joyed every bit of it. 

 

Well, as you said you have started working as a Gardener although i know this is not what you are supposed to do but 

rest be assured that you might be fulfilling the wishes of the Lord in that in the bible He has said that human kind or or 

human beings are an example of a pine tree in a garden and His son is the Gardener in that he takes care of the trees 

in the garden and He the Lord is the nourisher or the feeder so my conclusion is that if it is the will of the Lord for you to 

suffer,so be it but remember the manager mr: Rolf showed you an exit in the garden which might be a symbol that 

your suffering might end through that exit.Let us be positive when we face challenges because it is through these we 

shall learn more.As you asked whether i read your bible, i assure you that i do and will encourage the rest to do the 

same.Wish you a safe journey to Germany hoping that when back we shall continue with our work as ussual because 

the game will soon end 

 and all of us will be happy. 

 

  May the Almight be with you in your journey and say hi to your family. 

 

            Meshack- member of your kingdom. 

 

Receiving smaller cash help than expected 
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When I came home at 17.00 I had received payment information through the post from the Commune about my cash 

help, and when I was opening it, I was expecting that the gross and the net amount would be the same, namely DKK 

9,505, but I was taken by surprise that I have apparently now surpassed the limit of when I need to pay taxes and they 

have deducted taxes of DKK 1,676 and on the other hand I now receive a supplement of DKK 731 because of my work, 

so the net amount this month is DKK 8.560, and if I only knew, I would not have used the 27 Euros on my self in Flens-

burg, then I would have sent this amount to Kenya instead, but now it is too late and my first thought was that the ex-

pected amount I would sent namely DKK 3,500 would now have to be decreased to DKK 2,500 because I will need to 

get a hair cut this month, the same food budget, some for transport and NOTHING for Christmas gifts, because in this 

family today the adults don’t give each other Christmas gifts and both good and bad if you ask me, I like the tradition 

very much when people can afford it, but I don’t plan to give or receive any gifts myself this year. 

 

So coming home I had decided that I would catch up on writing the scripts, and I finalised and sent the scripts to the 

team up until and including the 27th November – and I went to sleep at 23.00.
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Monday 30th November 2009 

Sleep and dreams, making my deadline at work today, my gift to Hans arrived today, sending money to the team, my 

meeting with Hell, MESHACK: FAITHFULL AS DANIEL IN A DEN OF A LION and David did his best finalising the update of 

the Somalia newsletter ☺ 

 

Sleep and dreams 

After a good day not being tired yesterday, God gave me a very poor night again having difficulties sleeping and I was 

so tired when I woke up during the night with a dream, that I had big difficulties writing the notes and I will be sur-

prised if I can read my notes, let’s see: 

 

• Jesus tells, writes a book, the family does not understand the symbol, priests walk around town telling about Je-

sus’ return, which makes life dangerous for him. “I will kill Jesus because of something he has done with his upper 

lip in a magazine in Italy”. I see my sister taking a dagger, she wants to kill him herself and I wake up where God 

said to me “this is what your sister has tried to do, I am proud of you because you have walked the whole road 

without her succeeding” 

• A claivoyant woman can see through the eyes of Jesus and she sees Jesus at a square with a lot of people. She 

sees a woman being put forward by another person, and she orders him not to cover the wound from the dagger 

with his hands, that he will need to wait after the first cut, whereafter a skin, which is so uncovered as possible 

appears.  

 

When I wake up it is with the words “tid til at tage dig tilbage” (time to take you back), which is a rewrite of the origi-

nal lyrics from the song “100 dage” by Medina and Thomas Helmig. 

 

Making my deadline at work today 

Because I was so tired and because the work is not the most interesting I was truly not motivated to start working this 

morning, but I was there 7.28 again and at the first break I had done 4½ of the last 10 rows I needed to do, and after 

the break I was on the men’s room and when I came out, Rolf asked me to do the wash up of the plates etc., which I 

did – but which I had not planned on, so it annoyed me and my action plan – and after I had done this he also asked 

me to sweep and it made me even more annoyed, but I accepted, because I was hoping that I would be able to finalise 

the first round of my work at maybe 12.30, so Tom could see it before he left, but this work from Rolf took me half an 

hour to do – and it is only a symbol of managers controlling people and again the Devil – whereafter I could continue 

my work removing the leaves from the shrubbery, which again today was very difficult because I was truly very tired 

again – and now I could really feel it even more after having “rediscovered” life as more fresh yesterday - and again I 

did not know if I would have the physical energy to do it, but again I took one row at a time counting one by one and 

at 13.00 I was actually done with all of them, and I made the goal of today, which made me happy but at the same 

time I could see that it was only the first round and I decided to start all over again immediately from row one doing 

the first “edit” where I increased the quality of removing leaves from maybe 95% to 99-99.5% of the first six rows, be-

fore Rolf again at 14.30 ordered me to stop working and I am just wondering if Rolf and Judith every single day stops 

half an hour before time and I truly don’t know what they do at the office, but I have noticed that they very often 

speak together socially and very often I see Rolf smoking on the balcony speaking on the mobile phone, so I am truly 

wondering what is the value of this particular Gardener working at an office? Is the work that he does truly very im-

portant and is his work more worth than the work I do since he receives a higher “salary” than me, and at the end of 

the day, Judith asked me if I have received answers on my job applications and my answer was no – I have heard noth-

ing yet and at the same time I was thinking why did she asked me this, is this part of what she does too, to control me 

about my job searching and I really don’t know, but I did not liked being controlled by her too. 

 

Today I also asked Tom when he will start to cut the apple trees, which he last week said that he would do this week 

and which he invited me to participate doing, which I was looking forward to because he could teach me how to do, 

but today Tom said that he will start in 1-2 weeks from now, and this is truly making me almost throw up to see peo-

ple like Tom almost doing nothing on work and not keeping his promises – and I tried to say to Tom and Mikkel today 

that they love their work and they are fighting the system at the same time, which should not destroy their happiness 

of working hereby trying to motivate them to work more, but I have decided that I will not push or manage people 
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here, only watch what happens and now I don’t think that anything special will happen, which means that I will try to 

see if I can remove all of the leaves from all the garden myself – which is truly a VERY BIG JOB – and which is only 

symbolising what I have done all of my work career, doing the hard work, the work that no one wants to do and this is 

what I also do here at the garden of Eden to prepare it to receive the first guests and inhabitants, which is the symbol 

of the work I am doing too. 

 

And when I was doing the work on the shrubbery today I noticed that there was maybe 30-40 pieces of toys in the 

shrubbery coming from the neighbouring kindergarden, which I threw back over the fence and it only confirmed what 

the Council have been telling me for days that this work has not been carried out like I do it for years. 

 

My gift to Hans arrived today 

I did not write this the other day but the book by Dan Brown which the sales woman on the telephone sold me 

approx. 14 days ago and which she promised me would be sent Monday after she called, first came today, and there-

fore I had to tell Hans at his birthday that I was sorry but I could not give him the gift because the promise I received 

was not delivered, and I was very sorry about this and it only confirmed what I tried very hard indeed to convince the 

management of two call centres to do, to manage quality and honesty when I was managing our co-operation in 2002-

2007, which they never did the way I asked them to do and this sales woman was just the example of people lying on 

the phone which is completely unnecessary because you can have equally as good sales results when you are telling 

the truth and only the truth – if you are a good sales man or woman. 

 

Sending money to the team 

After work today I decided to send DKK 2,700 minus fee of DKK 210 to the team in Kenya, which leaves approx. DKK 

2,000 for me for the rest of the month all inclusive. 

 

My meeting with Hell 

I have not heard from Elijah today and I am fully aware of his difficulties and suffering, but I have still not heard from 

him and therefore I have given the Council full freedom to continue acting as Hell towards Ellijah and his family – as 

long as they still come through – and I can only follow up on my script from last week and I herewith take away the 

responsibility of Elijah to send me minutes from the church and to give me updates from the work situation at the of-

fice, he did not carry out the tasks and I have no trust that he will start doing it now, so I will follow up on this by ask-

ing Meshack this time if you will please every Monday give me a status of the work situation at the office, what you 

are doing, your meetings, how you work with the action plans etc. and I will follow up later with Evans to hear if he 

wants to send me minutes from the church in Gachie, so this is now on my action plan to be done before the end of 

the week. 

 

And I am very sad indeed that I have not heard from John about his life for more than one week now and I can only do 

the same as with Elijah, even though it hurts me very much – to give the Devil the same access with the same rules 

and I can only tell you my friends that I care very deeply for you and that I am truly suffering when I need to do this, 

when you are already in pain, but I have given you the explanation before. You need to do what I ask you to do this 

time – and the Devil will also exist in the future and if you tease him too much and you become evil again, then the 

Devil will destroy all life on Earth, this is what this symbol is also about. 

 

MESHACK: FAITHFULL AS DANIEL IN A DEN OF A LION 

And thank you so much again Meshack – and as always please give my absolutely best to your wife and grand old man 

– including all people at the village. And I truly appreciate your explanations of what it means to have faith including 

the symbol of the lion, which God has given me on numerous occations the last years – the lion is the king of the jun-

gle and almost saying here “king of my castle”, which I truly STILL enjoy – and it is true that you can still be happy even 

though you are suffering – this is about your MENTAL decision and almost nothing else. When you believe, you can 

overcome much more including difficult sufferings, but when you don’t have faith, your sufferings will become even 

worse. And I truly appreciate your wise words on temptations and being faithful to your wife and I can only encourage 

you to do more of the same and not to be tempted by other women – and when you grow your relation with your 

wife even more and you find out that communication is truly about UNDERSTANDING there should be no need to 

quarrel in the future. Thank you my friend for your very nice email and for the time you are using to send me these 
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lovely words, you are a role model not only for the team in this respect but for the world too and I wish that many 

more would do like you ☺. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Thank you Stig for your continous updates despite the work you have working in the Garden of eden. 

 

Well am okay with my family and when coming to write this mail to you, i informed my wife and she told me to say hi 

to you.Have always been giving her and the old man on your updates and they are very appriciative. 

 

Concerning your question about being faith full, i can tell you that my faith has been getting stronger each day and to 

that far, i can say i have made it due to my faith because how else can a man who is jobless and many debts and al-

most going hungry can make it and still be happy without faith?. 

 

Yesterday during the church service,the sermon was about faith and trust in God and it came from Daniel chapter six 

from verse one down words. Here we see a country which had made rules that if you were found worshiping the living 

God, you were supposed to be thrown in a den of lions.There was this man of God by the name who had faith in God 

and continued worshiping the God but on the process, he was found and the leaders went and told the king.The king 

new that Daniel was a man of God and he wanted to safe him but he could not because he was a signatory to those 

rules and he ordered for Daniel to be brought forward and when Daniel was brought, the king told him " may the Lord 

whom you worship save you from the lions" and Daniel was thrown to the den and because he had faith in God, he 

spent the night there and God shut the mouths of the lions and no harm was made to him because of his faith.Instead 

the following morning the king ordered the guys who had thrown Daniel in the den to be thrown and they were eaten 

by the lions because of lack of faith, in short that is how my faith is. 

 

On being faith full to my wife, to be frank i can tell you that temptations have always been there to cheat on my wife 

when i meet beautifull ladies but at the end of it i overcome them because i do respect my wife very much and i would 

hate to hurt her when she is faith full to me.When i meet these ladies, temptations are there but the end result is that 

it ends being platonic friendship where by the relation is based on mutual respect rather than sexual relationship and i 

am always happy. 

 

In any case i will live for my wife the whole of my life and have no other future without her because i did not marry to 

later divorce but to be one united family although some times we do quarrel with her but we find time to talk when the 

mood is good and we have learned how to solve our problems amicably and we all get satisfied but remember above 

all God is watching on us in all things we do and we shall account for this remembering that the end time is nigh. 

 

                   God bless you and hi to your family.  

 

David did his best finalising the update of the Somalia newsletter ☺☺☺☺ 

And thank you so much David for prioritising and for following the promise on the delivery date today on the newslet-

ter, which I truly appreciate – and TRULY and we have noticed this word too now many times and WE ARE ONLY 

TRULY IN LOVE WITH YOU and this is why we are yours TRULY – and ok nice to know thank you my friends and looking 

forward to seeing you under different circumstances but here I would like to ask David a follow up question: Have you 

made sure that your updates of the newsletter are as PERFECT as possible, which is no errors when it comes to the 

information included and no typing errors as well? 

 

And thank you David for you too to answer my question on being faithful this quickly – I truly appreciate this – and I 

like what I hear and I feel sure that you will not be tempted when you will see Jenipher even though your girlfriend is a 

long way from you and Jenipher is a beautiful woman – please remember the consequences that you cannot enter my 

kingdom, if you are unfaithful.  

 

And here is the email from David: 
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Greetings Herr Stig, 

Thank you for you current update. I'm okay today here in Nairobi and I'm happy to write to you today, Please find at-

tached the Road Map to Somalia for your perusal.  

 

I highly welcome your comments on the changes effected for further revision. 

 

I love my girlfriend and I'm careful to be faithful to her. True friendship is like a tree and has to be watered if at all it 

shall grow towards the skies. Thank you for that question. It is very important. One should always put himself in the 

shoes of his girlfriend/wife and avoid doing things that he would not like her to do for him. 

 

Thank you and have a good day.  

 

David 

 

And finalising the day at 21.45 and the scripts take the time which the scripts do at the moment and I am now com-

pletely up to date again. 
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Tuesday 1st December 2009 
Sleep and dreams, finishing the shrubbery at work today, receiving the sermon from Sunday before last Sunday,  

the first rejection on my applications from last week, René has received a new, fine job within Danske Bank, an update 

from David, finalising the scripts early today, asking my old landlord for postponement and asking Evans to inform me 

of the weekly sermons. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night was somewhat better than last night, which I suspected it would be – and the dreams: 

 

• I have made Kim S and Jørgen’s business plan, which is easy to do. Jørgen asks me about the plan and I tell him 

that it is easy to do when you have done it some times before. I see that they have packed their very big luggage 

and that something is not right, we are now at Café Victor in Copenhagen, which is called Barcelona, it is a nice 

place and I say thank you to the cook, Kim S. says “I have sent you 1 million through the post” and “where do you 

have that amount from, it is not a token of our activity, it you don’t change it I will have to fire you” and after-

wards I see that he has now a new, better friend than me. I see that an expert looks through Jørgen’s accounts. 

He has cheated with the numbers and the account principle used. 

• I am resigning from Dahlberg, there is nothing to do, I give Bo my handwritten, personal notes and my recom-

mandations to him. Bo looks for a smoked salmon for me, he says that he knows a good smoker, and we see one 

fish, which is too small for two persons, and we see a bigger fish, which is a sign on top of a car, but we believe 

that it is probably not fresh, so Bo says that we will find a fish tomorrow. I see that Jack has received a new job at 

dahlberg skadesservice after he has been working for Kim S earlier. 

 

Finishing the shrubbery at work today 

And again arriving at 7.30 this morning and after coffee and change of clothes I started at 7.50, which is my usual 

starting time here – which is what I have done to adjust to the system here – and I had decided to continue the second 

round of cleaning the shrubbery, I had done six rows yesterday and 22 were outstanding. At the first break I had done 

six and at the end of the day I had done all 22, which I was happy with. And I believe that the right figures are this: I 

remove probably approx. 85% of the leaves etc. at round 1 and almost the rest at the second round, which is more 

than 99%. 

 

During the morning Judith asked me if I was going to do job applications today and I was very surprised by her ques-

tion and therefore I asked her “why do you ask” , and she replied that I could do the applications at the office, and my 

frank answer was “No, I have a goal with the garden today and I will do my applications after work in private” and I 

also said that they had said nothing to me about this opportunity and I wonder which other information they have 

kept from me. 

 

As usual God and the Council give me a lot of input to choose from and at the moment I am rejecting most of it be-

cause my true feeling is that I have given the messages about work etc., which I should in this book, and today God 

said to me that this book is actually my exam from the school I have been in for now a very long time, so when the 

book will be finished and delivered, “schools out”, which is truly what I have been looking forward to since the first 

day of the school which has been my direct road through Hell and you know which started not in 2009 but in the 

spring of 2006. 

 

Rolf approached me today when I was working, he noticed that I in this second round remove all the leaves, which are 

stuck in the middle of the bushes themselves, and Rolf said that it was very good that I am this thorough, because it 

means that the bushes can send out new shoots, which will prevent weed from growing, and this is actually what it is 

about people for you to do your work THOROUGH and this is just an example I am giving you – you are not finished 

with your work after doing one round, you need to continue until you are ready and satisfied with the quality. And I 

said to Rolf that now we neeed him to come back to work at the garden, and Rolf was saying that he has not worked 

at a garden for now 10 years and he had no intention to come back, but I asked him if it did not crawl in him to come 

back and do some work, which it just may did, but he said no – and again you have a person here who has been hired 
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because of his background a a Gardener, but he has not been working as a Gardener for 10 years and surprised we are 

about this. And Rolf is symbolising the Devil the most here, because God makes it difficult for me to speak to him – my 

fluent conversation disappears – and together with the people working very slowly here, you see the Devil inside the 

garden of God, which is the magnitude of the sorrow I feel about what people have done to me, the source of all peo-

ple. 

 

I decided before lunch – when working – to use maybe 5-10 minutes to see how the others are doing, not to control 

them or to manage them, but to encourage them and to show my attention, because I know how important it is to me 

when other people show me this, and I can see the same in other people when I do it – therefore ☺. Today I met 

Bjørn at the workshop – he is responsible for the greenhouse in connection with the workshop, and it is looking very 

fine and he would also like to furbish the short walls with whitening, but his arm is hurting after he fell on a bicycle 

some time ago, but I do hope that he will find the energy to do this work, and also to clean the glass roof from leaves, 

which I told him. 

 

I was the only one at lunch today – normally it is only Tom and I for lunch, the others spend their time at the workshop 

at the end of the garden during lunch, but Tom left early today, and I had noticed that nobody had washed up after 

the first break and I was hoping that I could leave lunch without Rolf said anything to me about the wash up, but of 

course and as planned by God he asked me to do the wash up now for the second time in two days, and I tried to 

make an agreement with the people working here last week that I would do the dishes etc. once a week, but now I 

have done them two days in a row, because again people are showing here how lazy they are, and therefore I asked 

Rolf if he as the manager would make sure to do a plan, so the washup would be co-ordinated and again I was very 

surprised when I heard Rolf’s answer, which was that if people don’t do the wash up, then he will stop the buns at the 

morning break, and I was thinking that he truly does not have any idea about how to manage people and he was look-

ing like a spoiled child to me, which I have seen in other people here, and afterwards I thought that I might just do a 

plan myself together with the team here – a week plan so people will know what day they will do the dishes – it 

should be so easy for you Rolf, but you don’t know what to do about people and how to lead them, and I thought that 

managers should really know about how to manage other people – if you truly need a manager. 

 

Receiving the sermon from Sunday before last Sunday 

Finally today I received a nice reply from the priest of Lyngby Church, Merete, and she was so nice to say that I could 

pass on her sermon exactly as I want to, and dear Merete, this is what I actually had in mind, to bring it here ☺.  

 

Her email:  

 

Kære Stig 

 

Tusind tak for de søde ord. Det varmer til meget mere end bare et par dage. 

 

Det er altid rart at få feedback på sine prædikener og heldigvis er Lyngbys kirkegængere ikke sene til dét. Og visheden 

om, at der sidder folk på bænkene, der vitterlig gerne vil høre, hjælper i enhver forberedelse. 

 

Du må læse igen og sende videre præcis som du gerne vil, så jeg vedhæfter min prædiken denne mail. 

 

De bedste hilsner 

 

Merete Benedikte Johansen 

Sognepræst v. Lyngby Kirke 

 

And her sermon: 

 

Prædiken til sidste søndag i kirkeåret d.22.11.09 kl.10.30 – Lyngby Kirke 

Kære menighed, dåbsfamilie og gæster og alle jer med egen kategori.  

Glædelig søndag.  

Glædelig sidste søndag i kirkeåret.  
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En søndag, som vanen tro handler om det, der skal ske til sidst.  

Om en underlig form for åndelig evaluering af hvem vi er og hvad vi gør, og en temmelig bizar beretning om, hvordan 

vi mennesker til sidst skal dømmes på vore gerninger og i forlængelse heraf nyde enten det evige liv hos Gud eller til-

svarende som forbandet og dømt ude i det Matthæus i evangeliet kalder den evige straf.  

Med andre ord.  

Denne søndags tekster handler om dom. Om får og bukke, om evig straf og evigt liv.  

Det handler ikke så meget om det gode og det onde som sådan, men om de gode mennesker og de onde mennesker.  

Og dette er om noget lavpraktisk.  

Det er som at sidde – som jeg gjorde fredag aften – hos min bror og svigerinde og se Vild med dans. Sende den sms, 

der ikke koster mere end almindelig takst plus fem kroner og stemme på Kasper og Vicky Jo for dermed at sende Ma-

lena og Silas ud i kulden.  

Den kulde, der ikke var bestemt for dem, men hvor de alligevel havnede – blandt andet fordi jeg stemte på ”de an-

dre”. (Parentes bemærket. Vicky Jo er min yndlings fordi hun viser, hvordan frodige kvinder også kan gå i lårkort pail-

letkjole... der er håb endnu).  

Ja, håb for os, der sad i sofaen og drak vin og spiste slik og blev glade ved følelsen af at kunne dømme inde og ude.  

Samme håb gjaldt naturligvis ikke Malena og Silas, for de var ment for dommen og måtte affinde sig med at tabe, når 

nu Kasper og Vicky Jo skulle vinde... sådan er gamet.  

Håbet fandtes således i denne sammenhæng kun for den, der dømte og ikke for dem, der blev dømt.  

Sådan er det i Vild med dans og sådan er det – beklageligvis også – i dagens evangelium. Ja hvem havde troet det? 

Og nu vil I, der ikke ser Vild med dans, nok undre jer over, hvor det med den lårkorte pailletkjole egentlig kom ind i bil-

ledet, og hvorfra Malena og Silas har deres berettigede plads i denne søndags prædiken. Og det skal jeg sige jer. Det 

har de heller ikke, men de kan hjælpe til at kaste lys over et evangelium, der ikke rigtig harmonerer med, hvad vi nor-

malt kalder god, opbyggelig tale. 

... 

Jeg sagde til at starte med, at dagens tekster handler om dom.  

1 Lidt om, hvordan Gud vil skabe et nyt Jerusalem, hvor de troende skal leve og ikke huske på noget af det, der var en-

gang men glædes over det nye og gode.  

2 Lidt om, hvordan nogle af dem, der tror, skal være førstegrøden – altså dem, der frelses og forenes med Gud i det 

hinsidige som de allerførste.  

Og 3 lidt om, hvordan nogle mennesker, som gør sådan og sådan skal opleve evig straf samt, hvordan resten skal ople-

ve evigt liv, blot fordi de har handlet modsat af de andre.  

... 

Men her må vi gøre holdt og spørge: 

Er dette Guds ord til os i dag? Er dette virkelig Guds ord?  

At: en dag vil vi opleve det ny Jerusalem – og glemme alt det, der har været engang, sådan som jeg læste det fra alte-

ret. Men hvilken rædsel at skulle glemme alt. Glemme vores elskede døde farmor, vores første kys, studenterhuen, 

fester, der varer hele natten, stiletter og kærestebreve. At glemme alt! 

Er dette Guds ord til os i dag? Er dette virkelig Guds ord? 

At nogen skal være førstegrøden – altså de første til at se Guds herlighed. Men er vi mennesker ikke netop uden for-

skelle, når det lys, der kastets på os, er Guds herligheds lys? Er det, der må sætte skel mellem os her på jorden ikke 

netop ophævet, når den vi skuer er Gud fra vores nye plads i Guds himmel? 

Igen må vi spørge: Er dette Guds ord til os i dag? Er dette virkelig Guds ord? 

At fårene skal skilles fra bukkene, at nogle blandt os skal arve evigt liv og andre evig straf – og at dette udelukkende vil 

vise sig på baggrund af, hvordan vi har levet vores liv? 

Er dette virkelig Guds ord til os i dag?  

Eller er det ikke nærmere menneskets tanker, der for en tid har vovet at iføre sig Guds kærligheds myndighed?  

Som har forsøgt at få den menneskelige logiks kabale til at gå op ved at hive Guds tilgivende kærlighed og nådige 

barmhjertighed ned på et niveau, hvor vi efter forgodtbefindende vælger at stemme Silas og Malena hjem til fordel 

for Kasper og Vicky Jo? 

Er dette dommen? Er dette Guds dom over os mennesker, som han hele vejen igennem evangeliet har hævdet, at han 

elsker, tilgiver, går i døden for og i sin nåde skænker evigt liv? 

... 

Mine ord her kræver nok en forklaring: 

For en teolog kan tale om dom.  
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En præst kan tale om dom.  

En præst kan tale om dommens udtryk og om den frelse, som trods alt også er en del af dommen.  

Men en præst kan ikke prædike om, hvem der dømmes til straf og hvem der dømmes til evigt liv.  

Og selvom en teolog såvel som en præst kan siges at skille fårene fra bukkene, så kan en præst aldrig prædike budska-

bet herom.  

For til prædikenen hører den fordring, at du som præst skal give håb og trøst.  

Menigheden skal med andre ord gå trøstet og opløftet fra kirke... og hvis ikke, ja så kan jeg ikke være præst her. 

Jeg sagde til indledning, at i Vild med dans og i dagens evangelium, fandtes håbet kun for den, der dømte og ikke for 

dem, der blev dømt.  

Og dette, kære menighed, er et budskab, som du ikke skal tage til dig, men som du derimod i dag i kirken skal befries 

fra.  

For håbet om Guds frelse, om hans nådige og barmhjertige hjælp til dem, der beder ham om den, det håb er plantet i 

dig og mig.  

I os, der har givet troen plads og næring, så vi kan høste de frugter, der kommer, når vi lader Gud og vore medmenne-

sker med Gud gribe ind i vore liv.  

Og dette er det håb, der skal prædikes over, når talen om dommen må forstumme.  

Og dét er det budskab, du skal tage med dig hjem i dag.  

At du har håb i en verden, der vil dømme. At du har håb overfor en Gud, der kan dømme. Og at du lever i håbet om, at 

Guds nåde vil sætte dig fri af dommen – menneskers såvel som Guds. 

... 

Men er håbet da forsvundet helt ud af evangeliet til i dag? 

Nej. Så langt fra. Det kræver blot, man læser igen. Jesus siger: 

For jeg var sulten, og I gav mig noget at spise, jeg var tørstig, og I gav mig noget at drikke, jeg var fremmed, og I tog 

imod mig, jeg var nøgen, og I gav mig tøj, jeg var syg, og I tog jer af mig, jeg var i fængsel, og I besøgte mig. Da skal de 

retfærdige sige: Herre, hvornår så vi dig sulten og gav dig noget at spise, eller tørstig og gav dig noget at drikke? Hvor-

når så vi dig som en fremmed og tog imod dig eller så dig nøgen og gav dig tøj? Hvornår så vi dig syg eller i fængsel og 

besøgte dig? Og Jesus vil svare dem: Sandelig siger jeg jer: Alt, hvad I har gjort mod en af disse mine mindste brødre, 

det har I gjort mod mig 

Håbet og dagens evangelium ligger hverken gemt i de gode gerninger, som disse retfærdige mennesker har gjort. Det 

er heller ikke at finde i den åbenbaring, som Jesus giver ved at sige, at alt det gode, de har gjort mod andre, det har de 

også gjort mod ham.  

Nej håbet – selve evangeliet – ligger i de retfærdiges undren, idet de spørger: Jamen, hvornår så vi dig sulten, tørstig, 

som en fremmed osv.  

For spørgsmålet muliggør det nyes fremkomst. Spørgsmålet muliggør, at det, de vidste, ikke var hele sandheden. 

Spørgsmålet muliggør, at det, der var skjult for dem, kan komme til syne. 

At deres gode gerninger mod deres medmennesker også betyder gode gerninger i Jesu navn.  

Disse mennesker møder ikke Jesus med dommen: For os har du aldrig været sulten, tørstig eller fremmed. Men de 

møder ham med spørgsmålet: Hvornår så vi dig sulten, tørstig og fremmed... og åbner på den måde for, at der kan 

være en del af historien, som de ikke selv kan se, førend Jesus viser den for dem. 

De møder ikke Jesus med dommen, men med håbet og da åbenbares han for dem.  

De møder ikke Jesus med dommen, men med håbet og da åbenbares sandheden om det kristne menneskes liv for 

dem. Nemlig, at det liv, der leves i kærlighed til og respekt for medmennesket – det er et kristeligt liv og et liv, der le-

ves til Guds velbehag. 

 

Og her til slut: 

Dit forhold til Gud skal kendes på dit forhold til dine medmennesker. Mød derfor begge, ikke med dommen som den 

blinde Justitia, der står med vægten og skal veje for og imod, men mød dem... mød os seende, undrende, håbende og 

spørgende. Spørgende og dermed åben for, at de dele af historien om mig, om dig og om Gud, som du ikke selv kan 

se, vil blive åbenbaret for dig. 

Amen 

 

Lov og tak og evig ære være dig vor Gud, Fader, Søn og Helligånd, du, som var, er og bliver én sand treenig Gud, højlo-

vet fra første begyndelse, nu og i al evighed. Amen. 
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The first rejection on my applications from last week 

Today I received the first rejection on my applications from last week, which was the application as HR Director, which 

is now placed by someone else, but the headhunter was “very nice” to say that my data are now saved with them and 

they might come back regarding another employment, which of course is a standard sentence in a standard letter, be-

cause I really don’t know what they actually think of me after they have seen my application and CV – obviously they 

don’t have “time” to communicate. 

 

René has received a new, fine job within Danske Bank 

Now my days are looking to become better – with less work and with the chance to get some time for myself and 

friends, and today I spoke to my friend René, who said that Danske Bank now has found a job for him in Copenhagen 

as a Department Director – which he was very proud of because it is a promotion – at the department Danske Mar-

kets, which is JUST THE MOST VISIBLE SYMBOL OF DEVIL ON EARTH – “MONEY MONEY MONEY” – this is where you 

trade stocks, bonds, currencies etc. and this is my good friend René, who with the help of God – without René having 

God in his life – has received this very fine position so congratulations René, and we will see if you can agree with my 

“claims” in this book, when you read it and when I say that we can do without banks. 

 

René was kind to invite me together with friends the 11th December for a Christmas evening and we had a very good 

conversation and even though we don’t agree on all things, we fully understand each other and can be very direct be-

cause both of us understand that the other does not mean anything negative – but René has difficulties with this 

sometimes with Dorte, so maybe Dorte it is you and not Rene who has the problem? (only judging on my own experi-

ences with René) – and I said to René when he asked about the difference between Kenya and Denmark that nobody 

here, including René himself, offered me to stay with them after 1st November and I told him that Sanna was willing to 

throw me out even though I would go to a shelter, and René said that if this truly was the case – which he did not un-

derstand could really be true – and if I really could not find a room or similar, that he would offer me to stay at his 

house under condition that I actively found myself another place to stay, and here I TOTALLY AGREED WITH RENÉ, so 

underneath everything else, I saw his heart beating here for other people ☺.  

 

An update from David 

Thank you very much David for your update and for your confirmation that you have received the money. I am sorry 

that I could not send any more, but I look forward to the day, when you will be releaved from your pain and myself 

too for that matter. 

 

Jambo sana Herr Stig, 

Asante sana for your support. I cashed in the money and brought it before the team. We have administered it together 

and peacefully. I'll re-read the Roadmap to Peace in Somalia again. 

Thank you and good day. 

David, Nairobi 

 

Finalising the scripts early 

And today I am finalising the script already at 18.20 and I am looking forward to a relaxing evening in company with 

myself because money here is an issue that means that I have difficulties inviting people here but so it is and tomor-

row I am not working and no meeting at the “job club”, so here I have realised an old dream of mine to have a four 

day working week, which some of my old colleagues may remember that I have spoken about in the past, so it is never 

to late to get what you want in life ☺. 

 

Asking my old landlord for postponement 

Sunday I opened a letter from the 27th November from my old landlord, who wrote that if I did not pay DKK 39,002 

within 10 days, they would send the demand to legal collection, and today I sent the landlord an almost similar email 

as I sent to Danske Bank some weeks ago, that I have the will but not the ability at the moment to repay the debt and I 

therefore asked them to accept that I don’t pay instalments until I get the ability to repay the outstanding amount – 

and I do hope they will accept this and this is at the same time what I encourage Elijah to do with the Micro Finance 

company and maybe some day I will hear from Elijah again? 

 

Asking Evans to inform me of the weekly sermons 
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In continuation of my decision for Elijah not to update me on the sermons of the church, this evening I sent the follow-

ing email to Evans thinking that it may be difficult for Evans to accept doing this after our recent conversation:  

 

Thank you Evans, you speak about giving when you have little or none, which I believe is the right attitude, but I also 

notice that you answer my question with nice words, but you do not say NO directly, which is the message I read from 

your reply. 

 

Mankind is the offspring of God, people are made as an image of God, people make friends with people but people 

should only speak to God as a father because the Bible says so? Evans, please understand that God is speaking through 

me and that one of the teachings this time is that YOU SHOULD ALWAYS USE YOUR LOGICAL SENCE and to do what is 

the RIGHT THING TO DO and that is also to speak to God as a friend, because this is truly what he is and what is truly 

simple logic, my friend.  

 

Elijah has so far kept me updated about the sermons at the Deliverance church, where he has given me his notes, but 

because of his difficult situation at the moment, it has been difficult for him to consistently send me his notes and I 

have therefore informed him that I would ask you, if you will please keep me updated each week? 

 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you again. 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 
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Wednesday 2nd December 2009 
Sleep and dreams, “always look at the bright side of life”, a new rejection from Flensby & Partners, I was also turned 

down by Hillerød Commune!, an example of spoiled people misbehaving, starting the second edit since 9th November, 

shopping and hanging up the wall picture and an example of spoiled people misbehaving. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I had an ok sleep tonight (!) and was looking forward to sleep somewhat longer than normal because I am not going to 

work today – a four day work for me is heaven (!) and it might be different to other people when you have children to 

care for etc. – but at 8.15 I was woke up by the Devil tormenting me and then I realised that I forgot to send the script 

to the team before going to bed yesterday, so he is looking for opportunities my dear Devil as I am told. 

 

And yesterday evening I tried to watch a movie on television, but just looking at a nice woman on television is impos-

sible because just the thought of being together with a woman – which some of you men know that we get many 

times a day – is waking the Devil and he starts to torment me with my mother and me, so therefore I had to find a 

program without nice women! 

 

Dreams: 

 

• My old colleague Michael (without the P.!) from DanskeBank-Pension meets me, I am on my way to Danske Bank 

for work, he is on his way to Forstædernes Bank and he invites me to come to his work, which I do, but then I real-

ise that it is not because of me as a person he is inviting me, but because he has some potential customers, who 

he is going to transfer away from me from Danske Bank for his own personal benefit and he needs some informa-

tion from me – at the same time as he is speaking on the phone with customers and not treating me nice. 

• I have received a new job as a “total adviser” in the headoffice of a Danske Bank, where they have better IT-

systems than in the branches, even though they are meant to cover the same customer needs, but in the headof-

fice you have “finer” customers. A customer arrives, he wants to take out a home loan from Danske Bank, and he 

has his pension saving (lump sum) in Forstædernes Bank, he is a rich mink farmer with assets of 300 million DKK. 

• A white woman is getting me at the airport, she has arrived from Kenya to get me, she is sent by the Pope and she 

is in a very good mood, we are going to Kenya together, and I think that it must be cold for her to arrive here in 

Denmark. 

 

“Always look at the bright side of life” 

It is seldom to see a man writing as long emails as Evans, but when you are inspired and still have a friend in Stig, then 

you can see his inner self because this is what he is supposed to do, to contribute to this book, and here is his first 

email to me from today, which I was very happy to read: 

 

Hi Stig  

Thanks I thank God for your insights about giving and how to talk to God the same way we can talk to our fathers they 

tells me that your walk in the lord is great.One thing I m always sure is that if we walk with lord he keeps on improving 

us,he will improve our altitude towards people,our life will keep on changing and people will notice....Elijah is great 

person and I love him very much....about sermons notes I will try my best also understand most of the times I m outside 

with the teenagers and children as that is my main work at the church.The teenagers closed schools (mentoring class 

we had in the church)they were sad that you left .I also asked them whether they improved on time management and 

they said yes.we will be having another mentoring class before they open the schools. 

 

God bless you my friend Stig 

 

Evans 

 

And the reason for the headling “Always Look at the bright side of life” is because of this long and very encouraging 

text by Evans telling about the importance of having the right attitude, which will help you get through your sufferings 
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much easier – like Jesus did when he was hanging on the cross and I am of course thinking of the scene from the 

Monty Python movie where they sing the song with the same title as the headline and I am thinking off our lives at the 

team at the moment, I am thinking about the attitude of Elijah – who could benefit from this advise from Evans – and I 

am thinking about what I have myself called taking a “mental decision” and to never give up, which is exactly the 

same: To always have a good attitude, which is what I ask people ALWAYS to have in ALL situations in the future. 

 

Grace be to Stig, and peace, from God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ. 

I read a story that;once was a woman who woke up one morning, looked in the mirror, and saw that she had only 

three hairs on her head. “Great,” she said, “I think I’ll braid my hair today.” 

So she did, and had a wonderful day.The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and saw that she had only two 

hairs on her head. “Hmm,” she said, “I guess I’ll part my hair down the middle.” 

So she did, and had a wonderful day.The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and saw that she had only one 

hair left on her head.“Wow,” she said, “today I get to wear my hair in a pony tail.” So she did, and had a wonderful, 

wonderful day.The next day she woke up, looked in the mirror and saw that there wasn’t a single hair on her 

head.“Thank God!” she exclaimed. “I was running out of things to do with my hair!”It is said that life is life is 10% what 

happens to me, and 90% how I react to it. It is also said that your attitude determines your altitude. So how high are 

you this evening ? 

 

God’s generals in the bible had great attitudes and that is why they are winners till today. 

David encouraged himself in the Lord, Job maintained the right attitude even after his wife told him to curse God and 

die. Jesus himself maintained the right attitude all the way to the cross. Paul in all his missionary journeys also main-

tained the right attitude despite all that he had to go through. 

As a Christian you and I should always have the right kind of attitude because we have faith and we know whom we 

have believed in One of my favourite passages in the bible is Romans 8:28 (Amplified Bible) 

28 We are assured and know that [God being a partner in their labour] all things work together and are [fitting into a 

plan] for good to and for those who love God and are called according to [His] design and purpose. That scripture en-

sures that I always have the right attitude because it tells me that at the end, all will work in my favour. That all things 

are said to work together for good; not singly, separately, and apart, but as coadjutors, and adjuvant causes, and mu-

tual helps. 

 

Afflictions and temptations seem to work against us; but being put into the rank and order of causes, they work to-

gether with other blessed instruments, as the word and prayer, to un happy issue. More particularly: they work to-

gether with God, they work together with us, and they work together one with another, for our good, sooner of later. 

How can all things be said to work for good: particularly evil things? sufferings from God, and sufferings from man for 

God's sake? 

 

What! must we call evil good? pain pleasure? torment ease? and loss gain? Must we disbelieve our senses that we may 

believe the scriptures? 

 

Answer, Though affliction, which is evil in its own nature, cannot bring forth good; yet surely God can bring forth good 

out of evil, light out of the way to their triumph, and every cross providence a step to the accomplishment of his prom-

ise. 

 

God suffers evil things to befall us, to keep out worse things, and causes evil things to prepare us for better things; the 

cross makes way of the crown. 

 

For affliction, there is glory; for light affliction, a weight of glory; and for light affliction, which is but for a moment, a 

far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory. 

 

That whatever sufferings and afflictions a saint meets with shall work together for good: then we may infer, that a suf-

fering condition is not so bad a condition as the world supposes it. The lion of affliction is not so fierce as he is painted. 

Times of difficulty and trial bring serious thought of God into our minds, who are too prone to forget both him and our-

selves in affluence and quiet. 
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Blessed be God, the time of affliction is no unprofitable time, nor uncomfortable time neither. 'This a thinking time, an 

awakening time, a teaching time, a repenting time, a weaning time; therefore blessed is the man whom God correc-

teth and teacheth. 

All things. All our afflictions and trials; all the persecutions and calamities to which we are exposed. Though they are 

numerous and long-continued, yet they are among the means that are appointed for our welfare. 

 

Work together for good. They shall co-operate; they shall mutually contribute to our good. They take off our affections 

from this world; they teach us the truth about our frail, transitory, and dying condition; they lead us to look to God for 

support, and to heaven for a final home; and they produce a subdued spirit, a humble temper, a patient, tender, and 

kind disposition. This has been the experience of all saints; and at the end of life they have been able to say it was good 

for them to be afflicted. 

 

Amazingly you will attract results that reflect your attitude,when you pass through a difficult time don’t trade your at-

titude.I suggest that even if the whole world says otherwise maintain your attitude.Winners don’t walk doubtful of the 

results,in fact they speak into the future with all confidence as if they know the outcome. 

So whether you have 3 hairs 2 hairs or just a single strand of hair, maintain a good attitude today- Choose to be happy. 

Look at the bright side of life. Choose to be and stay optimistic. Find reasons to smile more often. Have faith in God and 

what He says. 

 

 

ATTITUDE is IMPORTANT! Let’s be grateful for the things God has given us and have a wonderful day! 

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

Thoughts are the sculptor that creates the man you want to be 

Emphasize in believing that God has the best in store for you. 

 

And this is the reply I sent late in the evening: 

 

Dear Evans, 

 

Thank you so much indeed my friend for a FANTASTIC email and all I can tell you is that what you spoke about here is 

also a recent sucject, which I have been written with the words of God in my book, and that the reason why you sent 

this email to me was with the inspiration of God - who is working directly through you - to deepen some of the mes-

sages in my book and to say that it is truly about ATTITUDE and the decision you take when you look yourself in the 

mirror each morning. Is this going to become a good or bad day, and when you are positive towards yourself and oth-

ers, God will work on your side. It is truly as simple as this.  

 

Also thank you so much for talking about afflications, which is also what I wrote to you about what Elijah - and the LTO 

team including myself are doing at the moment, and the meaning of your very fine words are what I call "the road of 

God" because it will become much easier for people to enter the kingdom of God when you have lived a simple life or a 

life in vain, which is what he is also talking about to his very big sadness because of how people here in the west are 

living and prioritising. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you again and also if you get a chance to listen to the sermons. Thank you for the nice 

words from the teeanagers, please say that I miss them too and please remind them that ANY AGREEMENT WITH AN-

OTHER PERSON IS AN AGREEMENT WITH GOD and it is with the words of God that I have encouraged them to do an 

action plan - how many are still doing this? It will become one of the new teachings TO PEOPLE OF THE WORLD and not 

only to you Evans and the teenagers, but you were among the first to listen to it. 

 

Thank you for also helping other people. 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 
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A new rejection from Flensby & Partners 

Again this morning I received an expected rejection on a job application and again it was from the headhunter Flensby 

& Partners and maybe Marika you did not think that I was qualified for any of the jobs because I did not have the nec-

essary experience – but maybe I would be the best in both of these jobs after a short period of time because of my 

work attitude and personal competences? 

 

I was also turned down by Hillerød Commune! 

And the second rejection came this morning when I received a letter from Marianne Jessing from Lundgaard Kon-

sulenterne regarding the position as DIRECTOR FOR JOB, SOCIAL AND HEALTH in Hillerød Commune and NOT SUPRIS-

ING TO ME YOU GAVE ME A REJECTION MARIANNE – and maybe you will tell the world TRUTHFULLY why you did not 

think that I was qualified to be among the six applicants out of 31 invited for an interview – and maybe the employ-

ment committee including the director of the Commune will do the same? And I was just thinking that I used more 

than 40 hours doing my application and I have received a standard rejection letter from you and NO FEEDBACK AT ALL 

from you – or from anybody else – on my memo, so this is the community run by the Devil, that no one has taken the 

time to give me any feedback at all on my memo, and maybe ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE RECEIVED MY MEMO/MEMOS 

WILL TELL THE WORLD WHY YOU THOUGHT THAT MY IDEA WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO REALISE and maybe because you 

think that I don’t have the political sence I need to have because it is impossible to realise my ideas in the system we 

have today? And maybe you will think again about WHO IS THE SYSTEM and my friends YOU ARE THE SYSTEM, I have 

sent my positive suggestions to you as the HIGHEST CIVIL SERVANTS and POLITICIANS OF THIS COMMUNITY and NONE 

OF YOU HAVE REACTED AT ALL and therefore my friends – PLEASE READ IT AGAIN and PLEASE RECONSIDER and 

PLEASE GIVE ME YOUR FEEDBACK AFTER YOU HAVE DONE THIS? 

 

Starting the second edit since 9th November 

Today I started the not very nice job to do the second edit of the scripts from the 9th November – I have not had the 

time to do this before – and this time it is approx. 175 pages and I am happy that I don’t need to edit emails and 

memos, so the number of pages are actually less than that and in order not to be overburdened, today I have planned 

to do 40 pages together with shopping and going to Jyske Bank – and before the end of the day I had done 49 pages. 

 

Shopping and hanging up the wall picture 

After doing the writing of the first part of the script today and the first 20 pages of the second edit, later in the morn-

ing I went to Jyske Bank to ask them to order the netbank for me – which they forgot to do as promised when I be-

came a customer with them – and afterwards I went for my weekly shopping and I bought in at four different super-

markets to find the cheapest I could find. 

 

It took some time and when I came home I thought of starting to run again, but it was late in the afternoon and it 

would become dark not making a tour around the lake very nice so in stead I decided to first clean up the house and 

afterwards to hang up the wall picture, which John had new glass put on some time ago, so I drilled two holes in the 

wall and when I just needed to hang up the pictures, I noticied that the two corners of the frame were collected very 

poorly, so poorly indeed that I had to open the frame and to re-collect it myself and after this, finally I just needed to 

hang it up and I would be finished, but now I noticed that the picture was to heavy to be held by the frame, which be-

came loose and could not hold the new glass in front of the picture, and therefore I had to carry it down.  

 

Therefore I can only conclude that this is another example of very poor made work, first the frame was not collected 

right and afterwards it showed out that the glass is too heavy for the frame, so all in all it was a disappointment to me 

and I could not hang up the picture, and instead I will get the inconvenience to have the picture transported again to 

Helsingør and to go to the shop or maybe John will do it to complain and for them to improve the work – and often 

you will not receive an appologi from people in situations such as these and appreciation of the inconvenience it 

means, and this is what you see every single day all over the world that people find out that the first solution did not 

work and they need to redo their work – it is a complete waste of time and it only makes people disappointed. 

 

An example of spoiled people misbehaving 

This almost did not make it to this book – it is from Facebook, and there are other symbols on Facebook which have 

not made it to the book, the three musketeers etc. – but this one was opened yesterday by Ida, whom I thought highly 

of because of your standards Ida and our conversation on the highest human level I have had with any person in my 
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life, and then you start by putting mud in the face of a well known person from Danish television and your friends 

were no better and some of them even worse than you, and you can also find a symbol of the Devil speaking about 

God (the Elephant) in one of the messages and I decided only to tell my meaning about this – which is the same advice 

I have given Obama on his difficult talks at the moment – please say what you believe in as long as it is not negative 

and don’t fear the reaction of other people, this is what I did here in my comment and I will come back to this if peo-

ple will start to give me negative replies because I am correcting them and telling them to follow the golden rule. 

 

And here are the messages from Facebook so far: 

 

Ida Elisabeth Lauridsen  

Åh nej - Sørine Gotfredsen på tv igen. Hvorfor er der ingen der stikker en sok i kæften på hende? Uanset om hun har ret 

eller uret...så er hun bare p..... irriterende i sin form og sit udtryk! Nærmest som i Jul i Gammelby: det lyder teaterag-

tigt OG teatralsk. 

 

Annemette Ørsnæs 

NEMLIG !!! 

 

Morten Petersen Andersson 

Hun er en sur kælling.... 

 

Stig Frederiksen 

Haha...havde "fornøjelsen" af at starte på samme hold med hende på Journalisthøjskolen tilbage i ´90...og tro 

mig...hendes selvhøjtidelige, gammelkloge-på-den-ufede-måde, antismil og killer-boring attitude er er en substantiel 

del af hendes påtrængende irriterende væsen og karakter!!! 

 

Christopher Grønfeldt Petersen 

Hva' har Jul i Gammelby nu gjort? 

 

Bent Pedersen 

Hun skulle kneppes af en elefant!! 

 

Lisbeth Lomholdt Poulsen 

Jubiii! Ikke kun jeg hader Sørine. 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Er der nogen af jer, der har hørt om den gyldne regel - at behandle andre mennesker, som I gerne vil behandles selv? 

Dette havde jeg ikke troet om dig Ida - du har meget godt i dig, og i øvrigt forsinket tillykke med manden i dit liv :-) 

 

And a few minutes afterwards I received the following positive reply in the thread: 

 

Dorte Spangsbo 

Hahahahahahahaha hvor har du ret. 
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Thursday 3rd December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the Gardener work today, Tiger Woods was unfaithful to his wife, will Elijah pass the second round?, 

I tried to install Microsoft Outlook, a short comment by Ida and John is showing FAITH ☺. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I had a very bad sleep indeed and am very tired today - all morning and also yesterday since my shopping the Devil has 

been annoying me more or less constantly – which is really very difficult when this happens. The reason is shortly that 

I decided yesterday to include in my food budget of a maximum of 280 DKK per week to buy a three litre wine-in-bag 

for 119 DKK, which will last for some weeks, and I will not give you examples but the Council has constantly bothered 

me and given me the worst threats also from speaking through other people as well to me (!) – which happens when 

they control other people – and I have decided that this is not a big issue, wine is like buying milk or coffee to me, here 

it is as normal as that and I have accepted to have a small budget, to use only a little money and to have my freedom 

within this tight budget – and my rational has also been that life is gradually improving and that food is only a very 

small suffering of mine here – my sufferings are made up of something else, and I have still decided to buy cheap 

food, so if I get money in surplus later in the month I will consider sending it to Kenya – and I have decided that I will 

not tell you in detail how awful the Devil has been but no matter the threaths about my mother and about postponing 

my arrival and the amount of pressure which he has put on me, I have stood firm on my decision, because this is a 

matter of freedom and self confidence too – and when the Devil is working at his maximum it is truly not the easiest 

thing in the world to stand firm. This story is nothing to me and it was very close not to make it to the script. 

 

There were no special dreams tonight. 

 

The Gardener work today 

Today was a question of survival only because of my tiredness and also because it was actually very cold this morning - 

maybe 2-3 degrees. I was truly not very motivated indeed to start working and the first hour it was “zombie-work”. 

 

I did the grass in front of the shrubbery and when this looked nice, I was finished with the shrubbery, and I was happy 

with the quality of the work and looked at it many times during the day – and people have commented on it positively 

many times. I have now moved in front of the main building and started removing leaves from this place – there are 

many leaves and even though I am focussed and goal oriented, and I like the freedom this work gives to tell you the 

truth, this work is not the most exciting to do every single day (hard work and no variation at all), but I have decided 

that since no one else is doing it here, I will do it. 

 

Tom came to me today and asked me if I wanted to join him cutting wood from the fallen tree and I had to decline, 

because I don’t want to misuse my time here working in a slow pace on something which he and Mikkel will take care 

of – and he also invites me daily for breaks inbetween breaks, which  I have not followed up on, and after rejecting 

cutting wood today he asked me if I would clean the waste around another tree and I said to him that I will come to 

this place after 1-2 weeks, because I have started at one end of the garden and I will continue gradually to the other 

end of the garden the best I can do – and I was just wondering that Tom here is obviously a self appointed leader, who 

is not accepted by me, but still he accepts me and I accept him and like him as well. 

 

At the first break I said to the others that I will not do the wash-up every day and I would like to hear their suggestions 

of what to do, and this team is obviously not used to think, so there were NO suggestions and therefore I asked them 

if we could do a week plan for the wash up, and Tom does not mind washing up, but no one else answered so I de-

cided to ask each person and Mikkel said that he does not want to wash up and I could tell that he meant it, he had 

decided that this is not work for him so I asked him if he still would like to eat at every break, which he did and just an 

example here that people will enjoy to receive but when it comes to give, it may be more difficult, so I continued to 

the next person and that was Bjørn and he had the same attitude as Mikkel and SPOILED if you ask me because here 

the rules are that you will get buns if we can do the wash up afterwards and Mikkel and Bjørn have decided to enjoy 

without giving and I SEE THIS ATTITUDE ALL OVER THE WORLD and if you are going to choose between these two I 

WOULD MUCH RATHER SEE PEOPLE GIVING FIRST AND ENJOYING AFTERWARDS so MIKKEL AND BJØRN this is the 

name of the game for you and Bjørn became angry with me – even though I explained him that we have the same in-

terest to have something to eat at the breaks – and he said that I could might as well work at the Commune as a social 

adviser because I was sounding like one of them, and this was not a compliment by Bjørn, it was actually an insult. I 
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was speaking to his RESPONSIBLE behaviour and here he was an example of a man not showing this – if you want to 

enjoy, you also need go give. 

 

But Torben, who works in the workshop with Alex on refurbishing garden furniture, did not mind washing up once a 

week and the same with Alex. Helle and Gert was not here today, and they are not here regularly or don’t eat, so I am 

just thinking about Rolf, because he also receives buns everyday and does not do the wash up but there are probably 

“special rules” for him not to wash up, so I might follow up on this with him just to confirm this suspicion, which is a 

manager exploiting the employees! 

 

Later I spoke to Rolf and I understood from him that earlier it was possible as an alternative to work in the garden, to 

work together with Judith in the kitchen to learn how to make healthy food, but they decided to stop this activity so 

now you have the situation here that these two people have been hired to this work because of their professional ex-

perience and they are more or less not using this experience today, instead they have become administrators and 

don’t do any production and yes my friends, I don’t like this type of work and I was just thinking that the expenses per 

bun - if she makes 20 buns per day and if she has a monthly salary etc. of for example DKK 25,000 – is approx. DKK 

62.50 + ingredients, which would cost less than 1/10 to buy at a baker and this is of course only a thought, what do yo 

do of other things Judith to justify you being there? 

 

Judith was having a day off today and the others were guessing that Rolf because of this would probably close the 

place already at 13.30 and this is exactly what he did so here is another system cheating every single day normally 

with half an hour and today by closing 1½ hour before time. 

 

After coming home from work I was truly so tired that I decided to take a a bath in my bath tub here, which I have 

never had before since moving from my mother in 1986 and I truly enjoyed this very much – and this is also to say that 

this is also “luxury”, which the team in Kenya does not have and things that I have accepted in my life here with the 

reasoning mentioned at the beginning of the script today. 

 

Tiger Woods was helped by God to admit being unfaithful 

God has many ways and this is one of them. I started in these scripts to ask the team to answer if they have been 

faithful to their wifes and then Tiger Woods hit a tree in the middle of the night some days ago and the press found 

out that there is as story here and then Tiger admits that he has been unfaithful to his wife and I noticed the following 

words of his statement on his homepage: 

 

“I have not been true to my values and the behavior my family deserves. I am not without faults and I am far short of 

perfect. I am dealing with my behavior and personal failings behind closed doors with my family. I will strive to be a 

better person and the husband and father that my family deserves.” 

 

I do like the words that TIGER HAS USED IN PUBLIC about his behaviour and this story is planted by me to tell the 

world THAT THIS IS WHAT I WILL ASK ALL PEOPLE TO DO – THIS IS PART OF REPENTING for you to admit DIRECTLY IN 

FRONT OF YOUR FAMILY IF YOU HAVE BEEN UNFAITHFUL TO YOUR WIFE OR HUSBAND and TO ASK FOR FORGIVENESS 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KEEP YOUR RELATIONSHIP, THAT IS IF THE OTHER PARTY WILL CONTINUE HAVING YOU, and 

on condition of course that you will not be unfaithfull again – and alternatively to ask your partner for a divorce and 

even though this is not what I find is the best solution, it is part of the basic rules in this book if you prefer this solu-

tion. I will not accept you to repent and ask for forgiveness and afterwards to do the same sin, if you continue doing 

that you will build up the power of the Devil and if the world crosses my limit, it will have with the same consequence 

as mentioned earlier in this book that I will rather have no life than people cheating on their partners. 

 

Will Elijah pass the second round? 

I have not heard from Elijah now since the 24th November and I understand that life must be difficult but my messages 

are as earlier and I would like to ask Elijah to send me an email before Friday 11th December to answer the following 

questions ACCORDING TO THE TRUTH AND NOTHING ELSE THAN THE TRUTH: 

 

1. Do you have faith in me that I am telling the words of God and will you continue following me? 
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2. Have you ever been unfaithful to your wife? If the answer is yes, please inform with whom and why and please 

inform if you will ask your wife for her forgiveness and to stay together with her or if you prefer different sexual 

partners without having a family? 

3. Please update me on how you and the family is, how you get by including an update on the Micro Finance com-

pany, the house rent etc. 

 

Elijah, please understand that I care for you and your family very much and that what you are going through is to 

teach the world – and please understand that your attitude is depending on your understanding and faith. If you don’t 

understand and if you don’t have faith in me, then you will automatically have a problem with your attitude, which 

will make it even more difficult for you to get through or not to get through in the worst case scenario – and Elijah, I 

do hope that you will give me honest answers to this test, which is for you to show the world if you can pass the sec-

ond round and to be accepted by God to enter his kingdom like all people of the world will be required to do, or if you 

– who will be one of the most importants managers of the world – will be the only one to be accepted by God without 

following the basic rules, which this test symbolises. Is this what you want, my friend – including to continue having 

the Devil with you? 

 

And for the others of the team – I would appreciate very much if you will update me on what is happening in your 

lives, what you do, how your family is doing, what you are thinking, education etc. and please do that at least once be-

fore Friday next week. Please make sure that all remember this by helping each other, and please Meshack remember 

to give me an update on the office situation as well. Please understand that this is for you to continue choosing the 

road of God or of the Devil. 

 

I tried to install Microsoft Outlook 

Today I remembered the old emails with Microsoft Denmark and I thought that maybe I could download the whole 

Microsoft Office Professional package to get the Microsoft Outlook program and the download went without prob-

lems but the product key Microsoft gave me back then does not work anymore and God just gave me this idea for 

readers of the book to understand that when God will recreate my documents he will also recreate Microsoft Outlook 

with my notes of the missing scripts and that I have not downloaded the program in one way or another. 

 

A short comment by Ida 

After the Facebook  ”conversation” yesterday I received the following “answer” from Ida today, which was nice of her 

to do, but I am still thinking that this is the first word I have heard from her for now maybe five years and I had wished 

that I could be friends with her, when we could not be partners five years ago, but Ida you had no place for me in your 

heart when it came to the point? 

 

Stig D: Jeg beder dig bemærke, at jeg kun vil stikke en sok i munden på hende. Og jeg siger jo ikke noget om at den skal 

være sur og uvasket. Tak med lykønskning - vi falder i hak som et puslespil. Det er godt. " 

 

John is showing FAITH ☺☺☺☺ 

Thank you so much John for sending me you email today. I was very happy to hearing from you because it is almost 

two weeks ago since you sent me the last update on your life, and this was the reason why I decided to show you an 

example of the Devil being with you – because you did not follow my request of a weekly update as a symbol of fol-

lowing the basic rules – even though this hurt me very much to decide this, but I can only repeat, PLEASE KEEP THE 

BASIC RULES ALL OF YOU and then it will be easier for God to cure you, when the Devil is not with you. 

 

David sent me the 16th November on behalf of the team an email with your promise to send me the newsletters Friday 

the 27th November and I therefore asked you in my email to send the newsletters to me at least before the 30th No-

vember, and what I saw is that David had problems making it on the Somali newsletter and I received your email John 

from the 24th November with what I only read quickly and thought was a full update from you on the Dadaab newslet-

ter – which I had decided to work on this evening – but now I saw your email below, where you ask for extra funding, 

and I read the email from the 24th again, where you said that you would send the final information the 1st December, 

so John maybe you can understand me when I say that it is not because I want to be unkind and it is not because I 

don’t understand your situation, but I cannot accept a situation where the team will continue to give me different 
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promises and not to do what you promise. My dear friends THIS IS NOT ACCORDING TO THE BASIC RULES – when you 

set a deadline MAKE THAT DEADLINE and I CAN ONLY TELL THAT PEOPLE OF THE WORLD DOING LIKE YOU DO HERE 

WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED BY ME and I WANT YOU TO IMPROVE CONSIDERABLY. If you were truly using the action plan 

and following the rules, this situation would never occur – THIS IS ABOUT ATTITUDE TOO MY FRIENDS. Please im-

prove. And John, I understand and value your suggestion of doing the update even better, but I have absolutely no 

places to get funding for this work, so I can only appeal to you to finalise this work now – YOU HAVE NOT MADE ME 

HAPPY BEING LATE. Please inform me now of the new deadline for the best information you will be able to collect and 

please make sure that you will follow this deadline and I can only say that when the team cannot live up to its respon-

sibility it is here that you will need a manager to help the team also on making deadlines, but when you have a man-

ager, who cannot make deadlines too, we have a difficult situation here, which is not sustainable for the future. Please 

let me know who will take on a personal responsility to make sure that you will make it on the new deadline you give 

me? 

 

Thank you for understanding John, that when I am direct and honest it is because I care and because I want to help 

you, you make me happy by understanding this – so please continue to give me your personal updates once a week 

and first of all give my absolutely best regards to your family. I also look forward to our renewed personal and direct 

dialogue, when Christmas will come and God will make me king, which I now hope will happen Christmas Day, but you 

really never know with the grand old man and the plans he has – and thank you John to get by and to show this kind 

of attitude, which is truly what I admire the most of you at the moment. Take care my friend until I speak to you again. 

 

Hi Stig, 

  

Attached find your message. I have high fever but i trust God for healing. 

  

Kind regards. 

  

John 

 

Dear Stig,                                                                                                            

 

I hope you have been well. Am well too together with my family. Sorry I did not communicate last week because I trav-

eled home again. Thank you for the concern you have shown. I have decided to embrace your teachings because they 

have helped me to refuse fear and my faith has grown tremendously. I have come to realize that it’s only faith that can 

overcome the world. Your faith has been extended to me and am so happy to be part of your great kingdom. God is the 

one who calls people un to himself and its therefore wise to honor him all the time. I have chosen to be a humble, po-

lite and non- controversial because God created us in his image and we should relate well with all people. I always re-

member the many times you corrected us positively when you were here. This makes me admire you and long to have 

one on one conversation but I know that time is coming. 

 

We are working very hard in the office being guided by the basic rules although as you know we have challenges that 

we have to face every day. Thank you so much for the financial assistance. At least our families cannot starve for now. 

We thank God for you Stig because your love amazes us. Your are so many miles away and yet you can remember to 

share whatever little you have with us, surely we should not let you down God might punish us. My prayer is that God 

will enlarge your kingdom so that many more people can come in and embrace humility, love, patience and faith. 

 

The Somali war is threatening the regional peace and it’s the high time the international community took a bold move 

to end this war. Refugees at the camps are increasing at an alarming rate and even some of rebels have been inter-

cepted by the Kenyan police trying to crossover to Kenya. We are about to send you the update which we are working 

on. The situation at Dadaad is becoming worse and since humanitarian organizations are closing for Christmas, it 

might be hard to get the correct information on the ground unless we visit the camps. May be Stig you can try and find 

some individuals who might be willing to fund the research, any possibility? We are willing to go an extra mile to get 

accurate information. This is the project which will make people all over the world to know who you are and your influ-

ence. Think about it Stig. 
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Finally remember the Christmas; we talked about it while you were in Kenya. 

 

 Goodbye for now 

 

JOHN. 
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Friday 4th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, reflections on yesterday on being faithful, wine and basic rules, the true skills of the team and 

WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT, my cheating and lazy colleagues at work, I have been very mentally exhausted since the 

Hillerød memo…, Fuggi has now lost more than 50 kilos, MESHACK: A PROPHET IS NOT ACCEPTED IN HIS HOME COUN-

TRY and David: Wie geht's Herr Stig heute? 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday was truly an awful day to come through and tonight I slept somewhat better, but my motivation was still 

not very high to go to work and I am really anxious to see if I can read the notes of my dreams – I could when I wrote 

them down I remember, but now is a different story because I cannot remember the dreams before looking at the 

notes again: 

 

• I come to a tower block and I knock on the door. I am let in. I ask the man I meet inside “what do you think this is 

about, say one word only on a subject where we have a task together”, he does not answer and I say to him 

“Judgement Day” (one word only in Danish!). I am now behind one of the big windows in the building, we need to 

cut our way out of the building almost not making it and there is a craft outside waiting on us, I ask “do you want 

to come” and I hear “yes”, the police are shooting after us, we are flying with the craft into space where we see a 

new planet behind some kind of filter, which we need to pass, otherwise the journey would be dangerous to us. 

The new planet is so much more beautiful than earth. I see my sister sitting down reading a newspaper. People 

are told that this is about Judgement Day and they become scared, but all people are promised to receive a new 

car, which is better than the old one and it uses an unknown technique. I see the first people driving these new 

and fast cars on the motorway, which make other people want to do the same – to get one of these new cars. A 

TV show is recorded in Magasin du Nord about dust cleaners, half of the store is sold out because people have 

hoarded goods, and the TV speaker is yawning and asking the employee at the cashier desk about how people are 

reacting to the news and the employee says “without problems”.  

• I am working at the cashier desk at Danske Bank, Freeport Branch. The time is almost 10.00 in the morning, we 

had a lot of money before opening but there has been a very big run to take out much money – and the money is 

disappearing quickly. One man talked about pieces of ice and then he said that he wanted to take out 21,200 and 

I asked him with a smile on my face if he wanted to take out 21,200 pieces of ice – which was not what he meant. 

I asked my colleagues if we could get money from somewhere else and Eva M. (my old colleague from Danske 

Bank Espergærde!) says that we could try Tingbjerg Branch, and Sanna who is responsible for the cash at the bank 

says that she will try to go to the postoffice because the date is the 29th and people have taken out money from 

the bank and brought the money direcly to the post office to pay their bills. 

o This is what happened almost every month at Danske Bank Espergærde as you may remember Eva – and 

which maybe could have planned better (?), and I don’t know how many times I went especially to the Post 

office or one of the other banks to get money and we carried a lot of money maybe 500,000 DKK or even 

more without security – and the other message here, how many people in Denmark are still doing this 

every single month, to take out money in cash from the bank and to manually bring the money to the post-

office to pay bills? – In times when we have direct debit and no need for money on paper! 

 

Reflections on yesterday on being faithful 

Sometimes I have “things” on my mind and this is what has been done to me – to completely destroy my life by giving 

me the most hormones of all people in the world together with willing women around me, which I did not know of be-

fore it was too late (!) and the highest degree of being unlucky as I have written about earlier and HAVE I EVER BEEN 

UNFAITHFUL and the short answer is NO and HAVE I EVER THOUGHT ABOUT BEING FAITHFUL – and I am thinking of 

the seven years I was together with Camilla primarily and the short acquaintages I have had with Karen and Henriettte 

and that is it my friends except for a very few one night stands – and the answer is MANY TIMES and HAVE I EVER 

WANTED TO BE UNFAITHFUL and the answer is YES MANY TIMES and why did I have this thought and BECAUSE I WAS 

NOT HAPPY WITH MY AND CAMILLA’S SEXUAL LIFE and because I was looking to become happy and I have never had a 

good sexual life, only one single time I have tried what it means to be happy because of a good sexual life and that is 

ONCE in 43 years my friends and WAS I CLOSE TO BECOME UNFAITHFUL and yes ONLY ONCE and that was in 2000 I 

believe in Helsinki, Finland on the nightclub “10th floor”, where a beautiful young lady was willing to go with me but 

her friend would not let her (!) and at the time I was unhappy about this – also because I have never been together 
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with a woman “looking good” in my eyes and sorry about that to the few women I have known, you know who you 

are – and I cannot remember your name in Finland, but you will probably remember me, and today I know that God 

has given me the biggest temptations on Earth and this one I passed with the help of God and not the Devil – so the 

final answer is that I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN FAITHFUL BECAUSE GOD HAS BEEN WITH ME even though he has tormented 

my life. 

 

And have I ever been together with a prostitute and the answer is NO and have I ever thought about being together 

with a prostitute and yes many times but I have never had the courage because of SO STRONG NERVES WHICH HAVE 

BEEN IMPOSSIBLE TO CONTROL and is there more on this story and yes probably in my old scripts and the reason why 

I have developed the Czech republic to a place of sinful sex …. 

 

And the reason why I write this is that it is truly no problem to tell the truth because there is never a better story than 

the truth, and I am thinking about Elijah and his thoughts when I asked him to answer this question and maybe Elijah 

it will be too painful for you to answer this question honestly? And if this is the case, then you are still using the wrong 

side of Elijah, because Elijah you are one of the most sensitive, weak and selfish men on Earth, when you allow your-

self to be that and at the same time you are the opposite, when you do what is inside of you too, and Elijah, there are 

not many men having this inside of them and infact I only know myself as an example having even more, so Elijah 

PLEASE FOLLOW IN MY FOOTSTEPS and TELL THE TRUTH AND NOTHING ELSE THAN THE TRUTH and when I use Elijah 

here it is still as an example of PEOPLE ON EARTH FOR YOU TO BE AS HONEST AND DIRECT ABOUT THIS AS I AM and 

also Tiger Woods – one of my good friends too, who would not be able to play Golf much better than all other on this 

planet if it was not for God helping him and more to come from you TIGER my dear friend too. 

 

Reflections on yesterday on wine  

Yesterday when having dinner, the pressure from the Council – Virgin Mary – and God became too strong, when I was 

having ONE GLASS OF WINE, which I had decided was my daily ration, and I can only say that God and the Council can 

turn on the pain to a level, where it is truly impossible for me to continue and I had no other choice than to pour out 

the rest of the wine from the glass and when I came home today I decided to pour out the almost three litres left from 

the carton in the sink – this is the story of Friday the 13th when you think all is over …. - which I was truly not very 

happy to accept, because I had decided to go to “the extreme” and to have a daily budget covering all of my needs 

here including food, basic items and transport of 40 DKK per day, which is not much and what I thought that God in 

the beginning had approved of and this is what I decided to show the world that I could continue with and I also de-

cided to have a glass of wine on this small budget– costing approx. 6 DKK per day or 90 shillings – but the true history 

here is that God wanted me to go “the very extreme” – as almost EVERYTHING ELSE – and to cut down my expenses 

even more hereby saying that one glass of wine could be what makes the difference for the people in Kenya because 

you can get “lunch” for the team or Elijahs family to take an example for 90 Shillings when you buy the cheapest you 

can do AS I SHOWED YOU WHEN I WAS IN KENYA when we bought BREAD FOR LUNCHES and a cup of coffee. 

 

And I truly understand this message by God and the Council and of course I was also thinking of this myself, but as 

mentioned I decided to go to “the extreme” only and therefore I can only say that I am not happy with God and the 

Council to take away my freedom once more and again WHEN YOU TAKE AWAY THE FREEDOM OF PEOPLE IT IS THE 

WORST YOU CAN DO. 

 

And today at work God and the Council tried to PUT PRESSURE ON ME by SAYING THAT THEY WANTED ME to write 

the story of the 90 shillings and the bread and I had to say that I have decided to write ONLY what I decide to write 

and ABSOLUTELY NOBODY is going to take away my freedom to speech and the Council gave me the same experi-

ences, which made me skip wine yesterday and today I did not care because this is what the value of freedom to 

speech is for me, I was willing to go through what I have fought with my life to avoid – to make love to my mother as 

real as in real life – to defend the right and the freedom to speech and after I did this, which was the right decision this 

time, I was told that we could write both versions and we agreed on this history about “the extreme” and “the very 

extreme” and this is according to Danish standards because I have been allowed here to drink coffee and in Denmark 

there is no big difference in attitude to drink a cup of coffee or a glass of wine and only this ENYA and the thought of 

her latest album “And winter came” – more about this later – from the other day was a warning about what would 

come (the “winter” sign), a temptation for me to buy cheap wine, which I fell for according to the plan and which I 

skipped again according to plan to write these messages and again I could have skipped coffee here too and tried to 
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eat as little as the people do in Kenya, but then I would not be able to carry out the physical hard work as a Gardener 

and again because food is not the biggest of my sufferings, even though it is now included as one of many – because I 

cannot get wine or “normal food/life”. 

 

And the message is also, that what God and the Council have done to me is to take away the freedom for me – to the 

extreme and much worse than I will do to people on Earth, please understand that I have gone through worse suffer-

ings and given up more freedom than I will ask of you – and with the purpose of helping me and other people with the 

most tender love and care for people as you can imagine, which is the same purpose and principle which will apply for 

the world: God will put on the pressure on the world with the power of the Devil if needed, so you cannot escape if 

you want to survive – not because he does not like you, but because he loves you. 

 

Reflections on yesterday on basic rules 

And while working today I also thought about my mistake and not to show enough attention to details to discover that 

the team had actually not done as promised and according to my game of basic rules which was to deliver the updates 

on the newsletters before the 30th November and I thought that it was TOO EASY for me to accept the team excluding 

Elijah in the first round, but now I have promised it and I will not take back my promise, but it was a wrong decision by 

me based on a misunderstanding because I was not careful enough – the team should not have been accepted be-

cause NONE OF YOU MADE THE BASIC RULES and today I was thinking that I don’t hope that I will make the same mis-

take again when I am God.  

 

And this is obviously also symbolising what managers are doing all of the time all over the world, taking wrong deci-

sions because they don’t know the details and what is truly the right decision to take. 

 

The true skills of the team and WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT 

And this is ”closing time” for my learning experiences on the team because after I received the email from Meshack – 

see below - where I noticed that HE CATCHED THE BALL I GAVE HIM TO CATCH by showing his responsibility and what 

I can now summarize of the GOOD COMPETENCES OF THE TEAM IS THIS: 

 

Meshack You are the most responsible, reliable, stable and disciplined of the team 

David You are the brightest and “most clever” of the team 

John You are the most polite GENTLEMAN of the team 

Elijah You are potentially the strongest person having the best communication skills and power of 

penetration of the team 

 

So this is THE TRUTH and THE SECRET that GOD HAS PUT FOR ME TO DISCOVER, which I thought of this afternoon, and 

the idea is only this that I WANT ALL PEOPLE OF THE WORLD TO DEVELOP THE BEST OF EACH OF THE ABOVE MEN-

TIONED BEST COMPETENCES so that ALL PERSONS ON EARTH will be the most disciplined, the “most clever” on pro-

fessional knowledge and knowhow, the most polite and to have the best communication skills, which is possible when 

you follow all of the rules and suggestions I have written in this book – which is actually to summarise my intention 

and YES WE KNOOOWWWW all of us, I SHOULD HAVE STARTED MY BOOK BY WRITING THIS CONCLUSION IN THE BE-

GINNING and this is why this conclusion instead will be included in my following email, which will introduce the book. 

 

And I can only say that all of these competences are truly very important, but the skills that I value the most – if I am 

to pick one of the persons – are the skills of Meshack. I truly value that you can count on people and with my knowl-

edge today I would appoint Meshack as the teamleader, if I was to do this on behalf of the team – not Elijah and not 

David, because you don’t keep your promises, but Meshack – who was “nobody” when I arrived – because you can 

trust Meshack and because he can probably make sure that the whole team will deliver on time if he gets this respon-

sibility, so my gentlemen this is the task I have for you to consider and to decide on. Do you want to keep Elijah as the 

manager, do you want another manager or do you agree with my evaluation on Meshack BASED ON THE PRESENT 

SETS OF COMPETENCES, my friends – please understand this! Looking forward to hearing your answer on this one 

(and this last sentence is an example of you HARDY I believe your first name was from Berlingske Tidende, where you 

were working as a sport journalist, I read your articles many years ago where you did not include “I” and “we” and ac-

tually hating this way of writing I was, which was a signal of this book coming and I have tried to remove the tempta-
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tion from this book of not writing “I” and “we” etc. when you begin a sentence, which is again a signal of being lazy, 

but probably I have not been as good as I could wish for). 

 

And in all modesty, these are the skills that God has given me in ONE PERSON – all of them WHEN WORKING, not al-

ways in private – and the reason why I HAVE WRITTEN MY COMPETENCES AS I HAVE IN MY CV. 

 

My cheating and lazy colleagues at work 

So what my work is also about is to see the not so sunny sides of life of the “very nice people here” cheating in order 

to make themselves a better and more convenient life, which I have more examples of today and of course only to 

show you what I will not tolerate in the future. 

 

At the first break there was a box including coffee creamers and I noticed that Mikkel grabbed a handful which he put 

in his pocket for private use – and he did it so openly that this today is the accepted standard by many people and 

THIS IS STEALING and TODAY MANY PLACES YOU ARE ALMOST “UNNORMAL” if you don’t steal from your employer 

and please understand me my friends, the ten commandments were meant very seriously – this is not an acceptable 

behaviour. 

 

This morning I was thinking of asking Rolf to do the wash up once a week just to hear this reaction, but I met Gert and 

I asked him instead and he said that of course he would do the wash up because he is also eating here twice a week 

and I liked to hear that, but when we arrived at the first break – and today without Bjørn, Alex and Torben from the 

workshop (!) – I was asking which dates they wanted to do the wash up, but then Tom surprised me and he said that 

“we don’t like plans” and instead he preffered to do the wash up all days himself and I was truly amazed of this be-

cause Tom this is an unacceptable behaviour for you to not care about the team and for you to decide on what you 

want to do yourself, which is actually what he did (!) and this is also shown for you to understand that SOME PEOPLE 

WILL GET VERY BIG DIFFICULTIES DOING AN ACTION PLAN because my friends YOU ARE IRRESPONSIBLE and BECAUSE 

YOU DON’T LIKE PEOPLE TAKING DECISIONS ON YOUR BEHALF EVEN THOUGH YOU LIKE TO DO THIS YOURSELF TO 

OTHER PEOPLE and this is what I say: THIS BASIC RULE APPLIES AS ALL OTHER RULES FOR ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE 

WORLD – THERE WILL BE NO SPECIAL RULES (other than people helping you if you are not able to do this because of 

sickness etc.), YOU NEED TO LOOK AT YOURSELF AND TO CHANGE YOUR BEHAVIOUR IF YOU  WANT TO SURVIVE IT IS 

AS EASY AS THIS. 

 

During the first break I asked the others about making a ramp to use when emptying the wheel barrow directly on the 

truck, but they had their minds made up that this was “dangerous” for other people – women for example – when 

they should use this and that it would become a problem with the insurance company and what I noticed here was 

the Devil at work – exactly what you will see “all over the world” when employees will make good and open sugges-

tions to managers or other people and that people will tend to see negatively on new ideas, because their own ideas 

or lack of development are much better and CAN YOU SEE IT that THIS IS THE DEVIL WORKING because DO YOU 

KNOW HOW MUCH GOD LOVES GOOD IDEAS and GOOD IDEAS ARE GOOD IDEAS WITH QUALITY because IF YOU 

MAKE POOR SUGGESTIONS I TRULY DON’T LIKE IT because then it is JUST A WASTE OF TIME and all I could say to the 

people was that of course we needed to build this ramp with quality so it will not be dangerous and that I might look 

at it myself. I have not made my mind up on this yet, but I am considering it at the moment. 

 

Early this morning I decided to finalise the first and also second round around the main building today, so I kept on 

removing leaves which is essentially the essence of my exciting work here, but then I noticed that Rolf made the car 

working today – the symbol of my new engine, my new life starting – and I met Mikkel, Gert, Tom etc. and I asked if 

we could empty the truck either today or on Monday and Mikkel said that he would like to continue working with cut-

ting the wood – and God told me that it was because he did not want to do the “hard” work of removing the leaves 

etc. from the truck to the waste disposal site – but Gert was up for the job and he suggested that we also took Alex 

with us, because this was hard work to do and I did not mind, so I decided to change my plan today because of an er-

ror, I should have asked them on Monday only and not to change my plan of what to do today – but it is difficult when 

you have someone leading your words and voice, which I have here maybe 1/3 of all words sometimes less and some-

times more. 
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So we went with the car from the park at approx. 10.00 to the disposal site and at 10.30 we were done with the work, 

and the physical requirements for this maybe 20 minutes of work was not more than when I worked at the first round 

doing the shrubbery for hours every day without other breaks than the official – and this only tells me about JUST 

HOW SPOILED and LAZY people are today because this work could be done by one or two persons without problems 

and when we drove Alex said that this work had to last until 11.30 (!), so what I see here is that these “craftsmen” are 

very creative and fantastic when it comes to making “action plans” about how to prolong the necessary time it takes 

to do a job, that is TO CHEAT in order for them to relax and THIS IS HOW THE WORLD IS WORKING TODAY AND WHAT 

I WARN YOU AGAINST DOING IN THE FUTURE – IT WILL NOT BE TOLERATED BY ME – and from 10.30 to 10.50 we were 

holding an unofficial “smoking break”, which they do here all of the time, which is also tempting me to smoke again 

but NO…, and we were back again at 11.00, where I decided to continue my work until 11.30 – which I am not sure 

that the others did - because 11.30 is the time we quit on Fridays here and I wonder if this is also Rolf and Judith mak-

ing this plan or if it is accepted by the Commune, because the papers I received said ACTIVATION OF 30 HOURS PER 

WEEK and we work officially four days per week from 7.30-15.00, which is 7½ hours per day times four days which ac-

tually is 30 hours per week, so my conclusion is that ROLF AND JUDITH ARE CHEATING TOO and what the system here 

has accepted to do BECAUSE OF THEIR SELFISH DESIRE TO COME HOME EARLIER is to accept 7.30-14.30 three days a 

week and 7.30-11.30 one day a week, which gives 25 hours – so they cheat by five hours per week – and the people 

working here apparently cheat even more, so the 30 hours becomes between 0-20 hours per week maybe …. 

 

And when I left with Gert and Alex I was thinking that JUST MAYBE ALEX would be the man who would agree with me 

on doing a ramp, because he said to me that he agreed totally with me that it was a waste of time when the car was 

not working because I had to leave all of the leaves on the ground next to the car, so therefore I asked Alex if he 

thought it was a good idea to build a ramp from the ground to the truck to make it easier to empty the wheel barrows 

– instead of what Tom had suggested me to use five different wheel barrows (!), fill them one at a time and to empty 

all five with the help of a colleague lifting them and tipping them over – and Alex fully agreed with me and said that he 

might have timber, we could use for this work, so I might go back to him next week to follow up on this.  

 

On the way to the waste disposal site Alex told us that he was working as a self independent brick layer in the nineties 

at DTU doing work which employees were meant to do, but which they did not (!) and he told us that he gave an offer 

to a company to do approx. 100 holes in the floor at a total of DKK 60,000 and he found out when he started working 

that it only took him 5 minutes to fix every hole - – THIS IS WHAT YOU OFTEN NEED TO DO, YOU DON’T KNOW HOW 

LONG IT WILL TAKE IF YOU HAVE NOT TRIED IT BEFORE - and that it took him a total of 1,5 day to make DKK 60,000 

which is the best deal he has even made in his life, and he was truly proud when saying this (!) and which is probably 

the double of what most employed brick layers make in one month here, and my conclusion from these few days be-

ing together with these people is that THEY ARE CHEATING, ARE MISTRUSTING OTHER PEOPLE AND ARE RELAXING 

FAR TOO MUCH – which is what “craftsmen” normally do here, I have seen the inner soul of craftsmen today, they 

don’t do much and many are still drinking beers during working hours, they don’t do their best and they turn up prices 

by cheating their customers, and this is what God said to me today LIKE CRAFTSMEN CHEATED ME in my old apart-

ment in Hørsholm– PLEASE STAND UP AND TELL THE WORLD HOW MUCH OF THE WORK YOU HAVE ACTUALLY DONE 

IN MY OLD APARTMENT and HOW MUCH YOU HAVE CHEATED “TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE YOU HAVE DONE WHAT WAS 

INCLUDED IN YOUR OFFER” and how MANY HOURS YOU HAVE ACTUALLY WORKED DOING MY APARTMENT. 

 

And this is what I also see here, Mikkel is an alcoholic and the other day he was meeting at lunch time because he was 

drinking the evening before, as he is doing every evening as he told me, and today Alex said that he and two others 

were caught by Rolf drinking a beer during working hours and he was fearing that he would be expelled by Rolf, be-

cause all people here know the rules, but they are breaking them and making their own rules instead – and they be-

come mad when other people do this to them to their disadvantage! 

 

And I spoke to Alex and Gert about having them to help me next week cleaning the approx. two loads of waste I have 

put next to the truck, and this led to Alex to tell me that maybe Rolf would like to use the truck – that is for us to do 

the work - to move wood from the park to his private summerhouse like Alex has earlier had wood moved to his pri-

vate home and I was astonished of hearing this – have these people absolutely no moral? I WILL NOT SEE YOU STEAL-

ING IN THE FUTURE and that includes no stealing from your employer at all and not even a small thing, NOTHING AT 

ALL my friends. 
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And Alex said that Tom had been speaking about selling the wood – if Rolf would not take it - and Alex thought that 

this was probably not a good idea because this was against the rules and this is only an example of different degrees 

of cheating, because this was crossing the limit of Alex, but I asked Rolf if he wanted the wood and he said no – 

probably because he has sold his summerhouse as Alex told me – and then Alex said to Tom (Rolf was obviously not 

there) that he did not think it was a good idea to sell the wood, but Tom’s logic was that Rolf will not know what will 

happen to the wood and therefore it is no problem, so now Tom has received an additional source of income and he 

told me the other day that he had received a further 12,000 DKK from the Commune because they had “cheated him”  

as he said but now he is more or less an expert on the paragraphs as he told me and maybe Tom you will tell the world 

why you have managed to receive 12,000 DKK more from the Commune?  

 

And Tom normally comes every single day at approx. 8.30 or maybe even later and he rarely does anything before 

9.30, where we have a break and therefore he “works” primarily from 10.00-11.30 and he is off every day at 12.30, 

and from 12.00-12.30 he is not doing anything, I believe and I am just thinking WHAT DO YOU ACTUALLY DO HERE 

TOM OTHER THAN SUPERVISING OTHER PEOPLE AND MAKING MONEY YOURSELF – is that what you do, WORK LIKE A 

FOREMAN TRADITIONALLY DOES WHICH IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING and making people fear you at working places? 

And need I say that THIS KIND OF “WORK” HAS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH WORK – YOU ARE A WORM SUCK-

ING BLOOD OF OTHER PEOPLE, YOU ARE THE DEVIL HIMSELF TOO HERE, TOM. 

 

And at the first break I said to Tom that I could not find Enya’s very best of – I have promised him to make a CD with 

Enya and some days ago he asked for “the latest album by Enya”, which I could find in CD quality (the “and winter 

came” album), but when asking him I found out that he actually meant the very best of, which is the latest publication, 

but not “the latest album”, so I had to clear that misunderstanding – and I could not find the very best of by Enya in 

CD quality on the internet (which was working – I found one on Emule not working!) and today I said to Tom that I 

could only find it in MP3 quality and I asked him if he wanted to listen to the music on his home stereo or on an Ipod 

and he said his home stereo and I actually said that then I could not help him because I had decided that I would not 

convert MP3 to WAV (cd quality), which would not have a good sound quality, but then he said that the quality did not 

matter because his home stereo is not of the best quality and then I said that I will give him a CD next week, and Tom 

asked me again of the price and again I had to tell him that the CD is only approx. 1 DKK and that he need not to pay 

anything, he was willing to pay 40 DKK (because everything here has a price in his mind) and then he asked me for five 

CD’s which I accepted and I said that his “payment” could be one beer, which he had invited me on – together with 

the others AFTER work and maybe because he thinks that I am too strong for him to control, if he turns the back on 

me together with the team and just maybe THESE CD’S ARE MY TICKET IN TO STILL BE IN THE INNER CIRCLE OF THESE 

PEOPLE EVEN THOUGH I AM TELLING THEM THE TRUTH, WHICH THEY DON’T LIKE TO HEAR – so this was not the easi-

est road of God, also because of what I write later when it comes to “stealing music”. 

 

When I came home today, I found out that God had actually helped me because on my favourite download site 

http://avaxhome.ws – even though you can improve your search criteriea even more (!) – TODAY the very best of 

Enya was now posted in CD-quality thank you so much and yes IT WAS THE COUNCIL and MONTY HERE still celebrat-

ing the expected arrival of you and thanks my friend and thank you to the poster as well to listen to the thought of 

Monty, which is taking responsibilty this time. And God has said to me that the reason why I was allowed to buy 

empty CD’s in Germany was to GIVE GIFTS TO PEOPLE UP TO CHRISTMAS which I will do and at the moment it looks 

like I will give FREE COPYS OF ANDREAS BOCELLI’S AND STING’S NEW CHRISTMAS CD’S PROBABLY TOGETHER WITH 

ENYA’S LATEST ALBUM OR HER BEST OF – AND ALL OF THESE ARTISTS are examples of TRUE GIFTS GIVEN TO THESE 

ARTISTS BY ME FOR THEM TO GIVE TO THE WORLD and this is one symbol I am showing and the other is that this is as 

mentioned what opens up Tom to me by doing something “illegal” and sometimes it is not easy to keep the balance 

here by saying that DON’T STEAL while I AM STEALING MYSELF and that is ACCORDING TO THE ARTISTS and their re-

cord companies THEMSELVES and THE REASON WHY I AM DOING THIS IS SIMPLY TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT I CAN-

NOT ACCEPT THE VERY HIGH SALARIES THAT MANY ARTISTS TODAY RECEIVE and maybe Andreas Boccelli, Sting and 

Enya will tell HOW MUCH MONEY THEY HAVE TODAY because of a gift from God (not to mention you Lars from Metal-

lica and your lawsuit against Napster and Lars you were the Devil here and WE FOUND ANOTHER WAY WHICH YOU 

COULD NOT CONTROL ☺) and maybe the record companies will tell how much money they have made on these artists 

and of course only only AS AN EXAMPLE TO THE WORLD and yes I CANNOT FIND THE NEW CHRISTMAS ALBUM BY BOB 

DYLAN IN CD QUALITY ON THE INTERNET and if I decide to give gifts with Bob Dylan it will probably be posted like 

Enya was posted but I have decided that I will not, because many people here don’t know Bob Dylan’s true potential, 
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not even the people who likes him and I have critizised him for his way of singing, but he is truly so amazing an artist 

that what you might think is not a great singer is in fact one of the world’s best singers and performers too because of 

HIS CHARISMA and not because of the beauty or technique of his voice and I realised this when I heard Dylanesque by 

Bryan Ferry the other day, which is good, but I must admit that Bob is singing his own songs even better – I made a 

mistake earlier and this is now corrected. 

 

And I could continue about Tom and Mikkel especially stealing from the workplace or buying stolen goods of different 

kinds, which is put into system by criminals stealing containers – a totally accepted behaviour by these people today – 

STOP IT! 

 

And Tom told me about the Ipod he found in front of IT Factory (quite a famous company in Denmark planted by God 

too) and he went inside saying that he found the Ipod but he would only give it if he received a finders fee, which the 

company was not prepared to give him and therefore Tom’s logic was to keep this lost item, which now was a stolen 

item and WHEN YOU FIND THINGS ON THE STREET IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT THEY BELONG TO YOU – MAKE SURE 

THEY ARE DELIVERED TO THE OWNER OR TO AN OFFICE OF LOST GOODS. And this should also be SIMPLE LOGIC to fol-

low unless you are so destroyed by the Devil that you cannot see the difference between right and wrong anymore. 

 

I have been very mentally exhausted since the Hillerød memo… 

Just a short note that the memo to Hillerød Commune really took out the rest of me and afterwards I have never been 

so “down” as what I have been here – despite of my work as a Gardener – because I am not doing my absolutely best 

at the moment AFTER work on these scripts my friends – because of METAL TIREDNESS (!) - but this is the way I have 

decided to come back to my house and today I have decided to write even more and better than for a period of time 

because I wanted to tell these important messages of today. 

 

And approx. 1 week ago God attempted me with Michella again – to write an email to her which she would expect and 

maybe Michella you noticed that I am now a friend with Debbie at Fair Forsikring and one story which could easily be 

left out, but just to show you my loyalty to Karen once more and I could have choosen Michella instead as the most 

obvious symbol but no thank you. 

 

And the story of Peter Brixtofte as the most bright mayor of Denmark and the most celebrated – but at the same time 

not able to control his personal desires and therefore the system put him down and his followers left him instead of 

helping him using the good sides of him and to help him/control what he could not control himself until the day where 

he could control it again! 

 

Fuggi has now lost more than 50 kilos 

And because I am still strong – which I am, but at a lower level now – Fuggi is still strong and he will soon come home 

from Jutland and he will be tempted to go to the Christmas Lunch with his company and to eat fat Danish Christmas 

food and therefore I asked him today on Facebook about his IRON WILL which is what I call NEVER GIVE UP to Fuggi – 

if he has decided to keep his IRON WILL which is NOT to have duck at the Christmas lunch and I am trying to help him, 

where other people don’t really think and they just say “THIS IS GOOD”, which is “empty” compliments, where I be-

lieve Fuggi needs “something more” to really help him. 

 

The writings today on Facebook and there are more, which not made it to these scripts:  

 

John Verner Kjær Så nu har jeg nået mit mål med de 24 ugers slankehøjskole ophold. I denne uge har jeg tabt 1,6 kilo, 

samlet har jeg nu tabt 51,4 kilo siden den 28. juni. Der er en vejning tilbage på onsdag, der bliver jeg også målt for at 

se hvor mange cm jeg er blevet mindre. 

 

Stig Dragholm. Vi kipper med flaget for de første 50 kilo Fuggi - det er ikke så ringe endda, som de siger derovre. Vi ses, 

når du kommer hjem - og jeg går ud fra, at du springer andestegen over til julefrokosten, hvis du stadig har jernvilje? 

 

And some of the messages during these days are also the Council speaking to me actually including happiness for me 

to come home. 
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MESHACK: A PROPHET IS NOT ACCEPTED IN HIS HOME COUNTRY 

Again I can only say to Meshack that you are truly the hidden gem in the LTO organization and that it is easy to under-

evaluate you and because you are/were the lowest in the organisation people will automatically think that you are 

nothing special and that you can only be used for “this kind of work”, when the truth is that you actually can so much 

more, and today I found out Meshack, that I would actually rather have you than the others as the manager, because I 

trust you and I don’t feel uncertain about your promise in your email below to deliver the updates on the 9th and 

thank you so much for taking this responsibility on you Meshack – I VALUE THIS BEHAVIOUR HIGHER THAN ANYTHING 

ELSE – and at the same time I will also say thank you for taking on the responsibility to update me on “what’s going 

on” at the office and I can only say that informally you have now taken over the responsibilities as the manager of the 

office – and in this respect you are doing what I have done very often during the years without being the manager – 

and this is why I now ask Elijah and the team if you will accept to have Meshack as your manager, because he is truly 

worth it. – And John, while I remember it, please also answer the question on being FAITHFUL OR UNFAITHFUL – there 

is truly NOTHING AS ANNOYING AS TO FOLLOW UP on something which you have already asked people about before 

and John on my list you are excluded from being a manager because as an example you did not remember to answer 

this question, because you are not as disciplined as Meshack and the same applies for David and Elijah when it comes 

to lack of discipline. I have given all of you chances to show me this behaviour – and you can only look at what Me-

shack is doing, he is truly your ROLE MODEL and that is why I hope that you will decide to follow him as your manager 

– and remember with your present competences (things will develop in the near future), so Meshack maybe you will 

make sure that this will be discussed at your next team meeting, and when I ask you to give me an update of the of-

fice, I kindly ask you to inform me if you still use agendas on the wall for you to remember, if you follow the old deci-

sion to follow this agenda, to hold the meetings as I suggested you to do, are all of you exactly on time, do you start 

the meeting on time, do you close the meeting on time, do you ask open questions, do you listen and help each other 

WHICH WERE ALL EXAMPLES OF WHAT WE AGREED ON WHEN I WAS WITH YOU and I AM INTERESTED TO LISTEN TO 

THE TRUTH ONLY – HOW MUCH OF THE BASIC RULES HAVE YOU REALLY FOLLOWED? PLEASE TELL ME NEXT WEEK BE-

FORE FRIDAY MESHACK GIVING YOU A LITTLE BIT EXTRA TIME. 

 

When you truly follow the basic rules, God will be with you, and you will not be sick, it is as simple as that – when you 

show your faith and don’t take pills too. And thank you so much for being this objective and positive, my friend. You 

are truly the man uplifting me the most of all people and when I don’t hear from you for some days, I miss hearing 

your VOICE, because as addicted as you are to mine, as addicted I am almost to yours, because all people want to be 

understood, which includes me and this is what Meshack is showing me more than anybody on earth – even my fam-

ily. Thank you Meshack ☺ - and thinking of Elijah and I know that it hurts you Elijah not to be understood by me, but 

that is simply because your behaviour often is wrong, change your behaviour, show the world who you are and you 

will see that I will also support and understand you.  

 

And Meshack – and all of you – I am truly sorry for your cash problems and what you are going through but thank you 

Meshack for your attitude of accepting this because there is a higher reason for this as mentioned earlier and again I 

can only suggest you to follow in my footsteps – and God is still the one suffering the most of all of us, which he just 

showed me and including me my friends he said – and for you to tell the truth only Meshack to your bank, that you 

temporarily have lost the ability but not the will to repay the loan and that you will come to money “shortly” and 

therefore ask for a postponement of maybe 3 or 6 months to be on the safe side. And see if you can postpone ONE 

MONTH with the management of the office – please continue communicating also between yourself my gentlemen! 

 

Please say thank you Meshack to your family for them to accept the sufferings. And please inform me of how much 

the transport will be if you are to join your family for Christmas? 

 

And here is this email today: 

 

 Hi,  it  is  my sincere hope that you are doing well with all the challenges you are facing. 

First of all have not been feeling well for the last few day and that is why have not been able to write to you. We highly 

appriciated your help very much and i can only say that this is for the world to learn from you although you have some 

problems with people accepting you especially in your home country and even in the job applications but remember 

that J esus Himself was rejected by his country men and was accepted very far away of his home town and this is what 

is happening to you and history might be reapiting itself but with time, all will be over. 
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Concerning your request for me to keep updating you on the goings in the office, i will be more than glad to take up the 

challenge and keep the promise as is in the basic rules and action plans. 

 

Well to start with, i am not doing that badly with my family and we are very happy despite what we are going through. 

Today i and my wife have made a decision that this time round we might skip going home for christimas due to cash 

problems although we could have been very happy joining the whole family but we have accepted this decision. 

 

Yeaster day i did receive a letter from my bank warning me of legal action if i fail to honour my agreement to continue 

repaying my loan which i had taken but i called the Bank manager today and he agreed we meet which i will be going 

to discus with him and hopefully we shall reach an agreement because i will not promise to continue paying when i 

cannot.  

 

Like wise yesterday in the office we received a warning letter from the management of the office giving us a one week 

dadeline to clear with them failure which we shall be thrown out and we are still going to discus about this. 

 

On the two news letters, there will be more up dates because yeasterday three ministers in the somali government 

were killed by suicide bombers and scores of civilian wounded. 

 

The reason why the deadline for the update of dadaab was not met its because John had not communicated to me 

whether he had given you a promise but l will follow on this and accept to receive the update on 9th of this month 

without any failure and i can assure you that we will use available resources to get the information without asking you 

for any cash because i under stand the sacrifices you have made so far to help us bearing in mind the difficulties you 

are going through. 

 

Pass my regards to your family members and i remain hoping to update you on all of the above on monday morning 

hours 

 

   God bless  

       Meshack 

 

David: Wie geht's Herr Stig heute? 

Danke schön, mein gute freund David (bitte screibt nicht “Herr”), es geht nicht immer sehr gut hier, aber doch besser 

als jeder zeit and das ist das warheit aber nur eine Gefühl aus zwei unterschiedliche mein freunde – und Ich bin nicht 

sehr gut sprechen und schreiben Deutsch …. 

 

And thank you so much David, and what I can see in your short emails is the way that you have decided to be in your 

life David very often – in a rush only doing things shortly/quickly and without the accuracy you ought to give and you 

have the best abilities of all in the team to write, and only sometimes – when you are motivated – you will sit down, 

concentrate and do your best and at other times you will accept the Devil, because it is He, to stress you and to make 

you not do your best. You could write a beautiful email to me about your life, your TRUE thoughts my friend ALSO ON 

LOVE and TO OPEN UP YOURSELF EQUALLY AS MUCH AS I HAVE DONE and as Meshack has done too, only a sugges-

tion of course and here is David’s email from today: 

 

Wie geht's Herr Stig heute? 

I'm fine today on a dry Friday. Its been raining for the last two days. I've not been able to meet Jennifer this week, I 

hope that I'll meet her some day soon. The skirmishes in Somalia have seen the death of 3 ministers...... its bad. Our 

intervention is very important. Stig you need Jumbo power to get the world into action. You have the determination 

and the rare gift of a big heart. The word needs you to present solutions on 

war, economy, disease and management. David. 

 

And thank you ALL OF YOU for your TRUE commitment and sadness about the situation in Somalia and Dadaab and for 

your encouragements, David – and only with JUMBO power we can “change the world” which is what we are going to 

do with the help of JUMBO and I am thinking of the cartoon of DUMBO and his mother JUMBO when you write this 
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and that is as most people will know AN ELEPHANT and here COMING to do what NO PEOPLE TODAY ON EARTH CAN 

DO WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF GOD – this is how evil and mean the world is today, even though you would like to 

change it, the world as a whole has taken power away from the single individual and you cannot change it today with-

out me – not even the President of America as the most powerfull man in the world, because it is TOO complicated 

and impossible to agree on to make TRULY new and better systems for people. We are still approaching David, and 

someday soon my friend YOU WILL HELP ME CHANGING THE WORLD FOR THE BETTER ☺. 

 

Wishing Jais happy birthday 

And another of those stories almost not making it to the script – and there are stories, which never made it (!) – and 

the reasoning for this is because of the story I started a long time ago in this book with Jais, my old school mate, as an 

example to meet again many years after. This story needs to have a finish and Jais had birthday today and I noticed 

that Fuggi was saying congratulations to him on Facebook and I had thought of doing it too the last couple of days and 

I went to Jais’ site on Facebook and I noticed approx. 70 people wishing him congratulations on his birthday because 

he has a very big network and a very outgoing work at Espergærde Youth School – which I can promise you is the best 

in the country (!) – and I sent this message to Jais and I don’t believe Jais was at one of the few school reunion parties 

we have had since 1981 (?) so I have not seen you for many many years but when I write “the best of luck with your 

Christmas show” it is because I first read the homepage of the Youth School and a little about you Jais and I noticed 

that you have the Christmas Show from the 15th December a few days and I was thinking that this could be an exam-

ple where you can reopen a friendship, which was truly never really a friendship, but a potential one, even almost 30 

years after – but this requires that Jais thinks this is a positive message and that he will invite me to come and that I 

will accept coming, which will probably not happen, but only thinking of course at this as an opportunity…. 

 

My message: 

 

Kære Jais, Som alle andre ønsker jeg dig også stort tillykke med dagen, og sjov at skrive til dig og at følge med i dine 

aktiviteter via Facebook, når vi ikke har set hinanden siden vi gik ud af skolen - vistnok. Flot arbejde med Ungdomssko-

len! Held og lykke med jeres juleshow. Vh Stig 

 

And Jais, God told me the other day why YOU ALSO LIKE THIS YOUTH SCHOOL – please tell the truth my friend to the 

world, you have nothing to be afraid of and still thinking of Elijah here as well and yes Elijah God has told me about 

your secrets …. 
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Saturday 5th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the book club of Gyldendahl cheated me, David is “telling stories”, finalising work and starting to 

get more private appointments and the short story of love and “communication”. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

God has now tried to pressure me so much with the Devil for me to agree on finalising the second edit of my scripts 

Sunday – after I have prioritised not to do this task yesterday and the day before - and I have listened to his voice and 

accepted that I will do what I can to finalise it tomorrow enen though I still have the deadline before Christmas and he 

tried again and again pressure me to making the deadline tomorrow and also to over interpretate my words by saying  

“now we have an agreement” and that “you also need to update the following letter to the book” and I took the deci-

sion yesterday that I DON’T CARE ABOUT THE DEVIL NOW – I WILL NOT ACCEPT HIS PRESSURE OF DOING THIS TASK 

WITH HIS DEADLINE and HE CAN CONTINUE TO THREATEN ME AND I CANNOT ACCEPT HIS WAY OF BEHAVIOUR ANY-

MORE – even though his pressure has helped me all the way by making sure that I did this book and much else (!) - 

because I have also been hearing that God and the Council will bring me in to the harbout no matter what will happen 

from here and I am so tired of the Devil that his methods have no more effect here and if he truly wishes to do what 

he threatens to do, let him do it and yesterday before sleeping – he took my sleep away so it for a very long was com-

pletely impossible to sleep and I could only lay on the bed and if I did not control myself I would become more and 

more annoyed with him and he threatened again to do exactly yesterday what I have fought with my life to avoid if I 

did not stand up and started reading all night as he wanted me to do – even though I was exhausted - and this is ex-

actly what he did at Easter 2009, which made me do it, because back then he was really starting the show so I had to, 

but yesterday I said NO MORE – I DON’T BELIEVE IN YOU NOW you will not be allowed by God to do what you threat 

to do WHEN I JUST FOLLOW MY PLAN AND THE ROAD OF GOD WHICH I HAVE FOUND and I will follow my own pace 

from now and that will have to do – I don’t want you to continue stressing me and to BRAINWASH me which can go on 

for hours again the same way as a person is torturing you and shouting directly in your ear where it is impossible to 

stop the voice. So I was nervous, but I won this one too and I am now where I am, I rejected him and God will have to 

decide on the basis he has and this is my message to people – FOLLOW YOUR PLAN and THEN THE DEVIL CANNOT 

HURT YOU but if you don’t follow your plan THE DEVIL WILL BE WITH YOU UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD THE FINAL VERDICT. 

 

So eventually I got some sleep, but again this morning is one of the “very tired” mornings and days. I had hoped to be 

more fresh and looking forward to running again, which I will probably postpone now. 

 

And some of the dreams show the pressure from two sides I was given: 

 

• I have had a test flying, which went fine. I am shown five big and small planes, which will now be tested. I am at 

the start lane and I see a British sports car in red with two passengers where the pedal is stepped on to the bot-

tom, which makes the car unstable and twice it is about to hit me, and the third time it actually lifts like a plane, 

but still it is not manoeuvred well and it goes into a loop and crashes to the ground directly next to me. I am now 

the doctor and the two passengers from the car are brought in front of me, I have my back turned to them and I 

turn around asking “what are the chances of their survival” and I see that they are completely squashed to death. 

• I meet Steen (from the bank in Espergærde) at the beginning of Klostermosevej, he is running and in a good form, 

he needs a perfect runner to go to Canada and I tell him that it is not me. 

• I see that my books and chocolate have been removed into a closed library where only few have access. I see the 

chocolate through glass windows and I see that most of my chocolate has been thrown out and that it is now only 

possible to buy chocolate through a trusty box system. I am now inside and look at the trustry box and I notice 

that there is a lot of money in it, which I point out to one person. The bookkeeper has not been doing a good job. 

• I wake up during the night with the feeling of my mother and the song “thank God it’s Christmas” by Queen. 

• I am the financial adviser of my father and he is speaking about plans, which are not realistic. I ask him to take the 

nice piece of paper, the noble piece, the conservative piece and to become happily surprised if things go better 

than planned, he needs to do conservative planning, and I tell him that either he can get economical freedom by 

working 2-3 hours extra during evenings or he can relax and he tries to make me understand that he does not feel 

that he is very skilled and that it therefore can be a problem for him to find a place to work. He said that he 
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wanted to sell his grocery in one year from now and he is expecting that it will give him a profit of maybe 100,000 

DKK and I say that he should not expect that it will give anything. 

• I am together with my father and two others playing golf. The hole is 279 metres long and the others have all hit 

fantastic teeshots with their drivers coming very close to the green, and my father’s ball landed after his shot and 

at the second jump it actually hit me softly. I also need to do my driver and I understand that I will have to go to 

the beginning of the hole - I am at the other end – and I take my driver and iron club no. 6 or 7 and I go back 

through the wood and I can see three possible ways to go back and first on the third I find the right way and reach 

the beginning of the hole. I do the shot and it is perfect and it is actually even longer than the others and I am 

now laying only a few metres from the green. I see the others do the second shot and I see that the green is the 

most impossible green, if you don’t hit the hole directly in flight without rolling on the green, the ball will fall off 

the green, which is very steep with the risk that the ball will fall out of bounds. I see my father hitting his second 

shot and he hits the edge of the hole but it jumps up and falls out of the green, and now it is my turn to hit the 

ball and I think that I have forgotten my iron at the beginning of the hole – and the dream ends. 

o And just thinking of a Golf round together with Fair Forsikring in Hornbæk in 2005 or 2006 and I believe I 

was playing with Brian and Rene at a hole which was 279 metres long – I believe – and we all hit the most 

perfect teashorts with the driver and were all of us only a few metres from the green. What are the 

chances that three amateurs will do shots like this at the same hole – which was a dogleg left – and only 

to give you an example that God was with us when we did these shots. 

 

The bookclub of Gyldendahl cheated me 

There is more to this story than I have been writing about earlier, because yesterday evening I wanted to cancel my 

membership of the bookclub, which the phoner promised me I could do without any problems, but I was not allowed 

to do this on their website because I had not met my obligations to buy at least one book at full price – so THE 

PHONER CHEATED ME ALL THE WAY THROUGH OUR CONVERSATION, which led me to send this email and I have al-

ready decided that I will keep the book even though they demand according to their rules to have the book returned if 

people regret the membership, I don’t regret, I just ask them to keep what they have promised me – as simple as that. 

 

Kære Heidi, 

 

Jeg blev ringet op af en af jeres sælgere, hun fortalte mig, at jeg kunne bestille én bog med Dan Brown til introdukti-

onspris og hun sagde, at jeg kunne melde mig ud igen uden nogen problemer, og så agde hun i øvrigt også at bogen 

ville blive sendt mandagen efter, hvor hun ringede en fredag tror jeg. 

 

Det sidste passede ikke, bogen kom senere end jeg skulle bruge den til en fødselsdagsgave - som var den eneste årsag 

til, at jeg accepterede at blive medlem - og nu kan jeg se, at hun også snød mig, da hun sagde, at jeg kunne udmelde 

mig uden problemer. Nu kan jeg se, at der med meget småt - næsten umuligt at finde, og umuligt på hjemmesiden, jeg 

skulle se på bagsiden af det brev, jeg fik - står, at jeg SKAL købe min. 1 bog til fuld pris og at jeg derfor ikke kan melde 

mig ud!!! Dette er ganske enkelt at snyde folk. 

 

Jeg har fået et løfte fra jer om at kunne købe en bog uden yderligere forpligtelser, som jeg går ud fra, at I vil indfri og 

at I hermed vil acceptere mit ønske om at melde mig ud uden at give bogen tilbage? Et løfte er et løfte, og så gælder 

der ikke andre regler bagefter, så jeg beder jeg venligst tænke jer grundigt om, og jeg er villig til at gå helt til tops med 

dette spørgsmål, hvis det skulle være nødvendigt. 

 

I kan eventuelt tjekke, om der er en telefonsamtale af sælgerens opkald til mit telefonnummer 23742358 for at tjekke 

min påstand, hvis I på denne måde har sikret jer kvalitet i salgsarbejdet? 

 

Jeg havde ikke sagt ja til at blive medlem, hvis sælgeren havde fortalt mig sandheden, og I og jeg havde hermed slup-

pet for at lave dette helt unødvendige stykke arbejde, så jeg ved ikke om sælgeren får en provision og er ret ligeglad 

med de regler, der gælder for salgsarbejdet? 

 

På forhånd tak for hjælpen. 
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Venlige hilsener fra 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 

2800 Lyngby 

 

Medlemsnummer 500545264 

Tlf 23742358 

 

David is “telling stories” 

Thank you so much David for using more time and sending me a very nice email, which made me even happier to re-

ceive compared to your short messages and David you are here a symbol of what a whole world is doing: You could 

easily write or say something beautiful to your partner or friend, but you behave like David is often doing, you are in a 

rush and just want to get things done as quickly as possible so you can relax or do something else, and what I do hope 

is that people again will find joy in writing beautiful letters to each other like I remember I did with Vivian, because re-

ceiving a beautiful letter gives you the impression that it is your best friend every single time writing to you and I am 

still sad that Vivian has decided not to contact me anymore. 

 

And David you are the best story teller of the LTO team and I truly like your stories very much and for example the first 

one from your email today says it all about people not wanting to work today. Thank you for sharing this and I can 

only wish that you will decide to write emails like this to me in the future because it is only a question about deciding 

what you want to do, it is about your attitude my friend. 

 

And I like your idea to help the LTO team in case you should find a job and David I know that you are doing your best 

at the moment – first with education and now trying to find a job, but fear not my friend, God is with you. Finding a 

regular job is not the answer for you. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

Greetings 

 

I’m glad writing to you. I’m sorry that I often write briefly. This is because I use my phone often to send e-mails and its 

capacity is short for texts and this makes me to write two short texts. Often I get distracted, like you highlighted.  

 

Lack of keeping promises is comparable with my story which goes like this: 

 

January was not able to do the work because he said that February was coming and together with March and 

April they would find it right to start it. Eventually it was May and June who met to discuss how best it could 

be done. But when June found out that it was the responsibility of July and August to follow up the work, he 

called off the meeting after only twelve minutes. Finally when September and October came, they were tired 

after a long year and left it up for November to initiate the work. November however never did it because he 

argued that December was better placed to do it. December on his part however didn’t do it because he had 

holidays to attend to and didn’t know actually what it was to be done): 

 

Five years back, I gave a lecture on time management and realized that on a normal schedule of: 

 

8 hrs sleeping; a person who lives to be 70 years old would have spent 23.3 of those years sleeping. If he took 

11/2 hours for meals per day, he would have spent 4.4 years eating! The other time would have gone to visit-

ing friends, talking, attending school e.t.c. leaving a person with barely enough time to do any major produc-

tive work! 
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The issue of work, discipline and strategic direction is complex and really needs dedicated people to strike a good bal-

ance and realize results. Time is often misused and when I read your experience at your current work place I teach my-

self a lot. 

 

I like your understanding of the LTO team and like your recommendations on Meshack. Leadership determines where a 

whole entity will go. Your recommendations are paramount. 

 

Whole governments may be sabotaged by loose leadership. In Somalia previous leaders planted the seeds of anarchy 

and Somalis are reaping the fruits today. Being open minded is a very important quality in a person because life is not 

always about winning.  

 

Leaders should not be busy justifying themselves.  One can win an argument and lose a friend! Leadership should be 

more on building consensus, boosting morale and building team spirit. 

 

Currently, I’m assessing the year and isolating key lessons that I have learned. 

 

I’m looking for a long-term employment to boost my income (I often leave most of my needs unattended) that way I 

can support to LTO and get new exposure. Perhaps if you see some work that I can do in your country you can share 

with me. 

 

I have obtained a sabbatical leave from the University until next year and this makes me available for work. 

 

On the issue of faithfulness to one’s spouse, I strongly believe that the human heart is not supposed to be exposed to 

multiple partners because this puts it into prison! One should concentrate on his wife only because love, as a gift of 

God is not a game! 

 

Have a good weekend Stig and hear from you soon. 

 

David 

 

Finalising work and starting to get more private appointments 

I still have many things to do and today I succeeded to finalise the second edit of the script since 9th November and I 

will follow up later on adjusting the following email and to read the sermon from the priest, which I received in a 

greater detail, and I still have to decide if I want to follow up on Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune, where I have been think-

ing about talking to responsible civil servants or politicians about their activation policy here – I have not made the fi-

nal decision on this yet – and I still have to make four job applications before Wednesday and to burn CD’s, and today I 

succeeded to download ILLEGALLY (!) the best burning program I know of, which is Nero (even better than EAC in my 

point of view because of its functions!) – and this took some time to get to work actually and I have also decided to do 

this because of the profits which are made by software programs like this, and then I really thought that I could start 

burning my cd’s, but something is wrong because the burned CD’s sound like distorted and this error came very unex-

pected to me and I have not planned to use a long time trying to solve this problem. I know it is not the software pro-

gram making the problem and now I am looking at other opportunities for example an update of the DVD driver for 

the computer – which was not easy to find (!) – and I did not find the solution before the end of today. 

 

Today I spoke to Kirsten again and she was so nice to invite me for New Years eve together with a few friends, and the 

food will be 368 DKK, which I need to decide on before the 22nd December if I can afford and I know that I cannot af-

ford this unless God before this times decides on something else – so I might not attend the dinner but come later at 

this evening. 

 

And on the 17th December I will be seeing Preben and Kim S. again for the first time in 12 months and Preben ac-

cepted that they will pay for the Bowling and dinner in Hillerød and I have decided that I will tell them that I don’t 

want to tell them about my story, if they have their own “personal filters” and “concern” switched on, which they had 

12 months ago making it difficult for them and me when I tried to give them some information about all of this – and I 

will see if I win in Bowling again. 
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The short story of love and “communication” 

When a man meets a woman and when a woman meets a man it can sometimes be very difficult to really find out 

what people feel for each other and Kirsten today told me an example of a man she has met in a department store, 

who gave her compliments and she decided to give him her telephone number, but he blushed and Kirsten asked me 

if I thought she did alright, and I did not see any problems in this because it always takes two to agree on a date, but 

instead of being unsure if he is interested in her, communication by these two could improve by asking the simple 

question “would you like to see me again” and for the other person to be very honest by saying yes, no or I don’t 

know because sometimes it will take a little bit of time before you will truly know people, so all I am saying is that 

“love games”,  people requiring much pressing and people saying no, when they mean yes – or vice versa – does not 

help you understand if you have a chance or not with this man or woman and I can only encourage people also to be 

very direct, honest and open when it comes to love and communication, also so you will avoid that your loved one be-

come angry with you, say that she will never see you again when the truth is different and this leads me to the point 

of how difficult it can be for men to understand women not telling the truth or not telling at all, because the woman 

wants the man to find out himself what “he has done wrong” and I may have been writing about this before, but in 

this situation it is often impossible to find love and when men cannot talk about how they feel it can be equally as dif-

ficult – so OPEN and HONEST communication also when it comes to love AND YOUR FEELINGS my friends and ALWAYS 

OBJECTIVE/POSITIVE and ALSO RESPECT a no as a no if you meet someone you would like to get to know and she or he 

does not have the same feelings of you! 

 

And Kirsten asked me if I as a man thought if was alright for a woman to give her telephone number by her own initia-

tive and I said that I thought it was perfectly alright and actually I can only encourage women to be more equal with 

men in this manner too, so it is not always men taking the initiative.  
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Sunday 6th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the church service at Lyngby Church, Jais did not thank approx. 100 persons, Tøger Seidenfaden IS 

still writing, Sanna’s “feelings” and arguments against my CV, more on the shopping tour from Germany, playing my 

own Christmas CD’s ☺ and finalising the day. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And again I slept poorly and I am actually beginning to become really tired of being tired! I could run today if I wanted 

to, but the motivation is not really high because I am so tired so maybe another day. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• I am at the house in the wood, there are no weapons, the police arrest me and the police chief asks me to come 

down from the horse now – and something about “putting out traps”. 

• I walk in the world with the bible in my hands and nothing else, and I ask people to follow me to my home where I 

live. People speak about me. 

• And when I wake up it was with the words “leave me Bradley” by the Corrs – and for some time I have received 

songs including the words “leave me”, which is about the Devil. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

Today I was surprised to see that the church was full and that it was difficult to find a place to sit and soon I found out 

that the reason was that the local children choir were performing today, which they did, they did the beautiful Santa 

Lucia among others, which was truly beautiful indeed with the children dressed in white and the lights they were car-

rying. 

 

Today the priest was Jørgen Demant, which was the first time I met him, and what I liked about him was that he went 

to the benches where the children were sitting and he spoke directly to the children about how beautiful it is when 

people are singing Christmas songs but also about people who don’t like Christmas songs and he was talking about 

Malte from the Danish Christmas calendar having a difficult time. And there was more in this story I know – it was 

about LOOKING INTO ANOTHER WORLD and he was using the vision of the stars in this connection, and it was about 

the beauty of this other world and I was thinking of the Council because THESE ARE THE ONES I AM ALMOST LOOKING 

AT NOT IN THIS BUT THE NEXT WORLD. 

 

And I liked the nearness and presence when the priest addressed the children – he connected very well with them and 

he also asked them open questions, which is what always work good, also with children. 

 

At the sermon the priest read Mathew 25, 1-13 and he spoke very clearly and with good examples of the dark winter 

time we have right now in Denmark, when it is dark 16 hours per day and hardly can get any darker, but that we are 

decorating with light, red and gold up to Christmas, which creates light and hope – and HOPE is what it is about today 

and from the text by Matthew is told the story of five girls keeping the hope, to keep life in the lamps of hope. And the 

priest spoke about how hopeless the world is appearing today and that it only deteriates, he spoke about the burning 

passion of young people to create a better world, but when they suggest improvements to the elders, they often hear 

that the world does not need to change and hereby the elders – who themselves have had their light and hope put 

out when growing up – put out the hope and light of “the young ones”, and the KEY MESSAGE from today is NEVER TO 

TAKE AWAY THE HOPE FROM CHILDREN and that adults need to WANT HOPE where it comes natural to children and 

this is what I have been saying earlier I believe – DON’T STOP ALL THE GOOD THINGS WHICH COME NATURAL TO 

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE which many adults have lost because of a “rough world” – help things grow by being 

open to others, curious, positive and encourage people always to improve.  

 

After the church service I thanked the priest for speaking beautifully today and for his nearness and presence which I 

believe the church was happy to witness, and I touched him by the shoulder – I often do this to people here, but 

probably not written about this before – which led him to also give me a short touch and again I felt KAREN as MARY 

MAGDELENA doing this at the one of the Council who has received this task to show the world, again warm feelings, 

which it is about. 
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Jais did not thank approx. 100 persons 

And just to show you an example of a person who is so popular that approx. 100 persons in total at the end said con-

gratulations to Jais on Facebook on his birthday and what have you done Jais? Have you said thank you like people 

normally do on Facebook as a general thank you and NO you have not and have you considered to reply individually to 

some or all of the people congratulating you and for example me – you have not heard from me for almost 30 years 

and “maybe you don’t have time to send an answer” (?) and this is how the system works today and why people don’t 

want to do this again – because you don’t behave as openly and positively, which people truly like. 

 

Tøger Seidenfaden IS still writing 

And just for your information TØGER IS STILL WRITING and yes FOR POLITIKKEN IN DENMARK and yes as the DIREC-

TOR of this one of the leading newspapers of Denmark and the one with the best communication skills of maybe all 

people in Denmark and I am thinking of his arguments – not his power of penetration nor his enthusiasm but his intel-

lect and ability to put words together and there is a difference here - and what did God show me on the Internet that 

he has written about the speech of President Obama and his wise decision about the US strategy for the war in Af-

ghanistan and what is the conlusion of his article and JUST THE TRUTH that people don’t listen to what Obama really 

said as Tøger is writing in the article called “Hør dog hvad Obama siger” (“please listen to what Obama is saying”) and 

the headlines says it all – very good Tøger ☺ - and in the article he asks: “Undskyld, hørte I ikke talen” (“excuse me, 

did you not hear the speech”) and it is truly as simple as this: PLEASE LISTEN TO WHAT OBAMA AND PEOPLE TELL YOU 

and NOT YOUR OWN VOICE – HOW DIFFICULT CAN IT BE MY FRIENDS! And thank you TØGER nice to read one of your 

articles and just the story of the Devil and God too you know … 

 

Sanna’s “feelings” and arguments against my CV 

And again NOT with the most motivation because of my tiredness, no smoking (still bothering me much) and every-

thing else I went to Sanna and Hans this evening for our Sunday dinner.  

 

And what in the beginning seemed like it would be a “cosy” evening only, where I was allowed to speak freely again 

with all of my power and Sanna was nice asking questions on how my work as a Gardener is doing (!), developed dur-

ing the dinner because NOW SANNA WAS OBVIOUSLY GIVEN THE TASK BY THE FAMILY TO HAVE ME UNDERSTANDING 

THAT MY NEW CV IS NOT APPROPRIATE and she started by saying exactly the same as she has done before and as my 

mother and John has done before, which is that my old CV is much better than my new one – and this is not a way to 

start a talk on my CV with me, because THIS IS SIMPLY NOT THE CASE and it only makes me both sad and angry, but 

this is what she did - and Sannas argument was very simply that I will not get a job because of what I have written 

about my self, this is not what you will do yourself, 90% of all managers will reject my CV because of this and I could 

only tell Sanna that I truly understood what she was saying, but the reason why I wrote my CV like it is, is because I 

have been misused by managers for 25 years and that I don’t want to be misused anymore, which I can only do to tell 

people the truth about my competences BECAUSE THEY DON’T UNDERSTAND THEM THEMSELVES and Sanna was so 

committed and devoted to her task so she did not listen to what I told her and maybe five times she said that I did not 

understand her and several times I explained her that I truly understand her and her arguments (I repeated her view 

and arguments several times to show her that I understood), that I have a 360 degree overview over this – and can 

see the case from both sides - and that she just maybe right but I will not change the truth in my CV and I could only 

tell Sanna that what happened here was that she was not listening to me and not understanding me (!) and this was 

truly what was happening because I reflected on what she said and confirmed her arguments agreeing that this is 

probably what most people will do, but when I told Sanna that I have been misused by managers for 25 years SANNA 

TOLD ME THAT THIS WAS NOT THE TRUTH (!!!) and SANNA THIS IS HERE YOU FELL DIRECTLY THROUGH THE FLOOR 

because DID YOU REALLY THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU WERE SAYING because I could only ask you Sanna FROM WHERE 

DO YOU KNOW THAT THIS IS NOT THE TRUTH and Sanna said it was because I have had good jobs and good salaries 

but Sanna was interrupting me again and again and her ears were completely shut off, and she only wanted to give 

her own arguments and Sanna WHAT DID YOU THINK WHEN I TOLD YOU THAT I SHOULD KNOW BETTER THAN YOU 

BECAUSE I WAS THERE FOR 25 YEARS and YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF THIS and that managers have 

misused my professional experiences by letting me do what they have been too lazy to do themselves instead of also 

using my sales, management and development skills? – AND SANNA THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE, INFECTED BY THE DEVIL 

and THIS MAY BE THE BEST EXAMPLE IN THIS BOOK WHERE YOU DECIDE ON BEHALF OF OTHERS BASED ON YOUR 

OWN VOICE ONLY and I told you that if you put up 100 managers including yourself on line and all of you said that you 
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don’t believe in me, I WILL TELL ALL OF YOU THAT YOU ARE WRONG and that this is the rule which normally is not ap-

plying but here it is meaning that the ONE namely me IS RIGHT and 100 managers are wrong and therefore Sanna I 

said to you that I have to write about my competences in the CV myself, because people don’t understand my compe-

tences and again you said and thought that I was not humble when I write this and that it is not up to me to write, but 

my manager who should give me feedback on my competences like your own manager who is telling you that you 

yourself are a fantastic manager (!), and Sanna I am sorry to tell you that IN A PERFECT WORLD I AGREE WITH YOU and 

then I would not tell these things myself but the sad part here is that YOUR CONCLUSION IS RIGHT but the reason why 

I do this is also to show the world THAT MY MANAGERS HAVE BEEN WRONG ABOUT THEIR JUDGEMENT ON ME and 

Sanna now also to tell the world that your manager have been wrong about the judgement on your management ca-

pabilities because of your very poor communication and behaviour skills and it is truly as simple as that – professional 

skills alone does not make a good manager!  

 

So what you have so strongly as almost nobody Sanna inside of you is THE JANTE LAW and THE DEVIL and you said 

that your friend EVA also believes that I cannot write like I write and Sanna – very nice of you to be confirmed, but 

EVA MAYBE YOU WOULD LIKE TO HEAR THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY AS WELL BEFORE AGREEING WITH MY SISTER? 

And Sanna said that she only wanted to do what is best for me – and this is also one of the key messages of this book 

as mentioned before and I said to Sanna: “If you truly want to help, this is not the way to do it because then you need 

to listen, understand and support me” and obviously Sanna believes that SHE IS TOTALLY RIGHT and I AM TOTALLY 

WRONG because I asked Sanna that maybe her residence is that she does not believe in what I have written about 

myself and she did not give me an answer on this – which normally means that I am right and that people don’t like to 

admit it – and later Sanna was speaking like a true psychiatrist not believing in her “patient” when she said: “I am sure 

that you believe yourself that this is the truth” and Sanna it is as easy as that – it is the truth and here you confirmed 

that the problem is not me, but you and your lack of understanding and you do believe that I am intelligent and skilled 

as you say, but you don’t believe that your brother is a better manager than you Sanna, because this is what you have 

always been suffering under, a complex of your brother being more skilled than you Sanna and because you today 

have a higher position than me, you believe that you are a better and more knowledgeable person/manager than me? 

 

And my sister’s inner voice is very strong indeed because I HAD TO USE ALL OF MY POWER OF PENETRATION TO MAKE 

HER UNDERSTAND or just to listen to me and my arguments and this led Sanna to conclude that MY EYES WERE 

“LIGHTNING” AND “THIS IS NOT ALRIGHT” as she said very emotional and I was so strong on her as she has never ex-

perienced from other people so she almost cracked down and this is the limit I need to go to in order to have my sister 

understand or make the Devil disappear, which of course should be completely unnecessary, and here she did not 

break down – which would have showed me the true Sanna where she would start relaxing and start listening and yes 

tried that before I have – here she decided to stop the discussion just before she broke down, and she understood 

some of my arguments, but not all of it I believe and what I understood, which she actually confirmed herself without 

telling the words directly was that I AM CRAZY because it is truly not normal to behave like I do and I could only tell 

you Sanna that the reason why was because you did not listen and that I would prefer that this way of communication 

would not be necessary and during the whole discussion I felt that Obama was with me and only because of this: 

BOTH OBAMA AND I ARE SICK AND TIRED OF PEOPLE NOT LISTENING TO ANYTHING OR ANYBODY ELSE THAN THEM-

SELVES and sometimes it makes us become almost indifferent, but I can only say to him and myself NEVER GIVE UP 

ON THIS and even though you are 100, 1 million og 5 billion people who will not listen to me in the beginning I WILL 

NEVER GIVE UP because YOU ARE NOT RIGHT MY PEOPLE when it comes to many of the subjects included in this book 

and yes USE YOUR IRON WILL ALSO YOU OBAMA AND THANK YOU MY FRIEND because HE ASKS THE SAME OF ME and 

so it is and also this: I explained to Sanna that the truth is that I am actually not more clever than anybody else but 

BECAUSE OF MY ATTITUDE I AM DOING A BETTER JOB than other people and I gave her the example of Bo from Dahl-

berg and because of his attitude of being lazy, I was doing all of the hard work and that I AM USING THE SAME ATTI-

TUDE when I clean the shrubbery of leaves as I am when I am doing a memo to Hillerød Commune, which Sanna actu-

ally understood – that I HAVE A BETTER ATTITUDE THAN OTHER PEOPLE BUT NOT THAT I AM BORN WITH A BETTER 

INTELLECT THAN OTHERS and this is what people can approve of- and therefore my conclusion on this book is as sim-

ple as this: CHANGE YOUR ATTITUDE - USE YOUR ABILITIES THE BEST WAY POSSIBLE – THIS IS WHAT GOD/I ASK OF 

YOU because this is in YOUR INTEREST. And this is what I have done in my working life myself. I AM NOT BETTER, 

MORE SKILLED OR HAVE A HIGHER INTELLECT THAN OTHER PEOPLE BUT BECAUSE OF MY ATTITUDE I HAVE PRO-

DUCED BETTER AND USED MORE OF MY INTELLECT THAN ALL COLLEAGUES I HAVE WORKED TOGETHER WITH FOR 25 

YEARS and JUST MAYBE I WILL TRY TO REPHRASE THIS IN MY CV – as God encouraged me to do, which is my learning 
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experience from this evening - so it will be more acceptable for people to read and even closer to the truth, which is 

all I want to reach, and as God said FOR ME TO COME ALL THE WAY IN and therefore this task is now included too on 

my action plan even though I don’t know now how I will be able to write this, but there is probably a solution waiting 

on me. 

 

Besides speaking about what became a very “sensitive” subject, because Sanna is not able to control her feelings, we 

also spoke about my activation and I said to them that I have only written what is simple logic to the politicians and 

civil servants and I told them that I am sad about the Government of Denmark not following its principles and that it is 

apparently the system and not the politicians who is running the state and Sanna confirmed – as a civil servant – that 

everybody knows this because the civil servants can present their cases as they want to the politicians and get the re-

sults they want, so WHAT DO WE NEED POLITICIANS FOR – NO, we don’t – build an open community based on the 

principles in this book instead. 

 

After our loud conversation at dinner, I started to write notes on my telephone when we went to the living room and I 

noticed that Sanna noticed what I did and she seemed nervous about what I was writing, so Sanna it is not nice to 

know of course that I will send out a book including you and Sanna you could have read all of this book in forehand if 

you only listened and understood – that was my only requirement of you so I am sorry for you to have this “suffering”, 

but did you ever really understand my suffering? 

 

More on the shopping tour from Germany  

Hans showed me that he bought TWO coffee machines at the outlet in Ringsted on their way home from Germany last 

weekend – a normal one and a fine Krups espresso – and now Sanna is “fed up” with electronic machines in the 

house, so Hans is not allowed to keep the Krups machine and the story is still this, that my family have been using so 

much money also lately, which could have saved lives in Kenya – and still hoping that you make it all of you my dear 

friends in Kenya – and they decided to do this even though they know that my friends are suffering and also this, this 

was the reason why my fine espresso machine which I bought in 2008 has not been working because I did myself as 

what the rich world is doing – thinking of myself! And Niklas used 6,500 DKK for his new car stereo/GPS system … 

 

Playing my own Christmas CD’s ☺☺☺☺ 

And this is my way home and almost done it today and I could not find my own homemade Christmas CD’s from 2008 

when unpacking and what to do then and my CD player (Denon DCD 2000-AE) is not working but KNOWING THAT IT 

WILL WORK AT THE END and yes my friends therefore TODAY I FOUND THE TIME TO START COPYING the cd’s I gave 

last year to Sanna and I made two copys out of five at Sanna’s house and when coming home this evening and yes IF 

MY CD PLAYER IS NOW WORKING and yes OF COURSE IT IS and yes TOLD YOU SO and that is some friends and maybe 

even family about this THAT IT WAS THE “SPIRITS” preventing the CD from working and nobody believed in me and 

NOW IT IS WORKING AGAIN and I WILL HAVE TO SEE IF IT IS NOW 100% stable and my suspicion is that the Devil will 

still make problems with it until he leaves for good from my life and NOW ONE OF ENYA’S CHRISTMAS SONGS IS PLAY-

ING and IS IT BEAUTIFUL and YES FANTASTIC and WHAT ABOUT THE SOUND QUALITY and yes THE BEST and the sym-

bol is the RADIO and GOD SPEAKING and THROWING THE DEVIL AWAY and this is what we are approaching more and 

more and NO BETTER SYMBOL THAN THESE CD’S WHICH I HAVE NOW STARTED GETTING BACK FROM THE DEVIL 

WHERE THEY HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED FOR  ONE YEAR NOW. 

 

And just so “feinsmeckers” will know if I have not written it before, my DVD player does not play homemade CD’s and 

of course I have moved my beloved little Audio Alchemy box so it is now connected to the Denon CD player so it is this 

box giving the sound quality and the CD is only the transporter and therefore I could actually use the most cheap 

transporter or even better my computer instead and so it is, and that is also the symbol because this box is ok today in 

price, only 1,000 DKK but I paid 12,000 DKK for the Denon CD maybe 2-3 years ago which I should have given to peo-

ple more needy than me and that was the Devil in me because I did not know any poor people myself and that is the 

difference my friends from then and now. And I will copy the remaining three CD’s next sunday from Sanna and Hans 

so my music is the best and showing me the road home to God and he just showed himself as the Santa Claus and still 

hoping that I will make it to the end, because the game is still not as easy as I thought it would become and now the 

time is 00.45 and I don’t know if I can sleep because of my nap earlier today – see the following – and tomorrow waits 

another great day at “work” where I actually have two feelings – one of happiness and one of sadness, this is how I 

feel right now. 
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Finalising the day 

Earlier today I decided WITH A GOOD CONSCIENCE to take a nap because I was in control of my action plan and in 

control of the Devil – he shows himself often as a dog under my control – and therefore I actually enjoyed that and I 

also spoke to Jack today and his life also gives him “difficulties” because despite of one of my earlier dream he is not 

(yet) together with Christina – and both of them are sorry about that – and the work he is doing for the Marine to 

prepare buying new helicopters will probably be postponed, so his life is a “challenge” at the moment, and  we will 

probably see each other before Christmas after our friendship apparently now has been restored, because he was 

positive hearing from me. 
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Monday 7th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, a quiet work day, MESHACK: THE SERMON ON THE MOUNTAIN and improving my CV . 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Starting to write the script of today during the afternoon after a nice bath AND LISTENING TO DEPECHE MODE ON MY 

OWN STEREO SYSTEM and that is a JOY my friends and only this, this afternoon the Christmas CD’s were not working 

(!) but now my homemade NEW WAVE CD’s are working again and exactly as expected yesterday and that is the name 

of the game too. 

 

Yesterday became very late before I slept and I did really not sleep very well so one of those very tired days – where I 

also have this “steaming” feeling in my body - and some dreams I believe too: 

 

• I am at a company, which is praising it self. And then some notes, which are impossible to read, sorry about that 

but something with a meeting with the manager of the factory, embarrassing, he went but will not dismiss me 

and hereafter the factory has a new independent management, I am Jes Dorph and I have two employees who 

say that they will help me preparing a proposal and I say “this is how I like it” and I notice that one of the employ-

ees is Rikke the sales leader from Fair (from the commercial) and I throw something after her for fun and I see 

that she enjoys it – she is an actor. 

• I see black and white people dancing together in a showstyle from the 1920’s and when I wake up it is with the 

feeling from the Council of HAPPINESS which they have very big difficulties holding back, which sometimes also 

happens when I am awake, which I don’t write down anymore. 

• I am together with Peter Thomsen – my old school mate – and I lift him because of happiness. I see my “dream 

woman” from Stockholm and I am told that she saw me as an actor performing and later I am told that it is not 

cold or hot it is in between. 

 

A quiet work day 

It was a quiet day at work today, I continued my exciting work of removing leaves, which is not that bad after all if I 

can only have my own mind and thoughts in peace from the Devil, which started out fine this morning – and then I 

feel more and more the same as I did as a newspaper boy as a teenager – having the possiblitiy to do something with-

out people interrupting me giving me some time alone for my own thoughts, which I also value very much. 

 

Tom said today that some of the regular visitors to the park have now bought four slices of the tree of 40 DKK, which 

he was very happy with because this gives a good price per cubic metre, and it gave Tom the opportunity to go to 

Brede Torv after work to take a beer, where he also invited me – which I could not do because he is leaving earlier 

than I - and I was just thinking that he also drank beer the other day and that he claimed when I met him that he is not 

an alcoholic anymore – he was on antabus two years ago and I really thought that he was still on this so either I have 

misunderstood him or else he is still an alcoholic and therefore not to be counted on? 

 

Tom told me that the old fallen tree had received mould fungus which had weakened it and which was the reason why 

it fell during the storm and when he said this, God said to me that mould fungus is also the Devil at work and here it is 

the Devil at work in the Garden of Eden bringing down the symbol of God and this is the symbol of what the world is 

doing, your wickedness is almost bringing God to his knees. 

 

During the morning Mikkel gave me one of the biggest surprises of my life I believe because he told me that he had 

“made something” for me at the car, and when I went there with the wheelbarrow, MIKKEL HAD DONE A RAMP IN 

WOOD FOR ME FROM THE GROUND TO THE TRUCK (☺)so I could walk directly with the wheelbarrow exactly as vi-

sioned on top of the truck and to empty it here and DID HE MAKE ME HAPPY and yes EXTREMELY and a few minutes 

afterwards I met him and the others at the first break and I could only say to him as happy as I was that it was FAN-

TASTIC and thank you very much, and Mikkel told me that he made it with two of the others and that it is made of 

three pieces of the fallen tree – so now they have helped me making my work easier and at the same time Mikkel also 

told me that this would save them for work, and if he was thinking of the suggestion from Tom the other day, he is 

right. 
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At 12.30 when some of the people left I heard them speaking maybe 25 metres away and I heard that Tom and Mikkel 

said to a new person here today that I don’t take any (unofficial) breaks, which they obviously think is strange – and as 

you notice I find it strange that you need to take a break when working 1,5-2 hours before an official break. 

 

Rolf said that we would close today again at 13.30 and after lunch I could really feel the physical tiredness also in my 

body very much even though the work I do now is easier than at the shrubbery and I had to decide to continue to 

overcome my pain – and furthermore more and more during the day the old pain, my Devil was back giving me the 

usual pain with my mother and me and NOT FUNNY DAVID it is a VERY big pain listening to and this time around the 

Council was so nice to have me think about making a long termed action plan for the Garden, because I have now a 

little bit knowledge of how long the work will take and before leaving at 13.30 today I walked around the park and I 

took small areas, looked at them and thought about how long I believe it will take to do the work, and my total action 

plan is now of 26 days, and it is still difficult to say how long it will take in reality, but I do hope that I have been con-

servative doing this estimate so I will not be surprised negatively and I am only thinking that this is what I believe that 

all craftsmen should do – make their best estimations also when making offers to people and if the work takes less 

time than planned, of course only to charge for the time it has taken to do the work, and therefore you will always 

need to plan how long the work will take and to accuarately write down how long it has actually taken – THIS WILL 

LEAD TO A BETTER AND MORE PRODUCTIVE WORLD ☺. 

 

And today when I had “a walk in the park”(!!!) I noticed at the end of the park – behind the house of the Gardener – 

that there is an extra green house and that this house is containing wine plants and for a long time God has talked 

about Bacchus and given me a vision of a small village in Champagne, France, I have visited with Camilla many years 

ago where I remember the sign of Bacchus and this is THE WINE OF GOD PLANTED IN HERE, which gives me tremen-

dous joy to see and this is the wine I want to give to the world. 

 

And just thinking that my estimated plan to do the park is approx. double the time than we have left for Christmas, so 

if God wants me to be finished before Christmas either he will give me extra manpower to do the work – the new man 

was also removeng leaves shortly today - or to have me making it more effecient than expected. 

 

And finally Rolf said to my surprise that there will be a Christmas Lunch here the 22nd December, which was nice to 

hear, and I could not believe that the Commune would pay a lunch like that for us – which is normal for all employees 

in Denmark, but surprised I was to hear that this Commune is doing it for cash helpers too. 

 

MESHACK: THE SERMON ON THE MOUNTAIN 

Thank you so much Meshack for your very nice, open and direct communication – you know that I truly value that 

very much and thank you for updating me on your weekly meetings at the office. This is the kind of information I have 

been looking for for a very long period of time and when you decide to communicate, things will always be better and 

I can only tell you Elijah, that when you stop communicating – NO MATTER WHAT THE REASON IS – things will never 

improve. It is truly as simple as that and therefore thank you so much to Meshack and Elijah you are at the moment 

held hostage inside your own body, you are not the man that you are still showing me, you are build for something 

much bigger and you already have some of this magnitude inside of you today, which I am sorry to see that you don’t 

use. When things are left undone and when things are unspoken of, you will not help improving your situation and 

that is with all people, with me, with your spouse/children, friends and colleagues. 

 

And thank you Meshack for being “humble” but you too my friend are made of so much more than to being led by 

others – I tried to speak to the inner of you too my friend and until now, the “old you” have won, but that will change 

too, when you will be “woken” up by God. 

 

Thank you also for the update on the office situation and your personal situation – I am glad to receive this kind of in-

formation and to see results from your efforts – even though I understand that the situation at the office stresses you 

but that is part of the game too and when you are strong mentally, you can also overcome this. 

 

And finally my friends I would like to say to you that the money I send you is meant for you and your near ones to get 

food – it is NOT sent to you to pay the pastor YET for him to buy music instruments, and here I can only encourage you 

to tell the truth again. How much have you already told the Pastor about me? Does he know who I am? Does he be-
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lieve in me? Because PATIENCE is also required from him and for you to obtain that patience and understanding from 

him – and part of the game my friends, so will you please confirm that you will NOT pay the Pastor yet with my 

money, and then I wil l continue to send you money and I expect to send some more before Christmas and then I am 

looking forward to the day where I will be the “cashier” from the Freeport as you have read about in my dreams, 

which is a symbol of normal life STILL coming. 

 

Thank you Meshack for being this committed, which is something which is valued in my book – and please say hi too 

to your family too. 

 

And here is the email from Meshack:  

 

Thank you, very much Stig for your compliments to me but above all hoping that you are okay with the rest of your 

family. 

 

Remember that I said earlier to you that I will follow on your foot steps and will humble my self here on earth and ac-

cept to be led by others because as an example, you are the most skilled man have ever met but you have humbled 

your self and accepted to be led by others despite that you can even be a prime minister in your country. 

 

Truly, when you were here you never became the manager but you changed the system in the office within and a land 

mark was achieved and your advices up to know are the corner stone of the team here in Kenya. 

 

Like wise I would be more than willing to preach water and take water instead of preaching water and the same time 

taking wine which is more leaders of the world today are doing. 

 

I will be able to give the updates in the office and all the information you so require without being a manager as you 

are doing and I will be more happy to continue being led and accepting that I am the smallest of all in the office but in 

the eyes of the Lord I am some body because as an example of Jesus Christ when he was here on earth He did great 

wonders and miracles inspire that people did not recognize Him but His teaching spread far and wide. 

 

My humbleness is based in the sermon in the mountain which Jesus gave at mount olives concerning the nine beati-

tudes for those who want to be the chosen few to enter the kingdom of God which comes from Mathew chapter four 

from verse 23 downwards and it’s as follows. 

 

And He went about all Galilee teaching in their synagogues and preaching the gospel of the Kingdom and healing every 

dieses and every infirmity among the people, so His fame spread through out all Syria , and they brought him all the 

sick , those afflicted with various diseases, demoniacs, and he healed them and great crowds followed him. 

 

Seeing the crowds, he went up on the mountain, and when he sat down His disciples came to Him and told them the 

following: 

 

       “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of heaven. 

        “Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted. 

        “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth. 

        “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied. 

        “Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy. 

        “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. 

        “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God. 

       “Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the Kingdom of heaven. 

       “Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my ac-

count, rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in heaven, for so men persecuted the prophets who were before 

you. 

 

You are the light of the of the world, a city set on a hill cannot be hid nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, 

but on a stand, let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father 
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who is in heaven. 

 

      Briefings on the goings in the office and the team 

 

Well the goings here in the office is not that bad because on Friday we had our meeting and we have been following on 

some of if not all of the basic rules in our meetings and agreeing on agendas as told by you and we have been doing 

that such writing down our plans and talking very honestly to each other and agreeing on weekly plans because LTO 

cannot move forward without weekly plans and people remembering what is expected of them and speaking honestly 

to each other. We normally start our meetings in time and we agree on the time to use but if we cannot meet the set 

time, we agree on extension of a few minutes and the discussions are always open and we ask questions openly with-

out any problem and we have been able now to hold together because of this openness. 

 

During the meeting, we discussed the major issue concerning the rent of the office and we were of the opinion that we 

ask for an extension with the management and we decided to write to them asking for a grace period of one month. 

We handed the letter to the management but we were very surprised because the response we got is that we were 

given two weeks to clear all the debt which has accrued. 

 

Concerning the rest in the office, John has a severe flue and he is not feeling well but he has informed me that he will 

be writing to you today and the rest of us are going well despite the challenges we are facing because of each one of us 

has his own challenges but we are just uplifting each other with hope that things will get much better in near future. 

 

As I had told you I had a very fruitful meeting with the bank manager and I was given an extension to pay my loan on 

February next year and I was very happy about this now the challenge which we are facing is the debt for the office 

which has accrued to 48,000/= . 

 

Concerning the fare which you had asked me if I were to attend the holiday but I decided not to attend due to the cost 

is 8,000/= because I needed to take a taxi which could carry my family and my maid and take me back the following 

day. 

 

We did agree with my wife not to use that a lot of money because it is not a priority to us and we were actually con-

tented with our decision because that money can take us for two months in providing us with something to put on the 

table if we can spare going for the holiday. 

 

Last week I talked with the pastor at our rural home and he wanted to know why up to know we have not cashed the 

check we had pledged and he told me they want to buy the equipment before Christmas and we discussed that in the 

office and agreed to struggle to pay the cash and with our faith and strong will I know we shall be able to make it. 

 

   Am very sorry for having written such a big mail to you because you have a lot to do but this is because I wanted to 

bring some matters to your attention and hope is forgiven for that. 

 

                                   Hi to your family and I can hear bells of Christmas from afar. 

 

                                            Meshack. 

 

Improving my CV 

Based on my “learning experience” from my discussion with Sanna yesterday today I have improved the quality of my 

CV, so it now very clearly says that I don’t have a better intellect than others but because of my attitude and work 

moral, my intellect and abilities are better used than others. This is the conclusion and the CV still says the same that I 

am the “most clever” but hopefully people will now understand even better – that it is not because I am born better 

than other people but because I have worked harder and better than other people.  

 

This is what I have written because this is in general the truth – based on my grades at school - and what I have not 

written in the CV is that I am born with exceptional communication skills (when the Devil has not from time to time 

destroyed them!) and that I am quicker in reception and execution than most people. 
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And God encouraged me already yesterday to send the new CV to Sanna because of the adjustment including the ex-

planation about my attitude could make her understand, but after seeing the result of my CV today my conclusion is 

that I will not send it to Sanna – SANNA YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND ONE YEAR AGO, YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND 

YESTERDAY AND YOU WILL NOT UNDERSTAND TODAY because of a few alterations because the DEVIL IS TOO STRONG 

IN YOUR LIFE but SANNA MY HOPE IS THAT YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHEN YOU READ THIS BOOK AND WHEN YOU 

WILL SEE FOR YOURSELF THAT MORE AND MORE PEOPLE EVERY DAY WILL FOLLOW ME, which means that YOU WILL 

ALSO FOLLOW ME and this is my tool: THIS BOOK, this is my bible this is what I will use when I go out in the world. 
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Tuesday 8th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, Claus Møller from Time Manager HAS INVENTED MY ACTION PLAN, culture is a FREE GIFT FROM 

GOD TO THE WORLD ☺, crossing the impossible physical limit at work today, my personal repents, a little about the 

Second World War, some short stories,  my application to become a new manager with Willis, my application through 

Hays and Søren Dahl, sending two applications as a “kitchen helper” and a very nice email from John. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

God and the Council helped me this morning by not giving me any dreams powerful enough for me to remember – 

this is often also a sign about a special day approaching, which today showed out to be. I slept better tonight than last 

night but I was still tired and again not very motivated to go to the park to do some more hard work, but my experi-

ence always become better when I start working. 

 

Claus Møller from Time Manager HAS INVENTED MY ACTION PLAN 

And ALL OF US REMEMBER WHAT HE SAID CLAUS MØLLER FROM TIME MANAGER in the beginning of the eighties on 

Danish television, Kanal 22 I believe. He became famous for GETTING A VERY GOOD IDEA CLAUS about THE “TIME 

MANAGER” system and JUST MAYBE THERE ARE GOOD IDEAS FROM THIS SYSTEM and HIS TEACHINGS WHICH CAN BE 

USED STILL and THIS IS THE REASON WHY I LET YOU AND CLAUS MET IN HELSINGØR HALLEN APPROX. AT THIS TIME 

where he presented his ideas and PEOPLE PLEASE FOLLOW UP ON HIS THOUGHTS, IDEAS and books and because HE IS 

ALSO PLANTED BY GOD and what did he say at Kanal 22 when he was asked why he drove a Bentley and this is almost 

thirty years ago and I saw it once, but I will never forget it and it was something like this: “If I say that I drive this car 

because it is comfortable and because I drive many hours on the roads, people will think that this is not true but that it 

is because I am a smart ass, but if I say that it is because I am a smart ass, people will think that it is probably because I 

drive many hours on the roads and that I need to have a comfortable car” – AND THIS IS THE BEST DEFINITION I HAVE 

EVER HEARD ABOUT THE JANTE LAW and ABOUT PEOPLE AND THEIR INNER VOICE MAKING UP THEIR OWN STORIES 

and THIS IS THE DEVIL IN A NUT SHELF MY FRIENDS – THIS IS HOW YOU MEET HIM ALL OVER THE WORLD AND THE 

ONE YOU NEED TO FIGHT TO LET GOD WIN THIS ONE TOGETHER WITH YOU ALL, MY BRAVE WARRIORS. 

 

And just thinking that WITH THE BEHAVIOUR I SHOW PEOPLE HERE – IN MY CV and WHEN MEETING THE JOBCENTRE 

that this is exactly what some/many people will say of me THAT I AM A SMART ASS – MAYBE YOU WILL TELL THE 

WORLD MY FRIENDS THAT THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU THOUGHT OF ME without really thinking about what I told you 

BUT BECAUSE YOU THOUGHT THAT I WAS ANNOYING BECAUSE OF MY SELF CONDIDENCE, MY CV and BECAUSE I 

CHALLENGED THE SYSTEM but you know ALL OF YOU MY FRIENDS – this is the game I have set up to REVEAL YOUR-

SELF and the DEVIL INSIDE OF YOU GIVING YOU THESE THOUGHTS WHICH YOU NEED TO FIGHT TO GET RID OF and the 

only way you can fight is to do what I ask of you: SIMPLY TO DO WHAT IS LOGICALLY THE RIGHT THING TO DO – IT IS 

AS EASY AS THAT – FOLLOW THE ADVISES OF THIS BOOK and WITH IT IN YOUR HAND YOU WILL SCARE THE DEVIL SO 

MUCH THAT HE WILL LEAVE FOR GOOD. And just to be perfectly honest – I HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO DESIRE TO TELL THE 

WORLD MY SELF OF MY COMPETENCES AS STIG TODAY – ABSOLUTELY NO DESIRES AT ALL – AND IT WAS NOT NEEDED 

IF THE WORLD WAS A BETTER PLACE THAN IT IS TODAY. Therfore my friends. 

 

So Claus, maybe you and others will do a new road show to help me telling the world of all of your ideas to get a bet-

ter life which is ABOUT MY ACTION PLAN because Claus YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE GIFT BY GOD TO TELL THE WORLD 

HOW I TRULY FEEL THAT AN ACTION PLAN NEEDS TO BE DONE. SO THIS IS THE TOOL GIVEN TO THE WORLD THROUGH 

GOD WHEN I WAS A BOY ACTUALLY. PLEASE TRAIN IN THIS TOOL – FOR ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD – PLEASE 

MAKE IT SIMPLE TO GET STARTED WITH and PLEASE USE IT ALL OF YOU ON COMPUTER AND/OR PAPER, WHICH SUITS 

YOU THE BEST (I recommend Computer). 

 

Culture is a FREE GIFT FROM GOD TO THE WORLD ☺☺☺☺ 

This morning at work God gave me one of those difficult questions this time of what to do about CULTURE, because I 

have been thinking much about what is wrong with my CD burner on my laptop and my inability to make the CD’s I 

want to give people as gifts and also some for my self and the question was really is CULTURE a “normal” commodity 

like products in a supermarket for example, which cost money when you want to listen to music, to visit a museum etc. 

and I was connecting this to my problems burning CD’s (which would not be good to do, if I thought culture is a “nor-

mal” commodity  was my rationale after thinking this through) and I was thinking about this much this morning and 

had arguments for and against culture as a normal commodity, but what actually convinced me was that God and the 
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Council have inspired me through these scripts because I bought the CD’s I bought – to MAKE PEOPLE HAPPY BY GIV-

ING FREE GIFTS INCLUDING BEAUTIFUL MUSIC – and because God has said that he has given people gifts of music etc. 

to share with other people on Earth and then I could only put 2 and 2 together and that was four – and yes three or 

four musketeers and yes the Trinity and the Devil makes four – and back to the story on basis of this I decided what I 

thought would be the best and what God has inspired me to do – TO MAKE CULTURE FREE FOR ALL PEOPLE OF THE 

WORLD TO ENJOY, because CULTURE IS TRULY A GIFT FROM GOD TO ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH and if you don’t make it 

free, people will not be as happy as if culture would cost money because then culture will not be as widely spread and 

people will not know about and enjoy much music, literature, art etc. and I can only speak for myself, because when I 

started to find music in CD quality on the internet I discovered fantastic bands, which I would never have heard of if 

this was not the case – for example Arcade Fire and the Editors – so with this inspiration I ask the world to share cul-

ture as a free gift from God, which – in continuation of the description of my work and price system from 16th August 

2009 - will mean that CULTURE is to be included as a “public service” for all people to be “a member of” and I think of 

CULTURE as a wide term and that what is saved in a digital format (music, books etc.) will be free for all people to use 

(different qualities INCLUDING THE ABSOLUTELY BEST QUALITY) and I am thinking of TDC in Denmark offering free 

digital music to all customers today which God planted to inspire me. I also believe that museums etc. should offer 

free entrance for all people – which has been a success when I have heard about it – but if you want to own the cul-

ture yourself as a physical book, a painting, sculpture etc., you will have to pay the “normal price” for it and I believe 

that concerts etc. should be FREE for people to attend if this is considered possible in practise, which is also to be con-

sidered by my world government in the future. 

 

And in the chapter ”Give FREE computers to all people on Earth ☺” from 10th July 2009 I had originally written about 

the Computer setup that all computers should be connected to a FREE library of FREE music and books etc. and this is 

why GOOGLE HAD THE IDEA TO START THIS VERY AMBITIOUS WORK TO DIGITALISE BOOKS OF THE WORLD and I can 

only encourage the world to continue doing this work and to share all music and books digitally for all people, and if 

you should come in a situation where you need the help of God on this work, please let me know.  

 

Crossing the impossible physical limit at work today 

Yesterday I did my action plan for the park based on my best estimates looking at the different areas of the park and 

this morning before starting work I met Henrik – the “new” man from yesterday, even though I understood later that 

he has been here for 1½ years but not when I have been here – and he said that he would also continue removing 

leaves, which I noticed that he started doing yesterday even though he did not work very much and I had to decide 

this morning which part of my action plan I wanted to start with and first I thought to continue behind the shrubbery I 

finished last week where there is a small extra shrubbery and then to follow the edge from there to the top of the 

slopes, which will take a maximum of three days according to my plan, but when speaking to Henrik, I thought that I 

would prioritise to continue working with what is most visible to other people, which are the five slopes at the left of 

the park and which I have conservatively calculated a total of 20 days to do, 10 days to the left of the pavilion and 10 

days to the right. 

 

Henrik said that he would continue cleaning the path up the slopes to the left of the pavilion and I then said that I 

would start doing the first slope to the right of the pavilion and this was the work I decided to do today and which I 

yesterday thought would take one day to do, because there are not that many leaves on this slope as the ones behind 

it, so I started doing this work thinking that I would continue the normal quality of my work, which I started with when 

I came here but during the morning I saw how long it took and I also decided that included in this work would be to 

clean the lawn in front of it to the path and I could only tell that as the day moved on, I had less and less time and I 

knew that I had to make a decision and the decision I made was this. I will do the “first round” of this park (saving the 

second and maybe third round until after Christmas) at the most visible places and it will take the time it will take and 

I will do as much as possible before Christmas and I will have to be satisfied with what I can make with the best of the 

energy and time I have – and I will not pressure or try to motivate Henrik or any other to do more than what comes 

natural to them, so this was my decision and what was actually very difficult indeed was to do my work with a little bit 

less quality than normal, because when you are used to work the best you can, to start working at a lower level is 

equally as difficult as starting to work on a higher level than what you are used to do, but my message here to the 

world is that you don’t have to work on the quality level that I am used to,  you can come through with a quality level 

which is lower than mine, as long as you promise me to do your absolutely best and the last part here is VERY IMPOR-

TANT INDEED because this message does not mean that you can relax and settle for your second best quality, because 
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the message is that I want you to stretch, and to do your absolutely best and to give you an example of what stretch-

ing means to me, please read the rest of my working day: 

 

Rolf asked me to go to the disposal site with the truck which meant that this day would also include the start of the 

double work that Rolf in fact was responsible of – because Rolf, you could have decided to get a new starter for us in a 

store the same day when I arrived instead of being lazy to order and wait for it – so this is what I started to do after 

the first break and I invited Henrik to help me, and Henrik was very willing to do this, but he would first need to have a 

cigarette and I believe this took him approx. 30 minutes (!) and thereafter we started shovelling the waste on the bed 

of the truck – and Henrik worked very good – but we could not drive when we were done, because the exit was 

blocked by a lorry and therefore we would have to wait until later to drive to the waste disposal site. 

 

So I went back to the slope and continued the work, which I believe I was ready with at the lunch break – still needed 

to do the lawn also - and after lunch I had decided that I would go to the disposal site with or without Henrik and I 

could not find him, but he was at the workshop smoking – he was free at 12.30, so maybe it is difficult to do some-

thing for half an hour between 12 and 12.30 for him and I said that I would go to the disposal site and I was also think-

ing that he could help me if he only wanted to, but instead it was more important for him to arrange for him to come 

with me, because he had arranged to bring a slice of the fallen tree to Gert – who was not here today even though he 

should have been here – and furthermore Henrik would also like me to drive him to town, so this is what we did and I 

did not tell Henrik that I had never driven a bigger car than a normal family car before and this one is a big Ford Transit 

with a big truck bed and I was a little bit nervous driving it but I decided that it would not be more difficult to drive 

than a normal car, and this is exactly what it was, not more difficult than a normal family car, even though the clutch 

was maybe 4-5 times longer than in a family car, which surprised me, so we went with this truck to Gert at a small 

parking place where I had to reverse in a limited area, which would probably make many people doing this the first 

time nervous, but not me, there was absolutely no problems at all and the motor went off once only and from there I 

had learned the car and its clutch, and to tell you the truth the Nissan car in Kenya was far more difficult to learn be-

cause of the dark windows and the left drive and why do I write this and only to tell you that you need to accept chal-

lenges and that challenges are not always as difficult as they seem, it is a matter of attitude again and also this: I like 

very much the idea when you have not tried to drive a car before, that you will start with a teacher, who could also be 

called a Mentor, and this mentor will drive with you and give you good advises of what to do until you will know the 

technique and you get the feeling, knowhow and experience to drive the car – and at the same time you will learn the 

theory as well – and when you have done both a satisfactory practical driving test and a theory test, you will pass and 

it is ONLY THIS PRINCIPLE THAT I WILL ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO USE IN THE FUTURE – instead of very long and 

useless educations as I have written about before – and to do this even in the most difficult workplaces for example as 

a doctor or scientist for that matter, where you can devide the job in many different tasks where you can do pratical 

and theory tests for all of these tasks and you may have 100 or 500 for every position and I am only thinking that this 

is in fact the detailed job description I talk about here, which all job positions will get. This is at the same time your 

education plan, that all people will have to learn and pass all of these tasks before people are skilled enough to work 

as experts with full freedom in the job, and in the meantime he will have a mentor – or a manager as we can also call 

him – who will help him exactly as what I am going through here as YODA is saying and yes HE IS STRONG and yes THE 

FORCE IS WITH HIM and yes YOU HAVE NOW BEEN THROUGH MY SCHOOL and it is time that I give over my final force 

to you, my son, you have almost made my tests and even I have tears in my eyes of what I have done to you but I will 

only say this. Please continue and this is what we will do. 

 

So I believe I was writing about the truck and we left the slice of wood for Gert and I drove Henrik to town and even 

here Henrik could have offered to help me unload the truck at the waste disposal site, but no, he did not and there-

fore I continued to the site, where I together with the best grib used for this work – I am learning every single day here 

☺ - unloaded the truck in maybe 10 minutes and I was only thinking that it is probably not very often that they see 

someone here working all day long without having unofficial breaks to drive and unload the car alone and I am only 

saying this my friends that this is what I ask of you in the future – to work without unofficial breaks - please remember 

this. 

 

And when I came back to the park I continued now cleaning the lawn, and it was very difficult because there was a lot 

of tiny leaves and lots of them and I could in theory continue “forever” if I wanted to remove all of them – which was 

such a strong feeling inside of me – but I could see that time was moving on and that my physical energy was less and 
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less and I had to make the decision to CONTINUE and hereby ignoring my physical pain and tiredness, which I felt in 

my whole body and my back was hurting all of the time and my whole body was to tired that I had difficulties bending 

down, which I needed to do all of the time, and at 13.30 I was thinking that I could now go for the break until 13.45 

and I was so tired that I felt that if I did this – and became cold – that it would probably today be impossible to start 

the work again until 14.30 and furthermore I knew that this would mean that I would not make what became a very 

ambitious plan indeed during the day – and I was negotiating with the Devil who pressured me very much to continue 

and was tormenting me, but I kept on telling the Devil that it is according to the basic rules to postpone the deadline if 

you have done your best, which I actually already had and we fought for a period of time and I would not give up 

which led to the fact that the Devil and again only as a play of course broke down and gave up, I had beaten him the 

same way as I have done with Sanna in the past - so I carried on and when the time was 14.30, Judith came and said 

that the day was over and I had only one thing I wanted to do and that was to quit working – it was almost SCREAM-

ING at me to let go - and to come home and have a bath, but my goal was to make it to the pavilion today, which I told 

her and she said that I could continue because she would be there until 15.30, so this is what I did WITH THE ABSO-

LUTE OUTMOST OF MY PHYSICAL ENERGY and yes AS MUCH AS THE ENERGY I HAVE USED WHEN I HAVE BEEN THE 

MOST STRESSED WORKING ON THIS BOOK and at 15.15 when I needed to go to change my clothes before Judith 

would leave, I was “this close” which is 99% to make all of the work which was actually impossible to do – and already 

at 12.15 Henrik had said that I should not let the work destroy me – and this is what it almost did, but again it is only 

about attitude and it was so hard that I was physically about to throw up, which is the feeling that I have had in fact 

ALL OF MY LIFE – and very often when running as hard as possible in the past too - because the throw up feeling is 

God’s way to show MY SUFFERING and this is what I did again today and at the same time I was proud of myself to do 

a job, which was impossible to do. 

 

Earlier in the day I had asked Tom about the wine plants in the green house and Tom told me that he thought that 

these wine plants are actually from the beginning of this garden – which sounds very OLD to me – and God will not tell 

me – NO IT WILL BE A SURPRISE TO ALL OF YOU – and the garden is from the 17th century, and Tom told me that he 

had cut down the wine plants very much this summer I believe and God said to me that he thanked him for doing this, 

and Tom said that the plants don’t produce grapes anymore and what I was thinking of when he told me this was that 

because of what Tom has done, it will be possible for these plants to grow again and to produce more grapes and this 

time with the best concentration and yes making THE BEST WINE I HAVE EVER MADE TO COME OUT OF THESE PLANTS 

and this is my symbol to the world as mentioned earlier. 

 

My personal repents 

In my old scripts I have repented what the Devil has forced on me in my life – the thing about the camera – and said 

sorry to the victims. And what have I done more than this and I believe my biggest “crimes” have been the following, 

which I also regret and which is to show you that I have lived a “completely normal life” in Denmark and that I have no 

problems in being open about what I have done in my past and I ask God for his forgiveness of my sins: 

 

• When I was a teenager “a very good friend” and I stole some bicycles and used some of the parts and I cannot 

remember how many we stole if it was 5 or 10 or even more, maybe my friend will tell when he will repend, and 

I believe that I have ONCE ONLY stolen a bicycle myself without this friend, which I truly regret, and I remember 

that it was at a house in Espergærde and it was a racer bicycle, which I had noticed because I was delivering 

newspapers to this house in the mornings. I am very sorry about this, which I would tell the “victims” if I knew 

them. 

• The first time I was drunk was by drinking a bottle of Snaps which I stole at Skjold Burne in Espergærde – and did 

I drink it together with you, Dennis, my old school mate? Sorry about that one too and today I don’t drink Snaps 

because of this experience! 

• And I am sorry of what we did to the baker in Espergærde Centret, where more or less all of our class stole ice 

creams. We enjoyed it very much back then, but we should have paid for it. And maybe 3-5 times as a teenager I 

have stolen small items as candy or a Danish pastry, which I am also sorry about. 

• Through the years I have “stolen” a little bit of paper, pens and a few office supplies from the employers I have 

worked for, but probably less than most people. 
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• And together with another “very good friend” – at least in school – we kicked off the backlight of bicycles parked 

at school – we were “revelead” and “punished” at school. I don’t know why we did it, but we thought that the 

feeling was nice, when we kicked without thinking of how the owners of the bicycles would feel after our actions 

and all of these sins are of course planted by God in my life – because AS THE ONE I AM I WOULD NEVER DO THIS 

– but it is to say this I AM SORRY, I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN BETTER, I COULD HAVE AVOIDED THESE SINS IF ONLY I 

THOUGHT OF WHAT WAS WRONG AND RIGHT and I WILL NEVER DO THIS AGAIN and YES STIG, THIS IS WHAT I 

ASK OF YOU TOO AND YES I WILL GIVE YOU MY FORGIVENESS and yes THANK YOU ALSO TO THE DEVIL and I SEE 

THE COUNCIL AND THE DEVIL SAYING almost GOODBYE and that is in connection to me and the suffering the 

Council as the Devil have given me and it gives them as much relief as it does me and this is what I am looking 

forward to for the world, the GIFT I WILL GIVE YOU – TO RAISE YOU AS MY CHILDREN AND “TO MAKE YOU FEEL 

MY LOVE” WITHOUT THE DEVIL, WHOM I WILL REMOVE FROM YOU. 

 

And God also remembered me of another sin, which I was led to, and this sin is actually not very much I believe but so 

private that I cannot make my self to publish it and this is just to say to you that I encourage you to be as open as it is 

truly possible to be – the same way as to do your absolutely best work – but if there is truly one thing which it is im-

possible to share with others, God will accept it if you ask God for forgiveness and never do it again. 

 

This is what I remember after I have been thinking about my life at different places and ages and this is what I will ask 

all people to do – think carefully about what you have done and do the same as I have just done. 

 

A little about the Second World War 

This is not the main story of these scripts but sometimes God gives me other stories and these days he has given me 

maybe 20 stories per day, which I could include in the scripts if I had the time and energy to do it and the will, and this 

was very close not making it. I believe you can read a little bit about the second world war in this book – or maybe it 

was the old one – and when I started doing the shrubbery at the park, where I felt how physical hard work it was, the 

Council was showing me and telling me about the German workcamps during the war where people were pushed over 

their limits and where German guards just waited for the next one to break down, who then would be shot and I re-

member – and the Pope is very clearly with me now, remember he has ALWAYS been in the spiritual world, also when 

living physically – clearly these poor people being so desperate that they gave everything they had in them to avoid 

being shot and they knew that it would probably been a matter of days and they were praying to me – God is here too 

– and all I could do was to play the Devil because this is the second part of this story that I decided to put out so much 

evil in the shortest amount of time in order to “pay back” of the evil, which mankind has done – which is a universal 

principle,which I need to follow, you will get from me what you give yourself – and it hurts me to my limits, I was cry-

ing every single time I did this to people working in the camps, and to the millions of people who died in the most 

tragic way being gassed or destroyed at battle fields, ships, uboats, bombings, cities and I HAVE FELT THE PAIN AND 

FEAR OF EVERY SINGLE PERSON, I WAS THERE TOO because I AM EVERY SINGLE PERSON ALIVE SO WHAT I DID WAS 

TO HURT YOU AND TO HURT MY SELF ONLY BECAUSE OF WHAT THE WORLD HAS DONE ITSELF. I COULD NOT DO IT 

DIFFERENTLY and I KNOW THAT MANY PEOPLE WILL HAVE DIFFICULTIES UNDERSTANDING THIS but the principle is as 

easy as this: You will decide your own destiny yourself and this is the destiny of the world, where World War II was 

included as not the only, but the biggest of “evil wars”. 

 

Some short stories 

These are short stories only: 

 

• Today my CD player did not want to play new wave CD’s, Christmas CD no. 3 was now ok again and Chritsmas CD 

no. 1 was “pausing” for 10 seconds after I put it on and I knew that it was the Council doing this – as many many 

times before, but which NO ONE has tried to listen to and understood, because this is truly very difficult to believe 

when you don’t believe in God – and after 10 seconds this CD was also accepted today whereafter it played so I 

am still waiting on NORMAL LIFE when the CD will work again 100% which will be the same with my espresso ma-

chine – which I have known all along – and what I am just waiting on will happen. 

• Today I found out that it is possible to adjust the font and size at Google email after I changed the appearance 

from the simple HTML, which I used in Kenya, where it is not possible to do. Sorry about this mistake! 
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• I noticed today at television that there are arrox. 20 galleries at my old street in Copenhagen – Rørholmsgade – 

which is just another way of God saying: I love art ☺☺☺. 

 

My application to become a new manager with Willis 

When I came home this afternoon– after a 5 km tour on bicycle – I was more dead than alive AGAIN and I decided to 

take at least one hour in the bath tub – a fantastic invention, thank you God – and I knew that I had to work this eve-

ning too to make at least two job applications, which I had decided to do during the day – even though my original 

plan was to do four, because I need to document this before 10.00 tomorrow morning to the Commune – and I had 

accepted the proposal from God to send an application to Willis, which he started on saying yesterday continuing to-

day  – Willis is the most succesfull insurance broker company in Denmark, which I have never approached before and 

where several of my old colleagues are working today - and the story from God is that I have the skills to become the 

new top manager of Willis because Lars (the existing top manager) is this what you want, to stop working if only you 

can find someone who you can trust to take over the management? – and the story is exactly about this, about TRUST 

and prejudices, because Lars we know each other from the middle of the nineties – and also planted here of course he 

is  – where we had a “battle” about who was right in giving advice to a customer and I made a mistake back then, 

which you will probably still remember approx. 13-14 years after, which will just maybe influence you so much, that 

you don’t trust in me and furthermore it may be difficult for you to understand that I have the same skills in manage-

ment, sales and business development as I do with manual, professional work because people have put me in a box, 

which people like to do here saying to themselves that this is what this person can do and what this person cannot do 

and of course WITHOUT KNOWING IT and maybe this is just what you will tell yourself Lars, that because I was well 

known in the Life & Pension industry of my professional skills, that I am not qualified as a new managing director? And 

Lars you play golf with Peter Arbs and did you ever speak about your employees and did you have an opinion on me 

Peter and how much was your own opinion and how much was the opinion of Søren – an ego centric manager who 

never knew my competences because there was only one road for him HIS OWN and yes HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND 

AND DID NOT LISTEN and yes TO THE EXTREME MY FRIENDS. So this is a story about prejudices and do you know just 

how much I hate this because this is of course a symptom of what it happening in the world, and Lars you now have all 

possibilities to prove yourself as the most fantastic manager you believe you are by LISTENING TO ME and UNDER-

STANDING ME and Lars, you may have difficulties understanding it, but you are only the man you are today because of 

me and because of this story, otherwise you would have been nothing and as simple as that in fact. 

 

And just thinking of Bo and Niels in Dahlberg who had me sign a completely unfair consultant agreement – which I 

pointed out to them – giving me penalties if I would start working for a competitor, which Willis is – but now Bo they 

are also a partner of yours, so are you sure if they are a competitor or a partner, but maybe it is depending on which 

angle you look from? – and maybe you would like to sue me with your claims of compensation if I should start working 

for Willis and that is the next question, Bo, compensation of what? Compensation for me to use the knowledge I al-

ready had before I came to Dahlberg, but which you now believe is your right Bo? For you to own me, make money on 

me and thereafter to prevent me from taking other work? And this is of course the face of the Devil too – taking free-

dom away from people and making people blind and deaf because of hunger of money instead of simply doing what is 

right instead of wrong. But you will not have to pay me “compensation” because of the knowledge I left for you in 

Dahlberg? 

 

And here is my email to Lars from Willis with a copy to Helle and Lise – please notice that I have made this application 

on the terms of the community today with a focus on money, which is a conscious decision from me to make my ap-

plication as realistic as possible and looking forward to hearing from Lars or maybe from Helle, the HR Manager, who 

may just also remember me from DanskeBank-Pension 20 years ago and maybe base your judgement on what you 

saw back then Helle without knowing that it was Jens Ove who prevented me to become the youngest consultant ever 

in this department only because of my age(!). 

 

Kære Lars, 

  

Måske husker du mig fra 1990’erne, da jeg arbejdede tæt sammen med Kim Skinnerup? 
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Jeg skriver til dig, fordi jeg kan tilbyde dig at ansætte mig som leder for Willis, som vil medføre, at Willis udvikles til at 

blive en endnu større og mere lønsom spiller i markedet ved at udvikle jeres forretning, knowhow og medarbejdere, 

og i dag kan jeg give dig nogle få, udvalgte eksempler: 

  

1.   Forretningscase lønsikring – Engangsinvestering på 5 mill. kr med ÅRLIG indtjening på 3,6 mill. kr. 

  

Forretningsområdet lønsikring indeholder et potentiale, som er langt større end Willis og andre forsikringsmæglere 

endnu har set. Jeg tilbyder landets bedste kompetencer indenfor dette område (produkt, risk management og salg), 

og jeg kan gennemføre en forretningscase – baseret på tidligere, realiserede resultater – som vil give Willis en ÅRLIG 

indtjening på 3,6 millioner kroner mod en engangsinvestering på 5 millioner kroner for hver 100.000 eksisterende 

pensionskunder samt supplerende indtjening for alle nye pensionskunder. 

  

DENNE FORRETNINGSCASE KAN KUN UDFØRES, HVIS MAN HAR DEN FORNØDNE KNOWHOW OG EN LANGT BEDRE OG 

MERE MÅLRETTET INDSTILLING OM AT FØLGE SALGET OG KVALITETEN HELT TIL DØRS END MEDARBEJDERE I PENSI-

ONSBRANCHEN GENERELT HAR – KOMPETENCER, SOM JEG KAN TILBYDE/GARANTERE VIA MIN ARBEJDSMORAL OG 

DEN ERFARING, JEG HAR OPNÅET EFTER MIN TIDLIGERE KARRIERE I PENSIONSBRANCHEN. 

  

Jeg var pioner og lancerede lønsikring i Danmark i 2002. Alene indenfor dette område kan jeg udvikle Willis betydeligt, 

også i et direkte samarbejde med banker, a-kasser og virksomheder. Willis kan blive den førende udbyder/formidler af 

lønsikring i Danmark med mine kompetencer – og overtage mange samarbejdsaftaler fra for eksempel Topdanmark, 

som ikke har forstået at optimere salget i deres aftaler på grund af en forkert indstilling og manglende salgserfaring! 

  

Jeg ved, at Willis har indgået et samarbejde med dahlberg om formidling af lønsikring, fordi dahlbergs forsikringsbe-

tingelser er de bedste i markedet. Bemærk venligst, at dette ikke er et udtryk for kvalitet/kompetencer hos dahlberg, 

men hos mig, som har lavet disse betingelser for dahlberg, og dette gælder for lønsikring generelt. 

  

2.   Udvikling og optimering af telefonen som salgsværktøj 

  

Ved at anvende telefonen EFFEKTIVT som en ekstra salgskanal til kvalitetssalg af øvrige produkter indenfor person- og 

skadesforsikring m.v. kan opstilles en forretningscase, som medfører en væsentlig forøgelse af omsætning samt re-

duktion af Willis omkostninger per ordre. Jeg har mange års erfaring fra GE og Fair Forsikring med udvikling, ledelse og 

gennemførelse af markedets bedste resultater indenfor telefonsalg. 

  

3.   Forøge effektiviteten og kvaliteten i Willis med mere end 50% indenfor 1 år 

  

Via enkle men utroligt effektive ledelses- og time management værktøjer kan jeg garantere en forøgelse af effektivite-

ten og kvaliteten i Willis’ arbejde FOR SAMTLIGE MEDARBEJDERE/LEDERE UNDER ÉT med mindst 50% indenfor 1 år og 

100% indenfor 2 år, hvis I giver mig frihed til og ansvar for at udvikle og implementere dette. Dette kan rent faktisk gø-

res (!), det vil revolutionere hele virksomheden og samtidig kan I opnå en langt større medarbejder- og kundetilfreds-

hed, hvis opgaven gribes rigtigt an. 

  

Jeg vedlægger mit CV, og jeg beder dig bemærke mine unikke kompetencer indenfor INDSTILLING OG ARBEJDSMORAL 

samt KOMMUNIKATIONSEVNER, som betyder, at jeg arbejder på højeste niveau – både mere effektivt og med en hø-

jere kvalitet end alle andre, som jeg hidtil har arbejdet sammen med!  

  

På grund af min indstilling var jeg tidligere blandt de førende fageksperter indenfor Liv & Pension, som jeg efterføl-

gende også blev det indenfor lånesikring/lønsikring. Og det er samme indstilling og viljestyrke, som medfører, at jeg 

arbejder med samme høje kvalitet indenfor ledelse, salg og forretningsudvikling, og som betyder, at jeg kan arbejde 

som leder på højeste niveau i Willis – som din med-direktør, Lars, eller som din afløser, hvis du en dag måtte beslutte 

dig for at prøve kræfter med noget nyt udenfor Willis. 

  

Du kan blandt andre indhente referencer på mig direkte blandt en række af dine medarbejdere (se note), som alle kan 

bekræfte mine faglige evner, men som nok ikke har set mig i en rolle som leder fra mit samarbejde med dem i 90’erne 

- på samme måde som Hans Otto ikke dengang var leder som i dag - så det kræver, at du har en evne til at forestille 
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dig, at man kan bruge den samme indstilling og kommunikationsevner, som udviklede mig til at blive fagekspert til og-

så at blive ”ekspert” indenfor ledelse, salg og forretningsudvikling og tilsvarende på et højere niveau end andre. Resul-

tater indenfor alle disse områder fremgår af mit CV. 

  

Jeg mener, at faglig ekspertise på højeste niveau er en helt elementær basisegenskab, som er nødvendig at besidde og 

særligt som leder, og jeg er derfor indstillet på at udføre en målrettet indsats i min fritid for igen at blive blandt de 

dygtigste indenfor Liv & Pension og også gerne skadesforsikring for den sags skyld. 

  

Jeg beder venligst om din og jeres bedste indsats, når I vurderer mig, mit CV og min baggrund, som jeg gerne uddyber 

ved en samtale, hvis I ønsker at se mig? 

  

Kopi af denne email er sendt til Helle, og måske husker du mig, Helle, fra DanskeBank-Pension indtil 1991? Der er sket 

en stor udvikling siden dengang! Desuden har Lise fået en kopi, og måske husker du mig, Lise, fra Danske Bank, Frihavn, 

indtil 1988? Jeg husker i hvert fald dig og din søster, som du må hilse . 

  

Lars, dette bliver det bedste tilbud, du nogensinde vil modtage. Vil du tage imod det? 

  

  

Venlige hilsener fra 

  

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 

2800 Kgs. Lyngby 

Tlf.: 23742358 

 

 

Note om medarbejdere hos Willis, som kan give referencer: Hans Henrik Bloksgaard, Nefer Stensballe, Helle Aaboe, 

Erik Kongsted, Lars Depping Christensen, Hans Otto Koch, Jens Houkjær. 

 

My application through Hays and Søren Dahl 

And I was searching www.jobindex.dk – of course not www.jobnet.dk – and I found another position within insurance, 

which is below my level, but which sounded exciting anyway, and I decided to write a quick application, and my old 

commercial school mate from Helsingør, Søren Dahl, and there was a reason for us meeting again Søren when I 

worked for Dahlberg – this story too – and today Søren you are the manager of Hays in Denmark (many of my old col-

leagues and school mates have done better than I, the Devil has helped them even though they are not as qualified as 

me) and I wrote this application to one of your employees representing the insurance company, who has hired you, 

and I asked Annbritt to give my best to Søren, where she could also get a personal reference on me – which may be 

positive because Søren will probably like to help me even though he does not know much about me – and maybe this 

will “help” me to get this job – and of course I also sent an email to Søren where I invited him at the same time as my 

friend on Facebook. But on the other hand I have tried to avoid this happening by writing in my application that I will 

do this job for a maximum of two years before becoming a manager, which may exclude me – so it will be exciting to 

see which of these two opposites will win this duel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hays - Denmark Frederiksholms Kanal 4 
STIG DRAGHOLM ���� VINKELVEJ 20, 2. TV ���� 2800 KGS. LYNGBY 

MOBILTELEFON: 23 74 23 58 � SKYPE TELEFON 65 74 05 99 � EMAIL: stig.dragholm@gmail.com 
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 1220 København K  Att.: Senior Recruitment Consultant Annbritt Klausen 8. december 2009    
Ambitiøs Produktkonsulent inden for Personforsikring Kære Annbritt Klausen,  Hermed søger jeg den nævnte stilling som produktkonsulent.  Jeg vil ikke skrive en lang ansøgning til dig, men blot henvise til mit vedlagte CV, hvor du blandt andet kan se, at jeg på grund af min indstilling arbejder på et højere niveau end andre indenfor såvel faglig viden, kommunikation, ledelse, salg og forretningsudvikling, og at jeg har de ønskede kompetencer samt en tidligere baggrund fra personforsikring, hvor jeg var én af de førende faglige eksperter i branchen.  Imidlertid har jeg ikke den ønskede uddannelse, og jeg gør venligt opmærksom på, at INDSTILLING og ARBEJDSMORAL er vigtigere end en måske 10 eller 20 år gammel uddannelse, som folk alligevel har glemt indholdet af. Jeg arbejder på et højere niveau end andre, også folk med videregående uddannelser, og jeg vil derfor kunne yde selskabet den højeste værdi i sine bestræbelser på at udvikle koncernen.  Bemærk venligst, at jeg søger denne stilling under mit niveau, men at jeg på grund af min indstilling er villig til at arbejde i stillingen i max. 2 år og vise resultater, som vil overbevise virksomheden om mit værd med henblik på udnævnelse som ansvarlig for forretningsudvikling i koncernen eller en anden lederstilling på højeste niveau.  Jeg kan i øvrigt henvise til Søren Dahl for en personlig reference! Du må hilse ham mange gange fra mig ☺.   Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm 
 

Sending two applications as a “kitchen helper” 

And because Karina at the Commune at our meeting 14 days ago ORDERED me to apply for unskilled work – WITHOUT 

THINKING AT ALL KARINA (!) – I decided to use www.jobnet.dk for this already tonight instead of tomorrow morning 

as I had considered, because Jobnet is the symbol of the public system using the LOWEST COMMON DENOMINTATOR 

– and I found out that the work I needed to do here was to find a random job and then to press a button a few times 

and maybe it took 1-2 minutes per “application” to do and this system actually works WITHOUT WRITING AN APPLI-

CATION (!!!) because this system is so standardised that you loose all individuality and this is as I have said what you 

need to do and prove in an indivual written application and when I found out about this I wrote a short extra para-

grapth in my Jobnet CV and sent it for the fourth and last job ad today. These CV’s have now been sent to two compa-

nies in Lyngby and DO I FEEL PROUD OF WHAT I HAVE DONE HERE and NOT AT ALL and THESE ARE THE WORST APPLI-

CATIONS I HAVE EVER DONE and THIS IS HOW THE SYSTEM IS WORKING TODAY – FOCUSING ON QUANTITY ONLY – A 

MAD SYSTEM!  
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A very nice email from John 

And thank you so much John for your very nice email, which I commented shortly in my following email (see after-

wards). Yes the Climate conference has now started and we are looking forward to what will happen – so far the rich 

countries have tried to make a deal without listening to the countries of the third world. I will come back to the sub-

ject later to judge on what the politicians agree upon and WE ALL HOPE THE BEST – and feeling Obama here too. 

 

Dear Stig, 

 

I hope this note finds you well. How is Denmark? We are told you have so many visitors coming for the climate change 

meeting, is it true that the hotels are full and some delegates may lack accommodation. We hope our Prime Minister 

will find a hotel. 

 

Yes Stig my good friend. It’s important to tell that I love discipline and because of this, I cannot make a mistake of hav-

ing an affair with another woman. In short am saying my love is for my wife Agelline and nobody else. I wedded in a 

church on 15th April 2005 where I made vows and since then I have observed the vows. I pray to God that he will keep 

us faithful to each other till the end. I was brought up in a Christian family and my mum was very strict on Christian 

knowledge and values. It’s because of this background that I have been able to escape the devil’s trap most of the 

times. 

 

Meshack has just sent you an email. I wish to confirm the report as true and also assure you that we shall do our abso-

lute best in spite of the challenges we are facing. We have the urge to move on with courage and determination. We 

will strive to incorporate the best management practices in this organization and also make sure that we take heed to 

your advices on various issues. I have noted your comments regarding the current human resources capacity chal-

lenges as well as information and communication flow in the organization. We are addressing these crucial issues by 

applying the basic rules so that we can be more effective and efficient in our work.  We know it’s our noble duty to 

keep the fire burning and to be a source of inspiration to the poor and hopeless. I was reading a certain news letter to-

day and the writer wrote and I quote “So long as there are hungry and poor people in the world, there will never be 

peace and security and even the rich will never be safe”. Solution to poverty must be found now Stig. Poverty has sub-

jected millions of people in the world to suffering and I trust your kingdom can bring about happiness and hope to 

these souls. 

 

Thank you very much for your love and concern. We thank GOD because of you and we appreciate your contribution 

towards our lives. I wish to promise you that I will be sending an email on weekly basis, so help me God. 

 

 

Bye for now. 

 

JOHN 

 

Finishing the day 

And I was very tired indeed when I finished the day. I had decided not to do the script today but postponed it until 

tomorrow – it is only seldom that I do this and this is included in the basic rules – and the team trust in me that I nor-

mally send the script every day and they understand that sometimes the situation is “so serious” that I postpone the 

writing, and this is infact what I want you to prove to all people that you can do too, my dear people of the world – 

this is about credibility. 

 

So at the end of the day I sent this email to the team and I was so tired that the quality of the email was not the best 

as you will notice: 

 

Dear all, 

  

Today was the day where I needed to send four applications - otherwise the Commune will take the cash help from me 

if I can not document that tomorrow morning when meeting them. I have therefore worked all evening - after the 
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pshysical hardest day so far at the park - so I have decided that I will send no script today but tomorrow I will send two 

days of scripts. 

 

John, thank you so much my BOY, which someone in the Council is saying, you did will, you are brave with the words of 

the OLD POPE my friends - which he also give to made - and I see him very sad because he is together with his very 

good friends using both you and me in this game that GOD HAS OBLIGED US TO FOLLOW and GIVING THEM EQUALLY 

AS MUCH PAIN AS US and because JOHN IS SUFFERING MUCH and still carry on he is - thank you my friend John, YOU 

HAVE OPENED UP TOTALLY, I see your vulnerability and pain in your words, which at the same time is a safe sign of 

trust. I TRUST YOU TOO MY DEAR FRIEND. 

 

Please let me know when you have decided if you want me to send more money to you and NOT the church now. This 

is a sign saying that you need to be SO responsible in your economical matters that you will not give out presents, 

which you dont owe. This may seem like the Devil working, which it was through me back then when we talked about 

it, but the sign is what I just said. The Pastor will not be disappointed, but at the moment the little money I can send 

you is not for musical equipment but for you - so decide on the question and decide on who will speak to him, if you 

want to follow my recommendation to THINK ABOUT YOURSELVES, which this is about IN YOUR PRESENT VERY DIFFI-

CULT TIME. 

 

Keep on, please - we will see each other again in not a very long time from now. 

   

Kind regards from  

Stig 
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Wednesday 9th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, meeting at the Commune today, getting a haircut and buying meet at a Halal Butcher ☺, the con-

tinuing story of the local elections, Meshack: WE ARE A MUSTARD SEED and a beautiful email from David. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

After a very difficult day yesterday – just one of them I needed to make as a condition to be allowed to continue my 

journey until Christmas – I woke this morning at 8.20 still feeling the physical tiredness in my body and happy to get 

one day to restore before I will continue the work at the park tomorrow. 

 

And the dreams are back: 

 

• I am in Helsingør. A friend has collected many thousands if different currencies, both US dollars and others, I see 

myself counting the money. He has done the impossible to get this money, which have made it possible for us to 

travel. I am now driving in a car where I see the bay next to us and I am thinking about a road to cross the water 

of the bay coming to the other side, but I find out that we can follow the road around the bay. We come to a city, 

which is not that big, it is called “Johannes Sennepslev”, and the first thing I see is a fantasic shopping arcade, and 

I ask the family – who I feel is with me – to join me going through the arcade, it is the most handsome shopping 

arcade I have ever seen and as an example I notice a delicious chocolate cake. After the shopping I notice that the 

family has gone, but I meet them again and I need to run in order to reach the car. I have brought cakes with me 

and Sanna asks Hans to slow down the car making it easier for me to enter. We find a map, which falls down sev-

eral times, but at the end I succeed holding up the map and I see that the city we are in is in the Northern part of 

Jutland and I see that the next city has a German name. I notice that in “Johannes Sennepslev” the buildings and a 

Brasserie are the most beautiful architecture I have ever seen and it almost takes my breath away – however I 

don’t understand why all of the buildings are in grey and I think that they should be in colours. Leaving the city I 

see new tower blocks at the outskirts almost finished, one of them is having a very big row boat made as art in 

front of the façade of the house. 

• When I wake up it is with two songs at the same time “seven deadly sins” by Travelling Wilburys and 7 by Prince. 

 

I will not write much about this – only that I know that the band MUSE is sent by GOD because of the quality of your 

music and lyrics and I am really trying to break trough the hindrance of letting me get into your music – the guitars 

which you use sometimes sound like guitars from a heavy rock group and this music is impossible for me to like – but 

when you don’t play these guitars you are directly on my top 10 list, so what I am saying is at the moment I feel both 

God and the Devil in your music because this is what I feel and have always felt, that heavy metal and death metal is 

music from Hell – I hate that music – and thank you to Simon working with me at Acta, you were the one telling me 

about MUSE and giving me music with Muse and just like I had it with Bob Dylan many years ago – very difficult for me 

to get to know your music but I will not give up and I feel the break through coming.  

 

Meeting at the Commune today 

So this morning at 10.00 I had a new meeting with the Commune and was I going to speak to Karina or Søren today 

and the answer was NONE OF THEM because when I was there printing out my applications as documentation, a nice 

woman – Antonella – was welcoming me and the first I asked her was if her name was Italian and it was and then I 

knew that it is almost like coming home, which is what this symbol is to me, and she said that she is a temp for Karina 

who has now left for maternity leave, so this is nice Karina for you, but in this system you don’t think that this is some-

thing which is good to tell your “customers” and again I was surprised with the system, and before coming today I had 

prepared a piece of paper including 11 questions which I would like to ask the responsible person in the communce – 

which I think that the person having made the occupation plan here must be – and therefore I made the agenda of the 

meeting today, because this is something that the Commune is NEVER doing, therefore I took control of this, and that 

was alright for Antonella and first we agreed for me to do the documentation which I did and she was very nice saying 

that she had read about me, my CV and she has searched on www.jobnet.dk with me in her thoughts and this is the 

first time where I have seen somebody prepared for a meeting at this system and maybe because she is new, and be-

cause she is coming from Adecco, where they probably have a better tradition than in the Commune and she made 

me happy being prepared and God told me that it was not a coincidence that I did what I did yesterday when it came 
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to my applications including this connection to Søren Dahl today, because Antonella has worked together with Søren 

at Adecco before. 

 

I asked Antonella if she would hire me if the was the kitchen manager of the Hotel at Lyngby Storcenter - which was 

one of the employers I send my application to yesterday as a kitchen help - after she has read my CV and of course she 

would not, it is truly as simple as that to understand (according to the system/culture in Denmark today – maybe it 

will change in the future ☺), so Karina you are just the example of what I told you that the system has manipulated 

with you so you cannot today see what is truly very easy to understand. 

 

Furthermore I asked Antonella if she wanted to read my 27 pages memo to Hillerød Commune and she did not – 

maybe because she is a temp or maybe because she is just not interested, too much work to read? – and I was in-

spired to write a circle on my paper – which I knew would have two meanings – one that only 1% of all jobs are inter-

esting to me and the other, the hidden message, was that I made a circle with a dot in the middle, which is the source, 

my home, and the (less than) 1% was the probability for me to come so far as I have comed today and hope that I can 

finish, which should now be piece of cake actually ☺. Antonella was also inspired to draw on my drawing and she ex-

panded the “circle of love” as God is saying – from one of my favourite films he says – that is the circle of 1% to a lar-

ger circle of maybe 5 or 10% and what she meant is that I should not only apply for top management positions but for 

management positions in general – and talk about different advice you receive here from different people from the 

same system and thinking about Antonella today and Karina 14 days ago. 

 

And I asked Antonella what will happen after my 10 weeks of activation period – if I will get my freedom back, because 

I really don’t have much time doing what I should do to apply for jobs when I am also writing a book and seeing fam-

ily/friends, which they understood and they asked me therefore to relax at my work as a Gardener (!) and maybe you 

my dear reader can see that the system may just feel that I have a point here - and they said that it will depend on an 

agreement with my “personal advisor”, which I did not know that I had, but her name is Maya – and was that the per-

son I spoke to the first time I came here and why have I not been speaking to you since? I really don’t know and it only 

shows that this system is not a PERSONAL system, but a system of the Devil.  

 

And Antonella did not know who has written the Occupation Plan here in Lyngby and she suggested me to send a let-

ter to the Commune – WHO I WAS SPEAKING TO HERE – because she seemed unsure and maybe nervous about fol-

lowing up on my request of speaking to the responsible person, but I gave her my questions so she knows that it has 

nothing to do with her and she promised to investigate when I asked her to do that and to send me an email. 

 

Getting a haircut and buying meet at a Halal Butcher ☺☺☺☺ 

After my meeting with the Commune, I needed to buy some “old” bread at Super Best etc. and God said to me “200 

DKK” and I knew that he wanted me to take out this amount from the bank because I had decided to go to Istedgade 

in Copenhagen to get a cheap haircut – I thought of the hair saloon in Tåstrup, but the transport would be too expen-

sive – and I was thinking that I now came to the street of my mothers mother and also that this street is the centre of 

prostitution and sex shops in Copenhagen, but I knew that some hair dressers would be cheap here, so I went there 

and I received “offers” from two prostitutes and I saw men having a difficult time in front of “Mændenes Hjem” and I 

felt that God dragged me to them, but I passed this time, and then I found a nice hair dresser, where I had a very nice 

haircut for 120 DKK by a nice man from Iraq and I liked what he did because he was very efficient and very careful at 

the same time, and that is truly a very rare combination to see, but I saw it here and it made me very happy indeed as 

I explained to him afterwards, and I also asked them about Halal Buthers and they recommended me 3-4 different and 

because they were happy with my compliments, they said that I could give one buther their name, and then I would 

probably get a better deal as they said, but I have decided not to accept friendly services like this, so I went to Ali Baba 

on Halmtorvet and for the first time ever I entered a Halal Butcher and again I could only buy the chepest I could find 

which was liver of 30 DKK per kilo and “meat with bones” for 38 DKK per kilo and the two pieces I received was 1.1 kilo 

and 1.85 kilo and I did not think I had money enough – I had exactly 100 DKK left on me and he said that this is exactly 

the price, so God and the Council had figured this out, thank you my friends, I came for what I was looking for which is 

to say that you have nothing to be afraid of my Muslim people, you are my friends too. I was just hoping that I could 

also buy pork here, but that is a little bit difficult and my dear Muslim friends, I don’t mind if you start eating pork. 

 

The continuing story of the local elections 
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There have since election day been a development among other places in Helsingør, Lyngby-Taarbæk and at the Re-

gion of Copenhagen and just to take the two first places, the true CITY KING OF HELSINGØR – who I placed there Per 

Tærsbøl was the second mayor after the election and the negotiations but at the final constitution, where the politi-

cians only had to confirm the agreements, Johannes Hecht-Nielsen from Venstre broke his agreement and made the 

most unlikely new agreement, where he supported by “the enemy” will become the new mayor in order for him to 

make money and get an exciting life. And this is the city where I was a member of the board of Venstre in the begin-

ning of the eighties where this took place and where Fuggi has been a member of the board, and where Jacob – my 

old colleague from Acta – today is a member of the board and this is what Jacob and afterwards I wrote on Facebook 

today about this experience: 

 

Jacob Levin Svendsen 

Venstres forretningsudvalg i Helsingør tager afstand til Johannes Hecht-Nielsens brud på indgået aftale. Venstre be-

klager dybt overfor de Konservative, DF og Lokaldemokraterne at Venstres Johannes Hecht-Nielsen ikke har holdt afta-

len om konstituering. Venstre vil kontakte formændene i de nævnte partier med henblik på at drøfte situationen og få 

genoprettet tilliden mellem partierne. Venstres bestyrelse indkaldes til et møde den 16. december 2009 med henblik på 

drøftelsen af situationen. Ved yderligere oplysninger kontakt Jørgen Svaneberg, formand for Venstre i Helsingør, 2299 

7833, jorgen@svaneberg.com 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Det er dybt beklageligt at et menneske kan synke så dybt, at han optræder så illoyalt og uværdigt mod sin gruppe, som 

Johannes har gjort, og at han herefter står frem på TV med formanden og lyver direkte for åben skærm om hans for-

mål. Nu er han forpligtet til som Venstre-mand at føre oppositionens politik - men til gengæld får han en god løn og 

nogle spændende år efter at have svigtet sine "venner". Vi kan kun håbe, at den sande BYKONGE vender tilbage, og 

som borgerne i Helsingør har markeret, at de ønsker :-) 

 

Please note that my wish for the OLD CITY KING TO RETURN is actually also two meanings – sometimes I explain these 

but not all of them – and these words are also about my self returning as the King – which was put in my mouth – and 

for Per it is a true wish for him to return as long as this system is in place. 

 

And in Lyngby-Taarbæk you have had a similar story of three different mayors after the election – and as mentioned 

earlier because we don’t like politicians thinking of themselves. 

 

Meshack: WE ARE A MUSTARD SEED 

And today I also received a very nice email from Meshack and thank you my friend – and still thinking of Elijah. Have 

you boycotted me by not communicating anymore? You are the only one I don’t hear from and that makes me sad – 

but please read the script of yesterday carefully Elijah and you may find a way out for you too. 

 

And thank you my friend Meshack for keeping the basic rules and for keeping your promise. You know that I like that 

very much. Thank you also for following my advice in connection to the Pastor – it will be difficult to believe in me if 

people have not read this book, this is also why I have written it, even though the Pastor should have total confidence 

in you as being a very honest person – and after your very fine words on “mustard” – planted BY GOD MY FRIEND - 

maybe you will like to understand that the dream I wrote about this morning about the very beautiful city, which was 

called “Johannes Sennepslev” can be translated into English as “Johannes Mustard-lev” and this is only saying that Jo-

hannes will baptise me because of my strong faith and God you are not helping me much here but I am also thinking 

of Elijah and feeling a BIG AND STRONG BLACK MAN and YES MY MAN and OK WE WILL ONLY SAY THIS GOD IS NOT 

HERE THERE ARE MANY PEOPLE HERE AND I FEEL ELIJAH VERY ANGRY WITH ME AND YES ALSO VERY HUMBLE AND 

WHICH FEELING DO I NEED HERE and ELIJAH AS LONG AS YOU DON’T DO ANYTHING FOOLISH SO TO SAY YOU WILL 

STILL HELP JESUS NOW STIG TO BE BORN and yes TO BE BAPTISED and ELIJAH THIS iS STILL WHAT YOU ARE DOING and 

WHAT I CAN ONLY GIVE YOU MY BIGGEST THANK YOU OF DOING. 

 

And here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Hope that you are doing well and the same is with us here . Thanks alot for your updates which have kept us informed 

of the happenings there. 
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Today we did send you some latest happenings in Dadaab and hope you will find a place to fix which you will still be 

free to choose on. 

 

Concerning the question which you had asked us if we have told pastor who you are, i had already told him about your 

mission here on earth although he was still not believing at the end of our conversation he agreed and told him 

we  have embarked on a mission to help the world but we have just been delayed but we will achieve our goal when 

the time comes. 

 

In the Bible a strong faith is compared with a mustard seed which is very minute or is the smallest of all seeds but it has 

faith like no other seed and when it germinates,it grows into a big tree and makes all other trees sorrounding it to 

wither and this is the faith we have when you tell us not to prioritise to give pastor the money you will send and only 

have faith that,one day when you will become the cashier we shall pay this without any problem and so rest be assured 

that the money you will send will only be used for food for the team and near ones to us. 

 

Mean while i will keep pastor updated on the developments and will be asking for his patience because currently we 

are all going through a hard time. 

 

     Meshack. 

 

A beautiful email from David 

And thank you my dear friend David too for putting together such a BEAUTIFUL email, which I value very much be-

cause of the beauty of the text and of the image too. This is how you will truly get and keep friends, by sending them 

very nice letters too and this is what you have shown the world is possible David even though you often feel you are in 

a rush. 

 

Thank you for bringing the beautiful story about learning from what you see – you are full of good stories – and I have 

put the newsletters on my action plan to be done before the 14th December, where I will come back to you with my 

feedback on the Somalia newsletter. I cannot remember receiving your answer to my question if you have done your 

update with your best quality without errors? 

 

Thank you for thinking of me in connection to the report from the university student. I am also sorry for the sufferings 

you are going through David, but it will be worthwhile what all of you have done and I can only say that I value your 

contribution very much too. I wish you the best of luck at your exams and I look forward to hearing the results. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

The week is really tight for me; I have two exams to write for my Arabic lessons and so I have to pull myself together 

and prepare.  

 

God has put lessons in everything that comes our way. Look around yourself and look 

at everything around you.  

What can you learn from what you see? 

(According to the Bible): 

Pen: ….the sins of the unrepentant are written with iron. 

Book… another book was opened, the book of life. 

Hands…the hand of the Lord was upon me. 

Feet…blessed are the feet that bring good news. 

Hair… the Lord knows the number of the hairs of your head. 

Neck… the Lord opposes stiff necked people 

Chest… and from far off, while in the fire of hell, the rich man saw Lazarus in the chest 

of Abraham. 

Information Technology Gadgets… and in the last days knowledge shall increase and people shall move here and there 

in search of knowledge. 
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Walls… and a finger of a man appeared writing on the wall. 

Lamp… the city does not need the sun nor the moon for the Lamb (Jesus) is its lamp and the glory of the Lord is its light 

Trees—those who fear the Lord shall be like a tree planted by the streams of waters. 

 

I thank you yet again for your regular updates. 

 

I would like to hear of your recommendations of the Road map to Somalia for my attention. 

 

As we approach, the Christmas holidays, I’m considering sticking at Nairobi because of the traveling cost. I have some 

outstanding unpaid fees for my small brother and so I have really to balance myself between a quite a Christmas and 

my other obligations.  

 

The University student whose data I was analyzing when you were here did finally succeed and I expect to get a report 

from him of his research and if he does, I will send it to you. 

 

We shall not to send money to the pastor, so we agreed. 

 

Thank you and good day. 

 

David 

 

And what should have been a more relaxed day also became a very long day. The time is now 22.30 and finishing the 

first edit of the script and sending it to Kenya. 
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Thursday 10th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, continuing the work with full speed and quality, a few short stories, the “mystical” light phenome-

non over Norway yesterday morning was from an UFO, is Evans not doing his action plan? and difficult to meet the re-

sponsible behind the occupation plan of Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

When I woke up this morning it was when my alarm on the phone rang at 6.20 and I thought it was still in the middle 

of the night and I was so tired indeed that it took all of my willpower to stand up, which I then did. 

 

I had a short “disturbing” dream about Thomas – Ole’s son – in connection to me and I WILL NOT WRITE WHAT IT IS 

ABOUT and NOT APPROVED BY ME THIS DREAM and ANNOYING ME VERY MUCH IT WAS but later in the day I was told 

that it was Ole who was allowed to give me this dream and thank you so much Ole – and irony can be difficult to see 

when writing but this is what my last message was. 

 

Continuing the work with full speed and quality 

 
The wine greenhouse and the Gardener house  

 
The approx. 30 historic wine plants 

This morning started as usual, always on time I am here and I started finishing the 1% from Tuesday and then I started 

doing the work on the second slope to the right of the pavilion. I have now done exactly the same job with exactly the 

same movements all day long and the work is not difficult as you understand but this is hard work without any varia-

tion which for many people is almost impossible to carry out, and it would of course be very nice for me too to have 

variation at work, but I have decided to do this job while all of the others are relaxing more or less at this garden while 

I am doing the work of maybe five of these people when I think of their work pace. 

 

There were more leaves on this slope than the first one and there is long grass on the slope making it difficult to do 

the job and Tuesday when I was very busy, I was still working on such a high level that I don’t believe that people here 

will notice the difference of the work result after a first round by me, or a second or third round – and I have seen 

some of Henrik’s work, and he does a good work, but it does not look as well as what I do and I am probably 5 or 10 

times more productive than him – and today Henrik was not here which I was not happy to see, because I thought 

that he would help me load the bed of the truck. 

 

So this was actually also hard work today – and also a challenge mentally again, because if you think that you cannot 

make the job before a certain deadline because it seems “very big”, the chance is that you cannot make it – and for 

this slope I have calculated working two days and I was actually feeling good that I could do my best work without be-

ing as stressed as Tuesday, which was an impossible day – but still productive. I decided during the day that I could do 

the work on the slope today and on the grass in front of it tomorrow – also thinking that the day will finish already at 

11.30 tomorrow. So the work moved on and at 13.00 I reached the pavilion, which was my goal of today and I was 

thinking to go to the truck to load it full (it was now half full) with the waste still remaining next to it, but instead I de-

cided to continue working on the slope because it continues after the pavilion some metres until the path, where the 

natural ending of the slope actually is and I finished this maybe at 14.00 and I was happy with what I had done – the 

work is looking almost perfect and still remembering to do the second round later after I have done the first round all 

over the park, which was the strategy I decided on when I did the action plan – so actually I have not decreased my 
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quality demands, I am only taking a bigger step doing the first round and then afterwards I will do it all over again at 

the second round, and even the third round, if this is needed – and at 14.00, when I was actually hurting in my body 

again but not as much as Tuesday, I decided to load the rest of the truck with a big fork, where I grab and lifted maybe 

5 or 10 kilos per time maybe 100 times and walking a few metres with the fork in my hands to the truck before it was 

filled and by now the time was 14.40 and I was thinking of also to drive to the waste disposal site and I would be able 

to do that and come back before 15.30 – which I know THAT ALL OF YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO DO – but what I did to-

day was also to skip the break at 13.30 and hereby saying that you don’t need to hold a break every morning and af-

ternoon, you can actually do this kind of work too without the break in the afternoon for example as I show here 

without having breaks, if this is what you decide to do, and at 14.40 I had already exceeded the normal closing time at 

14.30 so I decided to stop the day and I had a very good conscience – tired and I did “my best” again however “my 

best” Tuesday was even better, but so stressing and hard that it hurt me so much and I will not go to this extreme 

again, still I did very hard work today. 

 

Tomorrow I will start doing the lawn and finalise that if I can before I continue to the next part of the work, and the 

secret here as so many times before in this book is not to do the work without quality but trying to do my absolutely 

best both in terms of quality and quantity and I really thought that God wanted me to do all or at least most of the 

garden before Christmas, which sounded natural to me, but the secret is that I don’t need to do all of the work before 

Christmas as long as I do my best, and the conclusion is that if people here would give me a helping hand instead of 

relaxing and some of them almost doing nothing, then this whole garden would be perfect before Christmas, so be-

cause of you lazy people I will have to accept that my garden is not as perfect as I would have hoped for before I start 

to invite people to come and visit me and yes you will enter my garden and my house is the red house, the Gardener 

house, this is here I am expecting you and it is here that I will serve my dinner for all people who wants to enter my 

kingdom. 

 

Today I noticed that Tom and Mikkel started their “work” at maybe 9.00 and they are still cutting wood and at 9.30 we 

had our morning break – I still don’t eat any other lunch here than the buns – and after the break they continued 

working a little bit, so in total they worked maybe one hour today, where my effective workday today was approx. 5 

hours and 45 minutes (too short but I am following the system here), so here I am working maybe 5-6 times longer 

than them and when I work I work harder and more efficient than they do without talking and this is EFFECIENCY we 

talk about, the work does not do it self, you need to work hard! 

 

And today Torben was at the workshop all day, I don’t know what he is doing at the moment, but during the after-

noon I saw him reading, and Bjørn is also at the workshope and today from approx. 8.30-12.30 and I don’t know what 

he is doing but he has not begun the work at the greenhouse which he talked about, so I believe that this is primarily a 

place for him to stay doing as little work as possible, so nobody is doing much here and still thinking of Rolf and Judith 

and what you are really doing, maybe you will tell me someday. Are you speaking to your colleagues from the Job-

centre all day long or is the truth that you are primarily relaxing and doing nothing special, so from what I can tell, I am 

the only one really WORKING here. 

 

Tom said this morning that he and Mikkel was together drinking until 4.00 this morning and he talked about becoming 

drunk at New Years Eve again, which he is looking forward to, and I did not say anything to him at all, but he thought 

that I was “just like the other” people “judging” him because they fear that he cannot control his drinking, because 

Tom feels that of course he can control it this time and Tom what are the chances that you are right this time as an old 

alcoholic and Tom the reason why you are now starting to become an alcoholic again is simply because I am now with 

you and because you don’t keep the basic rules of this book, and that is why the Devil has increased his power on you 

and yes six Christmas beers for 20 DKK in Netto was all it took for him to get “hooked” again. 

 

And this leads me to say – because this is truly why this story is coming to me – that it is a condition to enter my king-

dom that you are not an addict of any alcohol or drugs, I don’t want to see that in my new world, and when people are 

not responsible, the principle is really as simple as you have learned by now, that you will take away the freedom of 

people until they become responsible again and even though this hurt me very much  I can only tell the world to do 

what I will normally never do, but I want you to put away alcoholics and drug users behind bars if necessary for a pe-

riod of time and I really mean it, to take away the freedom from people until they are clean and for me it has taken a 

couple of months to reach a better stage and this is probably what is needed for many people to take away the worst 
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abstinences IF THEY CANNOT DO THIS THEMSELVES so I can only ask you to give people a chance for example three 

times to become clean themselves – and to monitor them – and if they cannot do this themselves or don’t want to do 

it, I want you to use power to make people become clean, I am sorry but this is what it takes for all people to enter. 

And the principle also includes SMOKING my ladies and gentlemen. ALL PEOPLE – I ASK YOU TO STOP SMOKING BE-

FORE JUDGEMENT DAY WITH THE SAME PRINCIPLES AS MENTIONED HERE and never to smoke again and I WILL 

KNOW IF YOU TRY TO HIDE AND SMOKE, YOU CANNOT HIDE FROM GOD, HE SEES EVERYTHING. 

 

But Tom truly also has his nice sides – and I like him fundamentally but just feel sad that his life is destroyed because 

of a number of things – and when I cleaned the slope today, he asked me not to remove the fallen apples from the 

apple trees, which I would have done if he did not teach me making me happy, because the apples will feed the birds, 

which he is very fond of, and I like this very much of him. When speaking and standing next to the apple tree I asked 

him to show me how to cut the tree, which he did and he explained me about the branches sticking up, that you will 

always cut them down to the root and branches sticking down or sideways will be cut after the first or second shoot 

and he explained to me that this is a condition before the tree will set apples again next year – and he also explained 

me that he cut one particular three, which took him 8 hours and he claimed that he cut 5,000 branches of the tree, 

and Tom are you absolutely sure of that because then you would have cut one branch every six seconds for eight 

hours in a row without having any breaks at all? 

 

And while working here my eyes have been opened more to the beauty of nature, I see the birds flying and Tuesday I 

saw and heard a swan flying, and it was very beautiful indeed and also other examples and I am just telling you that I 

am starting to experience new sides of life which I like and which I would never have seen if I sat in an office all of my 

life and this is just what I want to give you – variation because it is a beauty of life. 

 

I asked Tom again if he was sure that the wine plants are as old as the garden because that would have to mean that 

the greenhouse would be equally as old (normally it is – or was - too cold in Denmark to grow wine plants outside in 

the free) and Tom said that this is actually the case and God and the Council was saying nothing – almost on holiday 

they were – and then Tom showed me the wineplants and he said that the wine was attacked by mildew and again it 

was the Devil attacking the heart of God because of the development on Earth and he said that he had cleaned some 

of the plants with brown soap, and I do hope that they will survive – and furthermore he said that the plants have 

been so high that they have grown through the small open holes of the roof – so I can only say Rolf that you have ne-

glected your responsibility here by not having these plants cut before, and even though I have not seen Tom making 

much work, he is doing and has done some work and all I can say is that MY GOOD FRIEND THE DEVIL has been with 

me while writing ALL OF THIS BOOK giving his voice loudly throughout and I have only written what I have heard – also 

on other people including stories which I have had absolutely no knowledge of other than what I have been told by 

God or the Devil – and therefore in this book you will many times see what the Devil is doing to the world, not listen-

ing and having his own voice without knowing anything about the person he is speaking about and this is the most 

clear symbol of this book, because it represents you in this respect too my dear people of Earth. 

 

A few short stories 

A few short stories making it to the book, God has given me again maybe 20 stories today which I don’t have the time, 

energy or will to include in this book, but these made it: 

 

• God sang “under den hvide bro sejler en båd for to” during the morning and he showed me coming to Nyhavn – 

New Harbour. 

• The Devil has almost not tormented me today or even yesterday, I am following my plan both at work and in pri-

vate. 

• If I did not write it before and using Tiger Woods here as an example. This is to the media of the world: I don’t 

want you to write as you do today about Tiger Woods or any other people about their sins/repents or any stories 

which are not the truth. And thinking of Amin Jensen here in Denmark and the magazine Se & Hør as an example. 

That has to stop – don’t do that! 

• Instead of working for selfish managers in the insurance industry taking freedom away from me, I could have 

worked for Frie Funktionærer and together we could have “conquered” Denmark with cheap income protection 
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insurances, you had the courage to establish your own insurance company – and Bo was not helping you because 

of interest conflicts – and I could have sold the products for you, and I told you and wrote to you about how to do 

this before starting, but you did not listen to my advice, my friends. 

• God is opening up more and more people – both well known people of the world, and also friends of mine from 

the past, and today to give you an example Lars Løkke Rasmussen, the new Danish Prime Minister was with me – 

and only “light”, but he was there – and I said to him DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST LARS TO UNITE THE WORLD IN 

A BINDING AND AMBITIOUS AGREEMENT ON THE CLIMATE ☺.  And Obama is here too because of the climate, 

and he was also with me during the day today because today he was in Olso, Norway, to accept the Nobel prize 

and thank you Obama for holding a very good speech, which people understood and you touched even the Nor-

wegian princess to tears. That is what I like to see. 

• My very good friend Lotus invited me for New Years evening too the other day but I had to pass it because I will 

always keep my first appointment, and Lotus is having pain and is truly lonesome and on one hand she has now 

invited me to come some times, but we only communicate through long text messages because she is so de-

pressed that she does not want to speak to me over the phone and I am sorry about that Lotus – I do hope that 

you will soon feel better. 

 

The “mystical” light phenomenon over Norway yesterday morning was from an UFO 

I saw this story in the news yesterday – the mystical light over North Norway yesterday morning and I was very close 

including it in the script of yesterday, but God or the Council did really not tell me about the light but I thought that it 

was connected to me, and today when I was working I was told that the light was made by AN UFO – therefore the 

remote place my friends – and that the light only symbolises to the world what I told you about yesterday, my baptism 

by Johannes or by Elijah, because Elijah my friend, this is the meaning of what you have done. You have kept silent, 

you are very much in pain and is Stig really or really not the person he is saying and Elijah you are the man bringing me 

to the world even if you have doubts yourself, like what the world will have, and Elijah do you believe in me when I 

show you these pictures or are you still sceptical? 
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As you can see there is also a symbol of Batman in the sky and this symbol is only used when people of Gotham are 

calling on Batman to help them and that is for the good to defeat the evil, it is really as simple as this and God has 

many times shown me the symbol of Batman, but I have not written about it before I think, but now it is done with 

the help of an UFO – this is a message to the world of my arrival my friends – and it is not a Russian rocket as some 

people claim it is! 

 

And Elijah maybe you remember the document I showed you in May about “miracles” happening all over the world, 

do you remember the crying statues of me and Virgin Mary, do you remember the many corn circles etc. and this light 

is actually the same as a “corn circle” but this time on the sky instead of in a field and both made of UFO’s– and Elijah 

you saw miracles with your own eyes on the sky as I showed you including my new planet and you saw the UFO’s from 

a long distance, but you really did not care that much Elijah and maybe you just need to be a little more interested to 

other things than yourself and yes Elijah this is the way I have built you because you are the symbol of the people on 

Earth and how they will react to me, so you have been my test person and Elijah – you will decide if this rehearsel will 

end happy or sad – if I have to judge you to eternal life or eternal death, what will you decide Elijah? Your second 

chance has a deadline which is tomorrow, Friday. Will you ignore me again and what will you tell the team? 

 

Is Evans not doing his action plan? 

On my action plan for today was to follow up on Evans if I had not heard from him and since I have not heard from 

him giving me the promised notes of the sermons – if he 

was not busy – I sent him this email and I decided to attach 

information about the light of Norway to “test” his faith in 

me as well. Here is the email message I sent through Face-

book to him and I like the way that you present links very 

much, Facebook ☺ - however I don’t know how to change 

the time stamp, which for me only is 9 hours too early com-

pared to the real time here, so maybe I only need to look in 

a greater detail to find the answer? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Difficult to meet the responsible behind the occupation plan of Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune 

Today I received a very nice email from you Antonella and thank you so much for this and you have now arranged a 

meeting for me with your teamleader – and I appreciate this – but I wrote back to you asking for a meeting with the 

responsbible as you can see below and I am only thinking that this is the system saying that HE CAN SPEAK TO ME in-

stead of the responsible, but this is not the voice of this customer my friends, I really meant what I said that I would 

like to speak to the author of the plan. 

 

Hej Antonella, 

 

Det er meget venligt af dig og Arnaud at følge op hurtigt, men jeg beder jer venligst være opmærksom på, at jeg øn-

sker at tale med den person, som har forfattet kommunens Beskæftigelsesplan for 2010 - og du eller Arnaud er for min 

skyld naturligvis meget velkomne til at deltage i dette møde også. 

 

Kan jeg bede jer om at undersøge, hvem der har skrevet planen og sætte et møde op på en halv time før jul? 
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Tusinde tak for hjælpen :-) 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

Hej Stig,  

 

Jeg har videregivet dine spørgsmål til Jobcentret til vores teamleder, Arnaud Queré.  

Han vil meget gerne tale med dig, næste gang du kommer i Jobklub hos os - altså onsdag den 23.december. 

Venlig hilsen  

   

Antonella Lauritzen 

Virksomhedskonsulent 
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Friday 11th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, my work day today, the story of the Christmas train driving to the wood as the end station, no more 

countries and kingdoms in my new world, a few stories and having Christmas Lunch with René and Dorte. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept pretty ok and from the morning I felt better – and throughout the day I felt more fresh than in a long 

time with the exception of when I was in Germany and yes I truly like not to be very tired or extremely tired, it makes 

a world in difference – a life worth living or a life not worth living because of this alone. 

 

And some dreams: 

 

• I am having dinner with my family, all of them are delayed and Inge (Kirsten’s mother) is also there and something 

about “no movie time”. Martin Gore from Depeche Mode is also there, he is sitting next to me and he is ex-

hausted. I ask him where the band will play next week thinking that they will come to Sorø and he says that he 

cannot remember. I say to him that if they start to come on time I will be there next week because I have heard 

that they have received fine reviews. Martin tells me “it is the destiny of history” and he looks shaken.I am about 

to tell him that I know where he has the lyrics to his songs from, but because my family is present, I decide not to 

tell him. I see my mother changing place from the side of the table to the end of the table, which does not make 

her popular, it is like she feels like leaving the table and the family. 

• I am at the office together with Kim S. – there is nothing much to do, because we know that he is about to trans-

fer his customers to a new company and as employees we don’t know if Kim wants to transfer us as well, which 

makes us nervous. Earlier I have been unemployed for some time because Kim has not had the need of my ser-

vices. But then I am told that we will also be transferred and new offices on ground floor are established on St. 

Kongensgade in Copenhagen, which gives a colleague and my selv work security.  

• I am together with Bjarne at DanskeBank-Pension, he has been working all day and during the evening he reads a 

book, which he needs to finish today, because he will deliver it back tomorrow, which impresses me and I think 

about how he can overcome doing all of this work. 

 

When I wake up it is with the words from the song “Its only love” by Bryan Adams, which God has played for me now 

several days. 

 

My work day today 

Today I did as usual here. I arrived 7.27, took me a cup of coffee – which I could do without my friends – and started at 

7.45 to change and 7.50 with my work doing the lawn in front of slope no. 2. I had to rake all of it with my usual qual-

ity and I had decided that I wanted to do it today, which already ended at 11.30 and I had set a midway goal to reach 

at the break at 9.30. 

 

I did not know exactly how long this job would take me – in the beginning I thought that maybe I could finish all of it 

before the break, but then I realised that it would probably take me the whole morning working with my full speed 

and quality. At the break at 9.30 I had almost made the midway goal and I knew that I had to keep working hard after 

the break and I decided that I would keep working until I was finished with all of it even if the time would exceed 

11.30. 

 

And after 9.30 the Devil came to visit me more and more strongly because he wanted to tell me how important it was 

to be finished at 11.30 to drink a beer together with the others and also because I don’t have an armwatch so I could 

not follow the time (my mobile phone is in the pocket, but normally I don’t even take a break of a few seconds to look 

at the time on the phone) and I did not know if I would be finished at 11.30 or maybe a few minutes before or after 

and when Tom and Mikkel decided to leave at maybe 11.25 Tom said very firmly that he wanted me to stop now and 

to join the others for beer – and I told him that I would not do so because I had a working goal of today and I said that 

he would see me in 15 minutes because I needed to finish the lawn until the path, and I was probably not popular with 

him but this was my decision and by this I defeated the Devil again because this is what I decided to do and this is 

what I did – and by 11.40 I was finished with my work and PHYSICAL VERY HARD TO DO AS USUAL and I was happy 
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with what I had done – but I would have liked to have been spared for the Devil for almost two hours because he is 

not a very nice friend to have speaking to you with the same old things as you know. 

 

After I was done I met the others for one beer at Brede Torv and I had to tell them that I had set a goal of today and I 

did not want to miss that goal, which made Mikkel say “eager beaver” and he did not say it positively, it was meant as 

an insult and it was taken as one too, however I did not say anything to him. And while thinking of this I also think of 

how bad it is for my motivation to see that I every single day is the first one starting work here, that I do the hardest 

work and that I am the last one to stop – normally this kills motivation but not mine, because I have my own self moti-

vation – but I can feel that it is not good for motivation what they do here and I can only say that when you as a new 

person comes to a work place, it is common that you will adjust to what they do at this workplace, but here again I go 

against the stream so to say like a fish going up Mølleåen to come back home to spawn eggs, which is what I will do to 

the world – to make new fish out of all of you and using the same principle, I am not going to adapt to all of you, but I 

ask all of you to adapt to me – this is the goal of my life. 

 

And when I said NO to Tom and after Mikkel called me an eager beaver I made up my mind that I will never please 

anyone who does not have the right values and behaviour, I will always behave nicely to the best of my abilities but I 

will not accept poor behaviour and will not be a victim of the pressure from a group. If they want to leave me out be-

cause I – as the only one – do the work I should do, then it is them having a problem – and this is just another example 

of the pressure from the Devil from the first day where he wanted me to make friends with them and the Devil when 

it is on the conditions of these people, which I will never tolerate. And of course I will always seek to make friends 

with other people, but sometimes it is truly difficult also here because some people are truly so selfish, spoiled and 

show so bad a behaviour that it hurts. 

 

At the beer several of the people present spoke about sleepwalking when they were children and I believe three of 

them shared stories of the same – to go sleepwalking and to pee in a cabinet or similar and it is not everyday that I 

GATHER PEOPLE AS GROWNUPS DOING THE SAME EMBARASSING ACTION WHEN SLEEPWALKING WHEN THEY WERE 

CHILDREN. 

 

During the morning God also played Christmas songs to me, which he has done for some time – also with the message 

that I ALSO like the well known Christmas songs – which are not on my homemade CD’s - which you will hear on the 

radio all of the time by Wham, Slade etc. – and from the morning today God also played songs by Dire Straits and he 

said “guitar God” to me. And still thinking that I don’t know music from all over the world, but only Western Music, I 

am sure there is beautiful music all over the world and I look forward to hearing this when God lifts me up. 

 

So today I have done work with a satisfactory quality for a first round which took me 1,5 day to do and which I had 

calculated would take me 2 days, and I did maybe 10-20% more work than planned (from the pavilion to the path) and 

this is what I mean – make realistic plans to the conservative side and be sure that you will make that plan – this is 

what I am trying to do at the moment and today I made 100% of my plan, not only 99%. 

 

At the first break today I noticed what I have seen before that Tom is very considerate when he notices if all people 

have had a bun, ham or butter and he makes sure that the plates are sent around and this is a behaviour that I truly 

like and MOST PEOPLE DON’T REALLY CARE because when you have prepared your own buns to take this example you 

could not care less about other people and this makes me sad. Please do what Tom is doing in all similar situations – 

have attention to the needs of other people and yes it is the same as getting a new culture for many and I like that 

people of London wait in line at the bus or the escalators in the underground – in Denmark most people will cheat to 

come first and most noticeable you will see this when a new cash desk is opened in a supermarket, where people from 

the back of a line maybe with a grin will jump over all people in front of them in line when quickly switching to the 

new cash desk – and this is NOT the culture I want to spread in the future. And you can find more examples of this. 

 

And I have also seen that the money Tom makes on selling wood from the garden is shared with other people when 

giving beer – and even though what he does is still wrong, I do like that he thinks of the team. 

 

The story of the Christmas train driving to the wood as the end station 
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And when having a beer I was speaking to Torben – who I 

don’t speak much to because he is always at the work-

shop and don’t come to our breaks at the house – and he 

told me that since 1971 (starting the plan you were al-

ready when I was five years old and the Council is smiling) 

he has been “working” as a hobby together with North 

Zealands Veteran Train and that he is an educated train 

conductor and almost also a train engine driver and he 

said to me that “I am the one with the whistle” 2-3 times 

and I could not help smiling because of this symbol which 

has been planted and planned by you for so many years, 

for you to place Torben here together with me to write 

this story and the story is that Torben is physically looking like Santa Claus both in size, stature and his big beard and 

he is the one blowing in the whistle for this Veteran Train driving as a CHRISTMAS TRAIN at weekends up to Christmas 

– and  also tomorrow and on Sunday – from Hellerup Station and of couse to Gribskov – a big forest on the other side 

of Hillerød – where people will find and bring home their Christmas tree ☺ so this is just the symbol of Santa Claus 

blowing in the whistle to start the journey for people driving the train until it arrives at his kingdom in the wood, 

which this is symbolising too – and it is EXACTLY THE SAME TRAIN as I have have seen for years driving as a summer 

train from Helsingør to Gilleleje and yes we know RIGHT IN FRONT OF MY NOSE IT HAS BEEN FOR MANY YEARS. So this 

is all about symbols and the picture brought here is one of their very nice pictures of the Christmas train from their 

website www.nsjk.dk:  

 

No more countries and kingdoms in my new world 

And while working today God helped me giving this message to the world: There will be no countries in my new world 

– it will be ONE world and all of you will belong to the same “tribe”, I don’t want to see you create groupings of people 

who are “better” or “special” to other people – all people are equal – and there will be no kings, queens, princes or 

princesses in the future other than me as the King and my mother as the Queen even though we are not married. 

There will be one world government as mentioned and if I like sports and yes I LOVE SPORTS and WHO WILL PLAY 

AGAINST EACH OTHER and CLUBS can play agains CLUBS and if you want to you are also welcome to have regions 

playing against regions and to have world cups in football etc. but this only applies for sports – I don’t want you to 

create new countries and territories with different politics and policies. 

 

A few stories 

And some of the stories – not all – of what I was inspired to write today: 

 

• My Espresso machine in still not working. It brews coffee, but there is no water supply even though there is water 

on it and there is absolutely nothing the matter with it – except from the Council working. 

• I have said earlier that I can take over most manager positions and to learn the skills and knowhow of that special 

industry by working hard learning in my spare time – and I have probably critizised Ministers and others who take 

over a Ministry (or a big company) and they don’t have any knowledge about the Ministry/company they are 

working for and what I am saying here is that it is all about your attitude because if you don’t have any desire to 

TRULY learn the detailed workmanship, there is a big chance that you will not – and if I evaluate the politicians of 

the Danish government today with the knowledge I have today, only the Foreign Minister gives me the impression 

that he truly knows what he is talking about – and I could give you many examples of ministers functioning as a 

marionette doll of the system of civil servants and really not knowing much of what they talk about. When I think 

of managers MAYBE YOU WOULD LIKE TO LOOK AT THE GOOD SIDES OF MAERSK MCKINNEY MØLLER who to-

gether with his father made the biggest shipping company in the world and yes symbolising that Denmark is one 

of the favourite countries of the Devil and my friends you are not the darlings of God – you are the opposite – and 

MAERSK you have both sides in you, the good one knowing “all the details” of your company (see his biography) 

and the bad one telling other people what they should do when you have absolutely no knowledge yourself  (see 

the book by Henning Larsen). 

• Some time before I wrote in this book that there will be “no mercy” or special rules for people not following the 

basic rules of this book – like Elijah – the Council asked me if I wanted to make life easier for myself by losing up 
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on the most gravere pressure and I told the Council that I wanted them to let me go through the hardest part my-

self, which is what I have done and I will give you the same principle as I have gone through myself. NO MERCY if 

you don’t comply with my rules. 

• In continuation of my repents the other day I have also earlier in our “emergency needs” (published on Facebook) 

said that I am sorry to the people I owe money, and I can only appologise to all people I have let down on money, 

when I have broken promises or when I have not behaved nicely in some situations in the past. I am truly sorry 

about that. And I also appologise to the optician at Hørsholm Midtpunkt that I forgot to return the selection of 

maybe five pair of glasses which you lend me 4-5 years ago. I did not mean to steal them from you but it only 

shows the mess I had in my private life. 

 

Having Christmas Lunch with René and Dorte 

This evening I went to René and Dorte in Hørsholm for a traditional Danish Christmas Lunch, which is what it was even 

though it was evening and besides me, Renés old friends Kim and Allan including their wives were also there – and in 

the beginning I was having difficulties speaking without falling over my own words and as usual it was the Council 

making this happen – and I can do nothing at all, when this happens and it gives me the desire to say nothing and of-

ten my challenge has been to be outgoing when having these difficulties – to do the opposite of what I would normally 

do in such a situation - which I also did this evening. 

 

Since I came home from Kenya where  only saw the surface of how people are struggling I find it very difficult to be 

together with people here living a life in abundance without having any concerns and without truly caring for the poor 

in the world – and René’s friends also believe that the Africans are to blame themselves for the situation they face and 

again they could not care less about the starving and dying people and children and instead I was witnessing – as I told 

them – this table full of Christmas food in plenty and at the same time 10 million people in Kenya are desperate every 

day trying to find food and water. And the Council gave me the biggest sadness and throw up feeling to be here to-

gether with the Devil because this is what it is – people in the rich countries having more than plenty and other people 

dying and as Allan’s wife said that “we are lucky that we are born here” and this is the attitude almost everywhere 

here, the Africans are to blame themselves, we cannot change the world, we don’t really care and as long as we are 

doing fine ourselves, why should we care about changing the world for the better for all people and this is what is 

making ME sad too. 

 

And the Devil was especially strong this evening because René’s friends are both working for Danske Bank and espe-

cially Allan is the clean expression of the Devil "working” very hard without producing anything at all. For 20 years he 

has been trading stocks on the stock exchange and he said that the goal is to sell as expensive as possible and to buy 

as cheap as possible and ALL HE IS DOING IS TO CREATE ARTIFICIAL PROFITS and all of this work is done over com-

puters and when I asked him if this can be compared to some kind of advanced computer game he said, that this is in 

fact what it is and what are the criteria here for “winning” and that is only “a feeling” or if you have a “nose” of selling 

or buying at the right time making a profit only based on people and companies in this system who want to make a 

profit – so you have thousands of traders all over the world trading with each other and the whole idea is for this cor-

rupt bank world to make money for themselves hereby increasing prices until you at the end will have a stock bubble 

– or dwellings bubble for that matter in another system – where the value of the market is considerably higher than 

the value of the products these companies are selling, and this system is of course not sustainable, which we talked 

about as the main subject of the evening. 

 

I said to them that you cannot have a system of plusses and minuses which do not equal each other and René told me 

that he also had this question earlier, but he has learned from the bank system (!) that this is actually possible – which 

it is of course not, it is not a healthy system and the main thing here it that these people here are only making money 

in order to make money – this is the main objective – and if you have the “right” feeling, which Allan now “by coinci-

dence” has had for 20 years with the help of God to write this story – you can make maybe 50, 100 or 200 million DKK 

for the bank per year and when you make this much money Allan thought that of course it was perfectly alright for 

him and his colleagues to have a salary of maybe 2, 3 or 4 million DKK per year – and the salary system is of course 

based on commission of the profits these people make to the bank and even though you in Denmark don’t have the 

same exobitant salaries as you can make on Wall Street in the US, the system is the same. Because this system is mak-

ing a lot of money, people will automatically feel they are superior and that they should also make a lot of money and 
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I said to them that if they forget about the fact that this system generates a lot of money and if they only look at the 

work they do, that their salaries are completely out of proportion compared for example to people selling pens – 

which was what Allan thought of and the thought was from YOU my dear friends because I was thinking of the very 

poor people which I saw at the bus station of Machakos in Kenya desperately needy selling BIC pens which made my 

heart hurt – and my conclusion was that Allan’s work is not more worth than selling pens in Kenya, and I believe that 

both René and Allan agreed with me in principle, Kim was not taking part of the conversation. 

 

So what you have here is that these people “trading” are looking at a computer screen all day long – and they could 

have played a computer game instead, because playing a computer game does not either generate any production – 

and I was thinking that probably my nephews would do this job even better than Allan because my nephews have 

grown up playing computer games since they were very small which has probably giving them better skills in this very 

“prestigious” work – which is actually just a waste of time making people living in extravagance for money “made out 

of the blue” without being connected to any existing value. This is the Devil performing at his worst or best if you ask 

him. 

 

And I tried to explain to René and Allan that this system is not sustainable because it is only based on profits and be-

cause the system will pressure up the prices in order to make money itself and it was difficult to explain people living 

of this system that it is not a good system – like it will always be when people don’t really think of other things than 

themselves – and I had to give them an example and the only thing I had in front of me was my glass of Cognac I was 

drinking and I pointed at it and said to René that here you can see the amount of cognac included in the glass and if 

you give me an offer to pay the double of what it contains – and I drew a line on the glass which was placed higher up 

the glass – it will not make any difference to how much is contained in the glass, and if Allan gives me an even better 

offer – and I lifted my hand “drawing” a line at the top of the glass – the amount of Cognac will still be the same in the 

glass, and Obama was with me when I said this and also when writing this – and I said that what I wanted was to re-

move this “layer” put on top of the production of the world and Allan’s reaction was to ask me if I had become a so-

cialist and Allan I am not a socialist, I am a realist explaining what is only simple logic to all people which you have dif-

ficulties understanding because you are living of and exploiting this system and therefore cannot decide objectively 

and what I want is very simply this: To cut away this whole system where you make a profit only because you can 

make a profit, I want the world to show a good faith by closing all trade of stocks etc. before Judgement Day, so you 

will not make any “artificial” profits, which has no connection to production. 

 

We also spoke about bonus schemes of the bank and both Allan and René still have personal bonus schemes – and 

what the bank has promised recently to improve its credibility in Denmark is to remove all bonus schemes from all 

customer advisers - and what they told me is that if bonus schemes were removed from the most clever people of the 

bank – which they believe these “computer gamers” are – without doing the same for all other banks, it would only 

mean that these the “most clever” people would move to other employers still to cash in to satisfy their own personal 

desires – and therefore they were against doing this, which is the “argument” from all of these banks - and it gave me 

the idea JUST TO SKIP BONUS SCHEMES and that is my friends NOT ONLY FOR THESE “COMPUTER GAMERS” BUT FOR 

ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD. This is what I will ask of the world too before Judgement Day, PLEASE REMOVE ALL 

BONUS SCHEMES, it will be replaced by the “bonus scheme” based on quality etc. which I wrote about earlier in the 

book under my price and work system. 

 

And finally when we speak about the world preparing before Judgement Day – there is no difference in the eyes of 

God if you are a manager or an employee and therefore I say will you please start by making all people of a company 

getting the same salary and to continue working so all people of a country will get the same salary and my ultimate 

goal for you, which would make me happy is if you can achieve all people of the world to get the same salary. If you 

can manage doing this, I will become happy because it will make the transition into my new world easier for all people 

to handle. 

 

And finally this on Dorte. She is unemployed like me but because she voluntarily is a member of an unemployment 

fund which she has paid approx. 4,500 DKK per year for, she is entitled to receive approx. 15,000 DKK per month in-

stead of the 9,500 DKK I receive, and Dorte told me that she has decided to be on “Christmas holiday” at the moment 

and I should not tell anybody – so please keep this information between you and me will you ☺ - because she did not 

want the unemployment fund to know, and this fund is asking for a meeting with her every three months (!) and it has 
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no obligations on the number of applications she need to do, they don’t ask her to apply for other jobs other than 

what she thinks of herself and they don’t throw her in a forced activation like me, instead they offer her different kind 

of courses, which she voluntarily can decide on and this is another system in Denmark, which the state is primarily fi-

nancing too and probably more costly per person than for the lowest of the pack, people like me, the cash help re-

ceivers and the “crime” we have done is not to voluntarily be members of an unemployment fund and this is what we 

are “punished” of in this system and Dorte is exactly in the same situation as I, she is also applying for manager posi-

tions and nobody is destroying her life forcing her to hard physical work and instead she is giving more or less FULL 

FREEDOM WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY and this is almost the opposite of what the system is doing to me and this is 

equally as wrong, so Denmark you should take the absolutely best of these two systems and make ONE system and 

then you have found the solution, in principle that is because you still need to do it with the best quality in the world! 

 

And finally this – now I have also seen the perplexion of Dorte because of my physical presence and her interest in me 

and I am only thinking that “she gets too little” and God told me this is why Østkyst Hustlers had a hit here in the nine-

ties with the song “han får for lidt”, and this is the problem VERY MANY PLACES that love will stop between couples 

and I am sorry to see that, and that makes people become interested in other people and porn and that is where the 

Devil will start to take over. 

 

And we listened to Christmas music and yes which music was it – and of course my homemade CD’s which I gave René 

last year as many of my “old friends” are probably listening to again this year and still most of them have not found it 

right to say thank you neither last year nor this year.  

 

My CD burner is NOT working 

After now using quite some time to have my CD-burner working including installing a new driver and making many 

CD’s from different burning programs and from both FLAC and WAV files from different kind of music – which I have 

been listening to concentrated with my headphones on – I can only conclude that the burner is not working and I 

don’t know if this is a hardware failure or if its God and the Council playing games with me here at the end, but the 

conclusion is that I will not USE CD’S AS GIFTS TO PLEASE TOM OR ANYBODY AT THE PARK – which I have been 

“forced” to write earlier which is you know just words coming to me which sounded right at the time – but when 

THINKING of this and this is also the name of  the game of this book – only little time to think – the right answer is of 

course that I will not need gifts to please people. What I will use gifts for is ALWAYS to make people happy and this is 

what makes me sad that I cannot now burn CD’s to give to people as gifts to make them happy because when people 

become happy, I become happy. 
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Saturday 12th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, MESCHACK: WE SAW IT, WE BELEIVED IN IT, WATCH THIS SPACE!, Merry Christmas from David, I 

started running again, will Elijah be “saved” after round three?, a rejection from Hays and “I will kill you”. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday I came home late and I slept until 8.15 this morning and I will have some tasks this weekend but I can also 

look forward to – I believe – some relaxing as well, which I have really not had much of, maybe only a few hours the 

last couple of months. 

 

My sleep was ok and I am felling alright today, the sun is shining and today LYNGBY LAKE IS CALLLING FOR ME to con-

tinue my running sessions and this time I do hope that I will continue to find time and energy running, which is what 

primarily has kept me from running the last weeks. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• I am meeting an arbitration man at a dinner, it is the lawyer Kim Håkonsson. I tell him that I have always been 

strong as a person, but not when negotiating my own salary. Kim H. tells me that he was looking at an old con-

tract between Kim Skinnerup and Aon and he said that Kim S. cheated with my salary, I should have had more be-

cause I knew all of the business and Kim H. recommends me to initiate a lawsuit against Kim S. 

• I am at work with Preben and Kim S. and I am putting together a draft of a business plan, but instead of giving me 

this work, Kim S. sends Preben to a lecture on how to do business plans – and Preben does not get anything out of 

this, which will enable or motivate him to do a business plan like I would do – and I see that Kim has taken the 

draft of my business plan, which insults me because it is not finished and he tells me that he know that I would 

like to do this kind of work, but he will not let me. And when he tells me this, I feel a great desire to talk against 

him but I don’t know if I will do it because I fear that he might dismiss me, but I decide to be brave because he will 

probably not dismiss me because of my value to the company and therefore I tell him that what he is doing is not 

motivating people to work for him and that his own plans have nothing to do with a development plan, and I feel 

strongly that the company should be divided into two divisions, which I cannot speak to the company about be-

cause of their negligence. 

o And this dream only tells what millions of employees feel ever single day – do I want to go up against my 

manager with the risk of being dismissed and this is taking away happiness all over the world and this is why 

it is so needed that you understand each other and have an open communication based on the principles of 

this book. I don’t want managers to dismiss people because they don’t agree in the future and I want all peo-

ple to always behave nicely when you speak together. 

• I am coming to a house where a mafia form Eastern Europe is residing. There are very big and “dangerous” men 

standing in front of the building. We are going to collect rent and I am thinking that I have not paid my own rent 

to Spain. 

• I am sitting on a racer bike on the top of a trailer, we are going to roll down from the trailer, Preben is sitting be-

hind me. I notice that the mudguard on the front wheel is hitting the wheel once per round and I ask Preben to 

adjust the mudguard, and Preben pull the mudguard with the result that it is completely removed, which does not 

make me happy. The mudguard is made of very light and fragile metal, it is looking very “beautiful” and I think 

that Preben should have been much more cautious. 

 

MESCHACK: WE SAW IT , WE BELEIVED IN IT, WATCH THIS SPACE! 

Thank you so much Meshack for doing what I know is very difficult for you, to keep me updated with this very good 

information. This is an example to the world to show you that even though you are truly struggling, you can still de-

liver when it comes to communication and first when you decide to stop communication, you will really face very big 

difficulties and at the end you will risk losing my attention if you don’t want to communicate – you can ALWAYS com-

municate with me in PRIVATE also you ELIJAH without having your emails published in this book if this is what you are 

affraid of. Elijah you broke your second round yesterday, you have not said anything to me and you have not asked 

the team to give me any message. Elijah do you know what I think of such behaviour and this is EVEN THOUGH YOU 

ARE SUFFERING MUCH: IT IS COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE! I will think of the third and last option for you, and I have 
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just given you the opportunity to send me a private email if you want to and if you decide to write and to have it kept 

private, please write this in your email. 

 

So Meshack thank you so much to come to town to write this message to me – it is valued highly also because of this – 

and thank you again for showing your faith and believing in me. Before the end of next week I will see what I have left 

of money and what I can share with you up to Christmas. I will give the message to David as usual and ask him to 

communicate with you. 

 

So what you have done my dear friends is to walk together with me to “the end of the line”, to show me so much con-

fidence that you have decided to follow this difficult road of God and I know the hurtings and sufferings are hard on 

you and all I can say to you now is THANK YOU and that I do hope myself that God will end our sufferings very soon 

and that giving up the office will be the last sign. Thank you for informing me about the computer shop which gives 

me an idea of “thieves” not only in connection with the humiliating treatment they have given you with the offer of 

only paying 25% of the price of the computer, but also in connection with ACTING AS THIEVES IN THE REAL WORLD 

and hereby STEALING COMPUTERES and REFURBISHING THEM and SELLING THEM AS NEW and my dear friends of the 

Neptun computer store, do you know THAT YOU ALMOST KILLED ME when your henchmans attacked me and stole my 

computer? 

 

Meshack, you show yourself as the man, whom you are when you finish your email by showing how strong you still 

are. Thank you and also for your wishes – please share all of my warm regards with your family and ALL PEOPLE YOU 

KNOW, who are my friends too. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi, hope you are doing well and today being holiday here in Kenya, we were not going to the office.  

 

I just wanted to inform you that we read your script of 8th with much enthusiasm because of the UFO'S and we were 

very delighted by that symbol and we actually believed in that and we hope it is a symbol of good things to come in the 

near future. 

 

I am doing well with my family though we are facing a hard time due to lack of any income but we are still getting 

stronger each day and my wife told me to say hi to you when i was on my way here. 

 

Yesterday as usual, we had our weekly meeting and all the agendas were discussed openly by all of us and basic rules 

were followed to the letter and we did agree that we should perform what is expected of us without being pushed by 

any body because as we said we have a goal to accomplish and we should win all of us as we are a winning team. 

 

The most important agenda was about the office since it is a matter of time and the office is clossed and yesterday we 

got another letter warning us to clear our arrears and we agreed to go to the shop where we had bought the computer 

to see if they can accept the computer back but they told us they will accept it on condition that we get a 75% less than 

what we had bought and we saw this as an abuse and we were all agreed that it would be better we donate the ma-

chine to the needy instead of giving it to people to make a kill out of our desparate situation and we shall see what 

happens next week and if the worse comes, we will definatly have to do as we all agreed unless a miracle happens. 

 

I will be informing you on the developments as they come but remember that our spirits are still strong and what will 

happen will be the will of God and we have no control over it but stay encouraged. 

 

Hi to your family members . 

 

                       Meshack. 

 

Merry Christmas from David 

And thank you so much indeed for your very nice Christmas card David. I appreciate THIS VERY VERY MUCH – this is 

what makes people happy, when people will do something “special” for you which is more than you could hope for, 
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and the thought from you, David, and all of your nice wishes are returned for you and your dear ones. Thank you also 

for your feedback on the Somalia newsletter. I look forward to hearing from you on Wednesday. 

 

Here is his email and card: 

Dear Stig, 

  

Please find attached seasons wishes to you as we ap-

proach Christmas and New Year. I'm fine here in Nairobi. 

Today is one of of our national days (Jamhuri day) and I 

am at the estate.  

  

I am still proof reading the Roadmap to Peace in somalia 

and shall get back to you on Wednesday about it.   

  

Thank you and have a good day. 

  

David 

 
 

I started running again 

And today I started running again, it was very beautiful indeed around the lake in sunshine and the Devil was still with 

me giving me pain in my right hip, but I managed to run what I thought was a little bit longer, but which I checked on a 

map (thank you www.iform.dk I like your map very much) and it is 2.2 kilometres which was some hundred metres 

longer than my last time running in fact. This distance is very satisfying to me when I start running – because of the 

Devil who has always made my running difficult – and I will be happy when I succeed running around Lyngby Lake, 

which is 4 kilometres, without stopping. 

 

Kirsten and Victoria was visiting me 

This afternoon Kirsten had decided to come for a surprise visit with her daughter Victoria which I was very happy with, 

so we had a good hour together, Victoria did not want to leave again and Rommel my good friend was here too – be-

cause like I, Kirsten is his grand child. 

 

Will Elijah be “saved” after round three? 

Elijah as you understand I was sorry that you decided not to communicate with me before the end of the deadline of 

the second round yesterday. You are truly suffering, lack of food, electricity, the office will close and maybe you are 

also being threatened from your landlord at home – I don’t know because God or the Council is not saying anything, 

and Elijah I know how it is to starve, I know how it is not to have a home – I have been homeless myself - I know how it 

is not to have electricity, I know about uncertaincy so I know all of these feelings Elijah and I know that I am at the 

same time putting a pressure on you and this is what I have decided, because you have the power to come through if 

you only want to, so I will now – as part of the game – give you the last chance for you to show the world that you will 

comply with what I have set up or if you will also fail this one – Elijah you will decide IF YOU WANT TO SAVE YOUR-

SELF. I ask COMMUNICATION OF YOU and you have been very neglective to the basic rules so this is the third and last 

round and I will give you time until TUESDAY 22ND DECEMBER BEFORE 14.00 to answer these questions hon-

estly/satisfactory:  

 

1. Do you have faith in me that I am telling the words of God and will you continue following me and the basic rules? 

2. Have you ever been unfaithful? – I would appreciate to have your answer openly, which is the reason why the 

world has received the example of Tiger Woods, but I can accept to receive a private email from you which I will 

not publish if you so wish. And please speak to your wife too if necessary. 

3. Please update me on how you and the family is, how you get by including an update on the Micro Finance com-

pany, the house rent etc. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you Elijah – CAN YOU or CAN’T YOU? 
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And I kindly ask the world to understand that this is a game for the world to follow – made by Elijah as Elijah today and 

Stig as Stig today – but ALL OF THE RULES MENTIONED IN THIS BOOK WILL APPLY WHEN PEOPLE ON EARTH WILL RE-

CEIVE MY JUDGEMENT. 

 

A rejection from Hays? 

Yesterday I received an email from Hays including a standard message saying that they will read all applications and 

come back to me within 3-5 weeks and my dear friends how many of you are using similar formulations like this in-

stead of writing directly what is the truth, that you have done your evaluation and that you give me a rejection. It is 

beyond my comprehention that people think it is better to give an answer without writing what the answer actually is 

and just thinking that maybe Annbritt you did not get a reference from Søren on me or maybe my application and CV 

was enough for you to judge that you did not want to hire me for the job? And by the way - I never heard from Søren 

on my email to him, so maybe the personal bond was not strong enough here to give me a “friendly service”, which 

was the other alternative I could have shown you here. 

 

“I will kill you” 

And during the day and the evening I heard the Devil changing his words from threatening me on my mother, and he 

now started saying “kill, kill, kill” and “I will kill you” and he said that he could give all sicknesses and I got a new feel-

ing at my heart, it was like a hand grabbing my heart and pressing it and this continued the rest of the day with a few 

seconds in between, which was not a very nice feeling, and this is only to say that this is the Devil doing all of this to 

harm you my dear people with the greatest residence you can ever imagine and looking forward to the day where this 

is over and I see one of the members of the Council showing me himself coming out from a military tank where he has 

been inside as his cover and the tank is much smaller than himself because the tank is not what he is about but only a 

disguise of the greatest love on Earth for all living things. And I was also told that the weapons of the Devil are at my 

command should I need them. 
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Sunday 13th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the Church Service at Lyngby Church and Niklas and Tobias on visit here and afterwards dinner at 

Sanna’s house. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

After a good day yesterday – where I however was physically extremely tired after my running, another kind of tired-

ness but really EXTREMELY and where I also had time to watch two Harry Potter movies on television, which I liked 

very much and the story of the good winning over the bad and yes AN “UNIVERSAL” THEME and God has many ways – 

my night was disappointingly not very good and I woke up with the same pain in my heart which started yesterday 

with the Devil still pressing it. And today I am “very tired” as normal here and after having a good day yesterday, it is 

truly very difficult coming back to this feeling giving me a constant desire to sleep and not to continue doing what I do, 

and which is taking away the natural ability to concentrate and today when I look back at what I have done having this 

very tired feeling, I don’t know from where I had the energy when I did not have any energy and the concentration to 

think and work when I was so tired that I was unable to concentrate – which is the same feeling I have today making 

life and work almost impossible. 

 

And a few very short “dreams” 

 

• I am at the stairs of Karen’s house and a person tells me that she has no boy friend, and I am disappointed that I 

am not her boy friend. 

• Jack has an agreement with me, but he has issued another agreement and something about “he drove a grill pass 

me in Snekkersten” 

• I am working on my laptop computer in my room, which John (my mother’s husband) enters and I switch to an-

other window where an English movie is playing, but with Spanish voices, which seem wrong. I try to change the 

voices to American-English twice, but it keeps on playing Spanish. 

 

The Church Service at Lyngby Church 

Today at church was a more “normal” day with not many visitors. The priest was Leif as it was last Sunday and he 

spoke about Lukas 1,67-80 and the horn of salvation – and unfortunately my notes were lost when all the light on my 

phone disappeared – but I remember that Leif beautifully was talking about refugees from Iraq seeking shelter in the 

House of God at Brorsons Church (as Muslims, which I liked) and they were forced out by policemen from the system 

from the house of God and he spoke about Kirkegaard in this context too, but I am afraid I have forgotten his mes-

sage, but I liked that he spoke about salvation. 

 

And when given the priest a handshake after the service on my way out I said “thank you for your reflections on the 

Iraques and Kirkegaard” and this made Leif very happy indeed, he smiled and he touched my arm and elbow and 

again with the happiness of Mary Magdalena and why do I write this in this book, because this is all it takes to think 

about what is it that makes you happy listening to the words of another person or simply to be together with that per-

son and THEN TO EXPRESS YOURSELF instead of forgetting or not caring as most people do, and I have now given you 

examples after each church service here in Lyngby and it has the same effect every single time. 

 

Niklas and Tobias on visit here and afterwards dinner at Sanna’s house 

This afternoon Niklas/Isabelle and Tobias including his friend Emil were here on visit to see my apartment. I had in-

vited them the other day and did not know if they would come, but earlier today I bought a litte bit of food for next 

week (I still have meat etc. in the freezer) and I saw that Danish dougnouts – which are the most Christmas like you 

can have together with coffee or another hot drink – were on offer for only 10 DKK per bag of 20 and that was so 

cheap that I decided to buy this as variation of white bread, and this is what I served when I found out afterwards that 

they would come and when they actualy arrived together with coffee (no sodas or anything else) – and this was of 

course planted by God because I wrote to them the other day that I could serve coffee and white bread and if they 

wanted to have anything else they would have to bring it themselves because I told them about my situation receiving 

cash help and sending money to Africa - and when Tobias and Emil arrived they had also decided to bring some bread 

and heerings they had left from their Christmas Lunch yesterday and in fact three glasses of heerings so that is truly a 

lot of fish arriving here just before Christmas. 
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And we had a good afternoon together and I noticed that Niklas and also Tobias had bought some very nice new win-

ter jackets from Canada, which costed DKK 4,800 per jacket and later – when we had dinner at Sanna’s house – I no-

ticed that Niklas was very anxious to get a new television for his bedroom, and Tobias has just entered into an agree-

ment to buy an used car for DKK 40,000, so this is what this community is about, to buy one new jacket and then one 

child in Africa dies, to buy one new television and one child in Asia dies and to buy an used car and then 10 children or 

adults die around the world and THIS IS HAPPENING ALL OF THE TIME, people in the third world are dying and people 

in the rich world don’t really care but focus on their own needs and THIS IS WHAT WE AT THE COUNCIL AND I AS GOD 

ARE WITNESSING ALL OF THE TIME – MANY MILLIONS OF FAMILIES DO THIS IN THE RICH WORLD, MY FAMILY IS DO-

ING IT AND I DID IT MYSELF, I WAS NO BETTER and WHY because THIS COMMUNITY IS REALLY WHERE THE DEVIL IS 

HIDDEN, WITHOUT HIM YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO SHARE THE WEALTH OF THE WORLD BUT WITH HIM – BECAUSE OF 

YOUR OWN DECISIONS – YOU ARE SO EAGER TO BUY AND BUY AND BUY and I see people rot up from the inside and 

out in the third world at the same time. THIS IS WHAT I WANT TO STOP and I WANT ALL PEOPLE TO CHANGE my 

friends. 

 

And I spoke to Isabelle about one exam she will go to on her legal school next week because she failed the same exam 

the first time and I asked her – as I have done many times before when I have interviewed job applicants - if her result 

was because of her abilities or if she could have done better if she had studied harder and her answer was that she 

could have done better if she had prepared herself even more, and this is what she has done this time – done an even 

better job and now she believes that she will pass, and this is what I talk about, when people will go to exams they will 

study at least until they pass and how many will actually get the best grades according to their natural potential given 

by me and the answer is “far too few” and this is what I talk about at work, my dear friends YOU ARE VERY OFTEN NOT 

BEING MEASSURED, YOU DON’T GO TO EXAMS ON A RUNNING BASIS, YOU DON’T NEED TO STUDY HARD and what 

does that make of you? Does that give you the best “grades”? No, it does not, it very often gives you the ability to only 

do what is required with basis in the lowest denominator and this is the simple reason why I want you to be con-

stantly measured and to constantly develop – otherwise you will fall asleep and become lazy. 

 

So after a nice afternoon together we went to Sanna and Hans to have dinner and this evening we had a nice time to-

gether and I will only give you a couple of small examples. Niklas normally likes to cut out or even mash his potatoes 

on his plate – and this is not something which people in Denmark believe is according to tact and tone, this is some-

thing “one should not do”- and I was smiling and thinking that I could probably just for fun say to Niklas that he should 

not do like that and I was thinking of our discussion of tact and tone in Germany so it was with this attitude I said just 

this and to my surprise Sanna could not hear my “irony” and she was therefore totally agreeing with me and yes my 

friends she has asked Niklas many times to stop this and I JUST HAD TO SHAKE MY HEAD IN DISBELIEF – TRY TO THINK 

YOURSELVES FOR ONE MINUTE, IT IS NOT “NICE” TO LOOK AT? It is not “nice” to mash the potatoes on the plate, if 

this is what people prefer? My dear friends, please think again, maybe you should also think about the way you cut 

your steaks, that this is not nice looking at and here I speak both in irony and also in ANGER because I DON’T LIKE YOU 

TO CUT VERY FINE STEAKS WHEN PEOPLE ARE STARVING AND DYING IN THE THIRD WORLD. 

 

And just the last example from this evening, Tobias was speaking much at my place, but when we were having dinner 

later he decided to take a break speaking and that was not popular with Sanna because SHE DECIDES WHAT SHE 

WOULD LIKE PEOPLE TO DO and SHE WOULD LIKE FOR TOBIAS TO SPEAK so approx. five times she asked him very 

dominating and controlling to start speaking and I was really feeling sick when she did that, and it had no effect on 

Tobias, he is vaccinated against her I believe – SANNA CAN’T YOU HEAR IT YOURSELF that the way you speak to people 

is humiliating people and can’t you understand that you have absolutely no right to treat people like this? 

 

On the other hand Sanna was also nice giving me a Christmas decoration and nice in our conversation in general – but 

this evening I picked out these examples to show the world of what NOT to do. 

 

And finally I had the last three of my Christmas CD’s copied this evening and just to give you the final symbol, which 

God has prepared for me, we will all of us at these apartments where I live get new postboxes before the 1st January 

and with that COMES A NEW KEY and THAT KEY IS THE KEY TO MY HOME MY DEAR STIG and I CAN HEAR “and mine 

and mine and mine” fading out and by this just saying that this is the key to the world which I have prepared for you – 
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and yes my friends I also managed to update my following email to this book this afternoon and still following my ac-

tion plans I am. 
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Monday 14th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the worst and the best day of all, I THOUGHT I LISTENED AND UNDERSTOOD BUT I DID NOT and up-

date on the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters ☺. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I did not sleep very many hours after coming home late and done the last part of the script yesterday. A short 

dream: 

 

• I am at our old apartment in Rørholmsgade, where I grew up until I was five years old. Inge’s old and late husband 

Henning has hanged up two pieces of work of art in the ceiling. It is two pieces made of egg trays and it reminds 

me of the style of the 1960’s. In the livingroom I see a sitting cube made of leather, which I had forgot about and 

it made me happy to throw me at it again – and there is another cube next to it. My father has the apartment 

now, it is more than 90 m2 big (in the dream that is) and he will give it to other people, not to me. The apartment 

is almost empty and it needs to be refurbished, I arrive at the kitchen, where I see that a new and small kitchen in 

black has been set up (only using a small part of the area of the kitchen room), and I say that it does not look nice. 

 

The worst and the best day of all 

If there is one thing God and the Council should write as a competence on their CV’s it is “to play games”. “Nobody 

does it better” and for two hours this morning I thought that my whole world was falling in pieces. Two meanings 

again – he has it with words too.  

 

Already yesterday I was told that if Elijah does not “enter my kingdom” as part of the play we are playing (because I 

have already given him access as you remember) here in the final third round, I was told that then the Devil would 

make my worst nightmare come through and YES you have guessed it, to make love to my mother in visions and 

sounds as real as reality and yesterday I was not quite sure if this really could be true, BUT THEY CAN BE QUITE PER-

SUASIVE you know, so this morning at work I was first shown Vivian and told a story about how much she stills re-

member me and wants me (!) and I was shown her image and I felt her for some time and then I understood what the 

Devil wanted because he first wanted me to make love as real as reality with Vivian – which I really don’t want you 

know – because this is how the Devil works first giving me a temptation and if I take that, the punishment will come 

afterwards and then I was shown my mother and I can only say that this game was so convicing that for approx. two 

hours I really thought that I had to take the punishment by the Devil if Elijah is not able to score a goal by himself and 

to give you an idea of how that feels I wrote a few notes when the play was ongoing: 

 

• I am on the edge of breaking apart and I will probably do that in a matter of hours, one day or days when the 

Devil becomes even stronger – the play had actually started a little bit when I wrote this. 

• What nobody has been able to do, what Sanna has not been able to do, what I have fought for with my life for 

almost four years to avoid will come through because of Elijah and there is nothing I can do about it – only hoping 

that he will understand and get himself together. 

• This is my last power, I have nothing more to give, this can have the consequence that I will not be able to com-

municate and write these scripts maybe already from tomorrow. 

• Elijah, what you are doing – WHICH IS NOT TO COMMUNICATE – is symbolising what I FEAR THAT SOME PEOPLE 

MAY CONSIDER DOING, NOT TO COMMUNICATE AND NOT TO REPENT BECAUSE OF FEAR TO OTHER PEOPLE BUT 

WHEN YOU HAVE GOD ON YOUR SIDE I PROMISE YOU THAT THERE IS NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF. 

 

And I was told that this game would last until Christmas and the best would be if I could continue working and doing 

my writings despite of what the Devil would do, and then I decided that I did not want to be a slave of the Devil, I de-

cided to use all of my power and I said to the Devil: “Come on, show me what you got. Give me your best and I will be 

ready for you” and I thought the same as when Sanna is the Devil, that I am stronger than the Devil, I thought of the 

scene from Matrix where Neo was fighting the agents in the corridor where he decided to believe in himself and 

where he was superior to the agents using HIS LIGHT and I thought of the scene of Harry Potter I just saw on television 

where he was standing at the lake keeping away these flying monsters believing in himself and also using LIGHT and 

THIS GAVE ME THE POWER and I thought that IF THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT, THIS IS WHAT I WILL TAKE and I WILL DO 
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MY OUTMOST TO KEEP WORKING and YOU WILL DECIDE IF YOU WANT TO BREAK ME DOWN BUT I AM READY FOR 

YOU and this is how it ended because as I said, it was only a game, but the game was so real that if I did not decide to 

be as strong as ever, I would not have won this one and then the Devil would have done what he came for – and the 

story is also this that if one single man, woman or child will not survive Judgement Day, this is how the Devil will hurt 

me and it will only be with the outmost of my power that I will get over such a loss. 

 

Besides this story, which gave me the worst nightmare when it happened, but also gave me the best time ever when I 

found out that it was a game and I had defeated the Devil again, I was also working and today I decided to start on the 

second slope to the left of the pavilion and the path and I have two days to do this work, which I know will probably 

be a little bit too much so with this knowledge I decided to do the work – and during the morning I saw that Henrik 

was now back and of all places in the park he decided to start working a few metres to the left of me at what I had 

planned on doing alone today and the temptation was big to ask him to go elsewhere, but I let him do what he 

wanted to do and he helped me with this work for maybe half an hour today, which was his total workday (I don’t be-

lieve that anybody else than me worked more than half an hour today, at least outside in the park) and all I can say is 

that Henrik is not doing his job with accuracy or motivation so I had to improve his work too. There is a big tree on this 

slope and therefore A LOT OF LEAVES and LONG GRASS on the slope making the work more difficult but I did all of the 

slope today and 75% of the lawn in front of it, and I will continue tomorrow and afterwards improve the quality of 

slope 1 to the left of the pavilion, where Henrik has worked before and where the quality is not acceptable in my eyes.  

 

I also went to the waste disposal site alone today, and before leaving I asked Henrik if he wanted to join me giving him 

a better opportunity to say no compared to the question if he would like to help me, and Henrik said NO – so I went 

alone, but no problems it did not take long – and God said “Don’t worry, be happy” and yes my friends the car in front 

of me one minute later had a special number plate, which said “behappy” and then I knew that God was still there 

performing his small tricks and I thought of Elijah here and GOD IS STILL WITH YOU ELIJAH even though …. 

 

And today I had to tell Tom the sad news for him that my CD burner is not working, which I did and I told him that I 

was sorry for this and Tom is now very keen to get a lot of copies of Enya – maybe as Christmas presents, I can only 

guess – and he said that he would like to give me 500 DKK to buy a new cd burner if I would make 10 CD’s for him and 

I could only see one right answer – even though I was a little bit tempted – which was to say “no thank you, as a prin-

ciple I will not charge money for work which is not mine”, so this is what I did and I will have to see if the people at the 

park will continue speaking to me as normal after the experiences lately or if I will be “locked out” from the group. 

 

So finalising my work at 14.30 today without an afternoon break and following the meeting times of the system I was. 

 

I THOUGHT I LISTENED AND UNDERSTOOD BUT I DID NOT 

And this example is only to show you that sometimes you can really be so stubborn, when you are totally convinced 

that you have heard and understood correctly, but when you have not, you do have a problem both yourself and also 

in relation to other people, and I invited Gyldendahl the other day to listen to the recording of their conversation with 

me when I bought the book – and I am happy that the telemarketing company actually had a recording and decided to 

follow my advice – and I was really very convinced that I had understood correctly and that the sales woman had 

promised me to deliver the book already Monday after the call and that there were no obligations before I could leave 

the bookclub again, but today I received the following email where Heidi says that I have misunderstood, so my 

friends I HAVE NOT TOLD YOU THAT I AM A PERFECT LISTENER – I TRY MY BEST BUT HERE I FAILED and this only shows 

my point THAT YOU NEED TO HAVE LESSONS IN LISTENING AND UNDERSTANDING, otherwise you will continue to fail 

like I did here. 

 

Kære Stig Dragholm, 

 

Vi har nu gennelyttet samtalen (de bliver nemlig opataget) 

 

Sælgeren du talte med, oplyste i samtalen, at bogen udkommer om mandagen - ikke levering om mandagen..... 

Sælgeren oplyste flere gang under samtalen, at der var et minimumskøb på min. 1 bog ud over "Det forsvundne" 

tegn". 
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Du må returnere "Det forsvundne" tegn" med det samme senest i denne uge, Så lukkes dit abonnement når vi får bo-

gen retur. 

 

Vi anbefaler, at du får en postkvittering eller et lignende bevis for, at du har returneret bogen. 

 

Du skal selv betale porto og eventuelt andre omkostninger ved returneringen. Bogen skal returneres i samme stand og 

mængde som ved modtagelsen. 

 

Modtager vi ikke bogen retur, vil medlemskabet og minimumskøbet være gældende 

 

Med venlig hilsen 

Gyldendals Bogklub 

Heidi 

 

So I decided to send Heidi the following email saying thank you: 

 

Kære Heidi, 

 

Tusinde tak for at I har gjort jer den ulejlighed at lytte til båndoptagelsen. Jeg var sikker i min sag på, at jeg havde for-

stået jeres sælger rigtigt, men jeg var mildest talt ikke motiveret til at tale med en sælger, da jeg blev ringet op, så på 

grund af dette kan jeg nu forstå, at jeg jeg ikke fik lyttet ordentligt til hende og dermed ikke forstået hende rigtigt. 

 

Tak for, at du har hjulpet med min forståelse og jeg har naturligvis fuld tillid til, at du refererer korrekt. Jeg har givet 

bogen væk i gave, og jeg vil derfor nu afvente den næste bog, som kommer til fuld pris, før jeg vil melde mig ud. 

 

TAK :-) 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

Update on the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters ☺☺☺☺ 

This evening I was physically very tired indeed and it was difficult to keep my eyes opened and I had on my action plan 

to do/read the updates of the Dadaab and Somalia newsletters based on the inputs from the team and I found that it 

was difficult to come back to this work because of the tiredness and because I again had to mentally change my orien-

tation, but after 2,5 hours I succeeded doing what I found was the right to do and I sent the following email today to 

the team: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script of today and the updated Dadaab newsletter, where I have taken the liberty to shorten the sug-

gestions from Meshack and John and to include the following new bulletpoints: 

 

• Most organizations have proposed that the camps be relocated from a developing country to a developed country where the 

refugees can have a better life but it has been hard to find any willing country. 

• December 2009: The Kenyan government has conceded that it is overwhelmed by the influx of refugees in the Dadaab camp 

and has appealed to the international community to contribute and help it manage the camp. The immigration minister has 

admitted that there is a human catastrophe in Dadaab but they don’t know what to do.� 

•  

• December 2009: Refugees in their thousands have flocked to Kenya to seek refuge, which has led the Kenyan government to 

deploy a heavy presence of security at the border. The UN commissioner for refugees wants the government to open the bor-

der and let in the refugees in the camps who are camping at Liboi and have no non-food items - a cholera outbreak has been 

reported in Liboi transit point and three children have died of the disease. 

• December 2009: Kenyan police molested refugees, took away their cash and anything of value and later took them to remand 

and hauled them to the court where they were charged with trying to enter the camps illegally and they were fined five thou-
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sand each (after already being robbed by the police) without legal representation and later deported back to Somalia. Kenyan 

authority has been reported to the UN Security Council for necessary action to be taken. 

• December 2009: The Kenyan government has conceded that it is overwhelmed by the influx of refugees in the Dadaab camp 

and has appealed to the international community to contribute and help it manage the camp. The immigration minister has 

admitted that there is a human catastrophe in Dadaab but they don’t know what to do. 

• Kenyan youths and youths in Dadaab are being recruited to fight on behalf of the transitional government of Somalia. 

• Colossal amounts of piracy money received by the youths from Dadaab is being used to buy houses and land in Nairobi , thus 

distorting the property market - this is the reason why the price of the land has suddenly gone up by 500 percent. 

• Kenyan authorities have ordered that all major income activities in the camps to be stopped until the owners are licensed and 

allowed to operate – because of rumours that incomes in the refugees camps such as the shops are a source of funds which is 

fuelling the war in Somalia. 

• In Nairobi, many young people who are registered by UN to operate outside the camps to earn a living have been arrested  - 

police stations in Nairobi are full of refugees waiting to be taken to court and others waiting for deportation. 

 

Thank you so much my dear team for doing this work with good new information in these difficult times. 

 

And thank you so much indeed David for your quite comprehensive update on the Somalia newsletter. I have com-

pared the new and the old document and seen all updated paragraphs. You know the situation better than I and I 

have confidence in your fine work. However I would like to say that the new inserted lines "Stig Dragholm Kenya 

2009" will be replaced by LTO as agreed earlier before it will be published. ALSO THANK YOU SO MUCH DAVID FOR 

DOING THIS FINE JOB and looking forward to hearing from you Wednesday on your quality control of your own work. 

 

Kind regards from  

Stig 
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Tuesday 15th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, still friends with all at work today despite of …., MESHACK: THE GREATEST BUT THE SIMPLEST OF 

ALL, visiting Jais at Espergærde Ungdomsskole and watching the Christmas Show and I received the “proof of honor” 

by God and Obama gave me my grade. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I slept eight hours until 6.20 and I could have slept even more – even though this night was pretty good - because I 

was tired from a physically and mentally hard day yesterday. I had a dream tonight by the Devil where I was in Danske 

Bank Espergærde speaking to Berit and another person and Berit wanted to listen to some of my music, the album 

“Reel to real cacophony” by Simple Minds and I said to her that I believed that the 10 or 20 most clever people of the 

bank should have a special education in economy etc. and I heard that two employees arrived and they had not 

brought packed lunches with them – and after the dream I knew that it was “the Devil” giving it to me because of the 

message of education, which IS WHAT MANY COMPANIES DO, but which it totally wrong, because ALL people should 

have the education which they would like to have – as long as people do not misuse the system – therefore my friends. 

 

Still friends with all at work today despite of …. 

At work today I finished what I started yesterday before the first break was over - and the work was the second slope 

to the left - and after this I continued doing what could be called the second round of the first slope to the left – which 

I believe Henrik worked on earlier, where there was not many leaves – after that I continued doing the small part from 

the pavilion to the path. Later I filled the truck not once but twice today – primarily with the compost pile lying next to 

the truck, which nobody has done before and which also included my work from the beginning when the truck was 

not working, and during the afternoon it began to snow – and there is also frost in the ground now in the mornings – 

and I decided that I would not stop filling the truck despite any pain in my body shoveling and lifting the waste – IT 

HAD TO BE DONE if this was the last day to do this work because of the weather because JUST MAYBE GOD WILL GIVE 

US A WHITE CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR FOR THE FIRST TIME IN APPROX. 15 YEARS. And of course I did this work loading 

the truck, driving it to the waste disposal site and unloading it ALONE and Alex was my witness, the first time he no-

ticed that the truck was already full again today and this afternoon he saw me come back from the second tour today 

and he just watched me without saying anything. And finally I cleaned maybe 75% of the main path today and I don’t 

know if I can continue doing this work on Thursday because of the weather, but I have worked as hard as possible – 

and I just want to add here that it has been hard work but the truth is that it would not be hard at all if I had variation 

in the work and in a garden you can have much variation if you as a team plan and share the work, but this does not 

work like this here, so I have just done what nobody here wants to do. 

 

On my way to the first break I looked inside the room where Helle is working on Christmas decorations and I truly like 

her decorations very much and I decided to take a picture to share with you, because she is making individual decora-

tions – none of them are equal – and both of the decora-

tions at the picture are very beautiful I believe and espe-

cially the one to the right and I just received one decora-

tion from my sister, which she has probably bought (up-

date later: SHE MADE IT HERSELF!) and my point of view is 

only this, that what Helle is doing is much more beautiful 

and if people really knew her skills, she would not be work-

ing here as an unemployed! And when I met Helle at the 

break I gave her my compliments and showed her the pic-

ture and Helle said to me that she is not a Christian, she 

does not believe in ME and she does not decorate up to 

Christmas at home, and she is only doing this work because 

she is forced to do it, and still she is showing the same atti-

tude as I am, because she is doing her best despite the fact 

that she actually does not like the work, but she finds the joy – the inner soul of the work – and does quality work like 

this, which is truly amazing – and then she also helps her mother decorating for Christmas. And on Thursday all of us 

will receive one of her decorations ☺. 
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At the break Bjørn – who is actually a nice man – but also very direct and on some subjects very negative, said to me 

“workaholic geezer” and he continued saying “will you be going all the way out to the forest” and by this he actually 

thought that he was asking me if I would remove leaves from the forest close by– which I will not, only it is a park (!) – 

but what he said in other words was actually if I would go all the way into God and to what he thought he was asking 

my answer is NO but to what he was actually asking me the answer is YES – and this is how it works many many times 

here and rare that I write down these examples you know and after this he lit the Christmas decoration because he 

just received a desire to do this – and you know ALL desires you get are coming from God WHICH I RECEIVE ACTIVELY 

MANY MANY TIMES EACH DAY – and when he lit the light God gave me the song “nu er det jul igen – og julen varer 

lige til påske”  (now it is Christmas again – and it last all the way to Easter), which was just another way of saying that I 

am coming home. 

 

Because of Bjørn’s strong reaction on my way of working – but he is still nice and does not mind me as a person - I said 

that what is important to me is to find the joy of working instead of having resistance against it, because this will make 

the work much easier, and I gave him the well known example that if you look at yourself in the mirror in the morning 

and say that it will be a great day, the chances are that it just may be a great day – if you meet people with a positive 

attitude – and Alex supported me and said that work is about attitude and thank you Alex, of course you are right and 

Tom said that he would like to hire me if he had a company because of the way I am working, and this is exactly the 

argument I have included in my CV, that because of my attitude I am working better than other people and try to see 

if you can find someone who has done a better job removing leaves than me in this park ever and my guess will be 

that you cannot find such a person because of one reason: ATTITUDE and nothing else!  

 

When I was driving with the second load to the waste disposal site God said to me that he had another “activation 

project”, which was to stick all the needles from a conifer tree back on the tree after Easter (when Christmas is over 

according to the song you know ☺) and when he said this I was laughing out loud as I also did many many times when 

he started speaking to me in the beginning in 2006 and when he was nice, which only lasted a couple of weeks before 

the Devil was put on me up until now. 

 

Today at lunch Tom tried again to convince me to accept him buying a CD burner for me and he said that he will not 

pay for the music but for the time I will spend on making CD’s to him but I have decided that this is not the kind of 

“work” I will make money on, this is something I will do to make other people happy, this is a gift from me to other 

people – and I said this with the risk of Tom becoming angry or disappointed with me - and I am still wondering if it is 

a hardware failure or if it is The Devil this time making the burner not to work and I will try again at the 18th or 19th 

December – BEFORE SENDING A CHRISTMAS CARD TO KAREN – if it will work and if it does I will send her NICE music 

again – and also to give my “colleagues” and other CD gifts - and yes I have been sending her cards and sometimes 

music every single birthday and Christmas since 2004/5 and I HAVE NOT RECEIVED ONE SINGLE CARD FROM HER but 

just to see her smile, eyes and happiness when she says thank you is more than gift enough for me. 

 

And I do like Tom very much as a person – he is nice speaking to, he is considerate, sometimes he speaks very much 

about himself, but he also asks questions from time to time – but he only needs to SEE LIFE FROM ANOTHER PERS-

PECTIVE and NOW I HAVE TURNED DOWN TOM EVERY SINGLE TIME ON WORK and I HAVE NOT GIVEN HIM THE MU-

SIC WHICH HE WAS HOPING TO GET and DID THIS MAKE ME UNPOPULAR WITH HIM, which many people would prob-

ably become it the same situation, but NO and infact he suggested me today to ask Rolf if I can continue being here 

for another three months after the first period of 10 weeks and I was happy for him saying this and it only shows my 

point: That you can go against the stream and if you behave nicely and are nice to people, they will accept you – even 

though I have done what is not what normally makes people popular in a place like this. 

 

MESHACK: THE GREATEST BUT THE SIMPLEST OF ALL 

Dear Meshack, thank you very much again for your very nice words. That is very kind of you. I understand the pressure 

you must be feeling, now also when you are going to abandon the office. My friends, I do hope you will understand 

that the will of God at the moment is still the same as it has been since we met, which is to live life forwards and un-

derstand it backwards, so I don’t know what he will do about the office situation, but my guess is that you will have to 

accept leaving the office before something better will come to you/us, so my friends the name of the game is FAITH, 

please continue showing this and please continue following my stories and then you will know and understand that 
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the name of the game is LOST by the Devil which he is saying and my friends – that is truly the absolutely best advice I 

can give you, still to meet where you can and still to read my scripts if you can ☺.  

 

Thank you for the interest of the climate conference Meshack, and I have decided that I will not comment much about 

this before after it has come to an end, but how much will the world improve if they decide for a reduction of green-

house gasses of 20% or 30% in the best case? The answer is NOT THIS but simply to stop using fossil fuel like oil and 

coal etc. and to GIVE MUCH resources to INVENT new energy resources, which does not pollute at all, so at the mo-

ment the climate conference is NO SUCCESS and we will have to see what happens when the leaders of the world 

WILL HEAR THAT I AM ALSO WATCHING THEM and that was Obama speaking about me friends – because have you 

guessed if the leaders of the world know that I am here and if the leaders of the world know about the UFO’s including 

the light over Norway the other day and the answer is YES and maybe this will motivate them to come to an agree-

ment. 

 

And here is the email from Meshack: 

 

Hope that you are doing well and the same with us here.Thanks alot for your updates on both news letters hoping to 

update them when any new developments crop up. 

 

For the last months have been reading your scripts, have come to realise that frankly speaking, you are the greatest of 

all but you have decided to live a very simple life which Jesus He Himself did while He was here on earth and i have 

tried to find a comparison for you but none i have found. 

 

This is the true calling and if the world were to follow your example, this world would be a paradise to live in but look 

at what is happening at the conference of climate change! Rich nations want to withdraw from Kyoto protocol so that 

they may continue benefiting economically while polluting the environment. 

 

This week as i had informed you we are waiting to see the will of God concerning the office because by friday as the 

management had said they will have closed the office but we remain hoping to see the hand of God in all what lays 

ahead and i will keep you informed on this. 

 

Hi to your family members and your work mates. 

 

  Meshack. 

 

Visiting Jais at Espergærde Ungdomsskole and watching the Christmas Show 

And we know all of us I HATE PEOPLE TAKING AWAY RESPONSIBILITY AND FREEDOM FROM ME – and because I will do 

this with people on Earth, this is what I do to myself too – and today I noticed on facebook that Jais said that the 

Christmas show playing on my old youth school (free school classes and social activities at evenings) placed on my old 

school Mørdrupskolen is a very nice show and that it also plays today and tomorrow, and he said that EVERBODY WAS 

WELCOME and yes I KNEW WHAT THAT MEANT – that it was an INVITATION BY GOD TO ME and I WAS LOOKING SO 

MUCH FORWARD TO AN EVENING JUST RELAXING which would be the first evening for a very long time doing this 

without any obligations at all – and I truly resist going to a place where I don’t know people, but of course I also have 

the opposite feeling, this is how I am – and because of this the whole afternoon I decided to HATE to be told to go to 

this place against my will and I did it only with residence and because there was a story to tell, and because of my nat-

ural resistence more of my nightmare became true this afternoon, but never given up here - IF THIS IS WHAT YOU 

WANT, GIVE ME YOUR BEST, I AM READY FOR YOUR ATTACK and again showing the well known movement with the 

hand of Neo to the Agents. 

 

So I arrived at the Youth School – for the first time for approx. 25 years I believe – and it is looking as the same fantas-

tic youth school it was in my opinion and I knew that the purpose of God was to show what happens when old school 

friends meet again after so many years and even though Jais was not one of my very good friends from my class, I do 

remember that we spoke well at school and we could have developed a friendship so I was excited about what would 

happen when I met him again – if he would offer me a cup of coffee and if he had time to speak to me, so I arrived and 

I was shown to his shared office and he was surprised seeing me and spoke politely to me for maybe 2-3 minutes and 
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then I asked him of courtesy if he was busy – because he was working on the computer when I arrived and we had no 

“appointment” – and yes in fact he was very busy as he said so therefore I went to the big room, where the show 

would start a little bit later. 

 

And what was the Christmas show about this year and it was about a spaceship with a crew of three people, who had 

the mission to travel to space to the the top of the world’s largest Christmas Tree to put a star on top of the Christmas 

Tree – which did not turn out fine in the play, they were abducted by an evil extraterrestrial – and they also showed 

one number from a forthcoming musical, which is about the good and the evil, where one person is sentenced to 

death in a lawsuit, so these young people were inspired by God making these plays, unfortunately with the wrong 

ending of both plays and that is the general idea here and yes TO CHANGE THE ATTITUDE of many of these people liv-

ing around here to help them enter my kingdom. And the school also played and song beautifully – which it is “world 

famous” for here. 

 

After the show I was excited if Jais would still be here and if he had time to speak to me, and maybe to take a cup of 

coffee, it is not everyday that one of your old schoolmates enter your room and would you my dear reader give your 

good old schoolmate coffee if he came to your house, and for some of you the answer will be OF COURSE and for oth-

ers it will be NO or MAYBE and I noticed that Jais had time to speak to three other “adults” at his office and I briefly 

said that I would leave, and then Jais gave me one minute, where we briefly spoke again, but NO COFFEE and NO VERY 

GOOD CONVERSATION, only small talk about family and work – and “have you seen that Fuggi has lost more than 50 

kilos of weight” as I asked him and yes Jais had seen that on Facebook and Fuggi has written about this every week 

and I have commented on it almost every week and how many times has Jais sent a nice comment to Fuggi and the 

answer is 0, zero and how many times have others of our old school mates sent Fuggi a nice comment, and I have only 

seen one and that was from Allan. 

 

And this example is included in this book to show you what most people will do here THEY WILL NOT EVEN OFFER YOU 

COFFEE AFTER SO MANY YEARS and to sit down and have a good talk with someone they have spent every day with at 

school for years and this is THE POWER OF THE DEVIL YOU SEE HERE and if you cannot understand the difference, 

please go to Kenya for example and ask what people will find natural there – and then you will see the difference be-

tween God and the Devil, and who do you prefer and do you have the Devil or God inside of yourself? 

 

And when I came home I received a “nice” email from Jais and again please notice the “small talk”, there is no true 

commitment or enthusiasm here, it is short and non-committing and no invitation for a follow up. So Jais, this is why I 

came to visit you this evening and we could have talked about many exciting subjects – also about the future! 

 

And here are the emails: 

 

Hej Stig. 

 

Rigtig hyggeligt at du valgte at kigge forbi din gamle ungdomsskole. Og hyggeligt at se dig igen. Jeg synes det lyder 

utrolig spændende at du har boet og arbejdet i Kenya :o) 

 

Pas godt på dig selv og held og lykke med din fremtidige job-situation. Jeg er sikker på at der nok skal vise sig et eller 

andet spændende. 

 

Vh. Jais 

 

Hej Jais, 

 

Mange tak for din besked. Det var hyggeligt at se dig igen efter så mange år - du har næsten ikke ændret dig med åre-

ne, og dejligt at høre, at du har en stor og dejlig familie. 

 

Som sagt var musikken og sangen i sine bedste øjeblikke næsten verdensklasse, og det var også sjov at se skuespillet, 

men jeg forstår ikke, at du bruger meget tid på administration, når du har naturtalentet til at spille teater og forment-

lig også at sætte det op kunstnerisk og instruere - dette ville jeg gætte på ville motivere dig endnu mere. 
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Tak for dine venlige hilsener, jeg håber også, at det må gå godt for dig og dine nærmeste. Take care. 

 

Vh 

Stig 

 

I received the “proof of honor” by God and Obama gave me my grade 

And another purpose of me to go back to my old school, Mørdrupskolen, was to symbolic receive the proof of honor 

by God which is hereby given to you my son TO HAVE ACCEPTED AND CARRIED OUT A LIFE WITH THE BIGGEST SUF-

FERINGS OF ANY MAN ON EARTH and without HAVING YOUR OWN FAMILY AND FRIENDS UNDERSTANDING AND 

HELPING YOU and for this I WILL GIVE YOU THE GRADE of between 8 or 9 what do you say yourself and yes WE WILL 

GIVE YOU A 8 FOR THIS BOOK MY FRIENDS and yes THIS IS WHY I OBAMA  GAVE MY SELF THE GRADE B+ IN MY INTER-

VIEW WITH OPRAH WINFREY YESTERDAY because my dear friends THIS IS THE GRADE I HAVE DECIDED TO GIVE TO 

YOU (God is giving me the grade and he was communicating through Obama) and this is the same as GRADE 9 ON THE 

OLD DANISH SCALE which I am still using and OK then we agree and thank you OBAMA and yes MY FRIEND THIS IS THE 

GRADE I WILL GIVE MYSELF AS WELL because this is not our best quality but it will have to do under the circumstances. 
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Wednesday 16th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, more on the play by Espergærde Ungdomsskole, I broke the plan of God and the Council, previous 

emails I have sent to the team, sending PRIVATE text messages to Elijah, running again including the goal of the Cli-

mate conference and playing Bowling with Preben and Kim S. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday also became a long day and late before I went to bed, and again it was with my outmost I did the script and 

sent it to the team and waking up to a new beautiful day today, where I have plenty of room in my action plan and I 

can fill it up with different tasks if I want to – for example if I decide to look into a greater detail about what has been 

talked about so far at the climate conference but you know NOT MANY OBLIGATIONS TODAY and of course Bowling 

and yes I WILL SEE IF I CAN STILL MANAGE TO BEAT PREBEN AND KIM THIS EVENING AS I HAVE DONE PROBABLY HALF 

OR 2/3 OF ALL OF THE TIMES WE HAVE PLAYED and that is a Christmas tradition for us three to play Bowling and yes 

for us three to have met in life and yes we know STILL TO SOON TO TELL THEM WHO THEY ARE and yes I DON’T KNOW 

IT MYSELF and yes LATER MY FRIENDS – but waking up at 8.30 this morning and yes a long bath of one hour and yes 

enjoying that very much and some dreams – after having listened to Arcade Fire’s BRILLIIANT album NEON BIBLE twice 

this morning and nothing less than BRILLIANT I MUST SAY, and yes the CD player still has its own life and only some-

times it will work and it changes every day which cd’s it wants to play. 

 

• I am a customer at one of these small, round newspaper kioks, where two Englishmen work inside. They know all 

about music and I speak first English, since Danish to them, and I ask them if Mew and another Danish band has 

the same technical standard as the best bands of UK and they say YES and I buy a single by Mew at the kiosk and I 

am a little bit disappointed that the single, which contains four numbers, does not include the very big hit they 

had a couple of years ago in Denmark. 

o And just another band MADE BY ME and yes FOR YOU AND THE WORLD to enjoy and I never made it so far, 

Mew, that I got to learn your music – but I will try to catch up ☺. And yes Kashmir and Radiohead are the two 

bands of all, who should probably also been on my top 100 list, but I never had the patience (!) to get to learn 

and appreciate your music even better, even though you make music which has the potential to be my favou-

ritte music. 

• I am at the airport on a field trip together with a group of people who have been together for some time. They 

had one orchestra playing for them, and they had money to have another orchestra playing for them too, but this 

orchestra never played – even though they wanted to use the money now it had been allocated. We are now at 

the restaurant of the airport and people order food etc. in abundance and I get nothing. We are two groups, who 

have been together and the other group tells me that they don’t want the bother of being together with us at 

summertime, but only at wintertime.  The people leave, the plane is flying very soon now, and I say that the steak 

I ordered was never delivered and I start eating the leftovers of a very big Wiener Schnitzel, and the two persons, 

who are left with me start complaining to the restaurant because they did not bring my order, which annoys me 

because then the restaurant start asking questions to find out what has happened and we don’t have the time to 

answer these questions because we need to catch the plane. At the security desk, where there are really a lot of 

people and I can see that the time is really very limited and that we may not reach the plane, I meet Sanna to-

gether with her friend Eva, and I am accompanying them. 

 

More on the play by Espergærde Ungdomsskole 

And God inspired me to write the full story of the play from yesterday, which I was not quite sure if I wanted to write, 

but the young people was actually even more inspired than what I told you yesterday because the play was about me 

and Karen as well and just to give you some of the details: 

 

• The play consisted of two men and one woman as the main characters. I am “both of these men” and Karen is the 

woman. 

• During the play one of the men played a computer game at the spaceship and the woman who was playing the 

spaceship computer showed a sign saying “game over” – this is what this play is symbolizing to me: “School’s out”. 

• One of the men of the crew constantly desires the woman of the crew making the woman angry and calling him 

“clammy” all of the time – which is actually what Karen has called me, of course because of a misunderstanding, 
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because I have really not desired her! – and still you see in the play that the woman is actually very interested in 

this man when he plays the guitar for her and the guitar is just symbolizing ME. 

• One of the men is also sniffing lighter gas, which I also did a few times with “not good” friends in the “rough” 

neighbourhood of Snekkersten, where we lived from 1978-1986 – and this is just to say to people and addicts that 

I know the feeling of what you are going through. 

• The captain of the ship is CRAZY and again it is me and of course it is another misunderstanding by my family 

around me. 

• The other man of the ship will “save” the crew members from the bad extraterrestrial and he receives two “James 

Bond like” pistols and he gives the same sign as neo did to the agents in the movie Matrix, where he invited the 

agents to fight him – which is the sign I see in front of me when I am still fighting the Devil. 

• The play ends by a speaker saying that this is a bad ending of the play and that “I need to get a new one” and this 

is exactly right, because the real ending is that I will get Karen in the end – which this play did not show – and the 

extraterrestrial is not evil and does not steal the star of the Christmas Tree, no he is good and helps me and us, 

and at the end of the play one of the small characters had a KING’S CROWN on his head and I SAW ME COMING 

HERE and thinking of the video too of one of Depeche Mode’s biggest hits with the King wandering and yes my 

friends I am the wandering Stig, this is the meaning of my name, therefore. 

 

I broke the plan of God and the Council 

As I have written about in my old book, the most dreadful crime of people OF ALL is when family members sexually 

abuse other family members – THERE IS NOTHING AS EVIL AS THIS – and this morning in the bath God told me that 

this was MY PLAN for me and with the help of the COUNCIL and of course THEY WERE ONLY UNWILLING to carry out 

this plan, to do to me what is the most mean that people do on Earth today, but because I DID THE IMPOSSIBLE, 

FOUGHT WITH MY LIFE and FOUND THE IMPOSSIBLE ROAD I LAID OUT FOR YOU (including not to stop speaking to 

Sanna about my CV, book etc. – but to inform or even fight her), I HAVE DECIDED TO DO WHAT I DID YESTERDAY AND 

THEY DAY BEFORE, WHICH WAS NOT 100% TO CARRY OUT THE CRIME BUT ONLY TO GIVE YOU THE VERY GOOD IDEA 

and I will not give you details – this was THE MOST MEAN that anybody has done to me, but it only lasted a short time 

and I was able to continue, otherwise I would have GIVEN UP and let the Devil do his plan before GOD WOULD HAVE 

WOKEN ME making it easier for me to enter but BECAUSE OF MY FIGHT and NOT GIVE UP ATTITUDE I HAVE DECIDED 

TO LET YOU CARRY ON and now we have one week left before Christmas Day and I still need to do my job PERFECT 

ACCORDING TO THE BASIC RULES – that is to follow my plans – in order to avoid this nightmare and this is what I will 

continue doing and praying that I will succeed, and this was both me and the Council at the same time saying this. 

 

Emails I have sent to the team 

It is not always that I include the messages I send to the team in my emails when I forward the script of the day, and 

here I give you some emails I have sent to the team lately, which has not been included in the book before now: 

 

14th December: 

 

Dear all, 

  

Attached is the script of today and THANK YOU SO MUCH MESHACK AND DAVID for your very, very nice emails indeed, 

which made me happy, but I will have to say that I am so sorry that I don't hear from you at all, Elijah. You have had all 

chances to get in touch with me, I have showed you "ways out" and still you are suffering so much that you cannot 

bear to contact me? My dear friend, this is where you are wrong. Elijah YOU ARE ONE OF THE STRONGEST MEN ON 

EARTH, also today, that is your potential and still you are not getting in touch with me because of your attitude and 

the temptation from the Devil? Elijah, I have now made it even more clear/easier for you to find your way out. Elijah, 

PLEASE STOP FEELING SORRY ABOUT YOURSELF AND TAKE RESPONSIBILITY OF YOUR LIFE AND TO HELP ME MY 

FRIEND. HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK THAT YOU HELP ME BY NOT DOING ANYTHING? YOU ARE MAKING HISTORY 

WITH YOUR DECISIONS - DO YOU WANT TO GET UPRISING OR TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT YOU COULD NOT MAKE IT 

YOURSELF? THIS IS YOUR LAST CALL! 
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Kind regards from  

Stig 

 

7th December: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script of today and I have now written more than 1,000 pages. Please understand that Christmas is 

about MY HEART and GIVING WARMTH TO PEOPLE and this is truly what I am about and I do hope that you will follow 

up ALL OF YOU THIS WEEK to demonstrate what I have asked you to do as symbols of following the basic rules in order 

for me to BE GOD and NOT THE DEVIL to you. 

 

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

20th November: 

 

Dear all, 

 

Attached is the script of today. 

Please understand that I give Elijah my final warning on one hand in the script today and that I on the other hand truly 

pray that the team will be able to motivate Elijah to keep the basic rules, because he will shortly be responsible to-

gether with you to make sure that the world will meet my criteria including keeping the basic rules to enter my king-

dom. More is written about this in the script. 

 

And thank you so much John, you touched my heart very much by your email, because I understand and appreciate 

what you are going through to stand by me. Thank you my friend. 

 

I forgot to write to you yesterday that you will make me very happy by updating the Somali newsletter and sending 

me a full new updated document, and when it comes to the Dadaab newsletter I would be happy for John and co. to 

do the same as you did the last time and to send me the updates only, which I will then implement in the newsletter 

and return to you. Thank you all of you for doing this in this difficult time :-) 

 

Sending PRIVATE text messages to Elijah 

Today I decided to send two PRIVATE text messages to Elijah, which will not be published in this book because I 

wanted to say to Elijah that I am sad about the suffering he and the family is going through and that he is welcome to 

communicate with me IN PRIVATE, which I will not include in this book. 

 

This is the last thing I will do towards Elijah – his deadline is running out the 22nd December – and if he decides not to 

communicate with me and not to repent, it is the same as saying that I DON’T WANT TO LIVE – I HAVE ACCEPTED TO 

DIE and I WILL NOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD. This is the message he is sending the world and it is with this lug-

gage that he will start his journey to tell the world PLEASE DON’T DO AS I DECIDED TO DO – and this is UNLESS ELIJAH 

WILL SHOW HIS STRENGTH, BECAUSE ELIJAH YOU CAN STILL BEAT THE DEVIL IF YOU DECIDE TO DO IT – IT IS REALLY AS 

SIMPLE AS THAT despite of your sufferings – AND UNLESS THE TEAM WILL BE ABLE TO CONVINCE YOU ABOUT THE 

RIGHT THING TO DO, so please my friends WILL YOU PLEASE BE VERY OPEN AND DIRECT WHEN SPEAKING TO ELIJAH 

ABOUT WHAT HE IS DOING and WILL YOU PLEASE LET ME KNOW AFTER SPEAKING TO ELIJAH IF HE WILL DECIDE TO 

COMPLY WITH MY RULES AND ANSWER MY QUESTIONS FROM THE 13TH DECEMBER before the 22ND DECEMBER OR 

NOT? 

 

PLEASE DO YOUR ABSOLUTE OUTMOST AND THIS IS BOTH TO THE TEAM AND ELIJAH – PLEASE. 

 

Running again including the goal of the Climate conference 

This afternoon I decided to run again and this time around the city – and the first maybe 500 metres was the most dif-

ficult where the Devil again was strong, so strong that I was about to give up and this time Obama was “allowed” to 
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play the Devil and as I said to him “one day we will laugh of this” and I will tell you no more what he did, but it was not 

nice to say the least and gradually I received more energy and the Devil – who is strong when I run, which Obama now 

also knows and can tell about – and I felt for the first time for maybe 10 years for 1-2 kilometres the joy of running be-

cause I ACTUALLY NEVER ENJOY THIS and the feeling that I could go on, but this feeling only lasted 1-2 kilometres and 

from there again it was ONLY A DECISION to CARRY ON which I did until I had run 3,3 kilometres according to the map 

and for me THAT IS A VERY GOOD RESULT BECAUSE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCE AND STILL IMPROVING I AM and yes GO 

GET THEM OBAMA and I know you only have one day when coming to Copenhagen so you and I may have the same 

goal – IT IS UP TO THE WORLD TO FIND OUT HOW TO SOLVE THIS CLIMATE CRISIS and so far I have only heard about 

deductions of green house gasses and NOT ONE SINGLE PERSON HAS TALKED ABOUT REMOVING GREEN HOUSE 

GASSES by inventing and using new technology to replace all fossil fuel and that is the goal my friends and we will see 

if anyone including Lars Løkke can do anything about this. 

 

David made his promise ☺☺☺☺ 

And thank you so much indeed my friend, I have been waiting to receive your email today and I truly VALUE very 

much when people keep their agreements and promises. And thank you so much for giving me information about Je-

nipher – please give her my warmest regards when you meet her again and please LISTEN to her and ASK her ques-

tions, because this is what I believe will make her happy. And yes I know of the situation in Kenya, which also makes 

me sad, and I agree with you, it is time for the world to act now, and the question is really what this very expensive 

conference and a majority of the leaders of the world can agree about. I listened to Arnold Schwarzenegger speaking 

today and what I liked about him is that he spoke about NEW TECHNOLOGIES which make him as a private person 

CO2-neutral to the environment. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

: Jambo Herr Stig, 

I'm fine today. As I promised I was able to read the Roadmap to Peace in Somalia. I concluded that it better be left as it 

is. As it has captured the different aspects of the Somali conflict and our recommendations. 

  

On another note, I was able to finally meet Jeniffer today): She is a nice and beautiful lady, like you said. However we 

didn't have enough enough time to talk but we promised ourselves to meet again, maybe over the weekend. 

  

Thank you so much for your updates and commends on the conference in your country. The world has to act soon rea-

lising that the impact of global warming is affecting many countries. Here in Kenya, the recent drought has seen the 

death of cattle, lions and other game, and even people. The world has to act NOW. 

  

Thank you so much and have a good day.  

  

David 

 

Playing Bowling with Preben and Kim S. 

For approx. 10 years I have played Bowling and had Christmas lunch afterwards with my old colleagues Preben and 

Kim S. from Danske Forsikringsmæglere and Aon, who I worked together with from 1991-1997 and we have always 

had fun together. This year I said that I could not afford to pay but they were nice to pay for me. 

 

We always play Bowling together for two hours and it is always hard for your legs when you do as I – squatting every 

time to the ground when I throw the ball – and two weeks ago it would probably have been impossible to Bowl be-

cause my legs where hurting too much because of my work, but today it went fine, because I am in a better form now. 

 

And tonight God had decided what the result of the Bowling should be, which meant that I was not allowed to win this 

one even though I kept my concentration at the highest level ALL TWO HOURS and did everything I could to win, and I 

am just an amateur playing Bowling which I do once or sometimes twice a year and Bowling is a game of concentra-

tion, focus and also stabilility and the simple reason for me normally winning, when I play with other “amateurs” – 

however I don’t win all of the time when playing with Kim and Preben – is simply because of my ATTITUDE and noth-
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ing else herewith reflecting the same attitude as when I am working and this is just a symbol saying that I am no better 

than other people but when I decide to do my best, I will normally win.  

 

In the first game of Bowling Kim and I was fighting to win and we really did not notice Preben as a threat and Kim 

threw his last ball followed by me and I received 133 points, which was better than Kim – and before we started I 

thought that 130 points would probably be enough per game to win the evening – and then Preben shot a fantastic 

10th round with a strike and a spare I believe and I was very surprised to see that GOD HAD DECIDED FOR PREBEN AND 

I TO SHARE THIS ONE because Preben also received 133 points, so now we were in front of the evening by ½ win each 

and 0 for Kim. 

 

In the beginning of the next game God wanted to show me how he is controlling even a simple play like Bowling be-

cause in the first round we all received 9 points and then Kim started the second round by 9 points first and then a 

spare, then it was my turn and I did 9 points and a spare and then it was Prebens turn and he also did 9 points and a 

spare, and this is not normally something which “just” happens that we get exaxtly the same result six times in a row, 

this was God showing me that he played together with us fixing the result and I remember thinking that there was ab-

solutely nothing I could do against it and at the end of this game Kim won with 138 points against mine 136 points, so 

now Kim was ahead of the evening. And I believe that it was in this game too where Preben received a “gift” of two 

pins which falled by themselves which gave him two “free” spares and I had four PERFECT strokes which should have 

given me strikes which I told the others, but because of the way the pins fell and because I was “unlucky” I did not get 

strikes on these strokes and meanwhile Kim had some very “lucky” strokes giving him strikes and spares SO EVEN 

THOUGH I PLAYED BETTER THAN KIM IN THIS GAME, I DECIDED TO LET KIM WIN, STIG. 

 

Kim also won the next game and I received again approx. 130 points and then I thought that I had to lift my game to a 

higher level by becoming even more focused and concentrated – and that is really just to lift the quality – and I said to 

the others that the goal of my fourth game would be 150 points and I thought that I should have at least 75 points af-

ter round 5, which I did but in round six I only received four points (“it never happens to me”) and in total there was 

three rounds of this game where I only scored very little because I could feel that my hand was moved a little bit ex-

actly at the point when I threw the ball, and yes we know I DID ABSOLUTELY NOTHING MYSELF TO MOVE MY HAND 

and it was God and the Council too doing this which annoyed me very much but to be honest I must also say that it 

also happened the other way around – sometimes when I did not do the best shots, my hand was automatically 

moved to the right position giving me maybe a strike or a spare and THIS IS HOW GOD IS PLAYING EVERY SINGLE 

SPORTSGAME OF THE WORLD – BECAUSE THIS IS ABOUT ATTITUDE, TRAINING AND EXPERTISE – and at the end of this 

game I only received 127 points, I believe, and I would have received more than 150 points if needed because at the 

same time Kim and Preben were losing focus and automatically I decided not to give them as many points, therefore. 

So I won this one and now Kim was ahead by 2 to 1,5 to 0,5 and I thought that I should end winning the evening. 

 

But Kim also won the fifth game and there was nothing I could do, and God said that he had decided that Kim should 

win this one tonight showing that he did not perform as well as I did but he received the fruits which is exactly what 

he has done in his life too, he has not performed as well as I, but because he has been “lucky”, which is to have God 

helping you, he has had a “better” life than mine and more success doing business making him – in his own mind – a 

better manager than I. This is the simple truth Kim S and maybe this was your opinion until you saw me this evening? 

More of this later. 

 

And we did not end the sixth game before the time was over, but I continued playing my best and I would have won 

this game, because I was much ahead – and then we would have made a draw if God did not decide to take away half 

a point from me at the first game - but in total Kim won the evening, and there is almost nothing better for Kim than 

winning in Bowling and he kept on telling us just how well he played – and this is a humour we have had for 10 years 

when all of us tell the others that we will win easily – but Kim overdid his reaction this evening, so he was actually 

crossing the fine balance of humour because instead of two or three times for him to “celebrate” on the “cost” of us – 

which is funny when it is done elegantly – he was now gloating because he kept doing it maybe 10 times, which was 

too much and I had to tell him stop doing this, which he understood and which gave me another status of the evening 

because it is not normal that he sees me correcting him – this was a build up mentally of what was about to come. 
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After the Bowling we went to the restaurant and had a very nice traditional Danish Christmas Lunch and Kim and Pre-

ben, who both still work within the Life & Pension industry, started talking about different work experiences, and Pre-

ben has always had a need apparently to compliment himself when speaking – which is difficult to listen to - because 

he talked about how others, both customers and colleagues, was so happy with him as a professional adviser or man-

ager and he talked down on PFA Pension and one of their managers, which he did not like at all, and maybe Dick has 

another version of what happened than the one you told us about, Preben? And Preben you also told us about your 

new manager being cheated by a journalist not writing what he said, which has now given Mercer – your employer – a 

challenge in your relations with PFA. 

  

And Kim told us about the same journalist who tried to “cheat” too in a case with Dansk Journalistforbund, where Kim 

was involved, but Kim would not speak to the media about a customer of his, but he told us that Danica’s CEO, Henrik 

Ramlau, who is probably the most skilled of all actuaries in the Danish industry of Life & Pension, did not agree with 

him in a question about Dansk Journalistforbund making the Danish FSA coming at a control visit at Kim’s company, 

but there was nothing to come after and Kim was “sentenced” to win this one over Henrik Ramlau and there are not 

many people winning an argument with Henrik and this only proves the skills of Kim. And maybe Kim and Pernille 

would like to tell the truth about why Kim decided not to start working with me again in 1998 and also later – Pernille? 

 

And after this talk Kim and Preben were nice to ask me about what I have been doing since last year – and very inter-

ested they were, which Kim told me several times during the evening – and I started by telling them about the “per-

sonal filter” of people and that even though I tell the truth they will decide for themselves if they believe that I tell the 

truth or not and I said that the more I tell them, the more they will not believe in me, but they insisted for me to talk, 

which I then decided to do – but only giving them  some information, and I thought that this opening would be the 

best way for me to open them as much as possible mentally. 

 

I spoke about my book, the purposes and key messages, and this led especially Kim to ask a lot of questions and dur-

ing the evening they told me that I was not scaring them and at least in the beginning I believe that Kim was actually 

with me and I was inspired to tell him that I remember what he told me many years ago about other people, which 

was “one thing is what people will tell you, another thing is what people will think, and it is always for you to find out 

what people will think” and Kim this one was planted ON YOU and I told you about the everlasting development of 

each human being with the end goal to become one with God, to reach Nirvana and I told you that my book is leading 

to the battle between good and evil, and maybe you gradually decided when this information passed your own “filter” 

Kim that this can impossible be the truth and because of this you decided that I did not tell the truth, Kim? And the 

way you said it revealed you because you said that “I am positive that what you say is what you think and what you 

believe in” and Kim this is just your way of saying that you don’t believe in me? 

 

And I told them about the community here where people buy consumer goods, a television and then a child in the 

third world dies, and I told them about people here buying car no. 1, 2 or 3 and then 100 people in the third world 

dies and I spoke for maybe 45 minutes and I also spoke about my CV – which Kim never gave me a reply on – and I 

said that it contains the truth and at the same time I said that it is a “conscious provocation” to see how people react 

on this based on the Danish Jantelaw. And Kim wanted to hear if all people have a “destiny” and I said that all people 

have received gifts of births but because of how the world is working today – with egocentric people etc. – it is not al-

ways that these gifts will come to their rights and I told them that they could just look at me because my managers 

have always used my professional skills doing “manual work” and (almost) not used me as a leader even though I have 

the same skills as a leader and somehow KIM NOW UNDERSTOOD TOTALLY WHAT I WAS TALKING ABOUT because 

first he received a sense of guit when I spoke of three cars – because eehh Kim how many cars do you have? – and 

when I spoke about my managers not using my skills, this was exactly what you were doing too Kim and yes DID YOU 

THINK THAT I WAS PROBABLY RIGHT (WHEN I IN MY CV TELL ABOUT MY SKILLS AS BEING THE MOST CLEVER) FOR THE 

FIRST TIME IN YOUR LIFE WHEN YOU HEARD ME COMMUNICATING LIKE A TOP MANAGER TONIGHT because Kim is it 

not the truth that YOUR OWN VOICE AND EGOCENTRIC FEELINGS, your hunt for money and TO TAKE THE BEST WORK 

FOR YOURSELF have always been so strong that you have not seen me as the leader I am and write in my CV – THAT IS 

BEFORE THIS EVENING? And yes KIM – THIS CAME TO YOU EXACTLY THE SAME WAY AS IT CAME TO YOU SØREN H. at 

the dinner I had together with him and Bo from Dahlberg at the Italian Restaurant at Rådhuspladsen – WHERE WE 

MET KIM LARSEN TOO (!) – approx. one year ago and Søren you were astonished to hear my level of communication, 

which you had never understood earlier and Søren you were my manager from 1998-2007 with a break of two years 
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and HERE YOU HAVE THE TWO MANAGERS I HAVE WORKED TOGETHER WITH “FOR THE LONGEST TIME” and THEY 

SHOULD KNOW ME VERY WELL and HOW CAN IT BE THAT THEY HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD MY TRUE SKILLS AND COM-

PETENCES and yes my friends BECAUSE THE DEVIL IS SO STRONG IN THE WORLD TODAY, so this is what I did today, to 

convince the “best” of them all, namely Kim, that probably Kim YOU HAVE A “WORTHY OPPONENT” HERE – as you 

said in Bowling as a symbol of this story and your thoughts later in the evening when we spoke about this – that I give 

you a very good game and yes KIM THIS IS WHAT I HAVE TO SAY TO YOU, I AM BETTER IN BOWLING THAN YOU and I 

AM BETTER IN WORK AND COMMUNICATION THAN YOU and maybe you will tell the world about this and your own 

mistake which it took you 18 years to understand? 

 

And just a few more notes –neither Preben nor Kim believes in God, but more in a “creating power” (eehh just like 

God you know) and as I told you Kim it is a condition TO BELIEVE in order to BELIEVE IN ME and yes Kim did not be-

lieve in me, but I actually believe that Preben believed in me the whole evening, and thank you Preben for answering 

my question of your wife Lone, and what does she do today and yes nothing else than being responsible of the mar-

keting of Danish Fish and yes just a symbol of me and yes I know it was not a coincidence that Kim, Preben and I 

started working together and they will also play a role helping me to help the world, which I was told several times 

this evening, but also that this information will have to be revealed the next time I see them. 

 

When we left at 22.00, it was snowing very much and the roads were becoming VERY slippery and difficult to drive on 

and as usual we were going to drive Kim home to Nøddebo, and I said that I was very excited to see what would hap-

pen when we arrived to Nøddebo thinking that we would probably get stuck in the snow, and Kim said that we could 

actually drive all the way into his entrance and I thought that it was really not necessary to do, but when we arrived at 

Nøddebo – after the wheels had been spinning around many places, because Preben was still driving on summer tires 

– we drove all the way down Kim’s entrance and NICE FOR YOU KIM NOT TO GET YOUR FEET COLD AND WET and yes 

this is why and we said goodbye and drove out and when leaving his entrance to go on the small public road, the road 

was so slippery  that we slide into the ditch and here there was nothing to do, the wheels kept spinning around, but 

we were stuck even though I tried to push the car and yes I WAS TOLD THAT THIS WAS THE DESTINY OF THE EVENING 

and we had to go back to Kim and ask him to start ONE OF HIS THREE CARS and this one is a fourwheel  drive to pull us 

out of the ditch which he did, and from there we could drive the whole way back without any more problems. And this 

was of course also a symbol because we were now in the Gribskov wood, which is where the Christmas train has its 

end station. 

 

During the evening I noticed that both Preben and Kim had tears in their eyes, which I also noticed that Kim had last 

year, but last year I senced that it was because of concern to me, but this year I did not sence the same concern but 

maybe it was because of the sensitivity of the subjects we spoke about? 

 

And finally in the car Preben spoke about a movie starring Robert de Niro, and when he in the movie returned to the 

USA in the fifties he was persecuted and God gave me the name McCarthy when Preben spoke about this movie and 

what he and the government were doing in the fifties was to persecute the communists ONLY BELIEVING THEMSELVES 

AND MAKING HYSTERICS and I was reminded of a interview I just saw quickly the other day on television with a US 

senator BELIEVING so strongly in his own words that there is not really a climate crisis and THIS WAS WHEN I OBAMA 

TOOK OVER SAYING THAT THIS IS THE KIND OF PEOPLE I AM STILL FIGHTING IN THE US, PEOPLE WHO ARE IN GOV-

ERNMENT, PEOPLE HAVING PREJUDICES and PEOPLE NOT KNOWING ABOUT THE FACTS BUT BELIEVING IN THEM-

SELVES, BELIEVING THEY ARE TELLING THE TRUTH and THIS IS WHAT WE NEED TO OVERCOME! 
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Thursday 17th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, working in the beautiful park today, countries nearly bankrupt because of irresponsibility, bringing 

home the Christmas decorations, short stories and finally receiving a private email from Elijah ☺. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night I did not sleep very many hours, because I was home late yesterday, but I had an OK sleep, not normal but I 

am not “very tired” today, maybe only “tired”. I had a short dream where I was in Venezueala, where I had a wallet 

including a lot of money and people on the streets tried to attack me from behind and to cut my throat with a piece of 

glass, but nothing happened – no one will attack me. 

 

Working in the beautiful park today 

 
The park dressed in white with children from the neighbouring 

kindergarten sledging on the slopes 

 
Today God invited me into his house – the Gardener house 

 

As you can see on the pictures, the landscape is covered with snow and this morning I decided to leave home 7.05 in 

order to be on time because of the slippery roads and I arrived at 7.27 – and met Alex who is normally also here on 

time which I like to see. 

 

And what was I to do today because it was impossible to continue my work because of the weather cleaning the park 

of leaves and already Tuesday I said to Judith that I did not want to come today without having any work to do, and 

this morning Rolf asked Alex and I to remove citrus trees from the orangerie (which is connected to the front of the 

Gardener’s house) to one room at the Gardeners house because the trees cannot bear frost and this is what Alex and I 

did together, and it took us maybe 30-45 minutes EFFECIENTLY to remove all of these trees – and some of them were 

quite big and heavy – and we also removed some palms, and when I entered the Gardener’s house God said to me 

that this is the symbol of entering his house, now I have come home, this is where I live, and that was of course very 

nice and afterwards Alex – who actually works very well indeed, when he wants to – said that we should have 

stretched the work for a longer period, and I could not help smiling because Alex, this is not necessary for you, you 

work efficiently and with great accuracy when you just want to do it. 

 

And after this job, Rolf had asked me to clean the paths in front of the house from snow and this is what I did and 

again God wanted me to do the job as well as possible and therefore I decided to clean the parking place too from 

snow, and when I was almost done doing this work, Rolf and Judith came and Rolf was very surprised saying to me 

that it was not necessary to clean the parking place and I said that now the job was almost done and I noticed Judith 

smiling, because she liked to see that I also did a good job “just” removing snow (and after they left I put grit on the 

parking place, which I borrowed from a car of the Commune gritting the main road in front of the house because they 

did not want me to spread out salt), and even jobs, which may be “dull” can be done with quality If your attitude is 

right and you don’t rush it just because you want to get it over as quickly as possible and this is the attitude I will ask 

you to have with ALL KIND OF WORK YOU DO. 

 

Today and the last days God has played the song “back for good” by Take That for me and the words “time for me to 

wake you up” (a little bit different than the original lyrics) and “in the corner of my mind” (which is followed by “I 
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celebrated glory”) and Tuesday he played “top of the world” by Carpenters and the words “I’m on the top of the world 

looking down on creation”. 

 

And after doing this work and having the morning break, Rolf and Judith approved a suggestion by Tom and the team 

for us to borrow the car and to bring home CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS to people wanting one and because of this I 

decided to accept this as a gift from the “company” and I drove together with Tom, Mikkel and Helle (Alex, Bjørn and 

Torben, who were also here today did not want to join us) and first we “just” had to visit Helle’s old mother to remove 

snow in front ot her house, which Mikkel liked to do because it is better to help “old ladies” than to “work” for the 

Commune as he said, and it only took us two minutes to do and Helle and her mother invited us for beers, which Tom 

and Mikkel as alcoholics really liked to have and for me, Helle prepared a cup of coffee and the next 30-40 minutes we 

were now holding a break, where Mikkel, Tom, Helle and her mother smoked one cigarette after the next and the 

men were drinking beer, and Helle asked her mother of where the bottle of whisky was, which she had the other day, 

and the mother said that she did not know, because she had not drunk it as she said, but Helle found the empty bottle 

which the men really liked to see (!), so here I was sitting with four addicts of cigarettes and three alcoholics and God 

said to me “this is not why I have created people”, which was about sitting and doing nothing and being addicts.  

 

And I noticed that Tom and Mikkel did not take off their shoes before entering the house even though their shoes 

were very wet and dirty with snow and grit and I was just thinking that this is an example of bad behaviour – but I 

don’t believe you should always remove your shoes, my friends! 

 

Countries nearly bankrupt because of irresponsibility 

I noticed that Helle’s mother had a tree ornamation hanging over one door and I asked her about what it was, and she 

said that it was from Greece and then she and Helle started speaking Greek and I learned that they earlier have lived 

in Greece and Helle said that she spoke to a friend from Greece yesterday I believe telling her that the country is very 

close to bankruptcy and that the country is “begging” other countries to help and what do I want to talk about here 

and yes Iceland almost in bankruptcy, Dubai and now Greece almost too and yes the story is as easy as this, when YOU 

HIRE PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE AND CANNOT CONTROL THE COUNTRY’S ACCOUNTS AS YOU WOULD DO 

WITH A HOUSEHOLD, WHERE YOU NORMALLY WILL HAVE A PLUS ON YOUR ACCOUNTS and if you borrow money to 

be sure that you will ALWAYS be able to repay this loan, but if COMMON SENSE even among POLITICIANS and STATE 

LEADERS HAVE BEEN LOST, YOU ARE NOW RISKING TO MELT DOWN THE ECONOMY OF ONE COUNTRY, WHICH CAN 

BRING THE NEXT COUNTRY TO A FALL AND TO CONTINUE UNTIL THE TOTAL ECONOMY OF THE WORLD WILL MELT 

DOWN and my dear friends, THIS IS WHAT I ASK YOU ABOUT, IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT? DO YOU WANT TO LIVE A 

LIFE LIKE AFTER AN ATOMIC WAR WITH ALMOST NOTHING TO EAT AND LAWLESS CONDITIONS OR DO YOU WANT ME 

TO HELP YOU COME THROUGH THE BEST AND EASIEST WAY POSSIBLE? THIS IS YOUR CHOICE MY FRIENDS and right 

now people at the climate conference are dangerously close NOT TO AGREE ON ANYTHING WHICH IS ALSO SHOWING 

A TOTAL MELTDOWN OF WHAT SHOULD BE VERY EASY TO AGREE ON and this is just showing you the sickness of the 

world – more on this the next days. And look at what happened at TV2 news at 18.14 today when they spoke about 

the conference, when I SWITCHED OFF THE LIGHT OF THE STUDIO and of course only a symbol, do you want to chose 

the road of light or the road of darkness? And some days ago on a live TV discussion of the climate a scientist had a 

collapse, which was just another sign. 

 

Bringing home the Christmas decorations 

So after the meeting with Helle’s mother I drove Mikkel, Helle and 

Tom home and Tom was nice to say that he would like us to exchange 

telephone numbers so we also can see each other in private and this 

is the most unlikely friendship I have seen coming in my life, but you 

know, I do like Tom as a person as I like all persons. 

 

And at the picture to the right of my living room – which is not 100% 

clear because God was playing with my camera, you can see the very 

beautiful Christmas Decoration on my “new”sofa table , which I HAD 

IN MIND FOR YOU STIG and yes WHEN I SAW THE DECORATION THIS 

MORNING not knowing that this is what I would have, I thought that 

it was both beautiful and divine because of the wood, which Helle has painted and the gold colour she has used and in 
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the window pane you can another small decoration I took because there were still more in the car and because Tom 

also received two. 

 

And when this picture was taken I was listening to MUSE and their album “Black holes and revelations”, which I have 

now listened to maybe five times in a row, and yes MUSE the song “supermassive black hole” is in league with the ab-

solutely best songs I know from artists on my top 10 list and I now understand and appreciate your music even more – 

BUT I HAVE HAD NO TIME TO READ YOUR LYRICS knowing that there are messages there - and yes the best of it is di-

rectly to my top 10 and when I finish learning your music, you will have made it to my top 10 list, but I have decided to 

let you “debut” at place number 24 on my list and still crawling, we are AND YES “lille Peter Edderkop” and yes this 

song has been used as a symbol too and yes in fact for years and yes CRAWLING and yes after rain and yes into the 

sun and yes so it is. 

 

Short stories 

Here are some short stories which also ALMOST did not make it to the book: 

 

• 1-2 weeks ago God gave me the sign of a flu coming, which I could feel in my throat and I thought that if this is 

what God wanted me to have – the H1N1 flu – this is what I would have to go through like MILLIONS OF OTHER 

PEOPLE and starting yesterday he has now giving me a tickling feeling in my nose, and especially in the right nos-

tril, which is a symbol of the flu and furthermore I feel the signs of it in my body too but I don’t believe that it will 

break out, and WHAT DO YOU WANT TO SAY WITH THIS GOD and yes ONLY THIS I HAVE NOT BROUGHT ANY FLU 

TO YOU OR YOUR MOTHER AND YES MY CHILD BECAUSE YOU HAVE DECIDED NOT TO GIVE UP and yes the RIGHT 

notril is just me saying that I AM SO EXCITED FOR YOU TO COME HOME. 

• The last couple of days the Devil has been as strong as ever where I need to fight him like Neo did and at other 

times he speaks about “don’t kill me”, which is what I am doing at the moment also when writing these lines be-

cause this book is an attack against the Devil, this is what I will use to clean the world. 

• And today Obama was with me again and laughing because we know it and now you my dear readers also know it, 

because this book is now better than I could have ever imagined because if I had lost to the Devil in the first round, 

I would have had to stop writing this book and the book would therefore be a weaker tool than what it is now, 

where I have decided that I will WRITE ALL STORIES WHICH POTENTIALLY WAS INTENDED FOR YOU BUT NOT 

LIKELY TO BE WRITTEN. 

 

Finally receiving a private email from Elijah ☺☺☺☺ 

And finally today I received a private email from Elijah, which MADE ME VERY HAPPY – because I decided to give him a 

final chance by writing a personal and private message to him which is symbolising what I offer all people to do, to 

have direct communication with me before the final judgment as written about earlier in this book - and I have prom-

ised him not to bring his email here but let me just say that what he writes should in my opinion be NO PROBLEM TO 

PUBLISH but if Elijah prefers to keep this email private, this is what I have accepted to do. 

 

And all I can say is that based on the information from Elijah – without receiving any information from God or the 

Council at all – Elijah has passed the test, which means that he IN THIS GAME as a symbol has met the criteria to enter 

my kingdom at the final round 3 including a promise to keep the basic rules.  

 

I decided to answer Elijah’s email in private, but all my thinking goes on how nice it would be to publish these emails 

and therefore should Elijah LATER DECIDE TO PUBLISH THESE EMAILS AND HIS THOUGHTS TO THE WORLD, THEN IT 

WILL BE THE DECISION OF ELIJAH. 
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Friday 18th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, “work” today, sending more money to Kenya, difficult times for my sister?, watching the Climate 

Conference on Television, an amazing email from John, MESHACK: AS YOU ARE, SO WE ARE IN THE GARDEN, a short 

email from David, people I have not heard from and my mother and John has returned from their cruise. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

In general I have over some days now been less tired and even though things are not quite normal, I am not very tired 

but somewhere in between normal and tired. Tonight was also a night of only few dreams and tonight the Devil was 

allowed to give me dreams about sex and beautiful women, which was not very nice thinking of when I woke up, be-

cause I have never had this pleasure of life. 

 

“Work” today 

Yesterday Rolf promised me that there would be “work” for me to do today even though it would be borring work and 

I said to him that nothing could be more borring than the work I have done removing leaves every single day (the job 

is alright as part of a job but it is not alright to do all of the time), I also told him yesterday that the car needed to get 

fuel on and Rolf said that he would do this in 1-2 days. 

 

So when I arrived on time again this morning and met Rolf he asked me to drive the car to the facility of the Commune 

this morning to put fuel on the car (!) – maybe you are too busy doing nothing my friend, Rolf? – and furthermore he 

asked me to go to Johannes Fog to buy gravel and road salt and yes the SALT IS THE SYMBOL OF THE UNIVERSE COM-

ING TO ME and I was given a gasoline payment card and a payment card to Johannes Fog and maybe this is not stan-

dard that Rolf will give the payment cards to the cash helpers “working” here, but this is the confidence I have re-

ceived from Rolf and maybe because I am always on time and work concentrated? And furthermore he asked me to 

put a mixture of gravel and road salt on the path in front of the building, whereafter I could take the rest of the day off. 

 

So this is what I did, I drove the car, put fuel on it, bought approx. 1 squarre metre of gravel and 6 bags of 25 kilos road 

salt and this is my destiny here, to do the physical hardest work, and Rolf said that I could ask other people helping me 

unload the gravel from the truck when I returned, which I decided not to do because how hard could it be to shovel 

the gravel from the bed of the truck to the ground and I learned – because I have never tried this before – that gravel 

is actually very heavy and I needed to put a lot of effort and will power to do this – also because I am physically not 

very strong you know - and at the end of this work Alex came out and helped me removing the bags of road salt to the 

Gardener’s house and he told me that the gravel weighs 2.3 tons per squarre metre, so this is what I shovelled taking 

me maybe 20 minutes. 

 

Hereafter the time was 9.30 and we had our morning break and homemade buns as usual, and Alex was inspired to 

speak about the Three Kings festival, which he has seen in Sevilla, Spain, and I said that I have also seen this festival at 

Benalmadena and I knew that the message from God was about the Holy Three Kings and the throw out of candy, 

which is what school children in Denmark do at the last school day and during the morning I heard the Devil saying 

that he truly hates Christmas and today he has not been a very big problem because of my attitude to do my best 

work and because I don’t fear him. 

 

So after I did the last small pieces of work today, I left at approx. 10.30, so maybe you cannot find that much work for 

me afterall, Rolf? 

 

Sending more money to Kenya 

And on my action plan today was to send more money to Kenya and I had 900 DKK left on my bank account and 

approx. 30 DKK at home – and I still have a lot of bread, meat, potatoes and frozen vegetables left– and I only need 

some milk and other small things for the rest of the month so I decided to send 800 DKK to Kenya today – which was 

665 DKK after the fee to Western Union and the post office helping them to become even richer too. This is the best I 

can do for the team and this is the very small money I can give for them to get a little bit better Christmas than what 

they would have if I could not send them this money. Please understand that I have not followed a daily or weekly 

budget for some time here, because I have become used to spend absolutely no money on myself when it comes to 

entertainment, cafés etc. and only buying the cheapest food I can find in the supermarket – and I could have been 

even more extreme in my shopping (excluding coffee, butter etc.), because the truth is that I have not missed any-
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thing really (except from redwine and a “normal life”), I have had good food both for breakfast, lunch and dinner, but I 

have not been able to choose freely  – and the homepage www.tilbudonline.dk has helped me easily to find the 

cheapest to buy by comparing the offers from different supermarkets online, and I like this functionality much, but I 

don’t like that you force your “members” to receive emails from you – I don’t like the idea of spam-mails, where you 

will bombard people with information they don’t want, please stop this. 

 

This month I have also used 220 DKK for transport and I should have enough transport punches left on my card to be 

able to meet my family during the Christmas days. I have not yet paid the bills for my razor and the book by Dan 

Brown, which are both due here in December because I have decided that it is more important that the team in Kenya 

receive this money, and I expect that I will pay these bills after receiving the next cash help or after God will lift me up 

and bring normal life if this is truly what he and the Council will do now – because every day I think that I can continue 

living this life until Christmas or maybe even New Years Day and if I am not lifted up before this, I will lay myself down 

saying that I don’t want to continue, this is truly my feeling. 

 

Difficult times for my sister? 

And God and the Council keep on giving me small messages and it is not many of these I have decided to bring in this 

book lately but I have decided to include this one, which is about my family who cannot see anything “wrong” with me 

and yes according to Sanna “you need to be an expert in order to see that I am still crazy”, so this is how my sister is 

helping me trying to convince the family and her friends that I am still crazy and yes I HAVE NOT SAID ONE SINGLE 

WORD TO THE FAMILY SINCE THAT DAY YOU KNOW when I said to my family that I will not tell them anything more 

because of their incapacity of receiveing this information and understanding me, and this leads to the point that when 

this book will be published it could be a very good opportunity for my family and good friends to tell the world, that I 

am indeed crazy because they don’t believe in me and yes my friends – this is my way of saying to the world that 

YOUR COMMUNICATION IS DESTROYED BECAUSE YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND and very often YOU DON’T WANT TO 

UNDERSTAND. 

 

Watching the Climate Conference on Television 

When coming home today I watched some of the Climate Conference on televison and what do I see and yes THE 

WORST BUREAUCRACY OF THE WORLD and civil servants and state leaders of the world who cannot agree because of 

different opinions of how the procedure  should be and what an agreement should or should not include and at the 

same time people agree that we need to do something, but so far I must say that you have disappointed me and now 

the only hope I have left is that Obama will be able to help the world, but I fear that not even Obama today can help 

BECAUSE OF HOW THE WORLD IS ORGANISED and also because of how USA is organised and yes my friend the small 

path behind my old apartment house in Hørsholm is called BARAKSTIEN (“the barak path”) and maybe you can tell me 

how you decided to build this house for me – yes the old Rungsted Biograf (cinema) was placed directly where my 

apartment was build and yes many stories could be told about this house too and yes cinema is a good symbol and yes 

BARAKSTIEN is just the symbol of the connection between Barack and I. 

 

And you can watch TV2 news from today at 11.14 and see Ulla Terkelsen coughing after she said “It is us who are suf-

fering” and yes IT IS US and yes IT IS THE COUNCIL WHO IS SUFFERING because this is what we will continue doing, giv-

ing the world a worse and worse climate until the world decide that it will do EVERYTHING to replace fossil fuel with 

an everlasting energy from God to the world.  

 

And I watched Obamas speech and yes of course my friend it is better to act than talk and yes I KNEW IT TOO and yes 

Obama did his absolutely best based on how the system of the world and USA is built today and I said 10-4 to Obama 

repeatedly and we agreed that we will later – starting with this book – tell the world what we really believe. I will 

come back later on this subject with my verdict, but it is really not sounding promising so unless a miracle really hap-

pens now – which will not come – then the verdict is really with sadness and tears in my eyes - I see my mother in 

black and the pope in a brown monk dress - NOT PASSED and really because of bureaucracy and not doing what is the 

most simple answer TO INVENT NEW ENERGY to reduce greengas ommmissions not by 10, 20 or 30% but to absolutely 

O and I write zero. 

 

An amazing email from John 
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Dear John, you continue to amaze me, you are facing severe difficulties yourself and you still have the energy to com-

mit yourself with all of your mind and heart in Dadaab and Somalia – thank you so much for that. You are showing the 

world that even though you do really suffer, you can still function and work, which is valuable information. 

 

Thank you also for your season greetings – and I do wish you and your family the warmest Merry Christmas as I can 

and I understand how the view is looking and I do hope that God has a surprise for all of us up to Christmas, but I can 

really not tell because as ever he has two voices you know, and one of the voices gives me hope of that. 

 

Thank you also for your wise words of the learnings of life, which you will hopefully do not only in bad times, but cer-

tainly also in good times and this is what you need discipline for.  

 

And here is first his email and afterwards his letter to me: 

 

Hi Stig, 

  

How are you today my great freind, hope everything is okay with you in Denmark your beautiful country. Yes Stig, 

chrismas is about and we are looking to this great day although we do not have money to entertain our families but we 

have the faith that you have given us.Attached find my message. 

 

Thank you for still believing John and with the BEST WISHES OF THE NEW YEAR TOO – and looking forward to our ex-

periences and adventures together. 

  

Thank you. 

  

John 

 

Yes Stig, 

 

I bring you season greetings all the way from Kenya. Am sure you are looking forward to enjoying the Christmas holi-

day, it’s around the corner so you better prepare yourself. 

 

Everybody is fine here in the office and at home where I was over the weekend. As the year comes to a close we have a 

reason to thank God for his mercy and grace despite the tough times we experienced in the year. But somebody once 

said “Good times become good memories while bad times become good lessons”. For example the good times we had 

with you here have become good memories which we shall forever cherish. You will always be in our minds and hearts 

because you have been a blessing to our lives. We look to the future with confidence because that’s where we shall 

spend the rest of our lives. As the year ends, please remember the compliments you received forget the rude remarks. 

 

The Dadaab document looks good, the information is systematically arranged. Thank you for the good work. The situa-

tion has not changed infact its becoming worse since fighting inside Somalia has intensified between the insurgents 

and the weak Transitional Federal Government. Suicide bombers and insurgents continues to kill innocent people and 

the peace keepers are overwhelmed. The international community has neglected Somalia. Personally I think to restore 

peace in this war torn country might take a very long time because this is an internal conflict and the warring functions 

do not want to talk peace. The solution must come from within. 

 

Goodbye for now. 
 

MESHACK: AS YOU ARE, SO WE ARE IN THE GARDEN. 

Meshack, I know that you are using the rest of your energy, which all of us are doing in order to come to this critical 

point at the end of the station because you have been riding the train together with me at the last part of my train 

journey and when God asks us to leave the train, we will enter his Garden also in real life, not only in symbols, and this 

is where he will truly welcome us all and start the fight to help the refugees at Dadaab, the home village, Somalia and 

THE WHOLE WORLD – thank you so much for your fight and your will power and this goes to all of the team including 

your families.  
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Thank you for keeping me updated on the situation at the office, there is nothing better than communication and a 

friend whom you can trust that he will continue to give you information – NEVER STOP COMMUNICATING IF YOU FEEL 

DOWN, WHICH WILL NEVER HELP, IT WILL ONLY MAKE BAD BECOME WORSE.  

 

And all I can tell you all is that what you have done – in somewhat different degrees – is just to accept your situation 

and the will of God, to accept the train ride you have been on, because the harder you fight against it, the harder you 

will suffer. The sooner you will accept – and now I speak to the world – what I ask of you, the sooner you will over-

come and the better you will feel. So please understand team that EVERYTHING YOU GO THROUGH NOW IS INCLUDED 

IN THE PLAY OF GOD and that this play is not going to continue forever so if you truly have faith in me, you will under-

stand that this is the end of our preparation before we together will be lifted up and face the world. 

 

Thank you for agreeing on moving the movable items of the office and to continue meeting at the garden once a week 

AND TO CONTINUE COMMUNICATING with each other, which is equally as important as eating!  

 

And here is his email: 

 

I hope this mail finds you well and in good health. I am okay with my family struggling to get a daily bread and i have 

to thank you for your cash help which we have all received happily though we know it calls for a sacrifice for some one 

struggling even harder than us to send help . 

 

Today we had a fruit full meeting in the office and it is no wonder it was to be our last meeting in the office because as 

i had been telling you the management today came at excactly 13 : 00 and we were ordered out of the office and it 

was clossed. 

 

We managed to take the movable items to our neighbours for safe keeping because we are still hoping and having 

faith that we shall return if it is the wish of God. 

 

During the meeting, all was observed and we were very happy to hear from Elijah that he had communicated to you. 

Up to know we have just agreed to be meeting at Jevanjee garden for weekly meetings and we have emphasised the 

importance of communicating with our phones to keep track of each other. 

 

I will continue to breif you on the goings as they happen but i trust that God will show his mighty to our suffering . 

 

Stay encouraged. 

      Meshack. 

 

A short email from David 

Thank you David for communicating with me and I am surprised that you only received 9,000 Shillings, I thought it 

would be approx. 10,000 Shilliings – and I would have loved to send you more money if I could, but still waiting on 

Normal Life and Paris Hilton. 

 

Dear Stig, 

Thank you for your support. I received Ksh. 9,047 and brought ut before the team to administer it. I'm grateful and 

shall be able to buy some bread for christmas ): I shall have my other exam tomorrow. 

Have a good day my friend. 

 

David 

 

People I have not heard from 

This item is on my action plan of today and just to update you, I have not heard from Evans at all and I thought of writ-

ing to him again, but Evans your problem is as I have mentioned to you that you have your nose too much buried in 

the Bible to truly understand that you have been speaking to Jesus and God all along – and my friend YOU ARE A MAN 

OF GOD you say and believe and yes in some degree you are and yes infact we are loving you, but please understand 
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that a man not communicating, a man who does not understand or want to understand, a man not speaking honest 

and direct and a man not helping a man laying down in front of him (Elijah) is not considered a true man of God. 

 

And I have not either heard from my old landlord on the email I sent some time ago, so maybe they don’t keep sched-

ule in their office, I have not heard from Jack yet and will I see him before Christmas and to my surprise I have not 

heard from Pedro on my email from 16th October, but I will send him a Christmas card, I have not heard from Lotus on 

my sms some time ago, I have still not heard from Sidsel, which is probably the same as I have lost a new friend and 1-

2 months ago she was willing to share her future with me, and I have not heard anything on my application to Willis 

from the 8th December, which is now 10 days ago, so it does not look promising for me, Lars, to be hired as your suc-

cessor? So I decided to send this reminder to Willis – and I do HATE to send reminders: 

 

Kære Lars og Helle, 

 

Jeg går ud fra, at I har modtaget min nedenstående mail, og det skulle glæde mig at høre fra jer - eventuelt i første 

omgang med en bekræftelse på, at I har modtaget min mail og med en dato for, hvornår jeg kan forvente at høre fra 

dig/jer, som altid giver et godt indtryk :-) 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

And these examples are just given to you as examples of how the world is operating today, that people will be delayed 

communicating with you – because they are “busy” or just don’t make plans or are not disciplined enough - or you will 

never hear from them. 

 

But I have heard from Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune and they have sent me their occupation plans of 2009 and 2010 as 

wished and the teamleader has earlier informed me that he is a co-writer of the plan, so I have accepted speaking to 

him the 23rd December instead of trying to get in contact with the mayor or the directors of the Commune. 

 

My mother and John has returned from their cruise 

This afternoon my mother called, they have now returned from their luxorious cruise – which it is as long as people 

are starving and dying – and we had a good talk and because the Devil still tries desperately to hit me, he made my 

mother behave and say things which I have decided NOT TO PUT ON PRINT, but which is truly making me sick and I 

can only continue inviting the Devil “if you want to fight, come on, show me what you got” and “I don’t care, what you 

will do” and this is how life is and of course she invited me to come for dinner on Sunday – and I have not calculated 

on this tour, because I thought that they would first come home during the week, so now I don’t have enough trans-

port punches, and will need to “cheat” only using one punch per transport instead of the required two hoping that I 

will not be discovered by the conductor, so this is how it is. 

 

And my mother said that Sanna has now been at her management exam and yes she is really a very skilled manager 

my dear friends of the world because I HAVE MADE HER GET THIS DEGREE – the highest of 12 on the new Danish 12 

scale – and yes TO SHOW HER AND THE WORLD THAT APPARENTLY SHE IS A “GREAT” MANAGER WHEN THE TRUTH IS 

THAT BECAUSE OF HER PERSONALITY SHE IS NOT. 

 

Furthermore my mother asked me if I get anything to eat and again she sounded “concerned” and yes I said to Niklas 

and Tobias in my email to them recently that I don’t have much money because I send money to Africa, so this has 

probably now reached my mother through my sister and now the story has changed to “does he get anything to eat at 

all” instead of really listening and understanding and yes my mother I DO THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK IN THE 

WORLD and still you are concerned about what I do and you could have followed me doing this work but instead you 

have become my opponent because you have decided to listen to the Devil represented by Sanna and the family in-

stead of me. 

 

And finally the tickling and annoying feeling in my nose disapperead today and only sometimes the Devil do it on pur-

pose to annoy me and yes THERE IS NOTHING I CAN DO and yes I HAVE ALMOST GIVEN UP. 
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Saturday 19th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, writing a Christmas card to Karen and doing the second edit since 5th December  

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday evening I decided to take a break to watch television – because I was ahead of my action plan – and today I 

will write a Christmas Card to Karen, I will check the CD burner again and if it works, Karen will be the first to receive 

nice music from me and before the end of tomorrow I will do the second edit of my scripts from the 5th December. 

 

Yesterday I also decided that I will not ask my sister or Niklas to borrow their cars without paying for the gasoline in 

order to visit Fuggi to get my new wave music back, even though God likes symbols – I will not do this before I can af-

ford paying for the gasoline – accepted my son. 

 

Even though I did not feel “tired” or “very tired” yesterday the last hours before going to bed I was still so tired and 

exhausted that it was almost impossible to keep my eyes opened to follow TV2 News on the tragedy of a system 

called UN and the bureaucracy at the Climate Conference, and it continues even though several of the “important” 

countries left last evening. 

 

I don’t believe I have written this anywhere, but during all of this period of writing this book – and also before – on my 

trainride, a part of my school has been to continue every day being neat, taking baths, shaving every single day, have 

clean clothes and keeping my apartment clean, which has also been to convince my family here that everything is go-

ing fine – which has not always been as easy as it sounds, but I did this too and the symbol over them all to symbolise 

this has been for me to shave every day ☺.  

 

When the Devil talks – which he sometimes do for hours – he is more unpleasant than ever and the talk is about my 

mother, sex, women but also about other persons and almost always on sex in the most disgusting way possible and 

my life is actually impossible because I cannot look at a womand in a newspaper, on the internet, the television or on 

the street just for half a second without the Devil being there bringing forward his canons again – but I have taken a 

decision and yes KILLED he will be and that is why he spoke of KILLING some days ago, he knows that this is the time, 

where he will be put to rest and still the game/play continues very real – even though it is just a play and I know the 

players. 

 

The Devil also constantly tries to misuse any uncertainty I may have about keeping deadlines etc. and only extremely 

little uncertainty will make him happy and then he starts his show again being disgusting, so it is actually not very easy 

to continue doing this, but this is what I have decided I will do, so this is what I do. 

 

I went to bed at 22.00 and at 6.00 this morning – after not a very good sleep – I was still so tired that I decided to con-

tinue sleeping until I stood up at 8.00 STILL tired. 

 

During the night I was given the very unpleasant feeling half awake, half sleeping that if I took one more breath, I 

would lose my life, and this is exactly the thought and feeling I had and I became so frightened that I instantly woke up 

– not very nice you know. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• Barack Obama and Kim s. meet in a carport. The car is free, it is clean, there are people listening and for a period 

all weapon systems of the world are dismantled, and Obama says that “in this instant moment I feel a greater 

power in the world” and he looks at me and I look at Kim and nod signalling that it is true that it is I and then Kim 

comes to me and cries in my arms, he believes in me because of the speech I gave him when playing Bowling to-

gether, and he starts to speak about repenting etc. There is an article in the newspaper BT where Obama speaks 

about Jesus. 

• I write down the dream above and God plays “Jesus born on this day” by Mariah Carey followed by “joy, joy” by 

Whitney Houston. 
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• I am visiting Fair Forsikring, and even though it is 2009 I am actually turning back time and visiting the company as 

it was in 2005 and 2006. I try speaking to Michella, I ask her why she will not speak to me and “wouldn’t it be 

good” to just talk I ask her but I receive no answer,  but I also get the feeling that she actually would like to speak 

and see me, even though I see that she has blocked communication with me on Facebook. 

• I am at the squarre in Helsingør next to Toldkammeret, I have one dog who is not quite happy staying at this 

squarre even though it tries to adapt, the dog makes a living by selling hash. A helicopter is landing at the squarre, 

it is approx. 1.5 hours late because of “different delays” on the tour coming here. My mother and I buy a new 

helicopter from a small company, which has developed the best helicopter, but it has not sold many of them. The 

salesman of this company says that helicopters have not been developed much, and that one of the big compa-

nies have one very nice looking helicopter for sale, but we decide to buy this one, because it is the best there is. 

The salesman shows us a faq on the helicopter and he explains that the helicopter is like driving a car, it is a little 

bit more difficult to start and land, but a little bit easier to fly, and he tells us that we need to go to the ambulance 

station when we need to refill the helicopter with “special electricity”. 

 

Writing a Christmas card to Karen 

And this was also on my action plan today to write a Christmas Card to Karen which I do with the two strongest feel-

ings of the world from the worst to the best and which one would win and it was the best because it was simply the 

most logic to do and I first started to see if the CD burner was now working so I could send her more beautiful music, 

but it did not and then I went to Lyngby Storcenter without finding a nice Christmas Card, then Magasin without find-

ing a nice card and finally to the book store at Lyngby Hovedgade and here I found a very beautiful card of the new-

born King and of course it was in Gold and yes to be found by me and when I came outside walking on this the main 

shopping street and I stood waiting in front of the red light, who did I see on the other side waiting and yes Camilla my 

old cohabitant for seven years and yes until 2001 and yes SEVEN and I had two feelings as always from the Devil not 

wanting to see her and from God who would have smiled and waved at her and what would happen when the light 

turned green and we had to pass each others on the street, of course I would say hello and also speak to her – if she 

wanted to – but NO CAMILLA HAD DECIDED NOT EVEN TO LOOK AT ME SO WE PASSED ALMOST SHOULDER BY 

SHOULDER and this is the woman I have been living with for seven years and shared my life with every single day and 

night and yes THE DEVIL WAS WITH YOU CAMILLA making me sad and now you have a new man and maybe not very 

nice to hear from me – as I did last Christmas when I sent you my Christmas CD’s – and Camilla do you really think that 

I want you back after all of these years and I COULD NOT DREAM OF IT but I can still be friendly with you, and is this a 

misunderstanding from you Camilla? 

 

And I wrote the card to Karen with God being happy saying that this is not the worst I could do – the most beautiful 

card with what was the most beautiful I could write with the message that I AM ALRIGHT because Karen of course also 

believes that I am crazy, because when you say you are Jesus and she is Mary Magdelena I MUST OF COURSE BE IN-

SANE and is there maybe a little bit of you believing in me Karen anyhow? And I do hope that the card will be received 

as it is meant – with joy and happiness. 

 

Doing the second edit since 5th December  

After writing and sending the card I used approx. 10 hours to do the second edit of the scripts from the 5th December 

and now I have decided to take the rest of the evening off because I am still ahead of my action plan ☺. 

 

And I have decided to write my verdict about the Clima Conference, which ended today, in the script of tomorrow. 
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Sunday 20th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, a beautiful church service, my evaluation and verdict of the Climate Conference in Copenhagen, 

symbols from God and the Devil, Mary Magdalene was giving wrong information on Karen’s view on me and visiting 

my mother and John. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I had a better night and today I am feeling between “normal” and “tired” and I did not have any special dream tonight, 

but I dreamt of the most beautiful sword – and I am thinking of the cross too - having deep coloured ruby stones on it 

and I remember that it gave me a deep understanding, meaning and much calm, which I am afraid that my life does 

not have at the moment. 

 

A beautiful church service 

Today at Lyngby Church was (also) very beautiful because the music was even more beautiful than normal and be-

cause the church had decided to follow an English tradition of reading “the 9 readings” by different members of the 

assembly. 

 

Early in the service God gave me the following words “Fred over jorden” (“peace on earth”) and I knew that he was 

referring to the Danish song “Dejlig er jorden” (“lovely is the earth”), which was song later in the last part of the ser-

vice and even though this is an old song, it is beautiful also because it is well known among people because Gaso-

lin/Kim Larsen has recorded it in modern time and this is also a way to keep old psalms and classics alive, by modern 

musicians recording them  to spread the words and happiness and still to write and record new songs. 

 

Merete was holding the sermon today and she spoke about shepherds, the child in the manger, the salvation of the 

world and on the choir of Angels at Christmas night singing “fear not” and she drew a parallel to the just finished Cli-

mate Conference, where we feared that an agreement would not be agreed upon as she said, and where we feared 

that the agreement would only be a small but an important step. She continued by philosophizing over “fear not”, if 

this was a relic of a mythical past and that it is not easy not to fear, that it is not difficult to understand but difficult to 

take in and she was wondering if we can trust in the Angels and she said: “I don’t know” but we will have to HOPE that 

the agreement on the climate is a small step in the right direction and that HOPE creates fellowship. And finally she 

said that before we can meet the shepherds, the child in the manger and the holy three kings we will have to accom-

pany each other and take small steps in the right direction towards God. 

 

And I liked her sermon very much, because it is realistic and because the parallel to the Climate Conference was very 

appropriate and I was only thinking that “small steps” will be relieved by “big steps” and that “fear not” is right when 

we look at the new world and that the road leading to the new world may be difficult depending on the size of the 

steps that mankind decide to take. 

 

And we heard a female soloist singing “Silent night”, which was so beautiful that I could feel goose pimples, which I 

only do with very big musical experiences, and I almost had a tear in my eye because of the beauty. This is the differ-

ence between songs like this, which are so beautifully sung, and an old song, which nobody or only very few know of. 

 

And the service was ended by a number not on the agenda. It was a black woman singing a very beautiful song, which 

I have not heard before today – it was”Hymn for Christmas Day” and she sung it very beautifully and she looked like 

an African woman and I was thinking that this is what most people will do in Kenya - to stand up and sing in front of 

the church, but which only very few Danes would have the courage to do. 

 

After the service Merete was not the priest giving a handshake to all people but it was Karen Marie – who I still like 

the best of all priest even though I like all of them – and again Mary Magdelena was with me and I had prepared to say 

more, but when I saw it was not Merete saying goodbye I asked Karen Marie to give Merete my best and to say that I 

liked her parallel very much, which she would do and which made her happy. 

 

And coming home again and writing this and first listening to the most fantastic and beautiful album by Tears for Fears 

called “the seeds of love”, which is truly one of my absolute favourite albums – I have never heard another album 

sounding just as fantastic as this one does with the mix of soul, inspiration of Beatles and new wave music, the sound 
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is incredible and afterwards I started listening to my homemade Christmas CD’s again and sometimes they have 

worked when I have been “allowed” to listen to them and sometimes they have not worked but during the last days I 

have discovered that maybe half of my CD’s does not work the first time I put them in the drawer of the CD, but when 

I continue doing it two or three times, most or all CD’s now play and this is also what happened to the first two 

Christmas CD’s today and just showing you that the Devil has almost given up – and he tries to give me his absolute 

best game today but at the same time feeling and knowing that his final give up is close and WHEN I WRITE MY VER-

DICT ON THE CLIMATE CONFERENCE IT IS THE PUSH OF DEATH TO HIM because NOBODY OF US HAD EXPECTED FOR 

YOU TO STILL BE WITH US AND FOR YOU TO BE ABLE TO WRITE THIS and thank you my dear friend Barack. 

 

My evaluation and verdict of the Climate Conference in Copenhagen 

I have now followed the Climate Conference in Copenhagen and the “result” of this on the side line and what I do like 

is the very big commitment indeed which I saw on live television from many of the leaders of the world and the pas-

sion to enter into an agreement, which is a good foundation for DECISIONS TO COME and these are some of my notes 

of what I have seen: 

 

Subject My notes and comments 

The Copenhagen Accord • The result is NOT satisfactory AT ALL, but as a signal I like that it represents 

most of the leaders of the world doing their absolutely best under the given cir-

cumstances, giving all of their commitment and energy in the effort to make 

what they believe is the best possible agreement. This deserves to be appreci-

ated, and this agreement will not be the end but the beginning of an interna-

tional act. 

• What I am sad about is the fact that even though the world knows that the chal-

lenge of the climate changes is even bigger than what they had imagined, that 

the world could not agree on neither procedure nor the content of an agree-

ment and that the conference ended with a non-binding agreement, which 

each country voluntarily can connect to and without what is the MOST IMPOR-

TANT GOAL, WHICH IS SIMPLE LOGIC TO THINK OF if you ask me – see later in 

this table. 

• I do like the agreement of meeting again in 6 months in Bonn and in 12 months 

in Mexico and I do hope that the world will agree AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE ON 

THE RIGHT AND VERY AMBITIOUS AGREEMENT because there is no time to 

waste on the GOALS GIVEN TO THE WORLD, see the coming paragraph on this 

further down this table.  

• I noticed that the accord talks about “a Technology Mechanism to accelerate 

technology development” but in the many interviews, analyses and speeches I 

have heard and when searching on the Internet, I have not heard or read any-

thing about what this contains in a greater detail – and this SURPRISED ME 

VERY MUCH – how does the world think that it can reduce emissions by 50% 

before 2020 and 80% before 2050, which some developed countries have 

talked about? TECHNOLOGY is THE KEY POINT MY FRIENDS and what you have 

used the least resources on so far in the negotiations!  

• And I have noticed that Obama has outlined that the USA are investing billions 

of dollars in developing clean technologies, which is what I want the world to 

learn from, see later. 

The UN system and the ne-

goations of the Climate Con-

ference 

• I have seen the world working for years on the climate challenge and that it has 

so far not reached unity because of bureaucracy or because of economy, which 

has been – or by some countries still is – prioritized higher than the climate. 

• Much of the time used at the Climate Conference was people TALKING about 

their OWN VIEWPOINTS, PROCEDURE, PROTOCOL, WHAT THEY THOUGHT WAS 

LACK OF LEADERSHIP, SCOLDING OTHERS ETC. and it did not sound different to 
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Subject My notes and comments 

me than what makes “ordinary” people misunderstand each other – people 

who are spoiled and don’t want to or know how to listen to and understand 

others than themselves. This is happening among state leaders too and if all of 

the stateleaders followed the “right procedure”, there would have been abso-

lutely no agreement, but many leaders would “not be offended”! 

• I noticed a lot of TALK about WHAT EACH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY will oblige to 

do or not to do in terms of money, reduction levels of greenhouse gas emis-

sions, control mechanisms etc. instead of focusing only on what is best for the 

world as a whole – ALWAYS DECIDE ON THE GOAL FIRST AND FIND THE PATH-

WAY AFTERWARDS, which will always give better results, so don’t talk about 

your own money situation or obstacles and don’t lie, when it is the need of the 

world we talk about - and I noticed that some countries were more ambitious 

than other countries, so how do you think that you can remove pollution and 

the effects of it from the world, if the world cannot agree on THE RIGHT THING 

TO DO FOR THE WHOLE WORLD? 

• And I noticed that 26 countries, which should be representative of the world 

succeeded to make an agreement based on the principle of ACTION instead of 

TALKING and this is what I like to see – even though a few countries were block-

ing the wish of most countries. IT IS ALWAYS BETTER TO ACT THAN TALK. 

• THE CONFERENCE SHOWED WHAT YOU CAN CALL THE WORST BUREAUCRACY 

IN THE WORLD. The World is melting down right in front of you my dear world 

and you cannot agree because of the UN rules and bureaucracy, egocentric 

leaders/countries and prioritization of economy – and this is exactly as if you 

are a family locked inside a burning house and you cannot agree on who will 

take the key and show you the way out of the burning house with the result 

that the whole family is dying, this is the symbol of what you are doing RIGHT 

NOW my friends. IF YOU CANNOT AGREE IN BONN OR AT THE LATEST IN MEX-

ICO TO COMPLETELY ERADICATE ALL GREENHOUSE GASSES THEN THIS IS WHAT 

YOU HAVE DECIDED TO DO – TO BURN DOWN THE FAMILY OF EARTH. 

• So you have today a UN system of 192 countries where you can only decide if 

all countries agree, which means that few countries can block for most coun-

tries, which happened here – even though the world is melting in front of your 

eyes? You could easily have changed the rules of the UN system a long time ago 

and agreed on how to carry out the negotiations as EFFICIENT as possible in Co-

penhagen, but you did not. What will it take for the world IN ONE DAY ONLY TO 

CHANGE THE RULES OF THE UN TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 

o To follow the decisions of President Barack Obama as MY FAITHFUL SER-

VANT, which is what I recommend you to do, or to 

o Let a majority of the countries decide on what the world will do as a whole 

instead of a few countries blocking the world to decide in unity  

� And here I think of the role China played in Copenhagen and why is it 

that you did not want anybody to control you? If you have nothing to 

hide, you should not be afraid to have the world control you – this is 

what the principle of FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY IS ABOUT.  

� And I think about the countries, which openly or behind closed doors 

supported China and I ask China and the supporters of China to reveal 

to the world what were your true motives and thoughts behind your 

actions – and YES PLEASE BE HONEST? 
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Subject My notes and comments 

� And I think about Venezuela and other countries of Latin and South 

America and your residence. Why did you resist? Did you disagree 

with the Accord or did you dislike President Obama, the “short” time 

he was in Copenhagen, that he ACTED instead of TALKED, which was 

what you did and which role did your aversion of capitalism and USA 

play?  

The goals given to the world I saw the Copenhagen Conference and I saw how leaders and people of the world 

became sad of what happened – that it was not possible to enter into a better 

agreement because of a few countries obstructing*. 

 

And what is the goal that I ask the world to reach before Judgment Day? This is what 

I wrote already the 3rd August 2009, which you can read from this book, which quite 

simply means to INVENT NEW TECHNOLOGIES and TO USE AS MUCH MONEY AND 

RESOURCES AS POSSIBLE ON THIS WITHOUT THE USE OF BUREAUCRACY – because 

you don’t have much time - in order to carry out the goal of not reducing green-

house gas emissions by 20%, 50% or 80% in 10 or 40 years from now, but to ERADI-

CATE ALL MANMADE GREENHOUSE GASSES WHEN WE ENTER MY NEW WORLD.  

 

There will be no usage of fossil fuel at all in my new world, and if you want energy in 

my new world, I will ask you to MAKE IT YOURSELF and I ASK YOU ONLY TO USE 

ZERO CARBON TECHNOLOGY my dear friends, so please read my script of the 3rd 

August and as an addition to this I can say that I am also thinking about Hydrogen 

energy without producing carbon dioxide and other zero carbon technologies, if you 

should decide on using these (which should not be necessary), but I don’t want you 

to use Atomic energy because of the problems of waste disposal.  

 

Finally I ask you to preserve the woods of the world – there is a reason why God has 

planted the woods and I ENCOURAGE YOU TO CONTINUE FORESTRY but it has to be 

SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY where you will not reduce the area of woods planted. Do 

this and God will help the world by regulating the amount of woods in the future. 

 

So this is what I ask you to DEVELOP and to BRING INTO MY NEW WORLD – AND 

NOTHING ELSE MY FRIENDS - and FROM THE TIME WHEN YOU HAVE AGREED ON 

DOING THIS I WILL GRADUALLY MAKE THE WEATHER BETTER and IF YOU DECIDE 

NOT TO DO THIS, I CAN ONLY CONTINUE THE PRINCIPLE OF “BURNING DOWN THE 

HOUSE” EVEN THOUGH IT WILL BE WITH MY BIGGEST SADNESS.  

 

* At the latest talkshow on Danish National Television, where Anders Lund Madsen interviewed Brian Laudrup – one 

of the best football players of all time in Denmark – they spoke about football rules, and one of the “old” rules Anders 

talked about was “obstruction” (not very common to speak about today, you know) and this is the word God gave 

through Anders to me hereby saying that the result of the Copenhagen Conference is as expected – it was OB-

STRUCTED by a few EXPECTED COUNTRIES - and I KINDLY ASK YOU TO USE THIS CONFERENCE AS A LEARNING EXPERI-

ENCE OF WHAT NOT TO DO AGAIN. 

 

And in order to do this chapter with my best possible quality, I read quite some information on the Internet including 

the whole text of the Copenhagen Accord, greenhouse gasses etc. because I wanted to be sure that I had the right un-

derstanding – and then it was only to combine SIMPLE LOGIC with the few messages I received from God and the 

Council on this ☺☺☺. It therefore took some time – and I had to sacrifice my running tour today because of this, 

which I had looked forward to and I was thinking about going to the very beautiful deer park here in Lyngby, which is 

the most beautiful and far the largest park of Denmark to start running from Fortunen (downhill to start with) which I 

have done so many times in the past. But maybe I will get the chance to do this shortly? 

 

Symbols from God and the Devil 
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There are many symbols from the Devil, which I have not written down because I have actually decided not to do it (!) 

including the Devil “praying for his life” and trying to polish his shoes tomorrow morning but the Council is smiling 

when they lift the phone because ONE OF US IS NO BETTER THAN THE OTHERS BUT ALL OF US ARE THE WORLD 

UNITED IN THIS CONTEXT”: MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OF YOU MY DEAR PEOPLE ON EARTH AND YES GOD IS ALSO 

HERE AND HE COULD KEEP ON TALKING HERE, BUT I WILL JUST LET HIM SAY: CONTINUE PLEASE MY SON.  

 

Mary Magdalene was giving wrong information on Karen’s view on me 

Recently when I was told that Karen has positive thoughts of me at the moment it was Mary Magdalene giving me 

wrong information and today I was shown Karen in a vision together with a very delicious cake where only the shell of 

the cake is left and the inside is removed and she is in fact hoping not to hear from me again and why is this because 

Karen has had the most extreme feelings about me too from the most positive to the most negative (in her mind) and 

how will Karen react when she receives one of my nice Christmas Cards again, where “nothing appears to be wrong 

with me” because Karen believes that I have lost my mind because I was “crazy in love” with her and what she does 

not understand – even though it should be quite easy for her too – it that my “spirituality” opened at the same time as 

meeting and being together with her and this is what she believes is me being “crazy in love” with her – WHICH IT IS 

NOT ! - and yes Karen and your sence of details and yes logics and yes NOT WORKING my friends, but feelings betray-

ing her and yes THIS IS THE NAME OF THE GAME FOR HER TOO.  

 

Visiting my mother and John 

Before visiting my mother today the Devil did almost everything which was possible for him to annoy and torment me 

with my mother and he also gave me a cough and the name of an old store in Valby “Leonardo” tempting me to stay 

at home and I know that I need to face the Devil and just say “hello – nice meeting you” and “you are only making fun” 

so this is what I do to the best of my ability and therefore of course I needed to go this evening, otherwise the Devil 

would really come on strongly and maybe bring me down. 

 

So I arrived and in the beginning John and my mother spoke much and I asked much about their cruise and the Council 

gave me throw up feelings at the same time when hearing that they could almost not eat all of the food and again I 

heard of my family living in abundance and the Council now gave myself as an example of a person living a poorer life 

and it is not nice hearing about the abundance of other people, when you live poorly yourself and of course I am noth-

ing in this respect because the true message is still in connection to the very poor and starving people all over the 

world, who suffer so much more than I in this respect. 

 

My mother was very nice giving me a small Christmas gift – even though we don’t give each other Christmas gifts any 

more (unfortunately) – which she had bought on the cruise ship, and it was a wristwatch and yes my friend the symbol 

and let us see MAYBE A NEW TIME FOR THE WORLD TO COME and yes THIS IS WHAT I WILL SAY IT IS and ok THANK 

YOU TOO FROM ALL OF US. 

 

And there was really not many problems this evening where the Devil more or less kept away – as I had expected be-

cause of my strength - and instead my mother was “inspired” to talk about a haircut she had made back in 1978, when 

we visited the Leonardo store in Valby (!) and she said that she thought her hair did not look nice back then (“John 

Travolta hair”), and what this was about was actually Virgin Mary saying through herself to me that she feels as bad 

and awfull as I do about the prospect of making the dream of the Devil come through and here she said that she did 

not look nice because she does not want “to attract me” and she also told me that she does not know what God will 

ask her to do (and all I can say is that I have been told what would have happened if I did not fight the Devil and peo-

ple having the Devil inside of them and the result would have made me want to commit suicide and probably I would 

try to do it! – and that would be the balance for the Council to make me go through this suffering without me taking 

my own life) and I was happy that Virgin Mary was allowed to lay down her mask of playing the Devil because this 

shows how difficult this game is and for some time infact the Council has had the desire “just to sit down and cry with 

me” and they have given me tears in my eyes several times when I start thinking of my present and earlier life and 

even though the temptation to just sit and cry has been big because of the sufferings I have several times asked the 

Council “get a grip of yourselves – I don’t want to cry, I want to be strong” and this in ifself has also demanded my 

strongest will power and even though I did not want to write this the Council has encouraged me to say that I have 

helped them coming through as well acting like this to them and I cannot remember if I wrote this earlier, but THE 

COUNCIL HAS HELPED ME ALL ALONG TO FIND THE RIGHT ROAD AND TO COME THROUGH for example by inspiring 
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me to start writing notes of the Copenhagen Conference 2-3 days before the end of this meeting, so it would be easier 

for me to write my chapter on the conference and this is just one of many situations happening every day – so the 

Council is playing both the good and the bad guys and what determines which way it will go is my attitude and actions 

and what they have tried to explain to me is that what they do to me is the result of a very complicated equation of 

not only what I do, don’t do and think of (which is also included in the game!) but also what my surroundings do.  

 

I mentioned to John the story of the picture and the glass, and it was John himself buying and inserting the glass in the 

frame (!) and I explained to him that the glass now is too heavy for the frame to carry it and he did not understand me 

and I said to him that I am hanging this picture by putting the back of the frame directly on two screws, which I have 

screwed in the wall as I have always done because there is no line/wire on the back of the frame to hang the picture 

on, and John corrected me saying that there indeed is a line and I had to tell him that I would look when coming home 

– and when I came home I saw that there is indeed a line, as I remember when seeing it, but the line is hanging on the 

short side of the picture, where it needs to hang on the long side to fit with the direction of the motive, which is the 

reason why I have never used it, so this is the truth about this story and yes the glass is too heavy because I have al-

ways hanged it directly on the back of the frame, but now I will see later (low prioritisation at the moment) if I can get 

a longer line and to shift it to the long side of the picture to see if this will balance the weight, so it can hang anyhow. 

 

And this evening again my “COMMUNICATION” – thank you Spandau Ballet for this my favourite song of one TRULY 

AMAZING ALBUM “TRUE” WHICH I HAVE JUST LISTENED TO (when I listen to new wave music it is only approx. 100 

homemade cd’s because all of the new wave cd’s I have bought since 1984 are still with Fuggi) – was working perfect 

again and it gives me the edge, when I have this gift with me because then I can make (most) people listen and under-

stand, and I said to my mother with my most committed and happy voice (which many people have seen nothing, lit-

tle, some or much of depending on how my life has been when I have been together with different people because it 

is a condition to show my full potential that I am in total control but apparently I don’t even need to be happy myself 

….) that there is nobody as her who can make Christmas decoration in the house – IN GOOD TASTE and not the “cheap 

crawl alfs style”, which I truly don’t like - and this made my mother so happy that she said that there is “nobody like 

me” and this is the same I feel about my mother when she equally as happy says positive things to people and this has 

nothing to do with me or her but just to say that the difference between having GOD AND HAPPINESS INSIDE OF YOU 

and THE DEVIL AND HIS DULL/NEGATIVE/INDIFFERENT BEHAVIOUR is like the difference between two worlds and I am 

also again thinking of Sanna here as the role model of the Devil because she has NEVER shown the same happiness or  

enthusiasm as my mother and I as examples do – and I could take my mother’s brother Per as another example of a 

man having this HAPPINESS inside of him WHICH IS WHAT MAKES ME HAPPY WHEN I SEE IT and what I want the world 

to notice when seeing the difference between God and the Devil. 

 

During dinner I spoke about the work at the park and MY ATTITUDE doing this work and MY ATTITUDE doing for ex-

ample a memo about insurance and I told them that if I decide to do my absolutely best that there are no people do-

ing a better job than me, and my mother totally agreed – and John did not say anything – and this is what my mother 

knows (she has seen examples of my work earlier and she knows that I for example have made the best insurance pol-

icy wordings on income protection insurance in Denmark) and she said this evening that she agreed in what I said – 

and this is just another way of saying that I don’t believe that my mother disagrees with me in what is included in my 

CV, but it truly does not look nice to write this yourself and you know that I would never had written this, if my sur-

roundings had been smart enough to find out themselves. 

 

And I told them that I have never done a better work than I do now, that I am seeing this system from the point of 

view of the “user” and I am only writing what is “simple logic” to politicians and civil servants in Hillerød Commune 

and the State and I could feel that I spoke better than ever and that I was still playing a game with the Devil, where he 

has tried for the last 1-2 weeks to take control of my physical voice by FORCING me to speak his words (which he did 

in 2006 constantly 1-2 days and which he did for months/years daily but not constantly), which is the worst I have 

“ever” experienced – which he has NOT succeeded doing this time - and I played the game balancing of this edge be-

cause several times I was about to tell them that I am still writing this book, but I could feel the Devil so strong that if I 

told them this, then the Devil would have started speaking physically through me with words which I am sure not 

would be nice and this was the only reason why I decided not to tell this. 
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And I said to them that it was completely “galimatias” (best translated with “twaddle”, but does not cover it totally) 

that I was not working as a manager on a high level today and I have said almost every time I have met Sanna/Hans or 

my mother/John words like this in our conversation and also words like CRAZY/INSANE etc. DELIBERATELY and yes TO 

MAKE FUN OF THEM because this is what they still believe I am and still they agree with me in what I am doing and 

what I say …. ☺.  

 

So this evening we had very nice dinner and wine (!) as we always do for dinner here and my mother was so kind to 

pack down left overs for me to bring back home – and later when I came home I saw that she had also given me 

chocolate and coffee and that was very kind of her – and she also gave me a train card with 10 punches, which I 

needed you know ☺ and furthermore SHE HAD MADE PARIS BUNS FOR ME when I came, so I had 10 of those with me 

back home and this is what JOY and HAPPINESS can do to other people and I am thinking of the television ad on giving 

a woman flowers and then she will do everything for her man and yes my friend Stig thinking about Karen and the 

Christmas Card and yes these lines are written Monday and yes NOT HEARD FROM HER YET. 

 

And furthermore my mother invited me to go to the church of Kronborg Caste on Christmas Day which will be the first 

time ever I believe that my mother has been in church on Christmas Day because normally she is busy preparing food 

– but this year we will celebrate Christmas at Mette’s house, John’s daughter - and normally visiting the church does 

not have her interest, but I speak very positively about my church visits here so maybe this has had an impact too and 

I was thinking that there may be a good connection to visit the church at this castle together (you know the Hamlet 

play and yes “the prince of Denmark”) and yes WE NEVER GO TO THAT CHURCH ANYMORE AND YES FEELING DENIS 

ALSO AND YES STIG AGAIN AND YES SADNESS BUT NOT HERE STIG BECAUSE I AM THE DEVIL AND WHAT DOES KAREN 

ALSO FEEL WHEN SHE HEARS FROM YOU AND YES MY DEAR HE IS STILL THE SAME MAN I MET AND YES NO PROBLEMS 

WITH THIS CARD BUT WHAT ABOUT THE NEXT … ? 

 

At the end of the day I wrote a note that I am tired not to be able to look at women because of the pain the Devil gives 

me every single time just looking by coincidence for a fraction of a second – and sometimes I am controlled to look 

without thinking, which I can do nothing about!  - and starting talking to me and giving me visions and this is also 

when I look at all commercials on the streets with pretty women on the pictures and I was told that this experience 

alone would make life impossible for many people and yes NOT MAKING ME VERY HAPPY INDEED to experience this 

to be honest with you. 
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Monday 21st December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, work today, I don’t send and don’t receive Christmas Cards, symbols of the Devil and sending four 

job applications. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And one of those nights again where I had a bad sleep and at the same time some very bad dreams where I will only 

give you some of them: 

 

• I think no one is at home at Karen’s apartment, but I see that Caroline is sleeping because one of her hands is 

above the duven and the same with Karen – and I hear a movie is playing and the music is very loud. 

• I see Tina Kjær starting as a young model being sent out on jobs and falling in love with an agent. 

• I hear the song Winter Wonderland. 

 

Work today 

Today I asked Rolf of what I could do – and I was actually hoping that he did not have much for me because I was tired 

and would like to go home to get a nap, if he decided to let me go early, and he said that he wanted me to salt the 

walking path again, which I did, and he wanted me to clean the dressing room and to take the carpet from the hall 

outside to punch and clean it, so after spreading the salt I looked at the dressing room and I could see several of the 

closets included jackets, trouses or shoes, which looked to have been there for a long time, and several other closets 

had locks on them and I asked Rolf if he had a key to all of the locks, which he did not, so he had to cut them open and 

I decided to remove all of the clothes and shoes, and Rolf said that one of the closets had belonged to one “patient” (a 

word by God because of the symptoms of this system and what Karen is thinking of me) being here one year ago, so 

this is just a symbol of how little work is done here – maybe half of the closets had not been emptied for up to a year 

or even longer and when have they been cleaned the last time? So I started washing the clothes in the washing ma-

chine and I cleaned ALL CLOSETS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE and on the top as I would have done if it was my own closets at 

home, and afterwards I cleaned four pair of shoes with the same attitude. 

 

Afterwards I took out the carpet and punched it and it took some time because it was VERY DIRTY INDEED and many 

small stones were stuck in the carpet which I had to remove manually and I was finished with all work I believe at 

approx. 11.00 – and during the day I also spoke to Helle a few minutes when we heard “do they know its Christmas” 

by Band Aid on the radio and yes my friends MY ABSOLUTE FAVOURITE PIECE OF CHRISTMAS MUSIC OF ALL TIME (not 

on my homemade CD’s, because it is played on the radio all of the time!) and thank you Bob, Midge and EVERYBODY 

ELSE for making this day memorable also for me and yes as Stig I have only seen the documentation program on tele-

vision yesterday I believe and yes BUT NOW I KNOW THAT YOU HAD THE GIFT WITH YOU BOB WHEN YOU DID THE 

MOST IMPOSSIBLE THING EVER IN MUSIC HISTORY TO GET AN IDEA and to make a Christmas song and all of the pro-

duction in November with some of the best British musicians and to get it released before Christmas WHICH NOR-

MALLY IS TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO DO and to make THE BIGGEST SELLING SINGLE EVER IN THE UK and yes my boys 

WHERE WERE YOU DAVID BOWIE THIS DAY when this song was recorded? And yes enjoying this song equally as much 

today as when I heard it the first time – and Bono’s voice, Boy George’s voice, the other voices and the choir, when 

you have had a little bit too much to drink or sniff my ladies and gentlemen but maybe this was what it took for you to 

give everything you had when singing the choir? And yes GELDOF YOU DO HAVE THE GIFT as many other people on 

Earth my friend ☺. 

 

And I told Helle about which Christmas decoration I have received and how nice It is and then she said to my surprise 

that she remembers it, but it is not hers but Anja’s – a woman who was here a few days – who made it and that she 

has many years of experience doing this kind of work. I still think that Helle does amazing things and now I don’t be-

lieve that mine is quite as beautiful as I thought it was before ☺. 

 

I don’t send and don’t receive Christmas Cards 

The kind of friends I have don’t send Christmas Cards, so I am not going to send people here Christmas Cards (except 

Karen) and I don’t expect to receive any, which actually makes me sad. 

 

Symbols of the Devil 
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And yes now again today because I am not very busy today – I only need to make four job applications, because I don’t 

have time tomorrow – the Devil tries to give me many good ideas of what to write and not to write and yes for a week 

maybe I have seen the old wound/hole in my body where the Devil came in being closed and he shows me that the 

last hole is being closed now in my face, like a zipper being closed – and many times I see the Council in their hands 

“holding the Devil”, when they take a short break, and the Devil is much smaller than themselves and the other day 

when I was going to bed my back was scratching like crazy and yes I was torn down from the cross as Jesus and yes I 

was making you scratch where you had the pole stuck through you my son – ok MY FATHER and yes MY OLD BIOLOGI-

CAL FATHER and yes could be you and yes GOD could be you when I say “my father” and yes just saying and yes TO-

MORROW WE WILL GO TO TIVOLI and yes I AM IN A BETTER SHAPE THAN EVER MY FRIENDS and yes so it is. 

 

And for days I have seen the horns of the Devil on my head being taken off and instead the horn of the unicorn being 

screwed on my forehead. 

 

Sending four job applications 

And today I used maybe 1 hour searching and applying for four positions according to the advice from Antonella from 

the Commune – not TOP MANAGEMENT but “management” – and the positions I applied for was the following: 

 

1. Branch Manager for Rådgivningscenter Amager with Lån & Spar Bank 

2. Store manager for IC Companys at Magasin in Lyngby 

3. Area manager Pension with BEC 

4. Account Manager for ISS through Conduco 

 

As you will understand I did not do my best at all when applying these positions and it is truly because I am not very 

motivated to get a job here a few days before CHRISTMAS ☺. 

 

And after doing these applications I used a couple of hours to read the occupation plans of 2009 and 2010 from my 

Commune as preparation before my meeting with them on Wednesday and I am very surprised seeing this very stiff 

system not using their ability to really think – I will come back on this on Wednesday after my meeting. 

 

And I also had some time to relax a little bit today. And God said to me that I am now about to finish was has been the 

worst year of any man in history and I see the Devil being sent into the darkness away from me and earlier he has 

showed a snake inside of me which he is taking away. 
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Tuesday 22nd December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, “work” and Christmas Lunch at work today and VISITING MY OTHER GARDEN – THE SYMBOL OF 

BEAUTY: TIVOLI 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This morning I very weakely heard the first two alarms on my phone at 6.20 and 6.30 and then I woke up at 6.45 – 

thank you Council! – five minutes before the third and final alarm on my phone and yes thinking of the THIRD ALARM 

FOR ALL PEOPLE TO COME IN FROM THE SWIMMINGPOOL before I let the water out and yes a quick bath and yes left 

at 7.10 and yes on time again this morning and I had a short dream being at Danske Bank Espergærde again and telling 

Berit that I feel embarrassed that I could not find out to handle my economy earlier in my life and I am surprised that 

the bank has now hired me again because of my past history. 

 

And during the morning I received the song “crazy in love” by Beyonce and not surprised about that one … 

 

“Work” and Christmas Lunch at work today 

And what ”work” would Rolf find for me today if any? So arriving on time as usual and Rolf said that he wanted me TO 

GO TO THE METRO WAREHOUSE IN GLOSTRUP TO SHOP – and yes all of my friends this is of course only the symbol of 

all of NORMAL LIFE to come to the world – and yes Rolf I said I have not been there for 10 years but I do believe that it 

is actually 7.5 years ago when I think of it and yes he wanted me to buy glasses and different office supplies INCLUD-

ING BIC PENS and this was just an inspiration and yes symbol of helping the poor poor people at the busstation of 

Machakos and yes A VERY RELAXING DAY TODAY doing this work so this is what I did and when I returned I washed 

and dried the 30 new glasses and I asked Rolf if he could tell me if it is right that the work here at the park originally 

was meant for men above the age of 40 years who has been out of the job market for years and Rolf I asked you sev-

eral times of this and you kept on saying that this work is for ALL people and I continued asking you and then you ac-

tually said to me that this work originally was intented for PEOPLE WITH “OTHER NEEDS” without a connection to the 

jobmarket and yes my friends this is the essence of this work and yes WHO ARE PEOPLE WITH “OTHER NEEDS” as I 

asked you Rolf and yes ROLF YOU DID NOT “BOTHER” TO ANSWER ME AS YOU SAID and yes I ASKED YOU AGAIN and 

yes you said again very rude that YOU DID NOT “BOTHER” TO ANSWER ME and I asked you WHY NOT and yes YOU DID 

NOT ANSWER THIS QUESTION and why is this Rolf – is this because this was the original “policy” of this place and to-

day the policy is that ALL people can RISK being sent here as a TOTAL WASTE OF TIME because this is nothing else than 

a temporary place to PLACE PEOPLE and Rolf I said that I am going to talk to the Commune about this “waste of time” 

tomorrow and you said that it was entirely up to me if I wanted to be here because I could just say no to the cash help 

and this is some of the most arrogant answer I have ever heard from anyone because when you are in need of this 

money to survive of course you don’t have any “freedom of choice” (this song GOD HAS PLAYED AGAIN AND AGAIN 

FOR ME just so you know LOVE IT VERY MUCH YOU KNOW) and yes Rolf because YOU BELIEVE THAT OF COURSE 

WHEN YOU RECEIVE MONEY FROM THE COMMUNE/STATE THAT “YOU NEED TO WORK TO DESERVE THIS MONEY” 

and yes ROLF YOUR WHOLE WORK IS WITH CASH HELPERS and this is the only thing you do AND STILL YOU DON’T 

KNOW WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PURPOSE OF THE LAW and that is NOT to have people “deserving” the money 

by working but to help people finding a job and yes TOTALLY AMAZED ABOUT THIS I WAS and yes ARE THERE NO LIM-

ITS OF YOUR IGNORANCE and yes heard that one on Danish Television once and yes LIKED THAT VERY MUCH and yes 

SOMEHOW ALSO CONNECTED TO ONE OF THE KEY MESSAGES OF THIS BOOK when people don’t use their potential 

and ROLF you showed yourself as the man you are, A SPOILED PERSON WITHOUT GOOD BEHAVIOUR AND WITHOUT 

KNOWLEDGE and yes – sorry Jack, but I see some of you in him because you have been spoiled by your parents and 

your father like many many people and that is a BIG problem. 

 

I was also shortly at the workshop today where they only have a very small heater indeed and it is so cold here that 

you can see your self breathing and THEY ARE REALLY FREEZING HERE as they said to me and when coming back to the 

WARM main house, where Rolf is, I said to Rolf that he should be aware of how cold it really is at the workshop and 

Rolf was only smiling and said that they could just start working in order to become warm and Rolf maybe you forgot 

that three people are inside the workshop all day and the others are also there some of the time and Rolf if you were 

staying at this house the whole day, would you have given me the same answer or would you have bought a bigger 

heater immediately and yes YOU WOULD HAVE BOUGHT THE HEATER and yes MANY TIMES YOU WILL SEE PEOPLE 
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HAVING SO STRONG AN INNER VOICE THAT THEY REALLY DON’T WANT TO EVEN CONSIDER LISTENING TO OTHER 

PEOPLE AT ALL and yes does this sound familiar and yes I AM EQUALLY AS AMAZED EVERY SINGLE TIME I SEE THIS and 

yes Rolf you are one of those people who have forgot to THINK a lot of the time – but I would like to say thank you 

anyway to you and Judith for the very fine Christmas Lunch you arranged for us today, see the following: 

 

So after this – and after washing 6-7 pair of trouses too from yesterday – we had our very very good Christmas Lunch 

including a total of 12 people and yes a new woman came here the other day Caroline and Rolf and Judith was of 

course here and then the old acquaintances and very good lunch indeed which all people enjoyed and I was inspired 

to tell all that I will have a meeting with the Commune tomorrow and that I will lay plans for after Christmas with 

them, that I liked very much to be with the people here and the place too but that the system is rotten -  WHICH ALL 

PEOPLE AGREED WITH ME IN but maybe not Rolf and Judith – and that it is a total waste of time for me to be here, 

which they understood and therefore what I did was actually to say GOODBYE to them today and yes NOT REALLY 

KNOWING IF I WILL BE BACK OR NOT and yes WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING CHRISTMAS OR MAYBE NEW YEAR and yes 

NOW I REALLY BELIEVE THIS TIME THAT WE ARE COMING TO AN END and YOU CAN ALMOST CALL ME MADS AS WE 

SAY HERE IN DENMARK IF I AM NOT RIGHT THIS TIME – also thinking that both the team in Kenya and I myself have 

gone to the end of the line and yes I was shown myself OUTSIDE the central station of Copenhagen today and yes one 

of those visions you know – and I shared telephone number with Tom and I received also Alex’ number because as he 

said if I knew someone who needed a brick layer and of course without paying taxes and as I told you Alex what I also 

like about you is that you really do quality work and yes I LIKE THAT VERY MUCH INDEED and I took a picture of you all 

having lunch but because Alex you asked me not to publish it so therefore it is not included here. 

 

During the Christmas Lunch and yes WE WERE BUSY GIVING YOU SYMBOLS and yes know it and yes Alex was inspired 

to show us his neckless which he has bought in Egypt and yes it is of a scarab and as he told me it is a symbol of fertal-

ity and the symbol, you showed me Alex was only a symbol of a new civilisation coming to my world and yes THE 

GOOD PEOPLE. 

 

And I was inspired to speak about Dijon mustard, which was on the table AND ALWAYS TODAY THINKING OF DENIS 

WHEN I SEE OR HEAR OF ANYTHING FRENCH – and yes remembering the words of Meshack the other day – and I 

asked the others if they had ever come as much Dijon mustard in their mouth as they would do with ordinary mustard 

thinking that it is ordinary mustard and as I said IT IS REALLY BURNING and YOU FEEL FIRE COMING OUT OF YOUR 

MOUTH and what this was about was Helle who said that mustard is a big passion of hers and especially mustard from 

Bornholm – and yes STRONG FAITH and therefore COMING BACK TO MY SUNSHINE ISLAND and these symbols are 

here almost daily and not all of them I write in this book – only some of them. 

 

And Henrik was here too today and he started singing a song in Danish and I knew the song in English and of course it 

was of Roger Whittaker and “when I am a rich man” as I heard the lyrics inside of my head and yes the symbol of GO-

ING BACK TO KENYA and yes WHEN and we will have to wait and see. 

 

And also symbols from the others about “holtekollen” and Monrad & Rislund’s jegskalgivedigskaljeg and yes symbols 

of snow and the pain that the world will need to go through to come out on the other side to get a better life. 

 

And after the Christmas Lunch we played bingo – and Rolf and Judith had organised approx. 35 small gifts and NOT 

VERY NORMAL THAT YOU SEE A COMMUNE GIVING BOTH CHRISTMAS LUNCH AND GIFTS TO CASH HELPERS and yes 

SHOWING THE HEART THEY ARE JUDITH AND ROLF and maybe just another symbol that they use money here and 

HOW WELL IS THE CONTROL OF THE COMMUNE WORKING because is this the policy of the Commune? – and yes 

thank you Caroline for packing in all 35 packages and yes BIG WORK IT WAS and I “was lucky in games” (but not in 

love) and I won five of the packages in Bingo and afterwards we played dices where I won another three and what are 

the chances that one man of 12 (8%) will win 8 packages of 35 (23%) and thank you all and just to tell you that luck will 

normally come to people working hard and as Helle said “you have deserved it, Stig, because you have worked hard” 

and what did I win and only small symbols of course: Two packages of coffee by “Frellsen” (which is close to “salva-

tion” in Danish – and earlier I have bought coffee here of the brand CHRISTgau ☺), and I won chocolate Christmas 

men made with Lubecker marzinpan (SANTA never gives up you know), I won a winter hat (because I thought that I 
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needed one the other day actually!) and it was from the brand of Engel (“Angel”  apropos Christmas) and of course I 

also won marzinpan BALLS and thinking of FOOTBALL and yes TRY AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN and finally CHOCO-

LATE as a symbol OF LUCK and JOY TO ME so this is what GOD ALSO BROUGHT ME TODAY and as he said to me “I 

HAVE DECIDED NOT TO LET YOU GO THROUGH THE WORST CRIME OF THE WORLD BECAUSE WHAT I HAVE FORCED 

YOU TO GO THROUGH – OF WHICH YOU CAN READ SOME IN THIS BOOK – IS EQUALLY AS CRUEL AS THIS CRIME”. 

 

VISITING MY OTHER GARDEN – THE SYMBOL OF BEAUTY: TIVOLI 

 
My family in front of the most beautiful Christmas 

Tree in the most beautiful garden I have ever seen 

 
Another one of hundreds of the most beautiful sights at the Tivoli garden 

this evening 

 

And tonight was the night and yes ALMOST of celebration and the evening where we again went to Tivoli gardens in 

Copenhagen – which is the most beautiful park in my eyes and at Christmas I have never seen anything like the beauty 

of their decoration anywhere, and done in good taste which I like so much – and we walked around the park first and 

God told me that he has created an orientalic corner of Tivoli as a symbol that MUSLIMS ARE WELCOME IN MY BEAU-

TIFUL WORLD TOO and I could have shown you hundreds of very beautiful pictures from the park this evening – if I 

had a good camera and if it worked because the Devil is still working against me with his absolute last energy too, 

which is a signal of what we at the Countil are doing too and yes I have NOT heard from Karen, so I was told that her 

pain because of me – which of course is created by her self and her surroundings – is also now helping the Devil to 

make my coming home not the easiest thing to do in the world but no problem my friends because at 19.30 the CRAZY 

CHRISTMAS SHOW STARTED – CRAZY is the word here that my family and maybe even more think about me here and 

therefor Vivienne McKee - and what was the play about this year and yes OF THE GODFATHER of course and yes GOD 

AS OUR FATHER and yes bringing me home and also some symbols in this play this year for example on bankers who 

Vivienne’s character Dr van Helsingør from Elsinore (also created by God he is) is really not happy about because he 

suggests a gangster to “rob” the state by creating a bank and first pay out big salaries and bonuses and when the bank 

hereafter is out of money, then the state will help as she argues and the gangster believes that no state can be that 

crazy, and that is just the message of God, Vivienne, which you also now have shared with the world – and of course 

the key message is that big salaries and bonuses are not a good thing as banks in general is not a good thing – and 

there were also other messages but this evening I was truly again very very tired indeed and so tired that I did not 

catch all of the messages laid out for me, and I heard that the Devil was clapped out after the Council had given me a 

show when one of the spectators was on the stage with the actors – which was A VERY BIG JOY for both the actors 

and the spectators – and because I did not catch this, when the show was over and the actors had been bowing twice 

the Council made Vivienne to come out “by accident” alone for the third time to bow without the actors and every-

body noticed her “mistake” to come out alone, and that gave the biggest applause – as the spectator on stage had 

earlier – of the evening and here all of the Council including the master designer said thank you so much for the play.  
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Another symbol over the years of this show has been that all good guys receive a “hurray”by the audience and all of 

the bad guys are buh’ed out, and finally I did not watch half of the show because there was a female actor on stage, 

who I could not decide if I thought looked nice, but because the Devil is very alert of ALL nice looking women, I de-

cided to close my eyes every single time she was on stage because otherwise the Devil would have received the power 

to take over the physical speech of me – which is visible to other people that it is not me speaking and which I would 

not be able to control, and this is not the best feeling to have when you can feel that your mouth is almost opening 

and the words are almost created by another power, which you cannot control – but really not a problem when you 

know how to handle it but just unpleasant which it also was to be here together with my mother because the Devil 

uses the last of his power talking about my mother in a way which is really not very nice listening to, but my family 

does not know of my pain – on the contratry infact - and I decided to just go through this evening “as I would do nor-

mally”. 

 

And when leaving Tivoli Hans asked me if I am going to see the movie AVATAR and NO HANS – not at the moment be-

cause I have no money you see – and this movie is about the most beautiful NEW PLANET which you can see also be-

cause of the fantastic technology of this movie and my friends I LOVE THE HINDUS and PEOPLE FROM ALL RELIGIONS 

AND YES I AM THE AVATAR OF GOD SO TO SAY. 

 

And when I met my sister this evening I congratulated her with her top grade of 12 with the best of my warmth and 

joy and yes I DECIDED NOT TO CALL HER WHEN I FIRST HEARD IT FROM MY MOTHER THE OTHER DAY – WHICH OF 

COURSE WOULD BE THE RIGHT THING TO DO – but when you act as a Devil, you will be treated as a Devil and there-

fore I did not call her but decided deliberately to wait saying congratulations until today. 
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Wednesday 23rd December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, season greetings from John, private emails from Elijah, meetings with the Commune and the Devil, 

visit by Rene who gave me a fine gift, receiving Christmas greetings from Pedro and Lisbeth, speaking to Jack and 

Fuggi, Inge wishing me a merry Christmas and “Little Christmas Evening” at Niklas and Isabelles place. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And yes my friends almost over or maybe not because what will happen the 24th if anything and yes my friends this is 

the uncertainty I give you – you know you are close but is it coming to you in one day from now or one month if we 

will start playing a new game and yes so it is and when writing this IT GIVES ME TREMENDOUS JOY LISTENING TO SHU-

BI-DUA and I like all/most of your music and especially from the period 1977-1980 WHICH WAS YOUR GOLD PERIOD if 

you ask me and yes WHEN GOD HELPED YOU FINDING BEAUTIFUL AND FUNNY LYRICS and WHEN YOU DO THIS IN 

GOOD TASTE, this is when I like you the most and over the years sometimes – but not always – the balance between 

good and bad taste has broken over and yes I don’t like it, when you are vulgar, AND I LOVE YOUR MUSIC TOO my 

friends, not only the lyrics and IN THIS GENRE YOU ARE THE BEST IN THE WORLD and nobody comes close to you 

thank you my friends and still tired this morning I was and I only managed to write down one of several dreams – and 

still you are stressing me trying to give me 10, 20 or even more things to remember to include or maybe even to cor-

rect in the old scripts and yes THROWING UP UNTILL THE FINAL DAY I AM: 

 

• Kim S. har dismissed me from work and he does not want to talk to me so he has hired a top lawyer, who I can 

speak to which I do in the presence of two others and even though she is very clever I say to her so clearly that 

she understands that I will use my knowledge to bring down the business of Kim S., but I will only do this if his 

dismissal of me is still in force and I know that she can not use my arguments, because I have two witnesses of 

what I have said to her. I actually want to throw her out of the window because of my anger, but I control myself. 

I have respected Kim and been patient with him and this has led him to treat me poorer than a colleague, who 

was more impatient and because of this has received a better deal than me and he did not trust in Kim the same 

way as I did. I try to speak to Kim, but he does not want to know of me and the female lawyer knows that I will 

win, but Kim does not know it yet and I say to her that if she stops this unfairness, I will do the same. 

o And this is just an example of how the world is working, because people don’t want to talk, listen and under-

stand each other and more than anything IT MAKES ME SAD. 

• I have a dream where I see well known people of the world not being faithfull and it makes their spouse bleeding 

inside of them – and just to tell you that what Tiger Woods has done is not common you believe? - But my dear 

world LOOK AT WHAT YOU DO YOURSELF AND ASK YOURSELF THE QUESTION IF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR SINS 

AND YOUR PRIVATE LIFE WRITTEN ON THE FRONT PAGES OF HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS OF PAPERS FOR A LONG 

TIME and I JUST ASK OF YOU TO THINK WHAT IS TRULY SIMPLE LOGIC AND TO BEHAVE THE WAY I HAD HOPED 

YOU WOULD. 

 

Season greetings from John 

And thank you so much John for your very warm and compassionate greetings, which I truly liked very much – and I do 

believe that your words speak of themselves and show the world of the greatness of a man in pain. 

 

Dear Team members, 

 

On behalf of my wife and our children, i hereby wish you and your families a very happy christmas and a blessed 

2010.May the blessings of our lord bring happiness and prosperity in your lives.This is my prayer for the new year' Our 

father remove from us selfishness and make us ready to give freely since we freely received.Jesus our brother, let us 

follow your example in caring for the needy always remembering that the greatest is the one who serves more and the 

first is the last of all.Spirit of love bind us together against the one who tries to divide us and grant us forgiveness and 

mercy.We thank you lord for the joy of sharing with the poor and for healing of our hearts.AMEN'. 

 

JOHN 

 

Private emails from Elijah 
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And I also received what I believe is private emails from Elijah – two of them actually - telling me again about his situa-

tion and yes Elijah thinks that I don’t understand him and his immense suffering BUT I DO UNDERSTAND YOU MY 

DEAR FRIEND – as I have explained to you in my emails and text messages and also in this book – but you still believe 

that I don’t understand and yes this is now what you are doing my friend and telling me about how important it is that 

we understand each other and then you tell me what you will do from January and how much the Devil is after you 

and Elijah the name of the game IS TRULY YOURSELF MAKING YOUR SUFFERING WORSE and STILL UNTIL THE LAST 

DAY YOU DECIDE TO MAKE MY SUFFERING WORSE TOO instead of truly just showing your true faith and TO ACCEPT 

and NOT TO RESIST and that is your problem my friend – but of course I understand how much you are suffering and 

as I texted you today IT DOES NOT GET WORSE THAN THIS – this is the end of the line, you have given up everything to 

join me on this travel and Elijah that was truly what God asked us to do – TO SHOW THE WORLD THAT WE WILL GIVE 

UP EVERYTHING WE HAVE TO FOLLOW THE ROAD OF GOD – AND ONLY VERY FEW PEOPLE WILL DEMONSTRATE THIS 

and Elijah this is the true STRENGTH YOU ARE SHOWING and of course complaining and not understanding on the way 

BUT YOU DID THE IMPOSSIBLE THING MY FRIEND TO UNDERSTAND ME EVEN THOUGH YOU DID NOT UNDERSTAND 

ME and YOU DECICED TO FOLLOW ME and THANK YOU MY DEAR FRIEND and I will send both you and the other team 

members PRIVATE TEXT MESSAGES TOMORROW with my greetings to you and your families. 

 

Meetings with the Commune and the Devil 

And this morning I was going to have my normal control meeting every second week with the Commune and after-

wards the meeting with Arnaud the teamleader and I was sure that he would understand my points of SIMPLE LOGIC 

and this is what happened today: 

 

I wished Antonella and the very nice Syrian woman also at this office - and I am sorry I forgot your name again – a 

VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS as I promised them 14 days ago that I would do, and Søren is already on holiday and I pre-

sented Antonella for my four job applications saying that I just followed her recommendation and that I did it without 

motivation because they are not my dreamjobs – but that I also could work as a store manager in Magasin because 

this work is the same as in many other industries, it is about people and sales and this is what I can do and I say this 

because Antonella in the beginning did not see me as a store manager. And Antonella agreed with me that it is a 

WASTE OF MY TIME that I am “activated” at Brede Park and she was very nice as usual. 

 

And afterwards I had a meeting with Arnaud – and yes from France and yes ALL OF YOUR PREJUDICES OF ARROGANT 

FRENCH PEOPLE CAME THROUGH HERE - and Arnaud you believe the same of me that I am arrogant and yes my friend 

I DID WHAT I DID FOR YOU TO REMEMBER MY BEHAVIOUR AND MY ATTITUDE because I WAS PLAYING YOURSELF my 

friend and yes SAYING “MY FRIEND” to you in a negative way BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT YOU WERE TO ME: Negative and 

completely closed in your mindset and YOU DID NOT THINK AT ALL because you already had your mind made up and 

yes of the following:  

 

First of all my good friend you started the meeting by talking and talking WITHOUT an agenda and WITHOUT asking 

any questions at all and you started by saying that when I came to the Jobcentre I was “offered” different activation 

options to choose from and NO I WAS NOT and yes then you concluded that it was because the other options were 

“sold out” that I was asked to go to Brede and I said to you that BEFORE I CAME YOU HAD DECIDED TO PREPARE MY 

JOBPLAN BECAUSE I RECEIVED A STANDARD WHICH WAS ALREADY FILLED OUT and by hand you put my name on it 

and I could have been a man or a woman, I could have been 20 of 55 years old, I could have been unskilled or skilled 

and the jobplan WOULD STILL BE THE SAME and yes this is how the system is and yes YOU HAD DECIDED IN YOUR 

HEAD, ARNAUD, THAT ACTIVATION IS VERY GOOD and YOU HAVE NO CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO IT and I ASKED YOU TO 

TAKE ONE STEP BACK and tell me WHO HAS MADE THIS SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION IN LYNGBY – is it the politicians or 

the civil servants making their suggestions to the politicians and yes HERE WAS THE DEVIL HIMSELF REPRESENTED IN-

SIDE OF ARNAUD and yes EQUALLY AS STRONG AS IN MY SISTER because HE IS THE SYSTEM HERE and yes YOU HAVE 

DECIDED ARNAUD THAT ACTIVATION IS VERY GOOD BECAUSE “IT IS ALWAYS BETTER TO APPLY FOR A WORK WHEN 

YOU ARE EMPLOYED” and “THIS IS WHAT WE BELIEVE IN” but as you said for “ACADEMICS IT IS NOT SO RELEVANT TO 

BE IN ACTIVATION” and here you were thinking of me and YOU ACTUALLY SAID TO ME WITH OTHER WORDS “THAT IT 

IS NOT A GOOD IDEA FOR ME TO BE IN ACTIVATION” but still you decided that it is a good idea !!! – AND YOU HAD AB-

SOLUTELY NO IDEA OF WHOM I AM BECAUSE YOU HAD NOT PREPARED YOURSELF FOR THE MEETING BY GETTING MY 

CV FROM YOUR EMPLOYEES – so what you said to me is WHAT YOU BELIEVE IN and at least for some people you said 

THAT ACTIVATION IS NOT RELEVANT and you also told me that Brede Park is “an employment project” meaning that it 
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is not meant for people like me, and this was the beginning of our meeting – so YOU SHOULD EASILY HAVE BEEN 

THINKING THAT WHAT I SAID TO YOU IS RIGHT, BECAUSE YOU SAID SOME OF THE SAME THINGS YOURSELF BUT YOU 

FORGOT TO LISTEN TO YOURSELF “MY FRIEND”.  

 

And Arnaud, already here I WAS ABOUT TO THROW UP because you have absolutely NO KNOWLEDGE of what works 

for and with people BUT YOU BELIEVE THAT IT IS RIGHT FOR ALL TO DO THE SAME – despite of what you also said - 

and then YOU DECIDE TO DO WHAT YOU DO WITH PEOPLE DECIDING ON THEIR BEHALF and I DID NOT WANT TO LIS-

TEN TO YOU AT ALL because I knew your arguments, I knew your plans and because you could have used the whole 

meeting of 30 minutes to talk about your WRONG attitude and perception so therefore I decided to interrupt you try-

ing to WAKE YOU UP and NOT VERY NICE TO DO YOU THINK ARNAUD and I gave you my absolute best speech about 

THE COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME THIS SYSTEM IS FOR ME including that the system is not designed for me but for peo-

ple without contact to the jobmarket and that I instead should use ALL OF MY ENERGY AND FULL WORKING HOURS TO 

FIND A JOB with YOU HELPING ME ON MY LEVEL – which you actually write in your occupation plan that you will do 

but which you don’t – and I TOLD YOU THAT THIS IS TRULY SIMPLE LOGIC TO UNDERSTAND BUT THAT YOU HAVE 

FORGOTTEN TO USE YOUR BRAIN, THAT YOU DON’T THINK IN THIS SYSTEM and finally I asked you the essential ques-

tions: ARE YOU WILLING TO GIVE ME BACK MY FREEDOM?  

 

AND yes ARNAUD YOUR ANSWER WAS “NO” because you still believe that it is better to be “employed” when applying 

for a job (!!!) and yes my friends and yes Arnaud YOU WERE SPEAKING DIRECTLY AGAINST GOD and you were deciding 

yourself instead of finding out my needs and how you can help me individually the best way possible and when you 

decided you had the DEVIL SPEAKING DIRECTLY WITH YOU and you did this without knowing my experience and com-

petences as Stig, and YOU DON’T KNOW HOW TO HELP ME GET A JOB, BUT STILL THIS IS WHAT YOU MAY THINK YOU 

DO but what you have done is only this: YOU HAVE PUT ME IN JAIL WITHOUT ME COMMITTING A CRIME – BECAUSE 

OF YOUR INNER VOICE – AND WHAT YOU SHOULD HAVE DONE IS ONLY TO LISTEN TO ME, UNDERSTAND ME AND 

HELP ME. 

 

And I told you my dead friend that I may be using 30 hours per week writing my book and 30 hours working at Brede 

and yes my friends ARNAUD YOU THOUGHT THAT IT WAS A WASTE OF TIME FOR ME TO WRITE MY BOOK and that it 

would be better to use this time applying for a job and YOU HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA OF WHY I AM WRITING THIS 

BOOK AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT AND FURTHERMORE YOU DECIDED THAT WHAT I DID MYSELF IS A WASTE OF TIME 

BUT WHAT YOU HAVE FORCED ME TO DO IS MAKING SENCE BECAUSE YOU “BELIEVE” THAT IT IS EASIER FOR ME TO 

FIND A JOB WHEN I AM WORKING AT THE PARK – AND ARNAUD IS IT REALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR YOU TO SEE THAT YOU 

ARE INSANE and that “YOU ARE A MAN YOU CANNOT REACH” and yes THIS IS A SIGN OF MENTAL SICKNESS MY 

FRIENDS what you Arnaud and my sister as examples are suffering of and I wrote to you on a piece of paper: “I BE-

LIEVE YOU SHOULD” and “WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE?” and I drew a face with two very big ears and I told you Arnaud 

that the PHILOSOPHY – which you actually did not bother to listen to, but I said it anyway – IS FOR YOU TO ASK “WHAT 

DO YOU BELIEVE” and to use your ears INSTEAD OF SAYING ALL OF THE TIME “I BELIEVE YOU SHOULD” and ARNAUD 

HAVE YOU REALLY READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE NEW VALUES PUT IN YOUR OCCUPATION PLAN OF 2010 and THIS 

PLAN IS NOT PASSED because it is THE WORST I HAVE EVER SEEN ARNAUD – it is not making sence at all – and THE 

WHOLE SYSTEM AND THE POLITICIANS DON’T UNDERSTAND WHAT THIS IS ABOUT and you told me THAT YOU AS A 

CIVIL SERVANT HAVE GIVEN THESE SUGGESTIONS AND THAT THE POLITICIANS HAVE JUST ACCEPTED YOUR PLAN and 

we talk about a whole system here NOT THINKING where the civil servants believe they know what to do – which they 

don’t – and the politicians do as the civil servants want them to do AND THIS IS WHAT IS HAPPENING ALL OVER THE 

WORLD because the Devil has taken over AND THIS HAS TO STOP NOW MY FRIENDS – and today it was impossible for 

me to make Arnaud listening to me and I can only change the world when people read my book and when people help 

me changing the world by making other people understand. 

 

And I told Arnaud that what he does to me would be the same if I was forcing Arnaud to start doing sports without 

knowing anything about him as a person and IF I FORCED HIM TO PLAY FOOTBALL and maybe he WILL HATE PLAYING 

FOOTBALL WITH ME and I told you THAT YOU WILL HATE PLAYING FOOTBALL – AND WHAT I MEANT IS THAT YOU 

WILL HATE ADMITTING TO THE WORLD THAT MAYBE THERE WAS JUST SOMEONE HERE KNOWING MORE ABOUT 

YOUR JOB THAN YOURSELF and yes MANY EXAMPLES OF PEOPLE DOING EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT PEOPLE 

TELL THEM because this is what the Devil just LOVES you know TO DISAGREE instead of BEING OPEN AND UNDER-

STANDING – and yes maybe you will accuse me of not listening Arnaud and that is right I WAS NOT LISTENING TO YOU 
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and NOW YOU WANT US TO LISTEN TO YOU STIG and yes that is right and WHY IS THAT and yes THE ANSWER IS AS 

SIMPLE AS IT GETS – BECAUSE I KNOW YOUR ARGUMENTS AS I DID WITH ARNAUD, BECAUSE YOU ONLY LISTEN TO 

YOURSELVES, BECAUSE YOU DON’T WANT TO UNDERSTAND OTHER ARGUMENTS THAN YOUR OWN AND BECAUSE 

YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT IS THE RIGHT SOLUTION, WHAT IS SIMPLE LOGIC TO DO and that is the difference and I have 

read and understood the occupation plans of the Devil, this system, and seen all of its contradictions because of lack 

of quality and understanding and I offered you Arnaud to receive and read my memo to Hillerød Commune because 

you asked me to be CONSTRUCTIVE and yes I COULD HAVE GIVEN YOU A LOT OF EXAMPLES AND IDEAS FOR YOU TO 

IMPROVE YOUR OCCUPATION PLAN as I told you and you know what BECAUSE OF YOUR NEGATIVE ATTITUDE AND NO 

TRUE OPENNESS TO READ MY MEMO, I DECIDED TO HOLD IT BACK and also to hold back the questions I had prepared 

after reading your occupation plans and instead I told you that YOU CAN READ IT HERE IN MY BOOK and again my 

friend I said that MY GOAL IS TO CHANGE THE WHOLE SYSTEM and again YOU COULD NOT HELP ARNAUD TO TELL ME 

THAT THIS IS NOT MY GOAL BECAUSE YOU WANTED TO HEAR ME SAYING THAT MY GOAL IS TO GET A JOB and what 

you did not know is that I ALREADY HAVE A JOB and furthermore you thought it was important for me to understand 

that if I get success with this book that I will not be able to receive cash help and yes I DO UNDERSTAND THAT and this 

book will be so successful SO YOU ARE NOW READING IT MY FRIEND – and one time when I said “MY FRIEND” to you I 

said it so discouraged and with a deliberate negative tone because of your WRONG perception and NO LISTENING so 

you thought that I truly have a problem with my attitude, that I was arrogant and I said to you that I WAS ARROGANT 

NOT BECAUSE I WANTED TO BE ARROGANT BUT BECAUSE YOU DID NOT LISTEN TO ME and that this meeting could 

have been much more positive if you had decided to LISTEN instead of telling me of your wrong perceptions – AND I 

DO HOPE THAT ALL PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND THAT I AM ONLY TELLING YOU WHAT TO DO AND NOT LISTENING TO 

PEOPLE LIKE ARNAUD BECAUSE YOU ARE WRONG, BECAUSE YOU DON’T USE SIMPLE LOGICS AND BECAUSE YOU NEED 

TO BE HELPED – and that is the difference my friends – and I was also arrogant when I was young and full of hopes 

coming out to the jobmarket where I had a lot of ideas BUT PEOPLE LIKE YOU ARNAUD – and thinking of you Susan 

and you  Benta and you Kristen and many others even though I like all of you very much - STOPPED ME BY SHOWING 

ME YOUR RESIDENCE. 

 

And Arnaud told me about “exciting job opportunities” at DTU working as a HR-employee and I said to him the truth 

that this work is below my level and then I was actually told that I have a problem with my attitude – which in other 

words was what you said Arnaud – and I could only tell him that when I was working with commitment in Brede that I 

did the lowest status work of all in Denmark meaning that there is nothing wrong with my attitude of “working below 

my level” and then Arnaud started correcting me by saying that this is important work and not low status – and just 

one of those examples when the Devil takes over and yes DOES NOT WANT TO LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND but in prin-

ciple wants to disagree with anything and I told you that no other people like me has worked with the same attitude 

and quality in Brede Park and yes YOU KNEW THAT and WHY WAS THAT I ASKED and because ROLF HAS TOLD YOU 

and WHY HAS ROLF TOLD YOU THIS AND MAYBE YOU WILL TELL THE WORLD WHY YOU AND ROLF TALKED ABOUT ME 

AND WHAT YOU AGREED UPON? 

 

And here is some of the text of the occupation plan for 2010 for Lyngby-Taarbæk and my questions and THIS PLAN IS 

SCREAMING TO THE HEAVEN BECAUSE OF ITS INCONSISTENCY AND LACK OF UNDERSTANDING AND QUALITY and AR-

NAUD WHERE DO YOU HAVE ALL OF YOUR “EXPERT KNOWLEDGE” FROM TO HELP PEOPLE LIKE ME COMING BACK TO 

WORK – and just wondering I am, and I have read the plans of 2008, 2009 and 2010 and there is truly no change in 

policies here even though the values are new from 2010 and maybe Arnaud you can start REALLY THINKING about 

what you would have done IF YOU RECEIVED A NEW CHANCE TO HAVE A MEETING WITH ME after you have read this 

book? 

 

And here is the text, and this is actually only a “quick preparation” for a meeting and not really intented to be pub-

lished, but here it is anyway – and I would also have given this to you Arnaud if I had seen you more open than what 

you decided to be: 

 

2010 PLAN KOMMENTARER/SPØRGSMÅL 
Fire gennemgående værdier 
1. Respekt for borgerens ansvar for egen tilværelse 
Kommunen forventer, at borgere, der står uden arbejde, 
går foran i indsatsen for at få et arbejde. Borgerne får 

1. Der er indlagt FIRE VÆRDIER I 2010 I PLANEN – men 
planen og politikken er ikke ændret – den er iden-
tisk? 

2. INDIVIDUEL indsats – alle behandles i dag ENS! 
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2010 PLAN KOMMENTARER/SPØRGSMÅL 
hjælp og støtte hertil svarende til borgernes behov og 
gennem professionel planlægning og rådgivning i forhold 
til arbejdsmarkedet, hjælp til selvhjælp samt motivering 
af de mest udsatte. 
2. Individuelle løsninger rettet mod beskæftigelse 
Kommunen møder borgernes behov med en håndholdt 
og individuel indsats, der matcher de muligheder og be-
hov, der findes på arbejdsmarkedet. Løsningerne tager 
udgangspunkt i, hvad borgeren kan, i stedet for hvad 
borgeren ikke kan. 
3. Varig arbejdsmarkedstilknytning 
Varig arbejdsmarkedstilknytning er pejlemærket for be-
skæftigelsesindsatsen. Den korteste vej til varig ar-
bejdsmarkedstilknytning kan gå gennem såvel hurtig be-
skæftigelse som langsigtet opkvalificering, afhængigt af 
borgernes vilkår og mulighederne på arbejdsmarkedet. 
4. Professionel sagsbehandling 
Vejledning og rådgivning skal være enkel, forståelig og 
venlig. Borgeren skal informeres om hvilke rammer, krav 
og handlemuligheder, der er på arbejdsmarkedet og for 
jobsøgningen. Borgeren skal mødes af professionelle, 
kompetente medarbejdere med høj faglig ekspertise på 
det 
beskæftigelsespolitiske område. 

3. Hvad er den ”hurtigste vej” for mig – ufaglært, kon-
tor, ledelse eller topledelse arbejde – og individuel 
hjælp i forhold hertil? 

4. Forskellige medarbejdere = forskellige råd og krav, 
der er ingen fælles koncepter, som gælder for sådan 
en som mig! 

AKTIVERING 
• Aktiveringen skal være målrettet ordinær beskæfti-

gelse eller uddannelse – om nødvendigt gennem 
trinvis afklaring og opkvalificering. Det er vigtigt at 
fastholde, at aktivering af ledige ikke blot handler om 
krav til volumen, men også om kvalitet og effekt i ak-
tivering – og dermed øget selvforsørgelse. Aktivering 
skal derfor være målrettet områder, hvor der er gode 
muligheder for beskæftigelse. 

• For alle nyledige kontanthjælpsmodtagere iværksæt-
ter jobcenteret et kombineret jobsøgnings- og afkla-
ringsforløb efterfulgt af virksomhedspraktik af 
mindst 4 ugers varighed. 

• For ledige uden erhvervskompetencegivende uddan-
nelse kan der iværksættes individuel kompetenceaf-
klaring med efterfølgende uddannelses- eller praktik-
forløb eller der visiteres til særlige vejlednings-, af-
klarings- og jobsøgningsforløb hos andre aktører, 
eksterne leverandører eller på Brede Park. 

• Aktiveringen skal være målrettet ordinær beskæfti-
gelse eller uddannelse – om nødvendigt gennem 
trinvis afklaring og opkvalificering. Det er vigtigt at 
fastholde, at aktivering af ledige ikke blot handler om 
krav til volumen, men også om kvalitet og effekt i ak-
tivering – og dermed øget selvforsørgelse. Aktivering 
skal derfor være målrettet områder, hvor der er go-
de muligheder for beskæftigelse. NY 

• Er I helt holdt op med at tænke? 
• Tror I helt seriøst at det hjælper mig at finde et ar-

bejde med at aktivere mig som gartner? 

• Hvilken betydning har 65% refusion fra staten i ste-
det for 35% for beslutningen om aktivering? 

• Er kompetence afdækning, udarbejdelse af CV og an-
søgning ikke det vigtigste overhovedet? Tænk hvis 
jeg brugte hele ugen på dette og jeg fik rådgivning på 
mit niveau! 

 

Coaching og vejledning: 
• Borgerne får hjælp og støtte hertil svarende til bor-

gernes behov og gennem professionel planlægning 
og rådgivning i forhold til arbejdsmarkedet 

• ”Målrettet coaching af den ledige borger inden en 
jobsamtale” 

• Borgere, der ikke er i arbejde, skal have tilknytning til 

• Hvis man vurderes at kunne klare sig selv, så får man 
ingen rådgivning = så skal man i stedet leve op til sy-
stemets krav, som er en hæmsko for et få et job. Det-
te er i direkte modstrid mod planen! 

• Må jeg venligst bede om en INDIVIDUEL JOBPLAN EF-
TER EN BEHOVSANALYSE? 
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arbejdsmarkedet hurtigst. Det skal ske gennem en 
professionel og effektiv indsats i jobcenteret. 

• Borgeren skal mødes af professionelle, kompetente 
medarbejdere med høj faglig ekspertise på det be-
skæftigelsespolitiske område 

 Andre spørgsmål: 
• Hvorfor 10 uger på Brede Park? 
• På Brede Park mener man, at kontanthjælpsmodta-

gere ”skal arbejde for at få sine penge” – er dette en 
udbredt misforståelse i kommunen? 

• På Brede Park blev de ”presset” til at sige, at parken 
oprindeligt kun var til ”personer med andre behov” 
og ”uden tilknytning til arbejdsmarkedet” men i dag 
misbruges det til alle? Hvad er der sket? 

• Er www.jobspor.dk med kompetenceafdækning og 
www.tekstmaskinen.net standarder i kommunen? 
KRAV TIL KVALITET? 

• Rådgivning på individuelt niveau og ikke laveste fæl-
lesnævner? 

• Hvordan harmonerer en standard Jobplan, som man 
får udleveret den første dag med en individuel plan, 
se nedenfor under spørgsmålene. 

• Jeg arbejder 25-30 timer om ugen med hårdt fysisk 
arbejde og skriver bog, så spiser jeg, sover og ser fa-
milie og venner.Hvornår skal jeg have tid til at søge 
arbejde? 

• Er det tilstrækkeligt at bruge 2 minutter pr. ansøg-
ning via jobnet og så 60 timer som gartner/forfatter? 
Er der ingen kvalitetskrav? 
 

Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen skriver på sin hjemmeside, at ”Jobpla-
nen er en skriftlig aftale mellem dig og jobcentret, der kan med-
virke til at du hurtigst muligt kommer i job. Du skal afklare dit 
beskæftigelsesmål, det vil sige den type job du sigter mod, 
sammen med en medarbejder fra jobcentret. Du beskriver dine 
ønsker og planer for medarbejderen, og på den baggrund disku-
terer I hvordan dine muligheder for beskæftigelse kan forbedres. 
Samtidig aftaler I hvilke tilbud for dig jobplanen skal indeholde, 
og I lægger en tidsplan. Til sidst nedskriver jobcentret den ende-
lige plan, og I underskriver aftalen”. 

 

Visit by René who gave me a fine gift 

And this afternoon René came for a short visit to see my new apartment in Lyngby and to give me my jacket which I 

forgot at his place at the Christmas Lunch and René and Dorte – who was also behind the decision – surprised me very 

much by giving me a very nice basket full of delicious and very good wine and chocolate and it made me very very 

happy indeed and all I could say is that I cannot afford giving him a gift at the moment and this is exactly the reason 

why I receive this gift because they know that I don’t have any money and therefore they wanted to give me some-

thing special to make me happy and yes ALMOST FINISHING THE STORY WITH THIS KEY MESSAGE OF THE BOOK THAT 

YOU WILL HELP YOUR FRIENDS IF YOU HAVE MORE THAN THEM AND ESPECIALLY IF THEY HAVE NOTHING and this is 

what it is about and yes René LATER I WILL GIVE YOU A GIFT TOO as I said to you and that gift is not a gift as you 

would think it is today but A GIFT FROM SOMEONE WHO KNOWS ABOUT YOU AND WHO YOU TRULY ARE so this is 

what will come. 

 

And I have now received this gift and all of the gifts I won yesterday and one final question which is also difficult to an-

swer is WHAT WILL I DO when I go tonight to the “Little Christmas Evening” as we call it here at Niklas and Isabelle and 

tomorrow at Mette and the second Christmas day at my mother and yes WHAT WILL I BRING OF GIFTS and WILL I USE 

SOME OF THE GIFTS I HAVE RECEIVED TO GIVE and yes and no and what to do and JUST MADE MY MIND ON THIS TOO 
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and yes I WILL GIVE  YOU AN ORANGE and thank you so much and that was from the Devil finally receiving the final 

warning that TOMORROW I WILL BE LONG GONE and that is truly what I hope for, but to come back – and yes another 

disgression too not improving my happiness– to my decision and yes I WILL NOT GIVE GIFTS AS GIFTS TO OTHER PEO-

PLE and the people I will visit have more than I have so therefore I WILL GIVE THEM NO GIFTS NOW and I hope that all 

of them will understand that I cannot do this because I cannot afford to buy gifts at the moment ☺. 

 

Receiving Christmas greetings from Pedro and Lisbeth 

And yes PEDRO is on my action plan today to send him season greetings and obviously I was also on his action plan 

and he succeeded sending me his greetings through an online Christmas Card and the thought was very nice of him 

but I would prefer to receive his personal greetings and in this example I would actually prefer to receive his handwrit-

ten Christmas Card, because THIS IS MUCH MORE PERSONAL than an email and this is why I sent Karen a hand written 

Christmas Card, which MANY PEOPLE DON’T DO ANYMORE because they are LAZY and “some friends” use five sec-

onds sending season greetings to all friends at the same time on Facebook and yes YOU CAN USE A DAY OR TWO DO-

ING THIS WORK ALONE IF YOU ASK ME – IF THIS IS WHAT YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS DECIDE TO DO - TO SEND PER-

SONAL CARDS TO YOUR FRIENDS IN ORDER TO MAKE THEM HAPPY AND TO KEEP YOUR FRIENDSHIPS ALIVE THE BEST 

WAY POSSIBLE. 

 

And also today I received very NICE and WARM words through an email from Lisbeth my old colleague and good 

friend and yes still thinking of me and yes so it is and yes did not send greetings first BECAUSE I SENT A CARD LAST 

YEAR INCLUDING CD’S AND YES DID NOT RECEIVE ANYTHING IN RETURN and yes replied both Pedro and Lisbeth today 

and Pedro said he had not received my last email from October, so I also sent that to him again. 

 

And yes THINKING OF MANY OTHER PEOPLE WHO COULD STILL BE MY FRIENDS TODAY and yes SORRY and yes SAD I 

AM THAT YOU ARE NOT MY FRIENDS TODAY but soon AGAIN YOU WILL BE MY FRIENDS ☺. 

 

Speaking to Jack and Fuggi 

And this afternoon I called Jack – who called me the other day and he would have visited me if I had heard his call, 

which I did not because the sound of the phone was switched off – and we had one of our short, “normal” telephone 

conversations and I called Fuggi and as usual I had a very long conversation with him – AND BOTH OF US ARE REALLY 

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN CONCERT AGAIN SPANDAU BALLET - and I would have liked to see both of 

them before Christmas but this I did not make – but agreeing to see them after Christmas or New Year and yes AS 

SOON AS POSSIBLE and yes NOT AGREED A DATE YET and yes NOT ON THE ACTION PLAN YET and yes LOOKING FOR-

WARD TO GETTING A NORMAL LIFE and YES A LIFE IN FACT which is what we talk about ☺. 

 

And yes so far A VERY DIFFICULT DAY and yes NOT ALWAYS YOU CAN READ THIS FROM THE TEXT but working/active 

all day long and the Devil so strong so if I decide to “relax” mentally for just a moment he is there immediately so I 

need to do my best to keep him down and TIRED today and yes NOT FUNNY ANYMORE but still COME ON GIVE ME 

THE BEST YOU GOT AND I WILL DEFEAT YOU AT ANY TIME but I may deliberately after Christmas or at least after New 

Year decide to take the punishment by the Devil, if God has not GIVEN ME HIS POWER BEFORE THAT – this is how ex-

hausting this life is that I will consider doing what I know I will probably decide to kill myself because of, just so you 

know my friends. 

 

And yes MANY TIMES WE HAVE WRITTEN THIS DOWN and yes NOT MADE IT TO THE SCRIPT YET BUT HERE IT IS and 

ACCOMPANIED TO ONE OF THE ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS SONGS BY CAROLA and yes THIS IS YOUR MUSIC 

IN MY EARS AT LEAST and yes MAKING A DREAM GOAL and in Danish he said actually “et drømmehug” and don’t 

know the word in English and this is THE BEST COMPLIMENT OF ALL I HAVE RECEIVED FROM YOU KNOW WHO – THE 

PEOPLE ON THE OTHER SIDE and yes MY FRIENDS TOO and yes NOW I ONLY NEED TO HAVE A NICE EVENING AGAIN 

WITH MY FAMILY and then it is CHRISTMAS TOMORROW and yet another day where I will become disappointed or 

lifted up and IF I WANT TO BECOME CHRIST and WHAT WOULD YOU CHOOSE THE PLAGUE OR CHOLERA and that is 

how I feel but I am looking forward to the day where I WILL BE MYSELF AND I CAN REST MENTALLY WITHOUT BEING 

STRESSED 24 HOURS A DAY and that is EVERY SINGLE SECOND MY FRIENDS which is difficult to read from these scripts 

and yes JUST TO BE ALERT AND ON GUARD and WHEN YOU HAVE BOTH GOD AND THE DEVIL and THE COUNCIL 

SPEAKING TO YOU MORE OR LESS ALL OF THE TIME. – AND STILL NOT HEARD FROM KAREN … ☺ 
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Inge wishing me a merry Christmas 

And when I was driving with my mother and John on our way to Niklas and Isabelle this evening I was very happy that 

my father’s sister Inge called me and SHE IS ALWAYS NICE AND POSITIVE and we talked about her and mine family and 

gave each other the best wishes for the holiday and yes I decided to ask how my father is – and ALL OF THE TIME I 

HAVE NOT KNOWN IF MY FATHER IS DEAD OR ALIVE, IF THIS HAS BEEN A GAME BY THE COUNCIL OR THE THRUTH and 

here I was allowed to receive the news THAT IT WAS A GAME and yes MY FATHER IS STILL ALIVE and yes WHAT DO I 

LOOK LIKE and yes MAYBE YOU WILL SAY A CLOWN and IF I KNEW ANYTHING and the answer is I HAD ABSOLUTELY NO 

IDEA like EVERYTHING ELSE I HAVE WRITTEN – except for my own words of course (!) – and this WILL PROBABLY MAKE 

IT MUCH MORE DIFFICULT FOR THE WORLD TO BELIEVE IN ME and the Devil is in this book because this book is born 

in a world full of the Devil and BECAUSE THE DEVIL IS STRONG IN MY FAMILY and this is the contribution of my family 

to this book and this is YOUR CONTRIBUTION SANNA – THIS IS HOW YOU “HELP” THE WORLD and DO I FEEL SICK 

ABOUT THE NEWS THAT MY FATHER IS ALIVE and yes THROW UP and DOUBLE THROW UP and yes try to imagine this 

story and feeling on yourselves my friends. 

 

Little Christmas Evening at Niklas and Isabelle’s place 

And now the celebration of Christmas has started and the family met at Niklas and Isabelle, who was kind to invite us 

all for a three corse dinner this evening and the first hour I was fighting with God and the Devil about how outgoing I 

needed to be to keep the Devil away and I WILL DO THIS MY OWN WAY no matter how hard they keep on pressuring 

me and yes THE PRESSURE IS IMMENSE MY FRIENDS and I DON’T NEED TO BE OUTGOING ALL OF THE TIME and FINE 

FOR OTHER PEOPLE TO BE INVOLVED and yes many thoughts like this and STILL FIGHTING I AM WITH THE DEVIL and 

STILL NEED TO BE STRONG ALL OF THE TIME and not the easiest to do when you are still tired and NOW EXTREMELY 

TIRED OF THIS GAME – and yes ELIJAH YOUR EMAILS ALSO HELP TO KEEP ME DOWN so I am fighting at many sides in-

cluding Karen and today the Commune too – and coming to the apartment of Niklas and Isabelle and the whole eve-

ning was full of symbols almost as normal and yes I cannot remember all of them, but Sanna invited me to sit in a 

throne chair and MUCH OF THE FIGHTING is about sexual temptation and punishment and Isabelle was also included 

in this game and I have decided that you will not get any details of this but all that I am going through is because the 

world is sick of sex which is poisoning people and making people unhappy and this is also happening in my family and I 

will not give any details even though God or the Devil has given me plenty of information on several of my family 

members and right now I am happy that I also came through this day and certainly not the easiest to come through 

but the evening went fine because I used energy I did not have, because I was outgoing and made people laugh too 

even though my life is more rotten than ever and this is why I am doing it to feed the misunderstanding of my own 

family. 

 

And my mother and John told us when they started the cruise BOTH JOHN AND MY MOTHER’S FEET WERE HURTING 

VERY MUCH INDEED and yes PAIN coming to them because of what they were about to do and they had 12 bottles of 

wine and John was told not to drink on the order of the doctor and my mother HAD to drink approx. 1 bottle of red-

wine per day in the same period where I was not allowed to have one glass of redwine per day and normal life is not 

here because I had too little wine and my mother too much. 

 

And I must say that Isabella has made even more fantastic Christmas decorations than Helle which is because Isabella 

is VERY creative and because she was allowed to make the decorations together with probably the most gifted and 

maybe the most expensive florist in Denmark “John” who has a store at the groundfloor of where Isabella and Niklas 

live and BEAUTIFUL they were. 

 

And we also played dices for small packages which people had brought and I broke my principle of not giving the gifts I 

have received as gifts, but this one I did not like very much, it was one of the packages I won at the park including 

small chocolate rings and when I left I had won two packages one of them including two very nice small pixies. 
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Thursday 24th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, second edit since 19th December, MESHACK: STILL CRISS-CROSSING THE RIDGES, church Service at 

the church of Kronborg Castle, Helsingør, “celebrating” Christmas Evening at Mette and Jesper’s place, the healthcare 

reform in the USA and I postponed the script one day. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And finally it is the 24th December and yes the question is CAN I DEPEND ON ONE VOICE WHICH HAS KEPT ON TELLING 

ME WITH LOVE THAT I WILL NOW BECOME CHRIST IN THIS LIFETIME TOO and yes I DEPEND ON THAT BUT IS IT TODAY 

WHICH THE COUNTDOWN HAS LED TO? I don’t know but I sure hope that it is the case. 

 

The last two days I was very tired indeed and today I am at least tired and dreams too: 

 

• I am in DanskeBank-Pension and I see someone who has made wrong calculations on moving pensions from in-

surance companies to the bank, which I tell him about and that the assumptions of the calculations are wrong and 

I hope that no one followed the calculations. 

• I see Churchill, a meat loaf and a bird with a cape, which has brought the boat on land. 

• I hear the song “where the streets have no name” by U2 and the words “in the howling wind” 

• I am in Willis, where I see people I know – among others Nefer. Lars G. would like to hire me for a project but not 

to offer me employment. He is creative himself and he has ideas of selling additional products, which can “bind” 

people. I see that some of my files are stored at Willis’ network computer and I would like to get a copy of the 

files, which I don’t get. I see that their office is located in Geneva and that Lars and others are rich – and I see my 

self being in control when flying away from their office. 

 

And just another symbol from the last days – while I remember it – where I have seen the king in the iron mask on the 

island slowly having the masked taken off. 

 

Second edit since 19th December 

And this was on my action plan too of today to do the second edit of the script since the 19th December, which proba-

bly took me a couple of hours. And on my action plan was also to send text messages wishing the team in Kenya the 

absolutely best and for a happier life to come and thanking them for their strong faith and support. 

 

And before leaving already at 13.00 I did all of the actions of my plan ALSO today and LEAVING THE DEVIL OUT IN THE 

COLD and ACTUALLY DONE EVERYTHING ON MY PLAN to the best of my memory IN TIME and DOING MY BEST and yes 

IN DECEMBER and yes COMING HOME that was the name of the game and the Devil is very sad but I feel the happi-

ness of the actors behind the Devil and God is showing me the white horse. 

 

MESHACK: STILL CRISS-CROSSING THE RIDGES 

And also THANK YOU VERY MUCH AGAIN TO MESHACK who has brought me almost his ultimate sacrifice too because 

OF HIS FAITH and HIS STRENGTH and thank you so much Meshack for your very nice email today and I am particularly 

happy to hear that your shared my text message with your family, who I am looking forward to meeting SOMEDAY 

SOON my friend:  

 

Here is his email:  

 

Thank you very much my friend for your nice text message to me and my family and they were very happy to see that.  

 

I wanted to inform you that today we met three of us at the garden because some are breaking for christmas and we 

were all very happy to welcome this day when the saviour of the world was born. 

 

As i had told you i am not breaking for the holiday because of the challenges i am facing but i am still a happy guy be-

cause this is not the end but a new down and i have every reason to thank God for any happening. 
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May i wish you a merry christmass and happy new year but i shall keep in touch with you as i will be in town. 

 

Hi to your family and on my behalf and family wish them a merry christmass. 

 

   meshack. 

 

Church Service at the church of Kronborg Castle, Helsingør 

Today I was going to meet my mother at the Church Service starting at 

15.00 in Helsingør – and I listen to Ave Maria by Paul Potts when writ-

ing this and THE FAVOURITE SONG OF MY MOTHER and EXTREMELY 

BEAUTIFUL IT IS MY FRIENDS – and I arrived already at 14.00 at the 

Castle where some Japanese tourists probably got a picture of me and 

when I arrived at the beautiful castle I was thinking of Jørgen Almar – 

the late father of Kirsten, who is married to Lars, Hans’ brother – who 

was the bailiff of the castle in the eighties where he was so kind to ac-

cept me and a group of people from Venstre in Helsingør to show us 

around the castle including places which are not open to the public I 

believe and why this story, because I have set you up in a special family 

who does not know itself that ALL OF THEM ARE SOMEHOW CONNECTED TO YOU JESUS – not in this life – BUT IN 

THEIR FORMER LIVES, and God told me that THIS IS MY CASTLE, this is FOR YOU TO COME HOME and when I entered 

the yard of the castle I thought of Holger Danske sitting in the basement of the castle and that he will wake for deed 

when his nation and people are in desparate need and I thought that he will  use his sword to liberate people, to make 

things right and TO FREE A NATION WHICH I LOVE and yes MY SON THIS IS THE SYMBOL OF YOU and yes WHY I 

THOUGHT OF COMING HERE and MY MOTHER HAS ALL OF THE YEARS SHE HAS LIVED TOGETHER WITH JOHN SINCE 

1986 HAD A VIEW FROM HER HOME TO THE ORIGINAL STATUE OF HOLGER DANSKE WHICH IS PLACED IN FRONT OF 

HOTEL MARIENLYST – ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL  HOTELS OF DENMARK ALSO WHEN LOOKING AT ITS LOCATION. 

 

And we entered the church at the castle together with approx. 150 others and my mother and I sat on the chairs at 

row three in front to the right and I thought that the church is truly beautiful indeed – I noticed the German scripts in 

the church and I thought of Rommel - and the female priest started speaking about the Christmas gospel and after-

wards she spoke about the Christmas Tree as a symbol of the garden of eden and an invitation from God to all people 

to enter, she continued speaking about the lights on the tree as symbols of ME as the son and she continued speaking 

about the different decorations of the tree very beautifully I think and she had a heart, the ladder of Jacob, a cornet 

and the Christmas Star on top, which shows the road to Jesus, and she spoke very nicely of all of these decorations 

and the symbols of them and she handed down every decoration from the pulpit to the sacristan who hung it on the 

tree and THIS WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL AND WHY I LOVE THE TREE SO MUCH and after the service, the priest gave hand-

shakes to all on the way out and I thanked her for all of her symbols and said to her that MAYBE THERE WILL COME A 

NEW CHRISTMAS STAR, which she just may remember that I told her. 

 

And all afternoon God played the beautiful song “Badmans song” by Tears for Fears for me and gave me the words 

“judge me” and also “look to the future”, which is not included in the song but which fits in where the original words 

“look at yourself” are placed.  

 

“Celebrating” Christmas Evening at Mette and Jesper’s place 

After the church service I had Danish donoughts and Gløgg with my mother and John at their apartment and Bettina – 

the eldest daughter of John arrived without her partner Søren, who as usual celebrated Christmas together with his 

mother – and I was told when she arrived that this evening would also be about “convincing” Bettina and Mette that I 

am perfectly “normal” and alright and therefore not “crazy” as I have been told by you THE COUNCIL that my mother 

and John has INFORMED HIS DAUGHTERS ABOUT and yes OF COURSE WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT THEY TALK ABOUT 

and yes this is what it was about (and which they probably may have thought my friend) and during the day I felt that 

the Devil lost more and more power and that I could start to relax more mentally, because he has not been attacking 

me constantly today as he has in reality done every single second for more than three years AND THIS HAS BEEN THE 

BIGGEST PAIN OF ALL to have the DEVIL CONSTANTLY SPEAKING TO YOU, COMING WITH “GOOD ADVISES”, STRESSING 

and tormenting me and my friends ALL OF THE TIME – OR PREPARED TO DO THIS BY JUST “BEING BEHIND A THIN 
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CURTAIN”, which is the best feeling I can give you - and the tiredness has been very difficult, the behaviour of other 

people have been very difficult but THE BIGGEST PAIN OF ALL HAS BEEN THE DEVIL SPEAKING TO ME OR JUST BEEN 

HERE “ON GUARD” ALL OF THE TIME and God removed the constant pressure from the Devil not 100% this evening 

but enough so I could relax more mentally without needing to be alert, strong and fighting him all of the time and 

without being forced and stressed to be very outgoing or to do or remember this or that and this experience was the 

biggest liberation I have felt for years. 

 

And I spoke very good instantly to Bettina immediately – and Bettina did you ever get “pain” in your foot as I told you 

approx. one year ago? – and I have really not seen Bettina and Mette for approx. 1 year and normally I see them 

maybe 3-4 times per year and we went to Mette and her partner Jesper at 17.00 to celebrate Christmas Evening and 

this is where I for the first time saw the newborn Sofia – my gift for you Mette and Jesper because without me you 

would never have met and never had this child as I told you this evening, they met a few years back at a speed dating 

event I went to together with Mette – and we had a very nice evening, they had a small Christmas Tree and a little bit 

of decoration and the best thing here was the food – we had both roasted pork and duck and Jesper did the pork and 

my mother had brought the ducks – and yes JESPER YOUR ROASTED PORK IS THE BEST I HAVE EVER HAD I BELIEVE and 

how many people in Denmark use their WEBER GLOBE GRILL OUTDOORS IN THE WINTER to make roasted pork and 

probably not many and yes it was FANTASTIC – so we enjoyed this and the ducks were also fine and afterwards WE 

HAD HAD SO MUCH TO EAT THAT WE COULD NOT IMMEDIATELY EAT THE DANISH TRADITIONAL RICE PUDDING (!) 

and the whole day I was thinking of my friends in Kenya and ELIJAH AS THE SYMBOL SITTING ALONE IN THE HOUSE 

WITHOUT FOOD OR ELECTRICITY while I am sitting here enjoying the table of the rich people and STILL MY SUFFERING 

ARE MORE IMMENSE THAN YOURS ELIJAH, so we went directly from the table to the sofas and started opening gifts, 

AND WE DID NOT DANCE AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE, which the Devil – almost not here – was happy about, BE-

CAUSE WE DO LOVE THE BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS SONGS AND PEOPLE SINGING TOGETHER and the tradition of dancing 

around the tree, and when the family opened gifts, I had given no gifts – as I had given no gift to Mette and Jespers as 

the hosts because I could not afford to as I told them (and also Niklas and Isabelle yesterday) and I WILL GIVE THEM 

MY “GIFT” LATER – and I received no gifts, but here it is CHRISTOFFER, METTE’S SON OF 13, AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW 

PEOPLE SPOIL THEIR CHILDREN WHO RECEIVED MOST OF THE GIFTS AND HE WAS SHOVELING IN and here I am shown 

snow and this is THE DEVIL HE RECEIVES BECAUSE HE HAS NOT LEARNED THAT IN ORDER TO RECEIVE A GIFT, HE 

SHOULD GIVE ONE HIMSELF and this is just the symbol I want to give to the world, because the principle of not receiv-

ing more gifts than what you give will give children a much better balance in their life because here he received all of 

these gifts including cash of 1,450 DKK for him to spend on whatever he wants too, and I thought of the people suffer-

ing and hungry in Africa, which my family as an example will not help but they can give gifts to A VERY SPOILED 

YOUNG MAN OF THE FAMILY as a symbol of what the world is doing and prioritising and for every generation this de-

velops even more spoiled people and an increase in power of the Devil. This is what is stopping here my friends. 

 

And later we had the very nice rice pudding, which Bettina had made and brought, and I cannot remember but I do 

believe that I have not had the almond gift for 10 years or longer and this year I RECEIVED THE ALMOND and THERE-

FORE THE GIFT and yes MY COUNCIL HELPED ME TO CHOSE RIGHT WHEN SERVING FROM THE BOWL and COMING 

HOME and RECEIVING THESE GIFTS and YES VERY GOOD QUALITY COCOA FOR HOT CHOCOLATE AND VERY NICE 

CHOCOLATE and I have received all of these gifts the last days and decided not to give these gifts as gifts to others and 

every time I receive these gifts I THINK OF THE TEAM OF AFRICA AND THIS IS THE SYMBOL TO THE WORLD – I HAVE 

ACCEPTED THESE GIFTS BEING VERY POOR IN DENMARK AS A SYMBOL OF THE GIFTS I ASK YOU TO GIVE TO THE VERY 

POOR PEOPLE OF AFRICA AND THE WORLD. 

 

And this evening the Devil was as mentioned not as strong, but he left me with his nice “gift” of becoming more and 

more tired during the day and already at 18.00 and 20.00 I was extremely tired – but not as much as two years ago, 

when my Christmas evening also at Mette’s place was DESTROYED because of tiredness – and here the tiredness alone 

was killing me but I was still happy that the Devil was not more than maybe 25% on “guard” and finally we left at 

22.15 and I RECEIVED LEFTOVERS OF BOTH PORK AND DUCK AND AS GIFTS TOO because just maybe my mother be-

lieves that I don’t get enough to eat and therefore SHE THINKS THAT HER SON SHOULD HAVE SOMETHING TO EAT and 

of course the symbol TO “FEED THE WORLD” (Bob!) and because the public transport was not perfectly timed this 

evening I was home at approx. midnight – and still I have received no greetings at all from Karen, which makes me sad 

and I know that it has given her pain to receive my card, but I sent and received very nice greetings to and from Lotus 

today ☺. 
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The healthcare reform in the USA 

And finally I do believe that MY GOOD MAN OBAMA and his brave people supporting him SUCCEEDED GIVING ME MY 

CHRISTMAS PRESENT WHICH I HAVE WANTED SO MUCH FOR SO MANY YEARS – TO HAVE THE “POOR” PEOPLE OF THE 

USA INCLUDED IN THE HEALTHCARE OF THIS SYSTEM, THE MOST ANTISOCIAL SYSTEM OF THE WORLD and IT GIVES 

ME VERY MUCH JOY FOR ME TO BRING THIS GIFT TO YOU OBAMA SAYS BECAUSE WITH THIS GIFT I BELIEVE WE CAN 

TRANSFORM THE WORLD – and JUST GIVING YOU A SYMBOL OF WHAT I AM CAPABLE OF DOING. I BROUGHT TO YOU 

A BLACK PRESIDENT WHICH YOU THOUGHT WAS IMPOSSIBLE and I BROUGHT TO YOU A HEALTHCARE REFORM 

WHICH YOU THOUGHT WAS IMPOSSIBLE. WILL YOU NOW BRING ME WHAT I ASK OF YOU: TO COME BACK TO MY 

STABLE ALL OF YOU, TO ENTER MY KINGDOM because THIS IS WHAT YOU MAY BELIEVE IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DO, BUT 

CAN YOU? YES I CAN – THIS IS WHAT I HAVE SHOWN YOU THROUGH OBAMA TOO and yes THIS IS WHAT I ASK OF YOU 

TO SHOW ME THAT YOU CAN – BECAUSE “YOU CAN” ALL OF YOU MY FRIENDS AND MY CHILDREN ☺. 

 

I postponed the script one day 

When I came home I was as mentioned so tired that I decided to postpone writing this script until TOMORROW, 

WHERE I AM LOOKING SO MUCH FORWARD TO REALLY RELAXING – and relaxing is not only to watch television – but 

to RELAX WITHOUT HAVING THE DEVIL TORMENTING ME ALL OF THE TIME and therefore I sent the team this email 

this evening: 

 

Dear all, 

 

I wish to say that I am thinking of all of you and your sufferings. Today the script will be postponed one day, but I 

would like to say that for the first time, God has decided to decrease the power of the Devil on me today AND THIS IS 

THE BEST SIGN SINCE WE MET my friends. I don’t know his plans, but just maybe something will happen over the com-

ing days or weeks. 

 

Kind regards 

Stig 

 

And what I am now thinking is that THE NEW YEAR WILL BRING A “NEW LIFE” – which God has shown me as symbols 

before. 
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Friday 25th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, the church sermon at Lyngby Church, my Espresso machine is working again – some of the time ☺, 

receiving greetings from David too ☺, sending an email and text message to Elijah, MY CD-BURNER IS WORKING TOO 

!!!, the pain is not over and the quest for and finding of the Holy Grail. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And as mentioned I WAS TRULY VERY TIRED INDEED and I slept until 8.30 and I had dreams during the night, which I 

did not write down because I was as tired as I was but this one “made it”: 

 

• I am on my way to the judge and I am going to the apartment of a good friend – and I get the feeling that the 

apartment is belonging to Elijah. There can be water all over the apartment, one cannot be left undisturbed at the 

apartment even at the bathroom, where I see clothes laid all over on the floor and there is a toilet which one can 

use without knowing if the door will be opened by others when you are using it. I decide to use the toilet and my 

defecation is normal again. 

 

The church sermon at Lyngby Church 

Today the sermon started half an hour earlier than normal BECAUSE THE NATIONAL RADIO HAS DECIDED TO USE 

LYNGBY CURCH WHEN TRANSMITTING THE SERMONS OF THE CHRISTMAS and yes the radio is the symbol of GOD 

SPEAKING and this is what I did today here as well and in the beginning of the service I was shown the Devil in a strait-

jacket – which he has always put on me and my life – being transported to the springboard of the ship, which he has 

shown me for years as a symbol of what THE DEVIL WANTS PEOPLE TO DO to jump into the water, which in fact is the 

same as the fire and yes THE ETERNAL PUNISHMENT and yes NO LIFE and now the Devil is on his way himself to jump 

off and when I see him being transported on the ship I see him symbolically as the bard of Asterix and also as the 

character played by Eric Idle of the MARVELOUS MONTY PYTHON in HOLYWOOD BOWL where he CONTINUESLY 

SPEAKS ALL OF THE TIME and HE IS SO ANNOYING TO OTHER PEOPLE BECAUSE IT IS TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SHUT UP 

HIS MOUTH and THIS CHARACTER is only a symbol of what the Devil has been doing to me CONSTANTLY MY FRIENDS 

and I cannot express it better than SOMETIMES WITH WORDS and SOMETIMES WITHOUT WORDS but with the same 

feeling THAT HE HAS BEEN WITH ME ALL OF THE TIME “ON GUARD” MAKING MY LIFE A NIGHTMARE and this is what 

he is now trying to do the same way as Eric did at this live performance, when people tried to escort him out of the 

theatre, he would run away and continue speaking and this is what the Devil is now hoping or trying to do when es-

corted on the boat on his way to the spring board BECAUSE THIS IS THE TIME WHERE I WILL REMOVE THE DEVIL FROM 

YOU MY DEAR PEOPLE but first YOU NEED TO DESERVE ME DOING THIS BY CHANGING YOUR BEHAVIOUR and this is 

what this book is about. 

 

And I sat in the church and again – as many times before – I thought of Elijah and his promises this time, because in his 

long emails the other day he offered me to start sending notes of the church in Gachie again and I accepted, but af-

terwards he came back and said that he had not attended the church service two sundays in a row and yes THIS IS THE 

LIFE OF ELIJAH – HE WANTS TO PLEASE/HELP OTHER PEOPLE but CANNOT DO IT and this time BECAUSE HE IS SUFFER-

ING VERY MUCH. 

 

I sat in the church and looked up the ceiling which is beautifully curved and with very beautiful painting I believe – 

even though the experts don’t see it the same way - and I heard the very beautiful music here today and I THOUGHT 

THAT BEAUTY IS WHAT IS COMING TO ME and the world and today it was Leif holding the sermon and he spoke about 

“what you see depends on the eyes that watch” and he spoke of Jesus letting people reconcile with humanity and 

what I liked very much is that he again spoke of the Iraques in the Brorson church standing in front of the suffering Je-

sus and that the Muslims are our brothers and sisters too. He said that to watch with the eyes of God is to watch with 

your heart, that light is day and darkness is nigh and that everything was good after the creation, but that people pre-

ferred to hide in the darkness, which is the reason why I HAVE SENT JESUS WITH LOVE AND TRUTH – and that every 

man who loves is God because of the love of God and he gave quotes of Demond Tutu, which I liked very much about 

the family of God, which include ALL PEOPLE, nobody stands outside the family of God because of religion, sexual 

preferences etc. – because MAN IS GOD AND GOD IS MAN as GOD SAYS. 
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And during the service God gave me the taste of fish in my mouth and only as a symbol of myself coming home of 

course, and after the service I would have liked to thank the priest for his words of GOD’S FAMILY but he was busy 

speaking to the radio people, so he did not “have the time” to shake the hands of the congregation. 

 

My Espresso machine is working again – some of the time ☺☺☺☺ 

And if you ask me THIS IS TRULY A MIRACLE because shortly after I bought it, my espresso machine started not work-

ing and I knew that it was YOU MY GOOD FRIENDS OF THE COUNCIL blocking the water access and when I left for Af-

rica, it started working again for Sanna and Hans – because the Devil is allowed to have machines like this - and when I 

came home, it started not working again and now I have passed the country of the Devil so to say, I have gone through 

my sufferings and am coming out on the other side, where NORMAL LIFE IS WAITING FOR ME AND MY FRIENDS and 

the coffee machine is NORMAL LIFE TO ME because I have priorised QUALITY COFFEE FOR MANY MANY YEARS and 

NOW IT IS WORKING AGAIN - GOD HAS DEFEATED THE DEVIL AND NOW GOD MAKES THE MACHINE WORK AGAIN – 

AND THIS IS OF COURSE GIVEN AS A SYMBOL FOR THE WORLD THAT ON THE OTHER SIDE A NORMAL LIFE IS WAITING 

ON YOU ☺. 

 

And maybe I was a bit too quick to think that it would work EVERY single time, because it only worked once today and 

the second time you said to me IT IS STILL CHRISTMAS giving me the idea that the new life has not started yet. 

 

Receiving greetings from David too ☺☺☺☺ 

So on the occasion of Christmas I have now together with David’s nice email today received greetings from all of the 

team members the way that each of them have decided to do it, and David, Meshack and John made me happy EVEN 

THOUGH I AM SAD BECAUSE OF THEIR SUFFERINGS and ELIJAH MADE ME SAD BECAUSE OF HIS MIND MAKING HIM 

SUFFER EVEN MORE THAN THE OTHER TEAM MEMBERS AND BECAUSE HE IS ON THE EDGE OF BREAKING DOWN – and 

this is what I have decided to do, that even though I was on my edge of breaking down, IF GOD HAD DECIDED TO 

CONTINUE THE PLAY, I WOULD NEVER EVER GIVE UP AS I SAID TO MYSELF WHEN THE DEVIL WAS ON HIS HIGHEST be-

fore GOD DECIDED TO TURN DOWN HIS VOLUME – which is truly what I hope I would keep on doing - so I was AL-

MOST breaking down and CONSIDERING WHAT TO DO but THE DEVIL COULD HAVE CONTINUED AND I WOULD CON-

TINUE TO FIGHT HIM GIVING MY BEST and ARNAUD AS AN EXAMPLE OF A TRUE DEVIL WHOM I JUST MET, IF THIS 

BOOK WOULD NOT COME OUT SHORTLY I WOULD HAVE GONE TO OTHER CIVIL SERVANTS AND/OR POLITICIANS OF 

THE COMMUNE BECAUSE THEIR MUST BE PEOPLE IN THIS COMMUNE, WHO WILL LISTEN TO WHAT IS SIMPLE LOGIC 

TO UNDERSTAND, IF YOU ARE JUST A LITTLE BIT OPEN TO LISTEN TO AND UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE – SO I COULD 

START CHANGING THE POLICY OF THIS COMMUNE WITHOUT THE BOOK, BUT NOW I WILL PUBLISH THE BOOK AND 

LET THE BOOK AND OTHER PEOPLE HELP ME ON THIS ONE OF MANY ASSIGNMENTS. 

 

And thank you goes to David for his very nice words – and David TO ME YOU ARE ALSO MORE THAN A BROTHER – YOU 

ARE MY OWN “FLESH AND BLOOD”: 

 

Dear Stig, 

The birth of Jesus made all of those who believe in him special people. Because of this day we can be happy all the day. 

Thank you for being a good friend and more than a brother. God bless you. Merry Christmas and a gracious 2010. 

David 

 

Sending an email and text message to Elijah  

Yesterday I received two very long emails from Elijah again focusing on himself and his own suffering and again his 

message is “please understand me” and this is what I have done all of the time and until Elijah some day may decide 

to publish these emails and ALL OF HIS THOUGHTS I will only bring you this text message I sent him today also because 

I am thinking that he is sitting home alone only accompanied by himself and his own negative thoughts and therefore 

the Devil and all I want is to hear him SING again and become HAPPY as GOD IS TELLING ME: 

 

Dear Elijah, I have sent you a short email and this is the Key message: Don’t focus on your suffering. Focus on your de-

cision to let God come inside of your life and to bring me to birth. This is what you have done despite all of your com-

plaining and focusing on yourself, because I HAVE UNDERSTOOD YOU ALL OF THE WAY but you have decided to focus 

on what has been WRONG but still you have accepted me. Read the scripts of Christmas and you will understand that 
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God has not deserted you or me but that we are now close to be brought together again. KEEP ON FIGHTING and 

DON'T EVER GIVE UP - do you remember? /Stig 

 

MY CD-BURNER IS WORKING TOO !!! 

And it was ALL OF YOU MY EVIL BUT GOOD FRIENDS PLAYING A TRICK ON ME and yes because the CD BURNER IN MY 

LAPTOP IS WORKING PERFECTLY, there is absolutely nothing wrong with it because today I thought that when the es-

presso machine worked again, just maybe the CD burner would work too and yes DOWNLOADED DURAN DURAN 

GREATEST HITS RECENTLY and yes VERY GOOD FRIENDS OF MINE TOO and yes have most of your CD’s (with Fuggi at 

the moment) but I wanted to have them REMASTERED and yes NOW IT IS PLAYING ON MY STEREO SYSTEM and yes 

WITHOUT ANY DISTORSTION AND YES PERFECT SOUND – and MANY FANTASTIC SONGS and yes REACH UP FOR THE 

SUNRISE is just one of them and and yes SHOWING ALMOST THE QUALITIES FROM THE RIO ALBUM – and these 

“things not working” which are now starting to work again are infact symbols of me and yes PEOPLE HAVE THOUGHT 

THAT SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH ME but there is and has never been ANYTHING WRONG WITH ME and yes I AM 

STARTING TO WORK AGAIN and finally LET ME SEE IF I CAN PUT MY OLD STAX EARPHONES ON MY STEREO WHICH I 

HAVE NOT LISTENED TO SINCE THE EIGHTIES – BECAUSE I NEED TO CONNECT THEM TO THE AMPLIFIER DIRECTLY AND 

TO CONNECT THE SPEAKERS TO THE BOX OF THE EARPHONES and yes NORMALLY I DON’T LIKE THAT because it will 

make the signal for the speakers of poorer quality BUT NOW I WANT TO LISTEN TO WHAT I REMEMBER WAS PERFECT 

QUALITY MANY YEARS AGO AND I STILL REMEMBER ALL OF THE AMZAING DETAILS OF THE SOUND I HEARD FROM 

“THERE MUST BE AN ANGEL” BY EURYTHMICS WHEN I LISTENED TO ALL OF THIS CD IN 1985 ON THESE VERY SAME 

EARPHONES – and yes 1985 and 1982 are still my favourite music years – and my love for music is very nice but actu-

ally also a pain because it is a “replacement” of the love I could have shown for and received from a “woman in love” 

so actually it is “artificial” in this manner ☺. 

 

So this is what I used some time doing and of course the plug at the end of speaker cables were too big to fit into the 

box of the earphones and for a long time I thought of different options to do both on the box and the cables and after 

very big considerations I decided to cut the plugs which the cables were brazed to and then I connected it to the box 

and the box to the amplifier and finally I was going to listen to the earphones for the first time in maybe 20 years and 

did it work NO IT DID NOT WORK ANYMORE or at least the sound was only coming from the left channel very weakly – 

as the Council has actually right now demonstrated on my normal speakers – and when I turned up and down the vol-

ume it was still scratching very much and yes THE DEVIL IS STILL HERE and we KNOW HE COULD CONTINUE BRINGING 

MANY STORIES BUT ALL THINGS MUST HAVE AND END AND PLEASE LET THE MUSIC PLAY AGAIN IN THE RIGHT CHAN-

NEL GOD AND THE COUNCIL AND I WILL FINISH THE SCRIPT OF TODAY UNLESS THERE COMES IMPORTANT NEWS AND 

THANK YOU FOR BRINGING BACK THE MUSIC IN THE RIGHT CHANNEL WHICH WAS DONE IMMEDIATELY WHEN I 

ASKED FOR IT ☺. 

 

The pain is not over 

To follow up on my story from yesterday MY PAIN IS NOT OVER – all I have done is to reach the top of the mountain, 

this is where God lives, this is where the pain is the most extreme – this is where WE ARE SUFFERING BECAUSE OF 

WHAT MANKIND HAS DEVELOPED INTO and this it the mistake that we will never do again – MAN WILL NEVER TURN 

VICIOUS AGAIN.  

 

I am feeling better today – but my life is now a mixture of a little bit relief mixed with the same pain as mentioned be-

fore and a lot of sadness, this is what I feel “up here” and every day will still feel very difficult until God will start re-

moving my pain and I can start helping the team in Kenya and from there STEP BY STEP help the world. 

 

The quest for and finding of the Holy Grail 

And this is of course also a symbol because on DR1 Television tonight was shown the movie the Da Vinci Mystery by 

Dan Brown and this was the first time I saw it and I have not read his books – and God has not told me much you know 

– all I know is that he again this evening when I saw the movie TOLD ME THAT I AM THE LIVING FLESH OF THE HOLY 

GRAIL and that what it is is MY LIFE, MY SOUL AND MY FLAME and yes Stig YOU HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT IS ELSE THE 

TRUTH and yes is there an heir and did we KAREN AND I HAVE A CHILD OR EVEN CHILDREN TOGETHER IN OUR OLD 

LIVES and yes I DON’T KNOW and yes I WILL NOT KNOW IF WHAT GOD NOW WILL TELL ME IS THE TRUTH or if this in-

formation is from the Devil and therefore YOU WILL HAVE TO ASK ME WHEN I AM MY SELF AGAIN – WHEN MY LIGHT 

IS BROUGHT INTO ME which is what this quest is about, what I have fought with my life to find and yes WHAT I WAS 
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ABOUT TO SAY EARLIER WHICH I DID NOT SAY and yes STIG I COULD HAVE KILLED YOU and yes WOULD HAVE KILLED 

YOU and yes WOKEN YOU UP FROM THE DEATH and yes many stories and what are true and what are not true and 

yes yes yes TO THE ONE ABOUT THE CHILD and yes NO NO NO to the fact that I am the child of my self and yes yes yes 

TO THE FACT THAT I AM IN DIRECT LINE FROM MYSELF IN MY EARLIER LIFE and yes MORE TO COME ON THIS STORY 

and yes THIS IS IT and yes NOTHING MORE THIS EVENING and yes THANK YOU TO DAN FOR BRINGING THIS STORY TO 

THE WORLD ☺. 
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Saturday 26th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, I am not allowed to give gifts, the church service at Lyngby Church, Christmas Lunch at my mother’s 

and John’s house and the Devil is still here. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And time for a confession: I have never learned or at least understood how to insert commas in English with the result 

that this book is more or less without commas and that is a very big regret of mine. Rikke H. and other people will re-

member that in Danish I normally remember to insert commas – they come to me automatically because of years of 

practise – and yes Rikke, God told me some time ago why you were so many times in my dreams and did you think of 

me during this period? 

 

And after taking a break yesterday evening, the absolutely first thing I did this morning was to burn the latest album 

by Muse which I found yesterday on the net and yes FOR FREE my friends and yes I have only started listening to it, 

but Muse you are on your way into my top 10 list I believe ☺ - try to listen to “undisclosed desires” IT IS REALLY THE 

MOST BEAUTIFUL SONG and ABSOLUTELY ON THE TOP OF MY LIST INCLUDING THE BEST SONGS I KNOW OF and as 

the first song of Muse I have read the lyrics of this song and GOD and the COUNCIL YOU MUST BE INVOLVED IN THIS 

AND MAYBE DIRECTLY AND WE WILL HAVE TO FIND OUT WHAT THEY BELIEVE OF ME MY DEAR FRIENDS AND YES 

MUSE and yes BLUR is also a fantastic group BUT THERE IS SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL OF THIS GROUP and yes a com-

bination of New Wave and yes SYMPHONIC ROCK from the seventies and yes also elements of orientalic and other 

music included and yes probably reaching the same level as Depeche Mode in my ears (when you don’t play your 

heavy guitar!) and not everyday that I discover a group of this magnitude. 

 

And just small stories of what I remember because the Council and God keep on telling me that the road I have fol-

lowed is NOT WHAT THEY HAD EXPECTED ME TO TAKE and God has earlier shown me a symbol of Superman landing 

on Earth as Kal-el and that the feeling I will get when God lifts me up is the feeling of SUPERMAN and his SUPER-

POWER and I have been told and seen that a welcome congregation is standing ready to receive me including trom-

peters playing and this is actually a little bit exciting to live in one world and to be able to look into the next world. 

 

And I had at least one short dream which was about PFA Pension, which is spilt into two different companies with two 

different managers – which I found strange in the dream – and an accountant has given a declaration that there is no 

need for a tax lawer to look at the accountants because everything is alright. 

 

I am not allowed to give gifts 

And this morning before leaving for Christmas Lunch at my mother’s house I tried to burn a new CD with Enya and I 

was thinking of burning a copy to the different households of the family as gifts BUT THE CD-BURNER DID NOT WORK 

and again the same “problem”: DISTORTION on the CD sound and GOD AND YOU THE COUNCIL DO NOT WANT ME TO 

GIVE GIFTS TO MY FAMILY DURING CHRISTMAS because YES I AM THE POOR ONE RECEIVING FROM THE RICH OF THE 

WORLD – that is the symbol. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

Today the priest was Jørgen Demant and he also did a very good impression in-

deed and again today the radio was here – and because of the radio the music 

and singing at the church is even more beautiful – and the priest read Mathew 

10, 32-42 and he spoke of the new order of the declaration of God’s love to hu-

mans, he gave the metaphor of a coin where you have the love of God to people 

on one side and the love of people to God on the other side, and I liked this 

metaphor much, and he spoke deeply about what it means to be worthy – about 

responsibility, honour, sacrifice etc. and you can listen to the sermon from the 

radio – and I also liked that he spoke about when the system lose its human face, 

you will have to react, which is what I am doing. 

 

And after the service on my way out I thanked the priest for his metaphor of the 

coin and his view of the system, and I noticed that before I spoke he looked me 

directly into my eyes without saying anything as if he was expecting a reaction 
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from me, and when I spoke and thanked him, he looked down on the ground in shyness and this is a different reaction 

than the other priests, but I do hope that he was happy to receive feedback, which people normally are, but for some 

people it can be difficult to handle when you receive compliments and acknowledgements, which should not be the 

case. 

 

And I have now been so many times at church here that I ACTUALLY LIKE VERY MUCH COMING TO CHURCH and – it is 

beautiful and it is free, the way that I like it – and the potential is to make the church services even more beautiful as I 

have written about earlier ☺. 

 

Christmas Lunch at my mother’s and John’s house 

And the final Christmas celebration was today at a big and typical Danish Christmas Lunch including maybe 20 differ-

ent dishes and yes A TABLE FULL OF DELICIOUS FOOD and NOTHING FOR THE TEAM IN KENYA and this is the symbol 

and we were all together here both the children of my mother and the children of John and their children and John 

had forgotten to give Christoffer a gift the 24th and that was 500 DKK extra and that is 7.500 Shillings John, which 

could help the team remove hunger for some days but instead you decided to give this money to a boy of thirteen 

years old for his entertainment ( I remember you have talked about maybe giving 100-200 DKK to “poor people” ear-

lier and I just compare your prioritisations….) and for the last months we have seen that John is now “becoming old” – 

he is 74 years old – and he is beginning to forget more and more things and I know that it hurts him because this is not 

something which he would like to do himself. 

 

And Søren – Bettinas partner for many years – was also here today and yes EQUALLY AS “COSY” AS “NORMAL” IT WAS 

– and yes my friends THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG WITH STIG and yes NOW SØREN SAW IT TOO and I was 

looking at his new Yoga book call “Yoga og kunsten at leve livet” and I asked him about what is the purpose of Yoga in 

a few words and he told me that it is TO GET A QUIET MIND with the help of physical exercises and that is to FIND 

YOURSELF, YOUR OWN SELF without CONCERNS and NEGATIVE THOUGHTS DISTURBING YOU and yes SØREN IS MUCH 

INFLUENCED BY INDIA AND THE CITY OF GOA and there is a connection here – which has always been there – because 

we spoke again very very good this afternoon – DEEPER than the others and agreeing on many issues for example 

about the rich and the poor people of the world, people living here in abundance and ignorance of the poor people of 

the world which makes both of us sick - and I said after studying his book that I liked his book very much judged by the 

content and because of its philosophy and without knowing the content of the book in detail I ENCOURAGE THE 

WORLD TO DISCOVER THIS BOOK and the thoughts and ideas of Søren, which he has build on top of already known 

philosophy and I said to Bettina that you will often see that a student will learn from a Master in order for the student 

to build on the knowledge of the master and to include his own ideas, which is what Søren has done and what I have 

done too in business where I have learned from Kim S. and included my own ideas on top of his TO IMPROVE WHAT 

WAS ALREADY THERE and Søren became so inspired that he actually gave me a copy of his book – as the only one 

here, because nobody else had the same interest in his book – and he wrote the forewords in the book based on what 

I said to him which is that I felt that we have lived very different lives, he and Bettina have been “alternative thera-

pists”, who are really not always taken very seriously in this community not even in our families here, and I as a busi-

ness man, but despite living very different lives and having had very different political views over the years WE HAVE 

ALWAYS HAD THE INTEREST OF TALKING, LISTENING AND UNDERSTANDING EACH OTHER and MANY TIMES WE HAVE 

AGREED AND SOMETIMES NOT but we have always had a perception of a common foundation binding us “very differ-

ent” people together and what I am saying here is that it is truly as Søren writes in his foreword OUR SPIRITS and THE 

ORIGINALITY OF OURSELVES that has kept us together over all of these years despite of this community and its differ-

ent “classes” and “perceptions”, which very easily could have kept us apart – and here is his forewords: 

 

Kære Stig. Skønt forskellig baggrund, så er vi brødre I ånd. Må denne bog blive blot en lille refleksion af den åbenlyse 

intelligens, der stråler fra dig. Søren 

 

And a few short stories and maybe symbols too from the afternoon 

 

• We heard the song “beast of burden” by Bette Midler and I could not remember her name – God had conven-

iently taken it away from me to give me this symbol - and I asked the others of “what is the name of the actress 

playing the mother of Danny Devito in a movie, where Danny wants to kill his mother in the train”? – and by this I 
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was just receiving from the Countil too that if I could have avoided having the pain of the Devil and my mother on 

my “trainride”most of this year, I would have been very happy indeed (= less sad). 

• Bettina told me about the idea behind the concept of Anonymous Alcoholics based on the twelve steps and I LIKE 

THE BASIC FACTS THAT DIALOGUE WILL ALWAYS HELP YOU TO GET OUT OF YOUR ADDICTION and this INCLUDE 

ALL KIND OF ADDICTIONS both alcoholics, drug users, smokers and ALSO PEOPLE HAVING “MENTAL DISEASES” 

and even stress, gambling etc. 

• We spoke about ORIGINAL COMMUNITIES – Greenland, Goa, Australia etc. - being destroyed by WESTERN “CUL-

TURE” where have seen many places in the world MY BEAUTIFUL ORIGINAL PEOPLE BECOMING DESTROYED OR 

AT LEAST UNHAPPY by getting A “RICH” life including the temptations of money, drugs, gambling, alcohol and sex 

so my friends THIS IS WHAT I AM REMOVING FROM YOU OR REDUCING because it will give you a much more 

happy life, it is truly as simple as that. 

• And Søren and Bettina spoke of the Beatles musical at Øster Gasværk in Copenhagen and how beautiful it is when 

they play “Here comes the sun” and when the stage is dressed all in Orange and of course this is only another 

symbol and yes FROM BEATLES and yes THE BIGGEST ROCK GROUP OF ALL TIME – even though they are truly 

great and have made the absolutely best music in their special genre, they are not among my top 10 EVEN 

THOUGH I LOVE BEATLES AS MUCH AS THEIR BIGGEST FANS – and “Here is the sun” is my favourite song by the 

Beatles followed by “Come together” and this is what I am doing, BRINGING YOU THE JOY OF SUN FOR THE 

WORLD TO COME TOGETHER. 

o And this symbol fits together with the download I started this morning before going to the Christmas Lunch, 

which was finished when I came home and which include all of the remasters 2009 of Beatles in Flac format 

(cd quality) and looking very much forward to listening to these I am ☺. 

• And I spoke to Hans about Dan Brown and the movie the Da Vinci Mystery on television yesterday and HANS IS 

VERY INTERESTED IN THIS BOOK AND MOVIE and later I heard that Sanna has the same interest and I am only say-

ing here to you Sanna: I COULD HAVE TOLD YOU MUCH OF THIS IF YOU HAD JUST LISTENED TO ME and yes YOUR 

BROTHER IS ACTUALLY WHAT ALL OF THIS IS ABOUT and therefore YOU HAVE READ MUCH MORE CAREFULLY THE 

BOOKS OF DAN BROWN THAN MY FIRST BOOK because YOU DID NOT HAVE THE INTEREST SANNA and therefore I 

have not allowed you to receive or read my second book, this book, before it will be published and the conse-

quences Sanna because of your “lack of interest” are as written in this book …. 

• At the Christmas Lunch we had the best fried heerings I have ever had and yes ANOTHER SYMBOL OF MY FISH 

COMING HOME and these were made by John’s brother’s wife. 

• Afterwards my mother said to me that she was glad that “Søren and Bettina had given me their attention and that 

they spoke to me” and all I could say is that we have a common interest in speaking together and I thought it was 

strange for my mother to say this BUT WHEN THE DEVIL HAS COMPLETELY TAKEN OVER and REMOVED ALL LOGI-

CAL SENCE which is what I see in my family when I judge it on their behaviour towards me – which you know is 

only what they have made up in their own minds – and this is one of the things I am going through on my way 

through Hell. 

• Late afternoon God played the song “the big sky” by Kate Bush for me and gave me the words “we’re heading for 

the big sky”.  

 

The Devil is still here 

The face of the Devil is changing during the day. In the morning he was here annoying me but now more like “a good 

friend” not very committed I must say and this afternoon when having Christmas Lunch he almost left me completely 

giving me back some of the life I had before the beginning of 2006 and I had maybe a couple of hours almost without 

being tormented! – And after the lunch he was back as in the morning and the words are as ugly as earlier, but the 

commitment is almost not there – but potentially I am still facing BIG problems if I start looking at a woman on the 

street for example or just THINK about being together with a nice woman in fact ALL OTHER WOMEN THAN KAREN, so 

my life is still the same, but the Devil’s power has decreased as long as I control myself, which is still not easy. 
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And when I came home I decided to remove the earphone box from my amplifier – unfornately the earphones don’t 

work anymore and they only make the sound of my Holfi Sunair speakers poorer, so now my speakers are connected 

directly to the amplifier again and I can hear it immediately on the improved sound quality. 

 

And just one for the record, I have not had the time or the energy to run now again for some time but I do hope to run 

again soon and you may remember the story of my beating heart when I ran once when I lived at Sanna’s house and 

this beating heart have ALWAYS been with me for the first maybe 14 days after starting to run but after I have moved 

away from Sanna and started to run here I HAVE NOT HAD THE SAME BEATING HEART AT ALL and this is AN EXCEP-

TIONAL EXPERIENCE TO ME and the reason why I have included this information in the script of today? Because God 

made my heart beat like this so I did not forget to include this information. 
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Sunday 27th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, church service at Lyngby Church and my negative and positive thoughts of Elijah’s actions, My 

mother’s last Christmas Lunch?, MESHACK: THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER and The movie “Angel & Demons” was al-

most turning into my nightmare. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept reasonable alright but I remember that I was much of the night “disturbed” by dreams which were too 

weak to remember but which were still there – as they always are when I for example just close my eyes in the train 

driving to Helsingør, and then the Council is working overtime again giving me these “half-awake, half-sleep dreams” 

which is a combination of visions and communication. I wrote only this down: 

 

• Bob Dylan has delivered three masterpieces in one year – who would have believed that? Now he thinks that he 

may only have a few songs left to write, but when he tries, he receives no more inspiration. It took him 10 years 

writing the last album. 

• I also remember a dream where Muse and Queen were united as one and Muse was playing “Bohemian Rhap-

sody” and maybe something about Freddy Mercury in this dream and difficult to receive reliable messages at the 

moment it is. 

 

Church service at Lyngby Church 

Today was more “normal” conditions in this beautiful church, where 30-40 people came today after the church was 

almost “sold out” during the Christmas days and today it was Merete preaching and she was very committed today 

because she said that sometimes you will experience something which is so fantastic that you want to communicate it 

to others which is what she experienced when she was sailing kayak the first time – THIS IS SOMETHING YOU MUST 

TRY as she said – and when she yesterday read the texts of the bible from today, she had the same feeling TO BE A 

PRIEST IS SOMETHING YOU NEED TO TRY and I was thinking that it is very nice to see happy and committed people. 

 

Merete read Matthew 2, 13-23 and she spoke about the travel of Josef, Maria and Jesus to Egypt to avoid danger, to 

avoid the killing of “Jesus as a child”, to avoid the killing of a King and she spoke of the greatness of God. 

 

And today as yesterday I saw Leif the priest as part of the congregation and I did not get to thank him yesterday for his 

words of the family of God including all people on Earth, which he spoke about the 25th December because a lady 

started speaking with him just before I was going to, but today I managed to say thank you and again he became 

happy and said that the difference of the four priests here is a strength of the church and I truly agreed with him and 

he said that he noticed that I was here at the midnight service of the 24th December because we had eyecontact as he 

said and I did not tell him, that I was not (!) but apparently what the heart is full of …. 

 

On my way out I said to Merete thank you so much for her commitment and that it is also fantastic to come here as a 

guest, and I touched her arm, but she said nothing and did not even touch my arm, which was a little bit of the same 

reaction as the priest Jørgen, but I do hope that she did not mind me giving feedback. 

 

My negative and positive thoughts of Elijah’s actions 

And this morning the Devil was tormenting me a little bit and as often before I was thinking of Elijah and I have truth-

fully two very different thoughts about Elijah – one is the most positive and one is the most negative, because of his 

faith/sacrifice respectively his complaining/selfishness – and this morning I thought of his negative sides giving me 

negative thoughts which was the reason why the Devil tormented me, but when I DECIDED to switch my thinking to 

the positive sides of what he has done, the Devil immediately disappeared and yes NO MORE SUFFERING. And just 

saying that when you have the Devil inside of you it is very easy to think negative thoughts, which will only hurt you 

even more, this is what I STILL HAVE too and Elijah has been hurting even more than necessary because of his negative 

thoughts, because he has not followed the basic rules, has not communicated and has focussed on his sufferings in-

stead of his givings. 

 

And I know that Elijah is the one of the team who should be the strongest but because of his self-suffering, he is the 

one needing most attention and I have therefore sent him some text messages even though my Skype-account bal-
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ance is now very low and before sending the following text message today it was DKK 9.10 and afterwards it was DKK 

7.94 and I know that I need to send a text message to David later when I will send some money to Kenya – not know-

ing how much I will receive in January because of my new tax card because of the new year and because I have still 

not received an answer from the Commune on my apartment rent support application and I am thinking JUST HOW 

LONG CAN IT TAKE for you to look at and answer my application? – And this is the text message I sent to Elijah today: 

 

Dear Elijah, I have almost no credit left but let me ENCOURAGE you my friend by saying that GOD WILL COME TO YOU 

in the new year and for you NOT TO GIVE UP - please THINK AS POSITIVELY AS POSSIBLE, this will help you come 

through. First God will come to me FINALLY and then DIRECTLY to you through me :-) 

 

My mother’s last Christmas Lunch? 

Already yesterday when I was visiting my mother and had Christmas Lunch I received the thought that preparing the 

lunch and all of the work involved in getting food, plates, glasses etc. in and out of the table is more than my mother 

can handle and that what she did was actually IMPOSSIBLE for her to do BUT STILL SHE DID IT and today when I called 

to say THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR A FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS LUNCH – which my sister had also done my mother told 

me, and which is what I can only recommend people to do - she confirmed that she does not think that she can do this 

again because she is starting to feel “old” and just maybe she will feel “as good as new” when God and I give her the 

energy and power back ☺ - and my mother just said that today she and John is relaxing APART from each other and 

NOT AN EASY LIFE that my mother has had too. 

 

MESHACK: THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER 

And again I can only say THANK YOU SO MUCH MESHACK FOR YOUR VERY STRONG BELIEF IN ME and for your ongoing 

- and I get the word triumphant – endeavours, because this is where we are headed, I see my old papyrus boat enter 

the shores of Israel like the boat of the Norwegian Thor Heyerdahl and this is the symbol again my friend because you 

have been on the water together with me without the boat sinking, which could have happened before we could con-

tinue this journey, and my friend a part of the plan of God has been to limit the seeds, plants and yields for us to tell 

this story and therefore THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THE PARABLE, which is also now included here and I could have 

hoped that I would have been able to provide you, your family and the other members of the team and their families 

for a better Christmas than what you have had, but you know IN THE NAME OF THE GAME this is what you have car-

ried out together with me. Thank you for your email and for your greetings from you family, whom I kindly ask you to 

return my warmest regards to. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

And Jesus went on preaching and a great multitude followed him.When He saw this He climbed on the mountain and 

still the people followed him and He began teaching them in parables."A sower went to the field and sowed his seeds, 

some seeds fell on the rocks and they were devoured by the birds, others fell on bear soil and so they were eaten and 

lastly the rest fell on good soil and they germinated and matured into healthy plants. 

 

And when the people heard that they asked" master, what is the use if any for you to speak to us in parables instead of 

speaking to us directly? and Jesus answered them that it is very easy for any one to understand the parables if only he 

is a believer . 

 

To answer the doubting Thomases, " the sower represents the human beings while the seeds represents the acts which 

we do while on the earth. If you saw your seeds on rocks, you will have no yields to harvest but if you saw your seeds in 

good soil you will harvest abundantly. In short i hope that you are okay and the same is with us here waiting to usher 

the new year wondering what it will bring to us. Since you came to Kenya and your departuere, we have believed in 

you and us as the sowers, we sowed the seeds of patient, commitment, faith fullness and in you as the good soil in the 

field, we expect that all our seeds will germinate and mature healthly and we have total trust in that. 

 

I have not heard from the rest since they went to their rulal homes but it mis my hope that they are well and will keep 

you updated on any developments as they may arise. 

 

Hi to your family and loved ones. 
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             Meshack. 

 

The movie “Angel & Demons” was almost turning into my nightmare 

Today I have LISTENED TO SOME OF THE MOST FANTASTIC MUSIC EVER MADE ON EARTH – the music by the Beatles 

and I have made a 3 CD “homemade” greatest hits made from the best songs of all of the albums I have downloaded 

and is there any group on Earth which has had more and bigger hits than the Beatles? – I have now 83 AMAZING 

songs, most of them hitsongs, on these CD’s and when I listen to “A day in the life” and many others of the fantastic 

songs especially from 1967-1969, which is my favourite period, and when I hear the sensitivity and cleanness of John 

Lennon’s voice, the melancholic and grandiose Paul McCartney, the genious of George Martin and the orchestra, the 

elements of Indian music  etc. I get goose gomps as so many other people do and yes TRULY AMAZING MUSIC and yes 

IT WOULD BE THE ABSOLUTELY BEST OF THE WORLD FOR ME TOO if God had not made me like other music even 

more you know ☺. 

 

Today I downloaded two Harry Potter movies and the Angel & Demons movie based on the book of Dan Brown from 

the Internet FOR FREE and I was going to have a very nice and relaxing day watching movies and I started by watching 

Angel & Demons and because maybe the actress of the movie to me was a nice looking lady it became increasingly 

more difficult to watch the movie BECAUSE THE DEVIL IS DURING THESE DAYS GIVING ME THE ABSOLUTELY HIGHEST 

DEGREE OF SEXUAL DESIRE THAT ANY MAN HAS HAD and I cannot watch a movie like this without the Devil starting to 

do what he is still dreaming about doing you know and he started by saying that I have now defeated him so he is not 

allowed to realize his dreams – my nightmare and the nightmare of Virgin Mary – but he was lying because despite of 

this the game almost  started and I thought that I could just decide to watch the movie, but I could not so I had to stop 

it halfway through and all I can say is that this experience is the closest I have come to the dreams of the Devil and this 

is put on me as part of what has been put on me in my life: A SEXUAL NIGHTMARE because of the SEXUAL DESIRE and 

ESCAPADES of people on Earth, this is why I suffer sexually and why other people of the light are suffering too and 

take the catholic priests as an example and what they have done towards children exploiting them sexually, which of 

course is some of the worst you can think of, but I ask the world not only to think of the children, but also to look at 

how the priests are feeling because when you are trapped as the VIOLATOR – thinking of the name of the best album 

by Depeche Mode my friends - without the possibility to escape, your life itself is a nightmare AND THIS IS ALSO AN 

EXAMPLE OF WHAT YOU MY PEOPLE HAVE DONE TO ME and WHAT I AM DOING TO YOU TO MAKE YOU UNDERSTAND 

and for you to decide IF YOU CAN FORGIVE ME FOR DOING THESE ACTIONS AS A TEST PUT ON YOUR ROAD TO MY 

KINGDOM. 

 

And tomorrow I will have to go back to the park for “some days” until God will call me back and just another “mental 

change” after saying “goodbye” before Christmas. 
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Monday 28th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, being ”promoted” at work today!, my application for rent support has been approved and reading 

and wathing about pruning apple trees. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

My night was to say the least not one of the best and this morning I am somewhere between very tired and extremely 

tired and that is not the best way to start the day when it is also dark, cold and raining – the snow has now melted 

away – and with a view of removing leaves from the park all day again BECAUSE OF THE JACK-IN-OFFICE ARNAUD and 

his IGNORANCE after I believed I did not have to come back and I know that the first 2-3 hours of the day are the most 

difficult to come through when being this tired and “if this is really the best you can do then it is too easy for me to 

come through”– and this is the attitude I had afterwards and actually A LITTLE BIT DIFFICULT (!) when I am standing 

directly in it because then I need to take that DECISION you know JUST TO DO IT and then this is what WE do and ac-

tually this is the Council challenging me to 100% of my performance ability and one more percent and I would not be 

able to take it, this is the feeling, so come on guys I know your strategy and when you play the same game by the Devil 

speaking not very nice and letting me be SO TIRED THAT YOU CANNOT BELIEVE IT and when you keep CHANGING my 

days to the extreme then I can only say that I HAVE PLAYED THIS GAME BEFORE so if you don’t have anything else to 

fight with, I am sorry that I have to JUDGE YOUR OUT – you have lost on points after 15 hard rounds and I will give you 

a price for being STUBORN because this is what you have been and yes THANK YOU Obama was also here saying the 

same of me because this is the attitude NEEDED to defeat the Devil on this level my friends ☺. And I know Obama that 

you do the same as I, WORK MUCH MORE EFFICIENT THAN AN AMERICAN PRESIDENT HAS EVER DONE BEFORE – 

something like 3-5 times more efficient and yes I CAN DO IT TOO and thank you my man – and I know that you are 

TIRED TOO my friend Obama maybe for you to tell the world and maybe you also have something you would like to 

repent WHEN IT IS YOUR TURN as one of the lightworkers to repent and yes I AM NOT FINISHED WITH ALL OF YOU 

LIGHTWORKERS – no names mentioned, no names forgotten! 

 

And yes BEATLES ARE STILL PLAYING NON-STOP and yes IF I ENJOY IT and yes I CANNOT GET ENOUGH OF IT and at the 

moment it is “Being for the benefit of Mr. Kite” and yes CREATIVE and yes IMMENSE and yes DEVELOPING THE MUSIC 

INDUSTRY and YES FOR SURE and I could mention at least 30 more songs which are truly fantastic and both by Lennon 

and McCartney I believe but I am a little bit more on the Lennon side, but still McCartney is fantastic too in Sgt. Pep-

pers Lonely Heart Club Band, Hey Jude, When I am 64 and more and TOP OF THE WORLD CLASS I WOULD SAY ☺. 

 

And some dreams or what came to me when laying in bed, which I wrote down (still you know most things are not 

written down): 

 

• I see two people who could theoretically been sent on Earth as me with the thousands of faults and limitations, I 

have received in my life and they would show the world how I would have been sentenced and put away for a 

long time. 

• I am waiting in Jack’s childhood house and Karen is on her way, I see her waiting outside she is not certain if she 

wants to come in. I open the door and we embrace each other. 

• I am sitting in a talk with Obama and the TV2 news journalist Skammelsen. Karen comes and talk to President 

Obama. 

• God shows me that I will come inside and as the first I will get to understand who he is and he will give me his 

power to create life. I hear the words “it won’t be wrong” and the song “Resistance” by Muse – and the words are 

right! 

• I am told that Karen is happy to hear from me but that she is hurt too – and I am shown “potatoes in water”, 

which I connect to having both feet on the ground and pain. I hear the words “it won’t be long” again from the 

song “Resistance” by Muse (THIS IS A TRULY AMAZING SONG TOO – STATE OF THE ART!) and I am told that the 

lyrics of this song is telling the thoughts of Karen right now! 

• I hear the song by Gasolin including the words “Jeg kom til verden på 5. sal min mor var tosset min far var normal” 

and I have put the words as I heard them! 
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• I see fightings in war where men are killed, Obama is a hostage and he interviews me – and I have written “music 

to the world” and he asks me “who are you” where I answer “well, you will see” and I see UFO’s flying. 

• I hear the words from a song “nu er det endelig jul, jul igen” by Gasolin which is without any competetion my fa-

vouritte Danish Christmas song, but not included on my CD’s because is it played much on the radio and I do like 

the words from the song “Jesusbarnet fra betlehem blev betragtet som psykopat”! 

• I am told that Michella was an actor in the movie and “goodbye” 

• I hear the song Blackbird by the Beatles and the line “You were only waiting for this moment to arise” 

 

And just a quick note from my phone: My cd-player is now working most of the time and ALL cd’s can now be played 

after putting them into the CD shuffle once most times, twice some times and three times for only very few and be-

fore leaving Denmark to Kenya it had over months gradually become worse so it almost never worked before I left and 

Tobias had my CD-player while I was away and because he is a man of light, normally it did not work for him – but if 

Sanna and Hans had borrowed it, it would have worked, can you see the difference? 

 

And my CD-burner is now working everytime as long as the CD’s are for myself and yesterday when I tried my es-

presso machine the last time it did not work, and it was when the Devil temporarily again was strong because of the 

movie I was watching so “it’s all coming back to me”, which God has played for me several times the last days. 

 

And this morning I saw the Devil playing his last desperate try and I saw him in a dream-vision flying a small one en-

gine airplane, which he did not want to crash. 

 

Being ”promoted” at work today! 

So I was expecting to come back and start removing leaves from the third slope on the left but Rolf asked me to go to 

Metro again now buying 20 kilos of durum flower BECAUSE THERE IS STILL A BUDGET TO BUY FROM which is the atti-

tude here as many other places so this is what I did and when I came back I said to Rolf that I spoke to Arnaud and 

only because of his decision I will come here until I start another work, but that I am happy to be here (!), which I be-

lieve Rolf actually understood today (!) and I told the others at the break of the result of my meeting with Arnaud, his 

poor human view and I said to Tom that I have not accepted the decision of Arnaud and that I will go to the directors 

or politicians of the Commune in January – THAT IS IF GOD DOES NOT PUBLISH THIS BOOK BEFORE WHICH I DID NOT 

TELL HIM! 

 

At the break Tom told me that the others had PUT BETS on me for how long I would last doing the work at the park 

and several of the others lost the bet after I had done my work the first week, and Tom did not want to tell me his bet 

but he gave me the impression that he has not lost the bet yet and I told them clearly that if I don’t start doing an-

other job, I will be here for all 10 weeks doing the work with the same attitude as they have already seen! 

 

Henrik was here today again, because his new job as a caretaker of a school is closed between Christmas and New 

Year and I liked that he came just to say hello in the break and Tom said that is is possible “to score a lot of milk and 

chalk at this school” which is the same as stealing! I spoke to Mikkel and he is a sad story because he actually likes the 

work here very much, but because of the very low payment (which is a crime in itself!) he has lost his motivation and 

also because of his drinking problems and now he will go to his doctor because he could really use a sickness declara-

tion as he said to get some time off, and this is just the symbol of how MANY people feel that NOW I WOULD LIKE TO 

BECOME “SICK” to get some days off work and of couse NOT IN MY NEW WORLD my friends! 

 

And Tom has many good stories of people CHEATING and this one is about a friend who is cheating with STICKING 

FALSE PAWN SYMBOLS on bottles which are not meant to give any pawn and this gives the friend an “income” of 

maybe 200 DKK per day as Tom said MAKING HIM A LIVING and of course TOTALLY WRONG IT IS. 

 

And when I spoke to Rolf about Arnaud I said to him in more clear words than what I have written in this book – which 

often occur when I speak – that “Arnaud in his eagerness to do something good – because this is what he wants to – 

does something completely wrong” and you know the same old story of I WILL DECIDE WHAT YOU NEED TO DO and I 

DON’T LISTEN and I DON’T UNDERSTAND and I DON’T ASK QUESTIONS – so here you have the result of what this very 
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often is about: PEOPLE WANT TO HELP – like my sister – BUT BECAUSE THEY DON’T KNOW HOW TO AND BECAUSE OF 

THE POWER OF THE DEVIL THEY DO IT COMPLETELY WRONG GIVING THE OPPOSITE RESULT OF WHAT THEY WANT 

and the problem is that THEY CANNOT SEE IT THEMSELVES – so please my friends MAKE THEM UNDERSTAND, thank 

you ☺. 

 

And after this Rolf now wanted me to start pruning the apple trees WHICH TOM STILL HAS NOT STARTED DOING (!!!) 

and I started doing this work with a new machine which was actually a pruner connected to a BIG engine on the 

ground giving the pruner so much air pressure and power that it can cut even big branches without any problems and 

it could cut fingers very easily too – so I need to be careful with that one. 

 

And Rolf gave me brief instructions of how to cut the tree and he gave me a little bit different instructions than Tom 

some time ago, but I listened to him and understood what he said but after I had cut the tree – God helped me here – 

I understood that the instructions he gave me WERE NOT VERY PRECISE because he said to me that I could cut the 

branches before a knot or that I could also cut it longer down to make the knot look nicer and to remove many of the 

sticklings completely and the last instruction was actually what he wanted me to do which I understood from him AF-

TER I had done the cuts – because he did not tell me directly (!) - but which I was very happy to hear from him because 

WHAT UNITES ROLF AND I – despite of the very big misunderstandings and almost quarrels we have had here – is the 

DESIRE FOR QUALITY and this is what he is about when it comes to (himself theoretically) working in the garden, 

which he has not forgotten about (!) and he sees that this is what I am about and therefore he said that he will buy me 

a special tool helping me on the tree tomorrow morning, a tool which costs 1,000 DKK and which he wants only me to 

carry, because when he has bought tools like this earlier they have been stolen (!) – and Rolf also told me that there 

are many different techniques you can use when you cut a tree, it depends on how you want it to look, how much 

fruit you want it to give and the concentration of the fruit and he said that you can actually keep on working on a sin-

gle tree forever – which is the same feeling I have when making a memo if I do my best – and he said that a tree like 

this CAN BE SO BEAUTIFUL and I could see the SAME HERE AS IN OTHER ASPECTS OF LIFE which is WHEN YOU TRULY 

DO QUALITY WORK, YOU WILL GET TO KNOW THE BEAUTY OF WHAT YOU DO and THIS IS THE GOAL I WANT TO GIVE 

ALL, DO YOUR ABSOLUTELY BEST, ALWAYS IMPROVE AND BECOME BETTER AND SEE THE BEAUTY OF THE UNIVERSE 

BECAUSE IT IS THE UNIVERSE I HAVE BUILT INTO ALL THINGS YOU SEE ON EARTH.  

 

And Rolf told me that these trees have been cut WRONGLY for many years, which I could see on all of the knots where 

there are maybe 4 sticklings on a knot having 4 sticklings each and all of these maybe 16 sticklings in total could be cut 

down to maybe 1 or 2 instead and this is what we will start doing tomorrow, to do this work as it should have been 

done for years – and Rolf also said that there are bigger branches which should be cut away and he said “look at the 

tree” and decide what you want to do, if there are weak branches, cut them off, if there are two branches growing in 

the same direction remove one of them and so on and what I see here IS FOR ME A TOTALLY NEW WORLD OPENING 

and THIS IS WHAT I THINK IS EXCITING, which is to know the techniques of the work, the different options and consid-

erations and for me to learn and improve and again this is what I encourage all to do, FIND THE BEAUTY I HAVE HID-

DEN FOR YOU THE SAME WAY AS I DO HERE. 

 

And I found out that it took me 2½ hours cutting the first tree WRONGLY TODAY – and it will probably take me a little 

bit longer cutting the tree both EFFICIENT and WITH MY BEST QUALITY and KNOWLEDGE - and I have always been 

afraid of heights and yes APPLE TREES are not very high when you look at them from the ground, but when you stand 

on a ladder almost on top of the tree and look down, you will feel that you are high above the ground and if you fall, 

you will really hurt yourself because maybe you are five metres above the ground and I remember now AND YES STIG 

when I was living in Albertslund as a boy when I was climbing a tree together with a friend and yes FORGOT WHO IT 

WAS and I was sitting on a branch and we know THE BRANCH BROKE and I FELL DOWN FROM THE TREE and I was high 

above the ground but you know LIKE A MIRACLE nothing happened to me and thank you Council for that one and yes 

STILL REMEMBERING AND FEELING THAT “FRIGHT” I AM WHEN WORKING ON THESE TREES TODAY but YOU CAN 

ONLY REMOVE THE FRIGHT WHEN YOU CONFRONT IT so this is what I do and yes NO PROBLEMS HERE. 

 

And Rolf said to me when I told him that there are still leaves to remove that I don’t need to do this anymore because 

one of the new ones coming can do this – and my friends – TOTALLY WRONG PERCEPTION BECAUSE YOU WILL NEED 

TO SHARE ALL OF THE WORK and NOT KEEP THE BEST WORK FOR YOURSELF BECAUSE OF SENIORITY and what I saw 

here is the same as I HAVE SEEN WHAT BO IS DOING IN DAHLBERG AS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT ALL MANAGERS ALL 
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OVER THE WORLD DO and other people too GIVING AWAY THE BAD WORK and KEEPING THE GOOD/EASY WORK FOR 

THEMSELVES and yes THE DEVIL EVERY SINGLE TIME and yes thank you Obama for showing the world something 

about ATTITUDE at the climate conference because just because you are the President of USA does not mean that you 

are “too fine” to work together in group work for eight hours together with leaders “who are not as fine as you” (as 

many DEVILS would think) from Grenada and other states of different sizes to put together a text and yes LIKED THAT 

ONE VERY MUCH and yes USE THIS AS AN EXAMPLE OF NEVER TO DEVELOP AN ATTITUDE OF BECOMING “TOO FINE” 

because this is not what you are, NONE OF YOU! 

 

And what does this lead to, yes in this park it potentially leads to Rolf giving me more and more responsibility because 

it is the LOGICAL THING TO DO to GIVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO THE PEOPLE WHO DO THE BEST JOB and not to the 

people who “own” a company or have more money than other people and again my friends THIS IS SIMPLE LOGIC FOR 

ALL PEOPLE TO UNDERSTAND and yes MOST OF THE PLACES I HAVE WORKED I HAVE BEEN “THE BEST” OR “AMONG 

THE BEST” and how many places have I had the responsibility and actually NOWHERE because I have always had PEO-

PLE ABOVE ME TELLING ME WHAT TO DO without knowing what is the best to do WITH THE EXCEPTION OF KIM WHO 

OFTEN KNEW WHAT WAS THE BEST TO DO. So SELFISHNESS my friends … 

 

My application for rent support has been approved 

And yes THOUGHT OF IT RECENTLY and TODAY I received a letter from the Commune telling me that they have ap-

proved my application for rent support and I will receive DKK 413 per month, which is 15% of the rent, from the 1st 

November which means that I will receive DKK 1,239 for the first three months which will be on my account the 4th 

January, which again means that WHEN I HAVE RECEIVED THIS AMOUNT, I WILL SEND MONEY TO KENYA IF GOD HAS 

STILL NOT LIFTED ME UP BEFORE THIS DAY. 

 

And the letter from the Commune did NOT tell me if the amount is tax liable and I had to find the answer – which it is 

not – on the Internet and just an example of what should be SIMPLE LOGIC to think of including in a standard letter so 

THIS ONE IS NOT PASSED TOO. 

 

Reading and wathing about pruning apple trees 

And this evening I decided to read and watch about pruning apple trees on the internet – even though I was too tired 

to do this - and I can see that this is done very differently by many people, there are many different advises and many 

different opinions, some believe that you should not prune, some that you should prune a little and others that you 

should prune much, some believe you can only do it during summer, others that you can do it all year around, so at 

the moment I am not sure of what is good or bad to do, but I will continue tomorrow morning learning from Rolf and 

put my trust in that he knows of what to do and don’t and the only advise I have now is for people to KNOW WHAT TO 

DO instead of guessing what to do and I do believe that I should have had more and clearer instructions from Rolf to-

day before I started pruning and we will try to do that better tomorrow- and as mentioned I believe that it would have 

been very good learning more about the theoretics of pruning a tree before starting the work and I don’t mean to 

study for years but maybe hours or days, so you get to know the different options, techniques and considerations and 

instead of having 1,000 different books and videos of how to do this, maybe some experts can say how this is done for 

the world to learn from including the DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES ETC. you can use, because today it is actually very very 

difficult to find out when you try to find the answer searching on the internet – and this is of course only to help peo-

ple that I say this ☺.  
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Tuesday 29th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, working on the apple trees today and my feelings of the Devil. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept better and this morning I was “only” tired – a few dreams: 

 

• I am working together with Morten J. He has had a meeting with a client and has agreed the sales goals of what is 

called “sponsors” in the dream, but which are agents. We have the same thought both of us, but Morten J. is in a 

rush and has difficulties understanding my solution because he only thinks of himself – I present an agreement 

where the sales goals are “actively committing” and not passively as they normally are. 

 

• I am going to PFA Pension and the broker department – which I see as head of lettuces in the dream - has just 

moved from ground floor to 14th floor. When I come to the 14th floor and the lift opens, Jeppe is placed directly 

bhind a desk in front of the lift and I am happy saying “what a welcome”, but Jeppe is not happy to be placed in 

front of the lift. We speak about “a well-cared-for pension scheme”, and the employees of PFA don’t want to do 

calculations for me, they would like to avoid it. Jeppe says that they don’t have time and he does not really be-

lieve in my idea of the “well-cared-for pension scheme” and I tell him that my idea is the best, but that he has not 

really seen it. When I leave their office I am going to a big truck, it was parked illegally, it was new and has now 

been very much damaged, which I am sorry to see, and furthermore I have received a ticket. But there is a busi-

ness card by the person who has made the damage, and it says that the damage can be made by the company. 

 

Working on the apple trees today 

So arriving again on time – I have only been late here including other agreements the day when I arrived at 7.32 and 

one day a couple of minutes when meeting the Commune – and when I had my cup of coffee I quickly found out that 

the Devil had taken my challenge from yesterday by changing the game today, because suddenly I became so “de-

pressed” and thought of Arnaud giving me NO MOTIVATION to start working today and because he does not under-

stand how the work is that he sends people out to do (!) and I thought of Karen and me – and just the things the Devil 

is saying to me about her hurts me very much and could potentially break me without any other sources hurting me – 

and then I just DECIDED that I did not want to be depressed so I smiled and said thank you to the Council for the game 

and the thoughts too and yes NICELY PLAYED MY FRIENDS but did not work, even though I must say that the game 

was both very difficult to solve and at the same time very easy and that is often the feeling I have here. 

 

So after some time waiting on Rolf this morning for him to be ready to come out and give me instructions (!) we finally 

started at approx. 8.30 after I had done some small things (washing the clothes and gloves from the truck) and he 

started pruning one of the big leaves of the tree and what he actually did was to tell me WHAT HE DID without telling 

me WHY HE DID IT and WHY HE HAD DECIDED TO DO WHAT HE DID and yes VERY POOR TEACHING ROLF so I had to 

ask you these questions and I actually combined what you said with some of the tips I saw on www.youtube.com yes-

terday and now I understood a little bit more of what this is about, but I would not say that I am any expert yet (truly 

only a beginner!), but I made some head rules based on the philosophy of this park:  

 

• Look at the tree and look at the green you want to work at. How does it look and decide what you want to do. 

You need to see the solution before you start the work. 

• If there are many fruit knots on one branch, cut the number of knots, maybe half the numbers, and make the rest 

look nicer by cutting away sticklings. 

• Remove all fruit knots in vertical direction – we want fruit from branches hanging hozisontal or down. 

• Look at bigger branches – are there many smaller branches on it? Thin the tree by removing some of the branches 

facing up, crossing or “competing” with other branches – or if there simply are too many small branches sticking 

out. 

• Don’t cut too little and don’t cut too much! 

 

So these are the rules I made for myself and I would have liked to know more before starting but this is the best that 

this “system” could give me and this would be my starting point, which I would then learn from if I should have to con-
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tinue doing this work in the future – to improve like when I started with Kim S. in 1991, from where I improved my 

knowledge on insurance ever since. 

 

And what I had not calculated on was that Rolf had a plan to give me “the responsibility” for a new man coming here 

today, Kenneth, so while I was still thinking about the rules I would use – AND I HAD NOT STARTED MYSELF USING 

THESE RULES! – I now had to show and instruct Kenneth in how to prune apple trees! – So this is what I did and even 

though I am no expert I gave him the instruction including the explanations which I missed from Rolf because it is truly 

SIMPLE LOGIC to think what kind of questions other people will have when they have never done a work like this be-

fore which was also the case for Kenneth – and I liked that Kenneth understood, saw it as a challenge and he is used to 

work in up to 60 metres height, so he is not afraid of heights as I am! 

 

At the first break I asked Helle and Tom of what normally happens to “office people” coming here and Helle said that 

most stop doing this work very quickly even if they lose the cash help because they feel “too fine” to do this work and 

I agreed with her that the attitude of these people are wrong so the system is having a WRONG perception of what 

works here and many of the cash helpers – actually all I have met (!) - have a WRONG attitude about doing this work 

because of different reasons. So this community is truly “FANTASTIC” as you will understand – and I was also thinking 

that this Commune also MUST speculate in lawlessness because it is not stated anywhere in the law that the Com-

mune should make a system which is so “terrible” that people run away from it – and you know the work is really ok if 

you are “mentally prepared”, but when you do a good work, you should have the same “normal salary” as other peo-

ple because this is “normal work”. 

  

Later I met Helle working in the greenhouse connected to the Gardener’s house and she had removed all of the flow-

ers from the window boxes, which were rotten, and she told me the story about Flemming, who was here earlier and 

who had done a fantastic job at some of the greenhouses removing very old glass and he was 2/3 finished inserting 

new glass at this greenhouse and he would like to finish the work, but the Commune thought it was more important 

for this man – who has only few years left before he retires – to attend a course learning him to do a CV which meant 

that 1/3 of the greenhouse now is completely without glass and open to the free air and Helle was FURIOUS with the 

system and its inability to think and how it treats people here. And I was thinking of Rolf who had not made other ar-

rangements to finish this work and I have been thinking of Rolf the last couple of days when I have seen the trousers I 

washed and hanged up to dry the 22nd December, which he promised to remove the 23rd December but which he has 

not and ROLF WHAT DO YOU ACTUALLY DO HERE and is the answer really CLOSE TO NOTHING and yes THE APPLE 

TREES ARE TRULY NOT IN A VERY GOOD SHAPE HERE and WHAT ABOUT YOUR PRIDE AS A GARDENER, ROLF, and is it 

this system of the Commune and the cash helpers which has removed your motivation BECAUSE MY FRIEND YOU ARE 

THE LEADER HERE and if you knew how to lead people and communicate with them, you could have made MY GAR-

DEN A WONDERFUL PLACE but the truth is that it is only wonderful on the surface and if you scratch the surface, you 

can see that the garden is falling apart many places and this is the symbol of what people are doing to God. 

 

So Kenneth started doing the work after I showed him some examples of what to do and after I saw him doing the first 

of the work and he was working fine, while I was continuing on the next tree, which just may be the tallest apple tree 

of the garden or at least one of them – and we started at the first tree from the bottom, right of the garden. And I 

found an even bigger ladder and I looked up the tree and could see MANY MANY FRUIT KNOTS and branches which I 

wanted to work on and I started working on the first big branch, where I took so much that I could reach from the lad-

der and afterwards I decided to go up to the next level to the next branch and the ladder was standing towards this 

side branch and now I could really feel my fright of heights while I was standing on the ladder sawing one of the fruit 

knots because the whole branch was moving and I started to think if the branch was strong enough for these move-

ments and the weight from me and the ladder at the same time and I looked down thinking that it would not be very 

nice to fall down maybe six metres with your head first and while I thought of this I was very dizzy and had big throw 

up feelings too – which is a side effect of the fright of heights – but I decided to finish this one knot only and then I de-

cided that this was not a way for me to work, but I had not given up but I thought that I could only work with the lad-

der standing on the trunk of the tree – and I had found more tools at the workshop we could use including a very long 

pruner of maybe 3-4 metres so I used this from the ground on what I could reach but this pruner was not strong 

enough to cut away the fruit knots and branches, but I decided to continue doing this work and to decide later on how 

to do the other parts of the work on the tree, and I also climbed the ladder to use the very long pruner from the lad-

der to reach longer up the tree, but here I found out that using both hands on the long pruner standing on a ladder 3-
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5 metres up and using power to prune was not SECURE enough for me because I was afraid of falling down and I 

looked at the tree, and I could see that it may NEVER or at least for many years have been pruned what I think today is 

the RIGHT WAY according to my headrules and how would this be possible to do, and then I spoke to Kenneth and he 

said that he had the right boots at home and if he had a strap, he was willing to strap himself to the tree and to work 

like this, and then I understood that this must be the only way (I could see) which you can prune a tree like this with 

the right quality, but I am no expert and maybe people can help me when reading this of what you believe is THE 

RIGHT WAY to prune? And I thought that I would probably not have the guts to be strapped to this tree doing this 

work, but instead of just giving up WHICH I WAS VERY CLOSE OF DOING SEVERAL TIMES TODAY I WOULD BE WILLING 

TO TRY BEING STRAPPED TO THIS TREE and only if I truly feel that my limit will be surpassed, I will say stop, but at the 

same time I WILL NEVER COMPROMISE ON SECURITY – WHICH WAS THE NAME OF THE GAME TODAY. 

 

And when doing this work a nice lady came to “ask me as the expert” of how to prune her own 4-5 years old tree at 

her garden, and I was no expert which I told her, so I only gave her some of the little knowledge I received from yes-

terday from the Internet and today from Rolf – and the key message was really for her to decide how she wants her 

tree to look like and the amount and quality of the fruit she wants and then to find the right pruning technique and 

this is just my thought that IT MUST BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE THE BEST EVER MANUAL OF HOW TO PRUNE A TREE DE-

PENDING ON HOW PEOPLE WANT THE TREE TO LOOK LIKE and the amount and quality of the fruit – and then to make 

the manual with level 1,2 and 3 detailed information and IS THIS THE RIGHT CONCLUSION and if it is THEN PLEASE DO 

IT my friends. And to the nice lady I could only give her the advice to watch videos on the Internet, because this is the 

way that I best learned doing this job, so please think about the advantage OF SHOWING HOW YOU DO IT using video, 

which will make it easier to understand. 

 

And yesterday I thought that it would take 2½ hours or a little bit more to do a tree like this, but in the condition that 

these trees are in and with the extra work included in my rules, it will take longer and when Judith at the end of the 

day asked me how long it will take, I said one day per man per tree to do quality work and I was really thinking that 

you can do this when you are experienced and have the right tools and technique and I did not tell her – because I did 

not think of it then – that it will take longer in the beginning, maybe 1½ -2 days per tree. And Judith said that the park 

has the right equipment to be strapped to the tree, so we will have to see if it will be Kennneth, me or somebody else 

who will get this task. 

 

My feelings of the Devil 

And when I was bicycling home from the park today I thought that the conclusion on my fight against the Devil is that I 

am weaker than ever and at the same time stronger than ever and that it is the Devil making me weak and God mak-

ing me strong and that – DESPITE OF MY EXPERIENCES BEING THE MOST EXTREME EXAMPLE – it is truly only a DECI-

SION which will make the difference. Do I feel tempted to be weak or do I decide to continue being strong and right 

now I have decided to continue being strong at least until the 2nd January and I truly believe that God has given the 

answer the whole way that new life will come with the new year and I do hope that this is the right answer this time, 

otherwise I would be very surprised, and if it is not, I don’t know if I have enough energy to continue deciding to be 

strong – I SIMPLY DON’T KNOW because both feelings are the strongest I have ever had, both the strong and the weak 

feeling. 

 

And today I am also thinking about my mother playing a game when seeing the family because she is decaying be-

cause of her loneliness, her concern of me, her increasing alcoholism (!) and John still ignoring her and I should really 

follow up on John, because he has never replied on my email to him about him ignoring my mother and I feel very sad 

about my mother’s life deterioating ONLY because of what Sanna and John have done to her!  

 

And I am thinking of Karen and not hearing from her and her misunderstanding of me potentially being dangerous to 

her – WHICH SHE HAS ABSOLUTELY NO REASON TO THINK but which she thinks is the right answer – makes me very 

sad and even more sad and hurt when the Devil speaks to me about details of her past. And the task that the Devil has 

received to always destroy my love and sex life because of how people on Earth behave and the most extreme I have 

ever experienced recently where I cannot even look at a nice lady “accidently for a fraction of a second” without re-

ceiving the most severe pain at the same time as receiveing the strongest desire that any man has ever had is making 

my life a living hell – but at the same time I have the other side of me smiling and saying to the Council that I am really 
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very happy that this is all you have done because if you had made it worse – yes then I would not have had the power 

to resist. 

 

And finally I have been eating and drinking some of the gifts I have received during the Christmas and yes WINE IS OK 

for me to drink now and just a sign together with the electronical things starting to work again that normal life is 

gradually coming here and I cannot wait to help the team and their famiies in Kenya as the first getting a normal life. 

 

And now it is 19.00 and the tired feeling from this morning is now between very tired and extremely tired, so yes 

TIRED INDEED and so tired that I am not sure that I will have the energy to make dinner (liver) tonight and to answer 

Tom’s question to me from today IN FULL here: Yes, Tom I did sleep very good last night – but not good enough to 

start a new day feeling fresh as you do! – And obviously the last part of the answer I did not tell him today. 

 

AND NOW IT IS TIME TO RELAX IN FRONT OF THE TELEVISON WITH A NICE GLASS OF WINE – AND WITHOUT WATCH-

ING ANYTHING INCLUDING NICE LOOKING LADIES and a little bit difficult to avoid because when “zapping” and when I 

have the desire YOU HAVE PUT INSIDE OF ME RIGHT NOW it is impossible not to notice nice looking ladies – but you 

know LIFE COULD BE WORSE THAN THIS – I COULD BE DEAD FOR EXAMPLE! 
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Wednesday 30th December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen, I am invited for New years evening without really being invited, no 

television but a nice book …. ☺, receiving bills …, “Major Tom to ground control”, Birgitte my old classmate and public 

information on salaries in Norway and Kim is still full of confidence after the Bowling victory, which was handed to him 

on a plate. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Today is a day off, which I am actually very happy about because of the circumstances you know, and I decided to go 

to sleep 22.00 yesterday and I woke up the first time at 7.30 this morning and I DECIDED TO SLEEP UNTIL 9.30 because 

today I only have to wash my clothes, clean the house, download music etc. and I am not very tired today – only men-

tally exhausted of all of my experiences. 

 

And some “dreams”: 

 

• I hear the words “vi går gennem gaderne” to one of the famous songs by Michael Falch and I am thinking of my-

self walking in the streets in the time to come. 

• There has been a bank robery and I am one of the robbers. There is a lot of police on the streets of Copenhagen, 

and we are three robbers standing in a cellar apartment in one of the streets looking out and seeing the police on 

the street, and we invite the police in for a beer – they have no idea that we are the bank robbers. 

• And the night continued with different messages – examples: “Your development is necessary in Russia - pan-

cakes”. “Robbie Williams is a weasel” etc. 

 

Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen  

This morning I was chatting with Fuggi on the Internet and he gave me the song by Queen “Bohemian Rhapsody”, 

which one of his friends has sung in the group “slim city singers” and YES MY FRIENDS THIS FAMOUS SONG IS ABOUT 

THE JUDGMENT and yes one of the greatest songs of Rock history – AND JUST MAYBE THE GREATEST (but not the best 

according to my taste even though it is TRULY FANTASTIC you know ☺) - and yes I believe this was the absolutely first 

song that God “sung” to me – especially the lyrics of the Opera part of the song - in the beginning of 2006 one evening 

at the Danish/Dutch week at Stansted and yes THIS IS WHERE I STARTED HAVING THE MOST DRAMATIC EXPERIENCES 

and yes my dear teachers IT WAS EVEN MORE DRAMATIC THAN YOU COULD EVER GUESS – and yes by the way just 

downloaded the absolute best of Queen yesterday and yes BECAUSE I WANT TO HAVE IT IN ITS NEWEST REMASTER – 

if it is updated – because every time you REMASTER with the latest technology I can hear it and heard that much with 

the latest update of Beatles and Abba as examples and actually right now when I am listening to the Celebration discs 

by Madonna I hear the same improvement and yes OF COURSE FLAC QUALITY and yes NEVER MP3 QUALITY (!!!) and 

yes I WOULD WISH THAT THE QUALITY WAS EVEN BETTER THAN FLAC, that you would use DVD and now Blueray ca-

pacity to make the ABSOLUTE BEST SOUND QUALITY and yes IF YOU WANT TO THERE IS A ROAD and yes THE SOUND 

COULD BE SO MUCH BETTER THAN WHAT IT IS TODAY if you only focus on quality and not on commercial success but 

still I am enjoying very much to listen to Madonna again because of the improvement of quality – and yes I have most 

of her albums myself, but this is the importance of “best quality” to me – and yes I am enjoying the eighties very much 

by Madonna and who would have believed that she would turn out to become one of the biggest music stars ever af-

ter the first songs in 1982-1983? And JUST ANOTHER EXPRESSION OF GOD and THE COUNCIL TOO WHICH THE WORLD 

FELL IN LOVE WITH including me and Grete from Phonoteket you could not hear it I remember when I bought True 

Blue from you in 1986 and a little bit better than her previous album you said and to me this was QUALITY too but you 

know if you are “too fine” and thinking of the attitude of Politikken here (!) then you will never discover the quality 

put inside of “simple popmusic” as it was when Madonna started and I had to update the Celebration collection my-

self, because personally I like to listen to the songs in chronological order and because I wanted to include the fantas-

tic single “American pie” and as God told me earlier today when I had downloaded the whole album Music just to get 

this song and “did you write the book of love” – and yes my friends THIS BOOK IS THE BOOK OF LOVE ☺ - and I also 

wanted to include two more songs from the FANTASTIC RAY OF LIGHT ALBUM and Madonna I thought you were OUT 

before this album but always good to REINVENT yourself and LIKED IT and LOVED THAT ALBUM and LIKE A PRAYER IS 

PLAYING NOW and GOD IS GIVING ME TEARS IN MY EYES and the feeling of being black when I listen to it and the cho-

rus is fantastic and the build up too and THE SOUND QUALITY and WHAT DO YOU WANT TO HAVE MORE and ONE OF 

THE SONGS I WOULD BRING WITH ME TO A LONELY ISLAND and HOW MANY SONGS CAN YOU HAVE IN A TRANS-
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PORTABLE PLAYER IF IT IS NOT MP3 QUALITY and THE DEVIL MUST HAVE MADE MP3 PLAYERS – who can accept a de-

velopment giving you poorer quality - and THANK YOU GOD AND THE COUNCIL TO BRING FLAC AND ALSO APE QUAL-

ITY and that is CD QUALITY ON THE INTERNET and you can also find a little bit of even better quality but my Audio Al-

chemy can only handle signals of CD-quality as the best and also thinking of my self here and what I have “handled” 

from other people MISUNDERSTANDING me over the years and RIGHT NOW as a matter of fact and THINKING OF 

ELIJAH TOO and YOUR LIFE IN KENYA and I UNDERSTAND MY FRIEND THAT IT MUST BE HELL TO YOU but you know I 

AM STILL SUFFERING MORE THAN YOU MY FRIEND and DO YOU UNDERSTAND THIS? 

 

And if you ask ME yes GOD – QUEEN HAS MADE THE BIGGEST ANTHEMS OF THE WORLD and yes AND SOME OF THE 

MOST BEAUTIFUL MUSIC TOO and yes WHEN FREDDIE MY FRIEND WAS DYING and yes “HEAVEN FOR EVERYONE” and 

yes “THE SHOW MUST GO ON” and yes just two examples of several fantastic songs which is THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 

MUSIC and which gives me me so much feelings and almost tears when I think that Freddie was marked by death 

when singing these songs and yes BRIAN and the rest of the band members, you are fantastic too BUT WITHOUT 

FREDDIE YOU WOULD NOT HAVE BECOME ONE OF THE SUPER GROUPS OF THE WORLD ☺. 

 

And THE SOUND OF THIS NEWLY REMASTERED CD – and yes my friends ASTONISHING GOOD and ENJOYING THIS 

EVEN MORE THAN THE LAST REMASTERING because of the improvement of the quality. 

 

I am invited for New Years evening without really being invited 

And this is the headline and this is the feeling too because Kirsten is really happy to get me back as a friend in her life – 

AND I AM GLAD TO GET HER BACK AS A GOOD FRIEND - and so glad that I am now invited for New Years Evening but 

because she has decided to order dinner from a fine catering company instead of making it herself – which you will 

normally do – she has decided to receive payments from her guests covering the price of the dinner, which you will 

not normally do when you invite people for dinner and on one hand I am a traditionalist saying that if you truly invite 

people for dinner, you will do the absolutely best you can to make your guest feel as welcome and as good as possible 

without asking for payment etc., but here you have a good friend who has actually MUCH MONEY IN THE BANK who 

has decided that I cannot come before after she and her other guests have had a five course meal and THIS IS THE 

SYMBOL OF RICH PEOPLE EATING LUXURY MEALS and I AM THE POOR ONE IN THIS CONTEXT and I AM NOT INVITED 

TO THE TABLE OF THE RICH PEOPLE here illustrated by Kirsten and the other side of me thinks it is fine if you meet in-

formally where different people will bring different food and drinks but then you are not a guest, then it is a friendly 

gathering in my mind and I LIKE BOTH FOR DIFFERENT OCCASSIONS and Kirsten and her female friends during the 

years and what were your names and Malene I believe and “the cat around the hot porridge” and yes Jane do you re-

member you said this to me and the very nice one from Danica/Frederiksberg and I cannot remember your name and 

GOD HAS MADE ME LIKE SEVERAL OF YOUR FRIENDS IN THE NINETIES and OF COURSE WITHOUT THEM REALLY LIKING 

ME THAT MUCH (?)BUT WHAT ABOUT YOU KIRSTEN because I have NEVER seen you as anything else than a friend and 

has that been a pain in your life and God has protected me from you and you from me because we know AS FAMILY IT 

IS NOT GOOD TO BE SWEETHEARTS. 

 

No television but a nice book …. ☺☺☺☺ 

And the Devil JUST LOVED ME zapping the television yesterday evening and now it is an even higher level than the 

other day when I watched the Dan Brown movie, because every time I saw a lady for a fraction of a second on a chan-

nel when zapping, the Devil tormented me and so much in fact that I unwillingly had to turn off the television and THE 

DEVIL DID NOT LIKE THAT VERY MUCH and instead I looked at music yesterday and NO TELEVISION TODAY EITHER – 

maybe just the news – but what WE ALL WANT YOU TO DO IS TO READ SØREN’S BOOK and we know IT HAS BEEN 

MUCH MORE PAINFULL TO WRITE MY BOOK THAN FOR PEOPLE WHO IS GOING TO READ IT BUT YOU WANT ME TO 

READ A BOOK TOO WHICH I AM NOT MOTIVATED TO READ and how does that make me feel and THE SAME WAY AS 

MANY OF YOU WILL FEEL BEFORE READING THIS BOOK and DO I HAVE TO and FOR ME IT IS JUST ABOUT ATTITUDE, 

ACCEPTANCE AND THE WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE and I DON’T LIKE IT but I WILL DO IT ANYWAY and don’t know how 

long it will take but maybe until Sunday or even Monday or Tuesday and I will have to see how much I read in one 

hour and then I will know the deadline of when I am done and for you my friends YOU CAN DO THE SAME WHEN YOU 

READ THIS BOOK and the other advice was that this is my road to becoming BUDDHA because MY FRIENDS THIS IS 

BUDDHA’S ADVICE TO PEOPLE which I HAVE MADE SØREN WRITE TO THE WORLD and we know Stig for you IT WILL BE 

A TOTAL WASTE OF TIME BECAUSE WHEN I AM LIFTED UP I WILL KNOW ALL OF THIS AND MUCH MORE but right now 
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as Stig IT WILL BE “VERY EXCITING” and this is IRONY now and yes REALITY WHEN I START TO BE INTERESTED IN THE 

SUBJECT and A MATTER OF ATTITUDE YOU KNOW …. ☺. 

 

And later I started reading the book and it was “difficult” to understand – many of the formulations were difficult, 

probably just like this book, but I continued reading WITH THE SAME ATTITUDE as I always do when I read a book I 

want to understand because you can do TWO THINGS: ONE THING IS TO READ IN ORDER TO READ BUT WHERE YOU 

DON’T UNDERSTAND BECAUSE YOU HAVE BLOCKED THE ACCESS TO YOUR BRAIN and the other is to read and under-

stand the best way possible and some lines you need to read several times and this is the CONCENTRATION I require 

from you when you read MY book, this book, that you will READ AND UNDERSTAND IT to the best of your ability LIKE I 

AM READING THIS BOOK FROM SØREN and yes I MAY DECIDE TO READ SØREN’s book again in order to understand it 

even better because sometimes I need to read a script 2-3 times in order to get an even better understanding and 

overview of it BUT THIS I DON’T REQUIRE FROM YOU – but please BE CONCENTRATED and if you cannot concentrate 

with the television or music on – or if you sit in a room where people will disturb you – I ask of you to do what you can 

TO BE CONCENTRATED AND TO AVOID INTERRUPTIONS. Today I decided to stop the music playing which I normally 

don’t need to, but today I thought it was required and immediately the Devil decreased his power on me. This is ALSO 

why I am reading this book and I will come back when I read more of it and I have made a plan that I will finish reading 

the book on Monday and I WILL STILL USE THE SAME BASIC RULES and this is my plan and IF SOMETHING HAPPENS 

WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED IN MY PLAN and WHICH IS IMPORTANT I MIGHT POSTPONE MY PLAN MAYBE BY ONE DAY 

BUT I WILL DO WHAT I CAN TO FINISH ON MONDAY. 

 

And I was ALSO THINKING TO USE SØREN’S BOOK AND MY BOOK AS WORK OF REFERENCES – which you will read at 

least once in full – and to read and discuss pages or paragraphs of the books again depending on the situation and de-

pending on the talks and writings you have together with other people. 

 

Receiving bills … 

The other day I received eight (!) new razor blades through the post and I am still very happy using the first one I got 

and this can probably last for months – and with the blades followed a bill of DKK 210 and I still have the old bill of 39 

DKK. And today I received the telephone bill which is DKK 684 and half of it is because of the Internet surfing I did here 

in the beginning in Lyngby before I found out how to use the cable modem internet and I still have the bookclub bill of 

DKK 69 so a total of DKK 1,002 and I have decided that I will pay these bills the first bankday after the 1st January BE-

CAUSE MY DEAR, SUFFERING FRIENDS IN KENYA – GOD WILL COME TO US AFTER NEW YEAR, IT CANNOT BE OTHER-

WISE.  And later I resigned as a member of this “club” sending me razor blades. 

 

“Major Tom to ground control” 

And yes MY FRIENDS ON MY RECOMMENDATION I HAVE DOWNLOADED THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF SPACE 

ODDITY BY DAVID BOWIE WHICH I AM LISTENING TO NOW and this is THE FIRST TIME EVER I LISTEN TO THIS ALBUM 

because up until now my interest in Bowie has started from the Hunky Dory album and yes MEANT AS MY CELEBRA-

TION OF LEAVING ONE WORLD AND YES COMING TO THE NEXT that is BEING MY SELF and I AM STEPPING THROUGH 

THE DOOR and THERE IS NOTHING I CAN DO because GROUND CONTROL I WILL NOW START BEING MAJOR TOM. 

 

Birgitte my old classmate and public information on salaries in Norway 

This evening I was VERY HAPPY and SURPRISED to receive an email through Facebook from my old schoolmate 

BIRGITTE from my Commercial school class in Helsingør, class 73, from 1982-84 and SHE WAS SITTING TOGETHER 

WITH VIVIAN AT ONE TABLE and I WAS SITTING AT THE TABLE TO THE RIGHT OF HER and IF I REMEMBER BIRGITTE and 

WITH MUCH JOY and WHY HAVE I NOT CONTACTED HER – WELL BECAUSE I COULD NOT REMEMBER HER SIRNAME – 

and there are many like her I would like to find again! - and because I have not seen a place where all schools and 

friends are organised and VERY HAPPY IT MADE ME and she just asked me if I attended this class because obviously 

she was not sure if “I am me” and I WILL ANSWER HER but before doing that I checked what I could read from her pro-

file without being a friend of hers yet (only a little bit, but I have changed my own “public profile” so all people can see 

all information about me, I have nothing to hide and the more open you are the more in contact with God you are) 

and I can see that she is married and has two children and I understood that there was something about her and Nor-

way when I saw how she was writing on her wall and I searched the Internet for her name and found out that she lives 

in Norway and I found public tax lists with her name on it because on the Internet you can find all people in Norway 

and see how much they earn, and I THEN DID THAT FOR SOME OF THE MANAGEMENT MEMBERS OF ACTA and SAW 
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SALARIES BETWEEN 3-17 MILLION NOK and HOW MUCH BETTER A JOB DO YOU THINK YOU DO COMPARED TO THE 

JOB I DID IN COPENHAGEN BEFORE YOU FIRED ME?  

 

And I wrote a short email to Birgitte expressing HOW HAPPY I was to hear from her and since she was the one starting 

to write I asked her to write me a LOVELY email about her self, family, job and ABOUT LIFE and I promised to write 

back to her and WHAT DID I RECEIVE – yes you guessed right, the same as usual as with most people here, a short 

email of 2½ lines because people simply are too SUPERFICIAL and LAZY today and every single time it makes me sad – 

because it is a true joy – and THINKING THAT THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY VIVIAN’S MIDDLE NAME IS “JOY” and 

yes JOY TO THE WORLD because this is what we miss, the JOY – and I was hoping to read a lovely email and hear about 

her new family, her husband, her two boys, what they do, how they live, what she thinks about Norway compared to 

Denmark AND 100 OTHER THINGS because this is what I like to hear from my friends, and I would have sent her a simi-

lar email, but nobody today – this is my impression – do this and again I am thinking of my meeting with Søren and 

Bettina the other day, because when you truly meet people who has the same spirit – WHICH ALL PEOPLE HAVE BUT 

WHICH MOST PEOPLE HAVE LOST THE CONNECTION TO IN LIFE – a spirit of TRUE INTEREST in other people and ASK-

ING QUESTIONS, LISTENING WITHOUT PREJUDICES, THEN YOU WILL FEEL A JOY AND HAPPINESS WHICH IS SO MUCH 

DEEPER and this is what I did with Søren and Bettina, which I normally don’t do with my family – and this is what they 

did with me! 

 

So Birgitte – your contact to me could have led to much more happiness between old school friends with the potential 

to become true friends if you had decided to write an email using maybe one hour instead of one minute, but now 

“this will also run out in the sand” because Birgitte what do you use the time for right now when this is written: 

Maybe waiting IN A RUSH to hear from me again and I DON’T LIKE THE CHAT CULTURE – I LIKE DEEP CONVERSATION 

and DEEP LETTERS and ON TOP OF THIS, I THINK CHATTING IS VERY FINE but when you have a culture of people chat-

ting and no deep letters and no deep interest, then you have lost some of the most important elements of communi-

cation and joy and it is the same principle as everything else – the deeper and the better quality you do, the more 

beauty you will discover – and you have seen how people communicate today and when they are too lazy to commu-

nicate, they are also too lazy to work with the right attitude and quality and YOU HAVE BEEN REVEALED also by this 

fact, my dear people of Earth who do like most people do and THANK YOU TO ALL OF THE FANTASTIC MEN AND 

WOMEN ON EARTH STILL COMMUNICATING, LOVING PEOPLE AND WORKING COMMITTED AND EFFICIENT and yes 

YOU MAKE ME VERY HAPPY ☺. 

 

So we wrote a couple of quick emails to each other and Birgitte will now send an email to Vivian in Australia – she did 

not know that Vivian is living there – and I was tempted to ask Birgitte to write to Vivian that I am sorry that I have not 

heard from Vivian because of her misunderstanding, but I have decided that I don’t want other people to give Vivian 

this message – so Vivian here it is to you directly. I AM SORRY THAT WE DID NOT BECOME FRIENDS AGAIN and yes 

ONLY FRIENDS and yes NOTHING ELSE because THIS IS ALL THAT I WANTED VIVIAN AND REALLY: NOTHING ELSE. And 

did I scare you by saying to you that YOU WILL BE SURPRISED when reading this book and maybe I did so you did what 

most people do in such a situation, better to STOP COMMUNICATION because this sounds “weird” in stead of asking 

and understanding – is this it? 

 

And NOW MY CLOCK ON FACEBOOK – which is logged on all emails - HAS CHANGED FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER since 

starting to use Facebook and I HAVE LIVED IN A “WRONG TIME” and JUST A SMALL SYMBOL, so now I AM ON “RIGHT 

TIME” and track again ☺. 

 

Kim is still full of confidence after the Bowling victory, which was handed to him on a plate 

And THIS STORY ALMOST DID NOT MAKE IT and only by repeating requests FROM THE MAN UPSTAIRS it is brought 

here – because I decided to write to Kim and Preben thanking them for a very nice evening some time ago and to wish 

them a happy new year, so this is what I did and please notice that I have written the truth that the Bowling evening 

brought a WRONG winner: 

 

Kære Preben og Kim, 

  

Mange tak for sidst! 
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Det var som sædvanlig rigtigt hyggeligt, og jeg var glad for at tilbringe en dejlig aften sammen med jer - MEN MEN 

MEN beklager Kim, aftenen gav en forkert vinder! 

  

Med denne mail vil jeg også ønske jer og jeres familier - som jeg beder jer hilse mange gange - et BÅDE GODT, SPÆN-

DENDE OG UDVIKLENDE 2010, som jeg her godt tør love jer :-) 

  

Vi ses og tales ved. 

  

Mange venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

And Kim – WHEN YOU HAVE RECEIVED YOUR STRONG SKILLS FROM GOD, IT IS GOD YOU SHOULD THANK and not be-

lieving yourself that you are better than other people (a feeling I know of too …. ☺) as you can see in his email here – 

and Kim you are normally so cautious NOT to be caught in compromising statements etc. and ALMOST A SICKNESS OF 

YOURS and ARE YOU HAPPY that you did not comment of my CV because otherwise your comments would be brought 

in this book? And Kim – you are included here with your “innocent” statement from your email below saying that for 

you it is always a good “exercise of self-confidence” and MADE BY GOD TO YOU and YOU TOOK THE HONOUR because 

you believe you are better than others! 

 

Kære begge, 

  

Også jeg vil gerne ønske Jer et godt nytår. Jeg ser frem til vores næste møde. Det er jo altid for mig en rigtig god selvtil-

lidsøvelse J 

  

Venlig hilsen 

Kim Skinnerup 

 

And there is also an email from Preben, and this is brought here because you can see the personality of Preben in 

these lines and his humour and smile, which I like very much WHICH IS OF COURSE ALSO A GIFT OF GOD, because he 

has this special selfconfidence, humour and especially creativity, which I have never had myself: 

 

Kære begge  

  

.....som tydeligvis har et veludviklet behov for at stive selvtilliden af på de mest simple grundlag - - men så længe det er 

åbenlyst, er det da bestemt også OK !!! 

  

I ønskes et suverænt godt nytår med alt hvad I måtte gøre jer fortjent til. Intet mindre !! 

  

Hils jeres familier og bed dem passe godt på jer, så I begge har mulighed for at stille op til næste bowling-

arrangement.  

  

Jeg hverken lover eller truer med bøllebank, men vær ikke for sikker på, at det alligevel ikke indfinder sig.  

  

Ha´ det rigtigt godt indtil vi høres ved igen 

 

Med venlig hilsen / Best regards  

Preben Bertelsen 
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Thursday 31st December 2009 

Sleep and dreams, receiving less cash help because of an error?, a fantastic positive message from John, receiving New 

Years greetings from Søren in Australia, MESHACK: THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN THE BEAUTY OF 

THEIR DREAMS, doing the second edit since 24th December and New Years evening with Kirsten. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Sleeping eight hours this night and waking up at 8.00 with the familiar “tired” feeling in my body and the knowledge 

that  it is 100 times easier just to sit down, relax and do nothing – which the Devil would still love – and that every sin-

gle day without any breaks I need to take the same decision to carry out my programme of the day, which today is to 

do the second edit from the 24th December (on the action plan), maybe to read some of Søren’s book, maybe to run if 

I DECIDE that I want to do this and later the new years evening with Kirsten and friends. 

 

And every time I have drunk the last 1-2 months the Devil has said “cheers” to me so this is what we do say “cheers” 

or “skål” in Danish and he is quite nice because he knows that he does not stand a chance and that he is a part of the 

“forest” because of his attitude – even though he “plays” that he does not like this or believe in this BUT THIS IS HOW 

IT IS. 

 

And some “dreams”: 

 

• When laying in bed I am told that I am using the absolutely rest of my power, that I am D’artagnan and that I am 

the winner. 

• I am at the “triangle” area of Denmark and I am not going to get a job, but I am working a little bit with a car me-

chanics, he sends me to Hamburg. I discover that I can stay at a hotel next to the motorway just before Hamburg, 

where I get a discount of 50% when I use my gasoline card, I am going to buy a car from a dealer, but the dealer 

never comes back to me. I am now back in Denmark and I will have to adopt to this Triangle area, where I have 

not lived before, but I think that it will be a nice area for me. The owner of the workshop is going to give an offer 

to a chain of supermarkets and he needs to include statistical information, which he does not have much experi-

ence in finding and we talk about the possibility of me assisting him doing this work. I come back to the mechanics 

workshop and I see a new customer coming and he is very aggressive, he destroys the front lights of my car – the 

owner of the workshop leaves after trying to calm us down – but what he does not know is that I kill the aggres-

sive customer and I see him laying dead in his car. I see that there is a recruitment committee which is going to 

decide who of two people – I am one of them – who will get a job at the mechanics workshop and they ask me to 

answer a question of how I would pay a debt of 41 Euros to someone in Germany and I deliberately give the 

wrong answer that I will give them 50 Euros and pay by credit card and I know that the right answer to get the job 

is to say that I will pay 41 Euros in cash. 

• I am in Fair Forsikring and I have now some times seen a lot of people on the stairs on my way down to the class-

room. None of the people at the stairs say anything, it is people from Fair and Government people and I know 

that it is about UFO’s because there are some very cute extraterrestrials, who almost look like small hairy pets. 

Later I am sitting in a big room at Fair and I notice that a US Senator – who I have seen speaking standing next to 

the former President Bush Senior – is speaking to the company and that the Senator, who is a very reliable man, is 

acting as a mediator between the UFO’s and the company – but NOBODY from the company is saying anything 

and therefore I ask out loud so all can hear “Where is Peter, why does he not say anything” and this leads Peter to 

come to my table together with 5-6 men from the Government and I ask them who they are, which they refuse to 

tell me but I understand that they are from the same “company” as the people on the stairs – and I see videos of 

people from USA who smiles to the camera and the people looks like ORDINARY PEOPLE but they are infact 

Extraterrestrials. 

• I see a very strong and muscular black man, he is going to sing in a song competition on television and he is nerv-

ous. Before starting to sing, the show says that his mother will say a few words, but before she gets a chance to 

say anything, the music starts and I see the mother very committed acting very strong and singing the way that 

she wants her son to sing. 
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And NOW LISTENING AGAIN TO JOAN OF ARC by OMD and YOU SHOULD ACTUALLY BE VERY CLOSE ON MY TOP 10 

and yes perhaps I have put you too low on my top 100 list because THIS IS SOME OF MY ABSOLUTE FAVOURITE MUSIC 

TOO and I downloaded the messages DVD from the Internet, extracted the ISO file and extracted the audio into flac 

quality from the VOB-files after changing the sample rate from 48,000 khz to 44,100 khz, and I added the bonus tracks 

from the 2002 UK best of CD and burned two CD’s from the flac files where I had NORMALISED THE VOLUMES OF THE 

TRACKS TO to get the same output level and yes IT SOUNDS EASY DOESN’T IT and IT IS EASY – if you know how to do it 

and how many people know how to do this and probably not that many – and just thinking that OMD have now re-

united as Spandau Ballet, Ultravox and earlier Police and Yazoo and SOME OF MY FAVOURITTE BANDS FROM APPROX. 

1980 now have and THANK YOU FOR THAT INSPIRATION and FOR RECEIVING IT AND FOLLOWING IT and LIKE THAT 

VERY MUCH ☺. But after listening to the new OMD CD’s, my ears tell me that it is impossible that the sound quality 

from the DVD should be the “announced” “LPCM 48 khz, 16 bit, 2Ch” because it sounds more to me like MP3 quality! 

My friends I TRUST MY EARS MORE THAN THIS INFORMATION WHICH IS GENERATED BY THE SOFTWARE PROGRAM 

DVD AUDIO EXTRACTOR 4.5.5. – YOU COULD HAVE DONE SO MUCH BETTER BY GIVING THIS DVD A BETTER SOUND! 

 

And just an old story – one of those I had decided not to bring, but which comes here anyway – because either it is 

God or the Devil claiming 1-2 weeks ago that the reason why John “suddenly” has become OLD is because he has not 

listened to and understood me – but chosen the road of the Devil by listening to Sanna - and DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING 

YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD MY FATHER and ONLY THIS: THANK YOU MY FRIEND and DURAN DURAN and HEARD THAT 

YESTERDAY and the latest 2 CD greatest hits and I KNOW I HAVE A LOT OF FAVOURITE MUSIC and ALMOST NOTHING 

IS BETTER THAN WHAT YOU DO and that is MUCH OF THE TIME and SOMETIME S NOT MY CUP OF TEA but you know I 

HAVE FOLLOWED YOU CONSISTENTLY and SOME OF YOUR smaller hits are among my favourites including Serious and 

All she wants is and yes “nobody does it better”and that is within this special genre – and the quality my friends it and 

yes SUPER DUPER ☺. A strange answer but this is how he is / I am! 

 

Receiving less cash help because of an error?  

Today I was looking for the letter from the Commune including the specification of my cash help for January because it 

has not arrived yet and therefore I checked my account on the netbank of Jyske Bank and yes I had received the cash 

help but I have only received a net amount of DKK 6,624 DKK, which MUST be a mistake because my new tax state-

ment for 2010 gives me a FREE TAX CARD, where I am not to pay taxes for the first income of up to DKK 48,023 and 

income above this amount will be taxed with 36%, so to me it looks like the Commune by a mistake has withdrawn 

36% instead of 0% and this is just leaving me with sadness because the team in Kenya could really use this money – 

but because of a mistake I will not send money to Kenya now even though I have also now before time received the 

rent support of DKK 1.239 giving me a balance on my account of DKK 3,840 after the rent of DKK 4,023,83 has been 

paid, and I need approx. DKK 1,500 myself and I have bills of approx. DKK 1,000, which is a total of DKK 2,500 and the 

difference is DKK 1,340 which I maybe could send to the team today if there is an agent open today, but I could also 

increase this amount by approx. 3,500 DKK if I am right about the error made by the Commune, so therefore I have 

now put on my action plan that I will visit the Commune on Monday, which is the first day I can do this.  

 

And my real thought behind this is that I have very big difficulties even imagining that God will continue playing the 

game after I have finished reading Søren’s book and this is where I put my faith and IT IS STRONG and if this is the 

case, the first thing on my agenda will be to liberate my dear team members from their sufferings – and therefore the 

above calculation has only theoretical importance, I hope! 

 

A fantastic positive message from John 

THANK YOU JOHN AGAIN for being THE MOST POLITE GENTLEMAN I KNOW and FOR YOUR VERY NICE AND BEAUTIFUL 

WORDS, which I truly appreciate very much. And my feeling is that I can only thank you for being so supportive that 

you have been willing to sacrifice almost everything and NOT MANY PEOPLE WILL HAVE THE SAME COURAGE and 

FAITH as you John and your colleagues because this is the most wonderful thing – and two meaning because it is also 

a song by Kid Creole and the Coconuts and they are my music symbol of a caribean island and yes THIS IS MY HOME – 

and THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE JOHN because this is truly what it is about NEVER TO LOSE YOUR PATIENCE even 

though the situation here is also extreme. AND IF IT WAS NOT FOR YOUR SUPPORT and here I mean you John, Me-

shack and David, I would not have been able to continue writing this book the last 2-3 months – this is where you have 

contributed to help me get to the other side and God what did you say and OK I will bring it here IT WAS THE COOKIE 

FACTORY and yes IN HELSINGØR just opposite the Commercial School and yes two meanings and one is “Danish cook-
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ies” and yes A SYMBOL OF LOVE FROM GOD TO YOU JOHN and the team FOR SUPPORTING ME THROUGH YOUR OWN 

TIME OF DIFFICULTIES and the other meaning is LACK OF IT and VIVIAN and yes connected to the story from yesterday 

and “SHE LOVES YOU” and SHE HATES YOU at the same time as other people on Earth too because this is what I dem-

onstrate to the world – exactly right THE POWER OF PEOPLE’S OWN THOUGTHS and CONNECT THIS BOOK with the 

BOOK OF SØREN and you will see many similarities of the power of people’s thoughts and YOU ARE YOUR THOUGHTS 

but NO, WRONG THIS IS because the phrase is YOU ARE WHAT YOU DECIDE YOU WILL BE and YOU ARE THE MASTER 

OF YOUR THOUGHTS because as you know Stig THOUGHTS ARE ACTUALLY SPIRITUAL and ONLY GUIDING YOU WITH 

DIFFERENT OPTIONS and YOU WILL TEACH YOUR THOUGHTS HOW TO BEHAVE BASED ON YOUR STRENGTH, CHARAC-

TER AND BEHAVIOUR and IT IS REALLY AS SIMPLE AS THIS – but STILL I RECOMMEND PEOPLE TO READ THE BOOK OF 

SØREN TOO – and JUST ANOTHER DISGRESSION we know Stig and I HAVE NOT HAD ANY SPIRITUALLY MADE BAD 

STOMACH SINCE COMING HOME FROM KENYA I BELIEVE and this is the first time for years that it is like this and WHO 

WOULD BELIEVE IN THE STORY OF A BAD STOMACH AS A SYMBOL OF LACK OF LOVE AND INFIDELITY if I tell it to peo-

ple here and yes NO ONE but it is the truth my friends ☺. 

 

And here is the FANTASTIC email by John – thank you with my heart:  

 

Hallo Stig, 

 

As we close the year 2009, i must take this opportunity to thank God for every good thing he has done to us all. Sec-

ondly i should also thank you for being a very close and a generous  freind. You have demonstrated to the world that 

you are an extra ordinary human being and that is the fact. Your actions are unique and your faith is amazing. I have 

learned a lot from you Stig and my perspective towards life has changed due to your influence. Please accept my ap-

preciations and remember that i have total confidence in you. I know you have resolutions for next year, my prayer is 

that you will be able to achieve your goals comprehensively. 

 

Again thank you very much for everything that you did to me and the team in 2009. 

 

Looking forward to strenthening our relationship. 

 

John 

 

Receiving New Years greetings from Søren in Australia 

Yes, there are many by the name of Søren in this book and now it is my old class mate Søren, who also lives in Austra-

lia today and WE KNOW THAT THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT HIM and yes A SERVANT OF GOD and he wrote 

short, but nicely AND VERY SURPRISINGLY greetings of new year as a chat message to me via Facebook and I returned 

a short email thinking that Søren will probably be in a rush like everybody else making me sad in forehand because IF I 

DID NOT HAVE THIS KNOWLEDGE I WOULD START BY SENDING A MUCH LONGER EMAIL including memories from our 

past and asking many questions and telling him about my life, but BECAUSE OF HOW LIFE IS I HAVE HAD TO ADJUST 

TO YOU MY PEOPLE UNTIL NOW but NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL OF YOU TO ADJUST TO ME so to say TO HELP YOU GET 

A BETTER AND MORE MEANINGFULL LIFE – and thinking if Søren will do like everyone else, answering my email with a 

short message or if he will surprise me. 

 

MESHACK: THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN THE BEAUTY OF THEIR DREAMS 
And HI THERE yourself Meshack and I LIKED THAT SO MUCH because when you say “hi there” for me it can only mean 

one thing and that is a song by Peter Gabriel called BIG TIME which starts like this: 

 

“Hi there, I'm on my way, I'm making it, I've got to make it show, yeah, So much larger than life, I'm going to watch it 

growing” and I am thinking that we are on our way, “God is larger than life” and also that the attitude of this song can 

perceive people in a wrong way, the same as my attitude in my life so far and in this book can – can IT REALLY BE GOD 

HIDING INSIDE OF ME and yes my friends  and YES MY FRIENDS you can say the same thing using different words and 

attitudes and this is how I have decided to bring myself into life. 
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And I sence that TIME HAS BEEN VERY LONG FOR Meshack too and SORRY ABOUT THAT Meshack and despite of this, 

you are still supporting and showing your faith. Thank you and the best wishes of a HAPPY AND JOYFUL NEW YEAR 

FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY and FOR ALL TEAM MEMBERS and FOR ALL OF YOUR FAMILY MEMBERS. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi there it is my sincere hope that you are okay and the same is with my family here. 

 

Your scripts have been well received here by me and i can only tell you that they have become wholly part and parcel of 

me and  day cant go without yearning to read them. 

 

Have followed the developments there and to the best of my knowledge, we are soon going to realise our future 

dreams and they will come to reality and this is my strong believe. 

 

We are soon going to start meeting when the holiday is over with the rest of the team and we shall look at the current 

events about the two memos and keep you updated. 

 

Wish you all the best as we usher the new year hoping and trusting that our suffering was not in vain and God had a 

purpose for us to suffer and the triampunt entry to Jerusalem is not far from today. 

 

         Wish you all the best of the new year and hi to all. 

 

                         Meshack 

 

Doing the second edit since 24th December 

So this is what I did – according to my action plan and at the same time I improved the quality on some chapters and I 

used a total of six hours including writing the script of today so far and WILL I NOW TAKE A NAP OR RUN OUTSIDE 

WHERE IT IS VERY COLD and I CAN DO BOTH AND IT WILL HAVE NO CONSEQUENCES IF I DO ONE OR THE OTHER and I 

AM SO TIRED TODAY SO THE NAP IS VERY VERY TEMPTING, on the other hand I know that I will feel better after a run 

EVEN THOUGH IT WILL PROBABLY MAKE ME VERY TIRED THIS EVENING and again I WILL FEEL MORE FRESH TOMOR-

ROW by not sleeping so these are the arguments. 

 

And I decided to run – and I could as easily have decided to take a nap, the easy solution you know – and this time the 

Devil was WITH me all the way making my run very difficult as usual and therefore I only ran approx. 2.5 km’s but I 

COULD HAVE RUN 4 KILOMETRES which became my goal when I started but 2.5 km’s was MUCH MORE than what I 

thought was possible today and yes I COULD HAVE STRETCHED EVEN MORE and yes COULD I HAVE STRETCHED EVEN 

MORE WHEN DOING THIS BOOK and yes I COULD but probably not without FALLING INTO THE GREAT WATER and yes 

INSTEAD I AM TAKING YOU TO THE GREAT POT OF TOMATO SOUP INCLUDING THE DEVIL and yes TO MAKE YOU MY-

SELF ☺. 

 

I am still eating mother! 

Already the 2nd Christmas Day my mother was very concerned about me because I have said some times that I have no 

money to buy presents for hosts and this has probably for my mother meant that I don’t have any food too because 

the day after the Christmas lunch I understood from her that she was concerned and again today when she called with 

her new year greetings she was concerned if I had anything to eat now Kirsten does not offer me dinner and yes 

mother you can just ask in stead of guessing because I have the freezer full and that is almost still and yes my friends 

this is the situation when I now listen to the latest download and yes PRIDE – IN THE NAME OF LOVE and yes A TRULY 

REMARKABLE SONG and U2 I am still with you today BUT EVEN MORE IN THE EIGHTIES and yes the beginning of the 

nineties and yes thank you for the latest remaster in the series and yes fantastic and yes ALL ALBUMS FROM THE BE-

GINNING UP UNTIL ZOOROPA and yes ARE MORE OR LESS MASTERPIECES IN MY MIND and yes SINCE THEN SOME OF 

YOUR SONGS ARE VERY GOOD but the albums are not the same for me anymore – and yes Paul SMILING YOU ARE 

HERE WHEN READING THIS and yes my old friend YOU WILL PROBABLY STILL DISAGREE WITH ME WHEN READING 

THIS ☺. 
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And the Devil has both been stronger and weaker today and only tormented me little but made my CD-player more 

unreliable today and MY OLD ORIGINAL CD’S WHICH I HAVE PAID A LOT OF MONEY FOR WILL NOT PLAY – it is only the 

FREE CD’S DOWNLOADED FROM THE NET THAT I CAN PLAY and the Espresso machine is not working too and finally I 

wanted to boil some milk and ON INSPIRATION I used the water boiler which actually made it smell very bad and NOW 

IT DOES NOT WORK ANYMORE and yes THE LAST TRICK I HOPE FROM THE DEVIL IN DISGUISE because WE ARE NOT 

THE DEVIL and yes FROM 2012 ANYMORE and THAT WILL BE THE DAY OF OUR LIVES ☺. 

 

And before going to Kirsten tonight “the Devil” – because I could just write THE RELUCTANT MEMBERS OF THE COUN-

CIL – said to me that He has now started to test jump from the boat and yes IT DOESN’T REALLY HURT and yes TO GET 

BACK TO MY OLD PLACE and yes WITHOUT INTERRUPTING and yes DISTURBING YOU and THIS IS WHAT WE ARE ALL 

LOOKING FORWARD TO and yes I AM NOT THE ONLY ONE WHO IS GOING TO GET THE MASK REMOVED FROM MY 

FACE as the Council shows me. 

 

New Years Evening with Kirsten 

Kirsten asked me to come at 20.30 this evening after she and her friends Patricia and Bjarne had had their five meal 

dinner – and I thought that it was a little bit strange not to be present from the beginning of the evening and to take 

part of the dinner, but I had very good quality cheese, dessert and red wine and that was fine. 

 

We had a nice evening and Victoria, Kirsten’s daughter, and Vanessa, the daughter of her friends were also there, and 

we had good conversation about the friends and their lives and plans, my experiences in Kenya etc., Kirsten’s mother 

and Michael Jackson – because Michael was on Danish TV2 after midnight - and when I spoke about Kenya being more 

open and guest free than Denmark I noticed a strong reaction from Bjarne, who did not agree with me because there 

are also many people helping people in Denmark – and that is right and I appreciate that very much – but I was sad to 

see that I needed to argue in order for him to understand because this is just a sign of people not being willing to ad-

mit that there are something which they themselves or the “culture” they belong to can do better, so earlier in the 

evening we had talked about French people showing their feelings and passions much more visibly than in Denmark 

giving them a better life and we talked about how “guest free” my friends were in Denmark when I had no place to 

live compared to Kenyan’s who are willing to share the last they have with strangers on the street (many more than in 

Denmark but NOT all ….) and I believe this made Bjarne accept my argument and what I did not tell him is that there 

are many people who are a lot more open and “fragile” in Kenya than in Denmark – the way God has created people, 

without a façade – which I most notable see in John and Meshack and I have seen NOBODY being this honest and 

open as they are EVER before and it is especially noticeable when you really read the words of their emails because 

you look directly into their souls. 

 

And Kirsten started speaking about her mother and she asked Patricia to help her make me understand just how awful 

her mother is because I have not understood it as she said, and the truth here is as simple as this: KIRSTEN I HAVE 

UNDERSTOOD YOU AND YOUR ARGUMENTS, BUT YOU HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD ME because your feelings are deceiv-

ing you, you want acknowledgements and CANNOT GET ENOUGH OF THEM BECAUSE OF YOUR OWN WEAKNESS and I 

said that I did actually understand and that I would prefer AS WITH ALL PEOPLE to have the other party joining the dis-

cussion, which Patricia said that she appreciated, and afterwards I heard them speaking negatively  about her mother, 

her motives and “problems” and some of what you said may be right and some may be wrong but I CANNOT TAKE 

PART IN A DISCUSSION LIKE THIS where the motive is to make yourself feel better by critizising other people who are 

not present and I noticed that Patricia apparently knew all about Kirstens mother because she had answers of why her 

mother is doing this or that – and just maybe Patricia if you spoke to Kirstens mother about Kirsten, you would take 

the side of Kirstens mother because YOU ARE NOT OBJECTIVE AND NEUTRAL and because YOU REALLY DON’T KNOW! 

 

And I saw the same when we started speaking about Michael Jackson where it was especially Kirsten, who did not be-

lieve that Michael was suffering from a skin desease and WHAT I SAW HERE IS JUST THIS: PEOPLE ARE MAKING UP 

THEIR OWN STORIES, WHICH THEY THEN BELIEVE IN and BJARNE THIS WAS WHAT I TOLD YOU DURING “DINNER” 

WHICH YOU HAD VERY BIG DIFFICULTIES IN UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEING with me in when we spoke about the 

differences between Patricias parents and you and Patricia and ALL OF YOU THIS EVENING DID EXACTLY THIS - MAK-

ING UP STORIES IN YOUR OWN MIND - WITHOUT REALLY UNDERTSTANDING AND I ALSO TOLD YOU that it is not “eve-

rybody else” having this fault IT IS YOU AND ME – IT IS EVERYONE including you Bjarne WITHOUT YOU HAVING THE 

ABILITY TODAY TO UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS YOU I TALK ABOUT because you thought you knew the answer of the 
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money issue between Kirsten and her mother Inge because just maybe it is true that Inge does not want to lend 

Kirsten money when Kirsten recently has bought for DKK 30,000 of jewelry (!), but we really don’t know what she feels 

like without Inge being present telling it and of course WITHOUT LYING which many people do – as we also talked 

about - and I was just sad about this discussion which was really very negative in fact because people come on bad 

terms with each other because of superficial things and because of greed and bad behaviour. 

 

And finally I spoke about two of my favourite stories, which I don’t believe is included in this book and which I cannot 

remember if they are included in the old book, but it is about COMMITMENT and QUALITY and HUMBLENESS and 

when you visit a hardworking wine farmer making very good quality wine, he does not have to praise himself, because 

his wine will tell you that he makes quality and this is THE TRUE ME TOO because people WHO KNOW ABOUT WINE 

can taste the quality of the wine and they will know when a wine farmer has done something extraordinary and I am 

also thinking about people who don’t know about wine, that they cannot taste the quality of fine wine and seen in a 

broader perspective I have noticed that people who don’t know about quality in general and don’t know how to de-

liver it themselves find it difficult to separate different levels of quality in other terms of life and this is also why I have 

written in this book that many people will probably not notice the difference between my best work and average work 

– and if I could produce my work in a bottle of wine, I did (probably) not have to tell people that I work on a high level 

but when people don’t want to discover and taste MY WINE themselves they will not know, and this is the simple rea-

son why I have DECIDED TO TELL THE WORLD ABOUT MY COMPETENCES MYSELF probably getting a lot of resistance 

from people because of what they may believe is “this attitude of mine”, which they cannot approve of (!) – but where 

the problem is that people should have discovered this themselves. 

 

And finally I said to Patricia that most people working in toy stores don’t really care about the customers they service 

and when you rarely finds a very committed employee – often working in a special store or maybe a self-employed – 

who really knows how to ask the right questions, to cover the need of the customer and really shows her interest in 

you and knows what she talks about, then you will feel a very big difference – AND THIS IS TRULY WHAT MAKES THE 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VERY BAD AND VERY GOOD EXPERIENCES and I am also thinking about the employees at Hifi-

klubben in Denmark compared to all other radio/tv stores – at least in the eighties and nineties and maybe still today 

(?) – giving you the same impression of QUALITY SERVICE and NO I DID NOT LIKE THAT HIFI-KLUBBEN WENT MAIN-

STREAM and gave up their uniqueness (which probably did not sell as well?) because for me it is the same as deliver-

ing a poorer quality and probably also a poorer service! 

 

After midnight Victoria became inspired to ask me if I wanted to play a game and Kirsten said that it was too late – and 

it was of course a message from the Council to finalise what I have started which will be the same as no new games. 
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Friday 1st January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, the church service at Lyngby Church, taking a nap, reading Søren’s book and doing meditation. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I slept from 02.00 to 09.00 this morning, I was tired when I went to bed and I was tired when I wake up. 

 

Some dreams: 

 

• I woke up and heard the theme from Cheers – the television soap show – and I am told that this will be the last 

cheers for me. 

• I see Michael Laudrup dribble with a football indoors and I see that he does not drink good quality coffee and I tell 

him that he cannot pass me with the ball because of the poor quality of coffee he is drinking, and therefore I pick 

the ball from him and see my self score every single time. 

• At the Danish national football stadium I see Brian Laudrup drinking Cappuccino and I say to him that he should 

be able to drink a Cappuccino without being disturbed, but he is not. I come to the pedestrian street Strøget 

where there is a coffee making competition and I see that the waiters spit in each Cappuccino which they think 

will make the Cappuccinos look more nice and when I discover this I ask them to stop it and I tell them instead of 

making a big pot of Cappuccino, which is alright for Brian and Michael Laudrup, they need to make a fresh cup 

every single time. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

Today it was Karen Marie preaching and I was looking forward to listening to her beautiful words and she read Mat-

thew 6, 5-12 and spoke beautifully about how easy it is for people to notice when other people do something wrong 

according to their own mind and she asked people not to make people do as you yourself want them to do, not to 

judge other people and to be humble. And she spoke beautifully about the meaning of each line of the Lord’s Prayer 

WHICH I LIKED VERY MUCH HEARING and she also spoke about the importance of people not to feel superior to other 

people, not trying to be important in order for themselves to feel good and not to hurt other people. 

 

And I liked to see Leif again - the priest as one of the regulars of the congregation when he is not preaching himself - 

and I have yet to see the other priests do the same here (!) and we spoke briefly about the very beautiful church room 

and paintings (the church is build in the 1100th century) and to me LEIF VERY MUCH LOOKS LIKE A DEVOTED MAN and 

on my way out I thanked Karen Marie for her beautiful words without really getting a reaction from her. 

 

Taking a nap 

Today I was really very tired indeed and I decided to take a nap, which lasted for 2½ hours and where I had the follow-

ing dream: 

 

• I am together with Jack and Fuggi on shift and we talk about buying tickets for the reintroduction of heavy music – 

and I believe we are on the way to Mørdrupskolen when we talk about this. Now we are inside the swingdoor of 

Hørsholm Midtpunkt and we see 1-2 fashion models coming out, I get the impression that they are “worn out”, 

and we look at dinner jackets but we will not buy these but then we look at a vest and we talk about wearing this 

for the coming classics of the spring. 

o Comments on the music: There is heavy music by artists like AC/DC, DAD, Deep Purple and Led Zeppelin as 

examples where I understand the beauty of the music, the guitar playing etc. and there is “black” music, 

which is so terrible that I can only connect it with the Devil. 

 

Reading Søren’s book and doing meditation 

Today I continued reading Søren’s book and when I read it the first time it is both difficult to read and understand be-

cause of some or even many of his formulations and his “universe of formulating himself”, which I need to come into 

and understand and the first impression is both that it is interesting and detailed and the details can be a danger 

which may lead to the conclusion that it is too complex and too borring to understand but WHEN YOU HAVE A WILL, 

THERE IS ALWAYS A ROAD and I know that this is truly the first time I have sat down and read a book like this, so all I 
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can say is that it is sometimes the same feeling as I got when I read the occupation plan from Hillerød Commune the 

first time – it was difficult to read and understand – but in Søren’s book I am helped by a very good index and struc-

ture of the book which I TRULY LOVE and I know that I will get an understanding from the first reading of it, but that it 

is a book I need to read several times in order to better and one day fully understand it, what it says, its techniques 

and its excercises – the same way as my understanding of the occupation plan of the Commune improved for every 

time reading it. It is a book which I cannot understand 100% in a few days. 

 

And today I decided that I would also meditate listening to music which I have not done regularly since my weekly 

meditation meetings with Lotus, Lis and Kirsten, which stopped in 2007 I believe – and THIS IS THE REASON WHY I 

GAVE YOU ENYA TO DOWNLOAD because ENYA WAS NOT MEANT AS A GIFT TO MY FAMILY HERE AND NOW but AS A 

GIFT TO PEOPLE ON EARTH FOR YOU TO SIT DOWN, RELAX, TO GET INTO THE CALM OF THE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC AND 

HER VOICE and TO FIND YOURSELF, TO GET RID OF ANNOYING THOUGHTS, TO BE AND BECOME GOOD AND STRONG 

and I CAN ONLY ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO THIS REGULARLY FOR EXAMPLE LISTENING TO THE MUSIC OF ENYA WHICH 

WILL LIFT YOU UP – and I succeeded burning Enya on a CD without distortion because it is now for me and not a gift! - 

because this is the feeling that I still get when I do it myself and I am a special case here because I am ME when I do 

this, I feel myself, my body, my conscience inside my body, on the surface of my body and outside my body – and I am 

totally calm and relaxed and at the same time I receive spiritual communication and this is truly possible but all I can 

say is that YOUR BREATH IS ALSO OF IMPORTANCE and I have not yet read the advices of breathing techniques from 

Sørens book yet but I do still remember the course of Art of Living I went to a few years ago – on inspiration from 

Karen! – and the technique I was taught there and THIS IS SOMETHING WHICH I USE AUTOMATICALLY often in my life, 

and for me it is also about breathing very deep, slowly and to “lift” up the breath high in the chest and to keep the 

chest lifted for a longer period during the meditation – but not all the time – this gives me the closest contact to the 

divine, to God – and as mentioned this is only based on my meditation of 1 hour today and you will find out what 

works for you, but please let me say that if you feel you have time to watch television maybe 2-3-4 hours per day, you 

will also be able to find time to do meditation, which will benefit your mental self and your relations with people. 

 

During my meditation I was remembered of beautiful dreams I have had for years about London as a symbol – which I 

had forgot about, and this is one of many déjà vues I get – and the Council said to me today that I HAVE BEEN 

AUTHORISED TO LIFT YOU UP – TO START YOUR EDUCATION eeehhh AND THIS IS BECAUSE THE DEVIL IS STILL HERE 

interfering with the words of the Pope and to say it differently the Devil showed me some of his symbols while I was 

meditating BUT I AM NOW PLACED IN THE HELICOPTER WHICH WILL GRADUALLY LIFT ME AWAY FROM THE SUBMA-

RINE to take one of the symbols I was shown and I don’t know how long it will take but we will have to see and I re-

member that the Council told me that they would have been sad if I did not succeed coming to this stage when they 

have received this authorisation by God. And a little bit later I was shown the film director Ole Bornedal and told that 

the director – here meaning God - is not here and that there needs to be a director. 
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Saturday 2nd January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, transferral of money to Kenya and continue reading the book of Søren and some thoughts. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday I thought that I would have big difficulties falling asleep after I had had the long nap during the afternoon – 

as God and you the Council have done to me now for years - but I was still so tired that I fell asleep without any prob-

lems and woke up at 7.30 but decided to sleep until 9.00 because I am tired – and still this morning I am not fresh. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• There is an environmental conference abroad, which does not lead to much, and at the same time a group of ex-

perts including myself sit together and achieve agreement on an environmental report. I am now with this group 

of very skilled people in Copenhagen on a ship which lies in one of the beautiful channels. We now have a meet-

ing with the Danish chairman – who sometimes look like Bo from Dahlberg and sometimes like Peter from Acta – 

and the group is furious with the chairman because he was not present at the conference and he had to sign off 

the report before it was published, but because the chairman never looked at the report it was not signed off and 

it was therefore never published and the group now demands the resignation of the chairman, who sits down and 

now starts talking in a charming way. Two women are speaking to the chairman at the same time from each side 

making it difficult for the chairman to listen and understand.  

• I visit Peter from Acta at his office and he and a colleague don’t know that Simen has stopped working. I see “sexy 

girls” on his computer screen, which he has tried to hide, I see a bed in a room of the company and I see a news-

paper article, where an accountant warns people against Acta because they give wrong professional advices – 

they simply don’t know what they talk about. I see that Peter is now working in detail with his assignments, which 

I like to see, and it seems like he would like to include me in some of the projects, but I get the understanding that 

he will do them himself instead. I am told that Peter is now enrolled as a member in my football club. 

• At the stairs outside the office there is a lift and I can fly up and down the hall without using the lift – as I also did 

in another hall before coming to the hall of Acta – and I can just hover and glide through the air which gives me a 

very good feeling. I fly outside and I see a restaurant with nice breakfast and I also see very nice chocolate ice 

cream cones but I decide that they are not mine so I will not take one but to my surprise I eat one immediately 

thereafter. 

• I am sitting on a canoe together with an older black man and there is a salesman, who wants to sell me a small 

crocodile, but I smile at him, take the crocodile and put it in the water and the salesman jumps after it. 

• I hear the words “no more I love you’s, the language is leaving me in silence” from the song by Annie Lennox. 

• I hear the words “if you want to stay with me at your LIBERTY” by Duran Duran – and LIBERTY is what one of my 

goals is together with NORMAL LIFE. And later in the day I heard another song with the theme “FREEDOM” 

• I am taking the bus to work at Frederiksgade and I stand off at Nørrevold. I have my sportsbag with me but I have 

forgotten my running shoes which annoys me. I meet Fuggi who enters into a shop on the street and I almost for-

get my sportsbag standing on the street, but I think of it and remember it. 

 

Transferral of money to Kenya 

Today I decided to transfer DKK 2,300 to Kenya, herof a fee of 210 DKK (!) – because I thought that they would need 

the money now instead of waiting on the Commune and if I will have to send two portions again this month it will 

(still) be more expensive in fees than sending only one portion which I was planning on - leaving DKK 1,500 for me – 

and I am not sure if I will get the tax paid of my cash help returned from the Commune and I have decided to send this 

money today to Kenya without knowing if I can pay my bills of approx. DKK 1,000 this month, but I thought it was 

more important to send what I can to Kenya. 

 

And shortly after I sent David a text message, I received the following email from him – which was VERY NICE of him to 

do, thank you ☺ (should have been a heart). I look forward to hearing from you, David, on Monday, about how you 

are doing, your life, your girlfriend etc., if you have seen Jenipher, the result of your exams etc. – and I would be happy 
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if the other team members will also tell me about what they do, what happens in life, and OBJECTIVELY about their 

difficulties – it is not “forbidden” to talk about HOW you suffer, but please do it OBJECTIVELY. 

 

Dear Stig, 

Am happy to write to you in 2010. My year started well and I thank the Lord for it. Thanks for your timely support for 

the team. I shall cash it on Monday morning and shall update you in a longer mail. Thank you so much. Happy 2010. 

David 

 

And I also did some shopping of food today – when you cut away almost everything “nice”, which you can have in a 

society like Denmark and when you almost only buy the cheapest you can find, you can live fine on a small budget. I 

have really not missed anything really and now after having eaten the chocolate etc. from the Christmas gifts (I AM 

EXTREMELY HAPPY ABOUT CHOCOLATE, CAKES ETC. as a “gift” from God) I just have to decide that this is “game over” 

– and two meanings again – because the pope said to me this morning that now it is only him and me and I can only 

continue what I started – a life which is not worth living and without the “joy” because of the extreme temptations 

from the Devil, which still includes smoking (!) – and THEN WE WILL HAVE TO SEE WHEN HE BELIEVES IT IS A GOOD 

IDEA FOR ME TO MOVE ON. 

 

Continue reading the book of Søren and some thoughts 

I have A LOT OF THOUGHTS when I read the book of Søren and first of all – YOGA and the philosophy of it is a new 

subject to me, which I have actually never had a natural (!) interest in and therefore it requires A VERY BIG OPENNESS 

OF ME when I start reading a book which is difficult to read and which goes into detail and it is only with this OPEN-

NESS, WILL POWER and FOCUS ON BEING POSITIVE which makes me come through BECAUSE YOU CAN DECIDE IF YOU 

WANT TO BE NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE and if I had decided to be negative, it would be much more difficult for me to 

read this book – and these advices are given to people reading MY book, “this one” - if you DECIDE to be positive it will 

be easier for you – and what you have read much about in this book is on ATTITUDE, DISCIPLINE and WILL POWER and 

this is WHAT SØREN’S BOOK OF YOGA, THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND IT will help you to IMPROVE, IT WILL MAKE YOU UN-

DERSTAND how energy flows inside of your body, how you will get in a state of balance, satisfaction and happiness – 

to reach yourself and your own spirit – by BEING THE MASTER ON EARTH AS YOU ARE IN HEAVEN and that is for you 

to CONTROL YOURSELF and to PROTECT YOURSELF against TEMPTATIONS, SELFISHNESS and NEGATIVE THOUGHTS  

and to BEHAVE NICELY TO OTHERS and I think of SELF CONTROL and BEING STRONG as some of the key words here – 

DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT TO DO AND DO WHAT YOU DECIDE TO DO. 

 

Some of the tests which I go through when reading this book – which would normally be extreme, but which is just a 

part of my everyday – is to balance between believing and not believing in the theories that this book writes about 

and my foundation is that I know more or less NOTHING about the subject and I get the same temptation as many 

people with thoughts coming to me saying that “this is probably not right”, “this does not sound right” and “this is far 

out” but instead of being weak and following these negative thoughts I have decided to say that THIS IS PROBABLY 

RIGHT – also because I KNOW THAT MILLIONS OF PEOPLE THROUGH TIME HAVE FOLLOWED THESE PRINCIPLES JUST 

MAY KNOW MORE ABOUT THE SUBJECT THAN ME (today)- and I am thinking that in reality God has probably made it 

a lot more complicated than what Søren writes and I I HAVE DECIDED TO HAVE THIS ATTITUDE – to believe instead of 

not believe as my rule of foundation – and because I have already before learned about the chakras, which is one of 

many “theories” included in Søren’s book, from clairvoyants, because this is used as a foundation when clairvoyants 

“open” and “close” their contact to the spiritual world and there may be some clairvoyants out there remembering 

that I have never been able to “open” or “close” – my inner chakras are open all of the time (!) – and furthermore 

when I read from the book about the importance of being in balance and controlling your thoughts which is normally 

quite easy for me, at the same time I receive DIRECT speech -  as I normally do – from the Pope at the moment trying 

to make me think of everything else and as often before about things happened in my past which he think can distract 

me and this actually requires the deepest concentration of all to pass and to still read and understand (!) the book at 

the same time and I just smiled when he continued distracting me when I was reading about the balance and this is 

ofcourse done as part of the school which I thought I was finished with my dear friend Johannes Paul? And yes my 

dear friend and yes I HAVE THE DEVIL BEHIND ME TOO and HE IS NOT NICE TO ME and yes I WILL LIKE TO SAY THAT I 

AM AUTHORISED TO HELP YOU and if you don’t help me I AM AUTHORISED STILL TO MAKE YOUR MOTHER AND YOU 

BE TOGETHER and yes we know CENSURED AS NORMAL because not ONCE in this book you have mentioned the ugly 

details of what I have told you or not even come close BECAUSE THIS IS MY DECISION (now ME talking – sometimes it 
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shifts in the middle of a sentence you know and hereafter again the Pope) and AS YOU CAN TELL THIS IS WHAT IT IS 

ABOUT AND SCHOOL IS OUT AND SCHOOL IS NOT OUT and that is now up to you to decide BECAUSE WHEN YOU CON-

TINUE WHAT YOU HAVE STARTED MY JOB IS TO TAKE YOU OUT OF THAT SCHOOL and YES OFF THE TRAIN the Devil 

says not quite understanding and WE KNOW WE COULD CONTINUE FOR A VERY LONG TIME TALKING LIKE THIS as we 

did in the first book WHICH IS ALSO WHAT ALL PEOPLE NEED TO READ and I CAN TELL YOU ONE THING – IT IS NOT GO-

ING TO BECOME EASY but please notice that the first book does not have as many pages as this book! 

 

And I am following EXACTLY the plan I made the other day of how much I could read of Søren’s book WITHOUT USING 

THE WHOLE DAY (!) – I see a little bit of TV still, a little bit of news and documentaries - and now I see that there are 

some exercises included in the last half part of the book, which may have as consequence that it will take longer to 

finish reading the book, which is ONE OF THOSE THINGS I DID NOT EXPECT, so this I will know later today or tomor-

row.  

 

Two hours later: Some parts of Søren’s book is VERY theoretical when you have almost no experience with yoga as I – 

except from the one course with Art of Living which was FANTASTIC ☺ - and after reading about the different exer-

cises, where some of them are IMPOSSIBLE for me to understand today, I have decided that I will not carry out the ex-

ercises of this book alone because I see this as the THEORETICAL and PHILOSOPHICAL book – he is right now writing 

on his follow up book, which is a practical book - and THIS IS VERY GOOD TO HAVE but YOU NEED TO CARRY IT OUT IN 

PRACTISE and for me that will best be done TOGETHER WITH OTHER PEOPLE and a teacher teaching me in the same 

motivating way that the teachers of Art of Living taught me because this is how I will be able to understand this theory 

and THERE MIGHT BE DIFFERENCES between people how they best will be taught and understand and therefore I 

think it is a good idea that you offer variation in education between theory and/or practise but I still believe that you 

should be ACTIVE when you are taught and that you should be as self educating as possible! 
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Sunday 3rd January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, the church service at Lyngby Church, shopping again today, taking a nap instead of reading Søren’s 

book!, Bo from Dahlberg has not used the prospect list for two years! and family dinner with Sanna and Hans. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

One of those NOT VERY GOOD SLEEPS TO BE HONEST WITH YOU and some dreams too – and the dream machine is 

starting to work better than for a long time again: 

 

• Fuggi is going to start his work for me now. I have seen an ad in the newspaper that Electric Light Orchestra WITH 

Jeff Lynne will play a concert in only three weeks from now in Randers and I ask Fuggi if he wants to go to this 

concert in Randers where we need to stay at a hotel and I don’t tell him it is ELO to start with but I say it is “to see 

a band, which was without its front singer from 1986-2001 and now again” and “it is the worlds largest band” and 

Fuggi then guesses it is ELO and he says that he does not want to. 

• I see that Jack and Fuggi have started playing football. I have bought the best football in the world for us to play 

with and Jack is kicking the ball so hard that it flies over the very high fence several times – and I get the ball from 

the path behind the fence, where my bag including my wallet and keys is laying, which I am afraid to lose. On the 

football field I have taken off my suit but I cannot see my bag. I am going to play together with Jack and Fuggi and 

we also need a forth man and I am thinking of Martin from Dahlberg. We will play six games including a game 

against the skilled painters. 

• I am at work at Aon and I see a former member of Electric Light Orchestra working at the office next to me. I call 

him for Richard (another of the members) but it is infact Melvyn Gale, he has white trousers on and on his behind 

is a logo of ELO, and I know that I have a meeting with Jeff Lynne in my calendar in a few weeks from now and I 

would like to offer Melvyn to be a mediator between him and Jeff Lynne in order for him to return playing for the 

band, and I ask him if he is free for two minutes, which he is not and he promises to come back to me, which he 

however does not. I ask my colleague Lennart if he knows about ELO, which he does not and then I start playing a 

video by ELO from the Time album on my computer, however I notice that the sound does not sound right and I 

discover that it is a parody of the original band and I cannot turn off the video again. At the office Jens H. is going 

to have consultance meetings with customers but he has made a mistake by making double bookings of meetings 

all day, which he tells Lars C. who is his manager and Lars asks him to cancel one group of meetings and I think 

that they could have asked me because I could have taken over the one group of meetings, but they did not even 

think about this thought because I am doing another kind of work. I look into Jens M.’s office and notice that he 

has a subscription of Børsen, a very expensive mobile phone and a fine office and I think that it is only because he 

is the manager (!) and I can see that he has a view to the lake from his office window (!).  

o Just yesterday I watched a video by the Orchestra playing the song Calling America and I have ALWAYS been 

sorry to see that original members of ELO for a period of many years did not play together with Jeff Lynne 

and instead they played his songs with new people in a way which does not give the songs credit – my FEEL-

ING is that you should have played together with Jeff and I don’t know who is to blame! 

• I see that the concert of ELO is now coming close because at the company I am working I see that an official sou-

venir salesman has now started selling souvenirs and I go to his sales room and I notice dutch people coming too 

and they are very fond of ELO, and I don’t know what to buy, it seems expensive and I ask if they have online sales 

too, which they have and I get his business card. I come to a hotel where the lift going down closes just in front of 

me and instead I go to the other sider of the hotel where a rich woman is walking by – earlier she had badges of 

ELO on her clothes but now it is only her dog having the badge on it and it smells at the badge 21 times per day. 

• And for the SECOND time in a few days and THE FIRST TIME WRITTEN down I wake up with the words of A SONG 

GIVING ME TREMENDOUS FEELINGS which is “la femme accident” by OMD and the song was “special” to me al-

ready the first time I heard it almost 25 years ago and for years now I have connected the song with Karen. And 

God gave me several words fitting to the song this morning, some are lyrics of the song and some are not, but 

which God made to fit the song and these are some of the “lyrics” I received: “la femme accident, what reason 

could she want”, “a woman full of wants”, “she suffers like some joan of arc”, “I never have to go”, “she never 

cried until today” (about me), “she says there’s just no justice in this world” and “she’s paradise for a day” – and 

my feelings are so strong here that I have almost tears running down my cheek. 
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• The other day when I was “half sleeping” – without writing it down because I first remember it now – I was told 

which day is Judgment Day and I remember November 2012 and I am not sure but I believe it was the 11th No-

vember – I may be wrong about the specific date, but not the month. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

When arriving at church today hearing the church bells ringing I said to the nice lady handing out the psalm books: 

“Det kimer I klokker I dag” and of course a referral to the bells of the church and also because this is the last day of 

Christmas and I always like when people smile as she did. 

 

And today the priest or PASTOR if you will was Jørgen Demant and he spoke about the holy wise men and he read 

Matthew 2, 1-12 and he said that today’s lecture is about wisdom – to find the right balance between adults keeping 

the calm and a general view and the child’s approach of surprise. 

 

And i was smiling when he hereafter mentioned that he the 23rd December read the leading arcticle of Politikken 

about “Obama is bigger than Jesus” because I read the article too and what the priest did not know which I knew - be-

cause you can see his initials at the end of his article which is still on the internet – is that the author is my dear friend 

TØGER SEIDENFADEN and yes my friend HERE YOU ARE AGAIN and Jørgen was very committed speaking about your 

article and he was loyal when he spoke about your arguments of the results of Obama including the new health re-

form, an agreement of disarmament etc. compared with the miracles of Jesus, who were for the few and hereafter 

the people at the church could hear the strong, clear and intelligent voice of Jørgen speaking about this “absurd com-

parison” and he said that “the writer of the leading arcticle” and “the house on Rådhuspladsen” (the main square of 

Copenhagen where the newspaper is located) has an approach using politics and reason without feelings and an atti-

tude that religion is airy and not real – it is science on one hand and warmness and nearness on the other and there-

fore a falsh differentiation of Politikken. 

 

And he continued by saying that the attitude of Obama is based on Sokrates about knowing yourself and Jesus to love 

your neighbor as yourself – the foundation is on Akroplis and Betlehem – and that his words are based on wisdom 

based on religion, beauty, goodness and purity in its cleanest form. And he said that Tøger – without knowing it was 

you – is blind, that he does not have the patent on the truth and that wisdom is not to be based on politics and sci-

ence but on the insight of God through the light and by listening to the words of the new testament – and maybe of 

this book too, Jørgen? 

 

And his conclusion was - which I liked to hear because it was so FREE – two meanings again the other one being free-

dom “just around the corner” which is another favourite of mine ☺ - that the provocative statement of the newspaper 

was a JOKE! 

 

I liked his words very much and they have very different skills the priests of this church AND I LIKE ALL OF THEM VERY 

MUCH and what I see in Jørgen is truly VERY WISE AND INTELLIGENT WORDS and JØRGEN YOU COULD BE SO MUCH 

MORE THAN ONLY SPEAKING TO MAYBE 50 PEOPLE TODAY because my feeling is that 50,000 people at the same time 

could get a dividend by listening to you ☺. 

 

And during his sermon I wrote a note on my phone that “Obama is part of Christ” and on my way out when I met the 

priest – and here you normally only have a few second to talk, not like in Kenya (!) – I said to him that Tøger is the au-

thor and I asked him if he has ever thought about Obama having the energy of Christ – and he had and he agreed – 

and I asked him if he had thought about Obama coming as a forerunner of Christ himself and here I saw a strong reac-

tion from Jørgen smiling and saying NO and I got the feeling that this is unthinkable and impossible in his mind – and 

he is a priest preaching from the Bible (!) - and I asked him to think about it, and Jørgen maybe you will tell people 

someday of your thoughts of Obama and me from this day on, when I put this thought inside of your head? 

 

And in church I also wrote down two other symbols which have been given to me again and again and first of all the 

horn of the unicorn, which I was shown in church which has now been assembled fully on my forehead and the end of 

the horn is sharp – and the other one is the Devil which I have been shown as “almost deaf” where I see and hear that 

you need to SHOUT all you can to him through a big hearing device in order for him to hear and the symbol is also 

from a candid camera show on television – which is the most funny of its kind I have seen – and I cannot remember 
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the name of it but I remember the “comedian” shouting in public into an OVERSIZE mobile phone because he cannot 

hear himself and yes MY DEAR FRIEND THIS IS ALSO A SYMBOL OF THE DEVIL – and you can show that to the world for 

the world to understand: THIS MAN, THIS TELEPHONE, HIS SHOW IS GIVEN TO YOU FOR YOU TO SEE HIM SHOUTING 

TO PEOPLE AND NOT LISTENING HIMSELF – this is you today my dear friends and MANY, MANY OF YOU that is. 

 

Shopping again today 

And WITHOUT keeping accounts BECAUSE I AM IN CONTROL OF MY “THOUGHTS”, which TRY THEIR BEST TO TEMPT 

ME TO BUY things I cannot afford to BY MAKING ME LONG FOR SWEETS, CHOCOLATE etc. when I still send money to 

Kenya, today I decided to do more shopping even though I bought for a budget of approx. one week yesterday and 

today I did approx. the same so in two days I have now used what is approx. the budget of two weeks and why did I do 

that, and only because at the moment there are some very good offers, which will make the month a little bit cheaper 

for me when buying today – and I saw hundreds of people in Føtex today having a “consumer party” here, where the 

supermarket is celebrating its 50 years anniversary and I could easily have had the same because of the WORST 

TEMPTATIONS to buy what I should not buy and at the same time I STILL HAVE THE DESIRE TO LOOK AFTER NICE 

WOMEN but again I JUST HAVE TO KEEP MY PROMISES TO MYSELF and TO LOOK INTO THE GROUND, which is not the 

easiest thing to do WHEN THE DEVIL STILL DOES ALL HE CAN TO TEMPT ME on both and THIS SHOULD HAVE BEEN IM-

POSSIBLE FOR ME TO DO – to go out and shop having what seems like a completely normal day among hun-

dreds/thousands of people at this big shopping centre, but I did it again with the feeling of Neo based on my decisions 

to be strong and to avoid to the Devil – and I was thinking about when people PLAN to do something and when you do 

other things than your plan it is because you are “impulsive” and get ideas and thoughts and yes FROM GOD and ALSO 

FROM THE DEVIL and NEGATIVE THOUGHTS ARE A CHALLENGE IN LIFE – can you control these thoughts or are they 

controlling you because YOU ARE NOT THE THOUGHTS as many people believe, you are THE DECISION and very often 

it is GOOD TO TAKE ANOTHER DECISION THAN WHAT YOUR THOUGHTS SUGGEST, SO you can say ALWAYS THINK 

TWICE ABOUT YOUR NEGATIVE THOUGHTS and decide WHAT IS THE BEST TO DO in a given situation and not what is 

the first negative or “concerned” feeling which comes to you. 

 

And in Føtex I also bought a new water boiler because it was only 50 DKK which is very cheap and THE SYMBOL OF 

THIS IS ONLY that I am now myself replacing my old boiler WHICH IS WHAT THE DEVIL HAS USED TO MAKE MY LIFE A 

LIVING HELL – this is why it has given a “clicking” sound for MANY years – and instead I have now installed a new 

boiler which is my symbol of the Hell I will use on people on earth to teach you WHENEVER I BELIEVE THIS IS RE-

QUIRED. 

 

And when coming home I met the caretaker and he had just bicycled 50 kilometres in the wood – and I did not see 

many Kenyan people exercising, and I hope that more people will find THIS HAPPINESS OF LIFE – and he said to me 

that he will go to a family birthday this afternoon but actually he would rather stay at home to relax and I said to him 

“often you just have to get out of the house and then you will find out that it is very nice” and he agreed and HOW 

MANY OF YOU HAVE HEARD A SENTENCE LIKE THIS and is that most people on Earth? And this only shows what the 

world prioritise today TO RELAX and very often instead of BEING HAPPY TOGETHER WITH OTHER PEOPLE WHICH IS 

WHAT WE ALL LIKE HERE and MY FRIEND STIG I AM NOT ALONE AND I WILL PROMISE YOU ONE THING WHEN IT IS 

YOUR BIRTHDAY I WILL BE COMPLETELY OUT OF HERE and yes I saw the Devil dressed in white as a baby having a dia-

per on him (!) and he was playing an act because behind his façade I could still see him having hiccups and he was 

smelling of alcohol and MY PEOPLE IT IS A VERY BIG RESPONSIBILITY I GIVE YOU TO KEEP ALCOHOL IN THE WORLD – so 

please TAKE GOOD CARE OF IT and if you believe you cannot control it in the future, I give my coming Government the 

authority to ban it and to effectively make sure that no people will drink alcohol and that is IF YOU CANNOT CONTROL 

IT! 

 

Since I received the gift of six bottles of wine from René I have drunk one bottle over three days so I still have five bot-

tles left – and when I visit Sanna and my mother I will normally drink 2-5 glassed during an evening - and I CAN CON-

TROL MY ALCOHOLISM as I was about to say because the Devil never succeeded making an alcoholic out of me, so he 

took my mother instead to show you what not to do! 

 

And the time is now 15.00 and I really thought “I started a joke” – which is also a favourite of mine and also my 

mother, the song you know – this morning, that is God when he made me VERY TIRED again and I had actually decided 

to take a nap this afternoon with the possibility to postpone the finishing of reading the book maybe one day BE-
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CAUSE THIS IS ACCORDING TO THE BASIC RULES and still I am working on the script of today and will probably start 

reading afterwards before I will go to visit Sanna this evening and to go back on work tomorrow – and at the same 

time I am now listening to the new album from Muse again – also downloaded your 2001 album I have (!) – but right 

now I have listened to it again many times in a row and my friends WHAT STARTED IN MAYBE 2003 WHEN SIMON 

SHOWED ME MUSE HAS NOW TAKEN 6-7 YEARS FOR ME TO UNDERSTAND and THIS ALBUM IS NOW ON ITS WAY IN 

TO MY LIST OF FAVOURITE ALBUMS OF ALL TIME and PLEASE LISTEN TO HIS VOICE AS ONE OF MANY “WONDERS” OF 

THIS BAND and I wonder if your 2006 and 2003 albums have the same qualities – I need to listen to them even more 

(!) - and thinking that I need to listen to these albums for a long time to get to know them and thinking of Radiohead 

too and your potential to become my favourite music too, which I never realised because up until now it has been 

“too difficult’ for me to find the patience STARTING to listen seriously to your music because in my mind it is difficult 

to get to know, which sometimes can be a quality of itself! 

 

Taking a nap instead of reading Søren’s book! 

So I started reading Søren’s book but I found out after reading two pages that it was impossible for me to read and 

understand and I could have decided to prolong the pain by trying to read more AS YOU TRIED ONCE AGAIN TO THINK 

I NEEDED TO DO and again is this the Devil or God and I was in no doubt at all because I WILL NOT READ A BOOK IF I 

DON’T UNDERSTAND TO MY BEST ABILITY WHAT IT SAYS and therefore I did what I was warned against doing all af-

ternoon – I took a nap as easy as that AS ONE OF YOU IS SAYING with a smile on an “it could have been wrong” to use 

the song by Muse, but it was right – and the consequences if I was wrong YES YOU ARE RIGHT: The same old night-

mare and MUSE YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL and also SING FOR ABSOLUTON from 2003 IS NOW ON MY ABSOLUTE TOP LIST 

☺. 

 

And finally this afternoon – and this is VERY important ☺: Don’t ever make coffee from pre-grind coffee – grind the 

coffee beans yourself because right now I am drinking coffee from pre-grind coffee and NOT GOOD MY FRIENDS ☺. 

This should ALMOST be a basic rule ☺☺☺. 

 

Bo from Dahlberg has not used the prospect list for two years! 

After a long time without hearing anything from Dahlberg – maybe Niels you do remember that you “were almost 

sure that you had some work for me” and you would come back to me, which you did not (!) – I heard from Bo today 

because Bo could not find the prospect list which I used 14 days to prepare when I was hired in the beginning of 2007 

and he asked me of where I had stored it, and from this I can only say that it is now almost two years ago I did this list 

and market analysis and Bo did not use it when I was employed despite of my many requests and still he has not used 

it and he is the manager of the business division I worked for and I gave him the list in hardcopy as part of a total file 

of what I did for Dahlberg as well as on an USB-disk and it was also stored on the network drive of the company, so 

does this tell a good story about a manager who is responsible for the business and sales?  

 

And Bo is a very nice person who I like very much, but he is not in control of his work and he is not in control in private 

too, because he never replied on one of my emails from Kenya where I gave him news of my trip and asked questions 

about him and Dahlberg, which I am sure was not bad will from his side but apparently Bo it was difficult for you to 

“find the time” and he was not present in Dahlberg when I visisted the office now three months ago and in his email 

today apparently he did not have the time to follow up by reflecting and asking questions because he only sent a 

short, but nice email – but I still like you much Bo and I do hope that you now will be able to find the prospect list after 

my reply to you today and that you will start doing what you should have started doing almost two years ago my 

friend – taken action or given the responsibility from you for example to me! 

 

Family dinner with Sanna and Hans 

Today the new year started with a family dinner visit with Sanna where her whole family was present, and Sanna 

made very good dinner today – in a different style than my mothers – and I do like my mother’s traditional style of 

making dinner, which is better thans Sanna’s, and when Sanna makes a more modern style, I like her food very much 

indeed as she did today, which my mother cannot do (!) – and also because this is Sanna’s way of expression of love to 

her family because today she does not have the verbal ability to do this and sorry about that Sanna – this is truly what 

I believe is the problem YOUR LACK OF GOOD COMMUNICATION AND BEHAVIOUR – and today there were several ex-

amples where you talked down to your family or made laugh of them as you did with Hans because you wanted to 

place a cup of coffee on a map of Hans’ laying on the table and he asked you not to place the coffee there and instead 
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of just accepting his request without problems you made fun of him and his map and Sanna THIS BEHAVIOUR IS TO-

TALLY UNNECESSARY and I could give you more examples BUT I DO BELIEVE THAT YOU WILL GET THE PICTURE and 

that is also for me and thank you my dear Council. 

 

And Sanna and Hans have lend money to Tobias for him to buy his new car – a Peugeot 307 from 2001 – a car, which 

his father has “helped” him choose and I believe a car,which Tobias would not have choosen himself – but which he is 

now happy with I understand - and the insurance is “of course” taken out in Hans’ name even though it is only Tobias 

using the car and I only mentioned to them that if something happens to the car and the insurance company discover 

that Tobias is the prime user of the car, there will be no cover and this made Sanna and Hans tell me clearly as long as 

it is within the same household there is no problem and therefore I had to ask Hans very directly if he understood 

what I said and of course Hans understood what I said – talk about making up your own rules and talk about having an 

insurance system which invites “weak souls” to cheat – and I was also thinking that the family has now made up its 

own rules that it is ok to cheat the insurance company for Tobias as long as he lives at home, but it is not alright to 

cheat the insurance company in the same way for Niklas who is not living at home anymore – because they will not 

take out an insurance in Hans’ name to cover a new car for Niklas - AND JUST MAYBE THIS IS BECAUSE SANNA AND 

HANS DOES NOT APPROVE OF NIKLAS WHO WANTS TO BUY A TOURAG OR A CAYENNE which is “not sensible” accord-

ing to them but when they can choose the “sensible” thing to do for Tobias, then it is alright and I am just thinking if 

they would also help Tobias if he insisted on buying another car, which his parents did not approve of and what will 

happen to the insurance the day when Tobias leaves home AND IS THIS A GOOD STORY OF HOW THIS FAMILY THINKS 

AND ACT and YES MY FRIENDS THIS IS ME and yes THIS IS THE DEVIL IN ACTION and yes also showing you ropes being 

loosened around your body as a symbol too and FOR A LONG TIME WE HAVE DONE THAT TOO ☺. 

 

And we spoke shortly about the Danish-Somalian who attacked the Danish Muhammad-cartoonist Kurt Westergaard 

and I said that his drawing is telling about Muslims committing terror and now the action of a Muslim against the car-

toonist shows exactly what the drawing tells about Muslims - TERROR! And according to Kenyan police the Danish-

Somalian also has a Kenyan connection where he tried to hit Hillary Clinton when she was visiting Kenya supposedly 

for the Al-shabaab group, which after the attack against the cartoonist now say that they approve of the attempt of 

killing the man who “offended our prophet” and this is people BELIEVING that they speak in the word of God when 

they want to kill another man and what I have demonstrated here is how the Devil is working through you IN ORDER 

TO HIT ME because THIS IS WHAT YOUR ACTIONS ARE DOING – when you try to hit ANOTHER PERSON IN THE NAME 

OF GOD, YOU ARE HITTING GOD! 

 

And I felt that Obama was with me FOR THE FIRST TIME FOR A WHILE when speaking of the cartoonist and he helped 

me with the formulation above in line 2-3, and I said to the Council that you still need to make the HARDEST GAME ON 

ME until you KILL THE DEVIL so to speak and the Devil has been here all day and still carrying on we are and I was told 

again – but in a new way – that all of the actions of the Devil against me have been nourished by my own family and 

friends, when they have been talking, thinking and acting “good” or “bad” about me – WHICH IS HOW THE WORLD IS 

WORKING (!) - and I have never given up, so you can say that I have driven my family and friends to put the Devil on 

me when I have tried to make them listen to me but at the same time the name of the game has been to accept this 

pain in order not to have the Devil doing what I have fought against and also to give the family a reasonable doubt in 

what I say just may be the truth, so the calculation is COMPLICATED but these are some of the elements which are in-

cluded and after the visit to Sanna’s family this evening YOU TRIED AGAIN to make me doubt whether or not I had 

made the right decision not to read Søren’s book today AND I WAS IN NO DOUBT AT ALL – but often it is difficult to 

pursue the Devil you know about this, being me you need a lot of power to convince him (!) – and the Devil tried again 

to talk physically out of my mouth which is truly a painful situation when you feel all of your face and expressions that 

the mouth is almost beginning to open and you can do nothing about it and again I had to invite him to fight me and 

NOW FOUR FROM THE COUNCIL WERE PLAYING THE DEVIL-ACTORS, so today it has not only been the Pope and 

Obama was also here to witness this attack from the Devil and COME ON AND GET IT, IF YOU WANT TO FIGHT GIVE 

ME THE BEST YOU GOT – I AM READY FOR YOU – so I have not given up – AND KNOWING THAT YOU WILL WELCOME 

ME ANYDAY SOON which is the feeling of love and also communication you give me more and more each day, so I will 

have to see what happens when I have finalised reading the book! 

 

And an old thought: THANK YOU TO ALL PEOPLE OF THE WORLD WHO HAVE PRAYED FOR ME AND MY WELL BEING – 

THIS HAS HELPED ME IN THE FIGHT AGAINST THE DEVIL. THANK YOU ☺. 
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Monday 4th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, sending four new job applications, following up and receiving an answer from Willis, no more 

money to the team this month, unless …, finalising my reading of Søren’s book and a book about restructuring of debts. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday evening I was not allowed to sleep until approx. 2.00 and I woke up with an “aggressive” dream, which I 

have now had a couple of and it was about people working for Brøndby – which is the football team in Denmark I 

don’t want to win, I am a fan of FCK – and these people should set up a telemarketing campaign, which they don’t 

know anything about and first after they have done the campaign, they find out that they took the wrong decisions 

and all they could have done was to select the right partner giving them the right advices – and this dream reminds 

me of Dahlberg because this is what you did – took the wrong decisions without knowing anything about telemarket-

ing and still to this day you have the wrong perception of this Bo – and you had the “expert” next to you whom you 

did not want to listen to. 

 

So I was very tired when I stood up and the temperature is approx. -3 to -4 degrees celcius this morning and I decided 

to wear thermo underwear believing that we should continue pruning the apple trees outside today and I was thinking 

from the morning what to tell Rolf about the trees and I decided to just to tell the truth which is always the easiest 

and best thing to do! 

 

When I arrived at the park on time I felt that I was almost breaking down just because of my tiredness – and thank you 

for playing the game as tough as possible ☺ - and I knew that I had no way out than to follow the game because this is 

the toughness I need to go through to avoid the Devil and all of his talk about my mother so this is what I do and when 

I spoke to Rolf this morning I explained to him truthfully about the first tree not being a problem because it is not as 

high as tree no. 2 and many of the apple trees of the park and I said that it is impossible to do the quality and the 

pruning which we agreed upon Friday with a normal ladder and with all of the tools we used Friday and that we could 

only do it when using climbing equipment – and I told him about my fright of heights but that I was willing to over-

come this by trying to climb and also that Kenneth does not have this fright – but Rolf’s reply was that Kenneth is not 

here today, that it is too cold today to cut the trees (which I was willing to do!) and that he will ask Tom to cut the high 

trees so I can focus on the lower trees and to this I said to him that he should realise that there are hundreds of knots 

on all trees which should be cut the way we talked about Friday and that Tom does not cut the trees as I have talked 

with Rolf about, so I asked him to consider getting the right man and the right quality for the job – and of course he 

can also use Tom and the best would be for him to give him the same instructions as he gave me and to see if he can 

motivate Tom to start doing this work, and otherwise he could also LISTEN to my suggestion but Rolf said that it was 

not possible to climb these trees, which I did not understand since they bought this equipment last year? 

 

Instead Rolf suggested that I used time doing job applications and after using 45 minutes to find four advertisements I 

said that I could not make the applications at the office at the park because my templates are at home and therefore 

Rolf gave me the rest of the day off to do applications – and for me to visit the Commune regarding the tax question 

and also for me to get some sleep before I will continue reading Søren’s book! 

 

And when I came home I wrote the above and I am at the moment still listening to the also remarkable 2003 album of 

Muse and I read the article on Wikipedia about the beautiful 13 minutes long Exogenesis Symphony, which is astonish-

ing for a “rock band” to do, from the new album which the writer and vocalist Bellamy has worked on for many years 

and as he explains: “It is a story of humanity coming to an end and everyone pinning their hopes on a group of astro-

nauts who go out to explore space and spread humanity to another plane” – so I can only today say that YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED A LOT OF DIVINE INSPIRATION, BELLAMY and God and the Council is not saying anything to me, but I know 

that your songs and lyrics include many more messages, so I will have to see if I get the time to find more of these! 

 

Sending four new job applications 

Today I used maybe 1½ hour to quickly produce four applications – because I need to document this to the Commune 

on Wednesday UNLESS my dear Pope has decided to continue WITHOUT the game before that - for the following jobs: 

 

• Forretningsfører til GF Forsikring 
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• Distriktschef – sjælland through People & Performance A/S 

• Forretningsorienteret Afdelingsleder through Target Headhunting ApS 

• Leder til HK’s A-kasse i Århus through Promando A/S 

 

And the status today of the applications I sent the 21th December is as follows: 

 

Company Status 

Lån & Spar Bank I received an email confirmation the same day saying they will return when they 

have gone through the applications they receive and after 14 days they have not 

gone through my application yet? 

IC Companys I received an email confirmation the same day saying they will “handle my applica-

tion as quickly as possible and come back” but after 14 days they have not “han-

dled” my application yet? 

Conduco I received an email confirmation the same day saying they “will go through the ap-

plications received, after which we at the earliest possible date will get back to 

you” but after 14 days they have not gone through my application yet? 

BEC I received an email confirmation the day after NOT saying when I will hear from 

them and after 14 days I have still not heard from them. 

 

Following up and receiving an answer from Willis 

And NO – I have NOT YET heard from Willis and I did not like to send them another reminder because after almost a 

month where they have completely ignored my application, I would also like to ignore them – but for the sake of this 

book I sent them this short email today: 

 

Kære alle, 

  

Jeg henviser til mine nedenstående mails, og jeg havde håbet at høre fra jer, men det er måske ikke for sent endnu? 

  

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

And this is what it took – to wait almost one month on you Lars – for you to, after I sent the email above, to send me 

the following reply: 

 

Kære Stig 

 

Tak for dine henvendelser og dit initiativ. 

 

Jeg må desværre meddele at vi ikke har brug for yderligere kompetencer og initiativer for nuværende, men såfremt vi 

på et senere tidspunkt kan se nogle muligheder vil vi naturligvis tage kontakt til dig. 

 

Du ønskes held og lykke med initiativet og et godt nytår. 

 

Med venlig hilsen / Kind Regards 

  

Lars Gundorph 

CEO 

 

And Lars – what God wants you to know is that HE IS HAPPY FOR YOU TO SEND THIS REPLY because NOW IT WILL BE 

UP TO YOU TO TELL THE WORLD what you really thought when you saw my email and CV and what you could have 

written to me if you decided to tell what you thought of – and also tell about your own plans MY FRIEND ☺. 

 

No more money to the team this month, unless … 
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And I went to the Commune too to hear about my cash help and what I did not think of was that my cash help is paid 

in arrears, so my new tax card will first be effective from the next time I receice cash help the 31st January which will 

be for January and it also means that I will not be able to send more money to Kenya this month – as I was hoping I 

could - UNLESS you MY GOOD FRIEND JOHN PAUL as I can also call you have decided that you will do something here 

in January. 

 

And yesterday I received a short chat-like message from Søren in Australia, which I answered today, and I would have 

wished that the culture – after not seeing each other since 1997, because I remember you were attending the last 

class reunion we had because you liked Bob Marley playing, otherwise I am not sure I would have remembered if you 

were there (!) – would have been different for us to write each other longer messages but it will probably come in the 

future ☺. 

 

And finally I was now happy with what I had done and I decided to take a rest because I thought that I would not be 

able to read – which costs more concentrating than writing this book (!) – but I was only able to half-sleep for half an 

hour where the song “We are the champions” by Queen was played – one of the most celebrated anthems of the 

world – and I heard the lyrics “We are the champions”and “No time for losers” and I understood this song that NOW it 

is truly the end of the line even though I this morning decided mentally to continue fighting until the 2nd May this year 

IF NECESSARY because it has been part of the game too many times for me to think that we are done because it is al-

ways difficult to mobilize more energy to continue running when you think you have crossed the line after running a 

marathon or two and to receive the message that you will need to run 5 km’s extra and another 10 km’s and 5 km’s 

etc., so this is what I decided this morning because it is always better to be happily surprised than the opposite so 

COME ON GUYS DO YOU WANT TO KEEP ON FIGHTING and yes NO RESISTANCE FROM US ☺.  

 

Finalising my reading of Søren’s book 

And I did not think it was possible to read today and neither to finalise my reading of Søren’s book but I was surprised 

after my short nap that I could find the concentration and that I was able to read and understand the remaining 80 

pages and to read them without holding a break and when I say “keep my concentration”, this is a very important goal 

of the book, to be able to control your mind, to remove your selffishness, to create your own personal freedom in-

stead of struggling with your desires and thoughts which can destroy you. This is what the book is about and also with 

the purpose for you to find your inner self – to find your contact with ME – and for you to get better relations with 

people, to better be aware of what other people feel, think, need and say and I would like to say that this book should 

be seen in connection with THIS book because as you will find out, they have the same purpose – TO MAKE PEOPLE 

HAPPY – and I kindly ask you to consider how you can integrate the teachings of Søren’s book already when children 

grow up as a part of what is taught in school and also connected to services offered in peoples’ spare time by compa-

nies (can be included as part of increasing concentration, focus etc. for work), fitness and yoga clubs etc., friends etc., 

so you will not forget these important teachings. 

 

And a part of my test was here to have the biggest distraction – as I normally have had for almost four years now – 

which not only means the Devil speaking and distracting me, but also showing me how he is moving away from me,  to 

continue giving me the BIGGEST desire to be together with a woman without being able to satisfy this need and this 

together with being tired made it – as everything else I have done – difficult to read the book but the last hour I was 

more or less given the FREEDOM from the Devil to finalise reading the book in concentration, because MY WORK 

HERE HAS DEMANDED THE BIGGEST CONCENTRATION that any man has ever done and – these words are given to me 

my friends – and this is inself is showing what the book requires of you in order to get rid of annoying thoughts: Con-

centration! 

 

And when you read the book you may smile when I give you the following inspirations which has been given on Danish 

film the last years: “Er der ingen grænser for din uvidenhed” and “det er en om’mer” and you may understand that 

this is also to inspire the world ☺. 

 

MESHACK: OUT WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW 

Thank you again Meshack and this time for being SO FRANK which I LIKE VERY MUCH ALL OF YOU SO YOU KNOW IT ☺ 

as long as you are objective and thank you my friend for following me to the end of the line – this is the best decision 

of your life even though it is difficult to get through when you are this close to God (!). And I truly don’t know if God 
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wants you to give EVERYTHING you owe in order to get to the other side, but I CAN ONLY SAY THIS – HE IS STILL 

BLOWING THE WHISTLE but something is wrong with it BECAUSE NOW THE TRAIN ENTERS HELSINGØR STATION 

WHICH IS THE FINAL STATION AND WHEN I ASK ALL OF YOU TO GET OFF AND WHEN I GIVE YOU THE BEAUTY OF MY 

WORLD DIRECTLY FOR YOU TO FEEL, SENCE and ALMOST TASTE you will understand THAT YOUR SACRIFICE WAS IM-

PORTANT ALSO TO TELL THE WORLD THE STORY THAT YOU HAVE BEEN WILLING TO DO EVERYTHING TO FOLLOW ME 

and THIS DECISION OF YOURS WILL MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU TO SAY TO THE WORLD: PLEASE FOLLOW ME and 

PLEASE FOLLOW US and ALL IS DONE IN THE NAME OF LOVE and GOD IS VERY HAPPY SHOWING ME A DANISH BUS 

AND HE EXPRESSIVELY WISHED FOR A DANISH AND NOT A KENYAN BUS WHERE I SEE MANY PEOPLE STANDING BE-

CAUSE THE BUS IS THE NAME OF LOVE AND WHAT I WILL GIVE YOU ALL OF YOU MY DEAR FRIENDS and he is happy 

here because TODAY I HAVE CELEBRATED READING THE LAST OF SØREN’S BOOK BY HAVING A COUPLE OF GLASSES OF 

RED WINE AND THAT WAS MY REWARD and to you my dear friends I ALSO HAVE A REWARD but PLEASE LET ME BE 

FRANK WITH YOU – THE TRAIN IS ALMOST STOPPING BUT HAS NOT STOPPED QUITE so WILL YOU FOLLOW ME THE 

LAST BIT HOME and yes let us see what makes a man smaller and smaller and MY DEAR FRIENDS – I NOW SEE ELIJAH 

AS THE MAN HE TRULY IS – A MAN OF TRUE BEAUTY AND STRENGTH AND STILL PLAYING THE SECOND VIOLIN I AM 

and yes STIG IS THE GRAND MASTER and what am I and yes TO BE FRANK WITH YOU ELIJAH – YOU ARE MY MASTER 

PLAN and ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT MEN ON EARTH and STILL YOU HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD BUT DON’T LET 

THAT PASS US BECAUSE YOU HAVE DONE THE ABSOLUTELY BEST YOU CAN TOO and I LOVE YOU FOR THAT and we 

know ALL MY BEST WISHES ALSO FOR YOU DAVID – DESPITE THE FACT THAT YOU BROKE YOUR BASIC RULES TODAY 

FOR NOT WRITING TO ME – AND ALSO YOU JOHN and let us be frank with you Stig, what we/God have said right here 

IS A COMBINATION OF ALL OF US INCLUDING THE DEVIL BECAUSE AS MARY MAGDELENA OR AS VIRGIN MARY I 

WOULD EXPRESS MY SELF DIFFERENTLY – ALL MY EMBRACE TO ALL OF YOU MY DEAR FRIENDS FROM EACH AND SIN-

GLE MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL WHO IS JUST A LITTLE BIT CLOSER TO GOD THAN WHAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE YET – WE 

DO MISS TO SEE ALL OF YOU AS THE BRAVE AND PROUD MEN YOU REALLY ARE.  

 

So this is how it is when I allow the Council to speak freely which is not very often I do that here. Thank you Meschack 

for giving me a very valuable update on your life and thank you for informing me about your wife, your difficult life 

and also about your grand mother passing away and I was thinking that 105 years is a very old age to reach in Kenya 

and that GOD IS WITH YOU my dear friend ☺. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi there, my sincere hope that you are fine and okay and the same with us here. 

 

We ushered the new year very well and my resolution this year is to do away with the oldies of last year and be happy 

with the new year. 

 

Thanks alot for your cash help and let me be frank to you i was almost starving with my family and we were actually 

suffering due to lack of money for food and i can say this cash came as a saviour to my family. 

 

Concerning how we are doing with my family, i can only repeat what have always told you"its only the grace of God 

that we have made it to that end ". 

 

We have a very good understanding with my wife and we have alwys learned to smile during difficult times and our 

faith in God has continued to strengthen day in and day out although we have no income at all and bearing in mind 

that we are almost going to be thrown out because have not paid my rent for the last three months but i believe that 

with faith and trust in God a way shall be found when that time comes. 

 

Today we met for the first time all the team members and i can see a new begining and expect a good working rela-

tionship but today there is no much to report since we have now to start with an action plan which will guide us and 

which i will report to you in the course of the week. 

 

On the sad note, my grand mother who was aged 1005 years died this week and i will be proceeding for the burial on 

suturday and i thank God for having given her such a long life with all the difficulties we face in the third word. 
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Hi to your work mate and you family members. 

 

                        Meshack 

 

A book about restructuring of debts 

This evening Hans sent me a link to a book on the Internet about how to restructure one’s debts and I just may be one 

of those people who can benefit from this and all I know is that God has wanted me to use social welfare to show you 

how this system is working and if the Pope has GOOD TIME maybe all of you want me to read and understand how to 

get my debts restructured and as long as you HAVE NOT WOKEN ME UP FROM MY VERY DEEP SLEEP I will just follow 

this basic rule TO CONTINUE WORKING because JUST MAYBE YOU WANT ME TO TELL THIS STORY TOO TO THE WORLD 

so now this is included on my action plan as well to do before Monday next week UNLESS YOU DECIDE TO CHANGE 

MY PLAN. 
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Tuesday 5th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, working at the park today, New Year greetings from John ☺, a very nice and positive email from 

David ☺ and becoming a member of Fitness World again. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday was one of the more difficult days and today should be easier and even though my sleep was not the best it 

was better than yesterday and at the moment YOU ARE GIVING ME SOME WEIRD DREAMS so maybe you will consider 

TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF MY DREAMS PLEASE and still the “simpleton” is not only appearing in the first dream, 

he is also the dream maker these days like he has also started making it more difficult to listen to my CD-player again 

and often at the moment I need to reload the same CD maybe 6-8 times before it maybe will work, but the new water 

boiler is fine and it is now making the same click sound as the old one did for approx. 10 years with the difference that 

the new one only makes the click sound when I hold it in my right hand and pouring water from it!  

 

Dreams: 

 

• I am being hunted by a very big simpleton, who has shot after me several times and now he only has one shot left 

in the chamber of the gun and he discovers that he does not want to hit me – he is now on my side – and we are 

standing in a big room surrounded by DVD movies all over and many of these are sex movies. 

• And I had a not happy dream where Karen has moved together with me – without really being with me and I 

HAVE OMITTED THE DESCRIPTION OF THE REST OF THE DREAM because MY DEAR COUNCIL  - YOU CAN GIVE ME 

MUCH BETTER DREAMS THAN THIS! 

 

Working at the park today 

Today I looked at how long I have been working at the park and it is now the 8th out of 10 weeks and one side of me is 

very much looking forward to end this job and the other side of me like these people and this place very much and I 

would like to learn more so I have TWO feelings as usual. 

 

This morning Kenneth was back and the other day Rolf gave me “the responsibility” to start Kenneth working on prun-

ing the apple trees, which I did, and yesterday Rolf took another decision than what I hoped he would take by saying 

that he wanted Tom to continue the work pruning at least the highest trees and today we were not to do this work 

again because of the cold weather, and I told Kenneth what Rolf had decided on yesterday feeling bad  about his deci-

sion which I would have done differently and this is what I have experienced maybe hundreds of times at work 

through 25 years, where you have a manager actually not taking part of the work, not knowing about the details of 

the work and sometimes taking decisions which will disavow the daily manager and make him look or at least feel bad 

in front of the team and MOSTLY WITH YOU SØREN H. and every single time you have made unnecessary interven-

tions and taken “strange” decisions I have been feeling bad and NOT motivated, and this example is included here to 

say that you should never have a manager who is not taking part of the work with you – if you are not your own man-

ager, your manager should always work together with you and the team doing the work together. 

 

Today Rolf asked Kenneth and I to remove the new fallen snow, which we did and what I like very much about Ken-

neth is that he is working very good, takes initiatives and apparently he does not have the same need of holding 

breaks as the others in the park and on his initiative we also removed the snow from the main path inside of the park, 

which I did not think was necessary after the last time it snowed, so here you have someone having higher demands 

and goals than what I had and I DO LIKE TO SEE THAT VERY MUCH and during the day today where we also removed 

branches from the fallen tree in the garden to the waste disposal site, he showed a high working moral, even though 

he hurt his knee and we know STIG – HE IS THE SYMBOL OF ALL THE HARD WORKING PEOPLE OF THE WORLD because 

IT IS NOT ALL OF YOU WHO DOES NOT DO A GOOD WORK BUT “VERY MANY” – and the other day I told Judith to tell 

Rolf that the back tire on the right side of the truck was half flat and I could have taken the truck to the gas station to 

pump it with air, which I did not, and Rolf has not done anything about it (!), but Kenneth is the type WHO JUST GET 

THINGS DONE instead of BEING LAZY OR TALK ABOUT THINGS ALL OF THE TIME so we went to two different gas sta-

tions, but we were unable to pump air into the tire, so we had to ask Rolf (again) to follow up, which he promised us 

to do tomorrow, where he will send the car to the Ford workshop if they have the time to take it in for a check-up. 
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However, Kenneth did hold one unofficial break this morning in the workshop after removing the snow and before 

starting to remove the branches because after I had put the tools on place outside and came to the workshop “I saw 

him standing there” together with some of the others and I said “something” to them which made Helle say what 

many people here say half in humour and half seriously, which is: “Don’t do today what you can do tomorrow” and I 

said to her that it is infact the opposite: “Don’t do tomorrow what you can do today” and they started talking a lot 

about the branches we were going to remove and I could only say to them with DIRECT SPEECH FROM THE OTHER 

SIDE – this is just another way of saying how it works – “don’t talk, but ACT” and that was exactly the same as Obama 

said back “yen” at the Climate Conference in Copenhagen as I was almost saying because JAPAN where were you? And 

this is as a symbol of the world because YOU JUST LOVE TO TALK AND TALK AND TALK AND WHAT DO YOU ACTUALLY 

DO and THE EXAMPLE FROM COPENHAGEN IS NOW BROUGHT HERE AGAIN BECAUSE THE PEOPLE WHO TALK AND 

DON’T DO THE WORK ARE ALSO OFTEN THE PEOPLE WHO ARE THE FIRST TO CRITISIZE – my dear friends IT DOES NOT 

HOLD HALF A METRE IN THE COUNTRY COURT which is a saying I picked up from someone years ago, which I like 

much having a glimpse in my eye ☺. 

 

And the temperature at the workshop is not much above 0 degrees – in the greenhouse connected to the workshop it 

was -2 degrees Celsius - and people are working (sometimes at least) inside here all day and this place would probably 

be closed by the Danish Working Environment Authority if they came to control the working environment here and 

this Authority has the responsibility to monitor the working environment at all Danish companies, but maybe this “oc-

cupation project” is not a “company” in the spirit of the law regulating this Authority (?) and therefore you can have 

people in Denmark working well below the minimum payment in a temperature which is just above 0 degrees – IS 

THIS HOW YOU WANT TO TREAT CASH HELPERS IN DENMARK IN ORDER TO HELP THEM GET A WORK? WHERE IS 

YOUR SIMPLE LOGIC MY FRIENDS? HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN TO THINK? 

 

Today – as so many many times before ALL OF MY LIFE, almost daily infact – I noticed that I was not motivated to 

speak when Kenneth was speaking to me when we were driving the truck together and I spoke to him against the will 

of the Devil - THANK YOU (!) – but not as much as God would normally like and I was not as focussed and concen-

trated as I would like to be – also thinking of Søren’s book here - which has also always been the situation in my life, so 

I do believe that I have had this against me, a natural BIG resistance which God as the Devil has given me, to tell the 

world that despite of this, I have probably listened to other people and asked more questions than most of you, who 

have not had the same resistance inside of you. 

 

And we had 25 minutes today – before the waste disposal site opened at 10.00 – where we had no work to do and I 

could only tell the others that I did not like this situation, which they smiled of, and we spoke about the worst winter 

here since 1996 and some places in Denmark it is truly very cold of down to -20 degrees celcius at night and much 

more snow than right here creating problems and right here I would just say that the snow IS BEAUTIFUL and the last 

time we had an ICE WINTER was in 1996 when I was living in Sweden with Camilla where we were “forced to” come 

back to Denmark because of that very long freezing winter and I have not been willing to write this before so please 

LET ME TELL IT MONTY HERE yes my friend STILL SMOKING I AM and yes I COULD NOT STOP SMOKING and yes AS TO-

BIAS MY FRIEND and YES THE PURPOSE OF THIS WINTER THIS TIME IS ONLY TO SHOW THE WORLD HOW BAD I AM AS 

THE DEVIL and YES TORMENTING YOU and yes IF I CAN DO NO BETTER THAN THIS and we know THE GAME IS TOO 

EASY so come on guys and YES OBAMA IS WITH ME HERE TOO TODAY and yes I HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO PLAY THE 

DEVIL and yes FOR ME TO SEE IT FOR MYSELF OTHERWISE I WOULD NOT  BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE STILL DRIVING 

ALONE TOGETHER WITH THE DEVIL and for me to WITNESS TO THE WORLD that you KNOW THE BORDERLINE OF THE 

DEVIL and yes YOU MAKE “FUN OF HIM” and yes because you know he cannot hurt you because you have not passed 

the border of the game and we know NOT NICE WE SAY AS THE DEVIL and I have decided that the worse he speak to 

me, it actually means the opposite from the Council and yes that is why I also use the words from Egon Olsen and Ol-

sen Banden when addressing the Devil and yes “skidesprællere” and of course “hundehoveder” and said with love and 

a smile. And hoping that I will continue being able to control the Devil here my friends, and THE SUPPORT FROM YOU 

MY VERY DEAR FRIENDS IN KENYA IS WHAT IS MAKING ME COME THROUGH so I can only pray that you will keep sup-

porting me with your faith. 

 

And when Kenneth and I drove to the waste disposal site the first time together today, I was driving and I had left my 

drivers license in my own jacket, which was placed at the dressing room at the park, because I wear a jacket belonging 

to the park while working here, so I did not have my license on me and at the small road of the disposal site there 
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were four policemen checking drivers licences and they stopped most cars but not ours (!) so we could pass, and after 

dumping the waste at the disposal site we agreed that Kenneth would take over driving the truck, because he had his 

license on him – otherwise I would be fined DKK 510 - and when driving from the site, of course the policemen 

stopped him and everything was fine and MY DEAR FRIENDS I COULD HAVE STOPPED YOU ANYTIME AS THE POLICE-

MAN and yes WHICH IS ONE OF MY SYMBOLS TOO AND DONE THE WORST TO YOU and yes IF YOU HAD CROSSED THE 

LINE and we KNOW my saying is just this: I WILL NEVER EVER ACCEPT SEX BETWEEN RELATIVES and yes IF YOU HAD 

STARTED DOING THIS TO ME REALISTICALLY I WOULD HAVE KILLED MYSELF (almost certain!) and therefore THIS IS MY 

SAYING – I WILL NEVER EVER ACCEPT THIS and NEVER IS NEVER AGAIN my friends to you in the future because this 

may just mean LICENSE TO KILL if you follow me. 

 

So Kenneth was now driving the truck and he has EXTENSIVE experience driving trucks but this is a BIG truck as he said 

and it is truly difficult to drive as he said also because of the “long clutch” and the radio of the truck is not working too 

Rolf (!), so he was complaining about the truck and we decided to drive the other way back to Brede Park – because 

we wanted to put air on the tire as mentioned before – and this would mean that we had to pass the very narrow 

road in Brede where the truck almost cannot enter the two very narrow gates, which are only 1,90 metres wide which 

the Ford Transit is almost too and I said to Kenneth that I could drive it through if he did not want to do it – and this is 

just the symbol of me STILL entering the gate of the kingdom of God without getting any scratches – but Kenneth 

wanted to give it a try and I said to him that he needed to pass the gates very very slowly and to watch the side mir-

rors of the truck and when we came to the first gate it was very easy for him to pass, which surprised me because he 

said “there is much space” and he drove quicker than what I would have thought possible and coming to the next gate 

where he just maybe thought it was equally as easy he hit the right gate and had to put the car in back gear a couple 

of times to get out, so what is this symbolising and yes my friends I COULD HAVE DRIVEN THIS CAR THROUGH THE 

GATES AGAIN TODAY AND STILL WITHOUT GETTING ANY SCRATCHES and IF YOU WANT ME TO DO THE SAME IN 1-2-3 

MONTHS I WILL DO IT AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN but Kenneth my dear friend, maybe it was not as easy as you 

thought it would be? 

 

New Year greetings from John ☺☺☺☺ 

Thank you so much John for giving me an update on your life – I appreciate that very much. And I would very much 

have liked to send you more money and it was my mistake that I did not think of the fact that the cash help I receive 

here is paid in arrears and therefore I have just received the help of December where I had to pay tax – and if I had 

thought of this fact I could probably have sent you 10-15% more money, which is now too late because I cannot send 

such a small amount without it is eaten up so to say by fees and FOOD IS YOU MAIN WORRY NOW MY FRIENDS and 

WHAT I WILL ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO IS TO FIND THE BEST SOLUTION ON THIS ISSUE and at the moment it is NOT 

your material things I would prioritise in your present situation. 

 

And thank you also for your strong support and for being kind to remember the very good time we had together in 

Kenya – and I do think of all of the good time we had together too with you and the others SMILING and this is WHAT I 

AM LOOKING SO MUCH FORWARD TO SEE AGAIN and TO HELP YOU WITH: TO SEE ALL OF YOU AND YOUR DEAR ONES 

SMILE AS YOU HAVE NEVER SMILED BEFORE - and honestly I would like to say that I am sad that I was not able to be as 

happy, joyful, speaking, asking and listening as I would have liked to be because of the hardship of life I felt when I was 

with you – and I know that already when I was with you, your lives were difficult and I do feel very much for the pain 

you are going through now and all I can say to you is the same old verse in order to help you come through together 

with your families: Please keep the basic rules always – ALSO YOU DAVID – and that is also to COMMUNICATE and that 

is ALSO YOU ELIJAH – and here I also think about communication with your families - about me and these scripts and 

first of all READ THE SCRIPTS AS GOOD AS YOU CAN IN YOUR PRESENT SITUATION, UNDERSTAND THEM and they will 

help you keeping the faith for you to come through and I thank all of you for reading the scripts and especially Me-

shack, who I understand is the one reading my scripts most carefully. 

 

And John – the greetings of a HAPPY and JOYFUL new year is given to you and your family too because this is where 

we are going after this “need to be” phase or difficulties. 

 

And here is his email: 
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Yes Stig, 

 

Happy new year my good freind. We thank God for the new year and the blessings of life and good health.Am well to-

gether with my wife and children.The children went back to school yesterday although we have not fully paid the fees 

but we trust God for miracles. 

 

Thank you so much for the cash that we have just received. We appreciate you with our hearts. At least we can afford 

some food for a few days. Today we discussed you with Mesheck because we are amazed by your love and concern. 

We remembered the good time we spent with you in Kenya and the training that you provided  and the money you 

spent on us.Our view is that we must maintain this freindship for the purposes of the future.We are your best freinds 

on earth and you can count on us all the time. 

 

May the good lord truly bless you this year so that you can be a blessing to us. We are yet to know which route LTO will 

take  because of the many challenges we are facing at the moment but we are trusting God for everything. 

 

Once again thank you for updating us on your life in Denmark.We prayer is that God will help you to do all the many 

things that you desire to do. 

 

Thank you. 

 

A very nice and positive email from David 

And also thank you so much for your email and feedback, David – also on the money, which I am sorry is not more this 

month and I can only encourage you the best to get through the difficult time you are facing until I will be able to HELP 

YOU EVEN MORE ☺. 

 

And David I LIKE VERY MUCH WHEN I SEE COMMITMENT IN PEOPLE and POSITIVENESS as I see in your email despite 

of the hard times – that is indeed toughness. And thank you for the continious faith I read from your email and for fol-

lowing up on your promise to write – and now I have heard from all three team members because are you Elijah still a 

member of the team and are you still supporting me with all you are going through – THIS IS THE NAME OF THE 

GAME, the gate to God is narrow for you because of whom you are, but you are still following the road, which makes 

me happy ☺. 

 

Dear Stig, 

I'm grateful and fine today. I was able to cash 28,580.44 shillings yesterday and I'm further thankful for your support to 

us.It means a lot to us.  

 

It has been tough getting about after a strike by matatus that has made it hard to travel about. One has had to stay at 

home or pay double or triple busfare.Today it was hard getting to town and am consequently tired. 

 

On my side I have started the year with a lot of expectations of great things, with a focused mind and yes my friend, 

with great lessons from last year. 

 

It is also a rainy January and we thank the Lord for it. For the last few years January has usually been dry and we count 

this a blessing from the Lord; atleast after the drought of yesteryears.  

 

Thank you and have a great day. 

 

David 

 

And I thought this day would not be that difficult but when I came home and after I did most of the script I took a bath 

and I was so tired that I was “fighting” very much to keep awake and my plan of doing the second edit of the scripts 

from the 31st December this evening, which I actually have a deadline on the 7th January, have to be postponed be-

cause I am not able to read and concentrate more today and the time is now 18.00. 
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Becoming a member of Fitness World again 

AND YES to underline that THIS IS EQUALLY AS MUCH AN EXPRESSION BY GOD AS IT IS BY THE DEVIL and yes FINDING 

THE ROAD OF GOD is not always the easiest thing to do and who should have known that the right answer is to take 

the “luxury” to pay a total of 200 DKK to become a member AGAIN of my beloved FITNESS WORLD chain in Denmark 

as I have written about in my old book and OF COURSE THEY HAVE YOGA TRAINING TOO and just maybe it is the same 

chain as Fuggi is a member of SO I CAN HELP HIM TO CONTINUE TRAINING – which he asked me about the last time 

we spoke on the phone - and I will see Fuggi here on Saturday so I WILL FIND OUT and when I talked to my mother on 

the phone today she remembered “conveniently” that Søren will be holding a lecture at Helsingør Library Thursday 

next week where he will speak about his book and yes my dear friends 1-2-3 things at the same time today (thinking 

of KINDER EGGS ☺) which is why I wrote 1-2-3 earlier today without knowing THAT THIS SOLUTION WOULD BE GIVEN 

TO ME IN THIS PHONE CONVERSATION TODAY – all I needed was to ring TODAY and NOT TOMORROW (!) which I was 

INSPIRED to do and the solution is 1: Fitness world and 2: Fuggi training and 3: The lecture of Søren TO SUPPORT HIM 

and to motivate my mother to participate by talking about the philosophy of the book and to get the ability to control 

the thoughts instead of the thoughts controlling you and I said to her that “CONCERN” is a feeling which often will 

make you act irrationally, which will make you nervous and which will make your quality of life poorer and she said 

she would like to participate – after I had to SELL THE IDEA to her twice – and she asked me if I get enough to eat here 

and I said to her that I have my freezer full and that I do get enough to eat without any problems and also that I pay 

my rent every month, which made her very relieved I could hear, and then it was simply to tell my mother that THIS IS 

AN EXAMPLE OF YOU AND THE FAMILY BEING CONCERNED WHICH IS TOTALLY UNNECESSARY and I do believe that my 

mother understood this – and she is the one I know who has always had the biggest difficulties controlling her feelings 

not making our lives here very easy always and especially not her own (!) - and this is infact WHY THE FAMILY HAS 

TORMENTED ME ALMOST TO DEATH because of their CONCERN and feelings they have not been able to control to-

gether with the inability to listen and understand and DO YOU NOW UNDERSTAND WHY COMMUNICATION AND TO 

BE ABLE TO CONTROL YOUR MIND IS ESSENTIAL? – THIS IS NOT ABOUT LIMITING YOUR FEELINGS BUT TO ACT AND 

LIVE WISELY. 

 

I also told my mother that Søren’s lecture would be very interesting for both her and John to hear because I don’t be-

lieve that the family has ever showed an interest in what Søren is doing because he is working with “alternative 

treatment and healing”, which they don’t believe in or understand much of and because of prejudices they have never 

really understood that Søren and Bettina – who my family always have seen as “weak” – have the key to make their 

own lives much better and who is weak here? Is it Søren and Bettina or is it my family – and I also think about Bettina 

confronting Sanna some years ago about Sanna’s behaviour and was that to annoy or to help Sanna and YES MY 

FRIEND BETTINA it was of course to help and the result? Sanna became so annoyed and negative that she did not 

want to be in the same room as Bettina for years! This is how life is today in big parts of the world and do you find that 

a good life? 

 

So tomorrow I will become a member of Fitness World again to start my training – and I am thinking of both physical 

training and yoga training and the Devil needs to do his absolute best if he wants to intervene in this plan! 

 

And after I made this decision the Pope showed himself even clearer to me – given the assignment from both God and 

the Devil – to follow my continuous journey and he was happy about the decision I had taken – and I was thinking 

about the tricks laid out for me of thinking how nice it is to run in snow in the deer park, which I still believe it is and I 

was also warned about going to a fitness centre because of “nice looking ladies”, which at the moment can be a little 

bit risk full if the Devil continues to follow me ☺. 

 

I was also a little bit unsure this evening of what it would mean if the team or if Elijah lost their faith in me considering 

the difficult road they are following to meet God – and I felt that just the thought of being unsure was stimulating the 

Devil and I decided to leave the insecurity because I believe in the faith of all of them, and I believe that Elijah will lis-

ten to his strong side when choosing between God and the Devil and that it will be too late if he should be tempted to 

decide to be even weaker than what he has shown. And even later the Pope told me that he trusted in me that I will 

not do “what is wrong” and that we will now start the journey to bring me home – first to the Council and since to 

God - and he said this with a normal voice without playing an act, which has been very rare since their direct arrival in 

2006 in my presence. 
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And now when he is starting to “wake up” a little bit too, I asked him what he actually wants to be called and he said 

PAUL and I will try to call you that PAUL but I may have difficulties not giving you POLLE as a nickname and yes my 

friend thinking of the same POLLE FROM SNAVE and just an old commercial for a telephone company called Sonofon 

so this is it – this is how the phone is going to ring and to wake me up. We will have to see how it will work and if I am 

nervous and my friends the answer is EXTREMELY and if I would like NOT to go through this phase and just to have a 

normal life and yes MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE but THIS IS THE ONLY ROAD I CAN FOLLOW. 
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Wednesday 6th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, I did NOT have a meeting with the Commune today, the first event at Fitness World today,  

David sent the report on Conflict Resolution Management, which he has worked on, my mother’s lungs are apparently 

normal again and the second event at Fitness World today. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And NO I did not sleep any better tonight and NOT FEELING IN THE BEST SHAPE THIS MORNING and this is JUST a deci-

sion BUT not very easy when I feel like this and actually only want to sleep and rest and the decision is to run today at 

one fitness centre 5 km’s away and if I have the strength to start Yoga in another Fitness centre this evening 10 km’s 

away and of course using my bicycle and NOT MUCH SNOW HERE so it should not be a big problem, I hope and I hope 

this is not too ambitious but if it is I will have to change the plan during the day, which you should normally not do! 

 

Dreams and the quality my friend has not improved much yet, but ok I will give you some time to “wake you up” as 

well: 

 

• I am speaking on the phone with Fuggi and the telephone operator gives me a message and I know that Fuggi is 

dying exactly while I am speaking with him. I am now at his apartment, maybe 5th floor, together with his brother 

Keld, who is struggling with Fuggi’s body, where fluids and excrements are running from his body the more he is 

struggling, but then he takes a decision which is to use all of his power lifting Fuggi down from the apartment – it 

is in the middle of the night – and outside, where runners are running by without saying anything, to throw him 

out into a container. 

• I am at Genworth in Fabriksparken, Glostrup, and I see phoners who are hired and they are sitting at a very spe-

cial and handsome place at the office, they call out to sell according to the auction principle, I go with Jørgen to a 

special room where there is an old spool tape recorder which is running with old tapes, which the employees can 

win, and I see that what Jørgen is actually doing is administration and to follow what is happening at the head of-

fice in London. One of Jørgen’s account managers is only 20 years old and he would like me to visit car dealerships 

to motivate them to sell car insurance and other insurance products, and I feel that this work is below my compe-

tences not making me happy (the same feeling I had in real life when visiting Ford dealers in 1998 because I can 

“help” other people much better through mass communication instead of having 100 or 1 million individual sales 

meetings, which is a feeling I have always had). I see a presentation that Morten is doing in Sweden and I feel em-

barrassed because I see that besides including some of my old tables there are slides with handmade figures and 

colours, which gives a very bad impression and I say that I would like to improve the quality of the presentation if 

Morten allows me. I see a place where a sales video presented by Søren Fink and Michael Jappe is shown, and 

Søren and Michaeel are very overdriven – and when you do sales you can just be yourself and honest including 

the best communication/sales techniques, this is all it takes! 

• When I wake up it is with the words “jeg vil ud under åben himmel” from one of the songs of Tøsedrengene. 

 

I did NOT have a meeting with the Commune today 

Today was 14 days ago I had the last meeting with the Commune and I know that they want to see me every second 

week so today I came as usual and I started printing out my four applications from the other day and I thought it was 

strange that my name was not on the list at the reception as it is normally when I come, but I just thought that an er-

ror had occurred so I asked her to put my name on the list of today, and when the nice Syrian woman collected me 

she said that my meeting was first next week because of the Christmas and New Year and yes I did not know anything 

about this so maybe they have not been careful enough to give this information to all cash helpers and I asked her to 

have a meeting to find out what will happen when I am done with the 10 weeks at the park and she said that I will 

automatically be called in for such a meeting. 

 

I also met Susanne from the Job Workshop here and she is truly a remarkable lady according to Danish standards if 

you ask me because she is very outgoing and very positive indeed so I was very happy meeting her and I believe I have 

good relations with the employees working here and bad relations with Arnaud as the example of a manager. 

 

The first event at Fitness World today 
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After the “non-meeting” with the Commune I drove 5 kilometres on my bicycle to Fitness World, Gentofte, to become 

a member again of MY fitness chain, and that was truly a very good feeling to come here again – even though this is 

the first time I am at this particular department of the chain. 

 

And Paul – you know  the Pope or “Polle” – was happy that I went and I can now look at and talk to ALL people includ-

ing nice women because I have promised not to flirt with any women and to wait on Karen – and sad about that one I 

am, but I can do nothing else than to accept – and at least some of the worst of what the Devil has done to me has 

been taken away from me and just thinking that I can probably now see the rest of the Dan Brown movie when I de-

cide to prioritise this. 

 

I activated my membership and really thought that the nice assistant was finished doing this before I asked her of a 

question of how to search their website for “yoga” at all different centres in the same seach, which she showed me, 

and afterwards she went back to finalise the activation of my membership, which made me embarrassed actually be-

cause I have always tried to take one thing at a time also when involving other people and this experience reminded 

me of the time I worked – at least some of the time - as a cashier at Danske Bank from 1984-1988 where I believe the 

majority of people coming to me at the cashier desk who had more than one thing to do asked me to do all of the 

things at the same time instead of presenting and taking one thing at a time and I remember that I have probably said 

hundreds or thousands of times already back then to customers that they should only take one thing at a time – it will 

improve quality, your attention and reduce number of errors. 

 

So I decided to run today – and also looking forward to do bicycle “spinning” here and just maybe I threw out my spe-

cial bicycle shoes before leaving for Kenya because I thought I would never use them again, but I will have to check if I 

do indeed still have them – and it was very nice indeed to stand on the running machine again, this is NORMAL LIFE 

coming too, and I decided that I would run at least 15 or 20 minutes because I thought I would not be able to do any 

more but despite the Devil was still working against me when running – and this is what this is still about, to throw out 

the Devil completely – I managed to walk the first five minutes to warm up and then to run for 30 consecutive minutes 

with a pace of 10 kilometres per hour, which is not very high because of this simple fact as I believe I have written 

about in my old book in a greater detail: For the Devil this page is very quick and almost too quick and many times to-

day I received this VERY DIRECT and VERY PHYSICAL FEELING that I was not able to follow the pace and for God this is 

far too slow and some times today I received the same very direct and physical feeling that I wanted to and that I eas-

ily could run much quicker than this and THIS APPLIES FOR ALL PEOPLE WITHOUT REALISING IT, God will make things 

easy for you and the Devil things difficult for you including when you exercise.  

 

So I was happy to run for half an hour and to complete 5.5 kilometres, which is easier to do when running on a ma-

chine indoors instead of outdoors, and I look forward to reaching a pace of 12 kilometres per hour which will be my 

goal and which I will only be able to carry out when the Devil leaves me more and more. 

 

David sent the report on Conflict Resolution Management, which he has worked on  

Today David sent me the comprehensive report of Conflict Resolution Management, of which he was analyzing data, 

prepared by a student of the School of Journalism of the University of Nairobi and I thank you very much for sending 

me this report, which I have browsed through, I have read the chapter you analysed and the abstract, conclusion and 

recommendations of the report and MY DEAR FRIEND this has just been allocated to you in order for me to tell the 

world that MY DEAR FRIEND GOD HAS GIVEN ME THIS TASK – and STIG TO DECIDE IF THIS REPORT IS OF ANY VALUE 

TO THE WORLD and STIG HAS DECIDED THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THIS SUBJECT and YES DIFFI-

CULT TO READ AND UNDERSTAND WHEN USING ONE HOUR ON IT and THIS IS THE TIME I HAVE and THEREFORE I 

HAVE DECIDED THAT IF GOD OR THE COUNCIL WANT to give me a message to the world concerning this report you 

are free and PAUL says NO I HAVE NOT SENT YOU THIS REPORT so STIG NOW IT IS MENTIONED and YES WITHOUT 

OUR RECOMMENDATION because THE REPORT IS GOOD BUT NOT MADE BY US. 

 

Thank you David for remembering my request from last year to follow up on this, which is very nice of you. 

 

And here is the email from David from today: 
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Dear Stig, 

Thank you for your scripts for today. I'm fine today and atleast Matatus have called off the strike and so getting about 

is easier. 

 

As I promise you last year, please find attached the report of the Masters student whose data I was analysing at the 

office and who graduated in December from the University of Nairobi. 

 

My contribution was in chapter four of the document and atleast he acknowledged me for it. 

 

Thank you and have a blessed day. 

 

David 

 

My mother’s lungs are apparently normal again 

Today my mother was at a medical check up after her “sickness” and the positive news is that the lung test showed 

that her lung capacity is fully normal again and a x-ray showed apparently according to the doctor that her lung had 

moved a little bit, which he wanted to check so he has now ordered a scanning for my mother and I don’t think that 

she was unconcerned about this. 

 

The second event at Fitness World today 

And first of all “I did it” and secondly was it too ambitious today and YES IT WAS because the bicycle ride of 10 kilome-

tres felt long already on the way to the Fitness Centre on Nordre Fasanvej in Copenhagen and secondly I was taken by 

surprise of just how difficult it is to do Hatha Yoga, which this was, because the exercises were not as “relaxed” as I 

thought they would be, no they were – at least for a beginner – very challenging, so challenging that many of the ex-

ercises were very very difficult for me to carry out and very challenging for my muscles to keep different positions I 

HAVE NEVER TRIED BEFORE for several seconds, the technique of breathing in and out at the right times was impossi-

ble to follow (!) and some of the exercises were simply impossible to carry out, I simply need a lot of practise – and I 

found out that it is not easier to do yogo when you as I cannot sit in a tailor position because my right leg is impossible 

to bend down in this position – I have no problems with the left leg – and in general I am not flexible in my body, I 

have not enough strengths in my arms to keep my body up only using the arms, which “we” also did today, and if this 

was not enough – it was almost enough to give up – but furthermore there were many lovely women on this workout 

and NO PROBLEMS at least almost from the Devil – even though he is fading out and therefore still tries to annoy me - 

because he knows that I can now be in the same room again with nice women without asking for a date (!) and I am 

still not happy to say the least about this condition of my life but I can only accept it and the last thing, which was the 

most unpleasant, was that my position was at the end of the hall directly next to many weights made of rubber and 

the smell of rubber was so strong that it made me very dizzy and to do yoga  like I have never done it before – only 

tried one course from Art of Living and never before or after that – together with not having the power in my body, 

not having the flexibility nor the techniques and being so dizzy that I was literally about to throw up was not the easi-

est start I have had doing a new thing, but I guess you would like me to continue and yes MONTY IS ALSO HERE and 

ALL OF US and OK NICE HEARING FROM ALL OF YOU but it is POLLE who has the responsibility of guiding you and yes I 

AM STILL HAPPY ABOUT WHAT YOU DID and we know maybe my legs will be “smashed” tomorrow morning but we 

will have to wait and see. 
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Thursday 7th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, MESHACK: NO MORE WORRIES FOR THE CHOSEN FEW, receiving two rejec-

tions and doing the second edit since 31st December. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And NO the sleep is not better yet so still carrying on with the decision to NEVER GIVE UP here which is still required 

every day otherwise I would not have made it to work today because of tiredness but ONE DAY they will probably give 

in and send the Devil back home as you have now given me hundreds of symbols of for months so just waiting here I 

am to see when your plan will end and one short dream: 

 

• I am one of many spectators at the famous Circus Revue at Bakken in the WOOD north of Copenhagen. I am nicely 

dressed but as some of the other men I don’t have my trousers on yet – and one of the actors are looking for 

spectators to come on stage and I hope that I will not be picked, but of course I am picked and I just have the time 

to get my trousers on, before I start kicking a football on stage, which gives the most beautiful passes and after-

wards I fly down from the stage – and I can float as I want to. 

 

And my legs – NO PROBLEMS – so the little bit of exercise I have already done after coming home from Kenya has 

“fixed” this problem, which you will normally have in the beginning when doing so much exercise as I did yesterday 

and I was just thinking that only when I did my best BEFORE going to Kenya I could run for 30 minutes without stop-

ping – as Jack might remember (?)- and I am pleased that I succeeded running 30 minutes already yesterday again af-

ter the difficult trip to Kenya – normally it will take me weeks running 3-4 times per week to get in such a mental and 

physical stage where I can run 30 minutes and yesterday I did it on extreme will power! 

 

Work at the park today 

This morning I thought I was right on time but before leaving home at 7.12 I found out that I needed to go to the bath-

room and because of this I first arrived at the park at 7.32 today – so I was late! And after my cup of morning coffee at 

the park I was so tired that I could hardly stand up – more tired than ever before here - but I decided standing up to 

ask Rolf of the status of the car and he said that we would go and get it together this morning from the Ford workshop 

after he just had done some small things and even though I had absolutely no motivation to do anything because of 

my tiredness I asked him if he had work I could do in the meantime and he said that I could take a cup of coffee and 

find job advertisements, which I then did – without really finding anything ne because I searched just the other day. 

 

And at 8.30 I drove together with Rolf to the workshop, where the truck had a new tire put on and I drove back the 

truck and the work today would be to remove more of the waste (branches) from the fallen tree, which I then started 

doing without Kenneth because he was REALLY hurthing his knee the other day so he was not here and instead I was 

met by Anja – a woman who is sometimes here – who helped me doing this work today until 11.30, where we were 

given our “freedom” (not much else to do because of the cold weather), because when I spoke to Anja in the truck the 

three times we went together to the waste disposal site, she said to me that she has been here for approx. 1½ years 

and the last three times the Commune has prolonged her stay here without her will because she would actually prefer 

to attend another activation project at one of the schools, so she is also here against her will and according to her self 

because “the Commune will know where I am and to make sure that I have something to do” and furthermore she 

told me that she has had two slipped discs and one squeezed nerve is troubling her and I asked her if this means that 

her working capability is reduced which she said that it is not, but then she said that she has been working or offered 

work earlier, as I understood her, as a “flex job”, which you can only get when your working ability is reduced – and I 

have seen this denial many times before from people in flex jobs who have wanted to take out income protection in-

surances where you need to have your full working ability – and this also showed me an example of the park being 

used as the “occupation project” it was originally intented as – as far as I have understood. 

 

Today and yesterday God played the song “Stay” by U2 for me and gave me the lines “you look through me” and “lon-

don, belfast and berlin”. 

 

And when we loaded the truck bed today I was very happy that Tom gave me some of his experience of how to 

tighten a rope over the load and to use the roap as a tight-knit, and how to make a knot on it, which is easy to open 

again – which I remembered that Fuggi also taught me when we were boys and yes ANOTHER GREAT DAY WHERE I 
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HAVE LEARNED SOMETHING NEW and STILL THINKING OF BENT, my first manager from Danske Bank saying this. And 

Tom asked me again as he has done a few times before if I sleep well at night, because this is what you will normally 

do when you do this kind of physical work and also now when I do a lot of exercise - and if he only knew (!) so I could 

only say that I actually don’t sleep very well. 

 

And today I had no real choice than TWICE to drive with the truck through the two 1,90 metre narrow gates at the 

road of Brede – and I did not like to do it the first time – but I decided to do it instead of driving the whole road 

around to enter from the other side and I did it without any problems and it is REALLY NARROW THE ENTRANCE (!!!) 

and later in the day I did it again and actually without problems even though I sliced the second left gate a litte bit and 

this is only the symbol that I am going in and out of my gate without problems because THIS IS WHAT I DO EVERY SIN-

GLE DAY at the moment here. 

 

And when I drove with Anja she was kind to show me a very nice yellow house here next to the park uphill – a private 

house, I believe – which is called “Nazareth”, which she thought sounded strange because this is not what you will 

normally call a house here but Brede and Lyngby is the neighbourhood I live and work in during this part of my life. 

And Anja is a nice person as so many other people here and she can even ask questions but it is very difficult to be 

able to listen when you only hear your own voice, which is what the Devil is doing when He is GIVING YOUR 

THOUGHTS OF YOURSELF when you are selfish and when you are not strong enough to decide over your thoughts and 

I was just about to tell her my vision of NGO’s – that is how God wants to help people of the world to get a normal life 

– and even though she should be able to hear that I was not finished speaking, she interrupted me and I was thinking 

if she had heard anything at all of what I told her and I was very annoyed with her thinking that this did not motivate 

me at all to speak to her and instead the told a story about people working for Unicef not paying taxes and an office 

lady as an example having 40,000 DKK net per month and at the same time a notice of three years and yes “what a 

wonderfull world” – another of my absolute favourite songs, which you can see on no lists because this is another 

genre the same way as songs of Cole Porter and different Jazz performers for example, which I love too – because is 

this office lady mostly commited to the purpose of helping people or to make as much money as possible for her self 

not paying taxes, which not many people can avoid today?  

 

And finally she told me about two KENYANS who have worked here for some months and PROBABLY NOT THAT 

COMMON TO SEE KENYANS WORKING HERE – ESPECIALLY A SHORT TIME BEFORE I STARTED WORKING HERE and she 

said that one of them was working very hard indeed and one was following the slow pace here – so these are the sto-

ries which YOU GOD AND THE COUNCIL WANTED ME TO GET FROM ANJA FROM OUR MEETING TODAY and WHAT SHE 

WAS PLANTED FOR HERE ☺. 

 

And now the 2003 and 2006 albums of Muse are almost on my list of favourite albums too – and SOME OF THE MUSIC 

is among the most beautiful I have ever heard, some is fantastic as symphonic or even hard rock – GOD IS MODERN 

THIS TIME and LOVE ALL MUSIC but DO YOU MY TRADITIONAL PEOPLE FOLLOW ME IN MY DEVELOPMENT AND WILL 

YOU UNDERSTAND THAT I LOVE THIS ROCK MUSIC and that it is as beautiful as Mozart for example? - And you know a 

mixture which I like so much and I have also listened more intense to Radiohead and I can hear that your songs have a 

great potential also in my ears – because of your very special “universe” or “atsmosphere”, brilliant singing and guitar 

playing etc. - and I can hear the world class, so I will also include you on my top 100 list when I listen to you more – I 

have now downloaded most of your albums – but I will be very surprised if you can even come close to Muse in my 

perception because of the even greater creativity, variation in choice of instruments, voices, and not least the QUAL-

ITY OF THE LYRICS (!!!) of Muse – because Muse are SINGING ABOUT JUDGMENT DAY, THE END OF THE WORLD, 

CHANGING THE WORLD etc. and I have not yet read your lyrics, but I can hear some of the words when I listen to the 

music. 

 

MESHACK: NO MORE WORRIES FOR THE CHOSEN FEW 

Thank you Meshack for sending me your nice email and I do hope that God and Virgin Mary will continue being with 

you and will make sure that the power of the Devil will be decreased – but you know that the Devil will be with you on 

your “last” journey so to say and this is almost what you may feel it is, also thinking of Elijah here, but it is only a last 

journey for the Devil, not for you, because after your journey is complete, your life will be WITHOUT the Devil, this is 

what you have to look forward to – and it will much more beautiful than what you can imagine today to be “liberated” 

☺. 
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Thank you so much indeed Meshack for your very strong declaration of your support and faith, which I truly appreaci-

ate, and maybe I did not write as clearly of my thoughts the other day – I may have had a little bit of insecurity regard-

ing you, John and David because of your difficulties but for the three of you I would say that 98% has been trust in 

your continuous support and with your STRONG email today now EVEN MORE and when it comes to Elijah my trust 

has been lower in him than you because I know that he has had many thoughts and difficulties deciding precisely what 

he wants to do and because HE DOES ALMOST NOT COMMUNICATE – so he is still a slave of his sufferings and they 

are severe  BUT Elijah when I can continue working, you can too (!) - but I do still believe in Elijah because we are now 

so long on our journey that it can not be made undone. And I don’t know if Elijah has understood yet that his DECI-

SION to FEEL the suffering increases the suffering of both himself and me too – because his negative thoughts are 

transferred and included in the “game” that I go through too – and this is only included for you to understand objec-

tively. 

 

And thank you so much for your continuous communication, which is you know OF THE BIGGEST IMPORTANCE ☺. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi there and hope that you are in good health. On my part have not been feeling well and actually today have not 

made it to town because i am not my self health wise but as usual i will stick to my faith and i will be healed very soon. 

 

When i was reading the scripts, i saw your worries that you doubt whether we shall support you with our faith but as i 

have been telling you that since we arethe chosen few and we have the desire to accomplish our mission, you should 

rest be assured that you have our support in abbudance and this should never worry you any more for what are we go-

ing to loose when we support you ? we will gain by achieving our goal to help the word and the normal life coming to 

the village and our eyes are set to that. 

 

I will be informing you about the meeting at the garden tommorrow if i will be okay and i will keep you informed. 

 

Hi to your work mate and the rest there. 

 

                 meshack. 

 

Receiving two rejections  

Yesterday I received a rejection to become a store manager at Magasin and today Conduco sent me a rejection on the 

position as ACCOUNT MANAGER (!) – they have choosen other candidates - so obviously they could not see me work-

ing in these jobs and maybe it was difficult for them to read and understand that I would probably perform the best of 

all candidates? So until now I HAVE NOT BEEN VERY LUCKY because of the LACK OF OBJECTIVITY, TRUST OR CREATIV-

ITY of the people deciding on whom they will invite to come for an interview – but maybe someday people will start 

UNDERSTANDING my CV, which this exercise is all about. 

 

Doing the second edit since 31st December 

Today was one of those very tired days indeed which I found out again when sitting in the bathtub not actually being 

present (!) and yesterday I was so eager to start my new exercise at Fitness World that I had also booked a time today, 

which I decided to cancel when coming home today because I was “very tired” and because I had to do the second 

edit since the 31st December, which took me five hours to do, which is not easy to do when you can almost not see out 

of your eyes because the sight keeps becoming blurred because of tiredness, so this is just another way that you give 

me tiredness but today I was able to read and to concentrate despite of the problem of seeing so this is what I did 

thinking that it took me too long, but I did it and now the time is 21.05 and I also have on my list today to produce an 

email to the Commune to follow up on my meeting with Arnaud and I will do it if I can do it and if I can approve of the 

quality and if I am too tired doing this, I will have to postpone it – and furthermore I have now put on my action plan 

to do a new week plan including exercise to include this as a normal part of my life. 

 

And when I am writing a letter to the responsible civil servants and politicians of Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune I am very 

tempted by writing that I am writing this book and that they have a chance to show the best they can which I will then  
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bring in this book but I have decided that the subject of this book shall remain unveiled for the Commune – as for the 

other people working for the state and Communes I have been in contact with – because I want to show the world 

how the system is working without influencing them to do things differently to what they would normally do. 

 

And now the time is 22.25 and I have made my draft for an email to all of the responsible politicians and civil servants 

of the Commune and I have found their email addresses so I could actually send the email this evening, but I have de-

cided that I want to edit it being more fresh that I am now and therefore I will do that tomorrow whereafter I will send 

it. 

 

So today was a difficult day and I HAD to do my best otherwise your CROOKS of the Council would turn the Devil on 

me again as you “tried” to do, but better luck next time …  ☺. 
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Friday 8th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, visiting Tom in private and he SURPRISED me, the most beautiful email from 

David , does God and the Council want me to start a job and the first fitness week plan. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

My sleep was better however not normal but there is a very big difference between being “very tired” and “tired” and 

today I was “only” tired, which is not nice but a big liberation compared to being “very” or “extremely” tired. 

 

In the beginning of the night I was woken up with what I can only describe as POOR DREAMS, which I decided not to 

write down, and this gradually made my dreams become better – so this is what it took for you to do something seri-

ously about it! 

 

Dreams: 

 

• I am on a boat, it is New Years evening and marzipan ring cake is served. When leaving the boat, we come to India 

and I see that the Prime Minister of India would like to speak about peace and a nice looking woman would like to 

get an interview with him and the PM says that he will accept to give the interview if she will submit herself to 

him, which makes the woman travel away from the boat and away from me. 

• I hear the song “Joe the lion” by David Bowie. 

• I am at Danske Bank, Freeport Branch. Benta wants to insert the balance of a check into her account and I tell her 

that “you are in control” and she says “no, not always”. She asks Henning W. and I if one of us want to accept a 

salary increase and to pay more taxes, and Henning says no, which make me accept. And she asks the same about 

getting a car against paying more in taxes before the 30th April, which Henning rejects and I therefore accept. I see 

myself later drive in this car, which is a normal “family car” here and I think about buying a used car in order to 

get a bigger car instead for the same amount of money. I agree with Benta to meet her at 16.30 and I know that I 

will have to change my clothes in the bank before meeting her, which I now think is closed, but I find out that 

Henning W. is working overtime, which makes me start talking to him for a long time which has the consequence 

that I am 20 minutes late when meeting Benta. Henning W. knows which woman to call at the headoffice of the 

bank, who is making candy. 

• I am invited to come to the Danish National Stadium. I am told that 5,000-10,000 people/children are expected to 

come to see a young artist making candy but I say no thank you, and when I see some very nice homemade bread 

I accept these instead. 

• I hear the lyrics “we are Gold, always believe in your soul” by Spandau Ballet. 

 

Work at the park today 

Arriving again ON TIME at the park today knowing that Anja will not be here today and that I would have to start load-

ing the truck alone which I did in beautiful and cold weather of -6 to -7 degrees and from the time I had done this at 

8.25 and until the first break at 9.30 there was NOTHING TO DO because the waste disposal site first opens at 10.00, 

because Rolf was not here today, because Judith could not find other work and I thought that maybe I could help Tom 

removing the firewood which he and Mikkel has used VERY LONG TIME TO CUT from where it lies to a place behind 

the greenhouse with the wine plants and I asked Tom about this BUT THIS WAS TRULY IMPOSSIBLE TO DO because 

THIS IS HIS WORK (!) and he will do this work next week so nothing to do for one hour and it made me ask Judith if I 

can meet later if they have no work for me – because this is as mad as it gets, to come here and do absolutely nothing 

(which many of the people actually do here!) – and Judith accepted that I could come at 8.30 instead of 7.30 at least 

on Monday – and today it was only Tom, Bjørn and I who were here and Bjørn said that last summer they were up to 

26 people at the same time at the park and that it was impossible to give so many people work to do in a park of this 

small size. 

 

Kenneth was here briefly today to tell us that he has hurt his knee so much – the other day – that he almost cannot 

walk and that the doctor has ordered him on a three weeks break and Mikkel has also been “sick” all week, which Rolf 

and Judith “this time” believe in as Tom said to me because he is having “neck inflammation” and I wonder if he has 

received a medical declaration of this and how he managed to get a doctor writing such a declaration. 
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At the first break Tom and Bjørn decided that they wanted to “help” me today and Tom decided to TELL Judith that he 

and Bjørn would be finished with their work when we had removed two loads of waste to the waste disposal site and 

he was so determined and convincing in his voice that Judith could do no other than to accept – because this is how 

Tom is, nobody is talking against Tom because he is VERY VERY persuasive – and I was just shaking my head in disbe-

lief inside of me without saying anything because I knew that we should be able to do three loads as yesterday but be-

cause Tom had decided to get off early today, this is how it became. And the help I received was for them to help a 

little bit putting branches on the truck, but also to wait on them smoking in- and outside the truck (!) and buying beer 

(!) and when unloading at the waste disposal site they were actually not helpful, so what should become quicker when 

receiving help actually delayed me so two people today – not myself included (!) - managed to do absolutely nothing 

at all! 

 

And when we had unloaded the second time and the clock was a little before 11.00 Tom invited me for a beer at his 

home, which I accepted and I said that I would come at 12.00 and again I saw the VERY PURSUASIVE SIDE OF TOM 

TELLING ME and actually DEMANDING OF ME – as he has done before and the same way as he did with Judith today – 

that NOW my work day was over and I could feel how uncomfortable this made me again and I have decided to be 

strong here so I could only tell Tom that he knows me and that I would go back to work until 11.30 (which is normal 

time on Fridays) and I would come to him at 12.00, if he would be at home and if he was not at home then we would 

not have an agreement and this made him accept – but I was not very popular in his mind because it would also make 

him and Bjørn look bad in the eyes of Judith that I went back to work alone without them because it would tell Judith 

that they had cheated and finished before time – which is actually what I did, I went back to load the truck again – and 

this only demonstrates again that you can go up against “the leader of the pack” and all of the employees and their 

“homemade rules” and still you can become friends with them! 

 

Visiting Tom in private and he SURPRISED me 

So I finished at 11.30 and after riding my bicycle I rang on Tom’s door at 12.00 precisely, he opened and I met him and 

also his “room mate” Carsten, who he is living together with temporarily because Carsten does not have an apartment 

himself. And I found out that Carsten is also a nice person, who participated in our talk and whom I spoke much with 

too, but this story today is about Tom. 

 

Tom offered me a CHRISTmas beer and he said that today he was drinking “more than he does normally” and Tom 

“keeping up appearances” is what this is about isn’t it because the official story today at the park is that you are not 

an alcoholic anymore but isn’t it the truth that you are indeed an alcoholic?  

 

And not only an alcoholic, because you are smoking all of the time and you showed me what a “sack pipe” is – and I 

was thinking of the SCOTTISH PIPE INSTRUMENT and again SCOTLAND has BEEN SHOWN TO ME AS A SYMBOL OF THE 

DRUNKEN SAILOR WHO IS DRINKING WHISKY and that is the Devil my friend – and what it is is apparently a mixture of 

tobacco and hash and we spoke about this and Tom was under influence and started telling me that he was the man 

having monopoly not on buying but on selling hash at “PUSHERS GÅRD” in Helsingør maybe 20 years ago and he also 

smuggled Hash to the Island of Ven in Sweden and we are not talking about a few grams here but about cubic metres 

of it and not only was he selling hash but also the “strong white powder”, which there was a lot of money in and 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR TELLING ME TOM because you were also telling me that YOU WOULD KILL ME if I passed 

on some of this information and yes Tom I HAVE TOLD NO ONE ABOUT THIS AS PROMISED and NO TOM I DID NOT 

KEEP MY WORD TO YOU – I DECIDED TO BRING IT HERE and TOM SOMEDAY YOU MAY WANT TO THANK ME FOR DO-

ING THIS BECAUSE I WOULD LIKE YOU NOT ONLY TO STOP SELLING WHAT YOU SELL AND NOT ONLY TO STOP USING 

DRUGS YOURSELF BUT I WOULD LIKE YOU TO HELP THE WORLD DOING THE SAME. 

 

And Tom told me that he has also been working 25 years as a Gardener and that his goal today is to have a “black in-

come” of 2,500 DKK per week on top of the cash help of the Commune – working on the afternoons because he has 

succeeded to convince the Commune that he can only work until 12.30 every day – but then he often works for pri-

vate people in the afternoons, and I told Tom that I like him very much as a person – and I gave examples of what I 

like, and he showed me that he also reads about positive psychology “because it is important to be positive” as he said 

and business strategies, so he showed new sides of himself today – and he also said how important it is when you 

work for people that you will work concentrated at least 50 minutes per hour as he said (which I don’t quite agree 
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with as written earlier in this book, but it is MUCH better than what he does at the park) and I said to him that I don’t 

like his attitude of work at the park without insulting him (!) and I could say this to him directly after he started speak-

ing about that I am not popular with the others in the park because of my high work moral and then I started giving 

him my COMMITTED speech of FREEDOM UNDER RESPONSIBILITY and that the system does not give people here 

freedom and that people here are not responsible and that both parties need to meet in the middle and I said that 

you should never be so angry on a system that you will decrease your working effort because it will only destroy your-

self and my dear friends – TOM UNDERSTOOD ME and I called the cash helpers for selfish people only thinking on 

themselves without showing responsibility and on this background Tom accepted what I said also about his own work-

ing moral, and he was so much with me also when I said that I WILL MANAGE TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM, THAT THIS IS 

NOT THE TALK OF A MAD MAN and he gave me suc a STRONG reaction that he wanted me to become a preacher or a 

politician and that he would follow me, and he said that I cannot do it alone, which I told him that he was perfectly 

right in, but I WILL BE THE ONE STARTING THIS MOVEMENT TOM and I WILL BE HAPPY TO RECEIVE YOUR HELP AS 

WELL. 

 

Tom did not tell me all of his illegal actions today, but he told me that he has been many years in prison because of 

these STUPID actions and he told me that he also makes money on houses and art and I don’t know what kind of 

crimes he does with houses and art, but he is very creative in order to make money illegally – and JUST maybe TOM 

WILL ALSO BE VALUABLE FOR OUR PURPOSE OF CHANGING THE WORLD and NOT MANY PEOPLE I HAVE MET HAVE 

HIS VERY STRONG PERSONALITY and we know JUST A HINT OF COURSE. 

 

During the afternoon he tried “to find out” who I am by asking me if I could give him economical advices on business 

matters in the “grey zone” and that he of course would pay me and I could only tell him that I will not act illegally and 

that he should not ask for my advice on illegal matters and I also said that I will not turn him in – and maybe you will 

think yourself Tom if you have done something which has hurt other people which you would like to report to the po-

lice and also to repent all of your sins of course? And I told him that it is vital for us in order to get a friendship that he 

will accept me for my stand points, which he does not agree with me in and that I will accept his– because we like 

each other as persons and will focus on what unite us – and he agreed with me, so this is the beginning of the most 

impossible friendship I have ever had in my life. And for the first time I believe in his life, Tom has now met somebody 

who he cannot tell what to do and not to do and instead of becoming mad at me, he has accepted me and decided to 

“follow me”. 

 

The most beautiful email from David  

And I can only say THANK YOU SO MUCH WITH ALL OF MY HEART DAVID for your beautiful email today and because of 

this I decided to find the symbol of the heart placed on page 214 instead of “only” giving you a smiley to show my ap-

preciation of your email, which touched me immensely and which is one of your most beautiful emails yet and just 

maybe the most beautiful. Thank you, and I do like to see what I see when you show who you truly are, which you 

have not done as frequently as John and Meshack, so thank you for showing your soul and your vulnerability too by 

sending these fine words – and maybe you remember reading from the script of this morning, that God during the 

night gave me the song by DAVID BOWIE – a symbol of himself – containing the word LION in the title so David, it is 

also God saying thank you by giving these symbols and the Lion as you write so intelligent and loyal about, and it gives 

me much pride having you and the team with me when you show this kind of support and faith and I feel that TO-

GETHER WE SHALL GAIN THE VICTORY ☺. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Dear Stig,  

 

It is with much delight that I receive your mails. The Lord is gracious, and His mercies endure forever. With Christmas 

behind us, we look forward to Passover, where He bled and died to take the sins of those who believe in Him away. And 

this Jesus is the Lion of the tribe of Judah. Although the Bible calls us the sheep of God, I am happy because sheep be-

lieve and trust. And we are going far by faith. Last night I watched a show where one of Kenya’s most famous Safari 

Rally drivers of the 1980s was featured. Here is one of his excerpts during the show, “A group of sheep led by a lion can 

defeat a group of lions led by a sheep!” This applies to us. We are being led by a Lion and even if we meet challenges; 

we shall overcome together and achieve our goals.  
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The Lord gave us the gift of this year so that we may live in it and do wonders. As we look forward to a wonderful year, 

I rather that we do not forget that in the name of Jesus:  

 

• We have the victory  

• We are the heads and not the tails  

• We do not conquer through Jack Booted Military Feet but we conquer through the Bleeding Feet of Christ on 

the cross of Calvary.  

  

We stand with you Stig at this time and look forward to the day when we shall meet again and stand in victory to cele-

brate the Lord’s doing. 

 

 Thank you and have a blessed day. 

 

 David 

 

Does God and the Council want me to start a job? 

And WE KNOW ALL OF US and yes BIG CHANGES and yes SURPRISES and VERY OFTEN HERE and JUST TO ACCEPT what 

you want me to do because today Antonella called me saying that the JobCentre has received an enquiry from a com-

pany called VEMCO offering CONTROL- AND COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS to get a BtB sales person  and she and 

Søren thought of me and I don’t know the company but when she said COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS I WAS THINK-

ING if this is a symbol from ALL OF YOU or if this is included as part of the game but I will check the company and call 

them on Monday to find out. 

 

And I can only say that I WOULD BE VERY VERY VERY SURPRISED TO SAY THE LEAST IF THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT ME TO 

DO and MY THINKING IS TO REFUSE DOING THIS because WE NEED TO CARRY ON but I will just follow the roads you 

show to see if this is the road of God or the Devil and to let you CONTROL what happens ☺. And thinking of Elijah and 

your attitude Elijah OF LETTING THINGS HAPPEN for you to accept the plans that God has with you ☺. 

 

Writing to the top civil servants and politicians of Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune 

In continuation of my work from yesterday evening and as I wrote earlier IF PAUL DID NOT START LIFTING ME UP 

HERE IN JANUARY I WOULD FOLLOW UP on my meeting with Arnaud from the Jobcentre by contacting the top civil 

servants and politicians of Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune with the aim to reform the system, which I have now done be-

cause I said I would and because I also want to see how far this system is willing to let me go without knowing who I 

am – and I do hope that the system will welcome me positively but I fear that it will let me down too. This is what I 

wrote and sent today: 

 

Kære Borgmester, Økonomiudvalg, Kommunaldirektør, Socialdirektør, Vicesocialdirektør og Jobcenterchef  i Lyng-
by-Taarbæk kommune! 
 
Efter 2 ugers ledighed med deltagelse i et såkaldt ”jobsøgningskursus” har jeg nu i 8 ud af 10 uger deltaget i det kom-
munale AKTIVERINGS-PROJEKT som gartner i Brede Park, som jeg forstår oprindeligt var tiltænkt mænd over 40 år 
uden tilknytning til arbejdsmarkedet, og som det fremgår af mit vedlagte CV, er denne aktivering så langt væk, som 
tænkes kan, fra min hidtidige karriere som leder/funktionær i 25 år i den finansielle sektor. 
 
Formålet med denne mail er at tilbyde jer min evaluering af, hvordan systemet fungerer i praksis og hvordan det kan 
forbedres betydeligt , hvis I er villige til at lytte med et åbent sind og til at lære af de fejltagelser, som begås i dag? HAR 
I NOGENSINDE FÅET EN SÅDAN KVALIFICERET FEEDBACK fra en leder, som er blevet trukket igennem systemet efter 
jeres forgodtbefindende?  
 
Jeg deltager gerne i et møde med embedsmænd og/eller politikere og også gerne at holde et foredrag på 15-30 mi-
nutter eller længere for endnu bedre kvalitet for det samlede Økonomiudvalg, hvis dette kan ske uden unødig forsin-
kelse på grund af bureaukrati. 
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Nedenfor følger eksempler på emner og spørgsmål, som kan indgå i et møde eller foretræde for udvalget, og som kan 
danne grundlag for kommunens beslutning om at ændre politikken, så I fremover behandler borgerne betydeligt bed-
re og mere humant og samtidig væsentligt forbedrer deres mulighed for at komme i arbejde: 
 
1. Mine erfaringer fra AKTIVERINGEN som gartner i Brede Park 

a. Hvad vil det sige at arbejde fysisk hårdt i 30 timer pr. uge og hvilken motivation og ressourcer er tilbage til at 

søge et arbejde - som vel egentlig er hovedformålet med kommunens hjælp - i FRITIDEN? 

b. Hvordan er stemningen og indstillingen i Brede Park – bliver man ”hjulpet i gang” på en god måde? 

c. Hjælper aktiveringen mig med at komme tilbage til arbejdsmarkedet som leder eller er der tale om en ned-

værdigende behandling af mennesker, som fjerner engagement, vilje og lyst? 

d. Hvilken betydning har 65% refusionsreglen ved aktivering i stedet for 35% ved ikke aktivering for kommunens 

indsats og hvilken betydning har det, at personer under aktivering ikke indgår i de officielle arbejdsløsheds-

statistikker? 

e. Er kommunen mere interesseret i sin egen økonomi i stedet for virkelig at hjælpe folk, og har man en ulovlig 

politik med at ”skræmme” folk væk fra Kontanthjælp og lykkes man rent faktisk hermed? 

f. Kommunens beskæftigelsesplan: ”Aktiveringen skal være målrettet ordinær beskæftigelse” og ”Aktivering 

skal derfor være målrettet områder, hvor der er gode muligheder for beskæftigelse”. Hvordan hænger dette 

sammen med praksis??? 

g. Hvis jeg ”tilfældigvis” var medlem af en a-kasse, havde jeg i stedet modtaget helt andre ”tilbud”. Hvordan 

vurderes ”rationalet” i, at personer med nøjagtigt samme behov behandles meget forskelligt af to forskellige 

systemer, fordi systemerne ”bestemmer” i stedet for ”hjælper”? 

2. Mine erfaringer med ”systemet”/Jobcentret i kommunen og ”jobsøgningskursus” 

a. Gennemgang af mine observationer, herunder dårlig information om formål og kontaktforløb, som ikke er 

INDIVIDUEL og FLEKSIBEL, som loven kræver, og hvor man får udleveret en 100% standard jobplan, som des-

uden ikke lever op til kommunens egne værdier om ”respekt” og ”individuelle løsninger”. 

b. Betydningen af at fokusere på KVANTITET og ikke på KVALITET i krav, hjælp og rådgivning, herunder kravet 

om fire ansøgninger hver 14. dag, som kommunen accepterer, bliver opfyldt via 2 minutter pr. ansøgning, 

hvis man beslutter sig for dette.  

c. Betydningen af, at der ydes hjælp efter laveste fællesnævner i forhold til kontanthjælpsmodtagere på forskel-

lige niveauer og i forhold til kommunens medarbejderes indsats/motivation, som er i direkte modstrid med 

kommunens beskæftigelsesplan: ”Borgeren skal mødes af professionelle, kompetente medarbejdere med høj 

faglig ekspertise på det beskæftigelsespolitiske område” . 

d. Evaluering af kommunens indsats og ”rådgivning” i forbindelse med kompetence afdækning, udarbejdelse af 

CV og ansøgninger. 

3. Anbefalinger, som kan forbedre kommunens/jobcentrets indsats, resultater og omdømme betydeligt 

a. RIGTIG anvendelse af VIRKELIGE VÆRDIER: ”FRIHED” under ”ANSVAR” og ”DEN GYLDNE REGEL” – DER EKSI-

STERER ET KÆMPE POTENTIALE VED RIGTIG ANVENDELSE AF DISSE, SOM FØLGER SIMPEL LOGIK! 

b. Topprofessionel kvalitet i rådgivning, kommunikation, spørgeteknik, behovsanalyse, værktøjer og skabeloner. 

c. Hvordan man VIRKELIG HJÆLPER ledige medborgere med at komme tilbage i arbejde! 

 
Til orientering kan jeg oplyse, at jeg den 23. december havde et møde med Jobcentrets teamleder Arnaud Quéré, som 
har fået kopi af denne mail, fordi han – som han udtrykte det – er med til at skrive kommunens beskæftigelsesplan, og 
fordi det ifølge ham er ”systemet” og ikke ”politikerne”, som bestemmer politikken om aktivering i kommunen. 
 
Det var mit håb, at Arnaud ville lytte til mine forslag med et åbent sind, men han valgte i praksis at optræde lukket og 
kontrolleret – som er en sådan adfærd man netop IKKE ønsker fra en coach - og han fortalte mig, hvordan man gør i 
kommunen uden reel vilje til at lytte til en anden og bedre måde at gøre tingene på. Mit formål med dette møde var 
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ikke at høre, hvordan kommunen gør i dag - jeg har  læst og forstået de sidste tre års beskæftigelsesplaner i detalje - 
mit mål var at ændre systemet, som det fortsat er! 
 
Jeg var blandt andet forberedt på at give Arnaud et notat på 27 sider, som indeholder mange anbefalinger til et bedre 
system, som jeg har udarbejdet i november 2009 og som bærer titlen ”Verdens bedste kompetence- og jobprofiler, 
rådgivning og jobformidling”, men jeg besluttede under mødet ikke at udlevere notatet til en person, som ikke udviste 
en reel interesse og åbenhed. Arnaud – som alene er medtaget her som et EKSEMPEL på, hvordan mange i systemet 
optræder – mener det godt, men som mange forstår han ikke, at hans trang til at bestemme over og at kontrollere 
andre mennesker ved at tage deres frihed væk fra dem er forkert – indstillingen kan illustreres via hans holdning: ”JEG 
mener, at det er bedst for DIG, at du er i beskæftigelse for at du kan få et job”. Prøv at forestil jer at modtage en sådan 
besked, når alt i jeres sind og krop fortæller jer, at dette er fuldstændigt forkert! I kunne lige så godt bestemme, hvem 
jeg må eller ikke må giftes med – der er i princippet ingen forskel! Det handler om ganske almindelig kommunikation, 
erfaring, viden og menneskelig forståelse, som savnes meget i dette system! 
 
Hvordan ville du Søren Rasmussen, Tim Andersen eller Lene Hald som eksempler OPLEVE det, hvis I ufrivilligt blev ar-
bejdsløse og blev TVUNGET i aktivering i et HÅRDT FYSISK ARBEJDE som gartner i 10 uger? Har I på noget tidspunkt 
tænkt, at I kunne have været MIG og på hvordan det VIRKELIG FØLES at blive udsat for sådan en behandling, som I gi-
ver jeres kontanthjælpsmodtagere i dag? Har I VIRKELIG TÆNKT OVER, HVAD JERES POLITIK BETYDER FOR MENNE-
SKER, DERES SELVOPFATTELSE OG LIVSKVALITET? 
 
Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra jer - og jeg håber, at I vil opfatte denne mail, som den er tænkt: Positivt for at skabe for-
andring til glæde for mennesker :-) 
 
 
Mange venlige hilsener fra 
 
Stig Dragholm 
Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 
2800 Kgs. Lyngby 
Tlf. 23742358 
 
Note 1: I er velkomne til at tage ”referencer” på mig fra Søren, Antonella eller ”den Syriske kvinde” i Jobcentret, eller 
fra Susanne eller Jens Erik fra Jobværkstedet, som alle er dygtige og venlige medarbejdere med et stort potentiale. De 
vil nok give jer en anden vurdering af mig end Arnaud. Antonella har modtaget en kopi af denne mail, som jeg opfor-
drer hende til at dele med sine kollegaer. 
 
Note 2: Bemærk venligst, at ikke alle medlemmer af Økonomiudvalget har modtaget denne mail, fordi ikke alle mail 
adresser fremgår af kommunens hjemmeside. 
 

The first fitness week plan 

Today I decided to do my first fitness week plan which includes running twice, doing yoga twice and meditation twice 

– and this is what I will do and what I will evaluate after one week before making the new plan for the next week – 

and I will continue from tomorrow. 
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Saturday 9th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, running at Fitness World, watching the beautiful AVATAR movie together with Jack, A FAITHFUL 

email from John, writing an email to Evans and an “exciting” visit by Fuggi. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night I slept more and I am therefore less tired today and today my plan was to go to Fitness World, Emdrup, this 

time before I would meet Jack later – he invited me the other day to GO AND WATCH THE AVATAR MOVIE at the cin-

ema and THANK YOU COUNCIL for making him inspired and for him to invite me – and tonight Fuggi will come to visit 

us, and I was sad to hear that Jack was busy tonight so he was not able to join us tonight. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• An UFO is flying in one of the most beautiful villa areas to me, which is in Odinhøj, Ålsgårde. Ole is coming – will 

he speak? I see the forest and a house and then he will talk. 

• I wake up and actually for the second day in a row God plays “when you call my name it’s like a little prayer” by 

Madonna. 

 

Running at Fitness World 

Today I had decided to run at Fitness World, Emdrup, because the train goes directly to this branch – I decided not to 

bicycle today and I took the train without a ticket to save money (!) – and I could not find a time to do more Yoga be-

fore Monday and Tuesday next week – and today when running Paul was with me, and you do remember who Paul is 

by now I hope, and he was with me when running giving me deep breathings in order for me to say that meditation is 

actually what you do when you decide to focus your concentration deeply on something, which I have always done 

when running because of the BIG BIG problems I have when running where I have always needed MAXIMUM concen-

tration and commitment in order to do what comes naturally to other people (!) but NOT to me and this is why I nor-

mally keep my eyes focused at one place and why I cannot speak when running – I AM ACTUALLY MEDITATING WHEN 

I AM RUNNING – and ALL PEOPLE who do elite sport concentrated, work very concentrated on one thing etc. and 

show the ability to focus all of your attention and concentration on one thing and hereby keep out disturbing 

thoughts, temptations to relax etc. are actually doing the same as I do when I run and what I do when I meditate – I 

concentrate on one thing only and when I am so focussed I will become one with the spiritual world because this is 

infact what it is – when you become “blurred” or feel you are “floating” it is actually a blending with the spirits, this is 

where you get a “lifting” feeling and your breath automatically becomes slower , deeper and “lifted” up, this is where 

you will feel the connection and when I had this connection and feeling today when running it was easier for me to do 

the running but when I said that I can do this run by myself, it became more difficult for me. And I was running for 30 

minutes again today even though the first five minutes felt like it was impossible to continue, but I decided to con-

tinue and after 24 minutes I RECEIVED THE VERY DIRECT IMPULSE TO INCREASE THE SPEED FROM 10 TO 11 KM’S PER 

HOUR which I did for maybe 2-3 minutes. 

 

And as long as I do my best and come into a good rhytm also with this change in my life to integrate both what up un-

til now has been “normal” physical exercise for me, running (or spinning) together with Yoga and meditation – which I 

am starting on now – I feel the power of the Devil becoming gradually weaker and weaker and I “see” the actors play-

ing the Devil more and more visible – and I can now “challenge” the Devil by looking at beautiful women directly 

without the Devil can do anything else than just trying to annoy me a little bit, but the key here is that I have promised 

that I will do nothing to women, which in ifself is a very BIG pain of mine, but this is how life is and this is how it will 

continue to be when I follow my plan – I will come closer and closer to the Council and God and move further and fur-

ther away from the Devil. This also means that I don’t have to use all of my power to invite the Devil to fight me and 

show his best, because we have passed the point of where the Devil was his strongest. 

 

Watching the beautiful AVATAR movie together with Jack 

And I cannot even remember if I have seen Jack after coming home from Kenya or if this was the first time today and 

maybe it was the first time and he invited me to see the AVATAR movie at 12.00 and to pay the ticket because I could 

not afford it and the movie was really a very very beautiful experience to watch – to see the BEAUTY of my original 

people WHICH IS YOU MY DEAR MANKIND and that is WHAT I ORIGINALLY INTENDED FOR YOU and to compare this 
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with the aggressive humans attacking the planet WHICH IS WHAT YOU HAVE TURNED OUT TO BE and MY HOPE IS 

THAT YOU WILL SEE AND UNDERSTAND THIS MOVIE because YOU ARE ATTACKING ME AS HUMANS ARE ATTACKING 

THE ORIGINAL PEOPLE AT THE PLANET IN THE MOVIE and EVERYTHING I DO FOR YOU HERE TO START WITH BY WRIT-

ING THIS BOOK is to bring out the beauty of you as all of you have hidden inside of you the same way as the beautiful 

people on the planet have and I was together with Jack watching this movie and I remember that Evy, his mother, of-

ten said more like “Jake” to him when we grew up and this was the name of the CHOSEN ONE in the movie and of 

course THIS IS ME because what you see here is the battle between the good and evil too and here you have the son 

of God as Jake in the movie and God was also represented as the mother godess Eywa who heard the prayer of Jake 

and decided to help crushing the attack by the “aggressive humans”. It was truly a breathtaking experience watching 

the movie in 3D and several times I was so emotional that I felt tears almost felling from my eyes and my dear son and 

this is VIRGIN MARY SPEAKING yes my son I WILL ONLY TELL YOU THIS THIS IS NOT A “PUNKY REGGAE PARTY” (this 

song by BOB MARLEY MATCHES US PRECISELY WHEN IT COMES TO TASTE IN MUSIC!) BECAUSE I COULD NOT AR-

RANGE FOR YOU, JACK AND FUGGI to be together all of you today because Jack was busy tonight and I could have 

asked Jack the other day for another day for us to meet with Fuggi and yes Fuggi and I would like the three of us to 

meet but Jack still gets PROBLEMS when hearing about the big size of Fuggi and this is the reason why he is not keen 

on meeting him again and when I spoke to Jack after the movie – he invited me for a shawarma menu with a coca 

cola, which is LUXURY for me at the moment and which tasted FANTASTIC– I thought again as I have more and more 

when I speak to him that he normally speaks short sentences and that I cannot today speak very deep with Jack and 

we know JACK IS THE SYMBOL OF THE DEVIL among your old friends and FUGGI IS THE OPPOSITE when we look at 

how outgoing and sensitive he is but we know the palms don’t grow into heaven yet, because Fuggi speaks FAR too 

much about himself so maybe a little bit of Fuggi and a little bit of Jack and then I would have a much better friend ☺. 

 

And when I spoke to Jack BRIEFLY I also told him that I am still writing on my book and NO – absolutely NO QUESTION 

AT ALL from Jack about my book. 

 

I don’t write many messages on Facebook TODAY but I decided to write this message because of the movie and I 

wonder if any of my “friends” will start thinking about what the message of the movie is as I encouraged them to do: 

 

Den nye STORFILM AVATAR er en uendelig smuk oplevelse og betagende at se i 3D. Skønheden på det oprindelige folks 

planet er umådelig stor - og at se samspillet mellem naturen og folket på planeten samt folkets dybe følelser og ind-

byrdes relationer i forhold til "det aggressive menneske" i filmen er slående. SE FILMEN og tænk over, hvad der er fil-

mens budskab i disse tider :-) 

 

A FAITHFUL email from John 

Thank you John for your email today and for your faith and support too in these increasingly difficult times for you. 

Thank you for being strong to accomplish doing this – and thank you also for the photos you sent, which I have de-

cided to bring two examples of because I like the symbol of a cat as “good” and the fish as “me”. Your thought was 

very nice indeed John and all I can say here is BON VOYAGE because this is French and means SAFE JOURNEY and this 

is what ONE OF THE “FRENCH” OF THE COUNCIL IS SAYING and yes that is right NOSTRA or NOSTRADAMUS is saying 

and yes ALMOST FORGOT ABOUT YOU MY DEAR FRIEND and yes WE READ JOHN’S EMAIL and would just like to say 

JOHN to you and to your family that WE ARE KEEPING A GOOD EYE OUT FOR YOU TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU WILL 

CROSS THE LINE SAFELY ALL OF YOU.  

 

And here is John’s email: 

 

Yes Stig, 

 

Hope this message finds you well my freind.Am well too and my family,God is encouraging me to keep the faith and 

not to bury my head in the sad but to stand firm because we are just about to win the war. Thank you for your good 

messages contained in today's script, am happy to hear that life will one day change and suffering will be no more. Its 

true that we have both faith and total confidence in you. 

 

Today i have decided to send you some photos showing some amazing creatures and features that God created. Hope 

you like them my dear freind.The prayer below will surely increase your faith and obtain favor from God. 
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Have a nice day Stig. 

 

  
 

Writing an email to Evans 

I have not heard from Evans for a long time after I sent my last email to him the 10th December – and I have seen he 

has “tagged” me in a note with new years greetings and yesterday he sent me a “hi” as a chat message, which I did 

not see before it was too late and today I decided to sent this email to Evans telling him “the truth”, which he just 

might get difficulties understanding because I am as direct as I am, but maybe he will become inspired to answer – we 

will have to wait and see: 

 

Hi Evans,  

 

I saw your short HI on Facebook chat too late to react yesterday and you are very welcome if you would like to keep 

contact, but please let me tell you that a TRUE man of God is a man who is communicating, a man who does not stop 

communication without telling of his intention because he feels "offended" and a man of even bigger compassion than 

what you have shown me considering how Elijah is suffering.  

 

Please believe me my friend that what I have told you is the truth and what you have heard so far is only the surface of 

what is about to come, which apparently has made you nervous and sceptical. Please understand that God will not ap-

pear on Earth again according to what you MIGHT believe is the truth based on the old scripts - God has a plan of 

bringing home his children and Evans so far you have been the example of people believing too much in the Bible (!) to 

see the reality just in front of you. If you are a believer, then you should believe. There are always answers to brave 

men of true faith having the openness to aks, listen and understand. Are you a BRAVE man of TRUE faith?  

 

Please look away from the "culture" of Kenya saying that you always need to be discrete and to "please" other people. 

God wants you to be HONEST and DIRECT and always POSITIVE or OBJECTIVE - as I am in my mail to you :-). This is 

about COMMUNICATION, improving relations or people and much, much more. 

 

Kind regards 

from Stig 

 

An “exciting” visit by Fuggi 

Today was also the day when I had agreed for Fuggi to come and have dinner with me and as I said to him the dinner I 

prepared and served was the poorest I have ever served for a guest but we agreed that the food was alright, which it 

was but the truth is still that I have never made food for a guest without doing anything special which is what I did to-

night where we had roasted pork, which I have had much of here because when the supermarket has offers, it is 

among the cheapest meat you can find. 

 

I was happy to see Fuggi again and I did not know that God and the Council had made special plans for this evening, 

which I soon found out because Fuggi noticed Søren’s book of Yoga – which is a subject he is interested in – and we 

spoke briefly about the philosophy including NOT TO HAVE DISTURBING THOUGHTS DESTROYING YOU and I had actu-

ally no plans to tell him about my book, but this is what you had planned for me even though the road leading to this 

goal was almost impossible to find, because during the dinner my touch sensitive floor lamp began to increase and 
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decrease the light gradually up and down MANY times without me touching it and when I touched it nothing hap-

pened (!) – and I knew straight away that this was a number prepared by you the Council – and I decided to say it to 

Fuggi as it was, and I could equally as well have decided not to say anything, but here I said it and I explained that the 

reason why it did WHAT IT NEVER HAS DONE BEFORE was that “spiritual powers” were doing it to show an example 

and when I said this, Fuggi could have decided to ask questions to receive more information – because Fuggi is actu-

ally open minded (!) – but instead he said that he did not believe in me and that he knows of many examples of touch 

sensitive lamps doing what he saw here (are you sure about this Fuggi when you truly THINK about what you saw 

here?) and then I decided that I wanted to demonstrate as clearly as possible to Fuggi that I would not accept his way 

of communication and denial of the facts he had just witnessed and therefore we started what became a very unusual 

discussion because Fuggi has “a voice speaking to him”, which does not give up and he can go to the extreme when 

discussing, which is exactly what we did because I decided to do it and NORMALLY I WILL NEVER DISCUSS WITH A 

PERSON LIKE I DID WITH FUGGI THIS EVENING – and I have never ever had a discussion with Fuggi like this before, 

which I am glad that I have avoided! 

 

So I said to Fuggi that he could have chosen to ask open questions to hear about my experience of similar “spiritual” 

experiences instead of him being AS STRONG AS HE WAS saying that he did not believe in me because his reaction 

gave me the motivation NOT to tell him anything more at all – he was actually saying that I was lying, but the very in-

teresting part here is that this was the CAUSE of what he said because of the very direct and strong way he said it, but 

it was NOT necessarily the full meaning of Fuggi, because Fuggi is such a COMPLEX PERSON that his speech sounds like 

he is the most CLOSED person in the world but he is the opposite because he is TRULY VERY OPEN and he was actually 

still open to the fact that I could be right even though he strongly argued that I was not (!!!) and this is not very easy to 

see if you don’t make a very big effort trying to understand what he says and what he means behind all of the words! 

 

And I could only tell Fuggi that when he has no experience of how the spiritual powers work, that he will not be able 

to understand it and because it is part of me and I have seen this so many times that it was indeed spiritual powers 

working, and this led to a VERY LONG discussion about the PHILOSOPHY OF THE TRUTH because Fuggi insisted that his 

definition and understanding of the truth was at least of the same value as mine – and I tried to make things very clear 

and understandable for Fuggi when I took a bowl on the table, lifted it up and said that this bowl is blue as a symbol of 

the light of the lamp and if he started arguing that it was green, it would never make it green just because he said so – 

and again Fuggi can go to the extreme because he REALLY JUST WANTS TO UNDERSTAND, my dear friend Rommel, 

because now the question of the bowl was not so easy to understand, because some people might think it is not blue, 

but deep blue or another kind of blue as you said and this was ONE OF MANY EXAMPLES OF THE EVENING when Fuggi 

started thinking and making things up which only complicated our discussion very much and actually made it impossi-

ble to agree and instead I had to lift up my glass of red wine (thank you René) saying to Fuggi that THIS IS REALLY VERY 

VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND – THIS IS RED WINE, it is not white wine and I am not looking for an understanding of the 

red wine as being “deep red coloured” or “light red coloured” – it is red wine and nothing else, can we agree upon 

this, and to my surprise Fuggi agreed that it was indeed red wine and from this time the red wine was now used as a 

metaphor of the light of the lamp saying that THERE IS ONLY ONE TRUTH and this discussion with the details of this 

lamp lasted for maybe two hours and the only thing we could agree on – even though Fuggi behind the words were 

still open - was that THERE IS ONLY ONE TRUTH and that it was either what I said or what Fuggi said and during this 

discussion where I very often was given the words directly in my mouth I said many times and very directly to Fuggi 

that he is a CANTANKEROUS person and this made Fuggi very sensitive because HE JUST HATES TO BE CALLED CAN-

TANKEROUS – and I am thinking of Keld here, Fuggi’s brother, and I hear him calling Fuggi this – and I said to him that 

he wants to quarrel for the art of quarrelling the same way as I remember his late father did and this is absolutely not 

the truth according to Fuggi because just when having this discussion with him I had to be at least the same as he – 

and Fuggi what this was about was to say that I have showed you here the first example of how THE SPIRITS CAN 

WORK DIRECTLY IN THE PHYSICAL WORLD the same way as they work with our thoughts etc. and that what you did 

was ONLY TO LISTEN TO YOUR OWN VOICE GOING TO THE EXTREME – even though you behind your own voice are 

very open minded – and I tried to teach you how to communicate, to ask questions, listen, REFLECT by saying I UN-

DERSTAND YOU which I myself said to you many times during the evening, yes Fuggi I UNDERSTOOD WHAT YOU SAID 

and I also used this as an example asking you if you did understand what I said and then you kept on talking about 

your own arguments instead of answering the question and this led me to ask you if you would answer a question di-

rectly and clearly without talking about anything else, and this was alright you said and then I asked you the same 

question if you understood what I just had said to you and first now you said that you did – but Fuggi this was difficult 
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for you, because this is not how you communicate normally and it is difficult for you to accept that you need to ask 

questions and reflect to get a better communication and understanding – and the discussion continued most of the 

evening and when we continued talking about my book and the fight between the good and the evil coming again – 

inspired by the AVATAR and other movies which we talked about - you could only hear your own voice and then we 

used maybe 2-3 more hours discussing if God is a dictator or liberator or if he is good or evil (because you wanted to!) 

and every single detail we talked about you wanted to define and analyse for you to “understand”, which took away 

the key of the communication and the mutual understanding and you have so strong opinions Fuggi and in everything 

you do you want to decide if you think this is true or false so this discussion was on your premises where we talked 

and talked for many hours without really talking about very much because you wanted to speak about the details and 

it was your ARGUMENTS against mine for the sake of arguing and the worst part of it  - AS I SAID TO YOU MAYBE 10 

TIMES – was that you based all of your conclusions on inadequate information and you did not care about receiving 

more information before you took your decisions, and we kept on and on and on and the second example of the eve-

ning was when my CD-player used 10 minutes “reading” a CD WHICH HAS NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE – and READING 

FUGGI as a sign too of how long it will take you READING this book - and I told you Fuggi that this was the second ex-

ample for you this evening of the spirits working and it was followed by me pushing the open button of the CD player 

and then in the display it showed OPEN for maybe one hour without the drawer opening and again I could only tell 

you the truth that this has never happened before and you did exactly the same again Fuggi – despite what I asked 

you to do when we talked about the lamp – because now your head was inventing that this is the same as what is 

happening when people have certain computer problems  and then this was your truth without you feeling the need 

to obtain more information, and it made me show you the pictures of the lights over Northern Norway made by a UFO 

and I could only tell you that you can see these lights the same way as you saw light from my lamp and how my CD 

was acting, because you could not see the UFO on the pictures from Norway – because it was behind mountains – the 

same way as you could not see the spirits doing what they did to my lamp and CD BECAUSE AT THIS STAGE THIS IS 

WHERE YOU WILL HAVE TO DECIDE MY DEAR READER IF YOU DO BELIEVE WHAT WAS CAUSING THESE ACTIONS ARE 

WHAT I SAY IN THIS BOOK or if you believe you yourself have a better answer? 

 

And we talked more and more about my book, but instead of speaking about the content of the book all of Fuggis 

THINKING was about what is WRONG or RIGHT and that I have made “a choice” to listen to the SPIRIT (only one) and 

putting this in my book and who says that this spirit is telling the truth as you said and Fuggi you had so much power 

in you that it was an “obsession” (by Siouxsie ☺☺☺) for you – this is how God has created you and yes ROMMEL and 

FUGGI are here connected because it is me MAKING FUGGI THIS DIFFICULT at the moment – and you kept on WANT-

ING me to accept that I have made a “choice” and Fuggi I could only tell you that I have not made a choice but that I 

AM PART OF THE SOURCE and then you said that in your mind I could only have made a choice unless God and I are 

united as Jesus and my dear friend THIS IS WHO I AM and I told you about the story of God who has not lifted me up 

yet to the level that I will come to and which you may believe I should already be on today, and Fuggi YOUR VOICE 

WAS SO CLEAR IN YOUR HEAD that you maybe 20-30 times told me that I have made a choice, that it was IMPOSSIBLE 

for you to accept another truth than your own – even though you are open! – and I could only tell you to NEVER CON-

CLUDE ON SOMETHING WHICH YOU HAVE NO INFORMATION ABOUT which you did all evening and I said to you that 

you know 0.1% of what I know and experience 24 hours per day and still you decide on what is the truth for me and 

what is not and Fuggi YOU DID REALLY NOT UNDERSTAND AT ALL and at some point I could only tell you inspired by 

OBAMA that IT IS BETTER TO ACT THAN TO TALK because BY READING THIS BOOK – if you truly decide to read my 

book – you will find the answers and my book is about making people believe, and on one side this was perfectly al-

right for you and you showed a total openness – but still your expression and your talk BASED ON WHAT YOU KNOW 

TODAY is based on you NOT BELIEVING – and several times during the evening I was just smiling inside of myself think-

ing if Rommel wanted to go to the extreme then I had decided to follow him all throughout the evening or if he would 

let me win this one and he decided to go to the absolute extreme and I do believe that Fuggi understood at least some 

of the things I told him ALSO ABOUT COMMUNICATION and that HE WILL FIND OUT ONE DAY JUST HOW WRONG AND 

HUMILIATING HE WAS because he came on (almost) as strong as myself (!) that he made me almost throw up several 

times – a feeling I accepted and still I decided to continue to give you this example – because he did what people often 

do and he did it more direct and clear than any other person I have ever met before because he was SO PROVOCATIVE 

and “inviting to give him a box on the ear” when he was talking about something WHICH HE KNEW ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING ABOUT – so thank you very much Fuggi for giving me this opportunity and for you to bring yourself as 

strongly into this book. 
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And if we spoke directly so 99.9% of all people would be offended or break down after such a conversation and YES 

THIS IS WHAT I BELIEVE WE DID and what did we think ourselves and that is ABSOLUTELY NO PROBLEMS because 

WHEN YOU ARE VERY GOOD FRIENDS, THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN DO and what we did this evening was to go to THE EX-

TREME and yes we could both control our feelings MOST OF THE TIME even though both of us were provocating each 

other, which I also did when I called Fuggi for cantankerous and sometimes very clearly I asked him to shut up because 

he kept on interrupting me again and again and again and one time he interrupted me at exactly the same place FIVE 

TIMES (!) after I had begun speaking, where he only “allowed” me to speak one line, which I deliberately kept on re-

peating all of the time also to write this, until I had “won” this one being able to finalise the line. 

 

And Fuggi really wanted to read my book – because he is open and he knows that more information may give another 

conclusion (!) - which is also what Obama said to me was the right thing to do, and what Fuggi just may be open 

enough to understand and Fuggi said that he would read ALL OF THE 1,200 pages and I gave him an introduction to 

the book and the following letter saying that he should not stop reading the book after reading the following letter 

even though this would shock him and Fuggi you may remember that I spoke to you several times about “the chosen 

one” from movies without saying anything about myself and this was indeed for me to give you the thought that I am 

the chosen one and by now you will know who you are yourself my dear friend ROMMEL or FUGGI as your nickname is 

in this life or JOHN as you real name is in this life. 

 

And at the end of the evening I made an ERROR because I was checking Fitness World on the computer – so Fuggi and 

I once a week can do SPINNING together, which he would not do without me (!) – but the computer would not open 

the schedule planner (!) and then I forgot about it when we continued speaking and after some time I wanted to check 

the computer again and then there was NO POWER on the computer at all and I said to Fuggi that THIS HAS NEVER 

HAPPENED BEFORE and that is the truth but this time I FOUND OUT that it was only because the power cable had 

been taken out by accident and the battery was used fully so THIS WAS MY MISTAKE but the lamp and the CD is still 

the truth – and I am not proud of the story of the computer but this is how it can also be here. 

 

And when I gave Fuggi 99% the acceptance that I will send him the book it was also knowingly that by doing this I will 

also put our friendship in jeopadise depending on how Fuggi will react to the book and his degree of openness and it 

can also bring out the Devil on me even more if he acts negatively and decide not to believe in me but now I have de-

feated the Devil in all of my family and friends which I have felt directly by the Devil tomenting me and if this is what I 

will have to go through with Fuggi I can only play Neo once more because THIS IS NOTHING THAT I AM AFRAID ABOUT 

so now it is up to Fuggi and no matter what he decides to do, this is the right thing to do because I say so – as I have 

now started saying more and more to the Devil, I make the plans and I follow my plan according to my own basic 

rules, which should be quite easy normally to do but but which has not always been the easiest to do in the world with 

A DEVIL WHO CAN BE QUITE PERSUASIVE TO SAY THE LEAST! 

 

So we had a very EXCITING evening only talking about THE TRUTH ACCORDING TO FUGGI AND ME without talking 

about the content – not very often I have had a discussion like this, no actually this is the first time in my life, and 

Fuggi how many times have you had arguments with your father and brother similar like this? 
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Sunday 10th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, what could have been the best church service became the worst, doing meditation and visiting 

Sanna and Hans. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This morning I decided to sleep 1-2 hours extra after I wake up the first time, because I was tired in my head after the 

day yesterday finishing with the marathon discussion of my life together with Fuggi – and NO Fuggi I will never go into 

such a discussion with you again – so I was first up at maybe 9.15 and I was planning on going to church at 10.30 and I 

have actually for weeks now thought of seeing other churches too and not only the Danish state church in  Lyngby but 

to have my base maybe every other week at this church, but today I decided to go to Lyngby and maybe next Sunday I 

will go to another church, I have not decided on this yet. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• I did only remember some of this dream: I am at the apartment of my mother and John and John says that my 

case of debt-collectiong is not good – and it makes me sad and angry because he distorts my words. I find out that 

John has put their apartment for sale without telling my mother, because he wants to buy two separate luxury 

apartments instead and because my mother has had a very difficult time because of John, I am furious about this 

and tell him very clearly and loudly that they always need to be together when they plan and decide – and this 

makes me leave the apartment in front of the whole family. 

• I see young people making food in abundance and I feel that I would like to receive one of the very nice portions 

but I also see that Sanna wants the same food too and she takes the food including a nice bread with scrimps (!) in 

front of me. 

• I am bicycling on a new route together with one who is riding quicker than me and I tell him that this route is 

slower and warmer than the previous one and I see us climbing up a hill and that we receive bonus points. 

• When waking up I heard the song “only time will tell” by Saga and the words “I keep wakin’up with something 

new, I am missing you, only time will tell” and Mary Magdelena was with me giving me a very strong feeling of her 

singing this song to me. 

 

What could have been the best church service became the worst 

Arriving at the church today I asked the nice lady handing out the psalm books why the church was full as it was and of 

course BECAUSE there were three baptisms today, so I only managed to get a seat absolutely at the back corner of the 

church having one family to my side – and they were quiet – but two families including parents and two children each 

I believe on the two benches in front of me – and what should and could have been the best church experience of all 

here only because of the fact that the church was full became the worst in my mind only because the two fathers in 

front of me could not keep their mouth shut and they spoke often and loud throughout the service and they taught 

their small children to act the same way as they did and I can only say it to you directly YOU WERE A DISGRACE – you 

did not pay any attention at all to what the priest LEIF said and you did not care about what other people thought of 

you and I thought of telling you to shut up but instead I decided not to intervene only to write down this experience 

you gave me and it made it difficult and almost impossible for me to listen to, focus and just to hear what Leif was 

preaching – and Leif did not see me in the beginning but Leif it was truly very nice also to see you when you saw me 

and you gave me the feeling by looking so much directly at me that the service was almost only for me, and these are 

a few notes of what I could hear and I was “this close” to give up listening to you today because of these RUDE family 

fathers in front of me including their children, who could not sit still or keep quiet too for one hour (!), but their 

wives/mothers did not talk (!). 

 

Leif read Markus 10, 13-16 and spoke about UN’s convention on children, Martin Luther King about responsibility and 

people sinking down on the level of barbari among animals, Kirkegaard about being small-minded as a put-on creature 

where people being small-minded stick together with other people being small-minded, he spoke about people are 

afraid of other people because people are afraid of themselves again inspired by Kirkegaard, how appalling it is to see 

refugees being send out of the country to an uncertain future because of destructive hatred (this is what a priest in 
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the Danish state church said and I was happy that he did ☺) and that hatred breeds hatred – and his conclusion was 

that people should chose reconsilitation and to act like children in order to gain access to the kingdom of God. 

 

And after the church service when I met Leif in the door on my way out I said to him that I was happy that he is very 

commited to weak people and that he has chosen commitment as a “put-on creature” and I touched his arm and he 

touched my arm because of MY WARM FEELINGS and we know MARY MAGDELENA again and Leif is apparently the 

last of the priests here still showing happiness when I give positive feedback “and it makes me wonder” which are 

words from the song “stairway to heaven” by Led Zeppelin and I know this song JUST HAD TO COME SOME DAY and 

we know NOW IT HAS BEEN “APPROVED OF” by you/me.  

 

And this morning was like “a step back” because the Devil was giving me now more desire to smoke again and started 

giving me other TORMENTS as well but you know it is worse today than for some time but still on a much lower level 

than earlier and why BECAUSE OF MY GOOD FRIENDS FUGGI AND JACK and their reactions yesterday and yes THIS IS 

HOW THE UNIVERSE WORK and THIS IS HOW EXTREME IT WORKS DIRECTLY FOR ME and we know I DID THE RIGHT 

THING and just a part of the road to do WHAT I DECIDE TO DO which is now the key word because I HAVE ALREADY 

ENTERED THE PALACE and been accepted and apparently I am only waiting on you MY DEAR POLISH MAN to decide 

BRINGING ME UP ON ANOTHER LEVEL and we know I HAVE MADE MY PLANS ON THIS which today includes MEDITA-

TION. 

 

Doing meditation 

And when I did meditation today IT WAS A GAME OF THE DEVIL TOO and I have decided to keep this short, POLLE was 

playing the Devil trying to have me make believe that I needed to find the right key, the right solution to receive ac-

cess to enter including what I wanted him and them to do and for him to give me different messages and all I could 

say is that he could talk as much as he wanted to and show me as much visions too because I decided just to be still 

sometimes focusing on nothing, sometimes on the music and sometimes on the breath and I was lisening to “Chants 

to awaken the Buddhist Heart” which seemed like appropriate music and then the Devil decided to shut off the vol-

ume of the right channel and to play very loud in the left and I just turned it off and afterwards he started moving my 

head and arms – and control my breathing – like the Devil has done so often in the past saying that I WILL NOT LEAVE 

YOU and that is what the Devil in this game AS YOU ARE ALLOWED TO MY DEAR COUNCIL if this is truly the game you 

want to play because I really don’t care what you do as long as you follow what you think is the right thing to do and 

here it is for the Devil to land his plane to enter the airport where a giant helicopter is lifting the whole airport which is 

what I am already today doing to the world just by taking these apparerently not very important decisions to NEVER 

GIVE UP so we will have to see how long you will play the Devil having difficulties to physically move from my body 

when I meditate but thank you and yes YOU ARE GRANTED ACCESS TO DO WHATEVER YOU WANT – I WILL JUST KEEP 

STILL IN THE MEAN TIME. 

 

Visiting Sanna and Hans 

Time for family again this evening and this time without Niklas and Isabelle who are in Sweden today at the cottage, 

but Sanna, Hans, Tobias and I had a very nice evening – Sanna had made NICE ITALIAN dinner and HANS HAD NICE 

ITALIAN WINE and this was symbolising THIS VERY NICE EVENING and everything was fine because I was together with 

Jack and Fuggi yesterday and yes my friends SUCCESS according to Sanna’s criteria and I could tell her without any 

problems that I send money to Africa and that I send more money than I keep for my self and Sanna’s advice was only 

for me to be able to invite a friend for dinner and my answer was that I did this yesterday with Fuggi and my friends 

NO WORRIES HERE about telling this to Sanna and I could decide to tell her more if I wanted to – we spoke about 

Søren’s book and I actually told her the same as I did to my mother the other day about Yoga and the goal to keep 

away negative thoughts and CONCERNS (!) – but I decided that I did not want to go into detail about this because THIS 

IS INCLUDED IN MY BOOK here and we can always follow up later, and besides seeing Sanna relaxed the whole eve-

ning without incidents of any kind – which was very nice – she said that her old friend Eva and her see each other 

normally without their husbands and she talked about Eva’s husband being a craftsman and Hans is an academic and 

NOT ALWAYS THAT TWO SO DIFFERENT PEOPLE CAN MAKE FRIENDS and all I could do was to give her the example of 

Tom and I that we are “very different” and that is of course only when looking on the surface because THE INNER 

SOUL OF PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS BE ABLE TO FIND EACH OTHER and become friends if this is what they want to do – 

and Sanna told me about a colleague who has told her about how nice it is that Sanna is very good to get “a very near 

contact” with other people (I have not seen it, but I am glad that other people believe they have) and Sanna says that 
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she can make friends with all people including craftsmen as examples without any problems at all and I do remember 

how difficult it was for Sanna to accept Per – my mother’s brother – in the family WHICH SANNA TO THIS DAY NEVER 

DID (!) when my mother started seeing him again some years ago, and one of the reasons was only this: Because Per 

as a craftsman was “too primitive”, yes Sanna I do remember and today you believe you are another person? 

 

On my way home from Sanna I took my bicycle from the motorway in Lyngby and for the first time my tire punctured 

and we know TRANSPORT CHALLENGES which is the last symbol and we know this is what I tell you and we know I 

CAN PUNCTURE YOUR BICYCLE WHEN I WANT TO and we know HAVE HAD MANY EXAMPLES OF THIS IN THE PAST and 

together with using S-trains here without tickets it only tells that THE TRAIN RIDE IS COMING TO AN END and the chal-

lenge I face here is to keep up my life and appearance the rest of the month with the money I have left and that is 760 

DKK and normally it is the cheapest to fix the puncture yourself but I need different tools which will cost more to buy 

now compared to what patching costs at a bicycle store – which is between 35-100 DKK – and I will have to find a solu-

tion on that as cheap as possible and for the money I have left I also need to buy a new transport discount card and a 

little bit of food for the rest of the month, so this is what I will do. 

 

When I came home I had received a short and positive reply by Tim, who is the COMMUNE DIRECTOR, and he said 

that he would come back after they have decided how they want to meet me ☺. 

 

So this was the end of a little bit hectic weekend actually. 
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Monday 11th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, can I get employment when the Commune pays part of my salary?, the 

story of Preben, Mercer and PFA and restructuring of my debts. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

My sleep has become better the last couple of days and today I will say that I feel between “normal” and “tired” and 

that is a very good feeling – something you will not notice normally, but when you are tired or more than this, this is 

something you will notice all of the time. 

 

I remember writing down some notes from a few dreams this night and I remember that I did not hit the right keys all 

of the time on the “difficult” on-screen keyboard on my phone but I also thought that I could read and remember 

what I wrote but let us see if I really can: 

 

• The manager is coming. I have been told to use my time on “seeking” (?) inheritance. Sanna had earlier a fortune 

of 6 million DKK, now she has nothing – drink red wine - …. – teaching someone who only works as a “temp” (?) 

and yes I know PAUL now it is my turn to improve “thank you very much” when I key in my notes at night. 

• I wake up and hear the lyrics “Before you judge me, try hard to love me” from the song “Childhood” by Michael 

Jackson and YES MY FRIEND IT IS FROM MARY MAGDELENA and the lyrics was followed by the lyrics “All I wanna 

do is make love to you” by Heart. 

• I remember something from a dream where I will get guests from abroad, and I go to a baker to buy a “French 

snail” (as they are called in Danish, which is MY favourite piece of pastry of ALL) and a note where I have just writ-

ten “young king” and yes POLLE as the impatient yes white, king to be you could have said – and what he shows 

me is the Devil at his school desk because he is improving and is not so much a “simpleton” anymore and no more 

or almost no alcohol and yes THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE MADE ME and thank you – this vision is only shown “for 

fun” because this is also how we are ☺. 

 

And this morning I have been thinking about Elijah and if he is now thrown out of his house and maybe if he is now 

going to stay with his family together with his mother and his siblings – and I think about what will happen to Meshack 

too and John and David has not told me if they are in the same situation as Meshack and Elijah – if they also are facing 

a situation where they will be thrown out and if this is the case, where will you live my friends? Will you go back to 

your home village? And will you believe that I will come there to free you? 

 

And today and MANY TIMES the last months I have been thinking about 4-5 of the street people of Nairobi who I met 

several times and whom I promised to help. They are still in my mind and heart. 

 

Work at the park today 

Because my bicycle was punctured I took the small train from “Lyngby lokalbane” to “Brede” and OF COURSE without 

clipping my discount clip card because I AM SAVING and yes with the risk of receiving a fine of 600 DKK if a control 

should come, but no control here, so no problems and I arrived at 8.30 today as agreed and Rolf told me that two new 

– Finn and Jørn – had arrived today and he would like me to take care of them for them to help me and also to remove 

the firewood, which Tom did not want me to remove the other day – and I could only think that this could create 

problems between Tom and me if I started this work without informing him and Tom arrived 1-2 minutes later and 

this is what I did, I told him in the presence of Rolf what Rolf had just told me and we agreed to take care of the two 

new together – so no problems here and this is what we did, and Tom was not very happy when he saw that I had 

loaded the truck already Friday and I asked if one of the new would drive with me to the waste disposal site and be-

fore they answered, Tom had already said that he would like to go, but NO TOM, because some seconds afterwards 

Finn said that he could also go with me and my question was aimed for Finn and Jørgen and not you Tom and yes my 

friend THIS IS HOW I GET “CONTROL” of Tom, by telling him what to do and what he cannot do (!) – for the time being 

only because this is not how I want it to be, I want us to cooperate as equals on the same high level - so he accepted 

that he would work at the park and that Finn and I took the “easy” work this morning, because this was of course 

what Tom wanted to do.  
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And I noticed that Tom was happy from the morning where he called me “prime minister” because of the meeting I 

had with him Friday, which he was very glad of as he said which I was too, and I gave both Tom and Rolf/Judith infor-

mation about my email to the Commune from Friday and that I will give them a copy tomorrow so they can read be-

cause I have nothing to hide. 

 

And the two new are very very nice people, Finn is 62 years old and has worked as a waiter always and now for the 

first time he is unemployed and the Commune sends him here without thinking at all. He has three more years before 

he will retire and receive “public pension” and it will be almost impossible for him to get a job before that because of 

his age – so A BRAIN DAMAGE is what I will say the Commune have when we talk about what they have done to Finn – 

and I tried to make them understand that we like this place very much both because of the people here and the place 

itself and that I hope they will like it here, and that on the other hand I understand if they have mixed feelings about 

what they Commune have decided to ask them to do. 

 

And they worked hard both of them all day – and I do believe that Tom was working most or all of the morning too 

before his normal leave at 12.30 – and we removed the last branches, we raked all of the small branches (many!) in 

the snow and removed most of them and we removed maybe half of the firewood – and thinking of Dadaab here – to 

the new place behind the greenhouse with the wine plants and I WAS TOLD “BRÆNDEVIN” by ONE OF YOU MY 

FRIENDS and I COULD NOT HELP LAUGHING OUT LOUD because WE WERE PUTTING THE “BRÆNDE” (wood) next to 

the “VIN” (wine) and then we of course have “BRÆNDEVIN” (brandy) and this is how much we like to “play” with the 

words as I have always loved doing myself. 

 

During the morning I told the others that my bicycle punctured yesterday and Rolf and Tom said that I could just bring 

the bicycle and then Torben or Bjørn will help to patch it, which I liked hearing very much because of my money situa-

tion and which I will do – but you know in the future, you should not mix private interests and work interests so this is 

WRONG too!  

 

Yesterday when I visited Sanna and Hans they served a very nice and special white wine and they asked me if I could 

guess what it is – which the family sometimes do – and I thought really that it tasted like a Chardonnay but when I saw 

the bottle I understood that the producer was Chapoutier and then I knew that it was from Rhone in France – ONE OF 

MY TOP FAVOURITE WINE REGIONS – and then I knew that it was not a Chardonnay but another grape and when look-

ing at it I could see that it was a fine organic wine made from the VIOGNIER GRAPE, which is called MIRABEL and I 

thought again of KAREN and this symbol of coming home – and today when Rolf showed me another tree at the back 

of the garden, which fell during the storm the same day as the other, which I had not seen or heard of before, I under-

stood the connection to the wine from yesterday because the name of the tree is MIRABEL and we know Stig A 

FALLEN TREE and yes MIRABEL and wine and KAREN and we know MANY SYMBOLS could be made by this but only this 

– when we are done with the clean up of the first tree, Tom and Mikkel can continue cutting up this tree, and the oth-

ers of us can remove the remaining of it. 

 

And today Tom was very happy because he has been approved – as far as I understand – to attend a course which the 

Commune will pay for and WHAT COURSE IS THAT and we know IT IS A COURSE OF HOW TO PRUNE APPLE TREES and 

my first thought was that he has been a Gardener for 25 years so he should know how to prune trees and my second 

thought was that his and Rolf’s techniques today are very different – which they could talk about and agree on how 

they want to prune the trees of the garden – and finally and we know “THE FINAL CUT” so to say is that TOM WILL DO 

THE PRUNING OF THESE TREES and MY THOUGHT RECENTLY WAS TO HAVE MORE THEORY before starting to prune 

the trees myself and this is what I think of TO GIVE PEOPLE A SPECIAL COURSE ON WHAT THEY WILL START WORKING 

ON and we know I LIKED THIS VERY MUCH ☺. 

 

Tom left at 12.30 today and Rolf decided that he wanted me and the two new to work all day – which came as a sur-

prise to me because I have now been used to get off earlier because of the cold weather, and this would mean that I 

could not go to the yoga session at Fitness World today (!), which the Devil tried VERY LITTLE to use but he could do 

nothing about it – and I have seen myself many times and also right now as Michael Jackson in the video Black or 

White where he is so confident that nothing can stop him when he comes out from the burning cross and this is THE 

PICTURE OF ME TOO and MICHAEL, IN MY OPINION THIS SONG IS ONE OF YOUR BEST THREE SONGS together with 

Billy Jean and Earth Song and therefore AMONG THE ABSOLUTE BEST SONGS EVER MADE IN THE WORLD and we 
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know I can see and hear this because I like it very much, even though there is other music which I like even more (!) 

but this song from Michael is so strong that it still gives me SUCH A SPECIAL FEELING every single time I hear it (!) and I 

like the video where he is together with different people from ONE NATION and that is ALL OVER THE WORLD – and 

we know Stig another disgression and this story was actually to say that I liked the ATTTUDE of Jørn and Finn because 

THEY FOLLOWED ME ALL DAY and I decided not to have an afternoon break and they decided to do the same because 

this is what you NORMALLY will do when you start a new place – and if they did not get “inspired” by me, they would 

probably relax more than work if they should be inspired by the others. 

 

And there are many symbols here – Tom was talking about “nice ladies” from the Royal Theater ACTING/REHEARSING 

in the park during summers and I thought that a SHOW will be brought to the world and the symbol of SHOES which I 

had when talking to Kim from VEMCO (not described here) and the shoes at the park cutting people in their feets here 

which I talked to the new about BUT MY SHOE IS NOW DELIVERED MY FRIEND and somebody is saying “is it not” and 

probably the Devil having problems following the pace and so it is and so it was. 

 

Can I get employment when the Commune will pay part of my salary? 

This morning at work I used half an hour to call Kim from the company VEMCO – which is a very small company - be-

cause he needed a BtB salesman and because he had contacted the Commune about this opportunity, and we had a 

very good talk and his idea to contact the Commune was for him to SAVE money on the salary (and not necessarily to 

get the best one even though this is what he could get!) and this is what it was all about because at the end of the day 

we agreed that I would send him my CV and he asked me about MONEY and how much sales people can earn and he 

wanted me to include my “minimum demands” and I told him that it is not the money which is important – it is if I 

want to work at his company, if I find it interesting and if he wants to hire me because he believes that I can sell and 

add value to the company – and we agreed that he would contact Antonella at the Commune to find an agreement on 

LØNTILSKUD – a salary contribution paid by the Commune and that I would call him Monday next week if I had not 

heard from him before this time for us to hold a meeting and this is what we agreed upon, and later in the day I sent 

him my CV, and I thought that maybe my CV would “frighten” him – which it probably did because in his reply he 

wrote that he has received other enquiries and that he has decided to wait taking a decision until the 1st February and 

maybe KIM you will tell people – if they are interested – why you did not want to hire Stig with the Commune paying 

some of the salary? 

 

So this is just the story of how difficult it is for me to get a job here – because my CV is telling the truth but people ap-

parently become afraid of it BECAUSE OF THEIR OWN THOUGHTS and it is not everyday that you can hire GOD almost 

for free because I told him that it did not matter if he would pay me 20,000, 50,000 or 100,000 DKK per month and 

that is right Kim, if you gave me an offer of 20,000 DKK and the Commune would pay some of this, you could get the 

cheapest and the best salesman but NO you did not want that or maybe YOU DID NOT THINK THIS WOULD BE POSSI-

BLE? 

 

Today I was also rejected by Target headhunting after sending my application the 4th January, so no one here thinks 

they can use me or EVEN wants to invite me in for a job interview, so I am apparently really talking to the feelings of 

people when they see my CV without knowing me and without a desire to get to know me. 

 

The story of Preben, Mercer and PFA 

And this is one of those stories CLOSE NOT TO BE INCLUDED HERE but you know wrote about it when I saw Preben 

and Kim for Bowling and today Preben called me and told that now PFA has cancelled the agreement between PFA 

and Mercer because of what I understood is connected with the story of the “wrong article” but according to Preben 

the real reason is probably because PFA is in a difficult financial position and his suspicion is supported because PFA 

has also cancelled the agreements to pay fees to Willis and Aon and I was just thinking that PFA SHOULD BE OPEN 

AND HONEST AND JUST TELL THE TRUTH TO THE INSURANCE BROKERS and THE INSURANCE BROKERS SHOULD 

EQUALLY BE OPEN AND HONEST and just tell the story immediately to their clients including information about what 

this will mean to them because if this is a story of people having a HIDDEN AGENDA and yes WE KNOW ALL OF US and 

HEIDEBY NOT A WORD ABOUT HOW I FEEL ABOUT YOU BECAUSE OF ONE THING ONLY WHICH YOU WILL KNOW THAT 

I KNOW OF when you read this and which you can keep from the world without hearing from me – but I want you to 

stop what you did and do! 
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And Preben suggested to find a day where we can also meet with Hans Henrik, who could have been a close friend of 

mine if both he and I had done more about it, he is a nice person who I like much and I look forward to seeing again 

and maybe he will tell me if he liked my Christmas CD’s from 2008, because I never heard from him as one example of 

manye persons after he received them, and maybe he will tell me if it is common knowledge at Willis that I have ap-

plied for the position as Manager, because Hans Henrik today is a PARTNER of Willis. 

 

Restructuring of my debts 

And we know all of us I HAD A DEADLINE ORIGINALLY TODAY to find out how and to apply for restructuring of my 

debts but UNFORESEEN events have made me late, which I already a few days ago said to God that I would probably 

be, but today I have started the work and thank you so much to Jørgen Juel Hansen, who has made a FREE book of 

221 pages about how to restructure your debts and yes HE HAS A PASSION and yes RESTRUCTURING OF YOUR DEBTS 

is HARD WORK as he writes but he also writes YES YOU CAN and we know INSPIRATION IS NICE and why have I given 

you this story and yes we know all of us FOR THE WORLD TO CANCEL ALL DEBTS and we know my friend BETWEEN 

COUNTRIES and I am tempted to say the same for all other debts but I cannot do that today with the knowledge I have 

of how the world is working – thinking of debts in houses etc. – and we know I NEED TO HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE OF 

GOD as I don’t have today (!) before I can talk about this so therefore I ENCOURAGE THE WORLD TO CANCEL ALL 

DEBTS AMONG COUNTRIES and I think of BONO here and THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION on this very impor-

tant subject. 

 

LATER: And yes my friend even though the book on restructuring of debts is NOT VERY EASY TO OVERVIEW and even 

though the rules are some of the most bureaucratic rules I have ever seen – without looking at them in detail – be-

cause there are no SIMPLE and CLEAR rules to understand, I decided that RESTRUCTURING OF DEBTS for me according 

to my present situation will not be accepted because I need to have STABILIZED my income situation which I have not 

– I am only temporarily unemployed – and because the debt needs to be higher than the debt I have today, so if I had 

to go into detail of this and made an application, I would not be finished with the work today but because it was actu-

ally much easier than what I thought, I completed this according to my action plan and therefore I only skipped YOGA 

today because I promised Kim at Vemco to send my CV through email this afternoon and because I was home after 

15.00 I would probably not have been able to attend the yoga session in Copenhagen at 16.30 and at least only with 

very much stress if it could be done, so this is what I decided to do today and WE ARE STILL HAPPY and yes BECAUSE 

THIS IS MY DECISION and THIS IS THE FREEDOM I HAVE NOW EARNED. 
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Tuesday 12th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, receiving emails from “old friends”, hearing from Elijah again ☺, doing Yoga 

again this evening ☺ 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This morning GOD AND THE COUNCIL apparently thought it was funny to let me sleep without hearing the first alarm 

since they first let me hear alarm no. 2 – this is also how they work (!) – and it made me busy this morning and at the 

same time tired but not more or less than that, so it was only a decision not to give in for the tiredness. 

 

But they were nice not to give me more work than needed because even though there seemed to be a curtain of 

dreams in the background during the night, none of them were strong enough for me to remember this morning SO 

NO DREAMS my dear friends. Or maybe just one from the other night which I remember now and that is that I can 

now start burning CD’s again for gifts – so I will have to see if this really work when I DECIDE to do it. 

 

And a thought is if the length of this book is a desire by God or the Devil and I can only say that I will continue as I have 

started – this is more or less the level of writing I started and the level I will finish and if God wants to have a book of 

2,000 pages or more, he will get it if he thinks that people can cope – otherwise he will have to stop the game. 

 

Today I received a new rejection, this time by Promando, so they believe that I cannot even work as a manager of a 

branch of an unemployment fund and NO not even invite me for an interview – so NO ONE believes my CV here, abso-

lutely NONE and that is ZERO judged on the results of my job search. 

 

Work at the park today 

So arriving this morning at 7.30 again and this time with the train AND my bicycle, which I put inside the workshop be-

fore Torben or Bjørn arrived – and Alex has not been here for a long time, apparently he is on his way to Spain I heard 

– and this morning Tom actually helped me by asking Bjørn to fix the puncture, when I was not present – and maybe it 

was surprising after we had already started “a battle for power” at the park today when he said this – a battle which I 

did not want to attend, but which I attended anyway. 

 

The first thing I did this morning was to print out my email to the Commune from last Friday and I gave a copy to Rolf, 

who did not comment on it the whole day, and I hung another copy of the email on the wall in the room where we 

eat. Later at the first break Tom was very interested to read it – and he was very kind to give me compliments for 

what I wrote and he believes that I will “become something” with a writing like this ☺. 

 

Before the break I started the work this morning, which Finn and Jørn soon helped me with again – removing the fire-

wood and we were quite efficient at least until Tom came - and I noticed that Finn (sorry if I mix up your names) said 

to me that TOM IS THE MANAGER because yesterday I said that I don’t know anything about how to stable wood and 

that Tom could probably help us this morning to decide if we should start a new stable (which we decided to do any-

way without consulting Tom!), and this made Tom in his mind the manager – because we are doing this job with Tom 

standing next to us cutting the last pieces of the wood and he started working at 8.50 today after having the first 20 

minutes doing nothing at the workshop and he tempted the other two to stop working and started talking to them in-

stead and especially to Jørn and I was very tempted to interfere but I have decided that I am NOT the manager here, 

so I did not want to say anything to them including Tom – the only thing I told them with a smile in the presence of 

Tom, because Tom asked them “not to break the piecework” – which is his motto here - was that Tom only uses 25% 

of his work potential here and he smiled and agreed but said that maybe it was 27%, so this is what I accepted that 

Tom did because I AM AN OBSERVANT HERE mostly and when we had removed the second last pile of wood and there 

was only one left, I asked Finn and Jørn to start removing this, but they told me that Tom had asked them strongly not 

to touch it and this made me say directly to Tom that we also needed to remove that pile, and I could hear Tom that 

he was flexible about what I said (which he was not with the others!), but he said that he had an agreement to sell it 

for 500-600 DKK to one of the visitors of the park and again I AM ONLY AN OBSERVANT and I did not want to get into a 

fight of power here so I just said to him that if it was not removed Thursday before 12.00 we would start removing it, 

which he accepted EVEN THOUGH THIS IS THE SAME AS TAKING AWAY 500-600 DKK OF BEER FROM AN ALCOHOLIC (!) 

and over the next minutes I thought more of this, and I figured out that we would not have work to continue doing 

Thursday morning so I said that he needed to make up a story to Rolf otherwise Rolf would ask us to remove it Thurs-
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day morning and again he understood and accepted that we would start removing it Thursday morning and finally 

when thinking a few more minutes I said to him that we would start removing it already today, which he accepted, 

and then it was easy to tell Finn and Jørgen to remove the pile which they earlier were absolutely not allowed to re-

move and this was only a symbol and a GAME ABOUT THE POWER OF THE PARK HERE so this is what I have done be-

fore the end of 10 weeks here to take the power away from Tom – at least in our direct “battles” -  as an “office man” 

having no knowledge or experience on how to work in a park and to go against the stream and their unofficial rules – 

and he will probably not admit that I have taken over the power because he is still lazy and gives orders to other peo-

ple, but still HE WORKED MORE TODAY TOO so just maybe Tom, my presence here has also made you work more and 

IF I WAS GIVEN THE AUTHORITY IN THIS PARK, I WOULD SOON MAKE CHANGES OF THE PARK, which I cannot do today 

because it is about the moral and attitude of people here! 

 

At the first break I also spoke to Helle and she has her stay here prolonged by another six months and for Helle, this is 

fantastic because she enjoys the park and the people here very much and I truly understand that because it is very 

nice to be here and Helle was one of the persons whom I had difficulties to get to learn in the beginning, but during 

the last couple of weeks it has become much better and just maybe because she was happy that I gave her compli-

ments about the Christmas decorations and also because we visited her mother. I said to her and Tom that I like this 

place because of the HUMANITY which they show here as examples of the people working here and this is DESPITE OF 

EVERYTHING ELSE and despite that Helle is not asking many questions to other people but NICE she is. 

 

When Tom read my email to the Commune he said out loud when was reading it: “the Syrian woman” and I only 

wrote this in my email because I don’t know her name and I have written absolutely nothing negative about people in 

my email to the Commune – not even Arnaud, because if is only facts about what you said and my evaluation (!) - but 

straight away Helle thought that I had written something negative about this very nice woman because I used the 

term “the Syrian woman” and I said to her PLEASE REMEMBER THIS AS AN EXAMPLE HELLE because IF PEOPLE WANT 

TO MISUNDERSTAND, PEOPLE WILL MISUNDERSTAND because this is the fright people have here when you speak 

about Muslims if you are not “100% political correct” but if you say “the Swedish woman” for example this would be 

accepted here without problem so again an example of what people HAVE INSIDE OF THEIR HEADS and I had to ex-

plain Helle that I mean absolutely nothing negative which she then understood and at the same time I used this ex-

ample to say to Helle and the others that this ATTITUDE is what the Commune can take too regarding my email, be-

cause if they want to misunderstand me and my email this is what they will do – a system is difficult to change when 

you ask the system to change itself! 

 

Bjørn was really very nice to fix the hole of my bicycle tire and that was fantastic, but now it has left me with a new 

challenge which is that my gear has stopped working making the gear being stuck in gear no. 5 of 5 all of the time and 

will need to sort that out too – maybe by asking Bjørn to fix this on Thursday! 

 

And I had promised Bjørn a beer to fix the hole and I decided that I would also offer the others a beer – which I 

thought was appropriate even though I don’t have much money, but Tom has now bought me some beers here (!) – 

but Tom decided to stop working at 11.15 and this made the two new to stop work too, so I don’t have the full power 

of them as a manager, because if they decide to be weak I will let them be weak, but I decided that I would not stop 

work even though Tom asked me to do this again because he said that we needed to be at Brede Torv at 11.30 and IF 

YOU DECIDE THIS IT WILL BE ON YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TOM but I have decided to continue working until I am finished 

here which is at 11.30, so this is what I did – and I came to Brede Torv where Tom and Bjørn was – the new had de-

cided to go home, they did not want to stand outside drinking a beer which I see nothing wrong in as long as it is one 

and not ten beers, and I said that I wanted to pay for their beer, but today I was not allowed to, they had already 

bought when I arrived! 

 

Receiving emails from “old friends” 

Today I was very happy indeed to receive a very nice email from Bodil my new and now “old friend” – new because I 

met her late 2007 and “old” because we only met a few times in 2008 and she writes that “Jesus sees very mild on the 

friendship – let us keep it in all forms we can” so I wonder how she received this message and it may be spiritual, but I 

will have to find out and I also received an email from Martin from Dahlberg – my “old friend and colleague” as he 

writes and we lost contact because I did not want to take more initiatives and I did not hear from him, but very nice 

indeed to hear from him again and I will see how much time I can find to see friends – and I also wrote with Fuggi to-
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day among other things to set up a fixed week day to do spinning and I wonder if we will be able to carry this out after 

he will receive my book tomorrow and finally I also wrote with Kirsten, who invited me for dinner on Friday (which 

was later postponed to Saturday!) so I am happy to see more and more friends and I AM ALSO THINKING ABOUT YOU 

PIA in Hørsholm and I WILL HAVE TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH TIME I HAVE AND ALSO MONEY WHENEVER I NEED 

MONEY FOR TRANSPORT …. ☺ - and thinking of other FRIENDS too whom I would also like to see. And by the way, I 

did not hear from Evans on my very direct email the other day, which did not surprise me – it only made me sad be-

cause he is a victim of the culture too. 

 

Hearing from Elijah again ☺☺☺☺ 

And it is not very often I hear from Elijah because of his sufferings but today he DECIDED (!) to send me an email and 

THANK YOU SO MUCH ELIJAH for doing this and it was with a HAPPY NEW YEAR – and “may God make your year a 

happy one!” and even more very nice greetings and I WAS HAPPY HEARING FROM YOU MY FRIEND AGAIN and in his 

email – which I am not going to bring here and I will continue to NOT bringing his emails until the day where he will 

tell me that it is alright – I see on one hand the true strength of Elijah, without the big need for empty promises, to ex-

plain himself, seek justice and understanding, which is only a weak sign because Elijah what you are about when you 

find YOUR TRUE INNER SELF is a message like this, which you wrote to me: “I will take away all the fear in my heart 

and look forward the New Year with a lot of prospects”, which I liked but as usual I also received more appologies for 

missing actions and the need for me to understand him, which I do Elijah: Elijah you are TEMPORARILY giving up 

physical belongings to find God, which will bring you joy and happiness in your life and which will bring us together 

again – this is what I had hoped you would focus even more on, but I do like to hear that you STILL BELIEVE when you 

say that you do believe that we will all make it through!  

 

So an email with a combination of the strong and the weak Elijah – but first of all ELIJAH my man YOU ARE STILL 

FIGHTING and NOT GIVING UP so THANK YOU FOR SHOWING THIS FAITH IN ME STILL ☺. And please give my warmest 

regards to all of your family ☺ 

 

Doing Yoga again this evening ☺☺☺☺ 

This evening – where it was a LITTLE bit difficult to get out of the comfortable sofa but NO PROBLEMS when you take a 

decision – I did Yoga at Fitness World Emdrup and THIS TIME IT WAS TRULY MUCH BETTER because the pace and level 

of difficulty of this yoga hour was much less than the first I tried and there was a little bit of time where I actually en-

joyed it today, and the teacher repeated the same exercises many times which made me understand and rememeber 

them more and I even understood how to breath at the same time and all I can say is that IF THIS IS WHAT YOU WANT 

ME TO DO PAUL and the rest of you THIS IS WHAT I WILL DO and at the moment I have not reached a phase where I 

am completely crazy about Yoga – but maybe it will come if I just continue – and we know all of us WE GIVE YOU 

CLEARER MESSAGES WHEN YOU DO YOGA so this is what I will continue doing and finally there was especially one ex-

ercise where I became very dizzy and there was NO rubber weighs this time around me so maybe the last time was a 

combination of the rubber and what happens naturally when your system gets CLEANED because THIS IS WHAT I 

NEED MORE OF THAN ANYBODY ELSE and this IS WHAT YOU SAY TO ME DEAR COUNCIL so this is probably what is also 

the truth and I was DIZZY – and also thinking MISS LISSI here and yes my dear friend in Kolding ☺ - for 20 minutes af-

terwards and actually even longer.  
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Wednesday 13th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, meeting with Antonella at the Commune today, MESCHACK: STILL WAITING TO FIND MY REAL SELF, 

sending the book to Fuggi and in theory to the world and doing meditation. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

The sleep was alright too tonight and YOU told me that what Yoga does is to CLEAN the energies and yes MY FRIEND 

DEAR STIG ALL OF US ARE WITH YOU and yes CLEANING THE DEVIL AWAY FROM YOU including the tiredness WHEN 

USING YOGA - and some dreams: 

 

• My old colleague from DFM, Lars C. and two others are visiting me in our old row house in Snekkersten, there is 

nothing to eat and my sister serves potatoes dipped in cinnamon as “snacks”, which I am not very proud of serv-

ing but I can not serve anything better. I am flying without any problems, which my sister sees. Lars C. says that 

Willis have bought Dahlberg and Lars talks about being a partner of Willis – that the other partners are interfering 

in how his lunch should look like and this makes him so angry that he considers to sell his share. I see that he is a 

very skilled sales man, that he has brought customers with him since the time we worked together (see if you can 

figure out what this means!) and people think that he automatically is a good advisor, but it takes him hard work 

to prepare for each single meeting.  

• I see animals running away from a farm, they are running on the road and they are met by cows running the other 

way and the cows tramp them down and hurt some of the animals. I see the hurt animals being brought down to 

“my favourite meadow”, I sit with my feet in the water and my feets are “attacked” by very hungry birds and 

other animals in the small lake. 

• I wake up hearing the words “tonight's gonna be a good night” from the song “I gotta feeling” by Black Eyed Peas.  

 

And when this is written I am listening to Dave from Depeche Mode and yes IF THERE IS A KINGDOM BEHIND IT ALL 

and yes my friend YOU MAKE ME VERY EMOTIONAL AND I HAVE ALMOST TEARS IN MY EYES WHEN LISTENING TO 

THIS FANTASTIC SONG because I AM THINKING OF YOU, your life and trying to think how you feel and communicate 

together inside of Depeche Mode with the knowledge you have and the responsibility you feel ☺. 

 

And this morning I was thinking to show Kim from Vemco how a very good salesman is working over the telephone, 

which is first of all to decide to follow up and just to do it, but MY OTHER FEELING OF SALES – as I have also had all of 

my life – came to me, which was that I will NOT degrade myself to call him and to make myself look like a “fool” or a 

“beggar” by asking for a job because of his wrong and unprofessional behaviour (he broke our agreement of me to call 

within a week now saying that he will come back after the 1st February) and because of this, I will not call him again – 

but he is welcome to contact me – and if I was met by a more professional attiude, I would have followed up! 

 

This morning I was thinking and I RECEIVED HELP THINKING that ALL OF THE PEOPLE who I receive resistance from in-

cluing Jack, Fuggi and the “system” here are working DIRECTLY AGAINST ME by STIMULATING THE DEVIL to make him 

stronger when he attacks me, and I am thinking about the CALCULATED RISK I take when I send my book later today to 

Fuggi, because I have decided to give him total freedom to choose what he wants to choose, to believe what he wants 

to believe in and even to contact my family if he thinks that I am “crazy” if he believes this will be the right thing to do 

– which just may be an option, but which would surprise me very much if he decides to do – but you know YOU CAN 

DO WHATEVER YOU WANT and EVEN CONTACT MY FAMILY because ALL PEOPLE KNOW THAT I AM STILL WRITING SO 

NOTHING CAN THREATEN ME ANYMORE – I HAVE BATTLED YOU MANY TIMES ALREADY and if the Devil wants to fight 

again LET HIM COME and I will be ready for him. This is the meaning of my “innocent” decision just to send the book 

to Fuggi and I think already WHAT THE WORLD WILL THINK WHEN THEY START TO READ MY BOOK – BECAUSE SOME 

OF YOU WILL FEED THE DEVIL AND SOME OF YOU WILL FEED GOD VERY DIRECTLY and how will that affect me directly 

– THIS IS HOW IT WORKS MY FRIENDS! 

 

Meeting with Antonella at the Commune today 

Today I met at 9.55 at the Commune and THEY MADE ME WAIT UNTIL 10.50 BEFORE ANTONELLA WAS FINISHED WITH 

HER MEETINGS – and yes I DON’T LIKE SYSTEMS WHERE YOU WAIT (!) and what would the employees of the Com-

mune think if they were to wait 50 minutes on a colleague for a scheduled meeting, this would probably not be very 

nice? But you can let your “customers” wait without any problems – because you are USED to a system like this but 
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does it make this system acceptable just because you are USED to it and yes my friends THIS IS HOW THE DEVIL IS TOO 

because you do believe that it is totally alright and did you hear me talk about the Golden rule in this paragraph? 

 

And how would Antonella and the others react on my email to the management of the Commune? Would they be 

COMMITTED and HAPPY for me trying to IMPROVE the system or would they be the opposite and I was hoping for the 

first but when Antonella and I started the meeting one of the first things she said was that she did not want to talk 

about my email from Friday – and that is right SHE STOPPED COMMUNICATION OF THIS and why is that Antonella? 

Because you think that the system is fine as it is, that it cannot improve, that it is impossible to improve, that I am en-

dangering your job, that you feel I am criticising you as persons and that you don’t see that it is “the system” and not 

the people I am attacking? And all I said to you Antonella was that there is nothing negative at all in my email, that 

everything is meant positively so ALL OF YOUR THOUGHTS ANTONELLA if they were not positive, were entirely made 

up by you know whom? THE DEVIL because THIS IS THE MAN I AM FIGHTING and he is JUST INSIDE OF YOUR HEAD giv-

ing you these thoughts and THE JOB AND CHALLENGE FOR MANKIND is to know the Devil and to decide that this is 

NOT how you want to think and afterwards to act because of misleading thoughts so ANTONELLA you will do the 

world a favour if you HONESTLY will tell the world about YOUR FEELINGS when you read my email so the world will 

know the Devil from this example too. 

 

So this was what she did today – checking my four applications and yes my absolutely dearest friends – now Antonella 

also believes that I NEED TO GET A JOB NOW and yes SHE BELIEVES THAT I CAN DO BETTER QUALITY (!)than the appli-

cations I have sent BECAUSE I am not “answering” the “demands” or the description of the profile as the job adver-

tisements include BECAUSE PEOPLE WOULD LIKE TO READ THIS as she said and I gave you my absolutely HONEST 

feedback Antonella, because I had two thoughts and the first was YES YOU MAY BE RIGHT ACCORDING TO HOW THE 

SYSTEM WORKS TODAY because NOBODY takes the time to read and understand my CV where they can see that I am 

qualified for all of the jobs I have applied for and which gives an answer if I live up to the profile descriptions and yes 

because of this laziness it is probably right that if I wrote in my application what is included in detail in my CV, that 

people would better discover that my competences fit with the job ad (!!!) and the second thought was that it should 

really not be a need for me to write this in my application and that I should be able to conclude as I have done several 

times that I am living up to the profile descriptions and then refer people to read my CV and instead I would like to use 

40 hours, if I had the time, to make ONE application per week ANTONELLA (including a presentation not on myself be-

cause this is already in the CV but instead on HOW I can help the company the best way possible with my compe-

tences when it comes to products, strategies, sales etc.) – IF YOU REMEMBER I SAID THIS TO YOU (?) instead of doing 

four applications per week (!) as you were focusing on. 

 

And I said to Antonella the old story that when I work (up to) 30 hours per week at the park, when I use maybe the 

same number of hours (or even more) on this book, when I need time for family, friends and sport too, there is not 

much time or energy left to do what is the most important, namely to find a job, and this is exactly what is the prob-

lem with this system, that it does not focus 100% on what is the most important.  

 

Antonella was interested to hear how I am doing at the park and I could only tell her that I am against the system on 

one hand and that I have have the right attitude when working at the park on the other hand – which is opposite to 

most people – and I said that I use this attitude, the positive attitude to change the system too (!) and this made An-

tonella “think” that I SHOULD NOT BECOME “BITTER” and my VERY VERY DEAR ANTONELLA what has given you the 

idea that I am bitter and is it because I told you the truth when you asked me about why I applied for the position as a 

manager for an unemployment fund where I told you that I was forced (by the system) to choose between plague or 

cholera? And all I want you to understand ANTONELLA is that I am not BITTER at all BUT THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS 

WHEN THE SYSTEM FORCES PEOPLE TO DO AGAINST WHAT PEOPLE WANT TO DO, so here we have a situation where 

the system representated by Antonella now believes that I don’t work with quality (!) and that my attitude is wrong 

and my dear dear friends NOTHING COULD GO BETTER as I said to you today Antonella because this is what I meant 

when I said that I AM CONSCIOUS ABOUT “EVERY LITTLE THING” I DO and on my way I HAVE TO ACCEPT THE MISUN-

DERSTANDINGS of people I meet and YOUR DESIRE TO CONTROL ME AND OTHER PEOPLE and my dear friends YOU 

ARE BECOMING SUPERSTARS OF THIS BOOK and I just want to say THANK YOU TO ALL for helping me producing this 

story – and if anybody at the Commune is interested to hear what I write about in this book? And NO of course not – 

not one single question! 
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I also told Antonella the truth that I could not only get a job quicker (!!!) by changing my applications according to her 

recommendation to fit THIS LAZY COMMUNITY but also to change my CV and yes NOT AFRAID OF THIS SYSTEM I AM 

(!) because PEOPLE MISUNDERSTAND MY CV and yes SHE RECEIVED THE TRUTH that the reason why my CV is looking 

as it is is because I DON’T WANT TO WORK FOR LAZY MANAGERS ANYMORE MISUSING MY PROFESSIONAL SKILLS TO 

DO “MEMOS” ETC. MOST OF THE TIME JUST BECAUSE I HAVE USED MY POTENTIAL BETTER THAN THEMSELVES AND 

OTHER EMPLOYEES and yes WOULD SHE TAKE AWAY MY CASH HELP because of this and my dear friend ANTONELLA 

how far can I stretch the system before you decide to take the cash help from me – and just maybe you are thinking of 

doing this because do you believe that I am exploiting the system and just maybe you are a victim of your own rules 

not enabling you to do this?  

 

And we found out together that it is not the 9th week but only the 8th week I am working at the park, so my last day 

will be the 29th January, but as she said THE COMUNE WILL JUST FIND SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR ME TO DO IN-

STEAD and yes THIS SYSTEM IS STILL GIVING ME THROW UP FEELINGS and HOW CAN PEOPLE WORKING INSIDE THE 

SYSTEM ACCEPT THE SYSTEM AS IT IS and I am thinking of Finn and Jørn as newcomers to a system at the park adapt-

ing quickly to the system and now I see that Antonella at least in some ways are adapting to the policies of the Com-

mune, but she has NOT yet started to order me to apply for hourly-paid work, but what she did today was to present 

six job advertisements which she had found on Jobindex – thank you so much for this initiative however wrong it is! - 

and I wonder if she GAVE ME AN ORDER to apply for these positions or if they are only recommendations from her 

side and yes SHE DID NOT TELL ME and I DID NOT ASK HER and I have read the job advertisements and I have been 

thinking if I believe I can get the jobs as the system works today – where people very often focus on trade experience 

and education without really thinking about the PERSON – and as my and your new system WILL be: 

 

CAN I GET THIS JOB – IN THIS SYSTEM: Present system New system My job motivation 

from 0-10 

1. Connectia – Chefkonsulent No Yes 5 

2. Telenor - Senior Performance Manager No Yes 3 

3. SAS Institute - Relationship Manager Yes Yes 6 

4. Gjensidige – Kundekonsulent * No Yes 5 

5. Topdanmark - Salgsmedarbejder Maybe Yes 2 

6. Thyssenkrupp – Projektsælger Yes Yes 5 

 
*This is my old company Fair Forsikring, which FINALLY NOW HAVE CHANGED THE NAME TO GJENSIDIGE- THREE YEARS AFTER I SAID IT TO THE 

MANAGEMENT OF FAIR that you should change the name to Gjensidige immediately after Gjensidige had bought the company - but Peter, Michael 

and others DID YOU FOLLOW MY SUGGESTION when you gave recommendations to Norway or did you follow your PERSONAL FEELINGS of the 

brand and name FAIR which you had build up? And THIS WAS SO EASY A DECISION THAT IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN “LOGIK FOR BURHØNS” as we say in 

Denmark for you to see, but this took the company 3 years to figure out where some may have been misleaded in the process! 

 

So I don’t know if Antonella gave me an order to apply these but as I told her, I look at job advertisements only every 

14th day and this is what I will do again in 14 days from now, and I am thinking about applying the above mentioned 

jobs no. 3 (!) and 6 if they have not run out in 14 days from now, because my friends I HAVE WORK TO DO AT THE 

PARK and I HAVE THIS BOOK and MY FRIENDS, SPORT AND FAMILY to use time on, and this is a DECISION that I will not 

use any more of my limited spare time to work harder than I already do by increasing the number of hours working on 

job applications – and I have therefore decided to show the world THAT I AM A PRODUCT OF WHAT THE SYSTEM 

DOES IN ORDER FOR ME TO FIND A JOB, I AM USING MAYBE 2-3 HOURS EVERY 14 DAYS TO FIND A JOB and how long 

time do other unemployed people use and my dear dear friends IS IT REALLY TRUE THAT YOU CANNOT DO BETTER 

THAN WHAT YOU DO TODAY – have you tried to MOTIVATE people instead of CONTROLLING THEM? 

 

And when I write this I am listening to BIG WHEELS ARE TURNING and yes MY FAVOURITE ORCHESTRA OF ALL and ELO 

and OUT OF THE BLUE and why is that and all I can tell is that THIS BAND IS MADE BY MYSELF and yes MY FRIEND FOR 

MYSELF BECAUSE IT FEELS JUST LIKE ME and THIS IS THE FEELING I GET – IT IS LIKE BEING ONE WITH YOUR FAVOURITE 

CAR and we know WHERE THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAN AND CAR and here in my example between MAN 
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AND MUSIC and we know I COULD SING EVERY SINGLE SONG from this band years ago and just maybe I can still re-

member the lyrics today when hearing them ☺. 

 

MESCHACK: STILL WAITING TO FIND MY REAL SELF 

And Meshack I would like to say thank you for sending me this message when you are not feeling alright – that is very 

nice of you and that is showing determination and strength. Thank you and I look forward to hearing about the meet-

ing and also about your private situation with accommodation etc. And I was SMILING when you asked me to say HI 

TO THE COMMUNE because just how surprised would they be to receive greetings from Kenya from a close friend 

knowing about what the Commune is doing to me! 

 

Hi there and hope you are okay. As i had told you last week have not been feeling well and am very sorry for not giving 

you an update on our meeting on friday but this was due to the fact that i could not find the energy because i am very 

weak because of the sickness but am still trying to recover and decided to write just this short messege and come back 

to you later. Have not seen the rest since last week because have not been going to town but i am hoping to tommor-

row and i will inform you. 

 

God bless you very much and hi to the Commune and your family. 

 

               Meshack 

 

Sending the book to Fuggi and in theory to the world 

And this is the first time the book is sent IN ITS FULL LENGTH – if somebody out there is following my emails and yes 

WE HAVE DECIDED NOT TO WRITE ANYTHING ABOUT CIA OR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS OF THE WORLD IN THIS BOOK 

INCLUDING WHICH INFORMATION YOU ALREADY HAVE ON ME FOR YOU TO PUBLISH TO THE WORLD PLEASE – and 

the book is of course sent to Fuggi and yes INCLUDING the Jesus in Nairobi 1988 and Stig In Nairobi 2009 document, 

which I found because I have sent it to Karen in May 2009 and also the document about so-called supernatural phe-

nomenon’s (milk drinking Hindu statues, apparitions of Virgin Mary, weeping and bleeding statues of Virgin Mary and 

Jesus, crop circles made by UFO’s etc.), which I made in January 2009 and which I found again among the files on the 

disks I left for Sanna before leaving from Denmark to Kenya in May 2009. 

 

So Fuggi, this is the information I have decided to send to you – and you can decide exactly what you want to do with 

all of this information. I have sent it to you as a friend with absolutely no rules other than a hope that we will still be 

friends also on the short run – even if you should decide not to believe in me – because we can talk about this subject 

if you want to or we can talk about everything else without talking on this subject if you should prefer this, but my 

hope is that you will use your IRON-WILL to read and understand because THIS IS THE POTENTIAL YOU HAVE FUGGI. 

 

And before sending the book I also updated the following email, which is now on seven pages – and I will send the 

email to the team in Kenya too, so they get a better overview of the key messages of this book. 

 

Later: 

 

The above paragraphs were written while the PROCESS of sending the email was taking place, which took a long time 

to my surprise and after the email was sent I received an error message saying that the recipient could not receive it – 

and maybe because the files are too big, so what I did instead and yes ON OUR RECOMMENDATION was to save these 

files on my Windows Live folder called Stig BOOK on the Internet and because I have decided to be open I of course 

choose to share this information with anybody on the following address: http://cid-
24d5547e604bbd41.skydrive.live.com/browse.aspx/Stig%20BOOK?authkey=tYO5KlINkEE%24.  
 

So now the information and MY BOOK IS ON THE INTERNET FOR THE WORLD TO DISCOVER and I know that normally 

there will go some weeks before Google “discover” new information on the internet before it will be shown when 

people search for information and we know Stig THIS IS LIKE STARTING BEFORE THE SHOW HAS STARTED and yes 

THAT IS WHY CRAZY CHRISTMAS SHOW actually starts before people have discovered that it is started because EVEN 

THOUGH I CONTINUE TO WRITE IN MY BOOK and maybe like a “NEVER ENDING STORY” I have now without really 

wanting it PUBLISHED THE FIRST EDITION OF MY BOOK and yes I WILL NOT HAVE THE POWER TO RECREATE MY OLD 
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DOCUMENTS BEFORE IT IS NEEDED and this is the true secret that IN ORDER TO GET THE POWER TO RECREATE MY 

OLD DOCUMENTS ENOUGH PEOPLE NEED TO KNOW THAT I AM ME and WHEN THEY DO I WILL GET THE POWER and 

THIS IS THE SAME STORY AS THE EGG AND THE CHICKEN which is that FIRST WHEN IT WAS NEEDED I DECIDED TO GET 

A CONSCIENCE and we know Stig HAS THERE BEEN A CIVILISATION BEFORE US and yes THE ANSWER IS YES I HAVE 

CREATED MANY CIVILISATIONS BEFORE THE PRESENT CIVILISATION and STIG NONE OF THEM HAVE BEEN ABLE TO 

SURVIVE and THIS IS THE NEVER ENDING STORY AND YOU ARE MY NUMBER ONE ALSO IN THIS LIFE and does this story 

sound familiar and WE WILL BE LOOKING AT THE MOVIE MATRIX AGAIN MY FRIEND MAYBE SOME DAY SOON because 

YES MY FRIEND IF THERE IS ONE NUMBER ONE WHO CAN SORT OUT THE RIDDLE IT IS THIS NUMBER ONE WHICH I 

HAVE GIVEN SUCH A SPECIAL POWER THAT HE CAN RESIST ALL OF THE LUST OF THE WORLD WHICH I HAVE PUT ON 

YOU AND MY DEAR DEAR FRIEND YOU HAVE SO FAR DONE AS ONLY A FATHER – SEEING THE FATHER OF MATRIX – 

CAN BE PROUD OF because YOU HAVE BEEN THIS CLOSE TO FALL IN SO MANY TIMES BUT NO NOT THIS TIME I WILL 

NOT ACCEPT TO BE WEAK AND YOU CAN TRY ALL YOU WANT TO TRY – I WILL NEVER GIVE UP – AND STIG THIS IS MY 

THEORY WHICH I HAVE JUST PROVEN I AM STRONGER THAN ALL PEOPLE TOGETHER BUT ONLY WHEN I AM ONE SIN-

GLE MAN AGAINST ALL HUMANITY and this is THE GIFT YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN and we know Stig because IN ORDER 

FOR THE RIDDLE TO ACTUALLY BE SOLVED WE NOW NEED TO HAVE PEOPLE DISCOVERING WHO YOU ARE and yes 

FUGGI IS NOT READING THE BOOK FROM THIS POINT ON – the break was before the word “later” - and IT IS NOW UP 

TO HIM AND YES THE INTERNET WHEN PEOPLE ARE SEARCHING LIKE YOU HAVE DONE YOUR SELF ON THE RIGHT “KEY 

WORDS” TO FIND JESUS ALIVE and yes my friends all over the world I HAVE DECIDED TO BE OPEN SO COME AND GET 

ME IF YOU CAN FIND ME! 

 

And all of these words came from GOD and my dear friends I ONLY WROTE THE WORDS THAT HE GAVE ME and I HAVE 

ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA IF ALL OF THIS IS THE TRUTH OR NOT THE TRUTH AS USUAL BUT THIS IS WHAT HE SAID – so it is 

☺. 

 

Doing meditation  

Meditation was also on my action plan to do today and I am tempted to make up a lot of rules when I meditate for ex-

ample that I am not allowed to think or to let the Devil take control of my breathing or to move my physical body, 

which he does when I meditate etc., but what I decided the first time the other day is what I continued with today – I 

HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO RULES and that is ONLY THIS: JUST “TO BE” and I will let everything come to me automatically 

by God or even by the Devil through this philosophy: I OPEN UP MYSELF COMPLETELY – YOU CAN TAKE ME AS I AM – I 

HAVE TRUST IN YOU and I show MY FULL VULNERABILITY and we know all of us and yes the Devil was here and also 

me PAUL and we know TELLING WHICH BODY I WILL ENTER IF PEOPLE WANT ME BACK IN PHYSICAL LIFE because this 

is the secret I have given you and yes YOU have decided not to share this secret with anyone BUT JUST MAYBE THERE 

WILL BE SOME PEOPLE WHO CAN READ WHAT THIS BOOK ALSO SAYS ABOUT WHO I THE POPE AM and I WILL NOT 

TELL MORE NOW only this because the other day I talked about being lifted up when meditating and what this mean is 

that you will take in a normal full breath and hold this breath without exhaling but instead you will now take in as 

much extra air as you can and then you will breath in and out in the space between your normal intake of breath and 

the extra intake of breath and this is what is giving me as the closest contact to Paul and to the Divine ☺. 

 

Sending the script of today to the team 

For a long time I have not written a following email to the team when I send the script of the day, but today I decided 

to write the following: 

 

Dear all, 

  

I know that your energy is apparently running out but please remember THAT YOU HAVE THE ENERGY YOU DECIDE TO 

HAVE - and today is a special day because not only have I decided to share my book with Fuggi - my good friend and 

member of the Council - but actually the book is now also PUBLIC information to find on the internet and even though 

the files are quite big THE BOOK IS NOW PUBLISHED FOR PEOPLE TO FIND and I can only say that I HAVE NOT GIVEN 

FUGGI OR ANYBODY ANY RESTRAINS FROM GIVING THIS LINK ADDRESS TO ANYONE WHO MAY BE INTERESTED: 

  

So if you should decide to share my book with anyone you can do it through the following address: http://cid-
24d5547e604bbd41.skydrive.live.com/browse.aspx/Stig%20BOOK?authkey=tYO5KlINkEE%24. 
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I have decided not to share the newsletters on Dadaab and Somalia on the Internet yet - because only when I get the 

power in physical life as God I will be able to recreate the first part of the newsletter on Dadaab, so this is the same 

story as the egg and the chicken - who came first and the answer is AT THE SAME TIME because ONLY WHEN YOU 

FIND THE PERFECT BALANCE YOU CAN GIVE BIRTH AND BE DELIVERED AT THE SAME TIME and this was the almost im-

possible to find secret of God, so my friends if you decide to share this information with good friends who decide to 

share it with good friends, then you will see the rings from the first stone spread in the water as you just may remem-

ber we spoke about ☺. 

 

Fear not, GOD IS WITH YOU ALL OF THE TIME ☺ 

  

Kind regards, 

Stig 
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Thursday 14th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, dinner with my mother and John – the lecture of Søren – the healing of my 

mother’s lung and the earth quake in Haiti. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Sleeping is apparently now better in general and today felt almost normal too and a short dream too: 

 

• My good, old friend and colleague Paul lives with me in caves of a mountain, I am living at the cave at the top and 

he in the cave below me, we are using time to find ourselves, I am afraid of hights, we are cleaning up – I see that 

we have two new cars and that his is shining and even more handsom than mine. 

 

This morning and most of the days I was thinking about a new SHIFT OF HABITS again because earlier I took the very 

firm decision NOT to publish anything before God would recreate the stolen documents, but now I believe in him 

when he says that I need more energy from people believing in me before I will be able to do this – and this has to do 

with the story of the egg and the chicken – so therefore I can only say that when I have said A I will also say B because 

now Fuggi has my book, it is on the Internet to be found and I am also a man of MARKETING and therefore I might as 

well market my book and we know IT LEADS TO FAR TOO MANY STORIES TELLING THE WORLD ABOUT ALL OF THE 

ANXIETY AND DIFFERENT OPINIONS and arguments for or against publishing and my own nervousness about the 

whole thing of how people, family, “colleagues”, media etc. will react and how the Devil will react on me BUT I HAVE 

FAITH SO THEREFORE I HAVE JUST MADE THE EASY DECISION THAT WHEN I AM DONE WITH MY WORK including 

maybe to improve the quality of the Dadaab newsletter, uploading of the old book and all of the old tape recordings, 

which will take some time, I will TRULY publish the book – and my dear friends I HAVE DECIDED THAT MY BIRTHDAY 

WILL BE MY BIRTHDAY and yes we know CHRISTMAS DAY IS NOT THE DAY OF THE PUBLISH OF MY BOOK BUT THE DAY 

OF MY BIRTH and we know THIS IS ONLY THE DECISION I CAN TAKE WHEN LISTENING TO MY OWN VOICE AND DOING 

WHAT IS SIMPLE LOGIC TO DO ! - and of course communicate with the team in Kenya before doing it and also just 

thinking about what to do with the closest family, should I try once more verbally to tell them WHO I AM and WHY I 

DO THIS but at the moment I am mostly thinking about giving the family the book one day before all other – but I will 

make a plan and when I have thought and decided of what to do THIS IS THE PLAN I WILL CARRY OUT without “looking 

back over my shoulders” – and I am also thinking about that NO ONE SHALL CUT IN MY MOTHER because of her lung 

and we know THIS IS ALSO THE REASON WHY WE WILL GO TO THE lecture of Søren this evening because THE BREATH-

ING EXERCISES TOGETHER WITH A STRONG FAITH IN ME IS WHAT IT TAKES FOR MY MOTHER TO GET HER LUNG PUT 

BACK IN THE RIGHT POSITION! 

 

Work at the park today 

This morning I went to the park by train again taking my bicycle with me because BJØRN had not managed to fix the 

gear and it has now been stuck in the 5th gear and I was hoping that Bjørn would be able to fix the gear himself, but 

BJØRN is apparently GIVING UP sooner than what he should because at the first break he had not found the solution 

to the problem, which he caused “by accident” when taking off the wheel the other day and at the end of the day he 

told me that the gear was now working and I found out that it was actually Torben who made the gear work again BE-

CAUSE HE DECIDED TO FIND A SOLUTION AND BECAUSE HE WAS VERY CAREFUL getting the grips of the gear wheel to 

work again and THANK YOU SO MUCH BOTH OF YOU, Bjørn to mend the punctured wheel and Torben for making the 

gear the mending of the wheel would not have helped much because I would not have been able to ride on a bicycle 

stuck in the 5th gear and this is the difference in pure WILL POWER between people – either to make something work 

or the opposite and also the story of Bjørn … ☺ 

 

Today another new man started and it was Aslak and before the first break he helped us to remove the rest of the 

firewood – and I noticed that the potential “buyers” came this morning to speak to Tom but Tom I AM SO “SORRY” TO 

COME INBETWEEN YOUR PLANS OF MAKING SOME MONEY WHICH IS NOT YOURS just by working the way people 

should work, but which you believe is wrong – and at the break we talked about what to do after the break and Rolf 

would like me and one of the new ones, which became Aslak, to go to Metro, and then Finn and Jørn would clean up 

the last little bit of the remainings of the old tree, which they did – and later Jørn told me that he thought the place 

was now looking fine after the work we had done and that was simply because it was quality work and I was happy to 

see him happy about what we did – and THIS IS A NATURAL FEELING OF GOD ☺. 
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During the break we also talked about the shoes they have here and you can tell by looking at them that they are 

quality shoes but I was not the only one having the problem that it cuts deep in my instep because approx. half of us 

have had the same problem and therefore we are using our own shoes instead and after the break I thought that it 

would be fine to tell Rolf and Judith POSITIVELY about this and this is what I did and ROLF YOU HAVE NO SHAME 

SOMETIMES because I told you about the problem and asked you to take this into consideration and what did you an-

swer? Yes you said that people could just use rubber boots and YOU ARE NOT USING YOUR HEAD BUT YOUR NEGATIV-

ITY WHEN YOU GIVE ANSWERS LIKE THIS and I could only ask you if you would also give people rubber boots a sum-

merday in sunshine and NO YOU WOULD NOT and therefore the next NEGATIVE answer from you was that IT IS ONLY 

THE FIRST DAYS YOU WILL FEEL THE PAIN when wearing these shoes and my dear friend Rolf this time I could again 

only tell the truth that if you have not tried the big pain and scars that these shoes cause, you cannot understand how 

it is and for me it was impossible to put on these shoes the second day I was here and Tom and others have the same 

problem and Rolf YOUR VOICE OF THE DEVIL IS EQUALLY AS STRONG AS EVERYONE’S ELSE WHEN YOU HAVE DECIDED 

TO BE NEGATIVE because you believed that I was harassing you and I could only say to you that this was positively 

meant for them to consider maybe having an alternative shoe brand for people having the same problems as I with 

the present brand of shoes. 

 

And ½-1 hour later - after Rolf had given me a remembering list of what to buy at Metro – thermo underwear, work 

gloves  etc. – I asked him and Judith if they also wanted me to buy dirt carpets, which we have talked about before but 

which have been sold out, and this time ROLF AND JUDITH WERE SMILING because HOW NICE IS IT THAT I THOUGHT 

OF SOMETHING WHICH THEY COULD USE THEMSELVES and my dear friends MY ATTITUDE WHEN TALKING ABOUT THE 

SHOES AND ABOUT THE DIRT CARPETS is exactly the same – the only thing which was different was your attitude and 

how you decided to reply – and just maybe you will be able to understand this and that I did not mean anything nega-

tive when I gave you a positive suggestion TO CONSIDER about the shoes? 

 

And I noticed that Rolf this morning had found a job ad from a company seeking a new collection employee, which he 

recommended me to search and all I could tell him was that there are probably other people who would have a better 

chance than me to get this job (in the present system the employer will look for someone having experience) but Rolf 

was very eager because now I should really get a job and it is always good to have a job like this to start making some 

money as you said and MY DEAR FRIEND ROLF and THE NICE EMPLOYEES AT THE COMMUNE will you please start by 

“TALKING LOUD AND CLEAR” and that is to have an honest and direct communication because you are now trying to 

squeeze me even more in this wonderful system of yours because of your own misunderstandings – am I trying to 

make your lives too better or worse and just maybe you have not understood my email to the management of the 

Commune – and I wonder if Rolf has any “authorisation” to give orders of which jobs I should seek and we know THIS 

IS HOW LIFE IS HERE AT THE MOMENT – but still Rolf gives me LOT OF TRUST when it comes to the work at the park 

because Rolf you may have noticed that there is nothing wrong with my attitude when working in the park but you 

believe that I have a wrong attitude when I give the Commune recommendations to improve the system, you do be-

live that I am HARASSING YOU and not helping you and maybe you could start by reading what my email actually says 

and try to think also because of your knowledge of me if there is something wrong with my attitude or if there is 

something WRONG with your attitude and just maybe you will be surprised of your answer when you are enlightened.  

 

During the morning I met Helle – she has now starting pruning the wine plants because this is another job, which Tom 

has promised to do but as she said Tom does not want to do it and now she could not wait any longer and it is a big 

job, she said it would take her one month to do (working three days per week she is). And I was thinking of Tom and 

the story of the apple trees and Tom it is not good to get an image as someone who is LAZY which is the image you 

have in this park too. Tom told me today that his pruning course will last one week and I thought about the instruc-

tions I received of less than half an hour …. 

 

So I went to Metro together with Aslak and Aslak told me that he does not have an education as an economist to end 

up doing this kind of work in the park and I was just thinking that this is exactly the kind of attitude which makes peo-

ple become “too fine” and I could see him struggling and I told him that he can only decide for himself about which 

attitude he wants to put on but that the work, people and surroundings here is really very nice indeed and if he con-

tinues taking on a negative attitude he will make life more difficult for himself and also for the people at the park be-

cause his attitude will affect the people working here – and at the end of the day I did not feel sure if he would come 

back tomorrow. 
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Aslak also said that he has been unemployed before when living in the Commune of Copenhagen and in Copenhagen 

he was used to coming every monday to a place where he could receive advice on how to search for jobs and the rest 

of the week he had no duties and I was just thinking that maybe in Copenhagen you have the opposite problem of this 

Commune, which is that you give people freedom and you don’t follow up on peoples’ responsibilities to work a full 

day searching for a job. 

 

We went to Metro to buy what we should but we could not find thermo underwear and we asked two assistants and 

they could not give us an answer, and they made us believe that they did not have this article, so we went through all 

of their clothes for sale on the first floor without finding anything and I had seen some clothes exhibited at the ground 

floor too and I suggested that we went through this and Aklas was more or less only following me and YES THERE WAS 

INDEED THERMO UNDERWEAR and we would never have found it if we had just relied on the two assistants not know-

ing abouth the articles of the warehouse. 

 

When we went to the cashiers desk, the assistant asked me for my identification – and yes SOMETIMES I AM A FOOL 

ON THE HILL ALMOST BUT I FORGOT IT AGAIN TODAY when I changed jacket this morning and just thinking to make a 

better and easier system in the future without the need to have id papers on you all of the time (!) – and I could only 

tell that I had not brought my id and just maybe the assistant was “suspecting” us because we did not look like “nor-

mal” customers because we did not have 10 DKK to put in the customer wagons and therefore we carried all goods in 

our hands, which is not the common way to do things here, so she called her manager asking for permission to sell us 

the goods without id and he said no, which she told us and furthermore she said that I needed to have a power of at-

torney from Rolf in order to buy and I have now been here twice I believe buying without having any problems and 

who was right, was that the assistant today or was it the two other assistants who have earlier allowed me to buy 

without id and a power of attorney and my dear friends this is about you too because most people today will just say 

that I HAVE BOUGHT TWICE ON THIS CARD WITHOUT PROBLEMS BEFORE and NOW YOU SAY THERE ARE PROBLEMS 

and YOU MUST BE MISTAKING and yes you know what maybe it is you who do the mistake because instead of thinking 

of what is the easiest for you, you could think about who is right and in this example it was actually the assistant of 

today who was DOING A FANTASTIC JOB because she did what she was supposed to do and that is to ask for id when 

you have suspicion and also for a power of attorney if you are buying on somebody’s else’s card, which I was because 

the card was issued not only to Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune but to Rolf at the Commune making the card personal – so 

therefore I accepted and afterwards Aslak was VERY NEGATIVE as he was already when the two assistants could not 

tell us about thermo underwear and this made him say that the whole attitude of this supermarket is wrong and you 

might be right about that at least for some of the assistants – because I found out that you are indeed a careful man 

yourself having experience from Telia and Canal Digital to offer good customer service to people because IT CAN 

NEVER PAY OFF TO GIVE CUSTOMERS WRONG ADVISE OR SERVICES because of laziness because the customers will 

come back and then it will take you maybe 10 times longer to correct the mistake instead of doing the job the right 

way the first time – but you were wrong about the cashier desk assistant today, she was doing a FANTASTIC JOB – and 

I have seen this attitude of yours Aslak SO MANY TIMES when I was working as a bank cashier when I followed the 

procedures which other people working for the bank did not. 

 

So we went back to the park to get a power of attorney from Rolf and we went back again to Metro to get the goods 

and I said thank you very much to the nice assistant and now I was not a suspect anymore, now she had TRUST in me 

because I did not even have to unpack all of the goods which we had put in plastic bags before leaving the first time 

and we could tell her that we have 10 pairs of this and 15 of this and she had a brief look in the bags and she decided 

to trust in me without control counting the numbers. 

 

Today we were working until 14.10 when we were given the rest of the day off and Rolf asked me to go home and 

search for jobs and I was thinking that he should NOT INVOLVE HIMSELF BECAUSE HE IS NOT QUALIFIED TO BE MY 

COACH and I thought that I could not do that because I don’t have the time to do it today and I will not use any more 

of my spare time to search for jobs than what I do – at the moment my working week at the park together with the 

wrting of this book is far more than 40 hours per week. 
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And I left with my bicycle today FIXED and READY thinking that these are the nice people who I have “threaten” by 

working hard and still they help me with my bicycle and when you are nice to people you should be able to carry out 

such a “behaviour” as I am doing here continuing to be in their circle. 

 

When I came home I saw an email from BEC giving me a rejection to my application of the 21st December and my 

friends that is more than three weeks from the day of my application and did you decide to do the whole process of 

hiring a new employee before you gave a reply to all applicants? And if this is what you did, do you think this was the 

best way to do it – how would you have liked the communication to be if you were the applicant and not the em-

ployer?  

 

Dinner with my mother and John – the lecture of Søren – and the healing of my mother’s lung 

I arrived already at 17.00 today in Helsingør – cheating because of need on my way in the train, I showed my un-

stamped discount card to the train conductor, which he approved without looking at the stamp (!) – and we had a nice 

couple of hours before my mother and I left for the lecture of Søren. 

 

My mother is very nervous about her lung and she knows that she may need an operation and have her ribs cut in or-

der for the doctors to move the lung back in its right position and we talked about CONCERN as a subject this evening, 

and I told them about the book of Søren and that the idea is not to suffer because of you thoughts taking control of 

you and I gave them the example that I HAVE SAID TO MY FAMILY HUNDREDS OF TIMES “DON’T WORRY” because 

THERE IS TRULY NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT and despite of this my family have been worried because of their own 

thoughts giving them and me (!!!) a poorer life quality and immediately John thought and said “NO this is not true be-

cause there has been need to worry because of your economy” and my mother said “No, this is apparently not the 

truth, we know there has been cause for concern” and I could only tell them that what they did exactly here was A 

WITNESS OF HOW IT WORKS because they got a thought and they decided to follow that thought WITHOUT TAKING A 

SHORT PAUSE TO THINK (!) and DECIDE WHAT YOU THINK IS THE BEST ANSWER TO GIVE and I was just thinking that 

maybe I was too ambitious today to win them over on my side but at least John acknowledged that CONCERN GIVES A 

POORER LIFE QUALITY so he did agree with the effect of concern and then I used my mother’s “sickness” as an excuse 

for her to be worried and at least John and I agreed that YOGA IS A TOOL FOR MY MOTHER NOT TO WORRY and I told 

her that the traumas she has felt ALL of her life because of her adoption and a loving adoptive mother who could not 

show her loving feelings (!) has been unnessesary because she could as an example have started Yoga many years ago 

through Søren – and I was very inspired and very strong today and I told her COMING AS A SURPRISE TO MYSELF IN-

FACT that she is both very weak and very strong at the same time and yes she could really understand me and she is 

both very patient and impatient at the same time as almost no other people and yes she could really understand me 

because as I said she is the most loving person of all and at the same time she is almost the worst “pain in the ass” – 

which YOU CAN SAY WHEN PEOPLE KNOW THAT YOU MEAN GOOD (!) – and she really understood this and she also 

understood when I told her that SHE ACTUALLY DOES NOT WANT TO BE NEGATIVE AND TO SHOW HER VERY BIG 

TEMPER ON OTHER PEOPLE and we talked about the “miracle” as it is that she has found John, who is probably the 

only person out of 100 who has the ability to accept my mother’s temper – even though it is also difficult for him 

sometimes – and my mother agreed and I said this so strong to her that she believed in me – because I told her the 

truth which she agreed with me in - and then I said that “if you believe just a little bit in me, then I can tell you that 

your lung is absolutely no problem at all” and that made her visibly happy because my mother BELIEVES IN ME when I 

speak to her like this and when she is not indoctrinated by other people with Sanna as the worst, and Sanna how did 

you help our mother with her lung “sickness” – was that to make her more nervous by saying that an operation might 

be needed and to tell her that her ribs might be cut? 

 

And my conclusion to my mother is that SHE WILL DECIDE if she wants to be STRONG or WEAK for example on her 

sickness BECAUSE THIS IS HER POTENTIAL and yes V.M. I know you are there and hi to you too and what I wanted to 

say here is only this: My mother has the ability to decide if she believes in me or not and the ability to understand me 

IF YOU LISTEN TO YOUR OWN VOICE ALONE, MOTHER! 

 

And I asked my mother how Ole and my father reacted on her very big temper – and it was ONLY OLE I was interested 

in hearing about (!) and to my surprise she said that WHEN OLE WAS NOT “SICK” MY MOTHER COULD NOT REMEM-

BER THAT SHE HAD EVER SHOWN HER TEMPTER ON HIM and then I knew that OLE YOUR PLACE IS TRULY ON EARTH 

WITH MY MOTHER and yes this is what I hope will happen but we will have to see. 
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I also mentiond the story about the shoes and the dirt carpets of the park to my mother and John and John said that 

these shoes are probably SECURITY SHOES and that it is ILLEGAL to work at a place like this WITHOUT WEARING SE-

CURITY SHOES and maybe Rolf you can answer this question and your thoughts about making this place a SECURE 

place because I like places which are SECURE. 

 

And we had plenty or wine at the dinner and I noticed that my mother are now pouring the wine to the top of the 

glass with the attitude “the more, the better” including more than I would have poured myself and that was showing a 

new alcoholic to me, because this is how she has turned out more and more over the last years – and John is still not 

drinking because of his kidney problems starting at the cruise (!), so now my mother is drinking by herself alone as al-

colholics very often do. 

 

And we talked about the “good and bad” sides of John too and John has started some time ago to clean up the kitchen 

after every dinner and also to watch some TV together with my mother so he has now more shared time together 

with my mother, and I have decided – after thinking a lot about it – that I will not follow up on my email on this sub-

ject to John some time ago more than what I did this evening talking briefly about it because I fear that if I go very 

hard and direct on John that this may lead him to move away from my mother and I think of the dream about two 

apartments some days ago and that my mother at the moment is probably better off being together with John – even 

though she is suffering – compared to being alone, where I fear she would break down as LONA as she is today. 

 

So we went to the lecture of Søren and we were driving him to the library – he lives underneath my mother and John 

– and I said to him before and after the lecture that I want him to know that I will always support him and SØREN THIS 

IS FOR YOU TO REMEMBER! 

 

And I was happy to see how relaxed and loving feelings he gives to people he knows which we saw at the library – like 

NO other people I have seen in Denmark and maybe of all people I have ever seen – and he started the lecture DELIB-

ERATELY UNPREPARED (!) and I was happy to listen to him and my mother also found it interesting and then SØREN 

you decided to HELP US CURE MY MOTHER by DECIDING TO DO THE BREATHING EXERCISE TO BREATH IN AND OUT 

FIRST WITH ONE OF YOUR NOSTRILLS AND THEN AFTERWARDS WITH THE OTHER NOSTRILL and this is ALL that it took 

to make my mother well again because my mother believed in me this evening and yes I DECIDED TO CURE MY OWN 

MOTHER and my mother – this is what I did, this is what the purpose of today was also about, for you to show the 

world that you do believe in me to the extent that I have had you cured – and I have given you “the Cure” after you 

have had your scanning and now it is up to you to decide if you believe in me, if you believe you are cured and if you 

want to follow my advise which is NOT to undergo any surgery because you don’t need it or to follow the road of the 

Devil, which is what Sanna probably will advise you to do, to undergo the surgery – and my mother you said after-

wards that you could feel your lungs hurt when we did the breathing exercise and this was only because your lung has 

now been physically put back in the right place, so please don’t do what Sanna will ask you to do. Wait until you will 

know for yourself that you are perfectly alright! 

 

And as usual I was very happy to see Søren and he was so kind to embrace me because he was happy about my sup-

port declaration to him and Søren by now you should realise that YOUR book is exactly what I told you this evening: A 

book to be seen in conjunction of my book and that it will have a very very big impact. Thank you my friend ☺. 

 

And earlier in the evening my mother gave me a bathing oil called ZEN and yes WE WERE GIVING YOU THE WORD 

ZEN-BUDDHISM and yes ALMOST LIKE HOME IT IS ☺. 

 

When I left for home – this time with a clipped train card (!) - God played the song “summer and lightning” by ELO for 

me. 

 

And yes MY FRIEND IT IS GOOD ENOUGH AS WE SAY IN DANISH-ENGLISH and we know thinking of Van Helsinore and 

Vivienne Mckee because my friend I told you at the end of each civilisation I HAVE BEEN KILLED TOO yes MANKIND 

HAS KILLED GOD EVERY TIME putting me back in the state of hibernation and when I have decided that I believe what 

to do the next time I will wake up myself and we know Stig this is what I have said to you and NOW WE ARE SMILING 
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ALL OF US and we know IT IS NOT THE TRUTH and yes WHO IS THE DEVIL and WHO IS GOD and yes IS THIS THE TRUE 

STORY or is it WRONG and yes TIME WILL TELL ☺. 

 

The earth quake in Haiti 

Today I have been thinking about HAITI and we know MY DISASTER and we know TO REGULATE THE EVIL OF MAN-

KIND and yes this is how it is and yes I AM NOT HAPPY SEEING THAT EITHER but you know what is even worse is that 

mankind will now help the people of Haiti the best way possible WHICH I LIKE TO SEE and yes BUT THE WORLD WILL 

CONTINUE TO MAKE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE DIE, TO LIVE IN SLAVERY AND MISERY ALL OVER THE WORLD BECAUSE OF 

SO CALLED MANMADE DISASTERS which don’t have the interest of people of the world and this is the true DISASTER 

of this story – and I AM FEELING WITH THE POOR PEOPLE OF HAITI TOO. 
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Friday 15th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park, doing Yoga and running  - Fuggi acting as the Devil and Sidsel has apparently not 

forgotten about me. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight was a night almost without dreams and the dreams I remembered shortly did not seem important so there-

fore they are not included and I am still between tired and normal. 

 

Work at the park 

This morning I was curious of what Rolf wanted us to do. According to Finn and Jørn there is not more work to do on 

the Mirabel tree at the moment – Aslak and I were also removing a load of branches from the tree to the waste dis-

posal site yesterday - which is until Tom has cut all of the tree but Rolf was CREATIVE to ask me to wash the car at the 

Commune’s washing hall, which I did together with Aslak again, who also showed up today, including cleaning of the 

inside of the car, which was really needed. 

 

We were finished doing this some minutes before 11.00 and I called Rolf to hear if he had work for us to do the last 

half hour and he recommended us to find Finn and Jørn who were cutting some bushes I believe behind the wine 

greenhouse – and I agreed with Rolf, it was also my thought – so I started looking for Finn and Jørn and I could not 

find them as I told Rolf on the phone too and after my talk with Rolf I found Finn and Jørn and I did not think of this 

place to start with because IT WAS STILL WORKING HOURS HERE but where were they? And yes IN THE HANDS OF THE 

DEVIL and that is inside the workshop and what did they do and yes drinking beer and smoking cigarettes together 

with the others who were here today and what did I think and only this that the Devil has tempted them when I was 

not here working with them and they could not resist the temptation and “pressure” by the others of the park and I 

even said to Jørn when arriving at the greenhouse that now he and Finn could also use mine and Aslak’s workforce for 

the next half hour and he just looked at me without answering (!) and Aslak said that I should let them hold their 

break (!) and he also started talking about how this employment project lives up to all of his prejudices and why is that 

Aslak – do you think that YOURS AND THE OTHER PEOPLE’S ATTITUDE HERE IS PART OF IT and that is A MAIN REASON 

because PEOPLE ARE AUTOMATICALLY LAZY AT PROJECTS LIKE THIS and we know I HAD NO WORK TO DO and I de-

cided to stay at the greenhouse – without receiving an offer to drink a beer, which I would also have turned down be-

cause drinking of alcohol is prohibited here at the park (!) - to observe what happened and what I saw was just this: 

Lazyness, beers and cigarettes and is this the life I have made you for and my dear friends NO IT IS NOT! 

 

Yesterday Bjørn was very rude to me during the break when I started talking to Aslak about the job search course in 

Copenhagen and he just don’t like talk about any professional subject it seems because again he said that I was sound-

ing like a social adviser and my dear Bjørn you truly have an attitude problem because this was not talk about work as 

I told you it was an interest of mine we were speaking of and this morning at the break I tried to say something funny 

to Bjørn about his bun because he puts three layers on top of it and normally people will smile when I speak like this 

but Bjørn’s reaction was to say in a very negative way: Don’t get involved in this and Bjørn I did not tell you anything 

negative at all, this is about your attitude and not mine the same way as this morning when we were using the vac-

uum cleaner at the truck and had the cord drawn from the workshop through the window and when I entered the 

workshop you were very aggressive saying that we had to shut the window now beause it was cold and you had de-

cided to be negative with me and Bjørn you are such a fine man but LIFE and CULTURE has drawn you down among 

the lowest destinies of this community – and I just thought after these events that I will not change how I am, I will be 

myself and then it is up to BJØRN as a symbol of the human race of how you want to act and behave – and already at 

11.00 I said something funny again to Bjørn at the workshop and this time he could not help smiling and talking to me 

again so Bjørn am I the worst man you have ever seen at the park because I am working “so hard” and talking profes-

sionally in your view – and still you cannot keep your “promise” to be mad at me and to freeze me out? 

 

We had a guest today, who was working here some months during the summer, and he misses the place – which I do 

understand – and he said that he now attends a jobsearch course from a company called A to B – on the order of the 

Commune – and he is there every day from 9.00-14.00 and he says that people are reading newspapers and drinking 

coffee most of the day and my dear friends at COMMUNES IN DENMARK – YOU DO KNOW THAT YOUR OWN SYSTEM 

STINKS and NONE OF YOU HAVE TAKEN ANY INITIATIVE TO REALLY IMPROVE IT and this reminds me that I said in my 

email to Lyngby-Taarbæk Commune that I did not want to see any bureaucracy before taking a meeting and the direc-
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tor was very quick to send me a reply now five days ago and still they have not agreed how they want to receive my 

feedback and Tim it may be too late for you to receive it unless you decide to hold a meeting before I publish my book 

to more people because then you will probably be an even greater victim of your own misbelieve because of Jesus – 

surely I am not that man here in your Commune? 

 

Today God played the song “you make loving fun” by Fleetwood Mac and as a celebration to Søren because he loves 

this music and because I lend him two concert DVD’s of the band yesterday. 

 

Doing Yoga and running  - and Fuggi acting as the Devil 

When I came home I wrote the script of yesterday and I decided to go to Fitness World, Gentofte, today where there 

was a Yoga class at 17.00, which I attended. The whole day the Devil has tried to become stronger again because I am 

told that Fuggi does not believe in me – I have not heard from him (!) - and therefore you are almost trying to put the 

Devil back on me and I have decided that I will not go into detail on this and I will not continue telling you stories 

about ladies feeling attraction to me like at the Yoga class today, all I will say is that if Fuggi does not agree with me, 

you are still my dear Council welcome to do whatever you need to do to torment me and I really don’t care and Fuggi 

is no challenge at all even as a member of the Council and I was told that Yoga would help keeping the Devil away, 

which it actually did and all I will say is that Yoga is truly very very difficult for me because I am very stiff in my body 

and also because sometimes I get cramps in my legs or feet and I don’t have the physical strength always to keep the 

positions for example when you are standing as an opposite V with your hands and feets on the ground at the same 

time, but practise helps and maybe also muscle training of my arms, which I will consider doing if I feel after some 

times of training that it is necessary. 

 

And because of Fuggi and his disbelief in me, I have been unlucky the whole day having had the Council giving me 

thoughts which have made me make bad decisions for example to collect new hot water for cleaning of the car five 

minutes before the break this morning and it happened several times during the day and there was nothing I could do 

about it including this evening at the Fitness centre, where I mislaid my gloves outside my bag and later when I 

thought of it, they were not there anymore, they had been stolen – and the gloves were the best I have I ever had, a 

gift from my mother and I can simply not understand that people think of stealing things like my gloves when they see 

them instead of letting them be. And I tried to THINK deliberately THE BEST I COULD TODAY but when the Council 

wants to play games, even this is not good enough. 

 

And Rommel has said directly to me that he is the one playing the Devil at the moment – of course on top of the other 

people who still have a direct influence on me through their behaviour and thinking - and you are welcome my dear 

friend. 

 

And finally I did one hour of Yoga today and with a combination of ease and the most of my will power – two feelings 

here today (!) – I managed also to run ½ hour setting a new record in one training session here. 

 

And when I was running the words TO BE came to me, the words I some of the time focus on when I meditate and I 

was thinking of one of the illustrations of Søren’s book where “I” is the inner self of people and then the next thought 

came to me “OR NOT TO BE” and then I was helped to figure out what the play by Shakespeare of the Danish Prince is 

really about because this is about TO BE OR NOT TO BE and yes my boys EVEN FOR ME and WHAT YOU DECIDE TO DO 

ON EARTH WILL ALSO HAVE A CONSEQUENCE FOR ME as mentioned earlier. And I was also thinking about NOTHING 

and EVERYTHING and I cannot say anymore on this with my present “gifts” by God other than everything is nothing 

and nothing is everything and this is of course simple to understand isn’t it?  

 

And we know PLEASE GIVE US THE RIGHT TO SPEAK FREELY BECAUSE MY DEAR FRIENDS STIG HAS DECIDED MORE 

AND MORE THAT HE DOES NOT WANT US TO TELL YOU EVERYTHING THAT WE WANT TO TELL YOU and yes and yes 

and yes THIS IS THE DEVIL and this is the way I was when we wrote the old book and we know all of us this is because 

of Fuggi and this is how strong your opponent is and we know HE HAS ABSOLUTELY NO CHANCE and PIECE OF CAKE 

and this CHALLENGE IS TOO EASY TOO and we know HOW MANY HAVE WON AN ARGUMENT OVER FUGGI and yes we 

know FUGGI CAN ONLY THINK THAT HE MET A MAN EVEN MORE SKILLED THAN HIMSELF ON HIS OWN HOME-

GROUND which is to QUARREL ONLY TO QUARREL and yes I DID IT AS AN EXAMPLE TO SHOW FUGGI AND THE WORLD 

THAT NOT EVEN FUGGI WHO HAS NEVER LOST SUCH AN ARGUMENT ON THESE TERMS BEFORE and yes NOT EVEN HE 
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IS A THREAT and we know IT IS TOO EASY and yes I AM OPEN and yes NOT PROTECTING MYSELF and yes YOU CAN 

COME WITH ALL OF YOUR WEAPONS AND ATTACKS and yes BORING IT IS like NEO when he challenged the Agents 

when he realised his gifts and yes my friends THIS IS THE BEST I CAN TELL YOU HERE and yes ARE YOU SURE THAT THIS 

IS THE STORY I WANTED TO TELL YOU HERE AND YES GOD PLEASE TELL ME THE STORY OF HAITI YOU WANTED TO TELL 

ME AT THE FITNESS CENTRE TODAY and ok my friend HAITI IS NOT NICARAGUA and when I am pushed this much I will 

only say this NO HAITI IS NOT NICARAGUA and we know THANK YOU FROM ALL OF US TO BRING THIS STORY TOO and 

there might not come more stories of the “fight” against Fuggi because I am borred with this fight, I don’t want to 

have it and just by ignoring it, I feel that it decreases and I don’t really want to write about it – because I have experi-

enced and written about similar experiences before (!) - and I have had worse fights than this even though you say 

that he is a formidable player of the game. 

 

Sidsel has apparently not forgotten about me 

Today I received an invitation on Facebook by Sidsel to become a member of Havanna Social Club which is a nightclub 

where she is dancing Salsa and why did she do that and just maybe because she has noticed a couple of messages I 

have published on Facebook, because she likes them, because she still would like to dance with me and maybe still 

would like to see if I could become her life partner (?) and yes my dear friend SIDSEL, why did you not answer my 

email and yes I accepted your invitation to become a member of this club because I like people to enjoy themselves 

and I thought I could give you a symbol of this by accepting your invitation and on the other hand I will not send her 

any messages again because Sidsel, you should answer my email first and this is as simple as it gets for me in this 

situation and in other situations I have no problems to contact the same person 2-3 times in a row but not much more 

than that before I will stop! 
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Saturday 16th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, greetings from David, The Five Tibetan Rites, MESHACK: THE GOSPEL IS SPREADING FAR AND WIDE 

and the reason for the Haiti earthquake, second edit since 7th January and visiting Kirsten this evening. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

I had the feeling that I was sleeping deep tonight also because of the physical exercise I did yesterday and I woke up at 

8.00 and again the state is between tired and normal. 

 

One dream too: 

 

• I am talking to the board of a home of people having senile psychosis, I have becomed the new leader of the 

home and I say that I feel that I am like a foal and one of the men of the board, who likes philosophy, says that he 

likes my expression of being a foal and I feel that they have a lot of confidence in me. I have made roast beef to 

the people living at the home and I know that I don’t have much experience as a cook, and the people here like 

traditional Danish food and I think that either I will need to go to a course or to read the cookbook “god mad” (my 

first cookbook in real life!) to teach myself to make these dishes. I see the small row houses belonging to the 

home and I see that a new inhabitant has arrived, he is an opera singer and dressed formally as such and people 

believe that he is crazy.  

 

Greetings from David 

When sending the last two days of scripts yesterday  to the team – not normal that I don’t send the scripts every day, 

but I did not have time Thursday – I also wrote to the team that I hope that they are still with me and this led to David 

sending this email to me and that was very nice of you David, thank you, and he is the only one of the team being able 

to receive emails on his mobile phone – and David THE LORD IS WITH YOU and in fact ALL THE WAY and my dear 

friend I think of the song by Elvis IN THE GHETTO and my dear friend YOU ALSO HAVE CLASS SOCIETIES IN KENYA and 

that is even on a “lower” level because Nairobi is “more fine” than the village and David – NOTHING WILL HAPPEN TO 

YOU, you have the word of BOTH GOD AND THE COUNCIL and we are approaching the end of the SAFE JOURNEY 

which I have put you on: 

 

His email: 

 

Greetings Stig, 

I'm fine and happy to see your scripts 2 minutes ago. I'm sorry for the long quite. Its been tough. Either way I'm with 

you. Today was difficult in Nairobi after a clash of muslims, police & civilians. I was in town but was safe... 

... Check the net for more. Its long since I lived in the village so it might not be easy for me there. Am positive that the 

Lord is with me and that I'll prosper. I have outstanding fees but am not worried. Lets always have hope. 

Good day. 

David 

 

The Five Tibetan Rites 

Fuggi has a few times recommended me the five Tibetan rites exercises, which he is doing himself and the other day 

before I sent him my book he sent me a link to a video of how to do this and I have now seen several videos and read 

information about it and it is about KEEPING and GROWING YOUR LIFE ENERGY and MAKE YOURSELF YOUNG not only 

PHYSICALLY BUT ALSO MENTALLY and I have decided that I want to try out this exercise too and you are supposed to 

repeat each rite 21 times (do you remember the number 21 from a dream I had some time ago?) when you can and in 

the beginning they suggest 3 times of repetition and I don’t know how many times I can do it but they have now been 

included in my action plan to start doing on Tuesday, I don’t believe I have the time before that and at least in the be-

ginning I will not do this exercise on days when I also will go to Yoga, which I will do Monday, Wednesday and Friday 

next week and my exercise will in total take approx. 10 hours per week including transport - and yes I SHOWED YOU 

BUDS ON MY ROSE TREE and we know Dragholm and everyone else looking here Fuggi has given me THE WEAPON TO 

DEFEAT HIMSELF AS EASILY AS I SAID ☺. 

 

MESHACK: THE GOSPEL IS SPREADING FAR AND WIDE and the reason for the Haiti earthquake 
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Thank you Meshack so much for sending me this email and for you to have the strength to keep me updated about 

the team and yourself, this is very important that you have decided to show that you can do this even when you suffer 

much.  

 

Thank you for your support for the publishing of my book and at the moment it is only Fuggi who has received it, but I 

will send it to the many email addresses we found together and I expect to do this according to a new plan I will pre-

pare tomorrow and at least before the 1st February. 

 

The most important for you now is to prioritise getting something to eat the best way you can and not to prioritise 

paying your accumulated bills. I cannot send you more money before the 1st February but I do hope that money will 

come from A NICE SOUL after my book is published. 

 

And I told you about Haiti before in these scripts and YES I HAVE ALREADY TOLD YOU ABOUT WHY I HAVE DONE THIS 

and THE DEVIL WAS WORKING OVERTIME TO DO THIS in order for people to really understand that THIS IS BECAUSE 

YOU HAVE NOT HELPED THE WORLD AS MUCH AS GOD WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO and now people show their humanity 

and act quickly to help the poor people of Haiti but WHAT HAVE YOU DONE ABOUT PEOPLE LIVING A LIFE IN HELL IN 

DADAAB AND OTHER PLACES and my dear friends of the world: IF YOU HAD HELPED ME WHEN I WANTED YOU TO 

HELP ME and TØGER YOU ARE PART OF THE PROBLEM HERE TOGETHER WITH OTHER NEWSPAPERS because I pub-

lished my first memo on Dadaab to you in April 2009 I believe and WHAT DID YOU DO IN ORDER TO HELP and ABSO-

LUTELY NOTHING and yes THIS IS WHY YOU NOW SEE THIS CATASTROPHE IN HAITI BECAUSE THIS IS HOW THE WORLD 

IS WORKING – when you don’t do what you should do you will feed the Devil directly, so please START SHOWING THE 

SAME KIND OF HUMANITY FOR ALL PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD LIVING A LIFE IN MISERY including all of the forgot-

ten places where people are suffering much. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hallo there, my sincere hope that you are doing okay as have been reading in your scripts. 

 

First of all i would like to congratulate you on your publishing your book which i can say this is another new chapter 

opened and we are sailing in this together with our total support and the gospel will spread far and wide and reach the 

unreached and this is like the stone which has been thrown in water and started spreading and we are crossing our 

fingers and beleiving that all will understand the gospel and accept it. 

 

To follow on what i had told you, i am abit okay and remember our policy no medicine but only faith and today am 

okay. 

 

As i had told you, we had a meeting last friday and yesterday as usual at the park and ever thing was well obseved in-

cluding the basic rules and our action plan for the next six months we will be doing capacity building on abstinance and 

behavior change so that the AIDS pademic can be reduced and we are doing this in conjuction with the ministry of 

health and this will take place at rulal areas but this is voluntary work without any pay and we hope it wiil be of suc-

cess. 

 

Concerning the house bill i had told you, am yet to pay a single cent and have been given up to the end of next month 

to pay but this is not only happening to me alone but the whole team is actually in hell because each is talking about 

bills which have accumulated and we are only surviving by the grace of the Lord and it is our faith in Him that we shall 

come to the end of our suffering. 

 

Hi to your fellow guys at the park and will keep you updated on the happenings here but what actually is happening in 

Haiti? 

 

           Meshack. 

 

Second edit since 7th January 
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This afternoon I decided to do the second edit of scripts from 7th to 14th January even though it is first on my action 

plan of tomorrow and it took me 3½ hours to do. I did not have time to finish all days before going to dinner with 

Kirsten. 

 

Visiting Kirsten this evening 

Kirsten had invited me to come to visit her and to help her setup her new wireless router to her computer to access 

the Internet and then she would give dinner too ☺. 

 

During the afternoon I had made a copy of the soundtrack to Michael Jackson’s “This is it” and a copy of the movie of 

the same name because we spoke about it New Years evening, Kirsten would very much like to see it but she would 

not allow me to “download” files from the Internet to help her! And she was very happy to receive these gifts making 

me happy – and I had no problems making the CD’s today because now I am allowed to give CD’s as gifts again, which 

I also did the other day when I gave my mother and John the best of the Beatles and Enya and when we heard Beatles 

I understood that maybe I should have given these to Søren and Bettina instead because my mother is HYSTERIC 

about music, which is not SOFT MUSIC and not all songs by Beatles are soft! 

 

So I tried to set up her router and I have never done this before but I thought how difficult can this be, and I received 

the manual and I was told that the router was physically set up and that the problem was to set up Microsoft Vista to 

communicate with it and then I understood when reading the instructions that YOU NEED TODAY TO HAVE MUCH 

MORE TIME THAN 5 MINUTES OR A HALF HOUR to do this because this is complicated stuff – and the instructions 

showed how to set up Microsoft XP and referred to detailed instructions on their website about how to set up Micro-

soft Vista and I could not find these instructions and after a half hour I GAVE UP (!) because I realised that I needed to 

do this from the beginning including the set up of the router physically in order to understand the whole process and 

that might take several hours or a full day to do and what I am really saying here is that THIS IS FAR TOO COMPLI-

CATED because IF YOU TRULY WANT TO MAKE IT EASIER TO DO YOU CAN DO IT FROM THE MANUFACTURER and 

again IF YOU ONLY HAVE ONE ROUTER NAMELY GOD TO CREATE THE CONNECTION THEN THERE IS NOTHING MUCH 

TO SET UP OF COURSE – and I also tried to get picture on the Michael Jackson movie – as I have on my own computer 

– but I did not succeed even though I downloaded a codec pack saying that it should show 99% of all movies and again 

my friends FAR TOO COMPLICATED and again DECREASE THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS but MAKE THE SYS-

TEM(S) YOU DECIDE ON THE BEST AND EASY TO USE FOR ALL PEOPLE. 

 

During dinner I told Kirsten about my book and that she needs to read it otherwise she will also not believe in me and 

yes Kirsten this is what you said: I will always read before deciding, this is how I am and NOW I HAVE TOLD YOU DI-

RECTLY KIRSTEN so this is the promise you gave me – and I actually told you what the book is about as you may re-

member THE FIGHT BETWEEN GOOD AND BAD and I talked about Yoga and Indigo children where your own daughter 

Victoria is a very bright example of what I told you because she is much more bright than children normally are in her 

age and I told you that she has lively dreams because this is what Indigo children are also about, the closer spiritual 

connection, and she told us that she dreamed that her rabbit would give birth before she found out in real life – and I 

was told several times by the Council that your suffering Kirsten also include your love of me and as a symbol you gave 

me some of your homemade cookies just to prove this and I told you Kirsten that you have yourself had a difficult life 

with sufferings actually with the same reason as I – because I have taken on the sins of people and you have as an ex-

ample of people being close to me also received sufferings on a lower level with the same explanation – and I told you 

Kirsten that this is a preparation for a completely new life coming to you too and just maybe you also need to tell 

people that you don’t trust in me when you start hearing the first times about who I am and all I can say Kirsten is 

PLEASE DON’T JUDGE ME BEFORE YOU START READING AND UNDERSTANDING but maybe that is difficult to you? 

 

And we spoke about your mother too and now she has improved in your mind because your ex did not pay the agreed 

amount to you the 1st January and your mother offered you to help paying 6,000 DKK for house taxes which you said 

that you would not yet accept to receive because in the meantime your ex have promised to pay the outstanding bal-

ance before the 1st February and your mother came one day having a lot of food with her to you and this made you 

happy and I told you that your mother cannot verbally express her feelings but this is how she shows you that she 

loves you – the same way as my sister has grown further and further away from being able to verbally express her 

feelings and instead she shows her love through family dinners and it is all about HABITS and the more you think of 

yourself the more difficult it will be to show true emotions to other people – and I was thinking about what the Coun-
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cil have said to me long time ago, which has not been included before here, that my mother would like to give me 

some money because I don’t have much at the moment but it is difficult to do when the family believes that I will send 

the money to Africa so therefore they don’t (!) and Kirsten told me that my mother and John have told her mother 

and Tommy, her husband, that they believe it is wrong that I send money to Africa and how humiliating is it to receive 

such information where you have had NO desire for them to tell this story to others and absolutely NO desire for them 

to conclude what they believe is right or wrong without you being present to give them your own version and this is 

what I talk about which I have now been told here directly from Kirsten WHICH HAPPENS ALL OF THE TIME WHEN MY 

SISTER IS VERY BUSY TRYING TO EXPLAIN TO THE FAMILY ABOUT WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT ME and yes yes yes 

HATE A BEHAVIOR LIKE THIS I DO. 

 

And at the end of a nice evening Victoria decided to give me a drawing – because she likes me very much – and it was 

a drawing she made up to Christmas saying MERRY CHRISTMAS and I said that I will then have to make a new 

CHRISTMAS EVENING IN JANUARY INSTEAD of the 24th December and I was saying that to Kirsten for her to remember 

that this is what I meant about JESUS BEING BORN and just for her to remember and we know in the meantime I HAVE 

DECIDED that instead of following the advise from God and the Council to say that it is Christmas Day when I publish 

my book it is Christmas Day on my birhtday and because it is TRULY SIMPLE LOGIC my friends – therefore ☺. 
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Sunday 17th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, the church service at Lyngby Church, preparing a publication plan of my books, recordings and the 

LTO newsletters, writing an email to Antonella at the Commune, my mother does not believe that her lung is alright, a 

visit from Sanna, Hans, Tobias, Niklas and Isabelle. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Another alright sleep and at the moment I am a little bit more tired but still in-between normal and tired as I have 

been for some time and a short dream: 

 

• I am at PARKEN the Danish national football stadium and I am looking for my place to seat, which I find and I see 

Jan H. from Fair Forsikring sitting together with 5-6 old colleagues from Fair watching the football, however there 

is not a free view from these seats to the football ground and I therefore decide to go further down the tribune to 

be able to see. Later I walk around the tribune on the other side of the Stadium and I don’t go up there because I 

have no ticket to enter this tribune. 

 

The church service at Lyngby Church 

Today I decided to go to Lyngby Church again because the priest today was Karen Marie, but I was very close indeed 

to choose another church because I like variation and because I like to receive new experiences and I think of finding 

the right balance between TRADITION on one hand and NEW EXPERIENCES on the other and I decided to go to Lyngby 

church because I wanted to hear the words of Karen Marie. 

 

And today Karen Marie read Johannes 4, 5-26 and she spoke about Jesus showing himself as both Jesus and God to-

wards the woman from the mentioned text and that the woman is a woman – maybe a prostitute - without a reputa-

tion, whom he accepts and forgives and whom he offers living water. And then Karen Marie asked the congregation to 

imagine if they were at the supermarket about to buy water and Jesus came and asked for water, how would they re-

act and probably by telling him to GET LOST – GO BACK TO THE “LOCKED DEPARTMENT”, which is what we in Den-

mark call the hospitals for “mentally sick” persons, and YES KAREN MARIE YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY RIGHT ABOUT THAT 

OBSERVATION, THIS IS INDEED WHAT I HAVE EXPERIENCED, and she talked about what Jesus might talk to the people 

at the supermarket about – and Karen Marie you are actually reflecting the same way here as the Pastor did in Kenya 

☺ – and you talked about many possible subjects for example things we have done, which we are not proud of, mess 

in our family, being a poor friend at work etc. and Jesus will say this is how you are and then she said but he will never 

judge us, he will give us living water because we are children of God and because everything can be forgiven – and 

Karen Marie I was with you most of the time today and I liked your words as usual, and that is right please read this 

book and then you will know what I will tell you when I meet you in the supermarket so to say AND THAT IS TO SHARE 

YOUR WEALTH WITH THE POOR – so you were using the RIGHT symbol of the supermarket - and the other subjects 

which you can read about in this book and yes Karen Marie I WILL NOT AUTOMATICALLY FORGIVE ALL PEOPLE, NO 

YOU WILL HAVE TO SHOW YOUR CLEAN HEART TO ENTER MY KINGDOM. 

 

I left the church thanking her for the service and I thought that the reason why this church offers coffee and cookies 

may just be that they want people to stay a little bit longer because most people leave immediately which I also do 

because this is what people normally do here, and I will try to see what happens the next time I come back here when 

taking a cup of coffee if people will start speaking with each other and the priest as they do in Kenya, which I liked. 

 

Preparing a publication plan of my books, recordings and the LTO newsletters 

Today was the day where I had decided to do my publication plan of my books, recordings from 2006 and the LTO 

newsletters and I have decided that I WILL CONTINUE WORKING WITH THE PLAN I DECIDE AND WHEN I AM DONE 

WITH THE WORK I WILL JUST PUSH THE BUTTON AND PUBLISH ALL MATERIAL and yes BECAUSE IT WILL BE FAR TOO 

COMPLICATED STARTING TO THINK OF ALL POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES that this will have for me and other people and 

there is really only one thing I can trust and that is TO TRUST IN YOU MY FATHER and yes THE BIG ONE as we can call 

him and yes thinking of Kate Bush here and the BIG SKY, so this is what I will do and if I am not disturbed by the Com-

mune wanting to have an evaluation meeting this week, which I will need to prepare for, and if my plan works, I will 

publish the books etc. Sunday morning the 24th January first to the closest family and friends and before going to sleep 

the same day to the list of email addresses which we prepared in Kenya. 
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I have decided that I will do an abstract of the Dadaab newsletter but that I don’t want to change the design of the 

newsletters as they are today other than to put the LTO name and logo on the newsletters because I still have the 

same opinion that I will not do double work, because we have already earlier done the design of the newsletters, 

which is among the stolen documents, and just because God wants us to publish this information before we/I will be 

able to recreate the lost documents including the design document does not mean that I will create a new design now 

BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO WASTE TIME and BY THIS I WILL SHOW YOU THE PROCESS WE HAVE GONE THROUGH 

AND WHEN WE HAVE THE DESIGN, I MIGHT DECIDE TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE NEWSLETTERS, WHICH IS 

WHAT I WILL DO NORMALLY, but this is the first time I am put in a situation like this so I cannot say for sure today – 

and this is the decision I have taken if I am to do this alone and I don’t know if I still have LTO with me in Kenya when 

writing this, if you are able to give me feedback because of your sufferings and if you are, I would like to ask you if you 

can accept that I do an abstract of the Dadaab newsletter as we did for the Somalia newsletter and to include the LTO 

logo, but other than that I will not change the documents before they are published?  

 

And this also includes the description of LTO – we still have the old description of LTO on my Windows Live folder to-

gether with the old “emergency” documents and I have decided to keep all documents as they are in the folder so 

people can follow the development we have been going through, but I would like to add that when it comes to LTO, 

you can find more information on LTO and the purpose of LTO as the only NGO of God in this book and that people 

should not send money to LTO in order to help other people because people should send money directly to the people 

they want to help, and if there are people out there who will help the LTO TEAM AND THEIR FAMILIES AS AN EMER-

GENCY TO SURVIVE I KINDLY ASK YOU TO CONTACT THEM DIRECTLY (see the emergency need documents for contact 

details) and if you will help me to start getting a normal life I will appreciate this so I don’t need to waste my time on 

activation projects for the Commune. 

 

And when I did this plan and when I also started transferring recordings from July 2006 to my folder at Windows Live 

God played “Når lyset bryder frem, så skal vi hjem” from the song by Sebastian WHICH I LIKE VERY MUCH TOO. 

 

Writing an email to Antonella at the Commune 

Today I wrote the email below to Antonella in the Commune because I was surprised and not fully prepared that she 

would misunderstand the purpose of my email to the management and politicians of the Commune – the purpose of 

this email is simply for her and her colleagues to TRY TO UNDERSTAND instead of guessing what you believe is the 

right answer and also to confirm that I will seek two of the positions you gave me and not all of them with the aim to 

avoid any misunderstandings. 

 

And here is the email: 

 

Kære Antonella, 

 

Jeg syntes, at jeg ville skrive denne mail til dig efter vores seneste møde og sige dig tak for dit engagement med at 

hjælpe med at finde flere eksempler på stillinger, som jeg kan søge. Jeg har set på dem, og selvom ingen af dem er mi-

ne ønskejobs, har jeg besluttet, at jeg vil søge to af stillingerne ud af de fire, som SYSTEMET kræver, at jeg søger inden 

vores næste møde. 

 

Som du ved, er min hverdag travl – jeg arbejder op til 30 timer om ugen i Brede Park, hvor jeg har besluttet, at jeg øn-

sker at vise en positiv indstilling og at gøre mit bedste arbejde, selvom det til tider er fysisk hårdt. Du ved, at jeg desu-

den skriver en bog, som jeg bruger 30-40 timer på om ugen, og desuden bruger jeg 10 timer på motion og ekstra tid 

sammen med familie og venner. 

 

Dette betyder, at når kommunen har besluttet, at jeg skal bruge så mange timer på et "beskæftigelsesprojekt", som 

ikke hjælper mig med at komme i arbejde - men som sparer kommunen for 30% af udgifterne til min kontanthjælp via 

en højere statsrefusion - og når jeg desuden har travlt med andre ting, at jeg ikke har tid eller overskud til at gøre me-

re ud af min jobsøgning end jeg gør i øjeblikket, hvor jeg bruger nogle få timer hver 14. dag for at leve op til de krav, 

som I stiller. 
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Det, jeg har forsøgt at sige til jer, er blot dette helt enkle budskab: Hvis ikke SYSTEMET besluttede på mine vegne, 

hvad jeg skulle gøre, og hvis jeg fik min FRIHED, så ville jeg påtage mig det ANSVAR at bruge EN FULD ARBEJDSUGE på 

at LEVERE MIN BEDSTE KVALITET, når det kommer til at søge arbejde, som er at bruge ca. 1 uge pr. ansøgning, hvilket 

betyder op til 40 timer pr. ansøgning (!) – på samme måde som jeg tidligere har gjort, når jeg har søgt stillingerne som 

direktør for Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen og direktør for Job, Social og Sundhed for Hillerød Kommune, hvor jeg med mine 

ansøgninger har vedlagt detaljerede beskrivelser af, hvordan disse arbejdspladser ville få gavn af mig som arbejds-

kraft. 

 

Nu er SYSTEMET ikke sådan, som jeg kunne tænke mig, at det skulle være FOR AT HJÆLPE MENNESKER SÅ MEGET 

SOM MULIGT – og dette gælder også de ansatte i kommunerne ☺ - og derfor har jeg via mit personlige overskud, og 

ikke med bitterhed, som du var inde på, fordi det ligger ikke til mig, tilbudt kommunen at give min personlige evalue-

ring, så SYSTEMET kan lære af sine fejl og forbedre systemet til glæde for alle ledige og for samtlige medarbejdere, og 

måske husker både du og Søren, at jeg har sagt, at i et system som mit, så vil I få en langt større arbejdsglæde, fordi I 

så vil få mulighed for at vise og anvende jeres personlige potentiale fuldt ud - og samtidig vil alle ledige få en betyde-

ligt bedre chance for at finde arbejde ved at systemet gør det som er simpel logik at gøre: At give de ledige top profes-

sionel rådgiving og ved at fokusere al indsats på jobsøgning - og ikke på kontrol og beskæftigelsesprojekter, som hver-

ken hjælper eller motiverer mennesker! 

 

Og dette er budskabet til dig og dine kollegaer, Antonella: Alt, hvad jeg har sagt og gjort har været POSITIVT ment for 

at hjælpe, men nogen gange er det vanskeligt, når man beder et SYSTEM om at forandre sig selv, selvom det er godt 

ment. Jeg er og har været meget glad for kontakten til dig og dine kollegaer Søren, Iman, Jens Erik og Susanne, som jeg 

holder af og har det bedste indtryk af – I er venlige og rare mennesker med et stort potentiale - og jeg har også et godt 

indtryk af Arnaud, som blot er blevet så påvirket af systemet, at han i dag ikke kan se, at han som repræsentant for 

systemet tager fejl - så jeg har INGEN kritik af jer som mennesker eller jeres indsats i det nuværende system - I gør det 

godt med de nuværende rammer, som systemet tilbyder, men jeg har et velment ønske om at ændre SYSTEMET, så 

alle mennesker inklusive jer som medarbejdere bliver endnu gladere. Dette er budskabet, jeg håber, at I vil huske. 

 

Og dét, som jeg også kan fortælle, er, at jeg faktisk ikke har været ledig overhovedet, fordi min hovedbeskæftigelse er 

og har været at færdigskrive min bog - som jeg endnu ikke har nogen "indkomst" på - samtidig med at jeg har stået og 

stadig står FULDT UD til rådighed for arbejdsmarkedet, hvor jeg blot har været så uheldig, at ingen har ønsket min ar-

bejdskraft, selv ikke når jeg har gjort mit absolut bedste i jobsøgningen som nævnt ovenfor og som jeg vil blive ved 

med at gøre, indtil jeg begynder at få indkomst igen ☺ 

 

Antonella, min bog indeholder mange emner over emnet ”at hjælpe mennesker med at få det bedre” blandt andet via 

et nyt samfundssystem m.v., og det er denne bog, som jeg vil offentliggøre via email på søndag, hvis alt går vel, og 

som du og dine kollegaer i starten vil få meget vanskeligt ved at tro på og måske vil I ligefrem grine af mig, men prøv at 

gå i gang med at læse bogen, og I vil blive overrasket over indholdet og langsomt vil I begynde at tro. Og bogen vil ha-

ve som effekt, at SYSTEMET BLIVER ÆNDRET - der er ingen anden udvej ☺ 

 

Vi ses ☺ 

 

Mange venlige hilsener til jer alle fra 

Stig 

 

My mother does not believe that her lung is alright 

On my action plan today was also to call my mother to give her the message that her lung is fine and that she does not 

need an operation and I said  that if she decides to be strong, she will tell the doctors that she does not need an op-

eration if this is what they will suggest and if she decides to be weak she will accept what the doctors and probably 

also the family will recommend her and I said it the best way and as convincing as possible but I could hear on my 

mother that she did not believe in me because she said that “now we will have to wait and see” and yes that sounds 

familiar and we know like I write myself when I would like to see what actually happens and we know STILL BEING 

OPEN I AM THAT IT MAY BE TRUE when I write this but here it was my mother not believing in me and yes JUST 

MAYBE SHE WILL BE LIFTED UP MY MOTHER AFTER THE PUBLISH OF THIS BOOK so she will know that I speak the truth 

and yes we know WE WILL HAVE TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS ☺. 
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A visit from Sanna, Hans, Tobias, Niklas and Isabelle 

Sanna called me and suggested that the family came to visit me this evening because they were going to see the 

movie AVATAR at the cinema here in Lyngby and they would bring red wine and pizza from BIG MAMAS so what else 

could I do than to accept. 

 

And when they arrived I told them that my favourite pizza was no. 21 on the menu card of BIG MAMAS and we know 

“DET ER FANDME UHYGGELIGT DU ” and yes THIS HAS BEEN MY THOUGHT HERE MANY MANY TIMES when you God 

and the Council have done a little bit of magic which I am the only one to see and understand at the moment and yes I 

have maybe had pizza no. 21 fifty times over the years and first today I realised that there is something special about 

the number 21 and we know the Five Tibetan Rites and when I thought of this it was then I also thought “det er 

fandme uhyggeligt du” and yes from a Danish TV show 20 years ago. 

 

So we had a nice evening together and the pizzas were really tasting very good since this is the first time for maybe 

one year I have had them and we demonstrated a little bit of electronically disorder and order here tonight to enter-

tain the family: 

 

Yes my amplifier SOMETIMES scratches when I put the volume up and down and yes SANNA – “it is not bearable to 

listen to” as you said  and maybe you will remember that I told you that it is only sometimes that the amplifier does 

this and maybe Hans and the others will remember that I told you that my espresso machine sometimes are working 

again and yes WITHOUT BEING REPAIRED and maybe Hans you will remember that you said my name STIG twice this 

evening when you were going to say TOBIAS and why did you do that when you thought of saying TOBIAS and will you 

believe in me AS YOU HAVE SEEN FOR 10 YEARS IN THIS FAMILY THAT IT IS GOD AND THE COUNCIL WHO ARE CON-

TROLING THE NAME YOU SAY FOR YOU TO REMEMBER THIS AS A PROOF OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD – and maybe you 

will remember that I said that my Denon CD did not work when Tobias had it – IT NEVER WORKED as he said this eve-

ning – and it did not work when I got it back and yes my JVC player did work for sometime Niklas thank you for asking 

and yes gradually my JVC player stopped working and gradually my Denon player started working again as you saw 

this evening because you heard that it played SUSAN BOYLE and ENYA as a gift to Sanna/Hans – and yes as I told you 

THE CD BURNER IS NOW WORKING AGAIN and yes Sanna do you remember that I told you it did not work when I 

came home and I would burn CD’s for you? – and yes this evening you saw that the Denon player did not work 20 

times when I wanted to play Kim Larsen and it just said READING – and yes THIS IS THE ONLY WAY OUT FUGGI FOR 

YOU TO READ IF YOU REALLY WANT TO BE CONVINCED THAT STIG IS JESUS AND YES THAT JESUS IS STIG because HE IS 

NOT CONVINCED and yes READING MORE HE IS and that was why you saw this symbol today and yes Sanna did you 

notice when I inserted MICHAEL FALCH and yes THE ALBUM “LYKKELIG UNDERVEJS” that it worked the first time? And 

yes Sanna did you notice that I told you that there is ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG WITH THESE DEVICES and yes 

THIS HAS BEEN A SHOW-OFF FOR YOU MY FAMILY TO WITNESS and do you believe in me or do you believe that I am 

lying when I tell you this as only small but visible proofs? 

 

Sending the script to the team 

Today I sent the following message to the team: 

 

Dear all, 

  

Attached is the script of the weekend. 

  

Please notice that I will do an abstract of the Dadaab newsletter and that I expect to publish all material Sunday the 

24th January. Please let me know if you would like to see the abstract before I also publish both newsletters. 

  

I am proud of all of you that you are still with me - you have gone through very difficult sufferings because you are 

supporting me, only CLOSE friends will do that, thank you all of you and I do hope that help will come as soon as pos-

sible after I publish this information but today I dont know what will happen, I only know that God will have to be with 

me and you and that we will be enlightened. 

  

Kind regards from 
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Stig 

 

And today I also checked it I could find my bicycle shoes and NO I DON’T HAVE THEM ANYMORE and they were 

thrown out when I left Denmark and THIS IS HOW CERTAIN I WAS WHEN I LEFT FOR KENYA THAT I WOULD NEVER 

COME HOME TO DENMARK TO LIVE ANYMORE and yes THAT I HAD GIVEN EVERYTHING AWAY AS GIFTS TO MY FAM-

ILY. 
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Monday 18th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, the usage of LIGHT on Earth, Elijah: “NOT HAPPY!”, a very positive email 

from John ☺  and doing YEN YOGA this evening. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Again a night where I slept alright after the circumstances but I am closer to being “tired” than “normal” at the mo-

ment. Two short dreams: 

 

• I have a meeting together with Sidsel and the owner of a restaurant. The owner asks us questions and Sidsel an-

swers them all – which I cannot do, her head phones work perfectly. 

• I am together with a woman – whom I feel is Lisbeth Jessen, my old friend from Østerbro – and we are at a very 

beautiful and expensive house on Strandvejen North of Copenhagen. The man of the married couple owning the 

house has been walking at the bottom of the sea to catch mackerel with his hands (!) and they show us the house 

where I notice that they have a big kitchen but they only use some of it. The wife of the married couple is 32 years 

old, she is a “typical” “UPPER CLASS” (!) woman only wearing the absolutely best brands of clothes – which Lis-

beth says she likes too and I think that we cannot afford these brands – and the wife is famous because she has 

written a book which she starts speaking about but Lisbeth has not heard of it and she becomes very unpopular 

when she says this. There is no wind at this house, it is protected and it lies directly down to the sea and when the 

owner was catching fish and walked in, the bottom of the sea changed from sand to stone in front of the house. 

 

Work at the park today 

Arriving today at the park I was thinking if Rolf would be CREATIVE enough to find work for us and I was not very sur-

prised when he asked me to remove the new fallen snow, which I would do together with Aslak and Gert, who has re-

turned from a holiday on Lanzarote, and Rolf wanted Finn and Jørn to continue pruning various small trees around the 

park and then he said that he would try to be more creative finding more work to us after doing this work and yes 

MAYBE IT IS NOT THAT EASY TO FIND WORK FOR US ALL ROLF and WHY HAVE YOU DECIDED TO KEEP US LONGER AT 

THE PARK AT THE MOMENT INSTEAD OF LETTING US GO AT 9.30 or 11.30 as you did not a long time ago and CAN IT 

HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH MY EMAIL TO THE COMMUNE (?) and yes JUST ASKING HERE I AM – and Rolf also told 

us that we have a day off on Thursday because the Jobcentre will have a meeting. 

 

So we removed the snow outside the park at the house and parking place and inside the park NOW from almost all of 

the paths, which we have expanded this work to over time AS ROLF HAD NOTICED – because he has now included ask-

ing us to do this work in his instructions (!) - and later in the morning we drove away some of the waste from the 

pruning work which Finn and Jørn did today and I had Gert as company, and I like him much as a person because he is 

calm and not aggressive as so many people are here in Denmark (!) and we drove to the waste disposal site with the 

first load and afterwards he said that in order “not to break the piecework” we should take a smoking break before 

going back – which he did when he was the driver together with Alex some weeks ago – and here I could only tell him 

NO NOT WITH ME MY FRIEND and he accepted and therefore we went back to carry a new load and yes NO NEW 

BREAKS HERE as Gert is also used to because this is how the park is driven by his brother (!) – who is Tom, which Gert 

told me to my surprise today because neither he nor Tom has told me before.  

 

Judith was nice to comment that the truck now looks nice after we cleaned it the other day and I said that all we 

needed now was to install a mini bar in it (!) and of course DRINKING SODAS as I said but ROLF WAS THINKING OF 

BEERS AND SAID THAT WE PROBABLY REMOVED “ITEMS” FROM THE CAR WHICH ARE NORMALLY INCLUDED IN A 

MINIBAR and yes ROLF KNOWS THAT THESE NICE PEOPLE ARE DRINKING BEER IN THE PARK DURING WORKING 

HOURS and what does he do about it NOTHING apparently and here it is I WILL NOT SEE PEOPLE DRINKING WHEN 

WORKING! 

 

Gert also told me that he has now been “clean” from alcohol for 9 months because he used to be an alcoholic too and 

his “gift” from DROP UD which is the name of the agency helping him with his addiction was to get the holiday on Lan-

zarote and the Commune here has accepted a proposal from DROP UD that Gert can keep his cash help and that his 

private interest of playing music together with a band can be accepted as an “activation project” – even though they 

only play 2 times 2 hours per week - but Gert has asked them to accept that he will still come to the park twice per 
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week because he likes coming here, which you know that I understand because I have the same feeling and now I am 

enjoying more and more the FRESH WORK OUTSIDE. 

 

I had a short talk with Aslak and Gert and Aslak told me that Rolf has asked him to prune the apple trees (!) – and I was 

also thinking about Tom since he now will attend the course together with Mikkel, I learned and Mikkel is still sick (!) – 

and we spoke about the lack of security doing this work and I understood from Aslak that he would not do this work 

because of the security issue, but he would not tell more before talking to Rolf, which was perfectly alright with me. 

Later in the day Rolf also asked me if I would prune at least the small apple trees and I told him that the reason why I 

did not want to prune the high trees was because I did not have the right technique to prune them as we had talked 

about. And I said that it was NOT BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO PRUNE THE TREES and NOT BECAUSE OF MY FEAR OF 

HIGHTS (!) and my hope was that Rolf by now had understood that it was not because I did not want to prune the 

trees but because I did not have the technique and know-how doing it! 

 

And Gert told us that in his opinion Rolf is not to be called a gardener and he only got this job here because he could 

not get another and he did not tell more – and of course Rolf should have been present when Gert was talking like this 

– so I really don’t know if Gert has understood or misunderstood Rolf’s competences. 

 

When I drove with Gert we saw a pedestrian in town wearing one of the jackets from the park and yes NO CONTROL 

here from Rolf or Judith and the feeling is: COME AND GET A FREE JACKET IF YOU WANT ONE and HOW MANY JACK-

ETS HAVE THEY LOST HERE OVER THE YEARS and WHAT HAVE THEY DONE ABOUT IT and AS LONG AS THE COMMUNE 

IS PAYING IT IS PROBABLY NOT A PROBLEM (!) and of course WHAT KIND OF MORALE DO PEOPLE HAVE SINCE THEY 

KEEP JACKETS NOT BELONGING TO THEM. 

 

At the end of the day I met Finn and he told me that Rolf had asked him to move some “heavy” doors in the Gar-

dener’s house and I offered to help him thinking that it would probably only take a short time doing and even though 

there was half an hour until the work day would be over he said that he did not want to start this work because there 

should also be work to do tomorrow as he said and I did not want to discuss with him because I am not his manager so 

all I said was that “you will decide” and what I was really thinking was not to postpone until tomorrow what you can 

do today – even if there is only little to do as the situation is here, because just maybe there will come extra work to-

morrow! 

 

The usage of LIGHT on Earth 

While working today God and the Council told me that there is only the LIGHT as there is BROUGHT TO EARTH BY 

PEOPLE on Earth – and equally there is the DARKNESS as there is among people on Earth - and that this light is in-

creased when people CONTACT THE SPIRITUAL WORLD BY DOING MEDITATION and yes Stig “we really don’t know 

much about this” (about me they talk!) or that is YOU DON’T KNOW MUCH ABOUT THIS and yes let me explain this to 

you THERE HAS NOT BEEN DARKNESS HERE FOR CENTURIES and that is where I am but AT THE MOMENT I AM OVER-

WHELMED BY DARKNESS AROUND YOU and yes DISBELIEF and BAD BEHAVIOUR too is causing DARKNESS ON EARTH 

so WHEN PEOPLE WILL START BELIEVING MORE AND MORE IN ME AND MY MISSION the EARTH WILL GET MORE AND 

MORE OF OUR LIGHT and the more light the more Stig/(Jesus)/God you will see on Earth and yes IT IS GOD WHO HAS 

DECIDED THAT THIS IS HOW I WILL START MY JOURNEY “ALMOST” as a normal human being and yes WHEN MORE 

AND MORE PEOPLE BELIEVE IN ME YOU WILL SEE ME “GROW” more and more AND THIS ALSO APPLIES FOR OTHER OF 

MY LIGHT PEOPLE, WE DEPEND ON THE LIGHT ON EARTH – and we know CONTACT TO THE SPIRITUAL WORLD and we 

know MEDITATION, YOGA and yes CALLING FOR THE CHRIST IMPULSE and thinking of Asger Lorentzen and similar 

people all over the world ALSO HELPS BRINGING MORE LIGHT TO EARTH and TO BRING ALL PEOPLE OVER TO THE 

OTHER SIDE. 

 

And the Council said to me that the light on Earth will be used by people on Earth and that it can only be redistributed 

to give me more light as one example of LIGHT WORKERS when I decide to do this and I remember thinking that I 

don’t know how much LIGHT or “fuel” as I called it, which is available today and I don’t know what God and the Coun-

cil will do if and when I decide to do something requiring more light but my first thought was that I don’t want the 

Devil to give me wrong stories after I publish this book and that I don’t want the Devil to torment me at all because 

otherwise I cannot see how I can meet the world at the same time and I thought that I will need strength to handle a 

world not believing in me, so this was what I decided that God and the Council should help me with – and this was just 
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thoughts because on the other hand I have total faith that you will continue showing me the ROAD to follow - and I 

am thinking the same about the people mentioned in this book when it is necessary to give them LIGHT and to protect 

them. 

 

And later in the day – after receiving the email from Elijah, see below – I tried an “experiment” by asking God and the 

Council to recreate my old documents before coming home from Fitness because this is what I would prefer, to live up 

to the promise I gave Elijah and the team in Kenya that I will not publish this book before my old documents are rec-

reated and I thought that only if God and the Council will NOT do this, I will publish the book without these documents 

(to start with) and then the reason must be that I cannot recreate these documents today because I don’t have the 

LIGHT and therefore not the power to do it and what happened? Only this: The documents were not recreated so all I 

can say AGAIN to Elijah is that you are absolutely right in your email below Elijah that this is the promise I made to you 

in Kenya but as you should know by now this STORY by God and the Devil is not made easy because THIS PROMISE OF 

MINE TO YOU is linked to THE PROMISES you kept on giving me and yes Elijah you broke MANY PROMISES TO ME and 

yes YOU BROKE YOUR BASIC RULES CONSTANTLY (50% or 75% keeping of the rules is not good enough!) and I HAVE 

STILL ACCEPTED YOU and yes THE REASON WHY GOD MADE ME GIVE YOU THIS PROMISE is because of the NEGATIVE 

energy by the Devil which you through your own actions have given to me – this is how we are linked together - SO 

ELIJAH IT IS NOT BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO KEEP MY PROMISE there is nothing else I would rather do but I did not 

know before a few days ago AND this is the reason BECAUSE OF YOURSELF and TO TEACH YOU A LESSON BY GOD! 

 

Elijah: “NOT HAPPY!” 

And yes NOT HAPPY! Elijah – this is the HEADLINE OF YOUR EMAIL TO ME TODAY and do you think this headline is 

POSITIVE or OBJECTIVE or would you say that it is negative because you could not control your negative FEELINGS 

when you decided to send the email to me?  

 

And do you think that you will make people HAPPY or SAD when you send them an email where the content is equally 

as negative as the headline (?) – and Elijah THIS IS WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT. WE HAVE TALKED ABOUT BEING POSITIVE 

OR AT LEAST OBJECTIVE MAYBE 50 TIMES OR MORE and YOU HAVE THE POWER TO DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO ACT 

BUT STILL YOU HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD AND STILL YOU ARE A SLAVE OF YOUR OWN NEGATIVE THOUGHTS (i.e. the 

Devil and I WAS THINKING OF PRINCE HERE) and therefore my friend YOU DON’T FOLLOW THE BASIC RULES and as I 

told you before THE REASON WHY I GAVE YOU THIS EMPTY PROMISE – AND THIS IS GOD SPEAKING – IS BECAUSE OF 

ALL OF THE EMPTY PROMISES YOU HAVE GIVEN ME and ELIJAH DO YOU THINK THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ACCEPT 

SUCH A BEHAVIOUR WHICH YOU YOURSELF CONSTANTLY HAVE BEEN SHOWING ME or DO YOU THINK THAT IT IS TOO 

RUDE AND UNACCEPTABLE? This is God giving you back with your own behaviour – this is how you have acted to-

wards me! 

 

Elijah, I have decided NOT to publish your recent emails in my book since the day you said to me that you want to 

keep them as private but Elijah you may have discovered that GOD IS ABOUT BEING OPEN and the DEVIL IS ABOUT BE-

ING CLOSED and my dear friend YOU HAVE A VERY CLOSED COMMUNICATION and that is IF ANY and what I say here is 

up to you to decide. If I was in your position RIGHT NOW I would have accepted that ALL OF YOUR EMAILS were to be 

published in this book – DO YOU THINK THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO TAKE SUCH A DECISION AND TO INFORM ME 

ABOUT YOUR DECISION UNLESS YOU “FORGET” TO DO THAT? So this is YOUR decision and should you decide that you 

DON’T WANT your recent emails to be published I CAN PROMISE YOU ONE THING and that is WHEN YOU HAVE BE-

COME YOUR TRUE SELF YOU WILL UNDERSTAND THAT THINKING LIKE THIS IS AN ERROR AND YOU WILL DECIDE TO 

PUBLISH THEM because Elijah WHAT I WILL NOW ASK YOU TO DO IS TO OBJECTIVELY UNDERSTAND – and not to be-

come angry, sad or depressed because this is NOT therefore I say it – THIS: BECAUSE OF YOUR MISSING ACTIONS AND 

YOUR MISSING UNDERSTANDING OF ME AND MY SCRIPTS YOU HAVE BEEN GIVING THE ROLE AS THE DEVIL TO PLAY 

the same way as my family and my closest friends have been playing and that is INSTEAD OF TRULY HELPING ME you 

have more or less done anything you can to PREVENT me from publishing this book because my friend THIS IS EX-

ACTLY WHAT YOU ARE DOING RIGHT NOW – PERFORMING THE ACT BY THE DEVIL because it is the Devil influencing 

your thinking which you can just decide to remove in order to get God back with you by saying: NO I WANT TO BE 

POSITIVE and I WANT TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE BASIC RULES and I WANT TO SUPPORT STIG ALL THE WAY TO THE 

GOAL LINE and BEYOND THAT so this is essentially what I am asking you Elijah: WILL YOU SUPPORT ME TO THE GOAL 

LINE WHEN I PUBLISH THIS BOOK OR DO YOU STILL WANT TO TELL THE WORLD THAT YOU DECIDED TO TRYING TO 

PREVENT ME TO PUBLISH? 
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So Elijah THIS IS ABOUT YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT I STARTED WRITING SOME DAYS ago and which I have con-

tinued writing today: I CANNOT RECREATE THE DOCUMENTS TODAY BECAUSE I NEED MORE “LIGHT” and in order to 

get more light I need to have more people believing in me and in order to get that I need to publish the book first so 

this is about taking one step at a time – and my empty promise to you was given to you by God because of YOUR 

MISSING ACTIONS MY FRIEND. DO you think that you will be able to UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT this and to GRANT me 

your acceptance of publishing this book? 

 

Elijah IF YOU SHOULD DECIDE NOT TO GIVE ME YOUR ACCEPTANCE I HAVE DECIDED THAT THE BOOK WILL BE PUB-

LISHED WITHOUT YOUR ACCEPTANCE even though this would make me sad and please remember that the LTO logo is 

not brought in the book. We decided in a team meeting months ago that my book is private and that the newsletters 

are newsletters of LTO. Do you want to stand by this decision NOW THAT YOU HOPEFULLY UNDERSTAND BETTER? 

 

And Elijah, what I would like to say too is that I would have liked to involve you more in my decisions of publishing the 

book and the newsletters if I had known that you had the resources to become involved because Elijah for a very long 

time you have given me the impression that you are suffering so much that you are not even able to communicate (!) 

and do you remember that I told you that communication is as important as eating (?) and I have been thinking about 

your sufferings and difficulties communicating and about how much I could involve you in this phase and therefore in 

my email to you from the 14th January I wrote both the explanation to why I will publish now and also that I will do an 

abstract to the Dadaab newsletter which I will send to you and as I wrote the 14th January to you: “I cannot give you 

much time to read this when I am done because the REAL time limit of God is limited” and at the moment I am thinking 

of sending you the abstract Thursday or Friday morning this week and if possible I would like to receive your feedback 

Saturday or alternatively for you to give me your mandate to write this the same way as I helped David improving the 

quality of the abstract of the Somali Newsletter. So I do hope that your actions and support will help me to follow the 

plan of publishing ALL information this Sunday? 

 

And what I am thinking here is to ask both Elijah and the team if you STILL can accept that I put the LTO logo on the 

Newsletters as we agreed in the team meeting months ago and to publish the newsletters in the name of LTO – AND 

IF THE TEAM SHOULD DECIDE THAT YOU CANNOT ACCEPT THIS I KINDLY ASK YOU TO GIVE ME THIS ANSWER ON FRI-

DAY THE LATEST and I will instead publish the newsletters in my own name if David, John and Meshack will allow me 

to do this – but please understand that I HOPE YOU WILL AGREE ALL OF YOU TO SUPPORT ME DOING THIS IN THE 

NAME OF LTO and that you will use the rule of majority if this is needed and I can only pray that you will decide to 

support me the whole way through. 

 

And please understand this: The sooner we publish this information, the quicker the world can help us getting a nor-

mal life which includes normal life to your home village, to the people of Dadaab etc. and YES MY FRIEND STIG is this 

God or the Devil and yes ONLY THIS ME AM NOT PARIS HILTON AND ME NOT AN AUTODIDACT BUT ME AM NOT PAUL 

WHEN I WRITE THIS BUT WHEN I GROW AND WHILE WRITING THIS I STARTED SEEING PAUL AS A DARK SPIRIT SITTING 

ON A SCHOOL BENCH PERFORMING AS THE DEVIL AND WHEN GROWING I SAW HIM MORE AND MORE IN LIGHT and 

yes STIG PARIS HILTON IS YOUR QUESTION AND YES SHE IS STILL TRUE AND YES SHE WILL STILL HELP THE WORLD 

WHEN SHE WILL KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHEN I WILL WAKE HER UP because this is the true PLAY of your life 

PARIS – that you have been brought to Earth to help people getting a normal life and to become a role model of the 

world – and as Stig here I just want to say THANK YOU TO PAUL – who is still with me every day. 

 

A very positive email from John ☺☺☺☺ 

And WHAT CAN I SAY and we know BOLLER FRA KOHBERG and just another of my sayings and of course the meaning 

is LOVE TO THE PEOPLE and after reading the very negative email from Elijah, it was a true joy to read the email from 

John and because John is open and has not wished to have SPECIAL RULES like Elijah (!) I will bring the email from John 

below and John YOU ARE ALMOST MAKING ME CRY and that was the words from VIRGIN MARY because of your VERY 

KIND thought of giving a FLOWER TO MY MOTHER because this is the symbol of my mother to the world TO BRING 

FLOWERS TO THE WORLD and that was why you had that thought John and thank you so much for that and also for 

being able to understand how much my mother means to me by thinking of how much your mother means to you and 

this is TRUE EMPATHY when people care and when they show care so my dear world DO WHAT JOHN DID HERE and I 
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look forward to the day, John, where our families will get to know each other and I can meet and get to know your 

loved ones and you can do the same with my loved ones. 

 

And thank you so much for your CONTINUED SUPPORT JOHN on publishing the information as I have also understood 

that Meshack is supporting and I don’t believe that David has yet given me his comments and all I can say is that I am 

very happy that you stand behind me because the aim is exactly what you say, John: TO TAKE POSITIVE ACTIONS TO 

HALT THE SUFFERING ☺. 

 

And thank you so much for giving me an update of your family and what you are thinking of now and John, we have 

started the PLAY so to say to influence people to come over on God’s side and to leave the Devil – this is what it 

means by publishing this book and GOD WILL STAND BY US in this FIGHT TO WIN BACK MY CHILDREN. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hello Stig, 

 

I hope and trust that you are well. First let me take this chance to say that am sorry that your mum is unwell. I know 

she is special to you just like my mother is to me. My prayer is that she will get well soon so that you can continue to 

fellowship together. If i was able to come to Denmark i would have come to present a flower to her but its not possible, 

please wish her quick recovery on our behalf. 

 

Thank you so much for the good work you have done over the last couple of days. It has been my desire to publish all 

the information we have gathered and am happy to note this is happening now. Yes, the international community is 

paying undivided attention to Haiti but having ignored those who have suffered for years. Let us publish the informa-

tion because we are concerned. We invested both time and money in the research work and there for it extremely nec-

essary that we make it public. Am sure people will react to it and hopefully take positive actions to halt the suffer-

ing.God will reward us for associating ourselves with the poor. 

 

My family is fine despite the challenges we are facing but God has been renewing our strength each day and we do 

hope that the situation we are in now is not permanent things will be changing soon. Thank you for your encourage-

ment, we do value you so much.Your not just another ordinary man but you are a source of inspiration and hope. 

School fees is my biggest worry since my daughter will be joining high school next year and the fees will be very high. 

Am just hoping that God  will pour his blessings before then. 

 

Meshack has been briefing you on our meetings at the park. I just wish to confirm his reports. 

 

Thank you. 

 

John 

 

Doing YEN YOGA this evening 

Today I had decided to go to Fitness World on Gl. Køge Landevej in Valby to do Yoga and this has been the best place 

of Fitness World until now for me (!) and apparently Yoga is not only “Yoga” just because they write “Yoga” in the 

schedule because what I have seen various places is the difference between different kind of Yoga’s, which is a good 

experience to me but I do think that they could inform even better on their website of what kind of Yoga they are do-

ing – and to include MORE information about the background too. 

 

Today it was Yen Yoga, which I had absolutely no knowledge about in forehand and here you really need to have AN 

OPEN ATTITUDE when you decide to begin new things AS I DO HERE because YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU WILL 

START DOING and this attitude alone can be very difficult to handle for many people making them decide that I DON’T 

WANT TO TRY ANYTHING NEW and this is truly a shame, but what this was about was a RELAXING HOUR doing Yoga 

with FEMININE ENERGY and as I understood the teacher the purpose was to get a feeling from inside and out and not 

from outside and in and in practise the Yoga was not as physical demanding as the others I have tried but the different 

stretches were kept for a much longer time actually making the exercises for me very difficult when I am not used to 
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lay on the back of the floor keeping my leg up in the air for minutes to give you one example but you know PRACTISE 

WILL MAKE YOU A MASTER and this is what I was told too during this hour of Yoga today that I will not be able to re-

ceive GOD in my physical life without OPENING MY CHANNELS FOR GOD and we know Stig IT IS NOT EVERYTHING I 

KNOW TODAY and we KNOW I THOUGHT THAT ALL OF MY CHANNELS WERE OPEN and what this is about is yes my 

man TO OPEN THE POTENTIAL OF THE CHANNELS EVEN MORE and yes FOR THE ENERGY TO PASS THROUGH and this 

is what I do here receiving messages while doing the Yoga like “you don’t know how good it is what you are doing” 

etc. from the members of the Council and we know THIS IS NOT THE EASIEST I HAVE DONE IN MY LIFE because MY 

BODY IS REALLY NOT VERY “MINDED” TO DO YOGA (!) but I will become better and better with more practise and also 

become more and more tenacious, this is normally how it goes and what I have decided that it will also do to me! 

 

So today I realised more of the potential of Yoga and that you can become “addicted” of this and today I also received 

the message that YOGA WILL REDUCE/REMOVE ABSTINENCES FROM QUITTING SMOKING, DRINKING ETC. because the 

abstinences are negative energy which you can clean and remove by doing Yoga and the more and the better you do 

it, the less abstinences you will feel. 

 

And after Yoga I WAS EXTREMELY DIZZY and had the feeling to THROW UP and THIS IS WHEN I CLEAN UP MY BROKEN 

ENERGY and we know PIA FROM HØRSHOLM felt my energy when I WAS ”NOT LIVING” (!) maybe two years ago and 

PIA PLEASE DESCRIBE TO THE WORLD WHAT YOU THOUGHT WHEN YOU SAW ME LAYING ON THE COUCH AND WHEN 

YOU HEALED ME? 

 

After the Yoga I decided to sit down in the Yoga centre for some time drinking water to become less dizzy and after 

maybe 20 minutes I decided to run and I ran for 30 minutes again and yes HAVING BOTH FEELINGS and that is on one 

hand that it was very easy to do and on the other hand that it was almost impossible to do and this is the feeling that 

PAUL CAN give BECAUSE I AM ME so I did it and it was both easy and difficult! 

 

I came home approx. 21.00 this evening and started to write the script of today but I DECIDED that I wanted to sleep 

at 23.00 instead of PUSHING my self too hard and that I will write the rest tomorrow. Before going to bed I decided to 

write a follow up email – because it was included on my action plan – to my old landlord and because I have not heard 

from them since writing to them the 1st December even though they only gave me 10 days to pay before they would 

send me to collection so maybe you “forgot” about me? 
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Tuesday 19th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, working at the park today, a “positive” email from Elijah with the same message as yesterday, do-

ing the Five Tibetan Rites for the first time, receiving an answer from my old landlord, payment problems from Jyske 

Bank to Fitness World, will ALL of my friends and family decide to LEAVE me when I publish the book, sending the 

scripts to the team and repaying the loan from John or sending money to Africa? 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight was an alright night and I am a little bit less tired today despite of the exercise I did yesterday and just maybe 

because of it (!) and this morning I had the same feeling as yesterday without writing it down that in order to remem-

ber my dreams I had to stay in bed for a little time without standing up, which I did yesterday enabling me to remem-

ber two dreams from yesterday and because I did not do that today I simply forgot the dreams and this is what GOD 

DOES NORMALLY – TO GIVE YOU YOUR MEMORY IF YOU WANT TO REMEMBER AND TO MAKE THE MEMORY DISAP-

PEAR IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO REMEMBER and it is as easy as that! 

 

Working at the park today 

Yesterday evening and this morning I was thinking in a greater detail about the pruning of the apple trees and my con-

clusion is very simple: The instructions given and the security is on a far too low level and therefore I have decided 

that I will not do this work even though I am very positive to do it (!), so my decision is only based on the lacks of the 

system and not because I am “negative” of the work and this morning I thought about HOW WILL I BE ABLE TO EX-

PLAIN THIS TO ROLF MAKING HIM UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS TRUTHFULLY THE SITUATION because Rolf is the kind of 

man which I feel very uncomfortable to explain something to because he is VERY SENSITIVE and HIS PERSONAL FILTER 

IS DISTORTING (this was why YOU MADE MY CD BURNER DISTORT THE CD’s “THANK YOU VERY MUCH”) the informa-

tion he receives and I have decided that I will do my best when I try to make my self understood so instead of only 

standing in the door of his office speaking, where I have noticed that he CANNOT UNDERSTAND anything else than 

himself – unless the content is judged as “positive” in his mind (!) – I decided to ask him for a meeting about pruning 

the trees in order for me better to explain and for him better to listen, so deliberately I told him what the meeting 

should be about, there is nothing as annoying than to be asked by a colleague or a partner that “I want to speak to 

you later” without knowing what the meeting will be about and yes thinking of Camilla VERY MUCH here. 

 

And Rolf decided to accept the meeting, which I started by saying that what I had to tell him was meant positively, 

that nothing was meant negatively but that he would decide for himself what to think and then I explained to him that 

if you start by giving an “employee” a course of one week to teach them MUCH BETTER than the instructions I re-

ceived of how to prune – the course that Tom and Mikkel will attend NEXT week - and if you give them the RESPONSI-

BILITY to carry out the work – and managing them in the beginning until they have shown that they are professionals, 

and you need to be a professional yourself in order to do this - then you will GROW people many times and I told him 

that it would be a very good idea for himself to attend a course like this if needed – and ROLF ARE YOU TRULY A PRUN-

ING EXPERT AS YOU GAVE ME THE IMPRESSION THAT YOU ARE? – and to WRITE WRITTEN PROCEDURES of HOW TO 

PRUNE THE TREES OF THIS GARDEN and that is the POLICIES OF THIS GARDEN because you know there are many dif-

ferent ways of doing it and furthermore I suggested that he should write down security instructions too and just 

maybe this is a requirement to have for “normal” work places like this (?) but apparently not for a Commune taking in 

people with no knowledge of the work and very little motivation; people who are ordered to carry out dangerous 

work almost without receiving instructions! Rolf I told you very very clearly that IT IS NOT BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO 

DO THIS WORK – I AM VERY POSITIVE TO DO THIS WORK – but because of LACK OF INSTRUCTIONS and because of 

LACK OF SECURITY you have crossed my limit, which were the words I told you and this is the reason why I say NO 

THANK YOU TO DOING THIS WORK. And when I said this I had absolutely not money on my mind – would this have a 

negative effect on my cash help, it was first after the meeting that I thought of this. 

 

And how did Rolf act? Yes, he said that when he was RESPONSIBLE for 35-40 gardeners it was easier to get people on 

courses because then people are “employees”, which the company will pay for – and HERE IT IS NOT A POSSIBILITY as 

he said, because people are coming and going here – and I said that I did understand him – and therefore I had the 

thought when I spoke to have EMPLOYEES DOING THE WORK FOR THE COMMUNE FOR THIS PARK OR FOR THE MU-

SEUM if the park is belonging to the museum and HOW MANY EMPLOYEES SHOULD WORK IN A PARK LIKE THIS? I 

don’t know, but maybe it is 1-2 people (?) thinking of the assignments which are here today – AND NOT UP TO 26 

PEOPLE !!! - so Rolf and Judith, the salaries you have is what it should take to do all of this work and how much is the 
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budget for the Commune to run a place like this and we know for the Commune AND state combined and how much 

does it help people to come back to work and yes JUST THINK ABOUT THAT WILL YOU? 

 

And Rolf said to me that it is not difficult to do the work of pruning apple trees because all you should do is to go out 

in the park and start pruning the trees and then you will know more and more for each year – and maybe you forgot 

Rolf that it is not the same people you have here year after year and maybe you also forgot that I told you that you 

can tell when looking at the trees that they have been mistreated for years which you did not object to - because of 

how you manage the place and because the Commune should never have allowed UNSKILLED people to do DANGER-

OUS work like this! 

 

And the worst part of this story is that because Rolf will not follow my recommendations to do WHAT HE SHOULD DO 

(!)already during the meeting he started saying “if you don’t WANT TO do the work, I will ….” and Rolf I HAVE NEVER 

SAID TO YOU THAT I DON’T WANT TO DO THIS WORK – on the contrary in fact several times - all I have asked you to 

do is to do your work correctly, to be responsible and to have skilled people doing this work! And I said that I would do 

all other work (not dangerous work!) which he will let me do if he actually has other work to do and maybe he will 

remember that I told him that I don’t take unofficial breaks at the park as all of the others do and that is unless I am 

forced to do it! 

 

I am just thinking when the Commune will start threaten me to take away my cash help – how long can they “bear” 

that I am so “unreasonable” to them without thinking that they are the ones to blame themselves and that I am only 

exhibiting you in order to help the world. 

 

Before taking the meeting with Rolf I thought if I should invite Aslak to attend but I remembered that he did not want 

to talk to me yesterday about the pruning work and because Rolf has decided to speak to him and I separately I de-

cided to take the meeting first and afterwards I would update Aslak on the results of the meeting, but BIG was my 

surprise after I was sent to work at the computer (!) – because there is apparently not any other work – when I saw 

that Aslak and a new man Peter was sent out to do the work of pruning and Aslak did I misunderstand you yesterday 

or are you doing this work because you believe that the Commune might take away the cash help from you? (and at 

the end of the day I understood from Aslak that he has only started doing this job because he felt he was “forced” to 

do it, so this is what the Commune is doing: FORCING PEOPLE TO DO DANGEROUS WORK WITH NO SECURITY IN-

STRUCTIONS OR PRECAUTIONS). 

 

So after this Rolf asked me to do JOB APPLICATIONS at the computer and I HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT DOING THIS but I 

will have to admit that I am not following orders and instead I HAVE DECIDED TO WORK ON THE SCRIPT OF TODAY 

AND YESTERDAY AT THE PREMISES OF THE COMMUNE PAID BY THE COMMUNE ON AN ACTIVATION PROJECT for the 

world to see that this is in fact what the Commune is supporting, because you are financing me so I can write this to 

change the system, which you apparently love very much, which became even more clear to me today because after 

the first break I stood together with Jørn in the kitchen while I was washing the dishes and Jørn told me about his ex-

perience of the A to B activation project, where the Commune is paying 20,000 DKK per unemployed person per 

month (!) to have teachers helping people on how to do a CV and application and Jørn told me that they use the CV 

standard from www.jobnet.dk (!!!) and that they will dictate him according to each of their employees’ individual 

preferences on how to write an application, which words he should write and if they believe that he cannot do it for 

himself, they will write the application for him and I could tell that Jørn wanted to hear my feedback on this, because 

Jørn knows about my email to the Commune, which is still hanging on the board in the dining room, so I told him my 

view on this, what the problem is about, the principle of FREEDOM and RESPONSIBILITY etc. and that this is how the 

system is all over Denmark and that it is SIMPLE LOGIC to do what I tell the Communes and state to do and I did not 

see any problems with Jørn to receive this information, because he was with me – but after Jørn had left and I was 

alone in the kitchen, Rolf came and Rolf you were TREMBLING WITH RACE and SHAKING BECAUSE OF THIS and you 

said to me “STOP BUNGLING, we are tired of listening to it all of the time, I am not the only one, we are several” and I 

stood and watched you surprised of what I saw because YOU ASKED ME TO ACCEPT FOR YOU TO TAKE AWAY MY 

FREEDOM OF SPEECH and ROLF THERE IS ONE THING YOU SHOULD KNOW AND THAT IS THAT I WILL NEVER ACCEPT 

SOMEBODY DOING THAT and WHO ARE THE PEOPLE BELIEVING THE SAME AS YOU is that people “working here” or is 

it people working for the Commune feeling threatened by me? And Rolf I have introduced my email to the people 

working here when I sent the email and they were interested and asking questions and YOU AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE 
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SYSTEM TOGETHER WITH ANTONELLA HAD NO QUESTIONS OF ALL (!!!) and since then I have not said anything before 

today because there has not been a natural situation to bring it up so is this what you mean by “all of the time” or is it 

because you talk behind my back with the people working for the Commune NOT UNDERSTANDING ME and thinking 

that I am UNFAIR to you? What if you STARTED thinking WHAT YOU ARE DOING AS PEOPLE BEING BRAIN WASHED BY 

A SYSTEM TREATING PEOPLE WRONG? And Rolf people who are bungling are people who loves bungling for the art of 

bungling as yourself in fact but would you say that it is bungling when I tell you the truth of what to do and how you 

should do it? 

 

So Rolf I could only again tell you that that there is NOTHING negative in what I say and suggest and the conclusion is 

really only this: You don’t want to understand that I will help all of you to get a better life and you let your anger come 

out on me and do you believe that I have been rude to Arnaud and yes NOT AT ALL, please read and understand my 

emails and you will see. So people can really get a very very strong feeling against me and in fact so strong that they 

almost THROW UP and do you know why my people? Is that because of me or is it because of your self? Look into the 

mirror and see the person who is making you throw up, I am only bringing you the mirror and the mirror is this book! 

 

And when people come on this strong to me I feel that God is giving me even more strength and that is even more en-

ergy and motivation to keep on doing what I do even though Rolf you TAKE THE PRICE OF BAD BEHAVIOUR BECAUSE 

OF YOUR IGNORANCE and if I did not have this strength, I would get the normal feeling which is to lose energy and 

motivation but this feeling is only very weak because this is the strength I have developed myself simply because of 

my experience of going against people who have mistreated me in my life because of negative feelings and ignorance. 

 

And even after my “fights” with Rolf today, which I am sure that he has told Judith about, she is apparently still posi-

tive to me because we spoke yesterday about the possibility of her teaching me to do the very good homemade buns 

and today I said to her AFTER Rolfs “fight” with me that I truly enjoyed her buns very much today and therefore she 

felt motivated to repeat her offer to teach me, which will be in the beginning of next week if her offer still stands and I 

have the time and yes SHE COULD NOT HELP BEING NICE TO ME because it is very very difficult EVEN FOR THE DEVIL 

to be MEAN when you are nice to people and yes THE IS THE TRUE RECIPE OF LOVE IN THE WORLD: BE NICE TO PEO-

PLE AND THEY WILL BE NICE TO YOU – this is at least the general idea and we know the four star general from 

Stratego, yes this is who I am and yes a symbol used many times for months and yes NOT SAID BEFORE and God is the 

X and we know NOBODY CAN THREATEN THE X not even the bombs or scouts of the game and yes I DON’T KNOW 

WHAT IS THE TRUTH TODAY ABOUT THIS STORY – see the beginning of the story the other day! - but I sure hope that 

what I just wrote is the truth but WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE ☺. 

 

And I was writing the rest of the script from yesterday (most of it) and the script of today at the park and I may follow 

up on the job applications on Friday at work, if I don’t have better things to do! 

 

And finishing the day at the Park with God giving me the lyrics from the “new” song by Elvis, which I also saw Lykke 

Friis saying on TV the other day: “A little less conversation, a little more action please” and this is exactly what I did 

today too and what I WOULD LOVE TO SEE THE WORLD DOING – WHEN YOU ARE WORKING! And thank you to LYKKE 

to spread this VIBRATION TOO and we know MANY STORIES ARE HIDDEN and yes NOT ALL OF THEM YOU WILL KNOW 

and we know YODA and yes ALMOST THE NAME OF YOGA and that is RIGHT YODA LOVES YOGA YOUSEE? 

 

A “positive” email from Elijah with the same message as yesterday 

And Elijah it is NOT very easy to be you when you have SO MANY EMOTIONS which YOU CANNOT CONTROL and Elijah 

there are not many people on Earth having more emotions than you, but I am one of them, and I have told you from 

the beginning to be STRONG and POSITVE/OBJECTIVE but until this day you are still struggling because of UNSECURITY 

of what you want to do and it is ONLY FOR YOU TO TAKE (THE RIGHT!) DECISION TO DO WHAT I HAVE TOLD YOU but 

my friend your problem is still that you are still lazy and don’t fully understand me – and Elijah AM I WRITING WHAT IS 

NOT THE TRUTH and AM I WRITING THIS TO HELP YOU OR TO OFFEND YOU? – I can only say that I am writing this to 

help you which I hope that you will understand unless you decide to do what most people today WHO DON’T KNOW 

THAT I ONLY MEAN GOOD and that is to think when I speak as direct as this it is to annoy you BUT ELIJAH AS YOU 

SHOULD KNOW BY NOW THIS IS THE ONLY WAY I CAN MAKE YOU UNDERSTAND and Elijah YOU ARE TRULY THE MOST 

DIFFICULT CASE OF ALL PEOPLE I HAVE EVER MET because YOU ARE DEAF ON YOUR EARS and I CAN TELL YOU THE 

SAME THINGS 10 AND 50 TIMES and STILL YOU DON’T CHANGE YOUR BEHAVIOUR PERMANENTLY so Elijah why am I 
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writing this to you today and that is only because today you decided to write EXACTLY the same message as yesterday 

and the only change from yesterday to today was that yesterday you showed the DEVIL DIRECTLY TAKING A NEGATIVE 

DECISION WHICH YOU COMMUNICATED TO ME BEING NEGATIVE and what did you do today and that was even in fact 

even more rude – which I am sure you don’t mean as others do when they do it! - because your decision is still NEGA-

TIVE but today you packed it in inside POSITIVE WORDS and DOES THIS MAKE IT BETTER and NO WAY – because EVIL 

PEOPLE WHO SELL NEGATIVE DECISIONS TO THE WORLD BY PUTTING POSITIVE WORDS AROUND THEM ARE SOME OF 

THE WORST PEOPLE I KNOW OF – I am feeling the SNAKE and the CHILL here very much – so Elijah REMEMBER THAT 

YOU ARE STILL MY ACTOR, this is WHY YOU HAVE WRITTEN THIS EMAIL TO ME TODAY, for me to write this which is A 

MESSAGE MORE TO THE WORLD than it is to you. Do you understand this and do you understand the difference be-

tween writing messages like this deliberately and not deliberately and that you only did it because you have not un-

derstood the full picture? 

 

Elijah, what I am thinking much about is the day which I am looking so much forward to which is to see who you truly 

are in life without suffering mentally and without suffering physically. This is the pain you are going through and my 

dear friend THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE TO ENDURE IN ORDER TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE and DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME 

WHEN I SAY THAT WE NEED TO PUBLISH THE INFORMATION/BOOK TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE? 

 

And I was almost about to write “and here is his email” but NO – do you want to show the world OPEN or CLOSED 

communication, Elijah? 

 

And PAUL is giving me some of the negative energy from the Devil coming because of Elijah’s actions and this is what I 

will do, I will challenge ALL OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL AND THEIR STRENGTH ACTING AS THE DEVIL INCLUD-

ING THE COMMUNE SYSTEM HERE AS MY OPPONENTS TODAY and including Elijah and we know PIECE OF CAKE it is 

and I WILL DO THIS WITH OR WITHOUT YOUR UNDERSTANDING my dear friends but Elijah I would prefer to have you 

on my side? 

 

And I just would like to add that ONE GOOD THING IS THAT ELIJAH FOLLOWED UP ON A PROMISE MADE EARLIER – 

which of course had another meaning than what he and I thought – and this is what the team could also have done, so 

you know there is also COMPLIMENTS to you Elijah for what you did even though you should really have tried to read 

and understand my scripts and emails even better ☺. 

 

And finally here when this is written FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER I AM LISTENING TO SIOXSIE’S OTHER BAND THE CREA-

TURES and ALL OF THE SONGS YOU DID FROM 1981-83 and FOR YEARS I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED IN FINDING YOUR 

MUSIC but it is first after I returned from Kenya that I found TORRENTS on the Internet including three of your albums 

and THE MUSIC IS VERY DIFFERENT TO WHAT YOU ALSO DID AS THE BANSHEES BACK THEN but my dear dear friend 

YOU ARE MAKING “ORIGINAL” MUSIC AS A SYMBOL OF THE COUNCIL and we know THE DRUMS and yes “RIGHT 

NOW” YOU ARE HOME I AM TEMPTED TO SAY ☺ - and yes I found the three next remastered albums too from Sioux-

sie and yes A KISS IN THE DREAMHOUSE IS ALSO TRULY REMARKABLE AND FANTASTIC BUT “ONLY” THE SECOND BEST 

ALBUM BY THE BANSHEES IN MY PERSONAL OPINION and nothing less than ALMOST THE ULTIMATE MUSIC  OF ALL 

FOR ME ☺☺☺. 

 

Doing the Five Tibetan Rites for the first time 

YES – it was included today to do the rites for the first time and again YOU ONLY NEED TO START to get an idea how it 

is and before you start you really don’t know and this is what I learned today: I decided to take 10 rites no. 1 making 

me dizzy, and I could only do 4-5 of rites no. 2 and I am afraid that my legs are not lifted as high compared to the 

model pictures I am looking at and when I did rite no. 3 I became very surprised because the others rites made me 

DIZZY but this rite MADE ME ALMOST TREMBLING OVER BECAUSE OF THE STRENGHT OF THE DIZZYNESS and I CAN 

FEEL MY NOT PHYSICAL BODIES OUTSIDE MY PHYSICAL BODY and I CAN TELL THAT THE DIZZYNESS IS COMING FROM 

HERE and I did also 4-5 of rite no. 3 as I also did with no. 4 and 5, both of them not as difficult as I thought EVEN 

THOUGH THEY ARE NOT EASY and I remembered BREATHING EXACTLY AS I SHOULD AFTER MY OWN “REMEMBERING 

RULE” which is to BREATH IN WHEN YOU OPEN (the door) and that is the same as “open the body”, hope I got that 

right because I am still a BEGINNER and we know showing you the white soldiers from Star wars and yes WHICH SIDE 

ARE THEY ON THE BAD OR THE GOOD GUYS and yes Stig THINKING THAT THEY ARE THE BAD GUYS and JUST WANTED 
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TO MAKE THAT CLEAR TO ALL OF MY BLACK FRIENDS when I speak of LIGHT and DARKNESS that it has nothing to do 

with skin colour! 

 

And the dizziness and also medium throw up feeling holds for a long time after the exercises and we know PLEASE PUT 

THAT ON THE LIST OF THINGS TO BE REMOVED and yes we know NO THROW UP FEELINGS IN THE FUTURE and yes 

THIS IS WHY JACOB HOUGAARD YOU THOUGHT OF HAVING THE WIND WITH YOU WHEN RIDING A BICYCLE because I 

may have “invented” 20 or 30 similar things on my personal wishing list and only a few mentioned in my scripts and 

we know PIMPLES ON TOP OF THE HEAD ARE INCLUDED AS ONE OF THEM and yes GOD WHY DO WE HAVE THEM, 

THEY ARE COMPLETELY USELESS and only annoying so please remove these too but hair in the nose and ear is the 

worst, please get rid of this ☺. 

 

And I also did 20 minutes of meditation today and yes TO BE was the central part of this and SO MUCH SO I ASKED 

WHOMEVER TO BREATH AUTOMATICALLY FOR ME and yes FOR YOU TO MOVE MY BODYPARTS, ARMS, LEGS AND 

HEAD and yes EVEN THOUGH YOU PLAY THE DEVIL YOU DO IT QUITE CONVINGCINLY because this was another VOL-

UNTEER VISIT TO THE DEVIL JUST TO SAY HELLO TELLING HIM THAT I AM COMPLETELY OPEN TO HIM AND HE CAN DO 

WHATEVER HE WANTS TO and what he did today as he had done also before when I have started meditating again is 

to say “No I will not leave him” trying to hang on to me desperately and yes THE BIGGEST DEVIL ANY MAN ON EARTH 

HAS EVEN HAD IN HIM IS OF COURSE MY SELF – this has been part of my life always as you can read about in this book 

and the previous, that is WHAT I HAVE DECIDED TO WRITE ONLY! 

 

And maybe you would like to know that the torments from the Devil after I sent the book to Fuggi quickly disap-

peared, that more came together with Elijah, maybe a little bit because of the system at the park today and this eve-

ning more because YOU SAY TO ME THAT MY MOTHER ARE TALKING TO MY SISTER AGAIN ABOUT ME and we know 

NOT A BIG PROBLEM compared to the torments I have been going through before so everything is going here accord-

ing to plan and I am just thinking if the team in Kenya will MAKE me late and WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE. 

 

And I know you would like me to say something about my father and yes IF YOU HAVE DECIDED TO KILL HIM WHEN I 

PUBLISH MY BOOK HE WILL NOT BE MISSED BY ME IN PHYSICAL LIFE so NO TEARS here. 

 

Receiving an answer from my old landlord 

I received an answer today from my old landlord saying that they had sent me a letter – which I have not seen – and 

they wanted me to pay instalments and all I could do was to tell them that my bank has given me six months without 

paying instalments and that I cannot pay at the moment, so we will have to see what they decide – and what kind of 

information will come out regarding my old apartment and how much do you believe is a REASONABLE amount for me 

to pay? 

 

Payment problems from Jyske Bank to Fitness World 

Today I found out that my access to the homepage of Fitness World has been blocked so I called them to hear why 

and they said that it was because my bank had rejected a new direct debit every month and YES I WAS SURPRISED TO 

HEAR that but Fitness World was kind to unblock me over the phone SO I CAN CONTINUE MY YOGA TRAINING which is 

quite important you know and they would create a new direct debit with the bank today so I also called Jyske Bank 

and they said that according to their system I was not allowed to pay by direct debit (!) and was that a decision by the 

young man of the bank when I established my account WITHOUT telling me (?) and why did the nice bank lady today 

say that she could see that I have received their general terms  in 1998 because I have NEVER been a customer with 

this bank and from 1984-2009 I was only a customer with Danske Bank and the lady said that she could not go back to 

see if I had a bank account with them in 1998 and I am only thinking if someone had taken over my identity in 1998 as 

I also saw many years ago at the train? And we know NO ANSWER from the Council on this one and yes MY DEAR 

WORLD a story to be followed up and yes YOU HAVE MY AUTHORISATION TO GET THIS INFORMATION FROM THE 

BANK as part of my general authorisation to the world to find information on me – but please remember the part of 

God and the Devil when you search and when you COMMUNICATE/WRITE. 

 

Will ALL of my friends and family decide to LEAVE me when I publish the book? 

Today I confirmed an agreement to see Martin from Dahlberg Wednesday next week and IF AND WHEN I PUBLISH THE 

BOOK BEFORE – depending on the team in Kenya (!!!) – Martin might be one of several examples to show the world 
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on HOW my friends and family will behave, will they ALL LEAVE ME or will anybody STAY because they do believe in 

me and are NOT afraid and I SHOULD BE SURPRISED IF THIS IS THE CASE and we know WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND 

SEE. 

 

Sending the scripts to the team 

Today I sent the scripts of the last two days including the following message: 

 

Dear all, 

  

Please find attached the script of the last two days. 

  

Please understand that WHAT YOU WILL DO NOW IS VERY VERY IMPORTANT. I therefore kindly ask you to READ 

THESE TWO DAYS OF SCRIPTS VERY CAREFULLY for you to understand and that is NOT LEAST FOR YOU ELIJAH (!) - and 

it is EQUALLY AS IMPORTANT that you will talk about these scripts and DECIDE WHAT YOU BELIEVE IS THE RIGHT DECI-

SION, that is IF YOU WOULD LIKE ME TO PUBLISH THE NEWSLETTERS AS LTO NEWSLETTERS and for Elijah to inform if 

he will support me and not work against me (please READ the scripts) and to let me know NOT LATER THAN FRIDAY 

this week. 

  

Please also understand that if you decide that you would like to give feedback on the abstract to the newsletter on 

Dadaab, which I expect to send you on Thursday, that I would like to receive your feedback Friday or at least Saturday 

at the latest. Alternatively you are also welcome to give me your mandate to do the abstract if you feel good about 

this. 

  

I look forward to hearing from you - and please remember the rule of majority in case that you THEORETICALLY don't 

agree :-) 

  

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

Repaying the loan from John or sending money to Africa 

My mother called today because I sent the email to John the other day saying that I can now start repayment and that 

is of course if John and my mother decide that they want me to repay maybe 500 DKK per month because as I told 

them I don’t need much money to live on here – I HAVE A FINE LIVE and all of my bills will be paid the 1st February as I 

told her – and I also told that I send as much money as possible to the team in order to help them not starving so we 

will have to see if  they decide that I should start repaying or if they understand that this money can mean the differ-

ence between life and death.  

 

And I KNOW STIG you expect that I WILL WAKE UP YOUR MOTHER / MY SELF after publishing and yes THEN THERE 

WILL BE NO PROBLEM OF WHAT TO DO and that is of course to help my friends in Africa. 

 

Today I received a rejection from UniqueConsult Danmark on my application from the 24th November 2009 so I can 

only say that I AM NOT IMPRESSED BY YOU and maybe it will be easier from here to tell you IF I SHOULD RECEIVE ANY 

POSITIVE FEEDBACK FROM POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS instead of keeping mentioning the rejections I receive. 
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Wednesday 20th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, MESHACK: THE GREATEST COMMANDMENT IS TO DO AS AGREED, “Bridge over Troubled Water”, 

doing Yoga today and working today. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight was a VERY bad night indeed – torture actually - and we know STIG BECAUSE OF ME and yes THAT IS YOUR 

MOTHER and of course influenced by Sanna and yes SANNA HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT I HAVE NOT HEALED OUR 

MOTHER so she is well and is that only because YOU DON’T THINK SO and because you don’t believe in your brother 

and Sanna HOW DEAF CAN A PERSON BE and yes SANNA HELLO ARE YOU THERE because YOU HAVE SEEN YOUR 

BROTHER BEING THE ONE HE IS and yes WE COULD WRITE HERE WHATEVER WE WANT SO NO LIGHT HERE and ok my 

dear Devil friends no cause for alarm because we will continue burying you and here is a dream too: 

 

• An island is attacked by aggressive fish from underneath, so the whole island is shaking – it is like watching a TV 

channel and I decide to change the channel. I see that Fuggi is driving the wrong in. The dream continues with a 

lot of cursing, which I will not bring here, but then I hear “are all these your guitars” from the song “one of my 

turns” by Pink Floyd (which I LIKE very much, a fantastic band but you should stay together!) and then I under-

stand that the Devil is at his strongest “surrounding the island”, which is the home of God and that the Devil is 

protecting God. Later I am driving in a car and a friend offers me to smoke a cigarette, which I cannot turn down 

and I enjoy it and say that this is the last and afterwards I take one more and one more and in the dream I hear 

God saying that if I don’t stop within five minutes and repent he will make the Devil do what I have fought with 

my life to avoid. 

 

So I was about to say thank you my dear Council but they are only actors and the one I can thank you here is SANNA 

my dear and IGNORANT sister who is THE DEVIL without knowing it. 

 

LATER: And we know Stig YOUR MOTHER CALLED AT 11.56 and yes NOTHING IS WRONG WITH HER LUNG and yes SHE 

WAS VERY NERVOUS BEFORE SEEING THE DOCTOR TODAY and yes VERY HAPPY WHEN SHE CAME OUT and we know 

Stig HAVE YOU BEEN TAKEN THOROUGHLY BY THE NOSE and guess who, WE KNOW STIG THIS IS NOT THE NICEST 

SITUATION TO BE IN but at least my mother is well …. ☺. And we know THIS EXPERIENCE COULD IN ITSELF BE SO 

STRONG THAT IT WOULD MAKE ME STOP FINALISING MY WORK but we know THE INFLUENCE FROM THE DEVIL IS 

BASED ON OTHER PEOPLE and we know this is one of those “a little bit more complicated” situations but not very 

happy at all about you NOT telling me the truth and so it is. And also this THE TRUE REASON FOR SAYING THIS LIE IS 

FOR THE FAMILY TO UNDERSTAND THIS SIMPLE TRUTH WHICH SHOULD BE VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND: GOD AS THE 

LIGHT IS TELLING ME THE TRUTH AND THE DEVIL AS THE DARKNESS IS “TELLING LIES” AND HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS TO 

UNDERSTAND – and John (my mothers husband here) did you understand me when I told you many times of this or 

did you think that it was a little bit too difficult to start reading my old book yourself? 

 

And today I just need to do this script, to find email addresses on the closest family and friends, who I will write to be-

fore publishing the book and later to do Yoga and just maybe to run, if I decide to run today. 

 

MESHACK: THE GREATEST COMMANDMENT IS TO DO AS AGREED 

Thank you Meshack for remembering our agreement of the newsletters and the book and thank you for your com-

ment on the Dadaab memo where you write that you can publish it “as it is”, which I will do but as mentioned I will 

also include a new abstract/summary of the content to start with, which I expect to send to you on Thursday, which 

you are welcome to comment before Saturday, which I hope will be possible for you if you do have any comments. 

 

Thank you for being with me Meshack and I can only refer you to read the script to get answers to your hopes.  

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi there ,it is my sincere hope that you are doing well and the same is with us here. 

 

Thanks alot for your continued update to us. Mainly i wanted to inform you that i think nothing of our stand has 

changed on how to publish the news letters and they should be published with the LTO logo because this was a team 
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work and that is what actually we agreed and we had further said that since the scripts are your work, you should pub-

lish them as personal documents . 

 

On sending the draft of Daadab to us to see, i can say that since nothing much has changed, you can go a head and 

publish it as it is but if you think it wise to send to us to see, well and good. 

 

We remain hoping that when the information is published, the work will start of helping the world and this is what we 

are trusting and we have our faith in that and we support you to go ahead. 

 

  Hi to the rest there.  

 

         Meshack. 

 

“Bridge over Troubled Water” 

And THIS IS NOT YES and IT IS YES and we know the Island and what surrounds it and my dear friend and yes ME my-

self you and I and yes THIS HAS ONLY BEEN ABOUT CROSSING THE BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER FOR YOU and yes 

for me it has been about producing the best story to the world and yes FOR BOTH OF US INFACT and just wanted to 

say to you that WE ARE THIS CLOSE TO CROSS THE BRIDGE and my dear friend and yes THIS WAS WHY I WAS INSPIRED 

TO DOWNLOAD NOT THE GREATEST HITS OF SIMON & GARFUNKEL because it would probably be without remastering 

or at least a poorer remaster compared to “the collection” from 2007 and YES INCLUDING ALL OF THEIR ALBUMS AND 

SONGS and yes I only needed the greatest hits of course so therefore I downloaded all of the albums and did the 

greatest hits manually afterwards by taking the best songs only, so it almost matched the previous released album 

“greatest hits” and we know JUST IN A BETTER QUALITY OF COURSE. 

 

And yes ELIJAH it is that SIMON and that is PAUL SIMON and yes I AM SURE THAT YOU WILL ALSO LIKE HIS OLDER MU-

SIC from the 1960’s. 

 

Doing Yoga today 

Today I did Yoga at Fitness World, Boltens Gård, and a new teacher and a new way of doing things and new exercises 

and I do like when I start to understand more of what this is all about and today went fine but halfway through I was 

so dizzy that I could throw up and I was on the edge of giving up so this is my destiny to be “livin’ on the edge” but I 

continued and also tried to start running afterwards but that was not possible today because of my very bad sleep and 

dizziness and when this is written two hours after finishing the exercises I am still very dizzy and have the throw up 

feeling so I guess you can say that you will feel good after exercise – hopefully ☺. And Yoga is the ONLY thing that has 

ever given me dizziness of all sports, so maybe there is some truth in what they say about it ☺. 

 

Working today 

Because of my very bad sleep today I only made an update of the email publishing list and I collected the email-

addresses of my family. I opened the Dadaab newsletter, decided which key messages to include and I found out (re-

discovered) that I am not only doing an abstract of the newsletter – which I believe I will always do 100% loyal to the 

content and it is with this background you should see my question to the team if they would like to give feedback to 

this or to give me a mandate to do it on behalf of the team – but I am also going to include messages which are not 

included at level 3 of the newsletter and therefore I will suggest that the team will read it through and give me their 

feedback – and I thought that I would start writing this today and finish it tomorrow, but because of how I feel after 

Yoga I have decided that I will NOT do that today and YES I will finish tomorrow if I am satisfied with the result other-

wise I will inform all of you the Council, God, the Devil and the team in Kenya that I will postpone the deadline and the 

reason of this is simply because I HAVE NOT PLANNED FOR THE DEVIL TO DESTROY MY DAY AS HE HAS DONE TODAY 

and yes I HAVE NOT HAD THE POWER TO USE HIM AS AN EXPLANATION TO POSTPONE MY PLANS BEFORE – I THINK – 

BUT IT IS A FEELING WHICH HAS GROWN OVER THE LAST MONTHS and which I will use if I decide to. 
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Thursday 21st January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, working on the Dadaab newsletter, Elijah’s “REQUEST” to delete him from the scripts, I have “no 

problems” with “Hakuna Matata” and my email to the team. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept deeper than normal from 23.30 to 8.30 – and we have a day-off today from the park because of their 

internal meeting (!) – and today I feel better and in my head I have this “feeling” that it is difficult to finalise the 

Dadaab newsletter (because it was also difficult to do in Kenya before the documents were stolen) and I know that it 

is a feeling, which I keep telling myself and that I only need to do what is normally the cure of this: JUST DO IT which is 

just to start the work and do my best then I will always find a solution – so this is what I will start doing this morning 

after having started the script of today. 

 

A short dream: 

 

• I am playing football against Kim S. – it is two full teams playing (!) – and he leads by 1-0 but he is in a hurry and 

needs to leave before the game is finished (!) and I say to him that I play equally as good as him and that he has 

only been lucky that he leads but that I would not be surprised if I will win by 2-1. I am now driving in a car with 

Kim S. and he wears the 3D-glasses (from the cinema when watching Avatar), which makes the world look much 

more beautiful and I have none and I ask him where I can buy some and I am told that it is only possible to get 

these at the cinema, Kim has watched a 3D movie setting up new doors, which did not give much 3D effect, but 

the film that he will now see will give him the full effect. Afterwards I will be in charge of the company while Kim 

will go on holiday, and I don’t know the economy of the company and therefore not if he will dismiss us, but he 

looks fine and genuine giving me the belief that we can also continue through Christmas, and I celebrate Lennart’s 

birthday in AP as representative of the company. 

 

God inspired me to put on “A new world record” by ELO by giving me maybe 1/10 of a second of one of the songs and 

yes A NEW WORLD RECORD and the name says it all and just the start of the first song TIGHTROPE and you hear 

WHAT I STILL LIKE THE MOST OF ALL MUSIC ON EARTH and that is this combination of rock, strings, opera and yes HIS 

VOICE in my ears is the most perfect voice of all in music and “just a feeling” of mine of course – and I DO LIKE HOW 

THE INDIVIDUALS OF ELO ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THE SOUND: BEV, RICHARD and the late Kelly and yes I WAS VERY 

SORRY TO HEAR OF HIS DEATH TOO. 

 

Today I wrote a note that I am building up a shield around my body to protect me from attacks from the Devil – which 

is misbelieve from people in me – the same way as you see a shield in movies around a space ship, this is what Yoga 

means to me. 

 

Working on the Dadaab newsletter 

Today I did what I wanted to do by JUST DOING IT which was to start doing the newsletter and instead of QUICKLY 

PUTTING A HEADLINE AND A FEW MESSAGES AS THE SUMMARY I decided to go through the newsletter in detail again, 

to get it under my skin and to “get the right feeling” and when I did this, ALL OF THE IDEAS CAME TO ME – because 

this is the only way you can work with quality – and I discovered that I needed to update some of the information in 

the newsletter too because some information simply was out of date and this took me some hours to do and then I 

continued working on the summary and key messages to the world, which I am glad that I have decided to ask the 

team to read carefully when they receive it and to give me feedback on after I discovered that it is not only a summary 

I am doing – and I do hope that all of you understand my good intentions behind this. 

 

And I decided that I will not rush to get this finished today – also because the Devil stole my day yesterday - but that I 

will work many hours on this, however NOT the whole day, because I also have a life to live (!) and because I need to 

focus all of my concentration on doing this work as STIG and we know this time with the combination of you yourself 

and us and we know difficult to explain when it is me alone and when you are with me because you are always with 

me but you know it is only me when I cannot feel your direct involvement and when I write that you are with me I can 

feel your active involvement by giving me some of the words directly, that is the difference ☺. 

 

Elijah’s “REQUEST”to delete him from the scripts 
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Today I had the “pleasure” to experience how a man, who potentially is one of the strongest men of the world, has 

HAD ENOUGH OF ME without UNDERSTANDING ME – because Elijah this is what is the background behind your “or-

der” to delete you and your family’s name from all of the scripts! 

 

I have promised not to bring your emails in these scripts until you again decide to accept this but I have decided to 

bring a paragraph including one of your main views today – which is NOT new information: 

 

“I have clearly been very faithful and most listening, but you have failed to listen to me, you have clearly put in a an 

impossible situation by giving  me empty promises as you now proclaimed in your scripts, when in the real sense 

i  have all trusted you in all your promises.” 

 

And Elijah I have decided NOT to listen to your request to exclude you from this book because this is the SAME OLD 

STORY – it is about Elijah WHO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND and ELIJAH WHO CANNOT CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS and 

Elijah you may remember that I DO UNDERSTAND THE SUFFERING YOU ARE GOING THROUGH AND ALL OF YOUR 

THOUGHTS and Elijah HOW MANY TIMES HAVE WE BEEN THROUGH THIS AND WE ARE STILL STUCK AT THE SAME 

PLACE where you keep on FEELING that I don’t understand you and how impossible your life is at the moment and 

Elijah THE TRUTH IS THAT IT IS EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT YOU WRITE. The truth is that YOU DON’T UNDER-

STAND FULLY and in your mind this is the same as I don’t understand – and these words are written the 22nd January 

on basis on some notes from the 21st January, and my email to the team at the end of the script today is quickly writ-

ten in the evening of the 21st January. 

  

Please understand Elijah that what you do is to FOCUS ON YOUR PRIDE because you don’t want the world to see you 

as a “slow thinker” etc. – and Elijah this is one of the main things in your email, that you don’t want to show this to the 

world and ELIJAH HAVE YOU BEEN THINKING THAT IF THIS BOOK IS NOT BROUGHT TO THE WORLD THEN GOD WILL 

NOT BE ABLE TO SAVE YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND THE WORLD – so what do you think is the most important thing to do? 

To save the world or to polish your vanity? 

 

HOW MANY TIMES DO I NEED TO EXPLAIN THE SAME FOR YOU TO UNDERSTAND because you don’t understand my 

“EMPTY PROMISES” as you call them because you have not yet understood that God and the Devil has made these 

scripts where I have absolutely no knowledge about which words are from the Devil and which are from God other 

than God has approved the words of the Devil to be brought in this book because of how people are behaving to me 

and there is ONE SINGLE EXPLANATION TO MY “PROMISE” to recreate the stolen documents before the publish of my 

book, because IT HAS BEEN GIVEN BY THE DEVIL BECAUSE YOU HAVE FED THE DEVIL BY NOT FOLLOWING THE BASIC 

RULES – because you MANY times have broken your promises and Elijah IS THIS TRULY SO DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO 

UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT? You are looking into the mirror and what God is showing you is the picture of yourself. If 

you had done what we have talked about maybe 50 times you would have made this book look differently, because 

then this promise would not have been given (!), this is also how you have contributed to this book, Elijah and what 

you will have to live with because this is the direct consequence when you have decided to relax, to play football or to 

drink a beer instead of doing what you should have done: To follow the basic rules! Do you now understand the direct 

connection between this “empty promise” and your own broken promises? 

 

So Elijah you have a lot of STRENGTH IN YOU – but please understand me, THIS STRENGT IS NOT USED THE BEST WAY 

TO ATTACK ME but TO SUPPORT ME to help people believing in me and yes ELIJAH YOU ARE MY MAN and HOW CAN 

YOU BE MY MAN IF YOU AT THE SAME TIME DECIDE THAT YOU DON’T WANT TO BE IN THESE SCRIPTS, because then 

you will be unable to take the book in your hand to tell the world that THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE IN IN OR-

DER TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE and IF I UNDERSTAND GOD CORRECTLY WE WILL ONLY GET TO THE OTHER SIDE 

WHEN ALL PEOPLE WITHOUT EXCEPTION FOLLOW THE ROAD OF GOD* – so maybe you would like to think twice Elijah 

and to start working for and not against me? 

 
* Half an hour after writing this I was asked when taking a bath if I was sure of this - and I only wrote the words I received! – and then I thought that 

just maybe this is included in the game for me to set the rules as a normal person and then I can only repeat from earlier that the goal is to bring 

ALL into the kingdom of God but that it will not stop the kingdom if we cannot reach a few souls, which will then become a great sadness to all of 

us. 
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Elijah – PLEASE PUT YOUR PRIDE AWAY and please take my hand and together we shall be victorious and together we 

will make you and your family come out of your present suffering which is making your blind too together with the 

pressure I put on you, but which YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT IF YOU USED YOUR STRENGTH 

WITH ME REALLY TRYING TO UNDERSTAND INSTEAD OF THE OPPOSITE. 

 

I WILL NOT CONTINUE WRITING LONG EMAILS TO YOU LIKE THIS – this is something we have done before, not be-

cause of my wish, but because of your misunderstandings, which take away the time to do what is even more impor-

tant: To help God instead of the Devil! To be honest with you, this is a true waste of time and Elijah I know that I am 

pushing you much but have you tried to think that I am telling the truth, that you can handle the truth and infact Elijah 

to do what you already did on the 19th July which was to say: “if this will change the world, let me be like Jesus, I will 

crucify myself”. This is exactly what it is STILL about Elijah – nothing has changed other than your suffering, which has 

worsened, but please focus on the content and you will see that it is still the same. 

 

So I can only say that I do hope that you will be able to understand even before God will come to you to bring your 

mind up to the level of the true Elijah and for you to RE-CONFIRM THAT YOU APPROVE YOURSELF AS ONE OF THE 

MAIN ACTORS – do you remember Elijah? – of this book and when you only focus on being an actor, is it then easier 

for you to accept like the way I have accepted that I myself is only an actor of this book putting away all of my pride? 

 

Elijah – I STAND FIRM. If you cannot re-confirm your approval of this book, I will send it out as it is because it is in the 

interest of all people on Earth – including you and your family too my friend ☺ - and the publishing is the best that can 

happen also to you and your family. 

 

And I would like to thank you for your acceptance of sending out the newsletters in the name of LTO as agreed. 

And finally Elijah: YES I DO KNOW THAT YOU AND YOUR FAMILY ARE GOING THROUGH IMMENSE SUFFERING AND 

YOU HAVE ME AND THE COUNCIL WITH YOU ALL OF THE TIME TO MAKE YOU COME THROUGH. But Elijah please re-

member that you are not the one going through the worst suffering of all as you continue saying to yourself, do you 

remember – and please focus on acceptance and that your suffering will end when people start believing in this book 

and start helping you and I among others to get a normal life ☺. 

 

So what ELIJAH is helping me to prove to the world is that THIS IS THE MOST DIFFICULT BIRTH OF ALL and yes we know 

CANCEL BIRTH and WRITE PUBLISHING INSTEAD AND WE KNOW YOUR DECISION MY BOY and so it is. 

 

I have “no problems” with “Hakuna Matata” 

Today I noticed on Facebook that Kasper wrote HAKUNA MATATA included as the only words in a message and I 

thought that just maybe it was Swahili and it was and I found a website using these words which is teaching people to 

learn Swahili and we know IT MEANS “NO PROBLEMS” and yes NO PROBLEMS ARE WHAT WE HAVE HERE and we 

know WHEN TAKING ON THE DEVIL DISGUISED AS ELIJAH and yes ELIJAH NO PROBLEMS AT ALL because YOU HAVE 

NOT UNDERSTOOD THE DIRECT LINK WHICH GOD HAS CREATED BETWEEN US and that your STRONG AND NEGATIVE 

EMAIL TODAY infact could have a very direct and negative influence on GIVING BIRTH FOR ME/GOD IN THIS WORLD 

but NO NO PROBLEMS and that is because I continued working with the newsletter today THE BEST WAY I COULD and 

because I also did the Five Tibetans and today I could take 10 of most of the exercises and I was less dizzy today and 

afterwards I did half an hour of meditation too – but despite of being less dizzy I am still so dizzy that working approx. 

one hour after doing the exercises is almost impossible because of the dizziness and throw up feeling, which is here 

and as mentioned less but still very strong! 

 

And when working on the Dadaab newsletter IT IS A LITTLE BIT SCARING to see how you work through me and the 

team too my friends at the Council because the newsletter contains 21 CHAPTERS – thanks to the team to give the fi-

nal chapter on Somalis in Nairobi – and we know the 21 repetitions through the Five Tibetan Rites in order to give 

people a better life! 

 

And three hours later after having dinner this evening I AM STILL DIZZY so this is the effect that YOGA HAS ON YODA in 

physical life! 

 

My email to the team 
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As mentioned this email is written before the above mentioned chapter on Elijah: 

 

Dear all, 

  

I have decided to continue working focussed on the Dadaab newsletter, which I will send you when it is done, which 

may be tomorrow but it is more likely to be on Sunday instead. 

  

What is the reason for this delay compared to my plan? It is truly as simple as I wrote in my script. I was a victim of an 

attack by the Devil, which made my sleep so bad the night before yesterday, which made my day yesterday so bad 

that I could not work on the newsletter and why was I attacked by the Devil? Because the Devil torments me when 

people work against me - I have tried to explain how this works very directly in my book, but Elijah my dear friend, at 

the moment your own suffering and your false pride is making you work directly against God. You are the reason why I 

am delayed but please have no worries, because I am now so long in the process that I will finish tomorrow - if I have 

the time - or at least on Sunday. So this is the reason for the delay, if the Devil had not attacked me I would have fin-

ished the newsletter and sent it to you today as planned! 

  

And I have decided that I will use all of my attention on the newsletter and that I will not work around the clock, so 

therefore you will not receive my scripts until I am finished with the newsletter, which I will ask you to read and com-

ment because it is not only an abstract but more than this as I wrote to you yesterday I believe. 

  

We are still continuing the very difficult road together - but please remember this: NEVER TO BE DISTURBED BY YOUR 

OWN NEGATIVE FEELINGS because you cannot handle the truth and cannot accept how God has created you with the 

strenghts and weaknesses, which God deliberately has given you - and Elijah I speak shortly of your email today (ap-

parently your mails are still secret to the world which is probably what you have decided since you don't answer my 

question) and what is actually ODD here - and later we will both think that it is funny - is that you keep telling me that 

I don't understand you but the truth is my friend that I truly understand the suffering of you and your family and also 

your thinking as I have said and explained to you many times BUT that you don't understand me and my book fully - 

AS A SYMBOL OF HOW PEOPLE OF THE WORLD BEHAVE as you have seen many examples of in my book lately includ-

ing Fuggi and Rolf from the park if you noticed, so Elijah you are only one of many people having this disease - because 

you may acknowledge that you need to read, listen and remember many times before you truly start remembering 

and is it not the truth Elijah that you do have problems remembering as we have seen very many times? - please be 

honest to yourself. - Elijah, this is what God has done to you, there is nothing you can do about it today and it is not a 

defeat to accept God in your life by accepting how he has created you, my friend :-) This is all about understanding 

and acceptance and the more you fight against, the bigger your suffering has been (will be) and please remember that 

you will be helped after the book is published, when the first people will start to understand that I am "the one". 

  

Thank you all for being there and for still being there :-). I am thinking of you and that for every single day, which 

goes, we are one day closer to the goal and one day closer to seeing each other again, and this is what both you and I 

do together, we access a road which even God had decided would be too difficult for us to enter, but which he has 

kept opened for us and which is still open for us so close to the goal! This is about VICTORY coming and you are part of 

that :-) 

  

Kind regards from 

Stig 
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Friday 22nd January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, doing Yoga and running too! and I am not longer in the network of ex-

employees of Fair Forsikring. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night the Council had decided to give me more dreams and the opposite of last night, where I slept DEEPLY be-

cause tonight I only slept LIGHTLY and that makes the difference between being alright yesterday and at least TIRED 

today so it is not only the length of the sleep that matters but also the quality of it and here I can proudly say that I 

AM NOT MADE OF GOLD YET, ONLY ON THE SURFACE and we know WE HAVE DECIDED TO ACCEPT YOU AS GOD ALL 

OF US and that is the Council showing the Devil in love even though he picks off the leaves of a flower and that is the 

picture they give me and NO YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO WRITE PAGE UP AND DOWN just using my hands as tool as 

you did in the first book, which will be published at the same time as this and yes SO IT IS my friends ☺. 

 

Dreams: 

 

• I am working at Fair Forsikring at one office, but I am removed back to my old office where I am working at the 

computer. Peter A. is no longer there, which is a liberation. I have a meeting with the manager and the assistant 

manager, and the assistant manager needs to attend all meetings. They have a coupon for me of a GOLD BEER but 

I decide to order a Chimay instead. I see that beer is running out from a garden hose on the balcony making peo-

ple wet and I see that Africa is watching in disbelief and people think that this is raving madness. The beer makes 

people throw themselves after it and instead of reaching the beer they reach the line on top of a tram at a traffic 

jam which makes the people facing the risk of being burned by the line. 

• I made it through the traffic jam and I am now walking in London, where I see Georgie walking in front of me at 

the street together with her family and I decide that I will not disturb her for now. I see the ticket box office in 

front of a tennis court in town where they sell a game for 1,198 DKK, which I think is too expensive and I see that 

Søren (my old schoolmate) is paying to get access. His playing partner asks the assistant of the ticket office to ex-

change a Danish 20 DKK coin, which is rusty on one side and where you can see the Queen more and more clearly 

on the other side.  In the dream I am told that the first day went fine and now it is Saturday and closing time at 

19.15 and I don’t want to shop for food but I ask people to tell me where the “famous” square in London is and I 

know that there are 100 squares in London and they mention the names of 10 but none of them sounds right, be-

cause there are not enough tourists at the squares they mention and it makes me a little bit annoyed because I 

almost have the name of the square on my tongue. I receive a map of the city and I know which direction to go in 

fairly accurate, I choose one of the streets and see that it is the business street aimed for restaurants for these to 

get flowers, wine etc. and it is a street which is almost like a market where you can get all kinds of special prod-

ucts.  

• I am at a job interview with a man called Carsten from General Electric (in the dream that is because this man is 

fictitious) and he is now working for Telia as a manager – and I am surprised that he has the high manager posi-

tion because of what I know of him – and he is looking to get a sales man and he tells me that he has had me 

evaluated by an external company, which gave me 91 points (a high figure) but after speaking to me he feels that I 

am “too light” and this makes me give him very clear feedback that he has made a mistake because he has based 

his decision on feelings and not on facts. 

• I am with the Danish national football team in Mexico in 1986 and Ole Kjær says that he also wants to stand on 

goal – knowing that Ole Quist is the first choice – and he gets a training session on goal but most of the players 

make a goal without a problem. Comment: The Devil has been showing himself as a goal keeper to me too for at 

least months and maybe this is the first time I write this because of this dream! 

• I am on a field and people from Africa are shooting at me, I have a new shirt on, and they aim at my shin bone but 

I know that they cannot stop me. I come to a place where I see unbelievable many black people living in small 

houses in a neighbourhood, I follow a dog and I am almost throwing up to see the suffering, which the people are 

going through. I see a pie including meat which a lady has made and the meat is from a human. I come to the 

house of a family, whom I know, the walls of the house are put down but at 14.00 the walls are put back up to 

avoid the heat and for the family to get a nap on the sofa. 
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So I am tired today, many dreams and home from the Park and after lunch at 12.25 I have decided to write the script 

of today and maybe also to finalise the script from yesterday because I only have a few hours before I will go to Yoga 

in Gentofte starting at 17.00 – and I have decided that I want to have more free hours open in front of me to be able 

to concentrate and get into my desired rhytm when continuing my work on the newsletter, which I will therefore con-

tinue doing tomorrow - and probably I will not run today because when you are tired and actually also dizzy now all of 

the time because of the cleaning effect of the Yoga (which feels BAD but is GOOD!) it is not easy to find the energy to 

do both Yoga and to run the same day so I have decided that I will only do Yoga today – that I don’t want to stretch as 

much as I could in order to finalise what I have started in what seems like the worst play of all, which you have started 

and we know to have the whole Council against me  including Elijah, which mean that I will get all of your energy and 

power against me directly because this is what God has decided that I can handle so “NO PROBLEMS” HERE MY 

FRIEND exactly I understood that one and just maybe the reader did the same ☺. 

 

Work at the park today 

Today I was curious to see if Rolf would find work for me at the park or at the computer and he said that it would be a 

mixture because the truck was full again which I could drive to the waste disposal site after the first break and besides 

this BIG JOB (!) I could work at the computer and today I had decided that I would do job applications. 

 

So I am now a victim even more clearly of the failure of this system because they don’t have “work” to give me but the 

Commune achieves what it wants which is to be among the best Communes in Denmark with the lowest unemploy-

ment rate, which they achieve by making people doing “false” work, which is then not included in the official unem-

ployment rates (according to the official rules!) and at the same time the Commune receive 65% in compensation 

from the state instead of 35% so this is how people and politicians of this Commune are corrupt – do you think you 

are very clever and has made a fantastic system in Lyngby-Taarbæk? Well think again my friends – you have dumped 

and I still have not received a follow up from the director of the Commune so maybe you have experienced some bu-

reaucracy my friend? 

 

Aslak was not here today because of a cold so I could not tell him about my decision to say NO to the system and that 

is representated by Rolf as an example so he could decide if he wanted to take the same “risk” as me of losing the 

cash help and just maybe Rolf would be furious if I turned Aslak and the other man against him by making them stop 

this work but we will have to wait and see what they decide when I tell them. 

 

Today I noticed that DANSK ERHVERV – the organisation of 20,000 companies - is looking for a Sales Manager, which 

just gave me the idea to prepare an application – which I started doing today – where I will include an extract of my 

CV in the application to make it VISIBLE both for Dansk Erhverv and for Antonella at the Commune that I am qualified 

for the job and live up to the required profile ALSO TO MAKE IT VERY CLEAR TO ALL that this is NOT necessary because 

what I am a victim of is only this: ALL EMPLOYERS and AGENCIES WHO HAVE RECEIVED AN APPLICATION FROM ME 

INCLUDING MY CV HAVE NOT OBJECTIVELY READ AND UNDERSTOOD MY CV AND COMPARED MY PROFILE WITH THE 

DESCRIBED PROFILE but instead you believe that a “visible” or “creative” application is more important and to use 

your “feelings” judging instead of doing the proper work to find out if there truly is a match or not and I can only say 

that for me a job application is not empty words which you will put into a following letter, no a job application is your 

experience and know how which you include in your CV and then your true application is WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR 

THIS COMPANY AND NOT WHAT THE COMPANY CAN DO FOR YOU and I have produced the two memos to Ar-

bejdsmarkedsstyrelsen and Hillerød Commune as examples for you to see how I have decided to do – and you would 

probably do it very differently because this is here you can show your individuality! 

 

Today I was given the task by you GOD AND THE COUNCIL to decide what I WOULD NORMALLY DO because this is 

really as easy as that – WHAT I WOULD NORMALLY DO – because the application deadline for this position is the 8th 

February and would I wait to write the application until the 1st February 2010 where I just suspect that the Commune 

will send me to the jobsearch course by A to B in order for me to be taught “how to do an application” – because this 

is what Antonella believes that I cannot do (!) without really seeing or understanding what it is I am doing here – and 

then to use 40 hours to write a memo to Dansk Erhverv to follow up on this ball which WE HAVE PREPARED FOR YOU 

ALREADY when working for Fair Forsikring where you entered into a co-operation with Kim S. who is the insurance ad-

viser of Dansk Erhverv, to sell Income Protection insurance through the 20,000 companies, which are members of 

Dansk Erhverv – which Kim did not succeed doing because his sales setup is WRONG (!) – and later at Dahlberg where 
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you gave Bo A. the KEY on how to buy the business of Kim S. in order to make a turn over of billions of DKK and a 

profit of millions of DKK (!) if he just followed my advice in the business proposals (if I remember the figures, at least 

they were BIG), which I made on all Property & Casualty insurances to Lloyds of London – and what I have decided is 

that I will mention this opportunity in my application to Dansk Erhverv – because neither Kim nor Bo has understood 

this opportunity – but that I will not use 40 hours to produce a memo writing about how to setup this new business in 

detail because this book of mine will be published before the 1st February and then people will start knowing about 

who I am and secondly because I expect that A to B will not allow me to do an application like this and the truth is that 

I have absolutely no knowledge about what will happen from here but I should not be surprised if this is how you MY 

DEAR COUNCIL has set up the continuous play so again we will have to wait and see. 

 

And we know A NOTE FROM THE PHONE TODAY which is that the process of removing the Devil from my physical 

body has been initiated which you can compare with the Avatar movie where Jake gets control of the biggest flying 

“lizard”, which is not just unthinkable to get control of but something which you will only do if you really have faith 

and this is just a symbol of what I am doing at the moment – to challenge the Council in their living lifes today and to 

include the earth too by publishing my story for people to read and understand being a “normal man”. 

 

Tom became a grand father today, which he was very proud of – and also a congratulation here to you Tom and your 

son and his wife – and for a long time I have decided not to write what people say and what is said on Radio or TV, 

which the Council is putting in their mouths but this one made it through because today Tom said to Lone – a new 

woman here today – and me that he is the father of the first, the only and the last child and then he asked us how 

many children do I have? And Lone said “ONE” which was the correct answer and just another way for the TRINITY to 

say that we are three and one at the same time. 

 

At the break I was inspired to ask Bjørn if he found Kermit – the frog in his greenhouse – or if it is still buried and he 

said that he found Kermit dead and this made both Tom and I speak of FROGS which in Danish has the same name as 

seed and I said that you need a FROG (meaning both Frog and seed) to get a PLANT (which is FUNNY in Danish!!!) and I 

knew that the true story behind these words was that everytime God has died he has been transformed into SEED 

where the whole thing will start over again for him to grow up like a plant trying to improve and to reach the end of 

the line for all people (!!!) and we know I DON’T KNOW WHY THIS IS LIKE THIS – if this is truly how it is – but I only 

know that the task we are doing together here is both very easy and extremely difficult at the same time because I will 

have to wait and see what will happen this time, to see how the world will react to my story and if my people want me 

to rescue them or if you want us to start all over again which is the same as wiping out all people and to transform 

God into a seed. 

 

Today I was happy to learn something new, because I was driving together with Gert to the waste disposal site, but 

the truck was stuck where it was parked because of the snow and the freeze the last days and he said that I could get 

the car moving forward and backwards by stepping on the pedals the right way and he was right because this made us 

come free, so thank you Gert for teaching me – you are a very skilled driver! 

 

And today I was also writing the application to Thyssenkrupp, which I will send probably in the beginning of next 

week, and I was also looking at SAS Institute and I was thinking if my impression of SAS Institute which is based on old 

experiences is still the truth today and I used some time searching on the Internet and as far as I can see they have 

good IT solutions - and in general an alright image - which will provide your company with KEY PERFOMANCE INDICA-

TORS which have lacked in all of the companies I have worked for making the companies “blind” because they cannot 

measure the results of their business initiatives and I decided that I will produce a standard application next week and 

this will only be a standard application, because I will really only do this application because the Commune is forcing 

me! 

 

At the end of the day I went with the new woman Lone to see Dan – the painter – working at the Gardener’s house 

and Dan has started his picture getting ideas by putting the structure and ideas on a piece of paper more or less the 

same way as I get ideas when I start the preparation to produce a memo for example (!) and he will do an abstract pic-

ture including the Chinese pavillion from the garden and other well known elements from around here so it will be a 

mixture of something people can recognise and something which people don’t know what is. 
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And Lone said to us that she is 62 years old and that it is impossible for her to find work and she would like to use her 

experience as a zone therapist to do face massage on people and we know A GOOD IDEA my friends and what I see 

here is Dan doing what he does the best and would like to do, which is to be a painter receiving “welfare” from the 

Commune, Gert is receiving welfare to play music which he loves and Lone loves to do face massage so we encour-

aged her to speak to the Commune to hear if they will also pay her to do what she does the best and really then we 

are close to the goal if the Commune can accept people to be “activated” according to what people want to do, now 

we only need another system to make this dream come true for all people. 

 

Doing Yoga and running too! 

Today I went back to Gentofte on bicycle to do more Yoga and IT WAS ONLY A DECISION TO GO AGAIN as it was to 

finalise the script until this point of today and what was left of the script from yesterday before leaving and when I say 

ONLY A DECISION IT COVERS OVER WHAT WAS VERY DIFFICULT TO DO but you have probably heard that one before 

and I like the female teacher very much here because she teaches very very well and yes you would like to talk about 

women and what I do to them and yes YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED in her BECAUSE OF A DECISION TO WAIT ON KAREN 

and we know IF I WAS NOT THE ONE I AM I WOULD BE HAPPY TO INVITE HER OUT FOR A DATE and yes my friends 

TWO FEELINGS and yes NOTHING THE MATTER TO BE OPEN ABOUT THAT and yes IF I WAS NOT THE ONE I AM AND IF 

IT DID NOT BRING BACK THE DEVIL I WOULD PROBABLY START SMOKING AGAIN but maybe not 100% sure and we 

KNOW LESS AND LESS ADDICTED and we know so it is and YES MY FRIEND A NEW DISGRESSION and yes waited on 

that one for a while but NEVER GET OLD and we know BOWIE REMEMBER THAT SONG and we know NEVER GET OLD 

and NOT EVEN A SICKNESS WILL KEEP YOU FROM PERFORMING AGAIN and we know Dragholm this is your game OK I 

WILL TAKE CHARGE and stop what you like to do my dear Devil to keep on talking forever because what I was about to 

say here was that I start liking Yoga more and more even though there are some exercises I simply cannot do today 

because of a very stiff right leg and the “opposite bow” if this is what it is called in English is simply a NEW KILLER STAR 

and I know I felt it coming and we know the Council is working overtime here and I almost swore before leaving today 

that it would be impossible to run after Yoga – this was what I had decided not to do – but after the Yoga I was not 

that dizzy and even though I had some difficulties feeling my left foot (!) and again because of these CREATURES you 

know I decided to start running and POLLE was with me and the first maybe 3-5 minutes he had me breathing VERY 

slowly which was quite a new feeling to do because when you exercise you will normally breath fast but I was told 

please try to keep this as long as possible which I did and we KNOW BECAUSE IT IS GOOD FOR YOU and yes THE DEVIL 

IS HERE STILL MY FRIEND and we know DON’T FEEL HIM AS MUCH BUT HE IS SURROUNDING ME WITHOUT THE ABIL-

ITY TO HURT ME when I just finalise the same way as I have started, so I also managed to run 30 minutes today and it 

was both easy and difficult to do but more easy than difficult today. 

 

I am not longer in the network of ex-employees of Fair Forsikring 

Today I experienced that I am apparently not longer part of the network of ex-employees of Fair Forsikring because 

Charlotte V. wrote on Facebook that they were going to see each other this evening and even though I cannot afford 

to go I would have been happy to receive an invitation from you so I don’t know if you have just forgotten about me 

or if it it Peter A. who has invited and if this is the case, if my CV and “objective criticism” of former managers have 

something to do about this – so I can only guess today. 
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Saturday 23rd January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, LTI and not LTO, working on the Dadaab newsletter, other electronic devises not working properly. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

My sleep was really not the best tonight and I connect it to a new attack from the Devil trying to prevent me from 

finalising the most important work I have ever done – the last piece of the Dadaab newsletter! 

 

And here are some dreams – and I have deliberately omitted the “nightmares” if you will or “bad dreams” I had this 

night, which don’t deserve to be included here: 

 

• I am at a meeting where some words slip of my tongue, which means that I will have to go, it is a big story on 

television when the news is published, nobody believes in it. Christ has been here for 100 years to monitor you 

and I see that Christ cannot make miracles after the news is published. 

• I hear the words “Hello, you fool, I love you, C'mon join the Joyride” from the song by Roxette (which I like very 

much, my favourite from them) and I feel Mary Magdelena much as Karen actually because it could be words 

coming from her mouth. 

• I am driving my bicycle and I drive in a special way to show people my values as I enter Helsingør. The walking 

streets of Helsingør are blocked and everybody is checked thoroughly including their luggage before they are al-

lowed to enter. I enter and I am going to buy a record by Sneakers at Phonoteket. 

 

LTI and not LTO 

When working on the Dadaab newsletter today and when opening the website of Living Testimony International – 

which we really need to update – I discovered that the organization is called “Living Testimony International” and the 

abbreviation is LTI and not LTO as I have written many times – even though I can also see the name “Living Testimony 

Organization” on the website, so from now on I will say and write LTI. 

 

Working on the Dadaab newsletter 

This morning I was truly VERY TIRED indeed and is it difficult to go back to the poorer rhytm which I had most of the 

time in Kenya when at the same time you are focusing everything you can to get a better life and my answer is simply 

YES very difficult indeed and was it difficult to decide to start working on the newsletter from the morning instead of 

starting to relax and yes it was almost impossible and infact this was probably the most difficult decision of my life to-

day – this is how tired I was and how mentally difficult it was (!) - but in principle it was just another decision to final-

ise what I have started so this is what I did and the first half hour it was a struggle to get into the rhytm, which you can 

say that I am a slave of – “slave to the rhytm” is what you can say (which is impossible to find in REMASTERED quality 

the same way as Kid Creole is not yet REMASTERED!) – because when I get into this rhytm and am in no hurry in order 

to relax afterwards, this is when I do my best work, so this was what I had to tell the Devil actually, to force him to 

work with me and not against me and at the end of the work day, which lasted from approx. 9.00-20.45, which was 

not a long day (!) – I had done what remained of the newsletter and 1-2 edits and I will do the rest tomorrow, because 

it is still not finished, the quality needs to be even better and before I can do the level 1 information, which I will do 

tomorrow, you need to first have done the level 3 information, which I did with the team, and the level 2 information, 

which I did today as a summary. 

 

And Obama was briefly with me giving me this to the newsletter:  

 

“THIS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. THIS IS WHAT YOU HAVE DONE TO THESE VERY 

POOR PEOPLE – THIS IS THE LIVING HELL ON EARTH WHICH YOU HAVE CREATED. WHAT WILL YOU DO ABOUT IT.” 

 

Which I later changed to the following still keeping the “spirit” of Obama: 

 

THIS IS THE LIFE OF 300,000 PEOPLE TODAY AND THIS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 

THIS IS THE LIVING HELL YOU HAVE CREATED, WHAT WILL YOU DO ABOUT IT? AND WHEN? 
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Other electronic devises not working properly 

Yes THIS HAS TAKEN YOU A VERY LONG TIME TO REVEAL and we know there are other electronic devises which have 

not worked or only worked from time to time at my apartment where there is nothing the matter with the devises at 

all. 

 

My printer is not working making writings of memos and newsletters almost impossible to me – at least it was before I 

came back from Kenya – I have ALWAYS printed out documents many times when working on them in order to get an 

overview, which has been difficult here with the printer problems I have and you may remember the printer problems 

of John and Hans too? 

 

And OF COURSE MY RADIO has not always worked and that is not the FM radio but the DAB radio which is included in 

it – and why can’t you normally buy a DAB radio for a serious stereo equipment but only as a “kitchen radio”? – JUST 

MAYBE YOU COULD IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE SIGNAL INSTEAD OF THE QUANTITY MY FRIENDS !- and yes some 

times you give the radio full signal and sometimes there is no signal at all and yes “STRANGE MUSIC” comes out of it 

when the signal is weaker than what is required and finally of course also my gas cooker, where one of the heaters 

could not switch on for a long time and of course today there is nothing the matter with it and we know I HAVE DONE 

NOTHING TO MAKE THESE “ERRORS” AND I HAVE DONE NOTHING TO REPAIR THEM – this is just something which is 

here and changes all of the time until we get the Devil shipped all out from the harbour! 

 

Doing the Five Tibetan Rites today and yesterday 

These are difficult days and we know COULD HAVE BEEN MUCH MORE DIFFICULT IF YOU DID NOT DO YOUR BEST it 

was also difficult to find time and motivation to do the Five Tibetan Rites but we know GOD UP THERE LIKES IT SO 

MUCH and in the beginning I just need to be disciplined hoping that a day will come where I will start enjoying doing 

these and yesterday I was very tired and not happy to do them but I did them and again 10 exercises of all except ripe 

no. 2 which was only eight and I did the same today with what could have been even more difficult or actually impos-

sible because this morning when I decided to bath in my tub using 45 minutes on this (! and yes ! stands for ! at the 

moment because of the attacks from the Devil, which I ignored by this decision) the Devil gave me a strain in the mus-

cle in the right side of the back of my head, which has been annoying me and giving me pain all day and when I started 

the exercises today and lay on the floor I thought that they were impossible to do and how much pain would I feel 

from the back of my head and there was only one answer, which was to TRY instead of NOT GO which I could also 

have decided but I did it and it gave me some pain but I thought that just maybe the answer is that I can train it away. 

 

And yesterday I did not have time to do meditation but today I did and what do you say about this Polle in two lines 

max.? And OK STIG I WILL SAY THIS YOU HAVE NEVER EVER BELIEVED IN ME LIKE I HAVE BELIEVED IN YOU AND THAT 

IS MY ANSWER TODAY AND TOMORROW YOU MAY BE ABLE TO LOOK BACK OVER YOUR SHOULDERS AGAIN BECAUSE 

OF WHAT YOU DID TODAY because you focussed your energy to heal yourself which is something Søren taught me to 

do at his lecture and by the way when doing the level 1 and 2 of the newsletter I was inspired to write easy to read 

conclusions of each paragraph exactly the same way as Søren was inspired to do it in his book and here is an example: 

 

THE REFUGEES OF DADAAB ARE LIVING IN THE WORST 

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL SUFFERING OF THE WORLD TODAY 
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Sunday 24th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, visiting Christianskirken, Lyngby, working on the Dadaab newsletter, family dinner at Sanna and 

Hans and sending the Dadaab newsletter to the team. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept a little bit better than the night before but not as good as I have done for some time so today I would 

say that I am tired and I see this improvement from yesterday because I am “almost” done with the Dadaab newslet-

ter defeating the Devil again and some dreams too: 

 

• I am visiting a town in the Middle East, which is grounded in the year 53, it lies high above the sea. A man shows 

me around the city and I come into the mosque, where I am surprised to see 3-4 nice looking blond western 

women and I read the Koran about Moses and I am expected to talk about what I read, but when I stand there I 

feel that it is WRONG to do even though the place is nice, because I will be going home, so I decide to leave the 

Mosque. Sitting next to the exit I meet a very old man, he has lived 10 lives, and we give each other welcome 

kisses and when we do this, he feels the in-balance in my aura and he tells me that I need healing – he is a healer 

himself – and I tell him that my tiredness, which is what he feels, is included in my road from becoming a disciple 

to a master. The man who has showed me around, tells the old man that I am only about goodness and that I am 

“the one” even though I am still a “normal man”. I ask the old man if he will carry out an assignment for me and 

the old man is positive from the heart but he is not sure if he is too old to do the assignment. I leave the Mosque 

with the man showing me around and we come to a fountain next to the surrounding wall of the city and when I 

look up over the wall I can see the sea a long way down and on the edge of the fountain there are several 20 DKK 

coins and I see that some of them have slipped into the water, but I take all of them up one by one even though 

some of them are difficult to reach. From here I will leave the city with other people and I feel that it is my family 

who I will escort to the train. 

• I see that Sanna has started to eat several fish canapés and there is a reception coming up including more of the 

same. I see that Niklas has moved into an old and very nice house with apple trees in the garden, which makes his 

father very proud. 

• When I write the notes above I hear the song “Here comes the sun” by the Beatles – or should I say by George 

Harrison – and it continues with words from God: “it wont be easy, but what has started well can never be taken 

away from you”. 

• I am together with a good friend. He is playing at the mid field of the football team organising the team and he is 

a top scorer at the same time and I play the striker and I have just scored a goal exactly the same way as the mid-

fielder did. We are top scorers both of us. And playing football is part of an activation project of the Commune! 

• I have called my mother in order to get access to a website of a company which requires a password – it is Søren 

Finkenstein (☺!) who is the webmaster of the site and I try to enter my social security number but I don’t get ac-

cess and I enter my mothers social security number which does not neither give access and then my mother tells 

me that the password is written on my finger – and we know which should be possible to find! 

 

Visiting Christianskirken, Lyngby 

Today I decided to visit another church – to get new impulses and variation – and I have now thought for a very long 

time to go to Grundtvigs Kirke, where my mother and father were married and which I believe is the most beautiful 

architectural church I have ever seen – in Denmark at least – but it was too far to go today and therefore I chose the 

nearby Christianskirken, which is a completely different church than Lyngby because it is modern, but when the ser-

vice started I could not help thinking just how stiff Danish “official” services are because you MUST follow a template 

and for some things I believe that a template is very fine but for other things I find that freedom and individuality is 

much better and I do like very much to have both a structure and the individual preaching but this service is TOO stiff 

for me my friends and it is also to stiff for me to have a central organization deciding on what you need to preach 

about every sunday at church but despite of this I enjoyed to come to a very nice and bright church with modern 

chairs and the priest spoke about Johannes  12, 23-33 and about sanctify, praise, life, dead and love and I enjoyed very 

much listening to the words of the philosopher Villy Sørensen which the priest quoted and spoke about something like 

this: “Life in death, and death in life and the most life when death is part of life” and she gave very fine words and 

meanings of this with the conclusion to use your life properly and do things which cannot be postponed. And she 
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mentioned the symbol of the wheat berry where she said that through death, life and new opportunities are created 

and that the berry symbolises the future – and my thought was what I have earlier written about the Frog and Seed 

and that this indeed is life and the future. 

 

Working on the Dadaab newsletter 

Today was a better day – still tough – but better and easier because I took the hardest part the first day when I started 

doing the level 1 and 2 of the newsletter and yesterday when I continued and today I have edited the new parts of the 

newsletter 2-3 times and I am now coming to a point where this newsletter – including the work of the team on level 

3 – is among the best work I have done knowing that we under different circumstances could have done an even bet-

ter work on some of the details from page 5-19 and I have used five more hours today so I don’t know the total hours I 

have used primarily to do the first three pages but maybe it is approx. 20 hours and maybe I used another five hours 

to update some of the details of the level 3 information.  

 

Family dinner at Sanna and Hans 

Today we were all – including my mother and John – together for dinner at Sanna and Hans, and my mother has de-

cided to invite us all what we agreed today would become the second Sunday each month, which was clear to every-

body – also to relieve the work of Sanna, which Sanna was happy to hear and I believe I approx. 2 years ago suggested 

all of the family to meet once a week and this evening I said that when I can afford it and maybe also when Niklas and 

Isabelle can afford it – if they want to - we can see each other every week at a new place and we know Stig – this is 

what I hope that families will follow up on in the future because you will become much closer to see each other every 

week compared to every month or even less as many do today. 

 

I spoke to Tobias about the movie HIGHLANDER – one of my old favourite movies and yes we know THERE CAN BE 

ONLY ONE and yes LOVED THAT ONE when I was younger and did not know what it meant back then and what does it 

mean and only this every time our good friend of this movie kills one of the bad guys, he becomes stronger and we 

know the same principle which applies for me so please all bad guys, turn into good guys will you? 

 

I could mention many details of tonight, but I have decided that I will not continue mentioning the details but my 

mother said that she had a dream where she was driving on the motorway through snow having dogs on both sides of 

her car, where Tobias was one of them and later in the car I could only tell my mother of the meaning of her dream 

because we have had the same symbols for years and I have written down my dreams and my mother has not but you 

know snow is water, which is “pain”, and dogs are “evil” and the motorway is the same as the train drive and at the 

end of the road you will come to the kingdom or to “something good” as I said and my mother became very happy to 

hear the meaning of the dream, so this is only what it is about and just another way where my family could have met 

me if they had decided to do the same as I, to write down and talk about dreams, which I have encouraged at least my 

mother to do sometimes, but difficult when the discipline or wish is not there. 

 

Sending the Dadaab newsletter to the team 

This evening I sent the script of the weekend and my draft of the Dadaab newsletter to the team together with the 

following email hoping that they indeed will be able to give what they have left even though it is difficult but you 

know my friends it is really only a decision despite of your difficulties as you have also seen here. 

 

Dear all, 

  

We are now quickly approaching the end of CHAPTER 1 - as you will remember Meshack - which is to publish all in-

formation, and I have now the pleassure to attach my draft for the final newsletter of Dadaab, where I have included 

level 1+2 information from page 1-4 and done a few updates to the detailed description too. You will see from the 

newsletter that what I write is what we have talked about and agreed on almost since meeting in May 2009. 

  

I kindly ask you to prioritise reading the newsletter, agreeing on your comments and to give me your comments dur-

ing this week if possible. I would be very happy indeed if it is possible for you to read it and to meet Wednesday and to 

give me you feedback Wednesday - or at least Friday - AND FOR YOU TO KEEP COMMUNICATION INTERNALLY AS 

GOOD AS POSSIBLE, if this is indeed possible for you - and all I can say is that God is now ready to go public together 

with you my friends in order for us to help the poor people of Dadaab and Somalia to start with - and to bring Normal 
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Life to the world. Please remember that I ask people to help you and the your village in my book, which will be pub-

lished the same time in order for you to get a normal life, and yes Elijah PARIS HILTON is out there and we will have to 

see what happens from here. 

  

Elijah, this is how God has asked me to bring back my children. Will you help me to do this with what is the purpose of 

your life by re-approving both the book and the newsletters? Or will the team still stand behind me making a majority 

decision on the newsletter if Elijah should not understand just how important this is compared to his own "personal 

feelings and pride"? 

  

I hope that you will be able to succeed this week and I think much about your situation and suffering and at the mo-

ment I can only say to you that I will send more money probably Friday this week, when I receive more money from 

the Commune. 

  

THANK YOU :-) 

  

Kind regards from 

Stig 

 

Elijah: Please notice contact information at the last page of the newsletter where I have included your and mine name 

and contact details. This is where you will have to show your faith in me and this evening my mother told me about a 

good friend of her living here in Lyngby, and she said that she lives just next to the LIGHT and John added next to AVIS 

and AVIS is the Danish word for newspaper and this was God saying through my mother to me that LIGHT will come to 

us BEFORE SPEAKING TO THE NEWSPAPERS, which is the same as saying that he will BRING US TO THE LEVEL WHICH 

WE REQUIRE WHEN WE REQUIRE IT as you may remember, so my friend - I do hope you will decide to join me. We 

stand in principle in the same situation you and I on this because if is truly only a decision and a matter of faith. 
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Monday 25th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, If the Devil defeated me, the world would go under, my body is becoming 

more flexible opening up for God. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight was “one more night”, which was not very good so today I would say that I am between tired and very tired 

and I also received some dreams, however I have decided to censure them because I don’t want to bring the dreams 

of the Devil of different women having affection for me and one dream where it was impossible for me to fly because 

my dear Devil you know as well as I do that it is PIECE OF CAKE what I do to overcome your attacks as I have said to 

you hundreds of time so please continue playing on your highest level and I can only say that you are borring me and 

at the same time I am looking forward to get rid of you – and the more evil you play, the more nice I say to myself that 

the Council is behind this play because I will always remember that it hurts them as much as they hurt me. 

 

Work at the park today 

This morning was very nice because STEFFEN, a new very nice, outgoing and positive man arrived here today and I do 

like when people are positive, it always spreads a very good atmosphere and I am only thinking of all negative and ab-

dicating statements from people which keep other people down, so thank you so much for coming here Steffen bring-

ing positiveness with you. 

 

Last week before Rolf became angry with me he said that he wanted me to go this morning to a NGO to collect some 

packages, which needed work on by maybe 2-4 people during this week, but this morning when I asked him he de-

cided to collect the packages himself and of course Rolf is not communicating about changing his decision as the 

leader here as many other leaders all over the world don’t do and when you don’t communicate, people will not un-

derstand and you know what happens when people don’t understand, they become disappointed so Rolf why did you 

decide to change your decision and why have you not informed about it? 

 

But despite of this, Rolf is still on the surface nice and smiling at me and today Judith taught me how to do home 

made buns with different seeds and on my question how to make variations of them with different ingredients – 

which she does not do herself, because  she makes the same buns here every single day where it would be so easy to 

vary it, and it takes her 10-15 minutes to do 20 buns which we talked about is costing approx. 20 DKK in materials to 

buy compared to maybe 9-10 DKK per bun from a bakery and as I said to her IT IS TRULY A VERY BIG RESPONSBILITY 

YOU HAVE TO MAKE BUNS EVERY DAY HERE TAKING YOU 10-15 MINUTES – what other things do you do Judith and 

only to underline that you don’t need neither Rolf nor Judith working in a place like this. 

 

And now I have learnt to make these buns and I may – when I get the time this week or more likely later – decide to 

make buns at home with the following message: This is the symbol of MY LOVE – the love of Christ – TO THE WORLD. 

 

So I don’t work on the pruning of the trees – which I told all about today especially directed to Aslak and also Steffen 

who is working on the tress – and I told them the truth that I would love to do this work but the lack of instructions 

and security has made me take this decision and I said that it must be up to each individual to decide what you want 

to do and furthermore I said that I don’t know if it will have consequences for my cash help and Gert told us that it will 

not and I was thinking that now Aslak and Steffen can take their own decisions with less fear if they want to stop the 

work – and I was thinking that in the future it shall not be up to each individual to decide on dangerous work like this. 

You need to have the most strict security precautions to avoid accidents and the loss of or damage to any life. 

 

So I am put here with nothing to do at the moment because this is what the Commune believes is the best for me – 

and everybody here believes this system is rotten and more and more have now read my email to the Commune 

which is still hanging on the board here and they give positive feedback -  so therefore Rolf asked me to sit at the 

computer today and just to witness that it is a total waste of time for me to come here because I could much better sit 

at home working at my own computer. And I decided – even though I was really not worth much today – to continue 

writing my application to Dansk Erhverv and I found out that I could not write about a new insurance setup for them 

shortly in the application, so today I decided that I will do a memo on this of maybe 3-4 pages with the aim NOT to do 

10,20 or 30 pages which I could do if I decided to and at the same time it will be a criticism of the whole setup which 

Kim S. – my learning master in business – and therefore to show the world that a student can grow to become better 
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skilled than his master when you decide to “go your own way” – because Kim YOUR SETUP IS REALLY A DISASTER 

FROM A SALES AND MARKETING POINT OF VIEW! - also learning about marketing, mass communication and sales and 

to establish insurance schemes outside Denmark, which Kim S. has no or only limited knowledge and experience of 

and just maybe Kim S. will not like what I do here, because Kim of course you are an “independent adviser” and of 

course you have established the best setup of all for Dansk Erhverv?  And Kim – what I will describe is what you could 

have achieved when I came to you the last time in 2007 to ask you once again to continue our co-operation but Kim 

you missed the chance for me to tell here and we know WHY DID YOU DECIDE NOT TO WORK TOGETHER WITH ME 

AGAIN? 

 

If the Devil defeated me, the world would go under 

And this is one of those stories which I don’t like to write because I don’t like to think about it and because the re-

sponsibility is both an impossible burden to bear and no burden at all (!) but because you may be interested to know I 

have decided to include it here shortly too. When I was a boy I had dreams and thoughts of being asked to run a very 

long distance not being fit or to walk a line having difficulties balancing and if I would not be able to complete the ex-

ercises I would die and I have always had these dreams in my recollection not knowing what they meant and with re-

cent experiences here including the Devil who for months have said KILL KILL KILL to me I now know that if I had lost 

the fight against the Devil three times BECAUSE OF MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS FEEDING HIM (!!!) I WOULD HAVE LOST 

MY LIFE AND NOT ONLY I BUT THE WORLD WOULD HAVE LOST THE FIGHT TO THE DEVIL making the world go under 

and we know Stig WILL YOU DECIDE TO BEAT THE DEVIL OR LOSE that is the question for each person of the world. 

 

So maybe family and friends – including Elijah (!) – you would probably have liked to do things differently when you 

get a full understanding of this connection and what you have made me go through and the risk of making the world 

go under? This is the meaning of your misunderstandings and resistance. 

 

My body is becoming more flexible opening up for God 

Today I went to Valby to do the “feminine Yoga” again and what I like here very much is that it is so different than the 

other Yoga I do and that the stretches are kept for a long time, which I am beginning to see the first small effects of – I 

believe my body is starting to become a little bit more flexibible and we know I SHOWED MYSELF AS AN ELEPHANT 

because what you do is more and more to open up for me to be able to come into your life so all in all a good day – 

yes started very difficult indeed, took a nap of one hour this afternoon (!) and now feeling almost as good as “a day in 

the life” before the Devil came to me directly in 2006 and just thinking that I will have some “normal work” to do this 

week. And the strain I received yesterday in the back of my head going out to the shoulder is now almost gone not 

causing problems today. 
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Tuesday 26th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, work at the park today, reconstruction of Haiti and maybe also Somalia and …? MESCHACK: THE 

POINT OF DEPARTURE IS TO PREDICT THE END OF THE WORLD and Denmark won against Norway at the Handball 

European Cup with the help of God. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night I slept better and some of the attack from the Devil the last days was also because I deliberately decided to 

focus only on the Dadaab newsletter and a little bit on the scripts because this was the focus I needed to do and 

therefore I did not update my action plans at least for two days and we know IN MY MIND THIS WAS NO PROBLEM 

because I knew that I would need to postpone the second edit of the scripts from the 17th January which I had planned 

on doing before the 24th January, which is now postponed to the 31st January but even though I felt in total control 

this was the attack from the Devil and we know YOU SHOULD REALLY UPDATE YOUR ACTION EVERY SINGLE DAY – but 

I was in charge and I was in control and it meant that I only took a more difficult road! 

 

• I have a nice house on the top of a hill I am outside on the terrace together with family and friends, and the wind 

is blowing making it cold which makes me think if I should go inside, but the wind decreases making it warmer 

again. I see Karen together with Tobias and Niklas, she is sad, is not speaking to me at all making me sad but still 

she is interested listening to me behind her sadness. 

• I remember from another dream seeing TV reporters making television from a beach in October, where the 

weather is still hot enough to stay outside. 

 

And this night it was between -11 to -17 degrees Celcius in Denmark, the coldest this winter and for many years. We 

are on the top of my potential suffering, it is not going to get colder than this! 

 

I slept better tonight and I am fresher today but I feel the same as after I did the memo to Hillerød Kommune after I 

did the rest of the Dadaab newsletter in draft: I am completely exhausted, it took all I had and more than this! 

 

When waking up this morning I became very sad that I need to make my family and friends sad because they will have 

difficulties understanding me and my book – in the beginning. They can only become very sad before they will become 

happy when they will start to understand the book and there is nothing I can do about it. And at the moment I am 

preparing new CD’s to my mother and sister, this time by Eurythmics/Annie Lennox – and of course not the “too quick 

songs” but the “soft songs” which are songs my mother also loves – but I am just thinking that maybe I will send this 

book to my mother etc. first and then they will probably not speak to me for weeks because they will become sad and 

afraid of what I will write in this book if they contact me again and I only write what I see and experience (!) and think-

ing that I have not heard from Fuggi yet so maybe Fuggi you do now understand that I told you that my book can 

break the best friendships - and also relations to my family until they will start to know or until GOD WILL WAKE THEM 

UP and yes remembering that God has said earlier that it will become my own job as God doing this, so God it is truly 

up to you if you will wake me up first so I/YOU can wake up my family, if this indeed was a promise by you and not the 

Devil – Elijah do you understand that I hundreds and thousands of times myself have received “promises” from the 

Devil which I thought was from God and there is only one way to go and that is FORWARD without becoming frus-

trated, mad, sad etc. because this is just a part of the road or train journey if you will ☺. And I am truly excited – and 

afraid too - if God will lift me up as I expect him to do because I will not be able to suffer even more when many peo-

ple start reading this – this is the faith I have in God and the Council too ☺. 

 

Work at the park today 

Today Steffen was not here but Aslak continued pruning the trees at least this morning because later he asked Rolf for 

time off because of the cold weather, which he was granted and Aslak said the very obvious that they will be almost 

finished pruning the apple trees when Tom and Mikkel come home from the pruning course (!) and this is of course 

one of the worst examples of bad planning I have ever seen and maybe also a total waste of time because how much 

instructions have Aslak etc. received, how much has he and the others understood and do they do what you can jus-

tify to call PRUNING TREES and can you justify what I wanted to do as PRUNING TREES?  
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Today I was working again on the computer at the park and I sent three applications, of course only because the 

Commune forces me to do it: 

 

• Sales manager at Falck Healthcare through Promando 

• Relationship manager at SAS Institute! 

• Project sales consultant with management responsibilities at ThyssenKrupp 

 

And I continued working on my memo to Dansk Erhver and when I was working on the memo I was thinking if I really 

wanted to go into at least some detail of the present insurance solution and what was actually the message of what I 

wanted to say and I started thinking even more and then I came to the right answer which is the same principle as I 

have given you on a new work market system, which is to put in ALL OF YOUR BEST RESOURCES in order to do the AB-

SOLUTELY BEST THERE IS and you will need to use THOUSANDS OF HOURS instead of being lazy to do one solution 

here and another person or company to do another solution later covering the same need and then you will get to the 

same principle as you see all over the world that people will use MILLIONS AND BILLIONS of hours producing new so-

lutions covering the same, where none of them are giving the best quality and they will use time administering all of 

these different solutions which is a complete waste of time compared to inventing the RIGHT and the BEST solution 

from the beginning.  

 

Today I said to Judith that she and Rolf are welcome to get a copy of my book if they want it, and she did not answer 

me, but later Rolf came to speak to me and he was apparently very positive and we know WE SAID TO YOU “TELL HIM 

ABOUT THE BOOK” so this was probably why you came to speak to me Rolf but I was actually busy working so I de-

cided that I will follow up on this at the end of the week to tell the park that I will publish my book and that they are 

welcome to get a copy of the book. 

 

And today Rolf thought that it was alright obviously to interrupt me from the work at the computer to send me and 

Aslak to “Kræftens Bekæmpelse” – the Society to fight cancer – with the marketing material which they have asked 

the Park to pack, which Lone and Anja did – shown here as a symbol that this is what I am fighting against too and 

when we win this fight together there will be no cancer as an example of all sicknesses in my new world. 

 

I spoke to Aslak about which time we are “allowed” our freedom back, that is the closing time, which is late every day 

now and I said that the Park has probably been told to tighten up and to close according to the rules and Aslak told me 

very interstingly that the Job Workshop suddenly from one day to the next started to let people stay the whole “offi-

cial” day and yes my friend Arnaud YOU COULD NOT RESIST THE BAIT I PUT OUT FOR YOU – AND I AM THINKING BAIT 

FOR A DOG - WHEN I WROTE IN THE DOCUMENT OF QUESTIONS which you received from Antonella: “Både Hørsholm 

og Lyngby-Taarbæk er sociale bedragere og snyder med refusion fra staten! 25 timers reglen opfyldes ikke.” 

 

So because the Commune is now risking to lose repayments from the State of what may be MILLIONS OF DKK because 

of me and the “NOTORIOUS” 25 hour rule, they have now asked all employees to keep all cash holders “busy” until 

closing time and in this example it only means that people here are borred, because there is nothing to do and Rolf 

asked us to work at the computers and there are only two computers set up here – and this afternoon we were four at 

the main building – but I noticed that there are two more computers, which have not been set up yet Rolf and maybe 

because you have been busy doing nothing? And have you noticed Rolf that you have “theft protected” the two com-

puters which are set up but that the two other computers are without without any protection at all? SO Rolf, how do 

you think things are working out at the moment, is it difficult for you to find the right expression, to be nice or mad at 

me? 

 

Reconstruction of Haiti and maybe also Somalia and …? 

Today I was thinking of the “complete” destruction of Haiti and the goodwill of the world, I now see and hear about 

collections all over the world, people speak about it, people do a positive difference and it may take “a few years” to 

rebuild Haiti and I was just thinking will the world do the same for Somalia as we ask of you and will you do it with the 

same eagerness and helpfulness as you do with Haiti or do you think that the people from Haiti deserves to be helped 

more than the people from Somalia and from the next and the next disaster as President Obama will help the world to 

prioritise if you want him to? 
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MESCHACK: THE POINT OF DEPARTURE IS TO PREDICT THE END OF THE WORLD 

Dear Meshack and all of the team – first of all I would like to say thank you all of you for doing what I believed could 

become very difficult or impossible for you to do under your present circumstances, which was to read, meet, discuss 

and comment the draft of the Dadaab newsletter, but not only did you do it, you did it VERY QUICKLY and I can only 

give you one word of appreciation: OUTSTANDING ☺ - this is nothing less, this is what you have done and this is what I 

am feeling very proud of you. FANTASTIC – THANK YOU! 

 

And I can only tell you Meshack that you have an even better memory than me because you are absolutely right. 

When we did the Somalia newsletter, you gave the same comment on Judgment Day, which you do now and I will do 

exactly the same as when I was with you in Kenya, which is to listen to you and to accept your comments and sugges-

tions because this is teamwork as you say and since this book is my own book I will say the same here as I now re-

member I did with the Somalia newsletter which is that I don’t believe your comments improve the newsletter, on the 

contrary, but I respect your decision and your faith that Judgment Day is not coming and I am only thinking that you 

still have faith in me which you so kindly write, and all I can say here as an added comment is that Judgment Day is 

why I have been born, this is why I am here, this is why God has decided to bring me before the world, this is what this 

book is about, everything included here on basic rules etc. are a preparation of Judgment Day, but for now I am per-

fectly alright with the degree of faith you decide on and show and when you will be lifted up, when you will experi-

ence the voice of God directly all of you, your faith will increase to a new level where you may decide to publish the 

first and original newsletter, but I will exclude what is included on Judgment Day from the newsletter. 

 

If I understand you correctly, you have nothing against going to Dadaab to document the needs of the refugees the 

same way as we will also do in your home rural village under the condition that you will not suffer and that we will be 

able to do the logictics. You may remember that I wrote to you my dear friends that when I publish this book together 

with the newsletters I will ask people all over the world to help you get a normal life – including your families and your 

rural village – and this is the kind of faith that I hope you will continue having – and do you remember the story about 

the stone and the rings of the water? When we publish this book more and more people will know about who I am, 

the purpose to help all people of the world to get a better life and God will start making miracles and revelations to 

the world at a higher and higher level than the small small miracles, which God did when I was in Kenya, which espe-

cially Elijah experienced – and together we will build up our future step by step and I can only say that you will make 

me happy if you will decide to keep the information about going to Dadaab based on your faith in me, normal life 

coming to all of us and logistics will come too, when we are brought at a higher level. Will you please let me know 

your answer to this question tomorrow Wednesday if possible and I will do amendments to the newsletter Wednes-

day, which I hope I will be able to send from to you Wednesday or at least Thursday for your final and hopefully 

equally as quickly approval. 

 

My feedback to you is that YOU MAKE ME HAPPY by coming so far and I feel both God and the Council behind me 

when bringing this information to you and I see and feel the Council pushing the Devil almost physically out of my 

body, because my dear friends this is the meaning of publishing this material, for me once and for all to say goodbye 

to the Devil. To beat him at round one (a long round ….), to continue to chapter two Meshack – where you and also 

you John, David and Elijah, all of you will play “new roles”, where everything we spoke about together when I was 

with you will come to you, for you to help me bring back my children. Do you remember? This is what this is all about, 

but I have decided that I will take it in the steps you can agree with me on and I have understood your comment about 

Judgment Day and I am only asking you if you can accept to keep the paragraph about going to Dadaab based on your 

trust in me and normal life coming via my request to the world? Please remember that the original emergency needs 

which we did in may 2009 are still on the Internet including your contact information for people to contact and help 

you and the difference this time from back then is that this book will generate attention from hundreds to begin with, 

then thousands, then millions and finally billions and I don’t know if it will take days, weeks or maybe months to bring 

normal life to you and your families but what I can promise you is that when I have pushed the botton, there is noth-

ing the world can do to put me back to the Devil, because then God has decided to bring us all home. And if you can-

not accept the paragraph of going to Dadaab now, I will also exclude this in this version of the newsletter until you 

may decide on something else later ☺. 

 

And here is his email: 
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Hi there, believe and trust that all is well with you. 

 

It is very simple to read this document and understand it without wasting much time. 

 

Yesterday we met and read the news letter but i was very amazed to say the least when i saw you had predicted the 

end of the  World which we had not agreed and i remember very well that one day we discused this with you and told 

you we would like the news letter to be accepted by all the people regardless of their believe and not to insert  cultic 

views because i myself for once i dont belive the world will end as you predicted and my point is that the news letter 

should be a professional document without attachments of conotation believe.  

 

I would hate to see LTO becoming the laughing stock of the world because of predicting dooms day and remember you 

predicted this and we told you not to include that and the Word never ended as you had predicted and suppose we had 

accepted this what will have been the end result? my best guess is shame. 

 

The point here is that the news letter should not have prophetic or dooms day prediction because we as the LTO we do 

not believe in dooms day because as i know the world can end any time and many have predicted the end of the World 

and when this didnt happen they ended up hanging themselves because they could not withstand such shame. 

 

The other concern was that what was the point for us to say we shall go to Daadab to do all the documentation and 

considering that we do not have an office to coordinate and even simple resources for logistic because in the news let-

ter you have said no money should be send to us and yet we are suffering and where will the volunteers be coordinated 

from. 

 

What is happening to Haiti is because of lack of a central command because each organisation there wants to show its 

mighty yet they are doing nothing to ease the suffering when they should just have given their donations to Red Cross 

to do the work. 

 

The other areas we have no much concern apart from these two concerns but our concern should not be contrued by 

you as if we do not have our faith in you but this is our right of expression and it was discussed in good faith and we 

know that our journey is still on and we are prepared to go extra miles with you up to the finish line and this should be 

won through the efforts of all team members. 

 

  Hi to the rest there. 

                          Meshack. 

 

God  

 

Denmark won against Norway at the Handball European Cup with the help of God 

And we know all of us NOT MANY OF THESE STORIES ANYMORE but this one was almost too good to be true because 

Denmark was playing handball against Norway this evening – and Normay is the symbol of the Devil the same way as 

Spain and only symbols you are of course – and Denmark was out of the game for more than 55 of 60 minutes but 

God promised me from the start that Denmark would be given this one to show the world how you can defeat the 

Devil singlehandily because it almost took a miracle to turn around this game and we know LIKE YOU DID STIG and half 

a minute before time Norway could score a penalty and probably win, but no Kasper on goal took it and in the abso-

lutely last second Denmark scored the winning goal and just as a symbol the commentator said with the words of the 

Council – and this was one sentence only of many from this game and you know happens often her: “Det er helt tosset 

det her men hvor er det fedt” (“This is completely CRAZY but it is really cool”) and of course only saying what my family 

is thinking today and what many of the world will think of me in the beginning. 
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Wednesday 27th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, meeting with the Commune, the story of TRAFIC which GOD WANTS TO TELL THE WORLD, happy to 

receive 18 ICE CONES and doing yoga and running. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight my sleep was alright again, not perfect but alright and I decided yesterday to go to sleep at 22.30 after I had 

continued working on the memo to Dansk Erhverv, which has almost been impossible to do because of my exhaustion 

after finalising the 1st draft of the final Dadaab newsletter and even though I was almost throwing up several times 

yesterday and several times almost decided not to continue, I continued and this morning I decided to stand up at 

6.30 in order to finalise both the memo and the application to Danske Erhverv with the only aim that I wanted to pre-

sent it to the Commune at 10.00 today so they could see just how MAD their system is here because I suspected that 

they would send me on a new job course to “learn” how to do CV’s and applications and even though my deadline on 

the memo was not today (!) I did it making myself happy – and instead of sending it today to Dansk Erhverv, I have de-

cided that I will give it to the Commune first and to read the application and memo one final time tomorrow, before 

Dansk Erhverv will get it and CHEATING I believe I am here, so this is here you could have reduced my cash help my 

dear “helpers” placed at the Commune and yes HOW MANY OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS BOOK ARE ACTUALLY PLAYING 

ROLES  IN THE ACT OF GOD TODAY WITHOUT KNOWING IT which God and the Council have now said to me many 

times and yes WE WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE. 

 

And some short dreams: 

 

• There is a robbery where “rich” people have their money stolen and in the dream I hear that we, who carry out 

the robbery, will have to make it for the money we have now until our salary increase come through. One couple 

try to hide a part of their money behind their bathtub. 

• I watch a concert by Bob Dylan from his 2006 album together with my sister and she does not understand his mu-

sic. 

• I see members of Monty Python together with friends on their way to dinner and Eric Idle tries to mix in as the 

“character of the Devil”, but he is not allowed. 

 

Meeting with the Commune 

Today I had a meeting with Maya – who is my adviser at the Commune taking the decisions for me but this is the first 

time I have met her (!) – and apparently Antonella did not do what she promised me to do two weeks ago because 

Maya said that she thought that I was first finished in the park the 5th February and not the 29th January and Maya said 

that she did indeed understand that it is nice to know what plans other people have for you and that it would have 

been nice to know earlier! 

 

So Maya said to me that I will now need to go through a 26 weeks (!!!) course with A2B “learning” how to prepare job 

applications and CV and my dear friend Maya did you truly understand what I told you today that I have absolutely no 

need to do this course because just maybe you did understand by looking at my application to Dansk Erhverv that I do 

have experience and knowhow making job applications and just maybe Antonella has recommended the Commune to 

send me on this job course because Antonella – have you really tried to understand what I have explained to you, that 

it is not me having a problem making applications when I do a short following letter but that it is all employers who 

don’t do their work properly when reading my CV together with the Commune putting on an unpleasant pressure 

forcing me to apply for jobs which I would never have applied myself. 

 

And I asked Maya if it is true that this course costs 20,000 DKK per month and Maya said that she believed it costs 

10,000 DKK per month and now we are really coming to the most frustrating part here – this Commune has never 

seen such a professional CV like mine before but they believe that I am not able to make equally as professional appli-

cations in their minds because they have not yet understood that the application is not the following letter but the 

memo you will produce with ideas etc. to the employer together with your CV and just maybe Maya did understand 

today that it was a good idea for me to do the memo to Dansk Erhverv, Maya? And too bad that I did not have the 

meeting with Antonella today so she could see my application and memo because Antonella I have only done the fol-
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lowing letter to Dansk Erhverv as it is for you to see – normally I would never today do a letter like that, because it is 

totally unneeded! 

 

So the Commune has now put me “in prison” like the people of Dadaab for 10 weeks at Brede Park in order to save 

money and now they want to “help” me to get a job  and yes my friends this is a MAD system and this system is a sys-

tem you can LAUGH at and some day all people will laugh at this story but in the beginning it will be very difficult for 

all of you appearing in this book to understand because do you believe that I write about you to offend you or because 

I hate you – or do you think that I love all of you? And just maybe your feelings will be equally as strong as what I have 

seen in Fuggi, Elijah and Karen to mention some examples – and maybe so strong for some of you that you would like 

to kill me if you could - but do you know what? This is your own mental Hell producing these thoughts and hate be-

cause one day you will find out the real answer, that you have been exposed in order to help the people of the world. 

 

And I asked Maya if she has received the same feedback as I have received from the cash helpers that A2B is a waste 

of time and that people drink coffee and read the newspapers there because they are forced to go there and Maya 

told me that this is not the version they have heard at the Jobcentre, and if I was A2B I can see the temptation to “pol-

ish” the stories when giving feedback to the Commune, but to be fair, I have not been at the place so now I will go 

there on Monday with an open mindset because just maybe they will be able to help me on my level, just maybe they 

don’t work with the lowest denominator and if this is the case, I will be happy and open to learn and receive advises– 

and I am thinking that the money which the Commune now spends on me would probably – under normal circum-

stances if I did need a job - be better spent on giving me a top professional coach, but I will see on Monday. 

 

And I used also some time on the meeting with Maya to talk about my purpose to improve this system and that what 

Maya is doing here – working loyal and very good according to how the system works today AS I HAVE SAID TO ALL 

PEOPLE HERE as you may remember (!) – when she sends me to A2B is the same as if she told me that she was in love 

with a man, who she would like to marry but if I decided on her behalf that this man was not good for her because I 

have another man which I believe will be better for her which she just may learn something from, which is what the 

system here is telling me. This is how it feels dear system to be mistreated by you because of your “good attentions” 

but totally WRONG system, which is KILLING the morale of people! And Maya gave me her email address so she will 

also receive the book and I said to her directly that my future work will be my book but until then I am “available for 

the Danish work market” and that I deliberately have gone into this system to learn about it and to make it better, and 

the first thought you received as a “member”, Maya,  – if you understand this little symbol - of the system was if I 

don’t need to receive the cash help, but I do Maya and what I do here again is to go up against this system and there is 

nothing you can do to take the cash help from me! 

 

And MAYA I TOLD YOU SEVERAL TIMES – WHICH YOU UNDERSTOOD and said several times and you understood that I 

work “undercover” and that I am going to the top to change this system and you were very very positive Maya – THAT 

THE MAIN MESSAGE FOR YOU AND FOR YOUR COLLEAGUES IS THAT ALL I HAVE SAID AND DONE IS POSITIVE – IT IS 

NOT NEGATIVE and MAYA JUST MAYBE YOU WILL REMEMBER THIS INSTEAD OF LAUGHING OF ME OR TALKING BAD 

ABOUT ME BEHIND MY BAG? 

 

So this is how people are here – they have decided to do the most MAD I have ever seen, to send me on a course 

learning how to do applications and CV’s! 

 

The story of TRAFIC which GOD WANTS TO TELL THE WORLD 

And ALL OF US KNOW STIG that YOU DECIDED NOT TO WRITE THIS STORY IN KENYA AND ALSO NOT TO WRITE IT IN 

DENMARK not only once but several times because this is not the aim of this book, but we can be stubborn too and 

that is why I met the “police in disguise” today when I was bicycling at the pedestrian crossing at Lyngby Hov-

edgade/Klampenborgvej WHERE THERE WERE NO PEDESTRIANS WALKING and yes YOU GAVE ME A FINE OF 500 DKK 

and yes THIS IS THE DEVIL WORKING in symbol of course and I told the nice officer today that he will be included in 

this book because of crazy rules! 

 

You are as an officer doing what the system asks of you which is that it is illegal to cross pedestrian crossings on bicy-

cle and therefore you gave me a fine of 500 DKK but as I told you there were no Pedestrians – which is normally the 

case this time at the morning – and therefore there was absolutely no danger at all and I asked you if you agreed with 
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me that there was no danger and YES YOU AGREED WITH ME and this is exactly the same as what Maya and other 

people of the Commune have seen here that you represent a system with CRAZY rules which everybody should be 

able to see is CRAZY but still you are loyal to the system because “this is how the system is” – can you see yourself that 

you really need to think yourself and you need to change the system – “this is how the system is” and then you don’t 

think and just “give up” – please taste the words one more time and try to think one more time, thank you. DO I NEED 

TO SPELL IT OUT FOR YOU or will you please think? 

 

And the story I did not tell in Kenya or later as I also told Aslak yesterday, where I could also have written about it is 

that I have been fined at least three times for speeding when driving in car where the system has had one aim only, 

which has been to NAIL ME because of crazy rules and I remember when I received a clip in my drivers licence maybe 

3-4 years ago on Hellerup Strandvej, where there was no traffic and I could drive maybe 70-80 km/h without problems 

but because of the system and the limit of 50 km/h only I received a big fine and a clip. And I received a BIG fine years 

ago on Strandboulevarden where there was no traffic, and in Lyngy in 1994 I believe I was “pressured” by a motorcy-

cle behind me to speed and there was no other traffic and because he tempted me, which was his aim, I fell for his 

trick and again I DROVE ACCORDING TO THE CONDITIONS AND THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO DANGER in these situa-

tions and how many people have thought that when you drive on a motorway for example at night where there is no 

traffic that it is completely CRAZY that you are only allowed to drive for example 110 or 130 km/h when you could 

drive maybe 150 og 200 km/h without risking anybody and the next day where there is a lot of traffic or maybe snow, 

you will only be able to drive 70 or 90 km/h on exactly the same motorway? 

 

And this is just my point. DO AS THEY DO IN GERMANY ON MOTORWAYS. USE MODERN TECHNOLOGY TO REGULATE 

SPEED LIMITS ACCORDING TO CONDITIONS  IF YOU DO BELIEVE THAT YOU NEED SPEED LIMITS because it should be 

common knowledge and common responsibility always to drive CAREFULLY ACCORDING TO THE CONDITIONS but this 

is something you cannot do today because there are too many anarchist drivers but maybe people will become more 

responsible in the future which is to be CONSIDERATE to all other drivers of the traffic in stead of thinking of yourself 

first and what do I believe in and thanks Polle for being here and that is THAT OF COURSE YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO 

HAVE A FREE SOCIETY WHERE YOU DON’T NEED TO REGULATE EVERYTHING IN DETAIL and this example is just given 

to you as it is: An example of what I mean. Don’t do what I wrote in the beginning of this chapter to use modern tech-

nology, you don’t need speed limits at all when people show more consideration and responsibility. 

 

Happy to receive 18 ICE CONES 

And yes my absolutely dearest friend and yes THE DEVIL IS SPEAKING HERE BECAUSE WE ARE SO HAPPY TO RECEIVE 

ICE CREAM STIG and the other day I decided to buy 2 times 3 packages of ice creams of only 25 DKK per 3 packages 

and today I bought 3 more of a total of 25 DKK and the packages today contained a total of 18 ice cones and that is 

truly the most cheap ice cones I have ever seen (!!!) and the symbol is only that I have kept on inviting the Devil and 

the pain and torture in order to write this the best story I have ever written before!  

 

Doing yoga and running 

Today I did Yoga at Boltens Gård again and yes my friend I DID MAKE THE TRAINER DO THE OPPOSITE V position again 

and again and again just to show her that you used all of your power and energy trying to keep up with this team of 

approx. 20 young people but I really am born with not much power in my arms so this exercise was killing me so much 

that I had to give up ONLY a few times and I was pressuring my self as much as possible but I will not go here anymore 

because it was more gymnastics than Yoga in my point of view and I can feel how much POLLE is with me and how 

much the Yoga is interfering in my aura and YES FEEL IT VERY DIRECTLY and this yoga today I did not feel that much, 

and what gives me the best feeling is to do it slow and with long and deep breaths – longer than what I have seen eve-

rybody doing here. 

 

Afterwards I decided to try to run but because my whole day has been under pressure and because I have had a throw 

up feeling the whole day because of this, because I don’t feel that comfortable at this department of Fitness World 

and because of small damages and because especially my right leg – which is VERY stiff – is aching much it was almost 

impossible to run but I knew that if I could keep it for five minutes, maybe I would be able to run for 20 or even 30 

minutes and yes coming into the rhytm is not the easiest in the world for me (!) but again slave to the rhtym which 

was the key for us again today to run 30 minutes and yes easy and difficult and both feelings and YES you can have 

both feelings and both are equally as strong. 
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And today was the day where I had agreed with Martin to meet at the Fitness Centre but apparently he decided not to 

come or forgot it because he did not come and last week I wrote to him that I expected to publish my book before to-

day which could surprise him so much that he would probably not come as I wrote so I don’t know what happened 

Martin, or maybe it was the heavy snowing this evening making it “impossible” to you? 

 

Today I went with old coins to Forex exchange at Gothersgade in Copenhagen, which I visited on my way last week 

and yes they do exchange some coins and I had some old coins from England, Norway and Sweden and I got 456 DKK 

and I could have send approx. 7,000 more Shillings to the team earlier had I known about this opportunity – and this 

month I have had and used almost 1,500 DKK including transport which is not much but which has been a “luxury” to 

me and next month both the team and I will get a little bit better life and maybe much better depending on possible 

sponsors coming to help us. 
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Thursday 28th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, the ultimate symbol of killing this system, work at the park, my application and memo to Dansk Erh-

verv and “wake-up call” to Kim S., receiving an invitation from Hays for a job interview, MESHACK: WE ARE JUST STUCK 

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SEA, the difference between the final version 1 and 2 of the Dadaab newsletter, saying thank 

you to the leading politicians and civil servants of the Commune, receiving a call from the office of the Mayor and  do-

ing the Five Tibetan Rites with pain in the spinal column. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

This night I slept “alright” again but not normal you know and one dream: 

 

• I am sitting in the bathtub and because I say no to one bank wanting to lend out money I am told that I have 

started a bank crisis. Water is running out from the mouth of the bathtub and a small animal in the water is biting 

me, which hurts and I ask what kind of animal it is and someone sees that it is a small pig and we remove it but it 

keeps on wanting to bite me, and I see a small crocodile in the water too – and when writing this dream I am 

thinking of Obama and the FIGHT he is doing at the moment against the US banks and thank you my friend GO 

AND GET THEM and of course YES YOU CAN as I wrote to you on Facebook yesterday! 

 

The ultimate symbol of killing this system 

Yesterday a Somali immigrant attacked and killed a Danish employee of a Jobcentre in the city of Holstebro and we 

know Stig – THIS IS THE ULTIMATE SYMBOL OF WHAT I THINK OF THIS SYSTEM I HAVE DESCRIBED HERE BECAUSE 

WHO IS THE CRIMINAL? IS IT THE SYSTEM MAKING THIS SOMALI MAN – who we know as a kind man – desperate be-

cause he cannot get any work and because the system is controlling and speaking to him in a way that people are not 

used to in his country or is it this Somali who could not control his negative feelings because this is what I gave to him 

TO SUPPORT THIS STORY of the system killing the morale of people and I am now starting to kill the system, this is 

what it is about. 

 

Work at the park 

After the heavy snow yesterday I was expecting that our first task this morning would be to remove snow from the 

park and the main building, but Rolf was not here today and I was surprised when I heard Judith speaking to Peter – 

one of the new guys – about pruning of trees and even though I was not very motivated because I had in mind to work 

at the computer all day to do the final preparations before publishing all material I asked her if it would be an idea for 

all of us to remove the snow, which she apparently had not thought about herself and she agreed. 

 

And this morning we were Finn, Jørn, Peter and me and we started preparing the work finding the three tools only, 

which can be used to remove snow here and I showed Peter how to mix gravel and salt on a wheel barrow to spread 

after the snow has been removed and while doing this I thought of how we could share the work because we were 

four people having only three tools and in the meantime at 8.15 Aslak showed up – he slept over but normally he, 

Finn, Jørn and Lone are always on time – and now we were five people and three tools and then I thought that the 

others probably did not have other work to do and I had work to do at the computer all day, so I gave them my in-

structions, which were only the experience I have received from removing snow here before and I asked them if it 

would be alright if I continued working at the computer because I had work to do all day and they agreed and at the 

same time I offered them to give a hand if they should need it, all they had to do was to ask for it – and I was thinking 

that this is the difference between Rolf and I. 

 

So I started doing my own work, to write this script and to open the memo to Dansk Erhverv – which I had USED TIME 

ON together with other documents to bring with me on a USB stick – and when I wanted to open it, I could not but 

had to USE TIME ON downloading a package from Microsoft to be able to open Microsoft Office 2007 documents and I 

also USED TIME ON downloading CUTE PDF which is a small program I like much and including TRANSPORT WHICH I 

USED TIME ON, the system has been stealing time from me, which is EFFECIENCY which I could have done better 

working at home! 

 

Today Tom arrived together with Helle – who is also attending the course of pruning trees – together with the teacher 

and the other participants from the course to look at the trees of the park and how to prune them and they were not 

happy that Rolf was not able to be here today of all days (!) and instead of Rolf being in charge here, Tom took over 
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and suggested that Aslak and Peter working on the apple trees – Steffen has been here only one day maybe because 

the system is taking precious time from you trying to find work as you said (?) – should participate too which I thought 

and also said was a very good idea, and Tom is very happy indeed to attend this course and he has discovered that all 

his knowledge of how to prune trees from many years of experience is not right according to what they learn at the 

course and he is very open to admit this, which is a behaviour I like much, and Aslak could only say what he was totally 

right in, which was that it was MADNESS – not the word he used but what he thought of and what he as an example of 

what people here will think of me too when they learn about who I am – that he did not get the same course before 

starting the work of pruning the apple trees because he was only shown the trees and the tools more or less as he said 

before he started the work and he also said that he will not walk the ladder to the absolute top of the trees because of 

lack of security and yes Aslak this was exactly what I told you and the reason why I said no and that it was WRONG to 

do this work the way that Rolf on behalf of the system have asked people to do. 

 

And I said to Tom that if I was going to stay at the park, I would have liked to go out with the people to receive the in-

structions on how really to prune trees but since I am not, I have decided that I will not MISUSE my time doing this – 

even though I would have liked to know because of interest and curiosity. 

 

And finally I said to the team present today at the first break that I will stop working here tomorrow, that the Com-

mune has asked me to learn how to do job applications – even though I presented one of my best applications to the 

Commune yesterday – and people here said that it was completely CRAZY – maybe not the word they used but what 

they thought! – what the Commune has decided and I told them about my book which I will publish and I received 

three email addresses of people here who would like to receive it and some of them don’t use an email address and 

Tom said that he only uses his email to find work so Tom decided not to receive my book! 

 

My application and memo to Dansk Erhverv and “wake-up call” to Kim S. 

This morning at the park I did edit no. 4 or 5 of my application and memo to Dansk Erhverv and by comparing the final 

documents with what I gave to the Commune yesterday you can see examples of what I believe are still improvements 

after several edits and I have two goals of doing this work: 1) To show the world as an overall idea how to develop the 

best systems and 2) To wake-up Kim S. as one of my loyal servants because I sent the documents to all four directors 

of Dansk Erhverv and yes WHAT DO YOU THINK JENS KLARSKOV, the CEO, after receiving my email, do you still have 

faith in Kim S. and will you send my email to Kim S. and aks for his comments? And yes my dear friend Kim, this is your 

“loyal” ex-employee Stig giving you the battle of your life which could potentially destroy the very fine luxury-life you 

are living Kim and we know is this the most RUDE you have experienced in your life? And Kim do you remember what 

you did to me after I was expelled by Aon, was that to go behind my back taking all of my money and life away from 

me? This is just showing you in the mirror! And how important is this compared to what I write and my question for 

you Kim is simply this: Do you believe I am right or wrong and how much has money destroyed your ability to think 

what is right? And just thinking that Kim will also become almost as angry to the point where “he could kill me” like 

several other people (!) and my dear friends this is only your own feelings, I am showing to the world and I will just 

have to face that risk! 

 

And here is my email to Dansk Erhverv: 

 Kære Dansk Erhverv,   Jeg har læst annoncen om stillingen som salgschef, som jeg synes lyder rigtigt spændende, og som for den visionære og kompetente salgschef og organisation (!) kan føre til en gennemgribende udvikling af Dansk Erhverv samt alle medlemsvirksomheder og brancheorganisationer, hvis nytænkning, vilje og professionalis-me virkelig er til stede i meget stor udstrækning. Det har jeg gjort mig nogle tanker om, og det er med den-ne baggrund, at jeg søger stillingen - se venligst vedlagte ansøgning og CV.   Som eksempel på, hvordan jeg arbejder, vedlægger jeg et notat til ansøgningen om    Udvikling af ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem” for medlemmer af Dansk Erhverv 
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 Notatet er blot ét eksempel på virkelig nytænkning, som kan føre Dansk Erhverv til nye højder, hvis der er forståelse og opbakning i organisationen, og som kan medføre, at samtlige 20.000 medlemmer bør tilmelde sig programmet af egen drift, fordi det ganske enkelt udkonkurrerer samtlige andre koncepter på grund af dets indlysende kvalitet, rigtighed og attraktive fordele og som kan medføre, at samtlige øvrige virksomhe-der i Danmark er potentielle kunder og hermed potentielle medlemmer af Dansk Erhverv – og det er vel så-dan set dét, som I kun kan drømme om, at en ny salgschef kan tilføre?   Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra jer :-)     Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 2800 Kgs. Lyngby   Tlf. 23742358 
 

And here is the application: 

     Dansk Erhverv Børsen 1217 København K.  Att.: Direktør Katia K. Østergaard 28. januar 2010     Salgschef for Dansk Erhverv Kære Katia,  Jeg har læst annoncen om stillingen som salgschef, som jeg synes lyder rigtigt spændende, og som for den visionære og kompetente salgschef og organisation (!) kan føre til en gennemgribende udvikling af Dansk Erhverv samt alle medlemsvirksomheder og brancheorganisationer, hvis nytænkning, vilje og professionalis-me virkelig er til stede i meget stor udstrækning. Det har jeg gjort mig nogle tanker om, og det er med den-ne baggrund, at jeg søger stillingen.  Jeg henviser til mit vedlagte CV, hvor du kan se, at jeg har   25 års erfaring som leder, sælger, specialist og forretningsudvikler i den finansielle sektor  og hvor du kan se, at der er et perfekt match mellem jeres ønsker og mine kompetencer. Jeg kan tilføre jer en værdi som ingen andre – hvis I ønsker den – og jeg kan fremhæve følgende fra mit CV i forhold til profi-len som salgschef:  
PERSONLIGE KOMPETENCER PROFESSIONELLE KOMPETENCER 

STIG DRAGHOLM ���� VINKELVEJ 20, 2. TV ���� 2800 KGS. LYNGBY 
MOBILTELEFON: 23 74 23 58 � SKYPE TELEFON 65 74 05 99 � EMAIL: stig.dragholm@gmail.com 
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• UNIK KOMPETENCE: KOMMUNIKATIONSEVNER 
– Betydelig erfaring i udarbejdelse af skriftlige, professio-nelle forretningsoplæg, præsentationer, notater, m.v. 
– Overbevisende personlig fremtræden, entusiasme, spør-ger, lytter og reflekterer, som fører mennesker med mig  

• Arbejder samtidig med den højeste kvalitet som effektivitet 
• Åbenhed/empati: Forstår egne og andres behov 
• Naturlig motivation af omgivelser via personlig styrke og positiv interesse i at udvikle mennesker og forretning 
• Disciplineret, velforberedt og overholder altid aftaler 

• Dygtigste leder via menneskelig indsigt, kommunikations-evner, faglig viden og objektive, ”rigtige” beslutninger 
• Dygtigste sælger ved direkte sammenligning af resultater 
• Kan forbedre mange virksomheders strategi, effektivitet og kvalitet via enkle, professionelle og afprøvede redskaber 
• Salg og salgsledelse på ethvert niveau (BtB og BtC) 
• Effektive telemarketingkoncepter og ledelse af call centre 
• Forretnings-, salgs- og markedsføringsplaner m.v. 
• Mødeledelse, facilitering, afholdelse af workshops 
• Undervisning og aktiv salgssupport 
• Administrative systemer, processer og Six Sigma  Jeg har betydelig erfaring i salg, salgsledelse, markedsføring og udvikling af strategier og koncepter til virk-somheder og private, og jeg kan begå mig med gennemslagskraft og lethed på ethvert niveau.  Jeg kan desuden fremhæve følgende eksempler på opgaver og resultater fra min erhvervskarriere, som fremgår af mit CV og som er relevante i forhold til profilen som salgschef:  

ARBEJDSGIVER EKSEMPLER PÅ OPGAVER OG RESULTATER Dahlberg Assurance • Professionel markedsanalyse/prospektplan for lønsikring m.fl. 
• Skriftlige forretningsoplæg til London på erhvervs- og specialforsikringer –  anvisning af markedspotentialer for ”flere hundrede millioner kroner” * 
• Udvikling og beskrivelse af ”den professionelle salgssamtale”  Acta Kapitalforvaltning • Omfattende salgs- og markedsføringsplan 
• Salgspræsentation til brug for investormøder, oplæring af rådgivere 
• Vandt salgskonkurrence i Norge foran ca. 20 medarbejdere. Accent & Fair Forsikring • Introduktion af lønsikring i Danmark – kopieret af øvrige forsikringsselskaber 
• Udvikling af nyt, effektivt salgskoncept for telemarketing 
• Generering af indtjening på ”mange millioner kroner”  GE Forsikring • Nyt telemarketingkoncept og valg af nyt Call Center = betydelig ekstra omsætning  
• Udvikling af ny, forenklet og forbedret salgspræsentation Danske Forsikringsmæglere/Aon • Salg af pensionsordninger igennem Synoptik med det bedste salg i firma 
• Udvikling af højt fagligt niveau, som tiltrak de mest ”kræsne” kunder 
• Markedets bedste forsikringsprogrammer 
• Omfattende forretningsplan for Aon med nye koncepter  Jeg er generelt velorienteret omkring forhold i dansk erhvervsliv og politik m.v., og jeg evner at føre profes-sionel dialog med ledere og politikere på ethvert niveau.  Jeg er ikke i besiddelse af den ønskede uddannelse på kandidatniveau, og jeg beder jer venligst forstå, at jeg på grundlag af indstilling og arbejdsmoral generelt arbejder på et højere fagligt og professionelt niveau end kollegaer med videregående uddannelser. Aktuelle kompetencer og viden er mere værd end en uddannelse, som er 10, 20 eller 30 år gammel, som folk alligevel ikke kan huske indholdet af!  Som eksempel på, hvordan jeg arbejder, vedlægger jeg et notat til denne ansøgning om   Udvikling af ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem” for medlemmer af Dansk Erhverv  Notatet er blot ét eksempel på virkelig nytænkning, som kan føre Dansk Erhverv til nye højder, hvis der er forståelse og opbakning i organisationen, og som kan medføre, at samtlige 20.000 medlemmer bør tilmelde sig programmet af egen drift, fordi det ganske enkelt udkonkurrerer samtlige andre koncepter på grund af dets indlysende kvalitet, rigtighed og attraktive fordele og som kan medføre, at samtlige øvrige virksomhe-der i Danmark er potentielle kunder og hermed potentielle medlemmer af Dansk Erhverv – og det er vel så-dan set dét, som I kun kan drømme om, at en ny salgschef kan tilføre?  Jeg glæder mig til at høre fra dig. 
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   Venlige hilsener fra   Stig Dragholm  
* Se venligst vedlagte notat, som beskriver markedspotentiale for Dansk Erhverv for ikke blot ”flere hund-
rede millioner kroner” men for ”milliarder af kroner”!  
 

And here is the memo: 

 
 

NOTAT 
 

 

Til: Direktionen for Dansk Erhverv 

Fra: Stig Dragholm – kandidat til stillingen som salgschef for Dansk Erhverv 

Emne: Udvikling af ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem” for medlemmer af Dansk Erhverv  

Dato: 28. januar 2010 
 

 

Dette notat er udarbejdet som tillæg til min ansøgning som salgschef for Dansk Erhverv af samme dato. 

 

Som erhvervs- og interesseorganisation har Dansk Erhverv en naturlig interesse i at udvikle så gode medlemsfordele 

som muligt for at skabe værdi for sine eksisterende medlemmer og for at gøre sig selv så attraktiv som mulig for po-

tentielle medlemmer.  

 

Notatet fortæller, hvordan Dansk Erhverv kan udvikle ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem”, som vil medføre meget sto-

re fordele for alle eksisterende medlemmer og som i sig selv vil medføre, at alle virksomheder i – og også udenfor – 

Dansk Erhvervs målgruppe automatisk vil ønske at blive optaget som medlemmer for at kunne drage nytte af de bed-

ste forsikringer.  

 

Dette er blot ét eksempel på strategier, som Dansk Erhverv kan udvikle, som markant vil udvikle organisationen og fø-

re den til nye højder. Forudsætningen er, at Dansk Erhverv ansætter den dygtigste og mest visionære salgschef (salgs- 

og udviklingschef?), og at organisationen selv er præcis så visionær, som man giver udtryk for via udsagnet: ”Nytæn-

kende, resultatskabende og moderne erhvervs- og arbejdsgiverorganisation” – er I dette, når det kommer til stykket, 

også når I læser og vurderer dette notat første gang eller måske først senere efter at have lagt notatet til side, når I 

atter læser det og giver det en fornyet vurdering denne gang med en helt anden grad af åbenhed og forståelse? 

 

Dansk Erhvervs eksisterende forsikringsløsninger 
Der er ingen grund til at betvivle, at Dansk Erhverv i dag har tilknyttet nogle af de fagligt set mest kompetente forsik-

rings- og pensionsrådgivere i Danmark – jeg kender dem (!) - men løsningen, som tilbydes, er langtfra optimal, selvom 

formentlig både I og jeres forsikringsrådgivere har en anden opfattelse i dag. 

 

Hvis I evaluerer den indsats, som gøres på forsikringsområdet, kan I gøre det ved at besvare følgende spørgsmål: 

 

1. Hvad er en naturlig markedsandel for medlemmers køb af forsikring via Dansk Erhverv ved et optimalt koncept og 

setup? Er det 50% eller måske endda 100%?  

2. Hvad er markedsandelen i dag – nogle få procent eller lavere? Er dette, hvad I vil betegne som en succes? 

3. Hvad er årsagen til, at markedsandelen ikke er højere? Er det fordi, at jeres medlemmer er ”dumme” eller er det 

fordi, at det nuværende forsikringskoncept ikke er godt nok?  
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Jeg har gennemgået den information og markedsføring om forsikring og pension, som gives på www.danskerhverv.dk, 

www.medlemsforsikring.com, www.virksomhedsforsikring.com, www.de-forsikring.dk og www.personforsikring.com, 

og helt generelt kan det siges, at hjemmesiderne giver et rodet, forvirrende og uprofessionelt indtryk i både design, 

koncept, salg og markedsføring. Det burde ikke kunne ske for en organisation, der gerne vil fremstå som værende pro-

fessionel og nytænkende! Budskaberne er vanskelige at overskue og hjemmesiderne viser fagligt kompetente rådgive-

re, som ikke har tilstrækkeligt know-how indenfor salg og markedsføring. Selv med det eksisterende setup kunne man 

forbedre meget via en optimal udnyttelse af muligheder indenfor organisering, salg og markedsføring, herunder an-

vendelse af alternative distributionskanaler.  

 

Det nuværende setup og markedsføring motiverer formentlig kun meget få medlemmer ud af et enormt potentiale til 

af egen drift at kontakte forsikringsrådgiveren. Dette er forskellen på at gøre det, som mange tror, er det rigtige i for-

hold til dét, som virkeligt er det rigtige – dét, der er forskellen mellem at tænke småt og stort og dét, der er forskellen 

mellem reel fiasko og reel succes. 

 

Udvikling af verdens bedste forsikringskoncept 
Dansk Erhverv Forsikringsrådgivning AS fungerer som traditionelle forsikringsmæglere i det danske marked, hvor 

brancheforeninger og virksomheder tilbydes ”udbudsmateriale, tilbudssammenligning og beslutningsindstilling”. Det-

te er en helt traditionel tilgang, hvis man arbejder som forsikringsmægler og tænker, som man altid har gjort uden i 

virkeligheden at forny sig. Dette giver anledning til at stille sig selv nogle kritiske spørgsmål: 

 

• Hvor lang tid tager det for tre forsikringsmæglere at gennemføre én udbudsrunde – 10, 20 eller 30 timer? 

• Hvor mange nye medlemmer etableres som kunder hvert år og hvor mange procent udgør dette af alle?  

o Hvor mange udbudsrunder gennemføres på ét år? 

o Hvor mange medlemmer henvender sig selv, fordi ”konceptet er indlysende rigtigt”? Kun ganske få? 

• Hvor mange år vil det tage, hvis man vil i dialog med alle 20.000 medlemmer? 100, 500 eller 1.000 år? 

 

Hvis Dansk Erhverv virkelig ønsker at dække behovet for ALLE sine medlemmer, så skal man gøre dét, som ud fra sim-

pel logik er det eneste rigtige at gøre og så gøre det med en helt igennem ny, gennemført og exceptionel kvalitet: 

 

Nedsæt en professionel arbejdsgruppe med de dygtigste fagfolk indenfor forsikring, kvalitet, IT, kommunikati-

on/markedsføring, organisation m.v. og giv dem dét kommissorium, at de skal udvikle ”verdens bedste forsikringssy-

stem” som én ny forsikringsstandard, som tilbydes samtlige (medlems-) virksomheder i Danmark, hvor standarden 

skal være så detaljeret, at den tager hensyn til samtlige forsikringsrisici for samtlige brancher og samtidig skal den væ-

re så standardiseret, at alle virksomheder tilbydes samme tilfredsstillende standarddækning.  

 

Anvend et kvalitetskoncept som ISO 9000/9001 som inspiration, så alle ved, at den ny forsikringsstandard er (bliver) 

den eneste rigtige forsikringsløsning i Danmark, fordi den indeholder så sublim en kvalitet, dækning, pris, gennemsku-

elighed, information og rådgivning, at dette i sig selv vil motivere samtlige virksomheder til at etablere forsikring via 

denne ordning, uden at den enkelte virksomhed behøver at afsætte tid og ressourcer til at sætte sig ind i et komplice-

ret fagområde – som ikke er virksomhedens opgave eller speciale – også fordi løsningen vil danne skole for generering 

af tillid på et helt andet niveau end i dagens system. 

 

Og lad arbejdsgruppen arbejde den tid, som er nødvendig for at nå målsætningen og giv den alle de ressourcer, som 

er nødvendige både ved planlægning og senere ved implementering. Dansk Erhverv skal være parat til at afsætte ”tu-

sindvis” af timer for at etablere et sådant system, man skal ”kvæle” alle stemmer, som taler imod en sådan løsning 

med argumentet om ”særinteresser”, som i denne sammenhæng i virkeligheden ikke har noget med ”særinteresser” 

at gøre, men som blot er udtryk for menneskelig misforståelse, vanetænkning og egoisme, og som giver os alle dårli-

gere løsninger end vi evner! 
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Det er en udbredt misforståelse, at virksomheder har forskellige behov for forsikringsdækning. Der er højst tale om, at 

virksomheder i dag vælger forskellig forsikringsdækning, fordi de tilbydes uens rådgivning, fordi man vanemæssigt 

fremelsker en såkaldt individualitet og forskellighed, som grundlæggende ikke er til stede, og fordi de fleste virksom-

heders valg i realiteten sker på grundlag af subjektive og følelsesmæssige motiver. 

 

Det er en helt naturlig forudsætning, at udviklingen af et program sker i Dansk Erhvervs regi og at man ikke i praksis 

uddelegerer kompetencen til rådgivere, som har andre interesser end Dansk Erhverv. Ligeså naturligt er det, at de 

dygtige medarbejdere, som skal arbejde med udvikling, implementering og administration i fremtiden modtager en 

”almindelig god løn”, og at man ikke etablerer et system, hvor en eventuel provision fra forsikringsgiver anvendes til 

andre formål end alene at tjene medlemmernes interesser. 

 

Når man er blevet enige om standarden, og den er nedskrevet i en detaljeret manual, som beskriver alle detaljer såvel 

som giver et godt og hurtigt overblik, bruger man denne som grundlag for én udbudsrunde, hvor ikke alene forsik-

ringsselskaber i Danmark men også og særligt udenlandske forsikringsselskaber med stor international erfaring (Lloyds 

of London m.fl.) indbydes til at deltage – det kunne tænkes, at der findes bedre forsikringsselskaber, priser og løsnin-

ger på verdensmarkedet end på det danske marked alene! 

 

Jeg tænker i første omgang alene på skadesforsikringer på grundlag af de nuværende protektionistiske og forkerte lov-

regler om pensionsordninger, hvor man alene vælger én fremtidig leverandør i stedet for som i dag, hvor man misbru-

ger sin tid med at repræsentere mange forskellige selskaber på samme tid. Dansk Erhverv kan med de nugældende 

regler arbejde direkte som forsikringsagenter for eksempelvis Lloyds of London uden at man behøver selvstændige 

forsikringsmæglere – men uanset konstruktion har man altid brug for de dygtigste rådgivere! 

 

I fremtiden skal man ikke arbejde som forsikringsmægler med et argument om at markedet er ”kompliceret” – man 

skal vende hele forsikringssystemet på hovedet, gøre det komplicerede enkelt via kvalitetsarbejde samt rigtig og or-

dentlig kommunikation. Billedligt talt skal man præsentere en ”omvendt pyramide”, hvor indgangen er nederst, hvor 

alle får adgang og hvor alle selv kan søge pyramidens informationer i enhver tænkelig detalje efter ønske og behov, 

fordi programmet tager højde for alt. 

 

Hvis Dansk Erhverv træffer den ”modige” beslutning at gøre dette det eneste rigtige, som ingen endnu i det danske 

samfund har ”turdet” tage initiativ til eller måske overhovedet har overvejet, skal man bruge mange ressourcer én 

gang i forbindelse med udviklingen, hvor kvalitet og indhold skal nå højder, som man aldrig har nået før, hvilket vil 

medføre, at man vil blive belønnet med en række fordele, når man har udført arbejdet rigtigt: 

 

• Samtlige 20.000 medlemmer bør tilmelde sig programmet af egen drift, fordi det ganske enkelt udkonkurrerer 

samtlige andre koncepter på grund af dets indlysende kvalitet, rigtighed og attraktive fordele. 

• Samtlige øvrige virksomheder i Danmark er potentielle kunder og hermed potentielle medlemmer af Dansk Er-

hverv. Sådan kan I blive den eneste forening i Danmark, hvis I måtte ønske det – inden for jeres område eller po-

tentielt for hele Danmark, hvis I bruger denne tankegang og måde at arbejde på generelt. 

• Samtlige virksomheder undgår at skulle bekymre sig om forsikring, som de fleste faktisk ikke har tid til, interesse i 

eller forstand på – selv ved anvendelsen af en mægler! Dansk Erhverv vil spare Danmark for ”millioner af timer” 

hos både virksomheder og forsikringsrådgivere, som ikke behøver at skulle gennemføre udbudsrunder og give in-

dividuel og forskelligartet service for hver enkelt virksomhed baseret på forskellige betingelser, serviceaftaler m.v. 

• Udviklingen af det ny forsikringssystem kan generere udviklingen af en ny kultur hos Dansk Erhverv, hvis man helt 

generelt beslutter sig for at gøre tingene ikke bare rigtigt, men perfekt første gang i både store som små projekter 

og arbejdsopgaver. Denne indstilling alene vil kunne åbne for hidtil uanede ressourcer i enhver organisation, også 

hos Dansk Erhverv – hvem kan sige sig fri for, at man ikke altid udfører sit arbejde med sin bedste kvalitet og fulde 

potentiale, fordi man føler sig ”presset” eller er ”doven”? 

• Al over- og underforsikring bliver fjernet fra samtlige virksomheder – et fænomen, som er mere udbredt end rigtig 

forsikringsdækning! 
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• Via den mest professionelle rådgivning, information og markedsføring skabes viden, overblik og en tilfredsheds-

grad, som ikke er set før indenfor forsikring – og systemet kan danne skole for, hvordan man etablerer andre til-

svarende systemer! 

 

Den største risiko mod udviklingen af et sådant system er ”vanetænkere”, som siger, at ”det kan ikke lade sig gøre”, 

”det tror vi ikke på” eller ”det har vi ikke råd til”. Dette siger mere om de mennesker, som tænker sådan, fordi det 

burde være indlysende rigtigt for enhver at udvikle det allerbedste, man overhovedet kan. Kan man forestille sig at 

udvikle en Rolls Royce med en indstilling om, at nu vil vi lave en ”almindelig” bil eller kan man kun udvikle en Rolls 

Royce, hvis alle taler med én stemme, når de siger, at nu vil vi lave den ”bedste bil, som verden endnu har set”?  

 

Det er samme princip for Dansk Erhverv - vil I udvikle forsikringernes Rolls Royce eller vil I fortsat være tilfredse med 

en gammel, brugt bil, som ikke kører nær så godt og som går i stå i en snedrive? 

 

De nuværende ”førende” forsikringsrådgivere har endnu ikke set ”lyset” 
Jeg var i perioden 1991-1997 ansat hos Kim Skinnerup – Dansk Erhvervs primære forsikringsrådgiver og ”strategiske 

samarbejdspartner” - som jeg kender vældigt godt og har et godt forhold til, og jeg har senere i Fair Forsikring funge-

ret som leverandør til Skinnerup Consulting og dermed til Dansk Erhverv af lønsikring (supplerende ledighedsforsik-

ring), hvor vi potentielt via et andet setup, via anvendelsen af eksisterende kompetencer, et mindre ego og optimal 

udnyttelse af viden om salg og markedsføring kunne have etableret mange tusinde forsikringer, som ville have kunnet 

hjulpet mange danskere, som nu er blevet arbejdsløse. Og vi kunne have gjort det samme med private forsikringer, 

hvor Dansk Erhverv Forsikringsrådgivning også har et ikke succesrigt koncept – som så mange andre - ganske enkelt 

fordi man ikke ved, hvordan man etablerer og markedsfører et optimalt koncept! Men hvis der er en vilje, er der altid 

en vej! 

 

I min ansættelse hos dahlberg assurance i 2008 – en anden af de ”førende” forsikringsrådgivere i Danmark - har jeg 

opnået erfaring med udenlandske forsikringsgivere, som kun få har i Danmark, og som det fremgår af mit CV, udvikle-

de jeg for dahlberg  

 

”skriftlige forretningsoplæg til London på erhvervs- og specialforsikringer – anvisning af  

markedspotentialer for ”flere hundrede millioner kroner” (uudnyttet)” 

 

Det, jeg gjorde, var at skrive forretningsoplæg på de fleste erhvervsforsikringer til verdens førende forsikringsmarked 

Lloyds of London, hvor jeg anvendte Dansk Erhvervs medlemmer i beregningen af et markedspotentiale på ikke alene 

”flere hundrede millioner kroner”, som jeg skriver i mit CV, men snarere ”milliarder af kroner”, i et forsøg på at føre de 

”førende” rådgivere dahlberg assurance og Kim Skinnerup sammen i et samarbejde til fordel for Dansk Erhverv. dahl-

berg og Kim Skinnerup kender hinanden godt, og hvis deres kommunikation i 2008, uden min direkte deltagelse, var 

lykkes og de havde forstået potentialet i hinandens forretninger, ville udviklingen måske allerede været kommet 

Dansk Erhverv til gavn, men ingen af disse såkaldte ”førende” rådgivere så det potentiale, som jeg forærede dem på et 

guldfad.  

 

I dette notat har jeg alene beskrevet idéen uden detaljerne i at udvikle ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem” og jeg har 

valgt at skrive i et meget direkte sprog for på denne måde at fremme forståelsen af mit budskab. Hvis jeg skulle blive 

ansat som salgschef i Dansk Erhverv, vil jeg med udgangspunkt i dette notat og med direktionens godkendelse arbejde 

videre på et strategioplæg i større detalje, som kan danne grundlag for det videre arbejde. 

 

Udviklingen af ”verdens bedste forsikringssystem” burde være simpel logik at tænke sig frem til ikke blot for Dansk 

Erhvervs forsikringsrådgivere men også for Dansk Erhverv selv. Nu har I fået idéen – hvad synes I om den, vil I bruge 

den eller synes I, at systemet virker for ”besværligt” og at det vil være for ”problematisk” at udvikle? Hvis I virkelig er 

visionære og nyskabende, vil jeres spørgsmål til mit notat være af positiv karakter for at lære og vide mere, men hvis I 

tænker negativt og i begrænsninger/problemer, er dette et klart signal om, at I er lige præcis det modsatte af visionæ-

re og nyskabende! Dette er også et spejl for jer at se I – hvad ser I? 
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Venlige hilsener fra 

 

Stig Dragholm 

Vinkelvej 20, 2. tv. 

2800 Kgs. Lyngby 

 

Telefon: 23742358  

Email: stig.dragholm@gmail.com  

 

Receiving an invitation from Hays for a job interview 

Yesterday I received a phone message from Ann Britt from Hays to come for a job interview – really the first I have re-

ceived (!) - regarding the position as “ambitious product consultant” – and you may remember that I know the man-

ager of Hays personally so maybe Søren did after all give a “friendly recommendation” of me to Ann Britt? – And today 

I sent an email to Ann Britt saying that I have decided my work for the future which has to do with my book which I 

expect to publish in the weekend. And Annbritt was very kind indeed to ANSWER this email wishing me the best of 

luck and I had asked her to say hi to Søren and she returned his hi to me, a small but nice thing to do, thank you 

Annbritt ☺. 

 

MESHACK: WE ARE JUST STUCK IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SEA 

Dear Meshack and all team members. The voice of God is that HE IS FOLLOWING YOU AND IS WITH YOU FOR EACH 

STEP YOU MAKE and what you do together all of you including Stig is what will make history of the world – and NOW I 

AM BACK AS STIG, this was the voice of God coming directly through me. Thank you so much my friends that you are 

able to do what you do with the kind of suffering you go through in order to help other people. My words and feelings 

cannot describe it other than thank you from my heart. 

 

I have tried to do my absolutely best to follow what you have talked about and agreed upon also on the subject about 

volunteers. I have excluded every single word of Judgment Day from the Dadaab newsletter and I have amended the 

other paragraphs to what I understand from the words of Meshack in what I believe that you will be able to approve. 

Will you please read the three first pages again and especially the chapter of LTI and let me know if you feel alright 

with this? 

 

Please let me also say that THE TIME IS RIGHT NOW FOR ME TO PUBLISH THIS INFORMATION but I have decided that 

if you do believe there is important information, which I have missed, you can let me know what it is and I will look at 

it and update the newsletter if possible – but today I can tell you that I have been updating the newsletter some days 

ago with people being removed from Dadaab to Kakuma etc. and when I read the websites of NGO’s and of Daily Na-

tion I cannot find other information about “what the government is doing” so maybe it is alright as it is or maybe you 

will give me information on this Friday and I will see what I can do Friday or Saturday still planning to publish the in-

formation on Sunday if possible. 

 

THANK YOU ALL OF YOU MY DEAR FRIENDS – AND PLEASE GIVE ALL OF YOUR FAMILY MEMBERS MY ABSOLUTELY 

BEST. I understand that it is not only you but also the faith and patience of your families I have “tested”. You make me 

very happy to be “stuck on me”, to follow one of the words of Meshack and to give you almost the title of a song by 

the artist of the world giving me most feelings of all (together with Al Green) namely Lionel Ritchie because this is 

what you give me: FEELINGS for still being with me in a very difficult period of your life. And when talking of music I 

HAVE LISTENED TO KOOL AND THE GANG TODAY and you are also WORLD CLASS too even though you are not on my 

top 100 – difficult when 200 should be on top 100! – and “CELEBRATION” IS SO GOOD THAT IT COULD BE USED AS A 

SONG OF VICTORY MY FRIENDS and the best club and dance live music maybe of the world at least in my opinion! 

 

And here is the email from Meshack – and thank you Meshack, without you and your discipline and fine communica-

tion on behalf of the team, this would be even more difficult ☺. 
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Hi there and thanks a lot for accepting our recommendations in good faith and that is how team work should in fact 

be. 

 

The only reason we told you to remove the prophesy is only that according to our believe the world can end any time 

even now as i am writing this mail to you and what every one should do is to always be prepared for His coming . 

 

On Daadab, we have no much problem if the help will come to us through your book but what the team feared most is 

to publish the book and we receive volunteers yet we have no office to coordinate our work there and to some extend 

most of us will have been thrown out of there houses due to rent arrears but we have absolutely faith in you and there 

is no question about that. 

 

Yesterday we met the four of us and we have been stuck whether to redo the memos again or not because of the new 

developments in Daadab and what the government is doing with them or we just leave it but we faced the challenge of 

where to do the work from but we agreed to meet tommorow and review this when we have an answer from you or 

your opinion. 

 

About your book, the team agreed that you can go ahead and publish it but as your personal document and note to the 

readers that the views expressed there are personal and do noe reflect views of LTO. 

 

Much more to come tommorow and hi to the rest there. 

 

      Meshack. 

 

The difference between the final version 1 and 2 of the Dadaab newsletter 

And again since this book is my private book stating my own personal belief (!) and the words of God – and almost not 

the Devil, he is annoyed and sitting in the corner of shame at the moment – I can give you the differerences of the first 

three pages of the final version 1 and 2 of the Dadaab newsletter – also to give you an overview my dear team mem-

bers: 

 

Chapter Version 1 Version 2 

Body text This newsletter describes the Living Hell On 

Earth, which refugees from Somalia live in 

RIGHT NOW at camps in Dadaab, Kenya, and 

just how repulsive it feels like. It is an outcry to 

world leaders to start rescue operations as 

quickly and bold in Dadaab as we have seen in 

Haiti, to the media to live up to its obligations to 

report from all kind of disasters in order to 

change the world, to private people to commu-

nicate with and help the people of Dadaab first 

and afterwards the world to get a “normal life” 

and it tells about the goal of Living Testimony 

International (LTI) to teach people on how to 

enter the Kingdom of God at Judgment Day in 

November 2012! 

This newsletter describes the Living Hell On 

Earth, which refugees from Somalia live in 

RIGHT NOW at camps in Dadaab, Kenya, and 

just how repulsive it feels like. It is an outcry to 

world leaders to start rescue operations as 

quickly and bold in Dadaab as we have seen in 

Haiti, to the media to live up to its obligations to 

report from all kind of disasters in order to 

change the world, to private people to commu-

nicate with and help the people of Dadaab first 

and afterwards the world to get a “normal life” 

and it tells about Living Testimony International 

(LTI), the only NGO of God! 

Private people of the 

world: Please help the 

people of Dadaab to get 

a “normal life” 

 

This is why we ask world leaders to create condi-

tions at Dadaab, which will enable private people 

to communicate – to carry out a rescue action, 

grant people basic human rights, provide com-

munication means etc. – and when this is done, 

we ask people of the world to share what you 

can in order for all to get a “normal life”, which is 

the goal God gives to all people on Earth in order 

to access the Kingdom of God on Judgment Day! 

 

This is why we ask world leaders to create condi-

tions at Dadaab, which will enable private people 

to communicate – to carry out a rescue action, 

grant people basic human rights, provide com-

munication means etc. – and when this is done, 

we ask people of the world to share what you 

can in order for all to get a “normal life”, which is 

the goal God gives to all people on Earth, which 

equals a “normal life” for “average” people in 

Denmark/Europe today.  
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Living Testimony Interna-

tional is the only NGO of 

God 

 

Living Testimony International is the NGO, which 

God has selected to become his only NGO with 

the following aims: 

 

• To teach people how to show God a clean 

heart in order to access his Kingdom, which 

will become a reality after Judgment Day in 

November 2012. 

• To help people get a normal life – which 

means for ALL people all over the world to 

get the same living standards (don’t send 

money to LTI. Send money directly to people 

in need, when you can). 

• LTI will build a new website, which will in-

clude information in detail, a database in-

cluding documentation and contact informa-

tion on people all over the world in need – 

their personal stories, budgets etc. – in order 

for people, who have a better life than “nor-

mal life” to be able to give to people having 

less than “normal life” today. This will take 

some time to do, and we will later present an 

action plan to the world. 

 

THE GOAL OF LTI IS TO TEACH YOU HOW TO 

SHOW GOD A CLEAN HEART FOR YOU TO ENTER 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD 

 

LTI will develop the same way as God has de-

cided to develop himself in physical life, which is 

to take “one step at a time” based on the 

amount of LIGHT and POSITIVE WILL of the 

world. Only if the world wants to come home to 

God, you will build more light bringing LTI and 

God himself to the next step, or the next level 

enabling God to show his power on Earth - and 

only by showing this behaviour, God will be able 

to receive you. 

 

Dadaab will become the first place of the world 

where LTI and God will bring “normal life” with 

the help of the world and the goal is to bring 

“normal life” to the world before Judgment Day.  

 

In order to carry out our mission, LTI will need 

first hundreds, then thousands and finally mil-

lions of volunteers all over the world who will 

help documenting the balance of all people of 

the world. We will give more information in de-

tail later. 

 

We should be obliged to come to Dadaab to start 

documenting the needs of each refugee, if peo-

ple will invite us, and we should be obliged if 

President Barack Obama, world leaders, “super-

stars” and the media of the world will meet us 

there. 

Living Testimony International is the NGO, which 

God has selected to become his only NGO with 

the aim of helping people all over the world to 

get a normal life – which means for ALL people to 

get the same living standards, to share the 

wealth of the world by giving from “rich” people 

to “poor” people. 

 

Dadaab will become the first place of the world 

where LTI and God will bring “normal life” with 

the help of the world. 

 

LTI AND GOD WILL BRING “NORMAL LIFE” TO 

THE WORLD  

WITH THE HELP OF PRIVATE PEOPLE OF THE 

WORLD 

 

LTI plans to build a new website, which will in-

clude more information of the aim, a database 

including documentation and contact informa-

tion on people in need – their personal stories, 

economical situation etc. – in order for people, 

who have a better life than “normal life” to be 

able to give to people having less than “normal 

life” today. This will take time to do, and we will 

later present an action plan of this plan to the 

world. 

 

In order to carry out our mission, in the future LTI 

will need first hundreds, then thousands and fi-

nally millions of volunteers all over the world 

who will help documenting the shortfall of some 

and excess of other people compared to “normal 

life”. We will also give more information of this in 

detail later. 

 

We should be obliged to come to Dadaab to 

show the world the first documentation of the 

needs of the first refugees in order to help them 

receiving “normal life” if people will invite us, 

and we should be obliged if President Barack 

Obama, world leaders, “superstars” and the me-

dia of the world will meet us there. 

 

Please understand that this is the first message 

to the world of our mission and that we will work 

“step by step” according to the will of God and 

that we ask you NOT to send money to LTI and 

NOT to contact us at the moment regarding op-

portunities to volunteer. We will give you more 

information when we are prepared to accept you 

volunteering. 
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So team, these are the differences, I hope I have understood you correctly, otherwise plese let me know Friday if pos-

sible. 

 

Saying thank you to the leading politicians and civil servants of the Commune 

On my action plan of today I had decided to write to the leading politicians and civil servants of the Commune to tell 

them about my book and the MAD decision from the Commune yesterday, which they just may change and my dear 

friends every single word of the email is choosen carefully in order for your to better listen and understand! 

 

Here is the email:  

 

Kære alle, 

 

Først vil jeg gerne sige tak til Tim for hans positive mail af den 10. januar, hvortil jeg bemærker, at der nu næsten er 

gået 3 uger med at ”overveje”, hvordan I ønsker feedback, og det var netop en sådan situation, at jeg ønskede at på-

pege og at undgå, da jeg skrev til jer, at mit tilbud om feedback blev givet, ”hvis dette kan ske uden unødig forsinkelse 

på grund af bureaukrati”. Hvor langt er I kommet med jeres ”overvejelser”? 

 

På grund af mit tidligere møde med Arnaud fra Jobcentret, blev der meget hurtigt ”strammet” op på samtlige ”aktive-

ringstilbud” i kommunen, så man nu ”tvinger” folk til at være i ”tilbud” mindst 25 timer om ugen, fordi risikoen ellers 

kunne være, at kommunen ville blive stemplet som ”sociale bedragere”, når man uretmæssigt har hævet refusion på 

65% fra staten. For brugerne har dette betydet, at man ikke får samme ”fleksibilitet” som tidligere med tidligt fri næ-

sten hver dag (!), alle er nu kede af at være tvunget til at være på et sted, selv når der er INTET at lave, udelukkende 

på grund af firkantede og forkerte regler og på grund af kommunens prioritering af penge frem for mennesker! 

 

Det var forudsigeligt, at kommunen ville reagere STRAKS, når man bliver ”angrebet” på pengepungen, og at det er 

langt sværere med en tilsvarende hurtig reaktion, når det drejer sig om at lære og at prioritere, hvordan man kan for-

bedre et system til glæde for alle. Jeg er oprigtigt talt ked af, at systemet valgte pengene frem for menneskene! 

 

I dag vil jeg give jer følgende input til ”overvejelse”: 

 

Kommunen betaler 60.000 kr. for et fuldstændigt unødvendigt kursus og giver mig en ”fængselsdom” 

 

Jeg har nu i denne uge ”udstået min straf”, som I har idømt mig, efter 10 uger som gartner i Brede Park uden at kunne 

bruge denne erfaring til noget som helst andet end en ”positiv oplevelse” (!), fordi det er et rart sted at være med rare 

mennesker, men kommunen har tjent penge på mig via refusion fra staten og har forbedret sit image som en ”god 

kommune” med en ”lav arbejdsløshed” – og har samtidig overtrådt sin egen beskæftigelsesplan og al sund fornuft! 

 

I går havde jeg møde med Maya fra Jobcentret – en anden dygtig og venlig medarbejder – og jeg præsenterede hende 

for én af de bedste ansøgninger, jeg har skrevet – til en stilling som salgschef for Dansk Erhverv – som Maya ved selv-

syn kunne se var en ansøgning på højt niveau, men ikke desto mindre har kommunen UDEN AT FORSTÅ MIG ELLER 

MIT BEHOV besluttet, at jeg skal på et halvt års kursus hos A2B for at lære at skrive ansøgninger!!! 

 

Mine kære ledende politikere og embedsmænd i Lyngby-Taarbæk kommune. Dette er én ud af mange områder, som 

jeg kan give jer feedback på, og det burde være SIMPEL LOGIK for alle jer beslutningstagere, at systemet – og det er 

faktisk hele systemet (!) – er PILRÅDDENT og beslutningen om at sende mig på jobsøgningskursus er intet mindre end 

tragikomisk. 

 

Prøv at læs min vedlagte ansøgning/CV med notat til Dansk Erhverv og tænk, om I synes, at 60.000 af kommunens 

kroner er godt givet ud for at lære mig at skrive ansøgninger? Det er fuldkommen spild af penge og helt og aldeles 

unødvendigt! 

 

Prøv også at forestille jer hvordan følelsen er, når man sidder i Jobcentret og får at vide at ”VI HAR BESLUTTET, AT DU 

SKAL PÅ ET HALVT ÅRS JOBSØGNINGSKURSUS”. Det føles som dét, det er: At modtage en fængselsdom, hvor I har ta-

get friheden fra mig! 
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ER DET VIRKELIG DÉT I ØNSKER – AT MISBRUGE JERES PENGE OG MIN FRIHED? 

ELLER ER DER NOGEN I SYSTEMET, SOM ER I STAND TIL AT TRÆFFE EN RIGTIG OG HURTIG AFGØRELSE? 

 

Jeg skriver denne mail i et direkte sprog for at budskabet kommer til at fremstå klart, men jeg håber, at I vil forstå, at 

jeg ikke skriver for at ”brokke” mig, som nogle kunne foranlediges til at tro, men at jeg skriver, fordi jeg har besluttet 

mig for at forbedre systemet – som normalt betragtes som en positiv handling medmindre man selv tænker, at ”det er 

der ikke behov for” (!) - til fordel for alle medarbejdere og særligt til fordel for alle brugere af systemet med udgangs-

punkt i en rigtig og logisk forståelse og anvendelse af princippet ”frihed under ansvar”, som jeg kunne have fortalt jer 

om ved et møde.  

 

Jeg har fundet mit fremtidige arbejde, men ”indtil videre” står jeg stadig til rådighed! 

 

Jeg har ved flere lejligheder fortalt Jobcentrets medarbejdere og også Arnaud, at jeg følger alle jeres regler til punkt og 

prikke – arbejder, som jeg skal i parken og søger de jobs, jeg skal - og at jeg udover dette også skriver en bog, som jeg 

bruger måske 30-40 timer om ugen på. En oplysning, som enten er blevet mødt af larmende tavshed eller af undren, 

fordi man mener, at det er ”misbrug af min tid”, men det mener man ikke, at aktivering som gartner er, for som det 

siges: ”JEG mener, at det er bedst for DIG, at du er i beskæftigelse for at du kan få et job”. 

 

Og som jeg fortalte Maya i går, så er bogen mit egentlige arbejde og dét, som jeg i fremtiden kommer til at leve af. Jeg 

har skrevet på bogen siden 1. maj 2009 og den beskriver via mine oplevelser, hvor rædselsfuldt det nuværende sam-

fund og system fungerer, og hvordan vi sammen kan indrette os betydeligt bedre i fremtiden. Bemærk venligst, at bo-

gen er skrevet i et lige så klart sprog som denne mail og at bogen også inkluderer mine oplevelser med andre menne-

sker, som jeg har den allerstørste respekt for og som jeg er glade for som mennesker, selv hvis de har truffet forkerte 

afgørelser eller behandlet mig forkert! 

 

Så jeg har på den ene side opfyldt samtlige regler fra systemet, som jeg stadig gør (!), samtidig med, at jeg har beskre-

vet, hvordan man nedlægger dette system og erstatter det med et langt mere fleksibelt, effektivt og menneskeligt sy-

stem, som INGEN i kommunen endnu har demonstreret en reel vilje eller handling til at ville lytte til.  

 

Min bog bliver ikke udgivet som en fysisk bog, som giver mig en indkomst for hvert salg, men jeg forventer, at bogen 

alligevel måske efter nogle dage eller uger vil starte med at give mig en indkomst, som fra dette tidspunkt vil betyde, 

at jeg ikke længere har brug for kontanthjælp – men indtil dette sker, har jeg stadig behov for hjælp for at overleve! 

Jeg vil naturligvis underrette jer, når jeg begynder at modtage indkomst. 

 

I vil alle modtage bogen via mail – formentlig i den kommende weekend, hvis alt går vel, ellers nogle dage senere - 

sammen med ca. 1.500 andre over hele verden, og jeg forudser, at jeres første reaktion vil være mistro og at I vil ”slå 

jer selv på låret af grin”, fordi I vil tænke, at mit udsagn om, hvem jeg er ”ganske enkelt ikke kan være rigtigt”, men jeg 

beder jer venligst huske, at dette kun vil være jeres tanke og at bogen vil give jer anledning til at tro, hvis I kan tage jer 

sammen til at starte med at læse den! 

 

Til sidst vil jeg sige jer alle sammen tak for et godt samarbejde og ønske jer tillykke med, at verden får et nyt system 

ikke på trods af jer, men på grund af jeres og andres velvillige og aktive medvirken ☺. 

 

Venlige hilsener fra 

Stig 

 

Receiving a call from the office of the Mayor 

When I came home and was busy in the kitchen making lunch I received a voice message from the office of the Mayor 

asking me to call back – so obviously the latest development is now of even more interest to them – and after lunch I 

called back but Birthe you were out of the office for 10 minues and afterwards I had an agreement with my bathtub, 

which was why you did not hear from me today! 

 

Doing the Five Tibetan Rites with pain in the spinal column 
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After my bath I decided to do the Five Tibetan Rites even though I have felt an increasing pain in my spinal column 

with the center at the “big bone” of the top spreading out to the left and down and again my thought was if I would 

be able to do this exercise but I thought that it will become better when I am warm so I did it and still I can only do 8 

of no. 2 and 10 of the others and I am sweating, I tell you and when I did this, YOU TOLD ME MY DEAR FRIENDS that 

the reason why my bag is hurting is because what you have told me for years that you will straighten out my bag when 

I AM GOD and that this is the preparation for doing this so thank you and I will welcome the pain doing it. 

 

And only this: I know I have made mistakes and contradictions in this book also after coming home to Denmark and all 

I can say is that normally I have only “one shot” to think and write and that most of this book is done really without or 

only with little thinking except where I tell about it and it is almost killing me to accept the mistakes I have made and 

yes I SEE THE BIG SMILE OF MY BIG CHIEF and yes FIRST THE COUNCIL ALSO ACTING AS GOD AND THROUGH US THE 

NEXT STEP IS COMING HOME TO GOD ☺. 
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Friday 29th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, a short and open email from David, work at the last day at the park today, the Mayor invited me for 

a meeting, which I turned down today, the Commune director delegated the work of listening to me and visit from my 

mother and John. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

And we know Stig one of those nights with many small dreams which were difficult to remember but I decided to 

write down some of them and yes not the best night and not the worst so the feeling is between normal and tired to-

day: 

 

• “Hello, Poul Reichardt are you still alive? Yes – have you lost weight? Come to a concert with Kim Larsen and his 

band with Poul Reichart on drums. I see my self among the spectators and I am told that I can hear the voices 

even better when I sit down. 

• I see Lisbeth and Christina (from GEFI) in London, there is a man who has sold the stocks of the company having 

the PPI concept and the price was “billions” because PPI is income protection insurance. I am driving with Lisbeth 

and Christina in a car and they decide to go off the road to see a circus, where a cow is trained, where it normally 

should be a horse. There is a mad bull attacking me in the circus and normally I should be very scared of this but I 

let it come and I take it by the horns and throw it back into the circus again and again and again and when I leave 

the circus I say “watch out, Morten” (from GEFI to!). 

• I remember fractions of a dream about a male Japanese Geisha (!), who should be a true master teaching me, but 

I end up teaching him telling him that he has lost his spiritual power because he has been tempted by money and 

I tell him that “you are the one who God has decided to receive me”. 

• I see myself checking in at a hotel and Jack and Fuggi will stay at the same room as me, where two extra beds 

have been set up. Fuggi did not give me an answer before I will fly to Japan. 

o And yes WHEN YOU HAVE BEEN DOING YOGA I HAVE SHOWED YOU JAPANESE TRADITIONAL WARIOURS AND 

THE CONCENTRATION THEY HAVE which they have received by exercising too. 

 

A short and open email from David 

This is for the world to see what FAITH can do, you can overcome much suffering when you have the right attitude 

and faith and David I AM SORRY THAT I HAVE NEEDED TO PUT YOU AND THE TEAM THROUGH VERY DIFFICULT TIMES 

in order to write this book and THANK YOU FOR SHARING THIS INFORMATION so openly and directly. 

 

Dear Stig, 

Its long since I've written. It has been tough for me. I have pulled through by faith. You can send the money to me. I 

shall hopefully receive more strength and write more. John is fine and so is everybody else in the team. 

Good day, 

David 

 

Work at the last day at the park today 

Today was my final day at the park and I was sitting in front of the computer and I would do nothing if I did not have 

my own work to do – this is how the system also is – so this morning I printed out my email from yesterday to the 

Commune and put it on the board too and yes Rolf you would probably become furious if you knew that it is on the 

wall in “your building” and I did not want to do “strong marketing” of it, just maybe people will start reading it next 

week, but I noticed that Gert and Lone read it and Lone gave positive feedback. 

 

Furthermore I started doing the second edit of my scripts since the 17th January and at the end of the day, which was 

when Rolf came to me and Lone at the computer room at 11.15 saying that we could leave because the others had 

now left and I was only thinking that this is the way that people leave without thinking of saying goodbye so you did 

not give me a very good impression Aslak, Finn, Jørn, Gert and Peter who was here today – and before I left I gave Rolf 

the offer to receive my book too and he was “very interested” to receive it to read about what I said to him is “how to 

improve people and systems” based on my experiences from the 1st May when I started writing and just maybe Rolf 

you will become surprised when you see this book that you are one of my actors too because ROLF I MAY WAKE YOU 
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UP TOO TO SHOW YOU WHO YOU REALLY ARE but first you need to become “very emotionally touched” and we know 

which we like to do in order to wake up people spiritually. 

 

So I said goodbye to both Rolf and Judith with a smile and left the park from where I went to the bank to collect 

money and I believe that I will have a total income of approx. 10,900 DKK this month and I will pay 4,000 DKK in rent, 

1,200 DKK in bills (the razor+blades, the book club and my telephone, which will be closed if I don’t pay today) and I 

sent 4,000 DKK to Kenya leaving the rest for me including what I have from the exchange of coins the other day and 

this gives me a little bit more than the 1,500 DKK I had in mind in my head calculation earlier today (because I did not 

have the more accurate figures as I have now), but my thinking is that money will probably come to us not long from 

now because how long can you GOD AND THE COUNCIL KEEP VIRGIN MARY AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 

IN THE DARK when this story go out to the world so we will have to wait and see if it will be days or maybe weeks.  

 

And later David sent me the following email and thank you for this David and after I sent the money, I found out that I 

could have sent 500 DKK more, which annoyed me but I decided to send money asap allowing this risk of mistake to 

happen. 

 

Greetings Brother Stig, 

Jambo. I am fine today. It is has been a long and relatively hot day in Kenya. I take this golden opportunity to thank you 

for your support. I was able to cash Ksh. 49, 680.00 for the team to administer. It means  a lot to us and is crucial for 

our subsistence. 

 

All the team members are fine and as I write this e-mail, Elijah is near me in a neighbouring seat in this cyber cafe. 

 

I shall be able to write more often, as I promised today morning. 

 

Good night and God bless you 

 

David 

 

The Mayor invited me for a meeting, which I turned down today 

This morning I called Birte Hansen from the office of the Mayor and she invited me for a meeting with the Mayor 

Tuesday 2nd February – maybe he likes the principle of “freedom and responsibility” as a liberal because this is one of 

my basic ideas as I wrote in the email yesterday – and I was prepared for this as an opportunity and I said as I had 

planned to do which was: “Please say to the Mayor that I am very positive indeed for his suggestion but I would sug-

gest him to see the book I expect to send out this weekend and if he still wants to have a meeting, I would be happy to 

hearing from you again”, which she accepted and which she would tell the Mayor. 

 

The Commune Director delegated the work of listening to me 

And we know I also received the following nice emails from the Commune Director who decided to delegate the work 

of listening to me to a vice director and if I should hear from him before I publish my book, I will give him the same 

message as the Mayor, and I am just thinking that neither the Mayor nor the director of the Commune have taken the 

“quick” and “right” decision I asked them to consider which of course is to give me my freedom without sending me to 

A2B Monday next week.  

 
Kære Stig,  

 

Jeg beklager at vi ikke har fået givet dig en konkret tilbagemelding endnu. Det er ikke godt nok, når jeg stiller dig i ud-

sigt, at vi godt vil høre på dine synspunkter og forsøge at gøre vores system endnu bedre. Jeg skal derfor sørge for, at 

en ansvarlig leder fra Socialforvaltningen indkalder dig til et møde i dag eller på mandag, hvor vi kan snakke om dine 

ideer til en udvikling af vores beskæftigelsessystem.  

 

Ansvarlig person i Lyngby for at dette sker vi være Vicedirektør Rene Rasmussen i Socialforvaltningen.  

 

Du hører fra os!  
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God week-end. 

Med venlig hilsen 

 

Tim Andersen  

Kommunaldirektør 

 

 

Kære alle der har modtaget denne mail,  

cc. Stig Dragholm  

 

Jeg har skrevet til Stig for lidt siden. Jeg synes - fortsat - at det er prisværdigt, at vi har mulighed for at få feed-back fra 

en kvalificeret borger omkring vores jobindsats. Derfor har jeg bedt socialforvaltningen (ansvarlig Rene Rasmussen) om 

at sat et møde i stand med Stig, hvor vi kan høre hans ideer til, hvordan vi kan gøre jobindsatsen bedre - og måske ud-

fordre de eksisterende regler og arbejdsgange.  

 

Et initiativ går afsted herfra idag eller senest mandag!  

 

God week-end. 

Med venlig hilsen 

 

Tim Andersen  

Kommunaldirektør 

 

And the Vice director René called me later offering me to take a meeting and I gave him exactly the same message as 

the Mayor: Please read my email with my book first and decide if you still want to have a meeting, and please remem-

ber, as I said to him, that you are positive today inviting me for a meeting, but maybe you will see it very differently 

next week after you have read my new email and I will be very surprised if they will continue to have a meeting with 

me after finding out who I am. And I asked him if they still want to misuse their money and steal my freedom by send-

ing me to A2B and René said that normally he does not handle individual cases (!) – and still he is a manager – and he 

would prefer to have a meeting with me first, so I will go on Monday morning to A2B unless anything happens which 

will make me change my decision! And René told me that the real reason for the delay of the answer from the Com-

mune was that they were waiting for the Mayor to follow up on my first email and because he did not – even though 

he apparently is interested - nothing happened before I sent email no. 2!  

 

Visit from my mother and John 

This evening my mother and John came to visit me and they were kind to bring both food and wine and of course it 

was my symbol FISH (salmon) and wine made of the Viognier grape and my mother believed she could see A FISH and 

A BIRD IN ONE OF MY ABSTRACT PAINTINGS – an old gift of hers - and again me and the bird as the symbol I have not 

written about here before I believe but FREEDOM which I have received VERY MANY TIMES THE LAST WEEKS and 

thinking of Torben Scheel here and that was why Torben and my mother thought that the Christmas tree outside my 

window is very beautiful – it is still Christmas here as I said to her (!) - and we had a nice evening and SHE WAS EX-

TREMELY HAPPY TO RECEIVE CD’S BY EURYTHMICS/ANNIE LENNOX and there is almost nothing better than your music 

from 1985-1986 because I was still living at home with my mother back then and my mother remembers how happy I 

was for your music back then which may just have influenced her to like your music very much and my dear SUSAN 

BOYLE my mother IS COMPLETELY CRAZY IN LOVE WITH YOUR VOICE AND MUSIC which we also listened to and espe-

cially How great thou are, Silent night and Amazing Grace was almost the best music my mother has ever heard and 

we know I had also recorded some of West Side Story and we know SOMEWHERE is beautiful and especially MARIA as 

I dedicated to my mother saying to her that this song is almost as beautiful as AVE MARIA and my mother agreed and 

this was the original sound track recording and it was very good but I was sorry that I did not record the version by 

Leonard Bernstein himself including Jose Carreras because this version is truly THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MUSIC YOU CAN 

“IMAGINE” (!) but you know a different genre but JUST MAYBE MOTHER YOU WILL REMEMBER THAT THIS SONG IS 

MY FAREWELL TO YOU MAYBE FOR SOME TIME BECAUSE THIS WAS LIKE SAYING THE NEXT TIME I WILL SEE YOU, YOU 

WILL KNOW THAT YOU ARE VIRGIN MARY – this was what this was about. 
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And my mother asked me what we agreed last Sunday when visiting Sanna and Hans, which was when we should all 

come to dinner with my mother and here THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO DOUBT OF ALL IN MY MIND because I HAD 

SPOKEN SO CLEARLY AND EVERYBODY HAD AGREED THAT WE WERE TO MEET SUNDAY 14TH AT MY MOTHER AND 

THAT WE WOULD NOW MEET REGULARLY THE SECOND SUNDAY EACH MONTH THERE and I had my calendar when 

visiting Sanna and Sanna accepted Sunday the 14th and Hans did the same and ALL ACCEPTED SUNDAY THE 14TH and 

why is this so important just because of this: TODAY MY MOTHER BELIEVED THAT SANNA AND HANS WOULD GO ON 

HOLIDAY TO NORWAY BEFORE THE 14TH and I SAID THIS CANNOT BE TRUE BECAUSE THEY UNDERSTOOD AND AC-

CEPTED THE 14TH and then John called Hans and what did Hans tell John, yes you are right they are leaving the 13th for 

Norway and why have I included this story because the  COUNCIL WAS SO KIND TO INFORM ME THAT I SPOKE THE 

MOST CLEAR WHEN MAKING THIS APPOINTMENT BUT MY FAMILY DID NOT LISTEN AND DID NOT UNDERSTAND and 

yes EXACTLY AS I DID WHEN I TOLD MY FAMILY FROM THE START OF MY SO CALLED SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES WHICH 

THEY DID NOT LISTEN TO AND DID NOT UNDERSTAND TOO and how difficult is it to understand that some of what I 

hear is the truth and some is not the truth because of God and the Devil when the whole family are convinced that I 

am in contact with the “spirits” and my dear family THIS IS INDEED ABOUT VERY POOR COMMUNICATION IN OUR 

FAMILY AS MY MOTHER CONCLUDED THIS EVENING. THIS IS WHAT THIS GAME IS ALL ABOUT, THIS IS WHAT I SAID TO 

YOU IN THE AUTUMN OF 2008 just before giving my first book to Sanna and Sanna YOUR PROBLEM IS THAT YOU ARE 

TONE DEAF and HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD WHAT SHOULD BE VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND just like Sunday the 14th 

was not understood and your misunderstanding could have had LETHAL CONSEQUENCES not only for me but in a 

much larger scale than you could imagine. 

 

My mother thinks Lyngby is truly a fantastic place to live because of the nearness to all of the shops and yes I HAVE 

NO PLEASURE USING THESE SHOPS because I CANNOT AFFORD TO GO THERE and today my mother said that it must 

also be nice to visit a café here having a Café Latte and I could only tell my mother – apparently she did not realise this 

– that I have cut away all pleasure like this in order to save money to be sent to Kenya to help them survive and I said 

to her when she was looking like a big question  that it is only a decision to change your habits and that I feel fine – I 

have coffee at home! And the reason why this is included is because my mother and John have not followed up on the 

repayment of the loan because they should have figured out that they will then take money from people starving – so 

a little bit of thank you to my mother and John for understanding this! 
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Saturday 30th January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, finishing the preparation to publish all material, Yoga and running and Meshack: THY WILL BE 

DONE. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Tonight I slept alright again and I woke up the first time 6.30 and discovered it was Saturday and also here happy to be 

able to continue sleeping until 8.00. 

 

I had several dreams of the type which is difficult to remember and write down and here are some notes from one of 

the dreams: 

 

• I am visiting Jørgen from GEFI, the coffee is not working. I am told that if the company has no strategy it will run 

automatically vice versa. I am shown around by the manager of Europe, the coffee is not working. I ask if they can 

use Jørgen as a salesman and am told no, he is working on the internal lines. 

 

Yesterday my data connection on my telephone to the 3G NETWORK DISAPPEARED and IT HAS NOT COME BACK TO-

DAY and we know 3G to me is GODE GAMLE GUD – good old God – in Danish and what does NO CONNECTION MEAN 

and yes my friends this is the final battle with the Devil and God is waiting in the background not interfering and yes 

THEREFORE and thank you my friend the Devil or whomever is given me the words here. 

 

Finishing the preparation to publish all material 

This morning I finished the second edit of the scripts since 17th January and there are still some tasks before I am able 

to publish tomorrow which is still my plan, to write an email to my family, to go through the following email to all oth-

ers again, to test the gmail-addresses etc. 

 

Yoga and running 

Because my mother and John came yesterday, I cancelled the Yoga in Gentofte and found a new place today in Husum 

and we know AS I LED YOU TO FIND and what did you see here and yes a nice place with less people and a bigger hall 

and especially an Indian teacher speaking English – at least she looks very Indian to me – and I liked the different and I 

believe better way she combined the breathing and exercises and ALL of the positions she asked us to do were new to 

me (!) including some complete basic positions which all people should be able to do but which is almost impossible 

for me and I got the first difficulties when she at the absolute beginning asked us to sit down squatted and my dear 

friends how many people have difficulties sitting like this and none of the other people here today but it is extremely 

painful for my feet trying to sit like this because they are not used to be stretched out like this in this position and the 

pain is almost unbearable to me and there were other exercises today completely impossible to me and my feet 

started to cramp as they very often do and thanks POLLE FOR PLAYING THE DEVIL HERE and we know it takes all of my 

will power to do these Yoga sessions because I am really not build to do them but the next time it will become better 

because then I know what we will go through. 

 

Afterwards I was dizzy, my legs and feet were hurting and I was thinking if I really had the energy to run but I thought 

that five minutes walking first would get me into the rhytm and then I could just try to start running and see if I would 

be able to overcome these not that unusual difficulties and when I started running I could really feel my legs hurting 

and I thought that it would become better when becoming warm and gradually it became better and POLLE has now 

learned me to breath slower when running giving me the thought that it will be easier for me to talk when running 

Jack (!) because this is also the difference of having God or the Devil with you and because my breathing improves in 

this phase of the fight with the Devil and because it becomes easier for me to run 30 minutes and I felt like I could run 

for 1 hour today if I wanted to – a feeling I have had less than five times in my life (!) – I can only say here what mod-

esty has prevented me from saying earlier because for a long time the Council – when not playing the Devil – has also 

said to me that I am making fun of the Devil and that this is the most superior victory ever and yes thank you my dear 

Council. But still the Council is playing mostly the Devil being with me everyday, but really not a very big problem 

when I continue doing what I have decided to do – to finalise what I started! 

 

Meshack: THY WILL BE DONE 
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And again Meshack and the team. YOU MAKE ME VERY HAPPY FOR BEING WITH ME UNTIL THE END and thank you for 

giving your feedback today to APPROVE THE LTO NEWSLETTER – and I am sorry that I have not understood that there 

are two names LTO and LTI so what I will do is to change the name in the newsletter to “Living Testimony Organiza-

tion” and to continue using the same logo and thank you also so much the three of you for confirming your accep-

tance of the book and Elijah when it comes to you, you make me proud for still being here and you astonish me for 

not being able to approve my book or is it that you can approve the book under “certain conditions” and Elijah I don’t 

know what you are thinking and I don’t know when you will communicate your “issues” to me but Elijah YOU MAY 

JUST COME TOO LATE as a symbol of your life because Elijah isn’t this often the case, that you are late? Because Elijah 

as I have written in these scripts – which I assume you have read carefully and also understood (?) – I will publish this 

book tomorrow Sunday WITH OR WITHOUT YOUR ACCEPTANCE because Elijah do you know yourself what you really 

believe in or don’t believe in when you trust your feelings so much instead of deciding on what is objectivily the right 

thing to do? So Elijah, this is the luggage I will give you for your further journey, for you to tell the world that you had 

“some issues” with my book but Elijah and the team this is the Devil saying CONGRATULATIONS I UNDERSTAND WHEN 

I AM UNWANTED and I have decided to leave the four or five of you because  I have difficulties counting but you know 

I STILL HAVE A FULL WORLD TO TORMENT and yes LOOKING VERY MUCH FORWARD TO THAT and yes THIS IS OF 

COURSE ONLY A PLAY and what I live with daily and this is the Devil very very light compared to how he speaks to me! 

 

And thank you very much for your update Meshack and your positive and strong words too. I am especially happy to 

receive greetings from your wife, the old man and the Pastor and I am smiling because one of my favourite stories 

from Kenya is the lunch we had at the church with the head of the pig etc. on the plate, which I also told my mother 

and John about yesterday and I still think of the old man too and his strength inside the church and my dear friends 

PLEASE SAY THANK YOU – and HI - TO ALL OF THE VILLAGE FOR ITS PATIENCE and please tell them that I am sorry that 

the Devil prevented me from keeping my first promise but NO MAN OR WOMAN IN THE WORLD – who is the essence 

of the Devil – shall make me NOT keep my second promise, which is TO BRING NORMAL LIFE TO THE VILLAGE AS I 

WILL DO TO THE WORLD ALSO THANKS TO YOU, THE TEAM OF KENYA, YOUR FAITH AND YOUR SUPPORT ALL THE 

WAY. You have helped me make this book and without it, we would not be able to make this goal. 

 

And here is his email: 

 

Hi there, my sincere hope that your are dong well and the same is with us here. 

 

First and foremost thanks alot for your cash help which almost found us going without food for some days and actually 

it was a God send help. 

 

Much greetings from my wife, the old man and the pastor at the village and they are very positive of the progress they 

here from me you have been making and they told me to wish you well. 

 

We met yesterday the four of us as usual and every bit of your teaching was observed and you can believe this since no 

any misunderstanding has been able to come in between us which we are very happy living as a family though most of 

the times we are suffering but we normally uplift each other as your teaching states. 

 

On Daadab news letter, we have some information but since we also have to respect your decision not to hold you up 

again or any more we agreed that since have gone through the memo over and over again, you can publish it but we 

were of the opinion that the name LTI should be changed to read LTO because LTI is our sister organisation and since 

they are not aware of what we wrote, it would be better we leave them and use our LTO name and this we did agree 

all of us. 

 

We dont want to trumple on others and we have to respect them so we have no much problem but this is only our ma-

jor concern. 

 

About publishing the book, the three of us have no problem but Elijah told us he has some issues he wants to agree 

with you which we insisted he tells us so that we may help him but he was in a hurry and told us he was travelling 

home and he will call us when he comes but now this is between you and him although we shall speak with him to 

know the issues otherwise we are okay with the Daadab and since the book is your private property, we have no much 
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control over it. 

 

  Shall keep you fully updated and i am assuring you that we shall walk this journey together since we started it to-

gether and rest be assured of our commitment and faith to you. 

 

   Hi to the rest there. 

 

               Meshack. 
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Sunday 31st January 2010 

Sleep and dreams, the final preparations of publishing, mandatory to read my book until today, back at Lyngby Church 

and Leif, continuing the final preparations for publishing, visiting Sanna and Hans  and updates to this book. 

 

Sleep and dreams 

Yesterday I took the evening off and went to bed at 23.00 after I noticed a new record at the country collection at DR1 

with 130 million DKK because the money should not only go to African Women but also to Haiti, which they decided in 

the last minute, and thinking that people really like to give to Haiti, but after this my dear country fellowmen maybe 

you believe you have reached the border of what you will give this time? But please remember that ALL PEOPLE HAV-

ING MORE THAN “NORMAL LIFE” will have to adjust to a new normal life leaving their lives in luxury if you want to fol-

low me into my Kingdom, so maybe you can find room for several billions of DKK alone from Denmark to share? 

 

I slept fine tonight and I also had a couple of dreams of the type “different to remember”, which I did not write down 

because I was tired during the night and I missed a dream including Karen because of this! 

 

The final preparations of publishing 

Today I still have the email to my family to prepare and the final following email to my book etc. and originally I had 

thought of sending the family and closest friends an email this morning and to publish this evening but from this 

morning it looks like I will be sending the email to my family this evening and the publishing maybe also this evening 

or tomorrow morning leaving no time for the family to read before publishing which is the feeling I get from God and 

the Council because the family could have behaved differently – for example like the team in Kenya – and they would 

have seen the progress of the book daily, but I will find out during the day and I am also thinking of doing this because  

my mother, John, Bettina and Søren will go to Mette and Jesper this afternoon to celebrate the birthday of Christoffer 

so probably many more gifts to him as a symbol of how rich children are treated and I thought when hearing this from 

my mother that I did not want to spoil this birthday by sending my email first and finally my mother and John told me 

that Bettina and Søren will go to Goa in India tomorrow, so probably my best choice is to publish this evening so Bet-

tina and Søren will also have a “nice” time in India seeing what will happen to you out there my friends and this will 

also give me the chance to come to Sanna and Hans for dinner this evening giving them more music as gifts this time 

by Eurythmics and I believe I will give them Kool & the gang too, which Sanna should be able to appreciate ☺. 

 

Mandatory to read my book until today 

Today is the day which I myself regard as the day of publishing even though I did a “rehearsal” when sending the book 

earlier this month to Fuggi to keep for himself or share with anyone whom he thought of, and I find it the most logical 

to say to the world THAT THIS IS WHAT I ASK YOU TO GO THROUGH TO READ THIS BOOK AS PART OF YOUR “PAIN” IN 

ORDER TO REACH THE KINGDOM, this is included in the trainride for all people on Earth and you need very good rea-

sons not to read it because the aim is for ALL to read or or have it read for them if possible if they cannot read them-

selves. I will keep writing my scripts and to publish them on Windows Live and Facebook, which I have decided is vol-

untary to read from 1st February 2010 and forward. 

 

Back at Lyngby Church and Leif 

Today I was back at Lyngby Church also motivated by the fact that it was Leif preaching today and really only because I 

am very happy indeed because he is so positive and because HE SHOWS HIS HAPINESS TO OTHER PEOPLE and yes my 

dear priests of Lyngby Church as an example WHAT THE OTHERS OF YOU NORMALLY DON’T DO, no “keeping DULL 

appearances” is obviously what the world is doing as I have also had the need to do most of my life (!) but when I 

meet TRUE HAPPINESS symbolised by LEIF then I become very happy and yes LEIF AS I SAID TO YOU TODAY WHEN 

DRINKING COFFEE AFTER THE SERVICE (!) THAT YOUR HAPPINESS IS SYMBOLISED BY THE JOY YOU SHOWED AND SAID 

TO THE CONGREGATION WHEN BAPTISING FIVE CHILDREN and you kept on talking about this and showing your hap-

piness afterwards and yes Leif IT IS I WHO SPOKE TO YOU TODAY and do you remember my words to you? “GOD 

COMES IN MANY SHAPES” and you know HE HAS CHOSEN ME and NOT AS YOU WOULD EXPECT GOD TO ENTER, but 

AS A NORMAL and yes TIRED MAN ALSO TODAY AT CHURCH and thank you for being very positive when I told you 

about this book and for yourself to ask if you could be put on the email list and yes now all of you the four priests of 

Lyngby are on the list and maybe you as example of people will forward my email to your network, who will forward it 

to their network etc. because this is how I have decided to spread my book around the world – with the goodwill of 

people. 
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And at the service today Leif read Matthew 25, 14-30 and spoke about the importance of not becoming viscious or bit-

ter at the latest arrivals and he used this opportunity again to speak on behalf of the refugees and how they are poorly 

treated in Denmark – and it is really very simple USE THE GOLDEN RULE NO MATTER WHO YOU SPEAK TO and this also 

applies for Danes speaking to immigrants and there is no difference if the immigrant is coming from Sweden or Soma-

lia to take two examples! 

 

Continuing the final preparations for publishing 

After the church service I worked the whole afternoon to improve the quality of the email which will introduce my 

book and I also agreed to come to visit Sanna and Hans this evening and while working on it I discovered that I now 

have left time to prepare my family and it might end up with the result that I will inform my family at the same time as 

I inform everybody else, because they have really not deserved to be trusted and all I could expect by informing my 

family before publishing would be A CRY OR A DEMAND OR WHATEVER FOR ME NOT TO PUBLISH so it might end up 

with this result and I was just thinking and of course told by the Council that this afternoon my mother and John is to-

gether with Mette and Jesper and Søren and Bettina and what is a good subject to talk about JUST MAYBE ME because 

I am not present, I can’t speak for myself and the things you speak about me YOU WOULD NEVER SPEAK TO ME DI-

RECTLY or would you and yes SØREN WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE IN ME when listening to my family and when listening to 

me – WHO DO YOU BELIEVE IN SØREN because JUST MAYBE YOU DO BELIEVE THAT I HAVE A CONNECTION TELLING 

ME ALSO ABOUT YOU? 

 

And Søren knows that I am about to publish my book and Mette too – because I told her through a text message when 

asking for her email address – and is this also included in the conversation today? Is this mother HOW I HAVE DECIDED 

TO LET YOU KNOW THAT I AM STILL VERY MUCH “ALIVE AND KICKING”? 

 

Visiting Sanna and Hans 

The last week has been preparations like when you prepare different dishes of a dinner to be finished at the same 

time before the guests arrive and if all turns out successfully this is exactly what I have done with the deadline to pub-

lish approx. midnight today, which was the road I have been shown but before that I also went to see Sanna, Hans and 

Tobias – Niklas and Isabelle are in Warszaw, Poland - and we had a nice dinner together without any particular inci-

dents. Sanna has bought a total new ski equipment – the Devil in action you know, just a symbol – for their travel to 

Norway and the symbol of the Devil too and Sanna and Hans has been to Kirsten’s – the wife of Lars – 60 years recep-

tion some time ago and I thought that Kirsten was a doctor of old people, and first today I was told that she is a man-

aging doctor at the hospital of “mental diseases” at Dianalund and I wonder how many exciting discussions my Sanna 

and Hans – including my mother and John too – have had with Kirsten and Lars to find out “what is really the matter 

with me” but you know, the one who laughs at the end laughs the best and yes probably the words are different in 

English but you know what this is how we all are ☺. 

 

I was thinking at the end of the evening that this was the last dinner I had together with my family AS THEY AND WE 

ARE TODAY because NOW EVERYTHING WILL CHANGE after my publishing and we know DON’T KNOW WHAT WILL 

HAPPEN but there is no chance to “turn back” because now Matthew and other teachers of Stansted are included on 

my mailinglist and “turn back” is for you Matthew to “turn back” to whom you are without the Devil making your life a 

hell too and “turn back” is an album by TOTO and do you remember me still Matthew and YES I AM THE ONE YOU 

THINK OF MY DEAR MAN AND FRIEND BUT I AM SORRY I AM NOT GAY and that is that and yes still carrying on we are 

and the time is now 22.15 and need to do a few more things before publishing, but just a few symbols, not many of 

them I have given you lately but I just thought that it would be appropriate to give you a few here at the end: Rikke do 

you remember our tour with dahlberg in Århus where we did the different challenges in the wood one of them being 

to climb up the ladder to the top of a tree and to ring the bell – this is what God showed me yesterday, I climbed the 

whole way up alone and ringing the bell is the signal of publishing. I was also shown James Bond coming out of a drain 

filled with water and dirt, but he is totally clean in his tuxedo asking what the next assignment is where the answer 

was to reach up to receive more power. 

 

Updates to this book 

I will continue to write updates to this book, which all people can see from http://stigdragholm.spaces.live.com/ and 

from my profile on www.facebook.com.  


